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y^JTH^ STUD.
AdvertisemeMts inserted under this heading at t)u

following rates: One inch, single insertion, tijo;
t^^ofor the month; Sis for three months; t^ifor
sxx months, and Ssofor the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pup« sired by the celebrated EngUsh prize win-
ner

KEEPER
Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

IN THE STUD.

T
HB TYPICAL COLLIB

CLIPPER
by English Champion Eclipse out ol imported
Nesta. Record: ist Bufialo; 3d, Newark; 2d,
Boston; 3d, Philadelphia; 1st, Homellsville; ist,

Lee, 1887; 1st Troy; ist, New Haven- ad, Bufifalo.
i888; ad. New York; ist and special Troy, ist ana
special Utica, ist and special Rochester, challenTC
prize, Worcester; at Philadelphia won special U>T
best collie bred by exhibitor, and special for best
doK bred in United States or Canaoa, 1889.
Clipper is sire of the well known winners,

Queecny, ist Troy, [the largest seven months'
puppy ever exhibited]; Buttercup, II, 1st, Boston
and special for best bitch bred in 1887 or 1888;
Fannie Brown, ist and special Lee.
Clipper is the most perfect coated and the best

formed dog in the country, bar none.
Fee $20. Collie club members, J15.

J AS. WATSON,
114 Seymour St., Germantowu. Phila., Pa.

_ SPORTING GOODS.

Kennedy & Curtis
708 MARKET STREET, PHIUDELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS. RIFLES. PISTOLS
AND

AMMUIVITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

AMn's Celebrated Dog Cal[es-

*er's Imperial Dog Remedies

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (10)

bitches $35
After which his fee will be - - $60

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America - $35

Charieroi II $30
Colonel Scot $15

FOR sale:

Pups by above dogs out or firstK:lass bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish
terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
74 Philadelphia, Pa.

DBD IRISH SETTER

DESMOND II

DEAGLES IN THE STUD,

TONY WELLER,
(A. K. S. B. 5411)

By Keno—Fly. This dog in addition to being
up to high class show form is a wonderful per-
former lu the field. He sired the winning bitch

Suppy at the last Philadelphia show. Fee tio.
AKVIEW KENNELS, Box 91, PhiUdelphia, Pa.

POIMTER in THE STUD.

BANG.
Winner of four firsts and numerous other

prises. Pee, laj. Address

J. H. WINSLOW,
P. O. Box 1247. Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

74

YORKSHIRES IN STUD.
Blackburn Teddv, celebrated prize winner;

longest haired Yorkshire living. Fee $10.00.
Actor, first orize winner, 4>i lbs. Fee $10.00.
Whiskers, first prize winner, 3 lbs. weight. Fee

$10.00. JAMES FOSTER,
719 Lindsay Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

N THE 8TUD.

CK. ROYAL PRINCE 11,

The handsome imported blue belton English
setter in the stud to a limited number of ap-
proved bitches; a grand fielder, broken by Luke
White. Puppies for sale; also Dick Noble, 5016.
46 F. LEONARD, Pawtucket, R. I.

Bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan, England, by
Frisco—Grouse II . This dog combines both field

and bench show qualities. He won first prize in
the Derby at the Philadelphia field trials i888,and
on the bench has won, first, Philadelphia; first,

Troy; first, Albany; first, Rochester, 1888 and first,

challenge class, Philadelphia 1889.

STUD FEE, $3f>.

CHARLES T. THOMPSON,
2J47 RICHMOND STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa. 74

'pHE WELL-KNOWN COLLIE,

NULLAMORE,
full brother to the celebrated Dublin Scot, will
IjBlaced in the stud to serve a few approved

AT $15 EACH.
For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,
'*5 Box 15, Merion P. O., Pa,

JRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800,) IJy Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia New York
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul'
Toledo, etc

FEE, Ps.
B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. 0., Pa.

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the foltoiviw rates: One inch, single insertion,
tijo; Ss*> for the month; $1$ for three months;
US for six months, and tso for the year.

DOGS. DOGS.
If you want to get a good dog cheap, write to

the Quaker City Kennels, 1418 South Penn
Square, Philadelphia, Pa. You can save money
by doing so. For instance, look at the prices:
Broken setters, fjo; unbroken, p,; spaniels
broken, $15- unbroken, $«; broken beagles, $15;
unbroken, |9; other dogs at same low prices.

R. CRISSY, Prop.,
75 1426 8. Penn Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, FISH AND REPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF? '

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND"
HUNTING CUTUtRY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICI.WES.

No. 20e SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

**"flejw7re ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and See ihiil euuh vuku ii iiamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine disease*.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINfJ,"
(Post free, aSc.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars (rem

SPRATTS PATKNT (America), LIMITTJ,
139-245 East 56th St., New York City.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.m 44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. i TREA8.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplinKS,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dog*. Write torcaUlogue A.

B. F. LEAVIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare for the N.
Y. show.

BLM STATION, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

It will be to your interest to con-
sult me. I carry a very large
stock, and can furnish almost any
kind wanted. F. HOPE
464 N. Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

75

PAMPHLET

A DOG
is always subjact to disaas* and disablins injuries.

„ CUREWm in th« least possible time and the most thorough
manner, by the use ol

a bal«Mn prapared on tcientifk: principles for the cure of

DISTEMfER
I

MANGE I EAR CANKER
PNEUMONIA SORE FEET STRAINS
RHEUMATISM

|
WORMS | SPRAINS. Etc

6el it from Druggist*, Gun Dealers, and

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY.
!»• SOUTH ST.. NEW YORK.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any ot the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price
named:

With
Regular Fanciers'
Price. JOUKNAL

American Angler I3.00 $4.00
^'"'ic 3.00 4.00
Country Gentleman 2.50 3.50
Forest and Stream 4.00 5.00
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00 4.00
lllustratfd Weekly 4.00 5.00
Uudget of Wit 2.25 3.75
Pleasant Hours 1.75 3.25

Farmer's Review i.oo 2.75
Godey's Ladies' Book .... 2.00 3.00 •

Harper's Monthly 4,00 5.00
Weekly 4.00 5.00
Bazar 4.00 5.0a
Young People 2.00 3.00

Magazineof American History 5.00 6.00
New York Ledger 3.00 4.00
New York Weekly 3.00 4.00
New York Weekly World i.oo 2.75
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Popular Science News i.oo 2.75
Prairie Farmer 1.00 2.75
Puck 5.00 6.00
Peninsular News and Adver-

tiser, Millord, Del 1.50 2.75
Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.00
Register, Marietta, Pa 1.50 2.75
Scieulific American 3.00 4.00

Architects' Edition . 5.00 6.00
Spirit of the Times 5.00 6.cx.

SportiuK L.fe 2.25 3.75
' 'Tlln 4.00 5.0a
Turf, Field and Farm .... 5.00 6.00
Wheelman's Gazette • 50 2.60
Good Housekeeping 2.50 4.00
Western Rural 1.50 2.75
Southern Harnicr i.oo 2.60
Alabama Alliance i.oo j.6o
Southern Cultivator i.oo 2.(ia
Wide Awake 2.40 3.50
Pansy i.oo 2.75
Babyland 50 2.60
Delaware Farm and Home. . . i.oo 2.75
Georgia Farmer 50 2.60
Overland Monthly 5.00
Rural Workman 1.50 3.00
Babyland 50 2.60
Pansy i.oo 2.75
Wide Awake ..... 2.40 4.00
Pacific Rural Press 2.40 4,00
Rural Catifomian i.^o 300
Century 4 ;» 5.J0
St. Nicholas ^.<») 4,^

IMPROVED"c ELS I OR
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

rlMPROViO MCCISIC^ iNCutkTOR.

(Hundreds In sno.|
cesKful opcrnMon. I
Oiiarantocil Kihiitchl
as larifc |.flnpiitB({el
of fertile i-uKs as liny'
other (.Htehpr. Send Be. forinew Illu!>trBted Catalogue.

Circulara Free.

.*a.. 9^°- "• STAHL,
1 8.1. ...r.riuror. QUINCY, ILLINOIS.

Edv^^ard 8. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

8INGIN6 BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.
PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Hiirg^eon,

18»8 BROADWAY, NBW YORK. 43

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per I<)o lb iirk sa.OU
Uraniilated Bono. " lOO 'i.itiGround Boef
Mfraps. ... KMI .{jk)

(alclte. -.--•• 300 -i.m\
CTu«h<Ml Flint, - !24K» •^.JM^
Crnsheil Ovntor
MhellB, - - - • •.^00 -i.CM)

Send lor our New Price List ami Sanipte.<. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.
C. IT. RKMPWOT.F & fO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

GAME BANTAM.S.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick. Md.
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Special Notice.

All correspondence for The Fanciers'

Journal must lie addressed to the Fan-

ciers' Publishing Company.
• '

Our Illustrations.
The following illustrations have appeared in

1 HE FANCIERS' joiTRNAL. Copies for sale, nve

cents each:

No. 19. Mastiff, Champion Minting.
No. 23. Pug, Chainpion Dude.
No. 24. Trio of Buff Cochins.
No. 25. The Public Ledger Cup Wiiinera.

(Homing Pigeons.)
The Archangel.

No. 26. St. Bernard, Ben Lomond.
No. 27. Irish Setter, Desmond II.

• No. 28. Dutch Rabbits.
No. 29. Collie, Chainpion Scotilla.

Guinea Pigs.
. No. 30. The Ancient and Modern Game Fowl.

Pug, Punko.
Belgian Canary.

No. 31. Beagle, Tony Weller,
Pug. Champion George.

No. 32. German Hare Rabbit.
Pug, Chainpion Bessie.
Poultry House at Carlisle Show.
Belgian Hare Rabbit.

No. 33. Red Barb Pigeon.
Pug, Kash.
Jacobin Pigeon.
Ferret.

No. 34. Trio of Houdans.
Pug, Dolly.
Patagonian Heii.

No. 35. St. Bernard, Sir Bedivere.
Pug. Max.
Blue Dragon Cock.

No. 36. The WiUlTurkey.
Pug. Champion Joe.
Zebra Finch.

No. 37. Bloodhound, Champion Cromwell.
, Mr. Heroux's Pouter Loft.

No. 38. Avle^burv Ducks.
Pug, Othello.

No. fg. A Pair of Carrier Pigeons
Pug, Peggie II.

No. 40. Blue Turbit Cock.

Feb. II.—Texas Field Trials Club, at Marshall,
Tex. W. L. Thomas, secretary.

Poultry and Pigeon 8ho>vs.

Jan. 1-5.—Franklin, Ind. Johnson County
Poultry, etc., Association. F. E. McCaslin, sec-
retary.

Jaii. 6-11.—Bay City, Mich. Michigan State
Poultry .\ssix;iation. .W F. Brace, secretary.
Jan." 7-y.—Uwatoniia, Minn. Steel County

Poultry Association. G I). Holden, secretary.

Jan. 7-y.— Woburn, Mass. Eastern Middlesex

I

Poultry Association. F. W. Legg, secretary.
Jan. 7-10.—Putnam, Conn, yuinebaug Valley

Poultry Association. John I,. Sheldon, Central
Village, secretary.
Jan. 7-10.—Lewiston, Me. Androscoggin Poul-

try .\ssociation. John F. Putnam, secretary.

Jan. 7-10.—St. Catherines, Out. Poultry Asso-
ciation of Ontario. R. Hamill, secretary.
Jan. 7-10.—Adrian, Mich. Southern Michigan

I'lmltry As.sociation. C. D. Keyes, secretary,
Clinton, Mich.
Jan. 7-11.—Newcastle, Pa. Newcastle Poultry

Association. Joe S. Rutter, secretary.
Jan. 7-11. -.Middlelown, O. Middletown Poul-

try Association. Frauk Doty, secretary.

Jan. 7-11.—Mt. Gilead, O. Ceiitral Ohio Breed-
ers' Association. W. E- Bruce, secretary.

Jan. *-io.— Rock Rapids, la. Rock Rapids
Poultry, etc., .Association. H. C. Middlebrooke,
secretary.
Jan. (i-14.—Decatur, 111. Macon County Poultry

Association, R. J. Simpson, secretary.
Jan. 9-15.—Middletown, N. Y. Hudson River

Poultry, etc., Associatiou. A. A. Drevenstedt,
secretary'.

Jan. 9-13.—New Haven. Ct. New Haven Pinil-

try Association. E<lward A. Todd, ..secretary.

Jan. 13-17.— Mt. Carinel, 111. Wabash Valley
Poultry Association. C. C. Harper, secretary.

Jan. 13-1K.—Winona, Minn. Southern Minne-
sota Association. Fred Kroeger, secretary.

Jan. 13-iK.—Akron, O. Northern Ohio Poultry,
etc., As.saciatioii. Nathan Morse, secretary.

Jan. 13-19.—Augusta, (»a. Georgia Poultry As-
sociation. A. H. Vonderleith, .secretary.

Jan. 14-16.—Ayer, Mass. Northern Middlesex
Poultry, etc.. As.suciation. A. A. Fillebrown,
secretary.
Jan. 14-if..—Yarmouth, Me. Yarmouth Poul-

try -Association. Premium list now ready. W.
B.' Allen, secretary.
Jan. 14-16.—Manchester, Ct. Central Connecti-

cut Poultry As.sociation. H. B. Brandt, secretary.
Jan. 14-iy.—Cleveland, O. Cleveland Poultry

Association. C. C. Schellentrager, secretary.

Jan. 14-19.— Indianapolis, Ind. Indiana State
Poultry Association. Major Griffin, secretary.
Mauzy, Ind.
Jan" 14-19.—Washington C. H., O. Fayette

Poultry, etc., Association. J. B.Collier, secretary.

Jan. 14-19.—Bridgeton, N. J. South Jersey
Poultry As.s'11. W. H. Hainesworth, secretary.
Jan. 16-22.—Harlan, la. Western Iowa Poul-

try AB.sociation. D. B. Shcller, secretary.
jail. 20-23.—Chatham, Out. Eureka' Poultry

Associatiou. C. M. Baskerville, secretary.

sociation. J. H. Boggs, secretary.
Jan. 21-24—Taunton, Mass. .Southern Massa-

chusetts Poultry As.sociation. , secretary.

FIXTURES.
Dog 8ho>vs.

Jan. 6-11.—Michigan State Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich., W. F.
3race, secretary.
Jan. 1V18—Northern Ohio Poultry and I'et

.
Stock Association, at Akron, O. Nathan Morse,

^ secretary.
Jan. 13-18 —Georgia Pet Stock and Bench

Show Association, at Augusta, Ga., AH. Vonder-
leith, secretary.
Jan. 21-23—Charleston Kennel Club, Charles-

ton, S. C, Benj. Mcliiues, secretarv.
Jan. 27-Fcb. 1.—Colorodo Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
P^b. 11-1/).—Westminster Kennel Club, New
X. ^"y- James Mortimer, superiuleiident.
March 4-7.—Mascoulah Kennel Club, Chicago,

111. J. L. Lincoln, Sr., .secretary.
March n-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary.
March 25-28.—Massachusetts Kennel Club

at L>;nn, Mass. D. A. Williams, secretary.
April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field Trials.

1, '"r
»o -Pacific Coast Field Trials Club at Ha-

jersneld. Cal. H. H. Briggs, secretary, 313 Bush
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

M-J""' i.7 -All-<lay Field Trials, at West Point,

NwYork Ci"y"'''"^*''
""'"*''^- *« Broadway,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

H. J. W., Providence. R. I.—We will reply by
mail.

R. W., Ciin;A<;o.—The dog is not in the Eng-
lish Stud Hook.

H. I. I., City.—The judge came but did not

find the birds that were to be scored.

J. A. N., Boston.—Will do what we can. An
advertisement would help you we think.

T. J. M., I.o.NDON, Eng.—Thanks for your
message. Accept best wishes for the New
Year.

R. L., Milwaukee, Wis.—Cavy is the name by
which they are known abroad, but in this

country the old-fashioned "guinea pig" is still

used.

B. N. S., Atlanta, Ga.—We have not yet re-

ceived the list of awards. The entry, as far as

we can learn, was by Jaeger, Lackman, Meyer,
Seifert and Voorhees.

F. F. D., New Have."*, Conn.—We consider

Birmingham Lass as well bred a collie as any in

the country. By a full brother to Rutland out of

a full sister in blood to Metcliley Wonder is cer-

tainly choice br<-ediiig

Russian Wolf-hounds.

This week we ^ive as our illustration

the Russian wolf-hound Klsie, owned by

Mr. Wm. Wade, Hulton, I'a. In Russia '

they are known as "Barzor," but outside

of their native country they are called

Russian, Silierian or Circassian wolf-

hounds, but no evidence has yet been

produced that they are known in either

Siberia or Circassia. As so little is known
regarding these dogs, we asked the owner

of Klsie to kindly favor The Fanciers'

Joi RNAL with something by way of iii-

forniation and description, and we are in-

debtetl to him for the following particu-

lars:

"It is somewhat presumptuous for any

American to jiosture as an authority on '

this breed, there being less than a dozen

specimens in the country, but a consola- '

tion exists in there really l)eing no
,

authority oti the breed anywhere. M. '

Zambaco, of Paris, was accepted as an
authority, owing, as far as I could see, to

his owning some and writing a great

deal about his own dogs, but Mr. A. J.
Rosseau, of St. Petersburg, so effectually

riddled M. Zambaco's statement as to

facts concerning the breed, that the
effulgence of the latter's "authority"
dwindled to a rush-light and has not
shone since. Under these circumstances,
any thing as to their origin is plainly
out of place, and as to their use, it may
lie said that Mr. Rosseau states that

they are not used in Russia for wolf
hunting, but for hare coursing in the
same manner that the English grey-

hound is used, and that they are identi-

cally the same dog as the English grey-
hound, but that the colder climate has
given them a heavy warm coat instead

of the thin one of the English dog. Mr.
Rosseau gives a decided preference to

the whites with lemon markings, but ad-

mits that this is not a point to be in-

sisted on, and that other colors indicate

no impurity of blood.
"Mr. Rosseau is probably mistaken as

to the breed not being used in Russia for

wolf hunting, as illustrations are shown
of the dogs having brought a wolf to bay,

the huntsman then getting astride the
wolf and holding it by the ears while an
assists nt cuts its throat. Fortunately for

the facts of the case, this acrobatic per-

formance is so astounding and so ex-

cites the suspicion of "cum grano salis,"

that it was sneered at by many in the
pre.ss (myselfamongthe number),butmost
unquestionable evidence was brought out

that the practice did exist, marvellous as

it appears. It seems most probable that

the dogs are really used for wolf hunting
in the more remote districts of Russia,

where wolves are to lie found, which is

perfectly reasonable, as so large, power-
ful and fast a dog would certainly be
used for this purpose where the necessity

for such use exists, and it seems also

probable that in the more settled districts,

where wolves are extinct, and where Mr.
Rosseau probably gained his knowledge
of the breed, they are used for coursing
only, there being no other use for them.
There seems one most obvious use for

the breed in thiscountrv. Whether they
are the dog wanted in the far West for

hunting wolves, bear, etc., or not, their

eminent fitness for 'chiens de luxe' is

unquestionable, they having every quali-

fication for this. No other breed ap-
proaches them in beauty. To all the ex-
(luisite gracefulness of the true greyhound
tney add a power, size and Ijeauty of coat

that gives them an air of majesty and
power that the greyhound cannot have.
For the companion of a lady on horse-

l>ack, or in her walks abroad, or to fol-

low a handsome spati of horses, no im-
provement can be suggested on this

breed; they have the speed, jx)wer and
aristocratic appearance requisite for this

purp<ise.

"A description of the breed may be
boiled down to saying 'a very large grey-
hound with a setter coat,' and it may l)e

added that the dogs should run to twenty-
eight or twenty-nine inches at the shoul-

der, longer in Iwdy than a greyhotmd,
with a clean, narrow head, and the coat

should be longer than a setter's, quite

flat and very fine; in fact the coat of a

good-coated" animal in good condition
should be so long and fine that it waves
up and down in the wind when the dog
runs. The picture of Elsie fairly shows
the type of the breed, though her coat is

rather scant, due to low condition . Elsie

shows the remarkable length of bo<lj- as

compared with othur animals of the grey-

hound family, and this extra length is cer-

tainly,to some extent,objectionable, if it is

not accompanied with the additional mus-
cle in loin required to compensate for the
weaker construction. If the nmscular
power is in due proportion to the length

of the lM)dy,the latter is a most valuable
feature, adding much to the elegance of
the animal."

THE KENNEL^
CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly pari to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— 7'/ie .Spitniih .S/uitenl.

The Westminster Kennel Club pre-

mium list kindly sent us by Mr. Morti-

mer in advance of the regular distribu-

tion arrivedjust too late to obtain acknowl-

edgement last week. We have pre-

viously spoken of the juilges whose ap-

pointments were announced a few weeks
ago, and need only now comment upon
the classification and prize list.

«
» »

There are 171 classes including that

for miscellaneous breeds not otherwise

provided for, and we note nothing of im-

jxirtance in the way of change from last

year's classification. In the way of

prizes there are 40 of $20 each, |8oo; 9 of

I15 each, f 135; 162 of |io each, |i62o;

150 of Is each, I750, and 120 of I3 each,

#360, making a grand total of I3665.
Outside of this the club offers special

prizes for kennels and individual speci-

mens to the amount of $600 to which may
be a<ided another Jioo offered by "friends

of the club," making altogether the

hand.sonie sum of over |43t>o- Then we
have in addition the challenge cups,

trophies, produce and other stakes of the

Mastiff, St. Bernard, Collie and Fox Ter-

rier clubs, all of which go towards mak-
ing this the greatest prize list ever an-

nounced in this country.

•••

There is no gainsaying the fact that

New York is the one city on this vast

continent that can support a show of this

character. In f^ct, it is the one city in

the wide world when we come to consider

the amount of money taken at the gate.

In that respect it stands pre-eminent. An
F^nglish paper recently commented upon
the very extraordinar}- fact—to a for-

eigner—of the Westminster Club charg-

ing a dollar admission during the evening
hours, doubling the price of the day ad-

UllSKllVitl. 1 lie IctCt 1» UUUl>LlCa!> CXLIUOIUI-

nary, viewed thiough English glasses,

but the reason, if known, would doubt-

less be more a.stonishing. It has to be

done as a matter of self-protection from
the crowd that annually throngs the build-

ing during each evening, of the show.

With a fifty cents charge for admission

during the evening, locomotion is out of

the question along the crowded aisles

lietween the benches, and to afford a cer-

tain amount of comfort to the visitors the

doubling of the price became absolutely

necessary. It was not a question of get-

ting more money from the public, but

affording comfort to those willing to pay
that caused the club to adopt the step it

did.
«
#

The New York dog show is one of the

society events of the year, and it is a

week which bodes little good to the

theatres, for everylxidy and his wife goes

to show. Exactly what amount of pleas-

ure nine-tenths of the visitors obtain

from their visit or visits is not easy to

determine. Possibly it is endured by
the majority as a necessary evil, or some-
thing that has to be gone through in

order to preserve one's claim to being re-

cognized as in the world and of the

world. But we do not see that all this

has much to do with the premium list

which we started to write about.

It is well known of course to all our

readers that this year the show is to be

held at the American Institute Fair Build-

ing, Third Avenue and Sixty-third Street,

owing to Madison Square Garden being

in the process of rebuilding. The Insti-

tute Building was used by the Westmin-

ster Club in 1.S81, if we recollect the year

correctly, and proved itself to be admira-

bly suited for a show of this size. The
one drawback at that time was that the

building was rather too far up town but

that can no longer be said to be the case,

and the attendance is not likely to be
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This year the silver medal is liai)i>ily

obsolete. Tlif New York article, though
quite iij> to the required standard of
"purity of I'nited States coin. ' was never
alleged to he a thing of heauty or a joy

«ro„8, „. a, least ,1,„. .|k- „„. thai bW, 1 ,„ I '"
r"''' ,
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forever. It did w^il enough ;;i: ^iS h^^nes. hut what we do';:a; UuL "^ZlZa Ze'Zo^'crv /"^V,-'"«^
along there, but did not become a show of h"«t animal in Xew York in the same I as th. c"e n d^^^^ T . .T'
the New York type judged by its own ^on.lition she w«s i., .. ..,.;,,...„,..,.:.. . ,

."' ''^ .""«''^ ''^' «"" at shouhler,

standard of 18S9 or i.Sgcj. r„ its place we
have a I3 and in other instances a I5
cash prize wliich goes towards j)aying
entry fee anyway. In the challenge
classes there are two prizes, the majority

^nd^tion ..e was in at .hdadelphia and ^a^gUrth^^^a^r'^^^ t^^ :ishe XMll not wm except by an error of to pull the trigger It was the S 11jm^memwedo nc. think Mr. Mayhew A. agenfs butLss 11 l^^ t t^
ilms The

" '"^'- •^-^"""1- fi-M>lace; but no. it had toV- pomted
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^a-'^'-es «e have here. Old Knelish ! men -.s Mr u-'o 1 1
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of them being of equal value witl, the 1

^'-ep dogs-you see that their tee
, 1 auers of loc I'
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first and second prizes in the open classes. I
«- in fighting order, put the nund^r ' Tn e wiThin tl.e olle oT"

'

t ."'
and in the open classes of the leading « "at and draw then. out. You canno Xreto h^'
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h«^ there a. four cash prizes. SpealS
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go wrong, for there are no two alike a.:!;
' Il-d^^:^:"^ ""I^ '^b^:: "'"^:^

mg of challenge clashes we notice one
I

^hen the infuriated exhibitor comes Wade savs "the\.Jl.t • , .

JK-culiarity. There is one challenge class
{

-th a demand for an explanation vou
,
li l/rwiradrttt thi TT" '°

for toy spaniels, any variety. Is this^av: -Yes sir. I must say he is a v'ery the fam Iv t at wl
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|quite correct P There are King Charles, "ice dog. but then, dont you see he is ex^iS ittterer^yr^^ 'ff ,-
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Blenhem.. Pnnce Charles. Ruby and »ot my ty,K-.- As to terriers. Billv C.ra- these men who br^WH '^r" ^ ^'^' ^^Uor of Thk Fanchk.s' Julknai. re-
Japanese spaniels under the head of toy

|

ham told us that Mr. Mayhew is 4s .^IXt; tL! so^^^^
"Po" the Upecting the Eastern CouJng n.eeiing,

\\V regret very much that the club has
been misled into adopting this course,
and one which of course naturally failed

:

of its object, for the oflicers were on
hand and now the coursing club by its
action has well nigh admitted that what
it does is against the law. Let the offi-
cers of the club come out flatfooted an<l
take a firm stand on their rights in the
case and the public will rally to its sup-
port, but this copying the methods of
"sports" attending skin glove fights is

far. far below the dignity of such an as-
sociation as the Eastern Coursing Club.

One or two letters have reached the

Japanese spaniels under the head of toy ham told us that Mr. Mavhew is "as societv the so mkr.T'' !
"P°" the specting the Eastern Coursing meeting

spaniels. We hardly think a challenge good a man with terriers as youll g C o ing witrsuTT'r^^^^^^^^^anywhere." and that settles that poitt.
, the ouestio^ IW . T . ^L'!

°"' °'
'

^
i« co"necte.l

*
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After open classes we have novice and
puppy cla.sses which follow in the regular

«
« *

class for sette.. any variety, would;!^ anywhere." and thJt '^l.er thl LiS^
,
Z^^:^""^^ .^ .

'" ^^ °" "'
'
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Toy spaniels and Italian greyhounis we ' concT^. i7 Tl " sa a „ anTv^^ I t'

^
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.0 not think win suffer under his haml- make'no headwa a" aC rtill do J"'^

^
^'"^ *^"""^'"^" resides in Hrook-

"K and .fthere ,s a weak point it .nay be
;

well as a parson, but the S. P. C A agLu!
'"•

^ .VK...„. "' Me'^'can hairless, because in his letter ' seem ff% h^ ..j^i, 1 r

'^•^- agents

a.ul well-known order and need not be
:

this week Mr. Mayhew al.ud:s o ^ ,
" ^/ v^h:^^^^

""'^ "^' --• -^ "«>
re erred to at length. Taken altogether

!

-an who might find sy.nmetry i,. the else.
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\
-ake a ...istake when in his replv to the

of^ Qu2'v"irVn " fr 7'"l':r^'«" : ,f
"""

'^f
^^-^^ " « "•-">- ^'^ghtly o„ : ,% l

exceedi..gly harsh report of the coursing
01 quality and quantity aud will com- :

the supercilious order. Well we reallv
'

'

mand the endorsement and support of
|

<lo think the West.ninster Kennel Clui.
^^'^ have just had another fine e.xample

;
«-"K«»Kcu H meciianic when they made ar- :

' !--h".'w...«v«, »„ tiic luioiic work
' rancreniPiifc ..J.i. nr- n._ ., . . '

such nie.i are capable of doing. John

Hy the way. di.ln't Mr, K. H. Jlorris

* «
I

ra.igements with Mr. Mayhew a.i.l tliat

to

meeting in T. and S. he said: "Si.ice 1

have l>ecii in America all know that 1

have ..ever pushe.l myself forwarii, like

M, vf • ,. I.
'"" ' ""'*"'• -"aynew and that n,, ., ,. ,

'
"' ^—"«• -»""" other ill-bred presumptuous fellows " IfMr. Mayhew ,sth,s^veek a contributor he will show that as soon as he begi.is ,f'"'7^ x^,"'"'

''''''""-^•"'"'''^'>'^'^^''''
'

^^^^^^^ '- "s. friend Morris tlm vouour colum.is upon the subject of '
ha.idling his dog.s. There will always be j ';' .^"'""'" """»' ^^^'^ ^'"^- '-fore

I
...ade a bad ,..se of that word "ot .er "

specialty clubs and their connection with :
-lifferences of opinio., eve., between ac

'
*^^g'^^'"«t^ -» <>««^'' Vetter, of Ad.nore. ,Mr. Wade's abhorre.ice, "fancy." Mr. ' knowledged judges, but tl.ev don't de I

''^^^ ^^'»^^y- charged with n.ultilating a
Mayhew proposes to give a brief history ' prive a man of a right to that dist.nction 1'

^""^ ''^' ''""'"*'' ""^ '*** '"""^h and ears to
ofthe connection of the sjiecialtv clubs *

"

make it run faster. Mr. Charles E
with the respective breeds, which' we !«- w:„ ..,."* Mather, master of the houuds, said in
lieve will I,e very interesting readi..u as ,

^'"'/ sicken.,.g thud" Mr. Wade ' regard to the charge:
well as instructive ^

I

'^''^PP*'' "P«" "« '^^t week for our com- !

^ 1

ments on S. P. C. A. svste.ns. In what '•

'"'''•'f
,'*"'' ''' «'"'ply a farce. Several**

I

^'^ had said we si..ipK" voiced the sen. i i?r^""r •.'•"''•''^'•'"P'"^'' have insti-

ha^'ldt^^U.^foll'*'^- 'T'"r
we ments of those who are in a ,K.sition to I

uSg wnrt'n:L:r:;^.t"o?^.;;;r'u^ j

-"'--"^ «»-PP-he..sio.. which ...a^

New Yorkladt
'"^ '"'" "

I

"" ^'^^^''^^'^ ^'- '"^- ^ ^- A- agents P-l-- to fight this thi..g.1,nr'iuli.'ig
' --t as to correspondent's right t,

„
"'

-
'

«'"«^' "°'ess a good "ad" is to be got out of '^' "°'''
'r'?"

""'• '""'*^^"^'-- '"hi^^ is a assu.ne a title if he has it not
IvD.TOR Fancikrs' JotRNA... I the arrest. We wrote "sporting „.en " ''?""''-" "^

l"" ""V^'"'"' "'"^ ''""^ '«^en
'

,
S.R: In your notice of the judges at

'
!'"''"'"« ^" «PP'>- »he ter... as Mr. Wade ' ami' we' propo "\o' mainta^n'thi:' :iort' ! <Jn the .lav Mr Vh"
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A new E.iglish co..tributor lias lun.e.f
up i.. lorest an.l St.ea.11 who has cliosen
the no.n de plu...e of "A Lively Lord." It
will ..ow be i.i order for the Herald's
office to send a list of the lords by title
and lords l)y courtesy to the editor of our
green-covered contemporary in order to

wou d inform me where he has judged in
England, if at Kennel Club shows, alsowhat breeds he has judged ? I have looked
hrough al the Kennel Club catalogues
but can only find his name as the exhib-
itor in recent years, of the wire-haired
fox terrier Brittle. Yours truly,

INDK-X.
«

» *

regular Sunday morning dog fight was
brought ofT in the New York .listrict
and as regulariy chronicled in the follow- !

uig morning's paper. We would not un.ler '

any circumstances go to a dog fight, but

passe<l away. He ha<l been ailing for
some time, having met with an acci<lent
at the llabylon Kennels during the sum-
mer.

» •

tha M? M
correspondent ... , „ ,.,, ,„,, ,.,that Mr. Mayhew ,s not a new hand in likewise is an admisshe judge's r,..g and while he is better

| ashamed ofknown as a terrier man, yet he is an all-
'

rounder. The fact of his not having
judged at a.i Ivnglish Kennel Club show
is not any evidence of lack of ability.
Our corresiwndent is probably aware
that certain gentlen.en of acknowledged
experience do ..ot judge at some i.nport-
ant American shows, a.id she has not
far to go to find the reason therefor
The same state of affairs exists abroad
We .lon't say that this was so in Mr
Mayhew's case, but simply state it as a
well-known fact.

mutilated the fox before the hunt started
IS simply ridiculous. The tail of the fox
IS the coveted prize for which we rideWere we to cut this off at the start, what
would there remain to ride for ^ And
bcs.des, could the fox ru.i at all with
this useful member detached ? -- ^ ,v

we w.n undertake to locate ain- doc'fieht simS^' Vr''°l'>
'^tory is rot. pure and

|

g^'^ty "f the late meeting, a^ far .,s their
alx>ut to take place in the New Yoi .^i's- I

slll'tfride'i^^" ^^.T^^^:^,^^
\ r""'

"
'^'T w^"

""'^ ''' '''"^ ' ^^ ^
trict. To say that the officers cannot do ^hat would re...ai.. of a fox afterS ' co.,cer..ed. He gave us to iinderstan<l

e isan n,l„.;u»;„.. .1 _. , . . . I pounced uijon by a pack of hounds
!

."^ ""^'""*^' ^''"'e done in the matter

•We called at the A. K. C. office to see
Mr. Yredeiil)iirgli about the alleged ilk-

* «

io.i thev ought to l,e ' r""''^''^
"1"°" ''>' '' P''ck of hounds "" »oi"'n« will be <fone in the matter.

trained for the purjiose. We all carry I

^"at the constitution was live.l up to and
',

I

;7^0!'"! c'-ops with which to dispatch Rev- ' no further meeting will !«.> called ''—Turf
How was it that a short tinie ago it was |

"^.1-0^^^;^ '
n.":::idiit.r;o'u^ I

^^'^''^ ^"^ ^^"""- ^'-^ ^ ""-take ther;
so difficult to get off a glove fiifht in

,"'"'"'*h.' '"hich we ride for. there is another I

'*""'^''"^''^- -"Secretary Vredenburgh
that san.e district? A man in the riuLr whfrh r' '^'T'^ ''l''*-'''

''^^ '"'''^' ''iit I

^-""''l "ot have said that the constitution
had it made worth his while t^ l"S bVan";. 'o.'our 'meiXrs'T The constitution was
"Kive them away," an.I the S. P. C. A I

have killed so few foxes That' rew-ml is I

'" """*^ P'"'" "'"' conspicu-
caii do as the police authorities did

*he one great big dollar offered b'v the
"'"' "'«""'•• <>ur co.iteni])orarv must

How is it that a certain cock fi.rhf,.r ' «°""V'
^°'' c^ery fox killed. Now the '

have got its information mixed.
ha. never ,^„ ea,.t„„ ,„e phS"

j^^X S'lu^-'n^r'L'ivi^ !

phia district, although present at every
"^ '"""^ '•" " '"*-P"'"«^g^

raid that has been luade. a..d he cannot
run across the street in much less thau
ten seconds ?

« »

of earning an honest dollar, and we pro-
pose to hold out for this 'right.' "

» »

The English setter bitch, Bettye S. de-

I

feated Sally Brass II in the ^[250 a si.le

j

match at Lcxi..gion, N. C. 0.1 December

'^^^ Eastern Coursing Club is takine a I the J'"
/'"'*''"' ""'»""»«"'*'> •>«="'l<^<» at

M.M..e„,.o™.o,..0„ati '~^ ^ M^ Wa. -- ^Z:-—i^Z— I^^^^«"
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WINNING pros OF AMERICA.

DAISY II.—Owned by A. E. Pitts,

Est]., 29 North High Street. Columbus,

Ohio. Bred by Mr. John (iross. Born

August 7, tS86. Sire. Champion George ;

<lani, Sweep
;
pedigree unknown.

WiNXixc.S.— I'irst at I'tica. first at

New York, second at Philadelphia, 1888.

Second at Columbus, Ohio, and \'. H. C.

at Toledo. 1SS9.

DOLLY.—Owned ami imported by M.

H. Cryer. 1.527 .\rch Street. Philadelphia,

Pa. Imported 1.S79. Bred by Ralph ','.

Linton, 8 Nicholson Street, Edinburgh.

Scotland. Born July, 1880. Pedigree:

I

r.nmh
I
^liek

{ J
Sire

:

I I MosK '*

Tohy(R.S742)
;

a
]

i Crusoe s.

He1>eIf Crusoe £
He1>e i

"

[ Phyllis 1

nam :

LlK

fGh. I'unch

I Molly, hy Ch.
Baron

r
a.

f

" In size, head, muzzle, ears, eyes,
colors, .nask, a.id wrinkles, Dolly had few
e(]uals. but back of her shoulders she
was not of good form. Tail and hind
legs bad, coat too long, but iiood in tex-
ture; was not a fine show dog. but a good
breeder, as is shown by the list of her
winning pnoduce."

WiNNiNf-.s.—vSecond at New York,
iS,S2. Third at New York, I.SS.^. Second
at New York, 1SS.4. ami member of best
ken..el in New York. 18S2, i8.S^. and
1884.

WixNixr. I'RomcK.—Vixen, born.
January. 18S2

; second and three sjjecials

at Pittsburg, second at New York, 1883 ;

sire. Champion Roderick. Cha.upio.i
Max. Doctor, bor.i February. i88,s.

Chau.pio.. Bessie, born April 6. 188.5.

Daisy, born April 8, 1S85. Champion
Dude, born November. 1883. Myrtle, ami
several winning puppies not named.

DOLLY II.—Owned by Mr. E. H.
Daggett, Marlborough .Street. Bostou.
Breeder unknown. Born 1879. Sire.
Don. i)edigree unknown ; dam, Daisy,
liedigree unknown. Wou first at New
York, 1880.

DOLORES.—Owned by Mr. A. o.
Austin, comer Broad and Winter Streets,
Providence, L. I. Bred by W. J. Coin-
stock. vSire. Dunbar, pedigree unknown;
dam. Maud, pedigree unknown. Won first

and special at Boston, 1SS5.

prSKY.—Owned hy Mrs. C. S. Cuiii-
mings. Breeder, pedigree, and date of
birth unknown. Won first at Chicayo. I

18H4.

Dl'CH ESS.—Owned by Miss Morlev.
No. 5 Ivast Thirty-secoiid Street. New
York. Bom 1882.' Breed and pedigree
unknown. Won first at New York. 1.S.S4

(Spring show).

DUCHESS II.—Owned by Charles T.
Belscr. Nnshvillc, Tenii. Bred by George
Gillivan. West Jefferson. O. Born July
2J, 18.S5. Sire. Chain]>inii Treasure; daiii,
Peggie. Won first at Cincinnati, 18S6.

EFFIE IE. 1208. Champion).—Im-
ported and owned by Mrs. W. R. Knight.
Philadelphia. Pa. Bred by Mrs. S. Col-
Imgswood. Bom May 24', 1880. Pedi-
gree:

' prize at Alexandra Palace. 1881. Third
at Bournemouth, first at Sheffield. In

j

America: I'irst at New York. 1882. l-'irst

I at Pittsburg, champion at Washington.
pS83. Champion at New York, and
champion at Non-Sporting Show, New-
York, 1884, beside specials.

I

FLOSSY, formerly I'lirt I Ini])orted).—
[Owned by George (Villivan, West Jeffer-

son, Ohio. Breeder, age. a.id jjedigree

unknown. Bur.ied at Colun.bus. Ohio,
January 1 2. 1888.

WiNNiNC.s.—First at Montreal, as
Flirt. 1883. I'irst at Montreal, third at

Xon-Sporting Show, New York, second at

National Breeders' Show, Philadelphia.
1884. Second at New Haven, second at

Boston, second at Toronto, second at

Philadelphia (Spring), second at Phila-

delphia (Fall), second at New York, 1885.

WiNMNC. PRODICK.—Ruby I'., sired

by Bradford Ruby.

FRANKIE C—Owiie<l and bred by
Harry L. Goo<lniaii, F'sq., Mohawk Ken- '

nels. Auburn Junction. III. Born Sej)-

tember 10, 18S5. Burnctl at Columbus.
Ohio. January 12. 1888. .Sire, Champion
Iniijorted Joe. formerly Zulu II 1 !•;. 13.

834); dam, Tody. '
•

WiNNiN'C.s.—First (puppy class), sec-

ond (open class), at Detroit, first and first

puppy class at St. Paul, 1887.

GIPSY'.-Owned by Mr. Andrew Win-
ner, 756 Ninth Avenue, New York. Bom

|

1881. Sire. Black Diamond, pedigree
unknown ; dam, Bessie, pedigree un-
known.

JI'DY IV.—Owned and imported by
John I". Campbell, Montreal, Quebec.
Breeder, age, and pedigree unknown.
Won first at Ottawa, 18S9.

LADY CLOIDY (Imported).—Owned
and imported by Walter I). Peck, Esq.,
City \icw Kennels, New Haven, Conn.
Breeder. Mr. H. Maule. Scarborough.

1

Phigland. Born May 3. 1882, Pedigree :

Winnings. —First at Waverly, N. J.,
in open and puppy class, T887.

MISS KITTY.—Owned and bred .by
Mr. A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring (iarden
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Born 1884.
Pedigree :

Sirt-:

Ohniiipiun deorjfe

Max iKtt'ioi
;

r Pa 111

I'Mugf^ins

(Coquette

Dillll :

Lady I-'lorn

Rose

TruRefly
1 K. 6767)

I
Cloudy. .

J

Tichljimiii

i Jmly

I

Click

I 'I'opsy

be
I>ani:

Champion May.

Letter Carrier. -,

Deafv

( Cerant

( Pearl

rcerant

I Pearl

Winnings.—In England: Third in

pup])y class at Crystal Palace (July),
first at Crystal Palace (December),
1882. Second at Warwick, 1883.

I'ourth at Hull (January), second at

York, second at Crystal Palace, third at

Hull (November), i'8.S4. Third at Pug
Dog Club Show, first at Birmingham,
i8S.5. In America: First at Newark
I^I'all I, 1886, and second at Newark, 1887.

Winning Prodice.—Kash, by Brad-
ford RuViy, born April 22, 1887.

LADY DIFFERIN.—Owned by Miss
I'a.iiiie W. Baker. Breeder, age and
l)edigree unk.iow.i. Won first at St.

Louis. 1884, 1885 and 1886.

LADY FLOSSY.-Owned by L. S.

Hudson. Lansing, Mich. Imported by
the Checiuassctt Kennels, Lancaster,
Mass. Bred bv Miss M. A. I-:. Holds-

'^r .

MR. H. L. GORMAN'S BO-PEEP.

Winnings. — iMrst at

.Show, New York, 18.S4.

Non-Si>orting > worth, i Cookridge Street, Leeds. Eng-
land. Born Juuc 2. 1882. Pedigree :

GYPSY II.—Owned by Mrs. Barton
Hooi)es. Philadelphia. Pa. Bred by M.
H. Cryer. Born June, 1882. Died 18SS.

(Never bred). Sire, Champio.. Roderick.
Dam. Nelly, by ijiiported Pug. by Morris"

Punch. Won second at Philadelphia,

and first at National Breeders' vShow,
18S4.

GIPSY HI.—Owned by T. S. Dumont.
.\ge. breeder, a.id pedigree unknown.
Won first at Cleveland. Ohio. 1.S84.

JF^SSIE.—Owned and importe<l by M.
H. Cryer, 1,527 Arch Street. Philadelphia,

Pa. Imported September. 1.S82. Breeder,

date of birth and pedigree unknown.
Wo.i first at New York. 1S83.

Winning Prodick.—Dot, born Janu-
ary, 18.S3; first (puppy class) at New York.
1883. Sircfl by Chainj)ion Roderick.

JTDY HI.—Owne«l and bred by Mr.
Harry L. Goodii.a.i. Mohawk Kennels.
Auburn Junction. 111. Born March, 1880.

Pedigree:

Sire :

Max (K. 7760) .

Rose

Dam :

Pet .

r Max iK. 776")

I Jessie

Winnings.— P'irst and special at Hart-
ford, second at New Havc.i. seco.id at

Newark, 1886. and secoiul at Providence,
1887.

W I NN iNG PRODtcK.—Tluiuder.

M.\Y (Champion ; imported).—Owned
by George Gillivan, West Jefferson, Ohio.
Breeder. Mr. Reaves. London, England.
Born 1879. Pedigree :

Sire

:

( Cerant
Letter Carrier..

1

I Pearl

Dam :

Deafv

Sire:
Imp. Roy.il Dandy

Sire :

G. H. KoNter'K Banjo
Ch Ciimedy <K. 67671..

Dam :

7,oe

'1
.

( Corn

J
Toln

I Twislty

This was ouf of the very best bitches
ever in this country.
Winnings.—In England: Second

1 Olil Punch
I

1V<li({rec unknown

I

Smut
I PtdiRrce.' unknown

Dam:
Imp Indv II

(Turn Tum

I Judy

Winnings.—Firtt at Chicago champ-
ion and special at New Orleans, champ-
ion and special at Springfield, 1883.

Champion at Milwaukee, 1885. Champion
at Cleveland. Ohio, i8,S6.

f Smart

I Lookie

WiNNiNf.s.—Second and special at

Pittsburg, first at New York, iSHi, and
champion at Cleveland. 1882.

Winning Prodici:.—Roderick II. by
Champion Roderick, first in puppy class

at Cleveland, 1.S82. Miss Kitty, by Cham-
pion frcorge.

MIDGET.—Owned by Miss Whitney.
Lancaster. Mass.. and bred by George
W. P'isher. lvs(|.. Catpwissa. I'a. Born
June 9, 1S.S7. Pedigree:

Sire. ( Imp. BoffKie
Thumlwlom

Dnni
Inn- nijou

1 Darkio

(Smith's Dandy

{ Little Nell

Winnings. — First at Philadelphia
(Spring), first at Philadelphia (Fall),
1.HS5, and first at Newark, 1886. See
comments of shows for i S85 and 1886.

NELLY.—Owued by W. Scott. Breeder,
birth, and pedigree unknown. Won first

at Meride.i. Conn., 1884.

PhXiGIE—Owned by Cleorge Gillivan.
West Jefferson. Ohio. Bred by John D.
Smith, Es(|.. Dayton. Ohio. Born June
I. 1884. Burned at Columbus. January
12. 18S8. Sire. Cha..ipion Joe ( t;. 10,973);
dam, Smith's Flora, pedigree unknown.
Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Dayton, Ohio, October, 1884. First at

New Orleans, La., first at Cincinnati
ipuppv class) 1885. First at Cleveland,
first at Toledo, 1886. Champion at Day-
ton, 1887. and chan.pion at Columbus,
Ohio, 1888. These two champion prizes
would not count under A. K. C. rules, as
she had not won three first prizes at

shows that were recognized by this club.

Winn IN*; Prodice.—Duchess, II.

sirctl by Treasurer.

PEGGIE II —Owneil by W. A. Wil-
liams. Memphis. Tenn. Bred b)' Harry
L. Goodman. Born November 6. 1887.

Sire. Champion Joe; dam. Tody.
Winnings.—First at Toledo, first at

Cincinnati, first at Richmond, first at St.

Paul (puppy class'*, second at Toledo,
second at St. Paul (open class). 1888.

First at Columbus, 1889.

PINKY.—Owned by T. H. Adams.
F,sq,, Paw tucket. R. I. Bred by Mrs. H.
Ricketso... Born January 25. 1884. Sire,

Echo; dam, Racket. Won first at Boston,
1886.

Rabies or insanity.

I'rcuu the Ilritish Medical Journal.

At a general meeting of the Jamaica
Branch of the British Medical Association, held

May 29, f*Sy, at the Public Library, Kingxton.

Mr. Plaxton read a paper on Rabies or its

"Double." He related two cases, of which the

interest, according to him. was thai, admitting

them to be cases of rabies, no evil followed bites,

or denying them to be rabies, they were case.s of

an acute and rapidly fatal maniacal affection in

the dog.

Case I. One of his own dogs was excited, at-

tacked all his other dogs without more than

trifling cause, and bit and struggled when picked

up from the ground. He bit five jieople, includ-

ing his master. Muscular jMJwer gradually failed,

the dog seemed to wish t<i vomit, lay much with

closed eyes, whimpered occasionally; eyes

clouded; not easily roused; imce or twice in the

day put his nose to a plate of milk, but did not
drink, not seeming to understand it as foo<l;took
no note of water; wa.s not snappish. The post-
mortem disclosed that he had swallowed nil>bish
of nil sorts during his illness
Case 2 was also that of one of his own dogs, but

not infected by thi- first on Kaster Sunday. iSKj,

during the night, she killed and ateoiie'of her
puppies. She was very furious, and attacked
the other dogs, biting three certainly. She never
attacked human beings She tried to destroy a
seci)ud puppy but was prevented. Water she
lapped once or twice, but was not seen to drink
any large quantity: milk and meat she treated in
the siime capricious manner. She was not noisy;
never barked; was restless, jumping about the
room as if eager to be out. Did nut attack human
beings. .\t the posl-inortem nothing unusual
was found; noiieritoiiilis, nothing in the stomach
or iiiteslines, no foreign bodies, no rubbish of
any kind. If these were not c.tscs of rabies, were
they inleresttng cases of iiisanily in one of the
lower animals.' The first n case'of insanity at-

tacking the subject possibly at puberty, the sec-

ond, perhaps, a case of puerperal mania. If they
were rabies il was singular that all. man anil
beast, who were bitten escaped the disease.

H.ir(l Lines for tlic Dog.

I-'rom the New Vork Star

That noble animal, the dog, has a

rocky road to travel in this city. He is barred

out inf many flats and most boarding houses aud
hotels; if he ventures. into a dry goods store he is

driven out ignominionsly; his master is not even
permitted to take him on the street car or on the
elevate<l; in the street he is in perpetual danger
from the dog catcher, and his only place of safttj

is his own home
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SPECIALTY CLUBS.

The Result of EflTorts to Improve and

Foster Certain Breeds of

Dogs in England.

BY R. F. MflYHEW.

A letter from Mr. Wade in The P'an-

ciERS' Journal some week or two

back on the subject of " fancy" opens up

so vast a field for discussion that I trust

such an important matter will not be

allowed to pass unnoticed. The many
breeds that have improved, and the many
that have not, since shows became recog-

nized institutions, should be a subject for

much thought in the endeavor to ascer-

tain the why and wherefore of such ad-

vancement or decline. Had shows ac-

complished that aim for which they were

promoted, and had atl lireeds been bene-

fitted, then Mr. Wade could not have

taken the pessimistic view which he did,

and though agreeing with him to a cer-

tain extent, I must confess I cannot so

utterly abandon myself to such a "lugu-

brious refrain," as he does. N'or do I

think that "shows" are the real, so much
as the innocent cause for decadence,

they being the tool and instrument of that

bane of exhibitions, " the sjjecialist

judge." Yes, though I am a specialist

myself at last, so says the last num1)er to

hand of the I'anciers' Gazette, I must

admit my supreme contempt for such a

body, collectively, a- id on their shoulders

shall I endeavor to place the odium of

whatever decline there is or has been in

"popular" breeds. I say popular t)ecause

there are some breeds which must always

remain withm a conhned sphere.

In discussing his question I must de-

vote myself entirely to dog<lom in Kng-

land. First, because I have not been

here long enough to determine one way

or the other; secondly, because it is my
impression that specialist clubs here have

not yet had sufficient time to establish

those idiosyncrasies which have proved
injurious on the other side; nor do I

think it possible in this country for a
body of men to submit to the red tapeism
and bigoted Toryism so prevalent across

the Atlantic.

To start with, I will give the usual
course adopted in the formation of a
specialist club. Its necessity is claimed
as an acknowledged fact, whereupon
three or four exhibitors hold a meeting,
one of them becomes secretary, the others
committeemen; two or three of their

friends are persuaded to join; another
meeting takes place, a code of rules is

adopted and approved, probably drawn
by the secretary who has in most cases
just bought a dog of the breed; he is also

requested to draw up a standard of points,

and with a few alterations the standard
is appproved and becomes that under-
stood law which is to tfuide every man's
idea of perfection. Here the secretary
and those from whom this club emanated
become enrolled as "specialist judges."
One or two specials are given at a big
show, sometimes out of the promoter's
pocket, sometimes out of other people's,

and the club is thenceforth an established
fact and despotism commences its reign.

It will Ije said no other way is possible
for the formation of clubs. Perhaps not,
but what I complain of is this. Suppos-
ing two or three of the oldest breeders,
men whose experience is incalculable
when compared to that of the majority;
supposing these men have not the time
to be present at a meeting, or have not
the inclinations to interfere with the
progress of their breed, or are perfectly-

satisfied with existing circumstances;
supposing these things, and they are a
great deal more real than imaginary,
then we find this self-organized IkmIv arro-
gating to itself the power of dictating
to those whose ideas should be studied,
and in all probability not only inflict

on them a standard of points abhorrent,
but also insist on their dogs being judged
by some beginner, whose recommenda-

tions are a heavy purse and the purchase
of some prize winner at a long figure.

These are the evils accompanying nearly
every club. I will repeat them, viz., the
arbitrary "specialist judges," and the ut-

ter unconcern for all who come not into
the fold, no matter how many years they
may have devoted to a breed.

I have spoken of the "infliction" of
specialists, and they are an infliction.

Men whose circle consists of two or three
cronies with the same ideas and aims;
whose lips are sealed on general topics
(doggy I mean of course); whose sight of
the show is limited to that space which is

only occupied b)' "the" breed, and who
were a stranger to ask where he could find
some other, could receive a blank stare
of astonishment at the absurdity of any-
thing else being an attraction. He sees
naught else; his ideas of conformation are
gathered from no other source than that
of the "idol" which he and his cronies
have set up. How can he appreciate per-
fect proportions, for probably it is to
another variety he must go to find beau-
tiful symmetry, for it is not every breed
that can boast of a true built dog, no
matter how greatly desired. As he strives
not to learn from outside I contend, he
either considers himself 'infallible ' or
is unwilling to admit and unable to
appreciate those true proportions so
essential in nearly all the different varie-
ties. This man's aims are so restricted
to the doctrines of his clique; his mind
tiecomes so warped and moulded for the
attainment of one particular property
that in years to come, if his sway con-
tinues, naught of the dog will remain but
that which the idolatrous frenzy of the
specialist has peniiitted to be pro<luced.
Such is the man to whom shows must In-
come "indebted" as a judge.

vShould a show accept him not, is not
the club's august patronage withdrawn,
and do not its meml>ers shun the allure-
ments? "Do unto others as vou would
they should do unto you," says the text.
"Destruction and d nation o'ertake all
those who do not as we tell them," says
the "specialist," and ought I not to
k.«v^ *. ,.v>i uAu A iiut one 1.^1 iiiciii . ui icHbL
so has an English contemporary kindlv
spoken of me.

The all-round man, the one who tho'
admitting a preferance,appreciates beauty
of outline, and true conformation in any
breed, even a Mexican hairless, is des-
pised by the highly-cultured specialist,
yet it is possible for the "all-rounder" to
become a "specialist, "though utterly im-
possible for the specialist to Ijeconie an
"all-rounder." A specialist is practically
"a-pnll-the-string-aiid-the-figure-moves,"
for he has liecome subservient to the dic-
tation of his sect. A judge of a dog
(the all-round man 1 has cultivated the
opinion of everv class of owner, and has
a natural taste for everything that is pro-
portionate, nor is his mind so highly
charged that he cannot learn. Take two
dogs of a breed, one possessing general
excellence, without any pronounced
beauty, the other very defective in some
essentials^ but excelling to an exagger-
ated degree in others. The specialist
would go for the latter, while the all-

round man would prefer the former. .\s

Rawdon Lee says in his fox-terrier
l>ook, if the worshippers of one parti-
cular quality would concede a little to
the worshippers of another, and vice
versa, general excellence would the more
readily be obtained.

Mr. Millais' "Rational Breeding" is

very pretty in theory, and shows him to
be a strong adherent of Darwin, for which
I respect him, but I wonder if in putting
it to the test, he is not prejudiced by the
selection of an exaggerated ]iroperty with
which the specialist club lias i)oisoned
him. Were it possible, I would have no
man become a iiienil>er of a club until he
had shown himself thoroughly conver-
sant with Darwin on "Sexual .Selection, " '

but goodness gracious whither am I

wandering? The Collie Club of this I

country, I am pleased to say, knows not ''

"specialist judges." The members show, I

exhibit and give prizes, whether the '

judge \>c "inspired" or imi. This is the
acme and beau ideal of a specialist bixlv,
and long, long may it i)ros])er and j)rove
an example for others to copy,

[TO BE CONTIXITED.I
;

[Mr. Mayhew may be interested in
finding out "why the Collie Club gave up
its specialty judge.

—

Ed.]

PIGEON VS. DOG FANCIERS.

Editor FANCiiiKs' Joirnai,.

Sir: It seems to me that Mr. Aver (in

yours of December 28) hardly "catches

on" to the discu.ssion as it originally

arose; I rather infer that he takes a

wrong view of the meaning of "fancy"

as it has been use<l by Mr. Fellows and
me. Apparently he uses it in the same
sense as preference, partiality, etc, while

the word as used means purely artifi-

cial details of conformation, coloring,

etc.,of animals, the most positive of uon-

es.sentials. "Fancy" is fashion in dress

ill which real essentials of health and
comfort are by no means the first consid-

eration.

I do not decry fancy, only I insist that
it must "stick to putty, old boy" (if Mr.
.\yer never heard of that, you, Mr. Editor,
can inform him). Pigeon fanciers have
my unlxjunded respect. Their accom-
plishments demonstrate the superiority
of mind over matter much more <lecidedly
than ever Herr Driesbach or any other
lion tamer ever did, l)ut chiefly "do they
win my respect in so sharply distinguish-
ing between "fancy" and practice, and
while on this, may I not ask of your
Poultry i;ditor whether it is true here as
it was said to be m England that when a
breeeder breil pigeons for flight, he con-
centrated his attention on proved powers
of his breeding stock, not on color, feather
etc., etc.? Mv contention is that "fancy"
(in dogs) does not, and will not do what
Mr. Ayer iisks for. Working qualities
are absolutely of no account ami very
often the very characteristics which ruin
a dog for use are allowed to run riot; the
straight hocks of mastiffs, their swineish
obesity and weak loins are cases in point.
The enormous coat of collies, and the
ridiculous stumpy legs of cocker spaniels
are cases in point. A straight hocked
mastiff cannot spring on a man, a re-

quirement of his work. The bag of
leathers ot a collie cannot jwssibly stand
extreme heat or hard work. The stump-
legged spaniel surely cannot Ije an active
nimble dog.
Then fancy builds her all on some

absolute non-essential. Because the mas
tiff has a short head as compared with
other dogs, it must be the shortest ; be-
cause a collie has a long head as com-
pared with other breeds therefore its

muzzle must be drawn out and its skull
drawn in beyond all comprehension of
reason, and the short-legged, long-bodied
spaniel has become a weasel. I thor-
oughly agree with Mr. Ayer .-us to the
desirability of combining beauty with
use, but the fancier will not accomplish
this; it will have to be done by the prac-
tical breeder, the man who keeps useful
characteristics in view as the first thing'
to be looked after. In supi>ort of this, 1

will take great pleasure in sending Jlr.

-Ayer photos of tlie m.istilTs Turk, Colo-
nel and Crown Prince, the two first

"long-faced lurchers," the latter "the
pet of the fancy,'' and I will be willing to
take Mr. Ayer's opinion iis to whicTi is

the more beautiful animal. I hone Mr.
Ayer has .\. K. R. at hand, with the
picture of Rhea, and can see the picture
of Moonstone in the Stock-Keeper. He
can then see how much reason Mr.
Fellows has for cussing " fancy " as ap-
plied to spaniels.

I am not much given to boasting, but
it has pressed on me so hard of late that
I must let out or I will "bust." Four or
five years since I began a crusade against
"fancy," which I fought almost alone.
Then the abnormally short head and
bodily weaknesses of Crown Prince were
the fashion, as witness the importation
here of such caricatures of mastiffs as
Ilford Caution, Lady Gladys, Prussian
Princess, Moses, Dread, etc. .Soon Mr.
Portier came to my assistance, and I

always had Mr. Wmuis backing as to
straight hock and hoggish fat, and now
Hotspur, with his "grand head," takes a
back seat on account of his bad hind
quarters. I found that the war dragged
as long as confined to mastiffs alone, and
without any pretense to knowledge of
"fancy " points in collies. I denounced
the preposterous snouts fancy was stick-
ing on to them and the general subordi-
nation of useful characteristics to those
l)eautiful only in imagination. .Soon Mr.
Arkwri^ht, a distinguished member of
the Collie Club, struck that deadly blow,

"The Collie vs. the Fancier," and now
we have lots of talk about the importance
of ample brain room, and the danger of
weak jaws. Why in defense of her most
outrageous dictums didn't "Fancy" set
up that a sheej) dog must tiei'er bite?
Her dogs coulan't do it, therefore no
dogs must be allowed to do it! Always
bear in mind Dr. .Stables' story of the
Scotch shepherd who sold the cockney
a collie at a long figure and when the
cockney asked why the canny Hielan'man
didn't breed dogs instead of sheep, got
the reply, "We might'na a find fules to
buy 'em." That story will twist into
numberless applications, and Sawney
would soon apply it if you told him a
sheejxlog must never bite. Dr. Boulton

[

bred Rhea, said to l)e an excellent "speci-
men." Her picture certainly shows a most
elegant animal, most beautifully propor-
tioned all over. As compared with a set-
ter or pointer, she was a very long-bodied,
short-legged animal. But the withering
blast of "fancy" struck the breed and
that horrible looking brute "Moonstone"
whose belly hair drags on the ground
was the result and the champion of
champions. Do vou wonder that "Uncle
Dick" kicked?

I am powerful weak 011 birds of all
kinds, and in referring to them as illus-

trations, I will doubtless slip up in
fancy's eyes, still they afford most use-
ful lessons in impressing the fact that
dog fanciers are the only-ones who run
mad in pursuit of their hobby.

I see pictures of various breeds of
fowls, Orpingtons, Dorkings, Wyan-
dottes, and the Lord knows what all. I
understand they have great merits as
useful fowls, and I can see that they
have points of great luauty. and I think
I see in some cases where a defect in
beauty's eyes, is partly covered up.
Some of those big breeds have ugfv
bulging legs, and I notice that the
feathers there are grown in a style to
hide this, or I fancy I do. The modern
game cock is ugly as compared with his
ancestor of twenty years since, but I can
see that in the production of so deadly a
warrinr_ niiirh tbaf iic^rl tr. ornament ^c
old bird has Ijeeii cut away. From the
old, black, "yellow," and every other
colored turkey, the turkey 1)reeder has
developed that glorious sight, the mcKlern
bronze bird, which I understand is much
heavier and better fleshed than his
progenitor of twenty years since, and
this bronze turkey well supplants the
peacock as an ornament to the lawn.
The pigeon fancier I have already cited.
Xow point out a single breed of dogs

that has undergone equal improvement.
.Setters and pointers are considerably
improved in appearance since Hewitt
drew them for Binglej 's Memoirs of
British Quadrupeds. The mastiff is some-
what improved in head, but far, far worse
elsewhere. You, Mr. Editor, in another
journal, admitted that Bingley's grey-
hound is still unequalled; his bulldog is

just the animal to tackle a bull and his
terrier lived to kill rats.

My indictment against dog fanciers is,

that they set up a Juggernaut from their
own ideas, shouting before it: "This is

the only real thing," and they mount as
their idol some peculiarity' of minor
importance, and before the crushing
wheels they throw every consideration of
use and beauty. Un'fortunatclv thev
reserve themselves from the wheels to
bring up some other fad in the future.
Fancy in dogs never reformed, and

never will be. The only thing that can
be done is to fight her into shamefulness
for awhile and that fight has to be re-
morseless.

All improvement of dogs will come, as
it has come in the past, from practical
men, who fight instead of following such
a goddess. Yours truly, W. Wade.
HuLTON, Pa., Dec. 30, 1889.

A Fox Hound Acts Mad.

From the New York World.

George .Shipman's fox hound was not
feeling well ye.sterday aneriioon, and he took it

into Moses Cohen's cignr store. No. -^t.^ Mulberry
Street, to he phy.sic.ked. The dog did not want
to take its medicine and the eflTorts to force it to
angered it. Breaking away the hound ran out
of the store and knocked down Mattie Bender,
Mr. Cohen's grandditugliter, aged four. The dog
seized Mattic's left car and chewed it well. Then
ii attacked n lioy named Stark and bit his arm
and afterwards knocked down a girl. The dog
was captured and lodged in Ur. Range's stable,
where it will be kept until it is seen whether it
IS mnd

i

A MINISTER ON DOGS.

His Early History as Recorded In the

Blble-Ingersoll LoveH Uo|(s.

At the recent Denver show the Rev.

Myron W. Reed made an able address

which is well worth reading. He spoke

as follows:

I,ADiEs AND Gentlemen:
Dogs are spoken of disrespectfully in

the Bible. When the prophet tells Hazael

what he will do, tells his fortune, the

proud chief answers: "Is thy servant a

dog th.1t he shoiUd do this thing?" St.

Paulsavs: "Beware of dogs." The dogs

that these gentlemen had in mind were

the dogs of the East, Constantinople curs,

dogs outside the walls, living on garbage.

The Egyptians, Greeks and Romans re-

spected dogs. They were employed in

hunting and in war. The city of Corinth

was saved by fifty war dogs which at-

tacked the enemy that had landed while

the garrison slept. These fifty war dogs

fouglit until all were killed except one,

which succeeded in arousing the garrison.

You will remember, in the speech of

Marc Anthony, .Shakespeare makes him
say: "Crv havoc and let slip the dogs of

war!"
The earliest records of the dogs are

found in the figuring of the animals on
monuments along the river Nile. Five

thousand years ago there were the va-

riety of hounds, greyhounds, watch dogs
and turnspits. The ICgyptians treated

the dog right—they worshij>eil him. The
city of Cynopolis was founded in honor of

the soaring dog star. Every dog had his

day in old Egypt. Baron Cuvier, speak-

ing of the domesticated dog, calls it the

completest, the most singular and the

most useful conquest ever made by man.
When one sees what man has made of the

wolf and jackal by jiatient training, there

are great hojics of what God can make of
men by patient training. Our ancestors

lived in caves, their life was a battle and
a sleep. The modern dog is nearly

human. He is subject to an^er, jealousy,

envy, love, hatred and grief He ex-

iiikjita ^i c»t*tv«^c, 1^4 ..«.., ^\.^»\.t\jiiA^j f cour-

age, fear and shame.
Mr. Gregg, speaking of the St.

Bernard dog, says that they have
more evidence of soul in them than
the people have who live on the
slope of the mountains. One St.

Bernard dog died lately who had rescued
twenty-seven people from death in the
snow. The faith of the Indian is ex-
pressed by the poet Pope. He thinks,

admitted to that equal sky, his faithful

dog shall l)ear him company. We em-
phasize in men and women the virtue of
faithfulness—what man or woman has
this virtue more perfectly than the com-
monest cur? Your dog does not care
how you are dressed or what your for-

tune is nor what jour reputation is

—

even the dog of Bill Sykes stays with
him.
The dog is never a flunky or snob.

He is loyal to you not for what you have,

but for what yon are. I have an artist's

proof engraving of Landseer's famous
painting of ''The Shepherd's Chief
Mourner." There on the floor is the
shepherd's crook and bonnet. On the
rude table are the Bible and spectacles.

In the middle of the room is the coffin

and a plaid thrown over it. Pressing
against it as hard as he can is the dog

—

the chief mourner, "^he compact made
on the hills in sunshine and storm he
will keep forever. When to-morrow-
four men carry that coffin out he will go
with it. When the grave is made he
will watch by it.

Bishop Butler infers that dogs are
immortal. Colonel Robert Ingersoll,
returning from a political convention,
where his favorite had failed of the nom-
ination, was heard to remark: "The more
I see of men and the more I see of dogs
the less I love men and the more I love
dogs." Walter Scott said of a hound :

" I am glad he is dead; if he had lived
any longer and then died it would have
broken my heart." When you adopt a
dog into the family you increase your
sensitive surface. F'or that reason I

have said several times, "I will never
own another dog." The grave is brought
in the dooryard.
The life of the dog is short, the affec-

tion for him is long. But I always re-

pent. I went without one for three
months, and then one Winter night Ruth
came in with a basket and something
warm and soft and woolly in it. She

said a boy was goin^ to drown it in cold
water; that settled it. A house is not
projierly furnished without a dog. This
bench show is an honor to Denver. It

is an education to men, women and
children. These are for dogs. Horses
and dogs are the only aristocracy we
have in America. The pedigrees of these

run farther back than that of the Adams
family. In England you can take a

brewer or a soapmaker and create him a

knight or a lord with a word. You can-

not tuni a cur into a thoroughbred with
a word. The law of natural selection

and the survival of the fittest have l)een

at work for 6000 years to make this

Ijench show })ossible.

Gentlemen of the management, you
deserve the thanks and the money of the
people of Denver for the pleasure and
profit you have placed within our reach.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.

The revised scale of points forjudging

Irish Water Spaniels as approved at a

meeting of the Spaniel Club, held at Bir-

mingham, Eng., on November 30th, 1889,

are as follows:

IH>SITIVE POINTS.

Head and Jaw 10

Eyes 5

Top-knot 5

Ears 10

Neck 7H
Body 754

Korelegs 5

Hind-legs 5

Feet 5

Stern 10

Coat 15

General Appearance 15

Total Positive Points • .100

NEC.^TIVF. POINTS.

Light Yellow, or GooselMrrry Eyes 10

Cording, or Tags of I>ead or Matted Hair ... .12

Moustache or Poodle Hair on Cheek 5

Lank, Open, or Woolly Coal . 7

A Natural Sandy, I.ight Coat 8

Furnishing of Tail more than half-way down
to Sting ., 7

Setter-feathering on Legs 10

White Patch on Chest 6

Total Negative Points 65

I)is<|nalifications—Total abstinence of top-

knot. A fully feathered tail. Any white i>atch

on any part of dog, except a small one on chest

or toe.
DESCRIPTIVE PARTICILARS.

Head.—Capacious skull, rather raised tu dome
and fairly wide, showing large brain capacity.

Tlie dome appears higher than it really is, from

its being surmounted by the crest or top-knot,

which should g^ow down to a point between the

eyes, leaving the temple smooth.

Eyes.—Dark brown and highly intelligent, or

rich ambler—the former preferred.

Nose.—Dark, liver-colored, rather large and

well developed.

Ears—Set on rather low. In a full-sized

specimen, the leather should be not less than

iS inches, and with feather about 24 inches. The
feather on the ear should be long, abundant and

wavy.
Neck.—Should be "pointer-like." /'. >., muscu-

lar, slightly arched, and not too long. It should

be strongly set on the shoulders.

IJody (including size and symmetry).—Height

at shoulder from 20 to 2j inches, according to sex
and strain; tiody, fair sized, round, barrel
shaped, well ribbed up.

Shoulders and Chest.—Chest deep, and not too
narrow. Shoulders strong, rather sloping, and
well covered with hard muscle.

Back and Loin.—Biick strong, lions trifle

arched and powerful, so as to fit them for the
heavy work of beating through sedgy muddy
sides of rivers.

Hind Quarters.—Round and muscular, and
slightly drooping towards the set on of the
stern.

Stern.—A "whip tail," thick at base and taper-

ing to a "sting." The hair on it shoulcf be
short, straight and close lying, except for a few
inches from its root, where it gradually merges
into the l)ody in .some short curls.

Feet and Legs.—"Forelegs" straight, well-

boncd. They should be well ftirnished with wavy
hair all rouiui and down to the feet, which should
be large and round. "Hind legs" stifle long.
Hix^k set low; they should be well furnished,
except from the hock down the front.

Coat.—Neither woolly nor lank, but should
consist of short crisp curls right up to the stern.

Top-knot should fall well over the eyes. It and
furnisliing of ears should be abundant and wavy.

Color.—Dark rich liver or puce (to bcjudged by
its original color). A sandy light coat is a defect.

Total absence of white desirable, any. except a
little on chest or a toe, should disqualify.

General .^ppcnrnncc.-That of a strong, com-
pact, dashing-looking dog. with a quaint and
very intelligent aspect. They should not be
leggy, as power ana endurance are required of
them in tfieir work. Noisy and joyous when out
for A spree, but mute on game.

ExtDerimental Investigation

of l+ydrolDhobia.

Prom the Med. and Surg. Reporter.

In the matter of the disease known as

hydrophobia there are uncertainties and contra-

dictions of observation and experience which

makes it »till the most obscure subject in the whole

round of medical science. A careful comparison

of the symptoms ascriljed to it in ancient and

modern writings, with those observed in a num-
ber of better understood disorders, compels the

conviction that many eases reported as hydro-

phobia ought to be classified differently. The
commonly held ideas in regard to the symptom-
atology bear the marks of ignorance and super-

stition, and its pathology is—we may say—ut-

terly unknown. The ablest students of the sub-

ject arc agreed that there is nothing characteris-

tic and peculiar to be found in the iKxties of men
or of animals dying of rabies or hydrophobia;

and in this, as Bollinger has pointed out, in his

chapter on the pathological anatomy of hydro-

photiia, in Ziemssen's Cyclopedia, we are in the

same state of ignorance as we are in regard to

the pathological anatomy of epilepsy, tetanus

and chorea.

It is not surprising, then, that many me<lical

men nailed with delight and accepted with

alacrity the suggestion of Pasteur that an ab-

solute diagnosis of the presence of genuine

hydrophobia—or rabies humana—can be founded

upon the effect of inoculation of the substance of

certain parts of the body upon the t>odies of

previously healthy animals.

Confidence in this method is founded upon two
sorts ot reasoning: first the deductive, which
characterized the original announcements of

Pasteur; and second, the. inductive, which char-

acterizes his later work and that of his followers.

The former may have lieen as correct as it was
unquestionably brilliant, but the latter has more
elements of stability and deserves more consid-

eration. The former met with as strong antag-

onism on the part of a few critics as champion-
ship by many admirers of the eminent savant

who propounded it: the latter likewise has been,

on the one hand, opposed at every step, and on
the other, endorsed and commended as it

went along. The truth in regard to it cannot t>e

said to be iiicontrovertibly established as yet;

still tli#. e**i'l*'"'V whirh viri}} iilltmntfly «^tt1^ Uis

correctness or incorrectness is accumulatiing;

and we may be nearera final determination than

appears.

One thing, at lea.st. is lacking before the end
can l>e obtained, namely the demonstration that

nothing beside the so-called "virus" of Pasteur

is capable of producing the manifestations us-

ually attributed to experimental rabies. This is

necessarily very hard to demonstrate, because,

no matter how many substances may be tested

in this way, it is still (mssible for a caviller to

claim that something yet untried might produce

the same effects; and it must be admitted that

heretofore no systematic attempt has been made
to perform so extensive a series of experiments

as would exclude any large number of substan-

ces, normal or abnormal, from the category of

those which may produce phenomena analogous

to tnose produced by Pasteur's virus of rabies.

The attention of our readers has already l>een

called. simultaiie<'usly with their announce-

ment, to the experiments of Spitzka with various

irritating materials, and to those of Peyraiid

and Trasbot with tanacetic acid—in regard to

the latter of which the most surprising ignor-

ance is manifeste<l by certain experiments and
authors.

The t)est contribution to filling this gap in the

argument of Pasteur and his followers, with

which we are familiar, is that of Dr. Arnold Pal-

tauf, of the University of Vienna, as reported in

a paper in Ihc lift Mjafiiessrhit/i/ut Cmichl-
Itihf Affiiicin, October, 1SS9. Some familiarity

with the literature of hydrophobia warrants the

statement that the paper of Dr. Paltauf is one of

the most admirable contributions to it which has

ever appeared. What concerns us most at pres-

ent, however, is the fact that he is thoroughly

convinced of the reliability of the "inoculatiim

test" of the genuineness of a suspected hydro-

phobia. In corroboration of his opinion,he cites

a number of experiments on rabbits with frag-

ments of medulla oblongata taken from the

bodies of individuals who had died of epilepsy,

acute delirium, acute mania, delirium tremens,

tetanus and eclampsia. None of these experi-

ments resulted in manifestations similar to those

produced by inoculation with the virus believed

to be that of hydrophobia, or rabies.

Striking as these results are, it may be that

they are not as conclusive as they appear; tor

other experimenters may have a different expe-

rience. This would not be suprising; for contra-

dictory observations are not unknown in exper-

imental pathology. Paltauf himself gives some
space to combating the claims of Shakespeare,

in the Cfntralblati fur Bakterien-und PtirasUfn-

kunde, 1889, Band II, No. 18, that experimental

tetanus can|t>e produced by inoculation with the

medulla of tetanic subjects; and it is possible

that his own negative results with the disease

named atiove may be opposed by positive result*

obtained by other experimenters.

The length of this editorial precludes further

discussion at present of the subject in hand; but

we would be glad if it attracted attention to a

matter about which we have some decided opin-

ions, and which invites to careful and unbiased

study. Justice to the truth demands that such

excellent work as Paltauf has done should re-

ceive due recognition; and no one who seeks the

truth should hesitate to recognize its importance.

It need not be taken as settling the very.serious

question of the nature of hydrophobia; but it de-

serves all the respect which is accorded by fair-

minded men to careful and conscientious scien-

tific investigation.

What Is a Prize Winner?
BuiTOH Fanciers' Jockitai..

Sir: At our late t>ench show in this

city we had a special prize donated to the Lon-
don Kennel Club by J. Pearce & Co., seeil mer-
chants, etc., of this city, of a handsome silver

water cooler for the best collie dog or bitch who
had never won a prize. The same was awarded
by the judges to Roslyn Clara, owned by the

Chestnut Hill Kennels, of Philadelphia. A pro-

test was entered by Mr. McEwen, of McEwen &
Gibson, against the award, claiming the special

for their dog .Maxwell on the grounds that as
Clara had won the Collie Sweepstakes prize at

Rahway, she was not entitled to compete for the
special. The matter was referred by the London
Kennel Club to the Canadian Kennel Club, and
they susuiiied the protest and awarded the
prize to Messrs. McEwen & Gibson's dog Max-
well. Mr. Harrison, of the Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, not being quite satisfied with the decision

of the C. K. C, the case was again brought up at

the last Executive Committee meeting of the C.

K. C, and the .secretary was requested to write
and ask the executive of the A. K. C. if they
recognized the wins at Rahway. An answer
has just been received from the secretary of the
A. K. C, stating that all prizes won under the
auspices of the Collie Club were recognized wins.
This confirms the decision of the C. K. C. in

awarding the prize to Maxwell. Yours truly,

C. A. Stone,
•HeoiHlnrv <* K C

I,ONi>o.N, Out., Dec. 31

Jealousy an Inspiration to Dogs.

From the Indianapolis Journal.

' One of the l>est ways to train an
animal," said a dealer in trick dogs last week to

a reporter, "is by exciting its jealousy. I have
almost abandoned the u.se of the whip, and
whenever I want to punish a dog now I simply
resort to a little plan that invariably works.
I'or example, the other day I was trying to teach

a dog to jump over a chair. He did it several

times, and knew very well what I wanted, but,

somehow, he thought he would be a little

stubborn, and I could not do a thing with him.
Finally I took another dog that knew the trick

and had him do it several times in the other

dog's presence. After he had done it as I desired

I c.tres.se<1 and rewarded him with an unusually
large piece of meat. I refused to notice the

first dog. but presently he began to try to attract

my attention. Without a word from me he
began to caper around the room and go through

some of his tricks, and finally, with a little

bark, as if to make certain I knew what he was
about to do, leaped over the chair."

Death from Hydrophobia.

Chester Smith, the 5-year-old son of

Jacob H. Smith, of West Fair\-iew, Pa., who
nine weeks ago was bitten on the lip by a dog

belonging to a neighbor, died on Sunday last of

hydrophobia. When the child was bitten his

wound was carefully dressed, but as the dog was

not thought to be mad little attention was given

to him, and he seemed to suffer no ill eflecls.

.\ few days ago symptoms of hyropliobia

became manifest, and the little fellow suffered

terrible agony until he died. The dog was not

killed until he had bitten several other animals,

several of which subsequently developed symp-

toms of rabies and had to be shot.

Fire Discovered by a Dog.

On Monday morning at an early hour

a fire broke out in the grocery store of David

Wolf, South Queen Street, Lancaster. Pa
,
and

most of the goods were entirely destroyed. The

fduiily slept over the store and they were awak-

ened by the loud barking of th< pet dog. The

members of the family escaped from the build-

ing in their night clothing.

\
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NOTES IN PASSING.

The plan for the judging at the Insti-

tute show, as we are told by a nieniber of
the executive committee, is to engage
good judges to act, and to give their

names to the public as engaged to serve,

but, to have neither judge nor exhibitor
i

know by whom the varieties are to be
acted upon until the birds are all in their i

places on opening day. "This," says our
'

informant, "is to prevent exhibitors from !

picking their entrj- to suit the known
preference of the judge, and, too, to give
the exhibitor of a single bird as good a
chance as a big breeder has."

«
« *

This is nonsensical. There are different

types in certain of the varieties,and judges
are known to prefer one over .another,

but who shall say, since we can have no
"profile" to show the standard type
that either or both are not correct in

their ideas. That judges have preferences
is not entirely against them, but rather in

their favor, unless those preferences mean
that birds of that style are to be disposed
of and to their advantage. It shows them
to have an opinion and to be honest in

maintaining it.

»

But, does anyone suppose that an ex-
hibitor of experience ever goes to a show
unprepared for a change of judge, especi-
ally in varieties where there is a question
as to the true type ? He cares but little

which type wins if he holds them both
and the honors come to his stock. As to
the exhibitor of the single bird being
protected by such means, we do not see
how it helps in the matter at all. It

ni:g..t if t!ie judging was by comparison,
but with scoring, there is the assurance
that every bird for which a score card is

prwluced, has been handled by the judge,
and the score card will tell whether
handle<l carefully and with justice.

[JAN. 4, i89<^..

But, as to judging by comparison lie-

coming the rule outside of this show, we
very much doubt it. There is reason
why many should wish that it would,
and we are sure a strong influence will

be brought to bear to bring it about.
There are many new judges in the field,

and as one named to act at the Institute
show said to us, "I don't know what I

could act upon outside of my own varie-
ties, and in these of course I would not,

but I think I know a good bird of any
variet)- when I see it, and I would have
no difficulty in telling which was the
better of two." If these judges by com-
parison will render an opinion in writing
for the entire entry of every exhibitor as
to why this bird was best or why each
was not best, then, the exhibitor will be
satisfied that it is as the judge says, or
else that the judge does not know.
Otherwise the one who is beaten will

never admit that he was so, fairly.

I
all birds not received at six o'clock that
evening will lie barred from the compe-
tition. The entry is to be of single birds
and exhibition pens except in the coluin-
barian and aquatic classes where they will
be of pairs. The birds will be penued
singly, except that the society re-
serves the right in case of a crowd to
double up an exhibitor's entry. The
rating for the prizes is 90 points and over
for first. 88 and over for second ; 87 and
over for third, and 85 for fourth. The
score of an exhibition pen is the average
score of an exhibitor's four highest scor-
ing females added to the score of his
highest scoring male. All prizes not
collected within thirty days of the close
of the show revert to the treasury.

The entry is to be of single birds and
exhibition pens, the latter to be com-
posed of the highest scores of one male
and five females in an exhibitor's entry.
Exhibitors must furnish their own coops.
These must ]>e attractive and not le.ss

than thirty inches high and twenty-four
inches deep. Cages may have the owner's
name and address upon them. Borrowed

I
birds will be ruled out. The scale for

!

awards is, 1st, not less than 90 points;
2d, ,%

; 3d, 83; 4th, 80. Mr. B. N. Pierce
will act as judge.

*

*
* «

*
• »

We cannot and do not endorse such
measures, and we are sure exhibitors and
judges, too, are with us. Any arrange-
ment which infers that the judge is in-

capable of doing the work or is to l)e

influenced by outside consideration is a
direct insult to both the judge and the
entry. If a judge is inclined to be dis-
honest, or, in other words, to have his
opinion influenced by fear or favors, he
can have no better protection than to lie

able to prove by the names not being
upon the cages and by all the rigmarole
of the ordinary entry and judging books
that he "didn't know whose bird it was."
There was an instance of this at the last
Mt. Holly fair

!

»
* «

We are told that all birds at the Insti-
tute show will be scored excepting
games and game bantams, these will be
judged by comparison, "but another
year scoring will be done away with
entirely." We think it is possible that
judging by comparison 11133- <lo for the
Institute show, but in such case the plan
of the show must lie like that of the
Palace, a market for the disposal of the
birds. Every bird entered must in such
case appear to be for sale, with figures
too high to be touched where the owner
does not care to trade.

» *

We imagine that the entry for such a
show and without either prizes or judges

1

would be all there would be room for,
|

and even more would be shown than if
there was competition and some must
lose, as the time and place would give an

vScoriiig may be "farcical," and "sheer
nonsense." This we will not discuss, but
if the exhibitor has the judge's written
opinion, and this is what the score card
actually is. and has his bird, the compari-
son is proof to him that his bird was not
overlooked. He may have his own
opinion of the judge's ability to act, or of
that judge's ideal, but, there is a satisfac-

tion in it all there would not l)e if, as was
said of the Bridgeton show of last year, the
scoring was with a stick.

'

Further information concerning the
Institute show is that the entry must be
of single birds throut^hout. no hrppHincr

pens and no collections except for exhi-
bition only, and for selling. Mr. Canij>
liell may rent space for his collection of
pouters, and Mr. Heroux may rent the
adjoining plot to show off his birds in,

and the press and the visitors may say
which they like best, but to compete for I

the judge's favor they must enter single
birds and have them penned in line in ,

the society's cages. There will be a large
number of exhibition pens, among others, ;

the Orientals of Dr. Owen and the barbs
and carriers of Mr. Newell.

«
« *

Of the meetings to be held at the
American Institute during the show of
the New York Society the Light Brahma
Club names its hour and day as 7.30 p.
M., February 21, while the American
Poultry Association has changed its date
and hour to 8 P. M. the same evening.
Can the Light Brahma Club do justice to
the Inisiness that is to come before it in
thirty minutes? Or if the American
Poultry Association has any business to
transact can it afford to delay the open-
ing of its session to a later hour than 8
o'clock ? Can the A. P. A. afford to have
any of the members of the Light Brahma
Club absent, or, vice versa ? The White
Wyandotte Club announces the time for
its annual meeting as February 24. "to
give memliers the chance to attend the
meeting of the A. P. A. also." Will this
date stand .'

The Newcastle show opens Januarj- 7,

the entries closing at evening of that
day. The awards in the poultrj- classes
will be to single birds with the limits for

the prizes fixed at 90, 85 and 80 points.
Mr. A. F. Cooper, of Homer City, will
act as judge. The prizes of each class
of this show will be made up from
the entry fees of the class, 50 per cent
being given as first; 30 per cent as second,
the remaining 20 per cent remaining for
the treasury. Exhibitors must furnish
their own coops, and of prescribed di-

mensions. Borrowed birds cannot com-
pete.

* *

The St. Catherine's show opens the 7th
inst. and closes at noon of the loth.
All .specimens not received at noon of
opening day will be barred from compe-
tition as judging will liegin at two
o'clock sh^rp. Every bird entered is

supposed to be for sale and the value
must be placed upon it at time of mak-
ing the entry. The rule for this says,
"A prohibitory price or what appears to
be so, can of course be named, l)ut the
sale must take place if an offer be made
to purchase at the price specified. An
exhibitor cannot claim his own speci-
mens, therefore, those who do not wish
to effect .sales are recommended to name
a real prohibitory price."

TO PEED FOR EGOS.

The Risk Is of Getting Them
Too Pat.

If a four pound hen is to produce a
two ounce egg she must have just enough

I

good food. Her system must not lie

I

overtaxed by too much, or starved by
I
too little. .\s everything must be con-

j

ducive to the comfort of the hen in niak-
I

ing eggs, she must have warm, dry and
healthful quarters. And as exercise
tends to produce health, a laying hen
must have exercise. The egg is found to
contain a number of substances, accord-
ingly the food of the hen must Ik- varied;
grain, meat, vegetables, lime and lastly
grit, the one implement the hen uses in
manufacturing her eggs.

Now as to how to feed. In one of the
most successful experiments with lay-
ing hens that I have seen they had corn,
broken oyster shells and, of course pure
water Ijefore them the whole time, and
in addition were given meat every dav
with an occasional feed of raw ca'bbage
On good days they were allowed the ruii
of the yard, and sods were turned up for
them. The breed exi)eriniented ntwii
was light Brahmas.

In having loott constantly before fowls

*
* *

Four judges are to be employed: Mr. S.

Butterfield. Windsor, for Brahmas, games,
Malays, leghorns, Hamburgs, bantams
and ducks; Mr. L. G. Jarvis, Port Stan-
ley, for Cochins, Dorkings. Wyandottes,
Minorcas, Polish, turkeys and geese-
Mr. T. H. Smelt, Guelph, for Langshans,
Plymouth Rocks, Java.s, Spanish, Anda-
lusians, Houdans, Creve-coeur and La
Fleche; Mr. Ham Cooper, Hamilton,
for pheasants, pigeons, rabbits and cage
birds.

*

«
»

There would .seem to be lack of man-
agement somewhere that dates must
needs be changed and that jiermits two
meetings so closely allied as the Light
Brahma Club and tiic American Poultr>-
Association to tren.b upon each other's
minutes.

Entries for the Indianapolis show close
at noon of January 14, opening day, and

The prizes are ^2.00, jti.oo and h. c.

for single birds of both sexes, old and
young. Wyandottes have two clas.ses,

laced and any other variety. In Leg-
horns the rose combs all compete to-
gether while the single combs as the true
type of the variety have classes for each,
brown, white and black. The collection
prize, a silver pitcher, value $^n is open
to all in the poultrj- classes, the condi-
tions heing,all pairs scoring 180 or over to
count 3; 170 to 180, 2; 160 to 170, I. The
greatest number of counts to the credit
of one exhibitor to win. The prize to
be won three times to become absolute
property.

the great risk run is of getting them too
fat to lay; especially istliis true ofthe Asi-
atics. I have l)cen most succe.ssful in
the following plan of feeding: A warm
mixed feed in the morning, consisting of
cornmeal and bran, mixed with table
scraps and meat. The meat is either
scraps from hog killing or pork crack-
lings. At night grain is given, either
corn, wheat or oats. In cold weather
more corn is given; the grain is also
warmed before lieing fed. In addition to
this the fowls are given pure water
warmed in cold weather, milk once a
day, cabbages and broken ovster shells
Bones are saved and broken' and are fed
to the fowls instead of to the dogs. Sods
are provided for them, thev have an am-
ple dust 1k)x with a little 'powdered sul-
phur mixed with the dust. The ashes
from the coal stove are sprinkled under
the roosts everv morning instead of I)e-
ing dumped out of the back door.

In regard to quarters, the house should
be warm, well ventilated and not over-
crowded. Each fowl should have about
twenty feet square of room, although
this may be greatlv increased if proper
care is exerci.sed, or if thev have a vard
which can lie kept free from snow to" run
in. A bad plan for ventilating is to have
cracks in the north side of the hou.se A
good plan is to have a "chimney" made
of four Ijoards, open at the bottom and
run through the roof. This allows the
foul air and at the same time the coldest
air to escape.
A word in regard to exerci.se, and Iam through. The liest exercise I know

of IS in a barnyard with a southern ex-
posure, but without that I rover the
floor with chaff and let the fowls scratch
for their grain. Give them wheat and
oat bundles to thresh and give them aLso
free access to the aforementioned dust
box.—C. H. Crosbv.

•

The show of the Macon County Poultry
As.sociation to be held in Decatur. Ills.,

beginning with the 8th inst. has, back of
it a stock company with a guarantee
fund of /i«»,, .,,,,1 with the object of
placing the importance of the poultry
industry »>efore the public generally.

—In his first report the vSecretarv- of
the Department of Agriculture demands
the recognition of the importance of the
poultry interest, and jilaces the farm
value of poultry products in the Inited
States at Jt2no,ooo,ooo for la.st year, while
no less than 192,100,000 eggs were im
ported at an average first cost of over
fifteen cents a dozen, and for the past
four years we have averaged payments of
*2,2i6,326 per annum for foreign eggs.
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THE BRAHMA STANDARD.

As Made Up by Philander Wil-

liams Sixteen Years Ago.

Nearly a score of years ago Mr. Phi-

lander Williams gave the following stand-

ard as his idea of what the dark Brahmas

should be in general shape, and the

light Brahmas in color and marking.

It is to the credit of the Brahma that

while many and marked changes have

been made in nearly all of the varieties

that were recognized as prize-worthy at

the shows of those days, it remains prac-

tically unchanged. That is, it was good

enough as at first made.

DISQr.Xl,! F I CWT lON.S.

Birds not matching in the coop; comb

falling over to either side or other than

pea; crooked back; wry tail; twisted

feathers in the wing, or any other defor-

mity; vulture hocks; legs not feathered

to end of outer toes; under color any

other than white or bluish-slate; cocks
not weighing ten pounds; hens, nine and
one-half pounds; cockerels, eight pounds;
pullets, six and one-half pounds.

DARK HK.\HM.\ COCK.

Beak.—Short, strong and well curved.
Comb.—Pea, small, low-er in front and

bark than in centre, firm on the head
without falling over to either side, dis-

tinctly dividecl so as to have the appear-
ance of three small combs joined to-

gether, the largest and highest in the
middle, each part slightly and evenly
serrated.

Head.—Small, rather slender in pro-
file, broad 011 top, slightly projecting
over the eyes.

P'yes.—Large, prominent and bright.
Wattles.—Small and well rounded on

the lower edge.
Ear lol)es.—Rather large, ])endant, and

equal length of wattles.

Neck.—Rather long, neatly curved,
*llprir1**r li*>nr tli#» 1if>of1 tH*» im^ o4itr<^ »•«»».<.

distinct, hackle full, abundant and flow-
ing well down on the shoulders; each
feather tajiering to a point.

Breast.—Very deep, broad and round;
carried w-ell forward.

Back.—Medium length, broad and
flat between the shoulders; the saddle
broad feathers of same very abundant
and long, forming a decided rise over
the inner portion of the tail.

Wings.—.Small, the bows covered by
breast feathers, the primaries well foldei
niuler the secondaries, the points of the
wings well covered by the tail feathers.

Tail.—Rather short, full and large
round, well filled underneath with soft
feathers, carried tolerably upright and
well spread; sickle feathers short and
spread out laterally; coverts abundant,
soft and curved over the sides.
Thighs.—\'ery large, .strong, aiul well

apart, abundantly covered with soft,
fluffy feathers, curving inward round the
joint.

Fluff.—.\bundant and soft, covering
the hind parts and standing out about
the thighs, giving the bird a broad and
deep appearance Ijehind.

Legs.—Large, strong, wide apart and
of medium length, well feathered, and
the middle toes partially so.

Carnage.—Upright and commanding.
PARK BRAH.MA HKN.

Beak.—.Short, .strong and well curved.
Comb.—Pea, very small and low. well

set in front of the head, and having the
appearance of three small separate combs,
joined together, the largest in the mid-
dle.

Head.—Small, slender in profile,
brcid on top, j)rojecting over the eves,
giving an intelligent expression.

Ivyes.—Prominent and bright.
Wattles.— Hxceedinglv small.
Ear lobes.—Rather sniall.
Neck.—Rather short, ncatlv curved,

slender near the head, the juu'ctnre very
distinct, full and broad in the lower parts,
the feathers reaching well down on the
shoulders.

Brea.st.—Verv deep, broad, round and
prominent.
Back.—Medium length, bro.id and

flat 1)etw-een the shoulders, the cushion
having an abundance of soft brown
feathers, forming a decided rise over the
tail.

Wings.—Small, the bows covered by
the breast feathers, the .primaries well

folded under the secondaries, the points
of wings embedded beneath the abund- I

ance of cushion and fluff feathers.

Tail.—Rather short and full, carried ;

tolerably upright and nearly hidden in

the soft cushion and fluff feathers.

Thighs.—Strong, set well apart, and
well covered with soft fluffy feathers,

curving inward round the joint.

Fluff.—Very abundant and soft, stand-
ing out about the hind parts and thighs,
giving the bird a very broad and aeep
appearance behind

Legs.—Strong, wide apart, and well
feathered down the outside to the end of
the toes.

Toes.—Straight and strong, the outer
toes well feathered, and the middle toes
partially .so.

Carriage.—Low- in comparison to the
cock.

LIGHT HKAHMA COCK.

Beak.—Yellow with or without dark
stripe down the centre.

Comb, face, ear-loljes and wattles.

—

Rich, bright red.

Plumage of the head.—White.
Eyes.- -Bay or pearl.

Neck.—Front, and upper part near
head white, the hackle penciled, each
feather l)eing white with a distinct black
stripe down its centre.

Breast, under part of bodv, and thighs.
—White.
Back and saddle.—White, or having a

slight creamy tinge on the surface;
white, or light bluish-slate underneath.
Wing, bows and coverts.—White,

under part of wing and round their
joints, white, or bluish-slate.

Wing primaries.—Black or nearly so.

Wing secondaries.—White on outside
web, black on inside web.
Tail—Black.
Tail coverts.—Glos.sy greenish black,

lesser coverts black, or black with white
edge.

Legs and toes.—Scales rich orange-
yellow; feathers white, or slightly mot-
tle<l with black.

LIGHT BRAHMA HKN.

Beak.—Yellow, with or without dark
stripe.

Comb, face, ear-lobes and wattle.

—

Bright red.

Plumage of the head.—White.
Eyes.—Bay or pearl.

Neck.—I'ront white; sides and back
part penciled, each feather being white
with a broad rich black stripe clown its

centre.

Breast, under jmrt of body, and thighs.
—White.
Back and cushion—White on the sur-

face, white or light bluish-slate under-
neath.
Wings.—Same as in the cock, except

that the primaries should be black and
white.

Tail.—Black, the highest feathers
edged w-ith white.

Legs and toes.—Scales bright yellow,
feathers white, or very slightly mottled
with black.

POINTS FOR JVIK-.ING.
Syiliiuetry 15

Size J5

Color 20

Head, coiiil). wattles and (leaf enrs is

Wing, primaries well folded nnder seconda-

ries lO

Legs, color and fcnthering 5

Fluff 5
Tail, form .ind carriage of •tame 5
Condition 10

100

The Standard weights as at present
adopted are twelve pounds and ten
pounds for male and nine and a half

f>ounds and eight pounds for femal* of
ight Brahmas; eleven pounds and nine
lioHiids for males and eight and a half
poniuls and seven pounds for females of
dark Brahmas. The jxiints for judging
are:

Syninu'try S

Weight 6

Condition 6

Head, shape .1. color 3 6

Comb X

Wattles and ear lobes 6

Neck, shape 4. color 6 10

Back, shape ,\. color 4 • S

Breast, sha|)e 5, color 5 10

Body and fluff, shape ,s, color ,? S

Wings, shape 4, color 4 S

Tail, shape 4, color 4 8

Legs and toes 8

100

PRINCIPLES OF BREEDING.

Precis 01- a Lkcti-kk Read Bkfokic New Knu-
I.ANP AGRICl'I.Tl-RAI. ASSOCIATIONS BY PhO-
KEKsoR W. H. Brewer, ok New Haven.

Heredity is defined bj' Ribot as that

biological law by which living things

tend to repeat tliemselves in their

descendants; it is for the species

what personal identity is to the in-

dividual. Another, Nathusius, defines it

simply as the transmission of parental

characters to the offspring. Still, an-

other, Hartman, speaks of it as the pre-

disposition or state of the egg to develop

in a particular and determined direction,

and this state he claims is assumed at

the moment of fertilization.

However, it may be defined in words,

practical breeders have depended more
upon the law of heredity than upon all

others for the improvement of their

stock; breeding from the l)est animals

and the l>est breeds, however, these may
have acquired their special excellence.

Much as is said of heredity we are not

liable to over-rate its impnirtance. Any
character posses.sed by an animal may be

transmitted to its descendants, and not

only those originating with itself, that is,

through disease, education or physical

surroundings, but those acquired from its

ancestors. These last are more liable to

be transmitted than are others, and fur-

nish the argument against breeding from

the diseased or inferior? for there is

scarcely a disease, infirmity or defect a

parent can have that may not be repeated

in the descendants, and often with in-

creased force.

It seems to be one of the ways of nature
frvr Ir o<^r.«rt<T fir\ th t* i'irrr*r r\f

or breed, that hereditary infirmities in-

crease with succeeding generations until

the strain runs out and gives place to a

sounder one.

Mutilations and accidental injuries are

not transmitted unless ilisease results.

Clipping the tails and eirs of sheep

through many generations does not pro-

duce a tailless or earless breed
;
yet. where

the injury pro<luces a disease, as ringbone

in horses, then there is a tendency in the
offspring to have the same weakne.ss or
disease.

The value of good aucestr}- which finds
expression in the words blood and j)edi-

gree, must have fieen recognized in verj-

early times. The herd books, records
and registers now existing in several
languages were the outcome of the
observed fact that with purity of blootl

there w-as a greater uniformity of type,
and the greater number of ancestors pos-
sessing any special point of excellence,
the greater the probability of this point
being continued in succeeding genera-
tions. The main point of pedigree is

however lieing pushed to the extreme.
"Blood will tell," but to tell a good storv-

it must be goml blood.

Most of the improvement that has
been made in any breed has come
through the selection of particularly ex-
cellent animals as breeders and weeding
out all below a certain average. It thus
happens that many of the. best animals
have a long pedigree embracing the best
of their breed. Hence great values and
high prices have gone along with some
such pedigrees and many have come to
value pedigree for its own .sake and be-
cause It is a j^edigree.

Now, pedigree is only good for what it

tells and can never take the place of se-

lection. Pedigree, to be specially good,
must have all along its line specially good
animals; the whole value depends upon
the kind of animals there is in the line.

Breeders noticed, long before men of
science did, that those characters long-
est bred were most apt to be trans-

mitted, and also that the more promis-
cuous the crossing the greater the ten-
dency toward variation. These two facts

led to preserving pedigrees as aids in

preserving uniformity of type and excel-
lence.

It is universally known among breed-

I
ers, that characters not obviotis in the
immediate parents, often re-appear after
four, six, or even eight generations;
sometimes after maiiv more. This
among breeders is calle<f breeding back,

j
or atavism; by naturalists, "reversion."

I

Ribot culls it "indirect heredity."
1

Its importance in practical breeding

I

finds expression in the vigorous discus-
i sions as to how many "pure crosses"

I

shall he required iu order to obtain record
' as a thoroughbred. That form of varia-

tion which IS due to atavism and also the
observed tendency toward variation

I where there is considerable variety in

;
the ancestrj-, and possibly other cases,

i induced breeders about a century ago to

[

systematically diminish the actual num-
l)er of ancestors by breeding in-and-in.

' It was found that by placing some one
' animal of superior excellence in the line
of ancestry as often as possible, the
chances of its excellences being fully

transmitted Vjy both direct and indirect
heredity were increased to the maximum.

It was found, moreover, that some of
the animals which were the result of
such in-breeding, preserved in a remark-
able deg[ree, that character which we now
call prepotency, that is, the character of
powerfully transmitting its own qualities.

In many, perhaps most of the breeds
of domestic animals which are now noted
for some special excellence, in-breeding
has l)een practiced with good results at
some timeof their history. Of this gen-
eral fact there is no question; but just
how far the practice can be profitably
continued has long been vigorously dis-

,
cussed, and still continues to be a sub-

^

ject of profound stud^*. The general be-
' lief has been, that too close or too con-
tinued in-breeding tends to weaken the
constitution. Some deny that this is the
necessary result; but if we carefully fol-

low the discussions relating to it, we find
that many who most zealou.sly defend
the practice, and deny any necessarily
evil results, still allow that we must not
continue to breed too close, the difference
of opinion at last turning on what is too
close.

I can see no philosooical reason why
the constitution or vigor of animals
should be weakened by in-breeding. By
constitution I mean the sum total of all

characters and tendencies inherited from
all the ancestors, which relate to vigor,
health and vitality. If those ancestors
which have l)eeii placed often in line

were sound,healthy and vigorous animals,
it is not evident why the descendants
should be weaker.

But a natural law is not a matter to be
demonstrated by assumption, nor affirmed
because we see no reason for the con-
trary. If there is such a law or tendency
of nature, it must l)e proved by a com-
parison of the facts; and there is no deny-
ing that the weight of evidence is on the
side that there is such a tendency. For
a time the practice may not produce evil

results sufficient to outweigh the pro^'ed
benefit. The evil comes after a con-
tinuance of the practice, and, as in many
other matters, there is an essential differ-

ence between moderation and excess.
Moreover, there are many analogies in
the vegetable world and in wild animals,
which indicate that nature does not favor
close breeding and resorts to many
devices to prevent it.

After studying the experiments of both
practical breeders and scientific investi-
gators, and comparing the testimony of
many writers who have detailed their ex-
perience or observation in the breeds
they were specially interested iu, it seems
to me that where w-e are rearing and im-
proving breeds for flesh, or for animal
prothicts of any kiiul. or for fancy points
we can breed profitably much closer than
when the desired excellence depends on
vigor, agility, strength, courage or en-
durance, that is. in breeding cattle for

beef or milk, swine for pork, sheep for
wool or mutton, poultry lor eggs or flesh

or fancy colors or other fancy points, it

is both allowable and profitable to breed
much closer than when breeding for
speed and endurance in race horses, wind
and sagacity in hunting dogs, courage,
agility and pluck in fighting cocks, and
so on.
That barrenness often follows in in-

breeding is well known, and many cite

this as an evidence of weakened constitu-

tion. With some breeds, this tendencj'
towards diminished fertility, may be due
to the increa-sed tendency toward taking
on fat, a condition which diminishes fer-

tility whatever may be the cause.

[to bk contihueu]
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ASKING SPECIAL FAVORS.

The Duties of tbe Secretary and
the Exhibitors.

At the convention of the Canadian
Association of Fairs and Exhibitions
held recently in the city of Toronto,
Professor Thomas Shaw, of the Agricul-

tural College at Guelph, gave his opinion
of the relation of show management and
exhibitor as follows

:

"Men are often loud in their clamors
against the management of an exhibi-

tion who are themselves measureably and
directly responsible for the results they
complain of. It is the old story repeat-

ing itself of beholding the mote in the
eye of another, while a beam is in the
eye of the fault-finder. We have heard a
good deal in these latter days about the
duties of the directorate, when a few
sentences on the duties of exhibitors I

may not be out of place. The three
parties afifected by the result of an exhi-
bition are the board of management, the
exhibitors and the visitors, and in pro-
portion as any one of these is remiss in
duty the exhibition will be marred.
That some exhibitors are a constant
source of trouble to the directorate, and
especially to the secretary, is an open

shall be made after a oertetn dbte. «o it
should be. When that date arrives they
should be refused, unless it can be sltown
that the application, forwarded on time,
has failed to reach its destination."

CORRESPONDENCE.

J, is an
secret, and oftentimes without the cul
prits being aware of it, for were it other-
wise, they could not in conscience suffer
themselves to act so unreasonably.
"I can easily fancy the secretaries of

large exhibitions so pestered with unrea-
sonable demands from exhibitors who
consider themselves the most reasonable
of men, that, like the good man of old
who, in a moment of forgetfulness
cursed the day of his birth, they are
ready to curse the day of their induction
into the duties of their most trying posi-

"This tendency on the part of exhibi-
tors to ask favors of the secretary is due
to the tendency in human nature to look
upon self as an object deserving of esoe-
ciai consideration

. If we admit the cor-
rectness of this assumption, then the
amount of self in the aggregate deserving
of special favors at the hands of the
secretary is the sum total of the indi-
vidual exhibitors, and the application of
the principle would then exteud to every
exhibit made by them, which would in-
clude every article on exhibition. Now,
a conclusion so completely monstrous is
contrary to reason, and yet it only illus-
trates where the admi.ssion of this prin-
ciple of granting favors would lead us
were it pressed to its utmost extent.
"The disposition to ask favors of this

kind is burrowed in selfishness, one of
the most hateful excrescences that is
constantly rendering character hideous-
that, but for its presence, would be an
object of admiration. If exhibitors would
only consider the unreasonableness of
these demands, held up full size in the
mirror of honest reflection, they would
often, as they view the spectre, wonder
what manner of men they were, and
shrivel into an infinitely smaller self in
their own estimation . If they would but
put themselves, in imagination, in the
place of the secretary, they would wonder
at the patieuce and long-suffering of the
man whose peace they had unconsciously
done so much to disturb.

"This unreasonableness on the part of
exhibitors shows itself in forwarding en-
tries after the date for making these has
expired; in asking to be allowed to re-
move exhibits before the time mentioned
in the rules; in non-compliance with the
regulations, regarding theexposure of the
exhibits, and in their ai)plications for
passes and complimentaries, and the use
they not unfrequently make of these
when they are obtainetf. I can imagine
°9 P"}y

of the secretary so hedged in
with difiiculties as the reception of en-
tries. The number of the entries is an
indication of the probable success of the
show, hence we can fancy the applica-
tion of late entries finds the secretary
more than half inclined to receive them
in his anxiety to secure a good exhibit]
and all the more so when some of the
directorate, self impelled by the same
feverish anxiety, not only sanction his
thus breaking their own rules, but they
rather ur,;e him on in this directionNow this should not be. When the
rnJcs of the show read that no entry

News to Pigeon Fanciers.

The following "pigeon paragraphs"
from a late issue of the Manchester. N.
H., Mirror and Farmer show an inno-
cent to be abroad :

Spanish runts, as the name implies, are
prized for their smallness.

Suabians pigeons are of German
origin and esteemed for their beautiful
spangled coats.

Construct a dove cot or pigeon house
in some elevated position out of the
reach of rats.

Pigeons are the connecting link l>e-

tween passerine birds and poultry, yet
they display many features common to
neither.

The blue owl is not a nocturnal bird,
as its name would imply, but a pigeon,
and it is given its name from the shape
of iu bill.

Pigeons do not begin to breed until
they are nine months old. They lav but
one or two eggs at a time and breed the
year around, save when exposed to very
cold weather.

Each entrance to your dove cot should
be provided with a slip of wood for the
birds to rest on, but as the pigeons are
likely to fight over these slips it is best
to divide each slip by a partition.

The Tumbler is noted for its peculiar
flight. Instead of taking a straight for-
ward course it. throws itself backwards,
performing a graceful back somersault
with ea.se and evident satisfaction.

Pigeon cots should fall to the southeast.
They .should be painted white, as this
color attracts the pigeon

; gravel should
be scattered in front of the cot and a
little hay or straw kept handy for nests.

than any others, and within the last cen-
tury they have been employed more or
less among the European nations in mil-
itary operations and as carriers of various
dispatches.

Each pair of birds should have a cell
about twelve inches deep and sixteen
inches broad. The cells are built inside
the cot, or house, having entrance holes
cut at one side of the front, so that the
nests may be built out of sight.

Specials at Brooklyn.
The special prizes at the late Brooklyn

show were won as follows: The silver
watch for the best pair of game bantams,
by the first prize pair of black red chicks,
the ^'/i points of the stag being the
highest score in the show. The tele-

graph outfit, for the best pair of silkies,

by the vSandacre Farm. The glass goblet,
for the best collection of pouters, by Dr.
Bums. The fancy thermometer for the
best pair of Cochin bantams, bv G. Mur-
mann. The painting of a pair of wine
turbits offered by Mr. Win. Geitlinger for
the best pair of wing turbits, by Mr. B
Baker. The pair of shoes for the best
collection of highflyers, by Mr. Max
Dannhauser.

FIRST POULTRY CONQRESS.

First Mention of the Score—Ap-
pointment of Judgres.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 30.—Editor Fan-
ciers' JouRNAt:—This talk of organiz-
ing state societies with delegates to a
National Congress calls to mind a con-
gress of New England fanciers formed
some fourteen years ago. As the idea of
placing the scord card on the show pens
originated at a meeting of that Congress,
and, as many who are judges to-day were
publicly endorsed then, I think a report
of the first meetings of that Congress as
given to the public will not be uninter-
esting. The proceedings will recall to
the old fanciers the days when we were
boys together—there are none such for
the fancy now, the fancier spirit has been
crowded out by the trade that has come
in—and it will show beginners that many
of tho.se who are workers now were
counted good judges even then.

The idea of the Congress originated at
the Massachusetts State show of 1875,
and the call was to meet at Worcester,'
March 3, 1875, to receive the report of a
committee upon organization, constitu-
tion and by-laws.
At this Worcester meeting there was a

large attendance. Mr. H. T. Sperry,
Hartford, was chairman; Mr. C. W.'
Chamberlain, Arlington, secretary.
Mr.F.C.Sturteyant,chaimiaiiofthecom-

niittee whose report was to be rendered
said he 'had at first opposed the move-
ment on the ground that a large society
would overshadow the small ones upon
which the vitality and interest of the
poultry enterprises of New England so
largely depended. But, reflection had
showed him what a central organization
might effect as an advisory body, and he
had decided to engage in it and aid in
iiiakiug li a central authority upon poul-
try matters.'

^

The constitution and by-laws as finally
adopted was:

CONSTITUTION,

Art. I. This Association shall be styled
the New England Congress of Poultry
Breeders, with its business oflfices located
in Worcester, Mass.
Art. 2. The object of this Congress is

to promote improvement in the breeding
and management of poultrj-; to disseni

—Little vSi White, the ten years' old son
of Mr. J. H. White, president of the
Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders
Association, is probably the youngest of
the California poultry breeders. His
fancy is for games, and he has quite a
number of fine binls, but last year he
gave his attention to turkeys and was
very successful.

—At the annual meeting of the Indiana
State Poultry Association to be held in
Indianapolis, the evening of January 17
papers will be read as follows: Our State
Fair Exhibit, by Mr. D. H. Jenkins
Indianapolis; Breeding aii.l Showinj?
Poultry, by Mr. I. N. Barker, Thorntown;
Should Farmers Breed Pure Stock,bv Mr.
P. T. Pace, Salem; Incubators, by R
W. Crockett, Delphi; Poultry vs. Beef, by
J. Henry Lee, Indianapolis; Women as
Poultry Breeders, by B. N. Pierce,
Indianapolis.

inate reliable information relating thereto-
to correct erroneous ideas; and, with the
force of a powerful association of repre-
sentative men, to rebuke fraud, and ele-
vate the poultry breeder to a position
worthy of the skill, the patience, and
the enterprise which have produced so
many useful, new, and beautiful crea-
tures.

Art. 3. The officers of this Congress
shall consist of a president, six vice-pres-
idents, corresponding secretary, record-
ing secretary, auditor and treasurer.
These officers are to be elected at each
annual meeting, and a vacancy occurring
may be filled by election at any time.

.Art. 4. Each poultry society iu New
England, duly organized by the adoption
of the constitution and by-laws, and offi-
cered there-under, may be represented
by two delegates, to be chosen annually
for the term of two years, one of said del-
egates to retire each year, as his suc-
cessor shall be appointed or otherwise.
Congress shall be sole judge of the qual-
ification of memljers. I'ntil authorized
by its action, no delegates shall be ad-
mitted. Delegates may be expelled
Each delegate shall be required to vote
on all questions when present; but, un-
less present, his vote cannot be given.
Art. 5. Congress shall have no juris-

diction or authority over the several so-
cieties represented. Its action .shall be
advisory only, and be published in the
form of resolutions. It may hold an ex-
hibition once in three years'.
Art. 6. A quorum shall consist of

eleven delegates, representing not less
than seven societies.
Art. 7. The regular meetings of Con-

gress shall l)e held annually, on the sec-
ond Wednesday of April, to be designat-
ed the Annual Meeting. At this meet-
ing the reports of the officers will be read
and officers for the ensuing year elected'
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An extra session of Congress may be
I

called at any time, by presenting a pe-
tition therefor to the president, signed by
eight delegates,when it shall be the duty of
the president to issue the call, to be pub-
lished by the recording secretary, who
shall notify delegates by mail, and pub-
lish a notice of the time of meeting, at
least ten days in advance thereof, in one
or more of the principal newspapers pub-
lished in each of the New England
vStates.

^

BY-LAWS.

Art. I. The president shall preside at

all meetings of Congress, and call extra
sessions when required by the cousti-

tutioii so to do. He will also perform
such other duties as may be properly im-

posed.
Art. 2. In the absence of the presi-

dent, the senior vice-president in attend-
ance shall perform the duties of presi-
dent.
Art. 3. The corresponding secretary

shall conduct the correspondence of Con-
gress, and have custody of same. He
shall preserve letters received, and a
copy of answers thereto, to be read at
meetings when requested. He shall
keep an account of expenses of corre-
spondence.
Art. 4. The recording secretary shall

keep minutes of all meetings, and have
charge of all books aud papers pertaining
thereto. He shall publish and distribute
all notices of meetings. He shall keep
an account and have his books and
papers open at all times to inspection

.

Art. 5. The auditor shall examine
and correct all bills of Congress, coun-
tersign the same, and present them to
the treasurer.
Art. 6. The treasurer shall have cus-

tody of all moneys, or valuables belong-
ing to Congress. He shall pay all its

bills, when they have been approved by
the auditor, and received from him. He
shall keep receipts for all moneys paid
out. His accounts shall be kept in

proper form, to be open at all times to
the inspection of delegates aud he shall
furnish bonds to the amount of I2000, to
be approved by the president, for the
faithful discharge of his duties.
Art. 7. This Constitution and By-

Laws shall onlj' be changed or amended
at an annual meeting, notice of the pro-
posed change having been given in
writing at the previous annual meeting,
and read to those present. It shall re-

quire a two-thirds vote of the delegates
present to alter, amend, or annul this
Constitution and By-Laws.

The secretarj' was instructed to notifv
all local societies throughout New Eng-
land of the adoption of this constitution
and to ask that delegates should be pres-
ent at a meeting to be held in Worcester,
April 14.

The report of this meeting as rendered
to the press was:
The Congress was called to order by

Mr. H. T. Sperry, of Hartford, who was
chosen temporary chairman, Mr. Wins-
low S. Lincoln, of Worcester, being
made temporary secretary, with Mr. A.
F. Stevens, of Natick, as assistant.

Messrs. Philander Williams, of Taun-
ton

; A. D. Warren, of Worcester, and
C. H. Haskell, of Portland, Me., were
appointed a committee on credentials.
The roll of the Congress was made up

as follows

:

Maine State Society—Albert Noves
C. H. Haskell. ^ '

Natick Poultrj- Club—I. K. Felch, A.
F. Stevens.
Old Colony Poultry Association—L W

Puffer, C. R. Heywood.
Middlesex Poultry Association—

L

Martin, E. T. Row ell.

Western Massachusetts Poultrv Asso
ciation—E. N. Foote, J. H. Demo'nd.
New England Poultry Club—A D

Warren, Winslow S. Lincoln.
Central Connecticut Poultry Associa-

tion—James Shepherd, Geo. W. Mitchell
Massachusetts Poultry Association—

Philfnder Williams, T. L. Sturtevant
New Hampshire State Poultry Associa-

tion—V. C. Gilnian, W. (i. Garmon.
Worcester County Poultry Club—

H

A.Shorey, A. B. Bacon.
Athol Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion—A. Mixter.
Connecticut State Poultry Society-

H

T. Sperry, P. W. Hudson.
Hartford Fanciers' Club—S. J. Be.stor,

O. S. Brown.
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Mr H. T. Sperr>' was elected presi-
|

dent but declined the honor, as did also

Mr. i. K. Felch. Mr. A. I). Warrt-n was

then elected and accepted the position.

The Messrs. Albert Noyes, A. Mixter,

Tames Shepherd, L. Martin and H. A.

Shorey were appointed to nominate the

remaining officers.

The Messrs. H. T. Sperry, T. 1,. Stur-

tevant and C. H. Haskell were appointed

a committee on the order of business,

after which the Congress adjourned for

tea.

At the evening session the committee

on nominations reported the remaining

officere, which was adopted and the list

perfected as follows:

President, A. I). Warren; vice presi-

dents. Philander Williams, V. C. Gilnian,

I. K. Felch, H. T. Si)erry. P. W. Hudson,

Alb<:rt Noves; recording secretary, Win-

slow S. Lincoln; corresponding secretarj-,

H. A. Shorey; auditor, .\. F. Stevens;

treasurer, S.'j. Bestor.

The committee on order of business

presented its report, which gave rise to

considerable discussion.

The question of the selection of judges

in the various classes of poultry, to be
recommended to the local societies, was
introduced, and alter some general ile-

bate Mr. .Sturtevant moved that a com-
mittee be appointed to select a list of

names for judges of light Brahmas, and
that the societies be recommended to

adopt the system of one judge for each
class.

Mr. Sperry advocated the idea that

similar action on all classes be ha<l. He
also advocated the one-judge system, as

calculated to fix the responsibility of

awards and secure better judgment.
Mr. Felch favored the plan of judges

affixing cards with the numbers indicting

the sale of merit, in a scale of 100 points,

upon each premium coop, thus giving
every one in the exhiljition an oppor-
tunity to understand on what basis judg-
ment was rendered.
The Messrs. Sturtevant, Gilmau,

Puffer, Williams, Shorey, aud others,

spoke upon the nuestion, all agreeing
that there is great need of a l)etter sys-

tem in the selection of judges, and that

this motion was a step in the right di-

rection, and the motion was adopted, but
was subsequently reconsidered and
changed to the selection of a list of
judges on light Hrahmas bv the conven-
tion without the intervention of a com-
mittee.

Mr. I. K. Felch moved the appoint-
ment of a committee of two on each class,

to leport at the next meeting and select

and approve judges in their several

classes. This was designed to supplement
the action of the Congress under Mr.
Sturtevant's motion, and was carried.

Societies are requested to send names of
competent judges to these committees.

Mr. Sturtevant nominated Mr. Phil-

ander Williams as a judge of light
Brahmas, and he was elected without
debate. Messrs. I. K. Felch and Henry
Felch, C. C. Plaisted, of Hartford, and
H. S. Ball, of Shrewsbury, were also
selected forjudges of light Brahmas.
The Cochin breeds were next taken up,

and Messrs. Mark Pitman, of Beverly;
Philander Williams, G. H. Bradley, of
Hampton. Conn.; Henry S. Ball, C. H.
Crosby, of Danbury, Conn., and Albert
Noyes were selected and approved as
judges in this cla.ss.

The Polish class was next taken up, and
and Messrs. William E. Jennings, of
Newton Ix)wer Falls; Charles Ruckholdt,
of New Haven; Gardner Blanchard, of
Milton, N. II., and Henry F. Bisco, Lei-
cester, were approved.
The committees of two on each cla.ss,

to nominate judges during the recess,
were then appointed as follows:

Asiatics—Philander Williams, T. I,.

Sturtevant.
Dorkings, Plymouth Rocks and Doni-

iniques—V. C. Gilnian, H A. Shorej-.
Spanish and Leghorn—A. !•'. Stevens,

Albert Noyes.
French ' and Polish—H. T. Sperry, E.

S. Brewer.
(iames and game bantams

—

.\. U. War-
ren, ft. J. Bestor.
Hnmburgs—^Jaines Shepherd, .\. B.

Bacon.
Bantams other than games— .\. F.

Stevens, I. K. Felch.
Turkeys and water fowls—A. Mixter,

W. S. Lincoln.
Pigeons- Philander Williams, C. N.

Haskell.
The question of finance was discussed.

and it was finally agreed to charge each
local society a fee of $5 for membership.

held iThe second annual meeting was
in Worcester, April 12, 1876. The officers

elected for the ensuing year were:

President, A. D. Warren; vice-presi-

dents. Philander Williams, V. C. Gilnian,

I. K. Felch, H. T. Sperry and P. W.
|

Hudson; secretary, Laurin Martin; treas- I

urer, E. S. Brewer; auditor, A. F. Stevens,

of Natick.
The principal business of the meeting

was to recommend judges. This was as

follows:

For light and dark Brahmas—P. Wil-

liams, I. K. and H. F. Felch, C. C.

Plaisted, H. S. Ball, John P. Bussell. E.

C. Coniey, C. .\. Johnson and W. M.
Ward.
Dark Brahmas—H. A. Mansfield.

Cochins—Mark Pitman, Albert Noyes,

P. Williams, W. H. Brackett, G. W.
Bradley, John vSwinerton, C. H. Crosby.

Polish—H. S. Ball.

Spangled Polish—J. Henry Simonds.
W. c. white Polish—H. T. Sperry.

French—John P. Bussell, C. A. John-
son, P. Williams, E. C. .\ldrich, H. S.

Ball.

Game and game Bantams—S.J. Bestor,

P. W. Hudson, CTeorge S. Merritt, A. I).

Warren, E. A. Moseley, H. S. Ball, E.

R. Spaulding.
Hamburgs—P. W. Hudson, H. S. Ball,

.\ndrew J. Tuck, N. C. Beriin, James
Shepard, E. A. Peckham.
Bantams other than game—P. W. Hud-

son, H. S. Ball, William Jennings, A. F.

Stevens, P. Williams.
Water fowls—Anthony Sheffield,Wins-

low S. Lincoln, C. A. Johnson, H. S.

Ball, M. I. Ellis, Dr. J. N. Bates.

Spanish—I. K. Felch. A. F. Stevens,

W. F. Bacon, Laurin Martin, Gardner
Blanchard, M. L. Kidder, J. Boardman
Smith, C. R. Hart, C. A. Pitkin, Albert

Beard.
American—V. C. Gilnian, A. H.Drake,

E. H. Heywood, E. S. Brewer, W. H.
I^ckwood, M. I. Ellis, John Swinerton,

Mark Pitman.
Dorkings—A. F. Stevens, E.S. Brewer,

W.S. Lincoln, W. H. Brackett, \V. U.

Garman, W. F. Daniels.

Turkeys—W. S. Liiicoln,A. F. Stevens,

A. Sheffield, William Clift. C. A. John-

son.
Pigeons—Henry Ramsdell, H. S. Ball,

A. Sheffield, A. Rulienstein, D. F. Ellis.

Ornamental—P. W. Hudson. C. A.

Johnson

.

Fur-bearing and minor pets—Arthur

Colbuni, George W. Dixon,W. H. Brack-

ett, .\. F. Stevens.

The secretary requested any person

selected as a judge, who did not wish to

serve, to notify him immediately, so that

his name might be dropped when the list

was revised.

It was voted that hereafter no person

will be recommended as a judge unless

written applications stating his qualifica-

tions shall l)e made with such recommen-
dation, endorsed by a poultry club

represented in the congress, or by two

members of the same. Also that the

various poultry societies of New l-^ng-

land be requested to promptly notify the

secretary of the New England poultry

congress of any reasons which in their

opinion, after actual experience with any
judge recomniendcd by the New F-ng-

laiid congress, disqualifies him to act in

such capacity.

This congress did not continue after

1877, but while it lived it had an in-

fluence for good upon the interest in New
England.
The great trouble in the poultry fancy

at present is the al)sence of a national

society or association for actual business.

Wc have nothing to which we can appeal

anything or from which a law or rule can
i emanate. We have a Standanl, but it

has been so often revised and patched up
that all respect for it is lost. We find

decisions standing which are made by
self-ai)pointed judges, and in fact everj-

[

body is a law unto himself aud is doing
as it pleases him.
There can be no progress with such a

state of affairs, and I for one think the

earlier we set about mending it the
' better. Oni; oi- thk Old Crowd.

loft, which, to say the least, is very dis-

courteous from a visitor to it. When I

made the criticism I did not imagine I

should hear from Mr. Erdmann, as his

opinion was already stamped on the en-

!

graving in c^uestion, but I wanted to

hear the opinion of others. As I am not

j

of a bellicose temperament I will drop

1
the discussion and abide by the decision

, of the judges at the New York show,
where I hope to see all of the good barbs

in this country.
D. E. NeweW-.

THE PROVIDENCE AWARDS.

Scores of the "Winners—The Prize

for the Lo-west Score.

SocTHBKiDOE, Mass., Dec. 30.—Editor

Fancip:rs' Journal:—In reply to your

inquiry will say, I entered a pair of golden

Wj'andotte chicks and won first on cock-

erel, first on pullet and five spwcials. The
score of the cockerel is 92 >i, cut one on
weight; score of pullet, 92,
weight

cut one on
Chas. D. Monroe.

Game and Ganxe Bantam Club.

Winchester, N. H., Dec. 30.—F'ditor

Fanciers' Journal:—The next annual

meeting and club show of the American

Game and Game Bantam Clnb will be

held in connection with the poultry and

pigeon show at the Institute in New York
City, February 19-25.

A cordial invitation is extended to all

game and game bantam fanciers to come
and bring their birds, as the fact of win-

ning a premium at the club show will

prove no small honor, as it will undoubt-

edly be the finest show of games and

game bantams ever held in America.

Already there has been a lilieral list of

cups and specials started, including cup

for best collection of games and game
bantams, and for l)est large pile; cup
for best game bantam, male, and cup
for best female, etc.

The club would extend a hearty in-

vitation to all fanciers to join the club.
The initiation fee is only $\, with annual
dues of ;p2.

Also any specials or subscriptions to-

wards cups that any of the brethren may
feel moved to offer will be received with
pleasure.

A. V. Phirce, Secretary.

Pawtucket, R. L, Dec. 30.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:— I did not intend

to make any entry at the Providence

show on account of its being so early, as

I have not a bird in my yards that is

through moulting, aud my chicks, being

late, I was afraid would lose in weight.
But I could easily have taken the prizes

in cockerels. I sent one pair of fowls.

The cock which won a premium at the
state fair was disqualified because of a
brown feather or two in its breast; the
hen, although all out of condition, scored
89. W. E. Davenport.

Lififht Brahma Club.

Columbus, O., Dec. 30.—Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—The annual meeting

of the Ivight Brahma Club will be held in

the American Institute Building, New
York City, Friday, Februarj' 21. The
meeting will be called promptlj- at 7.30

P. M. The selection of this day and
hour will enable tliose who cannot attend
but one day to get the full benefit of the
show; the judging will be done and the
prize cards on the coops, thus giving us
the entire day in the show room, and a
chance to attend our meeting at night,

when a full attendance is most earnestly
requested. H. A. Bridge, Secretary.

The A. P. A. '8 Ne-w Date.

Montmorenci, Ind., Dec. 30.—Editor

I'ancikrs' Journal:—Many objections

having Ijeeii raised to Februarj- 24 as the

date of the annual meeting of the Ame-
rican Poultry Association as lieing in the

last instead of the first week of the show,

we deem it advisable, after again con-

sulting the officers of the New York
show, to have the meeting take place

February- 21, at 8 o'clock P. M., in the
American Institute Building, instead of
February 24, as heretofore announced.

R. TwELW, Secretary.

The Red Barb Cock.

New York City, Dec. 30.—Eklitor

Fanciers' Journal:—Mr. Erdmann in

the last issue of The Journal assails my

No Pouters at Ne-w York.

Ckntrudale, R. I., Dec. 30.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Please say that I

shall not enter at New York. I fully in-

tended doing so, but the show is too

I-^nglish for me. 1 prefer the American

way of .showing in large cages. \ week

is too long to pen up pouters and fan-

tails in such small cages. I saw- pouters

in those round cages of Spratts, two

years ago at Boston, and they could not

bend over to eat. I am sure fantails

would be ruined in such cages by their

wearing off their tail feathers when they

brushed against the wires. I have written

to the New York show's officials, but they

will not allo\y pouters or fans to be

shown except as the rest are in single

cages. E. J. Campbell.

Worcester, Mass., Dec. 31.—I sent
but two birds to the Providence show,
a golden duckwing cock and hen. Both
birds won first prize, the cock scoring

92,'-i, the hen 91. They also won three
special prizes. Mr. H. S. Ball was
judge. Mrs. D. N.Rawson.

-I entered
one Lang-

Westerly, R. I., Dec. 30.-

one Langshan cockerel and
shall hen at Providence. The cockerel
won 1st, score 93, the hen won 2d, score

95, and the two won seven specials. The
judge was Mr. I. K. Felch.

Amos W. Albro.

Cockerel,

Peacedale, R. L, Dec. 31,— I entered
fourteen partridge Cochins at Providence
and won nine regular and nine special

94, 92 '/i; hens, 93, 92, 90;
cock, <)iyi; pullets, 91;^, 91, 90. One of
my specials was for highest scoring five

in the show. Frank Watson.

The Next at Providence.

Providence, R. I., Dec. 30.—The
dates for the next show of the Rhode
Island Association will open in Provi-

dence, December 29, 1890, and continue
over New Year's Day.

R. G. Davis, Secretary.

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of John R. Hunsberger,
Chestnut Hill, Pa., homing pigeons as

To E. R. Schraudt, Richmond,
pair; 2. To George S. Horn,
Pa., one pair; 3. To H. S.

F'all River, Mass., four birds;

T. Addis, Pittsville, Pa, four

To W. P. Denegre, Chestnut
All registered,

of Theodore P. Green,

follows: I.

Va. , one
Scranton.
Thurston,
4. To F.

birds; 5.

Hill, four birds.

From the loft

Woodbury, N. J., homing pigeons as fol-

lows: I. To Edward R. Schraudt, Rich-
mond, Va., two birds; 2. To Jacob A.

Kraus, Mount Oliver, Pa., four birds; 3.

To Charles Zimmer, New York City, six

birds.. All registered.

From the loft of J. A. Stovell. Phila-

delphia, Pa., to J. S. Day, Palmyra, N. J.,

the birds Faultless, G. S. F. 10, and Head-
light, 9894. Both registered.

For the Gapes.

In a chicken yard much infested with
gapes the surface soil was removed, and
a mixture of lime and sand replaced it.

The coops were fumigated by pouring
sulphuric acid upon chloride of lime,

making chlorine gas, afterwards white-

washing coops, pens, etc., with white-

wash, having an ounce of copperas

added, and in this case itcerlainly seems
that the ounce of prevention was better

than the pound of cure.

, Since When?
Oriental turbits, turbiteens, dominoes,

blondinettes, satinettes, sulphurettes,

brunettes, bluettes, silverettes, vizors are

classed in England as German toys.—

American Stock-Keeper.
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SCRAPPLE.
Traveled EerffB — Early Chicks.

Origrin of Indian G-ame—The

Cerebellum Injured.

Memo. The Effect of Traveling Upon

Eggs.

V. G. says: The Tennessee Board of

Health in looking up the sanitary value

of eggs as food found that soon after it

l)ecame the practice to transport eggs in

large quantities or long distances by rail

their value was impaired as an article of
comnierce. On l^eiug opened after arrival

it was found that adhesion had taken
place between the membranes of the

yolk and shell, and therefore it was im-

possible to turn the yolk out of the shell

unbroken. When examined by experi-

enced pathologists, this condition was
said to be the result of true inflammation,

and the material of the adhesion was
found to be precisely the same as that of

the exudation in inflammation of the

lungs or lx)wels. Absurd as it maj' seem,

we are reminded in the report from
which we are quoting, that though "an
unformed, structureless and unorganized
mass, yet an egg, even when fresh laid, is

a living being, and capable of disease

from external causes. The cause of this

inflammation is, undoubtedly, the shak-

ing and friction from the motion of the

cars, and it cannot but render the egg
more or less unhealthy." That appears
on the whole a feasible explanation of
the non-hatching of many eggs which
are sent by rail, and the sudden death of
chickens hatched from eggs purchased at

a distance. There is much respecting
egg-life of which we are still profoundly
ignorant, and it is only by easy stages

that perfect knowledge is attained.

However, the suggestion of the Tennessee
Board of Health is worth careful consider-

ation, and none are better able to give this

than breeders, who from position, leisure

and education are always experimenting
in the poultry yard.

Memo. What an Jigg is Goodfor.

\V. W. says: For burns and scalds
nothing is more soothing than the white
of an egg, which may be poure<l over the
wound. It is softer as a varnish for a
burn than collodion, and being always at

hand can be applied. It is also more
cooling than the sweet oil and cotton
which was formerly supposed to be the
surest application to allay smarting pain.

It is the contact with the air which gives
the extreme discomfort experienced from
the ordinary accident of this kind, and
anything that excludes the air and pre-
vents inflammation, is the thing to \yc at

once applied. The eg^ is considered one
of the best of remedies for dysentery.
Beaten up slightly, with or without sugar,
and swallowed at a gulp, it tends, by its

emollient qualities, to lessen the inflam-
mation of the stomach and intestines, and
b)- forming a transient coating on these
organs, to enable nature to resume her
healthful sway over a diseased body.
Two, or at most three ejjgs per day would
lie all that is required in ordinary cases;

and since egg is not merely medicine, but
food as well, the lighter the diet other-
wise and the quieter the patient is kept,
the more certain and rapid the recovery.

Memo. Know the Stock Yoh Are
Using.

N. E. M. says : Don't mate in a hap-
ha/Anl way. Study carefullj' each section
of every bird before you give it a place
as a breeder. Don't put two birds faulty
ill the same section together, if you can
help it. I know this is almost impossible,
hut come as near doing it as possible.
Better mate your best male with one or
two good females than ten or twelve that
are off in as many sections. I think it a
mistake to mate more than four or five

females with a male. First, it is a hard
matter to keep track of the eggs from a
larger number than this, if running to-

gether, which is An all important point
when you come to make up your mat-
ings. By knowing just what hen and
cock of last year's mating a given speci-
men is from, by referring to their historj-
and score, you are sure of just what kinrl
of stock you are breeding on both sides,
whether darker, lighter, whether good or
bad points in the specimen have been
characteristic in the parents. Second, I

think the fewer females mated with the

male the stronger and more distinct will

be the breeding of the female. Ifyou in-

tend using pullets for breeders I think it

a good plan to force them to egg pro-
duction as early in the winter as possible,

and after they have laid one litter of eggs
feed no more stimulating food, nor in

any wa)' encourage further production
until near spring, this will make them as
good breeders as old hens. The object is

to develop the reproductive organs by
the first litter of eggs, and then give
them a rest in which to gain a good vigor
and condition for the breeding season.
Never use a bird that is short in weight
at mating sea.son if you can help it,

especially if it was an early hatched
chicken. A late hatched bird might well
be used sometimes if a little short of
standard weight, providing it is fine in

every other respect.

If you are just starting in any varietj-

get the best stock of eggs from the best
stock you can. and knowhig what kind
of stock they came from, they ought to
have a good family history. If a breeder
can not give you an accurate history or
pedigree of his stock don't buy of him.
There are plenty of them that can and
will do so. There ought to be as much
regularity in the breeding of standard
poultry as of horses and cattle, and there
IS no reason why they should not be.

Memo. For Early Hatched Chicks.

H. says: P'or earl)- hatched chicks of
quick-feathering breeds certain rules
must l)e ohser\'ed. The first is to have
the gizzard in good working order. The
first food should be stale dry bread
crumbs, cracked wheat, and flint .stones

broken small; the wheat and crumbs
placed upon the flints, the chicks get
their mill furnished with grinding-
stones. Then cracked wheat, barley-
meal, and fine sharps mixed to a crum-
bly paste with the gravy from stewed
bones or butcher's scraps (onions, garlic,

shallots can be stewed with the l)ones)

will form the staple food. A little flour

of sulphur or sulphur l)oiled with quick-
lime can be added everj' day or everv
^.l.„. ,l~.. /-«,„..„,» „„«.„ itV,„ t f-

sifted out) can be given for a change. If
much meat is given, l)onemeal should be
also or the muscles will develop faster

than the tones grow an<l cause knuckle-
toes. Some vegetable food must be
given every day, wurtzel. turnip, small
cabbage leaves, or gra.ss; after a week,
chopped onion, or the chicks will not be
able to digest and alworb the fowl taken.
If the chicks are .started with much meat
or cooked or stimulating food they must
be night-fed until the feathers are grown,
for the nights are long in the spring.
The coops or houses must be dry in the
floor and only wire-netted 111 front.

Cold will not harm chicks so long as it

is dry, but cold and damp will soon thin
out a brood. For instance, chicks in

January during a hard frost will do well
running on the hard frozen ground with
a dry night-coop; but look out for a thaw,
unless put upon dry ground they will
soon die. Indian meal is alraiit the
worst kind of footl for chicks; it has no
building up material in it.

Memo. To Keep Eggs.

M. M. says: In 1820 a tradesman of
Paris asked jiermission of police to sell

in the market eggs that had been pre-
served a year in a composition, of which
he kept the secret. More than 30,000 of
these eggs were sold in the open market
without any complaint being made or any
notice taken of them, when the Board of
Health thought proper to examine them.
They were found to be perfectly fresh, and
could be only distinguished from others
by a pulverous stratum of carbonate of
lime, remarked by M. Cadet, to be on
the epg shell. This induced him to make
a series of experiments, which ende<l in
his discovering thej- were preserved in
highly saturated lime water. M. Cadet
suggests adding a little saturated muriate
of lime, but gives no reason. They may
also be preserved by immersing them
twenty seconds in Iwiling water and then
keeping them well dried in fine sifted
ashes; but this will give them a greenish
color. The inethotl of preserving them
in lime water has lieeu long the practice
ill Italy; they may be kejit thus for two
years.

Memo. Origin of the Indian Game.

M. W. says; WHiile in Hazaubaugh, a '

town in the northwest province of Ben- '

gal, I came acro.ss a splendid breed of

,

large, handsome game fowls, cherished
I

by the natives for their beauty and
fighting propensities. I have traveled the
greater part of India, but in no part but
Hazaubaugh district did I see a game
fowl of any description. I am thor-
oughly convinced, after a close study of
the Indian game in India, that tliej- are
of a pure breed and not made from
Malay or any other breed, and that they
are natives of the soil on which I first

and last saw them—viz., Hazaubaugh,
Bengal. My description of the male
bird is—head broad; neck thick with
good reach; shoulders broad, square and
well set; good chest; legs well set, wide
apart ana not too long; color willow,
comb single. I know nothing of his

qualities as a table fowl, as he is not con-
sidered in that light in India. I .saw no
black birds, the natives informing me
the barbari murghi (fighting fowl) were
all of one color. Their weight is about
ten pounds. The hen is a beautiful
pheasant-like bird, rather lighter in color
than the hen of the black red breed.
They are indifferent layers and inclined
to l)e broody several times during the
year; weigh al)out six pounds, have wil
low legs and very small comb and
wattles. I know that several of these
birds have been bought by Knglish
soldiers and taken with them when thev
left for another station. I consider that
an officer of a regiment coming home
from India would have no difficulty

whatever in bringing a cock and hen
home with him, and I am most <lecidedly
of opinion that they have come to F^ng-

land in that manner. I think the Corn-
wall Indian game must have a touch of
Malay in it.

Memo. The Trtie Secret of Eiolution.

W. M. says: If a silver spoon is left

an hour in the egg cup it is coated with
a compound of sulphur. Why is the
sulphur there ? There is phosphorous,
also, in that little microcosm, and the
oxygen of the air, passing through the
shell, unites with the acid therein, and
dissolves the shell— thus making good
strong bones for the chick, and at the
a<ttiac Liiiic Liiiiiiiiii^ ii» pi i9uti v%uiia.

Many writers are now advocating the ex-
treme view, that pedigree, or the certain
breed is not necessary to commence with
in order to get good stock, depending on
evolution, therefor. The evolution theory
is doubtless correct, to a certain extent,
but unless we procure a race or breed
that has the required qualities, our won!
for it, dependents upon evolution would
Ije about the age of Mathuselah, liefore

they produced a partridge Cochin from a
breed ot high station games. Nature has
provided laws that are inevitable. So
far and no farther can we go; and our
duty as breeders is to search the mysteri-
ous recesses of nature—to probe for its

hidden secrets—and thus store our minds
with the knowledge so gained; remem-
bering always, that nature, unimpeded by
some interposing power, at each evolution
of matter changes it to a higher, grander
plane. The great objective point of pro-
gressive fanciers, should be to protluce a
strain of fowls that will furnish eggs con-
taining the largest possible amount of
sulphur and phosphorous, so that the
chicks will be stronger and healthier, so
that with pro]jer food they may develop
into larger and stronger birds than their
progenitors, this is the true secret of
evolution.

Memo. The Crrcbclliim Was Injured.

G. L. P. says: \ few nights ago the
rats found their way into my pigeon coop
and, next morning I found several birds
dead I my best, of course! and one a
black Jacobin wounded. When first dis-

covered this bird's head was all stained
with bloo<l, and when <listurt)ed he floun-
dered around, regardless of any fixed
purpose of action, in much the same
manner as a hen docs when its head is

suddenly severed from its body. It had,
in fact, iost, not the use, but all control
of its mu.scles. As soon as I saw his
movements, I at once recognized the
character of the injury he had received,
as I had seen just such cases while at-

tending medical lectures, where pigeons
had lieen operated upon to illustrate cer-

tain functions of the brain. In his strug-
gle with the rat, he had received a severe I

bite in his head, injuring the cerebelUini.
|

The cerebellum is that portion of the
brain sit;iated in the posterior and infer-

I

ior portion of the skull, and it is gener-
j

ally believed that to it l>eloiigs the power
of associating or co-ordinating the dif-

ferent voluntary actions of the bo<ly. Of

this Dr. J. C. Dalton says: "The opinion
which locates the harmonizing or asso-

ciating power in the cerebellum, was
first suggested by the effects observed
after exjierimentally injuring or destroy-
ing this part of the brain. If the cere-

bellum in a living pigeon, is exposed and
a portion of its substance removed, the
animal exhibits at once a peculiar un-
certainty in its gait and in the move-
ment of its wings. If the injury be more
extensive, it loses altogether the power
of flight, and can walk, or even stand,
only with great difficulty. This is not
owing to anv actual paralysis, for the
movements of the limbs are exceedingly
rapid and energetic, but is due to a jiecu-

liar want of control over the muscular
contractions, precisely similar to that
which is seen in a man in a state of in-

toxication. The movements of the legs
and wings, though forcible and rapid,
are confused and blundering, so that the
animal cannot direct its steps to any par-
ticular spot, nor support itself in the air

by flight. It reels and tumbles, but can
neither walk nor fly. The senses and in-

telligence at the same time are unim-
pared. It is easilj terrified, and endeav-
ors, frequently with violent struggles, to
escape the notice of those who are watch-
ing It; but its movements are sprawling
and unnatural, and are evidently no
longer under the control of the will."

Professor Dalton also says he has often
performed this operation, and always
with the same results, and that there are
few experiments that have been tried
upon the nervous system which give such
uniform results as this; and also that
birds which have lost their {>ower of
muscular co-ordination, from injur}- of
the cerebellum, may recover this power
in process of time. Knowing, then,
that, a.<s a general rule, functions lost by
injury of the cerebellum are regained,
and all tliat was needed was time, I

removed the bird to a cage by himself,
and have been watching his gradual
recovery with interest. He is now doing
nicely, and can walk tjuite steadily,

unless when suddenly frightened. He
eats as eagerly as when in perfect liealtli,

and I think by the end of another week
he will be able to leave the hospital and
join his companions.

Memo. To Condition Poultry.

P. says: Here is a ver}- good recipe for

keeping fowls in goo<l health, and which
I am certain promotes laying ard, with us-

ing Douglas's Iron Mixture 111 their drink-
ing water, is a good preventive of that
scourge, rouj). Since I have used it my-
self which has been for several years
now, I have never had any disease in mv
yard, and I only attribute it to using
this powder during the winter months.
The recipe is as follows:—Cayenne pow-
der two ounces, fenugreek eight ounces,
gentian four ounces, coarse sugar eight
ounces. Mix together. For each lot of
eight large fowls, or ten small fowls,

give one tablespoon ful about twice a

week mixed with their soft fowl.

Memo. Deadof the Same Disease.

H. H. says: One oflen reads pathetic
stories of pet birds that die simultaneously
with or shortly after their child owners.
It sounds pretty, but the simple prose of
the matter often is that the owner in-

fected the birds. Canaries and other
songsters will catch scarlet fever, measles,
diphtheria or almost any other human
disease, and if left in the sick room they
are almost sure to be infected. Pet cats

and small dogs, too, are often sacrifice<l

in the same wav, an<l in their ca.sc there
is also the risk that they will go out and
become the unwilling instruments of dis-

seminating disease.

Memo. For Canary /.o.ung its Feathers.

I<. J. says: The cause of your bird's ail-

ment is partly due to lieingkept in a round
cage, so that she cannot get proper exer-
cise, and consequently the foocl is only
half-digested and does not nourish the
body. At once put her in a large square
cage, say fourteen inches long and twelve
wide, so that she can jump backwards
and forwards; have t\^'o perches only in

it. ICach day give some hard-boiled yolk
of egg mixed dry with biscuit jwwder,
half and half; put some tincture of steel

in the water, proportion two drops to

half a wineglass of water, keep warm. If

the bird is in a room in which there is

gas, if she is above the gas she must be
lowered, or she will never get her feathers
back.
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CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

BY THE WAY.

The suggestions for canary breeding

given in another column are seasonable

only in having preparations for the year's

work liegiu now. The rule for breeding

is not to have the young birds hatch

until it is light enough for the old birds

to see to feed at six o'clock in the morn-

ing. .Vt such time in the year the old

birds can also feed quite late in the even-

ing and the interval between supper and

breakfast is not longer than the young-

sters can stand.

THE ANGKDRA RABBIT.

Its Peculiarities and Ho-w to Keep
it Successfully.

The Angora rabbit occupies a distinct

place among the fancy rabbits because of

its wool being very long and differing

in every respect from that of all other

rabbits. Instead of
being fur it is soft

and fleecy like wool

.

All rabbits with
hair are not Angoras,
but all Angoras have
the long fleecy wool

.

The .\ngora is a

large rabbit, but not
nearly so large as

it looks. There are

white and colored,

but the white is the
most valuable. The
eye is pink, rather
lighter than in some
varieties.

The wool is the
important feature
when breeding this

rabbit for the mar-
ket. It should l)e

fleecy,and the longer
and softer rhe lietter.

To keep the wool
free from knots and
tangles, occasional
brushing is neces-
sary. The knots and
tangles, aside from
lessening the value
in appearance in an
exhibition sijecimen,
lessen the value of
the pelt, .\side from
this they are un-
healthy as they
check the respira-

tion through the
pores of the skin.

A little warm water
will sometimes aid
in undoing the mat-
ting, but if it will

not, the bad plac^
must be cut away.
Extreme cleanli-

ness is necessary in

the Angora hutch,
that is, the hutch
must be kept dry
and be cleaned out
every other day at

least, and, but few must be kept together.

The Angora is prolific, there Ijeing

generally five to nine in a litter. A
breeding doe is never in good condition
as they almost iiivariablv tear the wool
from their breasts to line their nests.

The young are soon covered with a silky
white down, which increases rapidly in

length and thickness, the bushiness l)e-

ing apparent after a few weeks; at five

months a well-bred .\ngora will be cov-
|

ere<l with masses of wool hanging about 1

the Ijody and head in regular rolls.
|

The animal keeps in show condition I

without much change except at inoul iiig
'

time or when a doe has torn the wool off !

her body too freely for the nest. Long !

ears and inclined to lop are not un-
'

common even in well-bred specimens, lie-

cause a little warmth is found to hasten
j

the growth of the wool and to make
it softer and more fleecy and the same '

warmth causes the ears to increase in I

size and weakens the muscles which hold '

them up. Still but few would admit that
j

lopping is essential or even pardonable. .

The Angora is singularly docile and i

amiable. Some even go so far as to say
|

the old and young may be kept together,
but niy experience has lieen that while
Angoras are certainly very well suited
for keeping together in large numl>ers,
owing to their quiet disposition, it is an
exceedingly bad plan to a)low more than
one doe to be in the breeding hutch at

once.
When .\ngoras are kept in large num-

bers the wool might be sold at a profit.

The plan to be adopted is to comb the
rabbits three or four times a year, care-

fully preserving the wool. The process
should not be resorted to in the winter
months, for fear of giving the rabbits a
chill, and for the same reason the wool
should nevei lie cut off. Small quantities
cannot be sold with profit, but can be
used to good advantage for stufliug cush-
ions and the like.—Cuniculus.

CANARY BREEDING.

Rats as Pets.

I have seen and liandle<l a pair of

tame rats lielonging to some young
friends, and prettier, more playful and
more intelligent pets could not be imag-
ined. They were accustomed to run
about on the table at meal times. They
never stole food; but when anything was

Seasonable Suarerestions by a Suc-

cessful Bird Fancier.

To breed canaries with the fullest

measure of success obtainable, the

cages in which the birds arc jilaoed

should l>e new every year. Or, if it
'

is impossible to secure new cages

each season, then the old ones must
lie subjected to a thorough process

of cleansing and )>urification in order

to prevent the development of in-

sect life, which has so frequently

proved destructive to the young broods

by making them so weak from the loss of

rest and blood that they are unable to

feed and soon die, when the parents are

generally accused, unjustly, of neglecting

them.

The birds to lie paired together should

be not less than two years old nor more
than four. If birds of a year old are

mated together they will frequently lie so

ardent as to neglect their brood in order

posited, and replaced when their uumtjer
IS complete, the young will be all hatched
together, and embarrass the parents by
their sudden appearance, while, on the
contrarv, if left to nature, they will be
hatched on successive days, and the re-
sult on the whole be more satisfactory
than if the nest had lieeii tampered with
by the amateur.
The food in winter should lie canary

seed sound and fresh, with white millet
for a change, and a little green food, such
as grouiulsel or watercress once a week.
In spring let a little maw seed and hemp
or rape lie added once a week, and a
piece of dry crumb of bread the size of a
walnut be given twice a week to each pair.

.\s soon as the young are hatched, an
addition of soaked rape and canary seed,
and a teaspoon ful of crushed hemp should
be made to the bill of fare, as well as the
crumb of bread one day old soaked in
cold water and renewed three times a
day, namely, at eight o'clock in the
morning, three in the aflemoon and the
last thing at night the same rule holding
good with regard to the water supply
for drinking.
No egg food or milk should be given

except under special circumstances to be
detailed further on; nor green food except

in very small quanti

offered them they sat up on their hind
legs, held the morsel between their fore-

paws and ate it daintily.

They were fond of a game which I saw
them play. The rats were put into the
boy's cap, which was hung on the hat-

stand in the hall. The boy and his sis-

ter then went to the top of the house and
whistled. At the sound of the whistle
the rats jumped out of the cap, scram-
bled to the floor, and then ran up the
stairs and perched on their owner's '

shoulders. ,

The general idea of the rat is that it is
,

an ill-savored animal, dirty in its person,
and revolting in its diet, whereas it is

delicately clean in person and ecjually 1

dainty in its food. It is ever washing it-
!

self, and never eats without washing
afterward.—I'all Mall Gazette. 1

—The male budgerigar has a blue cere
across his nose, while the female's nose
is brown. This is the only distinguishing
mark, and unscrupulous dealers caustic

the cere of the males and sell them as

hens.—Poultr\'.

to nest again, and if more than four years
old will lie apt to produce sterile eggs.

They should lie placed together in the
autumn after moulting, and be kept in

each other's society throughout the
winter, and when they have once bred
together should not lie again separated
while in health.

A single pair should be placed in each
cage, which should be open at the top as
well as in front, but closeil at the sides.

If the birds are well used to one another
and quite friendly, two heus may lie

successfully mated with one cock, but in

this case the young are apt not to be as
strong as when they are the progeny of a
single pair.

AH food and water pans should be 1

placed inside the cage. If the food and
water pans are placed outside the cage

1

they will now ana then get so fixed that
!

the birds cannot get at their contents, '

and unless frequently watched the jioor

things will lie likely to starve.

The eggs as laid should on no account
be removed from the nest, but be left

with the mother from the first. If the
eggs are removed from the nest when de-

ties. If tgg or milk
be given to canaries
the effect cannot fail
to lie injurious, for
they are naturally
purely graminivor-
ous in their habits,
and an unnatural
diet, be it never so
relished or sanc-
tioned by authority,
must of necessity be
productive of some
bad result, as I have
on many occasions
proved. If egg is
given, however, the
color of the feathers
will be deepened, but
strength will be sac-
rificed to appearance.
If green food is sup-
plied too liberally
the young brood will
be shaded with a per-
ceptible tinge of
green, which is de-
sirable in green cana-
ries, but highly ob-
jectionable when it

is wished to breed
clear white or yellow
birds.

The nests should
I>e of basket work,
or, if made of wood,
have perforated zinc
liottoms. If the nests
are of wowl and the
nesting material of
hair or wool, the heat
generated by the
mother and young
cannot escape, and
if the weather is

warm will cause the
former to sweat,
whereas a perforated
bottom insures prop-
er ventilation.

The birds should
be permitted access

to water for bathing purposes every day
in warm weather only and but twice a
week at most during the early part of
the year. If the birds are allowed to
bathe in cold weather the eggs and the
mother, too, sometimes, are apt to lie

chilled, and the young that are in them
to perish ; whereas, if the mother is

debarred from access to water in hot
weather, the egg-lining membrane will

become so parched and dry that the
young bird will be unable to extricate
Itself and must inevitably perish unless
released by outside assistance.

If a young brood is to be brought up
by hand the use of a little milk and a
small quantity of the yolk of a hard-
boiled egg are necessary as a sulistitute

for the secretions of the parental crop.

F'or hand-reared birds the food must lie

always warm, and should be adminis-
tered once an hour from dawn to dusk.

The liest implement for feeding with is

not the time honored quill, but a pair of
tweezers made after the pattern of a
bird's bill, with which the operation can
be most satisfactorily performed.—W. T.
Greene, F. Z. S.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The ninth annual exhibition of homing

pigeons was held last week in Horticul-

tural Hall in this city, in. we believe,

the very same room in which the first

opened some ten years ago.

« *

The exhibit, we are told, was not in-

tended to bring a great crowd of birds

together; if it had been, the city birds

alone could have filled the building, but,

cages were provided for only a special

few of those best known. Some three

hundred in all were shown, and, to a

lover of the variety, the collection was

well worth looking over.

« *

The show had an entry fee of ten cents

per bird, but aside from this was free to

all, the expenses being met by the fan-

ciers of Philadelphia. As the hall in

which it was held is one of the most

expensive in the city, and, as the cages

and attendance were of the best to be

had, the efforts of the subscribers to the

show fund do honor to the brave little

bird and to the visitors.

*
* *

der was non-committal : "Garfield would

be an old bird, this is an old bird; Gar-

field was a red checker, this is a red

checker !" Our opinion is, if Mr. George

V. Cressou sent the bird to the show as

Garfield, it is Garfield. Mr. Cressou

saw the bird at the show and saw the

card above its cage, there should,

therefore, remain no question as to the

bird's identity.
*

• *

Just previous to the show the winners

of the Inquirer prize and the George W.
Childs cup were given a reception in

the Inquirer's big window at Tenth and

Chestnut Streets, aud by special invita-

tion the birds of Mr. J. A. Stovell kept

them company. Arrangements had been

made for lilierating birds owned in the

city from the corner near by, but at the

last moment the Mayor rescinded his

previous order and would permit only

a few to be let go at a time, as the attrac-

tion would bring a larger crowd than the

police could control.

«
* »

S«i many were desirous of seeing the

five Wagner birds that made the journey

from St. Thomas to Boston, 525 miles in

the day, winning the George W. Childs

cup, that cages were provided for them.

With the five was the Dickens, the bird

owned by Mr. John Hipks, Allston, found

in the home loft the day of the start,

early enough to have been the winner if

others had not been reported earlier.

Our time in the show room was limited,

and between meeting old friends, both of

fanciers and birds, the time for closing

had arrived before we were aware of it.

The Duffer, our favorite of all the birds

we ever handled, claimed our first atten- ^^^ occasion of the show was the

tion. He could not tell us, although his
^^^^^^ meeting of the Federation of

owner did, that his counterparts, Duffer,
^.merican Homing Pigeon Fanciers. The

Tr., Puffer's Daughter and the Babv were
| .«.._j__„„ r„„ „»v-r -.J*i-» <V>- ^h-' «•?•«=

all there. This bird.selected when a young-

ster from a loft full of good stock, but of

which no account had been kept, has

ObkUUVAttUV.^^ Aa\

*

W^ftk^« VKwa^u

no

proven to be one of the best among

American flyers for steady and persistent

effort. Its owner, Mr. Spangehl, promises

that he will not put him upon the road

again, but the past is full of such and

every one broken.

• «

Mr. Iversen showed the black bird and

the interstate champion prize cup that

had been awarded to it. This bird was

bred from a red checker and has a

maroon tinge to its body feathers and

throughout its flights. It was hatched in

the loft of Mr. R. Pupke, Brooklyn, in

the spring of 1888, from Opitz stock

.

«
• *

The Red Whizzer, the first to return to

Philadelphia in a distance journey, was

present, and might have won as the most

remarkable in appearance. Always

splashed with black, these marks have so

increased that now he is about equally

marked with red, black and a greyish

white.
•••

One bird we looked for but could not

find was Mr. T. F. Goldman's Ned

Damon, the first bird to return in the

day from 500 miles. Report says the

bird was put upon the road last summer

and is still out. Mr. George B. Edwards

is, we believe, the only one who now
possesses birds bred as Ned Damon was;

that is, progeny of Lady Florence and

Silver Chief. Lady Florence is dead,

and Silver Chief was transferred to the

Edwards' loft when the Barrett flight

was dispersed.

»
« *

There was doubt expressed as to the

identity of the bird shown as Garfield,

it being claimed that the bird shown in

other years had more black in its

feathers, and this marking, as is well

known, increases with age. Mr. Verrin-

the Messrs. L. W. Spangehl, Charles

Doane and Joseph Iversen, from Brook-

lyn; W. Verrinder, Jr., from Jersey City;

Thomas H. Bowerman, George Bower-

man and W. B. Garrabrants, from Newark.
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*
•

The officers elected for the ensuing

year were, President, Mr. John Shepard,

Philadelphia; vice presidents, L. W.
Spangehl and G. H. Bowerman; secre-

tary and treasurer, W. Verrinder, Jr.;

race secretary, J. C. Conly, Philadelphia;

Executive Committee, G. T. Morgan, W.
B. Garrabrants, P. W. Krouse.

*
« *

Mr. Jacob C.Bockius,Germantown,wa8,

we were told, the unanimous choice for

one of the responsible offices, but, for

personal reasons which all understood

and appreciated, he could not give the

time and attention the work of the office

called for, and he must therefore decline

the honor.

What is the type of a homer? is asked

of us, and we, who have handled thous-

ands of birds, are forced to confess that

there is none except as found in the eye,

the nasal membrane and the flights.

Some claim that the forehead should be

full and the eyes wide apart, but these

features counts for nothing, since both

depend upon bone and structure. The
short-faced tumbler has the forehead in

all degrees of fullness and there is great

width l)etween its eyes; but these birds

have not the wit to raise the bobs even if

hemp>seed lies beyond. Their vocation

in life is to stand on tiptoe and look

pretty (and the majority are adepts at it),

exactly the opposite of what the homing
pigeon is bred for.

which it cannot therefore either under-

stand or appreciate or admit that it

exists.

» *

The experienced fancier looks to the

eye for the quality of the sight, and to

the nasal cere. This last he believes has

something to do with the homing faculty,

not in its quantity but its quality. He
does not consider this as relating to the

sense of smell, but, as the tendency is

to refer the bird's ability to find its way

to magnetic currents, so tliis cere has a

relation thereunto.

*

The question of weather and course

is being discussed, and many who have

hitherto flown their birds from the south-

west are seriously considering a change

to another direction. One fancier of New
York City thinks the best results would

follow from the north, with the Hudson

River as the guide to home, and we are

asked, why not ? Belgian prejudice

would answer that birds do not make
speed from northerly directions, aud l)e-

cause of magnetic influences. We do

not know of a speedy journey from

either the north or norfheast, although

such may have been made.

*
• *

The course from west to east, that is,

along the same parallel, has thus far

proven to be the best. The southwest

has given greater speed, but it is rare in-

deed that favorable conditions are con-

tinued sufficiently long to give a bird the

chance to do a full day's work.

»
* *

Referring again to the course from the

north, we doubt if birds ever follow a

river course or along a coast line. Aero-

nauts tell us that inordinary weather the

air above water is heavier, colder and has

a current distinct in direction and veloc-

ity from the air above the adjoining land.

Both the weight, the temperature and

the current would have an adverse in-

fluence upon the birds, and would not be

entered upon voluntarily. We think

the question for course is, from which

direction are favorable atmospheric con-

ditions of longest duration ? And the

answer for the Atlantic slope is, along

the same parallel from the west;

•
*

Mr. A. H. Gordon, of this city, sold

his birds and bought them back again.

His flying next season will be in com-

pany with Mr. Robert L. Hayes and Mr.

Frank Devlin, both in his immediate

vicinity. At another centre the Messrs.

Paul. W. Krouse, Warren Geary, Alex-

ander Furst and Frank Kendall will fl}'

togetlier as the Sterling Club.
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Priuciple^of Dog Training. Aslimont . . .50

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
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The Dog, by Idstone ».»5
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Felch «r Lee
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Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. 1. K. Felch
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Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .
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Books for Fanciers.

*%
The homing pigeon is a mystery, but

after years speut in the study of it, we
say it is so, solely because possessed of a

sense of which mankind is deprived and

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, }K)stpaid, any of the following
books.ou receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burges $ 3.00

Hook of the Dog. Vcro Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc'l Book. 3,00
1

Dog Training, First Less<ms and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition.
Haniinond .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhcw, i6mo . .75

Dogs, Their Management aud Treatment
|

in Disease. By Ashinout i.oo

Hnglislie Doggts. Reprint of 1576 .... .50

Knglish K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00

Kuglish K. C. S. Book. Vols. HI to IX, each 4. so

Ftnglish K. C. S. Book. Vols. XI to Xlll.each 4 5°
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 poriraits and illustra-

ions 1.25

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $7.50; leather lo.cx)

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .60

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date JO

We will sendcopiesof any of the following pho-
tographs prepaid by mail on receipt of price.

F.NIiLlSH SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Beaufort (little brother to Thunder), Count Dan,
Count Fred. Dart, Lass O'Lowrie, Leicester.

Luna, Nora, Rosy Morn, Roderick, Ruth. Temple
Bar.

IRISH SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Desmond II.

Card size, is cents each.
Champion Mollie Bawn, Desmond 11.

UORIHIN SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Champion Royal Duke.
ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.
Champion Bamaby (head upj, Champion

Bamaby (head down).
COLLIES.

Card size, 25 cents each.

Champion Dublin Scot, Champion Scotiila,

Champion Flurry 11.

POINTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Bang, Banjo, Belle, Champion Countess Bang,
Champion Donald, Rose, Stella.

MASTIFFS.
Cabinet size, 5<y^ents each.

Anlaf. Aston's Lion (brother to Governor),
Beau (2), Beaufort (2), Benedict, Bengal, Bosco
II, Cardinal. Champion Minting. Crown Prince,
Kdwy. Ilford Cromwell, Jack Thyr (2), Lion (Miss
Hales), Lorna Doone, Loriia Doone II, Maxi-
milian, Moses, Monarch (Sears'), Orlando (2),

Pontiflr, Prince Charlie, Prince Regent, Rajah,
Salisbury', Satan (Russian Mastiff), Taurus,
The Lady Clare, The Lady Isabel, The Lady
Rowena.

Card size, 25c. each.
Beau (when young), Countess (Mrs. Rawlin-

son's). Donna (Miss Walker's), Duchess (Curtis'),

Duchess (Hanburv's), etching of 1792; Governor
Grcatheart. Ilford Baroness, King (E. Field's),

Lioncea, Maximilian, Magnus, Mischief, Nell,
dam of King (Field's), Norma (Exiey's) Orlando
(3), Orlando II, Phillis (Hanbury's) Pontiff and
Prince (Hanbury's) Prince Regent, Queen (Han-
bury's), Taurus, Thor, Turk, Una (Hebron), WoU
(Miss Aglionsby's), Wodan, Young King, Young
King II.

Ijirger than cjibiiiet, |i.oo each.
Albert victor, Ashinout, Nero (the noted pup-

fy),

Bruce I, Couchez, Moses, Lion (Lukey's)
mp. St. Bernard, Quaker (Cautley's). The head

of Mastiff in Van Dyke's picture of the children
of King Charles 1.

.MASTIFF COMIIINATlONS.
$1 each.

1. Salisbury, Lion (Aston's), Anlaf, illustration
in Bingley 1809, Satan (Russian Mastiff).

2. Beau, Lion, (Miss Ilales'l Crown Prince and
Maxiinilliaii.

3. Lion (Miss Hales') different from the one
above; Monarch (Green's) and some others.

4. Ilford Baroness, Young King, etching of
1794 and Phillis (Hanbury's).

fi.
Prince (Hanbury's), Nell (Field's), dam of

ng, Taurus.
6. Queen (Hanbury's), Duchess (2335), Countess

(Miss Rawlinson's), King, Wolf (Miss Aglions-
by's), Turk.

7. Duchess (Hanbury's) and Governor.
8. Countess (Lukey's), Governor (Lukey's).

Lion (Gamier's), Harold (Gamier's).

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

32 South Third Street.

PhiladelphU. P«.
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Publications.
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1* true only of the
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•p t, lustrat«d monthly man
szlne devotad to the irranU
est, healthiest, must manly
sport lo the world.—cyclloK

V1p« you a \J\^\rr\mi
Wlietlier you arc or not Jion are sare to be luh-r

•sted In our paper. Von rn^'t help It. lu sketcli»«.
Ixwou aD<l ftU.rles are IdI'i eating to all. They are
pure eiiU htitlthrul In taol.'' ton* Thpy hreetLeot
r;rr«n tvMa and iitiady L.nes. and are a uoustant
U(l>trer of a lovout oature.
T.I c-ooviiiL'H you that oar paper Is all we claim

fill '»lne\ nry pari leu I ar If > on will iiend your name
aadHddrpsM wu wtllrt«,iid auu a lampltipopy ffr«»^
Tbf ri If you wane to Irv It for a year, a« you surely
will. It will cost you ouly ao o^xaea.

Cheap Enough, Isn't It''

UI!l;Ril> CUMIWIUII8 TU CLUB BIISBBk.
AilUiv** the PubJIiber —

BEN L DARROW.

DOGS.

Pointers.

SEVERAL high-class pointer bitches at reason-
able price*. J. H . Wlnslow, 608 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pass.

FOR SALE.—Cheap, to make room. Three
fine pug bitch pups, eight months old by
Cricket ex Pansv Blossom. Also a litter
four weeks old by Cricket ex Loo. C. G
Hinckley. Oak Shade Kennels, Lee, Mass.

4a

Einrs for Hatchlnir.

15

HOWARD BEANS, 1222 Asqiiith Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of black Leghorns
(l,ord Baltimore strain) as bred by Lukens
Wood, of Baltimore, Md. Great layers.
Eggs in season, 11.50 per 13. Fair, honest
dealings with all. 47

Games.

Setters.

VERY CHOICE PUPPIES, whelpad June 9,
1889, by Larry S.; grand field and show
dog, by Champion Chief ex Leigh Doane I;
out of Lass a fine bitch by Champion
Bruce, out of Little Nell, she by Champion
Echo out of Champion Rose. These pups
are bred to win on the bench or in the
field. I. Hy. Roberts, P. O. Box 248 Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Spaniels.

A CHOICE cocker spaniel. I selected Cham-
pion Doc when a puppy for Mr. West, and
this dog will, I believe, prove as great a
winner. Price, $100: no less. I. Watson.
P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa.

Advertisemenls without display inurUd under
'*" 'ttading/or 2 centsper wordjTor each insertion.

Baaaet-Hotmds.

B^^^V^^yj^^ P^^ KROOKS, whelped
1888^ by Champion Nemours—Fleur-de-Lis-
a tri-color dog of unusual length and excel-
lent feet. Also, Basset-Hound Bitch, Ba-
bette (A. K. S. B. 9805) by Meriin—Venus.
Winnings: first puppy class, Warwick,
Eng., iffiS; first, Richmond, Troy, Albany
Utica, Rochester, 1889. For price and par-
ticulars address Kensington Kennels S W
corner Howard and Norris Streeta, PhiU-
delphia. Pa.

-, •»

St. Bernards.

CHEAP TO CLEAR. Handsome bitch pups,
unusually good in head. Granddaughters
of Plinlimmon. Chequassett Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass 42-44-^48

ST. BERNARDS of choice strains for tale.
DskoU Kennels, Jamestown, N. DakoU.

', • • 43

awrriers.

Beaarles.

f^OUR RABBIT DOGS, GOOD PEDIGREE
well trained, for sale for cash or exchange
for poultry or fancy pigeons. Would not
sell, but my business will not let me have
time to use them Fred Courtney, Chilton-
ville, Plymouth County, Mass.

Collies.

I "7C'—I'jT",* J •'.""<•' "> v.iippei (See -III

V-' l"*^?'"'. .
"dvertisementj.out of^ilen Belle,

by Glenhvat out of Nellie McGregor idani
of Queechy and Buttercup II) These ought
to make winners. Prices very moderate to
clear when ready to leave thedain I Wat
son, P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHAMPIONS CARACTACUS, Rutland. S«v
tiUa and Dublin Scot. Several brooil bitches
and dog collies to be disposed of, sired byby above. Apply by post to Lincoln, 207Rush Street, Chicago, 111. ^j

'

CHOICELYBRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
E"P,P*e8- Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1610,

E 8. CUNNINGHAM, De Land, HI., breeder
^ of black-and-tan terriers. Young stock on
hand. Correspondence solicited. 43

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are offered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

Varioos.

I
HAVE TWO magnificent trios of tested pit

games direct from Originator, Irish
Daulton Dandys and Tait Cbiborns. Will
sell at $12 a trio, or trios and two pairs of
new 2ji heels and set of muffs for $25.
George C. Schwegman, Richmond, Ind.

THE GAME Fowl Monthlyly is an illus-
trated magazine devoted to game and game
bantams. All pro^essive fanciers read it.
Annual subscription price, |i.oo; single
number, 10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco,
Sayre, Pa. 36

Pouters.

Game and Game Bantanis.

• HAVE the champion games and game ban-
tams of America, and will not compete
during 1890 except at the New York show.
I have for sale a grand lot of birds, high
stationed, long necked and slim heads, that
can win prizes. Black red, pile, brown red
and yellow duckwing games from Jio each.
Same varieties in bantams from $5 per
pair. Many birds sold this season have won
with scores from 94 to 97 points. No eggs
for sale; onlv way to get this blood is pur-
chasing birds, sump lor circular. John
E. Gill, Franklin, Pa. 42tf

Inonbator.

W B. SHERRY, Stony Brook, N. Y., offers
1000 CM Perfect Hatcher, all in good
order, lor $60. No room to run. Cheap

at $100. 43
'

A

B

Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers.

ACHOICE litter of puppies by General Grant,
out ofmy bitch Nellie; will sell cheap in
ordeT to clear when ready to leave dam
i.,"^ puppies will likely make winners.M W Taylor, 2706 North Broad St., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

FR SALE.—Fox terrier bitch, registeredTir

5; u ?, .^'" "'^""^ a grand brood
bitch. No belter blood in the country
Also two very handsome puppies Sure
winners. Evenly marked bUick-and-tan
heads. Full pedigree given. Address T
J. Tyrrell, 321 Chestnut Street.Philadelphia,
^^ ^ *^43

Mastlffii.

k

FOR SALE-REGISTERED ENGLISH MAS^
tiff dojf, 2 years old, 3502 Race Street, Phila
delphia, Pa. ^j

FOR SALE.-A litter of English mastifl pup
pies, whelped May 5, 18%, 5 bitches and 1
dog, by Clement (American Kennel Reg-
ister No. 6302) out of Ashmont Cleopatra
(American Kennel Register No. 5893) also
I dog and i bitch, by Clement out of Ash-
"SS,"* ,

Cleopatra, whelped September 10,
1888; also 3 bitches and i dog, bv Clement
out of Nell (American Kennel Club Reg-
ister No. 3647), whelped June 18, |8&5.
These dogs will be sold for one third their
value, as I intend to close out my kennels
immediately. Clement took second prize
at Philadelphia, 1888. first prize at
Philadelphia, 1889. besides winning a
number of first and second prizes in Eng-
land. Ashinout Cleopatra and Nell also
have won prizes in this country. For fur-
ther particulars, full pedigrees, prices etc
address Langhorne Kennels, I^nghorne'
Pa. '

NS. SCHOCK, Berks P. O., Pa., has for sale
^
one pair solid yellow masliff bull dog pups
9 months old; extra large and fine with

black muzzle. Also pups of same 8 weeks
old; one bull terrier bitch two years old- all
will be sold cheap and stock of the best 42

NE\y DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company v
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosscr, Hill-
ton, Pa.

F. LEWIS, Merion, Montgomery County
Pa., handler of dogs. A specialty made oi
conditioning dogs for bench shows.
Kennels near Elm Station.

1^ LECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
;' supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-" lishiiig Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-

phia, Pa.

EXCELLO KENNELS, Middletown, O., have
just issued their Special List No. 6. It con-
tains over 40 pedigreed Engli.sh pugs, Ital-
ian greyhounds, cocker spaniels, black-and-
tans and fox terriers quoted at half their

41 actual value. List mailed on application.

F P. SMITH, 2:57 South Eighth St., Philadel- '

,
phia. Pa., will take a few high-class dogs to
board and condition. The best of reference
from prominent fanciers.

HAVE SIX fine hounds, pups, red, white and
slate color; are seven months old, at $7.00
each; $12.00 per pair. Four fine broken
black and tan dogs at |i2.ooeach. These
dogs are bred Irom an imported English
(ox hound and are from a Kentucky bitch,
and are the finest rabbit dogs bred, and are
beauties. Sec games. Geo. C. Schwegman
Richmond, Ind.

IRISH SETTERS, pugs, Blenheims, Yorkshire
and puppies. New importation; finest in
America. 1210 North Second .Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. ^2

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing; Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGRF;e Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' PublishingCo, 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pljnnoath Books.

THREE YOUNG barred Plymouth Rock cock^
erels. $3 each; from our own stock. Breeders
of white and barred Plymouth Rocks and
white crested white Polish bantems.
Menthon Kennels, Phoenixville, Pa. 43

HENRY LANCASTER,75oPenn8ylvanUAve
Baltimore, Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for$75. and its father to Mr. Kemer of
Louisville, for $50. ^

I
AM FULLY PREPARED TO FURNISH

pouters fit to show or cross in with anyone's
strain. Buyers are guaranteed fair and
honest dealings. Description of the birds
complete and free Irom misrepresenUtion
II found inaccurate and unsatisfactory
return them within a week and I wUl re-
fund the money less express charges lisand upwards per pair. A. A. Hcronx
Lawrence, Mass.

Jcroux,
41

Hollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J.

44
Swallo-vrs.

GtJ^^Si '^ ^^ Washington Street, B.1U-
, more, Md. breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancierkeeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadiW im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati. O., breeder of flying tumbleriand Birmingham rollers^exclusively 86

Turblts.

JESSE LANCASTER, SM W. Lexington Street
I Baltimore, Md., Breederand fancier of hifhU class turblts and owls Henry Lancaster's

stock. My stock birds are Imlport^ Sndwere pnze winners. ^
Various.

I

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiladelphU.

HENRY ERDMANN, Maple above Eighth
St., Philadelphia, Pa. Pigeons and poultry
a specialty. Terms reasonable. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.

LARGE.ST STOCK of poultry in Philadelphia
Send for price list.H. W. Vahle, 319 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin banUms
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N. J

43

WM. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue
stamp. 50

Wyandotte*.

B

WKITE and silver-laced Wyandottes, cocks
and cockerels. Good birds cheap if taken
soon. C. P. Haines, Crosswicks, N. J.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfar t centsper wordfor each insertion.

Brooders.

POULTRY.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 48

Urafroons.

H W. WINDRAW, 24 LINCOLN ST., BOS-
^ton, Mass.— 12 pairs of the finest white
English dragoons. 4]

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. Aspecially-prepared sharp grit Size f«r
lowls, and size for young chicks. Buahel
Ji. John Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa. 43

'

J. FRANCE, 1921 Fairmount Avenue Balti-
.. more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobins
swallows and magpies ol all colora. Onlvthe best stock kept. A few birds of eacfc
variety for sale. ^

EE. QUICK, 92 Himrod Street, Brooklyn N
,
Y

,
breeder of high-class fancy pigeons andgame bantams, offers the following birds

for sale: 1 nair hiark tail t„rhi>« «... 1.

red tumblers, I2; i pair silver Antwer^s*li'
See Bantams. ^^J

FR SALE—One pair white pouters, blue
dragons, and some of the finest blooded
Antwerps to be found in America. Send tome for prices before purchasing elsewhere
H. M. Stevens, Newburyport, Mass. 42

FOR SALE-An odd lot of owls and turbiU
Address L. S. Clark, 1505 Girard Avenuei
Philadelphia, Pa. .,

N ORDER to reduce my loft I will sell 20 pairs
of voung Antwerps, bred from record birds
at I2.00 per pair; also some 500-mile birds
at low prices. James Stovell, 10 South
Broad Street, Philadelphia.

J""«^?.''5^^i^*''
"'° North Fourth Street

PhiladelphU, Pa., dealer in all kinds o\
fancy pigeons. Largest stock in thU city.
Write for what is wanted.

PIGEON NEWS-Subscribe for The American
Columbartan, Buffalo, N. Y. It has the
largest circulation and is the best adver-
tising medium of any paper in America
devoted exclusively to hfgh-cUra, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a
year.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheeU, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia. Pa.

I

Vantalls.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

B

Pointers.

P°'?I^.*
^°^ YOUNG BEAU, whelped June

1888, hver-and-white ticked, partly handled
and promising, Sired by Champion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels. Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 188s by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille
color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-
weight and is now in whelp to Sachem
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels Box
1630, PhiladelphU, Pa.

Bantams.

LACK REDS, golden duckwings red pile,
scbrights, rose-combs, black and Japanese
bantams, bred from English prize winners
and winnersof numerous prizes in Canada.W G. McCullough, Fire Department,
Kingston, Out.

E. QUICK, 92 Himrod Street
offers for sale one red

42

Hro<jklyn, N,
pile bantam

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, i W. Fayette Street,
Baltimore, Md., breeder and fancier of fan-
tails only. All colors. Has for sale a few
choice white fans. Will sell low to make
room for the winter. 46

Jacobins.

H V. CRAWFORD, Montclair, N. I., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from |io up. 44

R

R.

MELROSE,Wabash, Ind., has for sale fan-
^
tails in white, black, saddlebacks; Jacobins
Oriental rollers, owls, turbits, inside and
outside tumblers. No scrubs.

C. TATE, Milwaukee, Wis., has for sale
the following faucy pigeons, principally
from last season's breeding. Fan tails
black, blue, yellow, white and saddled'
Turbits, pure white and solid blue with
black bars. Jacobins, while and strawberry
mottled. Tumblers and rollers in all colors
short and long faced, with and without
boots. Also, inside or ground tumblers.
Write for what you want; prices reasonable.
Will sell to dealers 100 or more of above at
very low prices to make room. jo

Case Birds.

llomlnar Plireons.

cock $3; one pair black-red bantams, $3
See Pigeons ^^3

Brahmas.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks. Address
William H. Child, Glenside. Pa.

Exchange.

E. QUICK, 92 Himrod Street, Brooklyn, N.
^ Y., offers for sale acock and three hens
rose comb brown Leghorns. Or will ex-
change for smooth head magpies, want
them all colors. See Bantams. •-4a

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
^

Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondencr. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 mile.s and several pairs 500
miles. All stock first-class.

ICHAKL J. BURKE, Readville, Mass.,
breeder and fancier of homing pigeons.M

LARGEST STOCK OF CAGE BIRDS in Phila-
,

delphia. Send for price list. H. W. Vahle.
319 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Homing PIseons.

W. TAYLOR, 1303 Holland Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of the Kettledrum
strain of homing pigeons, Dutch highflvers
and pit games. Owner and breeder of 'the
celebrated homers Calumet, Crescent, Tem-
pleman and many other roadstcim. 4a

Artists and Enirravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. »a
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phU,

I EG BANDS FOR PIGEONS, seamless, (for" youngsters), every one registered, 2j<lc.
Openlmnds, for old birds, ic each, Send
for sample. E. S. Starr, box 295, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber ft
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photogm phers in America
whereby we are able to make specUl terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubUahuig
Co., 33 Sooth Third St., Philadelphia, Ps.

W.
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WANAMAKER'S. |^dw.J^_'J"ryon,Jr.,^C^
10 AMD 12 NORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Agents for Keystone Machine Made Guns,

Of course Wanamaker has ^"'^ S"^' ^^^'' ^ff'''" '" ""^ ''"'^" ^'"' "" '^''"'^- ^^'"' ''"''^ ^''rchangeabie. Also

Horse Goods and Dog Fixings
p^Pl^gj.

(igH
jgmjjgon B^te, Mil, WiflcWer, laca.

and all that.
imaui,

, -&
>

Picked just as sporting

goods are picked—the best

from everywhere; sold just as

every thing in the store is sold

—at a slight advance on bed-

rock wholesale cost.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY
A KINK MM-: OF

Dog Collars and Furnishings.

Spratts and Cheltenham Dog Biscuit.

Glover's Dog Medicines.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC GOODS. TO DRY GOODS.

John Wanamaker.

JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

Bl'FKALO STRAIN

OK ^
&'

^f̂^
T WINNERS

AT ALL

LEADING SHOWS

STRAWBRM & CLOTHM

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHII^ADELIMIIA, PA.

Birds for Sale.

FAHTAIL PIGEONS: SCOTCH, OliLlSli aid PEERLESSWHITES

No Other Color Bred. The Finest Stud of Fans in the Entire West or South. No Sec-

ond-class Birds. Prices from $8.50 to $25 per Pair. Bred for Thirty Years.

FRANK M. GILBERT, Evansville, Itid.

JOSEPH GAVIN,

Long Distance

Homing Pigeons

Havinif purt»ia!.<?J tlic entire loft ofOeow
S Hell, of tins city. I will dispose ol

a portion of those of same stock as

those 1 wish to rct.iin. I have also loi

sale a few birds from my own stock to

. make ro<im for these new comers.

Address

JAMES A. STOVELL,

to South Broad Slreel. IMiiUwUlphia, Pa.

White English Dragoons

Prize Winnrrs. The finest cooj) ol

twelve pairs in this country (formerly

the property of Thomas WriKlit, of

Medford, Mnss.l, who took all the

prizes whi-revi-r shown. Price for en-

lire coop, fiV". Single iKiirs. $25.

Address

y. W. WlNt)RaM,

24 Lincoln St., Hoslon, Mass.

B tTOVince woun, xauaiun, maoa.

BREEDER OH

IGH-CLASSmmiTS,
(all colors).

.Although I have not ahowu any for two years

myself my birds previously took 1st and 2d in

each color everywhere I exhibite<l.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won

more prizes than all otherstocks combined,which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THHM TO OTHERS. Stamp for reply.

D. E. NEWELL,
Foot West 19th Street,

NEW YORK CITY.
Importer and Breeder of

SENSIBLE LOW-COST HOUSES.-HOW
TO BUILD THEM. ?SHr5oVH'^"-Ho"^-^o'*IM\fi."l?5^

w iMdT. This oontAlna plan*, lUuatraUona, and oompleU dMcrlpUou ofSJ
New, BeudfBl, and Chemf C«aatrr "••••j^"^«u."~". '^ J° !?"•
Shoin bow 70a oaa baUd a fSOOO booaa for tlTSO, and hov to maka tham

haBdaoBe, caaTealeal, healthy. lUht, e««l. and alrj In remiDar.
- eaair heated ta wlntar. Talla intmdlng bnliaai

sad wama them what a*
to aU eUmatm.

warn and eheaaly heated la wlntar. TTalla intondlng bnUaan of kam«
ania them what aal !• da. DeaeribM boaaaa adap«ad

d eheaair
'''''' * uZ: "x NATToNAI. ARCiilTKCT'S UWIOPI.^

, ^,
91 00 b7 maO. / VJT Cheataat Htreet, Philadelphia,

The Best Place to Buy

FINE SINGING CANARIES,

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

GOLDFINCHES,
TALKING PARROTS
.\NI) ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KG08 FOR HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE.
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS - -

Carriers and Barbs

Exhibition Hirds and yovin,< Birds likely

to make winners always for sale.

Black, Dun and White Carriers Also Black,

Yellow, red. Dun and White Barbs. All binls

from Mr Medley's lofts to .\mcrica are con-

signed to me.

White Carriers arc from General Hassard.

Prices; Barbs, $to per pair and up; Curriers,

$40 per pair .and up uccordinj? to a^e anil

show points.

F. Baily, Ardmore, Penna. Rachham's Distemper Cure

H. A. BRIDGE.
BREEDER OK

Exhibited 70 pair birds at Trenton, Elwyn
and Mt. Holly. Was awarded 150 premi-
ums. Showed Jacobins, pouters, short-

faced tumblers, swallows, turbits, owls,
magpies, white fantails, flving tumblers,
homers. Birds of all kinds fur sale, especi-

ally Jacobins, turbits and owls in all va-

rieties and colors. No postals answered.

The leading English remedy a ceilain cure
for distemper, 35c., 75c. and $1.50.

RACKHAM KATAI.EPRA,

sure cure for red mange and all skin dis-

eaaes, jsc. and 75c. Hundreds of testimo-

nials. Addreaa
A. R. CROWELL,

Namquoit Kennels, Mattapan, Mass.

Sole American Agent.

Light Brahmas, Plyioflth Rocks aud

Wyandottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

DIPC Chesters, Berksliires, Polauds. Fox
r lUO. Hounds, Beagles,Collie8,Sctters.W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for cir.

VOL. 4, NO. «. )WHOLE NO., 48.; PHILADELPHIA, JANUARY 11, 1890 f PER ANNUM, ^a.SO.i-
t SINGLE COpV; 6o. 5^

AVHITE COCHINS.
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DOG SHOWS. DOC SHOWS.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL DOG SHOW
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR BUILDING. NEW YORK.

FEBRUARY 11, 12, 13 AlVTD 14, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, JANUARY 27.

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, Etc., APPLY TO

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,
44 BBOAPWAV, NEW VORK CITY.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisemenls inserted under this heading at the

fotlowing : lies: One inch, single insertion, Sijo;
S^^for the month: Sis /or three months; $38for ,

tix months, and tsofor the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prize win-
ner KEEPER

Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

- 1tm.fi^
jjj^

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches $35
After which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America - $35

Charleroi II $30
Colonel Scot -----.- $15

FOR sale:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish
terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER IN THE STUD.

BANG.
Winner of four firsts and numerous other

prizes. Fee, $35. Address

74

J. H. WINSLOW,
p. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

fpHE WELL-KNOWN COLLIE.

NULLAMORE,
full brother to the celebrated Dublin Scot, will
l»e Blaced in the stud to serve a few approved
bitchea

^
AT lis EACH.

For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,
85 Box 15, Merlon P. O., Pa,

IN THE STUD.

SETTERS & pomTERS
SIR TATTON

English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Huniess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $50.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $35.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy cla.sses in England
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

DESMOND II

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derbv at the Philadelphia
field trials i><88, and on the fniuch has won, hrst,
Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, Jiso.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

FRANK J. M.
A grandson of Sensation by Frank—Florence.
Pine field and stud Aog^. Is the sire of large
litters of promising puppies. Fee, J25.

All approved baches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees ana stud cards on applica-

tion.

THE ITEM KENNELS,

Care Chas. Pharo.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

T
HE TYPICAL COLLIB

CLIPPER
by English Champion Eclipse out of imported
Nesta. Record: ist, Bufialo; 3d, Newark; ad,
Boston; 3d, Philadelphia; ist, Hornellsville; ist,
Lee, 1887; ist Troy; ist. New Haven- 2d, Buffalo,
1888; 2d, New York; ist and Bi>ecial Troy, i.st an<l
special I'tica, ist and special Rochester, challenge
&rize, Worcester; at Philadelphia won special for
Est collie bred by exhibitor, and special for best

dog bred in United States or Canacui, 1889.
Clipper is sire of the well known winners,

Queechy, ist Troy, [the largest seven months'
puppy ever exhibited); Buttercup, II, ist, Boston
and special for best bitch bred in 1887 or 1888;
Fannie Brown, ist and special Lee.
Clipper is the most perfect coated and the best

formed dog in the country, bar none.

Fee $20. Collie club members, $15.

JAS. WATSON,
114 Seymour St., Germantown, Phila., Pa.

EAGLES IN THE STUD,
B

TONY WELLER,
(A. K. S. B. 5411)

By Keno—Fly. This dog in addition to being
up to high class show form i.s a wonderful per-
former in the field. He sired the winning bitch
guppy at the last Philadelphia show. Fee lio.
AKVIEW KENNELS, Box 91, Philadrtphia, Pa.

TRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of i.st prizes Philadelphia, New York,
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul
Toledo, etc.

FEE, »25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

YORKSHIRES IN STUD.
Blackburn Teddv, celebrated prize winner;

longest haired Yorkshire living. Fee Jio.oo.
Actor, first prize winner, ^}^ lbs. Fee $10.00.
Whiskers, first prize winner, 3 lbs. weight. Fee

Jio-oo. JAMES FOSTER,
719 Lindsay Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPORTING GOODS.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION^
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's CeleWed M Cates^^^

^ (iloTer's Imperial Dog Remeflies

Spratta Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Pood in

the Market.

f^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES '">' all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'I),
^i9-MS East 56th St., New York City.

A CHICKEN
NEEDS CAREFUL ATTENTION. AND IF SICK. CAN BECURED
of PIP, CHOLERA. CANKER. BRONCHITIS. CATARRH.
SCALY LEGS, SORE FEET. GAPES, the various forms

OR ROUR
and the other ills to which FOWLS and FANCY BIRDS
are liable, QUICKLY and with slight expense, BY USING

a scientific and practical compound which has proven
to be the only positive remedy ever offered to poultrymen.

II your druggist does not have It. send us a
Postal Note. P. 0. or Express Money Order
for 50 Cents, and get a bottle by mail prepaid.

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY,
184 SOUTH ST., NEW YORK.

Bdvsrard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.
PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Wa.shiugton, D. C.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone >real. - - Per lOO lb. IJag, ^.l.fH)
OraiiiilHto<l Done, " lOO ".4.75
Oroiiud Koof
Hornps, - - - " KM) ;i.<M)

Calulte, -.--• -utM 3.<K)
Crushed Flint, - " 'HM 'i.m)
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - . • -.JOQ i».oo

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders 8hippe<l proiiiply by freight on receipt of
price.
C. ir. DKMPAVOLF Si <<)..

York Chetnleul Morks, York, Pa.

IMPROVED""i «
' S2EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

simple, Perfect and SeU-reaalutlaK.

1KPB5V10 HCCISfW llttai»TOtl

XHE FANCIERS' JOURNAI..

IW t'Irculnra Free.

_ CEO. H. STAHL,
»« 8.1. .,uf»,t„„r. QUINCV. ILLINOIS.

lliiiuireds In suo-B
iCPKsfiil iipprallon.
IGiinrantPpil lohHtrhl
I
as larcp iiercetitHKeM
of fertile i.K(j!i an Hny"

I

other liiitihpr. Send 6c. forJnew Illustrntert CaiHloKue.]
C'Irculnra Free. '

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

f'-So; $5-40 for the month; $is for three months;
ftS for six months, and Jfeo for the year.

DOGS. DOGS.
If you want to get a good dog cheap, write to

'.ne Quaker City Kennels, 1428 South Penn
Square, Philadelphia, Pa. You can save money
by doing so. For instance, look at the prices:
Broken setters, $30; unbroken, $8; spaniels
broken, I15; unbroken, |S; broken beagles, |is;
unbroken, IS; other dogs at same low prices.

R. CRISSY, Prop.,
7S 1418 S. Penn Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
' We manufacture ten thou-
sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write for catalogue A.

B. F. LE\NriS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare foi the N.
Y. show.

ELM STATION, MONTGOMERY CO.. PA.

IF YOU
WANT!
"^A
IIDOG

4^

It will be to your interest to con-
sult me. I carry a very large
stock, and can furnish almost any
kind wanted. F. HOPE,
464 N. Ninth St.,Philadelphia,Pa.

75

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
"Veterinary Sur§feon,

1893 BROAl>-\VAY. NEW YORK. 43

POULTRY.
WEEKLY-ONE PENNY.

An ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL for FANCI-
ERS, AMATEURSand BREEDERS for PROFIT
of POULTRY, PIGEONS, CAGE BIRDS, RAB-
BITS and MINOR PETS. Containing Articles
by the Best Writers, illustrated by well-known
Artists and FULL REPORTS of all LEADING
SHOWS.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE, UNITED

STATES AND CANADA, $2.10.

SAMPLE COPY FREE ON APPLICATION.

Office: 171 FLEET ST.,LONDON, E. C.

England.
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All correspondence for The Fanciers'
Journal must be addressed to the Fan-
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Our Illustrations.

The Fanciers' Journal. Copies for sale, five
cents each:

No. 19.

No. 23.

No. 24.

No. 25.

Mastiff, Champion .Minting
Pu^, Cliainpiou Dude.
Trio of BuffCochins
The Public Ledger Cup Winners.

No. 26.

No. 27.

No. 28.

No. 29.

No. 30.

No. 31

No. 32

No. 33

No. 34.

No. 35.

No. 36.

(Homing Pigeons.)
The Archangel.
St. Bernard, Ben Lomond.

. Irish Setter, Desmond II

. Dutch RabbiLs.
Collie, Champion Scotilla.
Guinea Pigs.
The Ancient and Modern Game Fowl
Pug. Punko.
Belgian Canary.
Beagle, Tony Weller,
Pug, Champion George.
German Hare Rabbit.
Puff

, Champion Bessie.
Poultry House at Carlisle Show.
Belgian Hare Rabbit.
Red Barb Pigeon.
Pug, Kash.
Jacobin Pigeon.
Ferret.
Trio of Houdans.
Pug, Dolly.
Palagonian Hen.
St. Beniard, Sir Bedivere
Pug, Max.
Blue Dragon Cock.
The Wild Turkey.

April 15-18.—Buflhio Kennel Club, at Buffalo.
N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field 'rrials.
Jan. 20 —Pacific Coast Field Trials Club at Ba-

kersheld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, secretary, 313 Bush
Street, San Francisco, CaL
Jan. 27 —All-day Field Trials, at West Point,

MISS., H. R. Hitchcock, .secretary, 44 BroadwayNew York City. ^ -" j

.

t/^^\'J T'''^.^"''
•''^''1 •'"«'* *-'l"''. at Marshall,

lex. W. L. 1 homas, secretary.

Poultry and Plgreoii 8howM.
Jan. H-14,—Decatur, III. Macon County Poultrv

A.ssociatiou, R. I. Simpson, secretary
Jan. 9-15.—Middletown, N. Y. Hudson River

loultry, etc., Association. A. A. Dreveustedt
secretary. '

Jan. 9-i3._New Haven. Ct. New Haven Poul-
try As.sociation. Edward A. To<ld, secretary
Jan. 13-17.—Mt. Carmel, 111. Wabash Valley

Poultry Assocmtiou. C. C. Harper, secretary
Jan. 13-18.—Winona, Minn. Southern Minne-

sota As.sociatioii. Fred Kroeger, secretary
Jan. 13-.M—Akron. O. Northern Ohio Poultrv

etc.. Association. Nathan Morse, secretary.
Jan. 13-19—Augusta, Ga. Georgia Poultrv As-

sociation. A. H. Vonderleith, secretary.
ran. 14-16 —Ayer, Mass. Northern Middlesex

loultry, etc.. Association. A. A. Fillebrown
secretary. '

Jan. i4-:i6.—Yarmouth, Me. Yarmouth Poul-
try As.sociation. Premium list now ready W
B. Allen, secretary.

!"'\V'
V-iS—.Manchester, Ct. Central Couuecli-

cut Poultry Association. H. B. Brandt, secretary
Jan. 14-19.—Cleveland, O. Cleveland Poultrv

Association. C. C. Schellentrager, secretary
Jan. 14-19—Indianapolis, Ind. Indiana State

Poultry Association. .Major Griffin, secretary
Mauzy, Ind. ''

Jan. 14-19.—Washington C. H., O. Fayette
Poultry, etc., Association. J. B. Collier, secretary
Jan. 14-19 -Mridgeton. N. J. South Jersey

Poultry Assn. W. H. Hainesworth, secretary
Jan. 16-22—Harlan, la. Western Iowa Poul-

try Association. D. B. Shellcr, secretary.
Jan. 20-2J—Chatham, Ont. F;ureka PouItr\'

Association. C. M.'Baskerville, secretary
Jan. 20-23.—Chatham, Ont. Eureka Poultry

Association. C. M. Baskerville, secretary.
Jan. 21-24—Great Barrington, Mass. GreatBamngton PoultrJ- Association Frank D Rowe

secretary. '

Jan. 21-24.—Boone. la. Iowa State Poultrv As-
sociation. J. H. Boggs, .secretary.
Jan. 21-24—Taunton, Mass. Southern Massa-

chusetts Poultrv Association. secretary
Jan. 2i-25.-Charleston, S. C. South Carolina

Poultry .Association. Benj. Mclnnes, secretary
Jan. 21-27.—Angola, Ind. Steuben County

Poultry Association. W. K. Sheffer, secretary
Jan. 22-25.—.Marion, O. Marion Poultry etc

Association. C. J. Nichols, secretary.
Jan. 23-29—Detroit, Mich. Eastern Michigan

Poultry, etc., Association. W. Rumsey, secre-
tary.

Jan. 28-Feb. I.—Worcester, Mass. Bay State '

.>s.^icn.iatiuu. H. A. Jones, secretary.
Jan. 29-Feb. 4—Huntington, Ind. Northern

Indiana Poultry Association. Benjamin F Biliter
secretary. '

Feb. 4-7—St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota State
loultry Association. Professor N. E Beardslev
St. Paul. Minn. •"

Feb. 4-8.-Lincoln, Neb. Nebraska State
Poultry Association. J. R. Megahan, secret, n-
Feb. 10-13 —Independence, la. Buchanan

County Poultry, etc., .\sst)oiation. E. L. Currier
secretary.

I.*'^^•
''>-'5—Boston, Mass. Mas.sachusctts

Poultry Association. W. F. Bacon, secretary
Cambridgeport. •'

Feb. 19-25 —New York City. New York Poul-
try, etc., A.s.sociation. T. Farrar R.ickham sec-
retary, Ivast Orange, N. J.

»0

be on the occasion of the annual meeting
to he held at New York on Wednesday,
February 12. The vacancy will then be
filled in the regular way by the election
of officers for the ensuing year. The
sweepstakes will l>e decided at the New
York show and |io will be added to each
of them. The treasurer reported a bal-

ance on hand of I78, out of which he was
instructed to pay I25 to the Westminster
Kennel Club for the adoption of the
Spaniel Club classification No. i. Pro-
gress was reported with regard to pro-
curing funds for challenge cups and
medals.

«
*

The annual meeting of the St. Bernard
Club will be held on Tuesday, February
II, at the .\merican Institute Fair build-
ing. New York

they pay their dues promptly within
thirty days they will be published as de-
linquents in the (Jazette. In support of
this Articles VI and VII of the constitu-
tion are quoted, but if the' editor will
turn to page 26S he will find that the new
amendments to Article IV of the consti-
tution are prece<led by the resolution
"that all articles of the constitution and
all rules and regulations affecting the
associate members or referring thereto
be cancelled, and that Article IV of the
constitution read as follows."

#*»

*
* «

Those who are interested in the Collie
Club Produce and Futurity stakes to be
decided at New York show should Ijear

in mind that they must send notice of
their entries to the Collie Club secretary,
Mr. J. D. Shotwell, Rahway, N. J., in

order that they can be properly arranged
in the catalogue.

*
* *

There are indications of an attempt to
resuscitate the Irish .Setter Club. We are
very glad to know that those interested
in this breed are going to stir themselves.
We think it would be well to start new
as the old club never commanded the
resiK-ct necessary- to success. If Messrs.
Dunphy, Jarvis, Wenzel, Covert and
Thompson will take hold it should be
quite possible to make it a success.

No. 37

No. 38.

No. C9.

No. 40.
No. 41.

No. 42.

No. 43.

Pug, Champion Joe.
Zebra Finch.
Bloodhound, Champion Cromwell
Mr. Heroiix's Pouter Loft
Aylesbury Ducks.
Pug, Othello.
A Pair of Carrier Pigeons
Pug, Peggie II.
Blue Turbit Cock.
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trials

10.S9. '

Pug Sovereign.
Russian Wolfhound Elsie
Pug Bo-Peep.
The Angora Rabbit.
Pair White Ccxhins.
Pug Royal Duke.

FIXTURES.

Dogr Shows.

St^wil;'^~".^°"'"'"' '^"•'" Poultry and Pet

w^eta'^y
°"' "' ^'""""' ° ^«"«"' M""^.

«i/°"
»^''*' ~9'^o'^Pa Pet Stock and Bench

leitTs'^ecJ^rrrr'' "' ^"^"''"'' ''"' ^"^ ''°'""

B.t,^v' aII'^^^.- '-"-'"'wido Poultry and Pet'''^•'Association, at Denver, Col

York rVu,"'*
~,^^^'*"".';"'"'.'' K<-'"nel Club, New

March /; ^'""
"V^u""'""' «"periiitei.dent.March 4-7._Mascoulah Kennel Club, Chicago

M ^\^- '''nc"'", Sr., secretary.
«-'»i^ago,

R^Se^r:NV^Ta;;^^<^..-r,'eta^!"''• "'

t",":.^.*!. '5:f?_-M?8saAusetts Kenner Club,

THE KENNEL
CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Quite an important deal has ju.st been
made in pointers, the Hempstead Farm
Company having purcha.sed the entire
kennel of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, which
includes the well-known Dnkeof Hessen,
Woolton Game, Gem of Kippen, Tory 1

White and Tory Tanner. This news we
heard while in New York on Wednes-
day, and we called at Mr. Hitchcock's
office to learn whether it was his pur-
pose to give up his favorite breed en-
tirely and retire from field trials and ex-
hibiting. We were unable to obtain this

information owing to the absence of Mr.
Hitchcock. In addition to the foregoing
the Hempstead Fann Company has pur-
cha-sed from the Westminster Kennel
Club five dogs and four bitch puppies by
Naso of Kippen out of I.ass of Bow.
This brings the total strength of the
pointer kennels up to twenty-six head.

...v^..,c. •...i«.5 u». 1 jtiu gomg to
leave Snow in Eneland to be bred to the
Duke of Portland's Damper. She has an
even belter record than I thought, hav-
ing won twice at Birmingham, etc. She
will be shown while there. Mr. Bulled
writes that she was not in good enough
condition to show at Birmingham this
year, but he 'calculates she would have
won. She is, in my opinion, one of the
grandest Clumbers we have here, and I

certainly consider you have done quite
the right thing in buying her.' Hang
it, I wish she'd gone to "Brummagem." "

Of course it might be urged that the
adoption of the amended Article IV is

not legal, but in view of the fact that
everything else is being done" as if it was
legal—the original call for the associate's
annual meeting having been withdrawn—
we may hold that this quoting of Articles
VI and VII is an oversight.

**
Since writing the above we went to

New York and were there informed that
the mistake had been delected but just
too late for correction, as the paper was
off the press.

»
* »

Another omission in the Gazette just
out is the dates of the Augusta and
Charleston shows in the fixture list.

Both are A. K. C. members and as wins
there count for challenge class, it is im-
portant that they be included. The same
occurs in the Westminster Kennel Club
list of qualifying shows in its premium
list. We draw attention to this in order
that the shows may be included in

Chicago and other premium lists yet to

«
* «

We said last week that the Turf, Field
and Farm erred in stating that Mr.
Vreden burgh said nothing would be
done regarding the unconstitutional pass-
ing of the new rules. On reference to
another column will be found an official

notification of a special meeting of the
.American Kennel Club to be held next
Saturday. Omitting to make the De-
cember meeting a special meeting of the
.\. K. C. as well as a committee meeting
was a mistake, s.nd as we pointed out on
receipt of Mr. Peshall's letter, the only
course to follow was to call a special

meeting and pa.ss the rules.

» «

*

at

A meeting of the Spaniel Club Cotn
mittee was held in New York on Wednes-
day at which the three W.s were present
—Messrs. West, Wilmerding and Watson.
No action was taken on the informal

\

resignation of President Hetningway, i

who is now in San Bernardino, Cal., as

the next meeting of the committee will I

It will be noted that the call reads "for
the purpose of ratifying the adoption of
the changes of the rules," etc. That is

hardly what the meeting is for, which is

"to take action on the amendments to
the rules and constitution."

*•
There is no necessity to ratify an illegal

act when it is as easv to commence de novo
and do it properly. We hope that Mr.
Belmont, as chainnan of the meeting,
will see that is the proper course to
adopt.

*

We notice in the Kennel Gazette that
the editor has made a slip. On page 264
he informs associate members that unless

*
* *

There is a good deal of Millais, Hus-
croft and Merlin in The F'anciers'
Journal this week, but it is the wind-up,
and a wind-up is no good at all unless
there is plenty of it. We are not sur-

prised that the Fanciers' Gazette did not
republish Mr. Millais' letter, for it was
not likely to do him a great deal of good
at home. It was a good exportation letter

for foreign customers. Mr. Millais gives
as his reason that it Would fill four col-

umns of the Fanciers' Gazette, and on
top of that sends us a communication in

reply to our comments which if given in

full would fill four or more of our col-

umns. We have taken out one-third of
the letter as being the most easily spared,

and pruned away at it without taking
anything from the pertinent portions of
it until we have got it within modest di-

mensions. If we had time to go over it

two or three more times it would be just
as good in matter and better as to size, but
we don't want to be accused of cutting

loo much. When an editor cuts a letter

the correspondent always says that he
cut the best part of it out. But if Mr.
Millais will refer to his copy we think he
will see that we have done the best pos-

sible under the circumstances.

« »

Of course Mr. Millais by now publicly

stating what he should have done long
ago, that Huscroft is not connected with
the Gazette, lops off a great deal of our
argument. But Mr. Millais must not
blame us for Ijelieving what we read and
which goes uncontradicted. He admits
himself that the Scottish Fanciers' stated

that Huscroft was so connected and he
never contradicted it. In fact up to the

present time no statement to that effect

has appeared in print in England. Even
in the extract from the Fanciers' Gazette

which we give in full it will be noted
that this most material point is evaded,

almost skilfully so we might say. Then
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if we take the whole course of the Ga-
lette it supported the Scottish Fanciers

assertion that Huscroft was an employee.
On top of this comes the alleged apology
to Dr. Perry. True, it is as, Mr. Millaissays,

as ample an apology as was ever made
to a man to whom no apology was due,

but no person makes such apologies, and
viewed as an apology coming from a

man from whom it was due it was no
apology at all, the "if making it a
sneering innuendo. We cannot yet, after

all Mr. Millais' explanation, conceive
what prompted him to make this alleged

apology. There was no need for it; it was
no use to Dr. Perry, coming from a third

party, and it only tended to strengthen
the belief that the writer of it was either

connected with the plagiarism or the
plagiarist

The Prize Pugs
OF

« «

We are glad for Mr. Millais' sake that

Huscroft is not connected with his paper.

As for the Kennel Gazette, if the presi-

dent of the Kennel Club cares to accept
Huscroft's explanation, we can only
wonder how it is that the plagiarism

which appeared such a beam to the editor

of the Lancet should prove such a mote
to Mr. Shirley. Mr. Huscroft's wife and
eight small children do not enter into

the argument when one is considering

the venality of cribbing extracts or ac-

cusing people of forging pedigrees. On
the latter subject we accept Mr. Millais'

explanation that he knew nothing of the
disgraceful Salisbury business. It isn't

the charge of forgery that rankles here
so much, Mr. Millais, as the miserable

back-out "somebody told me." We all

know that a man may be misinformed,
and having faith in his informer, publish
a mis-statement, but when it is pierced
through and through and nothing but
Bunrus of falsehood iefi, why not be
manly and say "I regret exceedingly that

I was misinformed, etc." That's manly
business, and Americans wouldn't have
given over patting Huscroft on the back
yet, and he himself would have felt more
like forty than sixty.

As for our making some amend to Mr.
Millais it seems to come in the form of
regret that we thought he had allowed
Huscroft to be associated with him, at

the same time saying that such a suppo-
sition was supported by public statements
here and elsewhere. It was partly under
this apparently well-founded supposition
that we permitted certain references to

Mr. Millais to appear in Thk Journai.,
and we now express regret that we were
so misled, while at the same time we as-

sert that the conduct of Mr. Millais' pa-
per lent decided support to the published
statements.

•*•

Mr. Millais again makes reference to
the identity of our English correspond-
ent The writer desires in this connec-
tion to make a personal statement, be-
cause he will not again have an oppor-
tunity of doing so in this column. Mr.
Millais in a portion of the letter we cut
out, overhauled our correspondent and
said he was "a man who has known me
so well as to call me 'Millai.s.' " A
couple of months since Mr. Millais sent
in his resignation to the Bassett Hound
Club on the ground as stated by Huscroft
that Mr. Krehl was our correspondent.
Now we know that Mr. Krehl and Mr.
Millais were formerly very thick friends,

and from the alwve extract it would seem
to us that Mr. Krehl is still suspected by
Mr. Millais. If such is the case we deem
it but an act of duty to an old friend to
say that Mr. Krehl is notour correspond-
ent.

.AMERICA and ENGLAND..
BY

M. H. CRYER.

[COPVRIOHT. ALL RiOHTS ReSBAVED.]

[continued. 1

WINNING PUGS OF AMERICA.

RUSTIC QUEEN.—Owned by Miss R.
H. Bell, and bred by Mr. G. Bell, Esq.,
Walker House, Toronto, Canada. Born
February 26, 1888. Predigree:

ciers' Show, and first and special at New
Haven, 1885; second at Fall River (Jan-
uary), second at New York Fanciers'
Show, and first and two specials at Pitts-
burg, 1886; fii«t at Stafford Springs,
1887; third at New York, and third at
Boston, 1888; first at Brooklyn, and first

atElmira, 1889.

TINY.—Owner, breeder, age, and
pedigree unknown. Won first at Mil-
waukee, 1 886.

TODY.—Owned and bred by Harrv L.
Goodman, Mohawk Kennels, Auburn
Junction, 111. Born July 21, 1SS5. Burned

j

at Columbus, Ohio. January 12, i8S8.
Sire, Champion Bradford Ruby (E. 12,

I 073); dam. Champion Bo-Peep.
\

Winnings.—First in puppy class and
second in open class at Cleveland, first
in puppy class and second in open class

!
at St. lyouis, first in puppy class at Mil-

(Ch. May

fell. Roderick

Sire:
Rustic .

Ch. Joe

Ch. Bo-Peep

' Comedy

.

Clytie

r Fritz

Tragedy

.Cloudy.

(Tichbouru

Judy.

Click

.Topsy

Dam: f Stingo Sniffles.
What's That

]

(. Little Dont

(.Minnie May

Jingo . . . .

f Cupid
/ Jingo . . . . i

\
(Psycho

L Set-Set (pedigree unknown)

When in proper condition Rustic
Queen will be hard to beat. She Ls a

waukee, 1886; second at St. Paul, and
first at Milwaukee, 1887.

.

a member of the winning kennels at
Newark. Philadelphia, and Hartford,
1H87; at New York, Philadelphia, Rich-
mond, Boston and St. Paul, i888, aud at
New York, 1889.
WiNNiNC. Produck.—Bob Ivy and

Matt, sired by Champion liude. (See
record of Bob Ivy.

)

VIC—Owned and bred by M. H.
Cryer, Philadelphia, Pa. Bora April 23,
1883. Pedigree:

Siro:

Imported Don Roderick (pedigree unknown)

(Ch. Roderick
IMoor'sRoderick-<

Vixen J

(.Imp. Dolly

Winnings.—First at Wa.shington, first
at Toledo, second at Buffalo, and first at
Syracuse, 188S; first at New York, first
at Troy, first at Albany, second at Utica,
first at Rochester, and second in chal-
lenge class at Chicago, 1889.
Winning Produck.—Dot, first at

Newark, 1887 ; sired by Othello.

VICTORY.—Owned and bred by the
Chequassett Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.
Born March, 1884. Pedigree:

Sire:

Champion Young Toby (imported)

(Sam
Max (B. 7769)-^Dam: Uose

Imported Daisy i

(Ch. Barou
(Dot J

(Weeklcy'sVic.

Winnings.—Second at Montreal, aud
first at Stafford Springs, 1884; second at
Stafford Springs, and first at Winsted
1887; second at Utica, aud first at Trov'
1888. "

WHAT'S THAT.—Imported and owned
by George Bell, Esq., Walker House,
Toronto, Canada. Bred by T. Proctor
Born June, 1884. Died iii the fall of
1889. Pedigree:

Sire

See show reports forfine little pup.

1889.

Winnings.—First in puppy class and
second in open class at Albany, first in
puppy class and third in open class at
Buffalo, 1888; V.H.C.at New York, second
at Troy, second at Albany, first at Utica,
second at Rochester, second at Toronto,
second at Loudon and second at Denver
1889.

'

TRA-LA-LA.—Owned by George W.
Fisher, Catawissa, Pa. Bred by Chequas-
sett Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. Born [ulv
9, 1884. Pedigree:

(sired

Sire:
Young Toby.

Ch. Toby

Click

Hebe

Winning Produce.—Frank C.
by Champion Joe), and Peggie IL

VESTA.—Owned by Dr. M. H. Cryer,
1527 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Bred
by Messrs. Green and Cryer, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Born December, 1884. Sire,
imtxjrted Othello; dam, imported Ruby,
pedigree uuknown.

Winnings.—First at Buffalo, third at
Newark, first at I'ittsburg, second at
Philadelphia, second at Hartford, 1887;
second at New York, and first at Phila-
delphia and Boston, first at Buffalo, sec-
ond at vSyracuse, first at Richmond, and

{Lamb

Moss

Crusoe

Phyllis .

I
Cupid

I

Jingo
I ^(Psycho

Set-Set
(pedigree unknown)

"liUleDorrit (^--(^.77^)

[ Madge, by Banjo.

The writer saw this pug several times,
but never in condition to give a fair
criticism of her.

Wi\MN(;s. — In England— First in
puppy class at Warwick, first in puppy
class at Aquarium Pug Club Show, third
at Yarmouth, third at Tarn worth, and
second at Bangor, 18S5. In America-
First at New York, 1886; first at Detroit.
1887; first and special at Albanv, and
first and special at London, Ontario
1888; V. H. C. at Rochester, 1889.
Winning Prodici-;.—Rustic King

(second at Philadelphia, 18S9), and Rustic
Queen.

YUMA-YUMA.—Imported and owned
by Mrs. Charles Wheatleigh, 139 East
Sixteenth Street, New York. Bred by
Mrs. Hemniings, 455 Oxford Street, Lon-
don. Born April 18, 1885. Pedigree:

f Cupid

Si-: M"''°--lpsyc
Stingo Sniffles {H. 14,469)

]

'

Set-Set (pedigree
( unknown)

ycho

Ch. Baron.

Dam :

Ch.Countess
(K. 10,977)

MoUv.

.

f Cupid

(Ruby

Max (I-:. 7769) .

Vic
f Click

Sam

Rose

( I.amb

\ ( Muss
(Lock's Judy

.
Topsy

fCh. Comedy.

Fussie

f Tragedy

.

I Cloudy.

Dam :

Tantrums. .

JTalbert's imported Pug (pedigree unknown)

{Tomahawk

Fatima

f Tichbouru

' Ijudy

f Click

I Topsy

Pond's imported Lady (pedigree unknown)

Winn I NG.s.—Second in puppy class at
Taujiton, Mass., 1884; first and two
specials with Treasure at New York Fan-

champion at Toledo, 1888;* second in
challe^e_class,_New_ York, 1889. Also
*Not a Kennel Club show.

Yuma-Yuma would be a first-class pug
were she not over size and a little liglit
in color. As it is she is much above the
average, good in head, eyes, wrinkle,
bcKly, tail, and legs ; ears are very well
carried, but somewhat large ; ni coat,
symmetry and muzzle she is fair

; the
color is light, and she has no trace.'
Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Pug Club Show, London, 1S85; second at
Warwick, 1886; third at Philadelphia and
first at New York, 18S7; V. H. C. at New
York, 1888.

[to be continued]

Finding that his "no trespassing"
signs were of no avail, a farmer in VVashiiigton
County Pa., tore them all down and nut up one
that read: "Hunt all you please, ancl when the
oell rings come to dinner."
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THE MICROBE OF DISTEMPER.

BY EVERETT MILLAIS.

If the last fifty years is remarkable for

anything, it is for the marvellous strides

science has made in finding out the tat/sa

causans of certain diseases, principally
in those which come under the heading
of the "zymotic" class. It is impossible
to carefully study the discoveries of Pas-
teur and Kock with regard to chicken
cholera, rouget, anthrax, cholera in

man, and finally rabies, without being

immiinity afforded birds and animals in
the diseases before mentioned. Viewinc
therefore, distemper from these points.'
I deternuned to set to work to find, if I
could, in the first place the supijositious
micro-organism; secondly, a method of

,

ax

^S'^iV i";"':*!^ ^^ "'^ '^^^' -'d '» this
! tl^^m^ves

struck by the fact that if a method caiL
as has been done, he discovered to pre-
vent such disea.se, there lies a vast field

open to research of a similar description;
and I think I may say with strict truth,

that no zymotic disease is of such over-
whelming importance, as regards dog-
owners, Ijreeders and exhibitors, as dis-

temper.

We have only to consider the enor-
mous loss of life that annually takes
place—the sacrifice to this Moloch,
whose appetite for victims is insatiable
and inexhuastible—to come to the con-
clusion that this is just one of those zy-
motic diseases that should be met and
treated in a similar fashion as those
already alluded to. I am not one of
those who can say, "I never lost a pup
from distemper." I'n fortunately I am
one of the many who have bred a dog of
unusual beauty—of such phenomenal
parts that had it been shown it must
have carried all before it. Are there not
many such men as myself who mourn
such a puppy's death, and who have to
answer as I have, "distemper?" I could
give a hundred such cases were it desir-
awiC, uut it is iiuiic unnecessary when
as I have already stated. I am but one of
the many sufferers.

I have said that the causa causans of
certain zymotic diseases has been dis-
covered; consequently, it might be in-
terestmg for a moment to inquire into
their origin. It is briefly this. Aided
by the microscope and suitable dyes it
has been found that these di.seases are
caused by living microscopic forms of
life, which hud access to the system
of another form of life, and when
there multiply at a very rapid rate
forming, during their residence in
their host, a poi.son, which poison
acting on the body of the host'
causes certain synij)toins to appear'
which we call chicken cholera—routret'
anthrax, etc.. as the case may be. As a
result It has been very reasonably as-sumed that other zymotic diseases are
occasioned by similar circumstances
andaseachofthe disea.ses named have
their own particular form of micro-or-
ganism, it has likewise l)een assumed
that distemper has also one of its own-
that it elaborates in the dog a specific
poison, and shows its presence in the
tlog by a tram of characteristic symp-
toms, with which very few of us are ac-
quainted. In only one .of the diseases Ihave named—rabies-has the pathogenic
micro-organism not been found; but asboth man and the dog can now be placed
in such a condition as to have perfectimmunity therefrom, whether therhave
not been inoculated with the micro-or-
ganism, or, being bitten, have, it stands
to reason that such a microorganism
does exist, and although it has n^^ot y"

^llTT"'^' '' •"-t'-ertainly will^L
science advances.
Hayx any attempts ever been made toiind this suppositious distemper micro-orgauLsm? Yes. there have been. In aconversation I had with Mr. .Sewell. atthe commenceitient of this year I nien-

W^i ilo IV'"
""/"^^ '''^' intendedTo

that he 1, ? "''»"'^^'«"J J'e then sai.l

cafJlf. 1

"'' '^''"•'t «^ '« the causa

atteni ,t. f 1 ^ •""^':°-o'-K«'»^«n. l>ut that

r!,r.
'

^"^ "Iciitily It without doubt had Ifailed because of the .lifficulty that arose '

separating it out from the many oUier! !

tIH „nir/""r"'
{""^'^"t '" t'«^ 'l<'w from i

the nostrils of a diseased dog. Mr. Sewell i

however, was of the opinion that if it

OH, r'"!"""'^'''"'*^
wLs no reasonable

coild I?."
'" ^ '"?'^^"'.' ''>' ^h''^'^ immunity

'

esMcialr^r"'""'^ ^^K'' '"' '^^gards thiiespecial disease, on similar Hues to the

-' '^"^ * «*nv« in LUISw se put into practice some of the lessons
,

I have learned, 1)e of use in mv day. and
be of service to the ,log and niy fellow
breeders and exhibitors.
Now to undertake a research of this

tlescnption a certain amount of experi-ment mu.st be made, whiie a large num-
ber of tender-hearted men and women
conscientiously object to experiment onthe lower animals. It is not my intention
to argue such a question, as I firmly be-
lieve that experiments are absolutely
necessary, nor could such discoveries as
I have mentioned have been made with-
out them; consequently I cannot enter
nto the subject. At the same time, should
there be any who read these lines and
oDject to such exi)eriinents as have been
made, I beg them to remember that theyhave not l>een made without solid scien-
tific grounds to go upon; that they have
not been made simply for experiment's
sake and nothing more; that they havebeen made in order that ultimate iroodmay be done; and that in no case hasany operation or any cruelty Ijeen em
ployed, from first to last, which any rea-
sonable being could in the least object toIhe objects, then, in my experiments
were as follows:

'u '^V,*.^'^''^'* '''^ identity of the mi-crobe of distemper
; to acquaint myselfwith Its manner of ingress into the sys

tern
;

to observe what organs it invaded •

to learn in what manner it was able topass froni one dog to another. In short
to learn its life history.

2. The above done, to establish more
efficient precautions against the dissem-
ination of the disease.

|

3- To attempt to reduce its vimlencvby attenuation, and by this means togive the disease in a mild form, which
disease would nptnroii.. k„ .•„/_...'"

4. To extract the poison that the mi-
crobe elaborates, and pa.ss it into the sys-
tem, by which the dog would have im-munity from the disease forever after-
wanis. in which case there would be no
infection.

Such, then, were my objects, and I felt
certain that if I could carry them out in
their entirety, our great annual loss,bothm the dog and as regards our pocketsw^uld conieto an end. whilst the bene!
fit to the different breeds of dogs would
be incalculable. But before passing on
to the immediate question at issue, there
are certain gentlemen I have to thank-
Professors Horsley, Ray Lankester, and
Penberthy. I have to notice, for the in-
terest they have taken in the matter,also
Dr. Armand Ruffer and Mr. Sidney
rurner. To Drs. Copenian and Sherring-
ton, of my own hospital, I am under
deep obligations for the use of their lab-
oratories and aid. To Mr. Dalzell, mv
colleague in the microscopic work, I ammore than indebted for the unwearied at-
tention and assistance he has given me
in this department; and finally I have tothank a gentleman who desires to remain
nameless at present, for carrying out cer-
tain details in these exi>eriments, which
1, not holding a government license,could
not otherwise have legally accomplished
It seems strange, but it is a fact, that Icould not rub a puppy's nose with a cer-
tain fluid without exposing myself to
penalties for contravening the Vivisec-
tion Act, whilst puppies are destroyed atalmost every show by exposing them to
infection.

My first exi)eriments were devoted to
seeing if I could get a growth in a
gelatine tube, after inoculating it with
the matter flowing from the nostrils of adog suffering with the di.sea.se; l)ut lie-
fore proceeding further it might be ad-

[

visable to descril.e a gelatine tube, and
j

the use to which it is put, as it is largely

I

used in experimenting upon these zymotic
diseases. Briefly, we have a glass tul>e
w.iich, previous to the introduction of the
gelatine into it. has Ix-en so heated that
there is no possibility of any germ beinjr

I

present in a living state within it. When in
this condition, hot lieef gelatine is poured
into It. and. the mouth is then stopped
with prepared cotton-wool. It is then
allowed to cool, and the gelatine iKjcomes
a semi-sohd mass, clear and transparent
like calves -foot jelly. We have then a
gelatine tube containing no germ, which
can break forth into lil?, aiut a medium
which, as long as it does not come in

contact with the germs of all kinds that
fly m the air, will remain so, fresh aud
uncorrupted; and it is largely used for
experiments on those bacteria that cause

i'.!t'^ *".'"^u
'"?'' the higher animals,

because it chemically most resembles
To inoculate such 'a tul)e,

the stopper is carefully removed upsidedown, so as to preveiii any germ falling

•^T.h !
'^

^f^*'-""^-
'^''^ "'"tter with

% hah the gelatine is to be inoculated isthen touched with a platinum wire, which
previous to use, has also l>een passedthrough heat; and whilst the tul>e 1^ heldm the position described, the wire israpidly inserted into the tuIie, and the
gelatine pricked. The cotton-wool stop-
per IS then slightly burned, so as to de-
stroy any germs on it, and inserted into
the mouth of the tube, which can then
again l>e turned upright. As a result, wehave an inoculated tube, and if the mat-
ter with which it has l^en inoculated
tontaiii life, or the germs of life, a growth
will follow. Having now explained this
very necessary article for use, I will re-
turn to my subject.
As described, I inoculated four tubesfrom a puppy suffering from distemper

and in two days an abundant growth ap-
peared 111 each tube, which, commenciiur
where I had pricked the gelatine, gradu-
ally extended down through the nie-
diuin, liquefying it as it descended, until
all the gelatine had disappeared, leaving

I J-
^ttoni of the tul>e a white ropey

I

sediment of a mucous consistency This
satisfied me that the flow froni a dis-
tempered pup would grow, and in order
that there should be no question as to
the dog, from which I determined tocommence, suffering from the disease
one was procured suffering from dis-
temper, and Mr. Sewell certified that it

I

was so; besides this I obtained leave
from Mr. Sewell to visit the sanatorium
and inoculate a few tubes from another
dog. The one I inoculated was a veryhue colhe, the property, I believe, of the
Rev. Hans Hamilton. It was a bad r»^
and complicated with inflammation of the
lungs.

In two days a growth appeared in eachof the four tubes. From these four tubes
I inocu ated four fresh ones, and so on
until I had four tubes, eight generations'
from the original ones. These growths
were exactly similar to those I liad first
grown, and similar to the growths from
which they were descended,and if poured
out had an exactly similar appearance to
the matter we observe flowing from the

ri!'''^«° -J*
distempered dog. A drop of

this fluid we submitted to microscopic
examination, staining it with fuchsine adye which has a peculiar affinity for
bacteria. As a result, we discovered that
It contained three fonns of micro organic
life, viz.: One large bacillus, one small
Dacillus, one micrococcus.

FroTik the certified puppy I grew anumber of tubes, and on submitting
them to microscopic examination, as in
the previous case, similar micro-orean-
isms were found. We now pushed our
experiments further. We obtained two
puppies which had never had distemper
and taking one of them, rubl>ed its nose
in the contents of one of the tubes (the
eighth generation) which we had crown
from the collie. The other we di.l not
submit to this operation, but placed it in
the same kennel with the pup experi-
mented on. In eight days both these
puppies were down with distemper—one
because it had received the disease from
our hands, the other because it had
caught It naturally; the puppy whose
nose we had rubbed being in an exactly
similar state as if it had had a flow from
the nose, when we placed it with the onewhich we had not touched. A micro-
scopic examination was now made of the
flow coming from the puppy whom wehad not touched, when the fallowing be-came manifest, viz., the presence of the
large bacillus on the epithelium scales ofnose which were passed off in masses in
the flow. On the death of the puppy
certificl by Mr. Sewell to have had true
distemper, and of one of those success-
fully given the disease by means of thegrowths from the collie, their bodieswere opened, and theis organs placed in
alcohol to preserve for future examina-
tion; but of this hereafter.

It would now be advisable to note the
imnortance of the experiments just al-uded to. In the first place, it is evident
that something which causes distemper
in dog;s can be grown very easily under
artificial circumstances.

I aftf passing it through a large number
I 'rx^A\ *"*.* *'^*^'' ^^^''^ have elapsed.

riiirdly, that this fluid which coinmu-
nicates distemper contains several mi-crobes or micro-organisms.
Fourthly, that the incubation of thedisease is eight days.

I
I have said that on the death of the pup-

py, which had been certified by MrSewell to have had the disease, and of

fm^T^'^^ i"^^
^""^ «'^^" distemper tofrom the gelatine growth, their respective

organs were consigned to alcohol forfuture examination. These organs con-sisted of the lungs and winclpipe. the
1 lyer, the spleen and the kidneys. After

hort^"*l'''r' ^ l«"Kthyperi<id in alco-hol to harden, portions of each wereaken out. placecTin gum, then in d^
rlT^'-' ^5^" *^'*'"^"' «"d whilst inthis state sliced into infinitely fine sec-tions by means of a sliding razor, especi-

ally constructed for work of thik kind-

Zl th'^l^'L^"
''^^''^ •" ^h'^ mannerring those belonging to the puppy which

I shall call Mr. Sewell's. The^^Laionswere now sUined with methyl violet ac-cording to Gram's method, and whenmoiinted were placed below a i-,6 ob-
jective (Zeiss). I need not say that thisexamination was awaited with someanxiety, but owing to over-staining in

Thtv'^"'
"*"'

.
''""ing the sections toothick in another, some disappointmentwas evinced when no micro-organisms

were to be seen. The third attempt,Wever, was most successful, and on lookingdown both bacilli were observed as wellas micro-cocci, but in different organs-that IS to say. in the lungs and windpipe"
all the micro-organisms were to be seen^
whilst in the kidneys, spleen and liv";only the large bacillus was to be foundand in these sections in large colonies'Some time afterward the organs of thepuppy who had been given distemper
through the medium of the gelatine tubeswere similarly dealt with, when an identi-
cal state of affairs was brought to light

^p.. w... u.iv.iu-wij.anisms were not
nearly so abundant.
We have already noticed one fact, viz..

that distemper can be cultivated artifi-
cially. We have now through these mi-
croscopic examinations another to con-
sider; It is this: In the organs of thepuppy we gave the cultivated disease to
the same micro-organisms existed aswere found in the organs of the puppywho had caught the disease in a natural
manner. Such micro-organisms do «o/
exist in the organs of a healthy doeHow then can we account for their prtl-
ence here? Or can we come to any other
conclusion than that one of these three
micro-organisms is the causa causans ofthe disease ?

Now there is but one method by whichwe can identify the pathogenic microbe
of a disease; it is as follows: In this casewe have three; each of them must be
separated out and cultivated by itselfWhen this has been done, then three
puppies must l)e inoculated each with a
single form of micro-organism, and thepuppy who develops the disease will at
once show which microbe is the causa
f'^usans. It will be rememl>eretl that
Mr. Sewell remarked to me that this was
the difficulty to be overcome, and that hewas not far wrong will be admitted
We now proceeded to separate out

these three micro-organisms in the fol-
lowing manner: Taking a tulje which
contained the three, we liquefied a fresh
tube and inoculated it with the platinum
needle, by touching the gelatine onceFrom this tube we inoculated a second
by touching it twice; and a third from
the second by touching it three times.the
object for such a proceeding being to ob-
tain in the third tube a nominal number
of each germ in comparison to the mil-
lions that would appear in the first tube
I his third tube was then poured rapidly
into a cultivating plate, which had pre-
viously been sterilised in heat, and at
once covered up by a sheet of glass sim-
ilariy dealt with. In three or four days
a number of growths appeared, of two
distinctive forms, the one a white spot
the other a spot with what appeared a
halo round it. This, however, on exam-
ination proved to l)e liquefaction of the
gelatine; and on taking one of each of
these growths and submitting them to
microscopic examination, they proved to
be the small bacillus and the micro-coc-
cus. One of each of these were now
conveyed to fresh gelatine tubes, and in
a very short time we had an ample
growth of each to experiment with.secondly. Uiat the disease can be given

| Klly" J'.'t^ti.Tr^^ SS
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growth, namely, that of the big bacilhis,

but none was at this experiment found;
but as we had separated out two of the
micro-organisms, we felt entitled to try
them.

[to be CONTtNUKD]

SPECIALTY CLUBS.

BY R. F. MflYHEW.

[CONTINUED.]

Now we will see how England has

thrived under the specialists. The first

breed to receive this blessing was, I be-

lieve, the fox terrier. When first that

club was formed nothing looked rosier,

no body ever commenced with a more
ideal government, for it was composed of

men whose love had been captivated by
the vivacious, dare-devil expression so

pronounced in the breed. For a time

things went on swimmingly until first

one and then another of the old hands
relinquished 'office. The vacancies were

gradually filled by worshippers at a par-

ticular shrine until at last those pos-

sessed of the craze, the one essential

—

legs and feet—were in an overwhelming
majority, and what resulted? Certainly
cleaner lx)ne, better shoulders, decidedly
a greater number of exhibits with these
essentials, but in attaining these improve-
ments, head, character and expression

—

the essentials to every breed—wete en-
tirely forgotten and a mixture of beagle,
bull terrier, black-and-tan and whippet.is
now deemed the thing for the fox ter-
rier's headpiece. Under the stereotyped
smooth fox terrier judge of to-day, head,
character and expression are unknown
quantities. His ideal is a woodeji-look-
ing image with two supports in front like
clothes pins and very similar in general
contour to those canine quadrupeds,which
in our childhood days were kenneled in
a. Noaii'a ui k. Fcilirtus ilifse wearers of
the ermine are satisfied beyond a doubt
that these wooden representations are
prototypes of those which Noah
benched, but if so I fail to appreciate
Noah in his selection. However, the
smooth fox terrier specialist has made
some improvements in his victim's
anatomy, though whether they are
preferable or counterbalanced his evil
effects is a very questionable matter, and
many besides myself assert to the con-
trary.

That I have a right to speak so strongly
in opposition to breeders of the present
day, IS perhaps a moot point, as it may
be considere(l presumption on the part of
one who has never owned or bred a
champion smooth to oppose most breed-
ers and owners, but I have always taken
the greatest interest in their productions,
and oeing in the position of an unbiased
spectator who has watched the breed for
some time, perhaps my assertions may be
more warranted than would at first be
apparent.

Since commencing my criticism on
specialists, and taking the fox terrier as
an example, my very contentions are re-
echoed from the other side, Mr. Allison,
on the one part, championing their de-
terioration, and Mr. Vicaxy upholding
the present posses,sors of "legs and
feet." That I should oppose the latter
gentleman seems even to me little less
than sacrilege. Still I will raise my small
voice against even such an undoubted
authority, and cling to the dictum of one
whose assertions have had the power to
draw forth his respwiise.

That Mr. Vicary should be the first to
uphold the present tjpe I am more than
glad, for it gives Mr. AUiscm's arguments
more powerful force. I remember some
two or three years ago Mr. Vicary ex-
hibiting for the first time Velasquez,
then a dog six or .seven years of age,
who had been metaphorically "dug out"
of a remote corner in the West of Eng-
land. How proud he was of the beauti-
ful lean heacl and keen expression, what
stress he laid on the fact that he had
"a good old-fashioned" pedigree, how
eagerly the "legs-and-feet" fanatics clung
round his bench, how they "gushed"
and "flopped" at the shrim- of this sur-
viving representative of by-gone days, a
"rara avis" indeed and one that would
more fittingly have graced a bench in the
foreign class than that of the present fox
terrier. A more jwwerful rebuke could

not well have been conceived; it seemed
as if he had remained for the sole pur-
pose of reproving those who had played
such havoc with the facial properties of
what was once his race. How these
extremists sought his services, but as
well rfiate a cuckoo with a canary as
Velasquez with their nondescripts, and
when he did get a decent representative
it was allowed to leave the country to
come here. I am speaking of Mr. Hoey's
Veronese, who if he only throws back to
his sire, will make this side of the At-
lantic distinguished for producing ter-

riers. .Another venture, as bold in its

conception as anything attempted in dog
breeding was that accomplished by Mr.
Redmond (in my opinion the head
and front of extremists) when he mated
his smooth Daydream with the wire
Brittle—Brittle the wide-chested, and
heavy-shouldered. Yet this union pro-
duced a fifty guinea cup winner. Don't
smile Messrs. Carrick, Maxwell, Field,
Harding, Cox, and those who witnessed
the award. Shefl'/V/win the Fifty Guinea
Cup, and the sister (Dawning) has pro-
duced a good winner in Lord Morning-
ton, though the latter's sire gets the
credit of having created his good pro-
perties.

In breeding as he did, Mr. Redmond
was taking advantage of the only opening
which would admit of that keen terrier ex-
pression appearing once again in the ranks
of the smooths, but whether he allowed
the prejudices of his confreres to out-
weigh his good judgment, or whether the
admission of his desirability of the wire's
"character" was too bitter a pill, I know
not. At all events he did not follow it up,
but again lapsed into the stereotypetl
commingling of "legs and feet" with
"legs and feet."

Still stranger is the devotion which
Mr. Burbridge has bestowed to this
especial feature, and however the owner
of Dorcas, Nimrod, etc., and the breeder
of Bloom and Blossom could have liecome
a supporter of the present craze is a prob-
lem too profound for me. That he has
"had it bad" for years is unquestionable,
and whether be is proud ol his "loreign '

headed terriers is best known to himself,
but if he is pleased with the result, then I

who have not paid for their keep, or con-
tributed one cent towards their expenses,
must not object tohis "jubilation." Your
paper is not the Fox Terrier Chronicle,
I am fully aware, but the I'ox Terrier
Club is so important an organization, and
such a true representation ofmost special-
ist clubs, that the charges laid at its door
about cover those of the others, hence
my extra long-winded discussion on this
particular breed.

[TO BB CONTINUED.]

ENGLISH GOSSIP.

BY A KENNEL CLUB MEMBER.

As last week I was unable the write

you my usual letter I will now try to

make up for the lost time and run
through the most interesting topics that

have cropped up since my la.st communi-
cation.

Charlie Cruft is, I hear, again busy get-

ting his machinery for another of his

terrier shows into working order, which
he intends shall take place towards the
end of February. The Fox Terrier Club,

as on several previous occasions, has
decided to join with him, an arrange-
ment which seems to be to the advantage
of both. I wonder what new idea Cm ft

means to spring on us this time. He is

sure to work out some "happy thought"
or it would not be a .show of his. The
Aquarium is, I believe, the most likely
place for the fixture. Nearly 200 chusses
are to be provided, the prize money for
which will amount to something "near
^1000.
Shows during January- come fast and

thick. Next week will in truth be the
doggiest one on record up North. On
Wednesday and Thursday the year will
open with no less than three fixtures in
the Land o' Cakes, viz.: At Aberdeen,
Dunfermline and Paisley, whilst I'riday
and Saturday the South of Scotland Ca-
nine Society holds its show at Dumfries,
where it hopes to catch the exhibits re-
turning from the three .shows mentioned
above

. In the North of England the New
Year opens with two small shows—one at

Newcastle-on-Tyne and the other at
Sowerby Bridge.
The schedule of the Liverpool show,

which will close the month, is now out.

The classification is fair and the list of
judges an average one. --Amongst the
specials are the two challenge cups, got
up by subscription to be competed for

yearly by collies and Irish terriers

under eighteen months old at this show.
I have read with more than usual in-

terest Mr. Millais' letter in your issue of
December 7. Your notes in the same is-

sue upon that letter and the remarks
made by the Fanciers' Gazette in reply
to your notes published in their issue of
December 24. In view of your instruc-
tions that I "should not offend the per-
sons referred to" I can do no more than
endorse what you have already written
in answer to Millais' letter, but that I

should have liked to go ^uHv into that
letter on my own account it fs needless
for me to say. Your readers will, I

hope, understand that it is not from any
dread of Millais or of the I'anciers' Ga-
zette that I leave to them the last words,
but that it is only in deference to your
wishes that I drop the subject, as it would
be impossible for me to handle it without
replying in a warmer tone even than Mr.
Millais' letter.

We have by no means done with the
muzzle yet, as we had reason to hope
we should. The Board of Agriculture
has taken the matter into its hands this
time and will follow the same line
as the Privy Council by making an order
to compel the use of the muzzle in cer-
tain proclaimed districts. London is of
course one of these districts, so our poor
cockney types will have to put up with
these inflictions for an indefinite period.
The other proclaimed districts are the
counties of Essex, Kent, Lancaster, Mid-
dlesex, Surry, and the West Riding of
Yorkshire.
When I told you of the sale of Edg-

baston Fox I think I hinted that Mr.
Wheeler had another up his sleeve. Well
I was right, but he has parted with him
of Messrs. Carpenter & Dixon for /iso.
not at all a bad price for an unshowii
dog. His name is p:;dgbaston Victor and
he will probably make his debut at the
Midland I"ox Terrier and Collie Club
show on January 17, of which show Car-
penter is the secretary.
The celebrated collie bitch Matchless,

in whelp to old Eclipse, will shortly be
an inmate of Mr. I. A. Long's kennels at
St. Louis, having sailed for your shores
by the Nevada. Her career in England
was a curious one. Shown at Birming-
ham in 1884 she carried off a lot of prizes
and specials, and was claimed by Mr.
"Eskimo" Pirie at her catalogue price of
/"loo. After the show she contracted
distemper, from which she never fully
recovered, it leaving her with chorea and
therefore spoiling her as a show bitch.
Although she proved a bad bargain for
Pirie as a dam she was a success, for in
her first litter she bore Pitch Dark, who
in her turn was sold for / 100, Mr. Meg-
sons paying Captain Phipps, to whom
Pirie had given her when a puppy, that
sum for her.

The Dog Owners' Annual, which in my
last I mentioned had just been issuecl,

contains upwards of 300 pages of very
readable matter. The names ofthe authors
of the articles are all well known. "To
Muzzle or Not to Muzzle" are articles on
both sides of this vexed question by Dr.
Gordon Stables and Mr. Millais respect-
ively. That written by the former gen-
tleman is an exceedingly rabid attack
upon Pasteur antl is .so absurdly violent
that what argument he may have loses its

force through the violent expression of
his feelings. Dr. Sewell writes an inter-
esting chapter on the use of cocaine. V.
\. Manning gives a chatty little history
of the Kennel Club. Some ofthe illus-

trations by (ieorge Earl and R. H. Moore
are Ai, but others are below par, and of
these the artist or artists have wisely
omitted to sign their names.

London, Dec. 28.

MR. MILLAIS' CASE.
that we were not. Finally, we learn that
"having attained the object we desired in

Fido's Advertisement.
Kroin the Kpodi.

Wife—-Don't fail to insert an advertise-
ment alioiit poor lost Fitlo.
Hiisbami—Henrnot. (Kxit.l
Wife rends in paper the following; niorninR;

"Ten <Io11iirs reward. Lost Inst Monday, a mcas-
Icy, hair lipped, cross-eyed old vellow" nup. an-
swering to name of Fido. He has no tail, is wild
with fleas, has a glass eye, and his whines wonid
make a rhinocerous shudder. Knows how to
t)itc. Fifty dollars reward if returned in a
hearse. (Wife faints.}

The "Fanciers' Gazette" Declines to

Publish Mr. Millais' .Attack

on "The lournal."

From the last issue of the Fanciers'

Gazette to hand we make extracts of the

editorial comments upon Mr. Millais'

letter to The Fanciers' Journal and
our reply thereto. Brief comments there-

on will be found in Current Reports.

We are indeed glad to be able to state
that through the files of The Fanciers'
Journal just received a great change for
the better is apparent. Owing to the
straitened terms which existed between
the two "Fanciers' " Journals of America
and England, Mr. F*verett Millais under-
took the most unpleasant task of writing
to the American journal an exhaustive
letter, conveying to that publication his
views in no measured terms. This letter,
as well as the notes (editorial), we have
been asked to repeat. This we would
most willingly do; at the same time,
when it is taken into consideration that
they consist of four columns of close
print, it is evident that, much as we de-
sire to do so, the request cannot be grati-
fied; nor do we believe that the subject
warrants the expenditure of space. We
will, however, give a brief account. Mr.
Millais commences by stating that, owing
to the disgraceful di.splay of enmity to
this journal and himself, he is obliged,
like the proverbial worm, to turn. He
accuses the American journal of laying
open its columns to a correspondent who
throws filth on the Fanciers' Gazette and
its subscribers. He absolves The Fan-
ciers' Journal, and lays the blame on
the English correspondent, whom he de-
scribes as malevolent and scandalous,
and accuses of sending material purposely
untrue to do damage. Mr. Millais then
gives his reasons for his medical work,
touches on distemper, his association
with this journal, and states plainly that
it has brought him into antagonism with
another English paper. He then gives
the views he has in mind as to the litera-
ture we try to place l^efore the kennel
world, hints at why the kennel world is

kept back, and finally states that he and
those associated with him intend the
Fanciers' Gazette shall be a paper which
no gentleman is ashamed to read.

Finally, reference is made to the Mer-
lin business, and the writer says that he
first apologized to Dr. Perry for the leave
taken with his work, denies in no meas-
ured terms the slur cast upon him by
The Fanciers' Journal, and finishes
his letter with an apology and regret in
having to write it. As we .say, it is as
.strong in its expressions as a letter of this
kind could possibly be. It is a straight-
forward honest letter, but one which ad-
mits no cavilling. The Fanciers'
Journal has received it in the spirit it

was written. Its editorial "Notes" say:
"His letter is as angular in its Anglo-
Saxon as its chirography. There is no
attempt at rounding off corners or of se-
lecting softer expressions. It is the warm
reply of a man who feels that he has been
badly treated."
The Fanciers' Journal, however,

assumes entirely the respon.sibility of its

publication, with this remark: "The ref-
erences were carefully edited, and their
weight and effect duly studie<i. It was
deemed advisable to insert them for a
well-defined and specific reason." What
this editorial statement means is some-
what curious, and is open to suggestion.
Referring further to the "Notes," we ob-
serve that it is evident Thi'; Fancikrs'
Journal believes that Mr. Huscroft has
a staff appointment on the Fanciers'
Gazette—an idea carefully fostered for
interested jmrposes in this country.
Reference is also made to the attack by
the vStock-Keeper on Mr. Huscroft, in-
ferring that Mr. Huscroft is on the staff
of this journal, and stating that "We
have heard no one state that the Stock-
Keeper erred" in not ajiologizing. We
are obliged to Thk Fancikrs' Journal
for this information. .\ whole column
of notes then followed, apropos of Mr.
Huscroft, on which we exjiress no opin-
ion, as they represent questions which,
occurring before we took over the I'an-
ciers' Gazette, were not under our notice.
The editor of The Fanciers' Journal
gives us his opinion that we were cogni-
zant of these matters. We beg to state

permitting certain expressions to apjjear
in 'the Kennel Club member's' letters
we think it advisable for him to exer-
cise care to say nothing that ought to of-
fend the person referred to ( Mr. xMillais)
and we have written our English corre-
spondent to that effect," Regarding Mr
MillaLS, the editor says: "We know him
to be a gentleman, and regret we felt we
had to give him cau.se for being aggrieved
No one could possibly suffer Itss than
him in the estimation of his friends; if he
does not feel so aggrieved he will extend
the olive branch, etc."
Now. looking at the matter rinht

through, The Fanciers' Journal has
been laboring under a delusion; in other
words, It has bteu hocussed for inter-
ested motives. We undei stand that Mr
Millais has written a very complete repiv
to the "Notes," and while giving his owii
views on the questions at issue, "and plac-
ing before the editor of Thk Fancii-rs'
Journal the plain fact;-, of the wlioie
case, he cannot allow that Mr. Huscroft
pirated Dr. Perrv's article, or that the
"members of the Kennel Club's" Eng-
lish gossip was other than grossly per-
sonal, offensive, and calculated to es-
trange the two journals. We consider,
therefore, that as the old vear is now at a
close. It would be better t6 allow by-gones
to be by-goues, and whilst allowing that
the Americans may have cause to tiuarrel
with Mr. Huscroft from their own point
of view, they will regret having found
fault with him with reference to the
Fanciers' Gazette.

I cause of the greater publicity of what Iam soon going to .speak of than would
otherwise have taken place. Allow me

j

therefore, to state that I am not versed

I

in Mr. Huscroft's previous career and I
cannot express an opinion upon the
rights and wrongs in the case either
way.

j

Furthermore Mr. Huscroft has never
been connected with the Fanciers' Ga-
zette in any wav—nor has he ever writ-
ten a single thing for it—except the one
letter signed "Merlin" and a piece of
work he once did and was at once paid
for My duty therefore in connection
with those connected with the Fanciers'
Gazette cannot be called in question
Having said this much I now come to

the first occasion on which I mav also
say the only occasion on which Mr
Huscroft has received anv support froui
the Fanciers' Gazette, namelv, the abso-
lutely false and baseless charge brouirht
against him by the vStock-Keeper.
Had Mr. Iluscroft supplied us with

news, as the Stock -Keeper asserted he
did, to their disadvantage, what would
have happened ? Nothing less than the
loss of his absolute means of livelihood.

Mr. Huscroft may have given tlie
Stock-Keeper every cause for violent
vituperation on their part—at the same
tune you must draw the line somewhere
and I most certainly draw it at an at-
tempt to so blacken a man's character
that will hound him out of his emnlov-
ment. ^ ^

I say on that occasion Mr. Huscroft

MR. MILLAIS' FINAL.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir: I beg to thank you for giving

publicity to my letter in your issue of
December 7, as also for a copy of same
and notes with reference to it. together
with a private note.

In this letter you say: "Your American
readers would also much like to know
how it was you never found out the hein-
ousness of Huscroft's offense until it was
suggested that you had done the deed.'
If it was such a dreadful thing, why shield
him? If he w.is worth shielding as having
done nothing wrong,why your feeling ? It
seems to me you must unfold yourself."
Sir, I have no reason why I should not
gratify your questions, and I shall do so.
But before doing so, allow me to ex-

press to you my heartfelt thanks for the
kind manner in which you speak of my-
self, as also for the very necessary hint
you have given to your correspondent,
whose responsibility you assume.

I now call your attention to a remark
in one of your editorial notes with ref-
erence to my position as director of the
Fanciers' Gazette. I need not repeat it
in extenso, but the inference is that I
am responsible for the acts of anyone
engaged in our office—I admit this.
Furthennore you state that it is my duty
to cease to be the supporter of anyone
who in a word had been discovered in
any dishonorable behavior, etc. This,
sir, I cannot admit.

In further notes you certainlv brinjrdown on Mr. Huscroft's head about thfstrongest hail of fire that it has
l>eeu my misfortune to witness fall onany human being. I refer to the Salis-bury pedigree business.
Now I have attempted to steer clear of

till, subject for a very potent reason.
|^ou say I cannot plead ignorance ofthese attacks. I can solemnly swear

that until I--riday last, December 13 aTtliough I have seen references to the sub-

wha/Th^
and there-had you asked me

Wn. t/'"^'^'P"
^'""^-^ couhl no morehave told you than my own bov

I am aware that Mr. Huscrolt has had
quarrels, an.l that there has been very
extensive, what shall I call it-recrimr-nation—but I contend, because I am con-

busS ":"',''" press that it is not mybus ness to dig „uo all the mire of abusethat finds Its way to the surface. It isnot and it will never be

lias previously done has largely been the

S1^1iS'irlS.S.^3 Bs^ •^. ?:^:^"12^SIS to be taken into consideration that he
IS a man nearer 60 than 50 strugglinc to
get on, with a wife and seven or eight
children dependant on him. I sav on
such an occasion a man deserves all the
support that another can give him

I now come to the "Merlin" epi-ode
In the September number of the Kennel
Gazette the article on Infection and Dis-
intection appeared—what I myself de-
scribed as a "jrood sound article " So
highly did I think of it that I spoke to

Club, of It and actually asked him whyDr
Sidney Turner wrote under the name of
"Merlin." Mr. Aspinall laughed and
said It wasn't Dr. Sidney Turner.but would

"''u*^","^/'''°.V^^^''''"" '^•''s- I also
chaffed" Dr. Sidney Turner about it

but as for Mr. Huscroft being the writer'
I candidly confess, it never entered mv
head.
A few weeks afterwards, however the

first news was brought to me by Thk
I'ANCIERS' Journal that the article was
not all "Merlin'-s." I saw the news at
our own office and immediately asked
what It meant. I was then informed that
'Merlin" was Mr. Huscroft and that he
had embodied in his article a portion of
matter already published by Dr Perrv
Directly I heanl this, it being publishiiJg
day at our office. I said. "Then an imme-
diate apology should be made to Dr
lerry," and acting on the .spur ofthe
moment I sat down and wrote what I
considered as an atx)logy to Dr Perrv
bringing in the words "if any portion of
Merlin's article was A.shnionts " the
word "if being placed, Ijecause I did
not know the ins and outs of the caseNow considering that the article ap-
peared in the Kennel Gazette and written
(apparently) by a man, who had nothinif
to do witli the Fanciers' Gazette what-
ever, it was, I consider, going out of ourway to make an apology at all. At thesame tune with your editorial note be-
fore ine It was my oi)inion that mention
should lie made of the matter. I had
spoken so highly of the article that I
gave an apology vol for Mr. Huscroft
but for viysel/MuX for my co-directors to
an American gentleman who had not
been thanked for tlie use that had been
made of his own brain work.
Looking at the true version ofthe mat-

ter I thiuk that you will allow that the
directors ot the Fanciers' Gazette did a
graceful act in paying this tribute to Dr
1 erry. In your notes you taKe excep-
tion to my word that Dr, Perry was given
an apology by me. Allow me to state
that I gave Dr. Perry one of the most
ample apologies ever given to any man
by another who was under no obligations
to do so at all, and only did so as an act
of courtesy.
The fact of the whole matter is that

you have all along believed that Mr
Iluscroft was connected with the Fan-
ciers Gazette, and it has been the object
of interested parties on this side of the
water to give currencv to the same story.

„.;,.?! r^l '" ^"y ^^'^P^ «« form ad-
uiitted that what you have built up into '

a piracy was so on Mr. Huscroft's part
Inor have I in any shape or form attempted

to shield him, and for a very simple
reason. I knew that in the Novembernumber of the Kennel Gazette Mr Hus-
T.^n)^'*!-'''

P'"«bably reveal the identity
of Merhn" Five days, however, before
ine Kennel Gazette came out vour charge
that I was Merlin came to haiid, and I atonce wrote to Mr. Aspinall and whilst
enclosing your par. (English Gossip) in-
sisted that something must be done Itnever entered my head that such a hub-bub would arise as did arise in America

fi
"?"»? '^? receipt of your first intimation

that Merlin's article was Dr. Perry's andyour charge against me.
As you are aware, Mr. Huscroft ac-

knowledged that he was Merlin Andnow to the article itself. It is my firm
l>elief, and if you look at the matter in a
perfectly unbiased mind, had any otherman done this but Mr. Huscroft there
never would have been such a hullaballoo
as has been made. Unfortunately Mr
Huscroft IS a man who has evidentlv
raised feelmg against himself in America
—understand I express no opinion as to
these questions—and having done so
lays himselfopen to a charge of "piracv "
That his intention was to deliberat'eiy
palm off as his own work the work of an-
other man I cannot admit. That hemade use of Dr. Perry's work, I do

I say Mr. Huscroft had every right todo this, but there was one thing he had

It Without acknowledging where he got a
portion of his article from.
Mr. Huscroft states that it was his in-

tention to do so in a further article. Now
looking at the question from an unbiased
mind, and mme for reasons I have given
you was unbiased, while I do not see the
"heinousness" I undoubtedly perceive a
gross lack of judgment. I repeat, had
any other man done this thing it would
have only been looked upon as a lack of
courtesy and judgment, because his ev-
pianations would have Ijeen accepted
That IS how I look upon the question
and as to concealing the identity ofMerhn" I am the very last person to do
so had I deemed his action a literarv
"crime." ^

That is my answer to the first portion
of your first private question.

Directly, however, your paper appeared
containing the charge against myself I
was undoubtedlv disgusted, not with
"Merhn," but with you for publishinif
such an offensive article about niyself--
so base a charge on so flimsy a bottom—

I

I cannot look upon vour conduct other-
!

wise than as a bait thrown out to hook
the real fish. If that was vour intention
then I am obliged to say I cannot admire
'your well defined and specific reasons "
To make a false charge against me in
order to fix the guilt upon Mr. Huscroft
is, joking apart, just a trifle beyoud
journalistic license.

That is my answer to the second por-
tion of your private note.
The second part is also answered be-

cause accepting Mr. Huscroft's explana-
tion and looking at his "piracy" simply
as a gross lack ofjudgment, I had no oc-
casion not being biased to regard his be-
havior as dreadful—consequently there
was no necessity of shielding him.
The third part answers itself from

what has gone before.
I say to you, put yourself in my posi-

tion, namely, that of a man who sees the
matter from the joints I do, and I think
you will admit that your criticisms afe
far too hard.

I now beg again to draw your attention
to the paragraph referring to the Stock-
Keeper's charge against Mr. Huscroft.
The (fanciers') Gazette forthwith pro-

ceeded to champion the cause of its em-
ployee, as we understaud him to be."
Now, sir, this paragraph is the one

which shows me the entire situation andwhen I again assert that Mr. Huscroft
never was on the staff of the Fanciers'
Gazette and only did once a single job I

for which he was paid, I am thus en- '

abled to review the whole matter. It is
as follows: For interested motives cur-
rency has l)eeii given both here and in
America that Mr. Huscroft is, if not a
part owner of the Fanciers' Gazette at
lea.st a principal memlKr of its staff. The
Scottish Fancier fell into that blunder-
so have you. Where you both got your
news from it is not my business to en-
quire.

When Mr. Iluscroft is accused by the

Stock-Keeper on a Ijaseless charge vousee through your clouded glasses the
I-ancien*' Gazette backing him up as one

tha 'y'^r .
^^?", ^^'- ^^de discover!

that Merlin's article is partly Dr. Perry'syou determine to find out who Meriin isand when Mr. Huscroft is not di.scovered,
but acknowledges an article which you
^^'' P"-a7'.' a«d I call a want of

fnh, ?,?' f'l^
judgment, you, still imag-ining that he is a "power" on the Fan-

Ui^ *^^ff."^;.
accuse me of shieldinghim-ofshielding a man who appears tome simply to have displayed a lack ofcommon sense—you accuse me of shield-ing a man who has been the meanswhereby I have been accused of a crime

would have been to my credit or from

credit^''
^'°* °'' ^'** "'^ personal dis-

Still supposing Mr. Huscroft to be amember or the Fanciers' Gazette sUffyou find fault with me for my apology toDr. Perrj'. Find fault with an aV>loKy Iwas under no obligation to gWe that
gentleman, either on the part of MrHuscroft or the Fanciers' Gazette

I have now placed the whole ca.se be-
lore you; see that vou do your duty If Ihave made a mistake in my views.say so.
I shall not be hurt, but if I have not^ dome the justice of admitting them as cor-
rect. I am not a fool, sir. I can seethrough a brick wall as well as anyone
II ^ L "t?"^

'*'^° y^""" correspondent isand the objects he has in view.
I have now, sir, one word more to say

I thank you from the bottom of my
heart for the kindly manner in whichyou have spoken of me. I thank you
for having accjuitted me of being the au-
thor of Infection and Disinfection, and
in the new year which is to come I trust
that never again my eye will rest on such
statements regarding myself as I have
read in your columns. I trust sincerely
that never again occasion will arise inwhich The Fanciers' Journal and the

f*.?" «!'^,',^'^^"^ "*"! ^""^^ opposite views.
-!!- .:na..j ^ 3nn.cicly hope that our cor-
respondence will open up a new era in
Anglo-American correspondence.

Yours very truly,

Everett Millais.
London, Dec. 22, 1889.

-American Kennel Club Meeting.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: A special meeting of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club is hereby called for .Saturday
January 18, 1890, at 12 o'clock M., for the pur-
pose ofratifying the adoption ofthe changes in
the rules, and the articles in the constitution at

li'r^'^fi'}""'''"''' '"•^^""K. «o conform with thetechnical requirements of Article XLX of thecon.stitution. '"*

f,J]"" "'l-"u"''
i""'"'? '* hereby ordered to be

p M « '!!1'*^°':' P^^'oary i.,, V. at i o'cloX
the club.

"'"^'"K* '° ''^ "^Id »t 'he oflSce of

By order of Augrust Belmont, Jr., president,
»,„, ,. .

A. P. V'REDCNBVRGB,NEW YORK, Jan, 7, 1890. SecreUi^.

Collie Stud Dog Stakes.

The attention of the Executive Com-
mittee having been call^ to the unnecessary re-
striction as to Jale of hnlh 0/ the progeny by
which the stud dog is to be judged, and it b^ing
the object to encourage and not restrict compe-
tition, it is hereby ordered that the date be ex-
ifr„ M »°

l"'^'"/''' «"y l>orn since January i, ,8^-
provided they have not previously competed forthis stake. Stud dogs and their proge™rmay beentered for compctTtion any time prev^us tSJanuary j;. No ^ilanks required. .Send namesand description with fees enclosed to

""™"

RAHWAV, N, J.. Jan. 8.
^^^

'^""s^r^'uV
• » •

Mr. Schellhass" Beagle Melody Lost
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

My Beagle Melody escaped from Mr.
J. M. Tracy's studio uptown, New York. MondayJamiary 6. hhc 19 a clean-cut up standing houndwith clean-cut fox hound type of head ana muzilethe same black-and tan. Body mostly whitelarge patch of black on left side of body Feetvery opcn_ She is easily identified, as on riKhtflank she has two small black spots very cloaetogether and scarcely larger than pin heads.

IM.... ir .
H. F. iJCHELLHASS.New York, January 7.

The St, Bernard Club Meeting.
Editor Pancibrb' lovRitAL.

^, T^*.
annual meeting of the St. Bernard

. .u
°f America is called Tor February 11, 7 P.Mat the Westminster Kennel Club .Show, Amer-

ican Institute Fair building. New York City.
Lorenzo Daniels,

JTew York, January u, 1890,
"* ^^'
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NOTES IN PASSING.

and lightly feathered legs." Imagine

scored birds in such an experience!

The meeting of the White Wyandotte

Club, to be held in connection with the

New York show, will be at 3 P. M., Feb- 1

niary 21, instead of 10 A. M., February

24, as previously announced. We have

the notice of this change from the secre-

tary. Change in the time of tlie Brahma

Club meeting will probably be made.

The club's secretary, Mr. H. A. Bridge,

has referred the matter to its president.

«
*

We have word from different ones con-

nected with the management of the com-

ing New York show to the effect that it

is not the fault of the management that

the meetings conflict or are too far apart

of the several clubs that are to be its

guests. Can it be possible that dates

were named by the clubs' secretaries

without consulting with the show man-

agement. The case as it stands is a

muddle in which everybody's time is

spoiled. Beautiful language and general

disgust will be sure to follow unless a

change is made.
*»

Our advice is to throw over every date

claimed and have it each club secretary's

duty solely to announce to the secre-

tary of the New York show the intention

of his society to hold its meeting in con-

nection with the show, on such day and

hour as may be named for it. Then, let

the secretary of the show do the rest.

•
« «

Shows in England are supposed to be

as well managed as any can be, and we

regret to say, there seems to be a ten-

dency to lead our fanciers into their

ways. But are the English shows as

well managed as it would appear? Is

every one happy who is concerned in

them ? We think not, and that those who

now complain that scoring takes so much

time and is tomfoolery, will find when

they make the change to judging by

comparison, if they do, that there will be

complaints it will in no wise be easy to

satisfy.

* *

Now the cry against scoring is not that

the judge has not done his duty, as evi-

denced by the score card, but that the

same judge or other judges will some-

times give different figures at different

times upon one and the same bird and

by the same standard, and the hope they

hold out is that the bird winning first by

comparison at a first class show will hold

its own in like competition elsewhere, at

least within the same season.

* *

But will this follow ? A complaint re-

cently published in Poultry goes to

prove that it will not. This, in reference

to one of the south of England shows,

says: "A lady, one of the largest breed-

ers of buff Cochins in England, sent a

buff hen, south, that had always won

first and special, and did not receive even

a commend. A partridge Cochin that

had won first and special every time it

was shown was passed without a card,

although, four weeks later, it won first

and special at the Palace. A Minorca

pullet passed at two shows by the same

judge was V. H. C. in a class of forty-two

birds at the Palace. Last week, a light

Brahma pullet, V. H. C. in strong com-

petition at the Palace and in Ijetter con-

dition now than then, was passed without

a card, while the Palace V. H. C. pullet

was H. C. in a cla.ss of which the winner

of second was a small bird with very

yellow wing and saddle, twisted comb

*

»
« «

Taken all and all American shows, as a

rule, are very well managed, and if sec-

retaries would only be a little more

prompt in caring for their patrons' (the

exhibitors) interests by sending the offi-

cial reports for publication while it would

do those exhibitors some good, there

would remain but little cause for com-

The brown Leghorn fanciers, it seems,

are working up a club for their specialty.

A call is made for a preliminary meeting

to be held during the New York show,

February 19-25. Mr. J. Forsyth, one of

the best known breeders of the variety,

asks in another column that those fa-

voring the idea will confer with him.

a fourth class bird. A very little consid-

eration and a very few words would set
,

this matter aright and give a much greater

* *
1 value to the work of the judges and add

Our exhibitors complain sometimes I to the reasons why shows should be held.

that their prize cards are returned in poor

condition and sometimes are not returned

at all. But, there is never such cause for

complaint as exhibitors abroad have to

make, nor do our exhibitors ever imagine

that the cards are stolen to sell screws

by. With prize cards alone this could be

easily done, but with score cards, as our

show secretaries furnish them, it would

be an impossibility, inasmuch as the de-

fects that would make the bird a "screw,"

would be cut too deep not to show. We
refer to the plaint of Mr. W. T. Butlin

in another column. What would our

exhibitors answer if asked to pay for

their prize or their score cards.

COMMON PIGEONS.

The premium list of the Nebraska

State Poultry Association has for its

frontispiece the portrait of Mr. I. K.

Felch, as he appeared a dozen years ago,

and really an excellent likeness. Mr.

Felch is to judge the show of the Asso-

ciation to be held in Lincoln, in Feb-

ruary, and the entry will lie large in con-

sequence. The entries close the day pre-

vious to the opening. The range for the

prizes is 90 points or over for first; S5 or

over for second; 80 or over for third; all

birds scqring 75 or over will be given a

score card. The cages with their furniture

plaint. That is, if seen in the light of I must be supplied by the exhibitor. Ties

the experience abroad where show man-

agement is supposed to be of the first

order.

* *

A letter from Mrs. J. R. Coulters in

another column shows the not uncommon
understanding of the rule in most pre-

mium lists which fixes the limits for win-

ning the prizes. This rule does not mean

that all scoring 88 or over shall receive

ist prize, and 85 or over shall receive 2d

prize, but that birds must score at least

88 points to be entitled to win ist money.

*
* *

If the cockerel that is referred to with

score of 87 had been the highest score in

its class and the limit for ist money was

88 it could only have laid claim to 2d

money. At the autumn fairs the awards

are generally to the best, second best and

so on, and is an entirely different matter,

and the awards are accordingly qualified.

••

The rule in the premium lists of all

winter shows is based upon the recom-

mendation of the Standard which reads:

"A bird to win a first prize should score

90 or more points; to win a second prize

88 or more points, and that no prize

should be awarded to a specimen scoring

less than 85 points."

#

This recommendation, and we think it

of quite enough importance to be made a

rule, actually means that any bird scor-

ing 90 or over is a first class bird, that is,

is entitled to first money provided there

is no higher score in the class. Also,

any scoring 88 and over and less than 90

is a second class bird, while between 85

and 88 all are third cla.ss. If the new
score cards can have a line to say in effect

that "according to Standard ratings the

bird referred to is a cla.ss bird,"

the blank to be filled by the judge and

according to the score, it would go very

far towards removing the misunderstand-

ing which is apt to make the winner of

say fourth money with a first class score

seem to be a fourth class bird.

»

As the case now stands a first class

(according to the Standard) bird can win

fourth money, but a fourth class bird

cannot win first money. But, unfortu-

nately, the first class bird in winning

fourth money becomes in public esteem

will be broken by taking the four sec-

tions given the most value, and the

specimen showing the least defect in

these will be given the preference. The

special prize upon which the society

prides itself is |ioo in gold, for the high-

est scoring pen of any age or breed (ban-

tams excepted), birds to be owned by the

exhibitor. The entry fee for this is $5.

***

The Cleveland O. Poultry' A«*'>f'''*i<^"

discards the satin badge, its premium in

other years, and for its show opening

next Tuesday has arranged for cash

prizes, the value of which are to be de-

termined by the exhibitor, inasmuch as

they are to be made np for each class

from the entry fee of the class. The

date for close of entries is named as

January 12, but as this falls upon .Sunday

we think it must be an error. The rate-

ing for the prizes is 90 points and over

for first; 87 and over for second; 85 and

over for third. All scoring 85 points and

over not receiving a prize will be highly

recommended. The score of the breed-

ing pen will be made up of one-fourth

the total score of the females added to

the score of the male. The owner may
have his name upon the cages after the

judging is completed. The officers of

the society are: President, Mr. A. Mc-

Laren; vice-presidents, S. H. Bell, J. A.

Tinker and W. E. Galbraith; secretary,

and treasurer, C. C. Schellentrager; cor-

responding secretary, P. P. Fritzinger.

The superintendent of the show is Mr.

Albert Allen, and Mr. J. Kan ally is

named as assistant. The judges engaged

are Charles McClave, John E. Teal and

Charles H. Taylor.

•
« *

Mr. Henry Erdmann, the artist, has

just completed a portrait in colors true to

life of the yoimg red jacobin cock with

which Mr. Atwood B. Hoskins intends

to surprise,the New York exhibitors and

which he is confident will prove to be

the winner.

A verj- fine lofl modelled upon that of

Mr. Wallace as illustrated by Mr. Robert

Fulton in the Book of Pigeons, has

lately l)een put up by order of Mr. Harry

Weiss, at Bethlehem, Pa. The present

stock is jacobins and white pouters, the

former from the Hoskins loft, the latter

from the Yewdall stock.

Their Value to Beginners.

I want to say a few words for the

encouragement of our young ama-

teurs, who, while hoping eventually to

rank amongst the foremost breeders of

fancy pigeons, are at present obliged to

content themselves with the common va-

rieties ? It is the fashion, more or less,

nowadays to sneer at pigeon fanciers and

to regard them as having low "tastes,"

and so on. Of course, no sensible person

who is really a lover of animal nature

would be in the least discouraged by such

meaningless expressions as these, which,

as a rule, proceed from people having no

better occupation of their own. I fear,

however, that the ardor of many young

fanciers is damped thereby, and the

more's the pity. It has been said that

there is no good in a person who dislikes

animals; and though this is a somewhat
sweeping assertion, one is almost inclined

to believe that there is a certain amount
of truth in it. One thing, at least, is a

noticeable fact, viz., that nearly all the

great men of the world have been lovers

of animals—many, indeed, making a

hobby of breeding and cultivating them.

Now, with regard to the keeping of

pigeons, more especially what are called

"common" pigeons—that is, birds of no
particular breed, color, shape or form.

Go into the country farmyard, such,

for instance, as one would meet with in

anvofour agricultural districts, and see

the large square-built dovehouse, which
has stood there for many a long year.

Numbers of pigeons are continually

streaming in and out of the entrance in

the roof, their different hues contrasting

pleasantlv, as with clapping wings they

fly to ami from some neighboring cot. or

perhaps to their favorite autumn resort,

the stubble fields. No one can deny
that they form a pretty sight sailing

through the air in small flocks of some
ten or a dozen each, their moiiied plu-

mage glittering in the sunlight. Of
what breed are they ? Who shall say ?

Generation after generation has the old

cote sheltered, and perhaps scarce two of

them have been alike in feather. Some
are white, some pied, others mealy or

blue. .Some are crested, others hooded,

while manv are even booted. Yet how
beautiful are they to Vjehold ! How
graceful in every movement ! Often and
often have I stood and watched them for

perhaps half an hour at a time, wheeling
and circling overhead, and though now
an older fancier I shall never forget the

charm which these half-wild birds had
forme when I first saw them. Unfor-

tunately many amateurs think "com-
mon" pigeons not worth the keeping;

let them, however, only give them a

trial, and I feel sure, if they are true

lovers of the beautiful, their tastes will

be fully gratified. My own partiality

for common birds is, perhaps, owing to

the charming variety in appearance

which they present. To beginners es-

pecially they are to be recommended,
for while they can be purchased at a

small figure, they are comparatively

hardy, and the experience gained in

tending them forms a very useful foun-

dation to the fund of knowledge neces-

sary for the successful breeding of the

fancy varieties.—P. B.

•

Poultry Farming Don't Pay.

It must, I think, first of all be

clearly understood that there is very little

in common between keeping fancy

poultry either in small quantities as a

hobby, or in large quantities as a business,

and the keeping of market poultry. It

is the keeping of market poultry in large

quantities, either for the production of

table poultry or eggs, which can alone

be properly described as poultry farming.

Mr. Tegetmeier has never asserted that

poultry keeping, even on a fairly large

scale, will not p.iy, but simply that no
farm, the rent and working expenses of

which have to be charged against poultry

keeping for market, has yet been known
to pay. I have been a poultry fancier

for more than a quarter of a century. I

have also been a poultry farmer for a

couple of years, and I am bound to con-

fess that in this limited sense Mr. Teget-

meier is quite correct.—F.
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PRINCIPLES OP BREEDING.

Violent Crossinsr—Cross Breeds

and Grades for Utility.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9-]

The extreme opposite of close in-breed-

ing also tends toward barrenness. This

opposite extreme is known as violent

crossing. The most violent cross is

between unlike species, and hybrids are

usually barren, although some may in

other respects be very healthy, vigorous

and with strong vitality. Of this, the

common mule is an illustrious example.

In crossing between different breeds, if

they are very unlike, there is often a

dimiui.shed fertility without actual bar-

renness. This is most often shown in

further breeding the cross-breeds among
themselves, when succeeding generations

show various phases of degeneracy.

It may be well again to notice the ten-

dency to variation that comes from wide

crossing. I have alluded to this before.

In practical breeding it is, perhaps, the

most common cause of variation, and

has both its good and bad sides. It is

now very common to cross unlike breeds,

or pure with mongrels, for sf)ecial imme-

diate ends. Often such a cross is better

for special use than either of the parent

breeds, and the success is so marked that

in one v/ay it stands in the success of

high breeding. Men see grades and

cross-breeds equal, or even sujjerior, to

the pure breeds for actual use, and rely-

ing on the law that "like produces like"

breed from such animals, and are often

disappointed in the results, and lay the

failure on the original breeds. The fact

of variation is as universal as that of

heredity. It is not so powerful, but its

power ia ^tcuily iiiCicascd by wiue CiOas-

ing. The variation by the first cross is

often towards greater excellence, but if

repeated it is apt to fail. The only way
to use grades and cross breeds for breed-
ing is to breed them to one of the parent
breeds; otherwise there is soon wide, un-
certain, and uuusually degenerating va-

riations .

Throughout New England and the
Middle States, at present, it is probable
that a majority of the so-called "native"
cattle are in fact grades to this extent,

that they have some admixture of im-
proved breeds within the last three or
four generations and the best natives are
equal to the average of our improved
breeds for most common uses. Yet, if

we breed from these best natives, we are
apt to be disappointed in the result; and
the cause of the failure, doubtless, lies in

the tendency towards the degrading vari-

ation I have spoken of.

We know, also, that by crossing, afler

the first generation, there is a curious
marked tendency toward reversion (in-

deed, it oflen happens with the first

cross); and it may be that the deteriora-

tion is in iiart due to a reversion towards
some earlier improved type. But to re-

turn to the subject of breeding from
cross-breeds. I have said that after the
first or second generation there is likely

to be deterioration in form and size, and
moreover, often the first cross is vigor-
ous, healthy and of strong vitality; but if

continued, the succeeding generations be-

come weaker.
The practical teachings of these prin-

ciples is, growing cross-breeds and grades
for utility, but not for breeding. If used
for breeding, use with one of the original
parent breeds, and not with each other:
by far the best way, use the male of pure
breed.

It is found that often (not always) off-

spring are affected by a previous sire.

Professor Law has suggested a very ])lnus-

ible explanation of the cause. The les-

son the fact teaches is, in breeding pure
breeds do not let the females be served
by inferior or mongrel males, nor males
of other breeds.
One other subject, to which I wish

briefly to allude, relates to fancy points.
The animal seems so plastic in the hands
of the skillful breeder, and there are
such fashionable fancies that often use-
ful characters suffer at the cost of fancy

points. For example: Aldemey cows at-

tained their excellence and their fame by
Ijeing bred to milk. If they are to keep
their excellence this must continue to be
the great point. But judging from the
signs of the times, it would seem that
just now, in this country at least, color
is the most fashionable point. It ought
not to require an argument, that it is not
as easy to maintain excellence in two
characters as in one, and if color be-
comes the most desirable point, it will be
secured, even if at the expanse of the
most useful characters. It is perfectly
allowable indeed profitable to attend to
fancy points in fancy breeds. We see
that in poultry, dogs, etc., but where
special utility is the aim in the race for

success, let us not be handicapped by
merely fancy points.

CROSSING FOR THE TABLE.

Prize Cards.

Mr. W. T. Butlin writes to Poultry:

Many exhibitors have several times

complained of neglect of secretaries at

various shows to send the prize cards

they have won, and also of the way in

which they have been sent, often packed

inside the basket under the feet of the

fowls. It is most provoking when one
has gone to the expense and trouble and
risk of showing, not to have one's card,

or to have it in such a condition as to be
useless. I have won a few prizes and
have bought a gcKxl many prize birds,

sometimes giving several pounds for one,
but have onlv received alxjut one-half of
the prize cards that should have been
sent with the winners, and often when I

have bought a bird that had won at some
show, or was going to buy the same, I

was told when I asked for the card as a
proof of the bird being a winner, that it

had never been sent or had been lost in
transit. Sometimes, too, I have bought
a supf)osed winner and the card has been
sent with it, and I know in a few cases I

have been done, and the card never be-
longed to the bird.

n,:.

ought not to exist. I well know the
fearfully heavy work poor Mr. Secretary
has at the close of the show in sending
off hundreds of birds in a few hours.
Oflen he is left to himself, for everyone
is ready to help when the birds come in,

but directly the show is over only a
very few faithful remain to give their as-

sistance; so the quickest way is to 'down
with the card and clap it into the basket
with the bird.' There has been lots of
correspondence al)out this matter, but no
suitable remedy has been suggested. I

would suggest that a small payment be
made for all cards, which should go to
the funds of the show, and that either at
back or in front the breed, sex of the
bird, and the name of the exhibitor
should be written by an assistant secre-

tary, and that on receipt of the fee this

should be posted to the exhibitor or his
nominee.
This plan would do away with all

chance of losing the card and its being
got hold of by anyone else, and render
any blank prize card of no use to fraudu-
lent persons. The present plan is most
unsatisfactorj', and scores of cards I am
certain are 'so got hold of,' and made to
do duty in pushing 'screws' that have
never won a prize. These attested cards
could be written directly the judges had
done their work and put in envelopes
awaiting payment of the fee. I don't be-

lieve anyone will object to this, and the
amount received would pay for trouble
and postage, and help out to the funds
of the show.

A Cure for Roup.

S. N. says: Catch the affected fowl
and wash its mouth and nostrils well with
warm water, seeing that all the mucus is

thereby removed; then get some crusts of
bread which have l)een burned in baking,
put the crust in water and let it soak till

It is soft, then drain the water off and
give the fowl some of the burned crust.

If it will not take it, then push it down
its throat. Keep the water in which you
have soaked the crusts to wash the fowl's

mouth out with the next day. The rea-

son I find that this will cure the roup is,

that there is a great deal of acid in the
cnist, and this breaks or cuts the mucus
with which the throat is filled up. The
sick fowl must be kept apart from others
till it is well.

The Brahma is a Useful Bird.

Other Varieties Preferred.

^t the late Providence show there were

prizes provided for table poultry, and we
are told the awards were to a cross of

dark Brahma and Indian games. .Some

little time ago Mr. W. Cook, we think it

was, wrote upon Brahma crossing for

Poultry, but he favored other of the

Asiatics to the Brahma except under cer-

tain conditions. His opinion upon cross-

ing for market purposes was as rollows:

Poultry keeping has come to be re-

garded from two widely different and, to

a certain extent, antagonistic points of

view. The fancier sets up an ideal stand-

ard of perfection, and devotes all his

efforts to producing specimens which at-

tain, or at all events approximate to that

standard. The coveted type may be one

which has not beauty, in the ordiuary

acceptation of the term, to recommend it;

the outside world may see in the much
lauded pri7.e specimen only an ungainly

monster; still the beauty to the fancier's

eye may be found in the very points

which, to other eyes, constitute ugliness.

To do the fanciers justice, harmony of

color, symmetry of form, and grace of

carriage, are in most cases part of their

standard, but it would be doing them
more than justice to add that utility is

much in their thoughts. It is utility that

the kee per of farm poultry has in view.

His standard is, or should be, one made
up of table qualities, laying powers, and
constitutional hardiness. He may at-

tach more or less weight to table quali-

ties or laying jjowers, according to cir-

cumstances, but both must always be
kept in view.

It is with the Brahma, as a useful bird,

introduced, the breed excelled in two at

least of the points of utility which we
have named. Brahmas were exception-
ally good layers, both in summer and
winter, and did not require any special

local advantages of soil or space to bring
out their powers. They were also hardy
as old birds, and easily reared as chick-
ens. As regards the third point, table
qualities, they never had any special

claim to pre-eminence. They then were,
and still are, good birds for the family
table, where the large proportion of me.Tt

on the legs is not objected to by those
who know how good that meat is; but
for the market the extra development of
the legs, coupled with the yellowness of
those members, constitutes a serious ob-
jection. On the other hand, they then,
as now, had within them potentialities

of excellence as producers of table poul-
try. Pure Brahmas are not first-rate table
fowls, but as forming one constituent of
crosses for the production of large, well-

proportioned and delicately flavored
table fowls, nothing can surpass the
Brahma.
Setting aside for the moment the con-

sideration of table qualities, we return to
laying and hardiness. How far has
breeding for fancy points caused a de-
terioration as to these? As to laying, the
evil has been great, especially in the
dark variety. The struggle for superiority

in pencilling has been so keen that lay-

ing has necessarily become a very sec-

ondary consideration, and Brahmas are
now, as a rule, indifferent layers. Hardi-
ness has stood the test of severe compe-
tition better, but even here a special evil

has become prominent. Liver disease is

the worst enemy the Brahma fancier has
to contend against. It is, however, chiefly

the result of a long continued system of
high feeding for early growth, and would
not be likely to prove troublesome to the
keeper of farm poultry.
The best method of recovering the lay-

ing qualities of the breed, and getting rid

of the troublesome tendency to liver dis-

ea.se, would be to obtain birds of fairly

good laying strains from various parts of
the country, or from this country and
America, and to cross the different
strains with each other. A few seasons
of selection for laying qualities, with a
judicious use of*^ fresh blood, would
doubtless soon lead to the recovery of
the lost merits. Oge lady of my ac-

quaintance adopted with advantage the
plan of crossing the dark with the light
variety, producing in this way extra large
birds of a mixed grey color, which were
excellent layers. The birds of this cross
were not very beautiful, but the breeder
of farm poultry must learn to make mere
beauty a secondary consideration.
As table qualities must not be forgot-

ten, even when laying is of primary im-
portance, it will be well to make short-
ness of leg, size and squareness of frame,
considerations in the selection of the
useful Brahmas. Again, some strains
frequently throw birds with white, or
nearly white, legs, and—other points be-
ing equal—a preference should be given
to these.

If the production of good table fowl is

to play any important part in the busi-
ness of the poultry farmer, the Brahma
as a pure breed must be rejected, except
in so far as is necessary to keep up the
stock for crossing with other breeds. We
may even go further, and say that for all

purposes of utility Brahma crosses will
f)e found to surpass pure Brahmas. Size
has generally been regarded as a most
important point by Brahma fanciers,. and
cocks of the breed weighing thirteen
pounds are by no means uncommon. The
hens also attain very great weights. The
Cochin alone can rival the Brahma in
weight, and as the Brahma has a much
fuller breast than the Cochin, and is

white in skin, while the Cochin is gen-
erally yellow, its superioritj' as a cross
for table purposes is undoubted.
As the female parent has been found to

have the greater influence upon the size

of the progeny, the Brahma hen crossed
with a cock of the other breed will in
general give the best results. We say in
general, because the plumpest, whitest-
fleshed, smallest-boned table fowls we
have ever seen were the result of a cross
l)etween a dark Brahma cock and a
Houdan hen. The hen was an excep-
tionally large one, and very squarel)'

built. If such Houdan hens can be ob-
tained, cross them with a Brahma cock
by all means, but in the case of crosses
with Houdans, or even with Dorkings of
avciagc siz.c, il is ueii lu uac Biiuiuiu
hens, while in the case of crosses with
the smaller birds, .such as Leghorns,
Minorcas and Spanish, the use of hens of
the large breed is imjierative.

As a general rule it is not advisable to
breed from cross-bred birds, but this rule
has exceptions. In the yard of a friend,

who has had much experience in farm
poultry, we saw recently some very fine

pullets bred from a Dorking cock mated
with Hoiidan-Brahma pullets. The rea.son

for employing this cross upon a cross
was to be found in the fact that, the
cross-bred pullets laying earlier in the
year than pure-bred ones, chickens of
this Dorking - Houdan - Brahma variety
could be hatched at a time when no
others were to be had. They have, so
far, turned out a success as layers, and
the cockerels made good tal)le fowl.

In all Brahma crosses, the points al-

ready referred to, namely, shortness of
leg, size and squareness of body, and, if

possible, whiteness of leg, are of primary
importance on the Brahma side; while
good laying qualities, and such table
qualities as are to be had in the other
breed used in the cross, are not to be
lost sight of.

As this article is on Brahma crosses, it

is perhaps a little out of place to refer to
other crosses, but we may say that Lang-
shans, Plymouth Rocks, or Wyandottes
may with almost equal advantage be
used for the Asiatic side of the cross.

We give a preference to the Brahma if it

can be had white-legged, but in other
respects some of the other Asiatic breeds
named are better for crossing purposes
than the Brahma.

Clover in Winter.

In order to feed clover in winter, it

must be made secure at one end, so that

the hen can pull it apart. The best use of it

is obtained by cutting and steaming over

night, and feeding in the morning while

warm. The finer it is cut, the better it

will be relished. The lime in the clover

is already prepared ready for assimilation,

through its combination with vegetable
acids. Cut the clover and cook it, and
so reduce the cost of keeping the flocks,

secure more eggs, and those which in

early spring will give strong, healthy
chides.—Maine Farmer.
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ANCIENTS.

Short-faced with Magpie Mark-

ings—Rare and Costly.

At the last Palace show a class was for

the first time provided for German An-

cients, and as a consequence the exhib-

itors of the variety in England received

manv inquiries concerning it. One of

these Mr. O. Neef answers once for all

through the Stock-Keeper as follows:

The German Ancient pigeon, or "Alts-

tammer," is, as the name implies, a very

old German variety, reared almost ex-

clusively in Prussia, viz., Berlin, Stettin,

Konigsl)erg, Elbing, and a few other

small towns, is seldom met with in other

parts of Germany, and it is believed to Ije

of Oriental origin; still, nothing certain

has been ascertained on that score.

From researches made in special and

other literature on pigeons, it appears

that the said ancient pigeon was known
as early as the year 1779, but nothing is

kno^^•n as to how they were produced, or

where thev first came from. They are

not toy pigeons, like the swallow, ice

pigeon, and others, which have long thin

beaks and a heavily-built body as char-

acteristics of their type, but they consti-

tute one of the few German varieties with

the distinguishing features of a short

beak, round head, and an elegantly-

shaped body. They are found in colors

of black, red, and yellow, with white;

that is, marked like the magpie, with ad-

ditional white mark on the breast, like

the English pouter. In blue they are

scarce, and never particularly good.

There are also whites and mottles, but

the latter are not equal to the first men-
tioned colors, and consequently are not

so much admired. It is a remarkable

fact that these pigeons produce self-col-

ored specimens in all these colors as well

as in pure whites; the colored one should

always have white tipped wings, that is,

me ursi uvc ui oijw iiig»n. «».<»t.iiv«i>

found in Mr. Nefl's loft, as medium sized

pigeons, larger than our short faces,

smooth headed and stocking legged.

The head is broad and rather flat, the

forehead very broad and well ribbed up,

the beak very short and thick, and nearly

as broad at the base as it is long. The
Ijeak wattle is moderate but not rough,

the eye wattle bright red, round and

flat, not standing out like the barb. The
eye is prominent and of a clear pearl

color. The carriage is very upright, the

head thrown back, the breast prominent

and broad, the flights well up over the

tail, the flights and tail rather short,

the legs moderately long, and the thighs

visible in profile.

The size and general outline is very

similar to that of the satinette. The
marking is exactly that of the common
magpie pigeon, except that on the breast

there is a white crescent or half moon
mark which measures from an inch to an

inch and a half between the horns. To
breed this little beauty mark is difficult.

The ancient should have in addition the

trembling neck.
In reference to the origin of the an-

cient, Mr. Lyell finds, the foundation in

the common'tumblers of Germany, like

ours but with trembling necks; the full

forehead and large, red eye wattle he as-

cribes to the barb and the points of shap,
carriage and form of head to the Indian

goolee.
The short-faced ancient is said to have

as many fancy properties of form and
feather as the short-faced tumbler. Its

beak should be short, straight and thick,

but any stop or indentation behind the

wattle, which causes all the mischief for

short-faces in tempting people to make it

instead of to breed it, is no point of

beauty in the ancient.

and special, Geo. Siegfried. Dorkings. Powls
and clucks each ist, A. H. Anders, Kulpsville.

PIGEONS.
Carriers, ist, Harrv Irwin, Reading.

Barbs. White, ist, Jacob F. Spacht, Potts-

ville. Black, ist; dun, ad, Irwin.

Jacobins. White, ist; yellow, 1st, Wra. Waid,

Reading.
Antwkri'S. Blue checker, ist, F. O. Mauer,

Reading. White, 1st. Peter S. Kendall. Blue,

ist, Irwin. Silver, 1st, Howard Hoinan, Reading.

White, 1st, Peters. Kendall, Reading.
Inside Timblkrs. Black, red, yellow splashed,

black inollled. solid vellow aud solid red, each

B. F. Ruth, Reading.
OLTSIDE Tl-MBLERS. ist, 2d, Waid.

THE BERKS COUNTY A"WARDS.

The Competition Close—The Show
a Financial Success.

i

wing must be white. They also fre-

quently produce the best magpie marked
specimen. This is a singular character-

istic of the breed, and is probably peculiar

to them alone.

These pigeons require fully two years

to develop and only attain perfection in

the third year. Really good specimens

are very rare, and command a high price

in Germany.
Their standard is as follows:

Head, beautifully round with full

cheeks.
Beak, short, thick, straight, down-faced,

like the English owl.

Eyes, pearl, surrounded by a narrow
eye-wattle.

Carriage, shape and carriage like the

almond tumbler. The breast broad and
prominent, the rump rather full; neck
somewhat long and thin (swan's neck),

with a tremulous shaking.

Legs, grouse-feathered, short, like those

of the short-faced tumbler.

Size, that of a medium sized, short-

faced almond cock.

Markings, like the magpie, with white

marking on breast, which resembles the

shape of a shield.

Tne color, however, is never so good
as that of magpie pigeons, inasmuch as

the latter are only reared on account of

the beauty of their color, whereas the

former are bred particularly on account

of their shape, carriage, head and beak
properties, which alone determine the

value of the bird. Markings and color

are inferior jwints in judging the bird,

and the color always leaves something to

be desired, and this point will probably

never be brought to perfection. They I

are good flyers and tumblers.
^

Mr. J. C. Lyell is one of the very few

writers who mention the ancient. He 1

says it bears the same relation to certain

German tumblers that our short faced

varieties do to our common flying tum-
blers. As our shortfaces were certainly

produced in Ivondon, so the ancient was
produced in Berlin. He also gives to

Mr. Neff" the credit of beiiig the first to

introduce the variety to English breed-

ers.

He quotes from Pnitz Die Arten der
Haustaube (1878) as follows: "There
are self colored black, red, yellow and
white; black, red and yellow with white
wings; also mottled, and as a very much
admired kind, the magpie colored."

He described the magpie marked as

official Report.
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County Poultry Association's exhibition

came to a close Saturday night after a

very successful run of a week. After all

premiums are paid there will remain in

the treasury about |200.

The competition in the light Brahma
and Plymouth Rock classes was very

close, the prizes being sometimes won by
only a half point of difference. Of these

two varieties alone there were fifty-two

coops. The awards were:

braiimas.
Light. Pair. Fowls, ist, John Sellers, Potts-

town; 2d, S. S. Bossart, Pughtown; ,-?d, James K.

Kedcay. Chicks, ist, 3d, John Rchrer & Co.,

Reading; 3d, Sellers. Pen, ist. Sellers. Dark.
Chicks, ist, H. A. Coble, Eli/Jibethtown.

COCHINS.
Bl'FF. Fowls, ist; chicks, ist, F.arly Sun

Yards, Adainstown. Chicks, 2d, Franklin G.

Bean, Fairview Village. Partridcje. Fowls,
ist, Redcay; chick.*, 1st, Early Sun Yards

MINORCAS.
Black. Fowls, ist. W. B. Yeagrer, Reading.

Chicks, ist, Rowe & Zeigler, Reading; 2d, Red-
cay; 3d. Wayne Steify, Adamstown. White.
Chicks, ist, Bean; 2d, E. K. Blanck, Blainsport;

tA, Anders.
GAMES.

White. Fowls, ist, 2d and special; chicks,

ist, 2d, F. G. Bean.
BANTAMS.

Black Red. Fowls, ist, P. M. Orth & Son;
2d, Geo. Weidner. Chicks, ist, 2d, B. C. Thorn-
ton, Oak Lane. Brown Red all to Thornton.
Red pile, ist, Orth. Silver Diickwing. Fowls,
ist, Jesse G. Darlington, Philadelphia; chicks,

Herman Seilig, Reading. Golden.Dvckwing.
I

Fowls, ist ami special. Orth&Bro.; chicks, ist.

Darlington. Black African, ist and special

! for highest scoring bird in the show, Horace
Grander, Reading.

LEGHORNS.
Black. Fowls, ist, H. A. Weber. Reading.

Chicks, ist; F. O. Maurer; 2d. Weber. Brown,
Single comb. Fowls, i.st; chicks. 2d, 3d, A. H.
Anders, Kulpsville. Chicks, ist. L. B. Coldren,
Adamstown. White. Fowls; ist, S. E. Kurtx;
Crooked Hill; 2d, Anders. Chicks, ist, Weber;
2d, Horace Grander, Reading; 3d. W. E. Jackson.
White rose comb. Fowls, ist, chicks, ist.

Beyler.
POLISH.

W. C. White. Fowls, ist, E. B. Ulrich, Read-
ing. W. C. Black. Fowls, 1st, Early Sun Yards;
ad, John Gottshall. Silver nEARHED, ist, V,. K.
Blanck.

HAMBLRGS.
GOLn SPANGLED, ist, Gottshall; 2d, H. A.

Bevler, Reading. Gold i'KNCILLED, ist, 2d,

Beyler. Silver i'F.ncilli-.d. Fowls, ist, 2d;

chicks, 1st, Beyler; chicks, 2d, Redcay. Sil-

ver si'A.NGLED. Fowls, 1st, Gottshall; ad, Bey-
ler. Chicks, ist, J. M. Brunner; 2d, Beyler.

Black. Fowls, 1st. Gottshall. Chicks, ist, Bey-
ler; 2d. Harry Jackson, Reading. WillTK. ist,

Beyler.
OTHER varietif:s.

Langbhans. ist, W. E. Jackson, Reading; id,

3d. Bean. Black SrANisn. Fowls, ist, John
Gottshall, Reading. Hi>L'DA'NS. Chicks, ist, 2d

AVTARDS AT DAYTON.
The Oflacial List of Scores—New

Officers-The Next Show.

The exhibition of the Miami Valley

Poultry Association opened at Dayton,

O., the day after Christmas and closed

the day after New Years. The judge was

Mr. Charles McClave. The awards were:

BRAHMAS.
I IGHT Cock, 92, A. Ware, Washington. C. II.

Hens.94H.93W. 92. Ware; 87!^. ?• E. Ramsey,
Lewisburg. Cockerel, 91H, 9'>i. 9'. 9°, ware.

Pullets, 94 (4), Ware. Pens, 93 1-20, 92 1-20, Ware.

Dark. Cocks, 90H, Moore. Hen, 89, Moore.

Cockerels, 90, Moore; 91 5^, C. O. Grauscr, Day-

ton; 91.88, Clark. Pullets, 92^, 92, Grauscr; 91,

Moore; 91, CUrk. Pen. 91 910, Grauser.

COCHINS.
Partridge. Cocks. 91. 88. K. Smith. Dayton;

88. Fogleman, Dayton. Hens, 91. Smith; 90, For-

syth; 91H. 9°*^. J- L. Layman, Dayton. Cock-

erels, 92; Fogleman; 93, 90^, Forsyth; 90, Lav-

man. Pullets, 93>X, 92^, 92, Fogleman; 91J4,

lumbers. Buff. Cocks, 91U, 90H, W. H Jones,

I iberty Ind.; 87)^, D. H. Clifton & Son, De Clift.

Hens, 92% (2), Jones; 95, 93, Clifton & Sou.

Cockerels, 94H, 93, 92!4. Jones. Pullets, 95K,
931/, 92V,, Jones; 93, Clifton. Pens, 93 1510.

Jones; 92H, Clifton. Black. Cockerel, 93: pul-

lets 9314,90, W.H.Clark, Mechanicsburg. White.
Cockerel, 88 '4, Clark; 88. Moore. Pullets, 96^,
Moore; 91, Clark; 88H, Chas. Dicker, Dayton.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. Cocks, 9154, F. J. Marshall, Middle-

town Ind.; 89. D. Christian. Roanoke, Ind. Hens,

93. Marshall; 91W, 9o54. Christian; 91. H G.

Bloom. New Paris. Cockerels, 94H; 93H. <^""s-

tian;9iH. R J.Sharp, Union City, Ind.;9o!4, H.

G Bloom, New Paris. Pullets, 92, Marshall; 93,

9aj4, Christian; 92, E. W. Parker, Dayton. Pens,

922-s, Christian; 903-2°. Parker. White.
Cocks 92'/4, C. A. Nelson, New Paris; 89J4, L. M.
Miuar'd, Elyria. Hen, 90, Minard. Cockerel, 92.

Nelson. Pullets. 9,s!-4, 94V2, 94 U). Nelson. Pen,

933-20, Nelson.
^^ * WYANDOTTES.
White Hen. 04: pullets. 94. W. B. Fielitx.

Dayton. Cockerel. 91 H; pullets, 94. 93, Logan
McPherson, Casstown. Black. Cockerel, 1st;

pulleU, ist, 2d, J. C. PuUar & Co ,
Mechanics-

burg. Silver. Cocks, qi, R R. Pettis; 89 (2). O.

J Ingalls, West Canoflton; 87, E. F. Shock,
Huntington. Hens, 89'-^, Pettis; 90H (2), Ingalls;

oi,ShocTc. Cockerels, 91 K, 90^(2), 90, PulLir

Pullets, 92)4(3), 92, Pettis; 91 W, 90H, Shock.

Pens, 91 31-40, 90 13-20, Pullar; 89 3-5, Ingalls;

90 i-io. Shock.
LEGHORNS.

White. Single comb. Cock, 91, JoeConarroe,
W Elkton. Hens, q3, Conarroe; 91^- **. Arnold,

Dayton. Cockerel, 93H. Conarroe. Pullet. 94^,
Conarroe. Rose comb. Cock, 90; hen, 89'4; pair,

89V4 W. H. CroU, Franklin. Brown. Single

comb. Heus, 89"4, 8q, E. R. Watrous, Dayton;

88, Minard. Cockerels, 94. 93, 92M, Nelson; 92^,
Doty. Rose Comb. Cock, 90; hen, 8954; pair,

89H. W. H. CroU, Franklin.

POLISH.
Silver Bearded. Cock, 92H; hen, 92. P. & M.

A Wingerter, Erie, Pa. Golden Bearded.
Cock 92- hen, 91, Wingerter. W. C. Black.
Cocks. 93 J4. 92H; hen, 91 J4; pullet, 89 J4, Win-
gerter. "W. C. White. Cockerel. 8K; hen, 92;

pullet, 93. Fredericks Bros., Erie, Pa.

HAMBURGS.
Silver Spangled. Cock, 83, Watrous. Hen,

90 O E. Davidson, Dayton; 89, Watrous. Cock-

erels, 92^4, 91 H. S9!4, Davidson; 89, Young. Pul-

lets, 93 (2), 92, Davidson; 92, Watrous. Pen, 92^^,

Davidson.
GAMES.

Black RED. Cock, 96^; hens, 9,s (2), 94H. 94;

pullets, 95 (4); pen, i9fcH. I- K. Parrott. Wash-
ington, C. H. Pit. Cock, ist, L. Madden, Day-
ton; 2d, Geo. Lyman, Dayton; 3d, H.J. Huber.

Hen, ist, 20, Madden; 3d. Lyman. Cockerel, 1st,

O. J. Engel, W. Carrolton; 2d, Huber. Pullet,

ist, Engel; 3d, Madden.
BANTAMS.

Black Red Cockerel, 92; pullets, 92^^, 91,

Jones. Silver duckwing. Cockerel, 91 J4; pul-

let, 93, Jones. Golden Sebright. Cock, 89,

Nelson. Hen, 92)4, Jones; 90;.^, Nelson. Pullet,

94, Nelson; 92, Jones. Pen, 93 3->o. Nelson.

BLACK ROSE comb. Cock, 92j4; hen, 9254, Jones.

Hen, 97; pullet, 94 '-4, Nelson.
OTHER VARIETIES.

Black Javas. Cockerel, 95, F. Doty, Middle-

town; 90, Pullar & Co. Pullet, 91 Ji, PuUar «t Co.

Langshans. Cock, 93, Clifton & Son; .s.s, Sol.

Young, Union City. Hens, 94 (2), 93; pullets. 95,

gi'4; pen, 93 3-10, Clifton & Son. White minor-
CAS. Hen, 91. pullet, 92, Ingalls. Red cai-s.

Cock, 92; hens, 90, 88 (2), 87J4; pullet, 90; pen,

90 7-20, O. A. Lott S: Co., Richmond, Ind.
TURKEYS.

Bronze. Cock, ist, Parrott; 2d, J. W. Shank,
Alpha. Cockerel, ist. Shank. Hen, ist; pullets,

iBt, ad, Ramsey.
DUCKS.

Pekin. isl, Ramsey. Rouen, ist, Ramsey.
GKESE.

TouLOrSR. Pair, ist, Ramsey.

The annual meeting of the Association was
held during show week and these officers were
elected for the ensuing year; President, C. A.

Nelson, New Paris. Vice-presidents. Al. Ware,
Washington, C. H.; A. L. Steiiimetz, Dayton; Ed-
ward Pence, Sidney; Huse Bone, Lebanon. Sec-

retary, C. C. Davidson. Treasurer, A. F. Stein-

metz. F^xecutive Committee, J. L. Rehman,
Dayton; R. R. Pettis, Tappan; Huse Bone, Lafay-
ette Madden, Dayton; D. B. High, Dayton.
The next sliow will be held in Dayton Decem-

ber 26-30, 1890.

CORRESPONDENCE^

ROLLERS AND TUMBLERS.

They Admire the Markings, but

"Wonder at Their Work.

Philadflphia, Pa., Jan. 6.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Sometime since.I

l)elieve it was in the autumn, I had the

pleasure of reading in one of our pigeon

journals an article under the above

title, reversed. I think the writer must

have been an Englishman, if not a Bir-

mingham man. I have looked in vain

for other articles on the same subject, in

every paper devoted to pigeons,which has

come under my notice. Why it is that

these most interesting birds are not more

popular I cannot comprehend, for they

certainly are interesting in many ways,

not only to the breeder and owner, but

to persons who are entirely ignorant on

the subject.

I have noted many a time with pleas-

ure the wonder and surprise of perfect

greenhorns, both men and ladies, when
visiting my loft. Their first surprise, of

course, is in the number of birds. Next,

in the brilliant plumage, beautiful mark-

ings, pearl eves, and neat, compact and
symmetrical" form, and well set head.

They are shown a few inside tumblers,

birds that cannot rise more than eight

inches or less, from the floor, and their

wonder changes to incredulity. They
think there is some trick or sleight of

hand practiced,until the owner explained
the curious faculty. They are then

shown the outside birds, the ordinary

tumbling tumblers, in solid colors and
mottles, flying about the place, and

seemingly enjoying their backward
somersault, while flying from one house

to another.
After watching these birds for some

time the happy owner whistles his birds

into the loft and closes their compart-

ment. In one end of the loft, caretully

partitioned by light wire, there are a

numl)er of rather sleepy looking birds,

some few beautifully marked, pearl-eyed,

richly colored and with their legs and

feet covered with long feathers, muffed.

Others are not much for looks, l)eing

oddly marked, with odd eyes, one black,

one pearl, sometimes both black, and
muffs at a premium. Never mind, just

wait a few moments. The owner lifts

the hook on the door, the sleepy-looking

birds which have been passed almost un-

noticed by the visitors, know that some-

thing good is comiijg. They seem sud-

denly aroused and on the alert. The
window is quickly thrown open, and out

they burst like a bunch of rockets. The
visitors are taken by surprise; they step

outside, expecting to see these sleepy-

looking fellows squatting on the roof of

the loft or neighboring houses, but not

so; these birds do not tarry to touch the

roof of any house; they have been care-

fully trained to the contrary. The visit-

ors do not see them until the owner
points with pride to his kit already far

up above the house tops.

The day is clear and bright. The birds

seem to fairly revel in their sport as

further and further and higher and higher

they go, occasionally tumbling as they

ascend. After a while they seem to gain

the desired height. Tlie odd eyes and
poor markings of some of the birds are

not seen, and entirely forgotten. The
kit makes a sweeping circle across the

clear sky, only now and then a bird going

over, when suddenly look! the whole kit

seems to stand stock still, only an in-

stant, but the stand is plainly noticed,

when just as rapidly they all seem to

turn at the same instant, with the most
remarkable precision, rolling and tum-

bling, tuinl)ling and rolling. The visitors

turn to the fancier with a surprised in-

quiry, thinking that something has hap-

pened to these transformed birds, but

they get no reply, the owner's thoughts

are far away in the white clouds with his

favorite rollers, each one of which he
knows as well as any member of his

family. His eyes follow them in another

long sweep, when .-igain they come to a

stand, and repeat their wonderful per-

formances, an<l so on, until even the eyes

of the fond owner of the kit grow weary,

and the necks of the fair visitors are

almost broken by the unaccustomed po-

sition retjuired to look upward, which,

I

by the way, they might do well to culti-
\

vate. By and by the kit returns, de-

scending rapidly, rolling and tumbling,

occasionally one old favorite taking a

long roll for some distance below the

body of the kit, until finally after coquet-

ting around the house tops in short

circles for a while they settle on the roof

of the loft, and inside of five minutes
every bird is in the loft, eagerly picking

up the handful of hempseed tossed them,

apparently just as fresh as before taking

their lofty flight.

The visitors are again in the loft, this

time their whole attention being given

to the birds that had before been almost
unnoticed—the flying kit of Birmingham
rollers. One fair visitor is listening at-

tentively to the host singing the praises

of one old roller, who is odd-eyed, poorly

marked, and altogether about the

homliest looking bird in the kit, and
whom she kindly and gracefully com-
pares with a celebrated race horse, re-

marking that "he is not much for dress

parade, but all there for active service."

As remarked alxjve, why it is, that the

Birmingham roller receives so little at-

tention from our American fanciers, is

what puzzles Black Saddle.

but they were not at that time entered
in my name, yet I think that made no
difference.

Mr. J. R. Coulters.

[We do not think your not being a

member of the club made a difference.

There was only one ist money and one
2d money and these went to the highest
and next highest scores in the class.

—

Ed.]

score 9o>^ ; second and third on pullets,

scores 93, 92; also five specials. Our
scores ranged from 66 '/j to ofa% for cock-

erels, 86vi to 93 for pullets; 87)^ to 91 (2)

for hens! Almost all of our birds were
cut on weight. Hobbs Bros.

"White "Wyandotte Club.

Broken Straw, N. Y., Jan. 4.—Ed-
itor Fanciers' Journal:—The meeting

of the American White Wyandotte Club

will be held in New York city in connec-

tion with the Institute show, February
21, at 3 P. M. B. M. Briggs,

Secretary.

IvANEsnoRO, Mass., Jan. 6. — I only

sent four pairs of ducks to the Provi-

dence show and won four ist premiums.

The score of each must have been over

90, as no pairs can win a ist with a score

of less than iSo. The awards were to

Rouen ducks, Pekin ducklings, and col-

ored Muscovy ducks and ducklings.
Besides the regular prizes I won seven
specials. The same birds won ists at the

Port Plain show last week.
Lester B. Gunn.

P^ALL River, Mass., Dec. 30.— I en-

tered one cockerel and four pullets,

silver Wyandottes at the Providence

show. The score of the cockerel was

87;^; of the pullets, 92, 91, 91, 87^. Re-
ceived one special for lowest scoring pul-

let (keep it mum).
Fred Bowers.

pullet, 92 5^. W. c. white Polish. ock-
erel, 90>4; hen, 94; pullets, 94 >^, 91 >4.

Japanese. Cockerel, 93; hen, 94)4. White
games. Cockerel, 93; pullet, 94>i. Black
red games. Cockerel, 1st, 96; 2d, 93>i;
pullet, 1st, 96; 2d, 94.

J. H. Seely.

A Bro^w^l Leghorn Club.

Oswego, N. Y., Jan. 6.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Joi:rn.\l:—It seems to be the de-

sire of a large number of the brown Leg-

horn breeders to start a club, represent-

ing that variety. Would you kindly in-

sert in your next issue, a rcnuest for as

large an attendance of breeders of that

variety as possible, at the New York
show, February 19-25, to consider the ad-

visability of starting such a club, and
also requesting those who may take an
interest in the same, to correspond with
me on the subject, giving me their ideas.

J. P"or.syth.

Apponaug, R. I., Jan. i.— My entry

at Providence was of White Plymouth

Rocks only, in all" ten birds. My win-

nings were: Cock, ist, 91 J^; hen, ist, 95;

cockerel, 2d and 4th, 92, 91 >^; pullet, 96
(tie with 1st), 3d, 95; 4lh, 94^4 (2). My
two remaining birds scored, cockerel,

90 >i; pullet, 93. My special prizes were
for best cock, best hen, best pair and
best five.

Chas. A. Allen.

Webster, Mass., Dec. 31.—I entered

twenty-four Houdans at the Providence

show and was awarded premiums as fol-

lows: Cock, ist, 94; 2d, 98. Hen, ist, 95;

2d, 93>i; 3d. 93>^; 4th, 93)^ (my other

hensscored oi>^,9i, 90>^, 89)^). Cock-
erel, 2d, 9o>^; 3d. 89 >^- Pullet, ist, 93K;
2d, 92>^;3d, 92>^;4th, 92>^. I also won
ten sjx^cial prizes and among others for

the best five and best ten in the class. I

took one pen of each fowls and chicks to

the Westfield show and won four ists,

four 2d3 aud eight specials.

W. H . Bi'CK.

Best Fives at Providence.

Bridgeport, Ct., Jan. 4.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:— I see by the issue of

December 21 that Mr. B. C. Thornton

won first and special on the best five

black red game bantams, and I would

like to know how it was. I won all

premiums over him when I competed

with him. I had the highest scoring

male and female and tied him for best

five, score 471 /-i. I know this to be a fact

as I saw it at Providence 1)efore I left.

Also, if taken as a pen with average score

of females added to male, instead of
having been a tic my score would have
been 189^ against his of iSgjil, so I can-

not see how he wins over me. I know
the judge never broke the tie, as he left

before I did. J. H. Seely.

[May we not properly say he won with
you, equal firsts. A tie must either give
equal honor to both or to neither. Prize

money may be divided, but each winner
must lie entitled to the full honors.

—

Ed.]

A"WARDS AT PROVIDENCE.

[continued from pace II.]

Arlington, R. I., Jan. 4.—I entered

only two birds, light Brahmas, for the

Providence show, a male and female.

The male .scored 87 points, the female

89. The required points for the prizes

were 88 for ist, 85 for 2d, but my birds

received nothing. The secretary said

there were so many birds which scored

higher that they could not give every
one a premium. This docs not seem
really just, but nevertheless it was just
as I have written. Different people have
told me I could not get any pri/.e be-

cause I was not a member of the society,

but I had two pullets out of the same
flock that won ist at the state fair in

September over all light Brahmas there,

Slatersvile, R. I., Dec. 30.—I only

entered one pair of light Brahma chicks.

The cockerel scored 89 and won 3d; the
pullet scored 91, but got nothit.g.

H. O. Harper.

Providence, R. I., Jan. 3.—My entry

at our show was two hens, one cock and

one pullet—all light Brahmas. The only
prize secured was fourth, for the cock.

The score of the four was as follows:

Cock.
Hen. Hen. Pullet. Prov.Worc.

Sviniiietry. ... i i . . H '

Weight I 2

Condition
Head i i !4 i . .

Comb I 154 % 1 Yi
JCarlobes *fy Vz

Neck I i}i I "a'/i \Vi

Back I 1 I 1 I

Breast % M ^ Vi 'A

Fluff H % H
Wings I I'A I I t

Tail I I t 'A M
Toes and Legs 2 -4

Outs 8H 9 «o 9'A 7
Score 91H 91 90 9°% 93
•Was not feathered out.

Last February the cock, with .\bel F.

Stevens as judge, was not cut ai all on
head, and under Ball, at Providence, it

was cut a full point. Now, I can under-
stand a bird being cut a half point by one
and a full point by another, but how one
judge can consider a bird perfect and
another a point imperfect is beyond my
ability. I don't find fault with the judges,
because I am sure they try to do tlieir

best and I shall be with them again at

Worcester and Boston.
Although this is only my first attempt,

I would say that my pullet, which was
the result of mv first mating, scored
ninety points and lost two on weight and
two on toes. Philip Iv Morgan.

[The difference in other points of the
two scores may explain the cut in head,
111 neck the diflFerence is a full point and
because "not feathered out." The same
bird at Boston or Worcester, again under
Mr. Ball, may gain all it lost at Provi-

dence and more, and both .scores tell the
true story of the bird's condition when
taken in hand.

—

Ed.]

Providkxck. R. I., Dec. 30.—My
entry at our show was dark Brahmas:

Eight hens, seventeen pullets, five cock-

erels. The score of the hens was 94'/^,

94. 93.!'a. 93 (2), 92>2. 9'/'2 (2); of the pul-

lets, the highest score was 94, ten going

over 90; of the cockerels the highest was

94, the others licing 92 (2), 91, 90^2. My
I

winnings were fourteen regular and sev-

I
enteeii special premiums; among the

I rest the grand special for ten or more in

I the Asiatic cla.ss scoring 90 or more. I

' also won first on chicks and fowls in the
class for dressed poultry.

R. B. S. Hart.

Olneyville, R. I., Dec. 31.—Our
entry at Providence was, four cockerels,

four pullets and four hens, all light

Brahmas. We won first ou cockerel,

East Providence, R. I., Dec. 30.

—

All of my birds at the Providence show-

were for exhibition only. I am in the

Worcester and Boston shows for compe-
tition. C. M. Kenyon.

Sprakers, N. Y., Jan. i.—At Provi-

dence I won as follows: Silver duckwing

games. Cock, 1st 90^^; pullet, ist, 93;

2d, 91; hen, 1st, 92 >4; 2d, 90. Black

games. Cockerel, ist, 88 >^; hen, ist,

89^; 2d, 89; pullet, ist. 93 >^; 2d, 93.

Also first on breeding pen. and six

specials on the two lots. Mr. H. B. May
was judge. I also won all premiums on
black games at Westfield and at Carding-
ton. J. A. Spraker.

Worcester, Mass., Dec. 30.—My
entry for the Providence show was two

pairs fowls and one pair chicks .of buff

Pekin bantams. My winnings were:

Cock, 2d, 94; 3d, 94; hen, 2d, 94; 4th, 91;

cockerel, 91; pullet, 4th, 94)-^. I never
received a single score card and I wrote

to Mr. Davis about it, when he sent me
the letter from which I copied the above.

The score and premium card he said were

wrote me that Mr. Joslin, the treasurer,

would send me the orders for ray specials,

but they have not come yet. I under-

stand from visitors at the show that half

of the birds were not scored at all, were
only guessed at; also that some of my
Pekins were far ahead of any others.

When we hold our show here in Wor-
cester we will have none of that kind of

business, but every bird will be scored,

and the score and premium cards will be

nailed inside the coops and there be no
risk of their being torn off.

C. A. Laurens.

Apponaug, R.

ited twenty-three

following scores:

hens, 9i>i(2), 90,

91 >^. 91. 90. 88 >i; pullets,

92>^ <2), 92, 91^ (2), 90>^ (3).

I., Dec. 31.—I exhib-

barred Rocks with the

Cocks, 91, 90>^, 88;

97; cockerels, 93, 92,

93>i. 93.
My win-

nings were one ist, four 2ds, one 3d,

one 4th and ten specials. Mr. I. K.
Felch was judge. The show was a good
one. The Plymouth Rock class was the

largest in number and with strongest

competition. One of the judges said it

would be difficult to duplicate the display

of this one breed in the country.
D. J. Lambert.

Taunton, Mass., Dec. 30.—At the

Providence show my prizes were: On
American dominiques, ist and special for

pullet, score 90; 2d and special for hen,
score 87^; 2a and special for cockerel,

score 88^. On silver spangled Ham-
burgs, cockerel, ist, 92^^; pullets, ist,

2d, 93/4, 92; specials for both. At the
Brockton show my dominiques won,
cockerel, ist, 91 >i; pullet, 3d, 88; hen, 2d,

891^. My silver spangled Hamburgs
won, cockerel, ist and 2d, 93, 92;^; pul-

let, 1st and 2d, 93^, 92 and first for pen.

J. H. Goodwin.

Valley Falls, R. I., Dec. 30.—I won
at Providence as follows: Silver duck-
wing bantams. Cock, 1st, 93>^; cocker-
els, ist, 94; 2d, 93>i; 3d, 92 >^; hen, 2d,

93 >^; pullet, 1st, 94>ii. Golden duck-
wings. Hen. 1st, 94; pullet 1st, 94;
cockerels, ist, 95; 2d, 93 >^. Brown red
bantams. Cockerel, 2d, 92^4 ;

pullet, 2d,
c\tt^ niarV rpd bantams. Corks. 2d.

94r3d, 92 >^; hens, 2d, 94 >^; pullet, 2d,

93. With pigeons I entered five pairs

short-faced Antwerps and won four ists,

one 2d. Also one pair of blue English
owls, winning ist.

Wright Buckley.

Lymansville, R. I. Jan. i.—1 am
pleased to inform you that at the Provi-

aence show my black red exhibition

cockerel scored 93 Vi points and won ist.

while the pullet scored 94 >i points and
also won ist. The pair was greatly ad-

mired and I had more than one offer of

$25 for them. I also entered a silver

Wyandotte pullet. Her score was 93
(cut one for weight),and she was awarded
4th prize. N. Reinor, Jr.

Bridgeport, Ct, Jan. 4.— I will give

you all the information I can in regard

to the Providence show. My entry was

solely of bantams. I won first for each

cockerel aud pullet of black red Malays;

first for each hen, cockerel and pullet of

red pile Malays; second for each cock,

hen, cockerel and pullet of black Pekins;

first for each cock, hen, cockerel and
pullet cuckoo Pekins; first for each cock
and hen, and second for each occkerel

and pullet, white Pekins; first for each
hen and cockerel, second for pullet, light

Brahmas; first for each cock, hen and
cockerel, partridge Pekins; first for each
cock and hen of white Japanese; first for

cockerel of white silkie; first for each
hen and pullet of white bearded Polish.

None of these birds were scored. My
winnings for standard varieties were:

Buff Cochins. Cocks, ist, 91; cockerel,

91 ;i; hen, 94; pullets; 94, 96. Black rose-

comb. Cock, ist, 96>i; cockerel, ist, 92;

hen, ist, 93>^; pullets, 94, 93>i. Golden
vSebright. Hen, ist, 91; cockerel, 91 >^;

Arcadia, R. I., Dec. 30.—My entry
for the Providence show was four Rus-
sians and three white crested white
Polish bantams. My winnings were,

Russians. Cock, 1st 95/4; hen, ist, 96;

cockerel, ist, 92)^; pullet, ist, 93 >i; also

eight specials. Bantams. Cock, ist,

94; cockerel, ist, 93 >4; hen, 4th, 94; also

three specials. O. P. Bates.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 4.—I showed
only Pekin bantams at Buffalo. On
buffs I won. cock, 3d, 93 >i; hen, 3d, 94.

On blacks, I won ist for each cock, hen,
cockerel and pullet, and for whites, ist

for each cockerel and pullet,

and whites were of course
not being in the Standard.

The blacks
not scored,

F. Knox.

Pawtucket, R. I., Jan. 4.—My win-
nings at the Providence show, held De-
cember 2-7, were as follows: Partridge

cochins, entry .seventeen birds, prizes:

Cock 1st. 92; pullets, 2d, 3d, 92. 91 ji, (2).

Silver Wyandottes, entry eight birds.

Prizes: Cock. 1st. 88; hen ist. 94; pullet,

1st. 94; cockerels, ist. (tie). 2d and 3d,

92. 91 /'4. On both varieties! won twenty
specials. H. H. Sheldon.

New Haven. Ct.. Dec. 30.—I entered

at Providence one pair fowls and two
pairs chicks, silver Sebright bantams,
also one pair fowls and two pairs chicks

white crested while Polish bantams. My
winnings for the sebrights was four

ists, two 2ds; with the Polish: hen, 1st;

cockerel, 2d. I won besides, eleven spec-

ials with the two lots. C. P. Jordajt.
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SCRAPPLE.
Influence of Shows—Beer Yeast.

Why "We Eat Turkey—Litmus

Paper and Lime.

Memo. The Influence of Shows.

W. C. says: vSonie say that shows spoil

good birds and are of no practical use to

the poultry world. This is wrong, for

as we all know there are two sides to

everv question. We must look all

aroimd before we condemn. In the first

place, it cannot be denied that poultry

shows have spoilt the laying qualities of

many breeds; but I think it would be

more correct to say certain strains rather

than breeds. Tor instance, the Cochin

fowl was considered a few yeare ago to

be an excellent layer, and now people

say that the show pen has spoilt certain

strains of the breed, which have been

bred year after year for the show pen.

In such cases, t6 a certain extent, the

birds have lost their good character as

layers; but this does not include all

Cochins, for there are some excellent

layers to be found amongst them at the

present day, though they are rather few

and far between. It is the same
amongst other breeds, especially Ply-

mouth Rocks, Langshans and Dorkings.

These breeds have l)een very much spoilt

in their laying qualities. Certain strains

are more so than others. There are al-

wa^ s a few breeders who go in for eggs

and not for show, therefore there is a

remnant kept uncontaminated.

Memo. The La Mans Fowl.

A. P. J. says: The la Mans are gener-

ally jet black with a beautiful green

metalic lustre, and even if a chick ap-

pears with a few white spots they soon

disappear, the naked feet are of a grey-

ish lead color, the eyes of reddish brown
and the beak of dark horn color. They
have much similarity to the black Ham-
burgs but their feathers are less brilliant

and silky; they are larger and stronger,

and have in consequence more meat and

lay larger eggs, their eggs are of usual

shape, white and of good flavor; they

begm laying early in spring, but seldom

sit. The shape of both cocks and hens

is fine, the cock, a moderately large bird,

stands upon legs neither too long nor too

short, has a broa<l breast with not too

long a back, a beautiful full tail, the

sickle of which is large and so long as to

appear somewhat thin at the end, the

rather small head lends to the extra-

ordinarilv well-feathered neck a very

pleasing "finish, the face is red, the l)eak

short, strong and somewhat curved. His

weight is from six to seven pounds,

which might easily \x increased, the hen
weighs about five pounds; she is easily

fattened, and her meat is excellent,

tender and juicy.

Memo. Trv Beer Yeast for Diph-

therelic Roup.

I. S. J. says: A few months ago Dr.

Heer, health commissioner of Ratibor,

Prussia, and physician in charge of one

of the government hospitals, presented a

paper before the Medical Congress, at

Berlin, upon the use of beer yeast in

diphtheria, which has created consider-

able interest among medical journals. In

response to a request from the Iowa State

Board of Health, the doctor writes as fol-

lows:

"Ratibor, Prussia, Jan. 28.

—

Secretary

of Iowa State Hoard of Health: In reply

to your favor of January 5, which I re-

ceived yesterday, I have the honor to

herewitfi transmit to vou my pamphlet
concerning the remedial effects of yeast.

I have used it thirty-five years, first in

cases of scurvy, and for ten years in

diphtheria. I have seen in children al-

most instant relief from its use in severe

cases of diphtheria. The fever is re-

duced in thirteen hours j,^i degrees

Fahrenheit. I have used the same
remedy with good results in scarlet

fever, measles, and cholera infantum. I

desire to add that since my pamphlet
was published I have seen my statements

therein concerning the curability of

diphtheria confirmed in many instances.

Nor is there any doubt that typhus in all

its forms may Ije cured by yeast, and that

even old ca.ses yield to this remedy. I

have made a proposition to the United

States Government to cause yeast to be

tested in cases of yellow fever, and I

scarcely entertain any doubts as to its re-

sult, as' I have, by administering large

doses of this remedy—200 to 250 grams

—

broken up severe cases of typhus. The
entire harmlessness of yeast permits its

use in large quantities. In severe cases

of diphtheria we }?ive children every

hour from six to eight grams of fluid

yeast, and also cause the mouth and
fauces to be mopped at the same inter-

vals with a mixture of one part yeast and
five or six parts water. If this is done
energetically and in time, the result is

prompt and favorable."

Memo. Why We Eat Turkey on

Christmas.

M. H. says: In the early settlement of

Virginia the colonists' supply of provis-

ions had run very low. Their own
stores were nearly exhausted and the In-

dians were hostile and not only refused

to furnish corn, but made it dangerous

for the whites to hunt for game. It was
1

the day before Christmas, and a party I

of )'Oung men determined to take the

chances and pravide some game for

Christmas dinner, for no one in the set-

tlement had tastetl meat for two weeks.

They set out on their hunt and were for-

tunate enough to find a pen or trap made
by the Indians for the capture of turkeys

aiid which contained about thirty fine

birds. These they killed and returned

to the settlement laden with their spoils.

These turkeys furnished the Christmas

dinner for the' settlers, and as they had

eaten no meat for some time they proved

doubly delicious. To celebrate the for-

tunate event of the turkey find the hun-

ters mutually agreed that so louy as they

lived turkey should be the principal feat-

ure of their Christmas dinners. Some of

them became prominent, and their ex-

ample made the turkey a fashionable

Chqstmas l)ird, and it has never lost iU

hold on the American people.

Memo. Foodfor Y^oung Canaries.

P. says: Crush Osborne biscuits to

powder, then add to the powder hard-

boiled yolk of egg (no white), two-thirds

powder and one-third egg, mix quite dry

with a fork in a teacup. If the hen won't

feed and you have to feed the young with

a quill yourself, you must put a little of

the mixture eacli time you feed in a wine

glass, and just add a little warm water,

sufficient to damp it thoroughly. It must

be given warm. Let the old birds have

as much watercress as they will eat to

feed with fresh twice a day. Birds must

not be kept in too small cages, and must

have sufficient sand and clean water.

Barth found that the honey bird, schnetes,

is so called from her peevish clamor as

she hunts for her lo.st son .
Few birds

have told men a happy story in their

jargoning. The sad interpretation of

merry notes must be due to human
melancholy, which again, according to

M. Bouliinger, was produced by memo-
ries of one deluge, and a mournful expec-

tation of another to follow. These ren-

derings of the speech of birds have been

the work of fantasy. In La Tradition,

a French journal, M. Frederic Ortoli

tries to be wiser than the early guesses.

He says the mind has an impression or

an intuition and there follows the desire

to represent this intuition or impression

explicitly. That can only be done by

some external sign, usually a sound, and

a sound peculiar and limited, correspond-

ing to the limited and peculiar char-

acter of the original impression. Now,
why should not the animals, in their de-

gree, employ their voices to satisfy the

instinctive desire of reproducir g their im-

pressions ? Who knows, and why not ? is

almost all the answer that can be given

to these queries. Careful study is said

to prove that, much as one note of a biid

may resemble anothei, they are not ac-

tually identical. In the croaking of

crows the sounds appear monotonous,

but M. Dupont de Nemours has counted

twentv-five words in the language of caw,

the speech that the dark birds are "cry-

ing and calling." To Lord Tennyson's

hero it was only one word, "Maud, Maud,
Maud," that the rooks uttered, but he

was a lover, not an ornithologist. A few

of the twenty-five words are:

Crae, ere, cro, cioiiom,

which dimly suggests that the rooks are

swearing in French. But can M. Dupont

de Nemours translate his own rooky text,

Craon, Creo, Croo, Crono, Cronos?

M. Ortoli thinks that, with their limited

vocabulary, rooks may perhaps say

"here," "there," "right," "left," "look-

out," "I love you," "so do I," and that

much other information, useful to rooks,

may be thus conveyed to their a])pre-

IICIIMIOII. rviiu »l n»»- i>J"«» v^"" -V

much, how much more the nightingale

may say! An Italian Jesuit, Marco Bet-

tini, has written out the nightingale's

conversation; he published his report in

1787. M. Dupont de Nemours has done

more, he has translated it. There is no

more rhyme than reason in the ditty, yet

reason enough, in the circumstances, lor

the love song of a bird. We translate M.

Dupont de Nemours' translation from the

Nightingalese:

Memo. The Pigeon, Not the Eagle.

N. V. S. says: Noah built the ark by

Divine command, and, doubtless, sent

out the dove by Divine inspiration. The
name of the male dove, in Latin, is

Columbus, which in Italian, is Colombo,

the name of the discoverer. The dove

brought back the olive branch, the em-
blem of peace and good will. In the uu-

foldmcntof this prophecy we have the

settlement of all America, a refuge for

the oppressed, the land of liberty, and
the beacon light for all humanity; then

the constitution of the United .States,

after which have been modeled those of

our fifteen sister republics, and now
comes the international American con-

gress to meet in the interest of all

America, and under the same olive

branch. In an article on Cuba, in 1857,

I wrote: 'Through peace we conquer.

We conquer with the olive held in the

hands ot our commerce extending east

and west to fold the world. We conquer

wealth and power with genius and en-

terprise, and our institutions conquer for

us the godspeed of the nations and the

hearts, and with the hearts the hearths

ofthe oppressed around us." The adop-

tion of arbitration, eliminating war, will

inaugurate an era of peace and good will

first for this continent, and, through its

example, for all mankind. Viewed in

this light, is not the dove (columbo) the

proper symbol for all America instead of

the rapacious eagle?

Memo. The Language of Birds.

D. N. says: Birds have added more
words to human speech than any other

of the animals. The cuckoo, the whawp
(with its ghostly cry), the whip-poor-will

have named 'themselves in Ivnglish.

Even in America tlie birds talk, ami an

old native legend sets forth that the

nightingale was a lorn maiden changed

into a bird by the sun, and that her mu-

sic is a wail for a lost lover. la Africa

Sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep, sweet tny sweet,
Sweet, sweet,

So beautirul, so rare,

Love me, sleeping,
Love me, keeping

—

Sweet my fair—
Nestlings there,

Our pretty, pretty, prttty, pretty
Pretty, pretty
Nestlings fair.

On the whole the words are quite as

thoughtful as the words of many a draw-

ing-room song, and the rendering is not

very much more conjectural than trans-

lati'ons from the Hittite. Moreover, the

version has this advantage, that is not

absolute nonsense, such as we occasion-

ally finil in the decipherment of inscrip-

tions.

Memo. Litmus Paper and Lime.

L. A. says: It is a known fact that if

many chickens are found dead in the

shell at the time of hatching by arti-

ficial incubation it is owing solely to

asphyxia, although the temperature re-

main's at between 102° and 104°, and care

has been taken to damp the eggs,- either

with warm water or from moisture with

earth trays. Two successive hatchings,

which were attended with success far be-

yond the preceding ones, induced me to

advise breeders to avail themselves of

mv find—I say find, for I believe no one

up to this time has tried the remedy,

which is most simple. Starting from the

fact that asphyxia is the cause of the

great mortality of chickens in the shell,

from the fourteenth day I put into the

drawer of the incubator a piece of litmus

patier. So long as it retains its bluish

color it is all right, the air is pure; but if

it l)egins to change its color to a violet,

then to red, it indicates that the air is

impure, and charged with miasma of

carbonic acid. That being so, I intro-

duced into the drawer five small paste-

board Imxes large enough to contain an

eg«, into which I placed a small piece of

quicklime; these boxes I placet! one at

each corner of the drawer of the incuba-

tor, and one in the middle. It is known
that lime absorbs carbonic acid, the ac-

tion of absorption pulverizes the lime;

once pulverized it must be replaced by

fresh quicklime—that will be sufficient

for one hatching. The air disengaged

of carbonic acid contains no longer any
mephitical properties, and there is every

chance of hatching out without loss, so

long as all the necessary requirements

for artificial incubation are well at-

tended to.

Memo. Cats and Dogs.

D. N. says: As one who has for many
years past had a large acquaintance with

cats I cannot refrain from some endeavor

to remove what appears to be very evi-

dent misconception of their nature and

finalities. Before becoming possessed of

cats and allowing myself to take an in-

terest in them, I must confess to having

had as strong a prejudice against them
as i)erhaps most people have. Since,

however, I have allowed them, not only

in my house, but about my person, I

have come to a very different opinion re-

specting them. 'Being familiar with

many instances, I unhesitatingly affirm

that cats are as they are treated, as a

rule. The fact is that cats are quite as

affectionate as dogs whenever they have

the chance of being so. The difference

is that in general they are very ditTer-

ently treated. Dogs, as we all know, are

in general well cared for. noticed,

caressed and petted. How often does it

fall to the lot of poor puss to be so ? But

it will be replied, "They are so unlike.

Dogs are so noble, so generous, so afTec-

tionate, so faithful." Now I have not a

word to say against dogs. 1 have as

much regard for them as anyone. But

there are dogs and dogs, and there are

also cats and cats. But I maintain that

in either case it is very mucli as they are

treated. I have no hesitation in affirming

that cats are as intelligent and affection-

ate as dogs—only treat them in a similar

manner. The difference really is that

while a dog is a strong and courageous

animal, a cat is weak, and therefore

naturally very timid. That, 1 lielieve, is

really al'l the difference; except—and the

exception is most important—that

whereas the strong and courageous ani-

mal gets notice and praise, the poor,

weak, timid creature gets little else than

kicks and cuffs.

Memo. Fish Heads as Food.

P. H. J. says: Fish are cheap in New
England, and the heads of codfish now
ground, pressed and sold as poultry food

are better than ground meat in containing

more of the elements that compose the

eggs, and they are much cheaper than

grain in proportion to advantages de-

rived by their use. The dro])pings of

fowls that arc fed on this food will be

much richer, and will very nearly ap-

proach guano in their fertilizing value.

There is no necessity for feeding large

quantities of grain while dried ground
fish can be obtained at low price, and
which is not only rich in nitrogen and
phosphate of lime, but serves also as an

invigorator and agreeable change from

the regular grain diet.

Memo. The Foodfor Hatching Time.

V. T. says: When a hen canary is

about to hatch give her this mixture:

After having boiled an egg hard and
shelled it, put it into a mortar, smash it

up together with a plain arrowroot bis-

cuit, and when all is well pounded mix
one teaspoonful of maw seed with it.

Give two teaspoonfuls of this mixture

every morning to the old birds, and after

the young have been hatched six hours

put into a small jelly jar (half full of

water) some groundsel in flower, and
then put into the bottom of the cage,

when the old liirds will feed their young
on the egg mixture and the yellow they

get from the groundsLl. Never neglect

to give fresh water. The following is the

best mixture of seed to get: Sixpenny-

worth of canary seed, fourpeiinyworth of

rape (best), and twopeiinyworth of best

yellow millet, and mix together yourself.

I never gave hempsced at any time, as

I find it weakens the constitution of the

birds. I gave Hartz Mountain bread

when moulting, and it helped tlicin very

much. The young canaries will l)c fit to

take away from the pannts when thirty-

one days old, but continue giving egg

until six weeks old. I have found this

out by experience, never having been

succcs'sful until this year, and I account

for it by the way I feed them.

CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

THE BENOALESE.

A Tribute to the Japanese Skill.

A Queer Little Pair.

These quaint little creatures aflbrd

another striking example of the extra-

ordinary results attained Ijy the Japanese

mode of selective bird breeding, and it is

certainly a reflection upon our boasted

advance in the study of natural science

to find that, whilst we looked upon al-

binos as freaks c f nature, yet the fan-

ciers of Japan are able to produce them
at will. How do they accomplish it, and
how long does it take them ? are ques-

tions which English amateurs naturally

ask; and, although I can answer the sec-

ond query from personal observation, yet

I hesitate to commit myself to an im-

plicit belief in the explanations given

with regard to the first. I saw the effect,

but was sceptical as to the cause. To
make this clear, let me explain that the

Bengalese, although classed as a distinct

species upon arrival in England, are

only made varieties of other birds ob-

tained in Japan by the scientific selective

breeding above referred to. There are

three varieties of Bengalese—the pure

white, the brown and white piebald, and
the black and white piebald, the two lat-

ter being marked in the most irregular

and erratic manner, whilst all three va-
rieties are frequently off-springs of the
same parents, and bred together in the
same nest.

These Bengalese are produced in Japan
from luannikins, subjected to that se-

lective system of breeding already re-

ferred to. The pure white Bengalese
are usually held in the highest esteem in

this country; but they are the most deli-

cate, and seldom nest so successfully as
their piebald brothers and sisters.

NO WING POWUR.

In the manufacturing process by

which these birds are in the first in-

stance produced they lose many of the

characteristics of their progenitors; and,

in addition to other deteriorations, the

Bengalese have scarcely any power of

flight, so that where kept loose in an

aviary, there should always be a friendly

bush within easy reach from the ground,

up which they can scramble to their nests.

They are excessively tame and confiding;
and they are, perhaps, better adapted for

cages than any of the other ornamental
finches, because no matter how small the
house, these happy little creatures are
content so long as a snug nesting basket
is provided and a liberal supply of food is

kept up. They nest readily under such
conditions, and their quaint antics and
affectionate attentions one to the other
will afford considerable amusement to
those who observe them closely.

I had a pair of these birds in my pos-
session for some years, and they oc-
cupied a wagon cage about fifteen inches
long, furnished with a nest which was
built of every conceivable material that
the little cock bird could collect about my
writing table or upon the floor. He was
so tame with me that he would always
leave his snug nest and come when I

called him several times in succession;
and to be allowed to bite my whiskers,
and struggle frantically to pull .some out
for nesting purposes was to him a source
of never-failing amusement.
His little wife was much more timid

and retiring; and, although comjielled by
her valiant mate to join him in his ex-
cursions about the room, yet the carry-
ing home of a piece of nesting material
was always a pretext for her to go back
again and ensconce herself in their suug
little domicile.
They bred regularly every season, but

their progeny were by no means uniform
in the color of their markings, which
varied from dull yellow to rich chocolate
brown; some being heavily splashed,
whilst others were but lightly flecked;
and in each specimen one ofthe legs and
beak mandibles were invariably patched
with color, whilst the others were of a
delicate flesh tint. The period of nesting

was always influenced by the bill of fare,

and soon after ants' eggs and hard-boiled
egg were added, there were great pre-
parations for the coming events, the uest
being done up afresh, and the little male
bird exhibiting unusual activity, keeping
up his funny song, resembling the rub-
bing of a small cork upon an empty
bottle, and dancing up and down in the
most absurd fashion, with drooped wings
and feathers puffed out until he looked
like an animated ball of raw cotton. The
eggs are very small for such a robust
bird, and the number laid at a hatch will

vary from one to eight or nine; the
period of incubation is the same as with
the other finches.

I.ITTI.p; BENNV.

The duration of life amongst these

quaint little birds is very remarkable,

especially when their productiveness is

taken into account, some couples breed-

ing regularly for six or seven years with-

out any apparent deterioration in the

vigor of themselves or their progeny.

My pair of Bengalese, above referred to,

were known to be four years old when I

received them from Japan, and they
never ailed anything for five years after

arrival in England, nesting persistently
every summer with unfailing regularity.

Their little house stood within reach of
my writing table, and I was admitted
not only as a privileged witness to all

their household arrangements, but
"Little Benny" was wont to consult me
through the wires of his cage, and to
seek assistance and consolation at my
hands during the melancholy period of
incubation, when his wee partner as-

sumed airs and graces, and utterly repu-
diated his rights not only to caress her,
but even to put his head inside the nest

!

The poor little fellow was very lonely at
such times; but the intense love he bore
his mate, and the anxiety felt on her be-
half, as well as the interest which he
took in that stupendous mystery of na-
ture which was being enacted in the nest
of his own making, effectually mastered
his old weakness for roaming about the
room. So. as I have said before, he used
to take me into his confidence, and after

some prolonged conversation he would
always come down from his perch, thrust
his beak through the wires and wait
to be kissed. This attention on my part
appeared to cheer him up amazingly, for

after the kissing was over he would
mount the perch again and keep up a
series of performances in which his

quaint antics were enlivened by his still

more funny song. A few chirps from
inside the nest, apparently rebuking him
for such levity, was always sufficient to

cut short these antics, and induce him to

look timidly in at his better half, but
l)eyond the threshold he dare not ven-
ture ! He was a hen-pecked husband at

such periods beyond all doubt, and the
humiliation with which he surrendered
all his old self-assertion and became the
most obedient of spouses was very re-

markable. As an evidence of his com-
plete subjection whenever by dint of
tempting he was induced to leave the
cage for a few seconds, his wife always
came off her eggs, and the instant her
voice was heard he hurried home in a
great state of excitement and set up an
apologetic song.

A l-UNNY COUPLE.

They were the funniest little couple

that I ever knew; and, in spite of the

many other pets which I had at the same

time to receive a share of my attention,

"Benny" and his little mate were my
especial favorites, and many hours were

pleasantly spent in watching their move-

ments. In an evil moment I was tempted

to give these birds their liberty at breed-

ing time in a room devoted to waxbills
and tiny finches. "Benny" set to work
at once, built up a rare big house, using
sufficient materials for twenty nests; and
when the establishment was complete,
the interior being well lined with feathers

and scraps of scarlet flannel, everything
went prosperously for a time. The eggs
were laid in due course, incubation had
been going on for about a week, and
then my attention was attracted one
morning to the extraordinary behavior
of "Benny." He heard my voice out of
doors beneath the bird room window,
and rushing into the circular wire "fly,"

which projects beyond the open window

sash, he made frantic efforts to get out,

calling incessantly, and dashing about
from side to side in vain attempts to find

an opening. I was certain that something
had happened, and thought their nest
had been disturbed by other birds, but
upon going into the room "Benny" pre-

ceded me to the nest, and looking in I

saw his little mate dead upon her eggs.
The poor old fellow perched upon my
hand as I turned the dead body over and
over, and when he sidled up to it and
failed to obtain a response to his affection-

ate twitterings, I shared the sorrow which
was so strikingly apparent in his be-
wildered manner. Poor Benny! he out-
lived his grief; after roaming about
amongst papers and writing materials as

a gay young widower for nearly six

months, he went to console the solitude
of a widowed lady Bengalese at the house
of a friend, where a numerous family
has blessed his second choice, and he is

still as active and merry as in the days
when I first made his acquaintance.

It is due to him to say that he still

cherishes me in affectionate remem-
brance, and that at the sound of my voice
he becomes frantic with joy, and lavishes

the most profuse caresses upon me after

his peculiar fashion. Although we could
not understand each other's language in

detail, yet our meanings were nearly
always plain, or, at any rate, they were
understood between Benny and me; and
small though he appeared in size, yet he
possessed an amazing amount of intelli-

gence, which endeared him to all the
members of our household.

THE BREEDING CAGE.

Although these birds will breed, as I

have .said, when kept in small cages in

living rooms where varying temperatures

prevail, yet I found that the sitting was

better attended to when the cage, with

open window, was hung in a quiet bird

room near the floor, and the birds were

free to go in and out without being dis-

turbed by the appearance of strangers.

Though these birds are wanting in wing
power, yet they are not at all deficient in
yj<rr»r oMft ahoiild 9!?^ ititnider dnre ven-
ture within the sacred portal of their
house, he is assailed with a fury which
would compel even the most warlike of
the tiny finches to fly in terror.

The difficulty experienced in determin-
ing the sexes is one of the chief draw-
backs to success with these birds, because
two males or two females will live iu per-

fect peace together, and build nests with
as much zeal as if they were properly
mated. As in the case of other kindred
species, the female may, however, be
distinguished by her manner and the
fineness of her head and beak; but, as

these distinctions can only be seen by a
practiced eye, it is better for a l)eginner

to rely upon the song as conclusive evi-

dence of male sex, and if his mate re-

sfKjiid only by a chirp, then they are a
veritable pair, for otherwise they would
sing one against the other. If neither
sings, then they will both be females;
but, inasmuch as the other sex predomin-
ate in numbers, two hens are not likely

to be sold by any dealer for a pair. The
price maintained for these birds is very
nigh, and as they command a ready sale,

and are moreover very hardy, they will

well repay the attention of those ama-
teurs who expect their pets to yield both
pleasure and profit.

Food.—The Bengalese are big eaters
for their size, millet and canary being
their ordinary diet; but it is necessary to
caution fanciers against the too free use
of eggs or ants' eggs, as the birds develop
so much internal fat, that egg-binding
frequently proves fatal. Greenmeat may
be given with advantage during the hot
weather, but its use in winter, or at

moulting time, is fraught w'ith consider-
able danger.—C. W. Gedney.

—The Scottish Fancier in comment
u])on the late show of the Glasgow
Ornithological Association says. A new
departure was in keeping the doors open
until 9 P.M.; no doubt from a financial

point of view a capital idea, but we fear

between the heat arising from the gas
and birds not accustomed to being hand-
led in the gas light when naturally they
would be sleeping, some exhibits will

contract troubles they may never get the
better of. The first consideration of
committees should be the preservation of
the health of our tiny and tender pets.

RABBIT HUTCHES.

The Flooring—To Be Vermin Proof.

Paint and Whitewash.
Hutches should never stand on the

floor, though wheu in tiers the bottom
row need not be more than nine inches

or a foot above it. When in a single

row they are sometimes supported at the

four corners at a convenient height from
the ground, say three or four feet, and
the bottom of the living-room made to

drop on hinges from the back. In this

case the false bottom is generally fixed

and made the substantial support, while
the solid one is let down for cleaning.

Again, sometimes the solid as well as the
false bottom is made to draw out, so that

it can be removed for scouring. Abso-
lute cleanliness can, of course, be secured
in this way.

When there is a false bottom the solid

one may well be covered with a thin

sheet of zinc suci as can be bought for a

very few pennies. This is very easily

cleaned, and with reasonable care can be
kept very sweet. On no account use
zinc in a floor on which rabbits have to

tread, as it is much too cold, and, more-
over, too slippery, especially for breeding

does, and even if covered with sand it is

open to grave objection. A slate slab

answers equally well, or better, but is

dreadfully heavy, and destroys the frame
of a hutch not very soundly constructed.

It is also liable to be dropped while be-
ing carried about, and a fall entails de-
struction. It is very clumsy, moreover,
and liable to injure one's toes consider-
abl)'.

A thin coating of fine cement is some-
times advocated, and if it can be made to
adhere it answers well. The chief diffi-

culty is to secure adhesion, and there is

liability to chip off. The best way to
manaee it is to make furrows or ridees
in the floors and then spread the cement
over the whole. It will dry hard and
level if properly applied and carefully
smoothed with a piece of board, and the
uuevenness of the bottom service will add
to the rigidity. Such a bottom is very
easily scraped, and it is, of course,
quite impervious to moisture. Some
fanciers use the plan for ordinary hutches
with single floors, but opinions are di-

vided as to whether they, in these in-

stances, cause sore hocks or not.

Rats and mice are at times very trouble-
some to the rabbit keeper, though they
are not guilty of so many crimes as are
laid to their charge. In a well-con-
structed rabbitry they should not be able
to effect an entrance at all, and if by
chance a rat-hole appears, prompt meas-
ures should be taken to stop it up. Brok'bn
glass rammed tightly down is a cheap
and effective arrangement, while a little

cement over the top of it and round the
sides a few inches will prevent re-open-
ing. But if the place used as a rabbitry
is unsound, and unwelcome quadrupeds
are thus able to get in, steps may be
taken to minimise the nuisance they
create. If the com bin, for instance, is

kept well away from the wall- -and 8Uf>-

ported on legs underneath the bottom'
and not at the sides, the rats will find it

difficult to get at it, seeing that they can-
not run along a surface with body and
head downwards. The same principle
may be applied to the hutches. In a
rabbitry I saw recently, the owner had
fixed a number of upright props the
same height in the ground before apply-
ing the cement, and these were used to

support the hutches in such a way that
rats would find it difficult to climb.

In the case of stacks of hutches, a con-
venient and general plan is to extend the
extreme ends sufficiently to form sup-
ports, and in the event of a very large
stack,.to fix a further support in the cen-
tre to prevent undue pressure. But
while this acts exceedingly well in most
respects, and is the best plan in properly
constructed hutches, it is not effective in

keeping vermin away. An objection can
be raised to a bench that refuse is apt to

get between it and the hutch or hutches
and engender unpleasant smells. This is

particularly the case with old worm-
eaten benches such as are most likely to

be used for the purpose.
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We have already spoken of the im-

T>ortance of a good 16ck on the door, and

ffwen to adopt a good fastening to the

hutches. Wooden bolts are not very

Sfactory. as the screw wears the wood

awav and they soon get loose A small

bolt' applied from the inside of the living

Som Ineffective for the sleeping conj.

partment. and a small spring lock is

much the l>est for the larger door.

It is amusing to see what erratic ideas

young fanciers have sometimes on the

matter of paint. We have seen and felt

hutches so^ daubed with a badly mixed

green paint that can never P'?P"2y^^;y

Is to be quite a nuisance; and the worst

Tf it Is, t^, that paint put on in this way

?8 liable to blister and be very unpleas-

ant A stone color or pale brown will

look as well or better than ^eeu and

^1 answer much more satisfactorily.

An experienced fancier will never use

green, Twing to its P^i^P^r "rX'co"n
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The first prize offered for 1890 flying is

I50 in gold by "a friend" for the best

average speed from 200 miles or over,

made under THE Fanciers' Journal

rules, between May 15 and October 15,

open to all subscribers to The Fanciers'

Journal.
»

the ioumey for 525 miles must be in bet-

ter than 1350 yards to the minute.

.75
•50

Other conditions are, not more than

two trials per bird from any one station

and a new station not to be within thirty

miles of one previously flown from in

competition. Other than this, the entry

may be of as many birds as one chooses,

SI^aiaTtiiy o7a"e^nt"Tenemriy c^cTn- 1 and there may be as many trials,

tains. The less paint that is put on the I

better, and two thin coats are niuch bet-

ter thkn one thick one, especially if a

good forty-eight-hours mterval is allowed
P J a f-u- UanA of ft OrO-

*
» «

between the coats. The hand of a pro-

fessional painter is best, if poss.ble, for

applying it. On no account pamt any

Srt^ol The inside of the hutch or any

We where the sharp teeth of the rabbits

can gnaw. Paint is more ornamental

than useful, and it is not a tonic

Better far than pamt is whitewash.

Use this both inside and outside the

hutches, and on the inside of th^ ral>-

bitry walls and roofs. It creates a sweet

feeling in the air, prevents contagion,

and drives away insects. In fact it is by

far the most useful article for the pur-

pose It is true that it comes off a good

deal on one's clothes, and this IS an ob-

jection, but if carefully mixed it is not

so very bad in this respect A blue

shade can be given to it if preferred.

Wood stains are handsome in appear-

ance, and far better than paint when

anything of the kind is adopted.—Lagos

in Poultry.

The advice from every quarter except

where the birds are still apart, is of

plenty of youngsters and all in grand

condition. The little sickness that is re-

ported is confined to mild cases of going

light and canker.
»*»

Considerable stock is just now chang-

ing hands in individual birds bought as

breeders, but, we are told, several flights

are offered without reserve. Among

others is mentioned the collection of

Mr. Thomas Brooks, of Germantown.

•*•

Others again, like Mr. T. P. Green, of

Woodbury, N. J., are disposing of all

varieties, except the homing pigeons, to

be able to give more room and better at-

tention to these.

» »

These are hard lines, but with suitable

weather the speed can be made, and the

condition in which the St. Thomas

birds arrived at home and the time there

was to spare shows that even better work

is possible.

* *

Mr. Herman Dienelt, of this city, has

removed his birds from the lofts in his

mills to a room in a dwelling near by.

He may fly them next season but at

present he is giving them but little at-

tention.
«

«

The Piatt flight it is said may possibly

have a place upon the roof of the new

building to which the firm will remove

in the spring. The birds have lately

done such good service as message

bearers in a case of illness, that it is felt

they can hardly be spared.

The Virtue Club.

The above is the title of a new organi-

zation for pigeon flying. The officers

are: President, W. P. Kepsher; vice-

president, F. Lane; secretary and treas-

urer, John Adam. The membership is

limited to five. The club found its name

in the seal of the vState. The journey's

of the club's birds during 1890 will be

for public record and forThe Fanciers'

Journal prizes.
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My Cats.

My cats show the greatest, and some-

times the most touching affection for me.

Also to say, as it is commonly and ig-

norantly asserted, "The cat is attached

to places, that is, to its habits and meals

regular, not to persons," is, I am sure,

without a shadow of proof. If it is at-

tached to iU "habits and meals regular,

who is to blame for that ? Are we not

ourselves even so ? But that it is not at-

tached to places more than to persons I

have this proof A few years ago I re-

moved from my residence some few

miles distant, where I now reside; and I

took with me six cats, none of them in

their kittenhood, and two or three of

them well grown in years. They were

shut up in the new house only for a

night. The next day I took them all

over the house and a garden and gave

them their liberty. Not one attempted

to go away ! It was enouj^h for them that

I was there. And to this hour, though

they have had perfect freedom, not one

has strayed or been lost? And as to affec-

tion, one of these cats shows the greatest

fondness for me, caressing me at all

hours in the most loving manner—not
waiting to be caressed. No doubt they

know they are well cared for, and they

give gratitude and affection in return.

But who can go through the world with

his eyes open and not see the miserable

life most poor cats must lead, with their

chance and insufficient "meals," their

wretched housings, and uncleanly and

uncomfortable beds; hardly ever noticed

or spoken to, and glad to get out of the

way whenever they can? Is it to be ex-

pected they will be very affectionate in

Trtf >!*» nr\m\Y\<r

season is the brightest we have ever

known, and with the breeding season

closing early.the birds in good condition

and the owners with patience to hold

their birds for the season in which set-

tled weather may be hoped for, there is

no reason why the prizes offered for

record-breaking should be laid over to

another year, that is, there is no reason

why 1890 should not stand in the racing

calendar against new figures for both

speed and distance in the day.

» »

Already plans are being made for the

flying season, but the generally ex-

pressed resolve is that whatever tempta-

tions the weather and possible early sea-

son may hold out, the birds will not be

started until about the first week in May,

thus avoiding the migrating birds of

prey and the changeable atmospheric

conditions that earlier than this are the

rule.

Pennsylvania State Society.

SPECIAL TO The Fanciers' Journal.

C0AT.SVILLE, Pa., Jan. 9.- Arrange-

ments are being made for a meeting of

.I.- i»_.. <-.«,.;«.«: r.ft1ip<statp to 1)e held

in this town at 2 P. M.. February 5. 'or

the purpose of organizing a vState Poul-

try vSociety upon some such plan as those

already organized in New York and New

Jersey. Those interested in working the

matter up are N. G. Temple, Pocopsin;

H. W. Vahle, Philadelphia; Captain

Miller, Carlisle, and J. D. Nevius, Phila-

delphia.

Nevius to Act at Bridgeton.

Bridgeton, N. J., Jan. 4.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—I do not think our

secretary has informed you that Mr.

Ball, the judge engaged for the South

Jersey Poultry Association's show, will

not be able to be present on account of

sickness in his family. Mr . J . D. Nevius,

Philadelphia, has been engaged to act in-

stead. B. L. Felton.

Practical Kennel Guide, btables .....
ITincipIesofDog Training. Asliraont . .

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

point.s, etc.; cold portrait orPluilimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, DV Id»tone ; „• ••' "

The Fox lerricr; Breeding and Rearing.

Dalziel: colore<l portrait . . . . . • • •

The Greyhound. Ualxiel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. .Stoiiehenge, 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustraletl . ...
Typical Dogs, portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; m leather

Youatt on the Dog
CAGE BIRDS.

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston ,
Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and

other illustrations •••,•.• \:- '5-

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstem. New
Edition „• ' '

i,
' '

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby. .

The Canary
PIGEONS.

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

I eons, Too pages. By Dr. L. S. Clark ••, •

1 Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier . . .

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow. Candea and

others, so colored plates, showing diHer-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous

wood cuts •

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer
POULTRY.

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Ftlch » I.ec • 1

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir • • • • • •,•

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts. ...... . •

Book of Poullry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
' The Game Howl. Cooper.... ••
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Diseases. Vale
Poullry ft)r the People. Comyns. .....
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

Fancy Poultry. Part I; Breeding and Feed-

ing. Comyns •

Poultry Doctor. J. h. Diehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch

Poultry Account Book
MISCELLANEOrS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuuiculus . . .

Childhood's Pets; Stories of Dogs, Cats^

Chickens, etc. 200 pictures. Olive Patch

Art of Training Animals; illustrated . . .

Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . .

Domestic Cat. Stables

Cassells' Almanac. 1889
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•50
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•25
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25
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PUBLICATIONS.

Books for Fanciers.

The old idea was that the long days of

June were the only ones in which the 500

miles would be covered before evening,

and the dates of preliminary journeys

were arranged to this end. But the jour-

ney from St. Thomas to Boston in August

of last year and with hours of daylight to

spare, has put a different face upon the

matter and may lead flyers to fix their
De very anecuouai-c m "•• —- '

.,,•

in such c^s? Mohammed had faults
J
dates with the weather-willing proviso,

enough, to be sure; but let his kindnessi ^^^l ^ot forge ahead determined to keep

to his cat teach a lesson to those who ! . . ,., ..x. 1

need it; some, too, who ought to be

ashamed to have to learn from such a

teacher. -•

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

//o answers by mail. Writeyour questions clearly

and write only on one side of the paper, else no at-

tention will be paid to your communication.

By KK\l,.—Qtiistion.—Do you think it

will affect eggs for hatching if I have

them sent by rail ?—O. S., Canarsie, L. I.

Answer.—^o, not if they are properly

packed.

to the schedule even though the indica-

tions are for a Northeaster that will de-

tain the birds for a week at the liberating

station

.

•%
The prizes offered for record breaking

will be made known in due season. The

conditions will be the same as for last

year except that the speed to win will

have to exceed 1476 yards per minute in-

stead of the 1464 hung up for the Cresson

to break, and for the distance in the day,

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:
KF.NNEL.

American Kennel. Burges $ 300

Bookof the Dog. Vero Shaw n.oo

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

Diseases (if the bog. Dalziel

Dog, Di.scases of Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of

Judging; new and enlarged edition.

Hammond ;,:. L ' c'
' '

Dogs Management of. Mayhew, ifimo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Knglishc Dogges. Reprint of 1576 5°

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I • 5<»

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to I.X, each 4 -.SO

English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to Xlll.each

Pox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and lUustra-

ions ,•.",;
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases
Our Friend, the Dog. Stables •••••
Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000

dogs, with II illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather . . ... . .

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

PointBof Judging; new edition, correct to

date

PHOTOGRAPHS OF DOGS.

Wc will send copiesof anyof thefollowing^pho-

tographs prepaid bv luaii uu rtctipt o. f"^~.
ENGLISH SKTTEKS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Beaufort (little brother to Thunder). Count Dan,

Count Fred. Dart. I^ss 0't.owrie, Leicester,

Luna, Nora. Rosy Morn. Roilerick, Ruth. 1em pie

Bar.
IRISH SETTERS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Desmond II. .

Card size, 25 cents each.

Champion Mollie Bawn. Desmond II.

i;ORIX>N SETTERS.
Cabinet size. 50 cents each.

Champion Royal Duke.
ENGLISH BLOODnOUNDS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Champion Barnaby (head up). Champion
Barnahy (head down).

COLLIES.
Card size, 25 cents each.

Champion Dublin Scot. Champion Scotilla.

Champion Flurry II.

POINTERS.
Cabinet size. 50 cents each.

Bang. Banjo. Belle. Champion Countess Bang,

Champion Donald, Rose, Stella.

M.\STIFFS.
Cabinet size. 50 cents each.

Anlaf Astons Lion (brother to Governor).

Beau (2). Beaufort (2), Benedict, Bengal. Bosco

II Cardinal. Champion Minting, Crown Prince,

Edwy llford Cromwell, Jack Thyr (2). Lion (Miss

Hales') Lorna Doone, I»rna Doone II. Maxi-

milian,' Moses, Monarch (Sears'), Orlando (2),

Pontiff. Prince Chariic. Prince Regent. Rajah,

Salisbury Satan (Kus.sian Mastiff), Taurus.

The Lady Clare, The Lady Isabel, The Lady
Rowena.

.

Card size. 25c. each.

Beau (when young). Countess (Mrs. Rawlin-

son's) Donna (Miss Walker's), Duchess (Curtis ).

1.00
.80

2.00

•50

3.00
1.00

•50

•75

4-50

1.25

•50

300

10.00

2-50
.60

Duchess (Haiibury's), etching of 1792; Goyenior

Greatheart. llford Baroness, King (h. .
Field s

.

Lioncca Maximilian, Magnus, Mischief. Nell,

dam of King U'ield si. Norma (Kxley's) Orlando

(I) Orlando II, Phillis (Haubury's) Pontiff and

Prince (Hanbury'sl Prince Ktgt'it, Queen (Han-

bury's), Taurus. Thor. Turk. Una (Hebron) Wolf

(Miss Aglionsby's), Wodan. Young King. Voung

King II.

Larger than cabinet, $1.00 each.

Albert Victor, Ashmont. Nero (the noted pup-

DV). Bruce I. Couchez, Moses. Lion (I-tiRcy s).

Imp. St. Bernard, Quaker (Cautley's) The head

of Mastiff in Van Dyke's picture of the children

of King Charles I.

MASTIEF COMBINATIONS.
$1 each.

I Salisburj-, Lion (Ast(m's), Anlaf, illustration

in Bingley 1800, Satan (Russian Mastiff).

2. Beau, Lion, (Miss Hales') Crown Prince and

i''uon"(Miss Hales') different from the one

above; Monarch (Green's) and some others.

4 llford Baroness, Young King, etching ot

'

179,, and Phillis (Hanlmry's).

I
V Prince (Hanbury's), Nell (Field's), dam of

' King, Taurus.
, „

6 Oucen (llatil)urvs). Duchess (233^), Countess

(Miss Rawiinsoiis); King, Wolf (Mi.ss Aglions-

by's). Turk.
7. Duchess (Hanbury's) and Governor.

' 8 Counte.ss (Lukey's), Governor (Lukey s).

I

Lion (Garnier's). Harold (Garnier's).

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO..

32 South Third Street.

Philadelphia. Pa.

OUR OLUBBINO LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' JoimNAL
for one year with any ot the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named:
With

Regular Fanciers'
Price. JODRNAL.

American Angler J3.00 $4-oo

Critic 300 4<»
Country Gentleman 2.50 3.50

Forest and Stream A-oo S-o°
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00 4.00

Illustrated Weekly 4-<» S-<»
Budget of Wit ...... 2.25 3-75
Pleasant Hours 1.75 3-25

Farmer's Review 1.00 a.75

Godey's Ladies' Book 2.00 3.00

Harper's Monthly 4-oo 5-«>

Weekly 4.00 5-«>

Bazar 4.00 5.00

Young People 2.00 3.00

Magazineof American History 5.00 6.00

New York Ledger 3.00 4.00

New York Weekly 3.00 4.00

New York Weekly World 1.00 2.75

Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00

Popular Science News 1.00 2.75

Prairie Farmer 1.00 a.75

Puck 5.00 6.00

Peninsular News and Adver-
tiser. Milford, Del 1.50 2.75

Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.00

Register, Marietta. Pa 1.50 2.75

Scientific American 3.00 400
Architects' Edition . 5.00 6.00

Spirit of the Times 5.00 6.00

Spotting Life 2.25 3.75
Truth 4.00 5.00

Turf, Field and Farm .... 5.00 6.00

Wheelman's Gazette • 50 2.60

Good Housekeeping a.50 4-™'

Western Rural 1.50 2.75

Southern Farmer i.oo 2.60

Alabama Alliance i.oo 3.60

Southern Cultivator 1.00 2.60

Wide Awake . . .• 2.40 3.50
Pansy i.oo 2.75

Babyland 50 2.60

Delaware Farm and Home. . . i.oo 2.75

Georgia Farmer 50 2.60

Overland Monthly 5-<»

Rural Workman 1.50 3.00

Babyland 50 2.60

Pansy 1.00 2.75
Wide Awake • . . . . 2.40 4.00

Pacific Rural Press 2.40 4.00
Rural Californian 1.50 3'0o

Century 4.00 5.50
St. Nicholas 3.00 4.50

Publications.

If true ODiy of the

WHEEL/IEIISeHZrrTE.

n (.lastratvn monthly mag
azlne devoted to tbe ip-and

est, healthiest, must maoly
iport Id the world.—cycllnK.

l2Times
FOR

50 c.

flp* you a V/l2««lman?

Whetber yon are or not J^oa are sura to be iiit«r

Mted In oar paper. Ton ran't help It. luaketcun,
Doems and stone* are IdT<i -eeang to all. The* ere
pore aod bealthful In their tone. Thry tn-eatbe-of

creen Belda and shadv lanes, and are a oonstant
liuplrer ot • love of Daiore.

To coDTlDce you that our paperlsall we claim
torltlnevery particular tr>oa will send 7oarnani«
and address wewlllsend you aeamplecopy <r«>«i
Then If yon want to try It for a year, as you surely
will. It will cost yoo only OO o^aata.

Cheap Enough, Is n't It?

UBEBAk COHIitWIUIIIi TV CLOB BAISEBK.

Address the Puhtllsber —

BEN L DARROW.
ii«r>iA»(AE>or..is. ifrx>.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this htading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertioM.

Collies.

/-aOLLIE PUF&-A litter by Clipper (see "in
utofGlen Bellel^ the stud" advertisement).out

by Glenlivat out of Nellie McGregor (dam
of Queechy and Buttercup II). These ought
to make winners. Prices very moderate to
clear when ready to leave the dam. J. Wat-
son. P. O. Box 770. Philadelphia, Pa.

CHAMPIONS CARACTACUS. Rutland, Sco-
tilla and Dublin Scot. Several brood bitches
and dog collies to be disposed of, sired by
by above. Apply by post to Lincoln, 207
R'ush Street. Chicago. 111.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers.

FR SALE.—Fox terrier bitch, registered A.
K. S. B. Will make a grand brood
bitch. No better blocHl in the country.
Also two very handsome puppies. Sure
winners. Evenly marked black -and-tan
heads. Full pedigree given. Address T.
J. Tyrrell. 321 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia,
Pa. s-43

Greyhounds.

^OR SALE.—A large number of English grey
' hound pups, various 9ges. Also, pure

white grown dog and brindle and fawn
bitches. All registered and for sale very
cheap if sold at once. Must have the nx)m
LaFayette Greyhound Kennels, P. O. Box
432, LaFayette, Ind. 8 44

Maatlflb.

FR SALE —A litter of English mastifi pup-
pies, whelped May 5, 18^, 5 bitches and i

dog. by Clement (American Kennel Reg-
ister No. 6302) out of Ashmont Cleopatra
(American Kennel Register No. 5893); also
I dog and i bitch, by Clement out of Ash-
mont Cleopatra, whelped September 10.

1888; also 3 bitches and i dog,l)y Clement
out of Nell (American Kennel Club Reg-
ister No. 3647), whelped June 18 i8f8.

These dogs will be sola for one-third their
value, as I intend to close out my kennels
immediately. Clement took second prize
at Philadelphia. 1888. first prize at
Philadelphia, i88a. besides winning a
number of first ana second prizes in Eng-
land. Ashmont Cleopatra and Nell also
have won prizes in this country. For fur-

ther particulars, full pedigrees, prices, etc.,

address Langhome Kennels, Langhome,
Pa.

Pointers.

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liver-and-white ticked, partly handled
and promising, Sired by Champion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels. Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,
color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-

weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEVERAL high<lass pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H . Wlnslow, 608 Chestnut
St., PhUadelphia, Pa.

Pass.

FINE BITCH PUPS, some nearly old enough
for breaking. Granddaughters of Champ-
ion Dude and granddaughters of Othello.
Prices low. Chequasset Kennels. Lancaster,
Mass. 43-45-47-49

FOR SALE.—Cheap, to make room. Three
fine pug bitch pups, eight months old by
Cricket ex Pansy Blossom. Also a litter

four weeks old by Cricket ex Loo. C. G.
Hinckley. Oak Sliade Kennels, Lee, Mass.

Setters.

VERY CHOICE PUPPIES, whelped June 9.

1889. by Larry S.; grand field and show
dog. by Champion Cnief ex Leigh Doane I;

out of Lass, a fine bitch by Champion
Bruce, out of Little Nell, she by Champion
Echo out of Cliampion Rose. These pups
are bred to win on the bench or in the
field. I. Hy. Roberts, P. O. Box 248 Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Spaniels.

/\ pion tioc when a'puppy for Mr. West, and
this dog will. I believe, prove as great a
winner. Price. $100; no less. J. Watson,
P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Bernards.

vT. BERNARDS of choice strains for sale.

) Dakota Kennels, Jamestown, N. Dakota.
•

»43

Terriers.

E8.
CUNNINGHAM. De Land. 111., breeder

of black-and-tan terriers. Young stock on
* hand. Correspondence solicited. s 43

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are offered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

Various.

A

B

NEW DOO WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-

F. LEWIS, Merion, Montgomery County,
Pa., handler of dogs. A specialty made 01
conditioning dogs for bench shows.
Kennels near Elm Station.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St.. PhUadel-
phia. Pa.

FP. SMITH, ijf-j South Eighth St.. Philadel-
phia. Pa., will take a few high-class dogs to

* board and condition. The best of reference
from prominent fanciers.

IRISH SETTERS, pugs, Blenheims, Yorkshire
and puppies. New importation; finest in
America. laio North Second Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to Insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor t centsper wordfor each insertion.

Brahmas.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks.
William H. Child, Glenside, Pa.

Address

Cochins.

FR SALE.-White Cochins. Cockerels,
pairs or trios, at reasonable prices. Eggs
in season, J2 per 13. Circular giving scores
and winnings free. H. F. Drury, Gales^
burg. III. 8 4S

Ilomlnar Plseons.

Iv

£intB for HatohlnK.

HOWARD BEANS. 1222 Asquith Street. Balti-

more. Md., breeder of black Leghorns
(Lord Baltimore strain) as bred by Lukens
Wood, of Baltimore. Md. Great layers.
Eg{[s in season, ti.50 per 13. Fair, honest

all.dealings with 1 47

Gaines.

I
HAVE TWO magnificent trios of tested pit

games direct from Originator, Irish
Daulton Dandys and Tait Claiboms. Will
sell at $12 a trio, or trios and two pairs of
new 2j^ heels and set of muffs for $25.
George C. Schwegman, Richmond, Ind.

THE GAME Fowl Monthlyly is an illus-

trated magazine devoted to game and game
bantams. All progressive (anciers read it.

Annual subscription price. $1.00; single
number, 10 cents. Address C L. Francisco,
Sayre, Pa. 56

Game and Game Bantams.

I
HAVE the champion games and game ban-

tams of America, and will not compete
during 1890 except at the New York show.
I have for sale a grand lot of birds, high
stationed, long necked and slim heads, that
can win prizes. Black red. pile, btown red
and yellow duckwing games from |io each.
Same varieties in bantams from I5 per
pair. Many birds sold this season have won
with scores from 94 to 97 points. No eggs
for sale; only way to get this blood is pur-
chasing birds. Stamp lor circular. John
E. Gill, Franklin, Pa. AAt

Y GUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
AVBshington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing nigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
lofl are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 4,v> miles; Black
Hawk. 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock nrst-class.

Jacobins.

H,
V. CRAWFORD, Montclair. N. T., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from )io up. 44

Pouters.

H

I

Incnbator.

W B. SHERRY, Stony Brook. N. Y.. offers
1000 egg Perfect Hatcher, all in good
order, lor $60. No room to run. Cheap

at Stoo. 43

Plymouth Rooks.

THREE YOUNG barred Plymouth Rock cock-
erels, J3 each; from our own stock. Breeders
of white and barred Plymouth Rocks and
white crested white Polish bantams.
Menthon Kennels. Phocnixville. Pa. 43

Various.

C C. DAVIDSON, 954 Home Avenue. Dayton,
O.. breeder of white and barred Plymouth
Rocks, single comb brown Leghorns and
laiicv pigeons. My lowis are oreu lor size,

markings and egg pnxlucing qualities. If

you want the best strains of the best fowls
write to me. S 44

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

HENRY ERDMANN, Maple above FUghth
St.. Philadelphia. Pa. Pigeons and poultry
a specialty. Terms reasonable. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin bantams.
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N. J.

43

WM. P. PERKINS Danvcrs, Mass., Wyan-
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,
stamp. so

Wyandottes.

ENRY LANCASTER,750 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md.. offers for sale oue pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for J75, and its father to Mr. Kerner, of
Louisville, for $50. 53

AM FULLY PREPARED TO FURNISH
pouters fit to show or cross in with anyone's
strain. Buyers are guaranteed fair and
honest dealings. Description of th t birds
complete and free (rom misrepresentation.
If found inaccurate and unsatisfactory
return them within a week and I will re-
fund the money less express charges. J15
and upwards per pair. A. A. Ueroux,
Lawrence, Mass. 43

Hollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J.

S'wallows.

G A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Street. Balti-
more. Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadilv im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati. O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Turblts.

WHITE and silver-laced Wyandottes, cocks
and cockerels. Good biros cheap if taken
soon. C. P. Haines, Crosswicks, N. J.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or i centsper word/or each insertion.

Barbs.

D E. NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street,

New York City. Barbs of all folors from
the lofts ol M. Hedley, England. The
champion barbs of America. tf

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,

description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S>! Singer, Cardington, O. 48

Carriers.

D E. NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street,

New York City. Black, dun and white car-

riers of the highest quality. Prices from
I40 per piece up. tf

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN. I W. Fayette Street,

Baltimore. Md., breeder and fancier of fan-

tails oiilv. All colors. Has for sale a few
choice w'hite fans. Will sell low to make
room for the winter. 46

Homing Pigeons.

MICHAEL J. BURKE, Readville, Mass.
breeder and fancier of homing pigeons.

J-

I

JESSE LANCASTER. 5M W. Lexington Street,
Baltimore, Md., Breederand fancier of high
class turbits and owls, Henry Lancaster's
stock. My stock birds are imported and
were prize winners. 44

Various.

RROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
speciallv-preparcd sharp erit. Size for
fowls, and size for young chicks. Bushel,
$1. John Mercer, Leaiimn Place. Pa. 43

B. FRANZ. 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobins,
swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

FOR SALE—An odd lot of owls and turbits.
Address L. S. Clark, ro5 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia. Pa. 43

N ORDER to reduce my loQ I will sell 20 pairs
of young Antwerps. bred from record birds
at I2.00 per pair; also some 500-mile birds
at low prices. James Stovell, 10 South
Broad Street, Philadelphia.

JOHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth Street.
Philadelphia, Pa., dealer in all kinds of
fancy pigeons. I^argest stock in this city.
Write for what is wanted.

PIGEON NEWS—Subscribe for The American
Columbarian. Buffalo, N. Y. It has the
largest circulation and is the best adver-
tising medium of any paper in America
devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a
year.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The F'anciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa.

R MELROSE.Wabash, lud., has for sale fan-
tails in white, black, saddlebacks; Jacobins.

* Oriental rollers, owls, turbits, inside ana
outside tumblers. No scrubs.

RC. TATE, Milwaukee, Wis., has for sale
the following fancy pigeons, principally

* from last season's breeding. Fantails,
black, blue, yellow, white and saddled.
Turbits, pure white and solid blue with
black bars. Jacobins, white and strawberry
mottled. Tumblers and rollers in all colors
short and long faced, with and without
boots. Also, inside or ground tumblers.
Write for what you want: prices reasonable.
Will sell to dealers 100 or more of above at
very low prices to make room. 50

Artists and Engravers.

je

vPFXIAL engravings made from photographs
) of dogfs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third .St., Philadelphia.

-f->RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia.

EG BANDS FOR PIGEONS, seamless, (for
* youngsters), every one registered, 2%c.

Open bands, for old birds, jc each. Send
for sample. E. S. Starr, box 295, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
wht-reby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubushing
Co., 33 South Third St., PhiUdelphU, Pa.

W;
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WANAMAKER'S.

Of course Wanainaker has

Horse Goods and Dog Fixings

and all that.

Picked just as sporting

goods are picked—the best

froia everywhere; sold just as

every thing in the store is sold

—at a slight advance on bed-

rock wholesale cost.

John Wanamaker.

£DW.J^^"yRYON,jR.,^C^
10 AMD 12 NORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Agents for Keystone Machine Made Guns,

The Best Ever Offered to the Public for the Money. Everv Part Interchangeable. Also

Mer, Colt, Remigon, Bate, Siith, Wincttr, laca.

JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

OF

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY
A FINE UNE OF

Dog Collars and Furnishings.

Spratts and Cheltenham Dog Biscuit.

Glover's Dog Medicines.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC GOODS. TO DRY GOODS.

WITHOUT A SINGLE tXCEFlTUX

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

/<9

WINNERS

AT ALL

LEAD^G SHOWS

Birds for Sale.

8TMWBRME & CLOTMR

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PIIILADELPHIA, PA.

Long Distance

r Homing Pigeons

Having purchased the entire loft of Georrc

S Fell, of this city, I will dispose of

a' portion of tho»e of same stock as

those I wish to retain. I have also for

sale a few birds from my o*^_^^'' *°

maKc r<x,iu foi ilicm. **cvr ccKsers-

Address

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FAHTAILMEONS; SCOTCH,ffl&LISHM PEERLESS WHITES.

No Other Color Bred. The Finest Stud of Fans in the Entire West or South. No Sec-

ond-class Birds. Prices from $2.50 to $25 per Pair. Bred for Thirty Years.

FRANK M. GILBERT, Evansville, Ind.

JOSEPH GAvTn
,

8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

EH-GUSSm TOEBITS,

White English Dragoons

Prixe Winners. The finest coop ol

twelve pairs in this country (formerly

the property of Thomas Wright, of

Medford. Mass), who took all the

prizes wherever shown. Price for en-

tire coop, $150. Single pairs, $25.

Address

13. W. WlNDRHM,
24 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass.

kMMk*A****'><

tall colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years

myself my birds previously took ist and 2d in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won

more pri7.es than all other stocks combined,which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SEI..L

THEM TO OTHERS. SUmp for reply.

POULTRY
SUPPLIES

buff cochins
Champions of the World.
My Bufft won all regular and special prizes offered at

The Best Place to Buy

FINE SINGING CANARIES,

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

GOLDFINCHES,
TALKING PARROTS
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOn HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

ALSO THE COCHIN CLUB SPECIAL FOR BEST BREEDINQ PEN!

ia of my GOLD DUST stm'" scored an averagt! of over 95 points each. Send for new Circnlat

T. F. McGREW, Jr., Sprinofikld. Ohio.

HAMMONTON
INCUBATORS
UO Ecg. S16.50
PRES8Y

BROODERS
with store, iJIM.OO

PREPARED MEAT FOR POULTRY
loolb.bae, Sa.75; BOlb. bug, liS1.50 !

Desiccated FinU tflne for Poultp'). _, .„ ,

CJranalatedBone, Mlb. bac.itirM
'

|

Cruiibed Oynter HhellB. . .. _, „,
as \h*. 4t)<'.t 100 lbs. 81.2&

Fine Sea NhellH. Hki !b». SSI-VS
Poultry .>lnrkeni, by mill. 30c.
(liapo Worm Extraclorn, by mail, .'iOc.

WIRE NETTING fiirenclooinn yards. 2 inch

meab, in baTe* iit 160 linoal fuel J^c. |>er iq. foot.

P»r bale Per bale.

U inch wide. 81.13 < 2^ '""h wide, Stt.^tM
as • ^ •• 3.38; 48 ••

;.; f.-w?
80 •• " 6.«3; '2 ••

,
' ,

«-7*»-
Staples, 16c. per lb 1 lb. required for b bale.

Hone .Mills, «d.(M> \ Neat lisga, 4Uc. duz.

Urinklns Foantninfl, .„ „. .

'.lyt. Ji.jc. !g2.60 per doz. 4 qt. 40c. %\ perdoi

CLIMAX CONDITION PQWDER (•

mre cure for Cholera). Price, 2.»e. By mail,

40c. Per dc>7eD, byeipr«ti<B, Si2..jO.

ROUP PILLS— an excellent article—2.>c.
per b<n.

ECBS for Hntchlnff. Write ns for kinds and
pricea. Kend l»c. for 8eed Catalugue.

JOHNSON A STOKES, Seedsmen,
817 * Jltt Harket SU, Philadelphia, Pa.

>^i»»» v »»»»>ii»»**»» ^f^^^rm

SENSIBLE LOW-COST HOUSES.-HOW
BUILD THEM, t^^^^^^^^^^^o^'llt^^^^p

Row ready. Thla oontalna plana, Uloatrstlona, aad complete deaerlpllona of S8
flew, Beantlfnl, and Ckeae C'esntrr Henees, coating fVom |8M to tTBIM.

Show* how you can bnUd a filOOO honae ror817»0, and how to make thesi

w*ra and eheaplr fceated t> winter. Tell* tntendtna balldere of homes

wkal te de. and warns them what •( ta do. Desorlbes heoaas aJqpled

•1.M br aaO. / Wl Ckestaat 8tr•e^ FkUadelyklai, Pik

H. W^. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St.,PhiladelphU.

.189

moo Chestera, Berkahlrea, Polands. Fox
rlbO. Hound*, Bca(flcs,Collle!i,Settfrs.W.GlB-

BONS & CO..W. CheatM.Pa. Send stamp for dr.

6AMB BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Light Brahnias, Plyioflth Rocfc anft

Wyaaiottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

NAME.

ADDRESS-

Rachham's Distemper Cure-

The leading English remedy a certain cure
Tor distemper, 35c., 75c. and I1.50.

RACKHAM KATA LEPRA,
sure cure for red mange and all skin dis-

eases, 35c. and 75c. Hundreds of testimo-
nials. Address

A. R. CROWELL,
Namquoit Kennels, Mattapau, Mass.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB.

FOURTEENTH~ANNlIAL DOG SHOW
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR BUILDING, NEW YORK,

FEBRUARY 11, 12, 13 AND 14, 1890.

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, JANUARY 27.

FOR PREMIUM USTS, Etc., APPIvY TO

JAMES MORXI^^ER, Scipt.,
44 BROADWAY, NEW YOllK CITY.

SPORTING GOODS.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET. PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOUS

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the' following rates: One inch, single insertion,

ti-so; t5.40 for the month; $15 {or
H'^'l^^f"""-

i $20 for six months, and' tjo for the year.

-ANI

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserUd under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single
'"^""''""v .4™

* 40for the month: StS for three months; StSfor

six months, and $50for the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups Bired by
ner

the celebrated EngU»h prize win-

KEEPER
Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
undoubtedly the best bitch in

IN THE STUp^

SETTERS & POINTERS

AMMUNITION^
AGEI^S FOR THE SALE OF

ADStiii's Celelirateil Dog CaieSr^

DOGS. DOGS.
Ifyouwanttogetagood dog cheap, wnle to

•ne Quaker City Kennels, 1428 South Penn

Square, Philadelphia, Pa. You can save money
bv doing so. For instance, look at the pnces:

Broken setters, $30; unbroken, ^\ spaniels

broken, J15; unbroken, $8, broken beagles, Jis;

unbroken, J8; other dogs at same low prices.

R. CRISSY, Prop.,
1428 S. Penn Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

75

?GloTer's Imperial Dog Remedies
MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO,

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. A TREA8.

Lady Mile* is

America. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

-^'Mfi

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister-Belle of Fumess.

Record- First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Out., 1889. and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog

is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, I50.

DASHirlG KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, >35.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner

of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England

last year and winner of second prize, puppy

class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

DESMOND 11

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-

bines both field and bench show qual'ties He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, hrst.

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphU 1889. Stud fee, fco-

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25-

M.
Frank— Florence.

Spratt» Patent
Dog CaUes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

im-Bevoare ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-

nesses, locks, leads, brushes,

combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

PAMPHLET

PETS.

Certain death

for all

to

canine

fleas, and

diseases.

•=T«rtaafiteir:

Rough-coated Collies

Champion Scotllla - -

Maney Trefoil - - - -

The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maaey
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (,10)

bitches
'

After which his fee will be - - :

Fee.

$50
$50

J35
J50

FRANK J.

A irrandson of Sensation by
Fine field and stud dog. Is the sire of large

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees ana stud cards on applica-

tion.

W |I^^ KENNELS,

Care Cbas. Phako.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

DOG SOAP,
MEDICINES
"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORIN«;,"

(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

8PKATT8 PATENT (America), LIMTT'D,
239-245 East 56th St., New York City.

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

1808 BROAl>WAY, NEW YOllK . 43

F. Baily, Ardmore, Penna.

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35

Charlerol 11 $30
Champion
. - - - $25

PINTER IN THE STUD,

BANG.
Winner of four

prizes. Fee, $25.

firsts and numerous other

FIELD TRIAL WINNER,

BOB H.

^THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, FISH AND REPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Exhibited 70 pair birds at Trenton, Elwyn
and Mt. Holly. Was awarded 150 premi-

ums. Showed Jacobins, pouters, short-

faced tumblers, swallows, turhits, owls,

magpies, white fantails, flying tumblers,

homers. Birds of all kinds for sale, especi-

ally Jacobins, turbits and owls in all va-

rieties and colors. No postals answered.

FOR POULTRY.
Bag, 93.00

S.75

8.00
2.00
S.OO

Bone Meal, - - Per 1GO lb.

Granulato<l Bone, " lOO
Ground Beef
Scraps, - - - " 100

caicitS, - - - - " aoo
Crushed Flint, - " 800
(riiKhed Oyster
Shells, i - - " 8O0 ^

"
,

8-00
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

^"cfn. DEMPWOLF&CO.,
York Chemical Works, ^ork. Pa.

TABLE OP CONTENTS.

By Count Noble out of B.rlle Boyd,

stone. Winner of third Eastern

Roslyn Wilkes (by

Scotilla ex Bertha) -

FOR SALE

:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches
;

•lao a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

.^ Philadelphia, Pa.

She by Glad-
Field Trials,

1S88 beating such noted dogs as loevB., Cassio.

Tciledo Blade, Roger and others, the last named
all winners in the field this year. Bob H. is a

field dog of high merit. Fee $20.

J. H. WINSLOW,
O. Box 1247. Philadelphia, Fa.

74

mHK WELL-KNOWN COLLIE,

NULLAMORE,
full brother to the celebrated Dublin Scot, will

be placed in the stud to serve a few approved

t>it<:hes „.^„AT $15 EACH.

ITNGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.
By Sweringers Dan—Countess Pansy. Record:

First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby 1888;

first in Philadelphia Kennel Club's All-aged

Stake, ifWg; first in Members' Stake and winner
of the'philadelphia Item's $100 special.

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDEWAV,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

A
is ahways subi«ct to diteas* and disabling injuriM.CURE
him in the least possible time and the most thorough

manner, by the use ot

balsam prepared on scientific principles lor the cured

DISTEMPER I
MANGE EAR CANKER

PNEUMONIA SORE FEET STRAINS
RHEUMATISM { WORMS SPRAINS. Etc

Get it from Druggists, Gun Dealers, and

THE PANTHERA(»EAN COMPANY,
l»« SOUTH ST., NEW YORK.
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For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,

85 Box 15, Merion P. O., Pa,

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A K S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prires Philadelphia, New York,

etc., and champion prises at Richmond, St. Paul,

Toledo, etc.
FEE, $25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

DEAGLES IN THE STUD,

TONY WELLER,
(A. K. S. B. 54'")

By Keno—Flj
up to high class show ft)rm

Keno—Fly. This dog in addition to being
high class show form is a wonderful per-

fo'rmer in the field. He sired the winning bitch

3y K
I to I

guppy at the Vast Philadelphia show. Fee $10.

AKVIEW KENNELS, Box 91, PhiladelphU, Pa.

YORKSHIRES IN STUD.
Blackburn Teddy, celebrated prize winner;

longest haired Yorkshire living. Fee $10^00.

Bd-ward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE
Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

_. priie winner, ^y^ ids. Fee $10.00.

Whiskers, first priie winner, jibs, weight. Fee

1,0 00 JAMES FOSTER,
7i<) Lindsay Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

B. F. LEwris,
HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare foi the N.

Y. show.

ELM STATION, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.
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March 25-28.—Massachusetts Rennel Club,
at Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, secretary.

April 1-4.—New Knglnnd Kennel Club, at

Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.

April 1.S-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. \. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field Trials.
Jan. 20.—Pacific Coast Field Trials Club at Ba-

kersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, secretary, 313 Bush
Street, Sail Francisco, Cal.

Jan. 27.—All-day Field Trials, at West Point,
Miss., F. R. Hitchcock, secretary, 44 Broadway,
New York City.
Feb. II.—Texas Field Trials Club, at Marshall,

Tex. W. L. Thomas, secretary.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
Jan. 13-18.—Winona, Minn. Southern Minne-

sota Association. Fred Krocger, secretary.

Jan. 13-18.—Akron, O. Northern Ohio Poultry,
etc. , Association. Nathan Morse, secretary.

Jan. 13-19.—Augusta, Ga. Georgia Poultry As-
sociation. A. H. Vonderleith, secretary.

Jan. 14-16.—Aver, Ma.s.s. Northern .Middlesex
Poultry, etc.. Association. A. A. Fillebrown,
secretary.
Jan. 14-16.—Yarmouth, Me. Yarmouth Poul-

try Association. Premium list now ready. W.
B. Allen, secretary.
Jan. 14-16.—Manchester, Ct. Central Connecti-

cut Poultry Association. H. B. Brandt, secretary.

Jan. 14-19.—Cleveland, O. Cleveland Poultry
Association. C. C. Schellentrager, secretary.

Jan. 14-19.—Indianapolis, Iiid. Indiana State
Poultry Association. Major Griffin, secretary,

Mauzy, Ind.
Jan. 14-19.—Washington C. H.. O. Fayette

Poultry, etc., Association. J. B. Collier, secretary.

Jan. 14-19.—Bridgeton, N. J. South Jersey
Poultry Ass'n. W. H. Haincsworth. secretary.

Jan. 16-22.—Harlan, la. Western Iowa Poul-
try Association. D. B. Sheller, secretary.

book contains 240 pages of very interest-

ing reading matter, the contributions be-

ing from the most prominent English

writers upon doggy subjects. It is illus-

trated by thirty-three portraits of various

representative dogs.

»

P. o,

New York Office—50 Broadway.
Percy C. t)HL, Manager.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.
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Special Notice.

All correspondence for The Fanciers'

Journal must be addressed to the Fan-

ciers' Publishing Company.

%V &A\.A\. I.4AAO L/U '•»6'
.....v. Jo

.. ^ ^— J— _
, ^

that the paper is sent you for examina-
tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

Our Illustrations.

The following illustrations have appeared in

Thb Fanciers' Journal. Copies for sale, five

cents each

:

Mastiff, Champion Minting.
Pug, Champion Dude.
Tno of Bu fir Cochins.
The Public Ledger Cup Winners.
(Homing Pigeons.)

The Archangel.
St. Bernard, Ben Lomond.
Irish Setter, Desmond II.

Dutch Rabbits.
Collie, Champion Scotilla.
Guinea Pigs.
The Ancient and Modern Game Fowl.
Pug, Punko.
Belgian Canary.
Beagle, Tony Weller,
Pug, Champion George.
German Hare Rabbit.
Pug, Champion Bessie.
Poultry House at Carlisle Show.
Belgian Hare Rabbit.
Red Barb Pigeon.
Pug, Kash.
Jacobin Pigeon.
Ferret.
Trio of Houdans.
Pug, Dolly.
Patagonian Hen.
St. Bernard, Sir Bedivere.
Pug. Max.
Blue Dragon Cock.
The Wild Turkey.
Pug, Champion Joe.
Zebra Fincn.
Bloodhound, Champion Cromwell.
Mr. Heroux's Pouter Loft.
Aylesbury Ducks.
Pug, Othello.
A Pair of Carrier Pigeons.
Pug, Peggie II.

Blue Turbit Cock.
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trials,

1889.
Pug Sovereign.
Russian Wolf-hound Elsie.
Pug Bo-Peep.
The Angora Rabbit.
Pair White Cwhins.
Pug Royal Duke.

No. 19.

No. 23.

No. 24.

No. 25.

No. 26.

No. 27.

No. 28.

No. 29.

No. 30.

No. 31.

No. 32.

No.33-

No. 34-

No.35-

No. 36.

No. 37.

No. 38.

No. C9.

No. 40.

No. 41.

No. 42.

No.43.

FIXTURES.

DO^ StlOMTS.
Jan. 21-25—Charleston Kennel Club, Charles-

ton, S. C, Benj. Mclnues, secretary.
Jan. 27-Feb. I.—Colorado Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 1 1-14.—Westminster Kennel Club, New

York City. James Mortimer, superintendent.
March 4-7.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago,

III. J. L. Lincoln, Sr., secretary.
March it-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. V. Harry Yates, secreUry.

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the black,

white and tan English setter dog Clipper

W., by Sweringen's Dan out of Countess

Pansy. His pedigree runs back on both

sides to Llewellyn's and Laverack's

famous stock. Clipper \V. has an excel-

lent field trial record as follows: First at

Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby, 1888.

In 1889 at the Philadelphia Kennel Club's

trials he won first in All-age stake, first

in Members' stake and the special |ioo

cup, generously giveti by the Philadelphia

Item. Clipper W. is owned by that

thorough sportsman. Col. B. Ridgway, of

Philadelphia.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

From the Southern Massachusetts

Poultry Association we have received the

premium list of their thirteenth annual

exhibition, to be held at Taunton, Mass.,

January 21-24. For dogs there are 140

classes; the entry fee is seventy-five cents.

All the entry fees on dogs will be paid

back in premiums, less 10 per cent, re-

tained by the association. Mr. A. R.

Crowell will judge all breeds.

*
» •

It is a singular fact, writes Mr. Percy

OhI, that dogs lost in New York City at

once turn their heads down town, and if
'

not picked up, invariably find their way
j

to the Battery, where more than one in-
|

dividual is engaged in the bushiess of se-

curing these lost dogs, which are then

sold to unscrupulous dog dealers, or held

for rewards.
|

« «

The fine St. Bernard pup, of which we

recently published measurements and

weights, belonging to Mr. Sheldon, of

Orange, N. J., is in a very precarious

condition, as are also several other of

Mr. Sheldon's dogs. They were pois-

oned four days ago, and notwithstanding

the efforts of Mr. Sheldon and several

veterinary surgeons, the dogs are not yet

"out of the woods." The pup referred

to has lost over sixty pounds of flesh in

four days. .

»
* *

We are in receipt of "The Dog Owners'

Annual" for 1890, with the compliments

of the publishers, Messrs. Dean & Sons,

160 Fleet Street, London, Eng. The

It is rumored that Mr. Hitchcock will

soon buy the English setter Rowdy Rod,

winner of the Eastern Derby.

J. H. Winslow, Philadelphia, has

bought of D. H. Moore, Athens, O., the

black and white Etiglish setter dog Bob

H. by Count Noble out of Belle Boyd.

Bob H. weighs fifty-five pounds, has

good iKJue and the very best of legs and

feet. This dog won third in the All-

Aged stakes at the F^artern P^ield Trials

1888. Mr. Winslow has sold a half in-

terest in Bob H. to Mr. Francis S. Brown,

also of Philadelphia.

*
« •

Mr. Henry Hulman, of Terre Haute,

Ind, has just purchased from Dr. J. N.

Maclin the black and tan English setter

bitch Fannie M. by Gladstone's Boy out

of I'lame. Fannie M. won first prize in

the Southern Field Trials Derby 1889,

and is one of the best bitches known.

•
» »

Our New York manager had a pleasant

call from Mr. E. R. Middleton, of Sa-

vannah, Ga., and Mr. Gotzian, of Chicago,

111. Both gentlemen take home with

them some newly purchased pointers.

•r

* «

Mr. Frank Hitchcock, of New York,

has purchased from the Memphis and

Avent Kennels, the black and white

English setter bitch Annie F.

»"»

Mr. G. .Schrieber, of Philadelphia, has

another dog. This time it is a very fine

German poodle out of imported stock.

«

The Option Kennels have now become

the Kildare Kennels, Mr. Washington

deciding upon the name a few weeks ago.

He has all the stock of the famous Kil-

dare Kennel, of Chardon, Ohio.

•
* •

The Stock-Keeper says: "The Russian

wolf-hound bitch Elsie, purchased some

time ago by Mr. Freeman Lloyd from

Mr. Wm. Wade, Hulton, Pa., U. S. A.,

has just visited the well-known hound

Krilutt, the property of the Hon. Mrs.

Wellesley, and will now be shipped for

the States. The result of this match

should be something good."

The Chestnut Hill Kennels have sold

the collie bitch Roslyn Torfrida, by

Champion Scotilla ex Luella, in whelp to

Maney Trefoil, to Mr. W. H. Charles, of

VVellsbourne, Eng. She will be shipped

Jannary 22.

* «

Roslyn Primrose, by The Squire, was

bred to Metchley Wonder on Deceml^er

20, 1889. This is one of the bitches pur-

chased by Mr. Harrison, in England.

.She leaves for America this week. Mr.

Harrison writes she is a grand bitch and

something good is expected from her

visit to Metchley Wontler.

* •

Roslyn Lottie (another of Mr. Harri-

son's purchases) will come out with

Primrose. She was served by Mr. H.

Ralph'sjohnnie Norman, January i, 1890.

•%
A party of sixteen gentlemen, ten of

whom are Philadelphians, have formed a

1
hunting club at Ridgeland, S. C, calling

themselves the Pineland Club. They
have a preserve of 45.000 acres besides

owning 5000 acres, upon which they are

erecting a fine large club-house, with the

necessary stables, kennels, and other

out-buildings. The property is well

stocked with deer, wild turkeys, quail,

etc., and it is contemplated to import

English pheasants in the near future.

At present their kennels contain fifty

dogs, including a fine pack of fox hounds.

Messrs. John B. Ellison, Edward D. To-

land, Joseph S. Clark and George W. B.

Roberts, four members of the club, go

down there this week. Mr. Ellison

takes with him the English setters

Horace and Hazel, and the pointers

Victor, the Blue Stocking, Bryn Mawr
Mona,Golden Rod and Charlotte Corday.

•
Mr. M. W. Taylor, of this city, has

purchased the well-known Basset hounds

Krooks and Babette from Mr. Charles

Porter, Jr. Mr. Taylor will show the

Basset hound Baliette and fox terrier

General Grant at the New York show.

»
* •

Mr. Charles W. Boger claims to have a

prize winner in his pug tlog I.,eo, by

Champion George out of Crj'er's Daisy.

Mr. Boyer will show his dog at the New
York show.

*
* *

We had a pleasant visit last week from

Mr. William Weiss, owner of the Item

Kennels. He reports his English and

Irish setters and pointers as being in

grand form; they have been thoroughly

worked this season, and all have proved

excellent field dogs. As soon as artist

Schreiber can take photographs of Sir

Tatton, and the other crack dogs of the

Item Kennels, they will appear among
"our illustrations."

*
* »

Mr. C. S. Wixom, Hornell-Harmony

Kennels, has sold his greyhound bitch

Lady Olivia, which did some winning

last Spring and P'all, to Mr. C.W. Sarvis,

Jackson, Mich.

* «

In a late number of the Scottish Fan-

cier we see a class has been made for

smooth-coated Irish terriers which drew

forth a letter from the well-known Irish

terrier man Mr. J. D. Lumsden, who
writes:

"I am somewhat surprised to find not

only a class, but also a special provided

for ' 5wooM-coated Irish terriers. Now.
sir, Irish terrier breeders know full well,

and that to their cost, that smooth-
coated puppies are by no means uncom-
mon, and they do all in their power to

keep clear of any cross that is likely to

produce such, therefore I hold that a

show which provides classes for these

defective sjiecimens of the breed is simply

putting a premium on one of the worst

faults that breeders have to contend
with.

«
• •'.

Dr. A. Lees Bell replied to this admit-

ting that he offered the special and guar-

anteed the prize money, and "as all

breeders know, and as Mr. Lumsden im-

plies in his letter, smooth Irish terriers

are very common in the best-bred litters,

and I do not think there is a stud dog

or a bitch, however well bred, which has

produced a litter that has not contained

one or more smooth puppies. Such be-

ing the case, everyone must admit that

smooth Irish terriers are as well bred

as their rough-coated brothers. Not

onlv do we find smooth-coated puppies

constantly springing from well-bred

parents, but I could instance at least one

of the best terriers now before the public

whose sire is a smooth -coated dog. If

Mr. Lumsden's 'pity and discourage-

ment' had been exercised on all smooth
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specimens, at least one very perfect ter-

rier would have been lost to the Irish

terrier world, which could much l>eUer

spare half the rough specimens one sees

on the show bench than have been with-

out the terrier to which I refer. • » * I

Further, Mr. Lunisden surely does not I

mean to imply that ii rough coat is

everything that a terrier requires. For

my own part, so long as the coat is of the

proper quality and density, I think a

smooth-coated Irish terrier will do the

work required of it as well as one with a

rough jacket. The mere quantity of the

coat does not in the least affect the

working quality or the mental charac-

teristics of the breed." What do our

Irish terrier men Messrs. Thompson. Mc-

Fadden, Harrison et al. think ofthis new

departure ?
*

Mr. F. R. Hitchcock has bought from

Mr. Baillie the Dandie Dinmont terrier,

Border Wonder, and has had her served

by Border Wang.
»

• »

The Philadelphia Kennel Club at their

annual meeting ajourued, to meet at call

of the chair for the election of officers,

etc., for 1890. The delay was due to La

Grippe, the familiar faces of Winslow.

Thompson, Brown and others were ab-

sent. Some of the above named have an

idea that they have the grip on the next

field trials. When the truth is known it

will surprise the dog fraternity, as the

purchases have been made and are now

being thorougly trained not only for the

clubs' trials, but for the National field

trials. Look out, Colonel Ridgway, a

word to the wise is sufficient.

ments which follow stray us from the

original belief, for a dog with a height of

thirty-two inches, combining a length of

head of only twelve inches and a girth of

skull of twenty-four, but above all a girth

of neck of twenty-six inches, can only

belong to the German mastifT—most

assuredly not to the Great Dane. Then

the muzzle as described in the figured

outline is altogether too deep lor a Dane,

even in the most lippy specimen, which

would »)e a fault; nor should he resemble

a bull terrier as therein mentioned, or it

would be much too pointed. Again, in

in the depth of brisket, if we assume this

to »>c thirtv-eight inches, the thirty-two

girth of loin would surely be tf)o great,

there being but six inches difference be-

tween the fore and after part of a dog

whose figure is to somewhat resemble

the greyhound in carriage of Iwlly. Those

of the German breeders with a surplus of

dead horses (unsalable stock) still on

hand will congratulate themselves that

such a standard has Ijeen adopted in

America, and American fanciers will

have no difficulty in supplying themselves

of their ideal dog now that the Germans
themselves are discarding the German
mastiff type for the more elegant Great

Dane, with longer head and narrower

skull, possessed by their best specimens

of the day, with which I am well ac-

quainted, having visited their shows. In

subdividing the value of points allotted
|

to each characteristic part of their dog,
j

whichever it may be, whether the Ger- :

man mastifT or the Great Dane, the I

American Club of Chicago appears to
]

have ignored one of the most important 1

features, viz., the mouth; thus, if the ,

total of points for head is to remain at

fifteen, the other component parts must I

suffer a diminution in their value."
]

ENGLISH GOSSIP.

«
« »

The German Mastiff and Great Dane

Club want Gustav Lang, of Stuttgard,

Germany, to judge their favorites at the

Mascoutah Kennel Club's show, and no

doubt arrangements will be made to have

bini couic over.

Mr. A. C. Wilmerding has sold his

black-and-tan spaniel bitch Princess

Newton, by Newton Abbot Lord ex Lady

Princess, to Messrs. Richards & Tatham,

of New York Citv."

» »

We are informed by B. F. I.^wis that

a pair of pointers is being imported to

knock out all the cracks of America.

The importer's name is yet a secret ; we

simply give you a pointer.

*
* •

The price paid by Mr. Terry to Mr.

Hitchcock for Woolton Game and Duke

of Hessen is said to have been Jt2ooo.

•
* «

A meeting was held by the Eastern

Coursing Club a few days ago, at which

the following members were elected: N.

G. Pope, president; L. C. Whiton, treas-

urer; H. W. Huntington, secretary.

Board of Directors, N. G. Pope, H. W.

Huntington, L. C. Whiton, J. H.Watson,

W. R. Caminoni, C. L. Griffith, Dr. F. J.

Henshaw and R. Lambert.

*
* *

The "German Mastiff or Great Dane

Club of America" by the use of this com-

pound title has provoked a cgmmunica-

tion to the English Kennel Gazette from

M. Riego, honorary secretary "Great

Dane Club" in England, who also objects

to the dual name "Great Dane or boar

hound," which the English Kennel Club

gives in its registration forms.

•

Mr. Riego writes:

"In dealing with the newly formed
American Club the question uppermost
in one's mind is which of the two classes

is it the club proposes to encourage ? To
judge by the standard of points therein

given, which with few exceptions are al-

most identical with those established by
the Great Dane Club of this country, we
would be led to l>elieve that it is the

Great Dane and not the German mastiff

they wish to take up; but the measure-

«
* *

A discussion has been going on in

a contemporary as to the proper age to

commence training setter and pointer

pups. There seems to be quite a di-

versity of opinion among prominent

handlers. To us it appears to depend en-

tirely upon the readiness of the pupil to

learn. A precocious puppy can be well

field-broken at ten months, while many

at that age have scarcely learned their

preparatory lessons in the yard.

Commenting upon the past year of

1889 the Scottish Fancier has this to say

re dogs:

"Improvements in the different breeds

come slowly. The most remarkable ,

collie of the year is Mr. Morton Camp-
I

bell's sable and white dog, Stracathro

Ralph, who made his debut at Ayre

when quite a pup, and won second. At
Birmingham he won first in open dogs,

first in novice class, and won four

specials and the Mayor's cup for the best

collie in the show, beating Champion
Charactacus. Mr. W. McLeod with his

Scottish terrier Ashley Plug won every-

thing at Edinburgh and Dundee. In

skyes, Mr. John King has brought out

one or two good specimens. Mr. S.

Cameron keeps well to the front in black

and tan terriers, and in dandies Mr.

Leatham has manaj^ed to keep hold of

everything good going. Mr. W. Shearer

Clark, in mastiffs and Newfoundlands,

keeps to the front, although he meets

with keen opposition in the latter breed

from Mr. John Milne, Aberdeen. In St.

Bernards the honors have been pretty

equally divided. In sporting dogs Mr.

Ro1>ert Chapman coutinues to rule—his

team of black-and-tan setters cannot be

beat anywhere. In deerhounds Mr. E.

Weston Bell has it all his own way, and
has got a fine lot of these noble animals.

In greyhounds the best out in 1889 is Dr.

McWatt's black and white Merry Masher.

Dachshunds and Bassetts do not increase,

but we have had some excellent classes

of Irish water spaniels. Toys remain in

few bands. Mr. R. T. Linton, Mr.

Lcckie, Mr. Neilson supply the leading

pugs, and Mr. Bruce the Italian grey-

hounds."

BY A KENNEL CLUB MEMBER.

Last week it seemed to me that the

dearth of news was at its lowest ebb, but 1

to-day I find that there is even still less

that will be of interest to your readers.

The holiday shows are now about over,

and although they were all small ones of

no great importance,they are of the kind

which do the fancy in general an im-

mense amount of good, as they bring fan-

ciers out who otherwise >\ould never

know that they were fanciers.

Aberdeen and Dunfermline made every

effort to outdo each other, but it would

be hard to say which deserved the palm.

At the former Mr. Astley was the only

judge.so he had a big task to get through,

as there were upwards of 400 dogs in the

thirty-eight classes. Most of the im-

portant Scottish kennels divided their

favors "oetween these two shows and

Paisley, and so succeeded in carrying off

firsts with their second strings, for in-

stance, Mr. W. Shearer Clark won first

in the mastiff class at all the shows, and

at the two first named carried off the

principal Newfoundland prizes. The

Glenborg Kennels did well at all the

I shows with pointers, setters, retrievers
' and spaniels, Mr. R. Chapman's record

I

being eleven firsts, six seconds, three

' thirds, and three fourths. At Aberdeen

the Duke of Fife was placed third and

fourth with his Gordon setters Sam and

Dan. The collie Gladdie was also there

and won first challenge and first local,

and Milnrow Process was to the fore in

fox terriers. The Scotch terriers were

uncommonly good at Aberdeen and Dun-

fermline, but at Paisley they were only

fair. Ashley Plug won from Whiristone 1

in the challenge class at Abereen, and
|

Argyle was first in the open class. At
|

the other show Dunkeld and Ashley
|

Nettle were the winners. At Dunferm- ;

line the dandies were far in front, as Mr.

Leatham had his team there, winning
I

first with Ainsty King in the dog class
1

and Uking all four prizes in bitches, and '

first and third in puppies. Breadenhill, 1

of course, won hands down in Irish ter-

riers, but Humbledon Blue Boy had to

take a back seat on account of his condi-

tion in the variety class. Finoling, a

fair Bassett hound,won at Aberdeen. The

toys were fair, Mr. Linton winning in one

class with the pug Victor II, and in the

other Schipperkes were placed first and

third. At Paisley the judges were Messrs.

I. Ashton, G. Adam and I. Mitchell; at

Dudfermliue, Mersrs. Halsey,Raper. Mc-

Cod, Houleston and Drvsdale.

On the same days as the three shows

mentioned above there was one held at

Newcastle-on-Tyne by the Newcastle

Terrier and Collie Club. The entry ex-

ceeded that of their last venture by over

Other smaller shows were also held

tJAN. 18, 1890.

He was a youngster of great promise and

a son of Mr. Herbert's grand bitch Cham-

pion Vendetta.
There seems to have been a bit ot

a dispute about the sale of the fox

terrier bitch Champion Dulton Nettle,

as in the Stock-Keeper of the 20th

ultimo her sale was reported, and in the

next issue the now late owner, Mr. H.

Hopkins, contradicted the report. It

appears that Mr. Hopkins' brother had a

part share in the bitch, and when he

heard of the sale repudiated it. where-

! upon Mr. Ries, the purchaser, at once

threatened legal proceedings if the bitch

was not given up, with the result that she

was handed over to him at once by the

Hopkinses.

London, Eng., Jan. 4, 1890.
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at Kettering, Gateshead-on-Tyne, Liver-

pool, on Boxii»g day.
|

The Collie Club have not been able to

arrange for a suitable place wherein to

hold their show, as negotiations with the

Crystal Palace and the Aquarium people

have fallen through. They now intend

to ask the Kennel Club to allow them to

hold their show m conjunction with the

Kennel Club's own show at the Agricul-

tural Hall in April. It will be a pity if

this idea is carried out, as a specialist

show does more good to those who wish

to learn than a general show.

The Central Hall is the fixture for the

terrier show, and if it will accommodate
the entry there could not be a Ijetter

place, as it is the most "getatable" hall

in London, but if the entry is near 1000

it will take Cruft all his time to stow the

dogs awav, and also find room for judg-

ing rings. The Fox Terrier Club has

already appointed its judges. They
are Mr. A. H. Clarke for the smooths

and Mr. Percy Reed for the wire-hairs.

I hear that the Bull Dog Club show,

which had been omitted from the Kennel
Club's list of two-point shows, will at the

next committee meeting be put in the

position it fully deserves, and that the

reason that it was left out at the last

meeting was that it was overlooked.

Mr. Reginald Herbert has had the mis-

fortune to lose his Birmingham winning

Great Dane, the Bravo, from inflamma-

tion of tlie lungs, contracted at the show.

AMERICAN-ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB.

•me Annual Reports of the Treasurer,

Secretary and President.

The annual reports of the officers of the

American-English Beagle Club for the

year ending December 31, 1889, just sent

out, are as follows:

TREASURER'S REPORT.
FRANK D. HAIXETT, TREASURER, IN ACCOONT

WITH THE CLUB.

UR.

1
Balance from last report $ 5-»o

Dues from members 44-0''

Total *49»
i CK.

1
Printing reports.election ticket8,retums,etc.$i i .20

Postage (Mr. .Ashbiirner) 6.10

Printing letter heads and envelopes .... 3.50
' Express on stationery to officers 75

Special prizes 5-38

Postage 3-30

A. K. C. dues looo

Balance on hand °-97

Total >49*>

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

To THE Members of the Club.

Gentlemen: According to custom, I herewith

submit a report for the past year. It cannot l>c

said that the club is in a very flourishing condi-

tion. The last report showed forty-four mera-
K»ra' whilf. now there are but twentv-five. Four
new'men have joined during the year, and a

large numtier have either withdrawn or allowed

their membership to lapse by nonpayment of

dues Every non-paying meinl>er has been
specially solicited to keep up his connection with

the club. .... , J-
Five special prizes were given at the leading

bench shows held last season. In several in-

stances specials were offered by the club, but

not awarded, either from lack of competition or

carelessness of the show officials.

The annual election for officers takes place in

January. You will please fill out the enclosed

blank with the names of those you wish to nomi-

nate, and send to the secretary before January
!; A ticket of those who accept will be sent to

I you later, and tellers will be appointed to take

charge of the vote.

At the risk of being "too previous ' I mu.st de

cline to serve longer as an officer of the club.
Frank D. Hallett,

I Secretary.

WiNSTED, Conn., Dec. 31. 1889.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT.

To THE Members of the Club:

Our club to-day closes another year of its ex-

istence. I know of nothing special to call to

your attention. This year we have received

several new members; some, as usual, have re-

signed. . r ...

I advocate our continuing members ot the

American Kennel Club from the many benefits

arising from the same.
I also remind all members that it is very neces-

sary for them to pay their dues promptly so that

special prizes for coming shows and other ex-

penses may be provided for.

We are to have "sweeostakes" at the New York
show February, iRqo. for beagles whelped on
and atter January i, 1HS9. owned by members of

the A. E. B. C. Entrance fee, $2. two-thirds of

the whole to go to the winner and ono-third to

the second. Entries to be bred by owner.

I remain, your obedient servant,

Herman S. Schellhass, President.

December 31, 1S89.

ShippinK Dogs to New York's Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The following railway, steam-

ship and express companies have replied favor-

ably to our application regarding the carriage of

dogs intended for exhibition at our coming

show The Adams, American, Wells, Fargo &
Co United States, Long Island, and New York
and Boston Express Companies, will return dogs

free on which their usual rates have been pre-

paid one way. The Stonington Line will return

dogs free. The New York New Haven and
Hartford, the Long Island, the New York and
Northern, New York, Ontario and Western,

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railway
Companies will carry dogs free when accom-
panied by their owners or care-takers. The
New York Central and Hudson River and the

Pennsylvania Railway Company will carry three

dogs free when accompanied by their owners or

care-takers. Other railway companies will be

heard from and duly announced. Yours truly,

James Mortimer, Superintendent.

New York, January 10, 1889.

MICROBE OF DISTEMPER.

Large Baccillus the Cause of Distemper,

Micro-coccus the Cause of

Inflammation.

BY EVERETT MILLAIS.

[CONTINUED.)

Two fresh puppies were now obUiued,

one of which was rubbed with the micro-

coccus, the other with the small bacillus,

with perfectly negative results. This ex-

periment, on being repeated the second

time, also proved a failure. As a result

we changed the inoculation; that is, to

the puppy which we had previously inoc-

ulated with the micro-coccus we now

gave the small bacillus, and vice versa.

No results being obtained by the change,

we made a mixture of the two micro-or-

ganisms, and inoculated the two puppies

with both, without any ill effect what-

ever. In other words, it became quite

evident that the micro-coccus and the

small bacillus were not the causa caiisans

of distemper.

The only rational conclusion that we

could now come to was that the disease

must be caused by the big bacillus. We
had tried two of the micro-organisms that

existed in the growth by which we had

caused distemper, but we had not tried

the third—the one which, above all

others, should have been tried—because

it was found in all the organs; whereas

the two which we had tried only existed

in the passages of the body to which the

air is accessible.

The remarks, therefore, which Mr.

Sewell had at the coniniencement of the

year given utterance to will be fully ap-

preciated: "The attempt to prove the

identity of the distemper bacillus had

failed because of the difficulty of sepa-

rating it out from the other micro-or-

ganisms."
It might be useful now to observe what

we had learne.l from these experiments,

and say a few words ujion them. We had
found three micro-organisms in the body
of the puppy that died of natural dis-

temper We had induced a similar state

of affairs in another by artificial cultiva-

tion, two of which remained in the air

passages, the third invaded the whole
system; what then of this one, the big

bacillus? It is evident that it had found
its ingress to the system similarly to the

other two, viz., by means of the nostrils,

that it accompanies them to the lungs.

Arrived at this point it parts company
with the micro-coccus and its small com-

f)auion, breaks down the air cells which
ie between the blood vessels and the
free air, enters these blood vessels, and is

by them carried to the organs in which it

is found alone—organs which, by the way,
exist principally for the purpose of
throwing off the waste products and for-

eign bodies from the tissues; consequent-
ly the very organs in which pathogenic
germs would lie looked for. We now
have the solution for the presence of the
micro-coccus. In breaking down the air-

cells of the lungs, the large bacillus

naturally would cause damage to that

organ.

Following would come the micro-coc-
cus, who revels in such a condition of
things; result, inflammation of the lungs
—inflammation being the direct action of
the micro-coccus. The presence, how-
ever, of the small bacillus I am unable to

deteniiine; but one thing is obvious, viz.,

that neither the micro-coccus nor the
small bacillus are the causa causans of
distemper, or have anything to do with
it. I have said that the attemjit to prove
the identity of the distemper microlie had
been a failure. Was it? By means of
separation it certainly was in this case,
but by occlusion of the two other micro-
organisms it was not; in other words, the
big bacillus was negatively proved to be
the ra«5a ra«ja«.y of the disease. "I feel

ill," says the man after a dinner. "What
did you eat?" asks the doctor. "Very
little," says the man. "What did you
drink?" says the doctor. "Champagne,"

replies the patient. "Anything else?"

"A glass of sherry and two glasses of

claret." Causa causans; as it was not

the food it must have been the wines.

Such a case is not a bad example of the

grounds on which we have every reason

to suppose the big bacillus to be the causa

causans of distemper, and such a train of

reasoning appears almost convincing.

Unfortunately, to place the identity of a

micro-organism beyond any possibility

of doubt, we must separate out that micro-

organism.
Koch, to whom I have already referred,

has laid down the following postulates

on such a Question:
A. The micro-organism must be found

in the blood, lymph, or diseased tissues

of man or animal suffering from or dead
of the disease.

B. The micro-organism must be iso-

lated from the blood, lymph, or tissues,

and cultivated in suitable media, i. e.,

outside the animal body. These pure

cultivations must be carried on through
successive generations of the organism.

C. X pure cultivation thus obtained

must, when introduced into the body of

a healthy animal, produce the disease in

question.
D. Lastly, in the inoculated animal

the same micro-organism must be found.

Looking now at our experiments from

such postulates as these, what had we
done? We had complied with all, as far

as the micro-coccus and the small bacillus

were concerned, and according to these

postulates it is evident that neither of

them have anything to do with distemper,

although we know that the micro-coccus

is the causa causans of one of its compli-

cations—congestion of the lungs. We
had complied with only A and half of B,

as far as the big bacillus is concerned,

because we had not got a pure cultivation

of it. The big bacillus then had to be

separated out, not only to satisfy Koch's

postulates, but for the purpose of atten-

uation and the extraction of its poison.

My last article on this question may be

summed up as follows: Both the micro-

coccus and the small bacillus had been
R«>parated out and cultivated as pure cul-

tivations, but with neither did we obtain

any results after inoculation. Proof such

as this led us to presume that the microbe

of distemper could be nought else but the

big bacillus; but the result, as will be

seen, shows how wise and necessary are

the postulates of Koch.
Making use again of the same growths

by which distemper had been produced

in puppies, instead of trusting to one

cultivating plate, as I had done on a pre-

vious occasion, I used half a dozen, and

in due time had that number of plates

with a large number of distinctive col-

onies in each to pick from. In none,

however, could I detect aught but col-

onies of small bacilli and micro-cocci, the

latter being most plentiful. I need

scarcely say that I was disappointed, and

day by day peered through the glass

covers, hoping almost against hope for a

third kind of growth, when at last, most

fortunately, in a cultivating plate which

contained only ten or a dozen colonies

of micro-cocci and small bacilli, I ob-

served an opaque growth in the thickest

portion of the gelatine, where liquid was
undoubtedly in process of formation.

This, I may observe, appeared at least a

week after the appearance of the other

growths. I allowed it to grow until it

broke down the surface of the gelatine,

and then I quickly transferred a minute

quantity to a cover glass, stained it with

fuchsine, and a few moments after saw

that I had caught the big bacillus. From
this growth I quickly grew a large num-
ber of pure growths, and having done so,

a puppy was inoculated. It may be

readily guessed with what anxiety we
watched that little dog, and when after

the eighth dav the puppy appeared un-

easy and evidently not itself, our most

sanguine hopes appeared about to be

realized. But although the puppy was

undoubtedly unwell, it showed no symp-

toms whatever of distemper, except great

langor and a general tucked-up condition.

In other words, the situation was as fol-

lows: I had grown as separate pure culti-

vations all themicro-orpanisms.and none

of them produced the discise, such as we
know distemper, with strongly-marked

symptoms.
I will admit that I was most disheart-

ened, and for hours I carefully examined

the original growths in order to try if I

could detect any other shape or form of

micro-organism, but in vain; I must

say that It appeared a most remarkable

coincidence that distemper could be in-

duced by three micro-organisms, and
that separately inoculated none of them
produced the disease. I consequently
came to the conclusion that somewhere
there was a mistake, or rather that some
circumstance in the experiments had
operated against us.

It is a very well-known fact that the

higher the dog is bred—in-bred, I wish to

be understood—the more apt is that dog
to distemper, and as a rule the more viru-

lent is the disease when it appears. On
the other hand, mongrels seem by the

greater diversity of their blood factors to

be of a hardier nature, to have for this

reason a power of resistance which the

better bred dog is without; consequently,

they frequently have entire immunity
from distemper, or when they do catch

it, are able, being constitutionally strong-

er, to pass through the attack with far

greater facility.

It must be therefore obvious that ex-

periments on such a disease as distemper
require fit subjects; that in-bred dogs art-

better for this purpose than mongrels;
and, finally, that dogs which have had
the distemper are absolutely useless. I

lay particular stress upon this statement,

as, from what I have heard, former ex-

periments have not failed so much from
the difficulty in separating out the differ-

ing micro-organisms, as from the fact

that the experimenters have made use

principally of mongrels—animals which
were bought without a guarantee as to

whether they had had the disease or not.

Naturally I reviewed this side of the oues-

tion, because two of the puppies used for

our experiments were mongrels—having
been bought for this purpose—and it is a

coincidence that these two puppies were
the very ones I have referred to as giving

us perfectly negative results with the

small bacillus ana micro-coccus. Another
circumstance led me to the supposition

that these two animals had led us astray,

which I shall speak of in a moment. It

cannot be supposed that such a search as

we have Ijeen engaged in can be prose-

cuted without constant checks, and al-

though I am attempting to place before

your readers the exact manner in which
these experiments have been carried out,

and eventually to success, there were
naturally at times questions on which we
made mistakes, and had to resume our

work again at the point from which we
deviated from the true road.

In mv second article your readers will

remember that I stated that in the or-

gans of the puppy to whom we had suc-

cessfully given the disease from the first

series of growths all the micro-organisms

were found, and stress was laid on the

fact that the conditions of these organs

was identical with those in the puppy
which had come to us first. That is,

in lung and trachea all the organ-

isms were present, whilst in the other

organs only the big bacillus was to

be found.
' Fresh sections, however,

proved that this was not exactly the case,

as micro-cocci was also found to be pres-

ent, and in colonies. We therefore de-

termined to trv the micro-coccus and the

small bacillus again, and we were induced

to do so for the following reason

:

I had asked friends who had had the

misfortune to lose puppies to send me up
bodies immediately death had occurred.

The organs of these were at once con-

signed to alcohol, and stained by Gram's

method, when it liecame apparent that

there are no bacilli at all, either large or

small, except in the trachea, yet the sec-

tions were those of animals' organs who
had died of virulent distemper, compli-

cated with inflammation of the lungs;

consequently, in case some mistake

might have arisen—l)ecause of the enor-

mous quantity of micro-cocci in the

organs—we determined to try the micro-

coccus again, the more so because this

organism has been observed in the fol-

lowing zymotic diseases, but not proved

the causa causans, liecause inoculation

was impossible: Scarlatina, measles,

whooping cough, typhus, and rabies. In

the lower animals, however, on inocula-

tion, micro-cocci have been proved to be

the cause of the following: Pyaemia in

rabbits and mice, septicaemia in r^b-

bits, and progressive suppuration in the

same animal.
I have said that the puppy which had

been inoculated with the big bacillus ap-

peared ill—that it looked as if it was go-

ing to have distemper, but didn't. This

puppy we determined to make use of, but

on second thoughts we obtained another,

which we inoculated with the micro-

coccus, and placed in the same kennel
with that inoculated with the big bacillus;

but the latter we did not inoculate

with the micro-coccus, and this is so

important a fact that I call particular at-

tention to it. In eight days the freshly

inoculated pup began to appear uneasy,

its ribs liegan to show, it Ijecame like the

other puppy, tucked up, and then that

peculiar wasted and anxious look, in the

face, nearly always present in distemper,

became mani'est. On the tenth day the

husky cough came on, with a de-

sire to relieve the trachea and air pas-

sages of obstruction, but there was scarce-

ly any, if any, discharge from the nostrils

until the twelfth day, when there ap-

peared a very weak flow, but not what we
generally observe in dogs who are very

ill with the disease—that is, what is

termed a purulent discharge.

Here was undoubtedly distemper. A
few days after this puppy was inoculated,

that inoculated with the big bacillus—the

seedy puppy—began to cough and also

dribble slightly at the nose. Very nat-

urally then I came to the conclusion that

the micro-coccus was the causa causans

of distemper, and the reason that it had
not given the same to the mongrel pup-

pies was that they either had had
distemper and could not be reinfected,

or had immunity because they were mon-
grels, or had it so slightly that I failed to

observe it.

Your readers may now, having stated

as I have how very slightly these puppies

had distemper, ask how it was possible to

examine the organs of one of these ani-

mals. I will do so, but before I can, I

must ask pardon for having, perhaps un-

intentionally misled them. I have re-

ferred to certain deaths, and in case it

may be supposed that these deaths were

due to distemper, I think it only now
right to place the matter on a proper

footing. These puppies did not die of

distemper; but were painlessly destroyed

to observe the results of the inoculations

on their organs.

In like manner this puppy inoculated

with the micro-coccus was destroyed.

Had I commenced these articles with

wholesale desliuclioii, ouciise ilii{$ui

have been given, and feeling originated

against the series; but now that the de-

struction is over, and only three animals,

which otherwise would have been con-

signed to a watery grave, have been sac-

rificed, and no more will be required, I

think that my reasons for saying "died,"

instead of "were killed," will lie under-

stood; or, if they are not, I will give the

true reason— I did not wish to hurt any-

one's feelings. What I wish, however,

to call more than particular attention to,

is this: Not one single puppy has died,

or, in the case of those which were killed,

would have died. They all had distemper

in the mildest form.

In due course of time the organs of the

puppy inoculated with the micro-coccus

which had Ijeen placed in the same ken-

nel with the seedy puppy, whose seedi-

ness had resulted from being inoculated

with the big bacillus, were examined.

My readers will naturally expect me to

say that the organs were filled with micro-

cocci; I admit I expected to find this.and

further, I had myself come to the con-

clusion that the micro-coccus was the

causa causans of the disease. I did find

micro-cocci here and there in the wind-

pipe and dotted alwut in the tissue of

the lung, but what I did not expect to

find was in a puppy inoculated with a

pure cultivation of micro cocci, lungs

crammed full of big bacilli ! How can

we explain such an anomaly as this ? It

is very easy. The puppy inoculated with

the big bacillus was given distemper, and
it was not until it inhaled micro-cocci

than it began to cough or run at the nose;

on the other hand, that inoculated with

micro-cocci did not commence to show
distemper until it became inoculated with

the big bacillus, or to cough until the big

bacillus had opened up a field for the

micro-coccus to work in; hence inflam-

mation of the lungs or pneumonia.
In other words, the whole of Koch's

postulates are satisfied with the single

exception that "in the inoculated animal

the same micro-organism must be found."

We have found the disease and the micro-

organism in an animal inoculated by one

that we inoculated- practically the same
thing—and we cannot come to any other

conclusion than that the big bacillus is

the causa causans of distemper—the mi-

cro-coccus the cause of inflammation of

the lungs.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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INAUGURAL FIELD TRIALS.

The Sontheru Sportsmen's Association
j

at Ijifbyette, I^.
|

Lafayettb. La., Jan. 13.—The inau-
j

Eural field trials of the Southern Sportsmeirs

Association began here to-day. The judges are

Mr. Amory Starr, Judge John Clegg and Hon.

N. D. Wallace. j „ ^.

Drawings for the Derby and All-aged Setter

stakes are as follows.

I R purcells liver and white pointer bitch V.

F V. (Flockfinder-Ion):
against

Rose & Madison's black, white a"d ,^"
^ng^

lish setter dog Simouulcs (Oaths Hope

Gladys).

D E Roses black, white and ton English setter

doe Hope's Ray (Oaths Hope-Lady May),
against _ ,. .

N D. Wallncea black, white and ten English

setter dog Bang (Mark Twaiu-Uena R.)

Thomas Bl>-the liver
"^ while pointer bitch

Transit ^Beppo Ill-Lass of Bow),
against . wi4„i,

Omer ViUere's liver and -white pointer bitch

Lillie Talbot (importertV

I K Reiiauds white a1^ licked English seller

dog Ned While (Mark Twam-I.ena R.I,

against . ...

u.mnhia & Aveiit Kennel's black and while

"Kniush t.tu/ bitch Annie F. (Roderigo-Juno

A).

I shctlev Hudson's black, white and tan Eug-
^
lUh seUer dog Dad Wilsons Boy (Dad Wilson-

DoUy S.). . .
against ,,, , .

I R Purcells liver and white pointer dog Hake
ofVlockfinder (Don-Lady Spoot.swood).

I Shellev Hudson's black, white and tan Eng-

•ifsh seller dog Dad Wilson, Jr., (Dad W.lson-

Lit) . .against

Mrmnhis and Avent Kennels' black and white

'*Rn|lish"tter dog Harry C. (Roderigo-Countess

House).

J. R. Purcells liver and white pointer dog Heini-

ken (Flockfinder-Ion)
against

Hamilton & J«<^>^S"":^''>^'^''• "„l?'^''l"iLil'w bT
lish setter dog Fred Oates (Bob Gates-LUiy u.).

r R Howse's black, white and ton English set-

"^terWtch Daisy Girl (Count Paris-Nefiie Cam-

t>ndKe I . .

against ... .

Memphis and Avent l!ennels' black, ;j'h;|^ ^nd

Un English setter dog Royal C. (Rocterigo-

Countess House) .

B M Stephenson's liver and white pointer dog

Tribulation (Beppo Ill-Lass of Bow)
against

Memphis and Avent Kennels' black
f
°^«h'^

English setter dog Rowdy Rod (Roderigo-

Juno A.).

B w wehrles black, white and ton English sct-

teTd^Roy ^l^n (S»n Roy, Jr.-Roberta 11),

a bye.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

HamUton and Jackson's black, white and tan

BMlish setter dog Fred Gales (Bob Gates-

LuTy B.),
against

J. R. Purcells liver and white pointer dog Don a

Dot (Don-Lady).

R W Wehrles black, white and tan English

setter dog Roy Wilson (San Roy, Jr.-Roberta

II). . .against t. v e >
T R purcell's liver and white pointer bitch F. F.

V. (Flockfinder-Ion).

I D Sperry s black, while and ton Gordon

setter dog Stubble (Malcolm-Dream II)

against

F F Myles' black, while and ton English setter

dog Ben Hur (Paul Gladslone-Loltie).

West Tennessee Ken^' black, white and tan

English setter dog Tennessee Bob (Fred W.-

Ida), . .

against

Mrtnnhis & Avent Kennels' black and white

**Knglish setter dog Chance (Roderigo-Bo-Peep).

A. M. Young's orange and white setter bitch

Daisy's Hope (Gath s Hope-Daisy F.)

against

Graphic Kennels' liver and white pointer dog

Beppo III (Priam-Meally)

J R Purcells liver and while pointer bitch

He'iniken (Flockfinder-Ion),
against . .. ,.

Thomas Blythe s liver and white pointer bitch

Transit (Beppo Ill-Lass of Bow).

R W Foster's white and black setter dog Cap-

tain Bethel (Gordon-Blanche),
against

1 R Purcells liver and while pointer bitch

^Flake of Flockfinder, Jr., (Don-Lady Spots-

wood).

West Tennessee Kennels' black, w-hile and ton

English setter dog Tennessee Charley (I-red

W.-Ida),
, .against

Memphisand Avent Kennels' black and vvhite

English setter dog Rowdy Rod (Rodengo-Jnno

A./.

West Tennessee Kennels' black, white and tan

EngHVh setter dog Corsair (Dan Gladstone-

Haldee), . . .

against
. , j

R M Hutchings liver and white ptnnter dog

Spring (Mainspring-Curfew).

I. Shelly Hudson's black white and tan English

iettcr dog Dad Wilson (Dad Wilson, Jr.-LH),

against .... t.

John E Gill's liver and white pointer bitch

LMly.Zeal (Croxteth-Amine).

1 D Dager's black, white and tan English setter

dog Toledo Blade(Roderigo-Lillian),
\

against , ,» . • I

I R Purcell's liver and white pointer bitch Joy

of Prince William (Flockfinder-Ion).

1
F. F. Myles- black, white and Ian setter bitch

!
Dimple (Gordon-Blanche),

against
1 J K. Gill's liver and white pointer bitch Galena

j

(Trinket's Bang-Cremornel.

Graphic Kennels' liver'^i^d white pointer bitch

Blbomo II (I^d ofBow-Bloomo), a bye.

In the Members' Stake Omer Villere's pointer

bilch UUie Talbot beat R. M-Hutchins^ pointer

Soring in a long and poor heat. F. F. My'js

«t?er^Ben Hur beat Omer Villere's setterjTen. 1

F F Mvles' seller Bob McCargo beat R. W.

ter Mark Twain. This ended the hrst series.

Ben Hur beat Lillie Talbot.

I AiTivvTTF l.a Tan. 14 —It was 8 30 o'clock

th^^'mornlng blfor/the fitst brace in Derby was

started They were turned loose in a held about

half a mile North of town. Although birds were

pfJntifnl bnt six heals were rnn to a fi ">« < .._^"'^:

Snides beat F. F. V.. Hope Ray l^eat Bang rran

sit beat Lillie Talbot. Annie beat Ned White,

Dan Wli^ Boy beat Flock Wilder; Dad W, I son,

ir beat Haro- C. While these Derby heats

le'reinprS^re7sthe finishing up of the n.em-

bers' race look place in a neigboring field under

Vudges H.^rris l»A Renaiid. with iRe following

results: Ben Hur beat Dimole; Land won first

Di^nple beat Lillie Talbot and won second, the

thinffalling to Lillie Talbot. From 3 to 5 o'clock

a drizzling rain felt. The sky .is now obscured

by heavy clouds threatening ram

.

POINTER VS. SETTER.

A Correspondent Who Tlilnks the Lat-

ter the Better nog.

Editor Fancier-s' Journal.

Sir: There is an article iu a late

Sunday edition of the Times iu which

I the writer boldly states that the pointer

has come to the front, and is now ac-

cepted in preference to the setter. Of

course, this is all nonsense. The pointer,

I with all of his style, will never supersede

the setter until birds are confined to

'

country roads and stubble fields. .\s

long as quail will himt the woods and

i thickets aud woods and thickets have

briars, so long must we have setters who

will hunt the woods for them. That

writer also states that the pointer is pre-

ferred because he does not require as

much water as the setter. I have oaen

read and heard this but do not believe it

The ^chipperke

fj Dog of Plhnders

George R. Krehl in The Dog Owners' Annual.

The latest of all arrivals is the vSchip-

perke, a little perky, black, tailless doglet from

the low countries. In their own country specimens

ofthis breed have been kept as pets and house

dogs by generations of working classes. Old

civic records make mention of them accompany-

ing their masters, the good Flemish burghers

and their mistresses in their Sunday strolls with

the young members of the family. The boot-

makers were their chief patron3,aud on holidays

and high-davs they would decorate their Schip-

perkes with elaborately-chased metal or skil-

fully-worked leather collars. These ornaments

were genuine works of art, for in olden days

members of the trades guilds took a pride in

their handicraft, examples of these collars are

much prized by collectors, but few can be seen

except in museums.

The class that have indirectly assisted in get-

NEW YORK'S SHOW.

Additional 8i)eclal Prizes for the <:om-

ing W. K. C. Show.

Editor Fanciers' Iournai..

Sir: The Pug Breeders' Challenge Cup

offered by Dr. M. H. Cryer, Philadelphia, Pa.

Open to all American (including Canadian) bred

pugs to be competed for semi-annually and must

be won three separate times by separate dog.the

property of the same exhibitor, who must also

be the breeder. The donor reserves the right of

designating at which show the cup shall be put

up fo"co.npelition. The name of each winner

w^U be engraved on the cup. The donor will

r,«t n.,.«n/lp for it the next tune it is offered.

"The Pointer Club of America otters Jio casu 101

1

the best stud dog shown with two "f his get he

latter not to exceed three years of age, and ma>
I be the properlv of one or more owners. Also Jio

cash for the best bitch shown ""•»' »"

read and heard this put. ao uoi •'j^""- "
.i.'JThV breed known beyond the frontiers are

pointers drank as often as the setters, '- -

and the pointer owners drank consider-

ably oftener than the setter owners. I

was shooting in a countr>' where briars

are unknown, and so are setters, but the

brace I took with me not only held their

!
own against the native stock and the two

thoroughbred ^Mjinters which niade up

my quartette, but hunted them all to

irrass
" The weather was warm and dry

and i noticed particularly its effect upon

the dogs and I am convinced that w-hilst

the heavv coat of the setter may add to

his warmth, I do not think it results in a

material disadvantage to his huntings

nor increases his thirst.

Ill a warm country where there are no

briars I would use the pointer, but in a

climate like Pennsylvania, Delaware or

Maryland where briars delight to grow,

give' me the setter, and after the first

with two of her

orogeny, same conditions as above. Open to

members of the American Pointer Club only.

The American Pet Dog Club offer a «'lver cup

for the best pug dog, also one f""" the best pug

bitch iu open classes, open to members ol the A.

^T^e'^A'inencan-English Beagle Club offer a

suiteble collar for the best beagle dog, and one

for the best bitch. Open to members of the A.

*^Morris°Little & Son offer a cup, value Jjj, for

the best couple of deerhounds m the open

classes, owned and entered by one exhibitor.
LiB9m;i>.

JAMES MoRTIMKR,
Superintendent.

Sweepstakes of the Spaniel Club of America

iSoo.-Swecpstakes for field spa"'*!?,"helped in

880 will be held at the W. K. C. show. Entry

fee'lsieach, with $10 added by the club lobe

divided as follows; 40 per cent to the winner 30

per cent to the breeder of winner, 20 per cent to

second and 10 per cent to third.

Sweepstakes for cocker spaniels etc. Same as

above. All entries to be made with the treasurer

of the Spaniel Club. William West, no North

Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa., by January 37

1800 To be entered also in their regular classes

atthe show. A. C. Wii-merdin.i.

Sush I will be "getting there,"

anv pointer friend will be "making the

welkin ring" in a fruitless effect to force

iiispet to the "scratch" unmindful of the

old saw (which the dog's hide will never

allow him to forget), that

"A burnt child dreads fire,"

to which I might add by way of rhythm:

•A pointer has no use for briar."

I would like to hear from pointer

owners the "reasons" for their preference.

Yours truly, F. S. B.

Philadelphia, Jan. 8, i»9t).

the move, and usually one observes on these

long heavy slow barges a little kennel facing

the tiller, whence, at the faintest strange sound

a little black dog emerges with a rush, barking

furiously It is here on this floating abode in a

humid atmosphere that the Schipperke is chez

tut From these surroundings he lakes his name

the •lillie skipper," schipper being our skipper

and *^ the Flemish diminutive. The bargee is

called a skipper, and his canine partner the little

skipper. Life on these sluggish canals must be

unutterably dull, and it is easy to appreciate the

affection of the skipper for his bright four-footed

male, who will not only keep the watches for

him and kill the predatory rats, but is always

lively and cheery, ready for a game on board, or

a romp and a scamper on the bank. I am told

some of these dogs are wonderfully clever, their

owners teaching them all manner of tricks in

the long hours. This exercise of their mental

e nrsi I
powers no doubt explains the quick intelligence

Whilst possessed by this breed In the last year or two

X Little Girl's Effective Plea.

From the New York Times.

This pathetic little appeal came in

Mayor Grant's raailbag shortly before Christinas.

DKAR MAYOR Grant; I am a little girt ten

years old, and I am going to ask a favor of you

if you will grant it to me it will be the happiest

Christmas that I have spent in my life. Dear

Movnr I was eoing to the store this morning
"YmydoggifNefiie followed me and the dog

SerstoSfi him away from me «'"' P"' j""
into the wagon and all my crying aud begging

k"d not do any good so I thought I woi.lS asC

vou if you would please gel my doggie f-r ine.

Twish you a merr^ Christmas a"d a happy New
Year I am, Liz/.iK Gai.nks.

jQo Sullivan Street, New York City.

Please give me my doggie Nellie

The letter came in for his Honor's immediate

attention. He sent word to the dog pound that

Lizz e's pet must be released and returned to Us

owner^id Nellie and Lizzie were reunited

for a Merrv Christmas.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.

Editor Fanciers' Joornal.

Sir: Mr. Mayhew in a private letter

very kindly draws my attention to what he con-

siders a mistake in my mention of the extra

length ofbody in Elsie, as being characteristic

ofthe breed, which reminds me that I did lay

myselfopen to the suspicion that it was my own-

ership ofthis exceedingly long-backed specimen

which induced my acceptance of Ihe point as

characteristic, and I hasten to explain that this

characteristic struck me long before Elsie was

bought for me. If I remember aright I noted

the short backs in the niclures "f Vero Shaw as

a fault in the first article I wrote on the breed

and which appeared ill Forest and Stjeam^ and

I was struck w th this feature m Mr. HacKe s

dcTgs shown at PiUsburg last Spring, and par-

licnlariyin his inaguiTicent young dog Ivan

Then, a friend writing to an.Englisfi gi-eyhound

man as to the Russiaiis,receivecran answer speci-

fvfngthis extra length ofback as a fault ofthe

bVecl and upon scaling all pictures I have I

find tliem (except Vero Shaw's) deculedly longer

than anv greyhound pictures. Certainly,in .Elsie,

Ivan ad Domovoy, I will not admit tfiat it is a

fault, as it adds much to their appearance in my

""^Mr. Mayhew's experience with the breed has

been very much greater than mine, and his

nbTlUv as an all-round dog man, one who knows

dogs and not cranks of fancy IS so well cstal

-

lisfied that he would do us a favor by a commu-
nication on this subject. W. wade.

HULTON, Pa., Jan. 15.

Gordon Setter Club.

Editor Fancibr.s' Journal.

Plea.se publish the following request.

This is to give notice that a general

meeting ofthe American Gordon Setter

Club will be held at the New York show,

February 12, at 8 P. M., by remicst of ten

members to the president, and which he

has granted. I- T. NoRRiS,
Secretary A. ti. o. v..

Baltimore, Md., January 11.

The St. Bernard Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Sir: The monthly meeting of the

Board of Governors of the St. Bernard Club of

America was held at the Hoffman House, New

York Citv, January i.?, 1R90. Committee on In-

corp.«-:ilioii reported progress. The Committee

on Medals reported progress . The resignation

of T. B. Lee as member and one of the Board 01

Governors was accepted. „t.i«" following applicants for membershipThe lOIIOWllIK <tyy,.'.a...., — ,
.,,- -,^„. _„_^

were clecte.l; C. <lu?t«ve B'"""^'' if^^Z'
111 Mrs r. B. Lee, Toledo, O.; W. H. Weiss,

Bethlehem, Pa.; W. P. Perkins, Dinvers, Mass;

W. Firth, Boston. Mass. ^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^
Secretary pro tern.

all Belgium has been ransacked for Schipperkes.

and any tailless black dog with prick ears has

been palmed off ou iiic euijcr buyer s: t..e genu-

ine article. A good many of these "cheap lots"

have found their way into England, but the ma

iorily have been shipped to America. Columbus

never suspected the use his great discovery was

?o be put 10 by these neighbors of the expforing

Dutchmen. Sending these Schipperkes to the

States is a better tric\ than standing hens' eg^s

on end Among a few Belgian breeders there is

wme talk of more than one type of Schipperke,

Md they enumerate the Antwerp and Louvain

'^Ti^t^^eTha^diSices do exist. Some there

are that have coarse terrier heads, leathery ears

veVwide at the base, and firmly set up bodies;

JhSe always look to me to require wha the^

hav^ unmistakably once posses-sed-a tail; this

type has a very short coat and seldom any ruff

iity are also rather large. Then there 's a little

sort with full eyes, heads inclined to apple

XoT hardly any muzzle, ears large and at

lide^of head pletfly of coat, not very harsh,

plenty of ruff al.dfriV.ge on thighs A type be-

fween these is to be prefen^ed, and as most of

mv iSst specimens have come from Antwerp I

ain hiclined to think that this town deserves to

^ve"ts name to the type. .
The dog that is now

accepted as representative weighs about ten

pounds is a glossy black, stands up well on his

S°ns with an air of vivacious alertness, he looks

sloulW built in front and smaller behind, and

hS back ends like the rounded h.nd-ouarters of

a ^inea pig. His head is foxy, ike a^l the wild

dJS^lype. ears small, narrow, pricked and rar-

rieVupright in parellel lines on the top of the

head not at the sides. Eye small and dark,

and showing no white. Neck and shoulders

Uwk venTheavv, partly owing to the thick ruff,

ws slrXht and smooth, feel cat H^e Coat very

harsh a^"t an inch long on the back, very

denseand weather nroof on th^.'h.ghs it should

he frinirv The Belgians call the rufJ oinieie

and the^ fringe culottes. General appearance

Smart and intensely vital. Temperament rest-

fess, full of curiosity, and overflowing with jeal-

°'The"^[^iI question will be a ''"""bl^aopf °"* «°^

some time to come. I am satisfied that the

^^ed in its best days was tailless; in lime, as

mafhig was ,>erformld with no care or discrim-

Tnat on, cauc^al appendages put in «" aPP^ara"ce

but there are to mv certain knowledge ""mbers

of Schipperkes thkt have been born without a

sign oF a toil, and there are plenty ol bitches

w^"ch give birth to several, such /"P"'" ^^P,
mter With judicious breeding and docking, the

breed will nb doubt, in time recover this charac

terUUr inwjme parts of their native country

SchiDWrkes are cafled "spitz, " but Ihis denomi

Sifthrndd be
,VP."'Vlyr/':""f,^ '^^eTa'n

than one reason. "Spitz'' is the name pven all

over Holland, Belgium and «f™any to l|ie Pom-

eranian and though there is a certain ramll>

frk"nes8 tn the two breeds, any admixture of

spitz blo^ in the Schipperke should be most

carefully avoided. Pomeranian r'''al'<""t'ip

means a soft coat, ears at side of head and a

"Lappish disposition . The cross "ff"«a danger-

ous temntotion to Schipperke breeders on

count ol'^the profuse ruff and fringe to be

tahieil thereby, but 1 would sooner have t^

Dointa erase/ from the Schipperke co<le t .an

acquire them in this manner at the cost of loss

oflthe lovable and distinctive Schipperke char-

"S'^do not think my Belgian friends will mind

my spying that the present Slupperke movement

rjefmncliof its for'ce and i"fl'»-"'^<' t° "'
J.?Sis

Proctor a Scottish resident in Antwerp. -This

ge^lcnian is imbued with the British love of

M"malb?eeding, and he has given his careful at-

ac-
_ ob
these
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tention to Schipperkes, having assured himself

that they are a pure and nalKnalbreed.

A club has been formed in Belgiuiu to promote

knowledge and appreciation ofthe breed, and at

Efirst show, wjiich was held "> B^"«?^',?' ^r
T,.hn Proctor acted as judge. The fir.st Schip-

perke that came to this country was a present

Worn Mr Proctor to Mr. J W Berne wlio had

expresses! his admiralK.u of the breed when he

saw them on the bench at the show of the Royal

St Hubert Society in the Ilclgum capital, fhis

bitch, Flo. re^'ulariy breeds pups wilhoiit taiK

These breed IS alsu greatly ludebud to Mr \ an

derSnickl, a sportsman and the editor of tliaese

ft I'echf iTe has neglected no opportunity to

rouse the Flemish fanciers into a stale of enthu-

siasm over their own dog. As above mentioned,

to Mr. Berrie, or rather Mrs. Berne I believe

attaches the honor of having imported the hrsl

Schipperke into England. Our Kennel Club

having deteiniined to inipiirt an inlernatioiial

character to their Summer show in the Jubilee

year (1897) of her Majesty's reign, created several

blasses lor pure foreign breeds, including the

Schipperkes, which were judged by their

countryman. Baron del Marol. There were nine

entries- two were shown bv English exhibitors,

Messrs.' S. Boddington and A. George, who
bought theirs atter seeing them in the Brussels

show, the rest belonged to Belgian exhibitors

The prizes went to dog?, that seem to have since

disappeared from public ken. The sight of these

queer little dogs exciled a temporary interest

among the regular show-goers, and a good class

turned up at one of the terrier shows in the

Aquarium, where Mr. Van der Siiickt judged,

and then a somewhat sharp discussion look

place, after which the breed suffered a relapse.

The revival set in when Dr. Seelig began to im-

port them, and among Ihe first arrivals were
three that are still able to hold their own against

all comers, viz., Drieske, Mia and Skip.
The movement starteil at Dover, was continued

at successive tov dog and terrier shows till now
they iiave become one of the attractions of the

larger exhibitions. The Kennel Club gives them
two classes, Brighton look them up with alac-

rity, Darlington's one day venture found room
for what the Northerners called the "ship-

wreckers," Edinburgh schedules them in its

prize list, and at Southampton the rise to the
dignitv of a challenge and a novice class. So
the little aquatic Flemings, who so recently

boarded our benches, have completed the inva-

sion before many of us have learned to pro-

nounce their name, which some call ".ship-

per'ks," others "ship-per' keys." etc., the right

wav being "skip'-per-kv." Mr. S. Mercier in

Ireland, owns a tew of them, and it is due to his

recomniendalion that the breed has already
found its way to America, where a very excellent

pair, Othello and Mieke. have been exhibited by
Mr. Mitchell Harrison. Whilst I have been do-

ing my share to bring these merry bargers into

Srominence, the demand has often been ad-

ressed to me, why I sought to intnxluce an-
other breed of small dogs seeing that we have
already so many beautiful toy varieties. I have
given my reasons, and may as well repeat them
here. I considered there was room lor a lillie

handy, hardy and active dog lor the house. lor

the river, or the punt, canoe or skiff, and for the
5'acht. The Schipperke is not a lap-dog; few of
them can tolerate the warm yielding softness of
a woman's lap; Ihcy advance no claims to such
luxurious honors, so the cavaliers' pets may con-
tinue unruffled to ba.sk in the sunshine of fair

dames' smiles—but for the robu.st girl of the
period, who can do her share ofthe louring, can
keep up with her brothers in a .sharp "constitu-
tional, " to whom the open air is life, the Schip-
perke is Ac; i/<>i;. These blackamoors are hardy
and healthy, and can stand a fair share of rough
work and exposure, and on account of their
small dimensions and their original and inter-
esting character they are well lilted for pet and
house-dogs. One or two about the home are
enough to raise the spirits of the dullest mortal,
but keeping a number of them together is a mis-
take—they are so noisy, Iheie is no repose
alxiut them.

The Prize Pugs
OF

.AMERICA and ENGLAND-
BY

M. H. CRYER.

[CoPVRioHT. ALL Rights Rrsbrvbd.]

[CONTINUED.l

ENGLISH PUGS—Dogs.
ATLAS (E. 12.070).—Owned and bred

by Mr. E. Weekley, Marlborough Street,

Blackfriars Road, London. Born Decem-

ber 11, 1880. Pedigree:

Sire

;

( Peter
Young Peter \

( Field's Punch

1 Bessie

(E. 10,972) Flo

Dam :

Zoe(E.
10,99')

r Cupid.
Ch. Baron J

(E.566inRuby

Mollv. . .

(E.109S6)

Max..
(7769)

f
Lord Willoughby's

I Ruby

I Cora

f Sam

I Rosa

Vic (K. .^

10,989)

r Mayhew's TLamb
1

Click . .

{[Moss

Max

Tip

Lock's
Judy. {

Sheffield, first at Dudley, first at Burton-

on-Trent, first at Alexandra Palace, 1882;

champion and first in challenge class at

Aston Park, champion at York,champion

at Crystal Palace, first at Liverpool, first

at Famworth, first at Wolverhampton,

and champion at Hanley, 18S3; first at

Tenby, first at Pembroke, and first at

Farnworth, 1884; first and cup at Liver-

pool, first at Birkenhead, first at Car-

narvon, first at Famworth, 1885, and

many others.

CHALLENGER (E. 10,958; champion).

—Owned by the late Lady Brassey,

Battle Sussex. Bred by Mr. J. H. Locke,

St. George's Infirmary, Fulham Road,

London. Bom January, 1879. Pedigree :

rSam

I Rose

Winnings.—First at Alexandra Palace

Sire:
Punch (E. 7769) •

Afterwards known as Max.

Dam:
Jessie.

Winnings.—Third at Alexandra Pal-

ace. 1880; second at Crediton, first at

Eastboume, first and cup at Maidstone,

third at Crystal Palace, 1881; first at

Crystal Palace (challenge class), 1882
;

first at Colchester, 1883; champion at

Crystal Palace (
January),second in cham-

I

pion class at Crystal Palace (July), cham-

1881 first at Hertford, first at Margate, i
pion at Tunbridge Wells, i8«4; challenge

DR. M. H. CRYER'S CHAMPION DUDE.

The points of the Schipperke, as agreed upon
by the General Assembly of the Schipperke
Club at Brussels, June 19, 1MM8:

General Appearance anu Character.—
An excellent and faithful little watchdog, who
does not lake to strangers. Lively, full of agility,

and never tired; paying attention to all that is

going on around him. Very fierce when defend-
ing C)bjecl5 over which he has been set to watch,
very gentle with children, and knowing well the
habits ofthe household. Always curious to know
what is going on behind a door, or of an object
which is being moved; showing his impressions
by his sharp voiic and the hackles standing up.
He likes the company of horses, hunts moles and
other vermin.
Color.—Black, without any white.
Head.—Rather broiid forehead, diminishing

towards the eyes—seen in profile it is round;
fine ninzzle, not too elongated; stop not too
prominent. NoSE—Small.
KvE.—Dark brown, small, more oval than

round, neither too deep set nor too prominent;
lively and piercing.
Ears.—Prick-eared, small, triangular, set on

high; lobes strong enough not to be bent other-
wise than lengthways, excessively movable, ap-
proaching each other when erect.
Teetii.—Very while, strong, and lungish, and

neither under nor overshot.
Neck -Strong and upright.
Shoi'lhers.—Sloping and agile.
Chest.—Broad in front ami broad behind the

shoulders, and deep, belly well drawn up.
Back.—Straight and horizontal, but supple.
Loins.—Powerful.
Leus.-Perfectly straight, and well under the

body; fine in bone.
Feet.—Small, round, and close; claws straight,

strong, and short, not hooked.
Tiiiciis—Well developed, long and muscular;

hocks near the ground.
Bony.—Short and thick set.
Tail.—Absent.
Coat.—AOundanl and hard to touch; smooth

on the head, short on the ears, the front of the
legs and calves; rather short on the body but
longer round the neck, beginning from behind
the ears where it forms a kind of mane, and on
the chest, where it forms a frill which extends
between the forelegs, and on tne back of the
thighs, where it lorms a kind of feathering
(culollf) the ends of which are turned inwards.
Wei(;ht.—Four kilos minimum. Dogs weigh-

ing less than four kilos and having the above
points belong to a special class.
Faults.— Eiirs semi erect, too long or rounded,

narrow and elongated head, thin coat, absence
of mane and the culotle.

first at Ipswich Pug and Toy Dog show,

1882, etc.

BARON (E. 5661).—Owned by Mr. J.

Nun, 2 Stanley Road, Kings Road, Ful-

ham, London^ S. W. Born 1872. Pedi-

gree:

Sire: f
Lord Willoughby's Ruby

Cupid . .

IcCora

Dam;
Rubv

This dog is generally given as Champ-

ion Baron, but the writer has been un-

able to find where he won prizes to entitle

him to that honor.

Winnings.—His principal winnings

were: Second at Pomona, Manchester ;

second at Worthington, 1875; first at

Cork, 1876 ; first at Bath, first at Blay-

don-on-Tyne, 1877.

Winning Produce.—Zoe, dam Molly

(E. 10,991).

BOFFIN (E. 10,956;

Owned by Mr. Lawrence

Cross, Chester, England.

Belk. Bom March, 1880.

gi„; C
Boyle's Punch

Taylor's Peter (E. 4705)
] „^.,^ ,„ .

•' (Edith (E. 3759)

Dam:
Odin

It is the writer's opinion that Boffin

has been, taking everything into consid-

eration, the best pug on exhibition dur-

ing the last ten years.

Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Alexandra Palace, first at Crystal Palace,

881; first at Bournemouth, second at

prize at Brighton, and second in cham-

pion class at Crystal Palace (January),

1885.

COMEDY (E. 7767; champion.)—

Owned by Mr. Lawrence Booth, Vicars

Cross, Chester, England. Bred by Mr.

Maule, No. 4 Hanover Road, Scarbor-

ough, England. Born April i, 1876.

Pedigree:

Sire :

Tragedy (E. 676?)

Dam : f Click
Cloudy (E.3756) •

] ^(Topsy

Champion).

—

Booth, Vicars

Bred by Mr.

Pedigree:

This dog was one of the best ever

shown and except for size and mask

it would be difficult to find any defect in

him. His weight, being somewhat over

twenty pounds however, was against him,

and the top of head and his forehead

were blacker than the writer approves of.

Winnings.—First at Birmingham,

first at Agricultural Hall, 1877; first at

Birmingham, first at Blaydon-on-Tyne,

first at Dublin, second at Darlington,

second at Glasgow, and third at Oxford,

1878; champion at Birmingham, 1879;

champion at Birmingham, champion at

Crystal Palace, champion at Dublin,

first at Bridgenorth, first at Famworth,

and first at Manchester, 1880; champion

at Birmingham, 1881 ; second at Dudley,

second at Burton-on-Trent, champion

Alexandra Palace, and champion at Shef-

field, 1883, etc.

Winning Produce.—Joe (E. 10,973),

formerly Zulu II.

DANIEL (Late Cmsoe, E. 17.733) —
Owned by Mrs. Harden Cox, 17 South
Audley Street, London, W. Bred by
Mrs. Mayhew. Born April 11, 1883. Sire,

Mayhew's Punch; dam, Mayhew's Judy.
Winnings.—First at Bristol, third at

Crystal Palace (January), first at Brigh-

ton, second at Royal Aquarium Pug Dog
Club Show, second at Crystal Palace

(July), and second at Birmingham, 1885;

first at Royal Aquarium, and second at

Birmingham, 1886; second at Jubilee

Show (July) 1887.

Winning Produce.—Imported Kelpie

and imported Duke (second at Philadel-

phia, 1887).

DIAMOND (Champion, E. 13,734) —
Owned aud bred by Mrs. M. A. Foster,

40 Chesham Street, Bradford, England.

Born May 14, 1882. Died May 18, 1887.

Pedigree:^
f Sambo

( Banjo (B. 9^0) i

Sire: (Blossom
Lovat (E.i2,073)..<

f Punch
iCh. Jennie . . \

E. (10,983) (Rose
Dam :

Ch. Jennie (see above)

Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Sheffield, first a Otley, first and medal at

Astion Park, first at Sunderland, first and
medal at Crystal Palace.first at Newcastle,

second at Darlington, first at Heckmond-
wike, second at Chesterfield, second at

Buxton, first at Wakefield, second at

Hulford, second at York, second at Hard-

wood, first at Ecclesfield, first at Shipley,

second at Clitheroe, first at Skipton,

first at Todmorden, second at Bridgeport,

second at Hanley, and third at Birming-

ham, 1883; second at Crystal Palace, sec-

ond at Rochdale, first at Halifax, first at

Otley, first and cup at York, first at

Stockton-on-Tees, first at Cleckheuton,

first at Chesterfield, champion at Buxton

(July), first at Ecclesfield, first at Cli-

theroe, first at Bamsley, first at Bingley,

Qprnnfl at .Skinton. first at Todmorden,
first at Wakefield, first at Warden, second

at Bumley, and second at Alterineham;

1884; first at Helden Bridge, first at Roch-

dale, first at Halifax, first at Great Har-

wood, first at Stockton-on-Tees, first and

extra at Crystal Palace, first at Heck-
mondwike, first at Chesterfield, first at

Todmorden, second at Clitheroe (variety

class), first at Ecclesfield, first at Burnley,

first and cup at Beverley, second at Nel-

son, second at Bingley. first at Skipton.

second at Altercbam, and silver medal for

best stud dog at Sheffield, 1885; first at

Staley Bridge.champion at Crystal Palace,

first at Halifax, first at Stockton-on-Tees,

first at Otley, second at Boston Spa, sec-

ond at Royal Aquarium, first at Accring-

ton, first at Tulford, first at Cleekheaton,

first at Brorbridge, first at Burnley, first

at Todmorden, first at Nelson, second at

Bingley, second at Altercham, first and

champion at Royal Aquarium, 1886, and

first at Otley (May) 1887.

Winning Produce.—Champion Lons

(E. 17,567). Viceroy of Lonsdale (E. 21,

472), King of Diamonds (E. 17.902),

Panted Lady, dam Champion Jennif

.

JUAN (8740; champion).—Owned by

Mr. A. D. Hussey Freke. Hanniugton

Hall, Highworth, Witts. Bred by Mr.

H. Maule, 28 St. Nicholas Street, Scar-

borough, England. Bom January 23,

1878. Sire, Tragedy (6767); dam, Cloudy

Winning s.—First at Birmingham,

first at Crystal Palace, first at Swindon,

second at Famworth, 1880; champion at

Alexandra Palace, and first and medal at

Macclesfield, 1881.

[to be continued]

at

Quail Preserves,

From the Chicago Times.

The day is not far distant when quails

will pc preserved in every stole in the Union

and the privilege to shoot them over a given ter-

ritory will be paid for in good sums. Indeed,

there are already estoblished in this country

quite a number of preserves where the right to

shoot is purchased. At present there is no great

necessity for preserves, as the shooting is almost

unlimited wit^iout it. Still there are a number
of places where thousands ot acres are let to

clubs, and these furnish a man to patrol the

grounds occasionally, provide fiKjd and in bad

weather suitable shelter for the birds The
birds breed so rapidly and prosper so well under

good treatment that the fashion for quail pre-

serves is toking a firm hold and in time wtU
become quite general.
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NOTES IN PASSING.

The Kngliah Fantail Club held its ad-

journed meeting and elected Mr. J. E.

Spence vice-president, and the Messrs.

Walker, Stevenson and Brown members

of the committee. The further business

of the meeting was to complete a stand-

ard for the fantail, and to define the

place o f the laced fantail at shows. A fter

much discussion the Executive Com-

mittee was requested to draw up a stand-

ard to be submitted to the club for action.

The laced fantail, it was unanimously

decided should compete in the class pro-

vided for the color of the bird, unless a

class was provided for "any other color

or variety," when it should compete in

that.
•**

The secretary reported that he had

been in communication with the firm of

medallistsrespectingthecostof a medal

for the use of the club, and submitted

particulars, together with impressions in

wax of other medals, but as the majority

of those present were in favor of a chal-

lenge cup, it was decided for the present

to hold the matter over, and the secre-

Ury was requested to solicit subscrip-

tions for a challenge cup for all colors

and varieties, all present expressing their

willingness to subscribe to the fund.

poultry house and sets fire to the large

tail feathers of the hens and allows them

to bum for some time, until they are

nearly all burnt away. They say that

the hens when pluming themselves next

day, eat the charred tips, and that that

has the effect of making them lay in a

few days."

in our show reports and have given only

the scores.
*

« «

« «

The Taunton, Mass., show's premium

list is the latest received. The entries,

it is promised will close positively the

18th inst, the show opening at noon of

the 2ist. The entry fee is 50 cents per

bird with an additional fee of 50 cents for

the coop it is to be shown in. The limits

for the prize winning are, ist, 90 points;

2d, 88 points; 3d, 85 points. Every cage

is to have the name and full address of

the exhibitor upon it, but the score cards

at other shows and whatever else might

prove to be a guide to the judges in their

work cannot be put up until after the

judging is completed.

It seems that judges have their own

standards abroad as well as here, and

that even there where the judging is by

comparison they grumble if the judge is

changed without their having warning in

time to allow them to make change in

their entry if they want to.

• «

* *

«
« »

"Always the second week in October"

will no longer be said of the Mt. Holly

fair. At the annual meeting of the Bur-

lington Co., N.J., Agricultural Association

held last Saturday, the date for the 1890

fair to be held at Mt. Holly, was named

as the second week in September. This

gives Mt. Holly the lead over the Inter-

state fair, and although it will be a little

early for poultry to be in anything like

show plumage, the majority of the birds

will go from their homes direct to this

show and thus l)e in better condition

than when, as of late years, Mt. Holly

has been the close of the circuit.

This allowing the exhibitor's name to

be up is a big step ahead, and the more

to be appreciated coming from down

East. All birds are to be scored. The

judges engaged are Henry S. Ball,

Shrewsbury; Newton A. Knapp, Win-

chester; Geo. A. Fletcher, Belmont, and

W. B. Atherton, Boston. The prizes are

to be made up from the sum of the entry

fees (coop fees not included) less twenty

per cent; the first prize portion to be

two-thirds of the sum total, the 2d, one-

third. Beside the regular prizes the club

has a list of some two hundred specials.

In the various show reports sent to us

we have found the very strange feature

of birds in a class having the same scores

awarded different prizes. In other words,

there are ties, and these ties are broken

by some difference in the birds,but which

was so slight that the judge could not

find a fraction of sufficiently low degree

to express it.

An instance in proof of this was at the

last Palace show. The following corre-

spondence between the secretary of the I

Dorking Clubs and Mr. C. Howard, sec- :

reUry of the Crystal Palace show, will

tell the story:
|

De.-vr Sir: At the meeting of the D.

and S. G. D. clubs at the Palace, much
dissatisfaction was expressed at the de-

cision of the judge in the Dorking classes,

and I was asked (in my office of secretary

)

whether I could give the reason for the

regrettable change of judges at the last

moment, when the specimens of distant

exhibitors were already on their way to

the show, and it was impossible for them

to change their birds to suit the standard

which would be adopted by the judge

substituted for Mr. Leno. Upon my ex-

1

pressing my ignorance of the cause of

the change, I was directed by the meet-
I ing to write to you upon the subject,

and, as the readiest means of communi-
cating with those interested, to publish

my letter and your reply in the leading

poultry papers. I feel quite sure you

must have had some very strong reason

for substituting for Mr. Leno, who has

the entire confidence of the Dorking

fancy, one who, to put it mildly, does

not enjoy the like confidence; and I shall

be glad to be able to give an early ex-

planation of the circumstances of the

case to the members of the clubs which

1 represent. Hhrbkrt Reeves.

±lon. csecrciaiy 10 uic uaxm. ouv* o«««vr-

Grey I>orking Clubs.

»

The Burlington County Association

last year must have made some money,

as it was able to pay off over $40,000 of

its indebtedness. It is therefore now in

condition to furnish new cages for its

poultry and pigeon department, and,

another year if the patronage warrants,

it will probably provide new buildings to

be in keeping with the new coops.

*
* *

* »

The management of the Boston show-

does not hesitate to make known how its

judges are to be placed as will lie seen

from the letter of its president in another

column. There has been a fear expressed

that the New York show would prove a

damper upon this and we are glad to

know that present indications are entirely

to the contrary.

•%

ThcWhite Wyandotte Club offers I30

in gold as specials at the New York show.

The secretary, Mr. B. M. Briggs, says,

arrangements have been made with the

committee on judges by which a judge

will be secured who is capable ofjudging

this breed in being thoroughly acquainted

with it, and one who will honestly per-

form his duty. The meeting of the clul)

is called for 2 P. M., February 21.

DEAR Sir.—In reply to your letter, the

change was made in consequence of the

council of the Birmingham show having

made a provision in the argeement with

their judges that they should not adjudi-

cate upon the same classes at the Crystal

Palace, as they were put down for at

Birmingham. This necessitated an alter-

ation in our arrangements, and we were

led to believe by some Dorking exhibi-

tors that the change would be agreeable,

Mr. Leno having judged them at the

Dairy and Poultry club show. We are

very"sorry the alteration has not pleased

the members of your clubs, and ^.e will

take care that in a future year we will

make our appointments in advance of

Birmingham so as not to be in such a

difficulty again. C. Howard.

Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Dec. 11,

*\

* *

The latest transfer of stock we are

called upon to record is of the entire

stock of English carriers from the lofl of

George Ewald, Cincinnati, O., to Mr.

Edward S. Schmid, Washington, D. C.

»
• ¥

The Feathered World is responsible for

the following, which one of its corre-

spondents found prevailing as a custom

in the island of Anglesea, for making

hens lay in the winter: "All the smaller

farmers keep poultry, but you hardly

ever come across atiy pure breeds. About

this time of the year the farmer's wife

goes at night with a lantern into the

We do not know by what right or by

what rale these ties are thus broken, but

we do say there is a gross injustice in

the method of it. If say 94 is the highest

score in a class and as such is entitled to

the 1st prize, then every bird in that class

having that score should be entitled to

the honor that score calls for. If the

money prizes are to the highest, second

highest, etc. scores, then that highest

score calls for the one prize only, and the

amount of it should be divided equally

among all in the class having that score.

The second prize belongs by right to the

second highest score in the class, and to

give it to a bird having the same score

as that which received first prize is as

absurd as it is unjust to those who come

after. Honors are easy, they cost noth-

ing but "last for long." With the honors

alike to all having the same scores, and

the prizes following a difference in the

figures of the score, the expense is no

greater and the favors are at the same

time greatly extended. The absurdity

of birds with the same scores being ac-

corded different honors is so great that

we have omitted to mention the honors

It would seem from this that the Pal-

ace Committee announced their judges

before concluding arrangements with

them. ——
The O-ame Cock Breeders.

Dallas, Texas, Jan. 9.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—The Game Cock Breed-

ers Association at its meeting last even-

ing elected these officers for the ensuing

year: President, Creorge Robinson, Joe

Pickens, J. E. Boykin; secretary and

treasurer, J. M. Frye, Elmo. Directors,

John Vines, Jefferson; Joe Pickens, Sul-

phur Springs; A. L. Jacobs, Huntsville;

W. V. Richardson, Dallas; E. S. Stan-

field, Eastland; J. M. Frye, Elmo;

George Robinson, Cold Springs; W. H.

Love, Austin; J. E. Turner, Jonesville; J.

E. Boykin, p;a.stland. The meetings of

the tournament have been held in the

second story of the Glen Lea, and this

although capable of seating five hundred

and more has been filled to overflowing.

A message was received to-day from

Henry I'lock. of Kansas City that he

would arrive to-morrow morning with a

coop of fine birds. w. T. w.

PEDIGREED TABLE FOWLS.

Prkcis ok opinions expressed by Mr. J. W.

lA;ni.OW BEFORE THE BIRMINGHAM POULTRY

Society uroN the commercial side ok

POULTRY KKEPINO.

We, here assembled, are doubtless more

particularly admirers of the beautiful, the

refined, pure-bred section of poultry cul-

ture; patrons of the varied forms, the at-

tractive peculiarities of character, struc-

ture, colors and habits of our pets;

students chiefly of the great family which

constitutes the grand total of fancy poul-

try from an exhibition point of view. In

short, we are fanciers, and as such, I am
bound to say, seek first to please the eye

and the individual tastes rather than to

satisfy the appetite or aid the nation in

its food supply.

Perhaps it is a pity it is so; but so it is!

Yet withal our fancy embraces the whole

genus, and it is cjuite a mooted point as

to which should take precedence, the

useful or the ornamental, or, perhaps an

embodiment of the two.

The fancier's section I know to be ab-

solutely essential to the proper working

of the other part. The fancier's work is

great, and he has thus far done well. The
hosts of beauties at our command stand

well to the credit of past and present en-

terprise and diligent persistent study, and

although not put forth as a direct aid, is

in realty the basis upon which to build

up the utilitarian .section.

In our exhaustive and extensive cate-

gory of exhibition poultry happily it

provided every requisite. Special repre-

sentatives of flesh, eggs, beauty; eariy

maturity, earl^- layers and hardy winter

layers; all sizes,' colors and qualities.

Each kind is possessed of some one or

more or many special virtues, which,

under culture, may be further developed

and turned to good use; the whole form-

ing an imposing and wonderful assorted

coiieclioii, in which beauty aiiu utility

ar« more or less conspicuous in every

case. It is in the conception of new-

breeds and their propagation, or the cul-

tivation, purifying and refining of others,

and the preservation and improvement of

old sorts, that the work of the "fancier"

comes in, and in which he is apparent,

too, as the mainstay of the whole poultry

fabric.

It is out of these hosts of scrupulously

recorded pedigree stocks that the best

(indeed the only reliable) crosses for

market poultry are obtained, inasmuch

as the typical pure bred can be defined,

whereas the typical mongrel is anything,

indeed, sometimes almost nothing. So
small have some of the "barndoor" mon-
grels become, either from inattention,

close breeding, or from the throwing (as

it were) together of heterogeneous ele-

ments forsooth as "crosses," that much
mischief is wrought.

IN-BREEDING.

So far, then, from the propagation of

fancy poultry working a destructive in-

fluence upon poultry as a marketable

commodity (as an eminent writer has

lately asserted), why it has had, where

and when properly practiced the opposite

effect. True, the "close breeding" nec-

essar>' in the last stages of the evolution

of any new breed, whether done for a

purpose or through ignorance, is unmis-

takably detrimental, and leads to phys-

ical degeneracy of flesh and frame and

fertility, until, if such consanguineous

alliances are continued, a race of skinny

dwarfs, deformed, unfertile issue is the

result. This is a fact, and I have again

and again pointed out the long train of

evils consequent upon repeated "in-

breeding" in either section. With fancy

poultry, however, I have said, and will

say, that judicious intenningling of a

strain is occasionally necessary in order

to develop special features, and bring

them to the surface; but in the produce

of market poultry the case is very dif-

ferent. The bo<ly, the carcass, bulk and
quality, and rapid growth, are the chief

objects; therefore, to attain these essen-

tials, and to raise up a better class, a

more uniform race.

"In-breeding" should 1)e eschewed, as

it ruins the constitution, is conducive to

malformed progeny in which diseases

find an easy prey, and susceptibility to

sickness is ever present.
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Close "in-breeding" leads rapidly up to

weakness and illness .in all its varied

forms and phases, superficial, organic,and

structural; all the ills to which poultry are

liable become concentrated, and speedily

develop in these tender susceptible bod-

ies until utter degeneracy sets m, or

some annual scourge. Nature's pruning

process, clears off the lot for a wiser and

a better start. Of what use is a used-up

weakly strain, in which perhaps cronic

roup and crooked breasts are conspicu-

ous features ? For a really useful strain

in which profit can be seen, there must

be no ailment, no physic, and no cod-

dling, and but few if any condiments, or

artificial conditions, or restrictions, as a

profitable pursuit, else "the gilt comes

off the gingerbread."

THE BODY—THE EOGS.

To the utilitarian side also there are

two sections or sub-divisions—viz.: The

body and its produce the eggs, and in

order to develop each to the full, two

separate strains of opposite character-
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istics are necessary, for it is neither rea

sonable nor feasible to expect extraor-

dinary results from any combination
professedly arranged to secure the dual

qualities. It is rare, indeed, to obtain

perfect unity of these two essentials, in-

asmuch as oue element wholly robs or

partly impoverishes the other.

The desideratum in a good marketable
table fowl is soon reckoned up— /". e., a

large solid l)odied bird, deep keel or

breast, broad chest and narrow stern; a

thoroughly plump, well filled up frame,

round and compact; flesh of a fine grain

or texture and of a clear white color.

Such a big, fat, lumpy, straight-breasted

chicken as this possesses, I think, about
the general idea of the all-round attri-

butes of a good marketable fowl. We
have numbers of such, but I am con-
vinced that with a system of culture a

far greater percentage of such birds

could be produced. I have simply de-

scriljed the big useful fowl, the ideal

which more generally meets with public
fnvnr Wp iiiav leave eninireans to their

special tastes and selections. There is

and always will be scope enough and
even quibblings enough as to superiority

of white flesh, skin, fat, or eggs over
the more ganiey-flavored sorts, with
darker flesh, yellow fat and tinted eggs.

As to which is the most juicy, appetizing,

nourishing titbit I leave to speculation,

but in any advice I may give on this sub-

ject I should rather look to the general

want of the community, the family dish,

rather that the rich bachelor's fare.

Well, how can we obtain these all-

round useful fowls ? Not always out of

our "fancy stocks" (good as they are),

for, as I have said, delicacy is a great

barrier, for in the purifying process the

in-breeding method of refinement of ne-

cessity renders each generation more
frail until much of the stamina is gone,
and we have lefl but the beautiful ex-

terior.tlie substance having gradually de-

parted under too artificial conditions. I

don't by any means apply this to our
fancy kinds. Certainly not, but as the

wheel goes round each kind suffers ac-

cording to the popularity they have tem-
porarily enjoyed.

I do not say this in depreciation of
fancy poultry. Nor would I for a mo-
ment join in a movement against fancy
stock. I am too much a fancier for that.

Nor advise relaxation of efforts in the
maintenance of our present lieauties. No !

localise I know that so long as we main-
tain such a splendid array of show va-

rieties (and happily we are yearly adding
to them) there is no fear for the poultry
market. With such a nucleus—from this

prolific centre—hosts are propagated, in-

deed each variety is a host in itself in

which the farmer, the cottager and the
poulterer, and the public have every ma-
terial therein, every ingredient as it

were—pedigree, breed and record of
qualities with which to work his com-
posite article—viz.. the hardy table fowl.

GRADES.

Cross-bred fowls are admitted to be the

l)est for table purposes, all things con-

sidered. Of course, many fanciers have
a preference for their speciality, and

probably believe them "wonders" in

every good property. All right ! Where
ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise.
In many minds there is an objection to

"crossing." A cross bird is a "mongrel,"
and that's an awful name. Personally, I

care not for the name, so that the produce

is a better table bird. What I would ad-
|

vise, and what I want to see brought
|

about, is an improved strain purely for ,

culinary purposes. I mean such of our

best Ijodied pure-breds crossed as give

good prospects of profitable results. To
[

do this there need be no revolution nor 1

relaxed efforts on our fancy kinds, but
|

knowing as I do the vast amount of time, 1

money and thought expended on the
|

fancy section, I would like to see at least
j

some well directed effort made on behalf

of market poultry. Pedigree! Pedigree

seems the order of the day. Why then

not have pedigree table fowls? Pedigree

mongrels (anomalous as the term may
seem)— /. e., a mixture, say of two, three

or more noted kinds, picked birds, with

conspicuous good parts as table fowls,

for instance

—

1. White Dorkings-Langshans.
2. Indian-game-silver grey Dorking.

3. Dorking-game.
4. La Fleche-Dorkiug.

5. Rose-combed Dorking-Malay.
Using in each case, cockerels to pul-

lets or second season hens, and two-year-

old cocks to pullets. Here then, with

this sample list, we get ample scope for a

cross, a double cross, a criss cross, or per-

fect fusion of ten kinds, the Dorking, as

you see, forming a splendid foundation

upon which to build up still higher. Such
a studied amalgamation of selected big

bodied, firm fleshed, healthy young stock

would, I feel sure (from partial experi-

ments I have made) result most favor-

ably. Big "barndoor" fowls only come
by chance out of the farmyard medley, as

sports from their little brethren, whereas
crosses (pedigreed) would give a record

of knowledge and secure something
like permanence, reliability and uniform-

ity in the produce and data upon which
safely to proceed.

THK PIQBON LOFT.

Seasonable Hints for the Pigeon

Breeder—Nest Numbers.

Clover for Fowls.

Hens cannot lay unless supplied with

all the material necessary for the making

of eggs. During the winter the great

waut IS 101 iiiiic.

sufferwithout green food, the hens suffer for

want of this important element. Over

100 grains of lime are required in the con-

struction of the egg. One thousand

pounds of corn contain less than one

pound of lime, yet corn is the staple ar-

ticle of food with the great majority of

breeders. If they lay with this as their

entire food, it is because the blood cells

are stored during the summer, and draft

is made on these to supply the deficiency.

Where, then, can we find a valuable food

to supply this important element ? For-

tunately we have learned, or rather are

Ixfginning to learn, the value of clover to

meet this deficiency. Clover as a flesh

former, an albumen producer, and a lime

supplier, is one of the very best articles

of food, yet inexpensive to the farmer.

While half a ton of corn produces less

than a i>ound of lime, white clover con-

tains thirty times as much, and red

clover twenty-eight. Its introduction as

an article of food has materially reduced

the cost of keeping, and at the same
time largely increased the egg produc-

tion of the flocks. The great trouble has

been that we have fed hens, from sheer

force of habit, in the most expensive

manner possible. The economy of feed-

ing is just opening the eyes of breeders

to the possibilities of the business.—New
England Farmer.

—The American Hamburg Club will

meet in Boston, at a date yet to be

named during the progress of the show
of the Massachusetts Poultry Association.

—Edward Ray is an extensive poultry

dealer in Coldwater. A year ago he
shipped, along with a carload of turkeys,

two weighing about 25 pounds each. A
month later he received a letter from
Edward F. .Stokes, of Jim I'isk-Josie

Mansfield fame, of New York, who said

that he had purcha.sed the pair of turkeys

and was well pleased. He added: "If

you will raise for me for next Christmas

two turkeys weighing 100 pounds, I will

pay you 1 1 a pound for them." Mr.

Ray arranged with a farmer to attempt

the test, and the result was the shipment

on Decemljer 15 of two turkeys, one
weighing 5oyi pounds and the other 54
pounds. Mr. Stokes was delighted and
sent Mr. Ray a check for I104.50.—Jack-

son Patriot.

Damp is most prejudicial to pigeons.

The floor therefore must be dry. My
houses are singularly dry; the principal

ones have paved or concrete floors, and

on these I have four inches of river sand

and fine gravel mixed. Occasionally,

when an old limestone wall or building

is pulled down, I have the mortar rubbish

pounded up, and mix this with the sand.

Sawdust I sometimes use on the shelves

and on the floors of upstairs lofts, but

dislike it. If damp it is offensive, and

when perfectly dry it is dusty and dis-

tresses the eyes of the pigeons much. I

once was obliged to keep my pigeons in

the upstairs room of an empty house

through a long winter. Sawdust was

the only available covering for the floor,

and the birds' eyes were always ailing.

Of course, in such a case grit was sup-

plied in trays, but for many reasons I

prefer such a covering to the floor as I

have described.

If the pigeon house is on the ground,

and the soil beneath damp, the floor must

be boarded, leaving a space with frequent

ventilators between the ground and the

floor. A boarded floor will not require

such a depth of sand as a paved or con-

creted one. The latter are chilling if

not thickly covered. Sand and gravel

must l)e well dried before being put down.

I have both put in dry sheds when they

arrive in bulk, and only the dry top

layer used from time to time.

For the outside flights there is nothing

like fine gravel on a bed of mortar rub-

bish. The carpentry of the pigeon house
is another point not to be forgotten. It

is often thought that nothing can l»e too

rough for feathered stock. There is

some truth in this idea—viz., all very
elaborate nesting places and arrange-

ments are to be avoided, but what wood-
work there is must be well made and
fitted, and the boards well planed. It is

advisable for all to be thickly painted,

but this is not necessary so long as it is

kept clean and in good repair.

Ivoose joints become a perfect preserve

of insect vermin, which eat up the vigor

of the pigeons and torment them to

death. The wonderful and innocuous
disinfectants enable us to defy these

pests, if only all the woodwork be so

well made that we can reach every cor-

ner of it. If there are gaping crevices,

there the fluid does not penetrate, and
there the vermin retreat while our use-

less purification goes on.

A few words about perches. When
they have the choice we have generally

found pigeons prefer to roost upon
shelves rather than on regular perches.

My own, for the most part, pass the

night on the shelves whereon the nest

boxes and nest protectors stand. These

shelves must be well covered with saw-

dust, or, as I prefer, with very dry sand,

and constantly cleaned. I may here

state that I believe it to be an economy
of time for the pigeon house to have a

slight cleaning every morning. With a

trowel, a scraper and a rake anyone can

do this without soiling the hands, while

if there is only a weekly purification the

job is a disagreeable one and the atmos-

phere must sometimes be foul. I can

just remember seeing the beautiful cages

of pigeons shown by a fancier long since

deceased—Mr. Wicking. I never saw
such large collections of birds in such

perfect condition. I had not the good
fortune ever to see them in their homes,

but I have lieen told that their wonder-

ful condition of plumage was chiefly due

to the scrupulous cleanliness of their

abode, and that every floor was thickly

covered with sawdust and silver sand

mixed, which was daily sifted.

To return to the perches. My outside

aviaries have long ones across each cor-

ner. They are made of good wood, about

four inches in circumference and well

painted. I^ong rows of pigeons sitting

on these to sun themselves or waiting

open-winged and expectant for my
arrival with food, is a pretty sight In-

side the houses I have found perches of

this kind inconvenient and an obstacle

to moving about. In their stead I have
tressle perches. For night roosting none
are better than rows of short perches

screwed into a board nailed to the wall,

just like rows of pegs for hanging up
hats. They must be far enough apart

for the occupant of each to be unable to

reach his neighbor and they must be so

arranged that no droppings can touch

any birds below.
Common sense will dictate an annual

grand purification or spring cleaning of

all pigeon houses. I have this per-

formed just before I mate my birds.

Every pigeon is of course removed, every

article of furniture taken out to be
washed and painted or limewashed, and
all sand or gravel swept out. The latter

when sifted makes excellent dressing for

lawns. The walls are limewashed, a

solution ofsome disinfectant being mixed
with the wash; all damaged nest boxes,

perches, or windows are repaired, and a

fresh covering of sand or gravel is laid

down. The house is left empty and as

open as possible for ten days for every-

thing to dry, and then pair by pair the

newly matched pigeons are brought back
to their spick-and-span abodes. In my
case all this is easy, for I have many
houses. When there is only one the

operation must necessarily be performed
more rapidly, and during the interreg-

num the pigeons must be secured in pens
or some eligible empty room.

I have said nothing of matchin«; cages,

which are in most pigeon books enumer-
ated among the proper furniture of a

pigeon house. I never mate my pigeons

in their houses, but elsewhere. The
birds to be united are first put into two
contiguous f>ens and subsequently to-

gether in one.
Such are my own arrangements, and

the additions t6 and modifications of

them which I think desirable. Others

have finer and far more elaborate ranges

of houses, but I have presumed to give

some account of my own solely for the

reason that as far as I can learn there

are few fanciers of highly bred birds who
rear anything like the number of pig-

eons in proporiiop to their urccuiug

stock that I annually rear. Pure coun-

try air and the ability to give liberty to

the choicest birds have of course much
to do with this, but not everything, and
I am vain enough to think that the sys-

tem of my pigeon houses has some ad-

vantages and recommendations.
Apart from all its results there is al-

ways great pleasure in seeing things in

order, whether they be houses and gar-

dens or poultry houses and pigeon

houses. To every fancier, ladies espec-

ially, it is a great boon to have the pig-

eon house so kept thaf it may be en-

tered at all times without fear of vermin

or soiled feet It is a distinct advantage

to the pigeons to be accustomed to fre-

quent visitors, and so not shy.

Every pigeon fancier who at all at-

tempts to breed systematically keeps

some record of when every pair sits. This

is necessary in case it should be requisite

from an accident to change eggs from one

pair to another, which can only be done

when the two pairs are due to hatch at

nearly the same time. My way is, when-

ever a pair of eggs is laid to write in pen-

cil over the nest the date on which the

second is laid. But besides this, it is well

to give a distinguishing number or letter

to every pair of birds corresponding to

the studbook which ought to be kept.

Fanciers cannot always be at home, and
frequently have to leave their lofts and
aviaries in the charge of ignorant or

stupid people. The pigeons change their

nests and move here and there, and the

owner on his return has much trouble to

mark out which squeakers belong to

which parents. If a little label, like

those made for plants, with a simple

number or letter, is given to each pair,

and is moved to their box wherever they

go, there is a much better chance of trac-

ing their offspring after a few weeks' ab-

sence. A person who will confuse the

birds by themselves will remember num-
bers and what birds were reared under

each number.—O. E. Cresswell.

—The entire collection of pouters from

the loft of Mr. I. LoefBer, Baltimore, Md..

has l>een tranferred to the sale cages of

the Market Street store of Mr. H. W.
Vahle, in this city. This takes a good

lot of birds from the Baltimore competi-

tion, unless someone there buys them
back again.
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ROLLERS AND TUMBLERS.

To Buy Breeding Stock—Styles

of RolUnsr.

When it is intended to keep these

birds, and to train them with a view to

can always uia»^c aui». ". .-^ r>

that are lost, as it will prevent you from

losing the breed entirely in the case of a

flyaway. These remarks will also tend

91, loslin; 93,

8954. W. H.

flyaway. inese rciijani.a »»»»• «»'" '^ \\ Mass. iiens, 94^1. qJH.Joslin; 93^, 93- -

young fancier who has to select for him-

self, where to look for them.

Before purchasing a stock it is neces-

sary to decide definitely upon the class

of birds you intend to keep. If your

nate are ready with their offer of a pair

or so of spare birds, and with these he

makes a fresh start, and looks forward to

1 the next breeding season with the hope

of further increasing his stock and estab-

lishing a new kit.

I There is a lesson to be learned from this.

Diras, anu w nam i...v»" ...— - I

j.|gver fly all your birds at the same time;

arriving at anything like perfection in
]
^^^^p^ ^^^ system of the older fanciers

their wonderful acrobatic performances which is to always keep a reserve of

that have been bred specially tor tms
j ^^^

^r^ r^^^^
^^^^ ^^ replacing birds

purpose. If they also possess the addi-
,

^ ^^ j^ ^^jj p^vent you from

tional qualities which are required to

gain success in the show pen when com-

peting against birds that are bred sole y

Ibr this purpose, they -are undoubtedly

of far more value, as it is well known

that according to the present valuation,

anv bird that is capable of winning a

first prize when judged side by side with

the greatly improved class of show turn-
^^ ^ ^^ ^^

biers will, when offered for sale, com-
^^^^.^ ^.^^^^ ^^^ performing rollers or

mand as many pounds as the others will
| ^ ^,1^^ ^-^^^i or without the additional

make shillings. This very ff' often
^^^.^.^'^^^j^^^ j.^^ the show pen. the

places them out of the reach ot the or-
| ^^ advice that I can offer is to arrange

dinarv kit-flying fanciers, who, as a rule,
| ^^^^^^ possible to see the birds on the

are either artisans, mechanics, or young
^ ^^ . ^ j.^^. yourself of their abili-

men who are not over-burdened with the ^.^R-
^^^^ .^ g ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ pj^j, y^ ^dopt,

necessary funds which are requisite tor
^„jj\,j,^jyjj| ^e satisfactory to buyer and

the purchase of such stock. It is noi
| ^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ Failing in this, place your-

because they do not admire and appre-
| ^^^^ .^^ ^^^ hands of some reliable fancier

ciate these birds, as they are always
| ^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^ y^,^^,^ ^y^^ ^irds on

pleased to see a bird in their P«n tnaj
| t^;„i t mention this principally for this

has good looks to recommend it, but it

must also possess, what is of more im-

portance to them, the knowledge of roU-

Jng or tumbling. If they are without

this neces-sary accomplishment their

good looks count as nothing with the

majority of kit-flying fanciers who study

performance before anything. If these ^^^ .„„^.^.= . „
men are unable to spend their money on

^^^^ ^^.^^ short-working birds, accord-

high-priced birds it may be truly sa,d
^^

v^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^

that they give their spare time >« ^ram- ^^ ^^ ^jj ^ ^^^ ^^^^ -^ another reason

ing and improving the natural qualities
| ^^^ .^ .^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ j strongly

of their pets, much to their own pleasure
, ^^^^^^^^^ ^^e purchase of good stock,

no doubt; but this does not alter the tact
j^j^ ^ t^ig you will never be success-

that it is mainly due to the interest and 1

*« wimou _ y ^ ,

JAPANESE. Cocks. Q^, Babcock; 88H, N cho 8.

Hens, 94, Seeley; 9.1H. Babcock; 83H. ^'^ho's

W c.aT Polish cVk. 93W.O. P. Bates, Arcadia,

R. I. Hen. 94H, Jordan; 94, ^c'ey: 94' Bates.

Cockerels, 93, Bates; 91, 90H. Jordan; 90H, Seeley.

After Date. nonstandard bantams.
.. Light nuAHMA. Hen, isl; cockerel, 2d; pullet,

Under post-date of January 10 the sec-
,j,t seeley. Partriikie Cochin. Cock hen and

^ _,...•-/ it.- ..^...ir.roi ^.arh iKt- millet, ^d. Seeley. Cockerel,
Black Pkkin.

SCORES AT PROVIDENCE.

The Official List Comes a Month

J ^ i.u» „a;.nj»l lUt of thf cockerel each, ist; pullet, 3d, Seeley
retary sends to us the official list ot tne

^^ puUet, ist, 2d, Babcock. Bl,

scores at the show of the Rhode Island

State Poultry Association, held at Provi-

dence, December 2-7. The judges were

the Messrs. I. K. Felch. H. S. Ball and

H. E. May. These official scores are as

follows:
BRAHMA8. „ ..

Light. Cocks. t^Vi, 9'.5^. 89^«. R"*^ '
.

"•

loslin, Providence; 9'K. K. E. Albee. Millvillc,

Mass. Hens, 94H. jJW.JosUn; 93H. 93- Jo*""-

C H. Akerley, Touawanda,
Harper, SUtersville. Pullets. 94,

92, Hobbs Bros. Dark. Cock
Congdon. Hen, 94W. 94. 93^. 93. »• B. S. Hart,

Providence. Cockerel, 94 W. 94- 93^, 9i; P«»"*>
94, Q3ji,9V Hart. White Hen, ist, 2d; cock-

erel, ist, id; pullet, ist, 2d, Joslin.

COCHINS.
BiFF. Cocks, 94H, 88H, Theo. G. Hutchins,

Providence. Hens, 95, 94. 93 H. 93. Hutchins.

Cockerels, 93, 91. 9°^. Hutchins; 91, D. A. Nich-

ols, Monroe, CI. Pullets, 94 (3). Hutchins; 94. Nich-

ols. Partridoe. Cocks, 92. W. H. S'heldon;

9i«, 89H, Frank Watson, Peacedale; 91H, H- A.

Hopkins, Putnam, Ct. Hens, <)\.%, 91. 89>4.

Watson; 93. Hopkins. Cockerels, 94. 90H.Wat-
son; 92, 91, Hopkins. Pullets, 92, 91M, Sheldon.

91 M (2), Watson. Black. Cocks. 91. 90. T. H.

Adams, Pawlucket; 90H. Arnold V. Olney, Rock-

land. Hens, 95, 93>4. 87. Adams; 94. Olney.

Cockerel, 89; pullet, 91 M, Olney.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

BARRED. Cocks, 91, 9oJi, 88, D. T. Lambert,

Apponaug; 89, E. Bent, No. Attleboro, Mass.

Hens, 93, 91^, Bent; 91^4 (2). Lambert. Cock

2a. id; puiiei, isi, i", •iol,.-"..".. ......^—

Coi;kerel, ist; puliet, 1st, Knox. All other awards

to Seeley. White Peki.n. Cockerel, 1st; pullet

1st. Knox. All other awards to S^«'«^y- ..^»
awards for Cuckoo Pekm, white bearded Polish,

black red and while silkey Malays and white

Japanese, to Seeley.

OTHER VARIETIES.
BLACK JAVAS. Cock, 92W. hen, 94H; cockerel,

93; pullets, 96 W. 96«. Gardiner Bros Danielson-

ilile Ct. DOMimflt'ES. Hen, 87^4; cckerel,

87H; pullet, 90, J. H. Goodwin Taunton, Mass

LAN0SHAN8. c5cks, 91 (2); »>«=" 95M.. 94K.94.

cockerels 91 W (2), N. A. Brown, Pawlucket.

??^n, 95; cock?rcl, 93. Amos W. Albro, Westerly.

BLACK SPA.NISH. Cockerels. 93, 9^; puHets. 94'i,

91, J. M. Barnes, Westfield, Mass. ANDALrsiANs.

Cock,'89; hen, oi'. cockerels, 94 J^, 90^1 P"""^'". 93.

9i>4, D. A. Nichols.

trial. I mention this principally for this

reason. There are many different opiti-

ions as regards rollers, and as many dif- ^4?,'';^3^."';,'^' (r):'Ben\r93;'Lam{;^rt."" Pullets.

ferent styles of rolling, that It IS difficult ^ ^j'jj. Bent; 93>4, Lambert. Pea comb.

eStand each onher's views, that M^jJ^'^^^J^^^^'f^^Ji-i^^^'^U^^,

HovDANS. Cocks, 94, bh,

W H Buck, Webster, Mass. Hens, 95, 93^*

(2)' oi^.Buck. Cockerels, 90^, S9!4. Buck; 91.

Birnes. Pullets, 92)* (3). 9iH. Buck KrssiANS.

Cock, 91; hen, 95, cockerel, mM pullet, 91, Bates.

DUCKS. ^ .

PEKIN. ist; Rouen, 1st; Muscovey. 1st for

each old and young, Lester B. Gunn. I.anes-

boro, Mass.
PIGEONS.

Tacobins. ist, 2d. for each white, black, yel

loir and red; ist for collection, W. H. Greene

providence. Fantails, 1st for whites in each

smoothead, crested, booted, crested and booted,

first for blacks in each smoothead and crested,

1st for blues in each crested, smoothead and

booted; 1st for each red and yellow smoothead

and yellow crested, Nichols.
. ,„,j„w.

ANTWERPS. Short-faced. All pnzes to Wright

Bucklev. 3 „ 1 .

OWLS. Blue English. 1st, 2d, Buckley.

to understand ,.=v... .

where one fancier would describe a bird

as good another would consider it indif-

ferent.

Some fanciers admire the long rollers.

perseverance shown by the kit-flying

fanciers in striving, uui ouly to .^air.

Uin the true qualities of these birds, but

in endeavoring to improve them, that

has prevented a portiop of the tumblers

of the present day from becoming as use-

less as a lot of doves if called upon to

Uke their part as performing rollers or

tumblers in the kit.

It is satisfactory to the flying fraternitv

to know that there are still some gootl

birds of the performing class to be ob-

tained, and I have pointed out the very

men who are to be thanked for it. For

years they have been the principal ad-

mirers of the working tumblers, and

have done more towards raising to per-

fection the most perfect kits of these

birds than any ftien I know. Thei-e is

no special inducement for them to keep

these birds beyond the real love and ad-

miration of seeing them go through their

wonderful acrobatic performances when

on the wing. They have no great money

prize in view, no silver cups to adorn

their chimneypiece, no congratulations

upon their success in establishing a good

collection of these birds beyond those

expressed by their own circle of friends.

They run great risks of losing their birds

during bad weather, and are often left

without a single bird after one of those

unfortunate occurrences known as a fly-

away, which is a great loss to a working

man, who as a rule, selects his birds, one

or two pairs at a time, according to his

means. The loss would be a great blow

to any fancier, but how much more severe

it must be for the men who find it so

difficult to get a few pairs of good birds

together to lose in one fly what was but

a few minutes l)efore their principal

source of amusement, the well trained

kit of performing tumblers, which they

had learned to look \\\yon, with pride and

pleasure, and are now probably lost to
»1 * „ ^^\. _ 1 _~-. Im ns Vt^-kf 111 tier

them forever.

ful It is far better to buy one good

pair, and breed from them, than to pur-

chase three or four of interior quality.

You must not lose sight of the fact that

the performing birds must be bred from

performing parents, as it is no use what-

ever to procure birds that do not possess

the desired qualities. You may continue

to breed from indifferent stock for years,

and the result will always be unsatisfac-

tory. Disappointment will attend your

efforts, season after season, till at length

I vou will be more likely to decline the

fancy altogether than to persevere m
what you have found to be a hopeless

task. All love for the birds is gone, they

have failed to answer good expectations,

you lose all interest in them, and they be-

come a trouble instead of a pleasure.—W.
Boddy. ^

Capons.

There is nothing that furnishes a

more delicate roast than a capon. Its

flesh is the refinement of animal food.

Not until next month can we find it at

its best. While it is practically obtain-

able nearly all the year around, yet it is

only in a state of perfection from Febru-

arv until May. A perfect fowl is a broad,

full-breasted bird, and the best of those

come from Bucks County, Pa. Why
that locality favors their development

more than elsewhere I cannot tell, any-

more than I can explain why the tender-

est and best flavored turkeys come from

Rhode Island. The caponized chickens

which come from Bucks County are short

and full, and possessed of a surprising

proportion of white meat. One pair

which I had from there some years ago

weighed in the aggregate twenty-five

pounds; one tipping the beam at twelve

and three-quarter pounds and the other

at twelve and one-quarter pounds. Of
e now prooaoiy losi 10 1 hi iwci»«; an^ „..^.^__..— r- _ ^

them forever The loss is as nothing 1 course. I do not wish to be understood as

ro^aredTto the annoyance, which is so I
claiming that superior capons cannot be3 a7to almost cai^ the most enthusi- raised outside the Pennsylvania county I

LtTcadmi^erTthc^e birds to decli-tH.lh.ve named. They can be produced

fancy altogether, but they do not.

good Englishmen and true fanciers

are not to be discouraged by one. two or

three such losses as I have descrit)ed.

The pen is not allowed to remain emptv

long. The respect and good feeling which

exists amongst these fanciers is soon

made to show itself on hearing of the

s, 90, 89M, 82>4 (2); cocKereis, 91. t*
.

8s, 82; pullets, 8^, 86 (2), 83H. H. S. Babcock,

Providence. White. Cocks, 91M, C. A. Allen,

Apponaug; 91. A.G. Lewis & Son, Central Falls.

Hens, 95. Allen; 92H. L^wis & Sons; 93. Congdon.

Cockerels, 92H. Lewis; 92, <)\%. Allen; 91 W, Cong-

don. Pullets, 96, Waters & Gardner, laftyille,

Ct.; 96, 95, 94W, Allen. Pea comb, all awards to
|

Babcock. .

,

WYANDOTTEb.
Silver. Cock, 88, W. H. Sheldon, Pawlucket.

Hen, 91, Sheldon. Cockerels, 91, A. C. Marsh,

No. Attleboro; 91, 90, Sheldon; S8, R. F. Gardiner,

Jr 93W, Wickford. Pullets, 94, Sheldon; 93J4 R-

V. Gardiner, Jr.; 9354, Marsch;92H. N Reinor, Ly-

mansville, R. I. Golden. Cockerels, 925^, C. D.

Monroe.Southbridge; QoJ4. 9°. G. E. Sherman,
warren, 00;^, r». n. imu>.ui.>. 1 •...v.=, ,., ——
roc; 90, Sherman; 89H, 86, Babcock. White,
Cockerels, 9I>4, W. H. Shute, Mlddletown, Ct.

Pullets, 94, 92, Sherman; 93, Shute. Black.

Hen, 1st, 2d; cockerel, 2d; pullets, 2d, 3d, Bab-

cock. Cockerel, 2d; pullets, ad, 3d; A. S. Lewis &
Son.

LEGHORNS.
White. Cock, 9014, Frank L. Edwards, West-

ville, Ct.; 86'4, David Hopegood, Newport. Hen,

94M, Edwards; 9254, 9154. Hopegood. Cockerels,

^iE. E. Albee; 93, J. H. Woodhead, Leicester;

92 L.W. Leach, Lincoln, Mas.s.; 92, F4wards.

I'ulleU, 96J4, 96, 95M1. Woodhead; 96, Kdwards;

92 Leach. Brown. Cock, 91; hens, 92H, 9^;

cockerels, 92, 91 (2); pullets. 95 54, 94, 935$.. 9^,54, F,.

E. Albee. BLACK. Cocks, 9054, F. F. Snow,

Leicester; 8754, Edw. L. Jones, New Haven, Ct.

Hen, 93, Snow; 8954, Jones. Cockerels, 90H,
Snow. Pullets. 92. 93, 9'. 9o54. Emily S. Brown.
Pawtucket.

POLISH.

W c BLACK. Cock. 92)4, Arthur S. Wilbur,

Providence; 92,0. E. Tatt, Unionville, Ct. Hens,

91,90, Wilbur; 93, Taft. Cockerels, 96, Taft: 85,

Wilbur. Pullets, 9254,91. Taft; 89. «5, W''»>"^.

W t WHITE. Cock, 88; hen, 8954; cockerel, 895^;

puUeta, 9i54,9o54,Taft.

HAMBURGS.
Silver pencilled. Cock, 89; hen, 93, Nichols.

Silver SPANGLED. Cockerel, 91; pullets, 93, 91.

Goodwin. Gold pencilled. Cock, 92; hen, 94,

Nichols.
GAMES.

BLACK RED. Cockerel, 0254; pullet, 94, Rfinor.

Golden duckwino. Cock, 925^; hen, 91, Mrs. D.

N Rawson, Worcester, Mass.; cock, 90; hen,

9054 Nichols. Silver duckwing. Cock, 9o>4;

henk, 9254, 9054: pullets, 93, 91. J- ^ ^P™*,"'.
Spraiters. Slack. Hens, B9!4, 89; cockerel, 8854;

pullets, 9354. 93. Spraker Black t>i'MATRA.

Cockerel, 89; pullet, 94, Nichols. Indian. Cock,

ist hen, 2d, Bowman Thornton, Elmira, N. Y.

Cock 2d; hen, ist, 3d, 4th; cockerel, ist; pullet,

1st. 2d, Babcock. Crimson. Cock, ist; hen, ist,

2d, 3d; cockerel, isl; pullets, 1st, 2d, 3d, Babcock.

BANTAMS.
Black red. Cocks, 95, 93. Benj. Thornton,

Philadelphia, Pa.; 9354, 9^^. Wright Buckley,

Valley Falls. Hens, 9454 (2), 94, Thornton; 945^.

Buckley. Cockerels, 9254, Buckley; 96, 93;/!,, las.

Seeley, Bridgeport, Ct. Pullets, 96, 94. !»",',^y;

oiW Buckley; 9354, Thornton. Golden Dlck
WING Cock, 88; hen, 86W, Nichols. Hen, 9354;

cockerels, 9.S, 91 !4; pullet, 9254, Buckley. Silver

DrcKwiNGS. Cock, 93!4; Buckley. Hens 9456,

Babcock; 9254, Buckley. Cockerels, 94, 9'54, 9°.

Buckley 91? Seeley. Pullets, 9354, Buckley; 93,

94 Bab^o^k 9154. Seeley. Red pile Cock.

^V4. hens. 95!?. 94; P"Ilets, 94. 9354, Thornton;

pullets, 9354 92 5r l5ichols. White. Cockerel

FREDERICK'S WINNERS.

G. O. Brown the Judge—The Scores

of the Prize Takers.

The late show of the Frederick County,

Md Poultry Association was the best as

vet held, the stock shown being above

the average in quality. Mr. G. O. Brown

was, as usual, the judge, and his work

gave general satisfaction. The scores of

the winning birds were as follows:

BRAHMAS.
Light. Cocks, 92.,90.54;.JoJ,'."_L^Co8t, Hagers-

town. Hci
Cockerels, 94,
"•"•«;. Pullets, 945-

16 Rumbold.

(2);

food and "general treatment. It should

always be borne in mind that Brahma

and Cochin fowls do not make good

capons. This may seem surprising, be-

cause naturally one would think that

these large bircls would make capons of

l^%nd "thrgenui^e" sympathy of his
1
enormouK size.

,
.'f^eir insurniountable

Wher fancier is quickly aroused, as defect, however, lies m the fact that they^

those that have known what it is to be

so suddenly deprived of their stock will

share his' feelings of disappointment,

whilrt others that have been more fortu-

aretoo thin on the breast. A pair of

properly developed fowls should weigh

from sixteen to twenty pounds.—John

Chamberlain, in Boston Herald.

lens, 89, 88, Joslin. Cock, 86, J. t.

New Haven. Hen, 91; cockerel 9'54; F""".
9254, Seeley. Hen, 8fi54; cockerel, 2d; pidlets,

giH 90, 89, Babcock. Silver Sebright. Cock,

fioW hen 9o'4, C. P. Jordan, New Haven Ct.

Cockerels 9<i, 89, Jordan; 85, Nichols. Pullets,

91 9154, Jordan; 89!^, Nichols. RosK comb BLACK.

Cock, 9454. Seeley. Hens, 94. 9.3. Seeley; 91V2, 91.

Babcock. Cockerels, 92, Seeley; 92. B»*'<^°fj'-

Pullets, 94, Seeley; 91 54. Babcock. ^Booted
white, lien, 96>4; cockerel, 9>54. Congdon.

PEKIN. Cock. 9554. Babcock; 94- C. A. Law«"».
Worcester; 93k. J- ? Knox, Buffalo. Hen, 94,

Seeley; 94 Knox; 94, 1-awrens. Cockerels, 94 5i (2),

Babc6c;kV9». Congdon; 9i54, ^'*y ./""'"i^^'
Congdon; 96, Seeley; 95. Babcock; 94>4, Lawrens.

town, "^""'^i^v.^^--' /johirRiim'^nd. Balti-

^ 94. Blake. Pens. 188, BUke;

184 9-16 Rumbold. DARK. "*ni'.93.9i>».Ulal'e.

Cockerels 9l'4, Blake: 92, Franklin Keller,

EHTat^thtoln'' Pa. Pulfets, 9^5i. ^^..B'"^/,-

Pen, 186, Blake. White. Cock, ist; pullet, 1st,

Rumbold.
COCHINS.

White Hen, gi, Reifsnider. Cockerel, fg;

pullet. 8954, W. W. Wolf, Knoxville, Md Par-

?R DOE^ Cock, 93; hens, 9454, 94. George B. Slid-

man, Baltimore. Cftckerel, 92; pullets, 90^^.90.

Haricy & Birely, Frederick. Pen, ia6V„, Stidman.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
BARRED. Cock. 90-4, Boileau. Hens, 94 (2), B.

A Garlineer. Jr., Hagerstown. Cockerels 9354,

93>i; pullets, gi'/i, 93W; ,pen8 186 (2) Gar inger

Ir White. Cockerel, 9i54; pullets, 935^

pen, ist. W. F. Manlick, Columbia. Pa.

WYANDOTTES.
Silver. Hen, 9054 ; cockerel. 89. Boileau. Pul-

lets 9254.91, Robert Banick, New Midway; 91.

^il'eau Pen, 2d, Banick. White. Cockerel,

88; pullet, 9054, J. D Engle. Middleburg.

GAMES.
BLACK RED. Cock. 93. Adams & Hanson.

Cloppers. Cockerel. 92, W. W. Sweigert, Bruce-

ville Hen, q4'4, Adams & Hanson. Pit. Cock,

Tst Capt. Walter Saunders, Frederick: 2d,

Sw'eimrt. Cockerels, 1st. Saunders; 2d,swcigart.

Pullet, 1st, Saunders; 2d, Sweigart. ^
Sumatra.

Cocks qs 92V,, Reifsneider; 9254. Fry. Hens,

95 Fry; gi, Reifsnider. Pullet, 9454, Fry.

MINORCAS.
Blabk. Cockerels, 93H- Reifsnider; 92, Fry.

Pullets, 9054, Reifsnider; 8954, Fry.

DORKINGS.
White. Hens, 9254, Reifsnider; y2, I. W.

Dorsey, New Market. Cock, 875.^, Dorsey. Silver

GREY Cock, 9254; cockerel. 8854; hens, 9i54.

8oW- Dullets, 91, 90; pen, 178 1516. Dorsey. CoL-

c^re'd'^ Hens, 9.K. 8854; cockerels, 88^; pullets,

9254, 91 Vi; pen, 176, Dorsey.

LEGHORNS.
WHITE. Single comb. Cock, 04; hens. 94 (2;

nullets 9454 (2); pen. 186^8. Charles E. Ford, Bal-

Se:^Co!:ker^s,' 9454, Ford; 9354. Henry

Neater, York. Rose comb. Hens, 93 ('): cock-

erel, 93. Rice. BROWN. Single comb. Hens, 94.

93^; Keater. Pullets, 94. 9354, Neater; 9354. C. E.

Boileau, Middletown.
BANTAMS.

BLACK RED. Cock, 92'4; hen, 9254. Boileau.

Cockerels, 95, Poesche Bros., Washington, D. C;

q,^ B S. Wallack, York, Pa. Pullets. 945.. 94.

Pti^fich Bros.; 9454. Boileau. Silver n','C|9*'^«-

Cock 9i'4; hen, 9.S54; cockerel, 92;^; pullet 9554.

Sau. BI-ACK. Cockerel, 93 4; P""^''!,,^'

Reifsnider. Golden Sebright.
,V<«^>'.

93, hen,

9i,Wallick. Cockerel. 9o5*; puHet, 93. E. R.

bildsborough, Frederick. „Sll-VER S^^RIGHT.

Cockerel, 93; hen, 93; puUet, 9454, Wallick.

BLACK ROSE COMB. Cockerels, 93. 91 :
pullets

9454.9354. Boileau. Japanese. Cock, 94. Rcif-

sn'der.
^THER VARIETIES. . ^ ^

Langshans. Cocks, 91 5i. Norman Rice, Fred-

erick 91, Robert Banick. Hens, 93, Rice; 9254.

Banick Cockerel, 9554. Ross A. ,«"""',•,*-»??''"

ton S C.;9454. Rice. Pullets, 95 5j. 945ii. Smilh.

Pell's 18^ u 16. Smith; 183H, John P. Renner,

Frederick. Black Spanish. Hen 9354. 93.

Tesse Reifsnider, Frederick. Cockerel, 94, C. H.

irv York, Pa. Pullet, <)% Fry. Andalusian.

Pullet 92, Reifsnider. Bearded Silver Polish.

Hen, m54. Reifsnider. Holdans. Cock, 94.

Neater^ Hens, 9254. Neater; 88, Reifsnider. Pul

lets, 93, oiK.Engel. Dominisue. Hen, 90; pul-

let, 88, Rice.

THE INDIANAPOLIS SHO'W.

A Large Entry—The Competition

Keen—A Good Pigeon Display.

Special to The Fanciers' Journal.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 15.—Yester-

day, opening day, Tomlinson Hall was

the scene of noise and confusion, and

first-day order prevailed, but by evening

order began to develop from the chaos,

and this morning everything is in ship-

shape. Never before has there been as

fine an exhibition of poultry and as nice

an arrangement of the coops. The latter

are all about the same height and the

the regularity is pleasing to the eye.

There are over 1000 chickens in the hall

and fully 1300 entered, many late entries

coining by telegraph at the last moment.

The light Brahmas lead this year in

point of numbers, there being over 200

entries and an exceedingly good lot. The

owniers of prize winners will have some-

thing to be proud of, for never was com-

petition more lively or good-natured.

Major Griffin, of Mauzy, has on exhibi-

tion Radiator, one of the finest speci-

mens of light Brahma cocks ever seen.

He took first prize in the breeding pen

at the Chicago poultry show last Novem-
ber. W. R. Close, of Trafalgar, has sev-

enteen in this class; Henry Allen, of

Blooniingdale, eleven; R. W. Crockett,of

Delphi, eight; Mrs. Ed. Kleves, of

Bloominghurg, twenty-one, and W. P.

White, of Rushville, twenty-six.

The buff Cochins push the Brahmas
pretty close, there being 140 in compe-

tition and not a poor specimen in the lot.

C. H. Johnson, of Rushville, has fifty en-

tered, all winners at the recent show at

Chicago; J. M. Ross, of Liberty, six; Dr.

J. B. Harlan, of Danville, fifteen, and W.
H. Jones, of Lilierty, twenty-nine. J. R.

Fohl, of this city.and J. D. White, of

Ninevah, each show a handsome pen

There are between two and three hun-

dred pigeons in the cages, among them
pouters, jacobins, nuns, fantails, tum-
blers, carriers and trumpeters. Chuch-

man Brothers of this city show nearly a

hundred birds. Mr. C. Henry Schrain

shows filty birds including fantails, in-

cluding white, yellow, black and silky,

and white silver and blue owls. Mr. R.

I

C. Castenholtz shows severel specimens

of high-flying tumblers and yellow jaco-

bins and English carriers. Mr. Hugo
Priller has twenty-two homing pigeons.

The larger this growth the more valuable

is the bird. Frank Erdelmeyer and G.

S. Smith also have nice exhibits. Cin-

cinnati will send a large lot to-day, in

which there are ten pairs valued at I250.

THE BRIDGETON SHOW.

i"here arc suuic luity psrtriugc »^oc«A;ns

entered. This class has not been largely

represented for several years. S. E.

Ewing, of Lebanon, has ten, and George

W. Brenner, eleven, these two exhibits

being the largest in the class.

The white Plymouth Rock class is well

filled, among the entries being twelve

each by A. J. Forsvth, of Ninevah, and

J. T. Dougherty, of Liberty. W.J. Owsley,

of Darlington, has twenty white Wyan-
dottes, and J. R. Harcourt, of Augusta,

ten. B. T. Pace, of Salem, has seventeen

red caps, thirteen golden and ten silver

Wyandottes.BenMyers,ofCrawfordsville,
superintendent of the exhibition, has a

fine display of silver Wyaudottes and
Langshans. Mr. E. A. Pierce, of this

city, secretary of the association, has

twenty-five black Minorcas on exhibition.

Dan Christain, of Roanoke, has thirty

Plymouth Rocks. Frank Farquhar, of

Kennedy, O., shows ten black Lang-
shans, all premium birds, having won
first prize at Cincinnati a year ago. Mr.

R. W. Crockett, of Delphi, shows the

only pen of rose-combed brown IvCghoms.

J.Bennett, of Suuman,exhibits eight black
Spanish chickens. A pen of white-crested

black Polish chicks, owned by Mrs. B. A.

Richardson, of this city, attracts much
attention. Meredith and Birck. of this

city, also show ten handsome birds in

this same class. George Colcher, of

Fishersburg. and Major Griffin exhibit

pens of dark Brahmas.
The game cla.sses are fairly well filled.

L. McBride, of this city, has on exhibi-

tion some very fine pit games of im-

ported Irish strains and three black dia-

monds, the only pure black pit game birds

ever bred. Mr. McBride has been for

eight years perfecting this breed. R. J.

Rockefeller shows five black red game
bantams. Mr. R. W. Crockett exhibits

pens of black red game chicks, and the

same in bantams.
There are seventy-five brown Leghorns

entered. E. A. Pierce has thirty-five fine

single-combed specimens of this class,

and Emrich & Drechsel show fourteen.

Isaac Cox has a pen of silver-spangled

Hamburgs. and W. A. Scott, of White-
land, has sixteen Houdans, the only ones
entered. About the best turkey display
is that of Mrs. W. P. Ben ford, of West-
land, who exhibits eight fine specimens.
C. Simpson, of Blue Bell, O., shows a
crested, queer-looking turkey, which the
employees of the association have named
"McGinty."

I Not Large but Good—The Ply-

mouth Rook Average 03 1-2.

The show of the South Jersey Poultry

Association, the only poultry show to be

held in New Jersey this season, opened

in Bridgeton last Tuesday morning.

The entry all told was between two and

three hundred birds, the greater part of

more than the average good quality.

Mr. H. S. Ball had been engaged to

judge, but illness in his family would not

permit him to go so far away from Shrews-

bury, Mass.. his home, and Mr. J. D.

Nevius. of this city kindly consented to

act in his stead, although unable to make
the beginning of his work until the sec-

ond day. The show was well arranged,

the birds were well caged and cared for

and the arrangements as a whole did

credit to Mr. Hainesworth, the hard-

working secretary, and his assistants.

The prizes for collections were won, ist

by J. B. Edge, Ashbourne, Pa., with 35
birds; 2d by J. N. Lessig, Bridgeton,

with 33 birds; 3d by A. T. Beckett, Salem,

N. J., with 21 birds.

, The barred Plymouth Rock class was
the largest in the show, the twenty-lour

birds of Mr. Joseph B. Edge having the

average score of ^3^'

.

The competition for the silver ice

Eitcher ofiFered for the highest scoring

ird in the show will lie between this

and the Leghorn classes.

As we could get the scores only in part

on Wednesday we will hold the list until

we can give it complete next week.

CORRESPONDENCE^

THE BOSTON SHOW.

The Judges and Their Classes.

A $200 Cash Special.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 15.—Editor Fan-

ciersJournal:—Everything is progress-

ing favorably for the great Boston show.

There has been such a demand for

premium lists that it was necessary to

order 3500 copies. These will be mailed

this week.

The promise now is of a large number

of exhibitors from the West. Certainly

an exhibition never looked more promis-

ing than does the coming one. We shall

do our utmost to have everything con-

ducted in a fair honest manner.
The arrangements for the judging are

as follows:

Light Brahmas, H. S. Ball and J. F.

Watson.
Dark Brahmas, C. A. Sweet.

Buff and black Cochins, Philander Wil-

liams.
Partridge Cochins, N. S. Knapp.
Plymouth Rocks, H. B. May.
Games and game bantams, A. F. Peirce.

Polish and bantems other than game,

E. S. Ongley.
Leghorns, J. Boardman Smith.

Wyandottes, F. L. Mattison.

Miscellaneous, A. M. Halstead.

Aquatic, J. Rankin.
Pigeons, W. J. Stanton.

Among the contributors of cash specials

is the Massachusetts Society for Promot-

ing Agriculture, which has given us $200.

W. B. Atherton.

To Choose Pullets.

I have learned to choose such pullets

for eggs as in some respects resemble a

typical dairy cow. They incline to

wedge shape, being light and rather nar-

row in front and very wide and low

down behind. Their legs are rather

short and set wide apart. These are the

principal characteristics of good layers

and breeders. Carefully avoid the leggy,

high built, reared up hen of the game
cock style. They make good racers,

flyers or fighters, but they are rarely

good layers or profitable market birds.

It is the short legged, heavy set,

motherly looking hen that shells out the

eggs, attends strictly to business when
sitting and is successful in rearing a

a family. I have learned, too, that a

laying hen eats little more than one not

laying and also that it is a very easy

matter to reduce the profit of a flock of

twenty to zero by keeping five or six

nonlayers among them. Before market-

ing surplus fowls fatten them. This is

best done by inclosing in a small yard

where they can obtain little exercise and
feeding liberally with mixed grain, corn,

oats and wheat, with occasional ration

of l)oiled potatoes or other vegetables,

chopped apples, etc. But right here

is where the greatest caution must
be exercised, or you will kill the en-

tire lot in less than a week. When
a fowl is being fattened remember
that it must have plenty of coarse

gravel, broken crockery or grass to en-

able it to grind the increased tjuantity

of food you give it. And also it must
have abundance of pure water. With a

sufficiency of these retjuisites and a va-

riety of food, a fowl will fatten nicely in

about two weeks and will then sell for the

top price, while a common, skinny cull

will not fetch enough to pay for catch-

ing it.—The Exammer.

AWARDS AT PROVIDENCE.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27.

Central Falls, R. I. Jan. 4.—Editor
Fanciers' Journal.—I entered six

white Plymouth Rocks. One cock,

score "! ™a^ ct ' on weight. I on con-

dition' and I on winjjs, he having lost

three feathers out of his wings by an ac-

cident. This bird won 2d, the ist win-

ing over it by a half point (91 >i). My
hen, score 92)^ won nothing. My cock-

erels scored 92 >4, 91, but won no money.
Mv pullets, score 92^, 92>^. won noth-

ing. My birds were not washed before

being sent to the show, and the pullets

were not fully matured.

I have bred white Plymouth Rocks for

upwards often years, and I now have the

(Lewis strain) and until this show I have

always won the majority of premiums
wherever I have shown, and I am going

to try and see if I cannot do so again

.

I entered one black Wyandotte cock-

erel and one pullet, and first premium on
each. I have about twenty fine black

Wyandotte pullete and two cockerels

that I am going to breed from the com-

ing season if nothing prevents. They
are of my own invention and are fine

birds and most excellent layers.

ALBEfcT G. Lewis.

and premium cards as above, and also

the cash premiums. Mr. Seely, there-

fore, coulci not have beaten them.
In regard to the best five Mr. Seeley

claims a tie. I have not seen an official

report of the show, so I cannot dispute

his assertion. But again Mr.Seeley makes
a mistake when he says he won all pre-

miums over me. Admitting be tied my
five, which I do not, at this writing, he

does not beat them, a tie not being a

win over the others. Mr. Seeley must
have lost his head.

Probably what Mr. Seeley alludes to

when he says he won over me is a pen of

chicks that I entered to make up a col-

lection of ten or more of one variety, a

special cash priz6 of $7 being oflered for

the same, and which I also won. The
chicks of this pen were late hatched and
undeveloped, and were entered merely

to make up the collection, the cockerel

having only his chicken feathers, hardly

any color and not the sign of a sickle.

These may be the birds that Mr. Seeley

beat, but I think this same little cockerel

who was unfurnished at that time will

hustle Mr. Seeley's bird, and the latter

will have to be in first-class trim to win

the next time they meet. I think I

know the Seeley bird; he is not the liest

style in the world, neither is he first-

class in color and not a world beater by

any means. He is fine in head, good in

tail, but rather dark in color. That is, if

it is the same bird I saw on the steam-

ship Ohio. You will notice that the ist

ana 2d premium hens scored each 94 >4.

Under the old Standard they being equal

in score and the two best hens they

would each have been awarded first as a

tie, but under the new Standard the

smaller of the two gets ist and the other

2d, and under -this ruling if Mr. Seeley

made a tie it is probably where he got

lefl, my birds being all small and under

weight.
For Mr. Seeley's benefit I would advise

him if he does not already have one to

purchase a new Standard and study the

same, particularly the instructions to

judges. He will find the judges are in-

structed in the bantam classes, all other

porats being equal, to award Luc pi \ix. to

the smallest birds.

Another point in Mr. Seeley's letter.

He infers somethine must be wrong as

he knew the tie had not been broken as

the judge lefl before he did.

Now, Mr. Seeley is an Eastern man and

probably known by nearly every one con-

nected with the show as well as by the

judge and he was at the show to look

after his birds, whereas mine were in

charge of the Association only.

I will sav that I never was in Provi-

dence in my life; don't know a single

person connected with the show; never

met Mr. Ball who judged or anyone con-

nected with the show. Now does it look

likely that anything would be done to

favor me, a total stranger to every one,

over Mr. Seely.

Will Mr. Seeley please send the score

of his five to theoflice of The Fancier.s'

Journal ? B. C. Thornton.

Daniei^onville, Ct., Jan. 10.—Our
winnings at the Providence show were:

Cock, ist, 93^4; hen, ist, 94)^; cockerel,

ist, 93; pullets, ist, 96 >i; 2d, 96 >^; collec-

tion, ist. I also won eleven specials. Mr.

I. K. Felch was judge.
Gardiner Bros.

No. Attleboro, Mass., Jan. 10.—At

the Providence show I entered barred

Plymouth Rocks and won: Cockerels,

ist, 3d, 4th;9,3>^. 93. 92^- Pulled, 1st,

3d, 4th; scores, 94, 93 (2). Hens, ist,

4th; 93, 91 >i. Hen, 3d; 89. I also won
specials for best of each sex and age, best

collection best pair, for breeding pen pro-

ducing best three cockerels; also that

produced best five pullets. The fifly-nine

birds entered had an average score of

911^ points. E. Bent.
—-

Best Fives at Providence.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 13.—Editor
Fanciers' Journal:—In your last issue

of The Fanciers' Journal under head-

ing of "Best Five at Providence," Mr.

Seeley has errors in his statement.

He says he won all premiums oyer me
in black red game bantams. This cer-

tainly is a mistake, as I won 1st on cock,

95; 1st, 2d on hens, 94>^ and 94)^; tie for

3d, 94, and 4th, 93 >4. I have the score

The Light Brahma Club.

Taunton, Mass., Jan. 8.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—I have just received

from Mrs. H. A. Bridge, Columbus, O.,

a letter about the meeting of the Light

Brahma Club being at 7. 30 P. M., Feb-

ruary 21, and the A. P. A. meeting at 8,

same date, Mr. H. A. Bridge, being very

ill and unable to write.

The A. P. A. changed its date, which

brings this about. I anticipate no trouble,

as our membership is comparatively

small, and if necessary we could see every

member at the show and have our meet-

ing at some time convenient for the

members. Or, we could meet at appointed

time and adjourn.

The Light Brahma Club has offered I70
in specials for the New York show, to be

competed for by members of the club

only. P- WiLUAMS.

Correction.

Dayton, O., Jan. 13.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal :—Please make the fol-

lowing corrections and additions to the

awards at the Miami Valley Association's

show: Partridge Cochins, cocks, 92 and

89 instead of 91 and 88, to Karl Smith.

Indian games, ist for each cockerel and

pullet to H. P. Clark, Indianapolis.

Bunty fowls, cock, hen, cockerel and

pullet, each ist to Philip Jourgen, Day-

ton. C. C. Davidson, Secretary.
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SCRAPPLE.
Our House Oat—To Tan Rabbit

Skins—Blue Andalusians—Oold

Weather More Health-

ful Than "Warm.

Memo. Our House Cat.

C. H. says:

By the hearth all day he's dreaming.

Such a tender kitten seeming;

You're almotit sure a soul like his would never

rudely spat,

But at night when he goes prowling

With his most unearthly howling

He's a terror to the natives is our roaring

Thomas cat.

Can it be that these dumb creatures

Are possessed of dual natures.

One of which they show in kindness and the

other when they fuss ?

If they're one thing in their gladness.

And another in their sadness,

They really are no better than you'll find a few

of us.

Memo. To Tan Rabbit Skins.

F. F. says: First, trim the skin of all

useless pai^, and soak them till soft.then

flesh them well and soak them in warm
water for an hour. Take for each skin a

half ounce of each—borax, saltpetre and
glauber salt, and dissolve with soft water

sufficiently to allow it to be spread on

the flesh side of the skin. Put it on with

a brush, thickest in the centre or thickest

part of the skin, and double the skin to-

gether, flesh side in, keeping it in a cool

place for twenty-four hours, not allowing

It to freeze, however. Second, wash the

skin clean, and then takp sal-soda, one

ounce; borax, one-half ounce; refined

soap, two ounces; melt ttiem slowly to-

gether, being careful not to allow them
to boil, and apply the mixture to the

flesh side as at first; roll up again and

keep in a warm place for twenty-four

hours. Third, wash the skin clean as be-

fore, and have saleratus ^^two ounces) dis-

solved in hot rain water sufficient to satu-

rate the skin; then take alum, four

ounces; salt, eight ounces, and dissolve

also in hot rain water; when sufficiently

cool to allow the handling of it without

scalding, put in the skin for twelve

hours.then wring out the water and hang
up for twelve hours more to dry. Repeat

this last soaking from two to four times,

according to the desired softness of the

skin when finished. Lastly, finish by

pulling,working, etc., and finally by rub-

bing with a piece of pumice stone and
fine sandpaper. This works admirably

on sheep skms as well as on fur skins,

dog, cat or wolf skins, also making a

durable leather, well adapted to washing.

Memo. Blue Andalusians.

E. J. says: I observe that Mr. Lewis

Wright, in replying to a question with

regard to Andalusians not breeding true

to color, states, that, "originally the

variety was a cross-bred sport, bom of

white and black mixed." Now, I hardly

like to enter into any argument with such

an authority as Mr. I.,ewis Wright, but

much wish to know if he speaks from

personal experience, and has produced
the peculiar slate blue of the true Anda-
lusian from crossing white and black

birds of any other variety ? or, if he can

bring proof of any such an attempt pro-

ducing that color ? I am quite aware that

many breeders do cross light tinted An-
dalusians with the Black Minorca, with

the hope of improving the head points of

the former, and also to produce stronger

lacings. But my contention is, that the

slate-blue color of the early imported

birds was the peculiarity of a distinct

variety, and that the original birds were

more in shape and head points like the

Game than the Minorca, and that the

blue tint is becoming almost extinct,

owing to the newer type now in fashion,

which is a sort of grey Minorca embody-
ing the shape and form of the latter. 1

do not say that I am opposed to this later

type, in fact I much admire it, but I sug-

gest that the standard of merit be at once

altered to meet the prevailing taste, as

any novice visiting a poultry show for

the first time, with the sUndard of merit

in his mind, would be puzzled to identify

the birds he there sees as true represen-

tatives of blue Andalusians. In conclu-

sion I would add in support of my theory

that I have an 1887 cock in one of my
pens, more of the old long-legged slate-

blue color than now in vogue, and it pro-

duced over eighty per cent of blue

chickens last year, and again has, so far

this season, exceeded that average.

Memo. Why Cold Weather is More

Healthful Than Warm.
B. says: The hygienic virtues of cold

climate have t)een but partly appreciated

and very little investigated scientifically.

The bracing or stimulating effect of cold,

in the weather or bath, has been abun-

dantly recognized and even to indiscrim-

ination and injurious excess. But a more
essential aspect of the subject comes into

view with the unfolding secrets of mi-

croscopical and malarial agencies. While
the germicidal, or perhaps germparalyz-

ing power of frost has always been pal-

pable and notorious in yellow fever for

instance, and other paludal diseases, its

beneficient interference with slower

agencies of the same kind that under-

mine health by merely depressing vi-

tality—agencies quite distinct as we are

about to show, from relaxing effect of

thermal changes as commonly recognized

—demands re-examination in the light of

modern biology What is the meaning
of an actual case like this ? A seden-

tary, indoor occupation; apartment at an

extraordinary elevation, moderately

warmed and well ventilated at all hours;

bodilv heat kept uniform in all weathers

by attention to clothing; in short, noth-

ing owed to changes of temperature in

the personal environment, but whenever
the outside temperature has been l)elow

the freezing point digestion has been
about twice as efficient as in the clearest

of the prevailing mild weather of the

last winter, without going into the open
air in either case. It seems evident from
this that freezing suppresses something
that is inimical to health and which re-

vives or is resupplied as soon as the tem-

perature rises. Is not this something
identical or homogeneous with the mi-

asma of intermittent fevers, which is

now classed among specific germs ? If

so, is there not a wide range of virulence

in these germs, from the mild and tran-

sient vitiation inHuence above described

to the most dangerous fevers; dependent
generally, as we know, on the climate

with heat as a peculiarly essential factor ?

And does not this indicate the chief hy-

gienic advantages of solid northern win-

ters ?

sound that they scarcely noticed it.

Personally, I have never felt cock crow-

ing to be a nuisance; I will grant, how-

ever, that one feels to have had enough
of it after a day at a large poultry show.

Finally, I will give an additional strength

to the above premises in quoting the

words of our Lord. He, prescient of the

fate impending the beautiful city of

Jerusalem, and using a figure to convey

to us His intense desire to have spared

His chosen people such frightful calami-

ties, compared the Divine love and com-

passion to "a hen that gathereth her

brood under her wings;" a familiar spec-

tacle, doubtless, then as now—as familiar

as thesower,the husbandman, the usurer;

familiar, as all the subjects were with

which He was wont to illustrate His dis-

courses.

Memo. Pale Yolks.

G. W. P. says: My opinion is that pale

yolks are not by any means brought

about bv the manner in which the fowls

are fed, or by any defect in the fowls. I

believe it is natural for some hens to lay

eggs with pale yolks, and this opinion is

strengthened in this from the fact that

this summer I kept two banUms, they

were sisters, and hatched in the same
brood, reared exactly alike, had the same
plenty of grass and other green food,

which they got from the meadow in

which they ran. In due course I got

eggs from them, and the yolk of one was
quite pale, and that of the other almost

as dark as the yolk of a Brahma. The
question may now be asked, how is it,

then, that a hen which ordinarily lays an

egg with a dark yolk sometimes lays one
with a pale yolk ? I express the opinion

that it is as natural for them to do this

as it is for them to now and then lay an

egg with a double yolk . I cannot agree

with the opinion that the dark colored

yolks are distasteful and disagreeable. I

consider they are rich and delicious.

Memo. Fancy Pbints and Ornaments.

H. says; The breeder of layers devel-

opes the reproductive organs, so as to ol>-

tain the largest number of eggs,and when
he can obtain the best price, compatible

with the bird's health. Fancy points and
ornaments of all kinds are positively

detrimental to the useful bird. To pro-

duce good-flavored eggs the birds must
have liberty. In this changeable climate

owners of crested, feathered legs and feet,

white-faced birds, must pen them under
cover during bad weather. A bird so

penned cannot lay a good-flavored egg,

but a bird without such adjuncts is, com-
paratively speaking, free, and can roam
alx)ut in snow or rain without risk of

disease. After all is said the fact re-

mains, fancy birds are simply mongrels

with trimmings, profitless as layers and
third-rate as table birds.

Memo. Guinea Pigs.

T. W. S. says: In respect to the food of

guinea pigs, it matters very little what
you do give them . The principle is as

to how you give it. One thing in par-

ticular is not to give them more than they

can comfortably eat, because they

trample on it, and being so clean in their

habits this causes them to loath it. The
next thing is not to give them too much
dry or too much moist, but regulate it.

The only thing I object to giving them is

meat. Anything else they will eat; any
kind of vegetable except onions, hay,

and any kind of com or meal. If we
wish to pet them they will drink milk,

and are especially fond of sugar, but this

must be given with prudence, as it fat-

tens too much.

Memo. Cock Crowing.

L. J. says: How much more closely

poultry keeping was connected with the

daily life of the New Testament times, is

to be inferred from the facts related re-

specting Peter's denial. I am inclined

to think that it was not an uncommon
occurrence that the crowing of cocks did

penetrate these precinct8,otherwise sacred

to order, silence, or governed debate; in

short, tliat the communities, rabbis in-

cluded, were so familiarized with the

Memo. Cold Cayenne.

L. J. says: The following information
mav y>c of interest to some who are in the

dark about the origin of the powder called

"canaryper." A powder presenting the

same character as non-pungent cayenne,

is largely used in Hungary as a condi-

ment, under the name of paprika. It is

prepared from diff^erent varieties of cap-

sicum, which are cultivated on a very

large scale around Szegedin, in Lower
Hungary, giviiig employment to some
2500 families. The annual production is

about 125,000 strings, weighing, when
dried, about 25,000 centners, and worth
40S. to 508. per centner. This quantity

yields 18,900 centners of ground paprika,

worth 30— 120 florins per centner. Two
varieties of paprika are grown in the

neighborhood of Szegetiin, viz., the Turk-

ish or Servian {Capsicum tetragonum),

and the Szegedinian (Capsicum annum,
van szegedinense). The former produces

pendulous red fleshy fruits, three aud a

half to five inches long, aud three-

fourths to an inch in diameter. Thev
are sometimes eaten green with salt, or

cut fine and mixed with potato salad.

The latter has scarlet spherical fruit, and
is used for making paprika powder. The
fmits intended for this purpose are sus-

pended on strings three or four yards

long, Rud hung to dry on the southern

side of the houses, exposed to the air

and sun.

Memo. Concerning Canaries.

P. says: i. Old birds have hard coarse

scales on their legs, which young birds

have not. 2. Healthy birds are always

bright and chirpy, and sing and talk;

sick birds are dull and heavy and do not

hop about briskly. It is very difficult to

detect asthma in its early stages.

Memo. Songs Without Words.

P. de R. says: The ordinary crow of

the cock is called chant dc I'amour (song

of love). Those twittering little cries by
which he calls the hens, chant du rappel

(call cry). When he announces that a

hen has laid an egg, that is called chant

de delivrance (son^ oi deliverance); and
lastly, when he spies a bird of prey or

any other enemy, then it is chant

d'alartne (alarm crj). The hen cackles

when she is about to lay. Having pro-

duced her egg, she gives out le chant de

dclivrancc, just in the same manner as

the cock. She clucks when she is dis-

posed to sit during incubation and the

whole of the time she is with her puling

chickens until they can provide for them-
selves. The cock has a very sharp hear-

ing, for when he crows during the night

the other cocks of the whole neighbor-

hood are sure to answer him. He roosts

early and rises early; he is the first to

leave the fowl-house in the morning and

the first to enter it at evening. He
scratches the earth; as soon as he finds

' a grain of corn or a small worm he then

!
calls his hens with le chant du rappel,

but it often happens that he has nothing

to offer, so that some think it is only an

artifice to bring them out that he may
enjoy their society; however, he never

eats without calling his hens. When he

sees a stoat, a bird of prey or any other

enemy he immediately gives notice to

the hens, who will understand, aud anx-

ious, furious with fire in his eye, his

feathers erect and with outspread wings

he runs forward to defend his wives.

Whilst the hen is laying he is generally

watching near the nest and as soon as

the chant de la delivrancc is heard, he

expresses his joy by running round her

with loving accents.

Memo. For Feather eating Parrot.

E. H. says: In the interests of parrot

lovers whose birds destroy their appear-

ance by plucking out their feathers, I

feel bound to mention what appears to

be a perfect cure for this troublesome

habit. Thoroughly syringe the bird

every morning with tepid water from a

small garden syringe. His back, which

was completely bare, is now covered not

only with white down, but with real

feathers, and his breast, which had not a

vestige of anything resembling fluff" or

feather on it, is getting covered with

down. Of course it is some little trouble,

as the big cage has to be wheeled out of

doors for the operation, and he has to be

put close to the fire to dry afterwards,

but it is well worth it. If I see him
nibbling at his back or breast I dust him

over with insect powder, which stops him
at once.

Memo. Jerusalem Artichokes for
Rabbits.

J. S. says: If anyone has a rabbit which
-,.:ii .. .^» r.r.* 1^* hitn tr'*-'

Tpni«ial*»ni arti-

chokes, washed and cut in slices. This

is the most tempting of all food to rab-

bits. I find they will leave everything

for these tubers. They are wholesome
and nutritious, aud in the winter, when
food if often scarce, they make an excel-

lent addition and variety. Jerusalem ar-

tichokes are easily grown in any soil,

and I advise rabbit fanciers to cultivate

them against the needs of winter. All

the small tul)ers produced in my garden

go to the rabbitry, where they are greed-

ily devoured.

Memo. // Will Never Rot.

F. J. says: Lime is given as an excel-

lent preservative of wood. The wood is

placed in an excavation, then covered

with freshly calcined lime.which is gradu-

ally slackened with water. In eight days

the wood has become exceedingly hard

and never rots.

Memo. Over Twentyfor Profit.

P. says: Poultry breeders have to follow

the same rules as breeders of all other

animals and birds; they must breed up to

a certain standard whether for ornamental

points, eggs or table birds. To breed and
keep fowls for profitable laying the first

point is to ascertain the kind of egg the

consumers prefer. At the present time

eggs with variously tinted shells of even

size, two ounces weight (some white-

shelled to show up the tinted ones), com-
mand a ready sale and the best price.

Thesecond point is stock birds. Hens lay

from seven to thirty eggs, then become
broody, or take a rest if non-sitters.

Twelve to fifteen eggs is the general

number; if not overfed or stimulated a

hen seldom if ever departs from her num-
ber. Any number under twenty is too

small to be profitable. During the first

year by giving stimulating food a good
numljer of eggs can be obtained, but the

second year the hens do not readily re-

spond to the extra food; instead of laying

eggs they become fat and diseased. The
cost of the extra and stimulating food to

obtain a gowl average takes nearly all

the profit from the eggs sold. Thirty

eggs is too great a iiamlx^r to breed for.

The sudden bursts of a few hot days in

the spring cause the hens to lay double-

yolked eggs. The liability to rupture of

the oviduct or of the blood vessels in

the liver or head from the excessive

straining, causing death, makes the loss

of some of the hens counterbalance the

number ofeggs obtained.
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CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

BY THE "WAY.

Jerome says mule breeding is a science,

and to this we agree inasmuch as success

depends upon either a knowledge and un-

derstanding of natural conditions or sheer

good luck. With a regard for the hard

and fast lines by which nature has de-

fined species nothing can be easier or

more fascinating than this ino<lelling in

flesh and feathers.
*

« *

Three suggestions "Jerome" makes

upon mule breeding we advance for con-

sideration with Dr. Green's paper as

given below. These are: i. The gold-

finch is not ready to mate until his beak

turns white. 2. May is the mouth for

mule breeding; eggs before that time

will be clear. 3. If goldfinch eggs are

set in a canary nest with canary eggs,

the young goldfinches that are hatched

therefrom will always breed with canaries

the following year.

CHAFFINOH-CANARY MULES.

A Premium for Their Production,

but No Winners.

Having seen it re-stated lately that it

is possible to obtain the above hybrids,

and lieing personally convinced to the

contrary, it may not be inappropriate to

pass the subject in review
;
premising

that a premium has been for years offiered

for a bona fide chaffinch-canary mule,

without eliciting any response from the

numerous amateurs interested in the pro-

duction of similar crosses.

Upon the supposition that "chaffie"

and "goldie" are both finches it might

seem easy enough as the goidnuch-can-

ary mule is common enough. But the

two are not finches and it is here the

difficulty lies.

The question naturally arises, what is a

finch? I answer, a small bird, usually

gifted with the power of song, that feeds

its young on half or partly digested food

disgorged from its own crop; a habit it

shares with the various members of the

parrot and pigeon families, to neither of

which it otherwise bears the least re-

semblance, but which I, nevertheless,

propose simply on this account to place

with it in a new system of ornithological

classification I am preparing.

Is the chaffinch in the habit of dis-

gorging its food? Not at all. It never

feeds Its mate, or, at least, I have never

seen it do so, and I have watched a good

many at different times, for the very pur-

pose of establishing or disproving this

contested point. On the other hand, I

have repeatedly seen chaffinches feeding

their vouiig aud have invariably noticed

them drop the food which never consisted

of anything but insects, from their open
beaks into the wide open mouth of the

nestling, in whom, by the by, the gape

is far wider than in the young of a true

finch; and not once have I seen the food

disgorged.
The diff^erence, then, in the mode of

feeding being so great, it appears to me
that, even supposing young bird.'* to be

hatched from such a union, it would be

impossible for them to be reared; for they

must, of necessity, partake of the nature

of both parents, and would be too much
chaffinch for the canary and too much
canary for the chaffinch to feed, so that

"between the two stools," they must in-

variably come to the ground.
But I go even further than this, and

have no hesitation in declaring my de-

liberate opinion, not hastily formed, but
based upon carefully made observations,

that it is simply impossible for the union
of two such widely divergent species as

the canary aud chaffinch to be fruitful.

I am confirmed in the opinion that

mules are an impossibility between a

finch and a bird that may be described as

a non-finch, that is to say, one that does
not disgorge its food, from some experi-
ments 1 have been making now for three
years with the saffron finch and the

canary. These birds agree perfectly well

together, have paired readily and the

hen has laid numerous eggs and sat upon

them constantly, the cock after the man-
ner of his kind attempting to relieve her

in the exercise of her maternal duties,

but finding that she would not stir, sit-

ting beside her for some hours every day.

But, there has never been any result, for
|

all the eggs have been barren, so that I

have made up my mind to give up the

attempt.
The great naturalist, Cuvier, who ap-

pears to have thoroughly investigated

this very interesting point in natural

history, namely, the production of vari

ous hybrids, says: "In captivity, the male

goldfinch will pair more readily with a

"female of another species than his own;

for example with the female canary; but

the female goldfinch will seldom couple

with the male canary. This union is not

the result of any conformity of song and

still less of plumage. It proceeds from

the goldfinch disgorging the food found

in its crop in the same way as the ca-

naries do. He pleases the female canary

by this, and feeds her while she is hatch-

ing. This is not to be expected of the

chaffinch and bunting, or any other bird

that brings its bill full of food to the fe-

male and the young. This supplies a

good rule for those who desire to make
birds of different races couple together."

As I have already observed, I do not

think the male chaffinch feeds his mate
while she is sitting. M. Cuvier goes on

to remark that 'there is a great sympathy
between the siskin aud the canary,"

which he attributes to the fact that the

former bird is very assiduous in his at-

tentions to the latter. "He continually

feeds her while she is hatching, disgorg-

ing the food from his crop." He is,

however, certainly wrong when he sa>s

that the union of the greenfinch and the

canary is difficult to be brought about

and the eggs rarely fertile, for in my ex-

perience, and that of several amateurs of

my acquaintance, the direct contrary is

the case, which simply proves that no
one, even the most illustrious, can be

always right.

Passing for a moment from the chaf-

hncii-canary cross to aiioiucr aliuusl a»

apocryphal, but which should be possible

enough, namely, the bullfinch-canary, I

imagine the scarcity of the latter to be

due to the undoubted difficulty that ex-

ists in getting the bullfinch to bear cap-

tivity, and I think the union between a

female of the latter species and a male

canary more likely to l)e successful than

if the opposite pairing were tried. It

would probably l)e necessary to get the

eggs hatched by other birds, but as both

parents disgorge their food and are con-

sequently within a certain degree of

affinity I fancy the union might be found

to succeed if only it were perseveringly

tried for a season or two, and there

would be no difficulty in getting a good
pair of feeding canary nurses.

But with regard to the chaffinch, I am
of opinion that no such cross as that

with the canary is to be obtained. With
other birds of kindred nature, however,

there is no doubt the chaffinch would
breed. With the brambling, for instance

(^Fringilla monifringilla, Linmrus) there

should be no difficulty whatever, and,

indeed, if I remember rightly, I think

Mr. Verrall has already given an account

of the production of such a cross, which

I believe he also said had paired and
bred inter se.

With the bunting, too, and several

kinds of foreign birds, I see no reason

why Coelel)S should not produce mules;

but as I have already more than once ob-

served, I do not care about such mon-
strosities, for I think we can scarcely im-

prove upon the handiwork of Nature,

and I have never tried to obtain them,

unless in a few instances simply for a

physiological reason or the clearing-up

of a doubt on some controverted point.

To resume. In order to breed mules

or hybrids, it is necessary that a certain

degree of affinity should exist between

the birds or animals coupled together;

and where that is not to be found the

union, although fully consummated, will

not be productive of offspring. That this

is the case with the chaffinch and the

canary I think is fully proved; neverthe-

less many aviculturists are not satisfied

upon the point, and will not be until

they hare made the experiment for them-

selves. So be it; and if there is anything

but barren eggs no one will be more sur-

prised, or ready to admit having made a

mistake, than—W. T. Greene.

THE SIBEBIAN RABBIT.

Its Likeness to the Himalayan

and the Angora.

That the rabbit fancy greatly suffers

from want of varieties is a generally
|

acknowledged fact. Rabbits are not so

popular as they might be. Some declare

them to be "so useless," and if this be

the case, what about pigeons ? I hold it

a truth that rabbits are a greater domes-

tic utility than are pigeons, but the

"fancy" of the latter has at lea.st three

times a greater number of supporters

than has the rabbit fancy. It is true

that many prefer feather to fur, but it

is likewise a reality that many would

sooner have about them, and under their

care, four feet than two feet and two

wings. Nature and art have both been

kind to the rabbit, and grace and beauty

abound in every rabbitry. Darwin says

the pigeon shows more varieties than

any other bird or any animal, but what
of the rabbit ? In spite of its extraordi-

nary fecundity, variations of the wild

rabbit are but very few in uuinlier, and
variations of the fancy rabbit are cer-

tainly too few. Taking my last state-

ment as the common opmion, why, then,

is it that one variety of great beauty, the

Siberian, that combines many excellent

"fancy" points, should be almost an un-

known rabbit ?

This rabbit takes its name from its

supposed native land, Siberia. This

name, however, I think, is quite an
erroneous one, for I have studied all the

reliable works on that dreary part of the

world, and I find no mention of any rab-

bit whatever, although in several places

I have found lists of wild animals that in-

habit Russia. Many of the mammalia,
even the mouse, are mentioned, but no
rabbit. One thing has struck me as be-

ing somewhat strange—viz., that south

and southwestem Siberia, the Himalayan
Mountains district and the long-coated

snimal province ^f (*fl.**hniere. are all

moderately close together in the great

continent of Asia. In alluding to Cash-

mere I take it more than likely as being

the native place of our Angora. Re-

membering all this and turning to this

variety we find a rabbit almost identical

with our white Angora and at the same
time greatly resembling the Himalayan.

It is not because Silieria itself has no
wild rabbits that the countries south of

it have none.
Accepting my theory of the closeness

of the native homes of the Angora and
Himalayan, it does not seem strange

that we have a foreign rabbit, which is

supposed to have come from some cen-

tral Asiatic province, bearing the char-

acteristics, combined, of the two varieties

named.
My object in this article has been to

tell them something of the possibilities

aud probabilities of the .so-called Sibe-

rian rabbit being a more or less natural

variety, and not, as is too readily believed 1

by those who know this rabbit at all,
j

merely the result of a fancier's cross of

Himalayan and Angora. Undoubtedly

the fancy points of this animal could

with judicious crossing be obtained by

the cross I allude to, but start with stock

which nature has made and art has not

interfered with when possible.

A few years ago these Siberians were

not so uncommon as they are now. In

the old and enthusiastic days of rabbit

fancying, when Mr. Charles Rayson was

by no means forgotten, and breeders and
exhibitors alike took a sincere Interest

in the welfare of the fancy at large, this

handsome rabbit received some of the at-

tention which it so well deserves. Why
the variety has dropped into oblivion I

am at a loss to understand, but it un-

doubtedly has. At the time of writing

I know of no specimens ofany merit for

sale in this country, but they are by

no means uncommon on the continent.

Many a hutch in the environs of Paris

is occupied by a Siberian.

Length of wool throughout the whole

animal; fineness of the wool, size, shape,

tuf\ed ears, absence of clots of wool, and

depth of color on fore and hind legs

and feet, ears and tail, are the main

fancy points of the Siberian rabbit. The
white wool should be as white as possi-

ble, the dark as near to black as it can

be got. These points, it will be observed.

are many of those, united, of two well-

known varieties—the Himalayan and
Angora. The finer qualities of both of

these will be absent from the Siberian un-

til it has become a general variety, which
I sincerely tmst it will, and before very

long; but a truly "fancy" rabbit cannot
be made in a day.
Those who are anxious to "manufac-

ture" this variety in the one way, which
is too conspicuous to need further men-
tion, must use their own ideas as to the
best way to set about their task. It will

not be found so pre-eminently successful

as might l>e supposed. I may mention
tliat does are more liable to throw back
to long hair than are bucks—at least, a

number of ca.ses ofsuch have come under
my notice. Taking this as a fact, which
I certainly believe it to be, it would, of
course, be wise to make the foundation of
a strain of Siberians from Himalayan
buck aud Angora doe.

I give the following as my view of the
relative value of points:

Length of wool
Quality, including color . . . .

Condition of wool
Depth of color on extremities,
Ears .

ao
30
ao
ao

Size 5
Other points 5

Total 100

. The dark points of this variety are lia-

ble to much the same vicissitudes as
those of the Himalayan.—Poultry.

»

Fancy Mice.

There are several varieties of these, the

smallest of domestic pets. White, black,

fawn, cinnamon, plum and the well-

known grey,from which are procured the

piebald, black and white,fawn and white,

cinnamon and white, plum and white,

and grey and white. There are also sad-

dle-back and star-matched mice, which

some say are distinct breeds, but which

are in reality a peculiar piebald. The

former of these are all one color except on

the back and two small patches above
Vi«» (>v<>c There is one more varietv of

piebald mice which is very rare—namely,

tortoise-shell. I have been told they are

obtained by crossing a black and white
and fawn and white doe.

Having endeavored to give a list of

different varieties of mice, I will try to

give a few remarks on the breeding and
feeding and general management or the

pets. Mice breed once a month. A few
days before the young are born place the

doe in a cage by herself, giving her

plenty of chopped hay and some cotton

wool to line the inside of her nest with.

Chopped hay is the best bedding for

mice, being healtliier than cotton wool.

When the young are bom do not touch

them or disturb the doe, or she is apt to

devour her progeny, a practice to which
mice are somewhat addicted.

When three weeks or a mouth old the

youngsters will be able to shift for them-
selves, so they may be returned to the

old cage.
The best food for mice is bread and

milk, not too wet You may give them
oats, canary or hemp seeds, all of which
they eat readily, and they do not require

any water. A fancier told me the best

food for young mice was boiled rice and
pure milk, although I have not tried it.

The above is all they require to keep

them in perfect health.

With regard to the cages there are sev-

eral varieties. The one I have is in the

shape of a house having two flats con-

nected by a ladder, the floor of which is

wired, and the upper a sleeping com-
partment. Adjoining the lower flat is

a wheel for them to run in, which gives

them capital exercise. The bottom of

this and the floor of the house are lined

with zinc, which keeps the moisture

from soaking in the wood. Bran or saw-

dust is the best to use for the bottom of

the cage.
When you find one of your mice of

pugilistic nature the following is an

effectual although a somewhat curious

cure. Take a feather and dip it in sweet

oil, then let it drop about the head and

nose of the bully, who will soon begin to

find him rather uncomfortable and as

mice are very clean about the skin they

will soon begin to lick off the oil. This

will fully occupy him for two br three

days, by which time he will have forgot-

ten all about his quarrels.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINO.

We are asked our opinion upon having

all birds in a competition or flown for a

record liberated on the same day. Does

this make the chance more nearly equal ?

•
* *

We say not. There are sometimes as

many changes in atmospheric conditions

in a single day as there will be in a

week of days. And, unless all fly from

the same starting point to the same

home, the different conditions that will

be encountered may vary as greatiy as

they would during' a season's flying upon

different days.
»*»

In races where the entry is liberated

with an interval between each start, it is

rare indeed that the first and last to be

let go will fly under the same atmospheric

conditions. In Belgian journeys of less

than 100 miles when many lots of birds

are liberated at intervals between 6 and

and 8 o'clock on Sunday mornings, it fc

the rule that the velocities of different lots

let go separately in a single morning will

vary from the ordinary to the phenome-

nal, and with the difference directly

tracable to the different atmospheric con-

ditions as detailed in the liberator's mes-

sage for each lot

« »

It is all very well, therefore, where all

in the competition have the same start-

ing point and the same home centre, but

even then; unless all keep together the

result is no evidence that the late returns

are as much poorer than the first as the

difference in speed might lead one to

infer. Take for instance the journey of

the Cresson Club in which the Inquirer

prize was won. One part of the entry

that had been accustomed to flying to-

gether continued to do so and were in

before the storm which broke at about 2

o'clock over the home vicinity and put

an end to the journeying of the others

until late in the afternoon, thus dividing

the result into extra speed and the very

ordinary.

Where the liberating stations and

home entries are at different points even

though along the same line, the condi-

tions will rarely be the same for all. We
may cite as an instance of this the jour-

neys of the 23d of last June, a date so

lately past that all may easily recall its

conditions.
«••

Mr. John R. Hunsberger, of Chestnut

Hill, had eleven birds liberated at Orange,

Va., at 8 A. M. Distance about 207

miles. The first returns were nine to-

gether, the best time certified at 2.13 P.

M., giving an average speed of over a

thousand yards per minute.

*
• «

The same morning birds that had

proven speedy in previous journeys

owned by the Messrs. Cadwallader and

Twining, of Yardley, Pa., and George S.

Fell, of this city, were let go at 6.55 A.M.

in Danville, Va. Distance about 350

miles. The weather was not altogether

favorable. The liberator wrote, "but

worse was coming and the birds if not

let go then would probably be detained

for several days." The only returns were

one to the Twining loft at 6.50 P. M., and

one to the Fell loft at 6.45 P. M. Others

returned on days following. The best

speed was less than a half mile to the

minute.
.%

A third lot of birds, twelve owned by

Mr. John Vernier, Jr., of this city, were

to have been started by the observer of

the Signal Station at Charleston, N. C,

but were not let go. The advice from the

would-be liberator was: "Cloudy, threat-

ening rain, a brisk northeast wind blow-

ing from six to eleven miles an hour.

Totally unfit for pigeon flying." A state-

ment endorsed by witnesses.

*
* •

Let us suppose that birds owned in

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Alexandriawere to have been started in

a journey for record from 250 miles

southwest on that 23d day of June. The

result would have been: No start for the

Alexandria birds; less than 800 yards per

minute for the Baltimore birds; 1000

yards per minute for the Philadelphias

and 1200 yards for the New Yorkers.

That is, supposing each start to have

been 250 miles from home. If, on the

contrary, the New York birds had been

entered for the fly from the farthest sta-

tion, instead of making the good speed

which the favorable atmospheric condi-

tions permitted from the near-by station,

they would not have been let go. It was

this endeavor to bring all flying within

certain limits of time and direction that

was the death of the old Interstate con-

courses, and that did more to dishearten

and disgust flyers than all else com-

bined. And it is that old experience.and

the close watch we have kept of atmoa-

pheric conditions and of flying generally

through all the years that leads us to

find the nearest to justice for all in leav-

ing the competition open through the

season, and with each individual owner

to choose his own conditions in naming

Viia nurn AateH.

"West Philadelphia Notes.

The IXL Homing Club has determined

to send to the 400-miles station this year.

This is without doubt the youngest lot of

pigeon flyers in America, not one of them

being over eighteen years. They have

youngsters from the crack lofts, are hard

workers and enthusiastic in the sport,

and mean to make the Belmont Club look

out for its laurels.

The London Club's Dates.

The London, Eng.,Club has announced

its dates and stations for next season.

The journeys for old birds begin May 20,

with the first race, June 9, for 135 miles.

The journeys thereafter are one week
apart up to June 30, when there is a rest

of twelve days before the 300 miles and

last race. The youne bird flying begins

July 21, and ends with the journey from

135 miles August 18.

present at a grand fight of carrier swal-

lows next month, and if his report is fa-

vorable a swallow cote will be constructed

and placed under the care of special

trainers at Mont Valerien.—Paris Letter.

—When I am asked whether a rabbit

requires water in addition to its daily

rations my answer is no, but when I

am asked whetlier a rabbit is better for

having water given to it, I say ''yes,

provided the water is really pure. Those

who are able to devote plenty of time to

their rabbits and can keep the pens, etc.,

clean, and give fresh water once or twice

a day should certainly do so, but, on the

other hand, such as have only a few

spare moments for seeing to their rabbits,

and can keep the pens, etc., clean, and

give fresh water orce or twice a day

should certainly do so, but, on the other

hand, such as have only a few spare

moments for seeing to their rabbits should

never give water as a regular thing, as

the troughs or something are sure to get

neglected, the result lieing a severe at-

tack of diarrhoea or some other equally

unwelcome guest. Water is well known
to be an excellent remedy for diarrhoea

in the rabbit, but also I have on several

occasions heard of water producing this

complaint, and I have no doubt but that

at tunes it produces other disorders in

the rabbit as it does in man, animal and

birds generally.

—It is very easy to make poultry

farming pay on paper, and the sta-

tistics upon which the on-paper suc-

cess is based may be quite correct as

to a few birds kept under special condi-

tions. The real difficulty comes in when
the attempt is made to get from a thous-

and birds the same results which have

been obtained from a dozen. The man
has yet to be found who can get a thous-

and hens to lay even a hundred eggs

each per annum. It might be doie, and

more might be done after a labor of some

years patiently devoted to selection and

breeding of laying stock, but it could

not be done with ordinary purchased

birds, or those bred from them. The
reason of this is to be found in two

things. In the first place, the fanucrs

of this country and its cottagers have as

a whole so neglected poultry keeping

that a common nen which is a good layer

is by no means easily met with. In the

second place, the poultry fanciers, to

whom the country is indebted for much
as to the improvement of ite poultry

supply, have been so much occupied with

breeding for size, feather, and fancy
,

points, that they have not paid much re-
|

gard to laying qualities. It is not, as it

seems to me, to poultr>' farming that we
have to look to make up the millions of

dozens of eggs we import annually, but

rather to the keeping of good poultry in

reasonable Quantities by our farmers and

cottagers. There is no doubt that in the

ordinary way, and with reasonable atten-

tion, farmers and cottagers can make
poultry pay well, while if they are used

as consumers of small com and the like

in the farm, and as consumers of scraps

and what would otherwise be waste in the

household, they will pay a handsome
profit.—Daily News.
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Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, loo pages. By Dr. I.. S.Clark .. .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. I.ewis Wnght .

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetnieier .....
Book of Pigeons. I-udlow, Candea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts °°°

i.oo

1.25

5.00
2.50

2.75
•25

750
2.50

I-50
1.00

50

2.00

1.50

500

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer.
POULTRY.

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch 8f Lee
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir .• A • .'

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Bcale

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts .

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders .

•50

900
«.50

•50

500
2.00

.30

The Game Fowl." Cooper 5-«>

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asao. • i.oo

Duck Culture. Rankin 5°

Poultry Diseases. Vale 5°

Poultry for the People. Comyus 5°

Poultry for the Mauy plautagenet ... .50

Fancy Poultry, Part I; Breeding and Feed-

ing. Comyns 50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl aS

Poultiy Culture. 1. K. Felch 1.50

Poultry Account Book -V
MISCELLANEOUS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50

Childhood's PeU; Stories of Dogs, Cats,

Chickens, etc. 200 pictures. Olive Patch 1.25

Art of Training Animals; illustrated ... 5°

Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 25

Domestic Cat. Stables 50

Cassells' Almanac. 1889 '5

PHOTOGRAPHS OF DOGS.

St. Nlkolaas' Sohediile.

The Club St. Nikolaas of Antwerp was

among the first to claim dates for 1890.

Its first series begins April 27, and ends

July 10, but the 150 miles journey is not

until May 26. thus giving a month for the

short distance or training journey. The
second series begins July 6, and ends

August 9, with the 150 miles fly. The
third begins August 17, has three sta-

tions, the last from 75 miles, lieing

reached August 30. The fourth series

has but two dates, September 14 and 21;

the greatest distance is 50 miles.

—Mr. Charles Adam, late of the Phila-

delphia Club, has become a member of

the Active Homing Club, thus filling ite

limit of five members.

—Some bird fanciers have almost per-

suaded M. de Freycinet that if it is not

easy it is quite possible to train the swal-

low to do the work of the carrier of dis-

Eatches. Their method is kept a secret,

ut the Governor of Lille has been

charged to test it, and to have certain ex-

periments which were made at Roubaix
under the supervision of Captain Degony,

of the engineers. The CapUin is to be

PUBLICATIONS.

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:
KBNNEL.

American Kennel. Burges )

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
D&easesofthe Dog. Dalziel

Dog, Diseases of Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of

Judging; new and enlarged edition.

Hammond
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

EngUshe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. Xlto XIII,each

Fox Terrier, Lee. 14 portraits and illustra-

ions :••••«•••,;••
Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases
Our Friend, the Dog. Stables

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from lif^j 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration ; : '1°

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

PoinU of Judging; new editioa, correct to

daU S»

8.00

300

I.oo

.80

2.00

•50

300
I.oo

•50

•75

a.oo

•50

500
4-5°

450

1.25

•50

3.00

.»«of ••'""•'•'" fo"owing pho-

tographs prepaid'by mail on receipt of price.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Beaufort (little brother to Thunder), Count Dan,
Count Fred, Dart, Lass O'Lowrie, Leicester,

Luna May, Nora, Rosy Morn, Roderick, Ruth,

Temple Bar.
IRISH SETTERS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Desmond II.

Card size, 25 cents each.

Champion MoUie Bawn, Desmond II.

GORDON SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Champion Royal Duke.
ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Champion Bamaby (head up). Champion
Bamaby (head down).

COLLIES.
Card size, 25 cents each.

Champion Dublin Scot, Champion Scotilla,

Champion Flurry II.

POINTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Bang, Banjo, Belle, Champion Countess Bang,

Champion Donald, Rose, Stella.

MASTIFFS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Anlaf, Aston's Lion (brother to Governor),

Beau (2), Beaufort (2), Benedict, Bengal, Bosco

II Cardinal, Champion Minting. Crown Prince,

Edwy. Ilford Cromwell, Jack Thyr (2), Lion (Miss

Hales'). Lorna Doone. Lorna Doone II. Maxi-
milian Moses, Monarch (Sears'), Orlando (2),

Pontiff, Prince Charlie, Prince Regent, Rajah.

Salisbury, Satan (Russian Mastiff) Taurus,

The Lady CUre. The Lady Isabel, The Lady
Rowena.

Card size, 25c. each.

Beau (when young). Countess (Mrs. Rawlin-

son's). Donna (Miss Walker's), Duchess ^Curtis'),

Duchess (Hanbury's), etching of 1792; Ooyernor
Greatheart, Ilford Baroness, King (h. Field s),

Lioncea Maximilian, Magnus, Mischief, Nell,

dam of King (Field's), Norma (Exley's) Orlando

(1) Orlando II, Phillis (Hanbury's) Pontiff and
Prince (Hanbury's) Prince Regent, Queen (Han-

bury's) Taurus, Thor, Turk, Una (Hebron), Wolf
(Mi8sAgliousby's),Wodau, Young King, Young
King II.

. ,_ . „
Larger than cabinet, $1.00 each.

Albert Victor, Ashmont, Nero (the noted pup-

Fiv)
Bruce I, Couchez, Moses, Lion (Lukey's),

mp. St. Bernard, Quaker (Cautley's). The head

of Mastiff in Van Dyke's picture of the children

of King Charles I.

MASTIFF COMBINATIONS.
li each.

I Salisbury, Lion (Aston's), Anlaf, illustration

in Bingley 1809, Satan (Russian Mastiff).

2. Beau, Lion, (Miss Hates') Crown Pnnce and
Maximillian.

, .,,,
•3 Lion (Miss Hales) different from the one

above; Monarch (Green's) and some others.

4 Ilford Baroness, Young King, etching ol

1794 and Phillis (Hanbury's). ,
. .^ , ^ ,T Prince (Hanbury's), Nell (Field's), dam of

King, Taurus.
, , „ .

6 Queen (Hanbury's), Duchess (2335), Countess

1 (Miss RawliuBon's), King, Wolf (Miss Aglions-

by's), Turk.by's),

7. Duchess (Hanbury's) and Governor.
8. Countess (Lukey's),- Governor (Lukey's),

Lion (Gamier's), Harold (Gamier's).
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OUR OLUBBINQ LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal

for one year with any ol the following named

publicaUons, post free, upon receipt of price

Pnblloatlons.

named:

Regular
Price.

. .13-00

. . 300

. . a.50

. . 4.00

American Angler
Critic
Country Gentleman.. . .

Forest and Stream ....
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3-<»

Illustrated Weekly .<»
Budget of Wit . . .... *'S
-pleasant Hour* '-75

Farmers Review .
>-°°

Godey's Ladies' Book a-oo

Harper's Monthly 4-°°

Weekly *-°°

Bazar 4-«>

Young People ....... 2.00

Magazineof American History 500
New York Ledger 3-<»

New York Weekly. . ...... 3-<»

New York Weekly World 1.00

Poultry Monthly '-'S

Popular Science News i.oo

Prairie Farmer i-oo

Puck ^ • • 500
Peninsular News and Adver-

tiser, Milford, Del «.50

Rural New Yorker 2.00

Register. Marietta, Pa 1.50

Scientific American 3-oo

Architects' Edition . 5.00

Spirit of the Times 5-«>

Sporting Life *-*5

Truth 4-0O

Turf, Field and Farm .... 500
Wheelman's Gazette • 50

Good Housekeeping a-So

Western Rural >-50

Southern Farmer . t-oo

Alabama AUiance i.oo

Southern Cultivator i-oo

Delaware Farm and Home. . . 1.00

Georgia Farmer 50

Overland Monthly
Rural Workman l-50

Babyland 50

Pansy i-oo

Wide Awake .... 240
Pacific Rural Press 2.40

Rural Californian 1.50

Century 400
St. Nicholas 300

With
Fanciers'
Journal.

J4.00
4.00

350
500

4.00

5.00

3-75
3-25

2.75
3.00
5.00
5.00

500

J°°6.00

4.00
4.00
a.75

3.00
a.75

a.75
6.00

8.75
3.00

2.75

6.00
6.00

3-75
S.oo
6.00
3.60

4.00

3.75
3.60

2.60
3.60

2.75
2.60

5.00

3.60

2.75

4.00
4.00
300
550
4-50

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

I

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number,
I ID cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa. 56

Various.

FDIGRBB Blanks for four generations at 10

cenU per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50

cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3a South Third St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

HonUjifl; Pltceona.

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT. 317 lath Sreet. N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

' homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
ol <

DOGS.

~AdverlUements without display inurted under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each tnurtton.

Collies.

COLLIE PUPS—A litter by Clipper (see "in

the stud" advertisement),out ofGlen Belle,

by Glenlivat out of Nellie McGregor (dam
of Queechy and Buttercup II). These ought
to make winners. Prices very moderate to

clear when ready to leave the dam. J. Wat-
son, P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630.

PhiUdelphU, Pa.

FOR SALE.—A fine collie dog, twenty months
old. Am boarding and cannot kcephim
Price $25. Address J. C

44 Street Station, F. R. R.,

POULTRY.

Adverlisemfnts without display inserUd under

this headingfor t cents per wordfor each insertion.

M

Prices
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; BUck
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pain, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

ICHAEL J. BURKE, Readville, Maaa..
breeder ana fancier of homing pigeons.

Jaooblns.

Brahmas.

FR SALE.—A few trios of choice light Bran-

mas. Jesse G. Darlington, Fifty-tliird and
MedU Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks. Address
WillUm H. Child, Glenside, Pa.

Marshall, Broad
PhdadelphU, Pa.

Greyhounds.

y^OR SALE—A large number of EnglUh grey

)^ hound pups, various ages. Also, pure
white grown dog and brindle and fawn
bitches. All registered and for sale very
cheap if sold at once. Must have the room
LaFayette Greyhound Kennels. P. O. Box
423. LaPayette. IndL 844

Coolilns.

In I

-r-V3R SALE—White Cochins. Cockerels,

•airs or trios, at reasonable prices. Eggs
season, $2 per 13. Circular giving scores

and winnings free. H. F. Drury, Galesj

burg. 111. S45

£n(s for Hatching •

H.
v. CRAWFORD, Montclair, N. J., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from |io up. 44

Poaters.

Mastlflk.

Publications.

limes
run

50 c

TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
I9 true only of tne

WHEELflEtlSOUmt.
aDl.iastraieamoBi.bi; mas
•cine drvotml to the (rand

Mt. healthlMt, moat maoly
•port In th* world.—cycling

Whe«bar yon ar* or not J^oa ara sura to bj iiit»r

MSStaoorpipar. Ton eWt balp it lualletcbe..

SwDi and Korreaar«lnW.«atln«toaU. Theyar.
poraaod bealtbful In tMir tone. Ttiey braatbaoj

ifraan fleids and ariadT lanea, and araaoonstaat
Insplrar of a love of Daiore.

To convince yon tbat our paper ti all we claim

tor It In every particularW you will tend year nam*
and address we will aendTou a aampleoopy free
Tben If you want to try Jt for a year, as you surely

will. It will ooet yon only SO oen««>
Cheap Enough, Isn't It?

U9EB*I> C0M18III01I8 TO CLUB BAISEBM.

Addretatberublltber —

BEN L DARROW,

CHEAP TO CLEAR. Handsome bitch pups,

unusually good in head. Granddaughters
of Plinlirainon. Chequassett Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. 42-44-46-48

FR SALE.—A litter of English mastifl pup-
pies, whelped May 5, 1889, 5 bitches and i

dog, by Clement (American Kennel Reg-
ister No. 6302) out of Ashmont Cleopatra
(American Kennel Register No. 5893); also

1 dog and i bitch, by Clement out of Ash-
mont Cleopatra, whelped September 10.

188S; also 3 bitches audi dog. by Clement
out of Nell (American Kennel Club Reg-
ister No. 3647), whelped June 18 1888.

These dogs will be sold for one-third their

value, as I intend to close out my kennels
immediately. Clement took second prize

at Philadelphia, 1888, first prize at

PhiUdelphU, i88g, besides winning a

number of first and second prizes in Eng-
land. Ashmont Cleopatra and Nell also

have won prizes in this country. For fur-

ther particulars, full pedigrees, prices, etc..

address Langhome Kennels, Langhome,
ra.

HOWARD BEANS. 1222 Asquith Street. Balti-

more. Md., breeder of black Leghorns
(Lord Baltimore strain) as bred by Lukens
Wood, of Baltimore, Md. Great layers.

Eggs in .season. $1.50 per 13. Fair, honest
dealings with all. 47

Sxobanve.

WANT GOOD silver bearded Polish males
and females; bUck Sumatra, Japanese and
black game bantam females. Have eleven

varieties to exchange. Write for wants.

All are good. Jesse Reifsnider, Frederick,

Md. '44

HENRY LANCASTER,75o Pcnnsylvanta Ave..
Baltimore. Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75, and its father to Mr. Kerner. of
Louisville, for $50. 53

I
AM FULLY PREPARED TO FURNISH

pouters fit to show or cross in with anyone's
strain. Buyers are guaranteed fair and
honest dealings. Description uf the birds
complete and free from misrepresentation.
If found inaccurate and unsatisfactory
return them within a week and I will re-
fund the money less express charges. $15
and upwards per pair. A. A. Heroux,
Lawrence, Mass.

Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Griat, Clementon, N. J.

Games.

BLACK HACKLE and black breasted red

game cocks and cockerels for sale, having

no room for them. John Donnelly, Doyles-

town, Pa. 44

Game and Game Bantams.

I

Pointers.

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liver-and-white ticked, partly handled
and promising. Sired by Champion Beau-

fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill

Kennels, Box 1630, PhiUdelphU. Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGF:. whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,

color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-

weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly

field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, PhiUdelphU. Pa.

SEVERAL high<lass pointer bitchea at reaacm-

able prices. J. H . Winslow, 608 Chestnut

HAVE the champion games and game ban-

tams of America, and will not compete
during 1890 except at the New York show.

I have for sale a grand lot of birds, high

stationed, long necked and slim heads, tliat

can win prizes. Black red, pile, brown red

and yellow duckwing games from $10 each.

Same varieties in bantams from $5 per

--tr MH"" birds SOH thiaoenAnn have won
with scores from 94 to 97 points. No eggs

for sale; only way to get this blood is pur-

chasing bircls. Stamp lor circular. John
E. GUI, Franklin, Pa. 4«"

Swallows.

G.
A. PICK. 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Md, breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white Irars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD. 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O.. breeder of flying tumblera
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

O^rblts.

J

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty centa a year.

ESTABLISITED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavics and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letten

and Notes on Current Subjects. Pronipt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by SpecUlicts.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

. the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
I2.10.
Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Huitdings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

St., PhiUdelphU, Pa.

Setters.

VERY CHOICE PUPPIES, whelped June 9,

1889, by Larry S.; grand field and show
dog, by Champion Chief ex Leigh Doane I;

out of Lass, a fine bitch by Charafiion

Bruce, out of Little Nell, she by Champion
Echo out of Champion Rose. These pups
are bred to win on the l)ench or in the

field. I. Hy. Roberta, P. O. Box 348 PhiU-
delphU, Pa.

Spaniels.

C.

Various.

C. DAVIDSON, 954 Home Avenue, Dayton.

O., breeder of white and barred Plymouth
Rocks single comb brown Leghorns and
fancy pigeons. My fowls are bred for size,

markings and egg producing qualities. If

you want the best strains of the best fowls

write to me. S 44

ACHOICE cocker spaniel. I selected Cham-
pion Doc when a puppy for Mr. West, and
this dog wiU, I believe, prove as great a

winner. Price, $100: no less. J. Watson,
P. O. Box 770, PhiUdelphU. Pa.

Terriers.

C<

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS'
For all news and

CHRONICLE,
information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofanv pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNIAL SUBSCRIPTION, |ia. 15,
Okfick: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

EngUud.

THE well-known typical Irish terriert Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are offered for sale

at reasonable prices. Chestnut HUl ""

nels. Box 1630, PhiUdelphU, Pa.
Ken-

Varions.

A

13

B.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudeat and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 3a

South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-i~vOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.

Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-

ton. Pa.

F LEWIS, Merion, Montgomery County.

Pa., handler of dogs. A specialty made of

conditioning dogs for bench shows.
Kennels near Elm Station.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons

supplied at low prices. The Fanciers^ Pub-

lisMng Co., 32 South Third St., PhUadel-
phU. Pa.

FP. SMITH, 237 South Eighth St., Philadel-

phia, Pa., will take a few high class dogs to
• board and condition. The best of reference

from prominent fanciers.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to Insure cor-

rectness, and printed in an attractive form,

at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co.. 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-

plSa, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-

plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co.. 32 South Third St.. PhiUdelphU.

JUST SCORED by Brown. Duckwings. brown
reds black game bantams, Sumatras, Po-

lish,' AndalusUns, Cochins, Spanish, Leg-
horns, Wyandottes, 92-9S Cheap. For
particulars address Jesse Reifsnider, Fred-

erick, Md. 44

PRINTING estimates given forcircuUrs, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co.. 32 South Third St.. PhiUdel-

phia, Pa.

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin bantams.
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl, Beverly. N. J.

WM. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan-
dottes. bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,

stamp. 50

ESSE LANCASTER. 514 W. Lexington Street,
Baltimore, Md., Breederand fancier of high
class turbits and owls, Henry Lancaster's
stock. My stock birds are imported and
were pr: aaaaava *•

Various.

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
specUlIy-prepared sharp grit. Size for
fowls, and size for young chicks. Bushel,
|i. John Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa.

DR. J. E. FITCH, New Orleans, La., breeder
of fa 11 tail goldfish; fantail, jacobin and barb
pigeons and brown Leghorns. s-48

I

.1

PIGEONS.

AdvertisemenU without display inserted under

this headingfor t centsper wordfor each tnsertton.

Barbs.

D.
Nineteenth Street,

Barbs of alt colors from
_ _ The

champion barbs of America. tf

E. NEWELL, foot W
New York City. Barbs 01

the lofts of M. Hedley. England

J-

HG. .SCHELDEN. Allentown, Pa., willsell
his entire collection of German toys and
'high class pigeons to close them out, at
bottom prices. Write me before purchas-
ing elsewhere. 47.

N ORDER to reduce my loft I will sell 20 pairs
of young An twerps, bred from record birds
at I2.00 per pair; also some 500-mile birds
at low prices. James Stovell. 10 South
Broad Street, Philadelphia.

OHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth Street,
PhiUdelphU, Pa., dealer in all kinds of
fancy pigeons. Largest stock in this city.
Write for what U wanted.

B.FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobina.
swallows and magpies ot all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. j8

PRINTING estimates given forcircuUrs, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. "The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. PhiUdel-
phU, Pa.

C. TATE. Milwaukee,' Wis., has for sale
the following fancy pigeons, principally
from last season's breeding. FantaiU.

black, blue, yellow, white and saddled.
Turbits, pure white and solid blue with
black bars. Jacobins, while and strawberry
mottled. Tumblers and rollers in all colors

short and long faced, with and without
boots. Also, inside or ground tumblers.
Write for what you want; prices rea.sonable.

Will sell to dealers 100 or more of above at

very low prices to make room. 90

Artists and Envravers.

R.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,

description and testimonials. Address

Geo. S. Singer. Cardington. O. 48

Carriers.

DE NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street,

New York Citv. Black, dun and white car-
• riers of the highest quality. Prices from

$40 per piece up. *'

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, i W. Fayette Street.

Baltimore. Md.. breeder and fancier of fan-

tails only. All colors. Has for sale a few

choice white fans. Will sell low to make
room for the winter. 4»

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. 32

South Third St., Philadelphia,

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phU.

LEG BANDS FOR PIGEONS, aeamleaa, (for

youngsters), every one registered. 2)4c.

Open bands, for old birds, ic each. Send
for sample. E. S. Starr, box 295, PhiUdel-
phU, Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledgred to be the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make specUl terma
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Panciera' Pubuahutg
Co., )a South Third St., PhiUdelphU, t%.
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WANAMAKER'S.

Of course Wanainaker has
Horse Goods and Dog Fixings
and all that.

Picked just as sporting
goods are picked—the best
from everywhere; sold just as
every thing in the store is sold
—at a slight advance on bed-
rock wholesale cost.

John Wanamaker.

JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

/^
X <t^ / WINNERS

/ -^

AT ALL

LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.

Long Distance

Homing Pigeons

Having purchased the entire loft of George
S. Fell, of this city, I will dispose of
a portion of those of same stock as
those I wish to retain. I have also for
alp A fpiw hirHs Tmvn mv nvun «tork to
make room for these new-comers.
Address

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THhie^Best Placeto Buy

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

GOLDFINCHES,
TALKING PARROTS
AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

£GGS FOR IIATCIIIXG.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

Rackham's Distemper Gure»»

The leading Bnglish remedy a certain cure
for distemper, 35c., 75c. and (1.50.

RACKHAM KATALEPRA,
sure cure for red manee and all skin dis-
eases, 35c. and 75c. Hundreds of testimo-
nials. Address

A. R. CROWELL.
Namquoit Kennels, Mattapan, Mass.

Sole American Agent.

PIHQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
riUOi Hounds, Beagles.Collies.Setters.W.GIB-
BONS fit CO.,W. Cheater.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

GAMB BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

E'^w.k.Tryon.Jr.,^Co
10 AND 12 NORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Agents for Keystone Machine Made Guns,
The Best Ever Offered to the Public for the Money. Every Part Interchangeable. Also

Parker, Colt, ReDiinilofl, Bate, Sfflltli, Winchester, Maca.
A HINK LINE OF

Dog Collars and Furnishings.

Spratts and Cheltenliam Dog Biscuit.

Glover's Dog Medicines.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC GOODS.

FANTAIL PIGEONS: SCOTCH, ENGLISH anil PEERLESS WHITES.
No Other Color Bred. The Finest Stud of Fans in the Entire West or South. No Sec-

ond-class Birds. Prices from $2.50 to $25 per Pair. Bred for Thirty Years.

FRANK M. GILBERT, Evansville, Ind.

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BREEDER OF

«T r«r<a^^
uiiiu-uuiis »yiii TUKbm,

(all colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years
myself my birds previously took ist and 2d in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won
more prizes than all otherstocks combined,which
is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a
large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THEM TO OTHERS. Stamp for reply.

12 One DoUar Per Year.

THE WEEKLY CAPITAL,
TOPEKA, KANSAS.

The Weekly Capital in its nth year, u pages, is a strong, independent, able Republican paper,
gives reports of state conventions, weeklv slate news, full political discussions, and speaks with no
uncertain sound upou the great is.sues of the dnv. It has lieen the uncompromising advocate of
prohibition. A Kansas paper giving an immense amount of inrornintion about Kansas, her crops
lands, politics, railroads, schools, churches and her people. SAMI'LF, COPY FRKR Sent one vear
to any address in fnited States for ONK DOLLAR. Address Wf.kki.v Capital Toi-kka K*n<;as

SENSIBLE LOW-COST HOUSES.-HOW
TO BUILD THEM. 8c«rj;oV./e!^^'^"o"r+o*5?rig^Wr.?r.T

Nowr««dy. This opntAlns plans, iUutratloDs, and oompleU dssoriptions of fiflNew, BaaadAil, and Cheu Canatrr «•«•, oosUag from fMW to mSiShows how roD Ota baUd a fifOOO boos* for •irOO, and bow to mak* thM
huds«aia, e«BTeaUat, healthr, llrtt, e*«l, and alrr la sommw,
waras and eheaalr heated la winter. Tslls latsadinc baUdais of boBsewhat te 4; sad_wma ttaem what aat ta 4: Dssoribss hoaaas iiiafri'

Jf,"i5fl2"**„ I WATIONAI. ARCHITECT'S VmOR, '

tl'«« hjr*& ; 937 Chaataat 8tr••^ PhUa4el»kla, Pa.
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

IVO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STMWBREE & CLOMEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

IMIILADELIMIIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birils with records from 500, 525 and
7110 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above .stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bauds. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. gs

H. A. BRIDGE,
BRKEDER OF

Light Braliiiias, Plyinontli Rocks aud

Wyaudottes. *

COLUMBUS. O.

IMPROVED ";f,fiJ? • 22EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
simple, PerTect and Seir-reanlatlDK.

VOL. 4, NO. 4. \WHOLE NO., 45.; PHILADELPHIA, JANUARY 26, 1890. f PER ANNUM, «l«.60.

t 8INGL,K COPY, 60.

I M. ...rt.lyn.r. QUINCV. ILLINOIS.

THE LANGSHAN HENS. BEATRICE AND PRINCESS.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS. SPORTING GOODS. THE KENNEL.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB. ' Kennedy & Curtis

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL DOG SHOW
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR BUILDING, NEW YORK,

FEBRUARY 11, 12, 13 AND 14, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, JANUARY 27.

FOR PREMIUM USTS, Etc., APPLY TO

JAMES iVlORXIMER, Supt.,
44 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

IN THE STUD.
AdvertuemeHis inserted under this heading atlM*

following rates: One inch, single insertion, Sl£0;
t^.4o/or the month: $rs /or three months; $i8/or
nx montht, and tiofor the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prize win-
ner KEEPER

Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is uudoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a tine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English chani-

pion, sire of Beudigo, Mauey
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches $35
After which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America $36

Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish
terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Philadelphia, Pa.

SETTERS & POINTERS

SIR TATTON
Kuglish setter by Sir Allister— Belle of I'urness.

Record: First and special at I'hiladelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1HS9, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonaerful performer in the field. Fee, $50.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. P'ee, $35.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte H. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in tlie field. Fee, $25.

DESMOND II

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse H. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $50.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

FRANK J. M.
A grandson of Sensation by Frank— Florence.
Fine field and stud doe. Is the sire of larcre

litters of promising puppies. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees ana stud cards on applica-

tion.

JHE ITEM KENNEL8,

Care Ciias. Pharo.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

POINTER IN THE STUD,

BANG.

fTHE WELL-KNOWN COLLIB,

NULLAMORE,
full brother to the celebrated Dublin Scot, will
be placed in the stud to serve a few approved
bitehes

AT J15 EACH.

For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,
95 Box 15, Merion P. C, Pa,

Winner of four firsts and numerous other
priies. Fee, J25.

ENGLISH SETTER FIELD TRIAL WINNER,

BOB H.
By Count Noble out of B<!lle Boyd. She by Glad-
stone. Winner of third Eastern Field Trials,
1888, beating such noted dogs as Joey B., Cassio.
Toledo Blade, Roger and others, the last named
all winners in the field this year. Bob H. is a
field dog of high merit. Fee $20.

J. H. WINSLOW,
74 p. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

EAGLE IN THE STUD,

K
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

CLIPPER W.
By Sweringer's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record:
First at Philadelphia Kennel Clubs Derby 1888:

first in Philadelphia Kennel Club's All-aged
Stake, 1880; first in Members' Stake and winner
of the Philadelphia Item's $100 special.
For extended petligree and stud card address

B. RIDEWAV,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

I
RISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia, New York,
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,
Toledo, etc

FEE, $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

B

TONY WELLER,
(A. K. S. B. 5411)

By Ketio—Fly. This dog in addition to being
up to hi^h class show form is a wonderful per-
former in the field. He sired the winninsf bitch
puppy at the last Philadelphia show, hee $10.

IRISH SETTER IN THE STUD,

KINGSCRAFT
(Champion Desmond II—Luray III), one of the
best sons of Champion Desmond II, will be
allowed a limited number of approved bitches.
For terms, etc., address

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Box 91, Philadelphia, Pa.

YORKSHIRES IN STUD.
Blackburn Teddy, celebrated prize winner;

longest haired Yorkshire living. Fee |ro.oo.

Actor, first prize winner, 4}^ lbs. Fee $10.00.

Whiskers, first prize winner, 3 lbs, weight. Fee
J10.00. JAMES FOSTER,

71Q Lindsay Street. Philadelphia, Pa,

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's Celeliratei Do£ Gate

^^^Gloyer's Imperial Dog Remeciies

Advertisements inserted under this heading at
the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

$'•50; $5-40 for the month; $is for three months;
$3S for six months, and $50 for the year.

DOGS. DOGS.
If you want to get a good dog cheap, write to

the Uuaker City Kennels, 1428 South Penn
Square, Philadelphia, Pa. You can save money
by doing so. For instance, look at the prices:

Broken setters, $30; unbroken, $8; spaniels
broken, I15; unbrolcen, $8; broken beagles, $15;
unbroken, JS; other dogs at same low prices.

R. CRISSY, Prop.,
75 1428 S. Penn Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

*SfBeware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES ^'^^ all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SrilATTS PATENT (America), LIMTT'n,
239-245 East 56th St., New York City.

B. F. LEWIS.
HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare foi the N.
' Y. show.

I
ELM STATION, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Ed-ward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schinid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD,
PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

(>end tor umstrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N, W. Wa.sliington, D. C.

)MM**tfK Mld^^k^.alk^^ M^k*<

POUbTRY
SUPPLIES
HAMIMONTON
INCUBATORS

160 E«. Sie.dO
PRE88Y

BROODERS
with store, 88.OO

PREPARED MEAT FOR POULTRY
liWll), ba«, JIJI2.75! 60 Ih. bix, 8 1 .60

Desiccated FImU (tloe for Poultir),
eoib.biu.pi.ao

(jranulated Bone, 601b. bac, 81.126
Cruahed Uyxler Hbellx,

'ii> IhH. 4t>r.: too lbs. 81.2A
Fine Hea Mhells. loii llw, « I .!26
Poaltry .Uarkern. liy nmu, 30c.
(liape Worm Exlrat-lorM, by msU, 60e.
WIREHETTINC forencloniMjuds, Sinoh
meeh, in balef of lau lineal fept )4c. per iq. foot.

Per bale Per bala.
U inch wide, 8i. 13 ( 24 Inch wide, 8:

Btaplea, 15c. per lb 1 lb. required for a bal*.
,85.00<Neatl.Bi[m40c.doi.
OBntalna," per doz, 4 qt. 40c. 84 perdos

. '••iJ^' per lb
Uone>rilU,85.0
Urinklna KoBnti
iiqt25c.82->Ope
CLIMAX CONpiTIQN POWDER (a
ran em tot Obolera). Pnoe, 85c. By mail,
40e. Per dozen, by exprem, tji8.50.
ROUP PILLS— an excellent artiolt

per box,
Ecfs for Hatrliin«. Writ« as for kinds and

pricen. Senil l(lc. for Seed Gatal(i«[ue.

JOHNSON & STOKES, Seedamen,
81} « lilU Market SU, Philadelphia, Pa.

-85c.

^y^F^^iff > ii»»»e>>>».i I I I I I • PWWI

AMKUICAN KENNEL CTA^B

Stud J^ook.
Blauks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certitied prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character, Stibscrip-
tinu, two dollars per aiinuin.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos, 44 and 4(1 Broadway, New York.

IpBIRDfXMANNA
.r,._ <!_,.„. v: . ..»f ^ tliuCouary Breedersof

many. Bird Manna
'»«« ninls, will pre-
Iti-ep ih<'m 111 Rood

HHlng, even while
nmlion recclntof
Directions free.
St., Pblla., Pa.

TlioClrcat Secret of
the Hans Hountaln.Oi"''
wllirostore Iho wmy <if

vent their ailiiionts ami
condition. Itmalccscnnnr
shoddlnafeathers. Sent
r,e. Sold by nil druggists.
Bird Food Co.. ms. 3d

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

'

44 & 46 DuANK St., N. Y.

i, BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles ofdog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG . DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Surgeon,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YOllK. 43

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 83.OO
CiniiiiilHted Bone, " lOO 8.76
(i round Beef
Soraps, - - - • 100 3.00

Calc-lte, --.-•' 84M> 8.0O
OushCMl Flint, - " 800 8.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 800 " 8.00

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,
York: Chemical Works, York, J:*a.

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

NO OTHER VARIETY,

Red, 'Vellow,

Black, Silvbk
AND White.

Write for what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning
strains, Ught Brahmas, H. C. NORTON,

Germantown, Pa,
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March 18-21.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti

more, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderfer, secreUry.

Field Trials.

Ian. 20.—Pacific Coast Field Trials Club at Ba-

kersfield, Cal. H. H. Briegs, secretary, 313 Bush
! Street, San Francisco, Cal.

. „ • .

I Jan. 27—All-day Field Trials, at West Point,

Miss., F. R. Hitchcock, secretary, 44 Broadway,

New York City.
. ^ ^ „ . ,,

Feb. 11.—Texas Field Trials Club, at Marshall,

Tex. W. L. Thomas, secreUry.

Poultry ami Pigeon Shows.
I

Jan 21-2S.—Charleston, S. C. South Carolina

Poultry Association. Benj. Mclunes, secretary.

I Jan. 21-27.—Angola, Ind. Steuben County

I Poultry Association. W. K. Sheffer, secretary.

1 Jan. 22-25—Marion, " Marion Poultry, etc.,

A.s.4<>ciation. C. J. Nichols, secretary.

Ian 23-20—Detroit, Mich. Eastern Michigan

1
Poultry, etc, A8.sociation . W. Rumsey, secre

""•y- ^^.
OUR ILLUSTRATION.

As frontispiece this week we present

our readers with portraits from life of

the Langshau heus, Beatrice and Princ-

ess, owned by Mr. A. S. Halliday, Bel-

lows Falls, Vt., secretary of the Langshan

Club.

JTHE^KENNEL.
PURRBNT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The Red Irish Setter Club is to be re-

vived, the following gentlemen are ener-

getically working to that end, viz., W.

H. Child, Jordan L. Mott, Jr., James B.

Blossom, Charles Pharo, William Weiss.

L. A. Van Zandt, W. L. Washington, O.

H. Covert, G. E. Cockrell, P. H. Renn,

Louis Contoit and C. T. Thompson.

A New York contemporary had it last

week that Mr. Thompson had abandoned

Irish setters for English setters. Our

readers will see Mr. Thompson proposes

to stick to his favorite breed.

*
• *

*
« *

The American Field Pointer Cup will

be offered for competition for the first

time at the W. K. C. New York show.

Entered at thePhiladelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter

In Memoriam.

*
* *
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Special Notice.

All correspondence for THE FANCIERS'

Journal must be addressed to the Fan-

ciers' Publishing Company.

Where this paragraph is marked, iiote

that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

Our Illustrations.

The following illustrations have appeared in

The Fanciers' Journal. Copies for sale, hve

cents each

No. 19.

No. 23.

No. 24.

No. 25,

No. 26.

No. 27.

No. 28.

No. 29.

No. 30

Mastiff, Champion Minting.
Pug, Champion Dude.
Tnoof BuffCc

Cup Winners.

No. 31,

No. 32.

No. 33

No. 34,

No. 35.

No. 36.

No. 37.

No. 38.

No. £9.

No. 40
No. 41

No. 42,

No. 43

No. 44

Cochins.
The Public Ledger
(Homing Pigeons.)

The Archangel.
St. Bernard, Ben Lomond.
Irish Setter, Desmond II.

Dutch Rabbits.
Collie, Champion Scotilla.

Guinea Pigs.
The Ancient and Modem Game Fowl.
Pug, Punko,
Belgian Canary.
Beagle, Tony Weller,
Pug, Champion George.
German Hare Rabbit.
Pug, Champion Bessie.

Poultry House at Carlisle Show.
Belgian Hare Rabbit,
Red Barb Pigeon.
Pug, Kash.
iacobin Pigeon,
ferret.

Trio of Houdans.
Pug, Dolly.
Patagouian Hen.
St. Bernard, Sir Bedivere.
Pug. Max.
Blue Dragon Cock.
The WiUITurkey.
Pug, Champion Joe,
Zebra Fincn.
Bloodhound, Champion Cromwell.
Mr, Heroux's Pouter Loft,

Aylesbury Ducks.
Pug, Othello.
A Pair of Carrier Pigeons,
Pug, Peggie 11.

Blue Turbit Cock.
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trials,

18^.
Pug Sovereign.
Russian Wolf-hound Elsie.

Pug Bo-Peep.
The Angora Rabbit.
Pair White Cochins.
Pug Royal Uiike.
English Setter Clipper W.
Pug Dude.

FIXTURES.

Charles

Dog 8hows.
Jan. ai-25—Charleston Kennel Club

ton, S. C, Benj. Mclnnes, secretary.

Jan. 27- Feb. i.—Colorado Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, at Denver, Col.

Feb. 1 1- 14.—Westminster Kennel Club, New
York City. James Mortimer, superintendent.
March 4-7.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago,

111. J. L. Lincoln, Sr., secretary.
March 1 1-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y, Harry Yates, secretary.

Mr. I. Norris Cochran died at his

home in this city on Friday, the 17th

instant, after an illness of little more than

a week. He visited the writer on the

evening of the loth instant. A friend

had been invited to meet him for a gen-

eral chat about our dogs, and especially

the Eastern and Central Field Trials from

which Mr. Cochran had just returned.

Whilst removing his overcoat he re-

marked that he had never felt better.

This was alx)ut half-past eight. About

nine he complained of pain in the

stomach and side. Domestic remedies

were given, but he continued to grow

worse, and at ten o'clock was quite ill,

necessitating, at his urgent request, re-

moval to his home.
Dr. Pepper was at once summoned and

pronounced his sickness acute pleurisy.

This disease ucvelopcu iulo pucu.nonia,

an<l though at times in the next few da;ys

he seemed to improve, and was quite

bright on Thursday, he died on Friday.

Everything that the best physicians could

do, aided by the watching and orayers of

affectionate parente and friends, availed

naught.
Though Mr. Cochran was very yomig,

being but twenty-four years of age, he

was well known throughout the United

States as an ardent lover of field sports,

and abundant means gave him the oppor-

tunity to gratify this love.

He was a thorough sportsman and for

several years one of the governors of the

Eastern' Field Trials Club, and to his

efforts ite success to a great extent is

due. He told the writer but a few days

before his last sickness that he was pre-

paring for a shoot in the South in con-

nection with the search for new grounds

for the Eastern Field Trials Club.

He was also a member of the Phila-

delphia Kennel Club, and I am sure he

has left no friends who will more sin-

cerely mourn his loss than the members

of that association.

Mr. Cochran was a graduate of the

University of Pennsylvania, and a man

of scholarly attainments. His disposition

was such that but a short acquaintance

made you feel that you wished to know
him better, and continued association

endeared him to you. He was a manly

man. He had hosts of friends. I have

lamented the death of many companions,

but not one whose taking off was so sad

as that of Norris Cochran.

In the bloom, yea, only the budding,

of youth, so full of promise, upon the

threshold of all to be lived and hoped

for with the world before him, with a

home filled with the tender love of pa-

rents—contentment, i>eace and prosperity

everywhere—without a vice and inspired

with the best and finest instincts and

purposes to do his full duty toward God

and man, he was stricken down ere he

had yet begun to live.
, „ ,,

Alas, how sad! but saddest of all (I am
forbidden to trespass within the family

circle), he leaves broken-hearted those

who loved him all in all. In his untimely

death he has cast a gloom which will not

soon be dispelled, and the writer will for-

ever cherish his memory as that of a

dear friend, and as a "man after my own

"heart." Francis S. Brown.
PHILADELPHIA. Pa., Jan. 23.

Friends of the Gordon setter have

offered ver>- liberal prizes for this breed

at the coming New York show. I315

will be given in premiums in the various

classes, besides a competent man will be

on hand at the show to look after the

comfort and safety of the Gordon setters

on exhibition there.

To advertisers we wish to state that

we will publish extra large editions of

The Journal, lieginning with whole

number 47, the extra copies being for

distribution at the Spring dog and

poultry shows. Those persons alive to

their intereste will immediately see

what an excellent medium The Fan-

ciers' Journal will be through which

to reach the public.

*
* *

Mr. J. H. Naylor, of Mount Forest, 111.

,

is about to dUpose of his kennel of

Dandie Dinmonts and Scottish terriers

by lottery; $\ for each chance, the

winner of first to have the choice of dogs;

of second, second choice, etc.

*
» •

We were in New York this week and

called at 44 Broadway. We learn from

Mr. Mortimer that the entries for the

Westminster Kennel Club's show are

now coming in rapidly. Right here note

the fact that entries positively closeJanu-

ary 27, ami as mc i,»».»i«.»»."(, -f—— —

limited, late entries may have to be re-

turned .

« *

The Maryland Kennel Club will hold

their first bench show in Natatorium

Hall, Baltimore, Md., March 18-21. En-

tries will close March 4- The Bench

Show Committee consists of Messrs.

Harry Malcolm, W. Stewart Diffenderffer

and W. C. Farber. Our advertising col-

umns next week will give full particulars.

Just now we will ask for them a large

entry, so that they will not meet with

discouragement in their first venture.

One thing is certain, all visitors may rest

assured that they will meet with fair

play, and a hearty welcome from the

Marvland Kennel Club.

•*•

Mr. Frank Furness and Mr.S. J.Thom,

both of Philadelphia, have each pur-

chased a Great Dane puppy by Marco

ex Nadia from Mr. John E. Brown, of

Swarthmore, Pa.
^
• *

The Great Dane seem to be the coming

large dog. Dealers in them report nu-

merous sales, one firm in Brooklyn im-

joorted eighteen last week.

•*»

In New York we ran across Mr. John

Lewis who had just returned from North

Carolina. He expects to go South again

and l)egin on his youngsters for next

year's Derbys.
»*»

Mr. N. T. Harris, of New Orleans, has

purchased Simonides, a very lucky dog

to win the Derby at Lafayette, La., as it

is said he drops on his points and has no

style at all.

»*»

Mr. C. T. Thompson has bought an

Irish setter dog, bred by Mr. W. H.

Child, by Desmond II out of Luray HI,

from Mr. C. C. Springer, of Philadelphia.

Last week we gave the singular news

that a class and special had been pro-

vided at the Dunfermline show iorsmooth-

coated Irish terriers. We see in this

week's Scottish Fancier that Mr. George

Raper, who judged the breed, refused to

judge the class for smooth coats. We
suppose after awhile classes will be pro-

posed for rough-coated English mastiffs,

curly-coated St. Bernards or Newfound-

lands. It is not improbable that rough-

coated Mexican hairless may yet have a

class to themselves, in which case it will

save their owners the time now spent in

plucking many of their pets.

%
Mr. D. Bailie will return to America in

time for the New York dog show with a

string of dogs fit to win there.

••
An order has beep sent to the "Irish

Ambassador," Mr. W. Graham, for an

Irish terrier that will beat anything in

the breed in this country.

»

There is a possibility that the Duquesne

Kennel Club of Pittsburg will not hold

its bench show this Spring. The club

has been endeavoring to get together and

decide upon dates some time in March

for some time past, but cannot get a

quorum. A final meeting has been

called for to-night. In case a show is

held. Secretary Little says an extra effort

will l>e made to secure the many kennels

from Philadelphia.

***

We regret to note the decrease in

memliership in the Beagle Club. Con-

versing with a member, we asked the

cause, and were told there was very little

return for the amount expended in dues,

as the prizes donated by the club had

always been quite insignificant; in fact,

the funds were spread over too much

space. With the limited amount available

he thought more interest would be Uken

if prizes in money were given yearly for

the best dog and bitch bred by a member,

no dog or bitch to compete again that

had once won the prize.

***

This prize would amount to something,

and should interest some of the owners

who now are not members. At any rate

this is a suggestion for the beagle men to

work out. Now that the shooting season

is over, let them stir matters up.

•*
That beagles are coming more and

more in use in this section is quite obi-

vious. We were informed by a gentleman

who resides but a few miles out of the

city, that all during the open season the

country was overrun with gunners, many

of whom had quite good specimens of

beagles.
^

• »

Mr. F. R. Hitchcock has been invited

to judge pointers at the Rochester show.
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SPECIALTY CLUBS.

BY R. F. MSYHEW.

[continued from pack 22.]

lu speaking in your issue of the week

before last concerning the loss of "ter-

rier" character, head and expression, I do

not wish the present breeders of this par-

ticular variety to infer from tny words

that I would advocate devoting one's sole

attention to these most desirable attri-

butes, for if that were the case, instead of

a dog's component parts being "bone,

legs and feet, and narrow front," they

would resolve themselves into the

equally noctious status of head, which

would be leaping from Scylla to Charyb-

dis.

With regard to front I read somewhere

recently that in the standard scale of

points as drawn and approved by the

"Fox Terrier Club," 35 out of a possible

100 was allotted to this particular fea-

ture, and therefore it should carry the

preference over any other part. Now the

question comes, what constitutes a good
front ? And in questioning the limit

which should restrain the "specialist's"

elasticity in this respect, it will be found,

not only has the smooth fox terrier "ex-

tremist" valued too highly a particular

property, but the same remark applies to

all breeds which claim a "specialist body"
for preservation. I do not meau with re-

gard to this one particular feature, but
either one property or another has had
to be sacrificed for the exaggerated ex-

tension of another, such as "heads" in

mastiffs, "beads" and coats in collies,

"liberty" in the "Irish terrier," an oppo-
sition to all traditions of that which
should be the essential in a terrier's head,
by the "Welsh Terrier Club," etc., etc.

All these different features have had such
stress laid on the imperative necessity of
their Ijciug requisite, iual llicii cullivu-

tion has not yet reached that limit which
long ago outstripped nature's intentions,

and which will never assuage the mono-
maniac's thirst for excess, until "gener-
alities" are allowed to overwhelm "indi-

vidualities."

I purposely draw attention to this un-
limited cultivation of a particular trait

because it is the basis on which I am
endeavoring to show the baneful effects

of the "specialist," and as I shall have to

refer to it continually, the sooner it is

spoken of the better. Now, as to the ex-

tent to which "front" is to be considered
in the "fox terrier," it seems to me, in

the phraseology of the "President of the
Royal Society of Kickers" (Mr. Wade),
from "front" it has become "fronter,"
"frontest," "most frontest." Nor do I

think breeders will deny this assertion.

Some fifteen years ago, when the work-
ing qualities of the terrier were not so
dependent on the eulogisms of the breed-
ers; when his proficiency was taken for

granted and had not to rely on the
unaginary recommendations of his owner,
his "capabilities" were far more sought
after than his possession of a "narrow
front." At Nottingham, where probably
the greatest stars of olden days appeared,
and the long rows of benches were a
feature not seen even now, keen expres-
sions and vivacious, resolute character
was the attraction amongst the exhibits;

a characteristic which won the heart not
only of myself but hundreds of others,

and a characteristic which first allured
the frontomaniac, though he has proba-
bly never realized it. Here were "ter-

riers," many with wide chests and blocky
shoulders, others lackin;^ in pasterns and
having their pointed feet, whilst some had
not that set on of stem which gives such
finish and "class" to a good specimen;
yet for all that, they were "terriers"
from the word "go." No need for the
owner to assure the onlooker of his dog's
capabilities; he was there "in propria per-

sona," not "as in prcEsenti" (excuse this

weak effort) all fire and go, which needed
no rabbit's foot or mouse's skin to excite
his animations. Unalloved ruggedness
was evident, only awaiting the pro-
founder skill of man to complete the un-
finished details. What a foundation to
commence on! What a consummation
to look on

!

All who remember the Nottingham as
well OS the Birmingham shows at that

time must admit that the "fox terriers"

then, for keenness and character, were in

strong contrast to the "miscellaneous"
productions of to-day; and whereas the
present specimens cannot but fail to give
the idea of "artificial cultivation," the
past representatives were an embodiment
of "Nature's intentions." By "artificial

cultivations" I do not mean that benefit

which "Nature" can derive from the fore-

thought and research of man, but that
failure which is always consequent upon
man's attempt to control and at the same
time baffle all the prescribed and fun-
damental laws of "Nature," and when,
in spite of the prescribed rules, man does
consider he has a right to contravene
this invisible power, these inscrutable
laws, then his handiwork destroj'S many
essentials which were considered neces-
sary by them. And so it is with "fox
terriers." From a rational desire to im-
prove the then general failings of clean
shoulders, etc., a blind and heedless
craving to "outdo Herod" in this respect
has for some time taken root in the en-
deavors of present breeders, and though
they have lived up to the "Standard" as
directed, the result can in no way be
deemed satisfactory. To make myself
more clear, I will take for example, a
sculptor who has been giving the "Fox
Terrier Club's" description of what a
"terrier" should be, he follows the di-

rections to the most minute details, and
executes what according to "point for

point" would be a perfect sfKJcinien, yet
possibly it is not a terrier at all, but
simply a fair legged animal of the size

and dimensions of a sp)ecimen of his
breed, and the same deduction applies
to the present representatives. Take any
one of the present winners to-day; there
is found a fairly long head, strong muz-
zle, punishing jaw, eyes not too promi-
nent, small ears, good neck, clean slop-

ing shoulders, good bone, straight legs

and feet, etc.; in fact, according to the
"Standard" a beau ideal terrier, but in

reality no terrier at all, unless the older
specimens are unworthy of present con-
sideration, for no one could seriously as-

sert there was much resemblance be-
iween the two, and if the modern per-
sonation is the correct one, then what I

have written is so much waste paper.
In nearly every branch of animal life,

"head, character and expression" are the
indicators which denote other individu-
alities, and when this primary essential

becomes a secondary consideration,
naught but a bastard production in this

respect can be expected. In the thor-
oughbred, where pluck and determina-
tion, etc., IS a sine qua non, as well as
"speed," where does one look for these
characteristics but in the head and eye.
How these properties denote the purity
of the blood horse, and I think Mr.
Vicary himself would be the first to ad-
versely criticise a horse who did not pos-
sess a head that would go in the prover-
bial "quart pot. " In fish the head and
eye are the leading features which pro-
claim their different habits and different
modes of subsistance; in birds it is the
same thing, and were a human being's
character to be denoted by the symmetry
of his "legs and feet, "then many who are
now despised would liecome veritable
"paragons."
Again Mr. Vicary, I know, says a "fox

terrier should be built on the lines of a
hunter," but is there a vastly specific dif-

ference between a hunter and any other
domestic animal whose requirements are
"endurance, determination, intelligence
and speed?" If there be, then I must
stand corrected, but cannot admit that
"Vesuvienue," whom I suppose he con-
siders the best of her variety, particularly
resembles the equine breed with which
she should be associated; she reminds
me more of "Ormonde" when he first ap-
peared as a raw, unmatured two-year-old,
and most emphatically will I assert, is

the very antipodes to the square corky
built dogs which are the rule more than
the exception, and here it is where the
excessive craving for "front" is leading
the "extremist" into confusion and chaos.
In challenge dogs we see: Result first, a
powerfully ribbed dog, standing near
the ground. Challenge bitches. V'esuvi-
enne, palpably high on the leg and in-

clined to length of body. Open dogs,
Hunton Prince, the very opposite to
either of the previous two, remarkable
for bone and front and general corkiness,
but in my opinion requiring his head and
neck chopped off to make him present-
able. Open bitches, Sentence, still racier
than Vesuvienne, and, "mirabile dictu,"

none too good on her forelegs. Here are
four representatives who it would have
been possible to bring together for the
challenge cup, though of course my plac-

ing them there is only to suit my argu-
ment, but how these four totally differ-

ent types can reconcile the "extremist,"
and how he can look on at these results

with the complacency which he does can
only be explained by the absolute "ego-
tism" which crushes his better judgment.
With so many different types to breed

from, and each one lacking an essential

which another f>ossesses, but all deficient

in "head, character and expression,"
how can it be expected to breed "ter-

riers" as they should be and as they
were with regard to these last properties?
Mate Vesuvienne to Result (and this has
been done). Surely because the former is

high on the leg and the latter the oppo-
site, the progeny are not going to strike

the happy medium. And because Result
possesses what Vesuvienne lacks, and
vice versa, the combination of the two
cannot be expected to effect the good
qualities without producing the bad ones.
Furthermore, it is contrary to all laws of
nature for extremes to meet.
To be successful in any breed of dog,

no matter what, the same type must be
mated to the same type, and if a breeder
commences wrong in this respect, and
adheres to it, he is bound, sooner or later,

to discover that he has irretrievably lost

that which should have been his first care
to preserve, and this very result has hap-
pened to smooth fox terriers. Men whose
ambition and object it was to improve
this variety, and whose intentions and
ideas were those of the very best, from
the commencement started on a wrong
theory, imagining that once front was
obtained, "head," etc., could be easily

regained, but in the first place, when they
got "front" they were not satisfied, but
wanted still better "front." and to effect

this desire all sorts and kinds of types
were introduced, which have now become
so deeply rooted that it will take years
to eradicate, if it is possible to do so
at all.

No one will deny that "Splinter" blood
iias C)een the most eagerly sought after

of late years, and when one remembers
his sire, Dickon, with all due deference to

his different owners, it makes me shud-
der to think that such a stamp should be
allowed an opportunity to assert itself,

and that it is bound to appear in his de-

scendants is only rational, nor do I think
his most enthusiastic admirers could say
he was ever a "good terrier;" a dog
utterly devoid of "class," and naught but
a "commoner" in every respect, except
"legs and feet," yet hardly a terrier ex-
ists to-day who in some way or another
is not connected with him, for his son
was considered the "eureka" of the "ex-
tremists" by which "front" could ever
be perpetuated. How undesirable this

blood was received ample proof by the
way in which his descendants grew
coarse at a very early age; youngsters
who at seven months were devoid of any
superfluous muscle, developed at eighteen
months muscular bumps on their cheeks
and gross knotty lumps on their shoul-
ders, belying the purity of the strain,

and proclaiming a decided tendency to

bull terrier; in fact the speedy way in

which these young descendants grew
coarse and almost unrecognizable was
certainly unprecedented in the career of
any breed, and should have proved a
warning to its adherents to cease coun-
tenancing a strain whose evil effects far

counterbalanced any benefit derived
from it, but unfortunately it produced
"front" and this compensated for all

other deficiencies.

It seems strange that this blood, after

manifesting the evil results which fol-

lowed its steps, should still be adhered
to and carefully preserved by a body of
men whose intellect and education is far

above the average, and whose sole aim
and ambition is to perpetuate the breed,
but it only adds further proof to what
blindness man is capable when he sub-
mits to one particular object occupying
his whole attention. How thankless the
task of breeding present terriers must be
to the small owners may be gathered
when the larger breeders are fortunate if

they produce three or four good ones a
year out of ten or even twenty brood
bitches, and this in itself should satisfy

the supporters of the craze how ill-spent

have been their efforts to raise the stand-
ard of the breed. I should imagine ten
years would be ample time tor any
breeder to establish a fixed type of that

which he considered desirable, yet there
is not one breeder of smooth fox terriers

among the many who have devoted nearly
twice that space who could say with cer-

tainty what "type" his litter would be,

and would consider one decidedly mad
if a// the pups were expected to follow a

"particular" type, and as this is so with
the experiencea breeder,what sort of con-
fusion must exist in the ranks of those
whose pursuit in this direction has been
limiteato the foregoing remarks? I of
course except the Messrs. Clarkes.
To confine one's self to produce terriers

from the ranks of smooths would be a
more than "Herculean task," but by
blending that true character and expres-
sion which the wire-haired breeders have
so judiciously cultivated—partly from the
old smooths—a breeder might in time es-

tablish that which is at present apparent
only by its absence.

[TO BK CONTINUED.]
—_

"NO HUNTIJ<' 'LOWED.'

A l>ai*a(UM< for Those Who Fear t\\v

"Posted" Farm.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have not posted my farm yet.

I have been too busy 'tending my dogs

and chickens since I came back to do so,

but I think I will do so right away. Here
is what I expect to put upon the shingle
that the law requires to be placed at each
corner of the farm in this state :

"Hunters are hereby notified that if

they don't kill any game on this farm I

will give them what they need to carry
home to boast about to their friends.

Moreover, I want to warn those who have
not l)eeii much out of the city that the
woolly animals are sheep, not rabbits,
and that the fowls that make a loud
cackling noise are hens, not quail; but
when they see a little white piece of cot-
ton bobbing up and down I want them to
let fly at it, hit or miss. I desire to say
to them that Old Brin is a heavy milker
and fresh, and if they go back to town
hungry the fault is theirs, not mine."
UJ course, i recognize the tact that

this notice is longer than the stereotyped
one that is painted with tar and a goose
feather on a claplx>ard, and it is also
somewhat at variance with the authorized
composition that goes hereabouts, but 1

can stand it if my neighbors can.
Hunting in these parts is a little risky

here of late, because you don't always
know where to hunt for the corner of a
man's farm in order to find the villainous
sign-post, and you may run onto an irate

proprietor with a lean constable at his
side at any step; if you do you will cer-

tainly have to send for me to go bail for

you, as I am recognized as the best friend
to dog men in this whole diggins.

It is an open secret that my farm is a
trial field for all the hunters who desire
to use it. So many of the farmers in

this section have posted their farms
against hunters that they scarcely know
whether they dare cross a fence; but I

have always regarded the hunter from
the city as a gentleman, and have always
tried to treat him as such. Not long
ago a party of business men came out
from Cincinnati to spend a few days
hunting, and they returned home with
316 raboits besides a numljer of quail.

It was a pleasure to me to see them
shoot them and I have seen them kill

three from under one pile of brush. I

raise rabbits because I can't help it and
I raise a great many young trees which
certainly would all be killed by the rab-
bits were I to show myself as niggardly
as some of my neighbors. They are
very much like the dog in the manger;
they won't hunt, nor will they allow any-
one else to.

On every side 1 am ridiculed for allow-
ing hunters on my farm, but there is one
fellow who has nothing to say. Two
years ago he put out a fine young or-

chard. The first year it made a phenom-
enal growth, last fall (1888) he posted his

farm against hunters, because he was
afraid they would kill his stock. Before
Spring the rabbits had gnawed the bark
off every one of his young apple trees

and ever since then he has been anxious
to have "the boys" hunt on his farm.

I have three splendid coveys of quails
left on the farm at this time and if any of
the readers of The Fanciers' Journal
happen this way I will take great pleasure
in showing them around.

Dr. C. A. Robinson.
MORRISTOWN, Ind.

MICROBE OF DISTEMPER.

BY EVERETT MILLAIS.

[CONTINUED.]

I have now finally to deal with question

No. 4—Inoculation with the chemical

produce of the microorganism. Up to

this moment we have not attempted to

deal with this form of prophylaxis, but

now that we have found the pathogenic

tjiicrobe, there will be no difliculty in

testing whether immunity can lie given

to the dog without giving it distemper,

even in an attenuated form.

Speaking before the meeting of the

British Medical Association at I^eds. Dr.

Arniand Ruffer laid great stress upon

the method of treatment, and stated that

Pasteur himself was the first to point out

the enormous field open for scientific re-

search in this direction. Dr. Ruffer gave

one instance, and 1 now repeat it so that

yoi'.r readers may fully appreciate its

value. Guinea pigs are subject to a

fatal disease called malignant oedema. If

a Guinea pig be inoculated with the mi-

crobe of this disea.se it dies in eighteen

hours. If, however, the microbe be arti-

ficially grown, and when it has entirely

invaded the medium in which it is grown,

and that medium be heated to 1 10 degrees

C, the microbe is destroyed. Not so the

chemical product which it has elaborated

during its life. If two Guinea pigs now

l)e taken, and one l)e inoculated with the

chemical pro<luct, and three days after-

wards both l)e inoculated with the living

microbe, the one which has been previously

inoculated with the chemical product

will show no signs of disease, the other

will follow the usual course and die in

..:„yj»^{>>{ tjgnra^ Such inoC<ll<>tioti against

distemper is our intention, and when we

have accomplished our object, which, as

may be seen from the case of the Guinea

pig disease, is perfectly within the bounds

of possibility, your readers will have it

placed Ik- fore them.

I have now again to refer to the objects

for which tiiest- experiments were insti-

tuted:

1. To establish the identity of the mi-

crobe of distemper, to acquaint myself

with its inanmr of ingress into the sys-

tem, to observe what organs it invaded,

to learn in what manner it was able to

pass from one dog to another; in short, to

learn its life history.

2. The above done,to establish more ef-

ficient precautions against the dissemina-

tion ofthe disease.

3. To attempt to reduce its virulency

by attenuation,and by this means to give

the disease in a mild form, which disease

would naturally be infectious.

4. To extract the poison that the mi-

crolie elaborates, and pass it into the sys-

tem, by which the dog would have im-

munity from the disease for ever after-

wards, in which case there would lie no

infection.

Question No. 1 I claim to have an-

swered. With No. 2 I will not now deal,

but will pass on to No. 3.

It must be borne in mind that the
growths in the first place were taken from
dogs suffering from distemper in a most
virulent form, and yet the inoculated
pups had the disease in the very mildest
form ; in fact, were one not well versed
in distemper, without knowing that they
had l)een inoculated, the ordinary man
would have said they looked a bit

pinched because they had a cold, and
this is more surprising when it is taken
into consideration that the animals ex-
l)erinieiited upon were dogs who fall

more readily as victims to distemper
than any others. I very reasonably ask
what sort of distemper would these pups
have had had they been shut up in

Messrs. Spratts Sanitorium with the Rev.
Hans Hamilton's collie ? The tjuestion,

therefore, arises,why had they distemper

is so mild a form ? The answer to this

question will be found in observing how
attenuation is produced.

The power of a vims may be changed,

or may not be changed, by passing the

disease through a numl)er of animals be-

longing to differing species. That is to

say, it may be increased, reduced or re-

main as It was before. On the other

hand, a virus (I do not say any particular

one) is sometimes changed by tempera-

ture. The normal heat of the dog is

101.5 Fahrenheit, consequently the mi-

crobe of distemper flourishes at this heat.

I, on the contrary, have grown all my
cultivations at the ordinary temperature

of the air in a cool room at the top of my
house. In other words, I have grown the

microbe far below its normal heat and

through a large number of tubes. Can
we therefore come to any other conclu-

sion than that in doing so I have reduced

the powers of the microbe to elaborate

such a poisonous material—in one word,

attenuated it? This is a very bad state-

ment to make, but I think it is borne out

by experiment. Our experiments, in the

first place, were aimed at discovering the

microbe. In doing so I believe I uninten-

tionally attenuated it.

Such is the outcome of the experiments

made up to the present, and as far as I

am personally concerned, watching them

as I have done with more than ordinary

interest, I would feel no hesitation in in-

oculating all my this year's pups. At

the same time I do not think that such

experiments, or rather results, are suf-

ficient to ask the public to undertake the

risk of inoculating for a modified disease

immediately. We require to inoculate a

few more pups with this attenuated virus

in order to observe whether we have re-

duced the virulency of the disease by at-

tenuation, and "fixed" that virulency at

a lower point than in the disease which

annually decimates our kennels. Such

experiments would naturally be under

the observation of qualified veterinary

surgeons, who would report as to whether

the discovery was a true one or not.

Personally, we who have worked at

this question have no doubts as to its

efficacy, and should those unuei whose

observation it will Ije placed come to the

same opinion, then the deaths of these

three puppies will not have lieen in vain.

As I have now placed before your read-

ers the actual cause of distemper, it

might be well to give a general resume

of the whole question, as some of my
former articles may have been somewhat
intricate and difficult for the non-profes-

sional reader to follow.

Mortality in puppies by this disease is

very large, and careful observers have

placed the death-rate at 90 per cent, due

to distemper alone. I can hardly believe

that this is absolutely correct, because

we know that mongrels seem very less

liable to the disease than well-bred dogs,

and when mongrels catch it they appear

to tide through its dangers with far

greater facility. I will, therefore, pre-

sume that the death-rate, as given above,

applies to well-bred dogs alone, and I

have no doubt that I am correct in pre-

supposing this to be right from the fact

that few observers would care to trouble

about mongrels, they not being bred pur-

posely, but by neglect or accident, and

when they do appear are got rid of at

once. There is no doubt whatever on

the other hand (take the mortality at 90,

75. or 50 per cent), that well-bred dogs

are more liable to the disease and death

than mongrels; and well-bred puppies,

when exhibited at shows, if they had not

already had it, are almost certain to be-

come infected, to take it home, to die,

and to further spread the disease.

The question therefore arises :
Is

"show" distemper of a more virulent

character than distemper caught else-

where ? I do not think that this can be

the case. There is no reason that we can

advance for such a supposition. At the

same time it may lie put forward as a

proof that this is so, that a large porpor-

tion of the puppies shown for the first

time die; in fact, it is the commonest
thing in the world, shortly after a show,

to see the announcement in the Kennel

Press, we regret to hear, etc., etc.; "dis-

temper was the cause of death." We
must, however, remember that nearly

every dog sent to a show nowadays is a

highly-bred dog—and by a highly-bred

dog I must mean an in-bred dog. Why
do we in-breed ? To produce type. >yhat

is a highly-bred animal of any kind ?

A pedigree animal. Why is a highly-

bred, an in-bred, or a pedigree animal

bred at all; and why is it so much more
valuable than one that is bred anyhow

—

is not in-bred, and has no fashionable

pedigree ? Because it has a greater power
of reproducing its especial type and
points.

From a very careful examination into

the question, I have no hesitation in say-

ing mat the reason well-bred dogs suffer

more from distemper than mongrels is

due to our methods of breeding, not be-

cause show distemper is more fatal in its

effects upon dogs than distemper con-

tracted elsewhere. I do not say tbat in-

breeding should not be resorted to—to

produce type it must be employed; but

what I do say is, that in-bred animals

who contract distemper are more likely

to succumb eventually than the mongrel,

and if there is one place in the world

where there should be no possibility of

contracting the distemper, it is the show
bench. In explanation of this statement,

let us for a moment contrast the breed-

ing of a mongrel with that of a pedigree

dog. Now, it is usual to say that a mon-
grel has no pedigree. This, it is hardlv

necessary to say, is a mere "/aeon ae

parlery The most ill-bred mongrel in ex-

istence has a pedigree—that is, parents,

grandparenU, etc. In such a mongrel,

if we took the trouble to look up his

pedigree, we should find that he had in

the seventh generation back from him
sixtv-four ancestors, all perfectly unre-

lated and of differing varieties; or if lie

was not an absolute mongrel, but an ill-

bred specimen of any particular variety,

he would have the same number of an-

cestors, all of the same variety, but not

related.

Now, contrast the breeding of such a

dog with a typical hound, such as Mr.

Tatham's Champion Forester. Not only

is he an in-bred hound, but a properly

in-bred hound,and by "properly" I mean
a hound bred upon rational rules. In-

stead of having sixty-four ancestors in

the seventh generation, he has only

seven. To breed such typical animals J

have said we must in-breed, and we have

to pay for it. The composition of the

mongrel is one of many ; the composi-

and its powers of resistance to the disease

thereby impoverished. I do not think

that this has ever previously been given

as the reason for the great mortality in

puppies shown for the first time, but I

am certain that if it be carefully thought

over it will be accepted as correct.

And now to the disease itself In some
previous articles I stated that the disease

was contracted at shows held in this

country, either from dogs being shown
suffering from distemper or from the

benches; and at kennel club shows, not

from dogs coming to the shows suffering

from distemper, for they are carefully

excluded, but from the benches them-

selves—^benches which had been used

elsewhere, and not properly disinfected

from the virus that has fallen on them.

This naturally called forth a contradic-

tion, and a considerable correspondence

ensued, but my statement remains not

only unrefuted, but corroborated by men
who have passed their lives in research

on contagious diseases, both of man and

beast. I again affirm that puppies sent

to shows contract distemper from the

benches, but whether it be from the

benches, from coming into the presence

of infected dogs, from having infection

brought to them in the many ways it may
be, either at home or abroad, distemper

is due to the inhalation through the nose,

of the microbe of distemper, the indi-

viduality of which my readers must by

this time be familiar with. Distemper,

as plain, uncomplicated distemper, is not

a fatal disease. I have never seen a

puppy vet so affected that it did not come
round without any difficulty; it is only

when complications ensue that there is

danger. The commonest and mildest of

all complications is bronchitis; the most

fatal, inflammation of the lungs, bowels,

etc.

It is, however, with distemper plain

and distemper complicated (inflammation

of the lungs) that I have now to deal,and

not with the other complications. Of
bronchitis, however, it will be necessarj'

to speak,as there are but few cases of dis-

temper without it, and in truth it can

hardly be called a complication at all,

but a necessary adjunct. My readers

now know that the large bacillus is the

cause of distemper (plain), the micro-

coccus the cause of the complication

(lungs), and if there be any readers who
have not followed my articles, I say for

their benefit that the large bacillus is

always found in commencing distemper;

the micro-coccus when it has progressed

into inflammation of the lungs. I will

now imagine that we show a puppy. To
all interests and purposes the puppy re-

turns home well, but what in reality has

happened ? The puppy has inhaled the

big bacillus, and probably the micro-

coccus also. At the same time, for argu-

ment sake, I will assume that it wis the

former alone. In about eight to ten days

the puppy begins to be dull, refuses its

food, then becomes restless, emaciated,

and finally begins to run at the nose,with

a high temperature. AH these zymotic

diseases have a period of incubation, and
the incubative period in distemper is

that periotl from the moment that

the puppy inhales the bacillus to the

moment that the first symptoms of

the disease appear. Now, what has been

going on during this period ? Rapid di-

vision of the bacillus; in other words,

the bacillus has been breeding; from one,

or possibly several, it has become mil-

lions. It' has extended from the nasal

passages, down the pharynx and trachea

(windpipe) to the lungs, living upon the

mucous membrane of these organs, the

irritation which it produces causing the

husky cough; and as it extends and in-

vades the bronchial tubes of the lungs,

it sets up bronchitis. It tlien passes on

to the utmost limits of these tubes, the

air sacs. Arriving here, it breaks through

the narrow cells which divide the air from

the blood vessels, enters them, and is car-

ried to all parts of the body, finding in

the various tissues suitable surroundings

for its further development.
For a certain length of time the puppy

remains in this condition, and during

this time a change is going on in the

chemical composition of the animal.

The microbe of distemper is a ferment,

and some particular constituent of the

dog's composition—present, undoubt-

edly, to a greater -degree in highly bred-

dogs—submits itself to the action of this

ferment, and a new one produced. No
chemical change can take place without

heat, and the fever in the animal is due
to the change that is going on in it. But

when the bacillus or ferment—call it

which you may—has done its task,

nature reasserts itself, and eliminates the

organism from the body, with the result

that complete recovery ensues. So
changed, however, chemically is the

puppy, that ferment action of this kind—
or in other words, distemper—can never

occur again.

lyCt us suppose, however, that in addi-

tion to the bacillus the micro-coccus is in-

haled, or, even when distemper is al- -

ready pronounced, the puppy inhales the

micro-coccus. I have already shown in

a previous article that the micro-coccus

is quite unable to produce distemper ^«-

se. Something is required to open up
the ground for it, to plough the field, if

I may so express it; or, to put it so that I

cannot be misunderstood, to damage the

lung. This we have seen the bacillus

does in its forward march. What is the

result? Inevitable inflammation of the

lungs. From my own experience the

micro-coccus breeds (artificially in gela-

tines) quite as rapidly as the bacillus.

It cannot therefore be doubted that it

follows the bacillus step by step, and as

soon as the lungs themselves are broken

into by the bacillus, the micro-coccus

just as rapidly supplants it, and produces

inflammation. During the time the

chemical action caused by the ferment

(bacillus) is going on, the puppy is in

high fever; its strength is reduced, and,

if we add to this inflammation, its en-

deavors to free its lungs exhausts it; it is

continually trying to sit up, in order to

bring its pectorial muscles into play, to

free the lungs and air passages from the

masses of micro-cocci and few bacilli

that are in them, and falls exhausted.

Medical skill and careful nursing can

and do save many a valuable pup's life, if

they are brought into requisition Ijefore

matters have reached this crisie. Nature,

too, at rare intervals asserts herself; but

as a rule if these fail, the puppy, unable

to rise unable to free its lungs, weak and

alwolutely exhausted, is precluded from

further struggles for life, and passes away
—not a victim to the bacillus of distemper,

but the micro-coccus of pneumonia.

I have tried to put such a case plainly

before your readers, and there must be

but few who have not seen it with their

own eyes. They now know the exact

history of distemper; its recover}', and its

most frequent ending.
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MICHIGAN DOG SHOW.

theA Large Number of Classes, but

Entry Small.

Spbcial to Fancibrs' Journai,.

Bay City, Mich., Jan. 22.—The awards

in the kennel department of the Michi-

gan State Poultry and I*et Stock .\ssocia-

tion, held January 6 to 11 (John J. David-

son, judge), were as follows:

BNGLISH SETTERii—Dg<;8.

I. Diamond, J. W. Winslow
Sport, G. w. Ames.

3. Bang, F. L. Culver.

BITCHES.

I. Blue Belle, F. Marble.

PUPPIBS.

I. Ashmont, F. Marble.

IRISH SETTERS—Dool* and bitchks.

1. Dick Swiveller, George Covert.

2. Biddy Clare, Campbell & Blalte.

ENGLISH WHIPPETS.
1. M^iggie, Campbell & Blalte.

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.
I. Leo, A. F. Mann.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.
I. Sailor, James E. Davidson.

SCOTCH COLLIES—Dogs.
Bonnie Stewart, Thyne & McFadyen.
Sir Gibbs, M. W. Brock.
Signal, M. W. Brock.

BITCHES.

White Heather, Thyne & McFadyen.

PUPPIKS—DOGS.

Charleroix, Thyne & McFadyen.
Sir Gibbe, Thyne & Mc Fadyen.
Seaton, Thyne & McFadyen.

COCKER SPANIELS—Dogs.
Ptixev, A. W. Pancoast.
Sporti J. Beamlander.

BLACK-AND-TAN TERRIERS—DotiS.

I. Prince, Campbell & Blake.
2". Nanon, Campbell & Blake.

3. Sunset, V. Liddicoatt.

BITCHES.

I. Leney, V. Liddicoatt.

I. Daisy, P. Gaeress.

BULL DOGS.
I. Mape, Campbell & Blake.

GORDON SETTER—Doos.
I. Dandy, F. H. Mason.
J. Spoil, G. K. Kiu3c.

BITCHES.

1. Nell, G. Bickley.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

Clipper, G. Bickley.
Ned, G. Bickley.
Jumbo, G. Bickley.

BITCHES.

Daisy. G. Bickley.

SPANIELS—Bitches.
Fan, Campbell & Blake.
Flo. William Kelly.

PUGS—Dogs.

I.

2.

3-

Lord Clover^ L. S. Hudson.
Trix, H. Henilein.

Lady Belle, W.
Flassimet, L. S

BITCHES.

H. Gray.

I.

2.

BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. San Souci Nellie, San Souct Kennels.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
1. Dock, Edward Collins.

2. Don, T. C. Jowitt.

GREAT DANES.
1. Grover, D. Timm.

GREYHOUNDS—DOGS.
I. Silk Mittens, W. F. Thomas.

BITCHES.

I. Purity, W. F. Thomas.

POINTERS, LARGE—Challenge, Bitches.

I. Rosa, J. P. Cartwright.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Sport D., F. S. Van Pelt.

2. Satire, W. M.D'Antignac.

SMALL—CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Spot Sting, J. P. Cartwright.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Button Head, J. P. Cartwright.

BITCHES.

Jessie Underbill, H. C. Britton.

Black Venus, F. S. Van Pelt.

PUPPIES.

Black Venus, F. S. Van Pelt

ENGLISH SETTERS—OPEN, DOGS.

Prince Gladstone, J. H. O'Brien.

BITCHES.

LotU, A. Whitehead.
Lotta, A. B. Connor.

PUPPIES.

Miss Harry, H. May.
IRISH SETTERS—Dogs.

Withheld.
McElcho, J. M. Weigle.

BITCHES.

Withheld.
Katy Putnam, G. C. Hamilton.

PUPPIES.

Duke Elcho, T. H. Sherman.
McElcho, J. M. Weigle.

GORDON SETTERS.
1. Vance, M. A. Jones.
2. McMaster, H. May.
V. Dick, A. F. Pendleton.

AMERICAN FOX HOUNDS.
1. Withheld.
2. Jane, H. C. Britton.

PUPPIES.

I. Jane, H. C. Britton.

COCKER SPANIELS.
I. Withheld.
7. Tip, B. Collins.

PUPPIES.

I. Tip, E. Collins.

COLLIES—Challenge.
I. Clipper, Jas. Watson.

OPEN, Do«;s,

Ben Ladie, San Souci Kennels.
Cubelo, O. H. P. Scott.

Rutland, San Souci Kennels.
Rex, W. J. Cranston.

BITCHES.

1.

2.

I.

2.

I.

3,

V.
H.

Lady Neph, O. H. P. Scott.

Beulah S., G. W. Sentill, Jr.

Hudson.
PUPPIES—dogs.

I. Lord of Lansing, L. S. Hudson.

BITCHES.

I. Lulu Clover, L. S. Hudson.

FOX TERRIERS—Bitches.
I. Belle, Campbell & Blake.

ENGLISH MASTIFFS—Dogs.
1. Grover Cleveland, L. T. Kinney.
2. Plato, L. T. Kinney.
3. Clement, J. M. Turner.

BITCHES.

I. Bess, J. M. Turner.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I. Royal George, Michigan Cigar Company.
t. Don, B. Berry.

BITCHES.

I. Countess Selover. Michigan Cigar Company.
NEWFOUNDLANDS—BITCHES.

I. Nellie, R. W. Tanner.

FO.X HOUNDS—Dogs.

1. Clummung, W. N. Armstrong.
2. Jim, H. J. Smith.
3. Towser, Thomas Tunnell.

BULL TERRIERS—Dogs.
1. Trouble, R. Mathcison.
2. Bony, R. Mntheisou.
3. Pilot, R. Matheison.

SKYB TERRIERS—Dogs.
I. Jack, Alex. Richardson.
1. Skye, J. H. Brown.

GREYHOUNDS—Bitches.
I. Lady Olivia, C. H. Sarvis.

POINTERS—Bitches.
I. Hypolita, A. Powell.

HOUNDS—Bitches.
I. Fan, Vic Campan.

AUGl'STA DOG SHOW.
Special to The Fanciers' Journal.

Augusta, Ga., Jan. 18.—The full list

of awards of the dog show, held by the Georgia

Pet Stock and Bench Show Association, held

here January i4-iS, were as follows:

MASTIFFS-DoGS.
1. Sears' Monarch, E. B. Sears.
3, San Souci Luther, San Souci Kennels.

puppies.

1. Ben Ladie, San Souci Kennels.
2. Major, A. Berling.
V. Ben Rutland, San Souci Kennels.
h. Beulah S., G. W. Sentill, Jr,

c. Toss Ben, G. W. Walker.

BULLDOGS—Bitches .

I. Columbine, J. Lee Taylor.

BULL. TERRIERS.
I. Jack, W. M. Henderson.

bitches.

1. Nellie, D. Malone.
2. Patience, W. M. Henderson.

BEAGLES.
1. Withheld.
2. San Souci David, San Souci Kennels.

FOX-TERRIER.
I. Zip, W. F. Thompson.

wire-haihed.

I. Capsicum, J. Lee Taylor.

SCOTCH TERRIERS—DOGS.

I. Glencoe, Jr., J. Lee Taylor.

bitches.

1. Queen Lily, L. Brown.
2. Fannie, L- Brown.

BLACK-AND-TAN TERRIERS.
I. BiJou, S. H. Myer.

TOY TERRIERS.
I. Maud, J. F. Cronin.

PUGS—Dogs.
I. Scamp, Miss Hopkins.

Bitches.

I. Tortoise, L. Brown.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.

I. EflBe, Mrs. Wilberforce Daniel.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

Simonides Wins an Exceedingly Fine

Derby—Rowdy Rod Wins the

All-aged Stake.

Lafayette, La., Jan. 15.—The rain

played havoc with the programme mapped out

for the field trials to-day. Up to i o'clock the

setters Dad Wilson, Jr., handled by Short, and

Harry C, handled by .Avent, ran so grand and

evenly constituted a heat that the latter's flush

down wind only gave the race to Dad Wilson.

The pointer Heinekin, handled and owned by

Colonel Purcell, of Virginia, and the setter, Fred

Gates, owned by J. C. Hamilton, of Shreveport,

and handled by Rose, were nm only a short

while when ordered up, owing to the rain. At

5 o'clock, the storm being over, these two dogs

were turned loose in a corn field near town.

Almost immediately Fred pointed a covy, and

and soon after three single birds. The pointer

failed to find and lost the heat.

Lafayette, La., Jan. 16.—In the first

race started Dr. Abner's black pointer Val,

handled by owner, beat Royal C, handled by

Avent.

In the second heat the graud young setter

Rowdy Rod, handled by Avent, conquered the

elegant and superb pointer Tribulation, handled

by Stephenson. These two youngsters ran a

most interesting and exciting race. Roy Wilson
being the bye dog, handled by McCaitney, sur-

rended to the setter Simonides, handled by
Rose. The setter Hopes Ray, handled bv Rose,
soon retired the pomter Transit, handled by
Short. Annie F. under Avent, won from Dad
Wilson's Boy after a long heat. Short's Dad
Wilson, Jr.. beat F>ed Gates, handled by Rose.
This ended the day's sport; only eighteen covies
were found during the day. The cold, fierce

wind seriously interfered with the scenting pow-
ers of the dogs.

New York Dog Show.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: All railroads belonging to the
Trunk Line Association will carry three dogs
free when accompanied by their owners or care-
takers who present the necessary identification
papers, showing that the dogs are for exhibition.
This includes the Grand Trunk Railway, West
Shore, New York, Ohio and Western Railway,
Lehigh Valley, Central Railroad of New lersey,

Philadelphia and Reading and Chesapeake and
Ohio Rauway.
The New York and Boston Lines Passenger

Company will transport dogs free on their all-

rail lines when nccompanien by their owners or
care takers, at owner's risk.

The American Field Pointer cup will be com-
peted for at our coming show.

Jas. Mortimer,
Superintendent.

New Yokk, January 20, 1890.

Lafayette, La.. Jan. 17.—To-day's field trials

were very interesting and exciting from start to

finish. A Southwesterly direction was taken

this morning and the first brace was put down in

Dr. Girard's field, half mile from town. The day

was perfection, no wind, the grounds white with
(rost and the puddly water froien over.
The first brace down consisted of Dr. Abner's

I t.t....i. .....:„«... t'..i «^^ ».._. >fi..jTi"hi" do" P.c.vd"
Rod, handled by Avent. The pointer ran a

clipping race but the setter out-classed him,
1 getting six points to four, and Val was retired.

Simonides, owned by Mr. Harris, of New
I
Orleans, handled by Rose, ran a head and head

I race with Dad Wi'lson, Jr., for an hour and a
half. Dad getting two flushes down wind lost

him the head.
Hop's Ray, handled by Rose, and Annie F.,

under Avent. found four covies. While Annie's
pace and style were perfect, Ray's showed l)etter

scenting powers, ana Annie was retired.

Rowdy Rod being a bye dog under the rules
was reqired to run alone in a neighborinjg field

while Ray and Annie were contesting their heat.

This was in order to equalize the dogs so far as
exercise was concerned, that Rowdy and Sim-
onides might start more evenly when put down.
At this stage of the proceedings lunch for all

arrived and an hour's rest was had.
After lunch the first pair, the All-a(fed stake,

was started, the setter Fred Gates being pitted

against the Virginia pointer Don's Dot. Fred
snowed the pointer his heels from the start and
won easily.
Roy Wilson was run for three-quarters of an

hour against another pointer, F. F. V., handled
by his owner. Colonel Purcell, Roy won on
speed, style and pointing.
"The Gordon setter Stubble was then started

against Ben Hur. Ben fairly ran his opponent
off his legs and won stylishly in thirty minutes.
It was now after 4 o'clock, and the Derby dogs.
Rowdy Rod and Simon ides, having had two hours'
rest, were cast off in a cornfield. Neither dog
had the go. They first started with Sim nailing

a covy before going a hundred yards, and shortly
afterwards another. At the end of an hour, Sim
being several points ahead, was given the heat.

Rowdy's hot contest yesterday with the pointer
Tribulation appears to have distressed this game
little setter not a little.

Lafayette, I^a., Jan. 18.—Owing to a misun-

derstanding as to the place of meeting the trials

were not resumed this morning till 10 o'clock. At

that hour, however, the running in the first

series of the All-aged stakes was continued. The
first pair to compete were Chance, a celebrated
stake winner, and Tennessee Bob. This heat
ended in favor of the former. Then, as agreed
upon to-night, the concluding heat for first place
in the Derby was run off between Simonides and
Hope's Ray, both handled by their trainer, W.
Rose, and it resulted in n victory for Simonides,
which created him the winner of perhaps the
finest Derby ever competed for in this country.
The runners of the Derby were allowed time to

rest before competing for second prize and the
running for the All-aged stake was resumed.

yards away. When Tennessee Charlie and
Rowdy Rodfwere turned loose Charlie had most
speed and style but Rowdy found the most birds

and won.
Corsair, handled by Stephenson, and Spring,

handled by Hutchins, ran an evenly contested

race for an hour, Spring winning. The pointer

Ladv Zeal beat Dad Wilson, Jr. Toledo Blade
was" drawn from the competition owing to a

throat trouble, and Dimple coming in season
was also retired. This placed Joy olPrince Wil-

liam in competition with Galena; the latter win-
ning, Boomo II, being the bye dog, was carried

forward to second series and lost a heat to Fred
Gates.
Ben Hur had the heels of Roy Wilson but los-

ing his head had to surrender to Roy. Chance
and Daisy's Hope ran lor an hour a most excit-

ing heat. Hope outsped and finally outpointed
his opponent and won. Transit and Capt.

Bethel were to run together, but Short drew
Transit owing to sickness and the Captain had a
walkover. The last heat of the day was between
Lady Zeal and Rowdy Rod. The little setter out-

classed the pointer and won easily.

Lafayette, La., Jan. 22. — Yesterday broke
with a cold north wind blowing, making over-

coats comfortable. The dogs were taken in a

southerly direction, and at a ouarter past eight
o'clock the two pointers. Galena and Spring,
were turned loose in a cornfield, (ialena find-

ing the most birds and won. Fred Gates and
Captain B. Bethel ran a short heat of thirty

minutes' duration. Bethel performed brilliantly

and won. Daisy Hope won over Roy Wilson.
Rowdy Rod and Galena ran a heat of fifty min-
utes, Rowdy Rod winning. Captain Bethel beat
Daisy's Hope in forty-five minutes. Rowdy Rod
and Captain Bethel were then pitted together
for first place. Bethel had style, range and speed,
but lacked nose, and Rowdy Rod won.
Captain Bethel then ran Tennessee Charlie

for second place. Charlie won. Third place
was divided between Chance, Fred Gates and
Captain Bethel. The judging was beyond criti-

cism, and it is conceded by all that the best dogs
won.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLLB.

Minutes of the Special Meetlnvt Held
at New York, January 18, 1880.

The meeting was called to order at

12.15 P- M. The president and vice-

president not being present, Mr. James
L. Anthony was duly elected chairman.

Present: American-English Beagle Club, H.

F. Schellhass; Collie Club, H. M. Cromwell;

Mascoutah Kennel Club, J. Mortimer; Pointer,

G. La Rue; Southern Field Trial Club, J. L.

Anthony; St. Paul Kennel Club, A. D. Lewis;

Toledo Kennel Company, A. P. Vredenburgh;

Virginia rieid Spoils AwftuCmtiOii, J, o. « lie.

After roll call President Belmont, Jr.,

arriveil and occupied the chair.

The president stated that the purpose

of this meeting was to adopt the rules as

reported by the Committee on Rules, and
as amended by the delegates at a meeting
held December 19, 1889.

After considerable discussion the fol-

lowing resolutions were offered by Mr.

John S. Wise:

li'heieas, Questions have arisen as to whether

the constitutions and rules, as amended and

adopted February 23, 1S88, December 6, 1888, and

December 19, 1HS9, were legally adopted and

ratified.

Kesolved, That the American Kennel Club in

general meeting assembled doth hereby ratify

and adopt said constitution and rules, as

amended and adopted by the Executive Com
miltee, as above set forth.

Adopted.

And wkfttas. Under the belief that the con-

stitution and rules, as amended and adopted

December 19, 1889, were legally adopted, the

Executive Committee, proceeding under said

amended constitution, adopted the rules and

amendments as set forth and published in the

American Kennel Gazette of December, 1R89.

Resolved, That all the acts and doings of said

Executive Committee and of all the officers of

this club acting under said constitution and

rules, as heretofore adopted, be and they are

hereby ratified, approved and confirmed.

Adopted.
On motion the meeting adjourned.

A. P. Vredenburgh,
Secretary.

Daisy's Hope beat Beppo III.

Transit conquered llcinikcn, and Captain
Bethel beat Flock Finder, Jr. The Derby was
finally concluded by Rowdy Rod defeating
Hope's Ray for second place and the judges
awarded third prize to the latter as next in

merit.
The weather to-day was fine and birds plenti-

ful.

Lai-avktte, La., Jan. 20.—The hunters and

dogs had a full day's rest yesterday, consequently

when they started to-day did more satisfactory

work. Owing to a heavy fog enveloping the

whole country it was nearly dark before sufficient

light was developed to see the dogs a hundred

American Spaniel Club Cup.

To the Members of The Amkrican Spaniel

CUTB.

—

Gentlemen:—Your committee has de-

cided to offer a silver cup at the show of the

Westminster Club, in February next, under the

following conditions, subject to change at the

annual ilieeting.

A silver cup. valued at Jioo, open to members
of the club only, for the best spaniel under
twenU'-eight pounds, American bred. To be
won four times, not necessarily in succession, by
the same exhibitor, when it will become his in-

dividual property. The cup to be placed in com-
petition at two shows annually. (No entrance
fee). A. Clinton Wii.merdino,

Secretary.

P. S -If sufficient subscriptions can be obtained
amongst the members and elsewhere, a cup of

similar value will be offered at a later show foi

spaniels over twenty eight pounds. A. c. w.

New Voric City, January 15, 1890.
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CLUB MEETINGS. ^ The PHze Pugs
The Pointer Club.

special prizes

Club Produce

editor Fanciers' Ioitrnal
, «

|

Sir- The postjwned meeting of the Ex-

,

Meeting called to order at 2 p. M . bv Presiaem

wise present: Messrs. Wise, Hitchcock, An-

thony Heath, swain, Arnold and I.a Rue. Re-

irt of treasurer, showing --'P'^ *-^'^i«;,"- ,

^nditures $.7.60. balance cash on baud $^.74.
;

was presented and adopted. Resignation o G^

r , nvell was read and accepted. Applications
|

W. Lovell was^rea
Westminster

Kennl^"^" "d Hempstead Farm Co. They

were duly elected by ballot.

The following dfstnbution of

was agreed upon; ^^ _„ i„ier ^
BOSTON ^^'""uJ^inur puppies whelped on

stakes. 55" cash, for P"*"""^ blanks will be fur-
,

''^'l,^''SytK:c^tar;^>onapplt^alion. Entries
nished by the sf^reiary i ^ »-^ „,ar entries of
.lose at the same time «»

»"f^ ^^^ pointer dog;

'"•"V'T.'Ster bilchVhat hasbern placed or

»:on°ah'^a1'^"an; 'field trial run m America.

"' «"?<^%^E '^-o»;°,:^d r- -""'^-^
or bitch exhibited

f»f. V^'i'^'^.i^fj Pointer Cup
;

f:'a^uT;J^^"under^rV^Jes^overning same. .

Open to all.
,Sf,n—fio for best pointer

be not over three years 01 as
brood bitch

•s''.3r^Krtv*™^|<-»r,rs?r-
as stud dog pnzt).

j^^^tary and Treasurer.

New York City, January 6.

Eastern Field Trials Club.

There was no quorum present at the

Bdjounied annual meeting of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, and the meeting was adjourned o

Tuesday, February ... at the Amerian Institu e

building. A full attendance is -I""*"-'' »

business of importance is to be transacted^ All

members who cannot »- P--"'
''^'^^^t^^f

their proxies to the secreUry, Mr. W. A. Coster,

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
.. r

If^eTthe adjournment there was a meeting of

the Board of Governors. President Do.nier m
the chair. The members present were :

Messrs.

r'?^„u*srris<;7epo%V';"p^of^^^^^^^

rpirt^Tthft'^surer^showed a bala^cc^t^.^^^^^^^

cri^it of the club of J 1597 46. Mr^
':„h ihe resie

V,-ew Vork. was electe| a member and Oie res^g

rrlhTM HmUer.V O Hcc\'I^her and .Veorge

Iheir dues were pa^d by Kebri.ary 1. their names

would be droppeil from the roll.

American Pet DoK Club.

Editor Fanciers' Joi rnal.

Sir The siiecial meeting of the American 1 et

Dog Club, held at .29 East .6th Street, New York, ,

the president, as usual, in the chair, was a de-

|

lightful one. Mrs. Hatchwell, Mrs. Cunning-
|

ham Mrs. Barnum, Miss Kingman, Miss Ban- ,

niste'r Dr. Cryer and Mr. Rackham responded

In" ihe roll call Mrs. Fairchild's resignation

wai accepted with much regret. A communica-

Hou was read from thi secretary of the Amerv

-S'si^'^sirffSf-usiro's

„o^ It was decided to offer two specials at the

Westmin^t" sSow to be given in February, the

^w« in be two silver bowls, one for the best

S^^d'o^an^ the other for the '>est pug l^Hch i"

the ooeii classes, owned by a member of the Pet

I)^ Club The meeting adjourned on regular

m^ion MaS.on K Ban.nister,
motion. Secretary.

New York City.

Collie Club of America.

Editor Fanciers' Jovbnai..

Sir : The annual meeting of the Collie

Club will be held at the American Institute Fair

building. New York City, on Wednesday, Febrii-

"']iemlS"s•are^'arnestly requested to be pres^

enV, a" matters of special importance wiU come

before the meeting. „.:,,„.
By order of the Executive ]-7;n^'^'^^^.,,^,.,

Secretary.

Rahwav, N. J., Jan. 15, 1890-

OP

..AMERICA and ENGLAND-
BY

H. CRYER.M.
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[CONTINUED.l

KNGLISH PUGS-DoGS.

KING OF DIAMONDS (E. 17,902)

-

firstat Thome, and second at Stockton-

on-Tees, 1888.
, ^ J u

LORIS (i7.567)-Owned and bred by

Mr. C. Houlker, of Avenue PavadeAc-

crington. Bom Februar>' 24, i»»4- bire.

Champion Diamond (E I3,734V. dam.

Champion Queen Rose (E. ^,466).

"He is medium in size, beautifully

built and very compact, and besides hay-

ing a wonderful skull and wrinkle, he is

very square, short and deep in chop, with

Urge!^ustrous and widely-set eyes and

beautiful drop ears. Loris is excellent

in both color and coat and has a perfect

double-curled tail. He owns also a good

black mask and distinct trace, all ot

which are important pug characteristics

wh ch properties he faithfully transmits
wuicu F' F^ ..^Of^-v.K-ppner. Tanu-OwnedandbredbyMrs. M. A. I^o^^^-

j

toh£ progeny. "-Stock-Keeper, Jann

4oChesham Street, Bradford, England. ^^ „_ jggg.

Born Jtily 18, 1884. Pedigree: I

f Max ....•!
i Rose

TuniTum II . . [Lamb
fCHck . ..A

Vic .

lingden, first at Burnley, first at Otlev,

also three firsts, challenge cup, two gold

medals, and bronze medal, 18SH; two

specials for best stud dog at Pug show

fiVst at Southport, first and Non-Spoilmg

special at Nelson, first at Padiham first

at Bmgley, first at Ratchffe, first and

special at Lytham, first at Skipton. first

and gold medal at Edinboro', 1889.

Winning Produce.—Seabreeze (win-

ner of first at Barn Elms, first at Bir-

mingham, 1887, and first at Agricultural

Hall 1888); Lindon of Holcombe (first

and medal at People's Palace, first at

Woodstock, Middleton, Glossop etc.).

I^rd Clover, now in America (first at

Bam Elms, first at Pug Dog show, etc.);

Lothair (first at Pug Dog show, etc.),

Pitti-Sing( first at P"g ^^og
^^^^-.f^''

Lady Dowager H, sister to Dora, Lindon

(first at Halifax, etc.).

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Dam :

. , ,

Maggie lE. 15.074)

Judy

I.
Moss

f Max

IGip

Duchess of Con-
naught

Lord Chief. \

I

Lovat

Sire

:

Ch. Diamond
(E. U,.?74)

{

fCh. Baron.

Stella

1

Tragedy

Cloudy

Sambo

Blossom

r Cupid. . .

\Ruby

f Tichbourn

\judy. . . .

f Click

iTopsy

LordWillough-
by's Ruby

Cora

f Click .

I Gipsy

C
Lamb

\mo8S

Banjo

Ch. Jennie

i f Punch
[ch. Jennie,

j

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I note two omissions in my last.

I forgot to say that Mr. Dalziel. in the

last edition of "British Dogs" distinctly

notes the greater length of body of the

Russian as compared with the English

greyhound.

Mr. Mayhew also takes me to task as

to my saying the Russian dogs are from

twenty-eight to twenty-nine inches at

the shoulder, and here I am disposed to

cry peccavi, as after investigation I find

I m&thave claimed two or three inches

more with safety. My apology is, that

Te dogs I have seen did "ot mn much

if any? over twenty-nme mches, and I

Save sich a dislike to overstating siz« of

dogs, and know how constantly this is

Soneinthe case of "^y ^^o^by mastife^

that I chose to err on the right side.if err

I must, through lack of complete knowl-

edge. Your truly
^.. ^ade.

HULTON, Pa., January 21, 1890.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir- Permit me to correct an error

whichMr. Wade has perpetrated m^ his

communication to
y^^J^"-^^''v.u^C^n

not an authority on ''^»benan Russwn

Circassian, Orloff, Pe«.an or Barzoi

Wolf-hounds," nor did I ^'"^
j^^J^'J

eentleman to that effect. In speaking

irthis breed, whilst discussing Elsie I

merely surmised they were like all other

do^ which are bred for "speed, endur-

aiice^ determination, etc." and conse-

quently a^ve «// things should be synP

"netrical, and this essential "coinmon

serse" w-ould dictate; therefore faded

to see the sense or reason why this

l^rfety should be an exception U> the

iindeviatinK "laws of nature. As lor

^shig on '^olf-hounds," one migh just

S^well quote me on "Samoyede sledge

K-' or "German monkey pinchers.

Yours, etc.,

R. F. Mayhkw.

Ring-Tailed Ulmers.

CHAMPION LITTLE COUNTESS.

Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: There .will be a meeting of the

Philadelphia Kennel Club Thursday evening,

January 21, al H P. M, to take action upon the

death of Mr. 1. Norris Cochran, and for the

tranSartion of important business, "ea^ ma^'e

a special effort to attend. Yours rcspectfu ly,

Francis S. Brown,
Secretary.

Philadblphia, Jan, jj, 1890.

Winnings.-First at Crystal Palace

and extra prize of five gtimeas for best
]

p°ppy bred and shown by exhibitor, sec-

ond at Halifax, first in puppy cla.ss at

Aquarium Pug Dog Club show second

at Otlev, first at Great Harwood, thirrl

at CrUkiralace (
July).first at Darling-

: tonrsecond at Burnley, «/^«"';^\ ^fj^| 1
'

field second at Chesterfield, first at Nel

*^,i first and medal at Bingley, second

Tskipton, first at Hull, second at ^hef-

1 field, and V. H. C. at Birmingham
1J85

, third at Staley Bridge, V. H. C. at Crys
,

1 tal Palace, second at Halifax, s«^cond at

Otley ec,«al first at Aquarium, first and

Sver n»edal at Boston Spa, thir.l at Ken-

1 uel Club show, second at Hul .
equal first

'

at Chesterfield, second at Darlington, sec-

ond at Keitjhlev, third at Scarham, first

at Ski^o^ aiid first at Altnugham,

?W,; third at Otley, third at Stockton-o«

Tees, second at Boston Spa, V.H. C. at

Harrowgate, V. H. C. at Newcastle third

it DarlVngton, third at Heckmondwike

second at Todmorden. and second at

Sn .H87; first at Ashton-under-Lyn,

fiAt at Otley, second at Manchester,

WiNNiNGS.-Second in puppy class at

Cryslal Palace, first at Warwick first at

Middleton, first at Bootle first at Whit

worth, and first at Rochdale, 1885, .silver

1 medal at Warwick, two firsts at Pug Club

' show, first at Worsthorne, first at Smith

1 port, first at Whit^^rth first at Path

ham first at Barnsley, first at Wartlle,

and firsTand special for best dog in show

at Cliviger, 1886; first and silver cup a

Crys al*Paiace, first and specia fork^s

dog in show at Newchurch, andJirst at

Worsthorne. first at Newcastle-on-Tyne

firstat Todt^orden, first at Ro>Jo", firs

at Padiham, first at Nelson, first at Lan

caster, first at Crewe, first and special at

Bakewell first at Wardle, first at Hull,

K at ciriisle, stud dog pri-ze at Toy Dog

show, first at Bun,le>^ first at
^^-^l^^^'

first at Barns Elms Kennel Club snow,

Stat Clitheroe, first at Bangor and

I
first and Non-Sporting cup at Neath

?S- first at Whitworth, two firsts and

I S/'gold medals at pug sho^r. first at

'<;Vtinton first at Wardle, first at Fails-

\ woK fi4" nd gold medal at Edinboro^.

I

irst at Cannock, first and specwl at Has

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir- I would like to draw your at-

tention to my two ring-tailed ^•>n'"^*:°"»f»'

Marco and Nadia. The dogs were imported from

S^^o, Prussia, and are now in -V P°«-«f>°°^

Sunder your heading they are called oreat

D^es This name is not the proper one. In

?™ssia they are called ring-tailed UImer hounds^

g^tXt^arSrJu answer this^,^^^^^^^^^^^^

•RTese two dogs Marco and Nama, a
^^ ^^

beyond description I
y^^'^' ,5°\,;„ke a blunder

scribe them; if I
^^'f

^ ''''°""'
"ins, hut in my

and be laughed at for ^X P»',\'^ ^^^e seen
estimati6n, and

"f,
?'' ^^;,"%Voiiounced the

them they are '""^ersaiiy p ^^^.

i

king and queen f
al

1"f« °[ ^"^"^ ^ tip of taif.

Vrrire'^tw^^V^^gc'je^ high Perfec^m

rgCd'ro^al'e^n reV's^oP'.ir%
call at

J^ale and see them. Vou« truly,
^^^^^

Swartbmore, Pa., Jan. 23, 1890

my

American Spaniel Club.

Editor fanciers journal.

Sir- The annual meeting of the Amer-

ican spaniel cmb will be held at the American

,„stituTe Ki^''.,N-,?°A^,3?^oV tS^^Wmln;-

iJ^'Kein^;-! Club's fourteenth^nnua. show A

full attendance is reque't^^ w.lmeRD.no,
Secretary.

I T*BW YORK ClTV, January is. i»^
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POULTRY AN** PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Shows thus far this season excepting

in two instances have not been up to ex-

pectations either in entry or attendance,

and it is fast becoming evident that pres-

ent methods must be departed from and
a new order of things be instituted if in-

terest sufficient to warrent show holding

is to be maintained.
*
* »

With an inconsistent standard, self

constituted judges and the entire show
system run on the go as you please

order, the wonder is not that with the

loss of respect for the law and its mak-
ers, the interest is waning, but that a

shred of it remains.

How this change is to be effected is the

question all are asking. Will it be

through the medium of specialty clubs

with representatives to a reconstructed

American Poultry Association, or by
State organizations with delegates to a

National Association or Congress ?

•
» *

We call the attention of Pennsylvania

poultry fanciers to the call in another

column to meet at Coatesville, Pa., to

organize for advancing and protecting the

poultry interests throughout the State.

The idea as we are informed of it is to

build upon the same plan as that adopted

by the New York and New Jersey As-

sociations.

Tlie plan of judging the coming New
York show is the one topic upon which
the majority are agreed in condemning.
Outside of those interested in the man-
agement we have yet to hear a single

word in approval of it. Ask a dozen
iers if the VU VUb^t

York and eleven of the twelve will say

"I don't know yet," atd the reasons

that will be given will hinge upon the

uncertainty in the arrangements for

judging. And the more experienced as

an exhibitor the more emphatic are his

expressions against the methods adopted.

These will all without doubt be changed.
The JoirRNAi, has voiced public opinion
and the Association will not, we are sure,

insist upon carrying out a purpose that

has not the public's approval.
»

« *
As it is, a great many have expressed

the intention of entering for exhibition

only. Mr. Felch endorses this and goes
so far as to advocate neither judges nor
judging, and we believe if put to the
vote his plan for holding the show
would be carried and by a large majority.

» »
He says, "As I watch the influence of

all exhibitions on the poultry industry
of the country, I am led to ask the
question: Could not these men in this

last show of the season have given us in

the fomj of a field day a new plan of ex-
hibition that would take the lovers of
poultry' culture by storm as compared to
the present and general plan? These
men are making this grand show for ex-
hibition and for sale; they have got to

pay the 'band' when through. Would
it not have cost less now, after all the
local shows are over, to have called this

grand wind-up of the show sea.son a field

day, and have no birds judged at all?

Let all breeders come in who would de-
posit a sum deemed sufficient to guar-
antee against loss. Would not thirty
breeders have come forward and de-
posited I50, and agree to exhibit firty

birds or more, and agreed to pay twenty-
five cents each for every bird in excess
of that number exhibited—and it is fair

to say twenty of the thirty would have
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put in for show and sale fully 100 birds,

thus guaranteeing an exhibit of 2500
to 3000 birds ? Then the entries would
be known and a catalogue made up two
weeks before the exhibition. The fact

known would secure an attendance that

would pay current expenses four times
in five. There being no expense and
labor for judging, the breeders making
this field day would be free to entertain

all visitors and to attend to sales of their

stock.

.*
"Let all breeders bring their trophies

they have won the past season and make
their exhibits as attractive as they please,

and give us the last one of the season
free from the jealousies, excitement and
intrigue of prize winning. Let the object

of sale be paramount.
*

* *
"The influence of awards on the gen-

eral sale at exhibitions, while some are

inclined to think benefit, I believe actu-

ally a detriment to the general good.

The general buyer will follow the awards.

But if no awards are to be made you may
send ten buyers into a large class, and
there will be from three to six birds

selected as the best and all sell at fair

prices; but make an award to one, and
that bird will sell for an extreme price

and the other five drop far below that

which they would have sold for had no
awards been made.

* *

"With an attractive exhibit and every
visitor his own judge, the advertisement

is much better, and of ten times more in-

fluence than when no name apptears till

after the judging, many times till the
last day of the exhibition. With the

privilege of being known and to make
one's exhibit attractive as possible, hav-

ing the luii six days to advertise m and
make sales, the good to the breeder
would be immense.

* *

"Such a meeting would be the breed-
ers' meeting of the year. Birds would
come mated as each breeder believed
they should be for breeding purposes,

and sold, the question of mating subject
to test, and a breeder's intelligence as a
mater of stock stand a chance of its de-

served reputation.

»*.

"By this plan the February meeting at

New York would become a fixture.

Breeders who never enter for competi-
tion at such a show would show on exhi-
bition, and such breeders' stock be
brought out for public inspection. I be-

lieve this plan would result in one of the
largest shows of the season. There is no
further use for show birds then ; we are
on the eve of the breeding season, and
buyers are ready to buy and fill up their

breeding pens. Therefore, let this last

show of the season become the field day
for such of the fraternity as care to be-
come one of the real breeders of the coun-
try, and its influence will be what tlie

field day and sales of Kentucky and Cali-

fornia are to the horse breeders of those
localities."

» »

The Calhoun County Poultry Associa-
tion will hold a show in Battle Creek,
Mich., February 11-14. The premium
list is promised for February. The offi-

cers of the society are; President, E. J.
Kirby, Marshall; vice-presidents, W. L.
Robinson, Tekonsha; J. A. JCslow. Al-
bion; secretary and treasurer, M. C. Hef-
fron, Battle Creek; executive committee,
A. E. Vosburg, C. L. Hogue, J. M.
Futile, Milton Willis, Geo. S. Barnes,
Geo. W. Adams, C. P. Aldrich, D. R.
Griswold, all of Battle Creek. The judge
et^aged is Mr. P. J. Marshall.

POULTRY AS A FARM PRODUCT

Extracts from a paper read by Mr. James
Rankin before the Farmers' Meeting
AT Boston, Mass.

One thing, brother farmers, we cannot
hope to compete successfully with the
West and South in growing their favorite
crops. Distance is against them, but fer-

tility is in their favor and seems to anni-
hilate space. If they can furnish us
grain cheaper than we can grow it our-
selves, it is so much in our favor, and we
must look around and find something to
grow that is more profitable,

A man called at my place last week and
said if I had no objection he would like
to look at my poultry buildings, as he
was about to build, and wished to kr ow
the cheapest as well as the most conveni-
ent plans for constructing a good house.
I told him he was just in time, as I had
just finished a building 120 x 15 feet, and
though not as large as several of the
others, I considered it not only the
cheapest but the best arranged house on
the place, as the whole thing cost me less
than one hundred dollars, independent of
the labor which we did ourselves.

Said he: "I wish to put up a building
large enough for five hundred fowls. I

have a small farm; keep a horse and sev-
eral cows. The land is not first-class, but
with hard work and close application I

have been able to get a good living from
it. But I am no longer young. The
work that I could do with ease years ago
is now a serious task. I cannot hire a
man that would do the same amount of
work that I have done, and if I did, I

could not support my family and pay
him from the income of the farm; so, in
anticipation of this, I have been experi-
menting a little. For the past three years
I have kept one hundred hens, keeping
a careful account of all receipts and ex-
penditures, and there is no year of the
three that I have cleared less than two
hundred dollars from the eggs of those
one hundred hens and the few chicks
sold. It has taken less than one-half
hour each day to care for them. Indeed,
I have hardlv missed the time, and the
manure has been quite an item in grow-
'"& "'J *-' "i'.^. * ***** **GW gOiaig lO Kc^p
five hundred hens, and as it is no longer
an experiment with me I know I can clear
one thousand dollars on those five hun-
dred hens and fertilize my meadows with
the hen manure, and from henceforth
sell chickens, e^gs and hay. My object
in coming here is to learn how large a
building I require to keep five hundred
hens in, and how much money it will
take to build it. convenience and all
other things considered."
"My friend," I answered, "you have

solved a problem by yourself, which
would be of inestimable value to hun-
dreds of New England farmers, if

could only make them believe it."

Here was a man that experimented for
his own benefit, and it did not take him
long to find out which was the Ijest crop
for him to grow on his little farm. One
great advantage of growing poultry over
all other crops is that distance from mar-
ket is no great inconvenience, because it

may be termed concentrated produce.
Where farmers send up potatoes, corn or
hay to a distant market whose average
value is one cent per pound or less, he
may expect a large share of his profits to
be eaten up through transportation and
commissions, and in the ca.se of poultry
and eggs, which readily command from
fifteen to forty cents per pound, the car-
riage makes no great inroads on the
profits.

We ship a great many tons of dressed
poultry each season to New York mar-
kets, a distance of nearly 250 miles. We
use no ice in shipping that distance for
dressed poultry, so that it is very easy
for our little sterile farm hundreds of
miles from market to make a far greater
profit per acre than the most fertile
ranch located within the suburbs of the
city. But this is not all. It is an estab-
lished fact that dressed poultry can be
put upon the market at a less price than
dressed beef, pork or mutton, while it

usually commands from three to five
times as much after it reaches there.
Now these facts have been too often

and too well establi.shed to admit of
either controversy or doubt. But in view
of this I would not advise everyone to
turn his farm into a poultry ranch. But
let those who feel they have an affinity
for poultry create a poultry department
on their farm. Fence them in bv them-
selves, the same as they do their cattle,

you

sheep or swine, and give them the same
care, and it will not be long before they
find that their poultry, in proportion to
labor and feed turned in, will yield more
clear profit than anything else upon the
farm. I shall now proceed to give some
of the reasons why so many fail, as well
as a little of my own experience in the
business.

It is only within a few years that the
public at large have become awake to the
importance of the poultry interests in
the country.

Formerly it was supposed to be of in-
significant proportions compared to the
beef and pork product; that of either of
the cereals, or the cotton and mineral
product; but recent statistics show that
the poultry interests in magnitude not
only exceed either of the above, but are
vastly on the increase year by year, and
yet, strange to say, the supply, enormous
as it is, does not keep pace with the de-
mand, and as a natural consequence we
are obliged to import millions of dozens
of eggs from Europe, and carloads of
poultry of all descriptions from Canada,
and still the demand ^oes on.
Our large cities, which form the prin-

cipal market for poultry and eggs, are
growing larger every year. The rich men
who inhabit them are growing richer and
more numerous, and are always ready to
pay the poulterer a good round price for
a first-class article, and good poultrj' has
not only become an every-day necessity
to the well-to-do classes, but it is a com-
mon article of diet, at least six months of
the year, on the workingmau's table. It
is everywhere recognized by physicians
as the best and most palatable, as well as
the most wholesome and nutritious, of all

our flesh diets.

Just here let me say that a great deal of
skepticism prevails amon^ people in

feneral, and farmers in particular. They
o not believe in the success of artificial

poultry growing, or indeed of growing it

in large numbers in the natural way;
and as a proof of their assertions they
will tell you that more than three-quar-
ters of the people who attempt the busi-
ness on a large scale make a complete
failure of it, and it is the plain truth.

Tlicic aic few cunimunities in this
country, large as it is, but that at some
time iu the past have had a bogus incu-
bator within their limits, or a good one
that has been badly managed. The un-
fortunate experience of these men has
spread for miles in all directions. There
is but one verdict—the man is never con-
demned; the system is; so that a strong
prejudice exists against all incubators,
which is difficult to combat.
Every town, too, has had its represen-

tative poultryman, who has erected
extensive buildings with a view to grow-
ing poultry on a large scale, in the natural
way. He, too, has met with disaster.
Failure has crowned his efforts, and the
community is still further embittered
against the whole thing, and the emphatic
"It can't be done," meets you on every
side.

Now, there is a cause for all this.
Where is it? In the men. They do not
comply with the conditions of success,
and failure is the result. We will en-
deavor to give some of the reasons why.
Nearly three-quarters of these people

come from the city. Now city people
have unfortunately imbibed the impres-
sion that the necessary amount of brains
and executive ability required to success-
fully run a mercantile, manufacturing or
broker's business in the city is largely in
excess of that required to run a success-
ful poultry or agricultural ranch in the
country. Men who have impoverished
themselves by repeated failures in the
city, come out to retrieve their fortunes
by raising poultry in the country.
They visit your place and see the thou-

sands of young ducklings of all sizes and
ages, each one vieing with the others
as to which will consume the most food.
They are completely carried away with
the sight. They question you closely in
regard to the profits derived from the
business, and then openly avow their in-
tention of doing the same thing them-
selves.

You advise l)eginnin^ small, and
meekly suggest the possibility of failure,
through inexperience,but the incredulous
smile that plays over their features in-
forms you that advice is wasted. "Why!
has he not read up in all the poultry
journals and got the whole thing down
fine ?"

Others still, who from close confine-
ment at sedentary work in the city, are

anxious to engage in a business which

promises equally to restore their health

as well as to provide them a livelihood.

These invalids come out with their ex-

hausted energies and dilapidated consti-

tution to engage in a business which to

insure success requires a minuteness of

detail and intensity of application second

to none. . . ...
They are unequal to the six or eight

hours required of them on a revolving

stool ill the counting room in the city,

but are equal to the fourteen to sixteen

hours indispensable to the poultry busi-

ness in the country.

Others still come to us wishing to en-

gage in the business, at the same time

acknowledging their complete ignorance

and inexperience, requesting your coun-

sel They franklv state their circum-

stances. They are poor, with families to

support, and are not afraid of work;

throwing themselves, as it were, upon

your mercy. Thev seek a good, healthy

and fairlv profitable occupation, in which

thev can cultivate the physique and mor-

als "of their children away from the temp-

tations of city life. Now, you take

kindly to such men, and readily forfeit

any advantages which may accrue to

yourself through want of candor on your

part; gauge their caliber, and to the best

of your ability measure their chances of

success, and give them the Ijest advice

vou can, which advice usually is to begin

small, say with one machine, buildings

in proportion, and increase the plant as

experience and judgment dictate.

It is strange that a large proportion of

these men fail ?

They may have had, perhaps, what

thev think is all the experience they

need. They have kept a few fowls,

given them the run of their grounds, fed

them abundantly from the residuum of

the breakfast and dinner tables. They
have been very profitable, requiring but

little care, in fact have mostly cared for

themselves.
They deliberately calculate an income

from 100 fowls based upon this exper-

ience, forgetting that the quarters and
provisions which were abundant for a

few, would be as nothing wherf divided

Hllioiig iiie iiiaUy.

They have got to learn that the accu-

mulation of filth, the predisposition to

vermin and disease is m exact propor-

tion to the numbers kept. Indeed they

have many surprises in store for them.

The astonishing powers of reproduction

possessed by the parasites, which inhabit

the buildings (that of becoming great-

grandfathers within forty-eight hours),

make such lively work for both them and
the old hen. that theh have little time to

think at all.

The theory that the poultry business

furnishes a good occupation for little

boys and girls, superannuated old men
and invalids, has long since been ex-

ploded. I advise people to secure a fair

share of health before they Ijegin, and
then they will be sure to keep it. As an
inducement to all. I would say that there

is nothing in the way of farm industry or

any legitimate occupation, which will at

all compare with the profits attained

from poultry when artificially conducted,

making a few notable exceptions in

favor of "watered R. R. stock," "bogus
mining shares," "patent medicines,"

and the business done by our bank
cashiers when guaranteed safe transit

through to Canada.

Squabs.

If squabs are killed Ijefore flying out

the flesh is white, but after that it dark-

ens, reducing the value from one to two
dollars per dozen. Those raising them
for market should keep the old ones well

supplied with food, so that the young
may become plump and fat. Always dry
pick them, and remove all the down.
Leave on the heads, and leave entrails

in. Have them thoroughly cooled before

packinjj, then wrap in coarse straw paper
and ship by express. If ice is needed to

keep them, if not clean, wrap it in a cloth

so that the dirt will not get on the birds.

The rules for picking and shipping squabs
apply to broilers. Capons should always

be dry picked. Leave on the heads and
leave entrails in. Also leave all the

feathers on the neck, and the large ones
on the wings and tail. Slips are dressed

the same way. They are readily selected

from capons by the growth of their

combs, and swelling of the spurs. These
usually sell for several cents per pound
less than capons.—C. W. Idell.

ORIENTAL PRILLS.

Extracts from the Notes of Two
Fanciers of Them.

Mr. J. \V. LUDIXJW : In breeding

these birds it must be remembered that

they are variegated. Consequently, in

order to obtain the desirable tricolor-

fish scale, network, feather tracery—it is

advisable to observe one or two import-

ant rules, viz., to mate dark with light,

and this applies to both ground tint and

lacing. The aim is, obtain the striking

medium—color and edging.

Then as to shape. Mate together, if

you can, such birds as have at least be-

tween them the full category of good

points. It is better to have the cock

bird of the desired color and marking,

as the progeny generally follow the sire

in this feature. Breed from young birds

if you have enough for selection, but

good old ones are not to be despised.

Age and youth oft do well together.

Mate crested with plainhead when you

can, as both kinds are improved thereby,

the crest imparting arched neck and ful-

ness at occiput to the plainheads, whilst

the plainhead checks the tendency to

shell-crown, semi-shell, mis-shapen lop-

sided crests; and besides this, the fact of

mating up these seemingly ill-matched

pairs—each color change of itself, al-

though akin in descent, constitutes a

little cross—by which simple alterative

vigor, although not increased, is in a

measure sustained.

Then again don't mate up too early;

better await the genial weather and

rear the lot, than risk the perishing of

unseasonably-hatched squabs.

Don't expect perfection in every nest,

for you won't get it, nor yet be too pre-

cise and exacting in your fancies—these

(and, in fact, all variegated pigeons) are

by no means attractive in their nest-

wofb; sombre mahogany tint generally

cleare off to second feather of the proper

chain-armor. Nor yet despair of dark

nest tails—prefer them spotted from the

nest; but if not so. the moult invariably

brings about the desired spot. Be not

surprised at dingy-colored, smudgy
youngsters changing to admiration. No,

be not hasty in condemnation of young
satinettes; they may in juvenile dress,

seem to degrade their parents and dis-

grace the name, but remember, the love-

liest, the most gorgeous of the feathered

creation seem but paupers in early life,

but when fully attired in mature garb,

no king is more richly and resplendently

arrayed! So, then with the satiuette,

a similar change takes place, and I urge

you to be patient and await the transfor-

mation.
, , T 1

As to crested or plain-headed, I admire

both when good. Common sense, how-

ever, dictates that in the case of the two

in close competition, equally balanced on

all sides in general properties—the one

being crested (proper point crest), the

other plain-headed—I should certainly

prefer the former, as possessed of a good

additional property.

I fear too much objection is made to

dark shoulders. I am an objector myself

to positively blue, dark or checkery butts;

but if you study carefully the sides, from

flights scapularies, you will observe a

distinct graduation in size of feathers,

from quniy coverts, diminishing more

and more upwards, and finishing off

around the shoulder socket in the small-

est of feathers, and in so doing they

decrease so small that the markings be-

come somewhat consolidated into a mass

at the butts. Allowance of course must

be made so as not to confound bad blue-

shouldered ones with dark blue or hearily-

laced kinds, which always more or less

become dark at shoulder. Moreover,

young birds often retain their nest scap-

ularies, even when all other is adult

plumage, thus showing that the Ijest of

birds are liable to be branded, unless the

greatest care be taken on this point.

satinettes in England I adopted the then

fashionable craze here of breeding them
with face markings, and gave their de-

scription in Fulton's book as such, would

they not long before now have been en-

tirely converted into a lot of badged non-

descripts? Who should have said any-

thing to the contrary? Hence I did save

the original breed; because my standard

for them had been accepted by the British

fanciers it soon prevailed, and a stop to

the badging was the result. At a future

time I will allude to the blondinettes, but

I must here add that I did not breed

the first blondinettes, I only secured the

first bred by a schoolfellow, and soon

after I met with a young hen (both chance

bred), which I matched to the cock, pos-

sessing thus the first pair which was

ever known. They were like the hya-

cinths in color, without any markings in

flight or some tail feathers, but with owly

•heads, well frilled and muffed; and I had

an idea to breed them as they now are,

but my departure from home left that

successful accomplishment to the late old

Presbiter. Mr. Lyell is perfectly right

about the markings of blondinettes lieing

on various other breeds, and I suggest

that someone should breed blondinette

and satinette marked fantails.

THE WORK OP THE CLUBS.

The GkKJd Results PoUowingr Spe-

cialist's Efforts.

Mr. H. p. Caridia: Now, about the

flattery of Smyrna veterans to me. In

their kindness they called me the '
'savior

of the satinettes and the creator of the

blondinettes," and though not ambitious

enough to accept either title, I ask can-

didly, if at the time I introduced the

A question frequently arises as to

whether special clubs for particular varie-

ties of pigeons have worked satisfactorily

or otherwise, or, to put it iu another way,

have the existing clubs fulfilled their mis-

sion, which is, I take it. the encourage-

ment of the breeding and exhibiting the

particular variety for which the club is

established, the development of the

breed and raising and improving the

standard.

To refer now to the progress made and

the good effected by three of these clubs,

and measuring their usefulness by re-

sults, it appears to me that the magpie

club achieved a greater measure of suc-

cess than has fallen to the lot of the

others. Probably this opinion of mine

will be questioned and argued against,

but I fancy when we weigh the facts as

they stand, I shall not be found to

be very wide of the mark. For in-

stance, let us recall to our minds the

various types of bird which were

shown in the magpie classes only a

few years ago, and just prior to the es-

tablishment of the club. We then saw

many short tumbler-shaped birds, with

thick bodies, short necks, heads, and

beaks, that would have done credit to a

flying tumbler class, and with these birds

others were competing which possessed

to a great degree the characteristics of the

true type of bird, with its slim body, fine

taper neck, and long thin head, with the

true toy beak; and at that time, for want

of a recognized type, the stout, coarse

birds were frequently in the prize list.

All this is altered now, and to my mind
the improvement in the magpies of the

present day is due in a great measure to

tlie action of the Magpie Club, for the

first thing they did was to establish a

standard for their pets, and persistently

stuck to the child of their adoption, so

that now in going through a show where

magpies are fairly encouraged we find,

instead of a heterogeneous lot of six or

eight birds in a class, well-filled classes

ofeach sex and every color; and, more

than that, all the birds throughout pre-

senting such a strong family likeness,

both in formation and markings, as to

render it unusually difficult for judges to

select the winner. Indeed, a gentleman,

within the last forty-eight hours, has told

me that when judging magpies during

the late winter at an important show in

the north of England, when picking out

the birds for four places in the prize list,

he had got six selected, anyone of which

might have been first.

Having, as I believe, made out a good

case for my friends the magpies, I will

now go on to the variety which I think

has made the next best record, and here

I feel bound to name the beautiful and

lustrous archangel. These birds have

not only made rapid strides towards ar-

riving at perfection themselves, but have

succeeded in creating a vastly increased

number of votaries, and here again we
often find the judge battling with an
"embarrassment of riches" and feeling

happily relieved when out of the galaxy

of beauty submitted to his judgment he
at last succeeds in placing the birds

somewhat to his own satisfaction, and
still more grateful is he to find his

awards fairly endorsed by others. On
these grounds I feel justified in placing

the Archangel Club as second on the list.

I approacn with fear and trembling the

club which I venture to treat of next,

feeling sure of bringing on my innocent

head all sorts of storms and tumults for

my temerity in daring to place such an

influential club so far down the list in

my estimation, but I can only say, if my
opponents—if any there be—will only
approach the subject in the same spirit

of good feeling and fair play which I beg

to assure them I am accuated by, I shall

accept their criticism as good-naturedly

as I hope my remarks will be received

by them. I have no "axe to grind," and
have the same gootl and friendly feeling

for all. Only the love of the fancy

prompts me in this, as in all my associa-

tions with my brethren in the pursuit of

our favorite hobby. Now, to speak of

the Turbit Club, and its connection with,

and it effect on, the present status of the

turbit. No one can deny, and I am
pleased to be able to state most emphat-
ically that since the founding of the club,

the turbit has risen immensely in im-

portance and public favor, fanciers and
breeders have considerably increased,

classes have been multiplied, and en-

tries have kept pace with the classes.

By the liberality of the club and its

members, aided by committees of many
shows, valuable prizes have been offered

for competition, and owing to this com-
bination of circumstances, the birds

themselves have risen in value, and dur-

ing the last two or three years we have
heard of such prices being given for in-

dividual birds as would not have been

dreamed of a decade ago. All this I

gladly give the club credit for, but the

point in which I think the club has failed

to reach the high standard which should

be the aim of all such clubs, is that they

have not established a iypc wuicli is auui-

ciently distinctive to enable one to point

to it and say, "Behold the result of our

handiwork. Here is the typical turbit.

This is the bird, and this only, which
must win in our competitions." Instead

of "this consummation so devoutly to be

wished," we find to a considerable extent

especially in shows of any magnitude,

and both under "special" and "all-

round" judges, a considerable divergence

in the type and character of the birds

which appear in the prize lists. I admit

that one gentleman, who is an enthusiast

in the pursuit, has succeeded in estab-

lishing a strain of blues which are un-

misUkable, and a great step in advance

towards the establishment of a good type

of turbit, but these birds, although small

and neat in body with remarkably good
heads and beaks.and other properties.still

fail in color and markings, which, to mv
mind, are essential features of the breed.

I would also incidentally mention that

the extreme tameness anil familiarity of

many of these birds frequently prevents

the true shape and carriage of the birds

being properly seen and appreciated; and

I am oltffashioned enough to believe

that carriage and shape are properties of

the turbit. In taking leave of the Turbit

Club, I can only say they have my good
wishes for the future.—P. H. Jones, in

Live Stock Journal.

Broken Crockery for Fowls.

It would seem foolish to feed crockery

to fowls when there is plenty of gravel,

ashes and charcoal, burnt bone and oys-

ter shells that are much better. But

read what our correspondent H. A. S., of

Charlotte. Me., says: I have several

times of late seen mention made of feed-

ing broken crockery ware to fowls. I

would say that a few years ago one of our

neighbors who fed broken crockery ware

lost a number of hens. I supposed that

they were killed by the lead in the glaz-

ing, as the glaze on some kinds of ware

is largely composed of this material.

The lead is so combined with other ma-
terials as to be practically insoluble in

ordinary foods, but I do not think that

it is a proof that it would be when sub-

jected to the grinding action of a fowl's

giscard.—Mirror and Farmer.
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RATS

!

Recipes for PoiaonB and Directions

for Using Them.

The means by which rats may be taken

or destroyed are many and varied, but

they may be all classed under the heads

of traps and poisons. Of these I shall

Uke the latter first, because poisoning

rats is a more wholesale, more expedi-

tious, and less troublesome mode of re-

moving these destructive gentry than the

former.

Poison for vermin has many inherent

reasons for its non-employment, but pro-

vided proper care and forethought be ex-

ercised, there is no reason for not includ-

ing it amongst the aids we bring to our-

selves for getting rid of these pests. Some

rat poison8,however, are so pre-eminently

deadly not only to rats but to poultry,

dogs, cats, and more particularly to hu-

man beings, that they are best not em-

ployed. On the other hand, again, some

so-called rat poisons are not poisons at

all to the particular animals for whose

delectation they are solely intended; in-

deed, I could mention several which

seem to possess qualities which appar-

ently cause rats to hold them in consid-

erable esteem as articles of diet.

Of course there are few effective rat-

poisons which are not deadly to other

animals, and those who find themselves

in a position to manufacture and employ

their own poison, the prescription given

below will satisfactorily meet their wants.

Nux vomica i o».

Treacle 3

Oilof auiseed »<> drops.

Oil of musk lo "

Wheaten flour « !*>.

Bread-crumb (stale) 4 oz.

the vermin come from a little distance

to the scene of their depredations. Under

such circumstances the poison above

mentioned is scarcely in as effective a

form as it might be,aud the one below will

be found more convenient of employ-

ment
Nux vomica

Water. . . .

Treacle . . .

. 40c.

. squarU
albs.

The nux vomica and water are firstly

boiled in an old saucepan until the three

quarts become two, and then the treacle

is added and the whole well stirred, after

which it is allowed to cool, and is then

ready for use. It should be placed in

small earthen pans in such places where

the rats are likely to find it, and where

the feathered stock cannot get at it. I

have found this a most pfficacious poison

for rats in the country when it was placed

on the rafters and upon the tops of the

granary and barn walls.

These are the only two poisons I need

describe for use in combating the ravages

of the town rat. The opportunities for

their use will present themselves to the

fancier often enough, and it must remain

with him to decide to what extent he

will avail himself of the means placed at

his disposal.—Moorman, in Poultry.

THE INDIANA STATE SHO"W.

The Annual Meeting of the State

Poultry Society—The Awards.

Speciai. to The Kancikrs' Journal.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 18.—The

annual meeting of the Indiana State

Poultry Association was held last even-

ing, and with the result that another

rival society may be organized that will

try to freeze out the old and original.

And why, because the majority vote last

night was against the association's be-

coming a member of the American Ken-

nel Club. It was in fact the kennel men

on one side and the poultry men on the

other, and the latter were in the majority.

The kennel men threatened to withdraw
and hold a rival show a week previous to

the poultry uieu's next dates, and the

poultry men were willing they should try

It and to see how much of a success they

would make without their help.

A committee was appointed to report

at the next annual meeting upon the ad-

visability of making the Association a

corporate bodv.
A paper was' read by Mr. I). H. Jenkins,

The nux vomica must be in a finely

cotno»i""t«'d state, and is first well

worked up together with the treacle and

essential oils. Then these and the flour

must be worked up in a mortar, and the

bread cut in small squares of one-eighth

of an inch finally added, and the whole

worked into a good stiff paste, further

treacle being added if necessary. During

its manipulation neither the paste nor

the ingredients should come in contact

with the hands, and when it is com-

pleted it should be taken out and put in

small round wooden boxes to hold about

three ounces each. These boxes while

l)eiug filled should be held in a gloved

hand, the glove having been well satu-

rated with oil of musk.
The mode of employing this poison is

simple. The holes from which tlie rats

come up are first discovered, and then

one of the small boxes is placed within

about a foot of the hole—if in the ground

—and both hole, box and the surrounding

ports covered over with an empty box or

rat-proof run, so that when the rats come
up they will "wind" the poison and con-

vey it to their retreat. Rats, it must be

mentioned, live more or less in colonies,

and the individual members forage for

joint account, as a rule transferring any

portable provender to the vermin's do-

main, "niis trait is, of course, taken ad-

vantage of, and if one or two of the

small boxes of poison be removed it may
be taken for granted that a somewhat
wholesale disaster in the rat colony has

resulted.

The quantity of paste allowed for

above is amply sufficient to settle three

or four dozen rats. Various modes of

utilizing it will suggest themselves ac-

cording to the circumstances under which

its employment may become necessary. 1

It is always advisable to lay down this '

poison in such a manner as to insure the 1

mode of its disappearance being known. '

Of course there are many other poisons,
j

but the one given is very effective and

easily dealt with. There is no need,

therefore, to go into details of further

ones; but I would advise all poultry

keepers to fight shy of arsenical poisons

for rats. They are very effective upon

the rats, no doubt; but the deleterious

effects arising from the ease with which

the arsenic is given off from them renders

their employment either in poultry runs

or pigeon lofts very undesirable.

Sometimes in towns pigeons suffer

very much from rata getting into the

lofbi, and it will frequently be found that

Pigeon Shooting.

In the case before Judge Verkes,Doyles-

town. Pa., of the Anti-cruelty Society of

Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Gun

Club, Counsellor White for the Anti-

cruelty Society said

:

"To kill a bird in such a way as to pro-

duce unnecessary pain is cruelty. The

law particularly applies to birds that are

already in confinement, that are tamed

and then liberated from a trap for the

purpose of sport. No marksman is

likely to kill a bird at every shot, and

therefore he knows that a certain amount

of cruelty must result. The greater por-

tion of birds that fly away do not die un

ad, 3d, Burton & Shadrtck; th. Pace. Pen, ist,

Burton & Shadrick.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barkki). Cock, 2d, Daniel Christian, Roan

oke. Hen, ist. 2d, id. Christian. Cockerel, ist,

4th, Christian: 2d, W. A. Scott, Whiteland, .id

James Hutchinson, Crawfordsville. Pullet, all

to Christian. Pen, all to Christian.

\V^•ANDOTTES.
' GouiKN. Cocks, ist, J. H. Sarvis, Crawfords-

, ville, 2d, B. T. Pace, Salem. Hen, ad, Sarvis; 3d,

1 Pace. Pullet, ist. 2d, 4th, Sarvis; 3d, Pace. Pen.

ist, Sarvis: 2d, Pace. White. Cock, ist. Mrs.

J. R. Harcourt, New Augusta; ad, Dr. W. J. Ows-
ley, Dariington. Hen, ist, 2d, 4th, Dr. Owsley;

id. Mrs. Harcourt. Cockerels, ist, 2d, Mrs. Har-

court; 3d, Dr. Owsley. Pullet, ist, 3d, Mrs. Har
court; 2d, 4th, Dr. Owsley. Pen, ist, Mrs. Har-

: court; 2d, id. Dr. Owsley. Silver. Cock, ad,

' R. R. Pettis, Tappan. O. Hen, ist, 4th, Pace;

I 2d, BenS. Myers.Crawfordsville: 3d, K.V. Ralston,
I Clarksburg. Cockerel, 'ist, Ralston; 2d, 3d,

I

Pettis; 4th, Myers. Pullet, ist, 3d, Pettis; 2d, 4th,

Pace. Pen, ist, Pettis; ad. Pace.

I
LEGHORNS.

Brown. Single comb. Cock, ist, W. L.

Hagadorn, Indianapolis, ad, Emerick & Drechel.

I

Hen, ist, ad, K. A. Pierce, Indianapolis; 3d, W.
L. Hagadorn; 4th, Emerick & Drechel. Cock

I erel, ist, ad, Pierce; 3d, Henry Allen, Blooming

1
dale; 4th, Emerick & Drechel. PuUct, ist, ad,

3d, Pierce; 4th, Nelson & King, New Paris, o
I Pen, ist, 2d, Pierce; 3d, Allen, 4th, Emenck &
Drechel. Rose comb. Hen, ist, R. W Crokett,

Delphi. Pullet, ist, 2d, Crockett. WlliTK
Single comb. Cock, ist, ad, W. Tobiu, Indianap-

olis. Hen.ist, 2d, 3d, Tohin; 4th, Allen Cock
erel, ist, ad, 3d, Tobiu; 4th, Allen. Pullet, i»t.

til days afterwarus, lucauvvliile suucriu^

from rotting wounds and broken wings

and legs. In summer, when the old

birds are shot, the young die of starva-

tion. It is a most brutal sport, and, more-

over, there is a substitute for it. Clay

pigeons answer the same purpose."

For the Gun Club, Senator Ross said:

"It was not the intention of Mr. Lewis

to commit any torture. It was his in-

tention to kill, therefore, he cannot lie

found guilty. On the other hand, the

game laws of Pennsylvania recognize the

right to kill birds. The act was com-

mitted for a good purpose—to improve

marksmanship—and in the event of war

these gunners would be more serviceable

to this country. Are not lobsters baited

alive ? Is that not cruelty ? This society

is going to extremes and an end must be

made to the farce. Why kill the sparrow

and let the pigeon live ? Does it pain the

chickens to have their necks wrung ? Yes,

your Honor, there are many forms of

cruelty more painful than simply shoot-

ing pigeons. I^et the society first turn

its attention to the worst forms of cru-

elty."

Judge Yerkes reserved his decision.

Broilers.

The poultry houses of Hammonton, N.

J., all face to the southeast, which allows

the rays of the sun to come in as soon as

the sun rises. There is no method of se-

curing the warmth during the whole day

unless more than one window is used.

With only one window, and a deep poul-

try house, the fowls should be comfort-

able, both day and night. Light is very

important, for unless there is plenty of it

the fowls will not remain inside. P'or a

1 house ten by ten feet a greenhouse sash

i

three by six feet, is atxjut correct. In

winter too much warmth will not result.

I

The wood absorbs heat during the «lay,

' and assists (with the animal heat) to pre-
' vent freezing at night. There is no mode
of avoiding loss of some heat at night by

1 radiation, but partially to avoid it, a few

here use a burlap curtain, which is low-

ered on cold nights. If the window is on
the south side the sun will not have effect

nntil niue o'clock. If the house faces

east and west more than one window-

must lie used. Early in the morning is

the time when the hens need the warmth
of the sun most.—Republic.

president of the Indiana Jersey Cattle

Breeders' Association, upon poultry at

the State fairs. The Indiana State Poultry

Association, he said, was the onlv one of

its kind directly connected and identified

with the State Board of Agriculture. The
"professional showmen" of chickens, he
believed were doing more to injure the

fancy poultry business than all other in-

fluences combined. These make rejjular

circuits of the fairs each year, carrying

varieties that are not generally known,
and thus carrying away large suras in

premiums on strains which are free of

competition. He advocated on the part

of the State board, as conducive to pre-

vention of this injustice, the payment of

a fair salary to a competent judge and
the appointment of an assistant superin-

tendent. New and attractive coops and
a new poultry hall were also needed.

The poultry department ot the Indiana

State fair he considered better than that

of any other State fair of which he had
knowledge. Yet it could be made more
attractive and profitable to all concerned,

and recommendations to that end should

be made by the a.ssociation

.

Mr. B. T. Pace, of Salem, in a paper

upon thoroughbred poultry for the farm,

said: Farmers think it advisable to breed

fine cattle, horses, sheep and swine, but

seem to consider the breeding of the Ijest

strains of poultry an insignificant matter.

But no stock on the farm would pay as

large profit in proportion to care and ex-

pense as pure bred poultry. Farmers
who are not breeding fine stock were ad-

vised to begin at once. He commended
poultrv fanciers for improvement notice-

able iti stock, declaring that the great in-

crease in the product of eggs and flesh

was due to the efforts of that class.

The officers elected for the ensuing

year are. President, Major Griffin, Mauzy.
Vice-presidents,William Tobin, Indianap-

olis; Daniel Christian, Roanoke; R.

Twells, Montmorenci; I. N. Barker,

Thomtown; Mrs. W. P. Binford, West-

land; W. J. Owsley, Darlington; Henry
Allen, Bloomingdale, and B. N. Pierce,

Indianapolis. Recording secretary, E.

A. Pierce, Indianapolis. Corresponding

secretary, R.W. Crockett, Delphi. Treas-

urer, D. H. Jenkins, Indianapolis. Ex-
ecutive committee, John Emrich, In-

dianapolis; B. T. Pace, Salem, and Ben
S. Myers, Crawfordsville.

ad. 4th, Tobin; 3d, Allen. Pen, ist, ad, 3d, Tobin,
I 4th, Allen.

(iAMES.

Black rei.. Cock, ist, 3d, Crockett; ad, A. B.

Thomas. Hen, ist, ad, Crockett; 3d, Thoma!*.

Cockerel, ist, Wesley Lanius, Greensburg. Pul-

let, ist, I^nius; ad. 3d, Crockett. Pen, ist,

Crockett. Pit. Cock, ist, Lnnius; ad, J. L. Mc-

Bride; 3d, 4th, W. H. Fry, Greenwood. Hen, ist,

Fry; ad, 3d, McBride. Cockerel, 1st, ad, 4th, hry.

Pullet, ist, ad, Fry; 3d, 4th, McBnde.
POLISH.

W. c. iiLACK. Cock, ist, Metlerith & Buck, In-

dianapolis; ad, Mrs. B. A. Richardson. Hen ist,

1<1, 4th, Meredith & Buck; ad, Mrs. Richardson.

Cockerel, ist, ad, Meredith & Buck: 3d, 4th, Mrs.

Richardson. Pullet, ist. ad; pen, 1st, Meredith

& Buck.
HAMBURGS.

Sil-VKR Si'ANOLED. Cock, ist, T,d. Hlviu Carter,

Plainfield; 4th, J. H. Tyner, Tipton. Hen, ist,

H. C. Gath; ad, Carter. Cockerel, ist. Carter;

ad Tyner; 3d, I. Cox, Darlington; 4th, Gath.

Pullet, 1st, 3d, 4th, Carter; 2d, Cox. Pen, ist,

Carter; ad, Gath.

OTHER VARIETIES.
Langshans. Cock, ist, E. N. Ralston. Clarks-

burg. Hen, ist, Farquhar; ad, Myers; 3d, C. F.

Churchman, Decatur. 111. Cockerel, ist, 4th.

Myers; ad, Burton « shadrick; ju. Chun-iiuiuii.

Pullet ist, 2d, 3d, Myers; 4th, Churchman. Pen,

1st Myers; 2d, Benton & Shadrick; 3d, Church-

man; 4th, D. A. Stoner, Morocco. Black Mi.n-

0RCA8. Cock, ist, 2d, Pierce. Hen, 1st, ad, 3d.

Pierce 4th, Pace. Cockerel, 1st, Peirce; ad.

Pace. Pullets, all to Pierce. Pen, ist, ad, Pierce;

3d, Pace. Black Si-anish. Cock, ist, G.

A Grassau, Indianapolis; 2d, A. B. Thomas.
Willow Branch; id, H. Newell, Fort, Wayne.
Hen 1st, 4th, Newell; ad, 3d, John Bennett

Sunman. Cockerels, ist, ad, Bennett; 3d, Newell.

Pullet, 1st, 2d, Bennett; 3d, Newell. Pen, ist,

Bennett: ad, Newell. Ri!t> Caps. All to Pace.

HoiDANS. All to W. H. Scott, Whiteland.

The judges in the poultry cla.ss at the

show were B. N. Pierce, G. O. Brown
and I. N. Barker. The official list of the

scores will l>e sent later on. The awards

as far as known to-day are

:

BRAHMAS.
Lk.ht. Cock, ist, Mrs. Ed. Klever. Bloomiug-

burg <).; ad. Major GrifBn, Mauzy; 3d, W. P.

Wright, Fishersburg; 4th. W. R. Clare, Trafal-

gar. Hen, 1st, Clare; jd, 4lh, Mrs. Klever; 3d,

Major C.riffin. Dark Cock, 2d, A. B. Thomas,
Willow Branch. Hen, 1st, Oscar Hadley, Plain-

field; 2d, A. B Thomas; 3d, Geo. Colsher, Nobles
ville. Cockerel, ist. Griffin; 2d Hadley; .id, ^h,
Colsher. Pullet, i»t, 4th, Hadley; 2d, Griffin;

id, Colsher. Pen, 1st, C.riffin; 2d, Hadley; 3d,

Colsher.
COCHINS.

Whitk. Cock, 1st, Pace; 2d, Earl Shaw,
Bloomsburg, O. Hen, ist, 3d, 4lh, Shaw. Cock-
erel, 1st, «i, Shaw. Pullet, isl. 4th, Pace; 2d, 3d,

Shaw. Pen, ist. Pace; ad. Shaw. PARTRltxiE.
Cock, ist, W. R Clare, Trafalgar. Hen, ist

MICHIGAN STATE SHOW.

Good Exhibit All Through—Offi-

cial List of Awards.

The eleventh annual exhibition of the

Michigan State Poultry was held in Bay

City the 6th to nth inst. The secretary

says, "The exhibit was a good one all

through and was successful, although

the grippe and bad weather combined to

lessen the door receipts somewhat. The

judge in the poultry cla-sses was Mr. E.

A. Pierce. The score of the winners was

as follows:
BRAHMAS.

IiGHT Cocks, 91, C. H. Smith, Crosky; 87H,
Monroe Poultry Yards, Monroe. Hens, 94, 92j4.

QoW, Smith. Cockerel, 9°. Smith. Pullets.

qok (2), Smith; 93!-^, Monroe Yards. Pens, iH4^,

181 1-16, Smith; 180H1, Monroe yards.

COCHINS.
Partridgb. Cock, S7'A, D. Denaine, West Bay

City. Hens, 0354. 9^^ (2). C H. Blaine Dutton.

Cockerels, oa^, 91 M. 88 J4, Blaine. Pullets 94'/,

QiU,9o, Blame. Pen, iS.s'/s. Black. Cock, 91;

hens 94, 93M, 9'54; cockerels, 9a. S8H; pullets

92"9a79iH; pens! 185. t»i%. K W. Allen, Gran^
Rapias.

PLYMOt'TH ROCKS.

Barred. Cocks, 90, 87^, Gonxalcs & Bartlett,

Pontiac; 86, F. R. Garber, Essexville. Hens. 90,

87 Gonzales & Bartlett; 87H. C. F. R. Bellows,

Ypsilanti. Cockerels, 91, qoyi,S8!4; pullets. <»,

(,OA,o2'A.C,onz!ilvs&.Tian\en. Pens, 183 i.s-ift,

1791S-16; 17S'4, Gonzales & Bartlett. Whitk.
Cockerel, 90; pullets, 91}^, 90, M. Campbell, Bay
Citv.

WYANDOTTFIS.
SiLVKR. Cock, 8N^. Bellows. Hens, 91^4, Gid-

dings & McNaughton,Sheridan;9i,l8fiH. Bellows.

Cockerels, yiJ4, 90'/., Giddings & McNaughton;

Clare 2d,' 3d, W. S. Grimes, Montero, III.: 4th,

. Cockerel, 1st, 2d Burton & Shadrick,PaceFace, cockerel, isi, 2a. jjurion « snaunva.,
Peoria, III.; 3d, Clare; 4th, Grimes. Pullet, ist,

Giddings & McNaughton; 91 "/4, Bellows. Pens,

iSa ii-ifi, 181, Giddings & McNaughton; 179H.
Bellows.

MINORCAS.
Black. Cock. ShV,, C W. Kroo/., Detroit

Hens, gfi, QiVt, Ktooz. Cockerels, 04, Krooi,

9aK O W. Russell, Bay City. Pullets, 94H,
krooi; 93, Russell. Pen, i88?8. Kroor. White.
Cock, 88K; hens, <Hii, 93H. 93; cockerels, 93H.

,,3^y^^uUets, 9.S-^ (»). 94M-. pe»». '^H- "»^'

tf W Par'k, Vassar.
|

LEGHORNS.
I

Brace, Bay ^'IV- ""'fi "^raire'^ Pullets. ^^
Cockerels, 95«, 95. 92'^^,," v w^st Bav City.

THE YARMOUTH SHOW.

The Official List of Scores—All

Premiums Paid.

?2 ¥>' 'B'perty West Bay City. 1 The fourth annual exhibition of the

'^InT^:^. ^^^\\ K- lorfl. HeTH, ' Yarmouth, Me., Poultry Association was

^""o^^f2^&'^er''•c^ockerels,95^. 93M.. Ecjcer held January 14-16, and in the most un-

^^[V^H^'oXlvun^^^^^^^^^^ ^,3ther of the season. This

^l^nJ:''^n^^^-^^^r:i"'^\ with the large loss of birds at Lewistown

''^v:r\u%"l^^V9^P''''^'''- 95^; ^^ 1^); I

the week previous made a very material

'l^n%87k'.fecwer. "

I difference in the exhibit. "We" says
' -- —

.J Allen, "had

arger and bet-

ter show than ever liefore, when, in tact.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ROLLING ROLLERS.

,^„, — ,,,

,

POLISH. uiiicitin-"- ." -

—

vt.„,xK Cockerel, 90H; P"iiets. 94. 9>^..S- the Secretary, Mr. W. B.

itroirson.Vc^on.' W.^/black. Cockerels, 93K, ^^„ ^^ expect a la

93. Walter Wilson, Bay City.
^^GAMES.

^ti\^rEdwl?ds^^^ Kusseli. Pullets, 94. 9^^,

Wards. WHITB. ^»^''' ''f,,i'
'

cock is't id, R

s.,j;;S'';;r/K.a."'v,.u, ,«. a ,*;

nen isl. Matheison.
BANTAMS.

Hi vck rfi) Cockerel, 9>; hens. 94H. 9'. P"\-

BLACK Ai-RICAN. Cock, 9-, heu, 9-'i>. Turner.

OTHER VARIETIES.

city. Houdans. Cock, S.s. Walter wuson.

TrRKEYS.
BKON/F ist for each cock, cockerel hen and

Sty C.xk. 3d. H. F. Barbour, Standish.

PIGEONS,

ist for oUection to Albert Miller, Jr., Bay City.

it proved the smallest, for the reasons

above The exhibit was not self sustain-

"";
^'i^h ^ci^w'-'lfK; art'H'^^'p. 1 by no miLns disheartened. On the con-

wards. vtHiTj- S^l'. ''?.:,• ,-n^v^,st. id, R.
i ,/ ^e predict an unusually large ex-

hibition next year, as all the breeders

are urging us to go ahead, and backmg

their advice with substantial proofs of

their interest. Everyone is satisfied with

the awards made by our judge, Mr. \\.

F. Bacon, of Cambridgeport, Mass. and

peace reigns triumphant." The official

list of the scores of the winning birds is

as follows:
BRAHMAS.

To Be Bred for Feather as Well as

for Flying.

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 22.-Editor

FANCIERS' Journal:—It was with much

interest and pleasure I read the article on
^

Birmingham rollers, signed Black Sad-

1

die, and my only complaint to make
!

about the article is that this gentleman

shouldhave written over a nom-de-plume,
|

for the exact address of such a true fan-

cier should be known to all other fanciers.

He can rest assured, however, that there

Association will be held at New YoA
City, on Saturday, February 22 at 2. P.

M in the American Institute building,

during the great poultry and pigeon ex-

hibition; it will be the most important

meeting ever held by the association, in-

asmuch as the new standard is now pub-

lished and will be ready for distribution

at that time. Fanciers who are not mem-

bers, but desire to become such, will

kindlv send their names to

I

GEORGE K. PEER, Secretary

Pale Yolks.

PEEKSKiLL, N. Y., Jan. 20.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—In "Scrapple" of

Januan,- 18. G.W. P. speaks of pale yolks.

Mv experience for three seasons has been

r;eXtirrir^i::;:o;::;r^^^ --
-^^^rz^z

r^st i en husiastic admirers of the Bir- my fowls had little or no green food the

£g"a,r. rollers. I have now a letter I yolks were very pale in color, almost

Miffl:E.S5l^'^rtn^:^^4•f|i•

'^^^^"siXlottk. L. Ring. VarmouthvUle.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

BAKRED Fowls. Pens, 1st, 88)4, 90J*; ^.
f^-

««^* fd 8aiI 87>4, D. H. Bennett. Yarmouth.

Pa^rs,^1;t,"^i•, 9't^d. 8454, «7W: 3d. 85 -^H «-"

"pirrs i^t'lt".. 89^.'8"5^Wiiliett?3d''8^'84%"hu^:

1 ff ;.h 8^>i 81 G A, Leighton, Yarmouth.

W^ifv!"' c'hiks''Pair..st!l3f'94;pen. 93. 95H.

W. B. Fine, YarraotuhvtUe.
WY'ANDOTTES

SCORES AT BRIDOETON ^.„.., E^^AS^^&^V^
A Minorca Wins the Pitcher.

The Official List of Scores.

The strife at the late Bridgeton, N.J.,

show was for the silver pitcher offered

for the highest scoring ijird iu Ihe entry.

This curiously enough proved to be a

black Minorca pullet, the only bird m its

class that was not disqualilied, all others

of its kind having white in the wings.

The score of this bird was 96 >i; the

Mwner Mr. J. N. Lessig. The judge at

the Bridgetou show was Mr. J. I). Nevius.

The official list of the scores is as follows:

BRAHMAS.
LIGHT. Cock. •i2:

hen, 94V., cockerel, 9^!^;

uuUet 94 W, T. E. Burroughs, HurffN lie. Ccx:k,

?8 B Raiior. Shiloh. Cockerel 90^^.P""e«;

^W 00 R. M. Dubois, Salem, .^^ekerel 86H,

puUet^88, W. H,Hainesworth.Bndge on Dark

Cock 91'^; heu.KH; cockerel, 92.^; pullet, 92, ur.

C. B. Phillips, Hurffville.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

UARRKn Cock Ql''^, 92>/j; hens, 95, 94K.94};4

0» ofi (?)' co^crtTs, 9sf-., 93; pulleU, 94H, 95H,

J. b! Edge, Ashbourne, Pa.

COCHINS.

PARTRiixiE. Cock, 91 H; hens. 9J-«7;i. «• ^•

Clark llrrffviUc. Cock, 87 4; hen, 90_)4. W. L.

Hummel' Shiloh. Bifk. Cock, 93Vi ;
hens. 94'X

.

go\i, Burroughs.
WYANDOTTES.

\l\s%'A. 93H. Beckett White, i^^^k.^^'^'
H L^iv, Blooming Glen; V'-'^^^^^"-
Crawford. Pullets, y3'4. I.eidy; 93. w. b- Kice.

Bridgeton. ^EOHORNS

Chlc^*'P?n, St': 93^4.95^. ^»^'^' f,l lel^: '*^'.
Mitchell. Pair, ist, 93^, 96. "?.*'?„. j,f'

^'
Mitchell. Fowls. Pair, ist, 91. 93'/4. Davis.

LEGHORNS.
BROWN Rose comb. Fowls. Pen, 1st, 85,

V. Tucker so. pSris White. Rose com^.

BucWm" Yarmouth; 2d 9o!4,*{, James Hutch-

inson, Yarmouth. Chicks.
/^^,^^'4,f Xg^H

L. Buchnam; ad, 91^,9^. J; '.„„ "J^Vr ist qi'a
9I. C. P. Tucker, Yarmouthville. Pair, •»». 95_g.

Sl'A, Carsville; ad, 95, 94; 3d, 93. 95!^. «-• ^- B"*^"

nam; 4th, 92:^.96. «'.assett.

HAMBURGS.
BiACK Fowls. Pair, ist. 91 'a. 95Hi. ^ *•

Gas^tt LewiiTton. S.lvkr srAN.n.BD. Chicks.

Pair, ist, H9, S9?4, GasseU.

BLACK E1.R. Pair 'ist, 90«. 94. A. H Strout

Cumberland, Me. jAi-ANi...sfc. Fowls, lair. isi,

QoW,9«, Buchnam, Jr.

OTHER VARIETIES.

_' _ . ._. «--.«.».t»i« f?riwi Pair. 191,

comb. Pullets, 9>. .,^«.
I-e-ssig.^ Hen, 02, W.

H. Hainesworth, Bridgeton: 9oh.f9A' ''^^**^•

Single comb. Cockerel, 94H; P"»et, 93, C^^
Scott, Cramer Hill; 90>i. C. F. Homes, Bridgeton.

MINORCAS.
BLACK. Pullet, gf'fi.J N. Lessig, Bridgeton.

Whitk. Pullet, 93J4. Leidy.

gamf:s.

GOLI.KN I.1CKW1N..S. ,^'^\y^ • ^M^'^Vl^^
P. M. Orth & Bro., Reading. Pa. Black rkiw.

Cock, 92'- pullets, 86',4,86!,J, C. Rodgers, New
market. „..,..BANTAMS

ist Samuel Merrill, Yarmouth.

DUCKS.

PFKiN Young, ist, N. D. Buchnam; ad, Gas-

sett id J D aeaves. Yarmouth. ">d, Pa
J,

^^t
•

Cleaves. White crestep. ist, GasseU.

CoixjRED Mrscovv, ist, Gassett.

GEESE.

Toulouse, 1st, J. D. Cleaves.

PIGEONS.

pri^ebiing^he. Portland silver cup and won

before me from an old-time fancier who

spent an hour looking at my Binning-
j

ham rollers some few Sundays ago and
,

in it he remarks 'Well, I do love those

rollers as well as if they were ray own.

I could quote copiously from his un-

studied letter, but I take it this is suffi-

cient to show his appreciation of the

''^It^is oaen a difficult matter to awaken

an interest in one's hobby with the

usual caller, and he can only see a beauty

in your pets when they are served up m
the shai^of a pie, but I guarantee that

this same cold-blooded observer won d

become warmly interested, and watch

and turn and twist his neck to see the

wonderful acrobatic performances of a

kit of Birmingham rollers up in the

ether
This particular breed of birds is sure to

come to the front sooner or later, and 1

think it would puMlesome of our experi-

enced breeders to produce a perfect Bir-

mingham roller with all the merits com-

bined. So you see there is an interest

in that direction to any fancier, for who

cares to breed any pigeons that area

dead certainty. Then again there is a

decided individuality about ro^?^*^^}^**

comes to you wiih long au^
""'™f";tfir

quaintance. The more you see of them

Uie better you like them.

The poetic muse has not favored me

with thVgraphic pen of Black Saddle, or

I would venture upon a description of

the flights of mv own birds. Let it sut-

fice to say that the reality has not been

at all over-colored by this happy owner

of rollers, who out-roll a"y B««n'l'"g

Bedouin Brothers ^ver paraded by the

great and only Barnum. The dear kit is

only first ready to begin wonderful

rolling when the human imitator would

already be tired. .... tu^f T

It may interest fanciers to learn that I

have on the way from Birmingham,Eng

a few pairs of" rollers, and my friend

there who has taken a great deal of

trouble to select these birds for mere-

marks: -I think they are the l>est roller

blood in your country."

Of course my birds are not a matter of

white, and when summer came and green

food was abundant the yolks became a

much richer color. The change did not

come as quickly as it will in the color of

a cow's butter when changed from hay to

grass, but it is just as great. 1 notice at

the same time a marked individual dif-

ference in hens just as some cows will

make higher colored butter than others

on the same feed. But I believe that

food does make a difference in the color

of the egg yolk. John R. Ayer.

Ut course luy "n^^ »•- •—- - - ,

business, but purely a pleasure and re-

laxation frotn the daily toils of every-day

jjfg
JIM CROW.

The Waltham Club.

Waltham, Mass., Jan. 20. — Editor

Fanciers' Journal: — At the annual

meeting of the Waltham Fanciers' Club

these officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, W. E. Bright; vice-pres-

idents. Geo. Woolley; H. H. Bumford.

E. J. Sanderson. C. F. A. Smith; secre-

tary, F. H. Gordon; treasurer. W. H.

Johnson; executive committee Cr A.

Blood, Geo, Furbush, F. J.
Rulter, T I..

Ha«ar E. L. Sanderson. Creo. Bowker,

E Emerson and W. B. Atherton

Waltham will not hold a show this

year F. H. Gordon, Secretary.

To Judge at New York.

Rochester, N- v., Jan. 22.-Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—The following is

a full and complete list of all the judges

for the forthcoming New York Exhibi-

tion. For poultry: George O. Brown.

Baltimore, Md.; B. N. P'"ce. Indian-

apolis, Ind.;J.Y. Bicknell, Buffalo, N.

Y • Henry S. Ball. Shrewsbury, Mass^,

Sharp Butterfield,Windsor, Canada; J. D.

i

Nevius, Philadelphia Fa., Aljel F.

Stevens, Wellsley. Mass.; C. H. John-

son Rukhville, Ind.;H. A. Bridge. Col-

mnbtVs, O.; C. H. Crosby ""^g^P^'^'.

Conn.; John Filkins, East Orange, N. J

' Philander Williams, Taunton, Mass.-,

Newton Adams, Utica, N. \.

For pigeons: D. E. Newell New

York City; Charles Taulman, Cincra-

nati O.; H V. Crawford, New York City;

SgeE Peer, Rochester, N. Y^ Wm.
^Stanton, New York City; P. C. Beigel,

New York City. GEORGE E. PEER.

Chairman Committee on Judges.

The Boston Show.

I The premium list for the show of the

Massachusetts Poultry Association to be

held in Boston. February 10-15. is now

being destributed and copies may be had

upon application to the secretary. Mr.

W Frank Bacon, Cambridgeport. Mass.

Tlie entries for the show wi close J^i-

Hi ACK red. Cock, K-H; !'«•". 9.S. Orth & Bro. \^
, ^ ^^je later will be charged

GoLnKNSK,,Rio.-Ts:c5ck.H9. Nelson Rot^rts uary 3.,^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^.,, d„„j,tie,s be

a'Tot^'le em^ fee and will doubtless be

so designated in the show room as to be

^"TT.Sami2dprizeswiin«n.adeup
from the sum of the entrv fees, fhe

awards will lie to single birds a»d to col-

lections, with the latter the sum total of

APPLIANCES.
1

the scores is taken for the comparison

incubator, ,st; Prairie State Company Horner ^'^^^ .-oops will bear the name ana ao

City, Pa.; Brooders, ist, Prairie Stale; 3<l. W. K. ^^^^ of the owner.
Rice, Bridgeton. '

R8">r,"Haine»wortii. Hen, 94, Roberts; Pullets,

93. 9'>4i 9'''' Hainesworth.

OTHER VARIETIES.

LANOSiiANS. Cock, <p'j; hen.^K, K« Sm'th

Salem. Silver pencilled HnmburRS- <:?<^,''"^''

90V4 "hens, yi , S9V, ;
pullets. 92H. 9'}f.

A.F. Loper.

BiHdgcton. KKi. CAVS. Cock, 93H-. hens, ^p\,.

Sg^, W. N. Hewitt, Bridgeton.

APPLIANCES

Buff Cochin Club.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Jan. 21.- Editor

FANCIERS' JouRNAL.-The third annhal

meeting of the American Buff Cochin

Club will be held at New York City, in

the American Institute building, at 2 P.

M on Monday, February 24, 189^'. tluring

the great poultry exhibition. Owing to

the fnergrof some members of the club,

together with assistance from other breed^

ers of buff Cochins, the sum f f/^
h«s

,

been collected for specials ^^ l>»e New
|

York show, |i.S to be awarded for the

S of eacli cock, cockerel hen and pul-

let As this will attract a large num»>er

of breeders and fine birds, it is proposed

to thoroughly reorganize the ch.V coiise-

queiitly it is the duty of every
'.'"f^f

hm
breeder in America to lie present at this

mSgof the club. Those desiring to

Sme inembers will kindly send heir

names to GKOrC.K E. Peer. Secretary.

i » '

Columbarian Association.

ROCHESTKR. N. Y.. Jan. 2i.-Editor

1 FanciER.s- JoiJRNAL:-The fourth annual

meeting of the American Columbarian

——-
Another State Society.

A circular letter is l)eing sent out to

poulUy and pigeon fanciers of Pennsyl-

vania which reads as follows:

It has occurred to the undersigned that

an organization to be known as the

Pennsylvania State Poultry and Pigeon

Association, wouhl be of great value in

promothig 'the interests of poultry and

pigeon fanciers throughout the State^

it has accordingly l)een decided to ca^l a

meetiuK to be held at 151 Mam Street

GAR. Hall), Coatesville Pa at 2

P M., February 5. to which all inter-

1 ested are cordially invited.

i
E. S. Starr. Philadelphia.

F A Mortimer, PottsviUe.

H W. Vahle, Philatlelphia.

J G. Darlington, Hestonville.

B. C. Thornton. Oak Lane.

N G. Temple, Pocopsin.

I J Kester, Kennett Square.

W. E. Miller. Carlisle.

Any one not receiving such circiilar

or having anything to say regarding

such meeting will address Mr.

Temple, Pocopsin, Pa.

N. G.

w«HBa
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SCRAPPLE.
La O-rippe—Salt Oat—For Laying
Purposes—Poultry Judges in

1876—Plying Tumblers, Etc.

Memo. La Grippe.

H. V. says: It is sometimes very sud-
den iu its onset, a fowl that was appar-
ently in perfect health overnight being
found in the morning with its plumage
ruffled, its eyes red and watery, and pre-
senting altogether a most dejected ap-
pearance. The lining membranes of the
mouth will be found to be very red
and covered with a sticky mucus fluid.
The degress of intensity vary from a
.slight sneezing or cough to such an
amount of derangement as makes it re-
semble roup, of which it is sometimes the
primary stage. A clear transparent glairy
mucus discharge somewhat resembling
the white of an egg runs from the nose,
the greater the degree of inflammation
in the mucus membrane the greater the
thickness and stickiness of the secretion.
Later on the head becomes puffed up
round the eyes owing to infiltration of
the cellular tissue. The membranes of
the mouth lose their redness, becoming
slightly pale, or sometimes livid. The
nasal pas.sages become blocked with the
thickened secretion, and owing to its de-
com{x>sition the fowl becomes roupy

—

that is, the secretion now assumes an un-
healthy and purulent character, and ac-
quires a well-marked fcetid color.
Exposure to cold and wet, and sudden

changes of temperature are causes of the
disease, but the most fruitful source is

keeping fowls crowded together in a
close warm house and allowing them to
come suddenly out into the cold morn-
ing air. The ill eflFects of sudden
changes of temperature are especially
seen when fowls are brought from the
country and confined in small close
houses in towns. They will then even
when not overcrowded frequently show
IttltvllcfoVoKiA ai#y*«a r\f #%nfn«-cV> 4U.^— ™.*«w.» ...^..Aw v> «.u«A*a ft lA \.^\\^ \\^l y
next morning, so much so that some-
times the vendor is wrongfully accused
of sending fowls that were diseased.
The journey is generally blamed for the
fowls havinj^ taken cold, but a close
house to which the fowls are unaccus-
tomed is usually the main factor in set-
ting up the disease.

The treatment is to give three to five
drops of camphorated oil in a teaspoon-
ful of glycerme, or one or two of the fol-

lowing pills night and morning: Pills.—Hycirastin two grains, sulphate of iron
(dried) three grains, sulphate of copper
three grains, cayenne pepper in powder
twelve grains, oil of copaiba twenty-four
drops, Venetian turpentine and calcined
magnesia of each a sufficiency to make
twenty-four pills.

Feed upon soft nourishing food, to
which a little ground ginger or spice
may be added. I.^t the sick fowl have
linseed tea, barley water or warm water
twice a day only, allowing it to drink as
as much as it likes before removing the
drinking ves-sel, which should not be
left with it.

the same liquor, till the whole is re-
duced to jelly; then put in some clean
potter's earth, kneadmg the whole to-
gether to the consistency of dough,which
make into small loaves, and drj' them in
the sun or oven; but be careful" they are
not burnt; when they are dry place them
in the most convenient parts ofthe pigeon
house when the pigeons will soon peck
at it, and, liking the taste, will not leave
it but with re^et. Some make use of
goat's head boiled in wine, with a mix-
ture of salt, cumin and lump. 3. Others
make a repast of millet fried in honey,
with the addition of a little salt and
water.

Memo. PoultryJudges in 1S76.

Memo. Salt Cat.

W. H. B. says: I quote from a work
upon the care and management of the
pigeon, published 100 years or more ago,
the following "account ofthe best meth-
ods for preventing pigeons from leaving
their habitations." Many and various
are the means made iwe of by owners of
pigeons, to prevent their straying from
home, or being enticed away by the arts
of others; but as it would be needless to
insert more than is necessary, we shall
here only select some of the most ap-
proved and useful methods now in prac-
tice. I. Lay near the pigeon house a
barrow full of loam, reduce it to the con-
sistency of pap, by mixing it with water,
but brine is l)etter, add to this a gallon
and a half of the coarsest sand, a peck
of bay salt, and a little saltpetre. If the
loam Is beat up with water, it will require
more salt than when" brine is used fbr
that purpose. If it is good sandy loam,
less sand will do. Where loam cannot
be procured, clay will answer the pur-
pose, but then much more sand win be
wanted. The pigeons will be so fond of
this little bank, as not easily to leave it.

2. Take the head and feet of a gelt goat,
boil them till the flesh parts from the
bone; take thia flesh and boil it again in

P.J. says: The American Poultry As-
sociation's Commmittee on Judges pre-
sented the following as their report, and
the same was adopted:
Rksolved, That in the judgment of

this association it is expedient to consti-
tute judges of known ability and located
in the various sections by issuing to
them through the secretar>-, upon the ap-
proval of the executive committee, a cer-
tificate of said appointment; said judges
first satisfying the executive committee
of their competency to fill the office; and
the said diploma shall state the class or
classes and variety in which the said
judge is competent.
A person receiving a diploma as a

competent judge shall be under obliga-
tions to scale any specimen that may be
sent to him, but his employment to go
away from home to act as judge shall be
a matter of negotiation between said
judge and the party proposing to employ
him. It shall be the duty of any of said
judges upon the application of any
breeder to scale such specimen or speci-
mens as may be sent to them, the appli-
cant paying all expenses incurred
thereby. Said judge shall be entitled to
a fee of |a to be paid by the applicant.
In the case of such judging the judge
shall fill out a blank, issued by the
.\merican Poultry Association, stating
time and place of said judgment, and
embodying detailed descriptions of the
cuuuiliuu of the specimen figured. A
memorandum, signed by said judge, of
the points scaled, shall be returned with
the specimen to the applicant, a dupli-
cate of the same to the secretary of the
American Poultry Association, to be reg-
istered in books provided for the pur-
pose, and for which registry the Ameri-
can Poultry Association shall be entitled
to a fee of |i, to be paid by the judge out
of his fees. The judgment of said judge
shall be deemed as authority, as applied
to said specimen, whenever the bird is in
like condition, but shall have no bearing
whenever the bird may be subsequently
shown for premium. No person occupy-
ing the position ofjudge shall be allowed
as authority for a society's certificate on
any birds in which he has a property in-
terest. Any judge failing to comply
with the conditions of his diploma may
have his authority to act under said di-
ploma revoked by the executive com-
mittee; and in case said authority is re-
voked, it shall be the duty of the secre-
tary of the American Poultry Association
to advertise the fact in at least two poul-
try papers. All questions for informa-
tion through the secretary or judge shall
be accompanied with a fee of fifteen
cents.

Memo. To Breed Flying Tumblers.

P. says: Now for an explanation ofthe
probable cause of the peculiarities in
color and marking of the offspring of the
flying tumbler. If a fancier goes in
solely for working tumblers he does not
mind which two in his loft pair, provid-
ing they are unrelated and good work-
ers. I may here remark that it is a very-
bad thing to breed from related birds of
any kind if you require them to do actual
work. This, I think, will to an extent
explain the cause of so many sports; still,

it IS not impossible to get pairs of first-

class tumblers that will breed young ones
true to color and general markings. I

have many pairs that do so. In breeding
tumblers the following rule is a good
one: If you have a bird that tumbles very
frequently pair it to a bird that is a goo<l
one but not so regular, as sometimes if
you pair two very eager tumbling birds
the young ones will turn out fast, that is

to say, they tumble so much that they
cannot get anywhere near the others.
Patience is to be recommended with
young birds, as I have known plenty of
birds that have not commenced tumbling

till they have been paired; but I have
never kMown good birds stop tumbling
entirely for twelve months and then be-
gin again, my experience being that in-
stead of stopping altogether they do oc-
casionally go fast, particularly if they
are exceptionally hard workers. The
food I have found them to tumble on best
is Indian com, dari, and a few peas, in-
troducing for a change a little rice and
millet seed. During moulting, hemp seed
used sparingly will be found beneficial.
If you want your birds to fly two hours
give plenty of tick beans and old peas;
but if^ you prefer a really enjoyable half-
hour's fly and plenty of work from your
birds, leave out the tick beans altogether
and give a few handfuls of canary seed

j

about once a week. While writing, I 1

should like to say a few words in regard
to badges as I think there are very few
fanciers outside Birmingham and district
who know what they really should be.
A typical black badge should be a lus-
trous black all over, with heavy white
muffs turning gracefully outwards, ten
white flight feathers in each wing, a
streak of white up the centre of nose (not
white-faced), with a dot of white over
each eye; these two marks are called the
"spectacles." He should be bearded
same as an ordinary- long-faced beard.and
on each side of his beak a small oval
mark, tapering almost to a point as it

gets near to beak, which marks are
called whiskers. These markings, to-
gether with good shape and carriage and
a nice oval, medium-sized head, consti-
tute a black badge, and when seen near
perfection it is difficult to find a more
taking class of pigeon.

Memo. For Laying /hirposes.

M. S. says: To keep hens for laying
purposes, where eggs for market only
are desired, is a (Yifferent matter from
keeping hens to provide eggs for hatch-
ing purposes. It may safely be said that
for market purposes, laying and hatching
the conditions vary. It is a well known
principle in breeding, that the female
must be in a proper condition to become
fruitful, and this rule applies to the hen
a.-> vtciliiA io ilic aiiiuial. The fat Shori-
horr cows are often barren, while those
that produce Jarge quantities of milk and
butter, such as the Jerseys, Holsteins and
Ayrshires, usually bear calves every year,
as the production of milk prevents over-
fatting. In making up a pen for breed-
ing purposes, therefore, the poultryman
must consider two or three points that
must be observed in order to secure good
hatches when the eggs are incubated. In
the first place, the eggs from pullets do
not hatch as well as those from hens,
unless the pullets are early hatched. This
difficulty may be overcome somewhat,
however, by mating two-year-old cocks
with them, .\gain, while the cockerels may
be used in the yards, they should always
be mated with hens, and "not pullets. The
conditions to be oljserved are to feed a
sufficiency of all that tends to provide
the constituent elements of an egg, with-
out furnishing a superabundance. By
feeding so that the hens must scratch, we
bring them under the same conditions
by which it is known that a mare kept
at moderate work will produce a Ijetter

foal than one kept standing in the stable.

Memo. Where the Profit Lies.

F. G. says: The first egg laid by a hen
is the most expensive, and each additional
egg assists in lessening the cost of the
whole. If a hen lays only one egg a
week it will pay her expenses; if she lays
two eggs, one is profit. If she lavs three
eggs, although but one more than the
two, the profit is doubled. Hence it is

economical to feed meat, or any extra
focKl that will secure one extra egg a
week not only for the extra one but as
long as she provides it, she is still sup-
plying the others.

Memo. IVorin Culture.

P. K. says: To those in search of a sub-
stitute for meat for chickens: Take any
barrel or dry goods Ikjx, bury it in ma-
nure to the edge, put a layer of manure
in the bottom from under the horses, a
layer of grain (barley is the best, or oats)
next and so on until the barrel is full.

Protect against rain, snow or cold. In a
fortnight or so there will be a rich supply
for the chicken yard.

Memo. Color of Turbits.

V. says: In breeding for color, reds
mated with yellows improves yellow, but
the young so bred should not be mated
with reds. Match a good black with red

! and the young, whether black or red.will
do admirably mated with reds. Blue
should be mated with blue, except where
the color is too dark, when a cross with a

I

silver will lighten it up. Of all the colors

I

black is the handsomest and at the same
time most neglected, owing to the fact
that black wings are far behind in head,
beak and freedom from foul marking.

' Memo. For a Bird's Sore Eye.
P. says: Try the following lotion—sul-

phate of zinc, six grains, rose water, six
ounces, and bathe the eye with it several
times a day. A bath everv day is essen-
tial to health.

Memo. Meat Biscuits.

P. K. says: The following is the
method of making meat biscuits, which
will l)e found excellent for poultry as a
substitute for ground meat. Smaller
quantities may be made as preferred, but
the wholesale method is to kill a good
fat ox, bleed him and skin him; cut all
the meat, fat and lean, clean off the bones
and chop this meat into small pieces,
mixing the fat and lean well together;
add to this mass clean, raw onions,
chopped, in the proportion of half a
pound of onions to a pound of meat;
mix the meat and onions well together
and pass the mixture through a mincing
machine similar to a sausage machine.
Add to this minced material as much dry
wheaten flour as it will take up with ad-
hesion. Mix well and roll and cut or
Eress into biscuits of suitable size about
alf an inch in thickness. Bake the

biscuits, without burning, in a suitable
•A-ire or other frame work in an ordinarj-
bakiug oven. When baked, pack and
seal them in tin canisters holding from
ten to thirty pounds each. These opera-
tions succeed each other as closely and
rapidly as the manufacture will permit.

Memo. That Gloss on the Eggs.

W. P. S. says: I found that the polish
or gloss, that appears on eggs that are be-
ing incubated under hens, is not the re-

sult of the action of the hen in turning
them with her head and neck, thereby
pivinf them a "slicrVit oilintr as Vine h^on
claimed hitherto; but is caused by a
gummy substance that is brought out of
the egg when subjected to the process
and conditions that produce perfect incu-
bation. To what extent all eggs are sup-
plied with this substance and how much
the fertility of the eggs has to do with it,

I cannot .state definitely. Accepting the
universal theory that has been jjut for-

ward, to account for the glossy apjjear-
ance of eggs under hens as the result of
a mechanical action, I tried several me-
chanical devices, such as oiling the eggs
slightly with hen oil, etc., resulting in

nothing but disappointment and failure.

But one day I chanced to put my hands
on some egjjs in an incubator with which
I was exf)erimenting, and found the eggs
were slightly sticky. My first thought
was that there was glue on my hands,
having used some just before for another
purpose. But after carefully cleaning
my hands, I found there was something
on the eggs that had caused the sensa-
tion. And then I remembered that a
friend had told me he had found eggs
under sitting hens in that condition.
And so being convinced I had hold of
the right thread, I made careful note of
all the conditions that had produced
this result, and then carefully following
it up was rewarded by complete success,
everv egg in the incubator being pol-
ished as nicely as any hen could do it.

And so well did I note the conditions
that I have been able to construct a ma-
chine that has not failed, in more than a
dozen trials (in which more than three
thousand eggs have been treated), to pro-
duce this result in every instance. One
of the most gratifying features of this
discovery has been the superior (juality

ofthe chickens hatched, all being bright
and healthy and growing with remarka-
ble rapidity. There is much that can be
said in relation to the importance of this
discovery as opening the way to the
better understanding of the causes that
have occasioned the production of so
large a numbers of eggs that are fertile

but will not hatch no matter how they
are incubated. 1 Ijelieve this trouble can
be remedied, but will leave the subject for
consideration at some future time. Will
simply add that we can do all a hen can
in the matter of incubation, but if she
does not supply the material in the egg
necessary for the formation of a chicken,
we cannot hatch one from it, and neither
can she.
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GAGEBIRDS AND RABBITS

BY THE "WAY.

The numerous letters of inquiry we re-

ceive from would-be rabbit fanciers, and

and the orders there are for lx)oks treating

upon the subject shows an interest to

have been awakened, and we are ready .

to endorse the assertion made elsewhere
,

by Mr. A. M. Halsted that ere long

wherever there is a poultry show there

will l)e found classes for the less trouble- ,

some and more profitable animal, the

rabbit.
^

* *

It is certainly curious that with the

little room required to grow rabbits for

foo<l. the little time and expense re-

quired to have them sufficiently matured

for use. that more do not breed them as

pork and beef are grown, for home con-

sumption . The French peasant we are

told, has one corner of his tiny plot set

apart for ral)bits and another devoted to

growing their food and thus is ensured

twelve feast-days through the year and

a surplus of ca!=h. The suggestion we

think is well worth heeding.
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BLACK BEETLES.

The youthful blatta on emerging from I

the egg, which, by-the-by, is an immense

one for the insect that lays it, is the ex-
j

act counterpart of its mother, which
j

never attains to the rJignity of even

"half-wings" like the male, and not until 1

it is full grown do these appendages

make their appearance.

Whether or not these insects moult, or

' change their skins from time to time, I

' cannot say, but 1 rather fancy not, for 1

have never found any of their cast-off in-

teguments, whereas my mealworm tub is

I full of disused garments of every size be-

longing to its inhabitants. The color of

I these insects is not exactly black,, but

j

rather a very dark brown. The full-

grown female, which is usually larger

I
than the adult male, is the darker of the

two, and almost justifies by her com-
]

plexion the popular designation she

bears iu common with her more aristo-

cratic mate. The young are yellowish

brown, and, like their parents, wonder-

fully agile upon their feet when the

weather is warm, but on a cold day when

the pangs of hunger alone drive them

from their fastnesses, they crawl about m
a particularly listless and woe-begone

fashion that directly points them out as

children of "the sunny vSouth" or of "the

gorgeous East.

"

There are a variety of traps sold for

catching black beetles and poisons for

RABBIT VS. POULTRY KEEPING

Better Than Meal Worms—A Trap
j

For Catching Them.

These delightful insects only require

to be l)etter known to be appreciated as

they deserve—in the aviary I mean,

where they are of infinite use, not in

the kitchen where they are an unmitigated

nuisance consuming comestables that

were never intended for them, and lie-

fouling what they do not devour.

In the aviary however they are them-

selves eaten and relished by all soft

billed birds: larks, robins, nightingales

as well as by cardinals yellow hammers

and others of which the diet is partly

insectiverous, and as they are always

procurable and able to cater for them-

selves they are preferable to mealwonns

which require coddling up in winter and

feeding and caring for at all times. Then

too,black beetles are not nearly as heating

as mealworms, and may be supplied ad

libitum to the inhabiUnts of the aviary,

which is not at all the case with the lat-

ter insects, of which an over supply may

cause indigestion and other ills too nu-

merous to mention.

Blatta orientalis, as the name indicates,

is not indigenous to cold climates, and

can scarcely be said to have become ac-

climatised in them, seeing that were it

not for the artificial warmth and comfort

it finds in our kitchens, the first cold

winter would extirpate the race from our

midst, which I hope to show in the

course of this paper would be an un-

doubted misfortune for many of us who

keep soft-billed birds whether in cage or

aviary. Like the rabbits in Australia,

however, the black beetle makes the most

of the novel circumstances and surround-

ings to which it was introtluced by no

will of its own, and breeds and multiplies

amazingly; so much so, that a house is

very speedily overrun by these active

foreigners to such an extent as not un-

frequently to render it almost unin-

habitable.

Black beetles ))elong to the natural

order hemiptera, or half-winged, and are

strictly nocturnal in their habits, reposing

during the day in snug nooks behind the

kitchen range, from whence they sally

forth in their myriads when the cook

has gone to bed and her especial domain

is shrouded in darkness. Unlike most

insects, they undergo no transformation.

destroying them; but if they are intended

for use in the aviary, I need scarcely ob-

serve that the latter mode of capture is

not admissible. Perhaps, however, a

glass bottle, such as jams and pickles are

preserved in, answers the purpose as well

as the more elaborate productions to

which I have alluded. Put a little bread

and milk at the bottom, and a few bits of

stick to serve as ladders against the sides,

and there you are. The beetles tumble

in, but cannot get out again. They are

very easily killed; although inordinately

overpowers them. Either shake them

into a basin of Ijoiling water or pour the

scalding fluid upon them, and they will

die instantly without a struggle.

Birds as a rule are very fond of them,

and my blue robins bolt them whole, the

very largest blatta disappearing as if by

magic down the capacious throttle of one

of these little birds, which will swallow a

dozen of large Ijeetles consecutively and

then look round for more. Other birds

dissect the insects before engulphing

them, but all are fond of them and devour

them eagerlv. I need scarcely say that if

more of these are caught than are re-

quired for immediate consumption, they

can be readily dried on the top of the

kitchen range, powdered in a mortar and

kept for future use in an air-tight can-

ister.

The odor of these creatures does not

exactly rival attar of roses, but birds do

not seem to mind it,and black beetle flour

mixed with bread crumbs and grated car-

rot is a capital substitute for ants' eggs

in winter and much less expensive. As

the blattas attain to a very respectable

size, one is not long in collecting a pound

weight of them or two, and provided with

this amount of insect debris the avianst

will be independent of mealworms and

other costlv delicacies.

Fowls aiid ducks devour black beetles

with the utmost avidity and thrive on

them, as do hedgehogs; cats will eat

them, too, but get thin and scraggy in

consequence, and should be di-scourMfed

from partaking of an insectivorous diet.

The same remark applies to dogs, especi-

ally small pet dogs, many of which will

hunt blatta orientalis with a persistence

worthy of a better cause, or at least a

nobler game.
The thought has occurred to me ui

this connection, that if the obese human
subject was to overcome his scruples

in this direction and partake of a diet of

black beetles for a week or two, he might

possibly get rid of his infirmity without

the necessity of banting himself within

an inch of his life, as I have seen more

than one stout {lerson do. I am, how-

ever, without actual experience on this

point, and make a present of the sug-

gestion to those whom it more immedi-

ately concerns, merely remarking that if

anyone decides upon adopting it, he or

she must take care that there is no beetle

poison about—W. T. Greene, in Poultry.

The Possible Trouble and Expense

of Each Compared.

Tliis subject is as yet in its infancy

with us; in fact public interest can hardly

l)e said to have been excited; measuring

the attention paid to this fancy by that
j

which has l>een devoted to poultry. Still \

i

that there is a growing fondness for the
j

' pretty pets is evident and the conclusion
!

i

is that it will not be long before every

;

portion ofthe country which has its poul-

tr>- fanciers will also add to their local ;

exhibitions a class for rabbits. 1

I Many would be fanciers are deterred
j

! from »)ecoming so by the prevalent opin- ;

ion that rabbit keeping is a very trouble- 1

some, expensive and annoying occupa-
j

tion. Troublesome in the care bestowed 1

upon them, and in the watchfulness re-
|

quired to protect them from cats.rats and

other enemies. Expensive in the outlay
^

required to secure good stock and suit-
j

able accommodations. Annoying in the

injury to fruit trees where the animals

are allowed to run at large, and in the

mishaps attendant upon the does bur-

rowing in the earth, and nesting out of

sight and reach of the owner. All of

these objections are easily overcome, and

are, in fact, without foundation, if a

proper system of rabbit keeping is fol-

lowed.
In my boyhood days I kept the com-

mon white rabbit in pits or courts, fre-

quently accumulating upwards of fifty

together, and in later years, when the

fancy came back and led me to invest in

the newer and fancy varieties, I have

held on to the same system, although

much modified and improved by more

mature judgment and experience. In

answer to the objection ofthe trouble re-

quired, I find them no more care than

poultry; and in the rearing of young
noultrv reallv need greater attention,

kegularity in feeding at morning ana

niAt, and a change of diet,together with

close attention to cleanliness, lieing all

the care required to ensure success. If

kept in hutches or in rooms it must be

apparant that cats must be kept out,

which is certainly no diflBcult matter.

Covering the windows with wire-cloth

effectually excludes cate, and yet allows

perfect ventilation, while tinning the

floors all around the edges of the room a

width of eight inches and allowing the

tin to extend up the sides some three or

four inches, is a sure stopper to the en-

trance of the rate. I find, however, that

rate are not as destructive in this fancy

as in that of chickens or pigeons. Dur-

ing some repairs and alterations to my
rabbitry which was in an incomplete

state for upwards of a month, the rats

had free ingress to the floor of the house.

The wires of my breeding hutches were

one and one-fourth inches apart, so that

access to the young was comparatively

easy; yet although rats were swarming

through that and other buildings adjoin-

ing, and devoured any grain that was

left on the floor or remained in the feed-

ing pail, they did not touch the young

rabbits, of which I had neariy one hun-

dred in the room at that time. I would

not, however, advise anyone to run such

a risk; in my case it was unavoidable,

and I would not willingly repeat it. Pre-

vention is so easy that it would be folly

to invite disaster. I must not omit to say

that one night one of my Angora bucks,

about five months old,got out ofhis hutch,

and the next morning a large rat. was

found dead on the floor, which was evi-

dently the result of an encounter.

Next as to the expense. Fifty dollars

will not go far towards putting up a poul-

try house and run, and stocking it with

choice fowls; but the same amount will

purchase a choice pair of rabbits and

build a hutch of four apartments; one for

the bucks, three for the does and young

ones.
The comparison of the two fancies, as

to which proves the soonest remunera-

tive, is again in favor of the rabbite. In

the poultry fancy we must wait a whole

season before the result of our labor is

apparent, and before we can breed from

the progeny of the original stock; and

they are rarely less than eight months of

age when sufficiently developed to oflFer

With rabbits the progeny is salable at

two months old, and sufficiently devel-

oped for breeding purposes at five or six

months. Taking six litters a year, and
four young at a litter, which is a very

low average, and putting the progeny

into the breeding pens at six months old,

the amateur will have a stock of over one

hundred animals at the expiration of the

year; this is allowing the litters to be

equally divided in sex; half bucks and

half does.

When it is known that eight or nine

litters can lie produced in a season and
that it is not unusual for the does to

bring forth eight or ten at a litter, the

above estimate will be seen to l)e very

low. Taking eight litters as the yearly

protluction. and six as the number at

each time, and allowing the same pro-

ductiveness as above, the stock at the

[

expiration of the year would number two
hundred and thirty-two.

I
With poultry it must be an unusual

I

pair of fowls that will produce one hun-

dred eggs and a clutch of chickens in

! one season. The result of the comparison

is apparent and largely in favor of the

I

rabbite.

]
Lastly, as to the annoyance. To suc-

I
ceed in rabbit breeding the stock must
not lie allowed to run at will.

In breeding large numbers for the

market, it may be necessary to resort to

the English system of warrens, but even

in this case the ground should be en-

closed by a tight board fence, with the

ends set at least three feet deep in the

earth to prevent burrowing out. A bet-

ter plan would be to use large courts

paved with stone or cement, and that

lightly covered with earth. Bred for

fancy or with the view of sale as fancy

stock, they should be kept in the hutches

or on the floor of some vermin-proof

building divided into suitable compart-

mente. Thus cared for they can never

be an annoyance, but rather a source of

profit as well as pleasure.

And now for a word of advice to pros-

pective rabfeit fanciers. Do not com-
mence with high-priced stock. You will

have much to learn, and as with all those

who have preceded you, your best teacher

will be youi owii ci|>cri£llCC.

To begin with, procure some of the

hardier and less expensive kinds, as the

Himalayan, Angora, Dutch, or common
variety, and after finding yourself suc-

cessful with these, then launch out into

more costly and valuable specimens.

Before purchasing your stock of rab-

bits it will be well to provide a place to

keep them. For the common rabbit

pens partitioned off in some outhouse or

"court" either above ground or sunken,

are most generally in use; but for the

fancy varieties, hutches are by far the

most preferable; in fact, perfect success

can be attained under no other system of

management.
The hackneved saying which has ap-

peared in nearly every work on rabbite,

that any man can make a rabbit hutch,

is very far from true. I grant that al-

most any man can make a box in which

a rabbit may be confined, but a box and

a hutch are, in my estimation, too very

different articles.

A ver>- good substitute for a breeding

hutch may be made out of a shoe box by

partitioning off nine or ten inches of the

small end, leaving an opening in the

partition five inches wide and six or seven

inches high at the back end. The front of

this apartment should l>e tight,and hinged

independent of the door of the laree

apartment. This latter door should be

of wire or wire netting, and hinged on

top or at the side.—A. M. Halsted.

[to be CONTINimD.]

for sale.

Doe Refusing to Mate.

J. S. says: This is often a great diflfi-

culty and vexation. During the last four

months of the past year I have persis-

tently tried to breed from an exception-

ally good doe in vain, though she was

constantly making nests and flecking

herself. Having an empty loose box in

my stable (12 feet by 10) I had it littered

down with hay, and placed in it a couple

of retreats into which the doe might re-

tire if she wished. In this compartment

I placed the doe and buck, and left them

to themselves for a fortnight. They

soon became quite happy and fed to-

gether. Yesterday the doe produced a

large litter, which she is nursing satis-

factorily.
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PIGEON FLYING.

The. Fanciers* Prize.

I50 in gold. Presented by a friend to

be awarded to the bird making the be.st

average speed from 200 miles or over

between the dates of May 15 and October

I, in the season of 1890, under the I'an-

ciers' Rules, open to all subscribers to

THB FaNCIBRS' JOlIRNAIv.

The only other condition governing

this prize is that

Not more than two journeys shall l)e

made in competition by the same bird

from any one station, and a new station

shall not be within 30 miles of one pre-

viously flown from in competition.

In reply to the many inquiries we have
received concerning this prize we will

say:

I. There is no limit fixed as to the
number of birds that may be entered for

this prize, nor to the numlier of trials ex-

cepting that no one bird shall be flown
more Uian twice in competition from the
same station. That is, every journey
from 200 miles or over under the Fan-
ciers' rules through the season will be in

competition for the prize unless the same
bird is entered more than twice from one
station. There is no entry fee. The
Fanciers' rules will be given in full in

the first issue in February.

FEDERATION RACES.

The Federation of American Hom-
ing Pic.EON Fanciers.

Special Report for Fanciers' Journal.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.—At a meet-

ing of the Executive Committee of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers, held this day in this city the

special committee appointed to drafl

from 200, 300, 400 and 500 miles, handed
in their report, the substance of which is

as follows:

That the dates of liberation be as fol-

lows:

May 30 .

June 7

.

. 200 miles
I

June ig .

. 3oomilea
|
July 3 .

. 400 miles
. 500 miles

That no prizes be awarded by the Fed-
eration for these races, but that ist, 2d,

3d, 4th and 5th first-class diplomas be
awarded to the first five birds passing the
bob wires in each race, provided, how-
ever, the birds obtain a one-day record.

That the rules governing the Inter-

State races of 1889 be applicable to these
concourses with the exception that no
entrance fee shall be charged, beyond
the usual countermarking fee of five

cents per bird, and no limit shall be
placed upon the entry of any fancier.

The Special Committee also suggested
that all fanciers living in the New Eng-
land States, Canada, or anywhere in the
extreme Northern belt have the privi-

ledge of applying to the president to
have a special committee appointed to
arrange and take charge of a series of
concourses for their district, which shall
be known as the "Northern section."
This suggestion, together with the en-

tire governing the concourses of the
Central section were unamiously agreed
npon.
The executive committee then took

into consideration the claim of Messrs.
Garrabrants and George Bowemian for

special diplomas for from 400 miles,
and decided that both the members
of the Newark's Five were entitled
to special diplomas, as the revised
speed of Brooks' Ariel according to Wit-
zel's measurement in 1427 yards, while
the speed of Garrabrant's bird is

1431 9-10 yards and that of Bowerman
1429^ yards.

THE CENTRAL FEDERATION.

Special Report for Fanciers' Journal.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.—At a meeting
of fanciers of Philadelphia and vicinity

and Newark and vicinity this day in this
city the following rules governing the
special prize races of the Central Federa-
tion were adopted:

I. That an entry fee of twenty-five
cents per bird be charged for each bird

competing for the prizes in the 200 miles'
special race, and the first prize shall be of
not less value than I25.

2. That an entry fee of twenty-five
cents per bird be charged for each bird
competing for the prizes in the 300 mile
special race and the first prize shall be of
not less value than I30.

3. That an entry fee of thirty-five cents
per bird be charged for each bird com-
peting for the prizes in the 400 mile
special race and the first prize shall be of
not less value than ;^5o.

4. That an entrance fee of fifty cents
per bird l)e charged for each bird com- 1

peting for the prizes in the 500 mile
|

special race and the first prize shall be of I

not less value than $50. 1

5. That additional prizes be offered for
|

each race if the entries f)ermit. These
|

races being a continuation of the special
Inter-State races of 1H89, the cash balance
on hand shall be used in addition to the
entry fees, in making up the prizes.

6. That these races shall be flown in

connection with the concourse and under
the same conditions.

7. A. M. Wood and Geo. T. Morgan
were unanimously elected secretary and
treasurer respectively.

It will be seen from the action taken
at both meetings that although no entry
fe&is charged by the Federation, and no
prizes are put up by it for competition
in the concourses, that the fanciers of
Philadelphia and vicinity, and of New
York, Newark and vicinity have the
privilege of competing for prizes in these
races, by paying the entry fee and
flying in the special races of the Central
section.

The Philadelphia Olub.

The Philadelphia Club is again the

first to post its schedule for the flying

season of 1890. The stations accepted

are Orange, Va., Danville, Va., Salisbury,

N. C, Greers Depot, S. C. The journeys

will be for record and for the prizes

offered under the rules governing the

public record. The race from Orange.
Va., will be May 15, the earliest datein
which start can be made for the I50
open to subscribers to The Fanciers'
Journal. The members who will en-
gage birds in the season's races are the
Messrs. Charles Conway, George S. Fell,

John McFadden and Joseph Skelton.
The officers of the club are president,

John McFadden; secretary and treasury,
Charles Conwav.

The Bedford Club.

At the fourth annual meeting of the

Bedford Homing Pigeon Club the even-

ing of the i6th inst. the following ofiicers

were re-elected for 1890: President, Theo-

dore F. Read; vice-president, Carleton

W. Nason; treasurer, George B. Edwards;
secretary, Frank H. Piatt. The treasurer
reported the finances flourishing, with a
comfortable balance in the treasury; also
that there was a valuable solid silver
basket in his possession as a prize for
competition in a future series of races.

After the meeting a collation was par-
taken of and all vied in their endeavors
to demonstrate "my pigeons are the
best."

Transfers of Stock.

From the lofl of W. A. Kiggins, Eliza-

beth, N. J., to F. W. Seward, Jr., Goshen, N. Y.,
homing pigeon, Reg. 30 W. B. K. (8y).

Turkeys Are Sprinters.

Wild turkeys about Ft. Davis, Texas,

are not very "gamey," but they are great

sprinters. As for running, some of the

gobblers certainly make as much as a

mile a minute—or, at least, one thinks

so. Along Rio Pecos, where the timber

is thick and feed plentiful in the Fall of
the year, some enormous turkey roosts

are encountered, almost equal, I should

imagine, to the celebrated Sheridan's

roost, of Indian Territory. In Texas, too,

the birds seem to attain a wonderful size,

and their flavor, from feeding on berries,
beech nuts, acorns, gra.ss seed, and espe-
cially pecans, makes the wild turkey of
the Lone Star State certainly the most
delicious morsel an epicure could desire.
A general and erroneous opinion has

gained ground that the wild turkey, from
his manner of feeding, has dark flesh.

This is entirely a mistake. No whiter or
better meat was ever carved or placed on
table. In some of the frontier towns
along the Southern Pacific Railroad birds
weighing as much as twenty-five pounds
each were offered last week at $\ apiece,
with very few takers. Now, the best way
to hunt turkeys down this way is with a
small bore rifle, say a 22-calibre. A shot-
gun is hardly the thing, for the birds
hide in the tall grass and bushes, and
will not allow a man to come within
a hundred yards of them if they can
help it.

One can often see them in a roadway,
but the mere smell of a man or a dog
causes them to take to the bushes im-
mediately. Sometimes it is possible to

catch them in an open, but at the mere
suspicion of a man's presence they are
off like the wind, either taking to the
loftiest trees or hiding away in the thick
undergrowth and chaparel. If hard pres-
sed a wild turkey will run like lightning,
and trust to his legs so long as he can
keep beyond reach of his pursuer, then,
if the latter presses him to closely, he
will fly for perhaps a mile and then
settle.— Globe Democrat.

Erminettes.

IS aC. J. R. says: The erminette

genuine breed, and was originated about

twenty years ago, by crossing a pair of

handsome fowls imported from the West
Indies, with fowls having blood of the

Earl Derby game, white Leghorn and

light Brahmas, in order to produce a fowl

of handsome plumage, with yellow legs,

small combs and the weight of the
Asiatics. From year to year the same
careful management has been used, se-

lecting and mating judiciously, and from
careful breeding and improving, at last

success has crowned the effort, producing
the beautiful erminette fowl of to-day,

with snow white plumage, dotted with
bliiPish hlnrW fpatJiers tVipreliv respin.

bling the ermiue fur, whence the name is

derived. For several years I have given
special attention to introducing this

breed, and find tliey excel all other va-
rieties—having combined all the good
qualities of the best breeds, viz.—size,

beauty, yellow flesh and legs, small comb,
winter layers of large eggs, and first-class

for table or market use. They make ex-
cellent broilers, being hardy and not
aSiected by changeable weather, and they
mature early. They are of good shape,
style and size, weighing, when matured,
cocks, 8yi pounds, hens 7 pounds. As
egg producers they are very profitable,

both as to quantity and size, as I have
found them to equal any a.s winter layers.

—Fancy a judge being called upon to
award prizes with the aid of the light
from a candle, as was the case at Beni-
hain last week, says the Stock-Keeper.
And as was the case with Mr. W. J.
Stanton and the pigeon classes at the last

Interstate at Trenton.
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Art of Training Animals; illustrated ... 50
Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 25
Domestic Cat. Stables 50
Cassells' Almanac. 18H9 25

PUBLICATIONS.

Books for Fanciers.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
booka.on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burges | 3.00
Book of the Dog. Ycro Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.c»
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait 1.00

Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel .80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1.00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition.
Hammond .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 157(5 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C.S. BookVols. XltoXlII.each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

ions 1.25
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mawm.
Descriptijms and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, 6fth gen-
eration J.JO

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .60
Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
<l*te ••

PHOTOGRAPHS OF DOGS.

We wiU sendcopiesof any of the following pho-
tographs prepaid by mail on receipt of price.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Beaufort (little brother to Thunder), Count Dan,
Count Fred, Dart, Lass O'Lowrie. Leicester,
Luna May, Nora, Rosy Morn, Roderick, Ruth
Temple Bar.

IRISH SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Desmond II.

Card size, 25 cents each.
Champion Mollie Bawn, Desmond II.

GORDON SETTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Champion Koyal Duke.
ENGLISH BLOODHOl-SDS.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.
Champion Bamaby (head up). Champion

Barnaby (head down).
COLLIES.

Card size, 25 cents each.

Champion Dublin Scot, Champion Scotilla,
Champion Flurry II.

I'OINTERS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Bang, Banjo, Belle, Champion Countess Bang,
Champion Donald, Rose, Stella.

MASTIFKS.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Aniaf, Aston's Lion (brother to Governor),
Beau (2|. Beauf.jrt (2), Benedict, Bengal, Bosco
II. Cardinal. Champion Minting, Crown Prince,
Edwy, Ilford Cromwell, Jack Thyr (2), Lion (Mi.ss
Hales'), I.orna Doone, Loma Doonc II, Maxi
miliaiij Moses, Monarch (Sears'), Orlando (21,
Pontiff, Prince Charlie, Prince Regent, Rajah'
Salisbury, Satan (Russian Mastiff), Taurus'
The Lady Clare, The I.,ady Isabel, The I.ady
Rowena.

Card size, 25c. each.
Beau (when young), Countess (Mrs. Kawlin-

son's), Donna (Miss Walker's), Duchess (Curtis'),
Duchess (Hanburv's), etching of 1792; Governor
Greatheart, Ilford Baroness, King (K. Field's),
Lioncea, Maximilian, Magnus. Mischief, Nell]
dam of King (Field's), Noriiin (Kxlcy's) Orlando
(3), Orlando II, Phillis (Hanbury's) Pontiff and
Pnnce (Hanbury's) Prince Regent, giieen (Han-
bury's), Taurus, Thor, Turk, i;na (Hebron), Wolf
(Miss Aglionsby's), Wodan, Young King, Younc
King II.

'

Larger than cabinet, f i.oo each.
Albert Victor, Ashmont, Nero (the noted pup

Fy),
Bruce I, Coiichez, Moses, Lion (Lukey's)

mp. St. Bernard, Quaker (Cautley's). The heafi
of Mastiff in Van Dyke's picture uf the children
of King Charles I.

MASTIFF COMBINATIONS.
$1 each.

1. Salisbury, Lion (Aston's), Anlaf, illii.strutioii
in Bingley 1S09, Satan (Russian Mastiff).

2. Beau, Lion, (Miss Hales') Crown Prince and
Maximillian.

3. Lion (Miss Hales') different from the one
above; Monarch (Green's) and some others.

4. Ilford Baroness, Young King, etching ol
1794 and Phillis (Hanbury's).

5. Prince (Hanbury's), Nell (Field's), dam of
King, Taurus.

6. Queen (Hanbiiry'.s), Duchess (23,^s), Countess
(Miss Kawlinson's), King, Wolf (Miss Aglions-
by's), Turk.

7. Duchess (Hanbury's) and Governor.
.S. Countess (Lukey's), Governor (Lukey's),

Lion (Garnier's), Harold (Gamier's).
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OUR OLUBBINO LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' JotmNAL

named: -vinth

Regular Fanciers'
1

Price. JOORNAL.

American Angler fe~ »<;~
|

Critic :? „ ».«)
country GenOeman ^-So

'J.So

Forest and Stream 4<» ^
1

^"p^Sp'iur Monthly 3.«. 4~
FuSstrated weekly 4-~ 5.~

Budget of Wit "5 3/s

Pleasant Hours '-TS ^ =

Farmer's Review '^ '^
Godey'B Ladies' Book 2~

|
Harwr's Monthly 4.~ 5.~

Weekly *-~
=.00

Bazar 4~ »

Young People ^"'
g „-

MagazineVAiSerican History 5.00 6~
New York Ledger S-oo 4

New York Weekly. •:;•• 3-?° 5 ,<
nIw York Weekly World .00 »•«

Poultry Monthly J-^ j
Popular Science News i-~ »-^3

Prairie Farmer '^ J«
py^]|^

3'^'*'

Peninsular News and Adver-

tiser, Milfoid Del '-SO ^-75

Rural New Yorker .
a~ 3-^

Register, Marietta, Pa '50 '75

Scientific American. ....... 3°o 5
" ArchitecU' Edition . 50° ° °°

Spirit of the Times 5.~ ^~
sporting Life

J;^
3 75

Turf, Field and Farm • • 5-" °fe
Wheelman's Gazette • 5° ^•

Good Housekeeping »SO

Western Rural
J
-5° 'ig

Southern Farmer l°° ;v,
Alabama Alliance >-0° ^'^
Southern Cultivator. . •• • ;°° '„
Delaware Farm and Home. . . i.oo ^-as

Georgia Farmer 5° •

Overland Monthly ^'

Rural Workman '-5° 3-^
Babyland 50 '^
Pansy '""

. iX
Wide Awake • ' l*° 1m
Pacific Rural Press *-*° \"i
Rural Californian i-JO 3""

Century 4°o 5-50

St. Nicholas 3-00 4-50

Fonltry Sho'ws.

BAY STATE POULTRY ASSOCIATION,

rSnr^nir"\ri?^r^lS
1890. we hive the best premium list P"W«9hed^
..™.. I,!,.!. o».<} win fhp honors. Entries

do^ January iV "h. A. Jones, Secretory

Pablicatlons.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY I

Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and

game bantams. All progressive
'".""'"^f'?^'*'

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number,

10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, P». SO

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American C"'"!"*?"""' ?"fg

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any PaP«5 »°

America devoted exclusively to high<lass, fancy

I

a^ homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

Various.

-TkEDIGRBBS carefully revised to in»»«* «rr-

P^rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
-*-

at modeiate prices. The Fancners' PubUsh-

ing Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

T-»EDIGREE Blanks for four generations atw
M cents per dozen, or 75 cenU per 100. Bx-

1 tendec
! cents

Fanciei., -

Philadelphia, Pa.

Homios PUreons.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display
''Jffr'ff

«.''^'

Mil headingfor i cenUper wordfor each insetlwH.

ColUes.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display
'"f'T'^lf, »J^

this headingfor t centsper wordfor each insertion.

CHIEFTAIN, black cock. 811 miles; Dan Wil-

liams, black cock; limmy C, red checker;

DouKlass,red checker; Munal, blue checker

hen; MiM Williams, blue checker hen;

Spark, red checker hen; Michealson, blue

checker hen; Lottie, blue checker hen;

black Bess, blue checker hen, all over wo
miles, and many others as good as the

above; youngsters for sale, 1890. J. A.

Stovell,:io So. Broad St., PhiladelphU, Pa.

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

' homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a

matter ofcorrespondence. In the breeding

lofl are; Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black

Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500

miles. All stock first-class.

BrahnuM.

-r^OR SALE-A few trios of choice "?" B™"^
• - Darlington, Fifty-third ""f

mas. Jesse G. »^» b— ; - -„ '

Media Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and

puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE.—A fine collie dog, twenty months

old. Am boarding and cannot keep him.

Price $25. Addrels J. C. Marshal
.
Broad

lueet Station, P. R. R., PhiladeJphui.Pa^

iireat Danes
.

F'
RSALE—Three pups three months old by

MarcS^NadU; iJotfi imported. For par-

ticulars address John E. Brown, Swarth-

more , Delaware County , Pa 4o_

t
TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks.

William H. Child, Glenside, Pa.

and

Address

Pouters.

MMtUh.

Publications.

TRY ITFOR ONE YEAR,

'^ limes
FOR

50 c.

Is (rne only of the

I
an Miutrstcd monthly man
astne devoted 10 the grand

est. healthiest, tnoit maoly

sport In the world.—cycllnt.

S£i".?y ito??« a^S m«. «.Mng to all. ^'^•5' "'

&.r:'irrd'y'ii'nsnnd^.srrs:^i
'niplrer of • love of oatare.

To convince you that our paper usil "'l^'*'"
forltlnever7partlcul«rlf >ou will fiend your n^^f
.nd address wS will wnd you a •*"»'J''^"i^fi%'^

will. It will ooslyouoaly 00 o«»«»t»»

Cheap Enough, Isn't If

UBEB4L COMBIMtiOllS TO CLCB BAISBB«.

Address the Pubjiilier —

BEN L DARROW,
iiwr»i>k.MAF»oi-i«. iiwo.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advanw):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communicatlona
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 impf"
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, B. C,
England.

FR SALE.-A litter of English mastifl pup-

pies, vvhelped May 5. 18&,, 5 bitches and 1

Sog bv Cfcment (Amencan Kennel Reg-

ister No. 6302) out of Ashmont Cleopatra

American Kennel Register No. 5893); al»o

I dog and I bitch, by Clement out of Ash-

mont Cleopatra, whelped Sept<:n'»?"
J"";

1888; also 3 bitches and •,. dog. by Clement

out of Nell (American Kennel Oub Reg-

ister No. 3647), whelped June 18 1888.

These dogs will be solcffor one third their

value, as I intend to close out my kennels

immediately. Clement took second pnxe

at PhiladelphU, 1888, first pn« a^

Philadelphia, 1885. besides winning a

number of first and second priMS m Eng-

land. Ashmont Cleopatra and Nell also

have won prizes in this country. For fur-

ther particulars, full pedigrees, pn«s, 'tc-

address Langhome Kennels, Unghorne,

Pa.

Pointers.

-TlOINTER DOG VOUNG BET^helped^June

and promising. Sired by Champion Beau-

fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill

Kennels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885. by

Pelhalls Jimmy o"t . of Imported LucUle.

rolor liver-and-white ticked She « « ««"-
weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.

She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly

field^^°okeii Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box

1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEVERAL high-class pointer bitch" at reason-

able prices J. H . Winslow, 608 Chestnut

St., PhUadelphia, Pa.

Pugs.

COOllllUB.

R SALE.-White Cochins. Cockerels

pairs or trios, at reasonable prices, fcggs

Fn season, $2 per 13. Circular giving scores

ind winningrfree. H. F. Dniry. Gales]

burg. IlL
• ^^

ElCgB for Hatdilns.

OWARD BEANS, 1222 Asquith Street, Balti-

i^Ve Md.', breeder of black Leghorns

(Lord Baltimore strain) as bred by I."l«n*

^Vood, of Baltimore, Md. Great layers

Eggs in season, »i. 50 per 13 Fair, honest

dealings with all. 'j\ *<

~~
Exohanse.

ANT GOOD silver bearde<l Polish males

and females; black Sumatra, Japanese and

Mack game bantam females, llave eleven

varieties to exchange. Write for wants.

All are good. Jesse Reifsnider, Frederick,

Md.

Games.

HENRY IJV^NCASTER,75o Pennsylvania Ave.,

Baltimore, Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,

one red cock Becker stock, one yellow

cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-

father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75. and its father to Mr. Kemer, of

Louisville, for $50. 53

AM FULLY PREPARED TO FURNISH
pouters fit to show or cross in with anyone's
strain. Buyers are guaranteed fair and
honest dealings. Description of th e birds

complete and free Irom misrepresentation.

If found inaccurate and unsatisfactory

return them within a week and I will re-

fund the money less express charges. $15

and upwards per pair. A. A. Heroux,
Lawrence, Mass.

Rollers.

-r^NGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
P Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly
"^ of Birmingham, Eng. 48

B
I ACK HACKLE and black breasted red

'•game c<2k» and cockerels for sale, having

So room for them. John Donnelly. Doyles-

town, Pa.

Gteme and Game Bantams.

Swallows.

GA. PICK. 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
* colors, with and without white bars, plain

snip and full head. He is a true fancier,

keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.

Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

FINE BITCH PUPS, some nearly old enough

'for breaking. Granddaughters of Champ-
ion Dude and granddaughters of Othello.

Prices low. Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster,

Sass. 43-45-47-49

-r HAVE the champion games and game ban-
T " .^.r. 5r "l—C;..., Z^A will not compete
•* d'uring"'.8^~xci~pt at the New York show

I hfl« foTsale a grand lot of birds high

stationed long necked and slim heads, that

^n w".rpri«el. Black re<l, pile, brown red

and yellow duckwing games from $10 each^

Same varieties in banUms from $5 per

pair. Many birds sold this season have won

with scores from 94 to 97,p?>nt8^o eggs

for sale; only way to get this blood is pur^

chasing birds. Stamp tor circular. John

B. Gill, Franklin, Pa. 4^_

Various.

K^"
LECTROTYPES of any variety of l*,"^!* sup-

plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

Fng Co 32 Siuth Third St., Philadelphia.

Various.

A'
LL KINDS ot birds and animalB.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

WUaihi'i
96

Setters.

F~
^"r sale—The following Irish setters:

LEIGH DOANE HI (5839).. Champion
Bruce-Leigh Doane II. winner of 3d

Phlladelphfa Kennel Club Field Trial

Derby 1^7; BETSY LEIGH K824), sister

to atc^ve. Both the above are litter sisters

to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully

trained. STRATFORD I (Champion 1 im-
Lady Flora), whelped lanuary ifM9. »<>*

h, trainer's han'dT fn North Carolina.

MARK TAPLEY (Champion Blarney—

^igh Doane III), whelpe/ July IQ .^.
For particulars address 80x91, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

St. Bernards.

PRINTING estimates given forprculars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, pnce lists, sched-

fles labels lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-

phia. Pa.

^-^nn-rru rHKEPERS and Pekin bantams.

S Siumft^l^ J. E Diehl. Beveriy. N. J.

WM. P. PERKINS Danvers. Mass., 'Wyan-

dottes, banuras. ducks, geese. Catologue.

stamp. *l_

Wyandottes.

GO^DON'SSILVERWYANDOTTE&-^how«l
20 birds at Waltham. average score 91

poin("won high honors at Boston Provi-

dence and Ayer in past years. Kggs »3

9-47 ^?"tt"ng. V H. Goaon.Waltham. Mass.

D

I

J.

Address B.PUPPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles.

H. Moore. Melrose, Mass.

Terriers. ^

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda

Jim and Roslyn.fiennisare offered for sale

at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-

nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display
'"^'.'^""^J'

this heading/or 2 cenUper wordfor each insertion.

Barbs.

(i

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

Varlons.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and

shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

«rnts. Fanciers' Publishing Company. 3a

South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street."^
'iy Barbs of all colors from

ihe loas ol M. Hedley England. The

champion barbs of AmeriM^ "
D New York City

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
specially-prepared sharp grit. Size for

fowls, and size for young chicks. Bushel,

$1. John Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa. 47

R. J. E. FITCH, New Orleans, La., breeder

of fantail goldfish; fantail, jacobin and barb

pigeons and brown Leghorns. s-48

HG. SCHELDEN, Allentown, Pa., will sell

his entire collection of German toys and
•high class pigeons to close them out, at

bottom prices. Write me before purchas-

ing elsewhere. 47

N ORDER to reduce my loft I will sell 20 pairs

of young Antwerps, bred from record birds

at I2 00 per pair; also some 500-mile birds

at low prices, lames Slovell, 10 South

Broad Street, Philadelphia.

B FRANZ. 1921 Fairraouut Avenue, Balti-

more, Md.. breeder ol carriers, jacobinf.

swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only

the best stock kept. A few birds of each

variety for sale. 5"

LEG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. Seam-

less (for youngsters), every one registered,

' 2Wc Oocn bands, for old birds, ic each.

S?nd for sample. Mrs. E. 8. SUrr, Box

295, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lisU, sched-

ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

"uhing Co!, 32*si)Uth Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

RC TATE, Milwaukee, Wis., has for sale

the following fancy pigeons, principally
• from last season's breeding. Fantails,

black blue, yellow, while and saddled

Turbi'ts, pure white and solid blue with

black bars. Jacobins, white and strawberry

mottled. Tumblers and rollers in all colot

s

short and long faced, with and without

boots. Also, inside or ground tumblers.

Write for what von want; prices reasonable.

Will sell to deafers 100 or more of above at

very low prices to make room. 5°

Dogs.

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
KABB1TJ4, C'AGE-B11U).S, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-

per of its class. American breeders will find the
test English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 98.15,
Office; 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

BOBTAIL Sheep
Aoolv to W. WaHe or

The perfect farm dog.

r Charles Rosser, Hul-
Apply to
ton, Pa.

F LEWIS, Merion, Montgomery County.

Pa handier of dogs. A specialty made oJ

conditioning dogs for bench shows.

Kennels near Elm Station.

ET WCTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons

.vmnlied at low prices The Fanciers' Pub-

?"s^?ng Co, 3^ South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

P SMITH, 237 South Eighth St., Philadel-

phia Pa will take a few high-class dogs to

foard and condition. The best of reference

from prominent fanciers.

B.

F.

Brooders.

OTeNTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and

cheapest. Send for circularg.vingpr.ee

description and testimonials. Address

Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 4»

Artists and Engravers.

Carriers.

D.
F NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street.

New York Citv. Black, dun and white car-

riers of the highest quality. Pnces from

^o per piece up. "

FantallB.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, 1 W Payette Street.

Baltimore. Md., breeder and fancier of fan-

tails only All ^lorti. Has for sale a few

?hoicS white fans. Will sell low to make

room for the winter. 4«>

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs^ dogs The Finciers' PublisTfiing Co., 52

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards.

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Pnce Lists, Sched

ules labels Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

Hshing Co : 3J Siuth Third St., Philadel-

phia.

1 EG BANDS FOR PIGEONS, sfaml^. ^^
L** youngsters), every one registered, ^c

6pen^ands, for "W birds^ ic Mch Send

for sample. E. S. Starr, box 295, Philadel-

.

phia, Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
|.ns who are acknowledged to be the

best animal photographers "VA"'5."",
whereby we are able to make »PfctaItcrms

for our subscribers who want photographs

of °hrir d^. The Fancier.^ Pubflshing

Co Jriu^Thlrd St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
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WANAMAKER'S.

Of course Wauamaker has
Horse Goods and Dog Fixings
and all that.

Picked just as sporting

goods are picked—the best

from everywhere; sold just as

every thing in the store is sold

—at a slight advance on bed-

rock wholesale cost,

John Wanamaker.

JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

WITHOUT A SINllLK EXCEPTION

£dw.|(^^Xryon,Jr.,^Qo
10 AMD 12 HORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIM.

Agents for Keystone Machine Made Guns,!
The Best Ever Offered to the Pubiic far the Money. Everv Part Interchangeable. Also

'

Mer, CoH Remiiton, Mer, Smi, Wiriester, Itea.
|

the largest store in amecica

BUFFALO STRAIN

.9r
^** /

./ .^T» WINNERSf^
i^ y AT ALL

/ <^y LEADING SHOWS

Bird* for Sale.

Long Distance

r -Homing Pigeons

Having' oiirchB««d the entire loft of Geome
8. "I'ell, of this city, I wtU dispose oJ

• portion of those of same stock as
those I wish to retain. I have also for

sale a few birds from my own stock to

make room for these new-comers.
Address

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best^Place^to Buy

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

GOLDFINCHES.
TALKING PARROTS
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BOOS FOR HATCHING.
SEJVD FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE.
J19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St.,PhilMlelphU.

A FINE LINK OH

Dog Collars and Furnishings.
Spratts and Cheltenham Dog Biscuit.

Glover's Dog Medicines.

EVERY DESCRIPTION Of GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC GOODS.

FANTAIL PIGEONS: SCTOENGUSHanil milLESS WHITES.

No Other Color Bred. The Finest Stud of Fans in the Entire West or South. No Sec-

ond-class Birds. Prices from $2.50 to $35 per Pair. Bred for Thirty Years.

FRANK M. GILBERT, Evansville, Ind.

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BRBBDBR OP

MH-CUSSmilBlTS,
(oil colors).

Although I have not shown any for two'years

myself my birds previously took ist and 2d in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won
more prizes than all other stocks combined,which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THBM TO OTHERS. SUmp for reply.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

SmWBRME k CLOHER

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHILADEJuPlIlA, PA.

THEO. R GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

id Pamir. 12 Pages. Oiii! DoDar Per Year.

THE WEEKLY CAPITAL,
XOPEKA, KANSAS.

Racbham's Distemper Cure-
The leading English remedy a certain cure
for distemper, 3sc., 7sc. and $1.50.

RA CKHAM KA TALEPRA ,

sure cure for red mange and all skin dis-

eases, 3SC. and 75c. Hundreds of testimo-
nials. iUddresa

A. R. CROWEU,
Namquoit Kennels, Mattapan, Mass.

Sole American Agent.

The Weeklv Capital in its nth year. 12 pages, is a strong, independent, able Republican paper,
gives rcport.s of state conventions, weekly state news, full political discussions, and speaks with no
uncertain sound upon the great issues of the day. It has been the uncompromising advocate of
prohibition. A Kansas paper giving an immense amount of information about Kansas, her crops,
lands, politics, railroads schools churches and her people. SAMPLE COPY FREK. Sent one year
to any address in United States for ONE DOLLAR. Address Wf.kklv Capital, Topeka, Kansas.

My homers are tested as record birds and asi

parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 95

A GREAT CHANCE.
Giving up the fancy owing to pressing business engagements and ofler the whole of my stock

without reserve.
In black red games I offer the Birmingham (Eng.) champion male of 18S7 and i8«S. Hens, sis-

ters to Beaton's Cup pullet of 1X88. Several cockerels and pullets bred from red pile game winneis
at Palace and at Buffalo and Detroit, also parents to winners at St. Catharines, scoring as high as
97 '» points. Brown red games, winners at Buffalo and Detroit. Yellow duckwings, winners at
Palace and Birmingham iKug ) and at Buffalo and Detroit. Young stock from above, some won at
Detroit.

Black red game bantams; red pile game bantams, including my winners at Buffalo and Detroit.
Yellow dtickwing game bantams, all must go before March to, and' will accept best offers made be-
fore that date. An early application will ensure good selection. My New York entries are offered
and are choice. JOHN E. OILL, Franklin, Pa.

PIGS.
Cheaters. Berkshires, Polands. Pox
Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Settcrs.W.GIB-

BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for dr.

GAMS BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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IVAME-

ADDRES8~

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

LigM Brahias, Plymontli Rocks and

Wyaniottes.

COLUMBUS, O.
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WINNERS OF THR INQUIRER PRIZE AND HOLDING THE AMERICAN RECORD FOR SPEED. OWNED BY MR. JOHN

BLOOD, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
NATATORIUM HALL, BALTIMORE, MD.

MARCH 18. 19, 20 AND 21, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE ON TUESDAY, MARCH 4.

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, Etc., APPI.Y TO

\V. STEWART DIKFENDERFFER Sec'y.,
S80 NORTH CHARLES STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

MASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB
SECOND ANNUAL BENCH SHOW.

BATTERY D, CHICAGO.
MARCH 4, 5, 6 AND 7, 1890.

ENTRIES. CLOSE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17. PREMIUM LIST NOW READY.
Address GEO. H. HILL, SUPT.,

Room 63, 175 Dearborn St., Chicago.

FOOD FOR POULTRY, Etc. FOOD FOR POULTRY, Etc.

GORDON'S FOOD FOR
HORSES, CATTLE, POULTRY and DOGS.

This food being; composed of roots, seeds and herbs produces an effect
similar to grass on a sUU fed animal. It also expels grub worms etc
and IS a perfect digestor. It mcreases both the quantity and quality of
milk when fed to dairy cows. Put up in ij>4, 25, 50 and 100 pound sacks.

GORDON'S POULTRY FOOD.
An entirely different compound from the horse and cattle food, is rich

and nutritious and contains no mineral poison, is a great egg producer
and a sure cure for cholera, roup and gapes. We guarantee it strictly
pure. Put up in 5 pound packages at 60 cts.; smaller packages 2s cts
Send for testimonials. QO RDON FOOO CO .

. Coatesville, Pa.
JON. L.. RIDAY, General Manager..

'. Sy ALL LEADiit'G FEED AND OENiiKAL. ^JUJit.^.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at the QEAGLE IN THE STUD

following rates: One inch, single insertion, $i,so;
\ D '

tl^^for the month; Sis Jor three months: Mfor
nx months, and tso/or the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prize win-
ner KEEPER

Out of I,ady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

TONY WELLER,
(A. K. 8. B. 541 1)

^y ^^?—^y- This dog in addition to being
up to hi^h class show form is a wonderful per-
former in the field. He sired the winning bitch
puppy at the tast PhiUdelphia show. Pee Jio

IRISH SETTER IN THE STUD,

KINGSCRAFT
(Champion Desmond II—Luray 111), one of the

I
best sons of Champion Desmond II will be
allowed a limited number of approved bitches
For terms, etc., address

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Box 91, Philadelphia, Pa.

JRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Rough-coated Collies

Pee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (10)
bitches $35
After which his fee will be - - $60

Champion Dublin Scot, sire
of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America - $35

Charieroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above dogs out of first<lass bitches
•ISO a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish
terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
74 PbiladelphU, Pa.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—LurayWinner of. ist prizes Philadelphia, New York'

etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St Paul'
Toledo, etc. '

PBE, $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

'pHB WELL-KNOWN COLLIE.

NULLAMORE,
full brother to the celebrated Dublin Scot, will
be placed in the stud to serve a few approved
Dttcnes '

AT I15 EACH.
For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,
85 Box 15, Merion P. O., Pa,

5
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.
By Swenn^er's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record
First at Philadelphia Kennel Clubs Derby 1888

o."J
In Philadelphia Kennel Club's All-aged

i^l^^'wJ???' i"*^"*
'" Members' Stake and winner

of the Philadelphia Items |ioo special.
For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDEWAY,
43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

IN THE STUD.

SETTERS & POINTERS

MISCELLANEOUS.

DESMOND II

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derbv at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first. Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $50.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Out., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Hce, $50.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, I35.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte 11. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in F.ngland
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at I/>ndou, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, %2%.

FRANK J. M.
A grandson of Sensation by Frank—Florence.
Fine field and stud dog[. Is the sire of large
litters of promising puppies. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled \r\ (rr^ n^rmr-*-

Extended pedigrees ana stud cards on applica-
tion.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHODELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES. PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's CeleWeil Dog Gates
^=^=--

Gloyer's Imperial Dog Reiueilies

^THE

SPORTSMEN'S

THE ITEM K'ENNELS,

Care Chas. Pharo.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

JRI8H TERRIER IN THE STUD.

SHAMROCK,
BY GARRYOWF.N KX SHEILA. KKE, flO.

Address

L A. RICE,
49 Hotel Lafoyette, Philadelphia, Pa.

poINTER IN THE STUD,

BANG.
Winner of four firsts and numerous other

prizes. Fee, $25.

ENGLISH SETTER FIELD TRIAL WINNER,

BOB H.
By Count Noble out of Belle Boyd. She by Glad-
stone. Winner of third Eastern Field Trials
1888, beating such noted dogs as Joey B. Cassio'
Toledo Blade, Roger and others, the last named
all winners in the field this year. Bob H is a
field dog of high merit. Fee $ao.

J. H. WINSLOW,
74 P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

^^•Beware ofwortMess imitations, same shape,
and see that each cake is stampeti:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, CerUin death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINC; •
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from
8PBATT8 PATKNT (America), LIMTT'D,

»39-a45 East 5«h St., New York City.

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tacl<Ie of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, FISH AND REPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.
PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 20e SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

4r
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgreon,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 43

B. F. LBWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare for the N.
Y. show.

ELM STATION, MONTGOMERY CO.. PA.
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April 1-4.—Now KnijUinci Kennel Club, Boston,
Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-iS.—Buffalo Kennel Club, Bufliilo, N.

V. A W. Smith, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field Trials.

Feb. II,—Texas Field Trials Club, at Marshall,
Tex. W. L. Thomas, .secretary.

Poultry ami Pljfeon Shows.

t

Jan. 29-Feb. 4.—Huntington, Iiid. Northern
Indiana Poultry .A.ssociatiou. Benjamin F.Biliter,

secretary.
Feb. 4-7.—St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota Slate

Poultry Association. Professor N. E. Beardsley,
St. Paul. Minn.
Feb. 4-8.—Lincoln, Neb. Nebraska State

Poultry Association. J. R. Megahan, secret,. r>-.

Feb. 10-13.—Independence, la. Buchanan
County Poultry, etc.. Association. Iv L. Currier,

secretary.
Feb. '10-15.—Boston. Mass. Massachusetts

Poultry As.sociation. W. F. Bacon, secretary,

Cainbridgeport.
Feb. 11-14.—Battle Creek. Mich. Calhoun

County Poultry, etc.. Association. M. C. Heflrou,
secretary.
Feb. 19-25.—New York City. New York Poul-

try, etc.. Association. T. Farrar Rackham, sec-

retary. East Orange, N. J.

New York Office—50 Broadway.
Percy C. Ohl, Manager.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., FEBRUARY I, 1890.

Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

Club Meetlu|?s.

St. Bernard Club of America, annual meeting,
7 P. M., February 11, at Westminster Kennel
Club show. New York. Lorenzo Daniels, secre-

tary. New York.
Eastern Field Trials Club, annual meeting,

February 11, at American Institute Building, New
York. W. A. Cos er, secretary, Saratoga Springs.
New York.
The Collie Club of America, annual meeting. 3

P. M.. F'ebruary 12, at American Institute Fair
Building, New York. J. I). Shotwell, .sccrttar>-.

Railway, N. J.
American Spaniel Club, annual meeting. 4 P.

M., February 12, at Westminster Kennel Clubs
show. New York. A. Clinton Wilraerding, sec-

retary. New York.
American Gordon Seller Club meeling.S P. M.,

February 12. at Westminster Kennel Chili's show.
New York. I. T. Norris, secretary, Baltimore,
Md.
American Kennel Club, annual meeting, 1 P.

M., February 13, at A. K. C. office, 44 Broadway,
New York. A. P. Vredenburgh, secretary. New
York.

Our Illustrations.

The following illustrations have appealed in

The Fanciers' Journal. Copies for sale, five

cents each:

No. 19. Mastiff, Champion Minting.
No. 23. Pug, Champion Dude.
No. 24. Tno of Buff Cochins.
No. 25. The Public Ledger Cup Winners,

,

(Homing Pigeons.)
The Archangel.

No. 26. St. Bernard, Ben Lomond.
No. 27, Irish Setter, Desmond II,

No. 28. Dutch Rabbits.
No. 29. Collie, Champion Scotilla.

Guinea Pigs.
No. 30. The Ancient and Modem Game Fowl.

Pug, Punko.
Belgian Canary.

No. 31. Beagle, Tony Weller,
Pug. Champion George.

No. 32, German Hare Rabbit,
Pug, Champion Bessie.
Poultry House at Carlisle Show.
Belgian Hare Rabbit,

No. 33. Red Barb Pigeon.
Pug, Kash.
Jacobin Pigeon.
Ferret.

No. 34. Trio of Houdans.
Pug, Dolly.
Patagonian Hen.

No. 35. St. Bernard, Sir Bedivere.
Pug. Max.
Blue Dragon Cock.

No. 36. The Wild Turkey.
Pug, Champion Joe.
Zebra Fincn.

No. 37. Bloodhound, Champion Cromwell.
Mr. Heroux's Pouter Loft.

No. 38. Aylesbury Ducks.
Pug, Othello.

No. E9. A Pair of Carrier Pigeons.
Pug, Peggie II.

No. 40. Blue Turbit Cock.
No. 41. Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trials,

1889.
Pug Sovereign.

No. 42. Russian Wolf-hound Elsie.
Pug Bo-Peep.
The Angora Rabbit.

No. 43. Pair White Cochins.
Pug Royal Duke.

No. 44. English Setter Clipper W.
Pug Dude.

No. 45. Pair of I.angBhan Hens.
Pug, Champion Little Countess,

FIXTURES.

Dog 8huw8.
Jan. 27-Feb. I.—Colorado Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
•^'b. 1 1-14.—Westminster Kennel Club, New
M ? y- Ja'"c» Mortimer, superintendent.

^M""^" 4-7 —Mn.scoulah Kennel Club, Chicago,

w J- I- Lincoln, Sr., secretary.
March 11-14—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary.
March 18-21.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti-

more, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderfer, secretary.
March 25-28—Massachusetts Kennel Club,

"I Lynn, Mass. D. A, Williams, secretary,
Apnl 1-4 —New England Kennel Club, at

Botton, Mass. J, w, Newman, secreUry.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece for this week is the

portraits of the birds Eagie Bell auu rick-

wick, owned by Mr. John Blood, of this

city, the winners of the Inquirer prize,

and holding the record for the best aver-

age speed ti an American loft. This

speed was made in the journey from Con-

cord, N. C, June 15, 1.S.S9. The start was

at 5.21 .\. M. The time at home, 1.52 P.

M. The distance, 428.8 miles. The aver-

age speed, 1476 yards per minute. The

best previous speed to an American loft

was 1464 yards per minute, made in 1883.

Four other birds, two owned by Mr. John

biggie and two by Mr. James Work, in

this race made speed which would have

beaten the record if the Blood birds had

not beaten them. These speeds were:

Diggle, two in loft at i.52>4 P. M., speed

1474 yards; Work, one at 1.53 P. M.,

speed 1472 yards, one at 1.54 P. M., speed

1469 yards.

Counting siieed and distance the iour-

ney was one of which American pigeon

flyers are proud.

has commenced the formation of an

Knglish setter club, and he has already

heard from several who wish to join the

club. '

* *

Mr. E. W. Clark, Jr., Philadelphia, has
;

purchased of Mr. D. H. Moore, Athens,

I
O., the black, white and tan English set-

ter Rod Gem by Roderigo ex Gem. Rod
' tVem was broken by W. W. Titus and did

some good work in the Indiana field trials

of 1888. He is a full-blood brother to

Gath's Mark and Gath's Hope.

* *

President Ramon E. Wilson, of the

I

Pacific Kennel Club, has appointed

Messrs. William Schreiber, Thomas J.

(VKeeffe, Clarence A. Haight and H. H.

Briggs a committee to confer with a com-

mittee from the California Kennel Club

for the purpose of devising some plan to

amalgamate the clubs.

« «

The Mascoutah Kennel Club's premium

list is now out. There are one hundred

and forty-eight classes provided for, with

champion classes for each sex in the

important breeds with prizes of |2o and

$\o, and I20, ;fio, $S and medal in the

opeti classes. In some of the less im-

portant breeds the challenge prizes are

)|;io and $5 with |io, $s and medal in the

open classes, In addition to the regular

prizes a large number of specials are

offered. Kennels of four, of mastiflfe, St.

Bernards, Great Danes, deerhounds, grey-

hounds, pointers, English setters, Irish

setters, Crordon setters, foxhounds (pack

of twelve), collies and fox terriers will

each receive $25. Other valuable specials

are offered for the best specimens of
irinA

»
*

The premium list of the Mascoutah

Kennel Club will aggregate a large sum,

the challenge cups and special premiums

offered amounting to J250 for mastiffs

alone; rough-coated St. Bernards, |i6o;

Great Danes, |i6o. The total amount of

special prizes offered in cash is |ioio, and

the regular prizes ^2040. An unusually

large numlier of valuable medals are also

offered.
*

THE KENNEL.

OURRENT REPORTS,

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The .S/>anish SlitJenl.

Mr. and Mrs. Travis Cochran have pre-

sented to Francis S. Brown the English

setter bitch Nora, Count Noble ex Lit,

the property of their son, the late I.

Norris Cochran. Nora is well known
throughout the country as a field dog of

great merit and as a field trial winner.

She was a favorite of Mr. Cochran and

will be of her new owner, who will no

doubt run her in the fiehl trials this year.

Mr. Brown specially appreciates this gift,

coming as it does under such sad cir-

cumstances.
»

« »

Major Taylor, the well-known judge

and general manager of the American

Shooting Association of the United States,

The Dayton, O., Kennel CVub has a to-

tal membership of 265, paying in yearly

I25 as dues. Its buildings are modeled

after the English pattern. Club members

are entitled to boarding their dogs free.

«
* •

F. L. Woodbridge, of Newark, O., has

a St. Bernard bitch puppy, Femwood
Jewel, whelped May 21, 1889, out of im-

ported Ursula III, by Knight, that at

eight months of age weighed 1 10 pounds,

stood 29 inches high at the shoulder,

measured 23 inches in skull, 36 inches

around the waist, and from tip of nose to

tail measured 66 inches.
•r

« •

Mr. John Bolus, of Wooster, C)., is agi-

tating an Ohio field trial of pointers and

setters, and feels convinced that, with a

little energy on the part of those inter-

ested, Ohio can make it a go. Akron,

O., sportsmen have a preserve of several

thousand acres of ground, upon which

the trials could be run. He suggests a

derby and a free-for-all, entries to pay

the purses, with added money of say |ioo

to winner of first in each stake.
«

* »

A meeting was held at Kansas City a

few days ago to reorganize the Kansas

City Kennel Club, e.stablish a stock com-

pany and prepare for a l)ench show to be

held shortlv.

* »

The premium list of the Buffalo Kennel

Club's dog show, to be held in April, is

about completed. One hundred and six

classes have been provided with Jio for

first prize and |,5 for second prize. The
St. Bernard Club has offered four medals

to be competed for at this show, and the

American Spaniel Club has donated $2$

for special prizes. Messrs. Charles H.

Mason and John Davidson are to judge.

John F. Campbell,of Montreal,has lately

made several purchases of black-and-

tan terriers. Among them may be men-

tioned a young dog by Buffalo General

ex Meersbrook (iirl (litter brother of

Buffalo Girl); Kaiser, by Punch ex Young
Luce, and Meersbrook Girl, by Punch ex

Meersbrook Jessy.

• *

The Cleveland Bench Show Association

contemplates holding a l)ench show of

dogs this year. The last show held by

the association, some three years ago,

was very successful in the number and

quality of the exhibits, and there is

every reason to believe that one equally

as good can be given this year.

• «

The judges for the Mascoutah Kennel

Club's show are as follows: Gustav Lang,

Stuttgart. Germany, Great Danes; Au-

gtist Belmont, Jr., New York, fox terriers;

J. A. Long, vSt. Louis, Mo., collies; J. H.

Winslow, Philadelphia, Pa., pointers;

John Davidson, Monroe, Mich., setters,

beagles, dachshundes, foxhounds, deer-

hounds and greyhounds; J. Mortimer, all

remaining classes.
*

*.

Mr. Watson Ely has purchased the

Quaker City Kennels from Mr. R. Cris-

sey.
*

» *

Secretary W; E. Little, of the Duquesne

Kennel Club, states his organization will

give no l>ench show this year.

*

The transfer of dog property has been

quite lively this week. The following

sales have been reported to us: A. W.

Smith has sold the black-and-tan terrier

Buffalo Girl to T. P. Hebblewhite, of Buf-

falo, N. Y. J. E. Dager has sold English

setter pups by Cincinnatusex Lady G. to

Dr. O. J. Carter, Mr. G. W. Thomas and

Mr. J. R. Monroe, all of Toledo, O., and

F. L.Sanford, Washington, D. C. Messrs.

McEwen and Gibson a collie dog each to

J. L. Symington, Samia, Ont., and Mr. S.

M. Peck, Tuscaloosa, Ala. Mr. Charles

D. Bemheimer has purchased the cham-

pion fox terrier bitch Di by Raby Tyrant

ex Richmond Olive.

*
« •

Messrs. Dear & Co., of England, are

negotiating with Mr. Percy C. Ohl as to

representing them in this country. This

firm manufacture dog biscuit, hound

meal and medicines. They also bench

dog and poultry shows.

«
• *

A dog dealer recently received an

order for an ocean greyhound. Can any of

The Fancikrs" Journal readers give us

information of this new breed ?

* *

Another inquiry was as to what class

a dog should be entered, that was bred

between a shepherd and a St. Bernard

with lueh feet and spurs on its hind legs.

«

The MascouUh Kennel Clnb, of Chi-

cago.offers the owners of German mastiflBa

or Great Danes the following prizes as

an inducement for a large exhibit of this

/
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breed at the clog show to be given under

its auspices March 4 to 7: Challenge,

dogs, jt2o and fio; bitches the same;

open, dogs, Jliuand $5; bitches the same;

dogs under 18 months, |io, jfs and
medal; bitches the same. In addition to

the regular prizes the club offers a special

of I25 for the best kennel of four. The
Great Dane Club of America also offers:

For the l>est Great Dane dog, $25; bitch

the same; American-bred dog, |2o; bitch

the same; dog puppy, ;f 10; bitch the same.

Also, for the best dog owned by a member
of the Great Dane Club an oil painting of

the dog. They will be judged according

to the rules of the club by Mr. Gustave

Lang, of Stuttgart, Germany, who has

been specially engaged by the Mascoutah

Kennel Club to judge this class. He is

considered to be the best authority on
the breed, and every owner of these dogs

should avail himself of this opportunity

to have his dog judged by him.

%
Is it not probable that the Bunjara

dog, referred to in another column, is

the wild dog or dhole (Cams dhola) that

is found in the jungles of India ? In a

wild state the dhole hunts in packs, and
when they have once struck the trail of

an animal, they follow the poor beast

until it is overtaken, killed and eaten,

even though the chase continues for

days. These wild dogs have been half

domesticated and trained to hunt by the

natives.

«

An apparently nameless variety of

wild dog of India is thus described from
a captured specimen: "It was black and
white, as hairy as a Skye terrier, and as

large as a medium-sized spaniel. It had

the ground, into which it crawled back-

wards remaining there all day with only

ita nose and ferrety eyes visible." The
Indian pariah about which we frequently

read is merely a half-starved mongrel
run wild.

»
* »

From the Fanciers' Gazette we learn

of the eccentricities and intricacies of

expert English judging. Mr. J. Whyte
writes the Gazette: "At Dunfermline,

on January 1 , in the class for white Eng-
lish terriers, Queen of the Meadow was
placed first, Juliet II, second, and I^eeds

Elect third, and two days after, at Dun-
fries, the same judge, with the same
dogs, placed Juliet II first, Leeds Elect

second, and Queen of the Meadow was
not considered worthy of even third,

being awarded V. H. C."

*
* «

Dr. Q. Van Hummell has issued a call

for a meeting of all greyhound men on
Wednesday evening, February 12, at 8

o'clock, at the office of the W. K. C.

show. The object of the meeting is to

foster the interests of the breed and
coursing by the formation of a specialty

club.
«

* •

The American Kennel Club's Stud-

Book for 1889 will be ready for delivery

in February, and will contain 4217 regis-

trations. During the year over 5«) appli-

cations were returned as ineligible under
the rule.

« «

The report of the committee appointed
at the last meeting of the A. K. C. to

audit the accounts of the secretary-trea-s-

urer of the club will be a great surprise

to our friend Mr. Peshall, when he learns

that Mr. Belmont did not give the club

a single dollar except for legitimate

advertising. It is veiy gratifying to the

club that its income is so much larger

than was generally supposed.

SPECIALTY CLUBS.

The Result of Efforts to Improve and

Foster Certain Breeds of

UoKS in England.

BY R. F. MflYHEW.

[CONTINUKD FROM P.\GK 52.]

The mention of wire-haired terriers

reminds me of the strong contrast this

rougher variety offers to its smoother
cousins, and though in this case compari-

son cannot be deemed odious, yet they

are decidedly detrimental to the latter

when advancement is considered. Prob-

ably no breed of dog has made such rapid

strides as has the wire fox terrier, and
this in spite of many pitfalls and draw-

backs which exist in several breeds pos-

sessing rough jackets, and I think their

improvement is one of the brilliant ex-

amples to be accredited to l)ench shows.

In or alKtut 1873, when the smooth fox

terriers had taken a firm hold of public

estimation and had become established,

Birmiugham provided the first class ever

entirely devoted to this breed (the wire),

its generosity being awarded with three

or four entries, perhaps more, but I be-

lieve less. Though I have a catalogue of

the show, it is unfortunately stowed away
with such care that to obtain it would not

be worth the time spent in doing so. At
all events for several years Carrick's

Venture and Shirely's Tip ruled the

roost, both dogs being bought from' Mr.

Tom Woolten, who previously purchased

them from Mr. Sanderson, who must

to this company, but his name will be
found in many of the jiedigrees of to-day.
After the appearance of ttiese dogs, the
welfare of the wire-haired terrier was
never in jeoimrdy, and in rapid succes-
sion Briggs, Timothy Foiler, Pythias,
Broom, Miss Miggs, Mischief, Vora, Oak-
leigh. Tapper and many others were the
means of further gaining admiration for
the breed by their keen outlook, and
legitimate workmanlike appearance,
their more rough and ready present-
ment contrasting most favorably with
the more fashionable smooths.
These dogs have, I know, been de-

scribed over and over again, yet such is

uiy love for them that I cannot help go-
ing over the same old repetition, though
I don't think I would were not the breed
.so woefully neglected in this country
and so comparatively unknown.

Briggs, in his day the champion of
champions, struck one immediately as
being in the ranks of the "highest class"
terriers, mostly tan marked about the
head, with a white body. It seemed a
sin to find fault with such a grand dog;
keen expression and highest character
were evident, a wonderful depth ofchest,
grand back ribs, sturdy loin, good shoul-
ders and legs and feet, with a beautiful
outline were the good features possessed
by him. Had he been a "leetle"
stronger in head, smaller in ear, and per-
haps higher off the ground, perfection in
my opinion would have been arrived at,

but so good was he, that a man need
never wish to see a better, and though
many swear his mother had considerable
">vhippet" blood in her, I cannot con-
ceive so good a terrier lasting as long as
he has done, being anything but "ter-
rier" bred. He was not a success in the
stud, the only decent ones of his get I

can call to mind are Mr. Beck's Black
Watch and a winner at Cambridge in
1887, who very much resembled the sire,
so much so that the likeness struck me
as conclusive proof that a dog who
could so closely reproduce himself was
anything but a mongrel.
Miss

always be considered the founder of this ^./^'H, .^'f^ t^^ ""f
"^'^^ deserving of

, ;.
. I

attention, and I must confess a penchant
ijiccii » giccti success,

In Carrick's Venture one had a "terrier"

from the tip of his nose to the end of his

tail ; in his half brother Tip a very

sturdy built chap with an excellent set

on of stem, but not the class or quality

in head which Venture possessed. Both
these were by Kendall's Old Tip, who
did duty with the Sinnington hounds.

For six or eight years nothing came
forward to dethrone these champions,
though soon after their appearance Mr.
Lacy's (father of the well-known Turf,
Field and Fami editor) Broom threw
down the gaiintlet,but he must be consid-
ered decidedly de classe in such company,
his name as a sire and a pillar of the pres-
ent representatives being much more dis-
tinguished than his show career; in fact,

I should say a good majority of the
champions during the past ten years are
considerably indebted to his son, young
Broom, and ^andson, Colmore's Turk,
for their prominence on the l)ench, but
I am anticipating. With the appearance
of Broom this breed still failed to attract
attention, and though good ones like
Bramble (who, by-the-bye, was a real
clinker except in size) and Birch were
shown, no signs of the breed becoming
popular were evident until Teazle, Tassel,
Balance, Toiler, etc., all came out atjout
the same time—in 1880. That Teazle
was a good one was demonstrated by his
appearing and not disgracing himself in
a challenge class quite recently; his
grand expression and true character still

standing the ravages of time, yet it is

strange that so characteristic a dog has
been such a failure in the stud. Not one
good son of his can 1 call to mind. Tas-
sel (nearly all white) was another on
which a novice could with advantage
feast his eyes in order to grasp that in-

definable and mysterious essential, "char-
acter." Better in size than her male rival,

she excelled in capacious rih,s and hind-
quarters, the keenest of expressions and
general contour and size. Her front and
shoulders could have been improved. She
also has failed to reprcKluce her good
qualities. Both these had grand coats.

Balance, a white dog, with a nearly
even black marked head, was light on the
leg, and soft in coat, but had gootl Ixjiie

and sulistance, and a really grand head
and expression. He also failed to per-
petuate his name. Toiler was hardly up

towards her stamp and tvpe, and in de
scribing her I miy be a little prejudiced
in her favor. Quite the opposite to Briggs,
she was inclined to be on the leg and a
little over-sized, but somehow or other I

always consider her—when in her liest
form—one of the top sawyers of the
breed. Her head and expression were
powerful, punishing and keen; lx)ne,
substance, legs and feet good enough for
even a smooth fancier; in ribs, loin,
hindquarters and general outline, to my
mind, the "beau ideal" of what a bitch
should be, but to some she showed too
much daylight. Her coat was of excellent
texture, but at times was profuse, the
same remark applying to Briggs. She
was the daughter of Colmore's Turk,
mentioned before, and a snidoth thick-
shouldered bitch, with the distinguished
name of Nell, who, if my memory serves
me right, was a granddaughter of Brock-
enhurst Joe.

Miss Miggs has been an utter failure as
a matron, which is strange, when it is

considered her own sister (previous litter)
Mischief was a champion, and a real
good one. Another sister, Tinder (same
litter), was a winner, and, l)ar size, a
thorough terrier. Another sister, Vic
Broom, a winner, and still another, Gladys
Broom, l)ecame a champion. Thus it

will be seen that in two litters five win-
ners were produced; one champion. Mis-
chief, in the first, and until her younger
sister. Miss Miggs, appeared, the Ijest of
her sex, and four in the second, viz..

Champion Miss Miggs, Champion Gladys
Broom, Tinder and Vic Broom, and all
these but Gladys Broom excelled and still

excel in head and terrier character. The
only one to my knowledge out of all
these that has produced a winner was
Vic Broom, and in Mischief 's case she has
l)een mated at different times with nearly
all the best dogs of the day, yet their sire,
Colmore's Turk, is accredited with many
winners out of other dams than Nell,
which makes the fact of these daughters
not l>ecoming successful matrons still

more extraordinary.
Timothy Foiler is another dog that has

certainly greatly disappointed nie,though
1 don't believe he has had the opjHjrtuni-
ties which a dog of his high quality
should have merited. He was a son of
Troilus by Old Foiler out of Wasp, and
own brother to Lill Foiler, dam of Cham-
pion Carlisle Tack, Champion Lorna
Cavendish, Tactic, etc. On the bench he

was handicapped by scantiness of coat
on his ribs and leg.->, as well as a lack of
sul>stance, though his coat really was of
the hardest, and what bone he did pos-
sess was of good formation. In char-
acter and expression nothing has yet
surpassed him, and in general contour
and outline he was a model, and in my
opinion the greatest "gentleman" that
has j'et appeared. Why he has not been
as successful as one would expect is still

more surprising when one considers what
a gem his sister has lieen in this respect,
and as she was of equally ^ootl type ami
character, in fact very Similar to her
brother, it is funny how the "vagaries"
of reproducing assert themselves. How
good this blood must be may be imagined
when at her age I considered Lill Foiler
goo<l enough to win at the Shropshire
Fox Terrier Club show as recently as De-
cemljer, 1888, and I should certainly have
given her the special over her son Tactic
had it not been for her somewhat obese
condition. In her son, Carlisle Tack, a
striking example of mating good expres-
sion vyith good expression presents itself
His sire Trick, though a prize winner,,
was not what one would call a flyer, and
whatever prizes he did gain were cer-
tainly due to his "true character and ex-
pression," for he was decidedly on the
small side—to a smooth breeder, wide in
chest, bad in front and light of bone, yet
when he was mated to Lill Foiler, who is.

somewhat coarse in shoulders, and not
absolutely true in front,one of the grand-
est dogs of the present day is the conse-
quence, though I will not deny his ten-
dency to the same faults as his parents,,
but how much more preferable was his
keen outlook, beautiful ribs, sturdy loin,
grand hindquarters and (my pet fad)i
proper set on of stern. What a contrast
ne presented when placed beside a smooths
representative. The one in spite of his
rougher jacket looked a "gentleman,"
tlie other a "rough" of the brutish type.
To further extend this breeding of

terrier character his (Tack's owner) Mr..
Carrick, reg;ardless of narrow front,,
mates him with Vic, a bitch in no way
excelling in these charactprisUrQ and!
produces what many have considered
the best fox terrier ever exhibited, the
now notorious Carlisle Tyro. That the
latter was of the highest excellence I
know, for I had the pleasure of seeing
him when he made his debut. To show-
how good he was, the only fault Mr.
Harding Cox could find with him was
a slight tendency to be light in his
pastenis, as well as a little undesirable
muscle on his forearm, and when one
compelled to criticise details such
these it proves how hypercritical
had to be before finding fault with this
grand young dog.

[TO BK CONTINUED.]
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BLACK AND-TAN TERRIERS.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir: There has been much activity

during 1889 in the ranks of the few breed-
ers of black-and-tan terriers in this coun-
try, and now that we are starting upon a
season of bench shows I want to arouse
all such breeders to the importance of
exhibiting their stock upon all po.ssible

occasions. The true black-and-tan ter-

rier is littje understood or appreciated in

this country, and he never will lie if the
few good specimens we have are kept in

their kennels.

The kennel clubs are inclined to help
us, and if we are to raise this superb
breed to its proper standing amidst the
stars of dogdom, we must help ourselves.

The Westminster Kennel Club has set
the ball rolling by making for the first
time a challenge class and two open
classes, one for each sex, besides offer-
ing a special for the best of the breed.
Other clubs are waiting to note the re-
sults, and if we make a good and satis-
factory display at the New York show no
less classes will Ije made at other lead-
ing shows. Do not consider the few dol-
lars' cost.the chances of winning a prize,
or the individuality of the judge, but if
you love your dog and love his breed,
rally to the success of the exhibit at the
New York show. Entries close January
27. Yours respectfully,

A Bref.dkr.
New York, Jan. 28.
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STICK TO PUTTY.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,.

Sir: I am glad to see Mr. Wade pitch-

ing in on a crusade against that class of

(breeders who exalt fancy points far above

everything else. If all breeders of every

class would only stick to their text and

not try to foist a thing off on the public

for what it is not, it would be a great

gain. Call things by their right names.

No misrepresentations ; or, as Mr. Wade
puts it, "Stick to putty," are good
maxims.

I felt that among poultry breeders a

large majority who were interested in

what is sometimes called fancy breeding

and breeding for show purposes kept a

sharp lookout at the same time for the

practical side of their business; that

the words fancy and fancier were often

used in our poultry papers in a way that

damaged the interests of the most care-

ful breeders.

I for one wish that the words could be
blotted out of the breeder's literature.

Though what words could l)e substituted

I hardly know. As now used fancy
sometimes means ornamental, sometimes
thoroughbred and sometimes a fashion
whether ornamental or otherwise. I be-

lieve that all animal breeders who have
the true . interest of their profession at

heart will do well to discard the word
fancy or use it in the sense in which I

did in my letter published December 28.

I think I understood Mr. Wade in the
beginning, and I agree with his idea that

the breeder who prefers ornament to

utility in those classes where the two are
combined injures himself and injures

his neighlxjrs in the same business.

The breeder who attempts thus to com-
bine utility and beauty sets himself a
great deal harder task than the one who
simply aims to secure one point. It is

far easier to breed mastiffs with a short
nose without regard to any other point
than it is to get an honest, trustworthy,
intelligent, affectionate, strong, vigorous
watch dog with an excessively short nose
tscked on for the sake of bein" iii ^h**

fashion. The whims of fashion are so
changeable that the breeder who tries to
follow them and depends for success on
keeping up with the fashion, must either
himself set the fashion and in that way
get the start, or he must sacrifice some
valuable points in order to keep up with
the race, especially where fashion or
"fancy" runs riot, as Mr. Wade says it

has in dog breeding.
One reason why pigeon breeders have

been so successful in attaining their
objects is that their aim is not so complex
as in the case of the poultry breeder; or,

in cases where color, form and action are
all desired, one point was given prece-
dence in value. And this may indicate
the path to success in other lines of
breeding. Make one point central, get
that, then add others in order as you
consider them valuable.

I want to join my voice with Mr.
Wade, and I hope that the world of breed-
ers will join with us in one grand chorus
which shall proclaim utility first, beauty
second. In practicing this maxim I am
sure that we shall at last gain greater
beauty and the greatest good to the
greatest number. J. R. Ayer.

Pbkkskii.1., N. Y., Jan. 20, 1890.

"RINGTAILED ULMERS."

Editor Fanciers' Joiirnal.

Sir: Really somebody must have been
'shutting; up the eye" of Mr. Broun on thi.s snl)-
ject. Many and various hnve been the names I
have seen applie<l to the f.crman breed of dogs
which It 18 now fashionadic to call Great Danes,
hut reany. "rinK-tailed" is rather too much for
our gravity or demeanor. The next thing will
De Squirt Can" mastiffs, or "Hire Plug" St. Ber-
nards, varied with "Pike StafT' greyhounds and
Tawsle" setters.
I have no doubt that Mr. Brown ha.s a fine pair

oldogsoftlie multifariously named breed, but
a.s a rinpjtail 18 a very grave defect in any breed
out a Spitz or a pug, I cannot but sustwct that
somebody has tried lo hide this defect by invent-ng a breed and a name to fit it. However, if
s part ofthe path that every earnest fancier has
to tread to be humbugged at first, and be carried

ihl^ u-^
..''"' f'lthusiasm. and- having gone

through the mill myself, I expect to .see Mi.Brown come out with mistaken notions correct-ed some of these days. Yours truly
W. Waije.

"r.hI;;'?,''*"'
""''^*' "Brittle," I must call you

w»?,.K! .^"" •'°"'' ^'aw worth a cent. I

TnH l,^ " ?''^ "? '"^''^'^ ""t "fvou on Russians,

H.V^ """"''^ ' *"* ^""y"'!* '" i"<l"ce you to

Hdlto», Pa., Jan. 27, 1890.

The Prize Pugs
OF

-AMERICA and ENGLAND-
BY

M. H. CRYER.

[Copyright. All Riorts Rbsbrvbo.]

[continued.]

ENGLISH PUGS—Dogs.

LITTLE COUNT (E. 19,343; Cham-
pion).—Owned and bred by Mrs. C. S.

Brittain, 64 Princess Road, St. Johns'

Wood, Hull, England. Born September 9,

1884 ; died November 3, 1887. Pedigree:

Sire:
Ch. Bradford Ruby

(E. 13,834)

Dam

:

Little Duchess.
(B. ".735)

Banjo .

ILovat
. .

(12,073) (Punch
Lch. Jennie-<

Ch. Jennie. (E. 10,983) (Rose
(sec above)

Thome, second* at Stockton-on-Tees, sec-

ond at Boston ; first in open class, first in

local class, and special at Hull, first and

special at Darlington, first, special and

extra special at Scarborough, third at

Barnsley, first at Market Rasen ; first,

silver cup, silver medal and team prize

at Royal Aquarium, Westminster ; first

and team prize at Staleybridge, 1886

;

champion at Crystal Palace ; first, silver

medal and team prize at Halifax ; cham-

pion at Warwick, first at Alford ; cham-

pion, 20-guinea challenge cup, two gold

medals, bronze medal, special, team prize

and first in breeder's class at Pug Club

show. Royal Aquarium ; first at Stockton-

on Tees, first at Boston Spa, first at

Thome ; champion, 20-guinea challenge

{Samtio

Blossom

Ch.Comedy

Gipsy II . .

Tragedy

.

Cloudy .

I Beppo

(Gipsy . .

fTichbourn

(Judy

f Click . . .

(Topsy

{Cupid

Lulu

{Lamb

M0S8

{Lady Willoughby's Punch

Lady Willoughby's Chloe

CHAMPION LITTLE COUNT.

In August the writer was at the Scar-

borough Bench Show and had the pleas-

ure of seeing Little Count and his full

sister Little Countess as they were be-

ing led across the .show ground. A finer

pair of pugs it would be hard to find.

They were perfectly matched and almost

faultless in appearance ; excellent in

size, wrinkle, color and markings and

had fine coats of light golden fawn.

About the only fault that could l)e found

was that the Count's ears were rather

large, though well carried, while those of

the Countess were of Ijetter size, but not

so well carried. In fact the writer con-

siders Little Count second only to Boffin.

It seems a pity that Bradford Ruby
should be separated from Little Duchess,

as he has produced nothing in America
equal to these two grand little pugs.

Winnings.—Second at H"ll, 1885 ;

first at Alford, second at Hanley, first at

cup and silver medal at Bam Elms
(Kennel Club show), first and special at

Heckmondwike, first at Chesterfield,

first at Boroughbridge ; champion, 20-

guinea challenge cup and silver cup at

I Scarborough, first at Wakefield, first at

I

Bingley, first at Saltaire, first at Birken-

head, and first at Market Rasen, 1887

(the only times shown).

Winning Produce.—Little Marquis,

dam. Little Duchess (13,725); Little Vis-

count, dam. Little Princess (18,736);

Prince Floria, dam, Pitti-Sing ; Neighbor

John, dam, Pansy II ; FroUa and Emer-
alda, dam, Dot ; Lorena, Dam, Gipsy.

MAX (7769 ; formerly Mr. Lock's

Punch).—Owned by Miss M. A. E. Holds-

worth, I Cookridge Street, near I^eeds.

Bred by Mr. Smith. Born latter part of

1874 ; died 1884. Sire, Sam, pedigree

unknown; dam. Rose, pedigree unknown.
"Max was a deep golden fawn, with an

exceedingly well built body; large head,

but a plain face."—Pet Dog Journal.

This dog is celebrated for the winners

he produced, many of the best dogs of

England and America being descended
from him.

Winnings.—Second at Alexandra Pal-

ace, 1881, and stud medal, Aston, 1883,

Winning Produce.—Tum-Tum,Tum-
Tum II, Master Tragedy (in America),

Lady Cloudy (in America), lyord Max
(winner of two first prizes at Pug Club
show, 1886 ; dam, Champion Dowager),
etc.

PUNCH (E. 6761
;
generally known as

Champion Punch).—Owned by Mr. T.
Morris, 15 Cheapside, Bolton, England.
Born September, 1874. Sire, Lord Wil-
loughby's Jumbo; dam unknown.
Winnings.—First at Wigan, third at

Brighton, 1876; second at Burton-on-
Trent, first at Wigan, 1877; first at Dub-
lin, first at Famworth, first at Glasgow,
first at Omswick, first and silver me<&l at
Paris Exposition, 1878; second at Bristol,
and third at Wigan, 1879.
Winning Produce.—Mr. Booth's

Jumbo ; dam, Morris' Judy; and Champion
Roderick.

ROYAL DUKE (Champion).—Bred
and owned by Mr. H. Maule, St. Nicho-
las Street, Scarborough, England. Bom
August 14, 1886. Pedigree:

Sire:
Little
Duke.

\ Gallant .

[Gipsy .

jVolk

(vera

fZulu

(tady Gipsy

Dam :

Lady
Dowager

Master
Tragedy.

Lady Flora

fMax .

LadyPlora

Tragedy .

Cloudy

fSam

(Rose

j Tragedy

(cloudy

{Tichbourn

Judy

j Click

The writer saw this dog at the Olympia,
Loudon, show, July, 1889, and consiaers
him very good in some points, being ex-
cellent in symmetry, size, condition,
body, head, muzzle, and carriage of ears,
although they were rather large. His
legs were too heavy and not straight;
eyes too small; mask not defined; tail too
fine near the end and not carried close
enough to the body. Color was of a dirty
golden fawn, not altogether pleasing.
Winnings.—Two firsts and special at

Pug Club show, first and gold medal at
Barn Elms, first at Darlington (non-
sporting puppies) second at Darlington
in open class, first and gold medal at
Scarborough and special for best dog un-
der fourteen pounds, first at Hull, 1887;
first, gold medal and grand challenge
cup at Agricultural Hall (Kennel Club
show), first and medal at Warwick, sec-
ond at Darlington,second at Westminster
Aquarium, first in challenge class at
Chesterfield, 1888 ; first and medal at
Alexandra Palace, second at Westminster
Aquarium, first in challenge class at
Manchester, first and Sheffield Challenge
Cup at Olynfpia, London; first in chal-
lenge class at Darlington, and first at
Ingleton.

SAMBO (Champion).—Owned by Mrs.
Foster, Bradford, England. Bred by Mr.
Darlington. Born January, 1874; died
1885. Pedigree:

Sire: (Duke of Bradford's Punch
William's Bill •{

(judy

Dam: fAngelo
Darling's Topsy

-{
(old Topsy

He has a grand wrinkled head which
has Ijeeii transmitted not only to his

sons, but his grandsons and great-grand-
sons, as is found in Banjo and Bradford
Ruby and in many of Bradford Ruby's
get.

W1NNING.S.—First at Brighton, 1876;
second at Birmingham, third at Agricul-
tural Hall, first at Manchester, first at
Chesterfield, and first at Alexandra Pal-
ace, 1877; second at Bristol, and third at

Crystal Palace, 1878; first at Chesterfield,

and second at Wigan, 1879.
Winning Produce.—Banjo (died in

America), grand sire of Bradford Ruby
and Diamond.

[TO BE continued.]
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BALTIMORE'S BENCH SHOW.

The First One Promises to be a Grand

Success.

Editor Fancikrs' Journai,.

Sir : The winds that blow in March
will waft the festive doggy Baltiuioreward.

Not since 1878, when the last spark of
life fluttered, spluttered and expired in

the soul of the Baltimore Kennel Club,
has such a thing as a bench show been
the medium by which the vaunted hospi-

tality of Maryland might have been ex-

ercised and proven. For wherever a show
may be held, half at least of its success
dejjcnds upon the spirit with which its
visiting constituents are received and the
advantages of locality, excellence of"
cuisine and longevity of the "milk route"
with which the locality may be blessed.
For the first, I think Baltimore speaks
for herself; for the second, ditto; for the
third, ditto, ditto. Even'lxKly has heard
about Maryland hospitality, epicures rave
over our terrapin and canvasback, and
Mr. Peshall, with a facetiousness that was
at once spontaneous and delightful, has
imniortalized our stretch of roadway
which aboundeth in eflFervescing cows.
But the women! Ah, here is our forte.

By the time we hold our first annual in
March the whirling heel-and-toe will have
tasted inocuous desuetude, and the
theatres will be draped in the sombre
Lenten tapestry that glooms the maid-
en's soul. But it isn't very wrong to go
to a dog show in Lent. And this Balti-
more novelty will attract the noblesse.
To pat the doggy's head is to encourage
the sublime. K Baltimore girl worships
the dumb eloquence of doggy's eyes, and
why? Because she is well nigh surfeited
of local lip admiration since it has always
been her due.

Seriously, though, we are going to
have a howling time at our first annual.
Baltimore, with whom hesitation to en-
courage enterprise, is said by malignant
outsiders to be chronic, has opened her
eyes and her arms, too, to this first an-
nual. Her ar'^iAncrafv onrlr>r^-o u o_ r__

as the social feature may be concerned
the show will be a hummer. And this
practically ensures complete success, not
only from a financial but also from an en-
thusiast's standpoint. Success means
reputation. The Maryland Kennel Club
does not intend to stop just so soon as
the last half dollar drops into the treas-
ury. We have too much solidity and too
much love for the dog for that. Hence
taken altogether, our first annual means
an innovation that will be profited by
improved upon, and repeated in the suc-
cessive years to come. And here I might
remark that the matter of a good time
each year for every visitor to our show
may be understocxl in advance after look-
ing back upon the royal experiences of
the old Baltimore Kennel Club in its
halcyon days.
The social character of our shows may

be anticipated bv a glance over our list of
members, representing, as it does, the
essence of Baltimore's respectability and
refinement.
Now, to put it briefly, the firet annual

bench show of the M. K. G. will be held

u ^^^'il?/!'^^'
^*''<^^ '*^2i, in Oratorio

Hall. This IS, par excellence, the exhi-
bition hall of our city. It was formerly
a natPtonum; indeed, in Summer the
building 18 still used as such. As it will
appear during the period of our show it
18 a large, well appointed building pos-
sessing admirable advantages for such an
exhibition as we propose. Adjacent is
ample exercising room. The building is
practically new. It is easily accessible
from every .section of the city, and the
excellent restaurants in its immediate
vicinity—but let that pass. Trust the
visiting delegations and the Reception

entered and owned by one exhibitor; fs
for the best mastiff in the show; |io for
the best exhibit of four St. Bernards
entered and owned by one exhibitor; Js
for the best smooth-coated St. Bernard
in the show; I5 for the best rough-coated
St. Bernard in the show; ^tio for the best
exhibit of four pointers entered and
owned by one exhibitor; I5 for the liest
pointer in the show; |io for the best ex-
hibit of four English setters entered and
owned by one exhibitor; I5 for the best
English setter in the show; lio for the
best exhibit of four Irish setters entered
and owned by one exhibitor; I5 for the
best Irish setter in the show; ^10 for the
best exhibit of four Gordon setters entered
and owned by one exhibitor; $5 for the
best Gordon setter in the show; j;io for
the best exhibit of four foxhounds en-
tered and owned by one exhibitor or
club; Is for the exhibit of four cocker
spaniels (any color) entered and owned
by one exhibitor; %\o for the best exhibit
of four collies entered and owned by one
exhibitor; Jts for the best collie in the
show; a complete set of stud books for
the best exhibit of four Ijeagles owned by
a member of the American-English
Beagle Club; I5 for the best beagle in the
show; |io for the best exhibit of four fox
terriers entered and owned by one ex-
hibitor; |5 for the best fox terrier in the
show.

Mr. R C. Cromwell. Jr., a member of
the Gordon Setter Club, resident of Balti-
more, offers |5 for the Gordon setter dog
winning second in open class, and fofor the best Gordon setter dog puppy
The Fanciers' Journai, offers six

yearly subscriptions to be placed as the
M. K. C. may see fit.

The Turf, Field and Farm offers one
year's subscription for the best mastiff
owned in Maryland.

Morris Little & Son offer five gallons
of soluble phenyle for the Ijest pair ofSt
Bernards.
The Forest and Stream offers one year's

suljscription for the best St. Bernard
owned in Maryland, and one year's sub-
scription tor the best pointer' owned in
Maryland.
Mr. H. Malcolm, presifleiit of the

American Gordon Setter Club, offers lio
mi the best Gordon setter doe in ooen
class. ^

Mr.S.T. Norris, secretary of the Amer-
ican Gordon Setter Club, offers |io for
the l)est Gordon setter bitch in open
class.

'^

Mr. Herbert Cas.sard. of Baltimore a
friend of the Gordon setter, offers fs for
the best Gordon setter bitch puppy.

"

The American Gordon Setter Club of-
fers I15 for the best brace of Gordon set-
ters entered and owned bv a member of
the American Gordon Setter Club and
115 for the best dog or bitch owned by a
member of the club.
Malcolm Crichton, a friend of the Gor-

don vSetter Club, offers five gallons of
Monticello whiskey for the best Gordon
setter in the show.
A friend of the Mar>-laiid Kennel Club

offers I5 for the best Irish setter owned
in Maryland.
A friend of the beagle offers a suitable

collar for the best dog owned in Mary-
land. ^

A friend of the fox terrier offers a collar
for the best fox terrier dog owned in
Maryland, and a collar for the best fox
terrier bitch owned in Maryland.
A friend of the Maryland Kennel Club

offers a collar for the best pug owned in
Maryland.

W. Stewart Dipfknderffer,
Secretary.

Office Maryland Kennel Ci.un,
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 27, 1890.

PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIALS.

Salina Wins tiie Derby, Sankey S. Sec-

ond, and Stephanie Tliird.

Bakersfield, Cal., Jan. 20.—The sev-
enth annual contest of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials Club opened here this morning-. The first

event on the card was the Derby. Six starters
qualified, four setters and two pointers, and were
drawn to nm as follows: R. H. Auverbach's
Llewellyn setter bitch, Lissome, against George
W. Bassfords pointer dog. .Sankey B; Califonna
Kennel's Llewellyn setter bitch, Stephanie,
against Charles Stoudarus' cross-bred setter dog
Ben Harrison; California Kennel's Llewellyn set-
ter bitch, Salina, against George Vi . Bassford's
pointer bitch, Rose.
The running commenced on the old trial

grounds, about four miles South of town, and re-
sulted as follows: Sankey B. beat Lissome
Sankey was better in pace, range and style. The
style of both was very fine when on point. Lis-some and Sankey were next down, but the lat-
ter's superiority in pace, range and stvle made
him a winner. Stephanie lieat Ben Harri.son at
every i>oint, except backing, and both were per-
pect at that. Ben, however,showed an excellent
nose and was quite staunch on point. Stephaniewas over-cautious in the beginning and did not
go with her accustomed freedom and boldness
but toward the close of the heat she did some
fine ranging and quartering. Salina beat Rose
altera run of forty-five minutes. Salina is one
of the best puppies that has ever started in the
California trials, having beautiful stvle and on
point has a splcmlid nose. She is perfectly
steady to wing and shot and is perfect at back-
ing. She was broken by George T. Allender

pointed two single birds. Sirins was perfectl*
steady to ^un and wing, and made two hand-some retrieves of two birds kUled by his handler
Mr. William Bennett. Nestor was well handled
by Mr. Georjje r. Allender. After a run of fift.
minutes the judges awarded the heat to Sinus
The California Kennel's Llewellyn setter bitch

Sunlit, and Mr. A. B. Truman's pointer bitch
Patti Croxteth, the second brace on the fint
jenes, were next off. This was one of the fine«
heatsever run in California. Both bitches wert
wide and last rangers. Sunlit having a shade the
best of It on points. Both were perfectly steady
to gun and wmg. Sunlit showed most judgment
in working her ground. In the actual work done
on birds Sunlit made two bevys and nine single
bird points and Patti seven points on single
birds. Sunlit was perfect in backing, Paul
backing only to the order of her handler. Both
retrieved perfectly and showed superior break
lUg. Sunht's great nose stood her in good stead
After a hard run of two hours and ten niinute<
Sunlit was declared the winner of the heat
The next and last brace of the first series were

the English setter Dick and the pointer do»
Count Dick. The dogs were equal in pace and
range, the setter being best in stvle. The setter
ran wild and wilfulU

,
persistently refusing to

back, and twice deliberately passing the pointerwhen on point and rooting out the birds. The
pointer made four single bird points and three
bad flushes. The setter made two single bird
points and one false point. After running for
an hour, the pointer Count Dick was declared
the winner of the heat. This closed the ninnini
for the day.

who was called away yesterday morning by the
death of his father. She was handled inlier heatby one of her owners, a perfect stranger to her
and she consequently ignored him entirely'
Rose acted rank and willfiii and seemed to be off
iu nose.

Bakersfield, Cal, Jan. 21.-The second day
of the Pacific Coast Field Trials Club opened this
morning on the same ground as ycsterdav The
California Kennel's Lewellyn setter bitch' Steph-
anie and George W. Bassfords pointer doe
Sankey, the first brace, were cast off at 10 o'clock
Stephanie showed overcaution and seemed to
sulk at the frequent orders of her handler
Sankey ranged wide and fast, but was .somewhat
incautious and did not display more than ordi-
nary nose. Sankey was uns'tcidy 011 point at

liberately flushed a bird. He

Committee to locate fountains whereat
the thirsty may convene.

In the matter ofjudges we have already
engaged several. Classes have not yet
been a-ssigned, but I will inform you
upon this point at the earliest possible
moment. Our premium list will be out
on Wednesday, the 29th, and will be
mailed on application. Satisfactory ar-
rangements are now being made with
the railroad and express companies.
The following specials have been

received up to date: The Maryland Ken-
nel Club offers the following: lio for
the best exhibit of four mastiffs en-

Irish Setter Club Meeting.

The members of the Irish Setter Club
will please take notice that a meeting of the club
will take place at the Westminster Kennel Clubs
show on Wednesday, Febniarj- ,2. The officers

L^J ^ ^^ ^^''- P''«*'dent, William Dunphv;secretary and treasurer, Dr. William Jaivis- Ex-ecutive Committee, MaxWenzcl, B. L ClementsCharles T. Thompson, James A. Darland and f'
I

. Henshaw.

times, and once de..„^.„.^,j ,.v..,.,cu a um
made four single points during the heat Ste-
phanie showed excellent noseland^ood judgment
in working her p-ound. She drew on two bevies
and made two single bird points and a point on
a bird that had probably been killed on the pre-
\ious day. She was ranging and quarteringmuch lietter at the close of the heat than during
the first part of it. The judges awarded the heat
to Sankey, probably because of his superiority
in pare. rnno^#> aiiH «t»'le. Ste^hsni"''* '

birds was infinitely the betVcr"'*u"was'a' very
even thing between them. ''

The California Kennel's orange and white
Llewellyn .setter bitch Salina had a bye in the
second series and after the expiration of one and
a half hours from the conclusion of the heat be-
tween Stephanie and Sankey, Salina and Sankey
were cast off to run for first prize. These two
dogs were about equal in speed, range and style
Salina was the most stylish on point. Sankey
kept his tail moving when pointing. The latterwas very unsteady on birds and showed poorjudgment in locating them. Salina showed
great nose, but was a little overcautious whendrawing on game. She was perfect at backingand per7ectly steady to shot and wing, havinebeen very finely broken by Mr. George Allenderwho unfortunately was not present to handle
her. In consequence one of her owners wascompelled to take her in charge although shewas entirely strange to him. After running
rort>--five minutes the judges awarded the heatand first prize to .Salina.
George W. Bassfords pointer dog .Sankey andthe pointer bitch Rose were then east off t<i run

for .second prize. They were equal in pacerange an<l style. Botfi were somewhat wildand 'liso»>edieut. Sankey made a point and wasawarded the heat and second prize after a runof forty minutes.
Salina, the winner of the first prize is a veryhandsome orange and white bitch,' bred andowned by the California Kennels at Sacramento

Cal. She was sireil by that kennels dog Harold
out of Sweetheart. Harold was sire<l Tiy Gath
out of Gem, and Sweetheart is by Count Noble
out of Dashing Novice.
Sankey, the winner of the second, was siredby Point out of Blossom.

THE ALL-AGED STAKE ENDED.

Sunlit Wins the First Prize with PatU
Croxteth Second.

A Good Advertising Medium.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: My last advertisement in your
journal resulted in the sale of all the bull pup-
pies I had. ^ ^
Will insert another advertisement noon.

Yours,

KnMVND.TON, N. B.. Jan. a^. "^^Z
^"""^"

.1,
/^^'*^'^^"",•" *-"'' -f."" " -I'he third day of

the field trials opened this morning with themnniiig for third prize in the Derby. The iudees
selected Stephanie as the best dog, previously

{!fi'i.ifu^''?"''^f>'',*'"^^"'P*^'^ "•*'*' the pointer
bitch Rose lor third prize. Rose and Stephaniewere cast offat 9 .^o o'clock on the same ground
previously used for the trials. Stephanie rangedwide and fast throughout the heatrher haudfer
Mr. Walter, permitting her to use her own iude-nient about finding birds, in.stcid of constantfv
whistling and speaking to her as he did in herprevious heats The bitch ran much better andbeat Rose hands down. Stephanie displayed afine nose, range speed and quartering," wassteady to wing and shot, and ran a spirited andgame heat throughout. Rose was wilful constantly flushed and chased and showed no iude-ment on birds. Stephanie made one bevy andthree single-bird points. Rose failed to make atrue point during the heat.
The judges awarded the heat and third prize to

ThU JI.T.1 r."''^ '^'"K ''"«" thirty minutes.
1 his ended the Derby.
Stephanie is an orange Ileldcm bitch, bred bythe California Kennel Club, of Sacramento. She

is by Harold out of Sweeheart, and is a half-sistertoSalina, the winner of the first prize in the

• ^f
the conclusion of the Derby the first brace

rI.., nlM.il'^'"' "n''^*'
consisting of Mr. Thomas

Bennett s I.lewellyn setter Sirius and Mr Wil-

k'fHMI'^^ nVu P^'^'t" dog Nestor were cast off.sinus had all the pace and range, while Nestorwas a trifle superior in style. The style ofsirinson point was magnificent. Sirius made one pointon a bevy and four points on single birds. Ntrtor

Bakershfld, Cal., Jan. 23.—This moruing
opened bright and clear, and all during the day
the atmosphere was clear and cool and favorable
to high-class work in the field. The trial work
began with the first brace in the .second series of
the All-aged stake, the California Kennel's Llew-
ellyn setter bitch Sunlit and Thomas Bennett's
Llewellyn setter dog Sirius. A brilliant race
was anticipated by the spectators, as both wereknown to l)e cracks of the first water. ITpon be-
ing cast off both dogs commenced ranging wide
and fast. Sunlit was the first to find: She
pointed a covey beautifully on the brow of a
ridge covered with .sage. Sirius backed her in a
faultless manner. The covey was flushed and
the dogs were put down on the scattered birds
Sirius was evidently far off from his usual form

and his nose, u.sually equal to the best, was evi-
dently at fault. Sunlit's work on the scattered
birds was wonderful. She went to her points
boldly and with precision. She showed a choke-
bore nose and wonderful judgment in locating
her birds. She quartered, backed and retrieved
perfectly, and was perfectly stanch to gun and
wing. Sirius ranged magnificently, quartered
perfectVj' and worked with judgment, but was
clear off in nose and at times acted rank and wil-
ful, much to the stirnnse t\f hie ..i!n:"rous "**

inirers, who know how very steady and reHabFe
he usually is. Sunlit made twelve points on sin-
gle bi ds and one point on covey, and Sirius four
points on single birds. After a run of one hour
the judges awarded the heat to Sunlit.
Mr. Sperry's pointer dog Count Dick having

the bye in the second series, was, after a rest of
twenty minutes, put down to run for first prize
Those who had witnessed Sunlit's magnificent
performance yesterday, when she beat Palti
Croxteth, and also her successful run against
Sirius, never for a moment doubted where the
first prize would go. Sunlit and Dick were cast
ofl on a beautiful piece of gro'""! covered with
salt grass. Sunlit dashed off at a racehorse gait
and returning from a long cast to the lelt
wheeled like a flash to a beautiful point Sev-
eral birds were flushed to her point, and again
she cast off at top speed only to jump into
another beautiful point. This was continued un-
til her handler killed a bird over her, which she
retrieved tenderly and well, when the judges
ordered the dogs up and awarded the heat and
first prize to Sunlit.
Dick was never in the race. Sunlit made eight

I)eaiitiful and stanch points during the heat and
the judgment she displayed in roading and'cast-
ing for the wind evoked expressions of admira- ,

tion from a large concourse of on lookers.
The first brace put down after lunch was

birius and Patti Croxteth, to decide which
should run against Count Dick for the .second
prize. Sirius' work in this heat was only medi-
ocre, he seeming to have no nose at all, while
Patti ran an excellent race and beat Sirius with
something to spare.

Patti Croxteth having been selected to run
again.st Count Dick for .second prize, the judge
ordered this brace cast off. This was a long,
tedious heat, birds being very hard to find After
a long tramp a few birds were found, and Patti
soon demonstrated her superiority over Dick
and was awarded the second prize.

'

Sirius and Count Dick were then cast off to
run for third prize. Neither did anything very
brilliant, and after a thirty five minute run in
which each scored four points on single birds,

r?J^°,?*
"^"^^ ordered up, owing to the lateness

ofthe hour and the judges reserved their decision
until 8 o'clock P. M. At that hour the judges
declared the race a tie and both equal tfiir<fin
the stake. This ended the trials for this year
To-day was ladies' day, and it was the most

enjoyable one ever spent by the club, owing to
the delightful presence of so manv beautiful
ladies and the high class of work done by the
do^s. '

.Sunlit, the winner of the first prire, was bred
and IS owned by the California Kennel .Sacra-
mento, Cal. She is a bitch of medium size per-
fectly marked, orange belton in color and per-
fectly formed. She won the Derby of 188S lind
in last year's All-aged stake, after beating her
first three dogs pointless, became wildand head-
strong and was beaten for first. She has out-grown al her wildness, and was to-day prx)-
nouiiced by the judge, W C. Nelson, who has
handled and run dogs in all the great Eastern
field trial competitions, the best dog he had ever
seeu^ She was sired by Sportsman out of Sweet-
heart. Sportsman was by Gladstone, out of Sue,and Sweetheart by Count Noble, out of Dashing
Novice. "

Patti Croxteth i.s owned by A. B Truman, ofban Francisco, and is a handsome liver-and-white
pointer bitch, she was sired by Croxteth, out of
tliampion Patti M.,and is a high<las8 field bitch.
Sinus is a litter brother to Sunlit.

A WEEKS SHOOT IN VIRGINIA.

The Land of Wild Ducks and the Par-

adise of the Quail.

There is no subject which gives the

sportsman more anxiety than the con-

stant decrease in quail in this section.

'

Long before the open season the

fondly anticipated "shoot" is the theme

of many a talk. Everyone is on the qui

vive for the best place. Your unselfish (?)

friend who has had a "picnic" or a

"pudding" the past season, feasts your

imagination upon fairy tales of his

alleged bags, but stands mute as to the

place of his glorious victories. Once in

a while he will, in a fit of generosity, take

a chum into his confidence, and perhaps

take this same chum into his hunting

ground. Have you ever listened to the

experience of this favorite after he has

"been there?" He failed to realize

those fond anticipations which had been

Icindled and inflamed by the ghost

stories, which we all have heard, and

returns home a sad but wiser man, and

yet how often does it happen that the

next year but chronicles that he has lieeii

"taken in" again. Lookout for the man
who has the best shooting ground in the

country. He is a delusion and a snare.

He is almost as dangerous as the man
who has the best <log8 that ever went

into a field, or the man who has the liest

boat to her inches afloat. Such men are

all cranks, it being only a matter of

degree between them.
With the experience of iHX« behind me

when I had built "not wisely but too well"

uf)on the jumboic promises of a friend

who should have known better, I de-

termined in the summer of 1889 to seek
myself a quail Utopia where twenty covies
could easily be raised in a day and where
the birds would lie so plentiful that the
hunting of singles would be but a waste
of time.

To judge from the stories we have
heard one would think that I would have
had little difficulty in finding such a spot.

But, alas! I sought in vain! The pre-

diction for to-morrow is but the narration
of the events of to-day. I wrote to a re-

sponsible person in every county in

Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina,

asking for information, and enclosed
stamped envelopes for replies, which in

nearly every instance were received. I

think that it requires some little ability

to distingjuish between the bogus and the
genuine correspondent upon the subject
of game in his vicinity. I flatter myself
that whilst I am not a "Dye's counterfeit
detector" in such matters, I can fairly

well discriminate lietween the specious
communication of the man who lies for

profit and the man who "means well"
but doesn't know. Some of these replies

were from fields I had tried and found
wanting (and that is about all 1 did find),

but they presumptuously piortrayed in
grandest phrase the startling news that
the countrj- was "alive with them," that
many farmers could not use lights after

dark, fearing the birds would break the
windows, etc.; but of course to such as
these I gave the gentle "go by," further
assured that full many a liar as well as
flower is born to blush unseen, except,
perhaps, by a Philadelphia sportsman.
After days of correspondence I at last

concluded that the best reply was from
Mr. , of

, and was prompted
to this conclusion by his statement that
he lived seven miles from a railroad
station in a county thinly settled. I'nlike
many of my corresixindents he aroused
no wild hopes, raised no extravagant ex-
pectations. He simply told the truth,
which to the truthful, (pardon this per-
sonality), carried conviction. I forgot to
mention that in all these preliminaries I

was aided by a friend who always accom-
panies me, and to whom I must always
submit my proofs, for I was foolish
enough once to persuade him to join me
tn a trip in which I guaranteed the assur-
ances of an acquaintance, and I was for-
tunate in getting home with my life. We
hunted six days as men never hunted
before, but the birds "we longed for
never came."

Since then I have refused advice a» to

when and where to go, and he decides
for himself
Several days of that preparation which

is familiar to every sportsman and which
serves as an appetizer for the actual sport,

we met at Broad Street Station. Phila-

delphia, Sunday morning, December 15,

1889. to take the 7.20 train bound South.
An inventory of the outfit of anyone else

might be of interest to brother sports-

men, but there is not sufficient space in

The Fanciers' Journal to enumerate
all I took, if you believe half what my
folks say.

How pleasant it is when packing your
trunk to have your folks reminding you
that "if you keep on there will be nothing
lefl in the house but the rooms." But
after all there is considerable truth in it.

The trunk of a gunner off for a week's
hunt contains almost as great a variety
as a shark's stomach or a five-cent store.

Our dogs, two pointers and two setters,

were comfortably housed in roomy boxes
and seemed as eager as we for the
journey. I had forestalled the baggage
master's extortions by pre-checking them
at a cost of about one-third of what I had
paid in previous years when I had taken
them on chain, and paid as I went. "Pay
as you go" may be a ^ood rule every-
where except in the railroad transporta-
tion of dogs in the "care" of the baggage
smasher.

After a day's jouruey,which was short-
ened by a swap of experiences and a trade
of "gospel truths,"' we landed at ,

chock full of that faith which in other
years had been, like hash, "the substance
of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen." I never felt more im-
portant than when we landed at .

We were the "observed of all observers."
My two crates painted a bright red se-

cured us a notice that our personal ap-
pearance failed to attract. All of this

impromtu "reception committee" were
negroes, or in Virginia patois, niggers,
and I had another proof of the old saw,
that, to please the darkey )ou can give
him any color so it's red. Our host's

barouche was in waiting, and when we
"got under way" with a wagon and the
dog crates in the rear there could be no
doubt to the villagers that there was some
kind of a show in their midst.
My friend and I occupied, (when the

road was level), the back seat, and did
not need the frequent assurance of the
driver, who was an artist in finding
holes and getting into them, that it

was a "d—<1 bad road." We all have
our ups and downs, but I am sure
that I had more ups and downs in

traveling those seven miles than man
ever had liefore, and though the trip

shook me it did not shake that faith

which got off with me at the depot. Our
jehu, our host's son, confirmed the let-

ters of his father, and if "a wise son (on
how to find game and kill it) maketh a
glad father," our host should know no
sorrow. He assured us tliat there were
plenty of birds left, that they were wait-
ing for us and that the morrow would
find us in the midst of slaughter. He
so inspired us that if it hadn't lieen Sun-
day night we would have gone coon
hunting.
At last, after two hours' ride, two hours

of vaults and tumbles that would have
made even an acrobat sick with envy, we
arrived at our destination, and were re-

ceived with a welcome so characteristic

of the South and its jieople. In five

minutes we were of the family, and felt

as much at home as if we were "to the
manor born." Our host, a charming
gentleman, aided by his two sons, and
last, but far from least, his charming
wife and lovely daughter, gave us a re-

ception which lasted till our departure.

We were housed in a cottage "all to our-

selves," and before that fire on the hearth
passed some very happj* hours. I thought
how suggestive were those glowing
embers b«(ore us as we listened to the
son of his father tell of the birds he had
killed but never found, and gave us
"chestnuts" that had been worm-eaten
for years.

Now to the week's shoot, which I will

make, as such shoots usually are, short.

Everything that we had heard of the

country proved true. We found birds

fairly abundant, and though we did not
bag as many as my friends "say" they
do, we were fully satisfied. The country
was open, no fences to climb or swamps
to get stuck in. Briars are unknown and
water is plenty. There is no cover so

thick that a quail cannot be killed in it

—

if you know how. Our party was usually

made up of four guns and four dogs. We
daily hunted three of ours and one of a

fentleman who lived in the neighbor-
ood.
We experimented with the American

wood powder, and I am satisfied that it is

just the thing for quail. I do not think
that it is as strong as the black powder,
but in ordinary shooting I could not
detect any difierence. My opinion as to

the diflference in strength is based upon
a test at the target. At sixty yards they
seemed to have the same effect, but at

seventy-five yards it was quite notice-

able not only in the noise made by the
strike of the shot, but in the iml)edding,

the black doing the better work.
This trip has also satisfied me that the

setter requires no more water than the
pointer, and can hunt as long and
as well in hot dry weather, as it

was this kind we had. This opinion is

founded after a careful comparison of the

work of two first-class setters with two
A No. I pointers. One of the pointers

has a field trial record and is the best I

ever saw. These dogs were hunted in a
countrj- where there are no briars and
little undergrowth, a pointer's paradise,

but the setters "got there just the same."
On the evening of our arrival I was
assured by our neighbor who saw no
good in a setter, (because he never owned
one), that that was a pointer country and
he sorely regretted that we had brought
setters, but a couple of days' work con-
verted him to the dog which "harvests"
Spanish needles and "gathers" sheep
burs, but with all of his alleged imperfec-
tions is the best field dog alive. I say
without fear of successful contradiction

that the English setter has no peer.

When I left, my pointer friend, after

much begging, had secured my promise
to send him a setter pup.
A cat has nine lives, but from the way

the pointer men bob up every Fall at the
field trials the humble feline is not in the
race with them for existence. Will they
ever know when they have had enough ?

I am a recent convert to hunting on
horseback. I have always heretofore
eschewed it as a lazy way. but a chafed
heel on the first day out forced me to the

,.v.;^v. T ...;ii ri<^.

SOME DOGS OF INDIA.

is not only a great labor saver, but from
my observation I am sure it increases

the range of the dogs. It is to this that

the wide ranging of the dogs broken
South is due. I could recount the beau-
ties of the hundreds of points and backs
which feasted our sight, but they must
lie seen to be appreciated. I could nar-

rate a thousand and one incidents which
went to make up this week of plea-sure,

one of the happiest I ever spent, but such
must be lived to be enjoyed. Suffice it

to say that we were royally entertained,

that we had perfect weather, not a rainy
day; that we found an abundance of
birds, that we killed many—and missed
more, that our dogs worked splendidly,

and your readers can form an approxi-
mate idea of how I enjoyed this week's
shoot in Virginia. F. s. B.

Philadelphia, Pa.. Jan. 28, 1890.

A PITIFUL^IGHT.

I>OKs Starved at Silver LAke, Minn.,
I'^ntll They Devour Their Maten.

Krom the St. Paul, Minn., Globe.

Complaint was made yesterday to the
Society for the Prevention of^Cnielty to Animals
thiit the dogs at the N rthwcstern Kennels, at
Silver I^ke, had been abandoned and were in a
starving condition, in fact that some of the
smaller animals had been kil'ed and devoured by
the larger ones. Investigation developed the
following facts:

Rd V. Kay, who within the past year took the
kennels of the old St. Paul Kennel Club on a pri-

vate speculation and boarded hunting dogs for
many of the St. Paul siKirtsinen, has been for

several months neglecting his trust. The animals
were not properly fed, and grew thinner and
thinner until many of the owners took them
away. On the day before yesterday it was learned
byamanwho was sent out by M. I. Cummings
that Fay had skipped out and left the dogs to

take care of themselves. As near as can be
learned Fay left about ten days ago, and in the
meantime four of the do>!H have been killed and
totally devoured by the others, only their .skele-

tons fieing left. Two of the dead animals were
the property of Coroner Qiiinn, who valued them
very highly. William Bickel, one of the promi-
nent members of the club, asserts that every
effort will be made to secure Fay's arrest.

Central Field Trials Club Meetinx.

A meeting of the Central Field Trials

Club was held at the I.,afayette Hotel Thursday
evening. An election of officers was held and
resulted in the re-election of all the old officers.

The secretary of the club will furnish a full re-

port of the meeting to the press ere our next is-

sue.

From Public Opinion.

The "Bunjara" dog is, like his master,

a born villain; no coaxing or blandish-

ments avail with him—he will tear and
rend his best friend, and will devour his

"sisters, his cousins or his aunts" with

impunity. I say like his master, as the

only persons who own "Bunjaras" are

the criminal tribes, and principally

the "Bunjara" tribe. Now, the "Bunjara"

people, by their caste, are born rogues
'

and vagabonds, and the more evil they

can do, the more wrongs they can com-
mit, the softer their bed, and the more
pleasurable their life in Valhalla when
they die, which many say they seldom do—naturally.
The "Bunjara" dog is like this, only

more so. He is a cunning fox, an in-
satiable hater, a consummate villain; yet
he has some good points. He can and
will hold out to the last gasp, he never
tires, and to one and only one does he
ever give his allegiance, and to him he
sticks. Of women he is a despiaer, re-
garding them as his master does—only
as a "means to an end." In color he is

dark brown or grey, shading to black;
his coat is close, like a mastiflF's, but
tufted on the elljows and hocks, and
feathered down inside of forelegs; his
tail is carried low, except when excited,
and has a good deal of brush, especially
at tip; his ears are flat to the head, and
only slightly raised on occasion. He is

used exclusively for hunting, and only
by natives—never by Europeans.
The "Polygar" is a larger dog than the

"Bunjara," standing from twenty-seren
inches to thirty-one inches at shoulder;
he is not so ferocious, either, but has'
ec^ually good pluck, and never gives in
alive. In color he is bluish-grey or dark
grey; he is almost bare of hair, except on
his head, which is covered with a fine
coat as sleek and as soft as a mole's. He
has bristles all over his body, like a pig;
and in fact, his skin much resembles that
of n (Kar\:-m\c\r»i\ nitr Hi? tail is fis!^

like a greyhound's, and he has more or
less of greyhound ears. For hunting
purposes, and as a guard, he is excellent,
and more reliable than the "Bunjara,"
not having such a spice of the devil in
him. He is used both by natives and
Europeans, and principally for hunting
the tiger and panther. He' is most faith-

ful to his master, and capable of being
trained to many useful purposes.
There is another breed of dogs which

combines the blood of all and sundry atad

seems to have got the character of a very
bad fellow, for, ifyou want to annoy a man
you cannot do it better than by calling
his dog a "Junglee dog." In many cases
his tail is long, fine and curled, like a
coil of rope; in some he is, like the Manx
cat, minus. A man I knew had a little

English terrier, and also tied up in his

hut a "Bunjara." One day a shikari
from up the country reviled the ter-

rier. "Ha! ha!" said he, "Junglee
dog." "Ho! ho!" said Bunjara man.
"Ho! Ho! Vou wait." He darted in

and fetched the "Bunjara," who im-
mediately set on the shikari with the
utmost ferocity. This man for years had
the marks of the struggle on that part of
his economy which, as Uncle Toby says
(or else his servant, I forget which at this

moment), "modesty forbids me to men-
tion before ladies." Having been at last

torn from his human victim, he set onto
and in five seconds killed the terrier, the
cause of all the row. which having done,
he bolted with him in his mouth out of
the village and into the jungle, never to
return.

Field Trial Officers Elected.

Bakersfield. Cal., Jan. 23.—.\fterthe

conclusion of the field trials'here to-day the fol-

lowing officers were chosen to serve for the next

year: J. G. Edwards, of Sacramento, president;
Austin Sperry. of Stockton, first vice-president;
M P. Drumraond, of Davisville. second vice-

president; H. H. Briggs, of San Francisco, secre-

tary: I. Kilgarif, of Sacramento, treasurer; Execn-
tive Coramitte, C. N. Post, of Sacramento; D. M.
Pyle, of Bakersfield; J. S. Dunham, of.Stockton;
J. M. Bassford. Jr.. of Vaca\ille, and Wiltiaiq
Schrieber, of San Francisco.

—The dog house of Colonel North, the nitrate

king, at London, is a perfect canine palace, filled

with costly animals The best dog coat fS'So-
There isa dressing room and a coat loom fuled

with dogs' coats, and fresh shoulders of fnitttpq

make^the dogs' daily dinner."
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PptJLTRYAfi^miOHS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The Massachusetts Poultry Associa-

tion's show for 1890 is the first to be held

in America, in which the list of judges

bears comparison with the work to be done,

and, better than this, the exhibitor has

made his entry with the full knowledge

as to who is to pass upon the birds. The

judges (the full list was given on page

43) are well selected and well placed,

and we shall be surprised if their decis-

ions do not give satisfaction.

« *

One rule of the show we commend to

the consideration of other societies.

This is, charging au extra fee for entries

made after a certain date. This however

should be supplemented with another,

fixing a time at which the books will be

closed to all comers. And, the double

priced entries should be designated in

some way in the catalogue and in the

exhibition, either in being classed as

late entries with their numbers following

those regularly made or in l)eing itali-

cized.

# *

It is worth more than ten times the

valtie of regulation entry fee sometimes

to know of what the competition is to

consist, or as one expressed it "to see

first what he would have to compete

against as he didn't want to be beaten."

It is a peculiarity of these late entries

that they are most times the prize win-

ners, and lead one to the belief that how-

ever well guarded the secretary's books

may be there are ways in which those

determined to have it can obtain infor-

mation.
*

No other association can have quite

the place in the heart of the real fancier

that the old Massachusetts Society

holds. Among the verj' first to hold

exhibitions it has continued in line to

the present, and in the arrangements for

its latest show, opening the loth inst.,

showing more progress and more of right

purpose than all others of the sea,son

combined. No other show can bring

together so many of the old-time fanciers

and from no other will the exhibitor go

home so proud, that he made one of

those present at it.

The premium list of the New York
show is now ready. Copies may be had
by applying to the secretary, Mr. T. F.

Rackham. The show should be a well

arranged and enjoyable affair, for cer-

tainly there never were more earnest

workers interested in an enterprise than

are in this, and with each his duties all

should go smoothly and to everybody's

comfort.
*

* «

A new idea is the breeding yard, that

is, renting space in which pens mated
for breeding can be shown to advantage.

The rental for this space is I7.50, and the

conditions limit the occupants to not

more than ten fowls or five turkeys or

five pairs of ducks. These pens will be

limited in number and afford the only

chance for showing birds as groups or

collections.
*

« »

ing is to begin at 8 A.

3oth.

M. sharp of the

The entry for competition is single

birds of fowls, per pair of turkeys, ducks
and geese; pair or single birds of pigeons.

The entries close positively at evening of

the 8th inst., or earlier if the pens should

be all taken. . All birds not received by
evening of opening day, the 19th inst.,

will be barred from competition, as judg-

*
» «

The entry fee is $1.50. The prizes are

$5, $2, V. H. C. H. C. and C. for each

male and female, old and young, in the

poultry division, and $2, $1, H. C. and C.

for each sex of pigeons. A class of either

fKJultry or pigeons must have at least

three entries to be entitled to compete

for 1st prize. The winner of the first

prize, therefore, is not determined by the

quality of the bird, but by the amount of

money which the entry in the class

brings to the treasury.

«*

In owls and fautails all varieties com-
pete together, the classes l)eing for color

only. In turbits only the winged are

recognized. For magpies the classes are

black, blue, yellow and any other color.

For each bald heads, beards and nuns the

classes are for black and any other col-

ors.
*
* *

Mr. Charles Akerly in another column
asks why the majority are agreed in con-

demning the plan forjudging at the New
York show, and quotes from the premium
list to prove that certain at least of the

classes are to be scored.

***

The plan upon which the majority are

united in condemning is the waiting to

place the judges until the show opens.

There is complaint tliat this show is too

English in its arrangements, but in this

particular, at least, it is not. No English
show management would hope for an
entry if its judges and how they were to

l)e placed was not announced a sufficient

time ahead to l^e prepared for. It is an
uijustice to the exhibitor and an insult to

the judge when this is not done.

«
* *

The game and game bantam cla.sses we
were told officially and so gave notice in

our Notes in Passing of December 28,

were not to be scored but would be judged
by comparison ; all other varieties would
be scored.

As we said some weeks ago, when the
report was first abroad that all judging
was to l)e by comparison, and as we are

informed it was at first intended it should
be, "the feeling with regard to scoring

is too well known to have the idea enter-

tained for a moment that this society in-

tends at its first show to give such cause

for hard feeling and complaint as there

would be if the birds were not scored and
the judging was by comparison only."

»
« «

The list of judges engaged to act in-

cludes the best in the fancy. Certain of
those named could not act, however,
except in classes where they held an in-

terest, direct or indirect, except may be
to hold the book. The presence of their

names in the list without the further in-

formation of what they are there for can-

not help but cause uneasiness with those

who know the true state of the case.

*
« «

The Hon. C. C. Davidson in another
column refers us to the instructions to

judges in the Standard for the regulation

method for breaking ties. Yes, but does
it take any from the foolishness of it

that the A. P. A. sanctions it ? If a bird

was appreciably over weight or under
weight the score card should tell it so
and probably in each instance does, but
so long as the score determines the honor
every bird in the competition having
that score should be entitled to that

houor, and the prize money accorded to

that score should be divided pro rata.

To have a score stand for an honor and

the same score stand for another honor

in the same class or to amend a score to

make it suit au award is child's play.

It is an injustice to bring in weight or

lack of it as an after-consideration when
it is to be supposed if the judge has done

his work properly, weight has been

counted for all it is worth in making up
the score.

* «

A correspondent of Stock-Keeper writ-

ing of the fancies in Scotland says the

jacobin is the best fancied bird, and it is

no easy or enviable task to judge the

classes at the shows, as they are invari-

ably large and the quality good. The
reds and yellows are beaten in most
points by the blacks, notably so in hood
and length of feather. Their feather seems
to be of softer texture than in the reds.

The best point of the latter seems to be the

mane and shortness of face, the blacks

not excelling in that point. Of fantails

the birds are too big and not nearly so

good in tail as used to be seen; less of

the making process seems to be going

on, perhaps because the material is

scarce, the dictum being that you can't

make a bad one good, only a good one
better.

«

Although the decision ofJudge Yerkes
in the case against the member of the

Philadelphia Gun Club more directly

concerns pigeon flyers, yet the reference

to the plea of increasing the foo<i supply

is not without interest to poultry breed-

ers, inasmuch as the law requires the

killing to be as far as possible instanta-

neous and without pain, not only because

lingering death lessens the value of the

article as food but because of the offense

against the public morals,which the com-
mission of cruel and barbarous acts tends

to corrupt.
—--.

The Egg Market and the Grippe.

The Minneapolis Journal of January 18

says: "The egg market is suffering from
la grippe and in consequence eggs

dropped kerchunk this week, seven cents

a dozen, though but few consumers are

aware of it, as the retailers have neg-

lected to keep pace with the wholesalers,

and consumption has not been increased.

The commission merchants say the con-

sumption of eggs and all eatables have
fallen off greatly in two weeks, and they

attribute it to the lessened demand for

food resulting from the large number of

persons who aresufTeriug from influenza.

"Retail grocers make a similar com-
plaint and say that there is a perceptible

falling off in orders. While wholesalers

are selling eggs to retailers for 15 cents,
the latter have been parting with them to
their patrons at the rate of 20 to 22 cents
a dozen, when the regulation profit on
eggs is two cents a dozen.
"The wholesalers think housewives

should have their orders filled at 18 cents.
They say that would have an instant effect
in quickening sales, and stocks would di-

minish. There is a firmer feeling to-day,
as the cold weather has kept receipts
down and prices may advance again in a
day or two, so that the chances of the
consumer gettinj^ any benefit from the
usual drop in price of seven cents in a
week are small."

SCIENTIFIC BREEDING.

A Cheap Ohicken Coop.

P. C. says: To make a cheap coop for

chickens take an old barrel and tack the

hoops to the staves with inch nails. Then
saw the hoops off on two seams opposite
each other, and yon will have two halves
of the whole length of the barrel. Block
up one end of each half with half the
bottom, and on the other ends tack laths
for the front. You will then have two
chicken coops from the one cask.

BY AI,EXANDBR COMYNS, B. A., I,. L. B.

There is hardly any subject upou which
opinions more widely differ than upon
t}}e best method to be pursued in the

breeding of exhibition stock. This di-

versity of opinion is perhaps to be ac-

counted for by the fact that well-known
breeders have succeeded in producing
the uniformity of excellence aimed at by
apparently widely different methods. I

say apparently different, advisedly, and
I trust before I have concluded the

subject my readers will agree with me
that the difference is more apparent than
real.

To ill-breed or not to in-breed is tlie

question which first presents itself, and
when that has l)een decided there follow

other questions of almost equal import-

ance.

In the first place, what is in-breeding ?

It consists (for my purpose) in the mating
of birds which are related in blood to

each other. The relationship may be

near, as that of brother and sister, or re-

mote, a mere fortieth cousinship, for in-

stance; but if there is any relationship

between the birds which are mated it is

in-breeding.

"Prepotency" is another term which
must be defined. It is the power pos-

sessed by a bird of stamping his or her

likeness upon the progeny of a union to

the exclusion of the likeness of the other

parent.

"Heredity" is the inheritance by off-

spring of the characteristics or likeness

of their ancestors more or less remote.

A "strain" is, properly speaking, a

family with established and recognized
points of mutual resemblance.
A "breed" is generally understood to

mean a natural division of species differ-

ing in certain distinct points from all

other species. A breed may consist of
several z'ar/V//V5,agreeing in certain com-
mon features but differing in others.
Varieties are generally artificially pro-
duced, or they may l)e produced by dif-

ferent climatic or such-like influences
operating upon certain individuals of a
breed. They may also be the result of a
"sport," which is an accident or freak of
nature, whereby is produced offspring
differing in some important point or
points from the breed or variety to which
its parent belonged.
"Throwing back" is a return by the

offspring to the original or natural type
of the parents.
The theory of "natural selection" and

of "the survival of the fittest," to which
I shall have occasion to refer but
shortly is as follows: Birds, as other ani-
mals, in a state of nature select their
mates partly on account of their superior
stren^h, etc., and partly on account of
certain beauties pleasing to the eye. In
addition to this, the weaklings of each
brood die, and those the plumage of
which is least adapted for concealment
from predatory animals, etc., fall a prey
to their natural enemies. In Iwth tnese
ways the strength of the stock is kept up,
and a particular type of plumage (that
most pleasing to the eye of the other sex,
or that most suited for concealment from
enemies) is perpetuated.

"Artificial selection" is entirely differ-

ent, and consists in the first instance in
the arbitrary settling by man of certain
features which he desires to perpetuate,
and the perpetuation by artificial means
of these features.

Having said so much by way of explan-
ation, I come to the first great question.
Is in-breeding desirable ? Much has
been written on both sides of this ques-
tion, and many statistics have lieen pre-
pared by the advocates of each view.
Into these I shall not go, but the concise
result of the whole matter seems to me
to be this: In-hreeding is not of itself
injurious. In theory you might iu-breed
forever and do no harm, subject only to
the proviso that the original pair cho.sen
for the exjieriment was entirely free
from any <lisease or latent tendency to
disease. In practice this proviso is so
difficult to fulfill that success in extreme
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in-breeding is the exception and not the

With poultrv, pedigree breeding is

much less usual than with horses, cattle

and dogs. It is more difficult to identify

the progeny of each pair of birds than

with other stock . No pedigree is required,

and the most successful breeders are reti-

cent in disclosing the methods adopted

by them. It is thus almost impossible to

adduce instances of successful in-breed-

ing of poultry. At the same tinie it is

known to many fanciers that in most
classes the winning birds are the result

of judicious in-breeding.

It is common for beginners in purchas-

ing stock to make a proviso that the

birds sent shall be in no way related to

each other. Authors, even in writing

about tjoultry, discourse upon the neces-

sity of^ avoiding in-breeding, and speak

of it as if it were an uniiiixed evil.

Tliis general craving for fresh blood is

founded, partly no doubt, upon the com-
monly accepted theories as to in-breeding,

and partly upon the undisputable fact that

iu-breediug sometimes protluces evil re-

sults and may be carried too far. It is

also founded upon ignorance of the actual

state of facts as to fancy poultry and
pigeons. These are for the most part, as

at present known, the result of artificial

selection, and this artificial selection has

l)een going on in the ca,se of many breeds

or varieties for a great number of years.

The f.how bird of to-day in most breeds is

of a very different type to its ancestors of

some years back. The process of artificial

selection has developed certain points

which are known as the chief "points"

of the breed. So long as the breeding

stock is composed of birds of the same
family—even though they be but distantly

related to each other—these artificially

created points continue to .show them-
selves, and the more in-bred the family

is from birds perfect, or approaching per-

fection in any particular point, the more
fixed does that point liecome in the

progeny. The moment, however, that

entirely fresh or foreign blood is intro-

duced, the work of years is in all proba-

bility overthrown by the natural ten-

dency, to which I have already referred,

to throw back to the original type. It

may be that in consequence of one or

other of the parents being very highly
bred, and thus prepotent as to certain

points, the progeny, or a proportion of

them, will \ye good in these points, and
that the tendency to throw back may in

this way be counteracted, but will only
l)e counteracted as regards the first gen-
eration ; and the birds thus good in points,

but what is known as "loosely bred"
will be worthless for the purpose of
stamping their likeness upon their off-

spring.
This may be illustrated by reference to

the Brahma. The original Brahmas were
of a mixed grey color, and the lights and
darks are their descendants. The points

of each have been developed by artificial

selection. The exquisite pencilling of
the hens is a salient feature of the dark
variety, which, perhaps more than any
other, has been produced by artificial se-

lection. If the best pencilled hen that
can be obtained is mated with a bird of
the highest quality, but perfectly unre-
lated to herself, it will be found that the
pencilling is at once lost, and that nearly
if not all the pullets are of a mixed grey
color quite wanting in pencilling. It may
be that a few of them in consequence of
the pref)otency of the hen, show a certain

amount of pencilling, but for practical

purposes the pencilling as a family char-
acteristic is lost. Breeders may meet this

assertion with instances in which appar-
ently entirely unrelated birds have pro-
duced well pencilled progeny, but to this

I answer that the parent birds were prob-
ably distantly related to each other.
Most strains of Brahmas through the
country are more or less descended from
a common stock, and have also at one
time or another been crossed with one
another. In this way it is difficult to be
certain that the parent birds are in reality
unrelated, and successful results attained
with apparently unrelated birds are prob-
ably to be accounted for by the fact that
a distant connection unknown to the
breeder actually existed between the
birds, or it may be the good results were
to be accounted for by the prepotency of
one or both parents.
Having arrived at the practical conclu-

sion that in-brceding, though it may be
sometimes productive of evil results, is a
necessity. I now come to the considera-
tion of the best method of establishing a

strain. Ever)? true fancier has for his ob-

ject the attaining of perfection in the par-

ticular breed or variety which is the sub-

ject ofhis choice. He sets before himself

an ideal which he desires if possible to

attain, and the more difficult it is to at-

tain that ideal the more exciting and in-

teresting is the pursuit of it. The be-

ginner, therefore.should, before attempt-

ing to breed or exhibit any variety, have
fixed and clearly settled in his mind the

standard points of the variety. These
are for the most part well settled and can
best be ascertained by a careful study of

the winning birds at some leading shows.
It may seem at first sight to the out-

sider that the breeding of poultry is mere
child's play, unworthy of serious atten-

tion; but a practical acquaintance with
the subject soon teaches the fancier that

the attainment of absolute perfection in

any variety is almost an impossibility.

There are, as a general rule, so many
points, all of which require to be bred
for, that it is an extremely difficult mat-
ter to unite them all in perfection in one
individual. It is for this reason that

even the most successful exhibition birds

open to hostile criticism and the dif-

_J_

are
ferent degree of weight attached by dif-

ferent judges to failure in the various
points of a breed is the most fertile source
of those variations in judging which so

frequently puzzle a beginner.
I will supf)ose that the beginner has

determined which breed or variety he
means to keep and has obtained a fair

knowledge of^its leading points. There
are now at least three courses op)en to

him, and which of the three he chooses
must depend upon his individual taste

and circumstances.
The first and most simple and that

most likely at once to produce a profitable

return is to go to a breeder of high stand-

ing and select from his yards a breeding
pen of birds of the same strain. This
will not be forming a strain, but is rather

taking up the results of another man's
labors and forming a sul)-strain, for the
merit of which as a strain he is entitled

to all the credit. There are these further

objections to this course, that if the
breeder from whom the purchase is made
is of high standing he will probably ex-

pect a very large price for really good
birds, and will also expect to be paid for,

in effect, mating up a yard for the
purcha-ser and enabling him at once
to breed birds of established strain. Two
birds which are suitable for mating with
each other, and which a fancier would
willingly sell for, say, $50 each, he would
generally be unwilling to sell together
for |!ioo. In fact, we know several lead-

ing fanciers who will not sell mated-up
yards at any price. There are, of course,

some who will honestly do so, and there

are others who will pretend to do so, and
then sell birds which they well know are

badly suited for breeding with each other.

A further difficulty presents itself in the

fact that a sub-strain started in this way
must have been largely in-bred in the
hands of the original breeder, and the
purchaser can hardly ascertain with cer-

tainty the extent to which this in-breed-

ing has been carried, or the actual rela-

tionship of the birds purchased by him.
Purchasing sittings of eggs from a well-

known yard is merely another form
of this method of beginning. It, of
course, is not open to the same objections

as to cost, but It is open to the objection

of uncertainty as to how far the original

stock may have been in-bred, etc., and to

the further objection that it is by no
means an invariable rule amongst vendors
of eggs to sell from their best stock.

Some of the most celebrated fanciers de-

cline altogether to sell eggs for hatching;

and, indeed, when we consider that a sit-

ting of eggs honestly sold may produce
three or four birds each worth several

times the price paid for the eggs, and
that the purchaser may in this way at

once obtain the strain of the seller, this

refusal to sell eggs is not to be wondered
at.

The second course to the beginner is

the one which is really the most advan-
tageous if circumstances allow of it. It

is to purchase, cost what they may a

cockerel and from one to four pullets as

nearly perfect in points as can be pro-

cure(f. The birds should, as far as prac-

ticable, be entirely unrelated to each
other, and the number of pullets pur-

chased should Ije in proportion to the

number of breeding yards which the fan-

cier is prepared to maintain. Glaring
faults of any kind must l)e carefully

eschewed, as by the method of breeding

I am about to recommend they would
certainly be reproduced in the progeny.
This process will, in regard to many
breeds, be a most expensive one, and is

open to the further disadvantage that the

purchaser must not expect, at least in

the first year, to obtain any adequate
return for his expenditure. It is true

that, as a general rule, it is better not to

breed from a cockerel mated with pul-

lets; but in starting a strain the short

life of the birds renders such a course

almost indispensable. A cockerel and
one pullet is sufficient to begin with; but

we should recommend, with a view to

the permanent maintenance of the strain,

that at least two pullets should be pur-

chased. As the method of breeding is

equally applicable whatever the original

number may be, we shall proceed upon
the footing that the start is made with a

cockerel and one pullet.

The third course open to the beginner
is to purchase birds of fair quality at

moderate prices, and by judicious breed-

ing and artificial selection to work up to

the standard. This is the course which I

was, through circumstances, compelled
at first to adopt, and although it is rather

a tedious process, it is still a very inter-

esting one. It does not, however, produce
at first any adequate return for the time
and trouble bestowed. It is, in regard to

the established breeds, a going over again

of ground which has been already well

trodden ; and I therefore recommend such
as cannot afford to purchase really good
birds of the established breeds, rather to

take up the newer and less known breeds
in which the points have not been so

firmly established, and to do for them
what the leading breeders of the estab-

lished breeds have already done for their

favorites.

With the first or second course the
method of breeding to be pursued will

be similar. The distinction will lie

chiefly in the fact that in the first case,

starting with birds which have been
alreadv in-bred to a considerable extent,

there is less likelihood of being able to

carry out the system so far without the

strain deteriorating in certain points.

This will render it necessary that great

care be taken not to carry the process of

in-breeding too far; but as birds pur-

chased this way may be either very
closely or only very distantly related to

each other, it is impossible to indicate

how far in-breeding may be safely car-

ried in each particular case.and this must
be left to the discretion of the breeder
himself.

Artificial selection is to some extent a

separate process, and must be dealt witli

separately; but the course to be pursued
in regard to the first two cases being so

nearly identical they may be discussed

together.

Let us suppose that a breeder has pur-

chased a cockerel. A, and a pullet, B,

quite unrelated and as free from faults as

possible. He must mate these together

and set every egg laid during the hatch-

ing season. When the progeny have
come to maturity it will probably be
fouud that none of them are really good.
The breeder must not be discouraged by
this, as it is merely the natural result of
breeding from unrelated parents.

The Ijest cockerel of the progeny must
be chosen for mating with the pullet B,

now a hen one year old. From the

progeny of this pair the best cockerel
must again be chosen and mated with B,

now two years old.

With some birds this is as far as the

length of life of the birds will permit the

process to be carried; but in regard to

other breeds it may be extended a year
or two further. We will suppose, how-
ever, that three laying seasons is as much
as can be depended upon. The progeny
of the first year's breeding being one-

half the blood of A and one-half the blowl
of B, and a cockerel of this year having
been mated with B, it follows that the
progeny of the second year would be
one-fourth A and three-fourths B, and
upon the process Ijeing repeated the third

year the progeny will be one-eighth A
and seven-eighths B. A precisely sim-

ilar process having l>een gone through
on the other side, bv mating the three og
four best pullets of' the first year's pro-

geny, which were one-half A and one-

haU B, with the cock A, and so on for

three years, it will be manifest that at

the end of the three years the breeder
will have the two original birds A and B,

which will, as a general rule, be now
unfit for further use, and a numljer of
birds, some of which are seven-eighths A

one-fourth A, re-

now be adopted,
on the whole most

and one-eighth B. and the rest of which
are seven-eighths B and one-eighth B.*

He ought also to have reserved some
birds of the previous year which are
three-fourths A and one-fourth B, and
three-fourths B and
spectively.

The method can
which is found to be
advantageous, of mating cockerels and
pullets with birds over one year old, and
ought to be in a position to start four
yards of good birds, which are only dis-

tantly related to each other—that is to
say, he can mate a cock which is three-

fourths A and one-fourth B with pullets

one-eighth A and seven-eighths B; he
can mate a cockerel which is seven-
eighths A and one-eighth B with bens
one-fourth A and three-fourths B; he can
also mate a cock three-fourths B and one-
fourth A with pullets one-eighth B and
seven-eighths A, and a cockerel one-
eighth A with hens one-fourth B and
three-fourths A.

When he has got thus far he may be
fairly said to have formed a strain of his

own, and his subsequent course of action
must follow as much as possible in the
lines already indicated—that is to say,

he must for as long a time as pxjssible

keep the blood of each yard distinct

from that of others, merely using the
others for the purpose of comparatively
fresh blood when necessary, or for con-
necting any point in which one yard may
be deficient.

Of course these directions must only be
understood as general principles to be fol-

lowed so far as circumstances admit; not
as rules to be fixedly adhered to in all

circumstances. It may be that even
though the two birds originally chosen
were themselves free from glaring faults

of any sort, yet they may have inherited
tendencies to such faults, which by the
course of breeding adopted have been de-
veloped in the progeny. If this be so, the
method suggested- must not be followed
so far as I have indicated, but at an ear-

lier period a bird may be selected from
the other yard with a view to the correc-

tion of the fault in question.

In starting a strain lam entirely averse
to the system I have seen suggested by
some writers, of mating birds with faults

which mutually counteract each other.

For instance, in the case of brahmas,
heavy feather and vulture hock on one
side, against poorly feathered shanks on
the other side; but when a bird is intro-

duced into a strain merely for the pur-
pose of counteracting a fault in the strain,

and there is no intention of in-breeding

from the bird thus introduced, the same
objections do not apply. In that case, a
bird having developed in an exaggerated
degree the poiut in which the strain is

deficient, may with advantage be used;

but I shall have more to say upon this

point when I come to speak of introduc-

ing fresh blood.

We now turn to the course of procedure
to be adopted where the method of arti-

ficial selection is chosen by the beginner.

Here, just as in the other two cases, it is

necessary that the breeder should have
clearly settled in his own mind the point
which he is aiming at; and he must in

the first instance choose birds which to

a certain extent, however small that ex-

tent may be, have developed these points.

If not, the process of artificial selection

will become a most difficult and, indeed,

perhaps an impracticable one.

Here it is as well to l>egin with as

large a number of birds as possible, so
that the process of selection may have as

wide a scope as {x>ssible. and that when
the strain has been formed the birds may
be so closely related to each other that

it will be necessary at once to introduce
fresh blood.

A well-known breeder of my acquaint-

ance, who was recently starting a yard
upon this principle, said to us that he
always liked to have as great a variety as

possible to begin with; and in this

respect I quite agree with him. As
many chickens as possible must be
hatched and reared so far as is necessary

to make sure of their quality, every
season. From these must be selected

those which most closely approximate to

the standard of perfection of the breetl.

These again must be mated together, and
the same process repeated with their pro-

geny, only those birds being kept and
bred from which have developed to some
extent the points sought after.

[To BE CONTINUKD.]
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fied. Vacancies
interim shall be filled

committee.
The executive committee shall be

composed of the president and first vice
president, secretary and treasurer (ex-
officio), and eight members, with the ex-
presidents of the association, all of whom
shall be elected at the same time and
manner as the oflScers.

The executive committee shall have
power to declare any office vacant for
cause, and shall report the same to the
next meeting of the association.
Whenever the number of ex-presidents

shall exceed four (4) the name receiving
the lowest number of votes .shall l)e the
one dropped from the list of officers.

Penaltibs.—Any officer or member
may be censured, suspended or expelled
from the association for neglect of duty,
unfair dealing, wilful misrepresentation
or dishonesty in matters connected with
the objects of the society. Such censure,

PENNSYLVANIA STATE SOCIETY.

A Form of Ctonstitutlon and By-

Laws for Action at the Meeting.

At the request of those avowedly in-

terested in the formation of a poultry so-

ciety for the State of Pennsylvania, Mr.

N. G. Temple has made up a form of

constitution and by-laws as a foundation

to work upon at the meeting to be held

the 5th inst., should it then and there be

agreed that such an organization is de-

sirable and to he effected. This form is

not to be considered as more than memo-
randa to work upon, or rather as giving

all interested something to think over

previous to the meeting and in this way
to be able to act advisedly when the time

comes.

The attendance at the meeting ( to be

held in Coatesville, Pa., at 2 P. M., the

5th inst.) promises to be representative

Those, however, who are interested but
who are unable to be present might send
their comments wpoa the plan for or-

ganization by letter to Mr. N. G. Temple,
Pocopsin, Pa.

CONSTITUTION.
Name.—This organization shall be

known as the Pennsylvania State Poultry
Association.
Object.—The object of this associa-

tion 18 to encourage and promote im-
provement in the breeding and manage-
ment of poultry, pigeons and game, and
the preservation and protection of the
latter, to ascertain by experiment and
the collection and dissemination of reli-

able and practical information relating
thereto; to work in unison with the
State Board of Agriculture and all poul-
try and agricultural societies throughout
this state that may be governed by its

rules. To recommend competent persons
as judges, and to act if called upon for
advice or to settle disputes that may oc-
cur at poultry shows.
Membership.—The association shall

cuusisi of such ciiizcns of the slate as
shall signify in writing their desire to be-
come members; and shall pay on appli-
cation two ($2) dollars as membership
fees and one ($t) 'dollar as yearly dues
and one ($1) dollar thereafter as annual
dues. Those desirous of joining shall
present their application in writing with
two (2) references to the secretary, who
will refer the same to the executive com-
mittee. Each poultry society of the state
which is on a sound financial basis shall
be entitled to send one delegate to the
annual meeting. The names of the mem-
bers to be recorded by the secretary.
Officers.—The officers of this asso-

ciation shall be a president, a first vice
president and one vice president from
each congressional district, three-fourths
of whom shall be practical poultry raisers;
a treasurer and secretary. These officers
are to be elected by a majority vote of
the (qualified members at the annual meet-
ing in Novemt)er, and are to serve one
year or until their successors are quali-

occurrring during the
'by tlie executive

the association shall be held in the city

of Harrisburg on the third Thursday of
Novenil)er, each year, at such a place as

the executive committee may direct.

Executive Committee.—The execu-
tive committee shall meet semi-annually
on the third Thursday of each May and
November at such hour and place as they
may direct.

D1S.SOLUT10NS.—The association shall

not be dissolved without the consent of
at least two-thirds of the members pres-

ent at a meeting called for that purpose;
due notice in writing having been given
to each member, and in case of dissolu-
tion the property of the association shall
be sold and proceeds equally divided
among the members at the time of disso-
lution.

Membership.—Any member upon the
payment of fifteen dollars at any one
time shall be constituted a life member,
and shall lie exempt from the payment
of any further dues.
Alterations.—This constitution may

be altered or amended at the annual
meeting in November by a vote of two-
thirds of the members in attendance. All
amendments to the constitution to be
voted upon at the annual meeting of the
society ir November must be submitted
to the executive committee at their
semi-annual meeting in May.

BY-LAWS.

EivECTiON.— All elections for officers
and the executive committee shall be by
ballot.

Duties ok Ofkicers.—It shall l>e the
duty of the president to preside over the
meetinjjs of the society,to preserve order,
to appoint the tellers at elections, to ap-
point all special committees unless other-
wise ordere<l, to decide points of order
which may arise, countersign all orders
on the treasurer, and call extra meetings
of the association at the request in writ-
ing of ten or more memliers.
Vice-Presidents.—It shall be the

duty of the first vice-president toper-
form all the functions pertaining to the
office of president in case of his absence
or his inability to act.

In case of the absence of both presi-
dent and first vice-president a vice-presi-
dent in attendance shall take the chair;
the senior vice-president taking prece-
dence. The vice-presidents shall also
act as a Iward of counsellors, with the
privilege of attending all meetings of the
executive committee of this association
and advise with them, but without the
right to vote. They shall look after the
interests of the societv, each in his re-
spective district, as directed by tlie ex-
ecutive committe. They shall report at
each annual meeting the names of all

parties especially interested in poultry
culture in their respective districts as far
as known, together with such other in-
formation as they may deem of interest
to the association.

Secretary.-Tbe secretary shall con-
duct the general correspondence of the
association and have the custody of the
same, shall preserve all important letters
received ana a copy of the answer thereto
to be read at the meeting of the asso-
ciation if requested; shall keep an ac-
count of all expenses; keep the minutes of
all meetings; have charge of all the books
and papers appertaining to the office;

publish and distribute all notices of meet-
ings of the association and of the execu-
tive committee; issue certificates of mem-
bership.notify memliers of their election,
collect all moneys, keeping a correct ac-
count thereof, and paying over the .same
to the treasurer, taking his receipt there-
for,shan have the lx>oks and papers open
at all times for the in.spection of the ex-
ecutive committee, ana shall give a bond
of such amount and form as may be ap-
proved by the executive committee.
Treasurer.—The treasurer shall have

charge of all funds of the association, and
shall pay all the orders drawn by the .sec-

retary and countersigned by the presi-
dent, as long as sufficient funds remain;
shall keep the accounts in proper form
for the inspection of the executive com-
mittee, and shall make a full report at
the annual meeting of all receipts and
expenditures, and oftener, if required by

suspension or expulsion requiring a two- La two-thirds vote of the members in at-
thirds (J3) vote of all the members pres- [tendance at any one meeting, and shall
ent at a meeting called for that purpose
Thirty days' notice in writing having
been given each member by the secretary.
Quorum.—Seven (7) members shall

constitute a quorum for the transaction
of business.

Meetings.—The annual meeting of

give a bond of such amount and form as
may be approved by the executive com-
mittee.

Executive Committee.—The execu-
tive committee shall transact the business
of the association generally, shall super-
intend and direct the publication of such

mel. RosR COMB brown I^kt.hokns. Hen, 932%.
en,Duff. White bantams. Cockerel,

ist; pullet, ist, A. I,. Smith.

DUCKS.
White Prkin. Drake, ist, id; duck, ist, jd,

Mrs. A. I.. Smith.

turkeys.
Whitk Holland. Cock, isl; hen, ist; J. R.

Harper, Bronze. Cock, i»t; hen, isl; pullet,
ist, A. L. .Smith.

RABBITS.
Angoras, ist; Himalayans, ist, C. Lester Uuff.

riGKONS
Jacobins, pouters, Tantails, barbs and carriers,

each ist, Duff.

SPECIALS.
Best pen of Asiatics, to W. F. Chipnians light

Brahmas; score 94>ii. Best pen m American
class, to Wyandottes ofj.W. Wil.son; score 93.
Best pen in any other class to silver Hamburgs
foj. J. Stone; score 94. Highest score in tl

show, to Ivangshan pullet of C. C.
95 Ji.

Harper; score

of the reports and transactions as they
may deem proper; shall regulate the ex-
penditures, examine all accounts and
keep such general charge of the affairs of
the society as may best promote its in-

terests; select judges and superintendents
of poultry shows when requested, pro-
vide suitable medals and diplomas, and
such awards as are advisable, in order to
stimulate and increase the jK)ultry inter-

est of the state, to be offered at such ex-
hibitions as may comply with the rules of
this organization; shall organize and se-

lect its chairman and secretary and hold
special meetings at the call of five or more
of its members, three-fourths of whom
shall constitute a quorum for the transac-
tion of business.

Dues.—Members shall pay their dues
prior to the annual November meeting
each year or forfeit their right to vote.

RirLES.—All rules of order shall be
governed by Cushing's Manual of Parlia-
mentary Law.
Order of Business. — i. Meeting

called to order. 2. Reading of the min-
utes of the previous meeting. 3. Roll
call. 4. Report of secretary. 5. Report
of treasurer. 6. Report of committees.
7. IvCtters and communications. 8. Elec-
tion. 9. Unfinished business. 10. New
business. 11. Discussions. 12. Adjourn-
ment.

MT. OARMEL'S SHOW.

A Good Show—Official List of the

Scores.

The third annual exhibition of the

Wabash Valley Poultry Association was
held in Mt. Carmel, 111., January 13-17.

The secretary, Mr. C. C. Harper, in send-

ing the official list of the scores says;
' 'The show was pronounced by experts

to be not only one of the finest displays

ever seen in this section but in the entire

countrj'. No show in the United States

this season has as yet reported higher

scores than were won here, and the fact

that only four out of the hundreds on
exhibition were disqualified, is evidence
that our boys know how to raise 'em."
The judge was Dr. C. A. Robinson.

The scores of the winning birds were as
follows:

brahmas.
Light. Cocks, 94!^, W. F. Chipman & Co.,

Mt. Carmel; 90, C. C. Harper, Mt. Carmel; 90, S.
S. Seller, Mt. Carmel; 87, C. He.ster Duff, Clay
City. Hens, 94W, pi4, 92, Chipman; 94, 93, J. O.
Wood, Friendsville. Cockerels, 93, ga, gij^ (j),
Chipman; 93, 92^4, 91 (»>. Wood; 92, 91H (2), Har-
per; 93, Samuel Gowen, Sumner; 92, Mrs. A. L.
Smith. Princeton. Ind. Pullets, 9414, 94 (2) 93
(2). 9254 (2). Chipman; 93^, 92^ (2), Wood; 94 (2),

93H. 93. Harper; 93^, Seller; 93^ (2), Mrs. Smith.
Pens, 94>*, 92?^, Chipman; 93 5-16, Wood; 92 13-16,
Harper; 92K, Mrs. Smith.

WYANDOTTES.
Silver. Cock, 91}^; cockerels, 91 K. 90; pullets,

95 (2). 94W. 93^ (2), 93 (2), 9>; hens, 93, 92, J. W.
Wilson, Oluey.

COCHINS.
White. Cock, 92, J. R. Harper, Mt. Carmel.

Hens, 94, Mrs. Smith; 03J4, 92, 91 (2), J. R. Harper.
Cockerels, 93H. 93.92)4. 9>H, J. R- Harper; q-^%,
Mrs. Smith. PulleU, 94H (2), 93 (2), 92}^, J. R.
Harper; 93)4, 94H, Mrs. Smith. Pens, 9? 11-16,

92 9-16, J. R. Harper; 93H. Mrs. Smith. Par-
TRiDOE. Cockerels, 94, 93, 905^; hens, 9454, 92;
pullets, 9^ (4), 93H, 93, 9254, 9'H; P«ns, 94«, 93H
90>i,Gowin. Buff. Cock, 92; hens, 92>i, 90)^,
Duff. Cockerel, 92^4; pullets, 93, 91 }4, 90 (2); pen,
91 u-l6, Gowin.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. Hen, 87, G. N. Sharp, Mt. Carmel.

Cockerels, 91 W, Gowan; 92)^,92, wood; 91, Sharp;
92, H. R. Risley, Mt. Carmel. Pullets, gi'/, (2),
kisley; 90^,90. Sharp; f^^'A, Wood. Pens, 91W,
88H, Risley; 90 5-16, Sharp. White. Cockerels,
93, 51, A. L. Smith; 91)4, F. M. Leek, Allendale.
PulleU, 93^1,93.925^.92. r-eek; 93 (2), 92H, 9t}4.
Smith.

OTHER VARIETIES.
Lanoshans. Cock, 93; hens, 94 (2), 93!4; cock-

erels, 94 (2), 93H, 93 (2); pullets, 9sJ4, 94 (3), 92M;
pens, 943-16, 93K, C. C. Harper, Silver span-
gled Hamburus. Cockerels, 94 (2), 9^; pullets,
95.94Hr.93W.93(2),92M;pen,94,J.J.Stone,Mt.Car-

:1.
"

THE TAUNTON SHOW.

Special to The Fanciers' Journal.

Fall River, Mass., Jan. 28.—The late

show of the Southern Massachusetts

Poultry Association held in Taunton was
not as well patronized as it should have

been, and it is doubtful if money enough
was taken to clear expen.ses.

Entries to the l)ench show were very

slim, probably on account of the short

time between the mailing of the premium
lists and the closing of entries. Mr.

Bums, who had charge of the dogs, did

his work well,and all the exhibitors were
loud in their praises for him, feeling con-

fident that in his care their pets would
always receive the best of attention.

In the poultry show Jethro Wordell

was superintendent, and with Jethro in

charge the poultry men in this section

feel as though their birds musi have good
care, as superintendent Jethro is classed

"A I, clipper built and copjjer fastened."

What was lacking on the bench was
made up in the poultry coops and pigeon

cages. Mr. Philander Williams was the
largest exhibitor of brahmas and Cochins
and showed a grand collection. In pig-
eons the Messrs. Morris and Lockwood,
of Taunton, and Green, of Providence,
were the principal exhibitors.
Owing to sickness in the family of Mr.

H. S. Ball he was unable to judge the
pouters, and Mr. H. B. May was substi-
tuted; William H. Cash, of Fall River,
judging the pigeons.

Friday morning Mr. Field, the secre-
tary and treasurer, posted notices for all

winners to call at the office and collect
premiums, and orders upon donors of
specials were mailed Monday. Entries
to this show closed on dates advertised.
The official list giving the scores will

reach you in due time. The awards in
the poultry class were as follows:

BRAHMAS.
Joslin, Provi-Light. Cock, ist, Russell M.

idence. R. I.: sd. C. C Chas<
Hen, ist, Chase; 2d, 3d, Joslin. Cockerel, 2d, 3d.
Benj. Watson. Providence, R. I. Pullet, tst. 3d]
Ashley, Taunton; 2d, Joslin. Dark. Cockerel
ist, P. Williams, Taunton; 2d, 3d, P. P. Luby'
Fall River. Hen, ist, jd, 3d, Williams.

COCHINS.
Buff. Cockerels, ist, Packard & Bates,

Brockton; 2d, Sharpe Bros. Taunton; 3d, W. H
H. Dean, No. Dighton. Pullet, ist, Sharp Bros
Partridge. Cock, ist, 2d, C. King, Plainville
Hen, ist, Williams. Cockerel, ist. King; 2d, 3d
Williams. Pullet, ist, id, 3d, Williams. White.
Cock, ist; cockerel, ist; pullet, ist, 2d, C. A. & C
H. Richards. Cockerel, 2d; pullet, 3d. Dean.

LEGHORNS.
White. Rose comb. Cockerel, ist, Deane.

Single comb. Cock, ist, 2d; cockerel, ist 3d-
hen, ist, 2d; pullet, 2d, C. Thornton, Taunton'
Cockerel, 2d. Elmer Benson, E. Whitman. Black
Single comb. Cockerel, ist, 3d; hen, 3d, F. W
Rogers, Brockton. Pullet. 2d, F. L. Fish. Heni
ist, 2d; cockerel, 2d, Percy L. Fish. Pullet, ad
Staples.

'

OTHER VARIETIES.
Red Caps. Cockerel, ist, C. L. Hathaway, No

Dighton; 2d, K. W. Staples. Pullet, 2d, Hatha-
way.

Judgringr at New York.

ToNAWANDA, N. Y.,Jan. 27.—Editor
Fanciers' Journal:—Your issue of
January 25 received. Under "Notes in

Passing" you state: "The plan of judg-
ing the coming New York show is the
one topic upon which the majority are

agreed upon condemning." Now, I must
judge from this that birds are to be judgefl
by comparison, not scored. Can this be
possible? What authority have j-ou for
such an assumption? Surely the prize
list would indicate otherwise, for on page
6, rule 15 reads: "As soon as possible
each score card will be audited," etc.—
each score card, observe—then on next
page, under "Display—.Specials," "For
the highest scoring pair of Asiatics," etc.—then further on, under Light Brahma
Specials, "Silver cup, valued at fio, for
highest scot-ing" cockerel, and so on all
through, the word score or scoring l)eing
used frequently, notably where the White
Wyandotte Club gave $\o for "highest
average score." Can these be arrived at
by comparison? The influence of your
valuable paper is too great to allow your-
selves to mislead us. I pause for a reply.

Chas. H. Akerley.
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—Jan. y.Mr. Frank R
Pa., had fortv chicks hatch
incubator.

Holtzman, Myerstown.
in his home-made

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

..„..._ --.- -
parent birds are taken from home when whose^n-ejs s^^^^^^^^^^

With them it is the theory that at the nest has just been made and when
„tlest feelings of our nature, but who

We do not think experienced fanciers

will endorse the paper in another col-

umn which places under a ban any pig-

eon which has need of treatment for dis-

ease. Belgian fanciers will not agree to

it

some time in its life every pigeon must

have that distemper known as going

light, and until it has had it, it is liable

to it. A "cured bird" therefore, is

doubly valuable. All of their works

upon pigeons treat of this and other dis-

eases to which homing pigeons are liable

and not only name remedies, but advise

their use

urge it to increased speed than ever

horse or hound could be. Happily, pub-

lic opinion is against the short journeys

in which the old practices were alone

practicable or indeed possible.

*

But, and it is most times thoughtlessly,

atid it is only those that can stay and
win the keen flying-man who is de-

termined to make a name in the sport

cares for, and rightly too.

Physic every other variety of pigeon,

cure any ailment it may have, but not a

homer. That should be sound to its

innermost core. No flaw should there

be in this, one of the gentlest of birds

the eggs laid in the basket tell the story

of a bereaved home and blighted hopes.

Or, a parent bird is taken from feeding

youngsters showing a mate to be doing

double duty and a bird to be put to a

test to which physically it is, for the

time being, unfitted.
«

»

They also, it is true, advise killing sick

birds of ordinary quality, but only be-

cause their places can l)e filled so easily

it is not worth while to bother with

them.

We would say kill off at once any bird

which shows a scrofulous taint or that in

itself or its progeny shows a disposition

to paralysis or stiflFened limbs, or in

which the eyes are weak, or that shows

constitutional weakness or frailty, but

with the ordinary ailments of the loft, or

those the result of accident unless so far

progressed as to produce blood pioison-

ing, we say, and from experience, help

nature to relieve itself by using the few

simple remedies called for, and trust to

time to make as good as new.

*
• *

There is a deal of nonsense written and

said about the great and hard work a

homing pigeon is forced to do. It is

marvellous work that it Ho**« to h»» Kiire

because its means for accomplishing it is ,

his pigeons.

beyond our comprehension, but that

which a bird does of its own sweet will

and with nothing beyond itself to urge

it on, it will never do i>eyond its strength

and there is small need of pity for it.

Training is not "to get the bird into

condition," or "to teach the way to

home," but it is to give the bird an un-

derstanding of what is expected of it.

When this is accomplished we have rea-

son to believe that the bird enters into

the spirit of it to a certain degree and

feels a delight in doing its part. There

are birds, however, that, knowing what

it all means, take good care to be among

the missing when shipping preparations

are in progress, just as others invariably

stop at a chosen midway station to be

made much of, taking up the journey

when it pleases them to do so.

of

THROTV PHYSIC TO THE DOGS

Doctor Every Other Variety

Pigeon Except the Homer.

The above should be put over the

doorway to every homing loft. Yet, to

read the amount of writing, giving in-

structions how to treat this, that and the

other ailment one would think all a

homing fancier had to do was to physic

• •

There is by far greater sympathy

needed for the bird that is sold to a

strange loft and with no chance to escape,

is given a new mate and nest box, and

expected to make itself at home in the

unfamiliar quarters. How gladly it

would make itself at the old home if

given the chance of freedom !

*
* »

That this enforced imprisonment and

the consequent homesickness is prostrat-

ing in its effects upon the system is shown

in the inferior quality of the first two or

even three nests of birds in a strange loft,

showing a decrea,sed vitality and nerve

force, under strange surroundings and in

endeavoring to find means for escape.

«
« •

Yet a verj- little consideration would

show that no man who seeks to be in

the first flight should ever physic his

homers. A bird may be wounded, acci-

dentally get lamed, have the canker from

fighting, or some similar thing which

can be treated by an external applica-

tion, and no detriment to the racing

power of the loft result from it. But it

may be laid down as a broad rule from

which there should be scarcely an ex-

ception that any illness to a homer ne-

cessitating internal medicines to cure it

is a deduction from the racing power of

the loft, if the bird treated survives and

is put into training afterwards to race or

allowed to breed.

Such a doctrine as this may seem hor-

rible to many a young fancier. What—
we can almost hear him say—not give a

dose of Miraculous to my son of Light-

ning ex Neverdefeated when he is only

suffering from a little cold ? No, we say,

not a drop. If your bird does not re-

cover so quickly and in such a way as

assuresyou that no danger whatever has

resulted to his constitution there may V>e

no particular harm in keeping him, but

directly he is fit he should he tried to

see if any harm has happened to him,

and in the majority of cases it will be

found bv his breaking down on some
hard job that harm has been done him.

But if there should be any doubt that he

has Ijeen damaged by his illness it will

he far better never to breed from him
again.
He may be an old favorite that has

done good work, and you cannot bear

the thought of getting rid of him. Very

well, keep him and give him a soft job

It is sometimes deemed a cruelty to

send birds to far off" stations, but it is no

greater, if the birds have been so far

trained as to understand the purpose of

the journey in the basket, than it is to

let them go within sight of home. The

cruelty lies in exposing them to the dan-

gers in the way, to birds of prey, pot

hunters and the like. But as many birds
^ ^

have been caught by hawks and shot by I such as rearing a young one now and

then vou wish reared from some other
gunners within the home vicinity as have

lieen in journeys for distance record.

With a due regard for the seasons of dan-

ger—birds of prey in the spring, the pot

hunter in the fall, the exposure is

scarcely to be counted.

• *

But there is cruelty practiced, although

less now than in the old time flying when
the bird was more severely tortured to

birds, but do not, if you wish to have

birds that will do their work when other

men's birds fail, breed from any bird

that has given a sign that there is a weak
spot in his constitution. If you do the

chances are that at such a time as men-

tioned your birds will fail you and in

addition to vour time and training ex-

jienses being lost, you may have the

disagreeable conclusion forced upon you

that however good-looking your birds

may be they can neither stay nor win,

IS called upon by us to do such work, so

hard and trying that no other creature

man controls is called upon to do.

For what is the work of a racehorse or

a greyhound compared to that the

homer is called upon to do? They are

carefully trained to the highest pitch,

they run, they fly, swift as an arrow from
the bow; their very heart-strings may
crack and their strong sinews break
under the mighty strain, but it is all over

in a few minutes, and if they are sound
they can be recovered in a few minutes
and be fit to try again.

But what is this to the work the hom-
ing pigeon is called ufKan to do? Grant
that it is thoroughly trained and fit. We
know that it is gifted with an immense
brain power; that its intelligence and de-

termination in the matter of seeking its

home is marvellous; that it is gifted with

a love for its home so intense as to war-

rant us in thinking that, if unable to find

it, its nervous brain and intelligence must
add greatly to its sufferings from its fail-

ure to do so. Yet we tate this nervous
little creature and toss it, say 500 miles

in an air line from its home, 100 miles of

which it has perhaps never seen before,

knowing that its intelligence is excited

to the utmost pitch to regain its home;
knowing that under the most favorable

circumstances of wind a«id weather it

must fly at its utmost stretch of speed for

many hours without the slightest cessa-

tion before it can reach it. We know the

bold, determined little creature has no
thought of easing itself, that it will fly at

its utmost stretch during these many
hours staying neither for bit nor sup
when it knows it is on the right road and
feels it can reach its home before night;

which perhaps it does, after fifteen or

sixteen hours' hard and incessant flying,

with what we must think its mind, as well

as its physical powers, at fullest stretch

the whole time.
This is what happens to the homer

whose deeds makes its owner's heart

swell with pride every time he sees it, to

think he is so fortunate as to possess

such a clinker.

But think how enormously the sweet
little creature's work is intensified should

it meet with a strong head wind or bad
weather, and be blown out of its course,

and be perhaps two or more days doing
the journey. No wonder, then, that good
ones arrive home in the plight they some-
times do, with the strong muscles that

support the power of their wings appar-

ently flown off.

It may be said that old, tried stayers

save themselves at such times, and fly, as

we may say, cunning, using their great

intelligence to husband their strength,

and get home as well, easily and quickly

as they can. There can be no doubt they

do this, as that there is a limit to the best

homer's endurance, but the "dead game"
homer, the bird it is the ambition of the

true flying fancier to pos.sess, flies with

its whole heart and determination to get

home as quickly as possible, as a "dead
game un" should and will do.

Listen! What is it we hear said by the

proud owner of such a bird ? Not for 500

golden soverei^s would I sell him, says

the pleasant voice in a quiet tone. Is it

a boast ? No, it is the voice of intensely

gratified feeling, such as fills the breast

of every keen homing fancier when he

possesses what he knows is, because it

has proved itself to be, a "dead game
homer, fit to fly for a king's ransom, or

save a nation from defeat in a death

struggle, as perhaps half a dozen such

birds, homing into Paris at one crisis of

the Franco-German war, might have

saved France.
Brother fancier, if it is your wish to

possess such birds, listen not to the well-

meant but fallacious advice that tells you

to physic your homer, no matter from

what quarter it may come, but try and
breed your birds without a flaw in their

constitution, and one of the aids to help

jou do this will be a determination not to

physic your homers, but "throw physic

to the dogs."—V. A. W. in the Stock-

Keeper.

THE BAY STATE SHOW.

The Scores Posted at Evening of

the Opening Day.

Special to the F'ancikrs' Journal.

Worcester, Mass., Jan. 29.—The Bay
State Poultry Association's show opened
yesterday, the best by far that has been
held in the East this year. The entries
number over 1500 and first-class through-
out.

The judges began their work early
yesterday morning, Mr. W. F. Bacon,
Cambridgeport, taking the Leghorns; H.
B. May, Natick, the American classes;
A. F. Peirce, Winchester, Vt., the games
and game bantams; A. F. Stevens, Wel-
lesley, the remaining classes. The awards
as made public last evening are:

minorcas.
Black. Cock, 90. T. J. Carpenter, Worcester.

Hen, 96, 94, A. L. Bowen, Adams; 93. Carpenter.
Cockerel, 94 U, Bowren. Pullets, 9^^% {3), P. W.
Morse, Oxford; 04, Bowen. Pen, ist, Bowen.
White. Cockerel, 90; pullets, 90 (2), 89)4; pen,
ist, 3d, Carpenter.

DORKINGS.
WHn-E. Cocks, 94, 03 (2); hens. 96H (2). 95H;

pullets, 93; pens, ist, 2d, H. A. Jones, Worcester.
Silver gray. Cocks, 94, 9354; hens, 95 (a), 94S;
cockerels, 92H (3); pullets, 94J4, 935i.93; pen*. i»t,

2d, Jones. Colored. Cockerel, 93; hens, 95,

94H. 94; pullets, <n%, 93 (2); pen, ist, 2d, Jones.

HAMBURGS.
Silver Spanglkd. Cock, 90, C. P. Geexer,

Worcester. Hens, 9354, L. B. Gunn, Lanesboro;
93H (2), Geeier. Silver pencili.kd. Hens, 95)4,
Jones; 93 (2), Guiin. Cockerels, 94, Jones;
93 J4, H. B. Brandt, Manchester, Ct.; 93,
Gunn. Pullets, 95, Jones; 94, Brandt. Pen, irt.

2d, Gunn. Black. Cocks, 96}^, 94^ (2); hens,
¥>%< ¥>< 95; cockerels, 94)4 (3); pullets, 97, 96; pen,
ist, M, Jones. Gold pencilled. Cock, 94;
hens, 94, 93, Gunn.

GAMES.
Yellow DCCKWiNG. Cock, 90, W.J. Wheeler,

Worcester; 8754, Gunn. Hens, 92^, 87J4, Gunn,
90, Wheeler. Pullets, 92^, 90; pen, ist, Wheeler.
Silver duckwing. Cock, 92>i; hen, 93^4, Gunn.
Pit. Cock, ist; heus. ist, 3d, E. F. Spencer.
Worcester; ad. Jones. Stags, ist, 2d, 3d, Spencer.
Pullets, ist. 3a, Spencer; 2a, R. Keete, Leicester,
Mass. Pen, ist, 2d, Spencer.

OTHER V.ARIETIES.
Black Spanish. Cock, 92^4; hens, 94, 93%;

cockerels, 93J4. 93; puHets, 95, 94)4, 93^4; pen, ist,

A. W. McKinstry, Chicopee. Andalubiaks.
Cockerel, 96; pullets, 96 (2); hens, 95H, 95; pen.
ist, Bowen.

OAPlTAJL CJOBOU*.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 29.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Pigeon news is

very scarce hereabouts.

The forming of the Washin^on Fed-
eration of Homing Pigeon Fanciers, Janu-
ary 15, has been the chief interest. The
officers chosen for the ensuing year are:

President, Samuel Wallace; secretary

and treasurer, Lewis Turner. Among
the charter members were the Messrs.

Hill. Miller, Stockman, Schmid and
Phillips.

There were those who were against the

organization being effected and they were
very active in prophesying its early death.

But now since it has a meeting room on
one of the principal streets and it is open
to all fanciers whether visitors or local,

there is in their opinion a chance for it

Mr. Moran is among the latest con-

verts to pigeon flying, and Dr. Brothers,

an old enthusiastic poultry fancier, has

added homers to his collection.

Mr. Walter Fry has some very nice

looking young homers ready for the

spring.

Dr. Brightwell is hard at work getting

his large loft under cover for the spring

work.
The Messrs. Weeden and Wood at the

Zoo have some very fine performing

tumblers which excite no end of admira-

tion and comment from those who see

them.
We noticed the transfer in The Jour-

nal a week or two ago of all the carriers

from (George Ewald's collection in Cin-

cinnati, O., to Mr. Edward S. Schmid's

loft in this city. Mr. Schmid has re-

ceived the birds and they were a fine lot,

and has sold several pairs of the blues,

white and black to Mr. Henry Boswell.

Mr. Poesch and his archangels are

doing finely. If there is a show in

Washington next season, as is now ex-

pected, the entry from his loft will be

wonderfully fine. PoST.

The Belmont Olub.

The Belmont Club, West Philadelphia,

held its annual meeting the 28th ult,

and elected these officers to serve for the

ensuing year. President, J. A. Stovell;

vice-president, A. M. Wood; secretary

and treasurer, G. T. Morgan.
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SCRAPPLE.
Appearances Sometimes Deoeit-

ftil—Oare of Canaries—Number
Six—No Loam in "Winter, Etc.

Memo. Appearances Are Sometimes
Deceitful.

P. B. says:

A beetle once atrolled near a nest—
The hen had left it for a minute—
And, having nothing else to do,

He softly climbed up and looked in it.

And there he spied a snow-white egg,

And, said he, "There is no denying
That you are pretty, but you have
No wings and never can go flying,

Nor have you legs (now I have six,

Yes, six as sure at I am talking.

As well as four most lovely wings),

And so you never can go walking.
I'm sorry for you, for you will

In time feel lonely and forsaken.

You're nothing but an egg" "I think,"

A wee voice piped, "You are mistaken."
And right before the beetle stood

A chick, its black eyes brightly shining.

And, oh! how hungry it did look,

As, towards its visitor inclining.

Its beak it opened wide. Adown
That nest and off the boaster scurried.

And only saved his life because
With haste undignified he hurried.

Memo. How Many Varieties to Keep.

F. J. saj^: One variety or at most two,
is enough for anyone to breed who has
had no experience in the business. The
eye must be trained to see and under-
stand the points required to make a val-
uable bird. Each breed is a study and
requires peculiar treatment in respect to
mating and feeding. When more than
one variety is bred on the premises, the
owner is kept in a state of constant
anxiety, lest by accident they become
crossed, and his reputation suffer in con-
sequence. It is difficult to rear enough
chicks ofseveral varieties to supply the
demand for anvone of the niiTnh#»r_ e«-
pecially if one of them be popular. A
large number of each must be reared to
«llow for culling freely, so that
there may be no temptation to sell or
breed from birds of inferior quality.
• * * If more than one breed is to
*)e kept, have them bred on separate
farms. Several persons in the same
neighborhood on different fanns may
each make a specialty of some one breed,
and then all unite in advertising and
selling under the management of a single
individual.

Memo. Inflammation of the Oviduct.
W. V. says: This diseased condition of

the egg passage, if acute, is almost always
found to result from the presence of egg
substance in it, in a more or less decom-
posed condition. It also results frequently
from the retention in it of the soft shell
of an egg, the contents of which have
been expelled, or from fragments of the
eggshell itself. Many of the causes, or
I might say the principal causes, are the
same as resulting in a fowl becoming
egg-bound. The too frequent use of
spicy condiments will produce a sub-
acute inflammation of the egg passage,
especially if they contain very pungent
suMtances, such as cayenne pepper.
Douglas' mixture will also do this if too
freely used, owing to the presence in it
of green coppera.s (sulphate of iron).
When first attacked the fowl stands with
its head drawn in, feathers puffed out,
and tail down. Occasionally it will strain^
as if endeavoring to expel something, and
it will sometimes move a few paces, still
keeping its tail down. Later on the
wings droop, the fowl squats down, and
if moved, the legs will Ije noticed to have
become almost powerless. Sometimes a
fowl suffering from this disease will creep
into the nest box, and remain there until
death relieves it of its sufferings, which
must be acutely agonizing.

In acute cases death usually takes
place in a few hours; in fact, fowls ap-
parently quite well over night are found
dead in the morning; therefore prompt
measures must be adopted if relief is to
be afforded. In all cases lose no time
before administering as much Epsom
salts as will stand upon a sixpenny piece,
in half a wineglassful of rather warm
water, repeating it every two hours until
the bowls act freely. Oil the lower ixjr-

tion of the passage by dipping your
finger in sweet oil and inserting it, at the
same time very carefully exploring the
passage to ascertain if there is anything
that can be removed. If so, its removal
will require great care. First with the
poultry syringe (the tube of which is spe-
cially adapted for it) inject a large table-

spoonful of sweet oil, inserting not more
than two inches of the tube, then with
the finger, the nail of which must be
short and smooth, endeavor to remove
the offending substance. If you are pos-
sessed of a suitable pair of forceps, long,
smooth and round, they will facilitate

matters very much. To do this it is es-
sential that you should be acquainted
with the anatomy of the parts. To ob-
tain this necessary knowledge,no squeam-
ishness on the part of the poultrj-keeper
should deter him from carefully examin-
ing dead fowls, ifhe wishes to become ex-
pert and is really interested in his stock.
He should pass his finger through the
cloacal opening into the oviduct to as-
certain its exact situation. In the.se cases
due to the too free use of spicy condi-
ments, its discontinuance and the addi-
tion of a little Epsom salts to the drink-
ing water will soon set things right.

Memo. Charcoalfor Poultry.

G. F. M. says: Charcoal is an article
which is often neglected by the poultry
keeper, or at least it is not generally
given the attention it3 importance de-
serves. One of the most important and
valuable features of charcoal is that it has
a very important cleansing influence on
the fowl's system, and is especially valu-
able when fed to laying hens during the
breeding season, or, in fact, at any time
of the year. They do not have to be
forced to eat.it, as many are led to sup-
pose, but will eat it of their own accord
quite greedily, and seem to relish it, and
it is really wonderful to see how much
they will devour when they have the op-
portunity, and especially when they have
been deprived of it before. Since the
charcoal thus acts as a cleanser to the
fowl's system, it is quite valuable as a
preventative of disease, and in this re-
spect alone it will a great deal more than
pay for llic cost and trouble of obtainmg
«nd preparing it. It is one of the best anti-
septics we have, so that it is easy to see
at a glance what a great benefit it is to
the health and general thrift of the fowls.
Ashes from wood stoves, which contain
the coal of the wood, answer about the
same purpose that charcoal does, and
should be saved carefully and fed to the
fowls. At all events, see that they have
it liefore them in some shape at all times,
and it will be a material lienefit to the
fowls, while the trouble and expense in-
curred is really not worth noticing.

Memo. Number Six, Going Light.
H. P. says: It is a tedious and unpleas-

ant trouble to deal with, but not neces-
sarily fatal if taken in time. A treat-
ment resulting in cure was to empty the
crop by holding the bird head down and
gently press the crop, beginning at the
lower part; confine the patient apart, and
without food and water for twelve hours;
then again force the fluid gently from
the crop. Allow the bird then to drink
at will, and immediately after empty the
crop as before. After allowing the bird
once more to drink, this time sparingly,
remove the water; give a charcoal pili
(prepared charcoal and ground mustard),
keep the bird apart from the rest, and
allow it for foot! only a few grey peas,
giving; three times dail^-a pill of "No 6.''

This IS made of pulverized capsicum one
drachm, pepsin one-half drachm, pyro
phos. iron one drachm, quinia fifteen
grains, extract gentian sufficient to make
sixty pills.

Memo. For Diarrhwa in

T. C. says: The disease
caused by indigestion. In each case give
about as much powdered papaw as will
^o on the half blade of a pen knife for a
aose. It is liest mixed with a little meal
and milk. Another simple plan is to get
some seed of planta>jo ispaghula, and if
the birds won't pick it out of a saucer,
just shoot a few down their throats. Iil
a few hours you will see an old cock take
a new lease of life. When giving it to
men, it is believed that the seeds give off
a mucilage that changes the action of the
bile; at any rate, chronic cases yield at
once. I prefer the papaw milk for young
birds and children. How often we find a
baby "can't take its milk"—because it is
too strong for it. If you put a little paj)aw

milk, which is a dry powder, into the
cold milk, you will find the child that
was "given up," and the "poor mother
worn out with watchinjj" all satisfied,

and no more sickness or indigestion.

Memo. Help at Nesting Time.

P. P. says: It is wonderful what a
magic effect a little hay stuffed in Ijetween
the wires of a canary's cage at the time
the birds are paired has in helping them
to agree. As a case in point, I paired a
lovely hen with a gallant young l)eau,

quite her equal in every respect. The
instant he stepped into the cage she
picked at him, and because he did not
retire she went straight to one of the
corners of the cage and sulked; there-
upon some hay was popped between the
wires; as quick as thought a change came
over her ladyship's countenance, she at
once began carrying, and her lover sing-
ing, and the marriage bells ringing, all
caused by the sight of some hey.

Memo. Care of Canaries.

F. R. savs: April and May are very
good months to raise young' birds, but
one may be successful almost any time of
the year when the weather is not too hot
or too cold. Set the cage out of the sun,
make them a nest in a pasteboard box

—

about the size of a gentleman's collar
box—fill with cotton batting two-thirds
full, now sew over the top a piece of col-
ored cotton flannel—white will do—the
cotton side up; let it be so long as to sink
in the centre two inches or so, so as to
form the nest deep enough so the little
birds will not fall out. Sew it from bot-
tom of nest to bottom of collar box, so
the bottom of the nest will be nearly flat
—a space large enough so four eggs can lie
side by side without piling upon each
other, or the little birds pile up and kill
the bottom one. Be sure that no knot or
thread is left on the outside of the box
that the male bird can pick at, or else he
will pull at it so hard, letting it fall back,
that It will jar the eggs so they will not
hatch; for that reason I often encase the
box in a cloth sack. If they get a hole
picked in a cloth, wet the edges with a
tincture of cayenne pepper. Fix the nest
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as analysis of guano shows a far higher
percentage of nitrogen and phosi)horic
acid. This is doubtless due, to a great
extent, to the fact that much nitrogen is

allowed, by careless handling and stor-
age, to escafie from the hen manure.
Then, again, the Peruvian guano is ob-
tained from birds which have an almost
exclusive diet of fi.sh and meat. It is

beyond dispute that the value of
manure depends upon the food from
which it was produced. But hen manure
is far superior to ordinary barnyard
manure, as will l>e seen from the follow-
ing table giving the number of pounds
of the three most valuable elements in a
ton of hen manure and a ton of well
rotted barn manure.

Barn Manure. Hen Manure.
Phosphoric acid 6 48.60
Potash 10 41.00
Nitrogen n 67.90

Chicks.

is generally

A

lower than the other, pive the birds a
little cotton batting, and cut strings not
more than two inches in length; iflonger,
they are apt to get strings tied around
their feet or heads and hang themselves.
My birds were very peaceable until a nest
was given them. The female became
very jealous of the male bird if be dared
to go up and look in the nest, which he
often did; she would fly at him savagely.
When her eggs were laid, I put him in a
cage beneath her cage until the eggs
were hatched, but she took to fighting
him between the wires, so I removed him
entirely, so far away she could not hear
his calls, and the mother bird is caring
for the little ones even better than with
help when they quarrel, as they are apt
to have some of their battles on top of
the nest as elsewhere. I would not re-
move him from the cage so long as they
could get along peaceably, as sometimes
the mother bird will be so lonesome as to
leave her nest; but she is not apt to do .so

if he is in a cage beneath her. The nest
should be covered by a paper being
pinned on one side of it, so the mother
bird may feel she is partially hid. And
then the cage should be handled as little
as possible, and should be in a position
not to lie jarred by the slamming of a
door or too many curious eyes to watch
the mother bird, for they know when
they are being looked at. When the eggs
hatch, fresh food ought to be given sev-
eral times a day, as it induces the mother
bird to feed the little birds more fre-
quently. They are ver>' fond of clover
leaves or mustard, turnip leaves, etc.

Memo. Poultry Droppings.
R. N. Y. says: Several careful analyses

of pure hen manure give of the three
most important plant food elements:

Phosphoric acid 2.

Potash
. .3.05
M per cent.

Nitrogen and organic matter . . . . y.i^

As is well known, the manure of birds
is valuable from the fact that it contains
the urates and other highly nitrogenous
substances which in other animals pass
away in the urine. If the urine of ani-
mals could be secured in combination
with the solid excrement, the value of
the product would be greatly increased.
It is claimed by some writers that hen
manure is as valuable, weight for weight,
as I'eruvian guano. This is a mistake.

Thus 400 pounds pure hen manure
would contain very nearly as much
potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen as
are contained in a ton ofcommon barnyard
manure. We believe that hen manure
properlj' saved will prove cheaper, when
used upon quick-growing crops, than any
fertilizer that the farmer can save or
buy. With melons and garden vegeta-
bles we have obtained the best of results
from hen manure. Its effects upon corn
are well known; in fact, in regions where
manure will l)e most likely to be saved,
the corn crop will be almost sure to
receive the benefit of its strength. We
do not find it to be the most economical
manure to use on potatoes; a fertilizer
richer in potash will give better results.
There is considerable discussion among
farmers as to the best methods of pre-
serving hen manure. The l)est poultry-
men to-day seem agreed upon the fact
that it is most profitable to keep fowls
upon low roosts with a shelf below to
catch the droppings. With this arrange-
ment the process of gathering the
manure is much simplified. The shelves
may be scraped off every few days into
boxes or barrels, and the manure dropped
upon the floor may be scraped up in
the same way. It will pay to keep the
shelves and floor well snrinWlfil witli

dry muck or sand. This will reduce the
strength of the manure and keep it in
Ijetter condition. Wood ashes should
never be mixed with hen manure, as
the combination will liberate the nitro-
gen. Where it is desired to apply them
together it is safer to put the manure in
the hill or drill and to scatter the ashes
broadcast. Plaster may be profitably
mixed with hen manure.' It will "fix"
the ammonia securely. Many fanciers
obtain their most valuable fertilizers by
mixing hen manure with plaster and fine
bone flour. The manure is spread upon
a floor and beaten finely with a shovel.
One-fourth its bulk of plaster is

sprinkled over it and the mixture raked
over into a heap, to be again spread out
and raked up. With one-fifth its bulk
of fine Iwne flour mixed into the ma.ss
the same way, a fertilizer can be obtained
stronger than the ordinary super-phos-
phate. Where poultry are confined in
orchards or in various parts of the dif-
ferent fields the manure is evenly and
and cheaply distributed, to the great ad-
vantage of the soil.

Memo. No Loam in Winter.

T. F. says: I am of the opinion that
loam should lie given to pigeons only in
the summer time, not in winter; have
reasons to believe that it occasions roup,
or at least promotes it, retarding the cure
when the bird is troubled with that com-
plaint. The reason, as it occurs to me,
seems feasible enough, the roup l)eing a
sort of cold in the head, and the nose or
nostrils having communication with the
mouth, and being in that complaint al-
ways stuffed with rheum or phlegm, I

think it fair to presume the constant eat-
ing of cold loam may sometimes cause
roup, or may at least cause it to l)ecoine
worse if the bird be affected with it. I

used to allow my birds to use it all
winter, and they all had this complaint
more or less. It aflei wards occurred to
me that this might have l>een the reason;
since then I have not allowed them any
after the cold weather set in, and have
had the satisfaction of knowing that none
of my birds have been affected with it

since in a general way, only now and
then one. Some fanciers make a compo-
sition of loam, gravel and mortar, adding
salt. I think it preferable to give them
each of these (except the salt) in the
crude and natural state.

CAGE BIRDS AXD RABBITS

RABBIT VS. POULTRY KEEPING

Two Styles of Hutch—Ornaments
Will Not Add to the Comfort.

[CONTINUKD FROM PACK 61.]

One of the simplest styles of plain box

hutches is three feet long, eighteen inches

high and twenty inches wide (see figure

I ) the comer posts -projecting two inches

below the floor of the hutch in front and

one inch behind, thus giving the floor a

little descent so as to carry off the water.

The door. A, is swung from the top on a

screw or pivot, and is held up by a pin

or hook, D. A partition, either fast or

sliding, is showii at C, shutting off a

space ten inches wide for a breeding or

nesting pen; a door, B, hung on hinges.

than to deny him some such innocent
occupation.

Further than this, if properly encour-
aged, it may be made an educational
benefit to him. He can l)e taught to

keep an accurate account of all his ex-
penses and receipts, and to balance his

accounts monthly or quarterly, thus
planting the seeds of a methodical busi-

ness education which in after years will

bring forth good fruit.

No one who loves and keeps pets can
be cruel and indifferent to the feelings

of his fellow men. Caring for them
makes him careful of his fellows; and no
matter how poor in purse or in what
station in lite the fancier may be, his

fancy is almost sure to make him a

lietter man. His love for his pets pre-

serves him from many temptations and
dangers. He needs rest and recreation
for over-taxed mind or body and in these
and kindred fanciers he finds it. The
day is now past when the fancier of
poultry, pigeons or rabbits was Ipoked
upon as, at least, an eccentric individ-

ual, and the pursuit of these fanciers as

of rather a low character. The interest

in all these fancies is constantly largely

on the increase, and is participated in by
people of wealth and refinement, as well

as by those in the humbler walks of life.

True, for many years there have been
a few persons who have kept and bred

the fancy varieties of rabbits, but I think

I may take to myself the credit of being

the first person in America who bred and
exhibited rabbits in any great number
and variety.

The interest in rabbits is one which
must steadily increase, for the space

4

Fig. I.

opening into it. A hole should be made
in this partition, about six inches in

diameter, for the ingress or egress of the

doe. It is sometimes more satisfactory

to have the front of the large apartment

of lath or wire (see figure 2). The floor

should project at the back from a hall to

three-quarters of an inch, and a space of

one-quarter of an inch be left between

the floor and the back of tlie hutch. A
small tin or zinc gutter may be tacked to

the under part of this projection, letting

one end be a little the lowest. All the

liquid drainings of the hutch may thus

be caught in a pail or basin. Three or

four of these hutches may be placed one

above the other and one pail serve for all.

A hutch for the buck and also for young
rabbits may be built the same as Fig. 2,

only leaving out the partition, and mak-
ing the whole front of lath or wire.

Hutches built in this way are within

the reach of everyone, and answer as good
a purpose, if kept well cleaned, as the

most elaborately and expensively built.

A very great improvement to the hutch

shown in Fig. 2 is an extra or double

floor. The bottom should be made of

tongued and grooved boards, painted, or
else of plain l)oards covered with zinc;
the upper floor of lath with the edges
rounded, or of three-quarter inch round
rods, placed al)out a half inch apart, and
elevated one inch above the lower floor.

This arrangement, if well covered with
litter, makes a very warm as well as dry
hutch.

Just as fine rabbits may 1)e reare<l in
such hutches as are shown in the engrav-
ings as in more expensive structures.
The main requisites are cleanliness,
which will keep the inmates in health,
and convenience for feeding, cleaning
and examining the young. Keeping
these in view, a simple hutch is as favor-
able to success as a more expensive one.

Having always a fancy for pets of some
kind, commencing with the common
white rabbit more than forty years ago,
1 can testify that the influence exerted
over a boy by his pets is not to l)e under-
rated. There is no more certain way to
keep him at home ami away from evil
influences than by giving him some in-
teresting occupation of this kind, which
in time becomes a hobby, and carries its

influence into maturer years. Neither is
there any more certain way to drive a
boy into hanging around the village
store, and as he gete older, the saloons,

THE TOURAKO.
An African Bird Whose Colors it

is Said Will Not Wash.
There is at present on view at the

London Zoological Gardens an unusually

large num1)er of tourakos. These birds,

which are sometimes spoken of as plan-

tain-eaters, are brilliantly colored; a vivid

emerald green and a dark crimson are

the prevailing tints. Travelers say that

these birds during the heavy showers to

which the regions inhabited by them are

subject conceal themselves among the

thickest foliage. The crimson feathers

of the wings are colored by a peculiar

pigment; and it has lieen found that this

jjeculiar pigment can be washed out by

water. A gentleman who sent some
specimens home a few years since wrote

of them tliat "they washed themselves

nearly white in the water left for them to

drink." Another naturalist who received

some specimens thought that he had been

imposed upon, and that the birds had
been painted. When a tourako is shot

and falls into a stream, it is said, to stain

the water crimson, not with its blood so

much as with the dissolved pigment from
its wing feathers. In any case the pres-

ence of a pigment in feathers soluble in

water is unique, and the advantage of it

to the possessor is quite unintelligible.

Respecting the washing out of color an

required for these pets is smaller and
more readily obtained than for either
poultry or pigeons.—A. M. Halsted.

The Birds Have It.

A gentleman living at Oak Cliff, a su-

burb of Dallas, Tex., has his residence

surrounded by a large plot of ground in

its primeval simplicity. The birds have

taken advantage of this and flock thither

in large numbers. The gentleman is a

bird fancier in a private way, and owns
several cages of pets. He also takes great
interest in watching and closely observ-
ing the wild ones.
Speaking of the new Russian influ-

enza he said: "La grippe is in the air.

Even the birds have it. On my premises
within the last two weeks I have found
not less than a dozen dead birds. It

seems to affect the smaller species
most, such as the tomtits, though among
the dead birds I have found a jay, red
bird and a dove. I am satisfied that
they died with the influenza, and I in-

tend making a post mortem examination
in some of tne cases to demonstrate my
theory. None of my cage birds are
affected. These I keep mostly confined
in a room where the air is kept purified

by fire and the dampness is driven out.

"During some of the pretty weather of
this winter I have kept my birds on the
window sills and in the open air a great
deal. Their food attracted some of the
outside birds, who soon got so that they
wouUl come near the cages every day.
Not long ago a butcher bird made a raid

on a canary cage, An unsuspecting ca-

nary came near the wires of the cage and
the butcher bird grabbed him with his

bill. Drawing his head through the wire
he pecked the cap of his skull off and ate

the canary's brains. He made a strike

at another one, but succeeded only in

hitting the little fellow on the side of the
head, almost killing him. Since then I

have been more careful."

esteemed contributor who has recently

done much for our feathered favorites says:

"I do not know ifthe waters in Africa have

any special properties which enables it to

wash the colors out of the tourako's
feathers, but I.K)ndon water—at any rate

that supplied to my house—has certainly
no such power. I have had a pair of
tourakos, in perfect health and plumage,
for twenty months, in the house during
the winter, flying loose in the garden
(covered over with wire netting) during
the summer, which frequently and thor-

oughly wash. The effect on the water is

the same as when other birds wash—it

becomes a little less clear. The effect on
the feathers of the tourakos is similar to

that .said to have been produced by the
Indian girls when they tried to wash the
red out of the hair of their Irish captive
—the more they washed and scrubbed,
and scrubl)ed and washed, the more bril-

liantly the red shone out. Moreover,
after a spell of fine weather my tourakos,
like many other birds, do not seek shelter,

but, standing in an exposed position, with
outspread wings and feathers in loose
array, joyfully welcome the long wished
for rain. I think the writer of the para-
graph referring to the color being washed
away must have been listening to 'Trav-
elers' Tales.'

"

But who is to decide when doctors differ?

Mr. Frank E. Beddard, prosecutor of the
Zoological Society, believes "that there
was no doubt about the fact that the col-

oring matter of the tourako's wing could
l)e extracted by water, after reading M.
Jules Verreaux's statement to that effect

in the proceedings of the Zoological So-
ciety, 1 87 1, p. 40. M. Verreaux, who
was an excellent naturalist as well as
traveller, says: 'I remarked that during
the rains, which lasted several days,
these birds » * took refuge from
the weather in the thickest cover. * *

Having succeeded in getting hold of a
specimen, I was surprised to find my
hand colored blood red.' Professor
Church, to whom our first knowledge of

the chemical properties of this pigment
are due, quotes (Philosoph. Trans. 1869)'

similar stories without contradicting
them. I have put the matter to the
proof, and obtained a pink solution by
treating the feathers with tap water. I
should remark, however, that this exper-
iment was made upon the feathers of a
dead bird, which were nevertheless as
brightly colored as during life."

Mr. Richard T. Lewis, of Ealing,
points out that this matter was the sub-
ject of careful investigation by Professor
Church, of the Royal Agricultural Col-
lege, as far back as the year 1868, his
attention being drawn to it by Mr. Hugh
Owen, who had received specimens of
the feathers and of paper stained by the
solution from Dr. Benjamin Hinde, at
that time chief of the Military Medical
Staff at Bathurst, on the Gambia. Pro-
fessor Church succeeded not only in ex-
tracting and isolating the coloring mat-
ter, to which he gave the name of tura-
cine, but also in determining by chem-
ical and spectroscopic tests that it con-
ained a comparatively large percentage
^f copper. His researches, which at-

racted considerable attention at the time
were detailed in an interesting article

published in the Student, for April, 186R,

an excellent colored plate of two species
of the birds being given in illustration.

That naturally-red feathers contain
copper is a well known fact; but that
the pigment is fast, and can only be ob-
tained from them by chemical treatment,
is absolutely certain; consequently. Pro-
fessor Church's experiments are of no
weight whatever as corroborative proof
of "The Traveler's Tales" referred to..

We have seen the birds mentioned by
"R. P." at that gentleman's residence,,

and can confirm every word he says con-
cerning them. Another acquaintance
of ours has seen the tourakos at the Zoo^
and has watched them bathe, with ex-
actly the same result as "R. P." and the
really intelligent keeper of the Western
Aviary is decidedly of opinion that the
washed-out pigment story is a hoax, and
so, we may add, are we.

tourako: "He has been placed among
the cuckoos by Linnaeus and those who
have copied him, only because its cry is

couc, couc; for in no other respect does
it belong to this genus. Its beak is short
and thick, and resembles that of the
pigeon in shape; the upper is bent over
the lower, ana is of a reddish brown ; the
nostrils are covered with feathers; the
iris is nut-brown; the eyelids are edged
with small red warts; the opening of the
throat is wide, extending to the back of
the ears; the nails of an ash grey; the
head, throat, neck, top of the back with
the upper wing-covers, the breast, upper
part of the belly and sides are covered
with soft silky feathers of a beautiful

deep green ; the feathers on the top ofthe
head gradually lengthen into a large tri-

angular tuft, which the bird raises at
will, and the tip of which is red. The
green in the tuft is sometimes mixed
with white."
The tourako which Bechstein saw, be-

longing to his Highness the Duke of
Saxe Meiningen,was one of the most ele-

gant, mildest and tamest of all foreign
birds. Its cry is couc, couc, couc, at first

repeated slowly and distinctly,afterwards
more quickly, and then in a rapid and
continued succession. Notwithstanding
the form of its feet, it does not climb or
hop, but runs as quickly as any partridge
across the room, and often, pressing its

wings against its body, makes several
long leaps of ten feet.

Tlie tongue is not perceptible on open-
ing its beak, and it swallows everything
whole which is given it. It is fed on
fruit and bread cut in small pieces; it has
Ijeen remarked that it has a crop.

Buffon says that one of these birds,

which came from the Cape, ate rice; but
that which I have seen would not touch
it; on the contrary, it ate with avidity the
stones of grai)es, as well as bits of apple
and orange; so that it may be concluaed
that fruit is its natural food. It is brought
from Guinea, but may be found in other
parts of Africa.—I'eathered World.

—The best sand for the bird's cage or
the aviary is the coarse,gritty river sand.
It assists the birds to grind their food.

From want of it many bird ailments
arise. Always have plenty at the bottom
of the cage and mind it is free from clay

and earthy matter, as these clog the
bird's feet.—Jerome.
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PIGEON SHOOTINO.

The Right to Kill But Not to

Wound—To Develop Oourage.

DoYi^ESTowN, Pa., Jan. 28.—Editor

Fancibrs' Journal:- The case of the

Commonwealth vs. A. Nelson Lewis, of

the Philadelphia Gun Club, indicted for

taking part in a pigeon shooting match,

December 14, 1887, was concluded in the

Quarter Sessions of this county yester-

day, Mr. A. Nelson Lewis being found

guilty. Judge Harmon Yerkes in his

opinion agreed with the prosecutors in

almost every claim and gave those who

are endeavoring to prevent the slaughter

of the innocents not only the precedent

of the conviction, but many arguments

against the practice of shooting from the

trap.

Among other things he said:

"We incline to the opinion that all ani-

mals, whether noxious or not, which are

in the custody or captivity of mat^, are

comprehended by the statute. But there

is an important tiistinction to be observed
which we will notice wheu we come to

consider between the right to shoot ani-

mals while in their natural wild state

and when in captivity.

"It has been said of a statute, similar

to ours, that it does not define an offense

against the right of property in animals
nor against the rights of the animals that

are, in a sense, protected by it. The of-

fense is against the public morals, which
the commission of cruel and barbarous
acts tends to corrupt.

"To make out the offense the Common-
wealth must show, first, that the pigeon
was ill-treated or abused; second, that the
manner of the treatment was wanton or
cruel. One of the pigeons was wounded,
and alighted upon a tree, and as soon as

its wounded condition was discovered it

was killed. Is it ill-treated or abused to

wound a living creature so that it lingers

ii> that condition tor a period, long or

short?"
Taking up the question whether there

was "adequate reason or necessity for

submitting the pigeon to the pain and
punishment inflicted upon it," the judge
said:

"The circumstance that all animals,
whether domesticated or not, make
violent efforts to escape from those who
apparently would injure them, shows
that the^ are deeply susceptible to the
sense of fear, and that they suffer from
injuries to their bodies.

"Whoever has observed at a shooting,
amidst the heap of spKirtman's victims,

the winged and wounded birds causing
the whole mass of dead and dying to

quiver and move, by their efforts to crawl
away, will not doubt that pain, suffering

and torture follow as the result of wound-
ing them.
"The natural instinct either for free-

dom or of fear would have impelled the
bird, which the defendant wounded, to

continue its flight had not the paiu or
exhaustion from the injury prevented.
We are clear that this result amounted
to ill treatment and abuse in the meaning
of the statue. We cannot undertake to
measure the degree of pain and abuse.

"According to the finding ofthe jury it

was, primarily, for test of skill in marks-
manship; secondarily, to prepare the
bird for sale for food.

"In favor of the first, it is urged that
this exercise should be encouraged as
tending to promote strength and courage,
and to render the citizens more efficient

for those services which he may be called
upon to render the state in time of war.

"Conceding that those recreations
which serve as manly exercise and do not
necessarily lead to protracted pain should
be encouraged to develop soldiery quali-
ties, is shooting pigeons from traps the
recreation calculated to best promote
those qualities? Courage, endurance and
steady marksmanship are amongst the
most necessary acquirements of the good
soldier.

"It would be offensive to any citizen

po—eaoed of a spark of manhood to as-

sert that his courage had fallen to so low
an ebb as to require the exercise of
shootine at helpless, tame pigeons to
qualify nim to meet a foe in mortal com-
bat, unless, indeed, he is lacking in that
brutish instinct which inclines men to
shed blood, notwithstanding the nobler
impulse which impels mortis to shrink

from the infliction of pain. But we have
progressed too far in civilization to now
wish to develop the brutish instincts of

men that in time of war they may possi-

bly make better soldiers.

"Neither can it be said that shooting
at birds, as they -are liberated from a

trap, calls for such active exertion as

would augment the citizens' capacity for

endurance. As for markmanship, shoot-

ing at the clay pigeon or glass balls is

quite as good a means of testing quick-

ness of the eye in following moving ob-

jects. The sportsman who would enter

the modem battlefield with the expec-
tation that his agility in using a shot-

gun at short range would be regarded of
value, would be equally disappointed
with the small boy with his popgun.
"Was it necessary to shoot or attempt

to shoot the birds to prepare them for

food?
"The learned counsel for the Common-

wealth admitted that the defendant is

not answerable for shooting the bird that

was instantly killed, because, as the
right to kill existed, and as no unnec-
essary or lingering suffering was inflict-

ed, there was no cruelty under the act
"Here is where an important distinc-

tion arises, as effecting the manner of
killing captive or free animals. The
right in man to kill, in order to render
the animal more serviceable for his use, is

undisputed. Therefore one may inflict

such pain and suffering as may be nec-
essary to kill the animal for food, with-

out hieing chargeable with cruelty. He
may shoot or otherwise take animals in

their wild state, although it may result in

lingering paiu, because the animals, not
being within his control, it is the only
practicable way to obtain their use: In
such case necessity justifies the probable
infliction of pain. But when the animal
is in captivity, man, in his exercise of
right to kill, is required to use such
methods, having them in his power, as
will avoid unnecessarily prolonged
pain. All cases cited agree to this pro-
position.

"We presume it will be conceded there
are metnods of killing captive fowls or
birds, known to every farmer and poultry
raiser, without subjecting them to linger-

ing suffering or the chances thereof, and
which will make them more valuable in

the market for food, than by shooting.
The mutilation from the shot seriously

affects their value as food.

"We will now consider the question
which the learned counsel for the Com-
monwealth admitted to be the serious

one in the case. The defendant contends
that as his design in shooting at the
pigeon was undoubtedly to kill, and not
to mutilate or merely wound, the wound-
ing, which caused the pain, was not
knowingly or wilfully committed, and,
consequently, there was no guilty intent.

"It IS a maxim of the criminal law that
one accused of an offense is presumed to
intend the natural and probable conse-
quences of his act. But this presumption
is one of fact, and may be rebutted by the
circumstances of the case.

"A test of marksmanship implies a
probability and belief amongst the con-
testants that all the birds will not be
killed instantaneously; otherwise there
would be no inequality in the contest, a
thing hardly to be expected.

""nie records of shooting matches as
commonly known establish that a proj)or-

tlon of birds are not killed. It is a matter
of common notoriety that some are killed,

some wounded and others escape alto-

gether. These are the natural and prob-
able consequences that may be expected
from shooting birds as liberated from a
trap. One who tests his skill knows
this; he may hope, and, so far as lies in

his ability and skill, he may intend, that
all shall instantly be killed; yet as he
knows the probable consequences flowing
from this act, the law holds him answer-
able for what Ijecomes a careless or reck-
less act. An indifferent marksman might
mutilate a large proportion of the birds
shot at, and to say that because he wished
or designed to kill them he should escape
the punishment for the cruelty arising

from his gross want of skill, would be il-

logical .

"The object of the statute against
cruelty to animals is the suppression of
an evil which is oflener the result of in •

difference or carelessnes.'i than of wrong-
ful intent. As we have said, the offense
is against the public morals, which the
commission of cruel and barbarous acts
tends to corrupt. The act is in the na-
ture of a police regulation. And it has

been said that under police, health and
revenue regulations, unless otherwise
declared in the act, the defendant is

bound to know the facts and obey tlie

law at his peril. It was not intended by
the law-making power that a guilty in-

tention should concur in the act. Other-

wise, if such a defense could be success-

fully interposed in such cases, there

would be few convictions, and the law
would be practically nullified for all prac-

ticable purf>oses."
The case has excited the greatest in-

terest among pigeon owners, and the ex-

pressions of approval of Judge Yerkes'
decision, both oy these and by our peo-
ple generally, are unqualified.

W. P. JARVIS.

Rollers and Tumblers.

Cincinnati, O., Jan. 28.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—I, too, have read with

great interest and pleasure the article by

Black Saddle and also that by Jim Crow

in the last issue. Jim Crow complains

that so good a fancier as Black Saddle

should hide his identity under a uom-

de-plume and then does the identical

thing himself He tells us that it might
interest the fanciers to know that he is

importing some fine rollers direct from
Birmingham, England, but how can it

be interesting to us when we don't know
who the happy receiver is? Come, gen-
tlemen, let us know who you are. You
are both good fanciers and should come
to the front.

I will have a few saddles and badges at

the New York show next month and I

would be pleased to meet Black Saddle
and Jim Crow there.

Charles Liknhard.

Breakingr Ties.

Dayton, O., Jan. 23.—Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—In regard to "ties,"

spoken of by you on page 40, allow me
to refer you to the standard in Instruc-

tions to Judges. Vou will find that when
two old fowls score the same the heavier
one wins; when two young fowls, the
lighter wins, except bantams, the light

one winning all the time. This is the
rule followed by the Miami Valley Poul-
try .Association, at its recent show, and it

gave satisfaction all around.
C. C. Davidson.

At Middletown.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 18.—Editor
Fanciers' Journal:—Mr. F. B. Zim-
mer, the judge of poultry at the show
just closed at Middletown, N. Y., writes

me that I made an absolute clean sweep
with my little pets: Black red t>aiitams.

Pen, ist, 191 >i; pair, ist (cock, 96}^, pen,

96). Red pile. Pen, fowls, 191^; chicks,

190^. Pair, fowls, 192; chicks, 191 >i.

Brown red. Pair, 189, (cockerel, 94 j4;

pullet, 94 >^). B. C. Thornton.

—Mr. J. A. Stovell says, a miserable
little dog got in my chicken house last

j

night (28th ult.) and tore all my best '

chickens to pieces, particularly those I
,

was getting ready for the New York
!

show. '

PUBLICATIONS.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofan v pa-
per of its class.' American breeders will find the
oest English stiKk advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »». 15,
Ofpicb: 139 & 140 Fleet St., B. C, Ix>ndon,

England.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, $i.oo; .single number.
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Fa. s^

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and ia

the best advertising medium of anv paper In
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only 6fly cents a year.

Pablloatlons.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters
and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
On* year, post free. United States and Canada,
Jj.io.
Address Post-OflRce Orders and communication!

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

AMERICAN KENNEL. CliUB

Qtud B^o*^-
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

WE /AMERICAN KENNEL QAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains Ihejudges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Rook registrations
and numbers of each mouth's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Booka for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burges | 3.00

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 80

Dog, Diseases of Hill a.oo

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition.
Hammond .50

T^— %«..«...*.•*.•»* ^r %r«..i«««* i*>*nn .*>-

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashinout 3.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to Xin,each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.35

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; s^
pager. Cloth, )7.5o; leather 10.00

Our Fnend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont . . .50

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenee on the Dog a.50

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather 7.50
Youatt on the Dog 2.50

CAGE BIRDS.
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native .Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. , 1.00

The Canary 50
PIGEONS.

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Candea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer .50
POULTRY.

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch » Lee i.oo

Poultrjr Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9'oo

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birdfi and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00
Domestic Poultry. Saunders 30
The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. - i.oo

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Diseases. Vale 50
Poultry for the People. Comyna 50
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet ... .50

Fancy Poultry, Part I; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns .50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . .... i.jo

HISCRI.I.ANEOT'S.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50
Childhood's Pets; Stories of Dogs, Cats,
Chickens, etc. loo pictures. Olive Patch 1.25

Art of Training Animals, ilhistrated . . . 50
Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 25
Domestic Cat. Stables 50
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MlBcellaneous.

A CHICKEN
NEEDS CAREFUL ATTENTION, AND IF SICK. CAN BECURED
«l PIP CHOLERA. CANKER, BRONCHITIS, CATARRH.

SCALY LEGS. SORE FEET, GAPES, the various torma

<D^ ROUP
and the other ills to which FOWLS and FANCY BIRDS

Sre iSbl^ OUICKLY and with slight expense, BY USING

a scientific and practical compound which has proven

to be the only positive remedy ever offered to poultrymen.

If your druggist docs not have It, send us a

l|f^4f^=^ Postal Note.' P. 0. or Express Money Order
^^^'^

for SO Cents, and get a bottle by mail prepaiiL

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY.
184 SOUTH ST.. NEW YORK,

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb Bag, •8.00
Granulated Boae, " lOO a.T6

^"^^^f^'- - '• too • 8.00
Calclte, - - - - • »00 *' a.OO
ftiu8he<l Flint, - " «0O " «.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " aOO

^
„" .

«.O0
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.

,

York Chemical Worku, "i ork. Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to I<ouis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

^yjicRen J^lests

Made of wire, cheap, strong and

POULTRY & PIGEON GAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,
46-58 MouNDSVlLLE, West Va.

F. Bailij, Ardmore, Penna.

Exhibited 70 pair birds at Trenton, Elwyn
and Mt. Hotly. Was awarded 150 premi-
ums. Showed Jacobins, pouters, short-

faced tumblers, swallows, turbits, owls,
magpies, white fantails, (lying tumblers,
homers. Birds of all kinds for sale, especi-
ally Jacobins, turbits and owls in all va-

rieties and colors. No postals answered.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

44 & 46 DUANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. A TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blaiik-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

DIPQ Chesters. Berkshires, Poland!. Fox
rluO. Hounds, Beagles,Collie8,Setter«.W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester, Pa. Send stamp for dr.

Pablloatlons.

TRY ITFOR ONE YEAR.

'limes
r OR

50 c

It true only ot the

wneeific/lsotzeTTe.

an l.iuatrat^dnionthly m*g
•xine dPYoted to tb« Krand
est. healthiest, oiott manly
port Id the world.—cyclinc

flp* Voa ft vyt2««lmaD?

r Ton ar* or not joa are sura to tM later
I IB oar paper. Toarant help it. lusketcues,
>• and itorlee are lor«< -eetlng to all. Thev arr

par* and liaaJttiful In taeir lone. Thry breatbeot
treen Oeldt and thadT Unr>, end areaooiutant
luplrer of a love of oaUire.
To ooDTlDoa yon tbst car paper Is all w* claim

n>r It In every partlculartf )(>u will send yournanie
aadaddreas we will lend vou a (ample copy trso
Tbtn ir yon want to try It for a year, as you lurely
will. It will ooet you only CSO oorae*.

Cheap Enough, Is n't It?

UtntL COHIHtaiURH TO CLCB BAUBBM.
MdreMtbaPnttlUiier -

BEN L DARROW.

OUR OLUBBINO LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one )rear with any of the following named
publicatioua, post free, upon receipt of price
named:

With
Regular PAMCiKRa'
Price. JOtTKNAL.

American Angler Is-oo I4.00
Critic 3.00 4,00
Country Gentleman 3.50 3.50
Forest and Stream 4.00 5.00
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00 4.00
Illustrated Weekly 4.00 5.00
Budget of Wit a.aj 3.75
Pleasant Hours 1.75 3.25

Farmer's Review 1.00 i.75
Godey's Ladies' Book a.ao 3.00
Harper's Monthly 4.00 J.oo

weekly 4.00 5.00
Bazar 4.00 5.00
Young People J.oo 3.00

Magazineof American History j.oo 6.00
New York Ledger 3.00 4.00
New York Wewtly 3.00 4.00
New York Weekly World i.oo 2.75
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Popular Science News i.oo 2.75
Prairie Parmer 1.00 2.75
Puck 5.00 6.00
Peninsular News and Adver-

tiser, Milford, Del 1.50 3.75
Rural New Yorker a.oo 3.00
Register, Marietta, Pa 1.50 a.75
Scientific American 3.00 4.00

" Architects' Edition . 5.00 6.00
Spirit of the Times 5.00 6.00
Sporting Life 2.25 3.75
Truth 4.00 5.00
Turf, Field and Farm .... 5.00 6.00

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headings/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

ColUes.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE.—A fine collie dog, twenty months
old. Am boarding and cannot keep him.
Price I25. Address J. C. Marshall, Broad
Street SUtiou, P. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers.

THOROUGHBRED fox terriers for sale cheap.
W. H. Williams, 664 Carroll St., Brooklyn,
N. V. 46

Great Danes.

FOR SALE—Three pups three months old by
Marco-Nadia; both imported. For par-
ticulars address John E. Brown, Swarth-
more, Delaware County, Pa. 46

MastUIb.

FOR SALE—Fine English mastiflT bitch two
years old; stands between 28 and 30 inches;
a fine bitch; price $35, worth I50. Address
A. M. Notgrass, Pulaski, Tenn. 46

Pointers.

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liver-andwhite ticked, jjartly handled
and promising, Sired by Cnampion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,
color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-
weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH Tuihana (6314), lemon and
white; thoroughly broken, has run in field
trials. C. H. Stouffer, Wayne, Delaware
County, Pa. 46-47

SEVERAL high-class pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H . Winslow, 608 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Setters.

FR SALE—The following Irish setters:
LEIGH DOANE III (5«39), Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II, winner 01 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, 1S87; BKTSY LEIGH (5824), sister
to above. Both the above are litter sisters
to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.
MARK TAPLKY (Champion Blarney-
Leigh Doane III), whelped July 19, i^.
For particulars address Box 91, Fhlladel-
phin . Pa.

St. Bernards.

CHEAP TO CLEAR. Handsome bitch pups,
unusually good in head. Granddaughters
ofPlinlimmon. Chequasaett Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. 42-44-46-48

kUPPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles. Address B.
H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.

Terriers.

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are ofTered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

A
Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-
ton. Pa.

Various.

B p. LEWIS, Merlon, Montgomery County.
Pa., handler of dogs. A specialty made of

* conditioning dogs for bench shows.
Kennels near Elm Station.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The randers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FP. SMITH, 237 South Eighth St., Philadel-
phia, Pa., will take a few high-class dogs to

* board and condition. The best of reference
from prominent fanciers.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing; Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 Soutn Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 1 centsper word/or each insertion.

Bratunas.

DARK BRAHMA cockerels, score 92, I3 each.
Eggs-$2 per 13. Frank Keller, Elizabeth-
town, Pa. 46

._. ligK
H mas. Jesse G. Darlington, Fifty-tnird and

Media Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks. Address
WiUiam H. ChUd, Glenside, Pa.

'Etacs foi* Hat<;hlnK.

HOWARD BEANS, 1222 Asquith Street, BalU-
more, Md., breeder of black Leghorns
(Lord Baltimore strain) as bred by Lukens
Wood, of Baltimore, Md. Great layers.
Eggs in season, $1.50 per 13. Fair, honest
dealings with all. 47

Game and Game Bantanui.

I
HAVE the champion games and game ban-

tams of America, and will not compete
during 1890 except at the New York show.
I have for sale a grand lot of birds, high
stationed, lung necked and slim heads, that
can win prizes. Black red, pile, brown red
zv.i "'t1!c".v duck'.vin"" '•:imt'S from *:c each.
Same varieties in bantams from I5 per
pair. Many birds sold this season have won
with scores from 94 to 97 points. No eggs
for sale; only way to get tnis blood is pur-
chasing birds. Stamp lor circular. John
E. Gill, Franklin, Pa. 4atf

Plymouth Bocks.

FRANK O. BLISS, Dalton, Berkshire Mass.,
breeder of high-class barred Plymouth
Rocks. Eggs I2.50 per 13. s-50

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
tng Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter shtets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia. Pa.

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin banUms.
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N. J.

WM. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan-
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,
stamp. 50

Wjrandottes.

GORDON'S SILVERWYANDOTTES-Showed
20 birds at Waltham, average score 91
points; won high honors at Boston, Provi-
dence and Ayer in past years. Kggs $3

s-47 per sitting. F. H. Gordon,Waltham, Mass.

JSKK Preservative.

VALUABLE, inexpensive egg preservation
recipe for sale; will keep eggs fresh from
ten to twelve mouths. Trial granted before
purchase. Correspondence solicited. H.

46-47 J. Baker, 44 Randall St., Providence, K. I.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Barbs.

D E. NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street,
New York City. Barbs of all colors from
the lofls of M. Hedley, England. The
champion barbs of America. tf

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Aodress
Geo. S. Singer, Cardlngton, O. 48

Carriers.

DE. NEWELL, foot W. Nineteenth Street,
New York City. Black, dun and white car-

* riers of the highest quality. Prices fh>m
I40 per piece up. tf

I^ntails.

GEORGSN. HOPFMAN, I W. Payette Street,
BeltiBiorr, Md., breeder and fancier of fan-
tails only. All colors. Has for sale a few
choice white fans. Will sell low to make
room for the winter. 46

Homing: Plceons.

LOOIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
. Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter ofcorrespondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

Pouters.

A A. HEROUX, Lawrence. Mass.. begs to in-

^ form those intending to obtain pouters
from his celebrated lofts, to begin opera-
tions with next March, that his surplus
stock is rapidly being closed out, though he
has yet several fine specimens to spare.
Order promptly and avoid disappointment;
}io and upward per bird. 46-50

HENRY LANCASTER,750 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for I75. and its father to Mr. Kemer, of
Louisville, for $50. 53

IMPORTED ENGUSH and Scotch pouters and
fantails in all colors, of great quality; $10 to
I25 per pair. Address M. Kleasen, Roches-
ter, N. V. 46-50

BoUers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly
of Birmingham, Eng. 48

S-wallows.

A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofaU
colors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. <k86

Various.

ALL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
specially-prepared sharp grit. Size for
fowls, and size for young chicks. Bushel,
|i. John Mercer, Leatuan Place, Pa. 47

t. J. E. FITCH New Orleans, La., breeder
of fantail goldfish; fantail, jacobin and barb
pigeons and brown Leghorns. 6-48

G. SCHELDEN, Allentown, Pa., wiUsell
_
his entire collection of German toys and
'high class pigeons to close them out, at
bottom prices. Write me before purchas-
ing elsewhere. 47

B.FRANZ, 1921 F'airmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder .of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies oi all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

EG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. Seam-
less (for youngsters), every one registered,
2)<c. Open t>ands, for old birds, ic each.
Send for sample. Mrs. E. S. Starr, Box
295, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

C. TATE, Milwaukee, Wis., has for sale
the following fancy pigeons, principally
from last season's breeding. Fantails,
black, blue, yellow, white and saddled.
Turbits, pure white and solid blue with
black bars. Jacobins, white and strawberry
mottled. Tumblers and rollers in all colots,
short and lung faced, with and without
t>oots. Also, inside or ground tumblers.
Write for what you want; prices reasonable.
Will sell to deafers 100 or more ofat>oveat
very low prices to make room. 30

D'

H

J-

R

"Wanted.

HIMALAYAN RABBITS. Address, naming
price, George W. Eckert, Allentown, Pa.

»-46

Artists and Einnravwrs.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

FINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

r EG BANDS FOR PIGEONS, seamless, (for" youngsters), every one registered, 2j<c.
open bands, for old btrda, ic each. Send
for sample. E. S. Starr, box 295, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber ft

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Panders' PubHshing
Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wj
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

OF
,

"^^

/ ^ / WINNERS

AT ALL

y ^/ LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.

Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock. .. . .

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . . . .

MLTRIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILUAMS, blue checker heu

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen

SPARK, red checker hen

miles.

ss

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Bug

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KOG8 FOn HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE.
319 Market St. and 46 North gth St., Philadelphia.

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

NO OTHER VARIETY.

Rbd. Yellow,
Black, Silver

AND White.

Write for what you
want.

Alio Ekk^ for hatching from prize winning
•trains, Light Brahmas. H. C. NORTON,

Germantown, Pa.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

E«^W.K,X"YON,Jr.,^Co
10 AMD 12 NORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Agents for Keystone Machine Made Guns,
The Best Ever Offered to the Public for the Money. Everv Part Interchangeable. Also

Mer, Colt, Remiiloii, Un M% WMester, laca. ^^ ™^t ^^^ ™ *'^"'*

A FINE LINE OH

Dog Collars and Furnishings.
Spratts and Cheltenham Dog Biscuit.

Glover's Dog Medicines.

EVERY DESCRIPTION Of GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC GOODS.

FANTAIL PIGEONS; SCOTCH, ENGLISH ami PEERLESS WHITES.
No Other Color Bred. The Finest Stud of Fans in the Entire West or South. No Sec-

ond-class Birds. Prices from $2.50 to $25 per Pair. Bred for Thirty Years.

FRANK M. GILBERT, EvansviUe, Ind.

icial State Paper. 12PaBi!i. Oae Dollar Per Year.

THE WEEKLY CAPITAL,
XOPKKA, KANSA».

The Weekly Capital in its nth year, 12 pages, is a strong, independent, able Republican pnper,

gives reports of state conventions, weekly state news, full political discussions, and speaks with no

uncertain sound upon the great issues of the day. U has been the uncompromising advocsite of

f)rohibition A Kansas paper giving ait immense amount of information alwut Kansas, her crops,

ands politics, railroads, schools, churches and her people. SAMPLE COPY FREE. Sent one year

address in United States for ONE IK)LLAR. Address Weekly Caiital, Toi-kka, Kansas.to any 1

A GREAT CHANCE.
Giving up the fancy owing to pressing business engagements and offer the whole of my stock

without reserve. j „ „ ,,
In black red games I offer the Birmingham (Eng.) champion male of 1887 and 1888. Hens, sis-

ters to Beaton's Cup pullet of 1888. Several cockerels and pullets bred from red pile game winneis

at Palace and at Buffalo and Detroit, also parents to winners at St. Catharines, scoring as high as

07'/^ points. Brown red games, winners at Buffalo and Detroit. Yellow duckwings, winners at

Palace and Birmingham (Eng.) and at Buffalo and Detroit. Young stock from above, some won at

I^troit. ^ , .,.,..
Black red game bantams; red pile game bantams, including my winners at Buffalo and Detroit.

Yellow duckwing game bantams, all rausl go before March 20, and will accept best offers made be-

fore that date. An early application will ensure good selection. My New York entries are offered

and are choice. JOHN E. OILL, Franklin, Pa.

•\pBIRDf\MANNA
The Qreat Secret of

the Harts I[ountaln,0«r'
will restore the song of
•nt their allroenti and
ooodltlon. It makes oanar
heddlnjrfesthert. Bent br
1.10. BoldV •ll

''^HfC*^Bird Pood Co.,

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHDI& COMPANY.

/VO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifiy Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS:

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STMWBRIDGE & CLOTilEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT ST8..

PIIIL.ADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock»

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

Mv homers are tested as record birds and as

par«?ntsof birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well mated birds

from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Light BraMas, Plymontli Rocks and

WyaMottBS.

COLUMBUS, O.

ORCESTER'S
DICTIONARY

" The highest authority known at to the

uM of the EnglUh language."

w
JOSEPH GAVIN, IMPROVED "CELs I OP
»^ r ^«\ M excelsigrINCUBaTOF
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass., ainpie. Perfect and Seir-reKuiatiDc.

BREEUER OP

ad

the Canary Breeders of
many. Bird Manna
:ace Birds, will pre-
keep them In good

isliiK.eTen while
mallon receipt of
Directions free.
St., Phlla., Pa.

EH-cussm Tom.
(all colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years

myself my birds previously took ist and id in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won
more prices than all other stocks combined,which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THEM TO OTHERS. SUmp for reply.

I

Hundreds In suc-l
cessfnl operation.
QunrHntepd tohntcbl
aft lari/e perrentaiseV
of fertile I'liKsBBHny•
other hsKhcr. Send flc. tori
new IlluKirnted CatnloRue.

]

Olrcninrs Free.
GEO. H. STAHL,

•••• ..«r>«|yrrr. QUINCV, ILLINOIS.

WItb or wlltaont DeotMo'i P»t»iit ladu.

The Standard of the Leading

Publishers, Magazines, and News-

papers.

Tht Dictionary of the Scholar for Spelling,

Pronunciation, and Aoouracy in

Definition.

Bend for large Circular to the PubUshen,

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPAMYff
PHILADELPHIA.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

VOL. 4, NO. 0. )

WHOLE NO., 41.;
PHILADELPHIA, FEBRUARY 8, 1890 FEB ANNUM, f8.60.

SINGLE COPT, So.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUBS CHAMPION LASS OF BOW.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
NATATORIUM HALL, BALTIMORE, MD.

MARCH 18, 19, 20 AND 21, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE ON TUESDAY, MARCH 4.

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, Etc. , APPLY To

W. SXE'WARX DIFKENDERFFER Sec'y.,
830 NORTH CHAltLES 8TR£KT, BAXTIMORE, Ml).

IN THE STUD.

SETTERS & POINTERS

Fox Terriers.

DESMOND I

MASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB

AUCTION SALE of valuable Fox Terriers,
the property of Messrs. L. & W. RUTH-
ERFURD, on

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1890, AT 2.30 P. M.,

AT THE

SECOND ANNUAL BENCH SHOW.
BATTERY D, CHICAGO.

MARCH 4, 5, 6 AND 7, 1890.

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1?. PREMIUM LIST NOW READY.

Address GEO. H. HILL, SUPT.,
Room 63, 175 Dearborn St., Chicago.

t^*i

FOOD FOR POULTRY, Etc. FOOD FOR POULTRY, Etc.

GORDON'S FOOD FOR
HORSES, CATTLE, POULTRY and DOGS.

This focxi being composed of roots, seeds and herbs produces au effect
similar to grass on a stall fed animal. It also expels g'^ub worms, etc.,
and is a perfect dijfestor. It increases both the quantity and quality of
milk when fed to dairy cows. Put up in 12J4, 25, 50 anct 100 pound sacks.

GORDON'S POULTRY FOOD.
An entirely different compound from the horse and cattle food, is rich

and nutritious and contains no mineral poison, is a Rreat egg producer
and a .sure cure for cholera, roup and gapes. We guarantee it strictly
pure. Put up in 5 pound packages at 6n cts. ; smaller packages, 25 els.
Send for teslimoniaU. GORDON FOOD CO., Coatesville, Pa.

.10H. L. IUI>AY, Oeuoral MHnaKfi*.
FOX SALE //} AU. LEADING FEED AND GENEKAL STOKES.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisemenli inserted under this heading at the

following rales: One inch, single insertion, ti,iO;
$$.40for the month; Sis /or three months; tiSfor
six months, and isofor the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prize win-
ner KEEPER

Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

.

CHE8TNUTJILL KENNELS.

Rough-coated Collies

Trk.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo^

bitches $35
After which his fee will be - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire
of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America $35

Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above dogs out of firKt<lass bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish
terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
74 PhiUdelphia, Pa.

IN THE STUD.
IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

I

CHAMPION BLARNEY
I (A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.
Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia, New York,
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,

I

Toledo, etc
PEE, Jas

B. P. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

[

'pHE WELL-KNOWN COLLIE,

NULLAMORE,
full brother to the celebrated Dublin Scot, will
be placed in the stud to serve a few approved
bitches

AT lis EACH.
For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,
85 Box 15, Merion P. O., Pa,

Q
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.
' By Swerin^r's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record:
I

First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby, i888-
first in Philadelphia Kennel Clubs All-aged
Slake, taSu; first in Members' Stake and winner
of the Philadelphia Item's $ioo special.

1
For extended pedigree and stud card address

I
B. RIDGWAY,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

JOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 18H9.

FEE. $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4798

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Krisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both ncld and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 11*88, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1S89. Stud fee, I50.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Kurness.
Record; First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1HR9, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $50.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tattoii. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $35.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in Knglaiid
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of coiiaitiou.
A grand dog in tlie field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—I.,arkgpur. A superb field dog. Fee, J25.

FRANK J. M.
A grandson of SeiLsation by Frank—Florence.
Fine field and stud dog. Is the sire of large
litters of promising puppies. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applies-

Aiericau Horse Excliauge, Limiteil,

No. 1644 Broadway, New York City.

Positively no reser\'e. Can be seen Thursday
evening and Friday morning at Horse Exchange.

?1lpine Hennels,
FAIRFIELD, CONN.

Rough-coated St. Bernard puppies by cele-
brated sires, out of well-bred bitches, also thor-
oughbred fox terriers. For particulars and pedi-
gree address

Chas. D. Bemheimer,

47-5° 664 First Ave.. New York City.

GLENDYUNE KENNELS.

BRISTOL, R. I.

No finer red Irish Setter stock living. Noted
for pure breeding, bench show and field quali-
ties, endurance and intelligence. Dogs in stud.
Brood bitches and pups for sale.

MICHAEL FLYNN. Jr.,
47-98 Bristol, R. I.

COCKER SPANIELS.

JHE |TEM KENNELS,

Care Chas. Puaro.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

IRISH TERRIER IN THE STUD.

SHAMROCK,
BY GARRVOWHN—SHEILA. FEF:, *I0.

Address

L A. RICE,
49 Hotel Lafayette, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER IN THE STUD,

BANG.
Winner of four firsts and numerous other

prizes. Fee, $25.

ENGLISH SETTER FIKI.I) TRIAL WINNER,

BOB H.
By Count Noble—B<!lle Hoyd. She by Glad-

stone. Winner of third Eastern Field Trials,
1888, beating such noted dogs as Joey B., Cas.sio.
Toledo Blade, Roger and others, the last nanietl
all winners in the field this year. Bob H. is a
field dog of high merit. Fee f20.

J. H. WINSLOW,
74 P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

I have for sale about 35 young cocker and field
spaniels of tlie finest breeding at reasonable
prices. No better stock in the country. Write
for list and prices. ANDREW LAIDLAW,

Woodstock Spaniel Kennels,
47-50 Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.

Thoroughbred puGs « *

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE.

PRICES VKRV LOW.

Address u, s. THAYER,
Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

47-50 Boston, Mass.

Tlioronglilirefl Live Stock Eichange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live Btf>ck bought
and sold 011 com mission only. A specialty made
of choice do^s including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; ma.stiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Lmhoktbo. Inform.\tion Given.

POINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westmiusler Keiiiiel Clflli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address
JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

47-tf Babylon, L. I., N. Y.

IJORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described in show rcpf)rts as "best
York'-hire in America " Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young slock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
47-48 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me

g»

Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Kan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Kegt.ster for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examiua-

tiou. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

Dogr Shows.
Feb. 1 1-14.—Westminster Kennel Club, New-

York City. James Mortimer, superintendent.
Murch 4-7.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago,

III. J. L. Lincoln, Sr., secretary.
March 11-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary.
March i8-2i.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti-

more, Md. W. Stewart Diffcnderfer. secretary.
March 25-2S.—Massachusetts Kennel Club,

at Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, secretary.
April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston. Mass. ]. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field Trials.

Feb. II.—Texas Field Trials Club, at Marshall,
Tex. W. L. Thomas, secretary.

Poultry and Plffeou Shows.
Feb. 10-13.—Independence, la. Buchanan

County Poultry, etc., Association. E. L- Currier,
secretary.
Feb. 10-15.—Boston, Ma.ss. Massachusetts

Poultry Association. W. F. Bacon, secretary,
Cambridg»port

.

Feb. 11-14.—Battle Creek, Mich. Calhoun
County Poultry, etc., Association. M. C. Heflron,
secretary.
Feb. 19-25.—New York City. New York Poul-

try, etc., Association. T. Farrar Rackham, sec-
retary, East Orange, N. J.

Club Meetlnjp*.
St. Bernard Club of America, meeting oT the

Board of Governors, 7.30 P.M., February 10, at
Westminster Kennel Club show. New' York.
I/)renio Daniels, secretary.

St. Bernard Club of America, annual meeting,
7 P. M., February ii, at Westminster Kennel
Club show. New York. Lorenzo Daniels, secre-
tary-. New York.

_
Hastern Field Trials Club, annual meeting,

February 11,3 P. M.. at American Institute Build-
ing, New York. W. A. Cos er, secretary, Saratoga
Springs. New York.
Pointer Club, annual meeting, 4 P. M., Febru-

ary II.

.Ml persons interested in greyhounds to meet
at Weslminster Kennel Club's show. New York,
February 12, at 8 P. M.

Irish Setter Club meeting. February 12, at the
Westminster Kennel Club's show. Dr. William
Jarvis, secretary.
The Collie Club of .\merii-a, annual meeting. 3

P. M.. February 12, at American Institute Fair
Building, New York. J. D. Shotwell, secretary,
Rahway, N. J.
American Spaniel Club, annual meeting, 4 P.

M., February 12, at Westminster Kennel Club's
show, Ni w York. A. Clinton Wilmerding. sec
relary, New York.
American Gordon Setter Club meeting. S P. M.,

February 12, at Westminster Kennel Cliiti's show.
New York. I. T. Norris, secretary, Baltimore,
Md.
American Kennel Club, annual meeting, 1 P.

M., February 13, at A. K. C. oflSce, 44 Broadway,
New York. A. P, Vredenburgh, secretary. New
\ork.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
' What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish .Studenl.

The famous English setter bitch Nora,

which was given by Mr. and Mrs. Travis

Cochran, parents of the late Mr. I. Nor-

ris Cochran, to Mr. Prancis S. Brown, as

! noted in our last issue, died January 25

at the Memphis and .^vent Kennels,

where she had been sent on a visit to

Jean Val Jean. She died from cerebral

meningitis after an illness of a few days.

I
*

I

» *

The death of Nora is a great loss not

I
only to Mr. Brown, but to all who are in-

terested in thoroughbred and thoroughly

trained field dogs, as she was without

question one of the best field performers

in this country. Since Nora's death,

Mr. and Mrs. Cochran have presented to

Mr. Brown two of their son's favorite

dogs. Peg Woffington, (Ben Hill—Nora),

whelped in the Spring of 1889, and Bo-

hemian Paul, iPaul Gladstone—Bohe-

mian Girl), whelped in the Summer of

1889. Peg was selected by Mr. Cochran

as the choice of the litter, and gives

promise of maintaining the good repu-

tation of her mother. Paul is also a fine

dog. Both of them are in the hands of

a competent breaker and will be well

broken and run in the field trials of this

year and will, we hope, fulfill the expec-

tations of their late owner and be in the

lead for Derby honors. Mr. Brown fully

j

values and appreciates this gift, and will

,
do for these dogs as Mr. Cochran would

have tlone had he lived.

* »

Bear in mind the entries for the Mas-

coutah Kennel Club's show close Febru-

ary II. Write out your entries now.

« «

Mr. Lorenzo Daniels having paid the

the amount due Mr. W. Graham under

the decision of the A. K. C. has had liis

suspension removed by President Bel-

mont.
•••

The American-P^nglish Beagle Club

will elect officers for 1890 at its meeting

next week . The result will probably be

as follows: Herman V. Schellhass, pres-

ident; Louis Smith, secretary and treas-

urer; W. H. Child, J. M. Frouefield, Jr.,

and John Davidson, Executive Commit-

tee.

* •

At a fox hunt near St. Georges, Del.,

the other day, Reynard, while hard

pushed, turned on the dogs and drove

them off, to their evident astonishment.

»
»

Mr. Marshall Robbins is probably the

first man who engaged in the disinfecting

business in this country, having been en-

gaged nearly a quarter of a century in

this work. He has kindly promised to

' contribute to Thk Pancikks' Journal

a scientific article in relation to the

causes of animal disease. All who are

concerned in the matter will peruse it

with great interest.

•••

The Philadelphia Kennel Club held a

meeting in their club room Tuesday

evening at which it was decided to rent

larger aud more desirable (|uartcrs.

After the business meeting, Colonel

Ridgway gave an elaljorate supper, dur-

ing which the punch bowl, given by the

Philadelphia Item to the club and won

by Colonel Ridgway's dog Clipper W.,

was formally accepted and the Item

thanked for its handsome present which

*
* *

We learn with regret that Mr. W. H.

Child's lieagle Tony Weller has Ijeeii

badly wounde<l, l)ut it is now imjiroving,

and Dr. Glass thinks will pull through.

The .shooting took place on Sunday. Mr.

Child heard the re{K>rt of the gun and

presently Tony came limping home.

Snow covered the ground, and the little

dog's tracks were easily followed to the

spot where he had been fired upon.

Detectives have been engaged and the

miscreant will soon be l)rought to jus-

tice.
*

* *

The fox hunters in this vicinity are

having a hard time of it. The women's

branch of the Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals is again after them.

Their recent victory in the test pigeon

case has given them fresh courage to lock

horns in legal combat with the riders

after hounds. The society has arrested

two employees of the fox hunters and the

case will be carried to the Supreme Court.

«
• •

The standard for judging the Great

Dane as recently sent out by the Chicago

Great Dane Club goes to show the ig-

norance of those who made it. The club

has engaged Mr. Gustav Lang to judge

the Great Danes at the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club's show. This eminent authority

on the breed, however, is not to be al-

lowed to act according to his knowledge

of the animals, but is to be governed by

the crude standard as drawn up by the

Chicago (ireat Dane Club.

•*•
Til*. \i^Ao4 2||j*|e^^2- Kennel Club book?

closed with 1417 entries, which are inde-

pendent of the lists to 1)e submitted by

the secretaries of the Mastiff, St. Ber-

nard, Pointer, Collie, Spaniel and Fox

Terrier Clubs. These, Mr. Mortimer

says, will bring the total nuntl)er to or

over 1500, the largest on record, and cer-

tainly very much the best in point of

quality yet brought together in this coun-

try. There is a notable increase this

year in the setter, foxhound, greyhound

and Great Dane classes, the latter jump-

ing from eighteen to thirty-four.

«
« *

For the infomiation in our article on

the Westminster Kennel Club we are in-

debted to an excellent communication

upon the same subject by Mr. Charles S.

Pelham-Cliuton in Outing, also an edito-

rial in Sports Afield.

»
• »

We have read Outing from its very first

issue. It is always interesting to lovers

of sport. Outing is a high-class journal

with a talented staff of contributors.

*
* »

Sports Afield is a bright newsy weekly.

Dogwhip's comments alone are worth the

subscription price to those who love our

friend the dog.
»
« *

Dr. A. Lees-Bell had a class made for

sinoolfi-coatcJ Irish terriers at a recent

show in Scotland, which class, our readers

will renieinber,Mr.RaperreftJsedtojiulge.

Dr. Bell has a letter in the Stock-Keeper

upon the subject upon which the editor

comments as follows:

"We admit the frequent presence of

smooth puppies in Irish terrier litters; we
know how tliey come there, and we ac-

knowledge their usefulness in the stud.We
will give the doctor an explanation t fiat

is comniouly accepted. The old Irish

terrier in liis native stale was a very large

yellow (log, shock-headed, rather large-

eyed, shaggy and open-coated. It is be-

lieved that the idea occurred to the wise

men in the north of Ireland to reduce
size, to obtain a smaller terrier-like eye,

to tighten and harden the coat and deepen
the color by a cross with the black-and-
tan terrier. True or not true, the idea as
a breeding theory is correct. The mental
effects of such a cross have l)een com-
pletely eradicated, but now and then a
pup "throws back" by coining into life

witli a smooth, hard, mahogany-colored
tight-fitting jacket; this deep red is in

nature the complementary color of black.
Breeders of Irish terriers know the value
of these chips of the old mahogany block
and often keep a well-bred one to mate
with woolly-coated and linty-headed
bitches. These smooths have nearly
always drop ears, rather broad skulls and
weak jaws; they are light in bone and
barrel-ribtjeil. lu all but appearance the^
are good Irish terriers, but their place is

in the kennel, not on the bench."

«
• *

The Scottish Fancier has this to say

upon the subject:

"Fanciers have created a soft-coated

Skye terrier, which they now call a

Clydesdale or Paisley terrier. \Vhy
should Dr. I^es-Bell not create a smooth-
coated Irish terrier and call him a Dun-
fermline terrier ? .\ fancier is one who
interferes with nature, and to argue
otherwise would l>e the height of folly.

Irish terriers, if left to themselves, would
return to their natural state of broken-
haired terriers, but if fanciers wish a

smooth-coated dog, why should they not
have it ? They have as much right to do
so as Captain Graham has to cross bear-

hounds and deerhounds to make Irish

wolf-hounds. I have no wish to see a

breed of smooth-coated Irish terriers,

and hope fanciers will stick to the rough
coat, which is not only the correct cover-

ing, but far more pleasing to the eye

than a smooth coat, which takes away
the dare-devil, vermin-killing look these

dogs should have."

•

The Gordon Setter Club, of England

has n,r«vc.k..(<: er%c»r.lol »-»ri»^ for flip h*»<4t
.-J J..

— - - -

Gordon setter competing for the Kennel

Club Field Trial Derby stakes in April

next.
«

The Game bill, introduced into the

New Jersey Legislature by Senator Gard-

ner, specifies that a license muat be

issued in the State for the right to shoot

certain kinds of game and for the fish-

ing of brook trout. These licenses are

to be issued by the county clerk, and the

prosecution of the violators of the law is

left in the hands of an association, which

is to be formed in each county. There

is much kicking against the bill.

*
» «

S. L. Baggs, of Pittsburg, has decided

to dispose of his kennel of English set-

ters, among which the best known is

Paul Gladstone. This dog cost Mr.

Bagg-i itisoo two years ago.

*
* •

Writing to The Bazaar, Mr. Dalziel ob-

jects to the long greyhound type of head

which certain collie breeders now fancy.

Mr. Dalziel states it is in his opinion the

exaggeration of individual points by fan-

ciers w ho have no practical knowledge of

the breed,the error being carefully nursed

bv a certain class of reporters, who, if

possible, know less, and who din their

parrot cry into the ears of the public till

the uuthinkii g portion believe thein.

These mischievous scribblers have per-

fect confidence in the infallibility of

their own utterances, although they pos-

sess no more practical knowledge of col-

lies than of camelopards.

*

"A Breeder" in Fanciers' Gazette also

complains that judges are setting aside

the intelligent, working dog for the little

toy collie, of no bone or substance with

only a handsome coat to recommend him.

The communication of "A Breeder" is

given in another column.
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"SENSATION."

WESTMINSTER

KENNEL CLUB.

The Foremost Organization of Its

Kind in AmerJca.

A Short History of the Association

IVoni Its First Bench Show up

to the Present Time.

The Westminster Kennel Club is not

only the richest but the most powerful

association of its kind in America, while

its influence extends throughout the

country

.

This club held its first l)ench show in

May, 1S77, with 874 entries, and was such

an unprecedented success that it was

kept open four days instead of three, and

the procee<ls of the last day were handed
over to Mr. Henry Bergh, to aid him in

establishing a hospital for sick dogs.

The Bench Show Committee of this

first successful dog show held in Atner-

ica were Messrs. H. W. Webb, L. B.

Wright, E. H. Dixon, C. Du B. Wagstaff,

W. M. Tileston and Dr. Seward Webb.
The able superintendent was the late

Charles Liucoln, who at the age of nine-

teen years acted as secretary of the first

Darlington Show, one of the earliest of

any importance ever given in Kngland.

Mr. Lincoln was an excellent organizer,

an indefatigable worker, of uniini>each-

able integrity, and his tact, judgment,

and readiness in smoothing over dif-

ficulties and cahnmg the ptrturl)ed

spirits of the ignorant or disapiwinted

exhibitors (an office requiring all the

estimable qualities for which Job was
famous), had much to do with the suc-

cess of that and the subsequent exhibi-

tions of the club. Mr. Lincoln's services

were always in demand from this time

forward by kennel clubs who were de-

sirous of holding a successful show, and
up to the date of his death in 1.SS4 it

was l)elieved that he was the only

man in this country who could "run" a

large bench show. It is only just to Mr.

James Mortimer, the present able nian-

ager of the Westminster Kennel Club,

to state that the masterly manner in

which he conducts the present large

shows of the club was really unknown
in kennel affairs a lew years back.

On Decenjlter 9, 1.SH7, it was resolved

to incorporate the association. The roll

of memljcrs at this time was as follows:

Colonel Le Grand B. Cannon, General A.

S. Webb, Dr. W. Sewanl Webb, tVeorge

De F. Grant, William F. Morgan, Kd-
mund C. Stanton, C. Du Bois Wagstaff,

H. Walter Webb, William M. Tileston,

Frederick Barnard, Oliver Iselin, Lenox
Belknap, J. Hopkins Smith, Louis B.

Wright, F. O. De Luze, Robert C. Cor-

nell, Huntingdon Denton and Dr. William

C. Richards. C5eneral Webb was elected

presidtnt, Mr. Wagstaff vice-president,

and Dr. Seward Webl) secretary and

treasurer. These three genllcnieii, to-

gether with Mcssis, Cannon, Tileston,

Grant, Barnard, H. W. Webb and W. F.

Mi>rgan, forniiug tlic Board of Direc^tors.

The act of incurpoiation was signed on

the fifth of January, 1S7S, and read that

i the particular business and the object of

I

the s(H-iety was "to study and imjirove

the breed of dogs; to propagate and pro-

, tect game, and also to purchase, collect,

' own, sell, exhibit, breed and train dogs."

Bench shows, as a rule, have been

financial failures to the kennel clubs

which have held them, yet the West-

minster Kennel Club's shows have proven

quite profitable from the start, while

their patrons are the l)est people of the

city, who willingly pack the show at

prices of admission which would exclude

the general public in less favored cities.

The kennels of the W. K. C. were first

established at Passaic, N. J., with Sensa-

tion as the chief attraction. Whiskey and
her two daughters, Daisy and Flirt, and
some half a dozen other bitches. Sensa-

tion was bought in England by Mr.

George De Forest (irant, in 1H76. He
was a large sized lemon and white pointer,

weighing about seventy pounds. He took
no less than f1200 in prizes and wou the

Pointer cup in the Eastern P'ield Trials

at Robins Island, lieating the well-known
Croxteth.

About 1880 the club moved to their

new home at Babylon, L. I., which they

afterwards purchased for {fssoo. The
property has since appreciated in value

with the surrounding real estate. The

situated alx)ut a mile northwest of Baby-
lon and is admirably adapted for what is

required of it. The new club house is a

very handsome building. The ground
floor, around which is a wide veranda,

consists of a cozy hall, a billiard, room, a

gnu room and a handsome dining-room

twenty feet by forty. Lpon the next
floor are the bed rooms, ten in number.
The kennel is a large serviceable build-

ing with the feed room in the centre.

The Westminster Club lakes high
rank as a shooting, as well as a kennel
club, and the pigeon shooting ground is

a feature of the club. The members de-

light to get hold of a man with a big

record. This gentleman soon finds him-
self falling far behind his l)est perform-

ance when he faces the swift flying birds

the Babylonians trap for him, and he
leaves the club house considerably less

conceited as to his shooting ability, a

sadder and a poorer man perhaps.

Financially the club is strong. Its

kennel expenses are paid by the sale of

puppies, board receipts, etc. The cost of

running the house is met by receipts

from the pigeon ground, the annual
bench show and members' dues; and not
only does the income from these suffice,

but it leaves a balance over everj- year.

Bang Bang has followed Sensation to

the happy hunting grounds. Nasso of

Kippen and Lad of Bow now divide the

honors in the stud. The bitches are a

fine lot, some imported, others bred at

the kennels.

The sale of puppies has proved as

profitable as the other exi>eriments of
the club. All this prosperity coidd not
have I)een brought almut by luck alone,

but shows that the management and their

superintendent are all able men, a happy
but rare occurrence in organizations of
this kind. It wouhl be well for other
clubs to imitate some of the features
which have turned out so successful with
the Westminster Kennel Club,

DOGS' as DRAUGHT' ^NIMflLS

The Paris correspondent of the Lou-
ilou Daily News says : "I have met
M. Xantet, the Belgian author, who
follows the usage of his country in

utilizing the dog as a draught animal,

lie has a little phaeton drawn by dogs in

which he drives about when itt home,

and in which he has come from Brussels

to Paris. M. Nantet thinks that Belgium,

with her cheerless sky and sodden soil,

is able to hold her own, and be among
the most ])rosperous nations of Europe,

because the dog is not only the friend

and comrade, but the carrier of the poor

man. The costermonger and his wife in

Paris and I^ondon are broken down pre-

maturely from fatigue, and the stal)ling

and fodder for a donkey is a heavy tax

on their profits, but their Belgian breth-

ren can house theirdogs with themselves.

The dogs, after being unharnessed, dine

with their masters, and in winter sleep

before the kitchen fire. The strength
of a good draught dog is marvellous. He
does not spoil roads like a horse, and
when tired he asks to lie down, a favor
always granted; and, on Ijeing rested,

goes on again cheerfully.

"The pair which drew M. Xantet was of
average size and strength, and had a
long line of ancestors,who did good work
in their time as carriers. When at an
inn their master used to unharness them
aiui take them with him into the coffee-
room, where they lay down at his feet.

He drove all the way, unless when there
was a steep hill to climb. At a place
called Louvroil the Mayor heard he had
come into the town, and informed him
that his equipage came within the reach
of the Grammont law for the protection
of animals. 'Very well,' answered the
Belgian, who was preparing to start, and
he ordered the dogs to get into the
nbapton and sit 011 ihr- «c:it wtiil*; t>o

drew them. They obeyed and stayed
there until they were beyond the bounds
of the conmiune, where they descended
to be harnessed. To avoid crowds who
might think well to take part with the
dogs against their master, M. Nantet kept
clear of large towns. At Compiegue he
telegraphed to a number of Belgians here
at what time he was likely to reach
Paris, and they went out to meet him.
When he was sighted the dogs were go-
ing at a l)risk pace. He thinks they
could have done the journey comfortably
in five days, but as he is as much their
friend as their owner, he gave them
seven. The phaeton is a light and ele-
gant little vehicle, but it might lie a good
deal lighter."

Rev. H. R. Haweis wrote to the Pall :

Mall Gazette: "\ dog is never so proud, '

healthy and contented as when con-
|

.sciously working for and with man.
!

Those noble Belgian and Dutch dogs 1

have seen dash into the market place
harnessed in twos abreast—having gal-
loped a distance of nine miles with the
shining brass cans full of fresh milk.
They lie down at the journey's end after
a well-earned meal, and stretching them-
selves at ease in the shadow of their
carts, sleep the sleep of the just. In the
afternoon 11 is time to go home—busmess
is all over—the cans are light now. At a
given signal, the l)cautiful animals jump
up, still in harness, l)Ut refreshed' ami
panting to be off, and they gallop nine
nnles back to the little white cottages
across the grassy flats, where again at
nightfall 'something attempted, .some-
thing done, has earned the night's re-
pose.'

"

A correspondent writing the Stock-
Keeper against the custom states; "I
can recollect dogs being used in harness
commonly, and have seen scores of times
what was probably the finest team of
dogs driven in harness in the memory of
living nuui, have admired them manv a
time, and bringing their picture from my
mental photographer l)efore my mind's
eye, can still do so; but in spite of this,
no man could be more deacl against the
cruel custom than I am, for I have also
seen dogs abroad scores at a time in the
market-place at Zurich, and it has made
my heart ache to see some of them, and
I have thanked God the custom was no 1

longer allowed in our country."
I'rom a Maine paper we take a clipping

jwhich shows the Yankee is not behind

his European brother in the use of dogs
as a motive power: "F. H. Mctiee, a
veteran guide in the Dead River region
in Maine has trained four dogs to pull in
harness, and lately they made the run
from Augusta to Togus' pulling a sleigh
holding McGee and a friend, in thirty
minutes. On the way MctVee dropped
hill glove, and, having gone ahead about
a (|uarter of a mile, stopped his canine
speeders and, unharnessing one, simply
remarked, 'I've dropped my glove, go
back and fetch it,' and the dog did so.

Leaving Togus for Gardiner a race was
started with a horse attached to a sleigh,
and the horse was beaten. McGee drove
without reins or whip, guiding simply
with the words 'gee,' 'haw,' 'stop,' 'go.'

Three of the dogs are of the mastiff breed,
and weigh al)out sixty pounds each; the
other is a bird dog, weighing some forty
jjounds."

•

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

Additional Cups and Prizes Ottered to

E.xhihitors at the Coniln^ Show.

KniTOR Fancibks' Jocrn.m..

Sir: I am in receipt of the following
which you will please mention in your next:

'Ghnkrai. Bai;<;a(.e Ahent's Office, |
Bai.timorf. and Ohio Kaii.road. j

"I beg to advise you that dogs intended for ex-
1iit>ition at the bench show to tie held in Balti-
inore. March 18 to 21, will be transported in liag-
gagc cars free of charge, both goinj; and re-
turning, when accompanied by owner or attend-
ant lioWing passage ticket. If one party desires
to take more than two dogs they must be crateid.

"B. ft. Peddicord,
"lieneral Baggage Agent."

I'lease state also that the .\dams and United
Stales Kxpress Companies will return dogs free

to original shippers to Baltimore show, charging
only the regular rate one way (prepaid).

I take pleasure in submitting the following ad-

ditional specials received up to date for our com-
ing show:

The Collie Club of America ofters the Collie

Club Trophy silver cup, value Jsoo, for the best

American-bred collie exhibited by u meml>er of

the club. To lie competed for at shows to be se-

lected by the Kxecutive Committee. The trophy
is to remain the property of the club, excepting
that in the event of its being won three times by
the same party, he shall have the privilege of
taking it at cost, the proceeds to be used in the

purchase of another. Kach winner will receive

from the club a suitable token in commemora-
tion of the award, and the trophy may be placed

in his hands at the discretion of the Kxecutive
Coinmittee.

The President's Cup, value $250. A silver cup
presented to the club by Jenkins Van .Schaick,
Kstj., for the best collie exhibited by a mem-
ber of the club. To be competed for at
shows selected l)y the Executive Committee, and
to remain the property of the club, but maybe
placed in the hnnus of the winner at the discre-
tion of the Kxecutive Committee.
Mr. W. I.. Washington (Kildarc Kennels), Pitts-

burg, Pa., offers the free services of his imported
prize-winning Irish setter dog Darby II (A. K.
S. B. 13.226; to the best Irish setter bitch ex-
hibited, donor not competing. Service valued
at J2S.

lustis & Arraiger, jewellers, Baltimore, offer a
silver cup, value $10, for the best St. Bernard in
the show.

The Maryland Shot Tower Company, by Wal-
ters T. Harvey, secretary, offers the following:

1. One bag of chilled shot for the best brace of
pointers entered and owned by one exhibitor.

2. one bag of chilled shot for the best brace of
English sellers entered and owned by one ex-
hibitor.

^. One bag of chilled shot for the best brace of
Irish settet.s entered and owned by one exhibitor.

4. One bag of chilled shot for the Oordoii setter
bitch winning second in open class.

Thf. Kancikks' Jdi'rnai. offers one ycar'ssub-
scription for each, best English setter, Irish set-
ter, cocker spaniel and collie, owned in .Mary-
land.

Mr. John W. Ciibbs, Baltimore, offers a silver
cup for the best pug owned in Maryland.

The following gentlemen have l>een engaged
to serve as judges: Hon. John S. Wise, of Vir-
giiiin, pointers; Mr. H. Malcolm, of Baltimore,
("ordiiu sellers; Mr. Charles I) Cugle, of Balli-
niore, bull dogs; Mr. James Mortimer, of New
York, all other classes.

Note—By a misprint the name of Hon. James
}•'. I'earsoii, of Ballimorc, who will judge Chesa-
peake Bay dogs, was oiiiiiled in the supplement
to our preiniiini list.

The following classes have been added since
the list was issued :

C. real Danes, Class ijh; puppies, under 13
months, dogs or b.lches, diploma each for first
and second.

Smooth Chesapeake Bay dogs, class 42^, dogs
or bitches, diploma each for first and second.

The show will be tienched and fed by Spratts,
and disinfected by Morris, Kittle 8( Co.'s phenyle.

Please note that class ^2% in supplement
should read snumth Chesapeake Bay <logs.

W, Stfwart Difff.niierffp.r,
Secretary.

officr Maryland Kbnnri. Ci.rn,
Baltimiirk. Eeb. 3, 1890.
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The Prize Pugs
OF

..AMERICA and ENGLAND-
BY

M. H. CRYER.

[Copyright. All Rights Reserved.)

[CONTINUBD.I

ENGLISH PUGS—Dogs.

SOOTY ^.E. 6766 ; Champion ).—Owned

and bred by John W. Lewis, Esti-, Lo-

retto House. Ashgrove Road, Redland,

Bristol. Born .September 16, 1S74; died

18H4. Pedigree:
I
Bishop's Ruby

Sire:
Keys Jumbo(B. 3767)

j

1 Mars
(
Juno-j

( (unknown)

Mr.

I'am:
Ixwis' Topsy (pedigree unknown)

Without doubt this was one of the best

pugs of his day.

WiNMNCS.—.Second at Bristol, first at

Cirenchester, 1876; first at Burton-on-

Trent, first at Bristol, first at IJlfracoml)e,

first at Carmathen, first at .Stanley, first

at Newport, first and cup at Swindon,

and second at Bath, 1877 ; first at Burton-

on-Trent, first at Bristol, first at Crystal

Palace, and third at .\lexandra Palace,

1878 ; champion at Bristol, first at Alex-

andra Palace, first at Brighton, first at

Dublin, first at Exeter, first and cup at

Hanover, first at Warminster, first at

Wolverhampton, anil second at Burton-

on-Trent, 1879; chatnpion at Alexandra
Palace, 1.S.S0 ; champion at Crystal Palace,

champion at Margate, and first at Credi-

ton, 1881.

WiNNiNO Prodi-CK.—Sooty, Jr. (E.

12,075), dam, Dinah; born April, 1S79.

C/}«j»Tr TTI ( K 13 715V dam Veoiiian's

Topsy. Snititty (E. 10,968), dam. Flirt.

Smutty II (E. 13.246), dam, Topsy. Tubby
(E. 10,971), dam. Tiny. Chetawayo (Pi.

9642), dam. Miss .Sooty.

STATELY (E. 21,460; late M'Lud).—
(Champion).—Owned bv Mr. W. L. Shef-

field, Birmingham. Bred by W. V.. T.

Brown, Cheltenham. Born August 4,

1885. Pedigree :

f Champion Tum-Tum II

smaller ears and that his owner refused

to give necessary information for the

writer to do justice to his dog.
Winnings.—I'irst at Crystal Palace,

first at York, first at Hertford, first

at Buxton, first and extra at Hanley, and
second at Birmingham, 1883; first at

Bristol, first at Crystal Palace,' champion
at Warwick, champion at Maidstone,
champion at Crystal Palace, first at Llan-

tludno, first at West Bromwich, and cup
at Birmingham, 1S84 ; challenge. Breed-

ers' prize, Silver Fawn prize, extra prize,

and three silver medals at Pug Club
show, 1885 ; challenge at Darlington,

challenge at Farnworth, challenge at

Toy show, extra prize at Toy show,
and challenge silver cup at Birmingham;
first and special for best pug in show at

Hanley, 1S86.

Winning Produce. — Playboy, Ve-
dette, Vignette, What's That, Tim and
Yuma-Yuma.

TUM-TUM II (Champion).—Owned
by Rev. C. J. B. Lindsay, Margate, Ping-

land. Breeder, Mr. E. Weekley, No. 4
Marlborough Street, London, England.
Born February, 1S78. Pedigree :

Sir

:

( Sam
Max (E. 7769)^

(Rose

r Click
Dam :

Vic . .

l..ock's Judy .

I Lamb

[ MOS.S

(^Max

Icip

In writing of Tum-Tum II the Pet Dog
Journal of April, 1886, says : "In shape
and color he has excelled ; a capital silver

fawn with the blackest of points, large

skull, well wrinkled; legs and feet of the

best, black toe nails, ears, muzzle, and
trace ; he was slightly longer in nose
than we like to see, and somewhat long

Sire:

Beau (E. n,(*)^) Champion
naught

Duchess of Con-

Dam :

Bonnie Princess, pedigree unknown.

"A small dog not over fourteen pounds,
with fine, large head, fairly well wrinkled,
good dark eyes and square muzzle; his

shape is excellent, he has plenty of bone
and a well-curled tail."—Pet Dog Journal.

Winnings.—Second at Frome, first in

puppy class at Aquarium Kennel Club
showi third at Hull, first at Aquarium
Toy Dog show, equal first at West Brom-
wich, third at Birmingham, first at Man-
chester, 18.S6 ; first at West Bromwich
and ivlauchester, first and sjiccial at Ips-

wich, first and cup at Brighton, first and
challenge cu]) at Birmingham, first at

Liverjiool, first in challenge class Toy Dog
show, 1887 ; first in challenge class Ken-
nel Club show, 1888.

.STINGO .SNIFFLES (E. 14,469; Cham-
pion).—Owned and bred by Mr. W. L.
ShefTield, Cottermore, Bristol Road, Bir-

mingham, England. Born August, 1882.

Pedigree :

Sire : ( Cupid
Jingo i

I Pysche

Dam

:

Set-Set (E. 1,^.7.17) pedigree unknown.

PUG BREEDERS' CHALLENGE CUP OFFERED BV DR. CRYER.

TRAGIiDY (E. 67671.—Owned by Mr.

J. Howe Denton. Bred by Mr. II. Maule,
28 St. Nicholas Street, Scarborough, Ping-

land. Bom 1874 ; died 1886. Pedigree:

Sire:
Tichhourn

Dam:
Judy ,

Click .

;
Gipsy

\
[ I,amb

Moss

his winning by many points."—Pet Dog
Journal.

Winnings.—First and gold medal at

Pug Club show, second at Chemsford,
second at Pug Dog show. Aquarium,
second at Kennel Club show, Atiuarium,
second at West Bromwich, tnird at

Staleybridge, first at Pug Dog show,
Scarl)orough, third at Saltaire, second at

Newcastle, second at Carlisle, first and
gold medal and special for best pug in

open classes at Toy Dog show, 1887

;

first at Toy Dog show, 1888.

( Angelo

I Mrs. Pug

4

"This dog is well known as the most
prominent pug of the day ; his career on
the show bencii has been one continued
success. .Mthough a small dog, weighing 1

about thirteen and one-half pounds, he
has a good sized head of great beautj-, '

short in nose, with a large eye, and fine

wrinkle, jet black points, a short and
cobby body, with tightly curled tail and

1

the best of "legs and feet. His coat is silver
fawn, and is slightly longer than we like
to see, but his color is lovely, and his

|

style nearly perfect. Mr. Sheffield is
|

justly proud of his little dog, and takes 1

good care of him."— Pet Dog Journal. !

It is a great pity this dog had not
|

"Probably no strain of pugs is better

known than that of Tragedy and Cloudy,

and none produced more winners. Trag-

edy was a rich golden fawn, short on leg,

with good wide chest, capital head, jet

black points, and fairly well wrinkled.

.\s a sire he was especially noted, some
of his offspring reaching highest rank.

On the show bench he did fairly well,

but his size was against him."—Pet Dog
Journal.

Winnings.—First at Whitby, 1875-6;

third at Crystal Palace, 1876 ; second at

Donca-ster, and first at Alexandra Palace,

1878; first at Pickering, 1875 and 1878;

first at Filey, 1875, 1876 and 1877.

Winning PRom'cic.—Champion Com-
edy, Champion Dowager, Champion Juan,
and many others.

FEMALES.

Sire:
Click

BUTTERCUP (.13.251 ; Champion).—
Owned and bred by Miss Pi. Lea, Head-

corn, Kent, England. Bom, January 28,

1880. Sire, Cherry ; dam, Julia.

Winnings.—First at Maidstone and
special at Crystal Palace, 1882 ; first and
silver medal at Hertford, second at Crys-

tal Palace, and champion at Hanley,
18.S3; champion at Bristol, and champion
at Margate, 1884.

CLOUDY.—Owueil by Mr. Maule,
Scarborough. Bred by Mrs. Mayhew.
Born 1.S72; died October 23. 1882. Petii-

gree:

I Lamb (from Pekiu China)

1. Moss*
Dam

:

Lady Thurston's Topsy

"Cloudy was not a large pug, weighing
about fifteen pounds. Her color was
silver fawn, with black points."—Pet Dog
Journal.

Winnings.—Second at Nottingham,
and third at Manchester, 1873, and sec-

ond at l/ceds, 1878.

Winning PRODUCE.^uan, Comedy,
Dowager and a host of other good ones.

COITNTESS (E. 10,977; Champion).—
Owned by Mrs. L. Hemming, 455 Oxford
Street, London, England. Breeder,

Mr. E. Weekley, 4 Marlborough Street,

London, England. Born August 8,

1S79. Pedigree:

f
Lord Willoughby's Ruby

I Cupiu . .
-(

(.Cora
Sire

:

Ch .Baron
.Ruby

and coarse in texture of coat, which,

however, was close and flat ; his weight,

when in good form, would lie nearly

twentv-oue pounds, but Ix-ing of a square

builil and low on leg, he did not look a

very large dog in those days ( 18S5)."

j
W1NNING.S.—.Second in puppy class,

1S7S; first at Alexandra Palace, 1881
;

first at .Sheflield, first at Colchester,

chamjiion at Alargate, 1S82 ; champion
at Crystal Palace, January, 1883.

Winning Prodvce.—Tertius (Pi. 13,-

250), dam, Vickers ; Tutn-Tuni Zlong
(E. 14,470), dam, Cliloe ; Miss Tum-
Tum (I3,.S3I). born June 2S, 1882;

dam. Duchess of Conuaught (12,085);

Bells II (16,121). born March 1 6, 18.S3
;

Dam, Duchess of Connauglit ; Little

Gypsey Queen ; Tum-Tum III
;
yuecu

Rose, and Rum-ti-Tum.

VICEROY OF LONSDALPi 1 E. 2 1 .472 1,

late Wilby.—Owned by the Rev. C. T. D.

Horner, of Kirby, Lonsdale. Bred by

Mrs. I'oster, of Bradford. Born March
15, 18.S5. Sire, Champion Diamond ;

dam, Maggie.

', "He is one of the best pugs in Fiug-

I
land to-day. He has a capital head.good
square muzzle, plentifully wrinkled and
large skull, but the fac't of his being
blind in one eve reduces the chances of

fMax(E.7769)
Dam: ( (Lamb
Molly . . 1 (Click

{
I Vic . .

{
I MoiiB

I Lock's Judy

"Countess possesses a wonderfully good
head, capiUl skull, and large bulging

eyes. Her ears are slightly large, but

well carried; in color (golden fawn) and
shape she is excellent, b«ing square and
well-built, with plenty of bone; her

weight is eighteen pounds. Whenever
shown Countess scored well even in the

best company."—Pet Dog Journal, Octo-

ber, 1887.

Winnings.—F'irst at Crystal Palace,

June, first at Piastboume, first at Ivci-

cester, 1881; champion at Hertford, cham-
pion at Maidstone, 1882, etc.

Winning Produce.—Lord Karl (E.

13,240), Ixirn May 5, 1882, by the Earl;

Lord Fritz (E. 13.239). l>om May 5, 1882,

by the Earl; Yuma-Yuma, by Stingo

Sniffles.

DARCY ( Champion ).—Owned and bred

by Mr. J. Drew, Trent Valley Road, Lich-

field, Fingland. Born October i, 1882.

Pediuree:
{Champion Baron

(E. 5661)

Duke II. . ^ . ,

IE. 12,071) j
f Baron las aljove)

(fIo
Beauty

Dam

:

Divia.

I
Slroiigwelt's Punch

|

Banjo

Daisy

John Smiths Daisy

Winnings.—Second in puppy class at

Aston Park. 18.S3: first at Crystal Palace,

first at Stone, 18.S4; first at Crystal Palace,

and Pug Club silver medal for best female

pug in show at Brighton, first and reserve

for best non-sportmg dog in show, second

at Wellington, 1885; first challenge prize

at Crystal Palace, first challenge prize

and gold nieilal at Warwick, first chal-

lenge at Royal .\quarium Kennel Club,

1.886.

WiNNiNi; I'Rom'CK.- Da-do-d (Pi. 17.-

901) by Dingo (dead).

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

*lt is reported that Mom was from Pekln,

China, also.
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SPECIALTY CLUBS.

A Further Account of Pythias Broom

and His Produce.

BY R. F. MflYHEW,

[CONTINITKD FROM PAGE 68.]

To hark back, Pythias Broom, a dog I

included in the last issue as appearing

about the same time as the others, is de-

serving of notice. In the same owner-

ship as Timothy Foiler, he was the very

antipodes of the latter; excelling in bone

and substance, a nice size and good out-

line,with the grandest coat I ever felt. He
was a little chunky in head and lacked

generally the beautiful expression of his

less successful kennel companion. He is

the more worthy of notice through being

responsible as grandsire for such winners

as Tip-Top and Apex, though these two

dogs can never be considered as good as

their ancestor. Also I would take this

opportunity of mentioning a doubt con-

cerning this dog's ancestry as it appears

in the vStud-Book. It is only rumor

which I heard in the district from whence

he came, and can be taken for what it is

worth. According to his relationship in

the authentic records he is own brother

(later litter) to Damon, a dog ofconsider-

able substance, etc., which the latter un-

doubtedly got from his sire, Colmore's

Tack, who also sired Pythias Broom.
Thus, so far they are related, but it is

claimed that Wasp, the dam of Damon,
was not responsible for his supposed

later brother, who was really an own
brother to Vixen II and Jim Broom, the

bitch being one of the sweetest headed
terriers imaginable and worthy of rep-

resenting the challenge class, which she

evidently did, and her acknowledged
brother, jini Brouiii, will be fouuu lU

many pedigrees, he being quite a useful

sire.

The history of the whole affair would
take too much space, but suffice it that

Mr. Colmore, on whom the responsibility

depends, was justified in giving the pedi-

gree as he did, though in my own mind
the probability seems to jwint to Pythias

Broom as beiug brother to Vixen II and

Jim Broom, a far more preferable con-

nection, I think, than kinship to Damon.
As I have stated l)efore, Pythias Broom
is the sire of the sire of Tees' Tip-Top,
Ajjex, etc., and his blood should be
prizeid for certain qualities, such as grand
coats, nice size and immense bone, but a

lot of it would, I feel sure, do harm to

keen expression, head, etc. Vera, an-

other champion in those days, was par-

ticularly taking in many essentials, espe-

cially her hard, vigorous appearance and
outlook, and immense suljstance. She
was a little over-sized, aud though pos-

sessing one of the most punishing heads
I ever saw, there was to my mind a slight

suspicion of foreign infusion, which
others to whose opinion I defer, consid-

ered it not apparent. I do know she in-

herited the extremely punishing head
from her granddam, Nellie II, who.se

peculiarity in this respect was marvel-

ous; in fact, exaggerated. .\l all events

Vera, as far as I know, has not handed
her name to posterity, unless Vice, the

dam of Tyro, has any of her blood.

About the same time Oakleigh Topper
came out, his appearance being quite

•ensatioual, liesides mauj judges consid-

ering him a lietter terrier than Briggs,

whose appearance was a little later than
the former. At the Crjstal Palace he
won everything before him, including

the Fifty Guinea Cup, which at that time
was competed for by both smooths and
roughs; at least I think so; if not, he
won the Fox Terrier Derby. At all events

I know he beat the crack smooths in one
competition or the other. He was cer-

tainly at his best when alx)Ut fourteen

months old, after that gradually getting

worse and worse in head, but during his

good form he was a hard nut to crack,

beautiful in size, and general outline,

grand in body, legs and feet, and at that

time good in head and expression,

though a wee bit soft, his only failing

being the want of a genuine hard texture

of coat, which owing to judicious treat-

ment was not so apparent as it should
have been ; however he went off to such

an extent that I should never be anxious

to see his name in the pedigrees of any

of my dogs, though his great-grandsire.

Sir Frederick Johnstone's Topper, is an

excellent support in many dogs of the

present day, who, by the way.don't touch

Oakleigh "topper at all.

A kennel companion of this dog,named
Workman, was being used very freely at

this time, and causing quite a furor, but

for the benefit of the breed it did not last

long, nor can I ever forbear when his

name crops up in a pedigree from feeling

a prejudice against the innocent descend-

ant, who would probably have the same
feeling could he have seen his "colossal"

ancestor, who more resembled a bob-

tailed sheep dog than a rough terrier,

but fortunately his reijjn as a fashi6uable

sire was of short duration, so that he did

not do so much harm to the breed as he
might had his services continued to at-

tract public attention.

With the disposal of these dogs, who
I think are of most importance in touch-

ing on the present, I feel I am now in a

jwsition to speak of the representatives

of to-day and the why or wherefore of

their uniform excellence, an assertion

which I feel sure not even the most ar-

dent smooth man can gainsay, though I

readily admit their unifonnity does not

exist in the excellence of their front or

legs and feet, in which respect the ma-
jority are probably behind their smoother
rival's, a fact which is easily understood

when it is considered breeders of this va-

riety have never been particularly "stuck

on" the imperative necessity of these

cj^ualifications, beiug solely the composi-

tion of a terrier.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
—*—

HONE AND SUBSTANCE IN COLLIES.

A AVrlter AVho Thinks the Thick Coat
a Detriment to the Collie.

Hrom the Fanciers' Gaiette.

I was exceedingh' pleased to notice in

this week's issue of the Gazette that our Ameri-

cati mends are waiteuiug up lo iJic iuoi of

breeding collies with bone and substance. This

is worthy ol the notice of all collie fanciers and

breeders. If our Araericau friends do really

mean how to breed for size and bone combined,

with the other necessary points, the step will be

hailed by the real lovers of the correct stamp of

a working and show collie combined as very sat-

isfactory. The little toy collie, now exhibited for

beauty to the eye to look upon, is of no use as a

working collie, for they have not the bone, sub-

.stance and strength to protect a flock of sheep

from either wolves or foxes; and for them to do a

hard day's work on the hills is impossible. I.oug

heads and flat skulls fno brain power), great

heavy coats buried in hair, is now the rage; in-

telligence is entirely forgotten, so long as they

are buried in coat. Some of our best dogs, beam-

ing with intelligence, with plenty of size, bone

and substance, are set aside by our would-be

"crack" collie judges because they lack coat.

More coal is wanted, although they possess all

the other essential points. The coat is the collie

in the eyes of some judges.

Now this is a very great mistake. A collie

buried in coat is hampered in his duties as a

workman On a misty or foggy morning out on

the hills a dog with a smuggler coat would soon
l>e done up. Most ccrtainU- we collie fanciers

admire the beauty and general symmetry which
most of our good stud dogs have given to the col-

lie fancy, hut I hold that we want the most es-

sential point, namely, sir.e, bone, strength and
more brain power. This can easily be rectified

as far as bone is concerned, by mating our small
Metchley Wonder and Christopher bitches with
a fine big dog, as great Alex. Douglas, a dog
with grand working power ih him, with plenty
of brain power; and to encourage this capital

and much needed hint from our American
friends, to breed now for bone and size, is for

our collie judges to turn their attention to these
and less to coat. If they carefully attend to tone
and size, brain power, etc., we will soon be back
to the days of the real old handsome collies.who
delighted in their working powers, and could
win a prize with their neighbors when correctly
judgecf A Hrf.kdkr.

.-—

TONY WELLEK SHOT.

FINANCES OF THE A. K. C.

A Detailed Report of Secretary -Treas-

urer A. P. Vredenbnrgh.

Nbw York, Jan. 10, 189c,

To THE Members of the American Kennel

Club:
Gentleme.v: The proper time having arrived

to publish the financial condition of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club, it affords me much pleasure to

present to you a statement in detail showing

just what has been done by the club for the

entire year, ending December 31, 1889. It ia

with pride that I can congratulate you upon the

splendid succe-ss the Kennel Club has achieved

during the past twelve months. The receipts

and disbursements are credited and charged to

but three general accounts, to wit; the Club, the

Stud Book, and the Gazette, and I beg to submit

my annual statement, showing a credit balance

in favor of each of said accounts. The club

has been self-sustaining since January i,

1889, without any aid other than its legitimate

income, and has enough cash on hand to publish

its Stud-Book. We have paid our current ex-

penses as they became due, and have done still

more; we have paid the editor's arrears of salary

for 1888, amounting to $287.50; purchased the

American Kennel Register at a cost of $500, and
also all existing copies of Vol. i of the Stud-

Book, from the late National American Kennel
Club, at a cost of $107.50. These are extraordi-

nary expenses that will not have to be met
during the coming vear. In the "American Ken
nel Club Account" we commenced the year with

a credit balance of $285.39, and afler paying all

expenses, including our rent, for a better and
more commodious oflfice, to February i, iHqo, the

ledger shows a balance to its credit of $641. .S7.

From this, however, you must deduct the sum of

$105 for dues from associates for 1890, which
were included in the year's work on account of

being paid during December, 1889, and before

actually becoming due. This leaves this account
with an actual balance of $536-57. with bills re-

ceivable amounting to $180.

The "Stud Book Account" carried over from
1888 a credit balance of $94289, but from this we
had to pay for the printing of Vol. V., Part IV.

(that is, the book containing the registrations

received during October, November and Decem-
ber, 1888), amounting to $498.12; also the editor's

arrears of salary, $287.50, which left an actual

balance of $157.27. While we close the year with

$1077.15 to the credit of the Stud Book, yet owing
to the large number of registrations to be pub-
lished in the volume for 1889, we will be com-
pelled to draw on the club account, not exceed-

ing, however, about $200, to meet our obligation
in the nuhlirntion of the liook. We have in bills

receivable due this account the sum of $83, but

this is uncoUectable and should be charged to

profit and loss.

The "Gazette Account" commenced with
nothing to its credit, and although the ledge;

shows an apparent deficit of f434.i2, yet such is

not the case, as we have in bills receivable the

sum of 5597.67, and so far as can be determined,
every dollar of this is good and collectable. The
sum of $1,58.13 of bills receivable is unearned,
and belongs to the income of 1S90, which leaves

$439.54 to be credited to the business of i8Sq, and,

therefore, gives the Gazette an actual credit bal-

ance o( $5.42. The Gazette was published in Jan-

uary, 1S89, without any ringingof bells, or proper
advertising, and has gained steadily month by
month, its sales reaching in December 317 copies,

exclusive of associate meinl>ers or subscribers.

In ad'lition to the balance of $5 42 should be
counted the value of the large number of period-

icals the American Kennel Club receives as ex-

changes for the Gazette, and which it keeps on
file at the club's office, affording to membcrsa
reading-room and material for reference on all

kennelsubjectsof the day, at home and abroad.

To subscribe to and to maintain such a list of
periodicals would be a matter of over a hundred
dollars annually against the American Kennel
Club.

I submit the results of the past year, and leave

the coming year and its prospects to be jiidge<l

of bv them.
In' conclusion. I beg lo say that Mr. F. Black-

wood Fay, appointed as one of the auditing com-
mittee, hnding it impossible to meet with the

others of said committee for the examination of

my accounts, resigned, aii<l Pre...ident Belmont,
at"mv request, appointed Mr. George La Rue to

takc'his place. Re.soectfuUv .submitted

A. P. Vrkdenui-rcjh, Sec.-Treas. A. K. C.

Postage stamps . . 56-34

Paid U)T extra ser\'ice8 8.00

Brooklyn Kennel Club, dues returned 10.00

Expenses to Associates' meeting, Boston. 21.50

John Polhemus, printing constitution . . 62.78

Rogers & Sherwood, printing 54-62

J. F. Pniden, stenographer . . 95.°"

Petty expenses (furniture, stationery, ex-
pressage, typewriting, etc.) 59-57

Office rent, paid to Feb. 1, 1890 100.01

Secretary's salary 1500.00

Balance, carried to a new account .... 641.57

$2611.89

Note.—In the receipts from associate mem-
bers is included the dues from 21 members for

1890, but paid during December, 1889. The
amount of $105 rightly belongs to the year 1S90.

A. K. C. STUD-BOOK ACCOUNT.

1889 CR.

Jan. II. Balance on hand $ 94289
Dec. 31. Entries received for registration. 197.^-50

Dec. 31. Sales of Stud-Books 618.50

Dec. 31. Advertisements 171.00

Dec, 31. Certified pedigrees 16.50

Dec. 31. Binding Stud-Books 10.00

*373».39

Bills receivable (uncoUectable) $

DECEMBER 3I, 1889.—DR.

Postage stamps $
Exchange charged by bank
Trade discount
Kntries returned, not eligible ......
Petty expenses lexpressage, stationery,

gas bills, carpenter, etc. I

Rogers & Sherw(K)d, Vol. V., Part IV .

Rogers & SherwiKxl, extra printing . . .

Oflice rent, paid to February i, 1890 . . .

I'urchase of^American Kennel Register. .

Purchase of Vol. I., N. A. K. C. Stud-Book
Editor's salary, balance due for 1H88 . . .

Editor's salary. 1889

83.00

7536
I2.3i

10.73
17.50

16.97
498.12
112.56
100.00

500.00
107.50
287.50
916.6S

Balance, carried to hew .account 1077.15

$3731.39

AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE ACCOUNT.

DECEMBER 3I, 1889—DR.

F;ntries received for registration $609.25

Subscriptions 166.00

Cash sales 13750
Advertisements 1046.73

Sales of pictures 8.50

Balance carried to new account 434.1'

$2402.10

BILLS RECEIVABLE.
Due for advertisements $597-67

Less amount unearned, for contracts ex-

piring after Jan. 1, 1S90

Amount good, but not collected. . .

DECEMBER 3I, 1889—CR.

Pusiageitiaiiips
Trade discount • • •

Petty expenses (carpenter, painting, ex-

pressage, stationerv, etc.)

Office rent, paid to Feb. I, 1890

Rogers & Sherwood, printing Gazette . .

Rogers & Sherwood, extra printing. . . .

Plates of dogs, published monthly

15813

$43954

JS3.67
17.52

18.90

99-99
1940.14
68.25

„, , . 35.63

Clerk's salary 138.00

$2403.10

TothePresiiikst .\n-ii Members ok theAmer-
ICAN Ken.nkl Cun :

Gentlemen—We, the undersigned, your com
niittee appointed for the purpose of auditing the

accounts of the ,\mcrican Kennel Club, do hereby
beg to make the subjoined report, to wit

:

That we have carefully examined said accounts

in their several departments, and find them cor-

rect in every particular, the income of each ac-

count being derived only from the sources indi-

cated in the accounts. Respectfully,
A. Clinton Wilmerding,
J. M. Taylor,
George W. La Rve.

New York. Jan. 17, 1890.

P. Vhedenburgh, Secretary-Treasurer,
IN ACCOrNT WITH THE AMERICAN KENNEL
CH-B.

1889.

ian. II.

•ec.3t.

18S9.

Dec. 31.

1890.

Jan. I.

Balance on
DR.

hand .

Receipts from all sources for the
year ending Jan. 1, 1S90 .

$1228.28

7083.98

$8312.26
CR.

Disbursements for the year end-
ing January I, i8go $7027.66

Balance on hand 1284.60

Editor Fanciers' Jocrnal.

Sir: I regret to report that some mis-

creant shot my beagle Tony Weller, on Sunday
last. He was able to drag himself home, leaving

a bloody track in the snow. F'or several days

it was uncertain whether his injuries would not

prove fatal, but his condition at the present time

seems to indicate that he will pull through.

I cannot understand why anyone should desire

to injure as small a dog as a beagle, and especi-

ally Tony, who is particularly quiet and affec-

tionate in disposition. Yours,

Wm. H. Child.

Glbnsidb, Pa., Feb. 5, 1890.

$8312.26

The following accounts present a statement in

detail, showing from what source the income for

the year 18S9 was derived, and for what purposes
the disbursements have been made:

AMERICAN KF;NNEL CLUB ACCOUNT.
1889. DR.

{an. II. Balance on hand $ 285.39
»ec. 31. Annual dues received from ac-

tive members (clubs) 470.00
Dec. 31. Annual dues received from asso-

ciate members 1787.50
Dec. 31. Fees received for prefixes and

affixes ..." 66.00

Dec. 31. Share of gQS bill relumed . . . 3.00

$2611.89
BILLS RECEIVABLE.

For dues from active members, due in
December, 1889 $ 180.00

DECF.MBER 31, 1889.—DR.

Overpaid associate dues, returned .... $ 2.30

CLUB MEETINGS.
POINTER CLUB.

Editor Fanciers' Joi-rnal.

Sir: The regular annual meeting of the
Pointer Club of America will be held at the New-
York dog show, on February II. at 4 P.M. By
order of the president, George W. La Rue, secre-

tary and treasurer.

IRISH SETTER CLl'B.

The members of the Irish setter club will

please take notice that a meeting of the club

will take place at the Westminster Kennel
Club's show on Wednesday, February 12. Pres-

ident, William Dunphy; Fixecutive Committee,
Max Wensel, B. L. Clements, Charles T. Thomp-
son.JamesA. Darland and F. T. Henshaw; secre-

tary and treasurer. Dr. William Jarvis.

ST. BERNARD CLUB.

New York, Feb. 3, 1890.

To THE Board of ("fovernors op the St. Ber-
nard Clvh: The February meeting of this

board is called for Monday, February 10, 7.30 P.

M., at the American In,stitute building. New York
City. A full attendance is requested.

Lorenzo Daniels, Secretary.

EASTERN FIELD TRIAL.H CLUB.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir; The adjourned annual meeting of the

Eastern Field Trials Club will be held at the
American Institute Fair building the first day of
the New York dog show, Tuesday. February u,
at 30'clock P. M. A full attendance is requested
af in addition to the election of officers, business
of importance is lo be transacted. All whocan-
not attend will please send proxy to W. A. Cos-

ter, American Institute, New York, care of West-
minster Kennel Club. J. Otto Donner, president;
W. A. Coster, secretary.

CHARLESTON'S SHOW.

A Good Attendance at the Set-ond An-

nual Kxhibltlon.

Charleston, S. C, Jan. 27, 1890.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The awards at the second annual

bench show of the South Carolina Poultry

and Pet Stock Association held iu this

city last week (J. Otis Fellows, judge),

were as follows:

MASTIFFS—Challenge.
I. Sears' Monarch, E. B. Sears.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Withheld.
2. Ben, p. F. Perry.

OPE.N, BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
H. Nelly, B. F. Perry,

c. Ethel, B. F. Perry.

PUPPIES
1. Withheld.
2. Luther, B. F. Perry.

h. Sumter, H- Davis.

ST. BERNARD—Dogs.

I. Baron of Holme, H. Holme.
" NEWFOUNDLANDS—Dogs.

1. Rover, J. O. Cameron.
2. Withheld.
3. Lion, J. Anienim.

bitches.
Withheld.

GREYHOUNDS—Challenge.
I. Purity, W. F. Thomas.

OPEN, DOOS.
1. Withheld.
2. Shaving Cream, T. D. Waldie.

bitches.
1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Jennie, Dr. L. Amcrum.

PUPPIES.
1. Withheld.
2. Monarch, Dr. J. May.

FOX HOUNDS.
1. Sport, C. J. Jenkin.
2. Ring, C. J. Jenkin.
, c„..„i ' Rambler. Dr. Dunner
3. Equal

j Florence, F. F. Chapl;
rman.
ain.

POINTERS—CllALLE.N-GE, DOCS
1. Spot Sting, J. T. Cartwright.

bitches.

I. Rosa, J. T. Cartwright.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Boi> R., A. p. Ryaii.
7. Button, J. T. Cartwright.
V. Don, J.C. Clausen.

bitches.

1. Rose May, J. T. Cartwright.
2. Nannie, B. F. Perry.
3. Spy, P. G. Mclnnes.
H. Juno, C. J. Neville.

Katie, J. L. Amerum.
PUPPIES.

1. Withheld.
2. Bob, H. Hemme.
3. Jordan, W. Hardy.

ENGLISH SETTERS—Dogs.
I. Prince Gladstone, J. H. O'Brien.

bitches.
1. Withheld.
2. Blanch, F. V. Taylor.

PUPPIES.

I. Dark, Dr. Kinlock.

IRISH SETTERS-DOG8.
1. Dick Swiveller, G. H. Covert.
2. Pickens, N. Lee.
3. Brown, B. Mclnnes.
R. Jerry, H. Hemme, Jr.
h. Heigh Ho, G. W. Koester.

Bruno, T. Wagner.
Brag, L. W. Bicase.

bitches.

I. Carrie, H. Hemme, Jr.

BEAGLES.
1. Withheld.
2. Belle, B. F. Perry.
V. Drive, B. F. Perry.

PUPPIES.
1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Bennie, B. F. Perry.

COLLIES—DOGS.
1. Ben Laddie, B. F. Perry.
2. Ben Rutland, B. F. Peny.

bitches.

1. Rowena, A. P. Hazzard.
2. Kelpie Ripon, I. H. Wilson.
3. Jennie, A. P. Hazzard.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Ben Laddie, B. F Perry.
2. Ben Rutland, B. F. Berry.

bitches.
1. Woodbine, R. A. Smith.
2. Zoe, U. M. Hale.

PUGS.
1. Withheld.
2. Lassie, L. W. Bicase.
3. Scott, L. W. Bicase.
V. Tortoise, L. Brown.

ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.
1. Toney, G. T. Graham.
2. Kaiser, G. T. Graham.
3. Prince, L. Brown.

PUPPIES.
1. Lady Teagle, G. T. Graham
2. Robin Rough, G. T. Graham.

BLACK AND-TAN TERRIERS.
1. Barney, H. Madden.
2. Pansey, H. Madden.

TOY TERRIERS.
1. Easter, H. Madden.
2. Nan, H. Madden

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
I. Flossie, Mrs. Bertha Woodruff.
3. Fedora, A. P. Hazzard.

MISCELLANEOUS—DOGS.
1. Duke, H. Madden.
2. Toby. H. Madden.

bitches.

1. Queen. H. Madden.
2. Gipsey, H. Madden.

SPECIAL BEST KENNEL
1. Fountain City Kennel.
2. B. F. Perry.

ENTRIES FOR .NEW YORK'S SHOW.

The I.rf>rge8t Xumbev Kvt-r Brouuht
Togrether In this Country.

The following is the complete list of

dogs entered at the coming Westminster

Kennel Club show, which opens next

Tuesday.

Mastiffs 52 Dachahundes . . 13

St. Bernards. .... 151 Beagles .56

Bloodhounds .... 5 Terriers.
Newfoundlands ... 8 Fox 151

Great Danes 34I Irish 22

Deerhounds 13 Welsh 3
Greyhounds 43 Scotch 5

Pointers 135 Dandie Dinmonts. . 8

English setters ... . 74 Bedlington .... 6

Irish setters 72 Skye . 11

Gordon setters ... . 48 Clydesdale 5

Fox hounds 17, Black-and-tan .... 15

Chesapeake Bay. ... 4 White F:nglish ... i

Irish water spaniels.. 4 Yorkshire 25

Clumber.

)

Toy . 10

Field . . VSpaniels . 116 Pugs 42

Cocker . J Toy spaniels ..... 18

Collies & sheep dog^ 164 Italian Greyhounds . 5

Poodles i>< Mexican hairless ... 3

Bull dogs 19 Miscellaneous 28

Bull terriers 24
Bassett hounds .... 8 Totol 1417

FOR FOX TERRIERS.

stakes and Specials Oflftered by the
.VnierU-nii Vox Terrier Club, 1890.

NEW YORK, FEBRUARY II—STl'D IMK". STAKES.

Second division of Grand Produce Stakes of
18.89.

First division of Grand Produce Stakes of 1890.

Grand Challenge Cup.
Yankee Stake, 1889.

Jig for the best fcx terrier in the show.
$10 for the best fox terrier in the open class.

$10 for the best fox terrier in the puppy clas.s.

$10 for the be.st brace of fox terriers.

CHICAGO. FEBRUARY' I9—TOMBOY STAKES.

$10 for the best fox terrier in the show.
$!o for the best fox terrier in the open class.

$10 for the best American-bred puppy in the

show.
RtKHBSTER KENNEL CLUB, .MARCH 1 1—APOLLO

8TAKFJ*.

J25 for the best exhibit of fox terriers.

BUFFALO KENNEL BLUB, MARCH 18.

$25 for the best exhibit of fox terriers.

MASSACHUSETTS KENNEL CLUB, LYNN, MARCH 25.

$25 for the best exhibit of fox terriers.

NEW ENGLAND KKNNKL CLUB, BOSTON, APRIL 2

—

HOME-BRED PUPPY ST.^KES.

Grand Challenge Cup.
$10 for the best fox terrier in the show.
$10 for the best fox terrier in the open class.

PHIL.\I)I:LPHI.\—TOMBOY STAKES.

$25 for the best exhibit of fox terriers.

Owing to the Albany Kennel Club not having
a show this year, the' .\pollo stakes have been
transferred to be judged at Rochester.

H. P. Frothingham,
Secretary and Treasurer.

ROD GEMS PEDIGREE.

The Sire of Four Field Trial Winners
From One Litter.

f;ditor Fanciers' journal.

Sir: Permit me to correct an error

made in one of your notes in your kennel column,

iu the issue of February i. After stating that

the new acquisition of Mr. E. W. Clark, Jr., Rod

Gem, who is by Rotlerigo out of Gem, you state

that he is a full blood brother to Gath's Mark
and Gath's Hope. If you will recall to mind,

Gem was bred to Gath but once. The result of

that union was a litter that is without a parallel

in the history of bird dogs—no less than four of

of that litter being field trial winners, namely,
Gath's Mark, Gath's Hope, Gath's Pride and
Harold. Before Gem could be returned again to

Gath he suffered death at the hands of the
poison fiend, when just about leaving the show
at New Orleans. Dr. Maclin, who owned Gem,
has said that he would have had a fortune in her
if Gath had lived. Gath is acknowledged to have
been the best bird dog that ever lived. Gath was by
Count Noble out of Peep O'Day, and she by
Gladstone out of Clip. Roderigo at this time was
just eiitrring upon his career of f;lory and (leiii

was bred bv owner to him. Roderigo is by Count
Noble out of Twin Maud, she also being Glad-
stone-Clip. So that you may see that while Rod
Gem is not a full blood brother, he is very close,

being rather more than a half brother to Gath's
Mark and Hope, Ro<l Gem being by Champion
Roderigo and the others being by Champion
Gath. F o. t.

—A French paper says of the Rev. O'Callaghan
that he divides his time between saving souls

and breeding Iri.sh setters, and concludes by say-

ing that he is a manufacturer of "champioiis for

this world aud for the next."

The ^squimhux Dog.

W. K. Taunton in The Dog Owner's Annual.

There are few, if any, breeds of dogs

90 useful as the Esquimaux dog is in his

native land, where without his valuable

help it would be impossible for man to

exist. Not only is he used thoughout

the Arctic regions as a beast of burden,

but he is also trained by the inhabitants

of these dreary parts to assist them in

obtaining food by hunting the bear and

other animals, and possessing as he does

a very keen scent, he is found of the

greatest use for this purpose.

The principal use, however, to which

the P^squimaux dog is put is that of

drawing sledges, without which means

of locomoliou the Esquimaux would be

unable to travel during the greater part

of the year A team of dogs, varying in

numl>er according to circumstances, and

frequently consisting of twelve or more,

being yoked to a sledge, will travel dis-

tances of thirty or forty miles a day, or

even more, drawing a load averaging

100 pounds to each dog. The harness

is very simple, and consists of a piece of

deer or seal-skin forming a collar round

the neck, which is kept iu position by

other pieces passing underneath the

chest and brought round the bo<ly, and
to this is attached a single trace, passing

over the back, fastened to the sledge.

The whip is the only means of guiding

the dogs, and this has a short handle

with a thong five or six yards long, the

dexterous use of which is no easy matter,

and requires some amount of practice.

Much depends upon the intelligence of

the leader of the team, a dog of superior

sagacity beiug selected for this position.

The dogs are put into training when they

are quite young, and are hardly worked,

very scantily fed, and frequently cruelly

treated by their masters.

In appearance the Kxquimaux bears a

striking resemblance to the wolf, and so

much are these two animals alike that

it is difticult to distinguish between them
when seen at a distance. The prin-

cipal distinction is the larger size of the

Arctic wolf, and the carriage of the tail,

which the dog carries curled over the

back, such not being the case with the

wolf. The dog possesses the oblique

eve. as does the wolf, which gives him
the appearance of being treacherous,

although he does not seem to be so in

reality. There can be little question

that the two animals are very nearly

related, and that the two will breed

together has l>een proved beyond doubt.

I have been informed that the Hudson
Bav Company lately obtained an .\rctic

wolf with the" view of crossing him with

their Esquimaux bitches. Imjwrted
dogs do not bark, but some of those bred

in this country acquire this accomplish-

ment.
Nature has provided the Esquimaux

dog with a covering specially adapted to

protect it against the severe cold which
It has to encounter. This consists of an

outer coat of long hair, which stands out

from the body like bristles,beneath which
is a thick under coat of soft wool.

Whether this peculiar coat can be pre-

served for many generations in dogs bred

in this country, or whether it will de-

generate in course of time from change
of climate, as is found to be the case with

other animals, remains to be seen. It is

certainly one of the points to which
anyone attempting to breed these dogs

will have to devote particular attention.

This peculiar coat gives the Esquimaux
dog the appearance of being larger than

he really is, the average height being

about twenty-two inches. Specimens of

this breed arc not nearly so often to be

met with in this country as one could

wish, and are far from being so common
as might be supposed from the adver-

tisements which appear from time to

time offering these dogs for sale. It will,

however, generally be found that the

dogs offered are not Esquimaux, but

Norwegian or Swedish dogs, these breeds

resembling one another to some extent,

but if they are compared together it will

be seen that there is considerable differ-

ence in the coat and also in the size of

ear, that of the Esquimaux dog being
smaller aud always carried pricked for-

ward,whereas the Norwegian and Swedish
dogs frequently throw them back like the
collie.

There are probably two reasons why
Esquimaux dogs are so seldom seen
here, the principal one being the great
difficulty of obtaining genuine speci-

mens, so few being brought to this coun-
try; and the other, a very general im-
pression that the disposition of these
dogs is such as to render them unfit to

be made companions of, it l>eing very
commonly thought that they are treach-

erous and not to be trusted. This is a very
erroneous idea, as these dogs become
most attached to their owners, and ex-
hibit an amount of affection not to be
surpassed in any other breed.

During the past ten years I have al-

ways owned several specimens of the
breed, sometimes as mauy as fifteen or
twenty. Some of these have been im-

ported from Hudson's Bay and elsewhere,
but most of them have been bred by my-
self, and I never had one which could be
called bad-tempered, and have not found
them nearly so quarrelsome as many
other breeds.

In breeding these dogs my aim has
been to keep the head as wolf-like as pos-

sible, to preserve the outer and under
coat so peculiar to the breed, to obtain a
fair length of the body, with depth of
chest rather than width, a tail well curled
on the back, and legs aud feet which
would enable them to perform the work
of sledge-drawing if called upon to do so.

Mr. Brown's Ring-Tailed Ulmcrs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In answering Mr. Wade's com-
munication in relation to my ring-tailed ulmer

hounds, Marco and Nadia, published in last

week's Fanciers' Journal, I have only this to

say: Mr. Wade may possibly be thoroughly

posted on the Great Dane dogs, but there is one

thing certain, he has never seen Marco and

Nadia, and until he does see them I think he

had belter not go too fast. There is such a

thing in this world as not "knowing it all."

Even Mr. Wade might be mistaken in his ideas

about these dogs, and I think even he,_alter he
has seen tne dogs, ii he is atr honesi criiic, wnkii
I haue every reason to think he is. would say

—

as all others do that have seen them—they are
most assuredly the handsomest dogs of the kind
in the country. I fear no competition.

Yours truly,

John B. Brown.
Philadelphia, Feb. 6.

Mr. Mercer's Mastiff Baldur Dead.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I regret to have to inform you

that the mastiff dog Baldur (Champion Beaufort

ex Gytha II), first in puppy class at Crystal

Palace, first at Troy, etc., that my friend Mr.

Wade had given me, reached here last night,

dead. A veterinary surgeon examined him and

pronounced the cause of death to have been in-

flaminatiou of the intestines, caused probably

by overfeeding just before he wascrated and sub-

sequent confinement.

I not only regret the circumstances for the

donor's sake, but because he would have been
invaluable to our Canadian Mastiff men. His
grand head would have been hard to equal, short

enough to please any reasonable man, yet not

partaking in the least of the "pug " type so

prevalent. F. H. F. Mercer ( 'Clumber ").

Ottawa, Can., Jan. 29.

Central Field Trials Club Election.

Editor Fancif:rs' Journal.

Sir:—At a meeting of the Central Field

Trials Club, held at Philadelphia, January 30, the

following gentlemen were elected members of

the club: Hon John Sanford, of .\msterdam, N.

Y.; Mr. George J. Gould and Mr. Edward Gould,

of New York City; Mr. I,. Gardner, of Mt. Ver-

non, N. Y., and Mr. George L. Danforth, of

Louisville, Ky. All applications for membership
that were received too late to be acted on at this

meeting were referred to the Committee on
Membership, who will make their report at the

next regular meeting of the club.
C. H. ODELL, Secretary.

Sale of St. Bernards.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have sold my entire kennel of

St. Bernard dogs to James G. Gracey, of thisdty.

This sole includes a number of extra good ones,

among the number being two especially fine

bitches in whelp to Othello—Bessie Bayard and

Baroness of Hastings. The latter is by Plin-

linimon. She measures 32 inches and weighs
170 pounds. My business takes up all my time
and I cannot give the attention to a kennel such

as it deserves and requires. Yours truly,
W. F. MiLLBK.

St. Locis, Febuary 10.
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POULTRY AN ^PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

"It 18 decidedly unjust" is the opinion

ofone of those engaged to act as judge

at New York, "not to let us know where

we are to be placed. The few of us

who are continually on duty do not need

to study up; but there are those in the

list who are called upon but seldom, and

with the changes that have been made in

the standard they will have to take more

time for their work than they would,

could they have known just what they

were to do and could have gone there

fully prepared for it."

It is not often that poultry fanciers are

called upon to help their fellows, but

when they are they respond generously.

The misfortune which has befallen Maine

poultry and pigeon breeders in the fire

which wiped out the exhibit of the An-

droscoggin Poultry Association at I^ewis-

ton, Me., last month, fanciers at large

will appreciate in its fulness, and we be-

lieve the answer to the call in another

column will be all that Mr. May antici-

pated.
9
« *

The question as to what is a rose comb

bantam is asked in all seriousness. In a

show abroad there was a class for "rose

combs, all varieties competing," and first

prize was awarded to a silver Sebright. It

was really intended that only the black

and white rose combs proper should com-

pete, but this not being specified the Se-

bright took the prize.

her mate, and there is no superiority on

either side, but an absolute equality."

*
« *

We suggest a further plan. Let the

secretaries of the Bo.ston and New York

shows provide pens to receive birds that

are to >« forwarded to Maine fanciers

and let each exhibitor when packing his

entry for these shows add a bird or more

for the purpose. \\. the show's close

these could be forwarded to Mr. John F.

Putnam, Lewiston, Me., for distribution.

This could be made one of the most in-

teresting features of each show, and the

advertisement of it would certainly repay

the donors. And—we look at the matter

now from the Lewiston side, if the stock

donateil is to be on exhibition with the

donor's name attached, it may be of a

little better quality than if the right hand

is not advised of what the left hand

doeth.

In a case of dubbing game fowls, re-

cently tried abroad, the evidence pro-

duced by the prosecution was that there

was no portion of the comb which did

not contain nerves communicating with

the spinal cord, and the comb was a tissue

of bloo<l vessels.
*

« »

The defense claimed the ojjeration to

be necessary, as cockerels, if kept to-

gether, were prone to fight, and unless

their combs and wattles were cut off they

were taken hold of by the combatants,

who thus used their spurs to much

greater advantage and more effect. So

far from being cruel the operation was

intended to prevent cruelty, for whereas

there might be momentary pain, it was

as nothing compared with the after suffer-

ing which had to be endured if the comb

was allowed to remain. Again, it was

the universal practice to dub games to

prevent their tearing each other in fight-

ing.

• «

.\n interesting feature, we are told, of

the Westfield, Mass., show and which

threatened to turn the late show at Wor-

cester into an occasion engaging the

principals, not upon the programme, was

of birds hatched from eggs sold by Mr.

A. C. Hawkins to Mr. J. L. Hanchett.

The further information is that Mr. Haw-

kins did not like the display, and it is

altogether likely that he will not afford

occasion for another of the kind. Our

poultry shows might be used to good ad-

vantage to correct mistakes of this sort.

» *

» *

The decision was that "thej- had care-

fully considered the points in the case

cited and they felt that whilst they could

not dismiss the case, the ends of justice

would be met by the infliction of a pen-

alty ofone shilling and costs!"

* »

Mr. John Manghan it is said will re-

tire from the jacobin fancy, his entire

flight of seventy birds having been

offered at public sale. It is not so very

long since Mr. Manghan entered the

ranks, retiring both Mr. Heritage and

Mr. John Frame by purchasing all of

their birds.
«

The interest in feather coloring awak-

ened by the discovery of the different

degrees of fixedness of the red of the

touraco will, without doubt, lead to a

lietter knowledge of it, and may set at

rest controversies as to dyeing in which

each side remains of the same opinion

still.

*\

» »

It is the fact, revealed by the micro-

scope that the archangel owes its irides-

cent hues to the peculiar formation of

the feather. And it is to a similar for-

mation that the bright hues of the neck

of the common and certain of the hom-

ing pigeons is due. Both of these color-

ings may be lost in some crossings, and

intensified in others, facts which many of

those handling both varieties have been

slow to appreciate
*

The Boston Herald is the authority

that over 5000 birds will compete for the

prizes of the Massachusetts Poultry .\s-

sociation's show to be held in Bumstead

and Music Halls next week. The entry,

it is said, is from all sections of New
England, New York, and with a grand

lot from the West.

» *

Among other attractions will be the

five homing pigeons owned by Henry

Wagner, winner of the George W. Childs

cup, offered for the best journey from

500 miles in the day, and won by the

five in covering the distance from St.

Thomas, Ont., to Boston, 525 miles in less

than twelve hours. Boston is very proud

of this record, ami the birds will have the

benefit of it next week.

A poultry society organized to cover

the districts of Tottenham, E<lnionton

and Wood Green, Eng., is very compre-

hensive, and we shall endeavor to keep

trace of it to know how far it found its

plan practicable and the influence it had

upon the fancy within its territory.

Pr,n1*«-xT cave rvf it*

«
* *

The Poultry News,' a bright little paper

published monthly at West Grove Pa.,

in the interest of the National Poultry

Association and "death to the caucus,"

makes a serious charge against a judge,

to which we give place in another

column. The News should injustice and

kindness to others have given the name

of the offender.

« *

"A National Poultry Association with

a delegate system," says the News, "is

the only way to settle the hucksters,

cranks, one-man power and other evils;

then, and only then, will the breeders be

happy. The delegates must \ye the best

men of the local associations, and they

must l)e Jmlloted for, and none but good,

honest breeders sent as delegates ; and

every man or his proxy of these local as-

sociations must be present to ballot for

delegates at the election, in order that no

juggling takes place or the old state of

affairs will exist."

Chambers' Journal in vouching for

the solubility of touracinsays: "Touracos

are not, however, entirely colored by

this peculiar sulistance; they have a great

deal of green about them and this green

is due to the presence of a green pigment

which appears to be convertible into the

red substance by prolonged boiling. The

green pigment, unlike the red, is a "fast"

color."

* #

But it adds: "Most birds that are

colored green owe this color, at least

partly to fine markings upon the feath-

ers, and all 'metallic' colors, such as bril-

liant greens, blues and reds of the hum-

ming birds, are due to optical effects

caused by the structure of the feathers,

and have nothing to do with any pigment

of the same color within the substance of

the feathers. There are thus two sources

of color among birds, and it is a remark-

able fact that in many cases where the

male birds have a brilliant coloration and

the females are soljerly clad the color is a

'mechanically' caused color; for in-

stance, in the humming birds. The

touracos do not show the difference be-

tween the sexes; the female resembles

"The success with which it has met

has induced its promoters to add a num-

ber of special features not in use by any

other fanciers' club. Chief amongst

these are the free stud book for dogs,

goats, rabbits, cats and cavies, a register

of eggs for sitting and a sale or exchange

list for the free use of memljers. A series

I

of fortnightly meetings has been arranged

to be held at headfjuarters. the Elim

Hall, Church Road, Tottenham. The

next is announced for January 30. So

far they have been well attended.

Another important feature is the reading

of papers on subjects connected with the

fancy, and these have proved most popu-

lar. On these occasions members may
introduce friends with a view to their

joining. It is also contemplated holding

a series of exhibitions, at which the ex-

hibits will be judged and prize cards

awarded. Meetings at which eminent

authorities on poultry matters will de-

liver lectures will also be held, and it is

surmised that these will induce other

residents to liecome members. The

most important feature of all is the dis-

tinction drawn between professionals and

amateurs. The former are not admitted

as ordinary members, but are on pay-

ment of half a guinea a year allowed to

liecome patrons, and are entitled to all

the privileges of members, prizes only ex-

cepted. By this means an opportunity

will be given to working men and others

to secure the coveted honors. The sub-

scription is one shilling per quarter, with

an entrance fee of one shilling."

—Mr. H. R. Chaml)ers, of the New
York Mercantile Exchange, in his tabu-
lation of the receipts and exports for the
past year, says 336,241 barrels and 1,255,-

585 cases of eggs were received, as against

380,391 barrels and 959,781 cases in 1888.

The average price was ijlsaiyf^ cents
per dozen in 1889, against I9'^a2i) cents
in 1888.

THE BARB.

Mr. J. Firth Tells Beginners "What

. to Select and Avoid.

I consider the barb if not the most

charming, at anj' rate a very charming

variety of fancy pigeon, and it is because

from the egg it is constantly developing

fresh points of interest. Without wish-

ing to under-rate the beauties of the

varieties which are birds of feather

merely, or principally, their beauties are

all displayed by the time they are, say
two years old, and in many varieties

earlier, whilst in wattled pigeons, such as

carriers and barbs (for such as see
beauties in these varieties), there are
fresh beauties to be seen in every individ-
ual bird, every time their owner looks
them over, up to being, say four years
old at least.

You may call this special pleading for

these varieties, and I admit that it is, be-
cause I should like to see the love for

them spread over a much wider area
than it is at present, and I think if the
simple and easy operation of spout cut-

ting, and the proper methods of manage-
ment were letter understoo<l, those two
varieties would take and keep a position
very near the head, if they are not in

position already.
I have l)een in some doubts as to the

order in which my observations should
be arranged, but have concluded to
address myself especially to beginners,
and go through the- whole course of a
successful fancier's experience, and if I

can succeed in instructing them at all, I

shall lie satisfied.

There are things to l)e avoided as well
as things to be done, by beginners. One
of the most dangerous of the former is

the land shark, a species that is always
on the lookout for "mugs" as they eu-
phoniously call the unsuspecting, who are
considered fair game to feed the vora-
cious appetites of these pests. There are
however, I am glad to say men of char-
acter and principle in the barb fancy, to
whom a beginner can go and from
whom he can get not only reliable birds
at a fair price, but also advice. I may
here say that nothing will educate a
young fancier of any variety so quicklj'
as visiting a few good shows, getting in-

troduced to the various fanciers present,
hearing their conversation, going
through the classes with them and ask-
ing for information; also, as often as
possible, visiting the lofls of ^ood fan-
ciers who may be within visiting dis-

tance. More can be learned in this way
in a season or two than by years of iso-

lation.breeding from literary tuition, and
exhibiting without visiting the shows.
The beginner should not have too

many birds for a start, and in my judg-
ment, he should not as a rule purcha.se
birds in their first season, simply be-
cause thej- are winners in the young
classes; nor should he purchase ol<l birds
which are past breeding.

I recommend the purchase of birds in

their second season, as by that time
their true quality can be seen, they are
in their prime for breeding, and if of the
right quality will grow quickly from that
age into adult show birds.

As a rule ifa purcha.ser can afford it, I

recommend the purchase of birds of
good pedigree, which at the age I have
mentioned, show unmistakable signs
of growing into show birds. In cases
where the exchequer will not admit of
the purchase of show birds, or the be-
giunner is willing to "bide his time,"
and work his way. the object in view
can often be achieved bv the purcliase at

smaller prices of birds which though
they may never be fit for the show pen,
have been bred from show birds of good
jiedigree, and many often pro<luce as

good youngsters as some of their better
looking brethren and sisters. Indeed
many cases of this kind have occurred in

my experience, but notwithstanding this,

I may as well say that I like to breed
and as a rule I do breed my best young
ones from my Ijest show birds.

I would, therefore, in making a start

apply to some fancier on whom I could
rel^ and would buy from him two or three
pairs of birds of"^ the l)est quality my
means would allow of I would do this

in preference to picking my breeding
stock up in odd birds from different

sources, as it is better in barbs than in

other varieties, if birds from an estab-

lished strain can be procured, to stick to

that one strain, in preference to mixing
up birds of different strains however good
looking the birds might lie.

It may be said that to pursue this

method for any length of time involves

very close in-breeding. No doubt it does,

and no doubt this is one of the chief

secrets of success in the breeding of all

live stock for exhibition.

1 shouhl avoid the chubby short-faced

birds, which to an inexperienced fancier

look so pretty in their first season, but
never get much lietter, and cannot by any
possibility grow the massive head points
required to make a first ranker. I should
select, even if they looked a bit long-
faced, raw and unfurnished, the birds

with the biggest heads, always bearing in

mind to have a nicely curved profile of
skull, both back and front, and above all

would not on any account tolerate a
wedge-headed bird. I would have the
beak, particularly the lower mandible, as

thick, blunt at the end and wide across
the gape or base of the lower jaw as pos-

sible. I don't want the beak shorter than
one inch and three-sixteenths from the
centre of the eye to the end of the beak,
and would not object to a shade more, if

the bird were proportionate in all other
respects.

The two types of bird are easy to dis-

tinguish. With the one type, if you
have to give them medicine, you can
hardly get their beaks to open wide
enough to get a pill down, whilst with
the other, at the same age. you can with
as little trouble get your finger end
down.
Though inclined to the medium-sized

birds with short necks, yet knowing, as I

do from experience, the difficulty of get-
ting big heads on small bodies, I would
not object to birds a little over the aver-
age in size, and now and then I have

may generally conclude that he has got
one which is atxint right in eye.
The barb should be pearl-eyed. At

present whites are bull-eyed,but it would,
I think, be a great improvement if the
pearl eye could be introduced into that
color, as it has been in white jacobins,
the result being a great addition to its

beauty; and there is a very interesting
field here for any fancier who is fond of
white barVjs, to show the superiority of
mind over matter.

In matching one's breeding stock we
must remember that when we have done
our best to procure good birds, none are
absolutely perfect, and we must carefully
study how to put them together so as to
have a reasonable expectation that they
will reproduce their good qualities with-
out reproducing their faults, which how-
ever are much easier to reproduce and
perpetuate than their good qualities.
With this object in view, avoid matching
two birds together pos.sessing the same
faults. As an example of what I mean,
suppose you have a bird which is extra
good in eye and skull, match it with a
bird which is free from the defects which
the other may have, even if a little defect-
ive in the points in which the other
excels.

[TO BF. CONTINirUD.]

SCIENTIFIC BREEDING.

THE TOURAKO.

Turacin is Soluable and the Colors
"Won't "Wash.

Mr. Frank E. Beddard, of the Loudon
Zoological Gardens, answers the doubts
of the editor of the Feathered World as

to the solubility of turacin as follows:

"In the first place, you do not quote

found it of the greatest service to make ^'^of- Krukenberg, who confirmed most
use in breeding of these larger-sized birds,

such as happened to possess the coveted
head points in super-abundance.
The beak wattle should be fine in

texture, and, in young birds, as far away
from the skull as possible, radiating and
widening from the front to the back and
«u1«>«- full nnrl nlnnin rnitiul wlmt T ttiot-

, , ^ .... — - J
for want of a better term call the bridge
of the nose. It should have a fine divi-

sion down the centre. If very open down
the centre, or showing an inverted
V-shaped depression there, it is in my
eyes a fault which becomes more appar-
ent with age.

I know of one judge who will probably
take exception to my dictum that the
beak wattle should l)e far away from the
skull; and, I therefore, make a point of
drawing attention to this difference of
opinion, and mentioning a circumstance
which I think worthy of note. .\t one of
last winter's shows, where this gcntle-
nian judged the barbs, there was one
bird which I thought by far the Iiest in the
show which had to take an inferior posi-
tion. Another fancier who also admired
the bird very much asked the judge why
he had not placed it higher, and his re-
ply was that he did not like its beak wat-
tle, which was, he said, too far away
from the skull.

Now, to my mind, this was evidence
that the judge did not understand this
part of his subject. I have had oppor-
tunities of .seeing the bird in question
lately, and what I expected has hap-
pened; the beak wattle has grown and
filled up at the back, beak wattle, eye
wattle and jewing having grown in l)eau-
tiful proportions, so that the binl is now
one of the l)est I ever saw, and the next
tiine it is shown I have very little doubt
will be admitted even by its hypercriti-
cal judge to be the best barb living at
l)resent. I do not saj- it is impossible for
the l)eak wattle to l)e too far away from
the skull, but I <lo say that I don't think
I ever saw one that was too far away, for
me, at any rate.

The beak should lie flesh colored; the
upper mandible may be slightly .streaked
with black in blacks, but quite free from
black in all other colors, and I rather
prefer to have the l)eak free from the
black stain even in blacks, when it can
l)e got; the Ijeak wattle should l>e quite
free from black stains.
The eye wattle should be regular in

width all round; if deficient at the back
It is called "pinch-eyed," which, though
a serious fault, is easier to correct in
breeding than defects of l)eak and i)eak
wattle. If a fancier has a binl which
shows in its first sea.<-on plenty of eye
wattle below the eye, and as much "or I

nearly so, at the back as at the front, he I

of Prof. Church's statements with re-

gard to turacin, nor has your writer ap-

parently seen my letter to "Nature"
(December 19, 1889), in which I refer not

only to my own experiments, but also to
an excellent leading article in the Stand-
?>^d The writer of thi? article v.''*s

able to confirm the generally accepted
statement that the red pigment is soluble
in water. I would, therefore, venture to
point out to you that there is a mass of
testimony as to the solubility of turacin
in water, which cannot be overthrown
by such very imperfect observations as
could naturally be made by a casual vis-
itor to these gardens. And can "R. P."
say that he has inflicted upon his
tourakos such a thorough wetting as
would l)e got by some hours' exfKjsure
to a tropical down])our ? I have not the
least doubt that a feeble splashing such
as would be produced by bathing is not
suflicient to wash out any pigment when
the bird is in perfect health. A slight
shower would probably be innocuous;
only the .sodden condition brought about
by a steady downpour would be sufficient
to produce any marked diminution of
the brightness of the red coloring.
Furthermore, the use of the term water
is misleading; water to the chemist
means a comiiound of the two elements,
hydrogen and oxygen, united in the pro-
portions which are indicated by the for-

mula H2O. The popular signification of
the word is not sf) restricted. Prof.
Church showed that pure water would
not dissolve turacin, but that the minut-
est trace of an alkali in the water would al-

low it to be dissolved. The oily matter
which the bird secretes protects the feath-
ers from the action of alkaline water,
but there is certainly a limit to this pro-
tection, particularly if the bird be in ill-

health, and unable to produce enough of
the secretion. Now rain-water or tap-
water are not pure water; liotli contain
various salts dis.solved; and in "soft"
water the alkaline salts predominate.
It is clear that rain-water may often con-
tain enough alkaline salts to dissolve
turacin; and if this action be prolonged
in a hot steamy atmosphere it seems to
me highly creditable—even if we had
not the direct testimony of men of the
calit)re of M. Jules Verreaux, Mr. Teget-
meier, and others—that the result would
be a partial washing out of the coloring
matter. Your writer, therefore, is per-
fectly correct in saying that turacin can
only be obtained from the feathers by
cheniical treatment, but he does not I

seem to be aware that treatment with I

rain-water or tap-water may be, and in-

deed generally is, a cheniical treatment
|

sufficient to ilissolve out the pigment. |

BY ALBXANDBR COMYNS, B. A., L. L. B.
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If the number bred be large enough it

will be found that after two or three years

of this process the numl>er of the progeny

which are valuable will Ije largely in-

creased, and when a reasonable propor-

tion of good birds are produced the

breeder may with advantage adopt the

course I have advised above, and keep

two, three or four yards each as distinct

as he can in blood from each other, but

still so far related to each other that

mutual crossed may be resorted to with-

out fear of the progeny throwing back to

inferior ancestors.

There is nothing which so much causes

want of success amongst young fanciers

as ignorance of the fact that in many va-

rieties of poultry it is neces,sarj' to mate

up distinct yards for breeding cockerels

and pullets. I cannot but regret that

this course should be necessary. It is,

in my opinion, the result of an errone-

ous method of judging having been

adopted in regard to one sex or the other.

Either through a want of practical knowl-

edge of the breeding of the varieties

upon which they had to adjudicate, or

through caprice, the judges adopted

standards for the two sexes which were
inconsistant with each other. That is to
say, a pair of birds to which prizes were
awarded as being of the same variety,

were really so distinct that if mated to-

gether they would have produced chick-
ens unfit for mating with either parent.
The birds shown as a cock and hen of
some particular variety were really of
distinct varieties, and except in the show
pen had little in common. Fanciers
were more in the hands of the judges then

ing this false method ofjudging they fell

in with the views of the judges and set

up separate breeding yards for each sex.

The standard having been thus wrongly
fixed, has in regard to some breeds lie-

come .so universallv recognized that it

would be quite useless to make any at-

tempt to alter it now. In regard to these
the breeder must therefore l>e prepared
to submit to the inevitable, and in addi-
tion to his exhibition stock, must pur-
chase other birds which are worthless for

exhibition, but which are suitable for

mating with the exhibition stock of each
stock. . Two separate strains must, in

fact, be formed. This, of course, neces-
sitates the maintenance of a double nuni-
lier of breeding yards and the rearing of
a larger number of chickens each year.
It also necessitates the possession of a
knowledge which is not always easily ac-

cessible—namely, the knowledge of the
points which are the complement in one
sex of the exhibition points in the other.
All these considerations render it ad-
visable that a l)egiiiner should, before
taking up any variety, ascertain that it is

not a variety which requires the two
sexes to Ije separately bred, or if this be
the case should master the method of
breeding each sex.

I may say that there is hardly any
variet)' as to which I have not heard of
successful attempts l>eing made to breed
exhibition birds of both sexes ftoni the
same yard. Permanent success, however,
can hardly be obtained in some sorts

without breeding the sexes separately,

and as to these it is a mere waste of time
and trouble to make the attempt.
There are, however, some varieties

which have' only for a comparatively
short time been judged by an erroneous
standard, and in which a struggle has
l)een going on between the breeders and
the judges. In dark Brahmas, for ex-
ample, the tendency of the judges was
for several years in favor of excluding
mottle breasted birds from the prize list.

It was found that the production of well

pencilled pullets and black-breasted cock-
erels from tiie same parents was almost
impossible. The clearer the ]>encilling

of the hen the more likely were the cock-
erels bred from her to l)e more or less

mottled on the breast. The leading ex-
hibitors persisted in exhibiting mottled
binls, and the Crystal Palace show estab-

lished a separate class for them. The

^ Ji

matter was taken up in the poultry press
and in one way and another it became
recogni7.ed that a mottled breast was
allowable in a dark Brahma cockerel.
Lately, however, the tendency has been
to heavily handicap mottled breasted
birds.

Manj- exhibitors of Brahmas had in
consequence of the tendency shown by
judges to exclude mottle breasted birds,
established separate strains for cockerel
and pullet breeding, and some of these
are doubtless kept up as producing on
the whole better results; but it is not
absolutely necessary to breed the sexes
separately. In the case of varieties, both
sexes of which can be successfully bred
from the same parents, it is clearly to
the advantage of the breeder to adopt
this method. It increases the intrinsic
value of the birds individually and as a
strain; it tends to preserve uniformity of
type, and it does much to prevent those
disappointments which so frequently dis-
hearten young fanciers. We do not mean
to advise that a yard should never be
mated up specially for the production of
one sex; but we do mean that this should
not be carried to the extent of forming a
separate strain, if it can be avoided.
We think that exhibitors should make

every effort in their power to prevent the
establishment of such a standard in any
variety (the standard of which is not yet
clearly settled), that it may be necessary
to establish separate strains for each sex;
and we also think that the judges should
yield in all such points to the known
wishes of the leading breeders of each
variety.

There is a feeling abroad that it is the
business of the judge to fix the points of
each breed, and that exhibitors should
humbly yield to their fiat, and do their
best to produce the article required. With
this view I cannot agree. ITiose who
have had practical experience in the
breeding of^ a variety are best qualified
to settle the points of that variety. They
and they alone can tell which points are
most difficult to attain, and can estimate
each point at its true value. In these
days of all-round judging it is impossible
rtot o ttiH«*TCk r>o%y \yn r»*^ *»11 tWrf* »»••

rieties he has to adjudicate upon; how,
then, can he be qualified to frame a
standard of points? It is true that in
one sense the judges do frame the stand-
ard, and we have heard it argued, as an
objection to a formal standard of each
breed being drawn up, that the judges
would refuse to follow it. Of course the
value of any standard would depend
uf)on its correctness, and it could only be
deemed correct or incorrect in so far as it

represented or failed to represent the
ideas of the leading exhibitors. If a
standard were correct in this sense the
judge who refused to follow it would
clearly be in the wrong, and might easily
be made aware of the fact. The system
which has found favor of late years, of
having certain classes judged at the prin-
cipal shows bj^ actual breeders of high
standing, has done much to bring about
unanimity between judges and fanciers.

The drawing up ofan authoritative stand-
ard for each variety by the leading fan-

ciers of that variety, with the aid of the
judges is, I think, a further step in the
right direction.

Although much is in the power of the
judges, I think exhibitors are fairly en-
titled to have their views respected, and,
by abstaining from exhibiting under a
judge who persistently ignores these
views, they can do much to prevent the
formation of an erroneous standard. They
can also, by giving public expression to
their individiial ideas, and ascertaining
how far these are in accord with the ideas
of their brother fanciers, and the forma-
tion of correct notions by such of the
judges as have not had practical experi-
ence with the variety.

That Hen.

The hen of the Tnited .States is also a

great institution, and no one need make
sport of her. She was worth to this

country last year on her own personal
account |!2(X),ocx),f)oo, according to the

Bureau of Industrial Statistics. Besides

this the foreign hen contributed two mil-

lion and a half dollars' worth of eggs to

our uses. This would suggest that a
further acquaintance with the hen would
l>e worth cultivating. There is large

rcwini for ambitious poultry breeders to

indulge their tastes at a profit.—Scranton
Truth.
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sav that the exhibitors and the show I yj. Flanders; 94'i, W. R. Graves Palmer; <H!i,,bay luai i."«;

„,„H •' ^«ri^e^ our in- i

I'i'lwards Pen, ist, Flanders; 2d. Pope & Co.;
management were mad, writes our m

^^ ^^ Howland. Silver. Cocks, 92^4, 92!^.

formant, "is to draw It very miluly.
|
hmce & Kelscy, Worces'er; 92. Albee. Hens.

""
'

"" & Kelsey. Cock-
Isey; 91 W, Albee.

paper Ol me snow says. 1 ..c » .^ u.««...
PnHe'ts.'gs^, ^H (2), Bruce & Kelsey. Pen, ist,

Rocks were terribly slashed by the judge ^^ gruce & Kelsey; 3d, Albee.

THE WORCESTER SCORES.

—A Council of War
The Bay State show, closing at Wor-

cester, Mass., a week ago to-day, was the

most successful ever held in that city, as

it was also the most interesting.

The entry was large and of excellent S9. p. E. Popefit Co.,

quality; the competition was keen, and
(^'^^.^'^'"gl^y.

X

fanciers were determined to have all that

belonged to them and whatever more

they could get.
, /v »i

A protest in the Leghorn class.after the

cards were up, it is said, revealed the fact

that the figures oii^ the score cards had

been changed "' -- ~-

The Worcester Telegram, the official 'q^vi. 93%. Alb^e; 94, Bruce &

.per of the show. sa>^^;;The PTytn^;^ ^1^^^.^^^^^^^^
CGHORNS.
i. Dr. J. W.
Chicopee;92H, J- F. Mitchell,

s, 97%, 97(2). R- N. Roper,

96, J. H. Woodhead, Lcices

and the scores are away down lielow low

water mark. The breeders are mad clear

through and there will l)e music and

psalm singing over it. But Judge May
will not be here to hear it. He acted the

part of the.wise and sailed for Natick,

satisfied that he had done bis full duty.

"The place where the real trouble came

in, however, was far down the line on the

right, where the colored troops were

fighting. It was in the Langshan class.

The first premium card for cockerel had
I
Hens, 96, Andrews; 94H. 92M. F. F. Snow Wor-

. .
.*^, ^ »r i.»„T ^„—^ cester. Cockerel, 91'/!, .Snow. Pullets, 96, 95!^,

95, Andrews. Pen, 1st, .\ndrews. In the com-
petition for the silver cup for best five, white and
black competing together the award was to R.

W. Roper for hen, 97^. Pullets of Dr. King and
E. E. Albee each scored 97Vi, but hens take pre-

cedence of pullets in a competition.

lf:ghorns.
White. Cocks, 96, Dr. J. W. King, Kent, Ct.;

93^, C. E. Crehore, Chicopee;92^5. J. F. Mitchell,

No. Grafton. Hen
Salem. Cockerels, 96,

ter; 96, Roper; 9,sH, Crehore. Pullets, 97W, 97,

Albee; 97'A, Dr. King. Pens. 1st, Ropes; 2d,

King; 3d, Woodhead. Brown. Cocks, 94,

Albee;9-i!^, F. J. Searles, Whiliusville; 90, A. E.
Smith, Worcester. Hens, 94K (2), 93H. Albee.

Cockerels, 9.S, Albee; 94. 93H. Smith. Pullets,

9^54, 9.S, Albee; 9.5, Smith. Pen, 1st, Albee; 2d,

Smith; 3d. Jones. Black. Cocks, 93H, A. W.
.\ndrews, Worcester; 92, F. F. Snow, Leicester.

been tacked on George M. McLean's coop

W. C. Cady, of Southbridge, had been

awarded second prize, and Dr. F. W.
Robinson, of Pawling, N. Y., was kicking

with both feet liecause his favorite cock-

erel had not »)een rated above the other

two. An appeal from the decision of the

judge was entered, and a meeting of the

executive committee of the association

hastily convened at 5 o'clock V. M. Rob-

inson claimed that his cockerel's comb
had been cut too many points, and that

his bird was better than either of the

others. The committee uieciinK was iiciu

in the ticket office. President Ballon in

the chair, or rather, on a stool, with the

other members of the committee forming

a ring round about. Secretary Jones was

appointed a committee of one to make
three separate trips to the right wing and

bring the three Langshan cockerels be-

fore the executive committee.

"The birds were brought and were

placed in the centre of the ring, where

they immediately showed a tlisposition ^jark; 9>«. Gu«in^_

to fight the thing out for themselves.

This would never do. so one bird was

given the floor alone while one uieml)er

of the executive committee held each of

the others. Then they were examined
from top to toe, each bird being passed

around the circle, turned upside down
and almost every other way, and scruti-

nized by each of the hen seers. Chunks
of wisdom as big as goose eggs were

swapped. Back, hackle, saddle and hock
feathers were rubbed up and smoothed
down again, and finally the decree went
forth that the birds should be scored

again this morning by another judge,

and that his decisicm would be final.

"This morning Judge Stevens scored

the three black cockerels. They were as

nearly alike as three peas in a pod, but,

as the result of the rescoring, Dr. F. M.
Robinson, of Pawling, N. Y., the man
who entered the protest, was given 2d

and W. C. Cady, of Southbridge, 3d.

George M. Mcl^ean's bird still holds first

honors." [We have not been advised of

change from the original score.

—

Kd.]

The judges were H. B. May, Natick;

W. Frank Bacon, Cambridgeport: F. S.

Pickering, Winchester, N. H., and A. F.

Stevens, Wellesley. The scores in the

Minorca, Dorking, Hamburg, black

Spanish, Andalusian and a portion of

the game classes, as made the opening
day of the show were given in page 75.

Other scores are:

BRAHMAS.
LIOHT. Cocks, 92M. E. E. Albee, Millville; 92,

Eugene Randall, Belchertown; 92, G. L. Kent,
Belchertown. Hens, 9.4',, 9A%, 93;-!,, Randall.
Cockerels, a^'4, Kent; 94Vi, Albee; 02,'i, Randall.

Pullets, 94H. Kent; 94, <ii'A. Albee. Pen, 1st,

Kent; 2d. Albee; 3d, Randall. Dark. Cock, 90,

F. F. Snow, Leicester. Hens, 94H, 94% (')• K. B.

8. Hart, Providence, R. I. Cockerels, 94^4, Bal-

lou;94S, Ballou, Hart. Pullets, 95(2), Ballou;

9^%, Hart. Pens, ist, Ballou; 2d, 3d, Hart.

COCHINS.
PARTRIDGE. Cock, 96, C. A. Ballou, Worcester.

Hens, 95ii. Ballou; 95^,94^. H. A. Jones, Wor-
cester. Cockerels, 95, Jones; 94fi (2), Ballou.

Pullet*, 94)i. 94% (2). BaUou. Pen, t»t, 3d, B«l-

JAVAS.
Black. Cock, 93'/4; hens, 94, 93)4 (2); cockerels,

92; pullets, 97, 94)4 (2); pens, ist, 2d, 3d, E. F.

Badmington, Rockville, Ct. White. Hen, 95;

pullet, 95'4, Benjamin White, Shepacket, R. I.

POLISH.
White Crested hlack. Pullets, 93^4, H. E.

Tucker, Worcester. Golden. Cock, 92H : hens,

93; cockerel, 91^; Pullet, 91^, Gnuu. White.

Cock', 93H; tien', 9%, Gunn.
GAMES.

Black reds. Cock, 64'/^, G. Henry Clark,
Northampton: «9, L. B. Gunn, Lanesboro; K9, P.

A. Donelly, Spencer. Hens, 93, Clark; 90'/^,

Douelly; 90!.^, W. J. Wheeler, Worcester. Cock-
erels, 92, Wheeler; 92, 90^. Donelly. Pullets, 91,

90I4, Douelly; oi. Wheeler. Pen, ist, Wheeler;
2d, Donelly; 3a, Gunn. Brown red. Hens,
91 !4, S9W,>*S'^; cockerel, 91; pullets, 93, H9H, 8s>i;

pen, 2d, 3a, Gunn. white. Hens, 92!-^, 90,

Wheeler; 87, Gunn. RedPvle. Cock. 88, Wheeler.
Hens, 92, Wheeler; 85, Gunn. Cockerels, 94H,

" ; 878, Wheeler. Pullets, 94H,
iunn. Pen, 1st, 2d, Gunn.

pullets, i.st, 2d, 3d; pen, ist, Jones. Pearl.
Cock, ist, 2d; hen, ist, Jones.

DUCKS.
Cayuga, ist, Gunn. Roien. Old, 1st, Gunn;

2d. Wheeler. Young, 1st, Wheeler. Mcscovv.
Old, ist; young, 1st, Gunn. Crested white.
Old, Jones. White Call. Old. ist, C. P. Geeser;

2d, Jones. Young, ist, 2d, 3d, Jones. Pekin'
Old, i88Vi, Pope & Co.; 184, Roper; 181. Wheeler,
Young, 190!^, Roper; 190, i88J4, D. H. Adams, W.
Boylstou

.

PIGEONS.
Jacobins. Yellow, 1st. 2d, C. A. Laurens,

Worcester; 3d, F. M. Keith, Worc-ster. Black,

1st, Laurens; 2d, Keith. White, ist, Laurens,.

Red, ist, Keith.
Owls. Silver English, ist, E. Keyes, Worces-

ter. Blue, 1st, H. S.Seeley, Bridgeport, Ct. Sliver

African, 1st, 2d; black, 1st, H. A. Jones, Wor-
cester.
Fantails. White crested, ist, Sceley: 2d,

Laurens; 5d; Keyes. Black smooth head, ist.

Jones; 2d, Keith. Blue, ist, 2d, Laurens; 3d,

Jones.
Tvmblkrs. Black, 1st, E. F. Spencer, Wor-

cester. Almonds. 2d, Sceley.
other Varieties. Red swallows, ist, Seeley.

Archangels, ist, Seeley; 2d, Jones; 3d, Seeley.
Antwerps, ist. 3d, C. A. Ballou, Worcester; 2d,

W. E. Booth, Worcester.

OTHER AWARDS.
White China Geese, isl, Thomas Hayes,

Worcester. Pea Fowl. Cock, isl; hens, ist, 2d,

Wra. Haves, Worcester. Silver Pheasants.

generous tender of eggs, and rejoice your

afflicted brethren, while making your-

selves more worthy of a common hu-

manity?
If any one has any very good birds,

that he would feel it a pleasure to tender

for purposes of breeding, do not lie back-

ward in doing it.

The writers witnessed the sorrowful

scenes at Lewiston, and while well

knowing the condition in which our

friends and brothers there are placed,

yet language cannot paint or describe

that condition—the losses, grief, sorrow,

or necessities, as they exist. And, this

appeal is made without any knowledgje

of It by many of the parties for whom it

is offered.

H. B. May, Natick; Mass.
Prkston Pratt, So. Weymouth, Mass.

Black. Cocks, 90,90,875^; hens, 90W, 89^,(2);
pullets. 90>A, HSU; hen, ist, Gunn. Black Su-
matra. Cock, 04; hens, 93;-4, oo'A- Yellow
DrcKwiN<;B. Cockerels, 94, Donelly; 91, Wheeler.
(For otljer awards see page 75). •

BANTAMS.
Red Pvle. Cocks, 8954, Andrews; 85, Jones.

Hens. 95^4. Jones; 93, 88, .Andrews; cockerels,

93/i. Jones; .S8, Andrews. Pullets, 93%, 92^1,

Jones; 92''!, Andrews. Silver duckwing.
Cocks, 92, 90; hens, 92 (2), Jones. Black. Cock,
92>4. C. A. Laurens, Worcester; 88>i, Jones.
Hens, 95, 92, 9i!'i; pullets, 92;'^, 89^; i>ens, ist, 2d,

Jones, "brown REDS. Cock, 92, Jones. Hens,
94'*. 9"%. Jones; 91!-^, Gunn. Cockerels, 91 ^,
Jones. Pen, 1st, Jones. Black reiw. Cocks,

94;4, Ballou; S6, A. L. Rice, Auburn. Hens, 92^2,

92, 91'-;, Ballou. Cockerels, 92W, Donelly; 9114,

91, Ballou. Pullets, 945^, Ballou: 93H, I Irving
Payscm, Jamaica Plains; 92^, Ballou. Pen, 1st,

2d. Ballou: 3d, C. I. Bugbee. Spencer. Golden
sehrioiits. Cock. 93(2); hens, 96, 93H, 92,^;
cockerels. 94 '4, 94, Upham; 93H, Russell M. Jos-
lin. Providence. Pullets, 95, 94, Upham; 93!4.

Joslin. Pen, 1st, Upham; 2d, G. A. Denny, Lei-

cester. Silver seiirights. Cocks, 925*1, 90'/^,

Jones: 92;^, C. P. Jordan, New Haven, Ct. Hens,
93'i. Jouc'iWH (2), Jordan. Cockerels, 94, I.au-

ren's; 92^^, Jones: 92"4, Jordan. Pullets, 9512),

94;'j, I.,aurens. Pen, 1st, Laurens; 2d, Jordan: 3d,

Jones. Black rose comb. Cock, 94H; hen,

g6',i,94H, 94; cockerels. 96!4 (2), 9^'/i: pullets.

95'A (2). 95; P"^"' '*'• 2d, Jones. White rose
comb. Cock, qfi; hen, 96; cockerel, 97, Jones.

Buff Cochins. Cocks, 95, 92; hens, y6'j 9.S (2);

cockerels, 96, 95; pullets, 9'';'i.95j2.94;'5; peus, ist,

2d, Jones. Jai-anese. Cocks, 95%, 94; hens,

96H, 96, 95 !4; cockerels, 94(2); pullets, 96;^ (.();

pen, 1st, 2d, 3d, Jones. White Polish. Cocks,

95. 93;hens, 915. gsH. 95'/i; cockerels, 94, 93^7! pul-

lets, y^; pen. 1st. T. J. Carpenter.

HAMBURGS.
Silver Si-angled. Cockerels, 93, 92)4, 92;

Geeser. Pullets, 94(2), Geeser, 93H, Gunn. Pens,
iBt, 2d, Geeser.

OTHER VARIETIE.S.
Lanosiians. Cock, 94, W. C. Cady, South-

bridge; 92!4, Jones; 91, H. A. Brown, Pawtucket,
R. I. Hens, 93',4, 93. Brown; 92W, Dr. F. M.
Robinson. Pawling. N. Y- Cockerels, 94^. <"' L.

McLean, Rockville, Ct.; 93, Cady; 93'4, Dr. Rob-
inson; 93, Brown. Pen, 1st, Dr. Robinson; 2d,

Cady; 3d, McLean. HoVDANS. Cocks, 94^5, 93;*.,

W. H. Buck, Webster: 1)354, J. M. Barnes, West-
field. Hens, 9^[4. 94%. Buck; 94 ',4, Barnes. Cock-
erels, 94, 93, Barnes; 93, Buck. Pullets, 9554,
Barnes; 94;*, Buck. Pen, 1st, 3d, Buck; 2d,

Barnes. Dominiques. Cock, 93!^; hens, 93'^,

91'A, go%; pen, ist, Jones.

GUINEAS.
White, Cock, t»t; hen, ist; cockerel, ist;

DESTROYED BY FIRE.

Maine Fanciers Deserve Help and

Must Have It.

The following appeal to the sympathies

and for stock to American fanciers we are

sure will meet with the response it de-

serves:

TO THE FANCIERS OF AMERICA.

The exhibit of the Androscoggin Poul-

try Association, which opened in Lewis-

ton, Me., January 10, was in one of the

finest halls in the country, the size of

which was i6ox<So feet, and the entire

space was occupied with fowls which in

quality were certainly in keeping with

the grandeur of the hall, and the beauti-

ful city which it adorned.

Near the close of the opening day, the

fire alarm tolled its mournful signal notes

and but a few minutes elapsed before the

hall, filled with the very cream and pride

of the poultry breeders of Maine, was one

seething mass of cruel, devouring flame.

Kvery effort was made to save the beauti-,

ful structure and its valuable contents,

but probably less than fifty birds, of

quite one thousand, were saved from the

ruthless flames.

This was the great show of the Dirigo

State. The exhibit was the harvest of

the skill of the best breeders of Maine,

most of whom have lost nearly all of
their best stock, and some, we are in-

formed, lost all. One gentleman in-

formed us, as his voice quivered with
emotion, that he could bear his own loss

of every bird, but he was in charge of the

exhibit of a lady, every bird of which was
destroyed; here his emotions overpowered
him and silence spoke the intensity of
his sorrow.

Brother breeders, we now appeal to

your generous hearts in behalf of our
friends in Maine. They do not need
your money, but they are deserving of

your active sympathy. Many have no
suitable birds for the coming breeding
season. They have money with which to

purchase breeding stock, but as theirs

destroyed was mostly of a high order, the
accumulation of many years of both skill

and treasure, they will naturally feel un-
willing to take any backward steps in

quality, and to sunply their present
needs, with such birds as they would de-

sire and should have, will take from you
more of your better class of birds than
you will wish to spare. While, as above,

many have the money with whicli they
would like to purchase your best birds,

others, probably, there are who are not
so situated.

Brother breeders, the active sympathy,
which our afflicted friends in Maine de-

serve at our hands can be shown in one
way very readily, by our tendering to

them a generous supply of eggs for

hatching the coming season, and from
all the principal varieties of fowls. Such
eggs should be selected from as good
birds in quality as we ])ossess.

Brother breeders, will you not at once
write to John F. Putnam, secretary of
the Androscoggin Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, Lewiston, Me., making a

Feathers on the Web.

At a December show held in Virginia, a

prominent judge, who resides south of

this state, was liusily engaged working

on the barred Plymouth Rock entry, when

he suddenly came across a coop that con-

tained a cockerel with feathers on the

toes. Two or three exhibitors in the

class were standing by and he knew it

well. He was nonplussed for a moment,

but recovered himself and exclaimed: "I

cannot disqualify him, as it is between

the toes, and I 'must give the bird the

benefit of the doubt." While saying this

he cunningly plucked the feathers out

and switched off" a protest. He says

the feathers were between the toes,

but not on the toes, hence we are led

to believe that the feathers were on
the web. This is a new wrinkle to us

and may solve the great problem that

has 1x)thered so many breeders of the

Plymouth Rock and Wyandotte families.

We say the feathers cannot be on the

web, and if they are not on the toes, and
are l>etween the toes, as the judge said,

gentlemen, what are they.

It leaked out afterwards that the said

judge was indirectly interested in the

cockerel winning, and win he did, a half

point over a clean-toed bird. The stand-

ard was his excuse, and the standard is a

mighty handy 1x)ok to some j udges some-
times.

We consider the above in the line of

fraud, and consequently publish it, and
we stand ready to produce affidavit to it

being straight at any time. Out of respect

for the family of the said judge we with-

hold his name for the present, and allow

him to go free on his good behavior

hereafter.—Poultry News.

TIES.

Let the "Work Stand—Score Cards

for the New York Show.

Buffalo, N. Y., February 3.—Editor

Fanciers Journal :—Your comments

on ties on page 72 are sound. I have

seen ties "scored off"" many a time and

never with satisfactory results. The one

that gets left makes it warm for all inter-

ested. Whenever ties have been left ties

no dissatisfaction resulted in my experi-

ence. Notwithstanding this, in a large

class, with close competition, it is just

and proper for the one who scored said

cla.ss to look over the specimens scoring

the same or within half a point of each

other and compare them with the score

cards section bj- section. None of us are

so near perfection that we cannot make
mistakes, and by this comparison we may
find that one or two slight errors in

measuring ilefects has given one bird a

little too much or not enough as com-
pared with another. In such cases cor-

rect the cards and then let the work
stand, ties or no ties.

score cards at THE N. Y. SHOW.

Whether all varieties will be scored at

the New York Show or not I am not pre-

pared to tell, but I know score cards for

the show are in preparation now. The
A. P. A., as yet, has no official card. The
committee appointed by that body has is-

sued a set, but the A. P. A. has not
adopted them and they will not be used
bv the New York Society.

J. Y. BiCKNELL.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINO.

In the issue of January 4, in referring 1

to the loss of the bird Ned Damon I said,

Mr. FMwards is now the only one who
possesses birds bred as Ned Damon was, '

that is, progeny of I^ady Florence and

Silver Chief. I was in error. Mr. W. C
Hackett, of Kaston, Pa..reminds me of the

transfer to his loft from that of Mr. C. O.

Barrett (the former owner of Lady Flor-

ence and Silver Chief ) of the birds Vol-

unteer and Pathfinder. The former with

record from 215 miles, the latter from

433. Both are own brothers to Ned
Damon.

» #

This reminds me that Mr. K. O.

Damon, Northampton, Mass., was the

first owner of these birds, and is now in

the ranks of the kennel men. .^nd is no

better pleased with the treatment he now
receives than he was with that he had at

Mr. Van Opstal's hands. His latest is,

"the more I see of men the better I like

dogs."
»

I have been asked to define the posi-

tion The Fanciers' Journal will take

in the matter of pigeon flying, and, with

the existing condition of affairs this is not

a difficult thing to do.

*
» *

If all who are interested in the sport of

pigeon flying were united in one associa-

tion and that an association in which the

executive was representative of the sport,

the situation would be diff"erent, but with

federations existing and forming at va-

rious centres, each with rules for govern-

ing Its competition and membership, it is

plain to see that no one of them can be

considered the authority or to be placed

above the others.
»

* *

The Fanciers' Joirnal recognizes

the right of the individual to act his own
pleasure, and of the club and the federa-

tion to make the rules for governing each

its own affairs and thus to fix the limits of

its membership and its competition. The
law any club or federation lays down is

its individual affair and concerns only

those who in l^ecoming members agree to

be pleased therewith. With these The
Fanciers' Journal has no concern

whatever.

« •

It may l)ecome the official paper of any
club or federation, but this means simply

that the reports of such club or federa-

tion appearing in it are authorized, not

that The Fanciers' Journal belongs to

.such club or federation, or vice versa.

«
* »

But these clubs and federations do not

.suffice. The American fancier wants

public record for his bird and that it

shall be recognized. Clubs and federa-

tions also want sometimes to place their

affairs beyond themselves and thus

answer all questions which may arise.

The only course open to The Journal to

meet this has been to adopt rules under
which all who are so inclined can uuite

in a common competition, under like

conditions and disinterested management
and regardless of membership to any-

thing.

* •»

These rules, the Fanciers' Rules, will

be found in another column and embody
three principles: i. Unrestricted com-
petition

; 2. Disinterested management

;

3- Proof that the bird at home is the bird

that was liberated.

I can now, therefore, answer the very

many applications there have been to

join "The Fanciers' Journal Federa-

tion." There is no such association, nor

isTHEjouRNAL,noram I, in any way con-

nected with any aussociation whatsoever.

Nor is there need that anyone should be,

except as co-operation in shipping, etc.,

may save expense and trouble.

Silver King and Goblinch mated to fine

birds. !

Mr. Sam Stinemetz, it is said, has
moved into town and left his birds in

charge of some one in the country.
Mr. Rabbit lately purchased a fine pair

of black pouters from Baltimore, of
Black Prince strain, Becker's stock. They
are undoubtedly the best in the city.

«
* «

In agreeing to do the work ot race

agent for The Fanciers' Journal there

has been the mutual understanding that

I shall have sole and entire control of

all that pertains to the position. This

it is necessary to sa}- thus publicly, inas-

much as the rejwrt is abroad and has

gained credence that my work will be

interfered with; that others will have

part in it and the privacy necessary to

the protection of the record will be im-

possible.
«

I think all who know the position I

have maintained through the years that

are past will not need to be assured that

I will not allow anything to interfere

with the protection of the interests en-

trusted to me. E. S. Starr.

THE RECORD.

Figure Flyers "Will Find It Hard
"Work to Beat.

The record in speed and distance for

birds of any age for all American flj'ing

is as follows:

Distance.* Speed per minute. When made.
100 miles 1343 yards .... June 20. 1883

150 miles .... 1446 yards .... May 24, 1883

200 miles 1439 yards .... May 10, 1885

250 miles .... 1415 yards .... May 30, 1884

275 miles 1332 yards .... June 9, 1S88

300 miles 1327 yards .... June 3, 1887

335 miles 1404 yards . . . June 20, 1883

375 miles .... 1248 yards . . . June i, 1885

/o« milts 1/7^ yaidi .... June 15, 1889

450 miles 1419 yards .... June 17, 1886

475 miles 994 yards .... July i, 1883

Distance in the day, .525 miles, in iih. i^m.

Aifrage speed, tjso yards pet minute; ihe mile in

i.iS, August 4, 1S89.

Best time for over 550' miles, 8go miles in four

and one-half days, July, 1SS6.

Oreatest distance by homing pigeons, 11154

miles, September, 1S85.

* Map measurement.

Allof these journeys up to the season
of 1888 were made under the rules of the
Federation of American Fanciers of
Pigeon IHying, organized in 1883 and
discontinued by mutual consent in Feb-
ruary 1888, no meetings having been
held since that date. The journeys of
1 888 and iSSgwere under Sporting Life
rules. These were identical with those
of the Federation of American Fanciers
of Pigeon Flying, except in the omis.sion

of the rule making membership to anj--

thing an essential to the proof of the
birds having made the journey (added in

1887) second, in not according record to

a bird bearing its owner's name and ad-
dress upon its feathers and in thus giv-
ing a chance for it to lie shipped home
by express or its owner communicated
with and the countermarks made known
to him by letter or wire. These rules in

future will be known as The Fanciers'
Rules.

CAPITAL GOSSIP

Washington, D. C, Feb. 5.—Editor
Fanciers' Journal:—Mr. Reamer has

been elected countermarker of the Wash-
ington Federation. Several new mem-
bers were admitted at the last meeting.
The suninuT-like weather which lias

prevailed of late has started the birds
breeding. The Messrs. Wallace, Stock-
man and Miller have about thirty young-
sters out.

Mr. t"ieorge Phillips has been nick-
named White I'lights, l)ecause of his

fancy to birds so marked. George has
some very fine-looking youngsters and is

about the most enthusiastic fancier we
have. He is a member of both the Post
Club and our federation.

Mr. .\ndrew Glorious is another of the
enthusiasts and has fine birds.

Mr. H, C, Hile has Silver Ring and

THE FANCIERS' RULES

For Governing' Races and Jour-

neys for Public Record.

1

.

All birds to lie flown for record shall

first be entered upon the register for

public record. The entry shall show
color, loft number, and sex and age if

possible. This registry shall be at least

a week previous to the date of counter-

marking for a race or journey.

2. The entry for the race or journey

for record must be by the register nunil)er,

and upon blanks to be obtained from the

office of The Fanciers' Journal.

3. In the record the liberating station

and the home loft only are recognized.

The home loft is that to which the bird is

registered as belonging; and, to home to

any other, the change shall have been

made upon the register.

4. All birds entered in a race or journey
for record shall be at the place of coun-
termarking at the appointed time, and
no birds will be received after that time.
All expenses of a journey or race for

record shall be borne by the owner and
prepaid. When there is doubt as to the
amount, a sufficient sum shall be left on
deposit with Tm-: Fanciers' Journal
to cover the same.

5. All addresses, except that of The
Fanciers' Journal, shall be omitted
from the feathers of birds entered for

journeys for record. The name and ad-
dress of The Fanciers' Journal may
be placed thereupon at the owner's op-
tion.

countermarking.

6. The owner of a bird in presenting it

for a race or journey for record relin-

quishes all control of it until after the
time of liberating for such journey.

7. Any interference on the part of an
owner or anyone interested, either di-

rectly or indirectly, in the result, with
the instructions or duties of the race
agent, with the liberators, or with the
birds after marking, will bar the parties
so interfering and the birds interfered

with from the lienefits of the race.

8. All countermarks shall be private
and remain unknown to all interested in

the result until seen on the bird after the
time of lilx?rating.

9. No one interested, directly or indi-

rectly, in the result of a race or journey
for record shall be present during the
time of countermarking.

time and timers.

10. Time shall be verified by one of
two methods:

First, By a tinier appointed by the
race agent, who shall be at the home loft

from the earliest time at which a bird
could arrive until dismissed by the
owner or his representative, or, until the
time named as close of the race. In this

case "time" shall be called at the click

of the wire after the bird as it enters the
loft, or, the close of whatever means is

provided to secure the return within the
liome loft.

Second. By a tinier at a distance from
the loft with an allowance for covering
that distance. This timer to receive the
bird or a message giving register number,
color and countermark. The tinier to

note the exact time of the arrival of the
messenger at his station, and to incorpo
rate such time in his report. This time,

less the specified allowance for covering
the distance, to be the time taken for that
arrival in the race. If there are returns
before the timer's arrival at the loft, or
ill the timer's absence, the owner may
report to the race agent's representative

acting at a comjietitor's loft. I'ailing

this, and unable to report by any accept-
able timer at a distance, he shall secure
the strongest available proof of the per-

formance. If such proof is not found ac-

ceptable by the race agent, appeal shall

be made to a board of arbitrators for con-
sideration and action.

11. No one interested in any way for

the success of a loft shall appoint the
timer or act as the timer at such loft.

12. The report of the tinier at the loft
shall be made out in duplicate and upon
blanks to be obtained of the race agent,
and both copies be signed by both owner
or representative and the tinier—one to
be marked duplicate to remain in the
possession of the owner. The other is to
be delivered by the timer as soon as pos-
sible after being relieved from duty at
the loft, to either the race agent person-
ally, or addressed to that agent and de-
livered to the mail; but in no case is it to
be given into the possession of the owner
or anyone interested in the result of the
race.

13. No race orjoumey,unless especially
so agreed by the competitors, shall be
rain or shine. But in the absence of such
specially-named conditions shall be upon
the first morning that is favorable after
the birds arrive at the liberating .station.

the liberator.

14. The letter of instruction to the lib-

erator shall lie open to all interested in
the result, and objections to its condi-
tions are to be entertained if made pre-
vious to mailing and concurred in by the
majority of those interested in the result.

15. The name of the liberator shall re-

main unknown to those interested di-
rectly or indirectly in the result, but the
race agent will take precautions to have
proof that the liberator has carried out
instructions.

16. The time of start as given by the
liberator's telegram shall be considered
as advisory solely. The time of start
from which the calculations for record
are to be taken shall he in writing over
the liberator's signature, and forwarded
by mail.

17. The honors of a race being deter-
mined by the average speed in that race,
all birds making the same speed under
the same conditions are entitled to the
honor that speed calls for.

' 18. The distance in all races for which
i

public record is desired shall be by mathe-
\ matical (;alculation and obtained under
the direction of the race agent.

ly. The rate for correspondence, ar-

j

ranging with liberators, registry, etc.,

I shall be one dollar for each series of
journeys, this payment to entitle all own-

j

ers to the certificates of record for that

I

.series. The regular fee for counter-
marking shall be one dollar per race for
clubs; fifty cents for individual's birds.
This to be in addition to the lil)erator's

fee. The fee for obtaining distance by
mathematical calculations shall not ex-
ceed one dollar for five stations in the
same direction to one loft.

The Virtue Club. -

At a meeting of the Virtue Homing
Club of this city, the evening of the 1st

inst., the Messrs. Charley Conway and
James McFadden were elected members,
thus filling the club's quota. The mem-
bers have been purchasing new birds and

I good ones for the competition in the
I
coming season's races. The dates and

I distances for the season's work are,

! May 18, 200 miles; 25th, 325 miles. June
i 7, 518 miles; 21st, 525 miles. July 5, 800
i miles. All are to be under the Fanciers'
Rules.

Eastern Michigans' Show.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 4.—Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—When the Eastern
Michigan Poultry Association asserted
that its winter show would eclipse any-
thing of like character in this section, it

made a rather bold assertion, but subse-
quent events have demonstrated that it

was not wide of the mark. The show
was a surprising success both in numbers
and (juality of birds exhibited.
Tliough I have made repeated inqui-

ries. I have not been able as yet to ob-

tain the official list of awards, but it is.

now promised in time for the next issue.

Eastern fanciers' will have an oppor-
tunity of competing with some of the
Michigan fraternity at the coming New
York show, among them Secretary Rum-
sey with his dark Brahmas and Mr.
Baley I'ox of the Eureka Poultry yards
with a good "string" including his pet
brown Leghorns. Cyclone.

—An exchange refers to a meaty pro-

duct of the hen industry as "a gem of an
egg." Gem of an egg is good; to show
it off" properly it will require a hen
setting.
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SCRAPPLE.
Ho'w to Jud^re—Fumigrants—Black
Spanish—The Umbrette—Bar-

ley—Roots for Poultry.

Memo. Hozo to Judge.

J. F. says:

"Judge the ptople by their actions"— 'tis a rule

you often get—
'•Judge the actions by their people" is a wiser

maxim yet.

Have I known you. brother, sister ? Have I

looked into your lieart ?

Mingled with your thought:) my feelings, taken

of your life my part ?

Through the warp of your convictions sent the

shuttle of my thought.

Till the web became a Credo, for us both, of

should and ought ?

Seen, in thousand ways, your nature, in

and look and speech ?

By that large induction only I your law of toeing

reach.

Now I hear of this wrong action—what is that to

you and me ?

Sin withiu yon may have done it— fniit, not na-

ture, to the tree.

Foreign graft has come to bearing—mistlcto?

grows on your bough

—

If I ever really knew you, then, my friend, I

know you now.
So I say, "He never did it." or "He did not so in-

tend,"

<ir "Some foreign jiower o'ercame him"—so I

judge the actiou, friend !

I^t the mere oufsi<le ob.server note appearance
an he can.

We. more righteous judgment passing, test each
action by its man.

Memo. Low Roosts.

H. A. R. says: Ifyou want clean birds,
always ready to put in the show room
without washing, place your roosts low,
not over nine inches from the floor. I

have kept a flock of twelve light Brahma
fowls for nine months in a house with
•»^^»«*. «- ^i^^^A «U 1 1
AV/K>.3vo a.3 dvat.v.v4 at7«^«Vf tsllu ilctvc UC\ei
had occasion to wash one of them. No
injury can occur to large birds getting on
or off of low roosts. Discard all plat-
forms, as they harlxjr lice. The floor of
your house is the best platform, which
cover with two or three inches of dry
leaves in winter and on which throw your
grain . It will do you good to see your
hens scratch and sharpen their apjietiles
for the next meal.

I

if neglected, die from blood {wisoniug

I

and the lack of proper nourishment, re-

[

suiting from their l)eing unable to swallow
a proper amount of food. If the fleshy
parts about the e^-es l)ecome diseased
treat them similarly, not neglecting
scrupulous cleanliness. We have hatl
birds become sore all over their bodies.
Once a pair of birds was bred together
for two seasons in our lofts. They pro-
duced a number of young, every one of
which, just after leaving the nest, became
scabby and sore. I could give no ex-
planation for it except that the parents
were verj^ closely related, and probablv
tainted with scrofula, which was intensi-
fied in the posterity. A bird far gone
with a loathsome disease had Ijest he de-
stroyed.

Memo. For Egg Eaters.

v. J. says: It seems that too much
cannot be said or done to prevent this
worst of evils a hen can fall heir to. It is

very disgusting to any poulterer, or even
all act

.
any person who keeps poultry. When I

built ray hennery I put in just a few nest
Ixj.xes for the time being, until I had time
to get more, and would you believe it

onlv took two or three days to learn the
habit of "egg eating." They would quarrel
over the nest and break the eggs, then
all would run to have a piece, until at
last mj two largest pens were full of
good-looking egg-thirsty hens; and were,
I thought, entirely ruined, for when I

did give them more boxes, they would
pick a hole in the shell quite leisurely
and eat the contents. What was to Im;

done was more than I could think of for
a while; then I devised a plan which I

thought would break some at least of the
habit. I made nest Iwxes as follows:
Eight feet long, fourteen inches deep,
and eleven inches wide, then divide<l it

into eight nests, w ith one side of the box
six inches high; so that when it was
covered they had eight inches left to
enter the nest; then I set them one foot
from the floor, so that they could enter
the nest, yet not be able to enter in from
the floor. In there it was dark, the space
covered by a lid over the box to remove
the eggs. Ill this ^iprliiflpd enot the*-
would (ieposit their eggs, and onlv one
hen could occupy each nest, and she
hadn't room or light enough to do much
damage. This was six weeks ago, and
to-day I don't think I have a hen that
will eat an egg.

a bird of evil augury. In Africa it is

held to be sacred and to possess the
power of witchcraft. There is something
portentious and solemn alx)ut the be-
havior of all these herons and bitterns

it will usually average fifty pounds, which
is about eighteen pounrfs heavier than
our common oats. The analysis of this
oat shows it to contain from thirteen to
seventeen per cent of nitrogenous prin-

which easily accounts for the origin of ciple, much larger jiroportion than that

Memo. A Disinjedant.

A cheap and_R. A. says: a cneap ana convenient
disinfectant may be prepared by mixing
one bushel of finely sifte<l dirt and one
pound of chloride of lime. If fine tobacco
dust lie added it will assist in preventing
lice. The dirt so prepared may be dusted
over the floors, or on any portion of the
poultry house, and it will greatly assist
in keeping off" disease and vermin. The
cost is but a trifle.

Memo. Canker of J^geons.
W. B. H. says: Canker is a distre.ssing

disease, frequently extending far down
the throat, rendering the whole mouth
and gullet raw and corroded. Very
often It seems to take on a kind of diph-
theritic type, especially affecting squeak-
ers. This form is especially rapid and
fatal in its progress. It is probably true
that this diphtheritic form is a distinct
disease, but its main features are quite
like canker. It is very contageous,
mainly affecting young birds. I have
known breeders to lose a whole summer's
work from its ravages. Canker is readily
recognized. The bird affected at first be-
gins to manifest difficulty in picking up
and swallowing grain, and the sores soon
become noticeable. My treatment would
be: Remove the subject to a clean, com-
fortable coop; bathe and cleanse the
sores with soap suds, drying them with
soft pieces of rags or cotton, and then ap-
I)ly an ointment, made f^roin rubbing
vaseline and sugar of lead together; any
<lruggist can prepare the ointment if he
un<lerstands what it is for. Carboli/.ed
applications are excellent, so are any
cleansing and soothing ointments or
salves. Keep the sores clean, give the
bird nourishiu}^ food and pure water.
vSalt and water is a good l)ath to apply
occasionally to the diseased parts. A
tonic of a little quinine, iron and pepper,
may lie given, but not in large doses.
Birds affected with this prevalent disease,

Memo. A Travelling Coop.

W. B. says: It should be .strong, but
not heavy. The floor should l)e solid,
not barred; bars make a draught from
below, which is very dangerous. There
should l>e a strong, roomy trough for food
just outside the front bars. A large ves-
sel should be firmly fixed for water, or
half the trough may be tinned inside to
serve as a drinking vessel. The coop
should l>e raised on legs to keep the l>ot-

toin dry. The back and ends should be
made of boards properly dove tailed or
weather-boarded, with handles for lift-

ing. In very hot weather, or for tropical
journevs. the ends and back may be
sparrerl, and then covered with the
strongest possible canvas. The roof
should be slanting, in order to prevent
any package lieing placed on the top.
On the floor, not alwve it, a perch should
be nailed in order to afford a foot-hold to
the birds in rou^h weather; the l>est

place is alwut four inches from the front.
The face of the cooj) should be provided
with a stout canvas or waterproof draw-
sheet, which then may be lowered in
cold or severe weather. Humanity to
the poor birds demands consideration
for their safety and comfort, and a care-
lessly-made coop reflects (liscredit on
the seller, and is a source of disappoint-
ment and just displeasure to the buver.

Memo. The Umhrette.

1). N. says: The London Zoological (iar-
dens have just received specimens of this
bird, which has not Ijcen exhibited since
the year 1SS4. It is, however, fairly com-
mon throughout Africa, and extends its

range to Madaga.>icar. It is one of those
birds which has j)rovcd a dillicultv to the
systematist, for it does not fit accurately
into any dassificatory scheme. It is half
a heron and half a stork, with a general
appearance which is unlike thai of either
On the whole, in its structure it conies
nearer the heron, and it has the rather
melancholy demeanor of that bird. It

lives upon fish and frogs. Curiously
enough it is looked upon by .some of the
natives of both Africa and Madagascar as

such legions. Occasionally the umbrette
relaxes the severity of its demeanor and
executes a fantastic dance with outspread
wings. It is also a bird of refined and
a-sthetic tastes, which are not shared by
its immediate kinsmen the herons and
storks. It adorns its nest with buttons,
fragments of pottery, bits of glass and
other bright looking objects which come
in its way. The nest itself is enormous,
being nearly six feet across, and its in-

terior divided into three chamlKrs. This
is an unheard of luxury, esjjecially as it

only lays two eggs and does not take in
any lodgers, such as cuckoos.

Memo. Fumigants.

V. W. says: Every poultry keeper
who has had disease of any kiiid in his
yards should be careful to thoroughly
disinfect and cleanse the houses as soon
as the disease has disappeared. Nothing
is more disappointing than to have dis-
ease break out anew sometime after it

has been got rid of Roupy ailments
especially are very insidious and the ail-

ment clings to unconsidered trifles, and
causes a fresh outbreak when it is least
expected. We remember having a run
of chickens infected once by a shutter
which had been in a roupy house, and
some months after had been brought into
the run of the chickens. The free use
of lime wash made from fresh lime is

very useful, while sulphur fumes pro-
duced by .shaking powdered sulphur over
a shovel of live coals make a good fu-
migant. All doors,windows and crevices
of every kind should lie carefully closed
up before the fumigant is used. Another
good fumigant can be made by shaking a
little black oxide of manganese over
some common salt on an old plate, and
then pouring on some sulphuric acid.
Care must be taken in using this, that
all is ready so that the operator can get
clear away at once when the sulphuric
rtr*\t\ 10 ^\f\%\*-r.t\ r.*^ 'I*t»*i ri«**<n.. -, — ., -. .. -»X...* ... |^.^...^v. v.... .A OS.. MIAkS..', C»»C nox-
ious, and if any of them should acci-
dentally be inhaled the evil effects are
best counteracted by drinking milk. The
sulphur fumes are more simple and al-

most as effective.

Memo. A Good Brooder.

C. C. says: Nail together one-(iuarter
inch boards to form a box about eighteen
inches wide by twenty-two inches long.
Cover with tin or zinc. vSuspend a dis-
tributing plate underneath to prevent it

becoming too hot in the centre and too
cold around the edges. Cut out one end
of a fruit can alx)ut six inches in diameter,
and punch the sides full of holes; solder
to centre of tin' or zinc on top, open end
down. This completes the heater which
should be placed so that the face of tin is

even with the floor of brooding house,
and covered with sand, except, of course,
the space covered by fruit can. Set lamp
so that the top of chimney is as close to
distributing plate as possible and not in-
terfere with the burning. Make a cover
of a box same height as fruit can and
knock off one side, or saw a number of
holes in it large enough for the chicks to
go in and out. The chicks will cuddle
down on the sand, and the heat coming
up through the holes in the fruit can will
warm the air sufTiciently. This brooder
will accommodate fifty chicks, as many
as should be in a brooder at once.

Memo.

J. C. II.

Oats for Poultry.

8a)'s: Poultry men have been
inclined to overlook the value of oats as
a feed for chickens, and yet it is a well-
known fact that it is unsurpassed as a
flesh or strength jiroducing food for all

kinds of stock. The main drawback to
its more general use in the poultry yard,
is found in the large percentage of h'usks
which the .Vmerican oats contain, being
from 25 to .V) per cent of the grain, and
having a beard-like i)rojection which
often interferes with its easy passage into
an<l digestion by the organs of the fowl.
Now if we can furnish a pluinj) and neater
grown one, that will assimilate as rcadilv
as a grain of wheat, why we will theii
have reached the acme of perfection in
food for the domesticated fowl. This I

think we have in the Clydesdale oats.
This oats in lis ii.-\tive country, Scotland,
yields a good harvest at about fiftv-two
ixninds to the bushel. Raised on our
farms in the Northern and Middle states,

in wheat or corn, an<l together with the
carbo hydrates combiiie<l, it makes one
of the best agents in building up bone
and muscle, and imparting strength to
animal life, and chickens will devour it

as eagerly as corn, and will thrive much
l>etter on it.

Memo. Black Spanish Face.

N. P. M. says: When the underneath
folds of the sliin press against the eyes of
a Spanish cock or hen, you must cut away
the underneath part of the folds with a
sharp knife or lancet, and the upper part
of the fold will, when the wound heals,
adhere to the other cut portion. Cut
only one side at a time, and if the wound
bleeds freely pour cold water gradually on
its head.

Memo. Barley as Ihultn- Food.

M. M. says: This grain is very exten-
sively used when the price permits. It

contains twelve per cent of flesh formers,
seventy per cent of fat and warmth giving
substances, and two and one-half per cent
of bone constituents. Whether whole or
ground it is to l)e authoritively recom-
mended for rearing or egg producing
purposes. Wlien not too expensive this
food can be used to great advantage, and
as a change it is to be commended even
when selling well.

Memo. The Ladronc l^gcon.

N. P. M. says: Among the many
unique ])igeons of India the Ladrone
ground tumbler is worthy of description.
In many respects it is unlike the larger
class of performing tumblers so well
known to pigeon fanciers. In appear-
ance it is somewhat novel, and the char-
acteristics j)eculiar to this bird is its vol-
untary habit of tumbling on the ground
while mating, and during the breeding
.season on the approach of its mate, as if

desirous of showing its gallantry or at-
tachments bv feats of ground tumbling.
It is difficult to account for this strangie
anomaly in the Ladrone pigeon, unless
upon the supposition that it is a sub-
variety of the East Indian Sotan. The
Sotans are cultivated for amusement, as
they do not tumble of their own accord,
but by a dextrous tap uixni the head or a
twist, they will then roll over and over,
and unless checked will roll until they
die or become exhausted. The cause of
voluntary or involuntary tumbling is at-
tributed to excessive irrital)ility of the
nervous aystem, somewhat akin to epi-
lepsy, as in the act of tumbling there is

a violent spa.sm of the muscles of the
neck, which, while bent, gives a tremu-
lous motion before tumbling. The beak
of the Ladrone pigeon is straight and
thick. The head does not possess the
projecting forehead and high crown, but
IS rather long in proportion to the elon-
gated back from neck to the tip of tail.

The legs are short and the eye pearl; the
tail long, and composed of sixteen feath-
ers. The color of plumage is a rich,
brownish yellow, much like the original
almond tumbler.

Memo. Roots for Poultry.

V. V. says: If roots and ensilage ini-

l)rove the health of animals, and cheapen
will do the same
expensive to feed

the cost of food, they
for fowls. It is too
grain exclusively, when the winters are
long and severe, and as the hens prefer a
variety, they should have it. A (juart of
corn meal, added to half a peck of cooked
turnips, will provide a better meal than
can Ije pro<luced from either the corn
nual or the turni])s fed alone. It is the
mixed food—the combination of various
eleinciits—that enables the hen to pro-
vide the different sulistances that make
up the combination called an egg. Lime,
phospliates. nitrogen, magnesia and even
water are elements that are absolutely
essential, and many foods contain an ex-
cess of some kinds and a deficiency of
others. When a mixed food is given,
there is a ]iartial balancing of the needed
elements, and the several varieties assist
in <ligesting each other, thereby avoiding
waste of undigested food. iMiiefy chopi)e(l
ensilage or clover, potatoes, turnijis, car-
rots or aiiv succulent, bulky food, served
with an admixture of a variety of ground
grain, will provide the hens with a larger
supply of egg clement and entail less
cost for food than when the hens are
compelled to subsist entirely on grain.
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CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS
|

BY THE WAY.
1

It seems like a fairy tale to read of the

markets in Australia being crow<led with

hundreds of baby parrakeets, cockatoos,

parrots and budgerigars, and of black fel-

lows cliinbing the gum trees after young

roselles (which simply swarm in some

districts around Melbourne) and bring-

ing them down in their teeth. But such

is the story that is told. Most of these

birds are fairly hardy, but with the care-

less packing and the long journey only a

small proportion of those shipped reach

us.
*

* *

From the advice upon canary keeping

given nearly two centuries ago, it would

seem to be nothing for canaries to whistle

tunes, but, the landlord of a public house

in Birmingham, Eng., the Fanciers' Ga-

zette says, has a fine young cock canarj-

which speaks several words with fluency

and clearness, an accomplishment at-

tained through its association with an

Indian paroquet with whom he was

placed in close ar.d secluded companion-

ship, and to whom he would listen with

head inclined to one side with profound-

est' attention.

« *

The story of the jack rabbit at home
is well told. If the animal could be

bred, could be at home upon the grounds

over which it is run there could be no
cruelty in coursing if the rabbit was in

health and condition. The rabbit as a

rule is universally conceded to be a

stupid, but the jack rabbit is another

animal altogether. It may l)e shot, it

hound that can overtake one that is in

good condition and upon its native

alkali. This we know from au acquaint-

ance with it at home.

JACK RABBITS.

The Supply for Coursing Bred on
a Farm in Kansas.

Jack rabbits now may be said to be

found nearly altogether west of the Mis-

souri River. They were lately numerous
on the town site of Kansas City, but are

now comparatively scarce there, and also

at Omaha, although they are still often

seen on the prairies near the latter city.

The would-be captor of the jack rabbit,

however, will find his animal in bewil-

dering plenty on the table lands of cer-

tain portions of Colorado, and in good
numbers in the western portions of Kan-
sas and Nebraska, it being native to al-

most the whole territory of the latter two
states.

The fact is, it is no easy matter to cap-
ture a live jack rabbit. Plenty of people
say they can catch them, but when it

comes right down to business the results
do not warrant the assertion. One ve-
hement Colorado citizen who lived in a
section where the jack rabbits fairly

swarmed, has rejjeatedly declared his
ability to capture a thousand jacks in a
week. He thought he could take a
number of men and some long nets and
make a drive which would round up
about an acre of writhing and seething
jack rabbits at a whirl. His project is

not new and has been tried. The result
usually is that the big rabbits either get
away or get killed. liastern parties de-
sirous of starting inclosed coursing ])arks
have had outstanding offers of J5 apiece
for jack rabbits not any longer than your
hand, but they were unable to get any.
A few young ones are occasionally picked
up in nests by boys or by hunters upon
the western plains, and once in a long
while one is caught in a big 'Tigure 4"
trap or "fall door" trap, although the
latterdoes not often happen, because of
the bigness and shyness of this particular
kind of rabbit. Neither of these sources
of 8upj)ly, however, is in any way con-
stant, and l)oth are altogether inade-

Cjuate to the exigencies of regular cours-
ing events. It did not take long, there-

fore, for the projectors of an inclosed :

coursing circuit to realize that they
|

must have a jack rabbit farm. The only
\

farm of this sort, so far as known, is situ-

ated on a flat alkali section near a town
in central Kansas. It ami its jack rab-

bits are the proj)erty of a coursing asso-

ciation which will not sell a rabbit to

anyone else, and which depends on its

farm for the supply taken to other cities

in ])ark coursing events.

At starting the projectors of this novel
farm had only about thirty jack rabbits,

which had for the most part been jiur-

cliascd when young from farmer boys
who had found them. In one year, ow-
ing to accretions from similar sources,

and to the very rapid multiplication of
tlie sj)ecies, there were between two and
three hundred full-grown jacks on the
farm, and the question of supply may be
fairly said to be settled. If measures be
not taken to keep down the increase the
jacks will before long fill the farm up so

they will have to move the fences.

Biit when the rabbit farmers wanted
some rabbits for a coursing event, they
at first found that they had still to calcli

their rabbit. The game was on the farm,
to l)e sure, but there was a good deal of
farm to the amount of rabbit; moreover,
the latter remained possessed of all its

native wildness and speed, and positively

declined to be interviewed at short range.
In this dilemma, the owners of the farm
tried the expedient which the soi disant
Colora<lo rabbit catcher suggested. They
took a large strip of wire fence netting,

through whose meshes the animal could
not pass, and bv means of a large numljer
of men used this as a sort of rabbit seine.

They seined all one afternoon, in the
midst of a gentle Kansas zephyr, and
when the shades of night fell they had
one small and absent-minded jack rabbit,

which had forgotten to run away. It

was evident that some other plan must
j

he tried. There is a regulation coursing

I
track situated in the middle of this farm,

I

the side fences of the course being alK)ut
I itnif '» ti»ii*» 1*^11"' and sii'' a liti'^f'r**'^ ..o...it.

apart. At one end of this are located the
escape for the rabbits, and at the other,

which narrows down to a point, are the
pens from which they are loosed l^fore
the dogs.

It wiis thought that if the coy creatures
could be gotten inside the coursing track
they could Ik; driven into the pens at the
other end without trouble. An effort was
made to drive tliem into the track, but
they proved obdurate as ever, and only a
few could be handled in that way. The
way finally adopted as most successful
was to set a little covered pitfall, with a
tip up top, on the outer edge of the track
fence. The rabbits have a habit of
running along a fence, and it was
found they made a sort of path along
both sides of the course. In this the
tip tops were set. A hare steps on
the lid of the trap, and down he
goes. He finds he can get out all right
on the inside of the fence, and so out he
climbs. When a nunil)er are found in

the inclosure they are driven into the
: pens at the head of the track. By using
a trail of corn and other food the capture
is expedited.
A jack rabbit is a strong animal, but,

like most of the lepus family, it has a
soft spot in the back of its head. The
adults are naturally very wild, and (jrow
so frantic when handled that sometimes
they strike their heads against something
and injure or kill themselves. The joung
ones, or those brought up in cajjtivity

close to luinian beings, are not .so des-

perate, but there is alwaj-s to be feared a
disjK)sition in one of these jjreat animals
either to pull an arm off" his captor or a
leg off himself. The greatest care, there-
fore, is necessary in caging and shipping
them. They are carefully netted or
otherwise taken out of the pens and
gently placcil in padded crates, so that
they may not hurt themselves. By such
measures it has l>ecii found that they
stand shipment very well, and with
almost no loss of life.—E. Hough, in St.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

—An Ivnglish firm, dealing in nitrates,

guano and other fertilizers, has secured a
consignment from I'^gyjit of many thou-
sand mummies of cats which were btiried

in ancient tombs as sacred animals.
These mummies are said to be, when
ground to jiowder, the best fertilizers in

the world, even better than nitrate.

THE CANARY IN 1700. I

I

Thansi.atki> from the 'Tkaitk i>u Skrimn tib

Canarik i:t Actrus I'i;tits Oiskacx he

Voi.inHK," Paris, 1707.

Of all small birds, after the nightin-

gale, the canary is the one that sings the

best and has the strongest voice. When
it is young it learns with facility that

which is taught it, such as airs and melo-

dies on the flageolet. Vou should begin

to whistle to him as soon as he can feed

himself. Do this at eventime, because

he is then less frivolous than during the

daytime; some even cover their cages

with green serge, so that they can see no
daylight; others place them before a

mirror, and, after having half covered

them, whistle to them from behind it. If

it is in the evening you must arrange

things so tliat he can see in a mirror by

means of a candle; it will then appear to

him that it is a bird singing to him. He
repeats easily several airs, but it also

happens that he often mixes up the airs

that he has learned; that is why I advise

not to teach him more than one telling

prelude and one pretty air; thus his

memory will not be overtaxed, and he

will the more easily repeat what he

knows.

MKTHOD Ol' RKARINT, CAXARIK.S.

When the mother does not feed her

young ones, which generally happens

with the whites, joncjuil (colored), and
agates, because they have red eyes and

do not see well; their eggs must be placed

under other hens, such as common ones,

which are due to hatch about the same
time, or which have sat for a less time.
The fanciers call these common birds
their wet nurses.

When vou have several ^airs of birds
and that you have hens that lay witliin a
few days of each other, you may take
away the eggs from each hen and give
them false ones, and at the fourth egg of
the last one that lays give back her eggs
to each hen, and this because clear eggs
are often found, which can be recognized
with certainty tlie sixth or seventh day,
and then, ifyou fiud any clear eggs, you
can make two out of your three settings,

giving as many as five or six eggs to one
strong hen, because often enough there
are some of the youngsters that die in

the shell, or which do not feed well. By
this means you will make your third hen
lay again; the first hatchings are always
the best.

When your youngsters are hatched, be
careful to place in the cage the foo<l that
I recommend further on, especially some
green food.

When they are ten or twelve days old,

if you w ish to bring them up by hand,
you may use the following paste to feetl

them with.

PASTE FOR CANARIES.

On a very smooth table place, a hand-

ful at a time, a pint of rapeseed, which

you must crush with a tile or a board,

working it backwards and forwards sev-

eral times, so that by rubbing the rape-
seed it is freed from the husk; then add
three bird cakes, dry and crushed and
passed through a little sieve, and one
iialf-i)eniiy biscuit. All this being mixed
and placed in a box, you make your food
in a moment with a little water, whether
you atld a little yolk of egg to it or not.

There is another way of mixing the
rapeseed into an ordinary pa.ste. It is to
give It a Ijoiling, and, being careful to
wash it frequently, it is not inclined to
germinate, the youngsters are not apt to
choke them.selves with it. However
often you may feed them, your birds will

not l>ecome so fat.

There are some people who crush six
dry bird cakes, one penny biscuit, and
having crushed by ruiibing with a small
board (a little at a time) a quart of dry
rapeseed, and having sifted it and blown
away the husk, mix it all together and
place it in a .small deal box. They take
a spoonful or more of this as required, of
which they make a paste with water or
with milk of hempseed—that is, hemp-
seed crushed with water and pressed out
through a cloth. This pa.ste must be

made up every day, and it answers for
rearing birds by hand. Everyone has
his own sj-stem.

Another paste. Take some hard-boiled
yolk of egg, crush it well, taking out the
little hard bits that are sometimes found
in it, particularly in small eggs and in
stale ones. If you make use of a little

mortar you can pound up these little

hard bits with the rest. Having made it

liquid with water, you must atld a little

biscuit or bird cake; this l)eing well
mixed, add to it a little rapeseed steeped,
without being crushed. Some people add
to this sweet almonds peeled and pounded
with some sugar,aud you must give some
of it to your youngsters every two hours,
Wiith the end of a quill cut on purpose,
till they are twenty-two or twenty-three
days old, and for this you should place
them in a large cage without perches
with a little hay at the bottom, some
crushed hempseed, with a hard-boiled
yolk of egg,some bird cake or biscuit,and
some water. All this ought to be in the
middle of the cage and some dry rapeseed
in the seed box, taking care still to hand-
feed them for some days. When you
see them picking up pretty well, cease to
hand-feed them, but whites, jonquils and
agates, continue to do it, for they have
great difficulty in learning to feed them-
selves, and I do not advise their being
brought up by hand.

It often happens that youngsters
brought up by hand go into a decline,
and one thinks that it is because they do
not eat. One takes the greatest pains to
make them open their beaks and eat; it

is trouble wasted, their crop is full to
bursting, nothing passes through them,
and they die.

Be careful to keep them clean and
warm. Some people pretend that they
can bring up youngsters by hand from
the moment they are hatched, or from a
very short time afterwards, without help
from the mother's food; I have not been
able to succeed in this. Sometimes the
father and mother pluck their youngsters.
If so, they must be placed in a small
cage lined with fine hay, and they will
fccu tucui iuruugh the bars. Ii some
net-work can be substituted for the bars
it will be better, because the father or the
mother can advance towards the young-
sters, who hang back while receiving
their food. In the time of their moult
you may squirt wine over them with
your mouth, and dry them in the sun-
shine or Ijefore a fire; this will strengthen
them and will help them to grow their
feathers.

As soon as they feed alone you will see
the cocks twitter; but after the moult
you will l>e able to distinguish them bet-
ter; this is at the end of March or in
April, when they are placed in cages for
bleeding, cock and hen.

It sometimes happens at the first or
second egg that the hen has a difficulty
in passing it, and even dies from it. If
you see that she is in egg and that she is

ill, take her and place her in a box of
thin fir wootl, with some wadding of fine
hay at the bottom of it, and having
covered it over place it near the fire,

turning it from time to time, and she
will lay her egg.
A hen ought to have laid by seven

o'clock in the morning. Ifthereisone
youngster in the nest less strong than
the others, and if you have any like it,

you can change it, placing the strongest
of your other nest with the former lot
When the youngsters feed themselves,

whether they have l)een reared by their
father and mother or by hand, give them
millet, ra{)e seed and canary seed, all

mixed up together. Some people only
give them rape seed: they must also be
given a half or a quarter of the yolk of a
hard-boiled egg as soon as they feed
themselves.

THE BREEDING.

All those who possess canaries study

hard to mate them so as to obtain hand-

some youngsters; for instance, a dove

colored one with a jonquil colored; a jon-

quil hen with a white cock, and those

that are bred from crested birds, if pos-
sible, with crested.

It will Ije noticed that those canaries
which are home bred are more valuable
than those that the Swi.ss bring, because
they live in their native air and are not
so likely to die.

Be careful to keep this little creature
as clean as possible, especially when it is

breeding.
[To BE CONTINUED.]
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OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fancikrs' Journal
for one year with any ot the lollowing tianied

publications, post free, upon receipt ol price

named: ^,j^
Regular Fanciers'
Price. Journal

American Angler fcoo I400
Critic 3-00 4.»
Country Gentleman a.jo 3-50

Forest and Stream 4.00 5-°°

Harper's Monthly 4a> S-oo

Weekly 4.<» S-oo

Baiar 4-oo S-o"

Young People '•«> i°°
Magazine of American History 5.00 6.00

New York Ledger 3.00 4."»

New York Weekly 3°° *°°
New York Weekly World 1.00 2.75

Poultry Monthly 1-25 3-00

Popular jicieuce News ••<» ?-75

Puck 5-00 6.00

Rural New Yorker 2.00 3-<»

Scientific American S-w 4°°
Architects' Edition . 5-oo °°°

Spirit of the Times S-t* °°°

Sporting Life 2-25 3-75

Truth 4.00 S-oo

Turf, Field and Farm .... 5.«> '°°
Delaware Farm and Home. . . 1.00 2.75

Georgia Farmer 5° '~
Overland Monthly 5.°o

Rural Workman i-So 3.«>

Babyland y> '-6°

Pansy «•'« ^-75

Wide Awake • . . . . 2.40 4.00

Pacific Rural Press 2.40 400
Rural Califomian 1.5° i°°
Century 4<» S-S"

St. Nicholas 3.<m 4-50

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHIUDELPHIA, PA.,

URAI.KRS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

-AND-

AMMUNITION^

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's CeleMed Cog Cakes

^^=— Gloyer's Imerial Dog Reiedies

Spratta Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

f^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPHAITS PATENT (America), I^IMIT'O,
239-245 East 56th St.. New York City.

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BREEDER OF

Climax Drinkinc

M-CUI J

(all colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years

myself my birds previously took ist and id in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won

more prizes than all other stockscombined,which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THEM TO OTHERS. Stamp for reply.

PUBLICATIONS.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS.
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRUS, «&C.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofaiiv pa-

per of its class. American breeders will find the

best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 93. 1 R,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

Beau (2), Beaufort (2), Benedict, Bengal, Bosco

II. Cardinal, Champion Minting. Crown Prince,

Edwy. Ilford Cromwell, Jack Thyr (2), Lion (Miss

Hales'), Lorna Doone, Lorna Doone II, Maxi-
milian, Moses, Monarch (Sears'), Orlando (2),

Pontiff, Prince Charlie, Prince Regent, Rajah,

Sali-sbury, Satan (Russian Mastiff), Taurus,

The Lady Clare, The Lady Isabel, The I<ady

Roweua.
Card size, 25c. each.

Beau (when young). Countess (Mrs. Rawlin-
sons). Donna (Miss Walker's), Duchess (Curtis),

Duchess (Hanbury's), etching of 1792; Governor
Oreatheart, llford Baroness, King (E. Field's),

Lioucea, Maximilian, Magnus, Mischief, Nell,

dam of King (Field's), Norma (Exley's) Orlando
(3I. Orlando 11, Phillis (Hanbury's) Pontiff and
Prince (Hanbury's) Prince Regent, Queen (Han-
bury's), Taurus, Thor, rurk, Una (Hebron), Wolf
(Miss Aglionsbys), Wodan, Young King, Young
King II.

I.,arger than cabinet, fi.oo each.

Albert Victor, Ashmont, Nero (the noted pup-

py), Bruce 1, Couchez, Moses, Lion (Lukey's)

Imp. St. Bernard, Quaker (Cautley's). The head

(
of Mastiff in Van Dyke's picture of the children

1
of King Charles I.

MASTIFF CO.MUINATION8.
$1 each.

1. Salisbun,', Lion (Aston's), Anlaf, illustration

in Bingley 1809, Satan (Russian Mastiff).

2. Bean, Lion, (Miss Hales') Crown Prince and
,

Maximillian.

I
3. Lion (Miss Hales') different from the one

above; Monarch (Green's) and some others.

1 4. Ilford Baroness, Young King, etching of

: 1794 and Phillis (Hanbury's).
'

5. Prince (Hanl>ur>'s), Nell (Field's), dam of

King, Taurus.
6. Queen (Hanbury's), Duchess (233^), Countess

(Miss Rawlinson's), King, Wolf (Miss Agliona-

by's), Turk.
7. Duchess (Hanbury's) and Governor.
8. Countess (Lukey's), Governor (Lukey's)

Lion (Garnier'.s), Harold (Gamier's).
FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

I 32 South Third Street.

I

Philadelphia. Pa.

AMERICAN KENTO]!., CLiXTB

POULTRY.
THE BEST THING YET.

Can be filled or emptied as ea»y u a common

I
watei^palL Keep* the water always fronh and

Cbickens cannot get drowned In It. Only

to tie reflUod when empty. Will not Injure

I
Iqr tneziriK.

Will Last a L.lfetlnic.

2 Oall. sUe win be sent. Express Paid, to any

I
p«rt ot the United States on receipt of Ql.SS

A IXberal Di»count to the Trade.

.. B. LORD, Patentee,
BimUNQTON, VT.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twclth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

POULTRY
SUPPLIES

PAMPHLET

HAMMONTON
I uCURATORS

iib Em. Si6.AO
PRESSV

BROODERS
with BtOTB. 8H.00

PREPARED WeAT FOR POULTRY
li:Ulb. ba«. ^'i-ISt 60 lb. bac, 8 1 •60

DcBlocated Fii»li ittne for Poultry),
eolb.bne fll.SO

Urniiulaled Bonp, Mlb. bac, «l.-^o
Cru»Ued Oyster Hlielltt. . ,^ .= .„-

'26 U>H. lOr.i 100 lbs. 8 1 .25
Fine Mea Hhcllit. liu ll>». 1^1.^o
I'oultrv .>Inrker«, liy iiiml. 30c.
liiaiie Worm ExlrarlorR, by msil, ftOc.

WIRE NETTING fnrenclofiiDKyardii. 2inch
meab, in balee of Id<J linHul feet \c. per sq. foot.

Pwr bale Per bale.
I 13 loch wide, Sl.lSt 24 inch wide, 8^.7'>;
|B8 • 3.3Ht 48 • 4-SO;
6U • •• 3.03; -.-i

"
,
"

, 6.74. 1

I

ataplea, I.5c. per lb 1 lb. required for a bale. 1

Hone .Si ills, !<<r>.<N>; NesI I.SKih'iOe.dox.
Ilrlnhinii I'Oiintninn,
•i nt. 2.»r. S2..')«> por rti)/,. 4 qt. 40c. S4 perdoB
CLIMAX CONDITION POWDER (a
sure cure for Cholera). IVice, 2.>c. By mail,
4()c. Per diizeu, by expi-eua, ig^ii.aO.

ROUP PILLS— «n excellent article—2.'>c.
per box.

TRfgn for HntrlilnR. Write a« for kinds and
prices. Sentl Ilk-.. f<jr Heed Catalogue.

JOHNSON & STOKES, Seedsmen,
21; A 2I» llarket SU, Philadelphia, Pft^

Stud BOOK.

^»t I

ON

^Ir DOG . DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Siirge<ni,

1893 BnOAl>WAY, NEW YOilK.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare foi the N.
Y. show.

ELM STATION. Montgomery Co., Pa. 25-76

i
Blanks for registering in the oflRcial Stud Book

I will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official moiitlilv publication of the club, con-

tain!, the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the diftcrent shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars ]>cr aiinuin.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 aud 46 Broadway, New Vorlc. I

E.«<TAItLISlIEl> 1871,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leadin^f Authorities. Letters
and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. (Juerits Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Host Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, I'nited States and Canada,
$2.10.
Address Post-Officc Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ltidgate Circus, London, E. C
England.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illu.stratcd magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, Ji.oo; single number,
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa. ,s6

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American ColumbarioH, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper in

America devoted cxclusivelv to high-class, fancy
.iiid liuining pigeons. (July fifty cents a year.

lEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO,

^1
44 & 46 DuANE .St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREA8.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars
iiesses, locks, leads
combs, bells, couplin

bar-
brushes,
s,blank-

ets, whips and ' baskets for

dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

It contains all the neces.sary Egg and Shell
forming material. A small sum e.vr>fndod fut

I'rolinc Poultry Food will return ninny times tli«

value in an increased supp'y of Eggs. It pre-
vents disease.

L. B. LOICD, Puop., BuiiLiNQTo:<,VT.

I'HOTOC.KAFHS OF DOGS.

We will seiidcopiesof any of the following pho-

togfraphs prepaid by mail on receipt of price,

KN<ii.ISH SKTTEHS.
Cabinet size, .so cents each.

Beaufort (little brother to Thunder), Count Dan,
Count l-"red, Dart, Lass O'l.owrie, Leicester,

Luna May. Norn, Kosy Morn, Roderick, Ru'h.
Temple Bar.

IRISH 8KTTKR8.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Desmond II.

Card size, 25 cents each.
Champion Mollie Bawn, Desmond 11.

KNI.LISII llI.OOi)IlorNt)S.

Cabinet size, 50 cents each.
Champion Barnaby (head up). Champion

Barnaby (head down).
COtl.IKS.

Card size, j.s cents each.
Champion Dublin Scot, Champion Scotflla,

Champion Flurry II.

POINTKR9.
Cabinet size, 50 cents each.

Bang. Banjo, Belle, Champion Countess Bang,
Champion Donald, Rose, Stella.

MASTIFFS.
I Cabinet size, 50 cents each.
I Anlaf, Aston's Lion (brother to Governorl

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:
KKNNEL.

American Kennel. Burges | 3.oo

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait '•<»

Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 80

Dog, Diseases of Hill 2.00

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1.00

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of

Judging; new and enlarged edition.

Hammond -So

Doirs. Management of Mayhew, i6nio , .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont z.oo

Hnglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I S-"
Fiiglish K C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50

Fox Teriier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions '-25

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration '-SO

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

Points of Judging; new editiou, correct to

date .•><>

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Principlesof Dog Training. Ashmont. . .50

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlinimon, 1.J5

Stoiieheuge on the Dog 2.50

The Dog.bv Idstone i.»5

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait i.as

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the Hi.story of M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25

Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather 7-50

Vouatt on the Dog 2.50
CAGE DIRDS.

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illu.strations i5-«>

Chaml>er and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

I Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

The Canary 5°
PIOKONS.

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. Bv Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . i.,V)

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others, fp colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50
POl'LTRV.

The Philosophy of Judging. By Bal>cock,

l-elch ii Lee" •.<»

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col

oredillustraliijns; womlcuts. By Harri-

son Weir 9'<»

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts 5"

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright, .so plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . J.oo

Domestic Poultry. Saunders 30

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00

Staudaril for Poultry. Am. Poultry AB«o. • 1.00

Duck Cnlliire. Rankin 5°

Poultry Diseas<-s. Vale 50

Poultry for the I'eople. Comyns 50

Poultry for the Many Plantagenet ... .50

i'-aucy Poultry, Part I; Breeding and Heed-
ing'. Coinvns 5°

Poultry Docii>r. J. H. Diehl 25

Poultiy Culture. 1. K. I'elch 1.50

MISCF.I-I-ANEOim.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . \.y>

Childhood's Pets; Stories of Dogs, Cats,

Chickens, etc. 200 pictures. Olive Patch l.aj

Art of Training Animals; illustrated ... 50

Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 25

Domestic Cat. SUbles 5°
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MtsooIIaneous.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, «3.00
GranuiHted Bone, ' lOU 2.76
<irc>iiii<I Beef
Scraps, - - - " 100

Calotte, ----' 300
CruMlied Flint, - " 200
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 8O0

8.()0
3.00
ii.UO

8.00
Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,
York Chemical Works, Tork, Pa.

^F?icRen j^ests

46-58 MOUNDSVILLE, WEST Va.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 centsper wordfor each insetlion.

Collies.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Foxhounds.

I
HAVE FIVE fine spotted foxhound pups, 8

months old. Bretl from imported pedi-
greed dog, ify each, Ji 1 pair; also fine Irish
pit birds, two years old, fine as bred, $9 per

47-it trio. Geo. C. Schwegman, Richmond, Ind.

Great Danes.

FR SALE—Three pups three months old by
Mnrco-Nndia- botii ininr»rt#.d Vnr r»or-

ticulars address John E. Brown, Swatth-
more, Delaware County, Pa. 47-48

Pointers.

pOR-- S.\LE—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fresh; will take to the briars with any set-
ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother. Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. iSth
St., Philadelphia, Pa. c

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liver-and-white ticked, partly handled
and promising. Sired by Champion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,
color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-
weight and is now iu whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH Tuihana (6314), lemon and
white; thoroughly broken, has run in field
trials. C. H. Stouffer, Wayne, Delaware
County, Pa. 46-47

SEVERAL high-class pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H . Winslow, 608 Chestnut
St., PhUadelphU, Pa.

Pugs.

FINE BITCH PUPS, some nearly old enough
for breaking. Granddaughters of Champ-
ion Dude and granddaughters of Othello.
Prices low. Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster,
Mass. 43-45-47-49

Setters.

FR SALE—The following Irish setters:
LEIGH DOANE III (5839), Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II, winner ol 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, i(i«7; BETSY LEIGH (5824), sister
to above. Both the above arc litter sisters
to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, iSlto; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.MARK TAPLEY (Champion Blarney-
Leigh Doane III), whelpid July 19, i»89.
For particulars address Box 91, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

GORDON SETTER for sale —Broken, drops
to shot and wing; staunch and a good one;
sold for want of use. Price I75, worth
double. Address P. o. Box 1247, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 8-4752

pOR SALE.—Currer Belle III, by Sarsfield ext Champion Maud II. One 'of the hand
somest red Irish setters in this country. A
first prize-winner on the bench and thor-
oughly broken afield. She is registered
in the A. K. S. B. 6447, and will be
sold at a reasonable price. Address F. G.
Taylor, 558 North Eighteenth St., Phila. c

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY (t PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

•WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of '

wire work for chicken houses and other pur- '

poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,
j

St. Bemai*ds.

PUPPIES by Keeper-Lady Miles. Address B.
H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.

Terriers.

Bi;LL terriers, of the best known pit
strains, pups and grown dogs and bitches,
Scotch terriers, game fowls that can be
relied upon ; steel spurs, all styles ; fine
English mastiff bitch with pedigree regis-
tered (A. K. R. ,1564). The above stock is
bred by one of the oldest breeders iu Amer-
ica. Address J. J. Walker, Ann Arbor
Kennels, Ann Arbor, Mich. 47

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are offered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

Varloas.

A

B

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-
ton. Pa.

F. LEWIS, Merion, Montgomery County,
Pa., handler of dogs. A specialty made of
conditioning dogs for bench shows.
Kennels near Elm Station.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FP. SMITH, 2:57 South Eighth St., Philadel-
phia, Pa., will take a few high-class dogs to
board and condition. The best of reference
from prominent fanciers.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGRIvF: Blanks for four generations at to
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen

j
mailed postpaid. The

Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Leghorns.

J
O. GABRIEL, Allentown, Fa.
leghorns, $5 per trio.

Dominique
47

Poultry Supplies.

WILL SELL cheap, second-hand poultry net-
ting. Box 385, Lincoln, ill. 47-48

Plymouth Rocks.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Brahmas.

FOR SALE.—A few trios of choice light Bran
mas. Jesse G. Darlington, F"ifly-t>iird and
Media Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks.
William H. Child, Glenside, Pa.

Brooders.

Address

oLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Aildress
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 48

KKSB for HatchlnS'

EGGS AND FOWLS for sale—Gold dust buff
Cochins and Knapp Bros.' white Wyan-
dottes. Miss Emily Tuck, Shoally, S. C.

47-48

HOWARD BEANS, 1222 Asquith Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of black Leghorns
(Lord Baltimore strain) as bred by Lukens
Wood, of Baltimore, Md. tlreat layers.
Eggs in season, $1.50 per 13. F'air, honest
dealings with all. 47

O. GABRIFX, Allentown, Pa.—Dominique
Leghorns and partridge Cochins. Eggs,
|i..Soperi3. 47

ATHAN K. SMITH, Waltham, Mass., white
and laced Wyandottes, light Brahmas,
Houdans. Prices tow. Write. 47-48

)REMIUM STOCK—Eggs at $1 per 13 white
and brown single comb Leghorn; white
Plymouth Rocks, $1..so. Stock scores from
^2% to 905^. Samuel J, Kurtz, Crooked
Hill, Pa. 47-48

niTE PLYMOITTH ROCKS, 25 ist pre-
miums; eggs |i per 13. Write. Bert Os-
borne, Green, N. Y. 47-48

HITE WYANDOTTES and white Ply-
mouth Rocks; eggs $2 per 13. Laced Wy-
andottes, barrecT Plymouth Rocks, Lang-
.shans, rose comb brown Leghorns and
Pekin ducks, |i.so per 13. Wm, H. Cook,
Newark, Del. 47-48

FRANK O. BLISS, Dalton, Berkshire, Mass.,
breeder of high-class barred Plymouth
Rocks. Eggs $2.50 per 13. 8-50

PEA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks. James
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J. 46-55 '

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety ofPowU sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

pRIZE WINNERS, cheap, scbred by Brown 90
* to 96. Game bantams, 8 varieties; standard

games, 7 varieties; trio Andalusiaus, trio
Cochins, trio Spanish, red caps, Laug-
shaiis, Wyandottes, Plymouth Rocks and
Brahmas; fowls, $1 to $2 each; eggs for
hatching, $1.50 per setting. Address Jesse
Reifsiiider, Frederick, Md. s-47

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin banUms.
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N. J.

wM. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan-
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,
stamp. 50

Wyandottes.

GORDON'SSILVERWYANDOTTES-Showed
20 birds at Waltham, average score 91
points; won high honors at Boston. Provi-
dence and Aver in past years. Eggs $3

S-47 per sitting. F. H. Gordon,Waltham, Mass.

£KK Preservative.

VALUABLE, inexpensive egg preservation
recipe for sale; will keep eggs fresh from
ten to twelve months. Trial granted before
purchase. Correspondence solicited. H.

46-47 J. Baker, 44 Randall St., Providence, R. I.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Barbs.

BAILY, Ardmore, Pa., offers black, red and
dun barbs. Best imported stock. 48

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, 1 W. Fayette Street,
Baltimore, Md., breeder and fancier of fan-
tails only. All colors. Has for sale a few
choice white fans. Will sell low to make
room for the winter. 46

O MAKE ROOM will sell two or three pairs
superior quality black or silver fantails,

I2.50 a pair. U. C. Norton, Cermantown,
P«»^ 47

Homing Plffeons.

T

J

N

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 I2th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
lofl are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

Pouters.

W
w

Game and (iani*- Hantams.

I
HAVE the champion games and game ban-

tams of America, and will not compete
during 1S90 except at the New York show.
I have for sale a grand lot of birds, high
stationed, long necked and slim heads, that
can will prizes. Black red, pile, biown red
and yellow duckwing games from $10 each.
Same varieties in bantams from I5 per
pair. Many birds sold this seasou have won
with scores from 94 to 97 points. No eggs
for sale; only way to get thi.'* blood is pur-
chasing birds. Stamp lor circular. John
v.. Gill, Franklin, Pa. 43tf

Incubators.

A A. HEROUX, Lawrence, Mass.. begs to in-
form those intending to obtain pouters

' from his celebrated lofts, to begin opera-
tions with next March, that his surplus
stock is rapidly being closed out, though he
has yet several fine specimens to spare.
Order promptly and avoid disappointment;
|io ana upward per bird. 46-50

HENRY LANCA.STER,75o Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md,, offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75. and its father to Mr. Kerner, of
I^uisville, for $50. 53

IMPORTED ENGLISH and Scotch pouters and
fantails in all colors, of great quality: Jioto
$25 per pair. Address M. Kleaseu, Rix:lics-

r, N. Y. 46-50ter.

.Jacobins.

w H. COOK, Newark, Del., agent for the
Pineland Incubator and Brooder. Write

*for circular, 47-48

H,

BAILY, Ardmore, Pa., offers 50 jacobins,
all colors, from finest imported stock.

48-49

V. CRAWFORD, Montclair, N. J., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from $10 up. 37 44-47-53

Boilers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. j., formerly
of Birmingham, Eng. 48

Short-fhced Tumblers.

BAILY, Ardmore, Pa. offers 25 short-faced
tumblers, prize winners wherever shown.

47

Swallows.

A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
[-^ more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadiW im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cmcinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

O. GABRIEL, Allentown, Pa., offers nine

J pairs of good solid colored tumblers at |i
per pair. Lot for $8. Also single cocks Ui
blue owls and black fantails. 47

Various.

A'

B

LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O,

Wilson's
96

EN De FRATES, Springfield, 111., has for
sale high-class fancy pigeons. 47

BROKEN FLINT for ponltry and pigeons. A
specially-prepared sharp grit. Size for
fowls, and size for young chicks. Bushel
Ji. John Mercer, Leamau Place, Pa. 47

'

RISH BROS., Frederick, Md., offer for sale
barbs, owls, turbits, snells, parlor tumblers,
homing Antwerps, archangels, moorcaps,'
dutchies, magpies, fantails, outdoor tum-
blers, trumpeters, swallows and jacobins.
Also best grade pit games. Birds war-
ranted as represented or money refunded.
Prices reasonable. s-47-it

I. J. E. FITCH New Orieans, La., breeder
oT faulail goldfish; fantail, jacobin and barb
pigeons and brown Leghorns. s-48

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud ol fans in the entire West or
South. No secoud-class birds. Prices from
$2.50 to $25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert Evansville, Ind.

FOR SALE.—Cheap. Black, white and saddle
fantails, white jacobins and pouters white
turbits, tumblers. Write for full particu-
lars. E. Hopkiii.-^, Box 39, Merchautville,
New Jersey. ^7.^8

B

D

H

J-

G. SCHELDEN, Allentown, Pa., will sell
_ his entire collection of German toys aud
high class pigeons to close thein out, at
bottom prices. Write me before purchas-
ing elsewhere, ^-j

B. FRANZ, 1921 F'airmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobiuf,
swallows and mamiies ol alt color* Onlv
the best stock kept. A few birds of eacfa
variety for sale. jg

LEG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. 8e«m-
. less (for youngsters), every one registered,

2j4c. Open bands, for old birds, ic each.
Send for sample. Mrs. E. S. Starr, Box
29s, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

C. T.\TE, Milwaukee, Wis., has for sale
the following fancy pigeons, principally
from last season's breeding, Fantails,
black, blue, yellow, white and saddled.
Turbits, pure white and solid blue with
black bars. Jacobins, white and strawberry
mottled. Tumblers aud rollers in all colots,
short and long faced, with and without
lKx)t8. Also, inside or ground tumblers.
Write for what you want; prices reasonable.
Will sell to dealers 100 or more of above at
very low prices to make room. 50

R

Partnerships.

I
N SPEAKING of the Rhode Island Poultry

Yards, the Pawtucket, R. I., Times says:
"The combination of H. A, Brown and T.
H. Adams, as fanciers and breeders of
choice Langshans and tight Brahmas is
sure to win favor with all who have done
business with these men in the past. Both
of them are business men and their word
is as good as their bond. They undoubtedly
have as fine bred fowls as can be found in
New England and we take pleasure in
commending them to the public." Win-
nings in Providence: Cock, 1st; hen, ist;
cock, 2d; pullet, ist. *-47-it

Wanted.

HIMALAYAN RABBITS. Address, naming
price, George W. Eckert, Allentown, Pa.

8-4)6

White Hares.

L"
IVE WHITE HARES iLtpus Americanus)
captured and properly boxed and delivered
to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition
on receipt of orders and remittances at I3
Ber pair. Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley,
ixfietd. Me., fish and game commissioner.

J. G. Rich, Bethel, Me. 47-it

Artists and Engravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., ia
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules Lat>els, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able In make special terms
for our subscribers who want phot<M|Tnphs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Co., 3a South Third St., FhiUdelphia, Pa.

w
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

nUFFAl.O STRAIN
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WINNERS

AT ALL

,Q^ i,KAi)iNO snows

Birds for Sale.

Homing Pigeons

CHIKl-TAIN. blue checker cock., 811

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . . , .

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker heu

MICHBLSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIK, blue checker hen

BLACK BKtW, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen

miles.

SB

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buij

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St. .Philadelphia.

IMPROVED ";f,?i »4.25EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
•Imple. Perfect and Seir-recalatliiK.

CEO. H. STAHL,
a4 Me ••hMiir,.r. QUINCV, ILLLLINOIS

DIOQ Chesterg. Berkshirei, Polands. Fox
nUOf Hounds, BeaKle*,CoIIics,Setter>.W.GIB-
BONS ft CO.,W. Cherter.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

—GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE NETTINGS--

-KOR-

Henneries, Pigeon Houses, Poultry Hurdles, Rabbit Hutches,
Aviaries, Garden and Lawn Fences.

We carrj- full stock of ALL SIZIv MESHES from '2 inch to 2 inches.

Widths— 12, iS, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 inches.

WE ALSO KEEP IN STOCK
Tempered Steel Galvanized Elastic Wire Cables for Fencing.

Galvanized Barb Wire Fencing. Galvanized Twisted Ribbon Fencing.

Extimates given lor fencing put up complete with iron or wooden posts.

Copper Cable Lightning Rods
Hurnislied with points and fixtures, or erected on buildings to order.

DE WITT WrRE~CLOTH CO.,
No. 703 MARKET ST., PHILADKLIMIIA, PA.

PASTEUR'S PINE LOTION.
Horsesm Bog's Frionu. Fusiiiyciy Ciu'tjs Mdii£tj auii Kiiis Fiees.

NOT POISONOUS. c;heap TO isE. griCK to act. rkad this :

MR. CHAKI.ES J. PESHA IX, Secretary of the New Jersey Kennel Club, thus indorses the
Pasteur Pine Lotion as a cure for mange: Marshall Kohhins—Okak Sir : I have tried Pine Lotion
and found that it is the very best mange cure that I ever used. I have recommended it to several
parlies " Many other testimonials from some of the best known dog breeders might be quoted to
the same effect, and it is used with equally good results in numerous stables and poultry yards.—
Turf, Field and Farm.

If you can not procure Pine Lotion in your locality send to Reliable Manufacturing Company
MAHMIIALI, KOBBINS, Manager,

70 East ThirteenOi Street, New York City.47-S9

A GREAT CHANCE.
Givingup the faucy owing to pressing business engagements and offer the whole of mv stock

without reserve.
In black red games I offer the Birmingham (Eng.) champion male of i8,S7 and 1888 Hens sis-

ters to Heaton's Cup pullet of i.KSR. Several cockerels and pullets bred from red pile game win'neis
at Palace and at Buffalo and Detroit, also parents to wiuners at St. Catharines scoring as high as
97'4 points. Brown red games, winners at Buffalo and Detroit. Yellow duckwiugs winners at
Palace and Birmingham (Kng.) and at Buffalo and Detroit, Y'oung stock from above some won at
Detroit.

Black red game bantams; red pile game baiilams, including mv winners at Buffalo and Detroit.
Yellow duckwing gnme bantams, all must go before March 10. and will accept best offers made be-
fore that date An early application will ensure good selection. My New York entries are offered"" " JOHN E. GILL, Krankli.n, Pa.and are choice.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHDK} COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS ......

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

NO OTHER VARIETY.

Rkd, Yi-.llow,

Black, Silvbr
AND White.

Write for what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning
strains, Light Brahmas. H. C. NORTON,

Germantown, Pa.

-^pBIRDfXMANNA
Tlie Ureal .Secret of

the Hanz MiMmliiln.()t-r^
will restore tlio siinx of
Tent their ailments and
•omlUlon. It innkescanarl
(heddlnK feat hers. Sent
150. Sold DT all druggists.
Bird Food Co., 400N. *1

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARaEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS,

STMWBME & GLOMEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

PIIITjADEIjPIIIA, pa.

THEO. p. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above .stock of 1889 hatch for sale. At
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send tor Price List. 95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OP

Light Brahmas, Plymonth Rocte M
Wyauilottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

WOBCESTEB'S
DICTIONARY

" The higheit authority known at to the

UM of the English language."

I ho Canary Breeders of
many. Bird Miiniin

'ago Birds, will pre
"eep them In k<mm1
esHlna:, even while
nutllon reeelulof
Directions free.
St., Phlla., Pa.

HAVE YOU LICE r^.^^Yii'nV.'iiii
KillHVi'riiiiii,! iiK'sliuiiioiv.hi'alii w I HULInJI
•ui e«. wouuilB, Imrus Ac. l)t>tiu.VH luul smells ; a dliiln-
feitnnl.iiMri polMiiiiiiiB. 1 >J<>ltle inaken lllicals. I'rlee tL
K<M'klni;hnm I'oiiltrv F»mi. pr.)pN * MfKs, No. Kpplnir,
S.ll. ii>.>>. V- Itnw.fieii. Ajrt. K.IHI rirrVrcularof PioL
ruultr)', HugiianU Mruwbviry plautii.

Vltb or without Deolfon'i PktoBt Id4<i.

The Standard of the Leading

Publishers, Magazines, and News-
papers.

The tlidionar) of the Scholar for Spelling,

Pronunciation, and Accuracy In

Definition.
Send for largo Circular to the PubUihen,

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANYf
PHILADELPHIA.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
NATATORIUM HALL, BALTIMORE, MD.

MARCH 18, 19, 20 AND 21, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE ON TUESDAY, MARCH 4.

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, Etc., APPLY TO

\V. STEWART DIFFENOERFFER Secy.,
Sao NORTH CUAR1,E8 STREET, BAXTIMOKE, Ml).

IN THE STUD.

SETTERS & pomTERS
DESMOND II

MASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB
SECOND ANNUAL BENCH SHOW.

BATTERY D, CHICAGO.
MARCH 4, 5, 6 AMD 7, 1890.

ENTOIES CLOSE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17. PREMIUM LIST NOW READY.
^^'^''^^^ GEO. H. HILL, SUPT.,

Room 63, 175 Dearborn St., Chicago.

.199^9^ POULTRY, Etc.
I

FOOD FOR POULTRY, Etc.

GORDON'S FOOD FOR
HORSES, CATTLE, POULTRY and DOGS.

This food being composed of roots, seeds and herbs produces an effect
similar to grass on a stall fed animal. It also expels grub worms etcand IS a periTcct diijestor. It increases both the quantity and quality ofmilk when fed to dairy cows. Put up in 12J4, 25, 50 and 100 pound sacks

GORDON'S POULTRY FOOD.
An enMf?'y different compound from the horse and cattle food is richand nutritious and contains no mineral poison, is a great egg producerand a sure cure for cholera, roup and gapes. We guarantee it strictlypure. Put up in 5 pound packages at 6n cts.; smaller packages 25 ctsbend for testimonials. GORDON FOOD CO.. CoatesWlle Pa
JOS. I.,. RIDAY, General Mamiger.

ro/e SALE BY ALL LEADL\G FEED AND GENERAL STORES

IN THE STUD.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghau,
P^ngland, liy Krisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines btilh held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1S88, anil on the bench has won, first,
Philadelphia; first. Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, iSttiS and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $50.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.
Record: Pirst and special at Philadelphia, 1SS9;
first and .special at London. Out., 1.S89, and win-
ner of 40 prize.s and cups in p;ngland. This dog
IS a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J50.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the fiel'd. Fee, $35.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte 11. Winner
of numerous prizes in pujipy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy

ail

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, t'jo;
f^.4o/or the month; $is Jor three months; tiSfor
Six months, and (sofor the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prize win-
ner KBBPER

Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

'j^ J"E STUD.
JRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. SB. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Lurav\yinner of ist pnzes Philadelphia, New Yorketc.^nd champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul'loicuo, etc '

PRE. $J5.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

class, at London, Ont., when out of co'ncTitioii
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

FRANK J. M.
A grandson of Sensation by Frank—Florence
Fine field and stud dog. Is the sire of large
litters of promising puppies. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.
Extended nediirrpfa q,.<1 ut..,1 r~.r,i. ,... -.,„i:

tion. * "
"" »-,".-»

'piIE CELEBRATED POINTER.

MOLTON BARON.
FEK, $50.

Combining bench show form with field trial

quality. The most successful pointer .sire in the
world. Sire of five field trial winners of i«.S9,

defeating all pointers and .setters brought into
contact with them. On the l>ench his get have
won highest honors at Warwick, Exter, Barn
Elms, Darlington, Birmingham and other places.
Address

Bulled-Bruette Kennel,

Jefferson, Wisconsin.

THE KENNEL.

Fox Terriers .

AUCTION SALE of valuable Fox Terriers
the property of Messrs. L. & W. RUTH-
ERFITRD, on

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY U, 1890, AT 2.30 P. M.,

AT THE

Americau Horse Eichauge, Limitefl,

No. 1A44 Broadway, New York City.

Positively no reserve. Can t)e seen Thursday
evening and Friday morning at Horse Exchange.

THE ITEM pNELS,

Care Chas. Pharo.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Rough-coated Collies

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (10)
bitches $35
After which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire
of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America - $35

Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pupa by above dogs out of fir8t<IaS8 bitches;
«l80 a grand lot of Gordon setteri and Irish
temerg. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

/pHE WBLL-KNOWN COLLIE,

NULLAMORE,
bSr '""•'"-^ - -^'"'^w aTp'^-lH

AT $15 EACH.
For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS,
*5 Box 15, Merion P. O., Pa,

gNGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.

first in PhiL^delphia Kennel Club's Al-a^
onhePh1?«Hl?V?'

^embers' Stake aiid win^fr
Of the Philadelphia Item's |ioo special
For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAY,
43 W. Walnut Lane, Gerinantown, Pa.

JOINTER IN STUD.

JRISH TERRIER IN THE STUD.

SHAMROCK,
BY GARRYOWEN-SHEILA. FEE. »10.
Address

L A. RICE,
49 Hotel Laliayette, Philadelphia, Pa.

poiNTER IN THE STUD,

BANG.
pinner of four firsts and numerous other

ENGLISH SETTER FIELD TRIAL WINNER,

BOB H.
By Count NobIe-B«?lle Boyd. She by Glad-

"i,?!"".:
Winner of third Eastern Field Trials

i8S«, beating such noted dogs as Joey B. Cassio'Toledo Blade, Roger and others, tAe fast namS
all winners 111 the field this year. Bob H. is a
field dog of high merit. Fee |2o.

J. H. WINSLOW,
P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

Rough-coated St. Bernard puppies by cele-
bratedsires, out of well-bred bitches, also thor-
oughbred fox terriers. For particulars and pedi-
grree address

Chas. D. Bernheimer,

47-50 664 First Ave., New York City.

COCKER SPANIELS.

I have for sale about 35 young cocker and field
spaniels ol the finest breeding at reasonable
prices. No better stock in the country. Write
for list and prices. ANDREW LAIDLAW,

Woodstock Spaniel Kennels,
Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.47-50

74

LEBANON

74 Philadelphia, Po. 47 98

BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, i88y.

HEE, I50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

poiNTERS IN THE STUD.

WestffliDster KenDel CInli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address
JAMES MORTIMER, Supt..

<7-tf Babylon, L- 1., N. Y.

HORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.

Ut^^ZV," *i"7'™,.!!.
"^^'^ photographs from

fl-:-^o .'1. l^"''^"'!'^ PwliRree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for .sale.

.-, .a « ^ •" " <^OOMBS,
47-48 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

^THE

SPORTSMEIVS

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRD.S, ANIMALS, FISH AND REPTILESMOVNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.
PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.
No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for e.xamiua-

tiou. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

Dog 8I10AVS.

March 4-7.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago,
111. J. h. Uncoln, Sr., secretary.
March 1 1-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary.

March 18-21.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti-

more, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderfer, secretary.

March 25-28.—Massachusetts Kennel Club,

at I.ynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, secretary.

April 1-4.—New Kngland Kennel Club, at

Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.

April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. V. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Poultry and Plgreoii Shows.
Feb. 19-25.—New York City. New York Poul-

try, etc.. Association. T. Farrar Rackhara, sec-

retary, Kast Orange, N. J.

IRISH SETTER CLUB.

A meeting of tlie Irish Setter Club was
held at the show of the Westminster Kennel

Club on Wednesday, February 12, 1890, at 2.30

P. M., President William Dumphy in the chair.

An election of officers for 1S90 resulted as follows:

President, William Dumphy, P^sq., Peekskill, N.

Y.; vice-president, Charles T. Thompson, ICsq.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; secretary, Max Wenzel, Ksq.,

Hoboken, N. J.; treasurer, B. L. Clements, Esq.,

New York City; Executive Committee, W. I,.

Washington, Pittsburg, Pa.; M. Flynn, Jr.,

Providence, R. I; William H. Child, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Motion to change the name of the club to

Irish Setter Club of America was passed. It was
also decided to apply for membership in the

American Kennel Club and to appoint a com-
mittee to be known as the Stud-Book Committee
to examine and co-operate with the American

Kennel Club in the registration of Irish setters.

The president appointed Messrs. Charles T.

Thompson, William H. Child and Max Wenzel as

said conimitlee.

It was decided upon motion to request the va-

rious bench show managers to make all Irish

setters under 18 months eligible to compete in

puppy classes.

The following applications for membership
were acted upon favorably; Dr. H. Clay Clover,

Louis Contoit, F. H. Perry, F. S. McGraw,George
H. Covert and E. M. Beale.

"0.\KVIEW."

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The annual meeting of the Associate

members of the A. K. C. was held in the

American Institute building, February

12, the president, Dr. J. Frank Perry, in

the chair. The meeting was to receive

the result of the mail vote for officers for

the present year. Dr. Perry refused to

ojjen and count the mail vote, as the re-

quirements of the constitution had not

l>een complied with. The coustitutiou

reads that the A. K. C. secretary shall

mail to each associate member a list of

eligible members to be voted for. This

not being done, Dr. Perry declared the

election illegal, and in this opinion he

was sustained by the memljers. A motion

was then put: Resolved, That the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the A. K. C. be

asked to give consent to the postpone-

ment of the election of officers and

delegates until April 10, and that the

correct voting list be sent out March 20.

After a few minor resolutions were pa.ssed

the meeting adjourned.

C. A. Stone, London, Out., sent Forest

Fern to be bred to Sir Tatton while at

the New York show. The bitch, we are

informed, was on the road eleven days

and died of starvation soon after her

arrival in New York.

» «

The Gordon Setter Club held its first

meeting in the American Institute build-

ing. New York, F'ebruary 13, the follow-

ing gentlemen being present: Messrs.

Malcolm, Bennett, Myer, Blossom, Smith,

Glover, Smart, Johnson, Van Zandt, Nor-

ris, Foreman and Taylor. A new consti-

tution and by-laws were adopted. On
motion of Mr. H. V. Smith, it was re-

solved that show committees be requested

to not allow any judging of the Gordon

setters by artificial light. This was about

all the business transacted. The club is

alive and in a healthy comlition

.

*
* «

The St. Bernard Club of America held

its annual meeting in the American Insti-

tute building. New York, February 11.

Mr. K. E. Hopf, the president, read a

lengthy report of the affairs of the club

for the past year. The club contains

sixty-one members and has nearly Isoo

in bank. The Alta Kennel case, relating

to the specials which were won by that

kennel, but afterwards returned to the

club on account of a question being raised

as to whether they had been properly

won, was not decided, the whole matter

being referred to the A. K. C. for final

decision. The following officers were

elected for the ensuing year: K. E. Hopf,

president; Miss A. H. Whitney, Mr. E. H.

Moore and Mr. R. J. Sawyer, vice-presi-

dents; W. H. Joeckel, treasurer,and Mr. J.

O.Thurston,secretary. The following were

chosen as members of the Board of Gov-

ernors: Messrs. John Ix>hman, B. P.

Johnson, U Daniels, 11. R. T. Coffin,

Rev. W. H. Walbridge, James VV. Dun-

lop, C. T. Barney, E. B. Sears and John

Keevan. Mr. John Lohman was elected

delegate to the American Kennel Club.

Mr. Schumacher, of Brooklyn,was elected

a memljer of the club.

*
#

Pug fanciers will remember years ago

that George was always placed over,with

but one exception, Roderick. Dr. Cryer

always insisted that Roderick was the

better dog, and he promised that as he

could not beat George with Rcxlerick he

would breed dogs by his favorite which

would defeat the get of George. Dr.

Cryer has now accomplished his end

most successfully. At the Westminster

Kennel Club's show Roderick's get took

two firsts,two seconds and all the special

prizes, while the ofTspring of George

could not struggle above three letters.

«
» *

secretary of the Maryland Kennel Club,

proposes to iiTake their approaching show

a success if "hustling" will do it He
was on hand at New York and secured

the promise of a considerable number of

entries. As 350 entries is to be the limit

and the books will close when that num-
ber has been reached, we advise intend-

ug exhibitors to send in their entries

promptly and thereby avoid possible dis-

appointment in having them returned.

Entries for the Mascoutah Kennel

Club's show close the 17th inst. (next

Monday),and not the nth (last Monday),

as a typographical error caused us to an-

nounce last week.
*

* «

The Irish Setter Club of America de-

sire the co-operation of all interested in

the breed. Any applications for mem-
bership addressed to Mr. W. H. Child or

Mr. Charles T. Thompson, ca e of The
Fanciers' Journal will leceive prompt

attention.

* *

Mr. W. F. Fox, president of the Great

Dane Club ofAmerica, announces special

prizes to the value of $1 10 to be com-

peted for at the Mascoutah Kennel Club's

show in March. Also a portrait in oil by

Paul Derckuni. Besides these the Mas-

coutah Kennel Club offers |ioo in ist

prizes, fso in 2d prizes, $\o in 3d prizes,

and I25 for the best kennel of four en-

tered and owned by one exhibitor.

*
« *

The Westminster Kennel Club's show

was visited on Wednesday by 7000 people

and on Thursday a larger number of

people passed through the stiles.

M.

* »

Mr. C. T. Thompson has placed Rock-

wood, his recent Irish setter purchase, in

the hands of Mr. John N. Lewis, to be

trained for the field trials next fall.

» »

Memphis and Avent Kennels have sold

their famous English setter Rowdy Rod

to Mr. W. G. Ewing, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

for two thousand dollars.

»
« «

One of the most pleasing features of

the New York show is that persons inter-

ested in dogs can always meet their

friends here, as all affected with the

"dog craze" make it a point to be on

hand. Some particularly delight in play-

ing pool, others gaze heavenward through

the bottom of a beer glass, while the ma-

jority, scattered into little groups around

the hotel, talk dog until the wee small

hours in the morning.

»
* •

The premium list for the Rochester

Kennel Club's show is now out. It

contains 123 classes with prizes ranging

from |i5 and |io for first and second re-

spectively in the large classes, with $5

and |3 for the less important breeds. A
considerable number of cash specials are

offered. The judges are: James Mor-

timer, Major J. M. Taylor, H. W. Lacy

and A. Clinton Wilmerding. The super-

intendent is William Tallman.

*
* *

We are sorry we cannot give the residt

of the American Kennel Club meeting;

our correspondent has failed to send it.

He is about like another who selected

several cla.sses upon which to write, but

when we left the show Wednesday noon

he had not shown up from the previous

night's dissipation, and not a single page

of his copy has been received here yet.

«*»

W. Stewart Di(fenderffer, the genial

« *

Considerable dissatisfaction was ex-

pressed at some of the awards at the

New York show. These "kickers" are

men who know what they are talking

about. It seems strange to us that well-

known judges should have gone so far

wrong. For instance, Mr. C. C. Maiv

shall, who gave general satisfaction here-

tofore, bltindered when he gave Lady
Orson second in the English mastiff

bitch class over much superior animals.

* »

We clip from a daily paper the follow-

ing: "The standard color of the Irish

setter has been for years in dispute. The
Irish Setter Club of the I'nited States,

however, has fixed the following rule by

which this species will be in the future

judged: 'Color and markings: The color

should Ije a rich golden chestnut or ma-
hogany red, with no trace whatever of

black; white on chest, throat or toes, or a

small star in the forehead, or a narrow

streak or blaze on the face, not to dis-

qualify.' However, contrary to this,

Stonehenge, the authority, says a prepon-

derance of white, constituting what is

called white and red, is met with in many
good strains of the Irish setter."

*
• *

The tendency at recent shows has been

to confine the awards to dogs of solid ma-

hogany or deep red color, nearly all of

which have the small white star on the

breast. —•—

ABOUT SPANIELS.

The Different Varieties and In What
the Ulfforeuces Consist.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

There is probably no variety of the

canine race which differs so much in type as the

spaniel. Leaving out the English and Irish

water spaniel, it has four distinct varieties,' the

clumber, the Sussex, the field and the cocker.

In some points, however, they are all similar,

such as flatness of coat and length of ears and

feathering. The three first named are built on

the same lines, important properties being great

length of body and shortness of legs, as distinct

from the cocker, which is shorter in body in

comparison to its height.

It is in the shape of the head, which is the in-

dicator of type in every breed of dogs, that the

whole four differ. Taking the clumber first the

predominant color is white, with lemon patches

on head and body. It should have a large square

head with a deep stop, the upper lip slightly

overhanging the lower, and the eyes showing
the haw; the nose flesh color, length from tip of
nose to set on of stern up to forty-five inches or
more if possible; weight up to sixty-five pounds;
height, fifteen inches to eighteen inches.

The Sussex spaniel is golden-liver in color, the
head more square and shorter than the field

spaniel, but with less stop than the clumt>er,

more liver-color; weignt from twenty-six pounds
to forlv-six pounds; length from tip of nose to

set on of stern up to thirty-five inches; height

from thirteen to fifteen inches. The field span-

iel (in which we include black, black-and-white,

liver, liver-aiid-white, black and-tan. liver-and-

tan aiul roan) hnsa longer and narrower head
than either the clumber or the Sussex, but must
not be at all snipey in muzzle and like the Sussex
must not show the haw in the eyes. The ears are

also set rather lower. Weight from twenty-six to

fifty-six pounds; length from tip of nose to set on
of stem up to f irty inches, and sometimes more;
height thirteen inches to fifteen inches; nose
black in all but the livers when it is the same
as the boily color.

The cocker is smaller, weighing not more than
twenty-six pounds, and is more sprightly in ac-

tion, the head, like the body, is not so long, nor
the muzzle so broad as the other varieties, and
the skull is not so flat, the ears being set rather

higher. Height from ten inches to twelve

inches; length from tip of nose to set on of tall

up to twintynine inches. Small field spaniels

are sometimes exhibited in the cocker clasa, and
have won prizes, but the disposition is now to

send them back to their own clasa.
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WESTMINSTER'S

BENCH SHOW.

Hundreds of Blue- Blooded Dogs

on Exhibition at New York.

THE ENTRY LARGER THAN EVER.

Big St. Bernards and Little Pugs—Fine

Fox Terriers, Pointers an<H,Setters.

Dogs to Suit All Classes.

T''He FOUR-
teenth an-

nual dog show
of the West-

minster Kennel
Club opened its

doors on Tues-

day and was the

best show ever

held in America, not only in uumljers,

but in the quality of the dogs benched.

The total number of entries was 1436,

and the judges all did their work well

considering the large number of dogs
exhibited. The attendance was also very

good, and better on the opening day
than has ever been known. Below will

be found a list of the awards, and we
hope before the second forms go to

presb to receive the special reports upon
the various classes.

[R., Reserve; V. H. C. very highly commended,
H . C. highly commended: C. commended 1

MASTIFFS—Challenge, dogs (Mr. Marshall).
1. Homer, F. C. Phcebus.
2. Sears' Monarcli, E. B. Sears.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Lady Coleus, E. H. Moore.

OPEN, DOGS
I. Beaufort, Taunton & Winchell.
a. lUord Chancellor, K. H. Moore.
3. Melrose Prince, R P. H. Durkee.
4. Melrose Caution, E. H. Moore.
v.Czar, W. E. Kothermel.
B. Lu Lu, Henry Bamett.

Egric, Arthur Colby.
c. Macduff, Philip R. Simmond.

OPEN, BITCHES
I. Cambrian Princess, E. H. Moore.
3. Lady Orson, Ur. C. A. Longest.
3. Mai, W. E. Rothermcl.
V. Lady Phyllis, E. H. Moore.
H. Pharoah Queen, Charles C. Cook.
c. Lucy S., b. Schubert

PUPPIES—DOGS (under 12 months).
I. Withheld.
». Sir Minting, W. E. Rothermel.

PUPPIES—BITCHES (under 12 months).
1. Karin, W. B. Rothermel.
2. Gerda IL C. A. Longest.
3. Jessica, W. E. Rothermel.
V. Dutchess of Yorlc, W. E. Rothermel
H. Portia, W. E. Rothermel.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Karin, W. E. Rothermel.
2. Lu Lu, Henry Harnett.
3. Macduff, Philip R. Simmond.
ROUGH ST. BERNARDS (Miss Whitney)

CHALLENGE, DOGS.
1. Ben Lomond, E. H. Moore.
2. Plinlimmon, Jr., E. B. Sears.
V. Barry M, Erminie Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

T Un i ^^^y Wellington, E. B. Sears.
'• '^'*

1 Miranda, E. H. Moore.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Hesper, E. B. Sears.
2. Donald, Mis.s H. E. Cushmau.
3. Roland. W. Eucke.
4. Lysander, Erminie Kennels.
V. Helfred, Prod Potter.
R. Kinglimmon. C. A. Houck.
H. Boniface II, Professor Henry F. Usborne.

OPEN, BITCHES,
1. Mauon, Evans & Crowell.
2. Lady Miles, E. H. Moore.
3. Zara, C. W. Kick ford.

4. Recluse, E. H. Moore.
R. Queen, Mrs. E. E- Tcngue
V. I^ady Flories, John Marshall.
H. Lady Stella, John M. Hyams.
Lady Una, Erminie Kennels.
Monopole, Hospice Kennels,

c. Bella, C. Pfleslerer.
Empress, Dr. Young.
Princess Mona, James F. Hall.

PUPPIES—DOGS (under 12 months).
1. Gair, M. G. Marshnll.
2. Alciphron. Thomas Burke.
3. Lecrolx, Thomas Burke.
R. Macduffll, C. E. Shelly.
v.lLordS . Gothard, St. Gothard KetineU.

Bruce, R. M. Agnew.

H. Alpine Monarch, Alpine Kennels.
Alpine Monk, Alpine Kennels
Saxon, John Lohmau.

c. Sultan 11, EIniwood Kennels.
Mount Zion, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson.
Wielaud, F. Sclioop.
Othmar, Erminie Kennels
PUPPIES, BITCHES (uuder 12 mouths).

1. Lady St. Gothard, St. Gothard Kennels.
2. Alpine Rose, Alpine Kennels.
3- Lassie Gay, Mrs.J. M Nicholson.
V. Princess Mona, James F. Hall.

Maud, Miss M Young.
R. Uarda, Daniel Mann,
c. Frieda, J. S. Wibirt.

SMOOTH ST. BERNARDS (Miss Whitney)
Challenge, dogs.

1. Hector. Hospice Kennels.
2. Heaucamp, Elmwood Kennels.
3. Victor Joseph, E. B. Sears.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Thisbe, Wentworth Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Nevis, Charles T. Barney.
2. Duke of Sparta, Thomas Burke.
3. Parson, Coutoocook Kennels.
4. Earl, William I*. Perkin.
R. Nigel, Charles T. Barney.
V. Hector Rex, Joseph Praf.

Rosco II, F. Schoop.
Prince William, Welz & Zerweck.

H. Mars, G. P. Lowdy.
Albert Plinlimmon, Hospice Kennels.
Swiss Alp, Hampton Young.
Sir Rogers, John Leighton.

OPEN, HITCHES.
1. Cleopatra, Daniel Mann.
2. Monastery Myrtle, \V. H. Joeckel, Jr.
3. Halloween, John Keevan.
4. Apollona. John Keevan.
R. Lady Leeds, C. S. Baker.
V. Mina Hector, William A. Thatcher
H. Rhona, T. H. Terry.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 months).
1. Mordaunt, Couttwcook Kennels.
2. Colonel Tilton. Elmwood Kennels.
3. Trojan, Trojan Kennels.
R. Beaucamp Jr., Elmwood Kennels.
V.Trojan Prince, Trojan Kennels.
Duke of Devonshire. J. S. Joel
Danger, Charles Farllat.
Belmont, Elmwood Kennels
Scaffell, John Keevan.

H.Trajan Leo, Trojan Kennels,
c. Trojan Ned, Trojan Kennels.

PUPPIES, HITCHES (under 12 mouths).
1. Trojan Bessie. Trojan Kennels.
2. Idalia, P:riuinie Kennels.
3. Francesca, Lorenzo Daniels.
V. Beauty Victoria, N. C. Ewers.

Psyche, August Morey.
Daphne, August Morey.

NOVICE, DOGS.
1. Kinglimmon. C. A. Houck
2. Pilgrim, Hospice Kennels.
3. SIciiicu, ricu i-orter.
H. Roscoe, L. S. Dillenback.

Grover, W.A. V. Porter.
Lord St. Gothard, St. Gothard Kennels.

NOVICE, BITCHES.
1. Lady Miles, E. H. Moore.
2. Zara, C. W. Bickford.
3. Ladv Una, Erminie Kennels.
R. Lady Stella, John M. Hyams.
V. Halloween, John Keevan

Princess Mona, James F. Hall.
Pembroke Luna, Dr. C. A. Lougest.

ENGLISH SETTERS (Mr. Davidson)
CHALLENGE. DOGS.

1. Count Howard, F. Windholz.
2. Rockingham, F. Windholz.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. Cora of Wetheral, F. Windholz.
2. Prince Beatrice II, F. Windholz.
V. Daisy Foreman, G. W. Neal.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Monk of Furness, Elm Kennels.
2. Roger, L. Gardner.
3. Kent II, Cohannet Kennels.
4. Royal Kent, Cohannet Kennels.
R. Cincinnatus, J. E. Dager.
V. Rockland, J. j. Jacoby.
Don Quixote, Rosecioft Kennels.
Locksley, Davey & Richards.

H. Fluke, Nahmke Kennels.
Peveril, Nahmke Kennels.

c. Blue Eagle, Dr. H. Clay Glover.
Blue Adonis, William G. White.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. stray Shot, Nahmke Kennels.
2. Chautauqua Belle, Peet & Lyon.
3. Donna Juaiiita. James W. Wood.
4. Flake M , B. Machemer.
V. Pearl Bondhu, W. A. Neddermeyer.

Blue Jennie, N. .Mcintosh.
H.Dai.sy M., H. Machemer.

Pandora II, J. Rogge.
c. Gypsey H., George J. Harley.

Dora Deane, L. Gardner
PUPPIES—DOGS (under 12 months)

1. Duke, G. P. Fox.
2. Canadian Knight, Davey & Richards.
3. Lohengrin, F. Windholz.
V. Edgewood. J. W. Collin.s.
H. Glaucus, H. Rogge.
c. Little Mac, F. T. Brown.

PUPPIES—BITCHES (uuder 12 months)
1. Daisy Foreman II, J. w. Collins.
2. Canadian Lass, Davey & Richards
3. Joyce II, G. H. Harley.
V.Nora Stanley, R. Moore.
H. Princess G., L. P. Braive.

NOVICE—DotiS OR BITCHES.
1. Blue Eagle, Dr. H. Clay Glover.
2. Lohengrin, F. Windholz.
3. Dora Deane, L. Gardner.
V. Joyce H., G. J. Harley.
H. Gypsey H., G. J. Harley.

IRISH SETTERS (Mr. Davidson)
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Dick Swiveller, G. H. Covert.
2. Tim, Max Wenzel.
R. Blarney

, E. W. Clark, Jr.

CHALLENOK, BITCHES.
1. Laura B., KiUlare Kennels.
2. Nellie, Item Kennels.
H. Voube, Max Wenzel.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Glengarry, W. C. Holbrook.
2. Darby II, Kildare Kennels.
3. Larry S.. E. Maher.
4. Ned, J. F. Wolf.
R. Sunset, F. H. Gaffney.
V. Judge, T. F. Rose.

Chiefs., A. W. Stevenson.
H. Paddy Sarsficld, D. Ward.

Chief II, H. B. Goetchius.
Rossmore, J. C. Meyers,

c. Eloe, J. J. Scanlon.
Pete, G. S. Raynor.

OPE.V, BITCHES.
1. Ruby Glenmore, Kildare Kennels.
2. Grace, J. B. Moore.
3. Vida, St. Cloud Kennels.
4. Bessie Glencho, St. Cloud Kennels.
R. Elsie H., J. C. Scanlon.
V. Ruby Glencho, Hudson River Kennels.

Irene, J. Douglas.
H. Winnie II, Kildare Kennels.

Aileen Aroon, J. F. Wolf, Jr.
Sedan, M. F. Flyun.Jr.

PUPPIES—DOGS (under 12 months).
1. Jerry, D. Ward.
2. Deacon, Max Wenzel.
R. Ruby Boy, Mrs. R. Braive.
V. Rossmore, J. C. Meyer.

TimsSon. J. B. Moore.
H. Tim's Boy, J. B. Moore.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (Under 12 months).
1. Millie, F. H. Gaffnev.
2. Lady Ruby, Prof L.'P. Braive.
3. Tim's Grace, J. B. Moore.
V. Cushna Machree, Hudson River Kennels.

Wichita, Hudson River Kennels.
H. Shalua Shamrock, Hudson River Kennels,
c. Nora, Mrs. M. E. Randolph

NOVICE, DOGS OR BITCHES.
Darrah Pat, Hudson River Kennels
Chiefs., A. W. Steveuson.
I.,ance, B. L. Clements.
Rye Lilly. D. McVicar.
Rockwood, C. T. Thompson.
Carrie B., T Bird.sall.
Lady Nellie, W. R. Collou.

BLACK-AND-TAN OR GORDON SETTERS
CHALLENGE, DCKis—(Dr. Glover)

1. Beaumont, Beaumont Kennels.
2. Little Boy, Samuel G. Dixon.

CHALLENGE, BITCHEit
1. Bellmont, Beaumont Kennels.
2. Beckie Sharp, J. L. Campbell.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Dixon, F, E. Ashmead.
2. King Item, H. F. Smith.
3. Zango, J. Meehl, Jr.
4. Tyrus, F. R. Pease.
V. New York Roland, J. H. Garndt.

Comus, J. B. Blossom.
Meadowthorpe Heather Roy, Meadowthorpe
Kennels.

H. Robin Hood. G. G De Witt Tr
Pelhani, C. M. Johnson.
Rex Pilot, B. A. Reardon.

c. Umbeito. Miss E. E. Mason.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Jessie, G. Griffin.
2. Countess Ro\ie, H. F. Smith.
3. Vic in, J. B. Blossom.
4. Countess Flo, Beaumont Kennels.
R. Royal Duchess, G. Griffin.
V. Lorna Doone, G. Dc Witt Jr

Bess 111. Dr. J. p;. M. Lordley
Venus, J. B. Blossom.

H. Dorothea. J. L. Campbell.
Fancy, Associated Fanciers,

c. Juno, Miss F. L. Backus.
Queen, Miss F. L. Backus
Rhona II, N. P. Wild.

PUPPIES, iMXis (under 12 months)
1. Meadowthorpe Display, D. Baillie.
2. Meadowthorpe Dehance, D. BaiUie.

BITCHES (under 12 months)
1. Sally Beaumont, Beaumont Kennels
2. Heather Brownie, E. B. Ulrich.

NOVICE, DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Chandos, Hudson River Kennels.
2. Venus, J. B. Blossom.
3. Countess Flo, Beaumont Kennels.

POINTERS—Challenge, dogs (Mr. Wise).

(55 pounds and over).

1. Robert le Diable, Hempstead Farm Kennels
2. Bracket, G. M. Arnolt.

challenge, BiTCHE-i (50 pouuds and over)
1. Revel II,, Charles Heath.
2. Golden Rod, J. H. Winslow.

OPEN, DOGS (55 pounds and over).
1. Brake, S. W. Pentz.
2. Duke of Vernon, L. Gardner.
3 lyord Graphic, I.R. Daniels.
4. Transit, Thomas BIyth.
V. Graphite, E. R. Bellman.
Nick of Beaufort, E Yale Gallagher

H.Beaufort H., George W. Lovell
Joe, E. Kellum.

c. Donis Don, I. R. Purcell.
Rex, Edward H. Moerau.

open, bitches (50 pounds and over)
1. Belle Randolph, Fleetview and Reading

Pointer Kennels.
2. Lapford Pearl, N. L. Rockwell.
3. Cicely, Louis A. Biddle.
4. Meally s Baby, G. M. Arnolt.
h. Devonshire Countess, William Barnes

F. F, v., J. R. Purcell.

challenge, dogs (under 55 pounds)
I. Dukeof Hessen, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BiTCHi-s (Under 50 pounds)

I. Queen Fan, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
OPEN, Doc.s (under 55 pounds)

1. Pomery Sec, W. H. Hyland.
2. Glamorgan. Louis .'V. Biddle.
3. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
4. Freedom, G. Muss-Arnolt.
V. Launcelot, Charles Heath.

King of Naso, Walter E. Berwin.
Joy. Jr.. W. B. Mears, Jr.

H. Old Staunch, J. R, Purcell.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 pounds)
1. Merry Legs, J. N. Lewis.
2. Sally Brass II, Charles Heath.
3. Lady Tammany, Fred E. Lewis.
4. Miss Freedom, L. Gardner

V. Stella B , E. R. Bellman.
Ridgeview Sal, G. M. Arnolt.
Fanny B., R. Stuyvesant.
Duchess, Alex Marshall.
Toy of Prince William, J. R. Purcell.

H. Wanda, Stratford Kennels.
Mona, E. D. McConnell.
Naso's Belle, H. L. Rice.
Peggy, Henry Hoock.
Olga, v. Francez

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 months)
1. Lad of Kent, G. Jarvis.
2. Beaufort's I^d, George W. Lovell.
3. Tory Dick, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
V. Tasso, J. K. Purcell

PfppiKS, uiTCHi-s (under 12 months).
1. Donna Diana of Alta Vista, F. Larkin Jr
2. Jolly, N. L. Rockwell.
3. Beaufort's Lass, George W. Lovell
V. May Bell, N. L. Rockwell.
H. Hempstead Ruth, Hempstead Farm Kennils
C-. Hempstead Romp. Hempstead Farm Keiiiirls

NOVICE-DOiiS OR BITCHES.
1. Glamorgan, Louis A. Biddle.
2. Miss Freedom. I,. Gardner.
3. Transit, Thomas Blyth.
V. Graphite, E. R. Bellman.
H.Tory Dick, Hempstead Kami Kennels
C. Sachem's Boy, William Southard.

COLLIES—Challenge, dogs (.Mr. Shotwell).

ROUGH OR smooth.
1. Scotilla, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Charleroi II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

BITCHES.
1. Flurry II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Flurry III, Chestnut Hill Keunels.

OPEN, DOGS (rough)
1. Roslyn Wilkes, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Charon, J. Van Schaick.
3. Hempstead Zulu, Hempstead Farm Kennels
4. Richmond, Thomas Lindsay.
R. Fairlie, McEwen & Gibson.'
V. ScQtilla II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

Roslyn Dandy, Chestnut Hill Kennels
Lotharian Guard, C. E. 0.sborne
Prince Charlie. Jas. Watson.

H. Scot's Guard, Hertwrt S. Barnes.
Strathmore Ben, L. c. Root.
Roderick. Martin Dennis.
Orange Jim, Orange Kennels.
Roy II, Henry Small
Boskie, Frank R. Carswell
Orange Tom. Orange Kennels
Sabie, T. S. Judsou

OPEN, BITCHES (rough).
1. Sky Pilot, J. Van Schaick.
2. Zulu Princess II, John S. Bacon.
3. Bonnie's Baby, J. P. & w. W. Gray
4. Jeaniiette, Robert Buckle.
R. Roslyn Clara, Chestnut Hill Kennels
V. Orange Girl, Orange Kennels.

Hera, Jas. Watson

.

Hebie of Nessel Doun, A. R. Kyle.
Meadowthorn*. (tin TiaylH BaiUie

H. Mermaid, McEweiifit Gibson."
Noma, Mrs. William Yardley
Cora II, Chestnut Hill Kennels
Roslyn Flirt, Chestnut Hill Kennels
Cressy's Mint, J. P. & W. W. Gray

c. Fly, John Bacon '

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 months)
ROUGH OR SMOOTH.

1. Hempstead Ben, Hempstead Farm Kennels
2. Charon, J. Van Schaick.
3. Fairlie, McEwen & Gibson.
R. Climax, J. Van Schaick.
V. Lord Fauntlero^', C. G. Hinckley

Roderick, Martin Dennis.
Hempstead Glen, Hempstead Farm Kennels
Hempstead Exel, Hcmpslead Farm Kennels

H. Hempstead .Scot, Hempstead Farm Keunels
Sandy Wayne, J. S. Rogers.
Marmion, McEwen & Gibson

c. Alarm, S. C. Wilson.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months)
ROUGH OR SMOOTH.

1. Bonnie's Baby, J. P. &w. W. Gray
2. Thi.stle Blossom, C. G. Hinckley
3. Brenda, J. P. & W. W. Gray.
R. Roslyn Parole, Chestnut Hill Kennels
V. Busy, McEwen & Gibson.

Lilian Red Gauntlet, Jas. Watson
Hempstead Maid, Hempstead Farm Kennels

H. Miss Nancy, F. R. Carswell.
Lady .Meg, Dr. H. I. Qiiinii.
Hempstead Lorna, Hempstead Harm Kennels

c. Fancy, Martin Dennis.

NOVICE, DCXIS—ROUGH OR SMOOTH.
1. Hempstead Ben, Hemp-tead Farm Kennels
2. Roslyn Wilkes, Chestnut Hill Kennels
3. Fairlie, McEwen & GibstVit
R. Prince Charlie, Jas, Watson.
V. Hempstead Glen. Hempstead Farm Kennels

Phil, Long Island Kennels.
Climax, J. Van Schaick.

H. Hempstead Scot, Hempstead Farm Kennels
Lord Fauntleroy, C. G. Hiucklev

c. Scott, D. McVicar.
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NOVICE, niTCIIES-

Bonnie Baby, J. P
-ROUGH OR SMOOTH.

_,,_,. . . & W. W. Gray.
... Busy, McKweii S Gibson.
3. Hempstead Maid, Hempstead Farm Kennels
V. Roslyn Flirl, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

OPEN, SMOOTH—DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Beauty, F. R. Carswell.
2. Sport, Jas. Watson.
3. Spot. Chestnut Hill Kennels.
V. Ladybird, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
OLD ENGLISH BOBT.MLED SHEEP DOGS

DOGS OR IlITCIIKS

1. Orson, S. M. Cleaver.
2. Queen Vic, S. M. Cleaver.

POODLES—Dogs, black (Mr. Heckscher)
1. Styx, William C. .Sanford,
2. Brigand, William C. Sanford.
3. Marquis, William C. .Sanford.

HITCHES.
1. Withheld,
2. Withheld.
3. Countless, William C. Stanford.

OTHER THAN BLACK—DO<.S OR BITCHES.
H. Little Nell, Herbert Kelly.

FOX TERRIERS-CHALLENGE, dogs (Mr. Hoey)
1. Dusky Trap, Blemfon Kennels.
2. Blemton Rubicon. BIcmton Kennels
V. Raby Mixer, Hillside Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1 Rachel, Blemton Kennels.

2 New Forest Ethel, Blemton Kennels.

V. Diana, L. & W. Rutherfurd.

OPEN, DtKiS—SM<K)TH.

I. Raffle, I.. & W. Rutherfurd.

2 Blemton Volunteer. Blemton Kennels.

l' Warren BluHer, L. & W. Rutherfurd.

A Blemton Brisk. Blemton Kennels.

K Blemton Trump. A. A, .McDonald.

V Reckoner, Hillside Kennels.

Linden Splint, R.S Ryan. ^ , .

Warren Bombast. L. & W. Rutherfurd.

H. General Grant, M. H Taylor.

Hillside Dandy, Hillside Kennels.

Linden Rival, R. S. Ryan.
Bcverwyck Rebel, Clarence Rathbone.

c. Dictator, C. C. Jones,
Clover Jim, l?dward Kelly.

OPEN, HITCHES—SMOOTH.

1 Blemton Consequence. Blemton Kennels.

2 Blemton Brilliant, Blemton Ke inels.

3 Richmond Dazzle. Hill.side Kennels.

4. Rosa Canina. Hillside Kennels,

V Blemton Enid. Hlcmtoii Kennels
'

Warren Jasmine, L, & W. Rutherfurd.

H Princess, Hillside Kennels.
Hillside Model. Hillside Kennels
Hillside Freda. Hillside Kennels.
Moll Pitcher, Edward Kelly.

Warren Comely, I,. Si W. Rutherfurd.
Warren Tease, L. & W. Rutherfurd.

PUPPIES, Do<;s (under 12 months)

1. Suffolk Risk. James Mortimer.
2. Blemton Racket. Bleiutoii Keunels.

3. Warren l.aird, I,. & W. Rutherfurd,

R. Warren Sabre. 1,. tt W, Rutherfurd.

V. Severwvck Rebel, Clarence Rathbone.
Blemton Eglwrt, Blemton Kennels.
Blemton Brawler. Blemton Kennels.

H. Hillside Rascal Hillside Kennels,

c Beverwyck Discordance. Clarence Rathbone
Hillside' Mix, Hillside Kennels.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (Under 12 monthsi

1. Blemton F^nid, Blemton Kennels.
2. Blemton Toil, Blemton Kennels.

3. Warren Jasmine. L. it W, Rutherfurd.
V. Blemton Kdiia. Bleintoii Kennels.
R. Warren Jiffy. L. & W, Rutherfurd.

Suffolk Rarity, James Mortimer.
H. Snowflake, W, T. Levering,
c. Purity, W. T. Levering.

Sprite, W. T. Levering.
Warren Bounty, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
Suffolk Spite, James Mortimer.

IRISH TERRIERS (Mr. Mayhewi
CHALLENGE. D<k;S AND HITCHES

I, Breda Tiney, Chestnut Hill Kennels,

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Roslyn-the-Mickev, V,. Wetmore.
2. Roslyn Dennis. Chestnut Hill Kennels.
3. Biirnside, Lewis & Garrett.
R. Adventurer, Thomas Pulvestaft.
C. St. George, Ogdaii Goelet.

OPEN, HITCHES

1. Breda Florence, W. J. Comstock.
2. Koslyn Eileen, cnestiiut Hill Kennels.
3. Little Maid, Thomas Pulvertafl.
R. St. F.bba, Odgen Goelet.
V. Sally, Somerset Kennels.
H. Little Vixen. Thomas Pulvertafl.

.Sandycroft Shoiia, W. S. Clark,
c. Nora. John Welsh.

WKLSH TERRIERS-Dogs and bitches
1. Which, Prescott Lawrence.
2. T'other. Pre^cult Lawrence.
SCOTCH TKRRIES- Do<.s AND HITCHES

1. Meadowthorpe Donald. Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels.

2. Kosie, James II Naylor.
3. Glencho, Jr.. J L, T'ailer Jt Townscnd.
DANDIK DINMONT TKRRIERS—Dcx.s

I. Border Wang, V. R. Hitchcock.
i. Meadowthorpe Reiver, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels.

HITCHES.
1, Border Wonder(late Meadowthorpe Wonder)

F, R. Hitchcock.
2. Pansy, John H. Naylor.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS—Doos
1. Syrup H,, W. H. Russell.
2. "Tick Tack, W. H. Russell.

BITCHES
1. Christmas Carol. W. H. Russell.
2. Grey Bess.H. R. Childs.
3. Polly Warkwonh, W. H. Russell.

SKYE TERRIERS—Dogs (prick-eared)

1. Sir Stafford, W W. Silvey.
2. Lovet, Cornelius Stevenson.
3- Sir Roger, Walter S. Leiber.
R. DroUie, William Methoven

BITCHES.
1. Effie Deans, W. P. Sanderson ik C. Stevenson
2. Heather, H. P. .McKean, Jr.
3. Nelly, Lewis H. Spence.

uiTciiKS (drop-eared)
I. Jess, Walter S. Leibcr.

CLYDESDALE TERRIERS— l)o<;s AND HITCHES
1. Clydesdale Loris. Clifford A. Shinn.
2. Clydesdale Ladv, Clifford A. Shinn.
3- Belle of Clyde, Clifford A, Shinn,
BLACK-AND TAN TERRIERS (Mr. Mayhew)

CHALLENGE, DfKiS AND BITCHES
(over 7 pounds)

1. Rochelle Lass, RochelU Kennels
2. Buffalo General, A. W. Smith

OPEN, iiik;h (over 7 pounds)
1, Kaiser, J,H. Campbell.
2. Rochelle Knickerbocker, Miss A. L. Ballow,
.V Dick. Rochelle Kennels.
H. Reveller III, MissC. S. Peshall.

OPEN, HITCHES (over 7 pounds)
1. Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels.
J. De.demona, J. F, Campbell
.t. Rochelle Queen, C. H. Stafford.

WHITE ENGLISH TERRIERS
DOGS AND HITCHES

I White Prince, H. F. Littlefield

VORKSHIRES—CHALLI.NGE, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Bradford Harry, P. II. Coombs.

OPEN, DOGS
I. Fishpool Gem, Charles N. Symonds,
J. Toon's Royal Charles N. Symonds.
3 Prince Ai., Charles N. Symonds.

I.

2.

3-

V.

I.

2.

3-

V.

R. Little SweU II, P. Senn.
V. Lancashire Ben, P. H. Coombs.

Peter, John F. Campbell.
Ben II, Peter Cassidy.
Harry, Charles N. Symonds

c. Major, Peter Cassidy.

open, BITCHES
1. Little Sister, Charles N. Symonds.
2. Yum Yum, Mrs. L. D. Cutler.

3. Venus, Charles N. Symonds.
R. Nelly, John McKee.
V. Floss, Charles N. Symonds.
H. Midget, Mrs. L. Cutler.

Nicey, J. F. Campbell.

TOY TERRIERS—DOGS AND BrrcHKS
(Other than Yorkshire, under 7 pounds)

1. Jerry, Morris Rothschild.
2. Nellie, Morris Rothschild.
3. Topsey, W. Bellchambers.

FOXHOUNDS—Doos (Mr. Davidson)

1. Roseville Rover, John J. Dwyer.
2. Warrior, Rockaway Hunt.
3. Rascal, Rockaway Hunt.
R. Major Warlock, John J. Dwyer.
V. Albion. Rockaway Hunt.
H. Chorister. Radnor Hunt,
c. Songster, Rockaway Hunt.

BITCHES.

1. Magnet. Radnor Hunt.
2. Goldfinch, Rockaway Hunt.
3. Clonmel Rakish, John J. Dwyer.
V. Radnor Goldfinch, Radnor Hunt.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS (Mr. Hecksher).

1. Withheld.
2. Polly, Jay F. Toniier.
V. Ladv, Robert Millbank.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS (Mr. Wilmerding).

DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Patsy O'Connor. John R. Daniels,
2. Countess Bendigo, Joe Lewis.
3. Captain Muldoon,Hornell-Harinony Kennels

CLl'.MBER SPANIFXS (Mr. Wilmerding)

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Boss III, Bates & Geddes.
2. Quester, Mercer & Weston.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1

.

Bromine, Bates & Geddes.
2. Lass of Beauty, Mercer & Weston.
3. Mima, Bates & c;edde8.
V. Meta, Bates & Geddes.

FIELD SPANIELS (Mr. Wilmerding),

CHALLENGE, DOt;s (over 28 pounds).

1, Newton Abbott Don, J. P. Willey,
2. Newton Abbott I.,addie, J. P. Willey.

OPEN, DOGS, BLACK, (over 2H pouiids).

Baron. George W. Folsoni.
Bolus, Charles T. Carnell.
Compton Brigand, D. S. Hammond.
Little Nig, R. P. Keasby.
Newton Abbott Carlo, J . P. Willey.

OPEN, BITCHES, BLACK (over 28 poUUds)

Darkness. D. S. Hammond.
Ace of Spades, R. H. Eggleston.
Ciio, T. i', Jacques,
Dorothy. A. I.«idlaw.

OPEN, r«x;s OB BITCHES, LIVER 'ovcr 28 pounds)

1. Newton Abbott Skipper, William T. Payne.
2. Don II, Charles T. Carnell.

3. Napoleon, Andrew Laidlaw.

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES

(over 28 founds, other than black or liver)

1. Newton Abbott Valor, J. P. Willey.
2. Newton Abbott Torso, J. P. Willey.
3. Adonis, George H. Bush.

COCKER SPANIELS (Mr Wilmerding)

CHALLENGE, DOGS (any coloT, not over 28 pounds
1. Jersey, J. P. Willey.
2. Hornell Silk, Hornell-Harmony Kennels,

CHALLENGE. HITCHES (same as above)

1. Dolly Obo, J. P. Willey.
2. Bene Silk, Lake Shore Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (black, not over 28 pounds)

1. Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. Nebo, O. S. Gilman.
3. Black Duke, Woodland Kennels.
R. Young Doc, American Cocker Kennels.
V. Piccolo, Rudolph Auerbach.
Bmsh, Dr. J. S. Niven.

II. Felix, George H. Bush.

OPEN. BITCHES (same as above)

1. Jessie Beard, J. P. Willey.
2. Novel, C. A. Hickley.
3. Bessie W., J. P. Willey.
R. Marguerite, Woodland Kennels.
V. Madam Obo, G, Bell,

II. Lady Nebo, O. B. Gilman.
Woodland Sally, Wofjdland Kennels
Perhaps, J. Bell.

Fannie W., J. P. Willey.
c. Alice, R. P. Keasby.

OPEN, DOGS (any other color, not over 28 lbs.)

1. Bradford Red Jacket, CharlesM. Nelle.

2. Cherry Boy, C. G. Browning.
3. D<k:. William Barnes.
R. Hornell Dick, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
V. Robin Hoixi, Miss E. K, Arnel.

Little Dan, J. P. Willey.
H. Hornell Rapp, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Tory, Andrew Laidlaw.
c. Titus, O. B. Gilman

Ko-Ko II, Mary V.. Randolph
OPEN, BITCHES (same as above).

1. La Tosca, George H. Whitehead.
2. Luna, G. Bell.

3. King Pharo's Sister C, Woo<Uaud Kennels.
R. Juliette, W. Doherty
V. Pansy W.,

J.
P. Willey.

Polly Perkins, Woodland Kennels.
ii.Maiua, Andrew Laidlaw.
c. Clytie, J P. Clohcrty.

Una, O, B, Gilman.
Hornell Mary, Horuell-Harmony Kennels

PUPPIES, DOGS (any variety, under 12 months)

1. Brantford Red Jacket, Charles M. Nelle.
2. Napoleon. Andrew Laidlaw.
R. Young Doc, American Cocker Kennels
V. Quester, Mercer & Weston.

Nebro, O. B. Gilman.
H.Karlchcn, Fred Webber.

Felix, G. H. Bush
Darby. K. P. Keasby.
Titus. O. B. t^.ilman.

C. Cupid, James P. Cloherty.

BITCHES (any variety, under 12 months)

I Woodland Sally, Woodland Kennels.

2. Madam Obo, G. BeU.
R. Dorothy. A. I.aidlaw
V. Perhaps, G, Bell

Lady Nebo, O, B. Gilman.
H.Joan, R. P. Keasby.

Black Pearl, B. Oelsuer.

NOVICE, DOGS OR BITCHES (any variety but toy)

1. Bessie Beard, J. P. Willey.
2. Brantford Red Jacket, Charles M. Nelle.
3. Cherry Boy. C. G. Browning.
R. Woodland Rally, Woodland Kennels
V. Dude, Mrs. C. H. Hay.

Napoleon, A. Laidlaw.
H. Felix, George H. Bush,
c. Little Nig, R. P. Keasby.

Titus, O. B. Gilman.
TOY SPANIELS (Mr. Mayhew)
CHALLENGE, DOGS (any variety)

1. Roscius, William Phillips.
2. King Victor, Mrs. F. Senn.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES

1. Romeo, Mrs. F. Senn.
2. Lady Helary. Mrs. James R. Franklin.
3. Daisy, Mrs. Kistermann.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS—Open, dogs & bitches
I. Grenoble, James C. Thomas.
PRINCE CHARLES AND RUBY SPANIELS

DOGS AND BITCHES
1. Sweet Violet, Miss E. R. Catlin.
2. Bell. Mrs F. Senn.
3. Prince, Mrs. Kistermann.

JAPANESE SPANIELS—Doos AND BITCHES
1. Nanki-Poo, Frank P. Comstock.
2. Nellie Bly, Mrs. F. Senn.
3. Yum Yum II, Frank P. Comstock.

BULL DOGS, Challenge (Mr. Porter)

1. Rabagas, George Raper.
2. Portswood Tiger. John H. Matthews.

challenge, BITCHES.

I. Britomartis, Hillside Kennels
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Harper, R. B. Sawyer.
2. Monarch VI, Retnor Kennels,
3. Joker, Mohawk Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES
1. Dimple, Retnor Kennels.
2. Naiad, W. J. Comstock.
3. Thespian, John H. Matthew.
V. Bess, Retnor Kennels.

Columbine, J. Lee Tailer.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES (under 12 months)
1. Withheld.
2. Badajos, Lloyd Phoenix.
H.Quiberon, John H. Matthews.

BULL TERRIERS (Mr. Porter)

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (any Weight)

1. starlight. Frank F. Dole.
2. Royal Rose. C. Albert Stevens.

OPEN, DOGS (30 pounds and over)

I. Spotless Prince, W. F. Hobbie.
»,» T»_.l *.. 1. r- i..~l„

3. Briton, Retnor Kennels.

OPEN, BiTCHi-us (30 pounds and over)_

1. Queen Bcndigo, Frank F. Dole.
2. Rofe, Andrew Gerlach.
3. Enterprise, W. F. Hobbie.
H. White Rose II, Pect & Lyon.

OPEN, DOGS (under 30 pounds)

1. Dusty Miller. Retnor Kennels.
2. Chessett's Flyer, Eugene D. Hays.
3. Dick, J. Maddox.
H. Hempstead, F. T. Brown.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 30 pounds)

1. Grand Duchess, E. D. Morgan.
2. Luce, Edward Lever.
3. Snow Queen, Retnor Kennels.
H. F;isie, H. W. Holmes.
c. D. D. S. Snow, R. Stebbins.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES (under 12 months)

1. White Gipsey, Frank F. Dole.
2. Luce, Edward Lever.
V. Sport, Mrs. H. W. Holmes.
c. Chip, J. P. & W. W. Gray.

BASSP;TT hounds (Mr. Porter),

DOGS OR BITCHES

1. Bertrand, C. B. Gilbert.
2. Chasseur. C. Stevenson.
3. Rollar, William L. Clark.

DACHSHUNDE—Dogs and bitches (Mr. Porter)

I. Rubenstein, L. & W. Rutherford.

OPEN, DOGS
1. Superbus II, Ed. R. Manice.
2. Rulu II, Ed. R, Manice.
3. Boss, William Kampfinuller.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Thelma, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
2. Bessie K., Carl Klocke.
3. Kate, Orange Kennels.
V. Jill, B. F. Lewis.

Lena L., Carl Klocke.
c. Minnie, J. L. Boardman.

-PUPPIES (under 12 months)

I. Bessie K., Carl Klocke.

BEAGLES

—

Challenge, dog (Mr. Schellhass)

1. Storm, Somerset Kennels.
2. Frank Forest, A. Parry.

CHALLENGE, BtTCHK.S

1. Belle of Woodbrooke, Somerset Kennels.
2. Lou, W. D. Hughes.

OPEN, DOGS
1. Leo II, P. Dorsey.
2. Jupiter, Somerset Kennels.
3. Tomboy, Item Kennels.
V. The Rambler, Reynolds, Artz & Schlear.

Racer Jr., C. F. Judson.
Harkaway, G. Muss-Arnolt.

H. Boston. P. Dorsey.
c. King Bannerman, F. G. Stewart.

OPEN, HITCHES

1. Hope, Somerset Kennels.
2. Cloud, Somerset Kennels.
3. Fay, Associated Fanciers
V. Jennie Lynn, R. Marshall.

DOGS AND BITCHES (under 12 inches)

1. Blue Belle II, Mrs. R, F, Mayhew,
2. Melody II, G. Muss-Arnolt.
V. Banner Queen, Joe Lewis.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES (under 13 months)
I. Blue Jay, Somerset Kennels.

2. Lord Fauntleroy, Associated Fanciers.
V. Chancellor II, G. F, Rising.
H. Queen Bess, Associated Fanciers.

Tot, Associated Fanciers.

BLOODHOUNDS—Dogs (Mr. Davidson).

1. Belhus, Brough & Winchell.
2. Wamba, Captain John T. Phelps.

BITCHES.

I. Judith, Brough and Winchell.

NEWFOUNDLANDS (Mr. Mayhew).
DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Prince George, John Marshall.
2. Sailor Lad, Fred Cheesbrook.
3. Springside Lass. John Marshall.
H. Bruno, George B. Ferguson
V. Prince Hal, John Marshall.
H. Albany Lass, John Marshall.
GREAT DANES—Dogs (Mr. Mayhew).

1. Pascha, Welz & Zerweck.
2. Duldan. Percy Alden.
3. Turk, John Getz.
R. Hannes, M, Martin.
V. Great Cie.sar, FMward Kelly.
Ramyr, Miss M. Shaw.
Lord, T. tfoedler.
Nero, Welz & Zerweck.
Harras, Welz & Zerweck.

H. Herald, Theodore Honegger.
Occar, R. Percy Alden.
Hamlet, Miss M. E Simonson.
Nero, Welz & Zerweck.

c. Ca:sar II, welz & Zarweck.

BITCHES.
1. Irene, Carl Heimerle.
2. Flora, Welz it Zerweck.
3. Bella, Welz & Zerweck.
R. Lucy, Welz it Zarweck.
V. Flora, A. Oberholzer.
H. Diana. R. Percy Alden.

DBERHOUNDS (Mr. Davidson)
CHALLENGE, DOOS.

1. Chieftain, Hillside Kennels.
2. Clansman, Hillside Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

2. Ramona, Hillside Kennels.
I. Wanda, Hillside Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS,

1. Hillside Warrier, Hillside Kennels.
2. Argyle, George Shepard Page.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Theodora, Hillside Kennels.
2. Lorna Secunda, Hillside Kennels.
3. Olga, George Shepard Page.

GREYHOUNDS (Mr. Davidson)

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Balkis, H. W. Huntington.
2. Highland Chief, H. W, Huntington.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Cassandra, H. W. Huntington.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. The Scavenger, George C. Taylor.
2. Master Rich, Rockw'X>d Lanseer Greyhound

Kennels.
3. Babazoun, Rockwood Lanseer Greyhound

Keunels. -

V. Meadowthorpe Douglass Fleming, David
Baillie.

H. Waverly, J. Herbert Watson,
c. Rex, L. E. Bond.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Miss Rare, Rockwood Lanseer Kennels.
2. Dora, Mrs. Sarah Leggett Emory.
3. Second Sight, George C. Taylor.
V. Louisclte, Woodhaven Kennels.
H. Zoe. W. B. Growtage.
C. Gipsey, Devon Kennels.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES (under 12 months),

t. Kismet, H. A. Huntington.
2. My Queen, Woodhaven Kennels.
3. Devon Nell, Devon Kennels.
V. King Fisher, Mrs. George H. Whitehead.
H. Devon Tramp, Devon Kennels.

PUGS—CHALLENGE, DOGS (Miss Whitney)

, _„ / Kash, A. E. Pitts.
' "^^

\ Dude, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Tim, Miss J. A. Yard.
2. Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
3. Saxon, Miss M. V,. Bannister.
R. Climax, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
V. Bradford Ruby II, Eberhart Pug Kennels.

Leo, Charles W. Boger.
Mikado, Mrs. Charles Wheatleigh.

H. Bum, J. J. Lynn
c. Baby Bunting, Miss L. Linden.

Toney, R. Schreyer.
Jim Jam, Dr. H. R. Surles.

OPEN, BITCHBS
1. Bo-Peep II, Munawk Keunels.
2. Myrtle, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
3. Midget, Thomas B. Hebblewhite.
R. Yuma Yuma, Mrs. Charles Wheatleigh.
V. Yum Yum, Mrs. S. C. Barnuin.

Peggy, Mrs. A. M. Cunningham.
Prim, Miss J. A. Yard.

H. Dorothy, E. D. Bruce.
Nellie, R. Schreyer.
Lothia, C. V,. OsfSorne.
Paquette, Miss J, A, Yard,

c. Nadjy, Miss M. E. Bannister.
Roxey, R. Schreyer.
Judy, Mrs. J, F. Campbell.

puppies—DOGS AND BITCHES (under 12 months)
1. Eberhart Cashier, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
2. Jim. Mrs. J. F, Campbell.
3. Nelly Bly. Roger Harrison.
R. Litter of Puppies, Mrs. G. Schumacher.
V. Rustic Natti, George W. Wambach.
II. McGinty, Jolin Moore.
Baby II, Dr. H. R. Surles.

c. Pitts, L. A. Readasell.
Gypsey II, Dr. H. R. Surles.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS (Mr. Davidson)

DOGS AND BITCHES
1. Cupid, Miss Edith M. Van Bureu
2. Dandelion, Dr. H. R. Surles

3. Dandelion II, Dr. H. R. Surles

MEXICAN HAIRLESS (Mr. Mayhew)
DOGS AND BITCHES

1. Pippo. Mrs. L- D. Hurd
2. Me Too. Mrs. H. T. Foote
3. Nellie, Mrs. E. C. Moore
SCHIPPERKES-Large (Mr. Mayhew)

I. Midnight, W. J. Comstock
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Darkness, W. J. Conistoclc
Jack, E K. Spnulding

. Prince, Jr., K. R. Spaulding

TRRRIERS—(Continued)
WIRK-HAIRKD—DO<.s(Mr. Mayliew)

Kuflblk Toby, James Mortimer
Suffolk Settler, James Mortimer
Billett. J L, Tailer

BITCHES
Capsicum, J I. Tailer
SiitTolk Vixen, James Mortimer
l^tchert, Rolicrt l,yon

Pl-PPIKS

Withheld
Locker, Kobert Lyon

NOVICK, DOCS
Suffolk Risk, [ames Mortimer
Blemton Brisk, niemton Kennels
Warren Sabre, I, & W Kutherfurd
Suffolk Toby, lames Mortimer
Beverwyck Kebel, Clarence Kathbouc
Hillside Mix, Hillside Keunels
Blemton Luck, L B Banks
Turk, Carl Heimerle

BITCHES
Blemton Rnid, Blemton Kennels
Warren Jasmine, L St W Kutherfurd
Suffolk Rarity, James Mortimer
Warren Comely, L & W Kutherfurd
Frantic, William S Levering
Hillside Sapphire, Hillside Kennels
Blemton Belgrade, L B Banks

MISCKLLANKOUS—Large
(Messrs. Davidson and Mayhew)

Ivan Roninuoff (Russian wolf-hound), W. N.
King

Zerry, J. Oetz
Diamond, Meadowthorpe Kennels
Pearl, Meadowthorpe Kennels
Rival, King & Cetz

SMALL
Bob, Mrs. F. Seigrist
Frank, Mrs. F Seigrist
Tak);a, Miss A. C. Doty
Chorioo, Mrs. B. Maddon

COMMENTS.

NBWFOUNDLANDS.
These were a ptvirlot. Prince George, first, be-

ing the only matured dog who had any type and
character; he has gcxxi bone, a nice flat coat of
fair texture, a good skull and short muzzle of
the right Newfoundland character. He was
away in front of anything el.se. Sailor Lad,
second, is a commoner; high on the leg and
plain in face, but being matured, his flat coat,
about his only redeeming feature, perhaps en-
titled his being placed over the puppies that
were exhibited. Springside La.ss. third, is only
six months old. but will undoubtedly furni.sh

bone and a proper Newfoundland coat, but she
will always be too long in the muzzle and a
little narrow in skull, though age will undoubt-
edly improve the latter defect. Her brother and
sister have the same faults in head properties,
but all three can never be anything else but
Newfoundlands. Bruno, reserve, is a bad, curly-
coated, black dog, of no merit whatever, except
in .size and bone, and Nero is much too long in
head, untypical and broken in coat to lay claim
to this breed as his race.

GRKAT DANKS.
The dogs were a large class of twenty-five, very

level in tniiut of merit, without a real high class

one among them. Pascha, first, is a good height,

has plenty of bone and substance, nice clean
shoulders, good ribs, well sprung, and powerful
hindqiiarter; he is a little wide acro.ss the .skull,
but is quite fair in characterexpression; we think
he won pretty comfortably.
Duldan, second, is a blue of the same height as

the winner, and besides possessing the same de-
fects in width of skull, he was not nearly so good
behind.
Turk, third, had he been in belter condition,

would probably have beaten the second, as he is
better in head and expression, but not quite so
tall as his two more successful opponents.
Hannes, reserve, was very baci in his skin, is

very large, but will always be too coarse and
common looking.
Great Caesar.V. H. C, was the l)est of the whole

crowd, but unfortunately his hindquarters are
very bad, and his tail is peculiar; his head, clean-
ness of neck and front were a long way better
than anything.

Raniyre, V. H. C, has the right type of head,
but is bitchy in expression and fi^ht of bone;
had he more s bstance and a more vigorous out-
look he would be a real g(Kxl one. Loi;d, a har-
lequin, lacks size, but is clean in neck and fair in
head and expression. Nero, another V. H. C. , is
very clean in his neck and shoulders and has
good bone, but is smallish and is wanting in
Back ribs. Harras is very plain and thick in
head and much too coarse and common all
through. Nero is another harle(|uin on the
small side and is much too short and square in
head, whilst Ciesar II is lumpy in head and
plain in expression, and Oscar, but for his size,
IS good in bone and substance.
The three winning bitches were, in our opinion,

a little higher class than the successful (logs.
Irene, first, is a fine upstandiu)^ blue and white,
of good size, plenty of bone, fairly clean shoul-
ders, good nbs, and, when at her best, a really

food made one; her head is long and narrow,
ut she is developing Ininips on her cheeks

which, if they continue, must spoil her expres-
sion.

Flora, second, is not quite so tall as the other
two winners and was shown much too fat; though
a little wide across the skull and not quite power-
ful enough ill muzzle, .she is very g<Hxl in ex-
pression and character, has grand Ixine of ex-
cellent formation, good ribs and powerful hind-
quarters; had she not been so fat. which added
to her tendency to stand wide, we should think
she would have won

.

Bella, third, is very exaggerated in head, being
a little too narrow iii skull, biil long and s<iuarr
in niuzzle; she al.so has excellent bone, well
formed, but is very throaty and has shocking
hindquarters.
Lucy, reserve, has a beautiful head expression

of the correct type, and is a handsome tiger brin-
dle, but she is short on the legs, does not .stand

too well in front, is inclined to be throaty, and
lacks a joint or two of her tail, but with all these
defects she was the most typical of her sex.
Flora, V. H. C, is a clean, well'knit blue, but not
big enough to be in the money.

ENGLISH SETTERS
It was a great opportunity for lovers of the

English setter to have gathered together from all

parts of the country for their inspection such

beautiful specimens of the breed as were ex-

hibited at the Westminster Kennel Club show on
Tuesday last.

When such cracks as Monk of Furne.sa, Count
Howard, SirTatton, Rockingham, Roger, Cinciu-

natus and Locksley are brought together in com-
petition, the office ofjudge is no sinecure.

It was a matter of regret that Sir Tatton and
the other dogs of the Item Kennels were not
shown in the ring. We understand that the gen-
tlemen owning this celebrated kennel have been
so busy for the pa.st few months building new
and enlarging their old kennels that they had
not the opportunity to get their dogs in proper
show condition. It is certainly a matter ul great
regret that the grand little dog Sir Tatton did not
pose with his brothers. Monk of I'liriicss and
Count Howard, before Mr, Davidson's eye in hot
competition for the special prize awarded the
best Eugli.sh setter in the show.
Some years ago when K(x:kinghaiu held the

prize against all come s, it had often been re-
marked that if a dog of fair merit were to be im-
ported he would have to take a back seat.
Mr. Wyndholtz seemed to appreciate this fact

when he reinforced his kennel by importing the
crack Count Howard. This importation started
the ball rolling, and Sir Tatton came over close
upon his heels, he in turn followed by Monk of
Firrness.
Monk was not shown in the pink of condition.

His coat looked harsh and lacked the lustre of the
coats on the dogs that .stoo<l up with him. He is
a white dog, with black ears and a few black
flecks over his botly and legs. He is not as heavily
and as beautifully flecked as usually is the case
ill the coloring of the Laverack dog"s. He has one
of the cleanest necks and mo.st beautiful muzzles
that has ever been our pleasure to examine. The
special for the best English setter had not been
awarded up to the time of our departure.
There were but two entries in the challenge

class for dogs. Count Howard carrying off the
blueriblxjn. He has been describee before. He
has a head that is a trifle coarse, with too much
jowl, giving him a biilli.'sh expression. With age
he gathers in throatiness. This defect is a serious
one. If the dog had been shown in better flesh it

would be quite noticeable. Count Howard, like
the rest of Mr. Windholtz's kennel, was not
shown in goo<I condition and with the single ex-
ception of Rockingham was poor in flesh and an
entire lack of feather.
Rockingham was looking well. Age seems to

have no mark for him.
Cora of Wctherel won first in the challenge

oioos f^T ^it'^l^e*^ 'vith ^•-*«'-*."" T»^-.*«— ... «.-— ...)

They have often been described.
Daisy Foreman, V. H. C, was shown in the

pink of condition, with pierhaps a little too much
flesh. She was the best coated setter in the show.
If this little bitch had a muzzle a trifle Iqnger,
with lips more pendant, she would be a hard one
to beat. Her faults are in muzzle. She carries
the flews close to the teeth, which pinches the
muzzle and makes it appear higher an<l shorter
than it really is. She is most beautifully marke<l,
an even black, white and tan head, and a blue
beltoii body.
The open dog class was a very good one of

twenty-five entries and few absentees. In this
class were exhibitetl the highest type of field
trial merit and bench show Torm, first prize go-
ing to Monk of Furness, before mentioned, sec-
ond to Roger, the great field trial winner. This
handsome, noble looking fellow was shown in
good condition. His sturdy proportions stand-
ing out in bold relief against the slab-sided
specimens of the Laverack strain. Roger has an
honest eye and a square, level-headed look, his
chief faults being a trifle heavy in skull, which
in describing pugs is termed apple headed, a
muzzle that would be improvecf with a little
more length. With age he gathers in throat.
He is a cobby built dog of great substance, and
for the greater part of the day was the centre of
an admiring throng of sportsmen. Many re-
marks were made upon him and many instances
of his rare bird sense re-told again and again. It
was a common remark among the men, "I'd
sooner own Roeer than the whole caboo<tle."
Kent II, third prize, is a beautifully marked

son of Count Howard. Faultless in heaef, good
legs and feet, a trifle slack in loin, ribs not well
sprung;, stifles not well bent. With age and
gathering in sub.stance he will be a hard one to
Ijeat.

Royal Kent, fourth prize, is a long-coupled
slab-sided dog. A flabby throat gave a heavy
look to the head. With a tight collar well up he
might do; standing on excellent legs and feet he
was in many respects better than the winner of
third.

Locksley, V. H. C.^ pushed the last two dogs
very close. Shown in poor flesh, his most glar-
ing fault is in his slack loin. He lacks a couple
of ribs. He stands too high in shoulder and his
eyes are a shade too li^ht. With a head of fair
quality, goo<l chest, capital legs and feet he is a
very taking looking dog.
The field trial winner, Citicinnatus, winner of

third last year, was awarded V. H. C. He is a
dog of altogether different type, and certainly
looks like a goer. His head is clean-cut but
light and bitchy and shows much quality. His
shoulders, legs and feet are capital; his ribs
need more .spring and lung room. He is a
nicely marked black, white and tan, and a dog
that improves upon ac<|uaititaiice.

In the open bitch class we cannot endorse the
derision that placed Stray Shot first. She is a
plain-headed bitch, too light in the eyes and a
sour expression. She stands too wide in front
and is not the equal in many respects to four of
the bitches placed under her. She was, how-
ever, the best-bodied bitch in the class. She
showed to goo<1 advantage in the ring, being full
of vim and carried herself gaily. Chautauqua
Belle, second, is well known; her l>eaiitifiil head
should have placed her oyer Stray Shot. Belle
is a bitch witn not eiiouj[h bone for her weight,
and with too much daylight under her. As the
case last year, she was shown too heavy in flesh.
Donna Juanita. third, was our choice for first,

and would no doubt have been awarded premier

honors had she been shown in better condition.
She gave evidence of just recovering from an at-

tack of red mange. She is a heavily marked
black, white and tan bitch, fair in head, rather
light in muzzle, too long in body and flat in the
back. Ribs well sprung, good chest, standing
on capital legs and feet.

In tlie puppy class for do^s Duke, first prize,

was by long odds the best in the class. Good
head, clean neck, fair l)ody, rather long and li^ht

of bone. Ifhe lives he will be heard from again.
Canadian Knight, second prize.a son of Locks-

ley's, is a well developed puppy, muzzle wedge-
shaped, and .showing his sire's slack of loin.

His legs and feet were of the best.

Lohengrin, third prize, a son of Count How-
ard's, won second in the novice class; but a fair

specimen; his body and well sprung ribs, carried
him through. Plain in head, ears put on too high
and carried luidly; too wide in skull.

In the bitch class Daisy Foreman II, first, is a
beautiful little creature with none of the faults of
her dam. She will, if nothing happens to her,
be heard from again.
Canadian Lass, second prize, wedge shaped in

muzzle and a foxy expression.
Third prize went to Joyce H., a diminutive

daughter of Paul Gladstone. Puppies of this
size should be kept at home.
In the novice class Blue Eagle, first, is a large

coarse dog, with a heavy head. He may be a
gocKl dog in the field, hut can never win on the
bench irshowii ill go<j<l compauy.

lA>hengriii, second, before mentioned, was our
choice for first. While he has many faults he is

a puppy showing more quality and beats the
winner in all but head. Third prize was awarded
to Joyce H.

IRISH SirrTERS.

The Irish setters as a whole were superior to

any yet shown. There was an evenness in

quality which shows that breeders are paying
more attention to type, and departures there-

from are not so numerous as formerly.

The challenge class had six entries, Desmond
II, Blarney, Dick Swiveller, Gerald, Chief and
Tim. Of these Chief showed age; he is getting

gray aroniig the muzzle. Blarney and Gerald,

both ill good condition and with beautiful heads
aiide coals were too high on the lejfs. Gerald
was rather the more marked in this respect.
This was enough to keep Iheni out of the money.
The condition, or lack of it, in which Desmond
II was shown together with his faulty head
gave him no show, and what little contest there
was in this class was between Tim and Dick
Swiveller. Tim was not in the best of condition
and a lack in this respect in a close race counts
better than Dick's, but but his flat sides will
for considerable. Dick Swiveller has im-
proved considerably since last year and dem-
onstrated the correctness of Mr. Max Wen-
zel's judgment iu placing him at the head of the
open class last year over Desmond II, a decision
which some were inclined to find fault with.
He appeared in excellent condition, go<xl color
and coat, and is unquestionably the best Irish
setter in America to-day. Tim was a good .sec-

There were four entries in the challenge class
for bitches, viz. : Max Wenzel's Yonbe, Kildare
Kennels' Laura B. and the Item Kennels' Nellie
and MoUie Bawii. In thisclass not a single one
of the four entries was iu show condition. Yoube
received V. H. C, is past twelve years ofage and
looks old, being quite gray around the muzzle.
Laura B., given first, was heavy in wnelp, lieiiig

six weeks gone with pup by Sarsficld. Nellie
was given second .simply because she was not so
old as Yoube and not in such bad condition as
her kennel mate.
Mollie Bawn was unnoticed. It need only be

said that it was due to her bad condition.
The open class for dogs had twenty-two en-

tries with two absentees. The judge soon sep-
arated the oversized, undeveloped and off-col-
ored ones and placed them to one side, and then
had a siring 01 a half dozen or more dogs that in
general appearance and build were remarkably
uniform, while the general quality was far
alwve the average, still possible future chaiii-

F
lions were few because many pos.se.sscd pecu-
inrities which would never disappear and be
apt to stand in the way of further advancement.
The first prize winner. Glengarry, owned by

Mr. W. C. Holbrook, was bred by Mr. C. T.
Thompson and is by Elcho. Jr. . out of Mollie
Bawn. He is a nice dog, a little larger than the
winner of second and a trifle higher on the legs.
He has a gotxl coat,but color hardly dark enough
and ears not set quite low enough; head and
muzzle very fair and has a good boily, with fair
legs and feet. He owes his victory to his good
body, combined with a better head than some of
the others.
Second prize went to Darby II, a compara-

tively recent importation. He is by Chieftain
out of Nellie X. He is quite a moderate sized
dog, being a little smaller than the average; coat
of a good dark color au<l flat, ears rather short
and not hung just right; muzzle hardly long
enough nor cleanly cut; he has a good iKxiy, but
is baa in front shoulders. We like Larry S. much
better for secoiul place.
Third went to the well-known I^rry S. He

has a good color, fair hea<l, ears not hung quite
riffht, rather short in neck and too straight be-
hind.
Fourth went to the equally well known Ned.

He has a nice head and color; muzzle would be
improved by a little more length; ears a little

high; he is long coupled and straight in his hind
legs.
Sunset, V. H. C, reserve, has a good long head,

but is too large and high on his legs. He is al.so
rather long-coupled. Chief S., V. H. C, goiMl
color, somewhat .short in muzzle, ears too high
and is rather heavy built. Judge, V. H. C, is

better in l>ody (ban head, the latter being rather
too heavy and the muzzle needing a little more
length. His color, which was too light, was
probably what prevented his getting a higher
place. This may improve somewhat, as he is
still <iiiitc young. Chip II is too long coupled
and low on his legs. His ears are also set ratlier
high, otherwise he is a nice dog.
Paddy Sarsfield, H. C, is too long in the body

and straiffht behind. He don't stand well in
front, but is a good-colored, rather heavy-lKKlied
dog. Rossmore. H. C, is most too large and
loosely built. He don't stand very well on his
forelegs.
Eleo, C, has goo<l color, thick neck, fair liody,

legs and feet; muzzle too short. Pete, C, is
light ill color, heavy in head and loosely built.
Rockwood, owned by C. T. riiompson, is only

a puppy, and has not yet acquired that Bolidity

of body and structure that the judge so much
demands. He has a nice muzzle, much better
than his sire, Desmond II, but has the promi-
nences over the eyes which this dog's gjet sfjtne-

times shows. His ears do not hang quite right.
As he is young, as the skull grows larger these
faults will decrease, and when he fills out will
probably be a hard one to beat. Moro is fair iu
color with a nice long head and muzzle, which
is, however, hardly siiuare enough. He is too
big and high on his legs. Koyal Ruby is too
heavy bixlied, skull rather broad and ears set
on high. Dover, very light in color and too
large in size; fair head. Harry is too long in
body and straight behind. He has a fair head,
o'Donovan Kossa is not compact enough, too
long coupled and high on his legs; he is also
coarse in head. Dawning, muzzle rather short
and color not first class.

In the open class for bitches there were eigh-
teen entries, all present. It was a very strong
class.

First went to Kildare Kennels' Ruby Glenmore,
a nice, rather small light bitch of good coat and
color; ears do not hang just right; head a little

coarse, with a good muzzle. Slie looked weak in
the pasterns.
Second went to CJrace, owned by J. B. Moore.

She is of a nice color, but could be a little darker;
long head and muzzle; ears .show the insides
somewhat; most t<x> straight behind and feet not
compact enough; a taking bitch at first sight.
Third went to the St. Cloud Kennels' Vida, a

go<Kl solid bitch, a little long in body and some-
what heavy in hea<i.
Fourth went to St. Cloud Kennels' Bessie Glen-

clio, a rather large bitch, with a nice long head
and good legs and feet, but cars not quite so
goo«l.

Elsie IL, V. H. C, reseri'e, has a go<xl coat and
color' a little short in head and muzzle, and ribs
hardly sprung enough; gool legs, feet could be
more compact; a nice looking bitch, but rather
undersized.
Ruby Glencho, V. H. C, a rather light, nice

shaped bitch, with short muzzle; gotxl chest.
Irene, V. H. C, fair 111 head, muzzle a little short,
and ears, although hardly low enough, are still

hung nicely. Winnie II, bad in coat and color,
short in muzzle, goo<l ears and otherwise fair.

Aileeii .Aroon, II. C, Iit5lit in color ami short iu
head; she was heavy with whelp. Se<lan, fair
head, but somewhat too coarse; coat only mode-
rate. Luray III, Item Kennels, fair iu color,
short in muzzle; she is small and was shown too
thin and in bad condition. Leda (Sleiicho, a very
goo<l bitch, whose only faults were Iter large size
and coarse coat. Bonnie was a little large and
had one of the nicest muzzles in the class; her
color not being dark enough probabl put her
back. Kildare Ruby, a small bitch, shown very
thin, had evidently been hunted very liiird; she
was lively, but had nothing on her but bone and
muscle, the latter being "hard as nails;" she is a
nice little bitch that may be too small to win
prizes at a t>ench show with, but is large enough
to do good work in the field and raise good locHc-
ing and good working puppies from. Kate IX is

not square iu the muzzle, rather lull in cheek
and has high set ears. Kffie is fair in color, light
eyes, and muzzle too short and not quite heavy
enough. I^ady Kathleen, too large in size, good
neaci ana gocxl color, onota Belle, light in color,
nice length of head and muzzle, the latter not
square enough.
In the puppy class the prizes were given mostly

to the largest dogs.
Jerry, who won first, has a dark coat but is

coarse in texture; rather heavy bead and full in
the cheeks. Ears small and high set.

Second went to Deacon, who is goo<l in color,
thighs well bent, good in feet, but off in ears.
Bluff, third, dark in color, big in size, coarse in
head, with high set ears. Kiiby Boy, V. H. C,
reserve, is off in color and ears. He has a nice
long head and muzzle. Rossmore, V. H. C, has
already been referred to in the open cla.s.s.

Three pups by Tim out of Grace were very prom-
ising, showing nice heads nud fair bodies and
color.

Nellie won first in the open bitch class. She
is fair in head, not square enough in muzzle,
high set short ears and color rattier light; lair
body and legs. Lady Ruby is too light 111 color,
too long between the couplings and feet not
compact enough. Tim's Grace has a nice head,
fair in color, small in size.

In the novice class Darragh Pat won first. He
has a nice coat and color, fair head, muzzle
hardly s<{uare enough; ears high set; too long
bwlied and high on tne legs.

Second went to Chiefs., coarse but fairly good.
Lance took third; bad in color, coarse iu head,
high ears. Rye Lilly, V. H. C, reserve, light in
color, has too mucn white, iiioderaie in head
and body. Rockwood, V. U. C. (see open class
report). Carrie B., very light in color, good
head.

GORDON SETTERS.

Dissatisfaction was expressed on account of

these dogs being judged at night under gas light,

as it is a breed that requires day light to show up
the true color of the black-aud-tan. In the chal-

lenge class for dogs Beaumont beat Little Boy.

The latter was out of condition. Bellmoiit had a

walkover in the corresponding cla.ss for bitches,

Ma<lge being under size and Becky Sharp was
out of condition. The open class for dogs was
large and the quality was much better than is

generally shown. Dixon and King Item had it

out for first place, which was awarded Dixon,
second being given King Item. The first prize

winner is rather snipy, is straight behind and
weak across loins. His tail is not earned well.
King Item is much better iu head ami bone and
deserved first place. Zaiigo, third, is throaty
and the tan not a good color, while Tyrus, fourth
prize, is better in this respect besides beating
Zaiigo in coat and head, while the latter beats
him in size and bone. Jesse in the open class
for bitches was rightly put first with Countess
Roxie second. With more age the latter will
beat the former,who is small in bone aii<l a little
too .straight behind. Jessie has a fine body,
good head, coat and color. Vic III, third, ami
Countess Flo, fourth, were rightly placed, al-
though there was not much choice between
them. The puppies were but a fair lot.

CLI'MIIER SPANIELS.

The well-known New Castle and Tyrone were
entered iu the champion class not for competi-
tion; were shown in good condition.

Boss III won first in the open class for dogs;
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he Is a fine large dog, with the exception of his

head is by far the best clumber in America

Ouester. winner of second, is an undeveloped

puppy, but may in time make a good one; do

hot like his head at present; think it will im-

'"Bromiue, winner of first in the open class for

bitches, is a most typical clumber; was not shown
in good shape. .

I ass of Beauty, winner of .second, is an over-

rated bitch; not in good condition.

The other two entries in this class were fair.

FIELD SPANIELS.

The well-known Newton Abbott Don won first

in the challenge class, with Newton Abbot

Laddie second, the latter, a handsome black and

tan, with ligh head of cocker type. I'irst prize

in the open dog class (black) went to The Baron,

a goo<l coated dog, too large for a practical

sporting dog. Bolus, second, is entirely wrong
in head. Coiuptoii Brigand, a catchy ookiug dog,

weak liehind, in horribiti condition.

Darkness took first in the open bitch class and
is a good one but in bad condition. Second went
to Ace of Spades, who was in good condition,

hut rather light in bone. Third to Clio, and V.

H. C. to Dorothy; both too leggy.
In the dogs of bitches (liver color) first went to

Newton .Abbott Skipper; a fiiiedog, of good type,

but a little tixi deep in muzzle. Second to D'>n

II; goo<l tKxIy and lea's, but his head all wrong.
Third to Napoleon; toti small.
Newton .Abbott Valor took first iu the dog or

bitch class, ail V color other than liver or black.

SecoiKl to Newton Abbott Torso; rather light

build. Thinl to Adonis; a fine Utile ilog in the
best of condition; a true cocker in all but iveight.

COCKER SPANIELS.

Jersey took first in the challenge class, any

color; a good little dog; skull shows rather too

much peak. .Second to Hornell Silk, a good,

workmanlike dog, with best of legs and feet.

Dolly Obo won first in the class for bitches. She
i»a good little show cocker; forelegs crooked as
Dachshundes. Bene ,Silk, second, of goo<l type.
We like<l her much belter for first place. Con-
sider her best in America to-day.

In the ope-ii class for dogs first prize was won
by Rabbi, a fair dog, thick in head and cnrnked
ill front. Nebo, second, war takhii lumie before
report was written. Black Duke, thiid. rather
too long in muzzle but with giKKl coat V. H. C,
reserve, to Young Doc, a little dog with .straight

legs and feet. Brush, V. H. C. we liked better
for first place, as he is built like a workman.
Piccolo, V. H. C, was rather light in bone.
First went to Bessie Beard in the open class

for bitches. She has a g<Kxl coat and body. Sec-
ond to NelK). al.so goo<l in head and body but
too short in lees. Bess W.. third. Urow is loo
Erouiinent and she lacks cocker character V.

I. C, reser\'e, to Marguerite, a goo<l headed and
bodied bitch, which we preferred for first or
second. Woo<llaiid Sallie, V. H. C, is too much
of the field spaniel type. Madame Obo, V. H. C,
gtxxl bo<ly but very l»ad in legs. H, C . Perhaps,
also bad in legs

Bitiiiiruivi Rett J.icWel was piucetl lilsl in iiie

open (log class, any other color; a little better
than a cripple on 'account of its short legs. Sec-
ond went to Cherry Boy, that we preferred for
first place. Third was taken by Red Doc;
rather loo light in bone.

First went to La Tosca in the open class for
bitches, any othei color; a fair dog, rather dish-
faced, otherwise a fine head. Second to Luna, a
g(Ki(l, cobby, old-style cocker. Third to King
Pharo's Sister C.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.

Pat.sey O'Couner, first, is a dog of g(KKl size

and type, has a good lop knot, but is wrong in

coat.

Countess Bendigo, second, has a poor coat; her
head is good, but loo small for the work.
Captain Muldoon, third, is the best coated dog

ill the lot; looks like a worker; his shoulder,
loin and legs good. We liked him better for sec-
ond place.

COLLIES.

Several bad mistakes were made in these
classes, perhaps the large entry and the crowded
slaleof the judging ring may .account for some
of them. In the challenge class fordogs Scotilla

was rightly placed over Charleroi II, he being so
much the better in coal and cars, although
Charleroi l>eat him in make and bone. Clipper
was absent, and Old Robin Adair for exhibition
only.
In challenge bitches F'lurry II, looking grand,

won ea.sily, as Flurry HI was not in condition,
being all out of coat. Flurry II is a lovely bitch
the best collie in the show, and no one could
have grumbled had the judge awarded her the
President's Cup in place of her son, Scotilla.
Koslyn Wilkes, the winner iu the open dog class,
18 a lovely light, sable and while, without ex-
pression and fitllof (luality; his head is excellent,
nice small ears, but he luiglit get them up more;
he was not in full coat, but it is dense and of
right texture; he is ;i well made dog, with nice
bone and capital legs and feet and altogether a
colhe fit for the strongest competition. If he
goes on in the right way great things may be ex-
pected of him, as he is a credit to his sire and
dam, Scotilla and Bertha, which in itself speaks
volumes.

• V''"P"' '*"^""<^ >x a coarse, common dog. He
IS had in head and carries his ears shockingly,
and what the judge could see in him is a puzzle,
except that he is about the largest collie shown.
Hempstead Tulii, third, is a workmanlike black
and white collie, good head and expression, ears
well carried and fair coat, but should have more
01 It. Richmond, fourth prize, a large well-
made dog, average coat, common in head and
expression and bad ears Fairlie, V. H. C, re-
serve, a nice upstanding collie, good texture of
coal, but t(m thick in skull and heavy in ears
Scotilla, V. H C

, is a dog with a lot of quality
and nice expression, gomr in coal, a little bitch-
iieadeiland on the small side R(jslvn Dandy,
\. H C, in poor condition, small but 'fair char-
acter Lothian Guard, V. H C, is mean in head
and heavy in ears. Prince Chariie. V H. C , a
true collie, a nice, well made dog, covering a lot
01 ground, coat is sof^ and open ami he is large
in ear.
Sky Pilot, placed first in open bitches, for

what reas<m the judge alone knows. She iscommon in head and expression, with a di.slinct

stop, bad in ears, and large protruding eyes;
she is well made and fair in coat, and was well
.shown, but notice was all she was worth. Lulu
Princess II, second, is a nice black and white
bitch, rather low on the legs and fair in coat and
head.
Bonnie's Baby, third, a sweetly pretty bitch,

with heaps of quality and nice expression; she
does not gel her ears up enough and her coal is

too silky and span, but she is a credit to her sire,

Charleroi II, were all of this dog's stock ex-
hibited.
Roslyn Clara only got V. H C reserve, the

best bitch in the class, grand in coat, ears small
and carried to perfection, head a trifle thick in

skull, good expression and character, a large
well made bitcn, perhaps a little short between
the couplings. Cora II, H. C, should have been
higher; a large, upstanding, well made bitch,

good in bone and nice coat; her head might be
better and ears better carried. Meadowthorpe
Gip, V. H. C, a common bitch, mean in head
and on the small side, ears large but well car-
ried. Jeannette, fourth prize, large ears well
held, mean in head. Roslyn Flirt, H. C , a pretty
little bitch, of good ijuality, nice expression and
fair ears, but short ol^coat.
Hempstead Ben won easly in the puppy class

for dogs; a good collie, lonely heacf, slightly
domed iu skull, good in lione, legs and feel,

gixMl in carriage ofears, but rather large coat of
right texture, mil open and wavy. Cnaron, pre-
viously noticed, was again wrongly placed sec-
ond. Third, to Fairlie, re reserve 111 re open dog
class. Climax, reserve, a coarse blue merled ana
white dog with heavy coat, thick in head and
large ears. Hempstead Glen, V. H.C., a nice
black-aiid tan with gixxl expression and a lot of

character, but heavy in ears, open in coat and
bad tail carriaj^e, Hempstead, Excel V. H. C,
snipy and open 111 coal Marmion, H. C .a small
ineaii headed dog with a wonderful coat but tail

badly carried. Hempstead Scot, almost while,
coarse and too low in leg, but profuse in coal
and g(xxl ears.
Bonnie's Baby, third in open class, won as she

liked. Thistle Bloasom, second, is a nice hitch,

good in head and coat, but ears heavy and badly
carried. Breiida. placed third, fair m head and
quality, but bad in ears and soft in coat. Re-
serve went to a nice bitch in Roslyn Parole, a
little weak in head and light of bone ; coat good
and right in texture; nice small ears, well held
awav from the head Busy, V. H. C, another
uice'bitch by Charleroi II ; fair in head, bad iu

ears, well made and a capital mover and good
in coal. Lilian Red (iaunllet, a very pretty
little bitch, full ofquality. small and wanting in

bones and coat, but excels in ears. Hempstead
Maid, V. H C, another lovely little one, good
expression and quality and capital ears but
snipy, light in bone and open in coal. Hemp-
stead Lorna. H. C, a small nearly all white
hitch with rckkI coal. Roslyn Wilkes and Hemp-
stead Ben, the winners in the open dog and puppy
classes respectively came together in the novice
cla.ss. the judges awarding the palm to Ben. His
certainly a near thing between them, but we
prefer Wilkes, as he is the better in expression
and skull, and smaliiessof ear. whilst Ben scores
only in length of coat and carriage of ear, but is

wavy in coat, which is a .serious defect. Fiirlie

was iiiiiu, rtiica»i> ni.»tn.tvj.

Bonnie's ll..by. Busy and Hempstead Maid was
the order in novice bitches. In smixilhs, dogs
and bitches, the winner turned up in Beauty, a
lovely collie, well made and a good mover,lovely
in expression and full of quality; capital legs

and feet, and good in head and ears; he has a lit-

tle to much coat for a smixith. Sport, second;
another unaccountable mistake, as he is a coni-

nioii brute; being well made is his only good
feature. Sp<jt, third, a fair dog, thick in head
and heavy 111 car; go(xl coat. Ladybird, V. H.
C, can beat all, bar the winner; she is first-class

in coal, iu fact cannot be improved iu this re

sped for a sincxitb. Hempstead Ben was awarded
the Collie Sweepstakes, Prcxliice and Futurity
stakes and the silver cup for best Americaii-bred
co'lie. Scotilla, Clipper and Bendigo were nom-
iuale<l for the Stud Dog stakes; Hempstead Ben
and Tulu by Bendigo, were the winners; Roslyn
Wilkes aii(l Flirt l)y Scotilla, were second, beat-

ing Mermaid and Thistle Blos,som, by Clipper. .

OLD ENGLISH SHEEP DOGS.

Only two poor specimens of the breed were to

the front, both being puppies of about ten

months. Orson, the winner, is very soft and

crinkly in coat, as well as being too small, both

in substance and size; his head is of fair type,

and in shape he would be very good were he
larger, yueen Vick, his less successful sister, is

small and weedy, her only redeeming features

being her color and coat.

WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIERS.

Suffolk Toby, first, has a beautiful expression

which might be a little harder; he is good in

front, and though out of coat, it is of good lex-

lure; he is also a nice size, but we would like to

see him a little better finished behind. Suffolk

Settler, second, was oulclas.sed by his kennel

companion in every respect, and is much loo
short in coal. Billet, third, is short in every re-

spect, except coat, which is too profuse and soft,

and Cotswold Jocko is undershot. Capsicum,
first in bitches, is loo light all through, being
weak in muzzle, short of substance, and size

generally, still she is better in coat and head than
.Suffolk Vixen, who came second, the latter being
short and bullety in head and very sofl in coat,

but in substance' and general shape and make
she is much the better of the two. Latchet,
third, is loo small everywhere, and will never be
big enough for show purposes. The only entry
in puppies to make its appearance was Locket,
who was so poor that first was withheld.

DANDIE DINMONTS.

Border Wang, first,scores con.siderable in head,

type and expression over his less successful rival

Meadthorpe Reiver, who came second, and
Border Wonder outclassed Pansy in bitches.

Wonder winning the special for the best exhibit
of this breed.

BEDLINGTONS
Synip H., first, is too big, but is exceptionally

good ill topknot and ear tippings, two essentials

which Tick Tack was utterly lacking; the latter

is also tiKi small as well as s<|nare and short in

head. Christmas Carol, first in bitches, is a nice
size, has a very good head and expression, with
a nice arched loin and Bedlington style gener-

ally; she afterwards won the special easily.
Grey Bess is another big one and Polly Wark-
worlh is the opposite, as well as being short and
chunky in heacf.

SKYE TERRIERS.

Sir Stafford, first, is certainly tcxj big, but he

possesses a wonderful strong punishing head,

immense bone and a grand length of body; his

coat, too, is of very Kcx>d texture Ixivet, second,

was not shown in such form as the winner, nor

is he so strong or clean in head properties. Sir
Roger, third, must be very close to the winners,
but his mouth not being level spoiled his chance
of winning. The bitches were poor after the
dogs, and in drop ears only one moderate speci-
men was to the front. Sir Stafford easily won
the specnal.

CLYDESDAJ.E TERRIERS.

Three out of the five entries cxmipcted, Clydes-

dale Lou, first, being a long way the best colored

as well as the best quality coated one. Lady,
second, is too dark in color and shows a suspi-

cion of Skye intermixture in her coal. Belle of
Clyde, third, is much too light in color.

BLACK-AND-TANS.

Rochelle Lass, suckling a litter of pti|>s, won
in the challenge class, in spite of her duties, Buf-

falo General l>eing much too ccnnmon and coarse

to be a worthy representative of a challenge

class. In open dogs Kaiser, in wretched form,

won comfortably; he has a fair head and expres-
sion, stands pretty well in front, but is text dark
in markings, is a bad mover and has a wretched
set on of stern. Rochelle Knickerbocker, sec-

ond, possesses very good natural ears, fair head
and expression, and pretty good outline, but
Dick, third, was oulclas.scd. and would certainly
have been beaten by Rochelle Oolah had the tat-

ter's ears been in any shape. Meersbrooke
Maiden won easily in open bitches, and though
loo fat we never remember this bitch Icxjking so
well. Desdemona, secxmd, has a fair gcxxl head
and expression, but stands tied at her elbow,
though her outline is nice. Rochelle Queen,
thircL is much too leggy and has her ears all over
the slop, but her head is gocxl and she has a nice
keen expression. Meersbrook Maiden easily
won the special, none rjf her opponents being in

the same class with her.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

Bradford Harry was the only contestant in the

challenge class and a ••eal gcxxl one he was, be-

ing exceptional in head and expression, with

beautiful rich tan and a nice level color on his

bodvHad he more coal about his loins it would be
hard to find a fault with him. He won the special
for the best of his breed, though perhaps with
more age on him Fishpool Gem, who was first

in open dogs, will run him closer than he did
here. The latter is very good in size, and Iwdy
color, but wants lime to develop better tan shacf-

ing about the face. Harry, .secx)nd, is not such a
good size as the winner, hut nas improved con-
siderably in bcxly since we .saw him at Boston
last year, and was here a much l>elter dog.
Prince Ai, third, is not .so good in color as the
other two winners, and Little Swell II is tcx)

dark a shade. Several other fair ones received
notice, and taken altogether this was a really
.strong cla.ss. The bitches were not so gcxxl as
the (logs, none of them being too well off in

color.
TOY TERRIERS.

Jerry is a fair black and-tnn with no bone, in-

clined to be out at elbows, but is gcxxl in outline,

and general carriage. Nellie, second, is the
lietter of the two, as she stands better than her
kennel companion, but neither are in the first

flight. Topsey, third, is a pcxjr one,and theolher
extiibits were of no particular denomination

.

TOY SPANIELS.

In the challenge class Roscius, the King
Charles, won somewhat comfortably from the

Blenheim King Victor, the darker colored dog,

scoring considerably in skull, squareness of face,

eye, ear and head properties generally; he also

had more feather and coat, and though the

larger of the two, is the better shape. In the

King Charles open class Romeo, the winner, has
a grand head and expression and a beautiful

eve, but after that his defects arc numerous, as
his ears are not lcx> nicely placed or long enough;
his tan is dark, and he falls away too much be-

hind to be a gocxl shape. Lady Helary, second,

is only fair, and Daisy, third, but hicxlerate

Glenoble. the only Blenheim to make an appear-
ance in the open class, is very plain in head and
long in body, but Sweet Violet, first in Prince
Charlies, is exceedingly pretty She was un-
doubtedly dead out of coal, hut her character and
expression were grand She is very gocxl on her
legs and feet and in body few spaniels equal
her. She afterwards won the special for the
best toy spaniel in all clas.ses, and though not
so gocxl in liead as Romeo or Roscius, she was so
much belter in shape ami make, flatness of coal,

besides being a beautiful size, that we must
agree with the verdict. Bell, second, in Prince
Charles, is almost white and is dead out of coat,

and Prince, third, was outclassed. Nanki-Poo,
first in Japanese, is a nice expressioned one,
with a gooci coal and shape and make, but for

this breed he should be shorter in face. The
other two winners were but fair.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
Cupid, first, smothered his opponents; he

stands well in front, has gocxl ribs, nice arched

loin and a capital cmlline, whilst Dandelion, sec-

ond, is wider in front and is tcxj level in outline.

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.

For the first time Pippo defeated the hitherto

unbeaten Me Too. In head expression the

former scxires cxinsiderably. In front, legs and

feet he also has the advantage, and in ribs and

loin he IS much better; in color they are about

e<|iial, Pippo perhaps claiming the preference.
Only in one point does Me Too beat him, that is

in carriage of slerti, for Pippo is certainly very
bad in this respect, and though the decision was
probably an unpopular one, yet we fail to see

where Me Too could be justified in winning.
Nellie third, is too high in color aikd has a
shcK-klng front.

PUGS.

Pugs were a grand lot, the best classes ever
shown in New York. Dude and Kash came to-

gether in the challenge class, Kash with > sore

eye. Dude refused to show well owing to the

filthy condition of the ring which had just tieen
vacated by the St. Bernards. The two were
given ecjual firsts. Iu challenge class for
bitches Bessie was alone in her glory. The open
class for dogs contained fourteen, four of which
were grand ones. Tim, grandson of old cham-
pion Rcxlerick would score higher than any dog
shown in New York. He took first and special
for the best pug in the show, also the Pug
Breeders' Challenge Cup. Bob Ivy. well known,
c»ptured .second and special for the best pug dog
owned by a member of the Pet Dog Club.
Saxon and Climax had a close race for third
place the latter getting V. H. C, reserve. In
the open class for bitches Bo-Peep II, becoming
well known, just won over Myrtle. Paquelle
making a good third. To show the quality of
pugs shown, several of the previous prize win-
ners were this year placed amimg the letters. In
puppies Eberhardt Cashier won first. He is too
large and coarse for a grand specimen.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.

This was divided into three, there being con-

sidered a sufficnent number of Schipi>erkes to

warrant three prizes being awarded for their sole

Ixrnefit; also the larger variety of dog was sepa-

rated from the smaller. In the larger class a fair
Russian wolf-hound won. He is not tall enough,
is bitchy in face and flat sided; we preferred the
second, who was a bitch of the same breed, as,
making allowance for sex, she was much the
taller of the two. was belter in front and head,
and with age will be better in back ribs;hercolor
(fawn) is certainly not so taking.
Meadowthorpe Diamond, third, is but a mod-

erate curly retriever, with an open cx>at and no
size.

Rival, reserve, is another Russian wolf-hound,
badly out at elbows and curly in coat. Bess, a
Dalmation, is small, out at elbows, and too un-
defined in spots, whilst Takya is a bad colored,
small and long bcxlied Chow Chow. Frank, de-
scribed as a ccKiii dog, is nothing but a cross be-
tween a Ba.ssct and a blocxlhound and his parent-
age would be undefinable. Romeo is a half-bred
St. Bernard, and Tyrus a very bad Great Dane,
whilst Snowfool pos.sesses nii exceptional type
of his own.
In the smaller division of the miscellanies the

prizes went principally to Chihaiihan dogs, the
first prize one being small and well-shap<^, and
the second equally as gocxl but per size, the only
other contestaiil being Kip, a very bad Chinese
crested dog, crooked in front, out at elbows, long
in the bcxly and lower in front than behind.
The first in Schipperkes was the only one in

coat. He al.so pos.sesses an intelligent head, a
gcxxl front and a grand shape. The others were
all out of coal aiKl consequently were defeated

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

Baltimore Going Wild Over the Coming

Show^—^Captain Miirrell Oft'ersa Prize.

Editor F'ancikrs' Journal.

Sir: Present indications point to a
very successful show here next March. If things

cx>ntinue as they have been the last few days it

is likely that we shall have to .shut down on a

large number of entries before the day on which
they close. While a very big hall, the Natato-

rium.like other vast buildings,has its extreme ca-

pacity. I can at^sure you that from the way things

are humming in this town that capacity prom-
ises to be severely taxed. Added to these grati-

fying indications is the fact that Baltimore has

fairly gone mad over the show . Never have the

streets been trcxl by so many and so great a va-

riety of dog^. The show has brought them out

as rain in Summer sprouts the festive mushroom.
We have made the following extra classes:

Chesapeake Bay dogs, otter-coaled. Class 4JA;

dogs or bitches. Diploma for each first, second
and third.
Bull dogs, class 54W; challeng^e, dogs or bitches

—First, $5. Cla.ss jfij^. puppies; dogs or bitches

—

Diploma for each first and second.
We found it necessary to give the Chesapeakes

the above extra, owing to the many requests
from prominent Maryland dtickers. Memliers
of ducking clubs here have donated a J50 silver

cup to the Chesapeake classes. Of these dogs we
expect to have the largest ever known in this
country.
The following specials have been received

since our last bulletin;

Captain Hamilton Murrell, of the famous
steamship Missouri, will give a handsome piece
of plate, which will lie donated to either the
pointer or setter classes.

Hirshberg Bros. & Hollander offer a handsome
framed picture for the best pair of mastiffs.
The Fanciers' Joi'BNAL offei one year's sub-

scription for the best Great Dane in the show.
JamesG. Butler & Co., of St. Louis, offer a

filty-pound box of "Mci'.iiity Hat Plug" tobacco
for the best brace of pointers entered and owned
by one exhibitor.
A member of the American Gordon Setter

Club, resident of Massachusetts, offers I5 to the
best dog winning third in the open classes owned
by a inenil>er of the club.
Mr. Herbert Cas.sard, of Baltimore, offers $5

for the best Gordon setter bitch winning third in
the open class.

The New York Sportsman offers one year's
subscription for the best couple of foxhounds
owned by one exhibitor or club.
The Spirit of the Times offeis one year's sut>-

scription for the best foxhound in the show.

W. Stewart Diffeniikrkfer,
Secrretary.

Office Maryland Kennel Club,

Baltimore, Feb. 10, 1890.
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

To import birds is the height of the

poultry fancier's ambition, but to import

birds and have them disqualified at the

first show in which they are entered, as

it not infrequently happens, makes it

apparent that the same valuations do

not rule in both markets. The fact is

England is the haven to which our dis-

qualified birds may be sent, and the

American yards in turn may receive the

birds that have been passed abroad.

*
» »

Fanciers are beginning to realize this

and to look for the remedy. The best

suggestion thus far that has come to us

is that the judges who are to act at the

New York show and any who may be in

the vicinity and interested, shall meet
next Wednesday evening at the Institute

and organize as an associatian of judges

and with it one of the objects to arrange

for a conference with the English Poul-

try Club upon an international code for

disqualification.

*
• «

But this is only one of the many sub-

jects that could be made the business of

such a meeting. Any section of the

standard would suffice for an evening's

work—or entertainment With such in-

consistencies the law, and for four years

to come, the only help for it is for the

judges to assemble and to agree as to the

interpretation of it. We are told that

Mr. George E. Peer, chairman of the

Committee on Judges, has been requested

to call such meeting.

Those interested in the organization of
the State Poultry Association of Penn-
sylvania met in Coatesville the 5th inst.

But, although there was a fair representa-

tion in person and by letter, the interval

between the call and date of the meeting
was too short to have notice received by
all. A temporary organization was
effected, with Mr. I. C. B. Sands chair-

man; N. G. Temple, secretary; H. W.
Vahle, treasurer. The secretary was in-

structed to call a meeting for permanent
organization for March 12, at i P. M., at

Harrisburg.
«

» *

Since the meeting Mr. Temple has been
advised by Governor Beaver that room
will be provided in the Capitol building

for the meeting and a reduced rate will be
secured for those desiring to be present

and who will notify Mr. Temple of such
intention. The interest throughout the

State for the association is very great and
we believe the meeting at Harrisburg will

result in an organization which will ex-

ceed in its scope even the brightest of
present anticipations. Mr. Temple is

proving a very efficient worker and is

leaving nothing undone that will further

the end sought.
«

« •

We call attention to the request in an-

other column for fancy pigeons as a repre-

sentative group at Central Park, New
York City. While we doubt if fanciers

will send live birds of any value to be
chloroformed and stuffed for the collec-

tion, yet we think the collection will not
be long in gathering, as the Ijest of birds

will die, and the better they are and the
more prized the greater the likelihood of

their doing so, and the owners will cer-

tainly be glad to avail themselves of the

oflfer to preserve the remains.

•
« •

To pigeon fanciers we suggest that the

museum shall be looked forward to as

the final state for all good birds, and pre-

pare for it by having the birds photo-

graphed when at their best as a likeness

to be worked up to.

•
» *

Besides these dead birds there are

others even more so for all practical pur-

poses that would be better as stiffs in the

museum than as counterparts in the loft

to be palmed off upon the first innocent

that happens along. We refer to the

very many barren birds. These birds are

generally of the greatest excellence as

typical specimens; the methods which
have secured that excellence rendering

them useless as breeders. How many
seasons' work such birds have ruined and
how many hopes have they wrecked !

*
* •

Mr. Richardson will without doubt be

glad to know of any birds to whose de-

mise he may look forward and will no
doubt be glad to photograph them while

in life and in the event of their death be

guided by the owner's suggestions in

making them up.

»

A similar collection has been started at

the Smithsonian Institute at Washington,

and it is said the curator watches with

jealous eye the specimens whose owner's

loss is to be his gain

.

* *

A collection of fancy poultrj' would be
quite as valuable and interesting as of the

pigeons,and abundant material for it could

be obtained from among the dead prize

winners.

«
• »

The entry at Boston, we are told, was
close upon 3000 birds. The Brahma
class filled four lines of coof)s the length

of the hall, the birds owned by twenty-

one competitors. The Leghorn class

filled five rows. The new English va-

riety, the Orpington, was shown by Mr.

C. A. Loring and attracted great atten-

tion. It resembles a brown Leghorn in

shape and is bronze black in color. The
show, it is said, will prove a success

financially.

« *

The Liverpool, Eng., show opened
January 28, with an entry of 1519 in the

poultry division and 1684 in the pigeon.

The poultry show required seven judges,

the pigeon nine. The second day of the

show 2300 people paid for admission

within forty minutes. The third day had
a paid attendance of 7550, and this in the

rain.

Mr. Denne, well known as "Carrier,"

does not find "faking" wholly disrepu-

table. "It enters," he says, into nearly

every condition of life." "Where," he
asks, "is the professional man, sculptor

or engraver, who having made a mistake
in hi.-* work, does not seek to hide it by
his skill at his craft, has not faked his

job to save a loss ?" He says the question

to be answered is not "what is faking,"

but, "where does faking cease to l>e fair

and to liecome unfair?" Faking he defines

as making a thing appear what it should
be but is not. That is, the fowl that has a

feather stuck on, the pigeon that has had
foul feathers plucked out, the naturally

coarse-tailed dog that has had it rosined

or ironed, the rabbit that has had a piece

of dark skin cut out, have been made to

appear what they should be, but are not

—they have been faked.

THE BARB.

Mr. J. Firth Tells How to Pit Up
a Loft and Care for Birds.

[continued from page 89.]

Make a special point of breeding

for beak and beak wattle of the correct

substance and quality, which are the

most difficult points to attain in perfec-

tion in the breeding of barbs, as skull

and eye can be got by the use of the large

sized big headed birds which I have

already referred to.

Those with soft velvety eyes are very

useful for increasing the size and quick

growth of the eye wattle. After you
have matched the birds with all the care

you can the result will probably be a

little "mixed."

Besides the larger aviaries for the ac-

commodation of six or eight pairs I have

smaller ones, which I find very useful for

keeping single pairs in, as very good
results are got by this plan.

I like wooden structures, and for suc-

cessful pigeon breeding it is not neces-

sary to provide elaborate and expensive

ones. The posts for the frame work of

the breeding compartments may be two

and one-half inches square, and the nails

two and one-half inches by two inches;

the back, ends and roof being covered

with three-fourths inch match boarding,

and the partitions formed with stout can-

vas .securely tacked to the woodwork,
using tape at the edges to prevent the

heads of the tacks being driven through

and tearing the canvas. The whole of

the posts and rails, and the boards on the
underside are lietter left rough as they
leave the saw, in which state they will
take the necessary whitewash better than
if clean dressed with the plane. The
posts and rails for the frame work of the
outer aviaries are quite strong enough if

two inches square, or even one and a half
inches square will do very well, and
these I should also have unplaned and
well coated, after the fixing of the wire
netting of three-fourths of an inch mesh,
with creosote oil and pitch boiled to-

gether and put on hot, of course.
To anyone who wants to make

economy a principal consideration, and
still have good wear, I would recommend
for covering the sides, ends and roof of
the breeding compartments, instead of
dressed match boarding, the use of sound
white wood boards, rough as thev leave
the saw, eleven inches wide and three-
fourths inches thick, nailed one inch
apart and covered at the joints with two
and one-half by three-fourths of an inch
rough laths. Then- the whole structure
may be coated with the boiled creosote
oil and pitch. This would secure a sav-
ing in first cost, and suljsequent painting
and would wear like—what now ? Well
as there is "nothing like leather," say
like leather.

I particularly recommend the small
mesh and strong gauge for the wire net-
ting, because in this case the best is the
cheapest. It wears so much longer and
Crevents the small birds running the
lockade and pilfering the food.

I think on the whole, the liest and
certainly the cheapest floorinK is as-
phalt, unless you are content with a
mud or a gravel floor, neither of which I

should recommend.
It is the greatest possible mistake to

pamper and coddle barbs. They don't
need it, they don't thank you for
it and they don't thrive upon it.

Two of the most essential re-
quisites for their well being and well do-
ing are light and air, and, holding that
opinion, I provide plenty of light by
means of glass panes in the upper part of
the front of the breeding compartments,
and plenty of air by removing the doors
and leaving the doorways entirely open,
night and day, from March to Octol>er.
A plentiful supply of light and air, be-
sides helping to keep the birds in good
health, generally has an excellent effect
on the color of the eye wattle.
Though advocating light and air as I

do, I must give a word of warning against
exposing the birds to draughts, and also
to bitter driving rains, particularly in the
colder and darker months, when there is

not sun enough to dry them; when, if

they do happen to get drenched in the
day time, they have to retire for the night
in their wet clothes, which is likely to
cause disaster.

For about four of the winter months I

re-hang the doors, so as to be able to
close them at night, and keep the birds in
altogether for a time, if necessary, in verj'

bad weather.
Ventilation should be provided by

Eiercing holes through the gables of the
reeding compartments, and in the parti-

tions between the different compartments,
so that a current of air can pass from end
to end, but at a sufficient height from the
perches as to keep the birds out of
draughts. This arrangement is useful, if

It should be necessary to shut the birds
in, as it prevents the air becoming
vitiated.

I arrange my nesting places four tiers
in height, one foot two inches clear be-
tween the shelves, which are one foot
four and one-half inches wide and three-
fourths of an inch thick. I fix vertical
partitions eleven inches wide and one inch
thick, two feet two inches from centre
to centre. I then screw hanging pieces
one foot two inches long, two inches wide
and three-fourths of an inck thick to the
front edges of the vertical partitions, and
to these I hang doors, one on each side,
nine inches square and three-fourths of
an inch thick. I hang the doors by tack-
ing a piece of chair webbing six inches
long to the top and bottom, across the
hanging piece, and to the door on each
side. I thus get each nesting place two
feet one inch long, with an opening door
at each end for examination and cleaning,
which gives the birds a little choice of
position.

I fix in front of the vertical partitions
and hanging pieces another series of ver-
tical partitions one foot two inches long,
four inches wide and three-fourths of an
inch thick; this brings the uprights to the
full widths of the shelves, and prevents a
domineering "deck sweeper" from appro-
priating a whole range of shelves, but
compels him to keep "under his own
vine and fig tree."

In the show season, and the earlv
breeding season, these supplementary
partitions and hanging pieces and doors
may be taken off the top tiers of nesting
places, and wire fronts fixed level with
the edges of the shelves.

By this means a fancier may provide
himself at ver\' little expense with a num-
ber of convenient pens for matching his
birds or training them for exhibition. I

use wooden nests about seven and a half
inches square, and two and a half inches
deep inside, the roruers being filled in
with wooden blocks cut at bevel, so that
the nest boxes when finished are, strictly
speaking, more octagon shaped than
square. I find a handful of deal sawdust
as ^ood as anything to put in the nests,
which may be kept clear of insects by
sprinkling a little quicklime, newly
slaked, in the bottom, now and then.

Before occupying the aviaries, and
twice a year after, that is, in the spring
and autumn, they should be well white-
washed inside, the whitewash having put
into it a little carlx)lic acid, which is a
very serviceable sanitary agent. I give
my birds frequent baths, and a regular
supply of sand and old mortar, the latter
broken to a suitable size. The mortar
used must not be what has been prepared
in a mortar mill, nor should old plaster
be used, but the old-fashioned riddled
lime and sand mixed together, which can
be obtained from the pulling down of
old walls. I do not mean that your
readers are to pull down their own old
walls for the purpose, but to look out for
old walls that are being pulled down.
Broken up oyster shells are also very
good, and will do well in the place of old
mortar, when the latter cannot be got.
Of course the trouble of going on these
old-fashioned lines may l>e avoided by
purchasing the prepared gravels which
are advertised.

Before going further I should explain
that the proportion of carbolic acid to be
used with whitewash is one ounce to the
gallon.

And now to resume the theme—there
are some things which are essential to
the successful management of fancy
pigeons, which though known to the
merest tyro, are often neglected, and it

may be useful to imjiress them upon the
attention of your readers. Such as a
pretty regular supply of salt, avoidance
of overcrowding; this and insufficient
light and air, are the parents of much
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disease, causing much loss and disap-

pointment. Clean drinking water, in

clean vessels, general cleanliness in the

loft, and good sound food, in good condi-

tion as to age.

I think it is pretty generally known
that old, sound, maple peas are about

the best food for pigeons. White or

blue peas, or maize, are in my judgment
altogether unsuitable. In addition to

peas I use a little mixed grain, old wheat
m the breeding season—as I think the

smalluess of it facilitates feeding the

young.
Mice are very expensive and trouble-

some lodgers, and should Ije kept down
as much as possible. A good method of

reducing their numbers is to warm some
dripping and stir poison into it whilst

warm; then run the mixture off into

one-pound marmalade jars, an inch or so

deep in the l)ottom of each, then lay the
jars on their sides with their mouths to-

wards the wall, leaving sufficient room
for the mice, but not the birds to get to

it. The mice eat it readily and of course
suffer the consequences, whilst the jars

being placed"as I have mentioned, there
is no danger to the birds.

I make a point of having my aviaries

just high enough to get comfortabh* into

them, and no higher, which enables me
to catch the birds readily by hand,
quietly, without causing them to dash
aljout the place in wild excitement,
which woulfl often result in injury to

themselves and damage to the eggs and
young ones.

In aviaries which are so high that the
birds can fly out of reach, I have seen
nets used to catch them with, and, in

these circumstances, perhaps it is the
best method to be adopted; but I con-
sider it a very rough method, which
causes great disturbance to the birds. I

have heard some men say, "Oh, but I

hardly ever handle my birds. I don't
care to disturb them by catching them."
I act differently to this, and handle my
birds often, and herein lies much of my
pleasure in them. It familiarizes them,
and gives me an opportunity of marking
their progress; and another important
thing, it is often the means of detecting
incipient disease and nipping it in the
bud.

It is, of course, necessary to keep a
proper record of the pedigree of the
biros, both old and young, and this is

best done by means of copper rings on
the legs with medal numliered tablets.

Along with the numbers there should be
corresponding books, in which to record
the pedigrees and hatching operations.
Below I give an illustration of the way

in which I keep my pedigrees, for which
I am indebted to Mr. Clay, who was a
very careful breeder, and kept a strict

record of the pedigrees of all his birds all

the time he was in the barb fancy. I

have heard the plan somewhat adversely
criticized, but still it seems to me a very
simple and efficient one.

Date of Pedigree No Hrom From Color of
Hutching of Young. Cock. Hen. Young.

April 17 91 Black Yellow Black
No. 59 No. 66

" " 92 Do. Do. Do.

Below I give an illustration of how I

keep up with the hatching proceedings
during the breeding season, the net result
being posted up into the pedigree book,
as above, at the end of the season.

First egg laid. By Hen, Where Due. Result.
1889. No. Set.

July 15 84 First place Aug. 4. Two.
upstairs

I don't know that there is any special
merit in this plan, but it is simple, gives
very little trouble, and answers my pur-
pose very well, so that I am free to
recommend it, not knowing a better.

In taking up the subject of diseases and
their treatment, I will make the confes-
sion at the outset that it is the one of the
various heads of my dissertation upon
which I feel the least qualified to speak
with authority. Holding the conviction
that in this department, as in most others,
"prevention is better than cure," I have
used preventive measures, with fair suc-
cess, and am probably not so well up in
cures a.s I might have been if my sick
list had been larger. Hence it comes
about that I do not consider myself a
specially good pigeon doctor, though I

have picked uj) from time to time scraps
of pigeon pathology which I have found
useful. When any of my birds are out
of sorts I do the best I can, with such
knowledge as I have, to put them right
in contrast to Dr. vSquire, of Plymouth

who, to an inquiry of mine if he could
suggest a remedy for megrims, sent me
an answer which pleased me much—if

not with the informatiotf required—with
its terseness and point. He said: "I
rarely doctor my pigeons; if they go very
wrong, I slay."
Though I believe in the doctrine of

the "survival of the fittest," this is car-

rying it out with a vengeance, and goes
just a little too far for me. The best
bird I have bred this year went very
wrong with diphtheric roup, and I am
very glad that I did doctor it as carefully

as I could, and, b)' the use of a remedy
which I will speak of l>y and bye, brought
it safely through the trouble. As the
diseases of pigeons have been treated
upon pretty exhaustively in the books
edited by Mr. Lewis Wright, I intend to

make my remarks under this head as

brief as possible, adding only to the
remedies recommended by him anything
which I may have found useful, and
adopting his plan of taking the diseases

alphabetically.
Calculus is a scrofulous growth, often

showing itself near the vent, growing
sometimes to the size of a pigeon's egg.
The inexperienced fancier need not feel

any concern on finding any such symp-
toms as I have described, as in due time
nature will relieve herself, the cheesy de-

posit ripening, as it were, and ultimately
breaking through the skin and coming
away. I have thought it assisted matters
a little to grease the affected parts now
and then with a little vaseline. I once
had a case where the diseased growth
came in the neck, and I cut through the
skin ^nd took out a cheesy deposit the
size of a boy 's marble and thought the
bird was cured, but it ^ew again, and
the bird ultimately died. Having a
similar case this season I tried a different

remedy. Tincture of iodine and acetic

acid equal parts, applied freely to the
neck every alternate day. The bird is

now perfectly cured, not the slightest en-
largement of the neck or thickening of
the tissues being perceptible.

Colds —In addition to the treatment
recommended by Mr. Lewis Wright, give
cod liver oil. administered with a small
homoeopathic phial, taking care to get
the mouth of the phial into the throat
past the top of the windpipe before turn-
ing the phial up and discharging the con-
tents. Spirits of camphor should be
given when the cold is accompanied by
rattling iu the throat. When colds as-

sume the form of inflammation of the
lungs (almost invariably the result of
draughts) they are very serious and re-

quire strong measures. The exact locality

of the trouble may be ascertained by
handling the bird and pressing the end of
the finger on the Ixxiy at different points
under the wings, till the particular point
where the heaviest laboring of the lungs
is discovered, and then apply spirits of
turpentine freely, and put the bird in a
box or basket iu a fairly warm temj)era-

ture, away from draughts. If taken in

time, this application will give marked
relief iu a few hours, and probably save
the bird's life.

Liver.—If I were asked what disease

has caused me the most trouble and loss,

I should say the diseases arising from de-

rangement of the liver—constipation, in-

digestion, foul crop, and so on. I should
go further and say that I have suffered

more loss from this than from all other
causes combined. And I am afraid the
reason was that I used to pursue an en-
tirely irrational course of treatment.

When I used to see a bird moping about
and looking dull, instea<l of first watching
all the symptoms for a while, and argu-
ing from the cause to the effect, I used to

try to induce the bird to eat, by putting
tempting food before it, with the result of
bringing to a deadlock the already disar-

ranged grinding and dissimilating ma-
chinery. I have changed all that. When
I see a bird out of sorts now the first

thing I do is, after looking to .see

that the disease is not one of the mouth,
throat or lungs, to put it in a pen or
basket, and look out for other symptoms,
and if I find (from the droppings or other
indications) that the liver is out of order,

instead of food being the first thing, it is

about the last thing I think of giving to

the poor bird. What I do is to give a
good dose of castor oil (even if the bird's

crop is empty ^, and give no food what-
ever until the crop is quite empty, and
the l)owels perforining something like

their natural functions. I have had to

keep a bird without foo<l for a couple of
days, in a darkened pen, and then give it

a second dose of castor oil before I felt

satisfied that its digestive organs could
be safely taxed. Then I would feed for a
while very sparingly indeed, not letting

the bird have more than half a meal for

the first day, and if, after that, the drop-
pings were not satisfactory I would put it

on short commons and a small dose of
castor oil again. During this process I

would keep the bird in a pen, so that its

symptoms and the quantity of food eaten
could be watched and regulated. As soon
as the droppings are in a satisfactory con-
dititou, the bird is better, and may be al-

lowed to eat and drink ad. lib. In dis-

cussing this subject with a friend he said:

"I don't know what the droppings should
be like to be exactly right." I said:

"Like bullets." This is, perhaps, not
literally correct; but still, I think it con-
veys the right idea.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

THE ANDALUSIAN.

The English and American Rules

for Disqualification

English: Face not red; Dorking

combed; five-toed on either foot; other

legs than blue; red, yellow or white feath-

ers anywhere.

American: Any feathers or down on

shanks or toes; red earlobes; combs
twisting or falling to one side in males;

combs in either sex or other than single;

decidedly wry tails; crooked backs,

shanks other than blue or slaty blue in

color; white feathers in any part of the

plumage.

We cannot afford the space to give the

American standard for the variety, nor is

it necessary for the comparison that we
should inasmuch as every good Ameri-

can fancier is supposed to be in posses-

sion of a copy of the law. We give the
details of the English standard for a
comparison of the two.

THE MALE.

Head.—General appearance large and
deep.
Beak.—Rather long but not thin.

Face.—Fine in quality, bare of feath-

ers and free from white.

Comb.—Medium and single, perfectly
straight and upright and deeply serrated.

Wattles and Earlobes.—Wattles
very long, fine and thin in texture. Ear-
lobes, medium, smooth, flat, fitting close

to head and free from wrinkles.

Neck.—Long, carried well back with
flowing hackle.
Back.—Rather loug and slanting to

the tail.

Breast.—Rounded and carried well
forward.
Body.—General appearance, light, ac-

tive, broad at shoulders, tapering to the
tail.

Wings.—Long, but carried tightly to
the body, the wing back feathers coming
well over the points.

Tail.—Sickles arched and carried
well up, but not squirrel fashion.

Legs .\nd Feet.—Rather loug, free

from feathers and toes thin

.

Size.—Large.
Carriage.—Very upright and strut-

ting.

FEMALE.

General characteristics resembling
cock with the usual sexual differences,

except that the comb falls over to one

side.

POINTS FOR JUDGING.

Comb ID

Earlobe. Folded or wrinkled, s; stained, s . 10

Hackle 8

Tail •. 15

Color 20

Siie 10

Symnietry 15

Condition 12

Total 100

M. W. F. Le Boutellier writing of the
lacing of the Andalusian says: The lac-

ing should be that of the Sebright ban-
tam. This lacing is really the most dif-

ficult part to get, especially in hens. A
light ground color is to be preferred pro-
viding the lacing is there. In aark
ground color the lacing runs in with the
ground color.

NEBRASKA SWEEPSTAKES.

Mr. A Leman the Lucky Winner.

All Prizes Paid in Pull.

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 7.—The event of

the show of our State Poultry Association

occurred last evening when the sweep-

stakes premium of $100 in gold and the

three specials of $2^ each were awarded.

The former went to Mr. \. Leman, of

this city, for Langshans, the specials go-

ing to the Plymouth Rocks of P. J. Os-

terman, Wisner; light Brahmas of S. L.

Roberts, Tekamah, and Langshans of

Mr I. L. Lyman, Lincoln. Mr. Lyman,
in presenting the prizes, said:

"This occasion is one of unusual inter-

est in the history of the Nebraska State

Poultry Association. Its members have

assembled here at this time to enact a

ceremony never before down on the bills

at any of its annual entertainments; a

ceremony that in its significance speaks

volumes for the enterprise and energy

of its members and augurs well for the

future success and renown of its man-
agement.

"When the executive committee as-

sembled last November to prepare a pre-

mium list for the winter show now being

held, the secretary of the association

startled the committee with a bold and

as it then appeared a rash proposition,

that was, to offer cash prizes, the chief of

which should be |ioo to the sweepstakes'

winner and J25 each to the highest scor-

ing pen in such classes as the breeders

themselves should provide for, but he

argued his side of the questiou with such

force and persuasiveness that the com-

mittee decided to make the venture, and

with our premium list we threw to the

world the tidings that #1 "«; in eold awaited

the successful exhibitors in the sweep-

stakes in the light Brahma, the Lang-

shan and the Plymouth Rock classes.

"These prizes had never been equalled
at any similar show west of Chicago, and
never exceeded in any city of the United
States except the great interstate exhib-
its at Chicago, Indianapolis and New
York, and when announced a portion of
the pKJultr)- press in the east derided our
propositions, proclaimed our prizes a
fake, and declared they would only be
paid on a 25 per cent basis. This had the
effect at the last moment to determine
several prominent breeders to remain at

home with their birds and from a safe

and inexpensive distance wait the out-

come of the alleged wild cat venture of
the Nebraska association.

"It is to publish to the world in this

public manner the ability and the dispo-

sition of the Nebraska Poultry Associa-
tion to pay its prizes in full that this as-

semblage occurs here ic-aight The
management of the affairs of our associa-

tion has Ijeen so energetic and successful

that we are able to pay every obligation

in full, whether iu the form of prizes or
expenses, and it now becomes my agree-

able duty as representative of the execu-
tive committe, to consummate the prom-
ise made to these exhibitors, by handing
each successful competitor the prize

money to which by the merits of his

birds and the grace of Judge Felch he
now stands justly entitled.

"Mr. Ivenien, to you belongs the proud
position of winner of the grand sweep-
stakes prize. I congratulate you upon
the superior stock and the fortunate cir-

cumstance that wins to your bauds this

magnificent prize.

"Mr. Osterman, the official figures

—

which never lie—proclaim your stock to

be the winners of the li§ht Brahma
special. It is, therefore, with pleasure
that I deliver the ^25 prize won by your
most excellent pen of the popular Brah-
mas.

"Mr. Roberts, the Plymouth Rock
special has Ijeen awarded to your exhibit,

and I therefore take pleasure in present-
ing you with the prize that goes there-

with, f25 in gold."
In presenting the I25 premium mone^

to himself Mr. Lyman remarked that it

afforded him unbounded pleasure.

M. M. M.
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POULTRY AT ST. PAUL.

The Prize Money Provided for—Mr.

B. N. Pieroe the Judge.

The Minnesota State Poultry Associa-

tion has more than usually favorable con-

ditions for its show holding. The state

treasury gives annually a liberal sura to

be offered as premiums and the citizens

of St. Paul give a like value in coin and

merchandise. The late show opened the

4th inst., closing the 7th. The entry

was good in numbers and quality, and

the attendance, in spite of the prevalence

of the grip and bad weather, was fair.

Mr. B. N. Pierce was judge. The

scores as made known at the show's close

were as follows:

BRAHMAS.
Light. Pens, 185, 183;^. 182, G. P. Ritt, St.

Paul. Cock. 90, Hilyard & Mills, Hudson, Wis.;

89){, S9, 88, Ritt. Hen, 93, Hilyard & Mills; y2,

91 Ji, Ritt; 915^, H. F. Huelster, .St. Paul. Cock-

crels, 9i>4. 91, 90, Ritt; 91, Franklin Benner,

Minneapolis. Pullets, 9^%, 93H, 93. 93. R>"-

Dark. Cockerel, 89; hen, 88)4; pullets, 91^, S7,

Louis Thurow, Winona.
COCHINS.

BUFF. Cocks, 92K, SS]4, 88; hen, 94M. 88; cock-

erels, 94, 91%: pullets, 94K, 93. 91; P«"S. i*». «85>i.

L. Parlin, St, Paul. Cockerels, 93; hen, S8^,

pen, 185H, Hilliard & Mills, Hudson. Par-

T«ir>GE. Cock, 91)4; cockerels, 93, 92^!, 92. 9''A;

pullets, 9i%. 93 (2), g2%; peps, 186, 184, S. D. Hol-

den, Uwatonna.
PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Barred. Cock. »7'A; hen, 8.S; pullet, 91)4;

pen, lySJi, H. B. Sliatup, Chippewa Falls. Cock,

87, H. V. Poore, Bird Island. Pullets, 92, go'/i;

hen. 88; pens, 182H, 179^8. N. S. Beardsley, St.

Paul. WurxE. Cock, 92; cockerels, 92, 90; hens,

91H. goVi, 90W; pullets, 94K. 94; pens, 185H, 183M,

N. S. Beardsley, St. Paul. Cockerel, 90, J. M.

Laire, Winona. Pullet, 94K; P«n. iSiH, Gus.

Miller, Minirska.

LEGHORNS.
White. Rose comb. Cock, 92; cockerels, 92

91,90; hens, 9154, 91. 90; pullets, 94}^, 9354, 93,

92X; pens, 185)*, iH3>4, H. F. Huelster, St. Paul.

Hen, 92, Krerer Bros., Winona.

JAVAS.
Black. Cock, 89)4 ; cockerels, 92, 87)4 ; hens,

9454. 9154,89)4; pullets, 96, 95)4, 94)i; pens, tSy'/i.

183^, Hoyt Kppley, New Richmond, Wis.

Cockerel, 95)4; pen, 187)^, Hess & Teetsborn,

Winona.
OTHER VARIETIES.

HOUDANS. Cockerel, 89; pullets, 93)4, 9i)4i 9°;

pen, 179)4, Fred Kroeger, Winona.
SPECIALS.

For largfesl display, Plymouth Rocks, Beards-

ley. Buff cochins, Parlin. Light brahnias, Ritt.

White Leghorns. Single comb, Olscn; rose

comb, Huelster.

AWARDS AT ELMIRA.

The Classes "Well Pilled—Official

List of the Prize "Winners.

BRAHMAS.
LiOHT. Fowls, ist, 2d, 3d, J. H. Warner.

Chicks, ist, 3d, Warner; 2d, C. H. Akerly.

COCHINS.
Buff. Powl»,'t8t, Warner; 2d. Akerly. Chicks,

ist, ad, 3d, Warner. Paktridok. Fowls, ist, D.

B. Sarr; 2d, Warner. Chicks, ist, Warner; 2d, H.
B. Batterson. White. Chicks, ist, E. de La-
marter; 2d, T. B. Newbold.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. Fowls, ist, James Forsyth. Chicks,

ist, Forsyth; 2d, J. J. Wells; 3d, R. F. Holly.
White. Fowls, ist, ad. Moody & Dounce; 3d, A.

H. Brill.

WYANDOTTES.
Silver. Fowls, 3d, Dr. J. D. Easton. Chicks,

2d, Keyes & Tabor; 3d, Wells. Golden. Fowls,
ad, Wells; 3d, James Webster. Chicks, ist, ad, 3d,

Cunningham & Blair. White. Chicks, ist,

Wells; ad, S. M. Stowell; 3d, J. F. Carter.

LEGHORNS.
White. Rose comb. Chicks, ist, Forsyth; 2d,

3d, H. E. Benedict. Single comb. Chicks, ist,

James Webster; 2d, Forsyth; 3d, Keyes 8t Tabor.
Brown. Rose comb. Fowls, 2d, Button Bros.

Chicks, ist. Button Bros.; 2d, Benedict. Single
comb. Fowls, ist, Forsyth. Chicks, ist, Jones
Wilcox; ad, C. Whitlock; 3d, D. P. Wheeler.

MINORCAS.
White. Chicks, ad, F. C. Branday. Black.

Chicks, ist, 2d, Dounce 8c Moo«ly, 3d, Smith.
HAMBURGS.

Black. Fowls, ist, W. W. Albro. Chicks, ist,

Moody & Dounce; ad, Albro. White. Fowls,
ist, Moody & Dounce. Sm.vkk si-aniilkd.

Fowls, ad, Moody «c Dounce; 3d, V. W. Bert.

Gold pkncillkd. Chicks, ist, MiKxly & Dounce;
Silver pencilled. Fowls, ist. Moody «c

pounce. Chicks, 2d, GW. Chidsey; 3d, Moody

& Dounce. Gold pencilled. Fowls, ist, T.

B. Newbould; ad, Moody & Dounce. Chicks,

1st, Newbould.
POLISH.

Golden bearded. Fowls, ad; chicks, ist,

Newbold. W. c. black. Fowls, ist, Keyes &
Tabor. Chicks, ist. Perry Bros.

DORKINGS.
Silver gray. Fowls, ad, Whitlock. White.

Chicks, 1st, T. Weatherell. Fowls and chicks,

each ad, Richard Dunmore.
GAMES.

Black RED. Fowls, ist, T. M. Raymond; ad,

J. Goodwin. Chicks, ist, F. W. Rcss; 2d, T. M.

Raymond; 3d, Ross. Red pile, ist, Forsyth; ad,

Will Evarts. Yellow dcckwing, ist, Raymond.
Pit. Heavy weights, ist, Charles Toole; 2d, W.
Moran; 3d,Wallace & Sullivan. Middle weights,

1st, Wallace & Sullivan; 2d; F. N. Dounce; .id, W.
Moran. Light weights, ist, Dounce; ad, Moran;
3d, L. W. French.

BANTAMS.
Black red. Fowls, ist, Lee Dovel. Chicks,

ist, 2d, Chidsey; 3d, C. S. Miller. Red pile.

Chicks, i.st. Miller; ad, Dovel. Japanese, ad,

Albert Pautz. Golden Sebright, ad, M.
Kleason; 3d, L. Robinson. Silver Sebright,
i.st, ad, Warner. Yellow dcckwing, i.st,

Dounce & Moody. White Pomsh, white
BOOTED and black game, each 1st, Kleason.

OTHER VARIETIES.
Dominiques. Chicks, ist, Jones Wilcox; ad,

G. E. Harris. Mottled Javas. Chicks, 3d,

George S. Smith. Red caps. Fowls, ist, E.

Joslyn. Chicks, ist, Cunningham & Hlair; ist,

Joslyn. HouDANS. Fowls, 3d, Wells. Chicks,

ist, Forsyth. Black Spanish. Fowls, ist, and
winning the Mayor's cup, H. B. Batterson.

TURKEYS.
Bronze, ist, C. H. Barber; ad, W. W. Albro.

GEESE.
Toulouse, ist. Button Bros; ad, C. F. Vauder-

hoff.

DUCKS.
Pekin, ist, Jones Wilcox; ad, Fred Dounce; 3d,

Austin Auderton. Cavuga, ist, Button Bros.

Rouen, ist. Button Bros.; 2d, Dounce.

SCORES AT TAUNTON.

[continued FROM PAGE 74.]

BRAHMAS.
Light. Russell M. Joslin, Providence, R. I.,

cock, 92)4; hens, 91)4, 89)4; pullet, 94. Benj. Wat-
sun, l-roviucncc, R. i., cockerel, 93. t<ranK W.
Dean e. New Bedford, cockerels, 92)4,92. C. E.

Chace, E. Freetown, hen, 92)4; cock, 87)4. Noah
E. Ashley, Taunton, pullets, 94)4, 9a)4. Dark.
P. P. Luby, Fall River, cockerels, 9a)4, 92. P.

Williams, Taunton, cockerel, 94)4; hens, 94, 93)4,

91)4; pullets, 93, 92, 90)4.

COCHINS.
Buff. Packard & Bales, Brockton, cockerel,

91)4; pullet, 92. W. H. H. Deane, No. Dightun,
cockerel, 90. Sharp Bros., Taunton, cockerel,

9")4; pullets, 92)4 (2). Partridge. C. King, Jr.,

Plainville, cockerel, 92)4. P. Williams, cocks,

925^, 9054; cockerels, 92, 91)4; hens, 95)4,^95,94;
pullets, 94, 93)4, 93. White. Wm. E. Deane,
No. Dighton, cockerel, 88; pullet, 86)4. C. A. &
C.H.Richards, Brockton, cock, 92; cockerel, 96,

hen, 93; pullets, 97, 94. Black. F. J. Kingsley,
Taunton, cockerel, 90)4; pullet, 92)4. Packard &
Bates, Brockton, cockerel, 94)4 ; hens, 95)4, 93)4,

93%-
WYANDOTTES.

Silver. Archie C. Marsh, North Attleboro,

pullets, 91. A. B. Terry, Brockton, cockerel, 89)4;

hen, 85. Calvin Chandler, North Duxbury, pullet,

91; cock, 85)4. Fred Bowers, Fall River, cock-

erel. 874^. P. Williams, Taunton, pullet, 90)^.

Golden. Edward W. Staples, Taunton, cockerel,

88; pullet, 89. White. Chas. S. Calhoun, New
Bedford, pullet, 94; cockerel, 90. E. A. Turner,
New Bedford, cock, 89Vi; hen, gi. S. W. Crook,
North Attleboro, cock, 91%; cockerels, 91%, 92)^;
hens, 94, 93)4; pullets, 96)^, 94.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. No scores. White. W. h. H. Deane,

North Dighton, cockerel, 91; hen, 88)4. p. Wil-
liams, Taunton, cockerels, 92, 88)4; pullets, 95, 94,

9354.
MINORCAS.

White. W. E. Deane, North Dighton, cock,

85)4; hen, 86)4; pullets, 92, 91. Black. Joseph
W. Hathaway, North Dighton, cockerels, 96,

92)4; hen, 89)4; pullets, 95)4, 93.

LGGHORNS.
White. Single comb. Elmer F. Benson,

East Whitman, cockerel, 92. Chas. Thornton,
Taunton, cock, 92)4, 89)4; cockerels, 94, 91; hens,

9354, 93; pullets, 95)i, 95, 94)4. Rose comb.
Cockerel, 93)4, W. E. Dean, North Dighton.
Brown. Single comb. Fred W. Rogers, Brock-
ton, cockerel, 93)4, 9i)4; hen, 91. Frank L. Fish,

Taunton, cockerel, 92; pullet, 93. Ed. W. Staples,

Taunton, pullet, 92)4. Percy L. Fish, Taunton,
pullet, 93; hens, 93)4, 9' 54.

HAMBURGS.
Silver Spangled. Willett Bros., New Bed-

ford, cock, 90; cockerel. 91, 90)4; pullet, 93)4.

Black. Chas. S. Calhoun, New Bedford, cock,

92)4; cockerel,l94)4; hens, 94)4, 94, 94; pullet, 93)4.

GAMES.
Black red. Frank W. Deane, New Bedfortl,

cock, 93)4; cockerels, 92X, 92, giU; hens, 94Vi,

93'4 ; pullets. 94}i , •6){ . 9»K
BANTAMS.

Black red. F. L. Weston, Medford, cock, 95;

hen, 94)4, 92)4; pullet, 94. W. N. Jewett, New
Bedford, pullet, 94)4. C. A. & C. H. Richards,

Brockton, cock, 94^. Frank G. Tripp, New
Bedford, cock, 94)4; cockerels, 93, 92)4, 92'4'< hen,

94K ;
pullet, 93ii , three specials. Yellow duck-

wing. Frank G. Tripp, New Bedford, cock,

91K; hen, 92. Silver duckwing. W. N. Jew-
ett, New Bedford .cockerel, 88)^; pullet, 91. Frank
G. Tripp, New Bedford, ccx:ks, 90)^, 88)4; cock-

erels, 92)^, 89>i, hens, 94, 91 )i; pullets, 91)^, 90)^.

Red Pile. Ed. H. Coggeshall, New Bedford,

cock, 91; pullet, 90)4. W. N. Jewett, New Bed-

ford, Mass., hen, 94)4; cockerel, 89; pullet, 93)^,

90>i. C. A. & C. H. Richards, Brockton, cock-

erel, 89. White Polish. C. A. & C. H. Rich-

ards.Brockton, hens, 92,90; cockerel, 87V4; pullet,

OTHER VARIETIES.

Langshans. F. J. Kiiig.sley, Taunton, cock-

erel, 93)4; pullet, 92)4. Ferdinand Waldron.
Taunton, Mass., cockerel, 93)4; pullets, 94, 92.

Andalusians. H. G. Jones, No. Dighton, cock-

erel, 94; pullets, 96)4, 91)4. Bearded bifi'

polish. C. Cushing, Taunton, cock, 90; hen, 96.

Red caps. E. W. Staples, Taunton, pullet, 95;

cockerel, 92)4. Charles I,. Pathaway, No. Digh-

ton, Mass., cockeiel, 93, pullet, 90)4.

TURKEYS.
Bronze, ist, C. S. Calhoun, New Bedford.

DUCKS.
Aylesbury. Old, ist; young, ist, Frank W.

Deane. Cayuga. Old, ist; young, ist, Deane.

Muscovy, ist, C. E. Chase.

PIGEONS.
Carriers, rst, W. H. Greeve, Providence.

Barbs. Red, i.st; white, ist, 2d; yellow, ist;

black, ist, Morris.

Ti'RBiTS. White, ist, Greeve; 2d, Lockwood.
Red, ist; blue, 2d, Lockwood.
Mac;pies. Red, 1st; black, 1st, Lockwoo<l.

Dragons. Black, ad; blue, 2d, Morris. Blue

"Linden fancy," 1st, Lockwooil.

Fantails. Blue, ist, Morris; ad, Lockwood.
Black crested, 2d, Morris. White Scotch, ist,

Lockwootl. White booted, 1st, Lockwootl.

Satinettes. ist, Greeve.

Jacobins. Black, ist, ad; red. ist, 2d; white,

ist, ad; yellow, ist, ad, Greeve.

Morris. Blue African, 1st, Morris; ail, Ixjckwood.

Blue English, ist, 2d, Cash. Silver powdered, 1st,

Lockwood; 2d, Cash. Red, 1st, Lockwood.
Tumblers. Black mottled, 1st; Almond, ist,

Morris. Yellow agate, ist; Kite, 1st; black bald-

head, 1st; blue baldhcad, ist, Lockwood.
A.ntwerps. Silver s. f ist, Joe Lockwood,

Taunton. Blue, 1st, W. H. Cash, Fall River.

Blue 1. f. ist, W. N. Morris, Taunton. Red
checker 1. f Morris; s. f. ist. W. H. Cash. Blue

checker s. f. 1st, 2d, Cash.

Frillbacks. Red checker and strawberry,

each 1st, Lockwood.
RABBITS.

Himalayan, 1st, S. H. Brown, Taunton. Dutch,

1st, Brown. While, ist, Lockwood.
OTHER AWARDS.

Guinea pigs, ist, Lockwood. Kangaroo cat.

ist, Irving L. Robinson, Taunton. Highest

score, 97, of white Cochin pullet owned by Rich-

ards. Incubator and brooder, isl to Border City

ofShepard & Buffinton, Fall River. Eggs, best

display, C. E. Chace, E. Freetown; 2d, F. J.

Kingsley. Taunton. Silver pheasants, ist, Isaac

Dean, Taunton.

AKRONS SHO-W.

Pljrmouth Rocks Lead in Num-
bers—The "Winning Scores.

The show of the Northern Ohio Poul-

try Association was held in Akron, Jan-
uary 13-18. The entry nuinl)ered about a

thousand birds, Plymouth rocks being

in the majority. The judge was Mr. I. K.
Felch. The scores of the winning birds

were as follows:

BRAHMAS.
Li<;ht. Cocks, 90)4, 88, G. W. Brown, Ra-

venna; 90, W. R. Deemar, Canton. Hen, 93)4,

Deemar; 92, Charles Schroedcr, Akron. Cock-
erel, 93, I). Kerstetter, Massillon; 91, S8, W. J.

Braklow, Kavenna. Pullets, 94, 93, J. S. Tibbals,

Kent; 93)4, Braklow. Pens, 184)4, Kerstetter;

i8o)4, Braklow; 178)4, Hinsdale & Pardee, Wads-
worth.

COCHINS.

Partriih;b. Cockerel, 91)4; hens, 91, 89)4;

pullet, 91)4, W. B. Nichols, Ravenna. Black.
C<x:k, 92)4, 11. W. Lemon, Mansfield. Bvi-k,

Cock, 87)4, L.C.Dodge, Ravenna; H-;'/,, J. W.
Sabin, Akron. Hens, 91, 89)4, W. B. Nichols,

Ravenna; 90, Stickney & Coolidge, Akron.
Cockerels, 92)4, 88, Dotlge; 87)4, Byron Bailey.

Pullet, 91)4, Dodge; 91, 90, Sabin. Pen, 183J4,
Dodge.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. Cock, 90, S. C. Snyder, Akron; 89)4,

Mihills Bros., Akron; 8a)4, Durbin Halloway,
Akron. Hen, 93)4, Joe Farmer, Flushing; 93,
Eli Shetler, Navarre; 92)4, Isaac Daniels, E.
Union. Cockerel,. 92)4, C. F. Butte. No. Jackson;
92, Daniels; 91, Farmer. Pullets, 92, Daniels: 92,
Nathan Morse, Akron; 91)4, Braklow. Pens,
188)2, Braklow. Highest scoring 15, Morse.
White. Hen, 9i'4, Farmer; 91)4, C. P. Dicker-
man, Mullet Creek. Cockerel, 93, Dickerman;

?3, 92)4, Farmer. Pullets, 95)4, 9a, Farmer; 91,
)ickerman. Pen, 1K4, Dickerman; i8o-)4, J. H.
Pursell, Doyle-stown, O.

WYANDOTTES.
Silver. Cock, 90)4, Mrs. A. P. Kellar, Canal

Fulton; 88)4. O. C. Pike, Akron; 86, J. Sterling,
Canton. Hen, 03, Sterling; 92, S. R. Krupp.Wads-
worth; gi)4. Pike. Cockerels, 90)4, Krupp; 90)4.
S. B. .McFarland, Siinhury; 88)4, Emory Pect,
Mullet Creek. Pullets, 94, 91)^, Pike; 92, James
Sterling, Canton. Pen, iSo^, Pike; 177H, Peet;
175, Kellar. Golden. Cock, 87)4; cockerel, 85)5;
hens, 90, 87)4; pullet, 91)4, Henry Berrar, Massil-
lon. Pullets. 92)4 (2), S. II. Oberlin, Massillon.
White. Cockerel, o2'/4; hen, 95, C. W. Mayhew,
North Bri.stol. Pullets. 94'^, 93',4, W. H. Ash-
baiigh, Vouugstown. Hen, 91; pullet, 94)4, W. S.
Pollock, Sunbury. Highest .scoring, 15, Mrs.
Kellar.

MINORCAS.
BLACK. Cock, 90)4, Krupp; 86)4, G. W. Brown.

Hen, 92)4, Krupp: 92, 89)4, Nathan Morse. Cock-
erel, 92"*, G. H. Bissell; 92!j, E. Hookway, Woos-
ter. Pullets, 94',., 9,4, Morse; 9,;',;, Hookway. Pen,
182, Morse. Highest scoring, 15.

LEGHORNS.
Brown. Single comb. Cock, 91)4, C. A. Miller,

Akron; gi;.^, A. Schlegel, Akron; 91, Mihills Bros.
Hen, Q2)j, 91)4, Mihills Bros.; pi, .Stickney &
Coolioge. Cockerel, 93)4, 9.^, Mihills Bros.; 92)4,
C. M. Humphry , Akron. Pullets, 95, James Ster-
ling; 94 (2). .Stickney & Coolidge.

.
Pens, 184)4,

'83)4. Mihills Bros.; i.S3j'8, Miller.' Rose comb.
Hen, 93)4, Stickney & Coolidge. Pullet, 92>i;
cockerel, 90)4, S. R. Krupp. White. Single
comb. Cock, 91; hen, 92%, P. J. Thompson,
Yonngstown, Cockerels, 96, Krupp; 93, <). C.
Pike; 93, Charles Bates, Madison. Pullets, 96,
Krupp; 9.S (2), Pike. Pen, 187)4, Pike; 1S3 1-6,

Stickney S. Co<ilidge. Rose comb. Cockere',
9iVi.9i. J.C.George.Cyclone; 91, Stickney & Cool-
idge. Pullets, 91)4, 91, George. Black. Cock,
93/4; hen!«, 94/4, 93?'r. 93!4: pullets, 94!-, (2), 93K';
cockerel, 92, W. E. Hart, Cleveland. Pens, i8q',4,

H. E. Eldridge, Aurora; 1S7, W. Mackwaluer,
Akron; 186)4, Hart. Highest scoring, 15 leghorns,
Stickney & Coolidge.

POLISH.

Bearded Silver. Cock, 89, W. M. Scranton,
Ravenna; 88, Henry Berrar, Massillon Hens,
95, 94, Berrar; 95, C. B. Wilber, Mallet Creet.
Cockerels, 90, 89, Berrar. Pullets, 94 'a (2), 94,
Berrar. Pen, 182S, Scranton. (ioi.DE.v. Hens,
92)4, H. A. Strole; 91, 90'A: Stickney Si Coolidge.
Cockerel, 93. Strole. IMl et, Sj'A, Stickuev &
Coolidge. Silver. Cock, 86'/,, Wilber. Hens,
92'-2 ^2). Wiiiier, 19)4, Siickucy & Cooiiugc. rcu,
1S7. Wilber. White. Cock, 89)^; cockerel, 93;
hen, 95H; pullet, 95)4, W. B. Nichols, Ravenna.
W. c. iiLACK. Cock, 97, Berrar; 94, Scranton: 9),
Stickney & Coolidge. Hen, 95)4, 94)4, Berrar;
94)4. Scranton. Cockerels, 94)4, 93(2), Berrar.
Pullets, 96)4, 93)4 (2). Pen, 192, Berrar.

HAMBURGS.
Silver spangled. Cock, 89)4, stickney &

Coolidge. Hen, 94)4, Nichols, 94, Mrs. A. P.
Kellar; 93, Stickney & Coolidge. Ci>ckercl, 92)4,
Nichols; 91)3, W. W. Weston; cx^j, Huiuphrv. Pul-
let, m'>.. Mrs. Kellar; 94'^, Nichols. 1)4. N. C.
Whittemore, Akron. Pen, 1S29-16, Weston.
Black. Cock, 92)4, Mrs. Kellar. Cockerel, 93;
pullet, 95, Byron Bailey. Golden pencilled.
Cock, 94 '4: cockerels. 92, 90 (2); hens, 93)4, 92)^4,

90)4 : pullets, 94, 92)4 j2); pens, 1871,4, 1M2, Mrs.
F. A. Chapman,Wellington. Golde.n spanijled.
Cockerel, 92)4; pullets, 91 '4. Humphrey. High-
est scoring 15, Mrs. Chapman.

GAMES.
Black RED. Cock, 91, N. Bcntley, Conewago

Valley, N. Y.; 90, Stickney & Coolidge. Hen,
95)4. E. H. Reed, Canton; 91)4, Bentley. Cock-
erels, 93)4, 90)4, Reed; 92, Bentley; 91, W. Law,
Youngslown. Pullets, 95)4, 93)4, Reed; 93,
Bentley. Pen, iS6>i, Bcntley; 180K, Stickney &
Coolidge. Silver duckwing. Hen, 95)4, J.
v.. Washer. Akron; 91)4, 90)4, Henry Scott,
Akron. Cockerels. 91)4, 88, Scott; 90, Washer.
Pullets, 91)4,90, Scott; 89)4, Washer. Pen, 182)4,
Frank Strickmaker. Red pile. Cockerel, 93;
puUel, 93, Bentley. Sumatra. Cock, 95)4,
Washer. Pit, ist, Peter Snyder, Ravenna; ad,

Byron Bailey.
BANTAMS.

Black RED. Cockerels, 94, 89)4; hen, 91: put-
let, 91, Krupp. Silver DUCKWING. Cock, 89)4;
Cockerel, 92)4; hen, 90; pullet, 95, Stickney &
Coolidge. Golden Sebright. Cockerel, 97;
pullet, 92, Stickney & Coolidge. Cockerel, 94;
hen, 92, Krupp. Silver Sebright. Cocks, 91)4,
91; hens, 93,92)4, Stickney & Coolidge. Japa-
nese. Cock, 94)4; pullet, 94, Stickney & Cool-
idge. Pekin. Cockerel, 94; pullet, 94, 93)4, c.
W. Mayhew. Cockerel, 96, 93)i; hen, 92; pullet,

95; Krupp. Cix;k, yo; hens, 94, 90, Stickney &
Coolidge. Black ROSE combs. Cock, 94)4; put-
let, 93)4, Krupp. Cockerel, 95; hen, 93)4; pen,
ib5)i,C. P. Dickerman. Cock, 93)4; cockerel,
93)4, Stickney and Coolidge.

OTHER VARIETIES.
Langshans. Hen, 94, F. H. Symes, North

Bristol; 01, Emory Peet; i^i, G. N. Bissell. Akron.
Cockerel, 93)4, Symes; 91 )i, William Thomas,
North Jackson; 90, Bissell. Pullets, 95)4, Symes;
Q4'<., 94, Thomas. Pen, 187)4, Syines; 1X4%,
Thomas, Black Spanish. Cock, 91)4; pen,
183, H. A. Strole, Akron. Pikenix, ist on each
golden and silver, C. M. Humphrey.

TURKEYS.
Bronze. Old, 97)^, 91)4; young, 91)4, 81)4, A.

D. Betz, Akron.
DUCKS.

Pekin. Old, ist, C. J. Page; 2d, Stickney &
Coolidge. Young, ist, A.N. Page, Street.sboro.

PIGEONS.
First prizes were awarde<l to each R, C, Howe,

Newcastle, Pn.; Ileniiaii Kertcher, R;iveiiiia; A.
I'". Hulirccht, Aupust Manthcy, Charles Rugcr,
Stickney & Coolidge, H. A. Strole, Louis Zellars,
all of Akron. Special for largest and best dis-
play to Manthcy.
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PIGEON FLYING.

THE FANCIERS' PRIZE.

I50 in gold, for the best average speed

from 200 miles or over, between May 30

and October i, 1890, under the Fanciers'

Rules. Open to all subscribers to The
Fanciers' Journ.al.

ON THE WING.

I receive many letters asking about

the registry of birds. There is no charge

for registry and all that is necessary is to

send a list in duplicate telling the colors

of the birds to be registered, and a

stampetl and addressed envelope for its

return. The list will theti be filled out,

one copy will be returned to the owner

of the bird, the other will be put on file

for reference. There is no charge for

registry.
»

* «

I am asked by Mr. Coiily, race secre-

tary of the Federation of American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers, what I think

of the concourse system that is being ar-

ranged for the coming season. I hope it

may prove to l^e all that is hoped for, but

the experience in the past is against it.

Old fanciers will remember the inter-

state concourses of 1878, '79 and 'So, and

later under the Atlantic Federation of

Homing Pigeon Societies.

Club were present and the question of
the desirability of consolidation was
broached and will be acted upon at the
next meeting. The Hudson Club had
its beginning as the Hudson County Club
of New Jersey, and was among the first

to be organized. Later it liecame the
Hudson Club of New York City and
vicinity, its membership lieing open to

all within a radius of fifty miles. Later
still it Ijecame a South Brooklyn organi-

zation with the Messrs. Ballard, Brad-

shaw and Iversen the chief of its mem-
bers.

The Carlisle, Pa., Club has these

officers: President, Dr. T. L. NefT; vice-

president, J. V. Connelly; secretary and
treasurer, G. C. Kramer.
The Randolph Club of this city is a

new organization. The officers are : Presi-

dent, J. Eberle; vice-president, R. S.

Shaffer; secretary, I. N. Stein; treasurer,

H. C. Shaffer, its dates and distances

for the coming season's races are: May
30, 200 miles; June 7, 327 miles; 14, 416
miles; 21, 522 miles.

The first meeting of the Toronto
Hotning Club was held the evening of the
6th inst. at 4S5 Sherbourne Street. The
officers elected are: President, F. J.
Munro; secretary, James Oairdner; sec-

retary-treasurer, W. P. Merrick. Toronto
has now four clubs, but this, the
youngest, is composed of veteran fan-

ciers, and by the time the racing season
opens expects to be able to compete with
all comers.

CORRESPONDENCE.

PiaEONS FOR CENTRAL PARK.

I will not go into details, but pigeon

flying is peculiar. Plans and purposes

may be mapped out and appear beautiful

—upon paper, and every arrangement

may be carried out to a nicety, yet, from

natural causes, the whole come to grief

and the outcome lie disgust, dissatisfac-

tion and disappointment.

« «

It is just as possible, however, that the

fates may favor and everything work out

to the glory and gain of everybwly in-

terested. I hope it may prove so, but

the nearest to a wreck American pigeon

flying as a sport has ever known was be-

cause of the disai)pointmcnt, dissatisfac-

tion and disgust resulting from con-

courses upon the plan now being worked

up.
*

* «

I am also asked what I think of the

plan of making the one who is to provide

the watcher the loser in case that watcher

fails to materialize or to do his duty.

Those who were present at the meeting of

the Federation of Pigeon Flyers, in 1887,

will remember that in going over the race

rules this was suggested as an addition to

the clause relating to timers, and it

was shown that it afforded a chance to

throw a competitor out, and that only

wrangling and dissatisfaction could re-

sult. And, upon motion, the voice against

it was almost unanimous. I shall be glad

to see it tried, however. E. S. .S.

Names Claimed.

By Fred Marth, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nellie Bly for s.h. reg. XC 26; Ben Hur
for b.c. reg. XC 27.

By Charles II. Conway, Philadelphia,
Pa., Nellie Bly for b. h. XC 73.

By J. McFadden, Philadelphia, Pa.,
McGinty for b. c. XC 112.

By John Adams, Philadelphia, Hile for
d. c. XC 86.

By W. P. Repsher, Philadelphia, Blue
Bess fori), h. XC 104.

By F. Lane, Philadelphia, Nancy Lee
for b. c. h. XC 70.

4

Notes from the Clubs.

At the meeting of the Brooklyn Ten,
at the residence of Mr. J. Nickles, the

nth inst., three members of the Hudson

Judgringr by Numbers.

Mr. Frank J. Kinney, Worcester, Mass.,

one of the old-time poultry breeders and
exhibitors, says in the New England
Farmer, of the present system of judg-
ing:

"Twenty-five or thirty years ago when
I commenced exhibiting there were few
expert judges, and it was amusing to see
how premiums were awarded. But for

a dozen or more years almost every article

or animal has been obliged to stand on
its own merits, and judges and societies

have required a very high standard. I

t^ox-o o1v*'Qx»c r»r*r»rMi#vl iii/lcririor Kxr finTTil«»r<s..... ^ ..... —J i-x-^ J o-~e> -J '-•

It is an unjust way to say to a man or

woman who is capable of judging at all

that he or .she can't be trusted. Every
person who goes to the trouble of grow-
ing and exhibiting an article ought to

have all the credit and profit that can
arise from the exhibition o( it. Some
Cer.sons in all the cla.sses have made the
usiness of growing and exhibiting a

study, and they will 1)e awarded premi-
ums enough to reward them. But other
exhibitors whose articles are almost
good enough to receive a premium are

left out; and they should have a chance
to advertise all the time there is. Agri-

cultural fairs should be so conducted that

they will be fairs in fact as well as

name."
'

The Kings County.

The Kings County Poultry and Pigeon
As.sociation recently decided to take in

as members many of the poultry fan-

ciers and owners of pet birds or animals
who reside on Long Island outside of the
county. At the annual meeting of the
organization, held at William F. Grotz's
Union Hall, Meserole and Ewen Street,

and the following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: W. E. Rowe, presi-

dent; W. J. Stanton, B. Baker, J. Radeke,
0. Stiefel, H. Webster, C. J. Doane, vice-

presidents; L. Ivempcrt was re-elected

treasurer; E. E. Quick, secretary. The
prospects of the association are excellent,

as by the reports of the outgoing officers

it was seen that all the premiums prom-
ised at the last show had been paid in

full, and the membership in couseqiience
of that and the good exhibition made,had
increased over 100 per cent since Christ-

mas.
•

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of F. M. Gilbert, Evans-
villc, Ind., to Ed. Albright, Cleveland, O.
1. One pair each crested Scotch and
peerless fantails. 2. To W. R. Elliston,

Nashville, Tenn., one pair each crested

Calcuttas and peerless fantails, and one
booted Scotch hen. 3. To H. A. Kuenne,
Sheboygun, Wis., two Scotch cocks. 4.

To Thomas R. Ballantinc, Peoria, 111.,

one pair peerless fantails. 5. To I'erd.

Ragon, Evansville, one pair peerless fan-

tails. To P. F. Hagcr, Ntishville, Tenn.
One pair peerless white.

New York City, Feb. 10.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—The trustees of

the .American Museum of Natural History

and its president, Morris K. Jesup, Esq.,

desire to place on exhibition at the open-

ing of the new building, now under con-

struction, a group of fancy pigeons, to

include, if possible, all known varieties.

The group will show a rustic cote, will be

encased in plate glass, and be about 8 feet

by 8 feet and 12 feet high. The cote will

l>e covered and surrounded by its occu-

pants in distinct pairs, male and female,

as in life, nesting, strutting and cooing.
For the pigeons for such a group we will

depend with confidence on clonations
from the leading fanciers of America and
Europe. P-ach bird so donated will be
given a number as it is grouped, to cor-

respond with like numbers on a descrip-
tive label, where the name and address
of each fancier will be placed in full, to-

gether with tiotes as may be desired.

We would prefer in all cases the living
birds, that photographs from life juay l)e

taken before mounting, but as some may
not like to send live birds, to 1)e chloro-
formed by us, we request that dead birds
may be accompanied by as perfect a liv-

ing bird as possible, of the same variety,

which, by serving as a model, will insure
justice to the bird.

.\11 expenses of transportation will be
paid by the Museum, and the live birds
returned in from two to five days, and,
while with us, it will receive the best care,

but we will not be resfMJUsible sQould any
accident happen.
The birds will l)e mounted scientifically

according to the latest and best methods,
by our bird taxidermist, Mr. H. C. Dens-
low, who combines with professional
skill a practical knowledge of breeding
pigeons.
The characteristic points of each va-

rietv will tie shown to advantaije^ nnr ob-

ject being to represent in each variety
the ideal standard.
Our extensive l)ird groups have proved

an attractive addition to the Museum,
and we are confident that if we can only
get the pigeons we can arrange a group
which will, as an advertisement of their

stock, amply repay the fanciers who as-

sist us by their donations, and by inter-

esting the public in general tend to make
the breeding of the.se birds much more
popular.
We hope to receive some pigeons in

time to mount them for exhibition at the
coming show at the American Institute

and by showing fanciers there the su-

jjerior way in which the birds are
mounted create in each a desire to have
at least a pair of his birds represented in

our group. Jamf.s Richardson,
Chief Taxidermist to American Museum of
Natural History.

i

Canary Nests.

Peoria, 111., Feb. 5.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—I see, on page 76, "F.

R." advises the use of stuffed pasteboard

boxes for canary nests. This, it appears
to me, is injudicious, for the simple rea-

son that nests so constructed are a lx>nauza
for bird lice.

I have bred choice Norwich and Man-
chester coppy canaries for a number of
years and my experience is that the less

chance there is for lice the l>etter it is for

the brood hen and the nestlings. I use
wire nests and allow only sufficient lining

to insure the safety of the eggs. Even
then I dust the entire outfit thoroughly
with German powder and after all precau-
tion has been taken it is difficult to pre-

vent the appearance of vermin.
As for separating the male from the fe-

male during incubation, it may be ad-

visable in some instances, but the rule

seems to be the other way. It is only in

breeding mules that separation Incomes
the rule. V'ery few linnets or goldfinches
will refrain from annoying their brood-
ing canary mate, and as they generally
break the eggs if left in the cage I in-

variably remove them. But male cana-
ries will feed the hen on the nest and as-

sist in caring for the young, and it is cus-

tomary, wherever they will, to give them
a chance to help.

In breeding African finches and white

Java sparrows, I use cocbauut shells for
nest Ixjxes, as these birds seem to insist

on greater seclusion. Have had very fair

success in this, but would advise as little

nest stuffing as possible. It is a hard
matter to keep lice from stunting nest-
ling cage birds, do what one will.

Thos. I. Ballentine.

White Hare.

(Lepus Americanus.)

Bethel, Me., Feb. 3.—Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—This animal is com-
menly called the Northern hare or vary-

ing hare. The species occur as far north
as Lat. 68—inhabiting thick swamps and
sometimes the sides of wooded moun-
tains, subsisting on the buds and bark of
shrubl)ery and grass.

Their color is a cinnamon red in sum-
mer and pure white in winter on the
upj)er parts of their bodies, but under-
neath, they remain white the year round.
Their full weight is from three to six
}K)unds. Their flesh has a ganiey and
venison taste and makes a nice table dish.
Their defense from their enemies is in
their flight, which is very rapid. They
make excellent pets—can be easily tamed
and may be handled with impunity. They
do not bite and are very innocent, but in
their wild state are very nervous.
They can be kept in boxes and fed on

garden vegetables.
They breed twice each summer, bring-

ing forth from two to five at a birth.

J. G. Rich.
>-.,.

At Great Barrinfifton.

Bridgeport, Feb. 3.—Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—Mr. Frank Rowe, sec-

retary writes me tliat I won all the
premiums offered on bantams at their
show just closed. These were: Silver
duckwings. Cockerel, 96, 95 >^; pullet,

96 h', 95- Red pile. Cock, 95 '4; hen,
96. Black reds. Pen, 194^4; cockerels,

97>i. 9^'A; hens, 96J4, g5>4; pullets,

971^ (2), 97. Black rose comb. Cock,
95; cockerel, 94; hen, 95. 94^^; pullet,

95/2-. 95>'2; pen, i<joy». Goiden Sebright.
Cock, 93>^; hen, 92, 93^; cockerel, 94;
pullet, 93'A, 94/2; pen, 187. Buff Peking.
Cock, 93 >i; cockerel, gs'A, 96; hen, 97,
93y2'; pullet, 95, 94'4; pen, 191. Also,
specials for the highest scoring pen in

show, 1 94 V; for the highest and second
highest scoring males, 97 >^, 96^^; for

the highest ana second highest scoring
female, 97 >^, 97>^, and for the liest dis-

play. J. H. SEELEY.
1 m '

The Youngest Fancier.

Evansville, Ind., F'eb. 3.—Editor

Fanc I KR.S' Journal:—I believe I have

the youngest fancier in the country at my
house. My little F. M., Jr., has gone
into Japanese and silver Sebright bantams
and has bought a loft of swallows in

black, blue, red and yellow. He starts

out all right and, though he will not be
eight till May, he is a pretty fair judge of

f)oints in pigeons. I intend to foster his

ove for pets, which seems to be second
nature with him, and feel that he will

make all the better man for it. As soon
as his birds breed I will get him up some
circulars and let him run his own busi-

ness. F. M. Gilbert.

Good Luck.

Columbus, Ga., Jan. 31.— Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—I am now as strong in

first-class jacobins as any breeder in

America. I had grand success with my
I last importation, only losing one out of

j
twenty-two birds, this a black hen. Sev-
eral went light later on, but by drawing
the feathers of their tails and giving them
close attention I have them now all O. K.

T. W. TUGGLE.

At Providence Show.

Pawtucket, R. I., Feb. 3.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—My birds, I^ang-

shans, scored at Providence as follows:

Cocks, 91 (2); hens, 95}^, 94>i, 94; pul-

lets, 91 >^ ; cockerels, 91 J4. I also won
twelve specials, one being for best five

birds. Brother Joslin, the secretary, was
a hard worker and in many ways showed
himself there for the welfare of the birds

and the interests of all exhibitors.

H. A. Brown.
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SCRAPPLE.
Ode to Greely—Negro Fowl—Rice
Meal—Geese—Overfed hen—Bac-
teria—Poultry House Bottom.

Memo. Ode to Greely.

J. F. B. says:

Why have you bulled the winter market so

With hen-fruit—premature, as well you know ?

Bulls in egg markets, unless soon you stop,

May prove e'en worse than "in a china shop!"

That eggs are thus mislaid you can't deny—
From mislaid eggs the upright soul should fly !

Must eggs and charges at your door be laid

That blackmailed heus you tht eaten with a
raid ?

MKcduflflaid on ! Lay off now, Greely, do,

Before they're old enough to shy at yon—
These egg extraordinary that your weather
Makes hens lay long, and strong, and all to-

gether !

Shunt offyour climate on another "lay;"
See if you can't hatch out a winter day ?

Inform each Brahma, Bantam,Leghorn,Cochin,
That you're a weather prophet who needs

watchin.'

Memo. Tke Negro Fowl.

L. A. M. says: This fowl is au importa-
tion from Japan and is perhaps-the most
remarkable acquisition we have made. It

is distinguished not only by its peculiar
silken plumage, but also, as previously
observed, by a perfectly blue-black or
dark livid hue, which pervades the comb,
face, wattle, skin and bones. Some have
asserted that even the flesh is black,
whilst others, on the contrary, say that
the flesh is as white as other fowls. The
form of the negro fowl is small, compact,
and square, altogether very Cochin-like,
the similarity being increased by the al-
most tailless extremity of the fowl. The
plumage is of snowy whiteness or of deep
but rusty black; the feathers, though dis-
united in the webs exactly as the silky
Chinese, have certainly a different ap-
pearance, in consequence perhaps of the
webs l)eing finer and more downy; thus,
instead of their looking like hairy fila-

nicnts tiie piUiiia^c laiher compares to
lamb's fleece or wadding. When pure
bred the comb of the Negro fowl is of a
dark purple color, double, and in form
like the Malay. It is surmounted by a
small and scanty tuft of feathers, large
dark blue or purple ear lobe, and cheek
patch with small blackened wattles,
hackle feathers thick and downy. The
tail is perfectly black and the legs also,
the latter, which are very short, l^eing
covered by remarkably hard, smooth,
scaly substance, contrasting strongly in
the white Negro fowl with the thick,
downy clothed thighs, as round as a ball.
The shanks are heavily booted on the
outer side with feathers of the body color.
The hen, though small, is not much less
in size than the cock. The comb is not
so much developed, but the crest more so
than in the male. The black is altogether
black, but in every other respect identical
with the white.

Memo. As to Geese.

The varieties of geese kept are Tou-
louse, Embdens, and Chinese. The
former are grey and white, the
two latter pure white, and all have
their admirers. Eighteen to twenty-five
pounds are considered excellent weights
m full-grown geese. They usually lay
from twenty to Uiirty eggs in the season.
Four or five may be placed under large
Cochin or Langshan hens, and seven to
eleven under turkey hens; all three
make much better mothers than geese
besides the danger arising from the at-
tacks of a spiteful gander. Very early
hatched geese are the best for stock, or
very late birds in their second year, as
the eggs are not reliable for hatching
purposes until the parents are over fiU
teen months old. Two geese and one
gander is the best number to begin with,
and after the first year another goose
may l)e added; but not more than three
geese to one gander should be kept at
any time. The shells of the eggs are
extremelv tough, and should be
sprinkled from time to time with milk-
warm water during the period required
in hatching them, which occupies from
twenty-nine to thirty-one days. When
first hatched the goslings should bo fed
four times daily on a mixture of barley-
meal, chopped eggs, soaked bread, rice
boiled till soft, and chopped cress, leeks,
onion tops, turnip tops, and young net-

tles. After the third day discontinue the
eggs and increase the quantity of barle}--

meal and greens, adding some boiled
horseflesh or refuse from the stock pot.

Geese should be kept well supplied
with fresh water in a flat tub large
enough for them to bathe in at their

f)leasure. When well looked after geese
ive to a great age, thirty to forty years'
duration of life being the rule rather than
the exception in geese; but the gander
should not be retained after his tenth or
twelfth year, unless a very valuable bird,
as old ganders are apt to be dangerous
if vicious and bad-tempered. Adult
geese thrive well on an unlimited range
of grass, with the addition of vegetable
refuse from the garden or farm, such as
turnip and carrot tops; outer leaves of
cabbages, lettuces and turtiips, swedes,
or mangold wurtzel cut in halves and
thrown down when available are a treat.

A feed of maize or grains once daily, or
occasionally a little barleymeal and pol-
lard mixed for a change in the mornmg;
but it is not advisable to overfeed stock
birds at any time, and especially in the
autumn and winter, otherwise they be-
come fat and useless. The goslings in-

tended for culinary purposes should be
well and liberally fed for five weeks pre-
vious to being killed for table on barley-
meal, maize soaked for some hours in
water, sharps and grains mixed with
greens of all sorts and buttermilk when
easily to be procured. On this food they
fatten rapidly and soon weigh from fif-

teen to twenty-three pounds according
to sex. Adult geese should be secured
at night during laying time and not let

out in the morning until after the eggs
are laid, otherwise they may be either
broken or stolen.

If space is limited it is a good plan
when keeping a flock of geese to wire off
the enclosure to give a fortnight to each
run thus affording a constant change of
grass and soil summer and winter. A

14.49; starch and sugar, 44.56; oil and fat,

12.40; moisture, 9.65; woody fibre, n.40;
ash (containing phosphate of lime, bone
former), 7.50. Dr. J. C. Brown considers
it a very nutritious food for cattle, pigs
and poultry. All physiologists and ex-
periinentalists, without exception, are
unanimously of the opinion that rice is

the most easily and quickly digested of
all cereals. It is, in fact, the most easily
digested food that has yet been dis-
covered, and, contrary to expectation, it

has been proven that the lower quality of
rice meal gives the Ijest return for the
money; that is, that the most nutritious
portion of the rice is that in the outer
pellicle.

I

and set the first twelve or fifteen eggs.
He will not be disappointed. Some of
the delusions of the cottager are that a
hen should be like a <lruggist'8 shop, well
stuffed with spices and drugs; that an egg
is an egg. But there is as much differ-
ence in the quality of eggs as there is be-
tween small beer and stingo. Customers
hunt the man with stingo eggs, but the
man with small beer eggs has to hunt for
customers. It is also a matter of brag
for a man to stuff and stimulate pullets
to lay cob-nut eggs at the earliest possi-
ble moment—"Soon ripe, soon rotten."
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Memo. Poultry House Bottom.

C. G. says: If all keepers of poultry
realized the advantages of having a dry
bottom for the fowl houses they would
spare no effort to secure it. Proper
drainage is the first necessity; the houses
are better first located on a slope to the
east or southeast, where there is natural
drainage, and where, by banking up the
back, the water will be turned away im-
mediately. The houses should not be
floored over, but filled to a depth of six
or eight inches with dry sand from the
river beach or a bank where no clay or
loam will be mixed with it, for with
either it will soon pack down solid, and
not be loose and soft, as it ought to be.
Coal ashes work well if kept perfectly
dry, but as soon as they are wet or moist
they tread hard. With sand in the
houses they can be raked over frequently
to take up the litter and feathers which
accumulate, and, after the roost boards
are cleaned, it is well to sprinkle them
over with the smd to absorb bad odors.
This dry floor furnishes the fowls a
chance for the dust bath, which they
cannot get outside in the winter time.

F. M. says: It is a disagreeable task at
cartload of soil twice a year on each por- I

^^ times to clean out the poultry houses
tion will render it sweeter and more ^nd coops, but like every other under-
wholesome for their occupation,
There is no doubt that under favorable

circumstances geese are very profitable
and easy to keep; plenty of grass, fresh
watci aiiu a uiuuerai.c supply of food be-
ing the recjuisites for successful rearing
of these birds.

Memo. To Kill Poultry Painlessly,

P. P. says: The President of the British
Pharmaceutical Conference is credited
with having adopted and recommended
the following for the happy dispatch of
poultry. A large, wide mouthed stop-
pered bottle is kept charged with an
ounce of chloroform. When a chicken
has received sentence of death, it is held
firmly under the left arm and its head
slipped into tlie mouth of the bottle. A
few deep inspirations follow, and the
bird, without a struggle, liecomes un-
conscious. Then, holding it by the legs,
its neck is dislocated by a quick stretch.

Memo. Pice Meal and Its Food Value.

H. B. P. says: It may be as well to tell
what rice meal is. A grain of rice with
the husk on, as grown, consists of (i) the
husk; (2) the brown yellow, or red pelli-
cle, or skin, beneath the husk covering
the grain; (3) the white interior, consist-
ing of an aggregate of white starch cells, I

which, when stripped of the outer coat- '

ing, is called cleaned rice. Four-fifths of
i

the rice sent to this country has had the
[

husk removed before it is shipped. The
process of rice-cleaning as practiced here
consists in removing the remaining husk,
as well as scouring off the skin by means
of machinery. The meal obtained in the
different processes consists ofthe particles
of pellicle and such portions of the white
rice as are scoured away, together with a
small percentage of httsk. The different
qualities of meal are mixed together to
make au average sample, which is called
fine meal, or No. i meal, and medium
meal, or No. 2, according to quality. Fine
meal is obtained in the later stages of the
process, or from highly milled rice; it is

the whiter, more expensive, and, some
farmers say, the less econotnical as a food
for grown cattle. Medium, or No. 2
meal, obtained in the earlier stages of the
process, or from rice that is slightly
milled, is browner in color, contains less
sterch, rather more pellicle and husk, and
is generally lower in price. Mr. Firby,
in comment upon the aualysis of rice
meal,says it is an excellent fattening food,
containing rather more oil than the best
linseed cake. His analysis places the
value of its constituents as: flesh formers,

taking much depends on the systematic
manner in which the work is performed.
The first consideration is the construc-
tion of the floors. Dry dirt will not
aiiaVvcr, 101 tiic icu»ou llial it absorbs the
impurities, and the filth can only be re-
moved with the dirt, thus entailing the
necessity of changing the entire floor,

and substituting fresh material. Wood
is the best material, but a wooden floor
is liable to become a harboring place for
rats, unless it is well closed underneath
or raised sufficiently to allow of a cat or
terrier to run in and out under it. When
this is done the cold air comes up into
the poultry house in winter and makes
the wooden floors objectionable. Cement
is better, for it not only prevents vermin
from entering, but also the draughts.
The cheapest way to make such a floor
is: Take one barrel of lime, two of sand,
one of fine gravel, one bushel of cement,
and two gallons of liquid coal tar. Mix
the ingredients dry, then add water, and
spread evenly on a hard surface which
has been gravelled.

Memo. 7^/iat Overfed Hen Again.
P. M. says: One of the signs of over-

feeding a laying hen is the egg-shells lie-

come thin, then no shell at all. The hen
drops her soft egg when on the perch at
night, and eats it the first thing in the
morning. The owner wonders his hen
does not lay, although she is so red

!

He should l)e up before day-break, and
armed with a spoon, save his egg. It is

impossible to breed profitable chickens
from overfed and stimulating fowls. A
billions hen cannot lay a well-developed
egg; and unless all the matter necessary
to form a chick is in due proportion and
of good aud sufficient qualtity in the egg,
the chick cannot develop its several
organs and parts in perfection. Conse-
quently the owner of greasy, fat, billions,
back-yard fowls has to go abroad for his
eggs for hatching; has to take his
chances of what he gets, and never
knows what he may expect. If a man
has a good layer and wants to bree<l
equally good or better pullets from her,
he should feed her moderately on fine
sharps or middlings, barley, oats, buck-
wheat or wheat (not a particle of that
oily rubbish maize); plenty of green
stuff, turnips, wurzle, onions, etc.; move
her from jjlace to place to put her off
laying for a time. Get her into good
healthy condition. Her feathers should
be clean and close-fitting, the bloom
gleam again in the sunlight. Then mate
her with a bird equally well prepared,

Memo. Concerning Dumpies.
N. J. says: Dumpies are ofScotch ori-

gin. They are generally called bakies,
golaighs, or creepers, the latter from the
extreme shortness of their legs, which
ought not to exceed two inches from the
hock, and the former from their shape
and mode of walking. They are a large
heavy fowl almost approachnig the dork-
ing, and resembling them some, though
lacking the fifth toe, but owing to the
shortness of their legs they have not the
same synmietry nor carriage. Their "lo-
comotive powers" are set much in the
same way as those of the duck; their knee
joints being under cover, and in conse-
quence their gait is duck like. The short-
ness of their legs and their inability to
scratch makes them useful and valuable
to those who have small yards or live ad-
joining gardens or flower beds. In
plumage the dumpies are quite plain and
not uniformly bred. They can be got of
almost all colors, the most valuable being
in an exhibiting point of view, the cuckoo
color, or soft grey, and is considered by
old breeders the correct color for the
breed, though very often they are speck-
led and sometimes quite black. But as
an exhibition breed they do not stand
high, l)eiiig more of a novelty than any-
thing else. They are excellent layers of
rather large eggs, are hardy too, and do
not seem to be much affected by the cold.
They are good table birds, very plump,
and do not need much extra feeding to
make them fat. When they sit they sel-
dom break an egg. and as mothers they
are patterns of fidelity and solicitude,
never walking over their chickens as the
long legged hens so often do; but in gen-
eral they are not persistent sitters. Owing
to their clumsy form and slow movements
they can easily be fenced. They could be
trusted in gardens during the growing
season without much danger to the ciops
and would be valuable to the gardener by
picking up insects and lots of waste.

Memo. H'/iat Bacteria Are.

F. I). C. says: The great majority of
the microscopic plants are what botanists
call bacteria, the smallest form of vege-
table life. So small are they that it

would take, in some cases, as many as
15,000 of them arranged in a row to ex-
tend an inch. They have different forms,
some being round, some oval, some rod-
shaped and others much the shape of a
corkscrew, or spiral. In all cases they
are so small that one needs a powerful
microscope to study them, and in no
case can we perceive them singly with
the naked eye. When countless millions
of them are grouped together in a mass,
or colony, we can see them about as we
are able to see at a great distance an ap-
proaching army, of which we are totally
unable to distinguish a single soldier.
I have said that these bacteria move
about; and this is true of most of them,
although there are some which do not
appear to move at all, but remain fixed
where they find a good feeding place.
Those that have motion behave in a very
peculiar manner; some wabble about in
one place without moving forward in the
least; others dart hither and thitlier,back
and forth, at an apparently furious rate,
rocking and twirling about and turning
a hundred somersaults as they move
along. Bacteria multiply very rapidly,
and they do this in a strange way. A
single one breaks itself in two; then each
half grows to be as large as the first.

Then these, in turn, divide up again, and
so on, until from a single one we have
many thousands in a short time. To
give you the figures, such as they are, a
single one can multiply at so enormous a
rate that in forty-eight hours it can pro-
duce something like 280,000,000,000 of
bacteria. Great consequences follow this
enormous increase of bacteria; for, while
one which is so small in itself can do lit-

tle, the vast army resulting from the
multiplication of one is able to accom-
plish much.

CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

POOD OF THE RABBIT.

The Conditions Under Which the

Wild Animal Exists.

Grain is undoubtedly the principal

food of the domestic rabbit, and without

the use of some variety or varieties of the

cerealia Lepus cuniculus in captivity

cannot thrive. As flesh is to the carni-

vora so is the cerealia to the herbivora.

The cereals contain much the same

constituents as flesh, and in reality rab-

bits could be kept alive on meat, and

some men livfc entirely upon vegetable

matter—they call themselves vegetarians.

Nearly every carnivorous animal, how-

ever (man included), partakes more or

less of vegetable matter, but the her-

bivora as a rule are true to their diet,and

exist solely upon vegetable matter.

Looking at. these facts, we are tempted

to believe the vegetable matter is a more

perfect food than carnose matter, since

we have before us the truth that the car-

nivora require vegetable matter, whilst
the herbivora succeed on their natural
food alone, and at no season of the year,

or any other time, are prompted by na-
ture to supply tlieir bodies with fleshy

matter.
Only at certain times and in certain

places are wild rabbits able to obtain
what we term the ordinary cereals, such
as wheat, oats, barley, or,classed together,
the bread-making seeds of the graminete,
or grass tribe. When grainfields can be
got at by rabbits we all know they are,

hence the perennial feud of farmer vs.

bunny. In many places where grain is

not grown rabbits are to be found, and
this proves that wheatfields are not ne-
cessities for the existence of the rabbit,

and on first thought one might be in-

clined to believe that the coney in a state

of uouicalicaliou and captivity does not
need the assistance of all the cereals, but
to alter that view it will be necessary to
remember a few of the conditions under
which the two pass their lives and obtain
their food.

Hutched rabbits as a rule never have
sufficient healthy exercise. They breed
faster and often have more young at a
birth than wild rabbits have. They are
forced into breeding by artificial methods.
They generally have to feed their young
for sometimes as much as a month
longer than the ordinary period of lacta-
tion in the wild rabbit. The plans of
feeding and the food adopted for domestic
rabbits are, or should be, as perfect as
art can make them, and more perfect
than the uncertain meals of the wild
rabbit. In this way there must be man-
ufactured proof against the deadly in-
roads made by in and in-breeding, also a
a dozen other abuses, and in the mean-
while be expected to produce the largest
of young ones, be perfect in coat, plump,
if not actually fat. and above all free from
taint or disease. Considering that the
rabbit is more predisposed to pulmonary
diseases than any other quadruped, the
act of keeping it boxed up in a hutch,
and, as often as not, right over its own
excreta, is, of course, really absurd, but
nevertheless it is one of those absurdities
which cannot be remedied, at any rate
not wholly. It must be remembered that
I am only expounding the conditions of
the life of the fancy or domestic rabbit,
not writing against them, or specially
against the way they are kept.
Although the wild rabbit is located

underground when at home, still that
does not say that it must therefore pass
the greater part of its existence lu a
suffocating atmosphere. We must not
take the underground railway, for in-
stance, as a fair specimen of underground
life. Burrows have many inlets aud out-
lets, which must cause free passage for
the air to pass in, through and out.
Rabbits cever go far down, for a man
can often put his arm down a rabbit's
burrow and manage to catch one or more
baby rabbits.

A wild rabbit need not eat the first
thing it comes to. If one patch of grass
does not produce quite what is relished
the next can be tried, and so on. Now
hungry animals, like hungry men, always
prefer and obtain, if possible, for a meal
some food which contains a large amount
of nutriment. When we have a natural

appetite we do not crave for a fancy cake,
but rather for what may be termed a sub-
stantial meal. It is, no doubt, the same
with rabbits, and when they are really
hungry they pass over the more tasty
herbs and other such things, and partake
of really satisfying matter or what its

body happens to require. A rabbit in a
hutch may be thirsty, and continue so
with very small chance of its thirst being
appeased, but a free rabbit may seek
water or dew, or even some juicy plant.
It is only by selection of what it by in-

stinct knows it requires that the wild
rabbit is able to thrive so well as it un-
doubtedly does. It has often astonished
me what rabbits find to exist upon in

some parts.

Having considered a few of the reasons
for feeding as carefully as possible the
rabbits we keep in hutches, I return to
the actual foods themselves.

Oats {Avena saliva) come about the
top of the list of all cerealia for use in

therabbitry . Owing to the large percent-
age of husk they are not so nutritious
as generally is supposed. Some rabbits
eat both seed and husk, while others man-
age to avoid the outer husk. I am greatly
in favor of the use of oatmeal. Scotch
oatmeal is the best. I give an analysis
of both oats and oatmeal. The sample
of oats was a particularly good one, and
the oatmeal the best Scotch.

Ounces in i pound.
t *

,

Oats. Oatmeal.
Water 2 K
Albuminoids i^ 3%
Carbohydrates 6Ji io}i
Fat I iH
Fibre 4M i^
Ash H a
Oats should be as free from dust as

possible, short and round, bright, and
heavy in the hand. Some people prefer
the black oat to the white, but I am
bound to plump for the English or
Scotch white for the rabbitry. Russian
oats are low-priced; they are long, thin,

light, and yellow. They do not give
more than 35 pounds to the bushel at

times, whilst really good English should

Barley {Hordeum vulgare) is very use-
ful in the rabbitry, but is seldom given
in any form other than that of barley-
meal.

Ounces in 1 pound
Water 3%
Albuminoids i

Carbohydrates ii)i
Fat V
Fibre '/i

Ash «

Barley-meal should be scalded and
given when cold in the form of a very
close paste.

Rice (Ofyza satiz'a) is not a common
cereal in either rabbitry or poultrj- yard,
chiefly on account of its not being rich
in nutriment. It is undoubtedly a very
wholesome grain. It is said that rice is

extensively used as a food for those races
of animals and birds which are required
in the fanciers' world to be small in bone,
etc. It may always be used in the rab-
bitry as a change of fare, and over-fat
specimens should be dieted on it for

about four days out of a week, until a re-

duction in size has been brought about.
The component parts are:

Ounces in i pound.
Water 2M
Albuminoids i^
Carbohydrates 12
Fat Trace
Fibre \i
Ash Trace

Buckwheat {Polygonum fagopyrum)
deprived of its husk is a very nutritious
seed. It is not one of the ordinary cere-
als, not being a grass. It is a native of
Russia, and is, I believe, grown there in

considerable quantities, as it is also in

many other countries. Buckwheat be-

longs to the same family as the common
rhubarb. The analysis is from one pub-
lished by Professor Church, and is of the
grain out of its husk.

PARTS IN 100.

Water 13.4
Albuminoids 13.2
Carbohydrates 63.6
Fat 3.4
Fibre • 2.1

Ash 2.3

Rye (Secale cereale) is another of the
cereals which is too conspicuous by its

absence. It is rather rich than otherwise
in nutritious matter. As a moist food
rye flour may be used to an advantage in

the rabbitry. Rye flour contains about
one and one-half ounces in the pound of
nutriment—Poultry.

[TO BE CONTINDED.]

THE CANARY IN 1700.

Translated from tub "TRArrs DC Serbin db

Canarib bt Autrbs Pbtits Oiseauz de

VoLiERE," Paris, 1707.

[continued prom page 93.]

When the time comes to pair them,

which generally happens at the end of

March, place the cock with one hen in a

cage, if possible exposed to the south,

in which there is a clean basket for them
to build in; some people put in two
baskets, but I havg noticed that it is

best to put in only one to begin with, be-

cause when they make their nest they

carry first to the one side and then to the

other, and so they did nothing but play;

instead of which, when only one is put

in, they make their nest once and think

only of hatching their youngsters. How-
ever, when their youngsters are hatched,

\ ou should give them another nest basket

on the other side, for whilst they are

feeding their youngsters they will not

fail to build again on the other side of

the cage. Do not fail to give them some-

thing to build their nests with, such as

wool cut up, human hair or that of a

deer, and some hay well separated and
in very small pieces; no moss, because

they entangle their eggs in it. There is

a kind of couch grass that the rod makers
use with which they will build their nests

better than with any other thing; you
should take the smallest of it. Do not

forget to place some river sand in their

cage, because that enlivens and pleases

them. When it is very hot weather give

them some water on the floor of their

cage, in a little earthenware trough or

two inches deep, for fear of drowning

them, for they will use this water as a

bath. Be careful to change the water

every day. *

FOOD FOR THE YOUNG.

When they have young ones give them
every day, besides their usual food, half

the yolk of a hard-boiled egg, and a

little biscuit or bird cake, with some
green stuff, either chickweed or fennel,

because without some green stuff' you
will seldom succeed. When no more
chickweed is to be found, as in the mouth
of July, you may use a whole lettuce,

which should be placed in water; they

will pick out the heart, and sometimes
will not even leave the remainder. If

you steep rape seed for some hours they
are obliged to feed their youngsters when
they have eaten their fill of it. If you
steep some every day in hot water, that
will do well, for it soon turns sour and
they will not touch it. Give them also

dry bird cake, and separately, some
soaked bird cake.
Some fanciers mix a soaked bird cake

with the yolk of a hard-boiled egg, and
make paste of it, which they give to their

feeders; others give only bread in the
place of the bird cake. Some birds will

eat that which others will not touch, and
so you must take care, so as to give them
that which they like; for a cock that eats
freely will feed his hen well, who will not
fail to feed her young ones well. Besides
this you ought to place in their cage a

lump of sugar or sugar candy, which
ought to be changed every two or three
days.

When a hen is not well fed by her
mate, either because she sits too close, or
for some other cause, it sometimes hap-
pens that you find her in her nest, her
head under her wing or below it, all

puffed up. If it is in warm weather you
must place your eggs,if they are valuable,

under another hen; even if they have
got chilled they will hatch out later, and
put your hen aside, giving her everything
to eat that you can think of to restore her,

and do not let her lay till the following
year.

When white, jonquil or agate hens
have laid they generally sit well, but it

seldom happens that they feed well;

therefore, tNefore the young ones hatch

the eggs should Ije placed under common
hens, taking away the eggs of the com-
mon hens. Ifahenhas sat for five or
six days you may give her eggs ready to
hatch. The eggs are generally thirteen
times twenty-four hours under a hen
that sits properly. For example, I place
at seven o'clock on Sunday morning four
eggs under a hen, the young ones ought

;

to hatch the second Saturday following,
in the morning. Sometimes they come,
but very seldom Ijefore the time, and
sometimes they are longer, either because
they have been chilled, or because the
hen has not been very strong.

FOSTER parents.

People who live in the country and
who can place their eggs in the nests of
the goldfinches can be certain of hatch-

ing out their youngsters without any
trouble, taking care not to put in any
eggs at the wrong moment. I mean, do
not place the newly-laid eggs of a canary
in the nest of a goldfinch about to hatch
or the reverse. Therefore, when you
find a goldfinch's nest break an egg and
see if it is likely to suit you. When the
youngsters begin to grow, about the
twelfth or thirteenth day, if you wish to
leave them there, place them in a low
cage with a net over it, so that when the
foster father and mother come to feed the
little captives they can reach their beaks.
When they have been fed a few times
you can, little by little, bring them
nearer to the house, placing the cage in
an exposed s{)ot, and so on to your goal.
You can bring them over a mile, little by
little. When the youngsters come out of
the nest you may change the cage, giv-
ing them something to accustom them to
feed, such as bird cake, hard-boiled yolk
of egg, or crushed hempseed.
You may also place the eggs in the

nest of a linnet, but she is apt to desert
her eggs when they have lieen touched.
She also feeds very well.

Although the yellowhammer disgorges,
do not give it anything to feed, because
It eats certain seeds that kill canaries.
Those who wish to try this may,however,
do so, because it succeeds in Provence.^
Perhaps those seeds do not- grow there.
Sometimes it happens that a hen that

has young ones sweats, which you may
know by the feathers under the vent and
stomach being wet, and by the down of
the young ones growing with diflSculty;

indeed, they seldom come to any good.
I have sometimes taken some very fine
salt with which I strongly salted some
water, and, holding the sweating hen in
my hand, I took some of the salted
waiter into my mouth, blew out this
water on to the skin of the bird's stom-
ach, and, after having left it for half a
quarter of an hour, I plunged the bird
into pure water to take off all the salt-

ness, and then the bird can plume and
dry itself. You must have sunshine
when you do this; this has sometimes
succeeded with me, and also with fan-
ciers who told me of it.

Other birds are sometimes mated with
canaries, such as the goldfinch, pincher,
linnet and )'ellowhammer, which are
birds that disgorge. I have never suc-
ceeded with the bullfinch, although it

disgorges, because the canary runs away
from it. Its note, and the beak that it

opens when it is amorous, frighten the
canary, and they do not mate. Nor do I

advise the pairing with yellowhammers^
because it is a bird that sings but little,

and the mules that result show from
whence they come.—Poultry.

Spiders in the Bird Room.
Mr. Verrall writes to say that he has

for some time proved that spiders are

very useful occupants of a bird-room.

He never thinks of destroying one. At
times, wheu their catching apparatus

has become dusty and dirty, he sets

them to work weaving a new net.
When flies or moths are not to be ob-
tained for the spider's larder, she—he
believes spiders are commonly of the
feminine gender—makes a meal of the
red mite, the detestable bug of the
canary breeder. His room is so clear of
these pests that his spiders become
quite thin in the winter. He adds, "As
I do not have a fire of any description in

my bird-room in the winter. I think
the spiders hybernate."—Feathered
World.
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OHIOKBNSATJ>BNVER.
A New Association—Mr. Pelch

Prescribes for Off Color.

DEifVER, Col., Feb. I.—At a meeting

of the officers and stockholders of the

Nebraska State Poultry Association held

yesterday a committee, composed of M.

C Jackson, R. H. Hulburt, D. B. Hoyt,

R. H. Mellette and R. C. Greiuer, was

appointed to wait upon the business men

of Denver and ask their opinions and

solicit their aid in the advent of making

the association a permanent organization,

and to incorporate it under the laws of

Colorado, with a capital stock of |io,ooo.

This committee is expected to complete its

work and report the progress made at a

meeting o< the association to be held at

the Chamber of Commerce building on

Friday, February »•

The' plan is to assess the capital ten per

cent in order that the treasury may have

a financial backing of |iooo. The money
thus advanced will afford the association

ample means to do a sufficient amount

of advertising, and also insure the pay-

ment of all premiums offered. After the

officers have been elected and the money
paid into the treasury the latest improved

coops will l>e purchased, which will \x-

come a permanent fixture, and judging

from past experiences the officers and

leatling jjoultry raisers of Colorado feel

confident that the movement will be

crowned with success. A partial canvass

has been made of the business men of the

state and the members of the association

and it is shown that fully I4000 worth of

stock could have l>eeu disposetl of last

evening. Two outside capitalists have

signified their intention of taking fcooi

worth of stock. Both these men have

had vast experiences in the poultry

business and are confident that such an

undertaking will prove successful.

The show now closing is proving a

success financially and has awakened a

great interest in poultry. Mr. I. K.

Felch the judge when asked his opinion

of Colorado as a chicken growing state

saiu:

"The soil of Colorado is too dry and

there is no worm food, which is a great

advantage in poultry-raising. If the

people of your state would feed a little

meat food, there is no reason why Col-

orado should not equal any state in the

union for poultry-raising. I cannot see

why they should not raise fine stock

here the year round, as the climate is far

superior to the Eastern sUtes. The lack

of meat food is the only drawback, that

measure making the birds raised in this

state a little off-color. If the raisers and

breeders would, as I say, feed a little

more meat, the poultry of Colorado

would equal any in the United States.

Woi-ms and such insects as are found in

damper climates in the east are not

found in this dry, sandy sod, which is

filled with alkali."

The awards at the show are :

BRAHMAS.
I,lOHT. pen, ist, vuUet. ist rf; cockerel, isl,

D B Hoyt, Denver. Pen, 2d; pullet, 2d; cock,

2d, George H. Parker, Denver. Cock isl 3d;

hen, ist, 3d; pen, 3d, M. C. Jackson, 3^- ^«^k-

erel, 2d, H. T. O'Brien. Colorado Springs; 3d, L
L. and C. A. Moe, Denver.

COCHINS.
Buff. Cock, ist; hen, ist, Parker. Pen, ist;

cockerel 1st 2d; hen, 2d, W. W. Browning,

Ogden. Pen, 2d; cock, ist, K. C. Oriner, Ueuver.

Partridge. Hen, ist. Moa; 2d, Hulburt &
Bailey, Denver.

LEGHORNS.
Brown. Single comb. Cock, 91; cockerels,

93^,93; pullet, 93. 9'H; Pens, iSVA, i86!/«. Parker.

Cc2k?rei:94 (J); hen, 92K. pullets. 94.9JH;pe",

J86.8, MissJ. I,. Wheeler; cockerel, 91; liens, 94.

02 pullet, 93«; pullet, 92W; pen, 184M1. Cockerel,

01: hen, 93; ouUet, 93, Mrs. J. C. Armor. Heu,

02M, Mrs. J. Pollock.
^ '^ BANTAMS.
Black rf.d. Cock, 91; hens, 9', 9o>4, 9°; pen,

180 Kred B. Kritch. Cock, H6J4; hen, 90M. 89,

Mrs. I. Shriek. Cock, n^%: pullet, 89H. «9, Oakes
& Sprague. Red i-ti.K. Cork, 88; hens, 92!ri,

91 W 90; pen, 179, Oakes & Sprague. Cockerel,

89; pullets, 9i%, 91^!. H. K. Peck.
^' *^ OTHKR VARIETIKS.
Lanoshans. Cock, ist, each R. W. Cratt and

B W. McKinney. Pen, ist; hen, 2d, Craft.

HouDANS. Cock, ist; cockerel, 2d; hen and piil

let each ist, 2d, 3d, 4th; pens, ist, 2d, jd, Mrs. <;

M Schute. Score of the entry of fifteen birds

ranging from 90H to 94;.^. Pen, 4th; cockerel,

3d, Mrs. M. R. Bowcrsock.
PIOK<)NS.

H. T. O'Brien, CoU>rKdo Springs, won ist on
silver and black swallows; rcil and Wnck
tumblers; red and black baUlheads; red, black,

blue and while fantails; yellow, red. blue, black

and white jacobins; while and blue African owls;

black tailed turbits; black, blue and silver

homers; dragons and dun carriers. Also, 2d on
silver swallows; red tumblers; red, black, blue,

white and black and while crested fantails, ami
white jacobins.
W. T. Flager, Pueblo, won i»t on each blue,

red and yellow pied and blue pouters.

Oakes & Sprague, 2d on red jacobins.

M. C. Jackson, Denver, ist on yellow barbs,

tumblers, carriers, African owls; 2d on yellow
{acoblns.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALKRS IN

GUKS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OK

Anstiii's CeleMeil Dog Cakes
-^^^

3^ Glover's Iiperial Dog Remedies

F. Baily, Ardmore, Penna.

Exhibited 70 pair birds at Trenton, Klwyn
and Mt. Holly. Was awarded 150 premi-
ums. Showed Jacobins, pouters, short-

faced tumblers, swallows, turbits, owls,
magpies, white fantails, flying tumblers,
homers. Birds of all kinds tor sale, especi-

ally Jacobins, turbits and owls in all va-

rieties and colors. No postals answered.

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

NO OTHER VARIETY.

Rbd, YELI-OW,

Black, Silver
AND White.

Write for what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning
strains, Light Brahmas. H. C. NORTON,

Germantown, Pa.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS

Is ready to receive dogs to prepare for the N.
Y. show.

ELM STATION, Montgomery Co., Pa. 25-76

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterlnai*j' Surgeon,

1293 BROADWAY, XEW YORK.

^pBIRD
' TlieOreatSciretof

,

the Hariz Hounluln.Ger
will restore the song of
vent tlielr ailments and
comlltlon. It makes canarl
JhedillngfealhrrH. S<Mit by
ITic. Soldnyall druggists.
Bird Food Co., 400 N. 3d

MANNA
the Canary Breeders of
KinBLttJ. Bird Hanna
Ai'age Blnl.s will pre-

keep thrm In giMxl
esHing, fven while
nuillon reeeintof
Directions r

,St., Phlla.,
ree.
Pa.

^LiMAX Drinking

P^^^

FOtJNTAm

POULTRY.
TUB BEST THi:vn YET.

On Im fllled or emptied an eo«y u a common
|

I
water-palL Keeps the water always fresh and

,

I oooL Chickens cannot get drowned In It. Only

1 nerda to be renilod when empty. WUl not Injure
|

I by (reesing.

Will I..ast a L.iretime.

a Oall. size will be sent. Express Paid, to any I

I part ot the United States on receipt of S1.3S.

A tOxrat DUcount to th* TroUU.

L. B. LORD, Patentee,
bi:rlinoton, vt.

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BREEDER OF

EH-ciA8sramm,
(all colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years

myself my birds previously took ist and 2d in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won

more prizes than all other stockscombined,which

is sufficient j(uarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THEM TO OTHERS. Stamp for reply.

'NVVxvVgv
It contains all the necessary Egg and Shell

forming material. A small sum expended fni
Proiifle Poultry Food will return many times the
value in an increased supply of Eggs. It pre-

L. B. LORD, Pbop., Boblington.Vt.

Spratta Patent
Oog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

*i-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES '"r all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OH DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars Irora

SPRATTS PATENT (America), I..rMIT'I>,

239-245 East 56th St., New York City.

PUBLICATIONS.

Publloatlons.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Aulhorilies. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports, yueries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free. United States and Canada,

$2.10. , . .,

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' O'azelle, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-

rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C ,

England.

AMERICAN KENNEL CL.UB

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the diflerent shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCKKEEPER"
.\NI)

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
IIABHITM, CAGE-BIHDS, &V.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-

per of its class.' American breeders will find the

best English slock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »:{. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, I.,ondon,

England.

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:
KENNEl..

American Kennel. Surges I 3-oo

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw hoo

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie Dog, Histor>', Points, etc.; colored

portrait '9°
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 00

Dog, Diseases of Hill a.oo

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson . 3-<»

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of

Judging; new and enlarged edition.

Hainnioiid ,• • • "S"
»% -.- x«......r'A**,»*,» rtf \fnvM*»*v Initio -7^

Dogs, Their Management and rreatment
in Disease. By Ashniont 2.00

Euglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 500
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions .•••.• '-'S

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3«>
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration • ^•Y'

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date ^
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75

Principles of Dog Training. A.shmont . . .50

St Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait otPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 jxirtraits 5.00

The Mas'lifT. the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Lavcrack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25

Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; m leather 7-50

Youatt on the Dog J-50

CAGE BIKBS.
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 1500

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition '-5°

Native Song Birds George J. Barne.sby. . i.oo

The Canary 5°
PIOKONS.

Loft Rcgi.ster, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, iiw) pages. By Dr. 1, S. Clark . . . 2.00

Practical IMgeoii Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

.k. •• " - --•--Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegelmeier
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and

500

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illu.stralcd inagaziiie devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number.
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa. 56

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for 'I'hf AmrricoH Culumharian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising mcdiuin of any paper in

America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Pigeons and Kiililiils. Iielamer .50

11)11.THY,

The Philosopbv (.f Jii.lKing. B> liiiticock,

Felch » I,ec 1 00

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeiet. 32 col-

ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-

son Weir 900
Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Poultry Yard. Miss Walls 50

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00

Domestic Poultry. Saunders 30

The Game Fowl. Cooper 500
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry A.sso. • I.oo

Duck Culture. Rankin 5°

Poultry Diseases. Vale 5°

Poultry for the People. Cotnyns 50

Poultry for the Many Planlagenet ... ..50

Fancy Poultry, Part I; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyiis 5°

Poultry Doctor. J. E. DichI .25

Poultiy Culture. I. K Felch 1.50

MISCKI.r.ANKOrS.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. CunicuUis . . . 1.50

Childhood's Pets; Stories of Dof^s, Cats,

Chickens, etc. 200 pictures. Dlive Patch 1.25

Art of Training Animals; ilUi.Ktruled ... 50

Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 25

Domestic Cat. Stables So
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MlMcolIanuons.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 98 .OO
Oranulatod Bone, " lOO " 8.76
Ground Heef
.Scraps, - - - " 100 " 8.00

Crushed Flint, - " 200 " 8.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, i . - " 200 ^ " . a.oo

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. U. DKMPWOLF & CO.,
York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

(^l^icRen ^esfs

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISO>J,

46-58 MOUNDSVILLE, WEST VA.

Tlioroiiglilireft Liye Stoc^ Eicliaiige.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock Ixjught
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice do^s including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imi'ORTED. Information Given.

Horses, Cattle and Dqos

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCX C. OHL, ProI'KIETOR.

A DOG
Is always subject to disease and disabling injurie*.CURE
Mm in the least possible time and the most thorough

manner, by the use ot

a balsam prepared on scientific principles for the cure of

DISTEMPER I MANGE I EAR CANKER
PNEUMONIA SORE FEET STRAINS
RHEUMATISM

I
WORMS | SPRAINS, Etc

Get it from Druggists. Gun Dealers, and

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY,
IS4 SOUTH ST., NEW YORK.

Thoroughbred puGs

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE.

PRICES VF:rY LOW.

Address
yjf, 5. THAYER

Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

^^S0J Boston, Mass.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schraid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES,

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.
PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Wa.shington, D. C.

MEDFOED FANCY GOODS CO.

^J
J

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. 4 TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

DOGS.
i^dvertitements ivithoul display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per word 'for each insertion.

Collies.

CHOICELY BRED COLLI ES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Vox lIoiindM.

TWO TRAINED fox hounds and three red
Irish setters for sale. E. P. Cloud, Kennelt
Square, Pa. 47-48

Great Danes.

FOR SALE—Three pups three months old by
Marco-Nadia; both imported. For par-
ticulars address John E. Brown, Swarth-
more, Delaware County, Pa. 47-4^

Pointers.

r-*OR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
H White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-

pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, lieing of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother, will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St., Philadelphia. Pa. c

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liverand-while ticked, partly handled
and promising, Sired by Cnampion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,
color livcr-and-white ticked. She is a light-
weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEVERAL high<la8S pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H. Winslow, 608 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Setters.

FOR SALE—The following Irish setters:

LEIGH DOANE III (5839), Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II, winner of 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, 1887; BETSY LEIGH (3824), sister

to above. Both the above are Utter sisters

to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady F'lora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.
MARK TAPLEY (Champion Blarney-
Leigh Doane III), whelpeci July 19, 1889.

For particulars address Box 91, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

GORDON SETTER for sale.-Broken, drops
to shot and wing; staunch and a good one;
sold for want of use. Price $75, worth
double. Address P. O. Box 1247, Philadel-
phia, Pa. s-47-52

\^
j^OR SALE.—Currer Belle III, by Sarsfield ex

Champion Maud II. One of the haud-
.soinest red Irish .setters in this country. A
first prize-winner on the bench and thor-
oughly broken afield. She is registered
in the A. K. S. B. 6447, and will be
sold at a reasonable price. Address F. G.
Taylor, 558 North Eighteenth St., Phila. c

St. Bernards.

CHEAP TO CLEAR. Handsome bitch pups,
unusually good in head. Granddaughters
of Plinlimmon. Chequassett Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. 42-44-46-48

PUPPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles. Address E.
H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.

Terriers.

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are offered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudeat and
shrillest whistle ever invented. .Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hifl-
ton. Pa.

T-M,ECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
M., supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

lismng "" " ..--..- ~..-!_j ... ..... . .

phia, Ps
Philadel-

H
Hshing Co., 32 §outh Third St.

A. BARHAM, Tunkhannock, Pa., has for
sale Engli.sh mastiff, bull terrier and

* Scotch collie pups. One large short-
haired watch dog. Pit game fowls. 48-it

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ANTED—A firsKlass St. Bernard bitch
puppy. N. A. Stockton, Bethayrcs, Pa.w

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for t centsper wordfor each insertion.

Drahmas.

FOR SALE.—A few trios of choice light Bran-
mas. Jesse G. Darlington, Fifty-third and
Media Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks. Address
William H. Child, Glenside, Pa.

O
Krooders.

LENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

N
p.

Kiciss for Uatuhlnc.

EGGS AND FOWLS for sale—Gold dust buff
Cochins and Knapp Bros.' white Wyan-
dottes. Miss Emily Tuck, Shoalty, S. C.

47-48

ATHAN E. SMITH, Waltham, Mass., white
and laced Wyandottes, light Brahmas,
Houdans. Prices low. Write. 47-48

EMIUM STOCK—F:ggs at fi per 13 white
and brown single comb Leghorn; white
Plymouth Rocks, $1.50. Stock scores from
92^ to 97^4. Samuel J. Kurtz, Crooked
Hill, Pa. 47-48

HITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS, 25 ist pre-
miums; eggs $1 per 13. Write. Bert Os-
borne, Green, N. Y. 47-48

HITE WYANDOTTES and white Ply-
mouth Rocks; eggs |2 per 13. Laced Wy-
andottes, barred Plymouth Rocks, Laiig-
shans, rose comb brown Leghorns and
Pekin ducks, (1.50 per 13. Wm. H. Cook,
Newark, Del. 47-48

w
w

Game and Game Bantams.

HAVE the champion games and game ban-
tams of America, and will not compete
during 1890 except at the New York show.
I have for sale a grand lot of birds, high
stationed, long necked and slim heads, that
can win prizes. Black red, pile, brown red
and yellow duckwing games from )io each.
Same varieties in bantams from $5 per
pair. Many birds sold this season have won
with scores from 94 to 97 points. No eggs
for sale; only way to get this blood is pur-
chasing birds. Stamp tor circular. John
E. Gill, Franklin, Pa. 42tf

w
Incubators.

H.COOK. Newark, Del., agent for the
Pineland Incubator and Brooder. Write

* for circular. 47-48

J

Minorca^.

H.HOLMES, Crosswicks, N. J., breeder of
black Minorcasand white Plymouth Rocks.
Eggs $2. 48-it

Poultry Supplies.

W ILL SELL cheap, second-hand poultry net-
ting. Box 385, Lincoln, III. 47-48

Plyniouth Books.

)EA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks.
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J.

James
46-55

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

HENRY NEATER, York, Pa., breederof first-

class white and brown Leghorns, blac^
Sumatras and Houdans. Also a fine col
lection of fancy pigeons. The aliove named
have taken first and special at the late
poultry show held at Frederick, Md. I

have some fine white and brown Leghorns
for sale. Also eggs in season. s-48-it

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin bantems.
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N. J.

M. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan-
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,
stamp. 50

Wyandottes.

W
SILVER LACED, white and golden Wyan-

dottes and light Brahmas. Eggs |i .50 per
15. Circular free. C. T. Haines, Cross-
wicks, N. J. 48-it

PIGEOXS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor t centsper wordfor each insertion.

Homing Plseons.

A

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

' homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
lofl are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock brst-class.

YOUNG BIRDS for sale, from first <lass
strain. Full particulars on application.

John Shepherd, Fifty-eighth and Hoftman
Avenue, West Philadelphia, Pa. S48-52

Pouters.

A. HEROU-X, Lawrence, Mass.. begs to in-

form those intending to obtain pouters
* from his celebrated lofls, to begin opera-
tions with next March, that his surplus
stock is rapidly being closed out, though he
has yet .several fine specimens to spare.
Order promptly and avoid disappointment;
Jio and upward per bird. 46-50

F:NRY LANCASTER,750 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I .sold to Johu Yew-
dall for $75, and its father to Mr. Kerner, of
Louisville, for $50. 53

MPORTED FtNGLISIIand Scotch pouters and
fantails in all colors, of great quality; floto
JJS |)er pair. Address M. Kleasen, Kix-heB-

ter, N. V. 46-50

H

I

Jacobins.

H
^ BAILY, Ardmore, Pa., offers 50 jacobins,
*^ all colors, from finest imported stock.

48-49

V. CRAWFORD, Montclair, N. J., the
^ champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from |io up. 37-44-47-53

Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLI.ERS.
Thomas Grist, Clemcnton, N. J., formerly
of Birmingham, Bng. 48

Swallows.

G A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
^
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofall
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cmciunati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

LI. KINDS of birds and animals. Wllson'a
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. ggA

F

J

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
specially-prepared sharp grit. Size for
fowls, and size for young chicks. Bushel,
$1. John Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa. 48

FANTAIL PIGEONS.-Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
f2.50 to I25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert Evansvillc, Ind.

FOR SALE —Carriers, jacobius, turbits, owls,
trumpeters, tumblers, Anlwerps, highfly-
ers, swallows, magpies, moorhcads fan-
tails, etc., etc., etc. T. W. Hooper & Co
423 W. Franklin St., Baltimore, Md. 48-51

T-*OR SALE.—Cheap. Black, white and saddle" fantails, while jacobins and pouters white
turbits, tumblers. Write for full particu-
lars. E. Hopkins, Box 39, Mercbanlville,
New Jersey. ^^.^g

OHN ORNELLAS, Springfield, 111., has for
sale fancy pigeons and pet stock •

48-1

1

TB. FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
mnrp Md hr*'eH.»r r\f cSTTierS •**—**•

—

3 ' swallows and magpies ol ail colors, "oniy
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. ^

LEG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. Seam-
less (for youngsters), every one registertid,
2}<Jc. Open bands, for old birds, ic each
Send for sample. Mrs. E. S. Starr, Box
295, Philadelphia, Pa.

FGEONS WANTED—All kinds of fancy
pigeons of standard markings, pairs or
whole lofts. No culls bought. Prices must

. be low so I can handle and sell again. I
also breed high<lass jacobius, pouters, tur-
bits. Largest and best equipped lofts in
the West. Henry S. Cooper, St. Joseph,
Michigan. S48-49

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

C. TATE, Milwaukee, Wis., has for sale
the following fancy pigeons, principally

* from last season's breeding. Fantails,
black, blue, yellow, white and saddled.
Turbits, pure white and solid blue with
black bars. Jacobins, white and strawberry
mottled. Tumblers and rollers in all colors,
short and long faced, with and without
boots. Also, inside or ground tumblers.
Write for what you want; prices reasonable.
Will sell to dealers 100 or more of above at
very low prices to make room. 50

R

Case Birds.

rOUNG ROCK MINAH. These birds are
considered the best talking birds in the
world. This is a young bird and in good
plumage. Will sell cheap for cash. Good
reason for selling. Address Box 843, Pitts-
field, Mass. s-48

Cats.

ANGORA CAT. Black and white. Ven- pretty.
Price only $6. Address Box 845, Pitlsfield.

Mass. B-48-49

Pet Stock.

TAME RACCOON. He is as tame and play-
ful as a kitten. Only about one year old.

Children can handle him as well as a cat.

Address Box 845, Piltsfiel I, Mass. •-48

Artists and Bntfravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 12

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Hea<ls, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
liest animal phologniphers in America
whereby we are able tu make special term*
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing,

Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

w.
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.
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Birds for Sale.

—GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE NETTINGS".-

Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock. 811 miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....
MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen
BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen J gg

Orders for youngsters of 1S90

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

-FOR-

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES,
AKD ALL OXHEJl

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Henneries, Pigeon Houses, Poultry Hurdles, Rabbit Hutches,
Aviaries, Garden and Lawn Fences.

We carry full stock of ALL SIZE MESHES from % iuch to 2 inches
Widths— 12, i8, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 inches.

WE ALSO KEEP IN STOCK
Tempered Steel Galvanized Elastic Wire Cables for Fencing.

Galvanized Barb Wire Fencing. Galvanized Twisted Ribbon Fencing.
Estimate* given for fencing put up complete with iron or wooden posts.

Copper Cable Lightning Rods
Furnished with poinU and fixtures, or erected on buildings to order.

STRAWBUGE & CLOTHE

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.

PHII/ADEL.PHIA, PA.

DE WITT WIRE CLOTH CO.,
No. 703 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

£OOS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE UST.

H. \V. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

IMPROVED "jf.fi 8
'
o "

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
simple. Perfect and •«ir-reKalatlnK.

PEAS AND SEEDvS.

For Feeding PijreonB and Young
Chickens a Specialty.

PRICES AND SAMPLES

FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

F. E. McAllister,
Feed Merchant and Importer,

22 DEY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

"^ Onlyj^One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

ro^'^f^^^^^.^^^'^^^:^^'^^^^ Cholera and

I have recommended it to several parties. Aery truly C?. PESHALL.^Presient " "*'''

„^ ., „ Ku- r. ..
Pamrato, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.

My homers nre ttsi-il as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fiftvpairsof well-mated birds
from the above stock ol i88g hatch for sale. Al
youngsters with Sporting Life bauds. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. qs

H. A. BRIDGE,
BRKEDER OF

Light Brahfflas, Plymontli Rocb and'

Wyaudottes.

COLUMBUS. O.

WOBCESTEB'S
DICTIONARY

" The highest authority known a» to the
use of the English language."

I
new IlluKtratcd rstaloaue.

Clreuinra Free.

^ J?. *^^0- M. 8TAHL.*•<• •nahedir.T. QUINCY ILLI NOIS.

P RS Cherteri. Berkshire!, Polandi. Fox
-lorS'».

5o"»«*». Be«glet,CoIlies,SetterB.W.GIB-
BON8 & CO.,W. CheJltr.Pa. Bend sUmp for dr

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

HO. 82 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS

Wltb or wlibout DenlMQ'i PaMnt Io4«z.

The Standard of the Leading
Publishers, l\1agazines, anil News-
papers.

The DiflioDary of the Scholar for Spelling,

Pronunciation, and Accuracy In

Definition.
Send for large Circular to tho Publtshem,

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANYy
PHIUkDELPHIA.

OAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

VOIi. 4, KO. 8. 1

WHOLlE no., 49./ PHILADELPHIA, FEBRUARY 22, 1890. PER ANNT7M, ya.SO.
8INGIJS COPY, 5o.

V -

FIELD TRIAL WINNER, KATIE NOBLE.
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DOC SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
NATATORIUM HALL. BALTIMORE. MD.

MARCH 18, 19. 20 AND 21, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE ON TUESDAY. MARCH 4.

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, Etc., APPLY TO

W. S-TEWARX DIKFENDERFRER Sec'y.,
'««« NORTH CHARLES 8TREBT, BAXTIMORE, MB.

il^JJ^ STUD.

SETTERS & POINTERS
DESMOND II

I

ROCHESTER KENNEL CLUB

SECOND ANNUAL BENCH SHOW.
WASHINGTOM RIHK. ROCHESTER, H. Y.

MARCH 11, 12. 13 AND 14, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE SATURDAY, MARCH 1.

HARRY YATES, Secretary,
P. O. Kox 4««, Rochester, N. Y.

IN THE STUD.

Red Insh setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan
bngland, bv Frisco—Grou.se II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities Hewon first prize in the Derby aVhe Philadelphia
5r.. J ?'* '*'*'• "'"1 °" '*»e bench lias won, first,
Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia J889. Stud fee, fco.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, iSSq-
hrst and .special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizesMnd cups 111 Kngland. This dogU a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $50.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A voung dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $j,$.

'pHE CELEBRATED POINTER,

MOLTON BARON.
fep:, f50.

Combining bench show form with field trial
quality. The most successful pointer sire in the
world. Sire of five field trial winners of 1889,
defeating all pointers and setters brought into
contact with them. On the bench his get have
won highest honors at Warwick, Exter, Bam
Elms, Darlington, Birmingham and other places.
Address

Bulled'Bruette Kennel,

Jefferson, Wisconsin.

gNGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.

IN THE STUD.
Advertiumenh inserted under this heading at the

ftUowing rales: One inch. singU insertion. S/.fO-
Si-fo/or the month; S15 /or three months; SiS/or
stx months, and fso/or the year

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prisie win-

KEERER
Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch inAmenca. Also a fine dog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE.
Melrose, Mass.

JNJTHE STUD.

JRISH SETTER AT STUD

CHAMPION BLARNEY

«J^n^rtf«.sf^HU^P^&t°h^^,-K^^-?^
ToiX.lfc'""'''"" ""'""' Richmond'lt.^ui:

PEE, J25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. C. Pa.

By
of

CARLTON PERO

p?'rf,'^rD'?*?^r''J'',°5"~^°'""«** P«"'«y- Record:
Firstat Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby, 1888

cf?I
'"„ I'h'ladelphia Kennel Club's All-aged

Stake, i8,Sq; fir.st n, Members' Stake an ' '

01 the Philadelphia Item's $100 special.
of1h»'pH-?'J'W"' Members' Stake and winner"Uhe Philadelphia Item's $100 special.
For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAY,
43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte H. Winner
numerous prizes in puppy classes in England

last year and winner of second prize, puppv
class, at Loudon, Ont., when out of conditionA grand dog in the field . Fee, $2S.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woollon Game by Goueh
—Larkspur. A superb field dog Fee, J25.

FRANK J. M.
A grandson of Sensation by Frank—Florence
Fine field and stud dog. Is the sire of large
litters of promising puppies. Fee, |J5.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

.*''II"?-.
?"<^1"^>* "ot proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion, ^r

Advertisements inserted under this heading a

t,c/ 1 "f '',",'"' ^r '"'^*' ""^'f '"sertiont
flJo,-Ss.4o for the month; SfS for three months;
fin for SIX months, and Sjo for the year.

Vihvmz Hennels,
FAIRFIELD, CONN.

Rough-coated .... „^.„„,u
brated'^sires, out of well-bred

St. Bernard puppies by cele-

r...^'i;K..r^V "."' "• "«" bred hitches, also thor-oughbred fox terriers. For particulars and pedi-gree address *^

Chas. D. Bernheimer,
47-50 664 First Ave., New York City.

COCKER SPANIELS.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

'pHE WELL-KNOWN COLLIE.

NULLAMORE,

AT J15 EACH.

For further particulars address

B. F. LEWIS.
^ Box 15, Merion P. O.. Pa,

P ^™-"**^ *•"«£ WHITE ENGUSHTOY BULL TERRIER,

TM jTEM KtNNp,
Care CiiAS. Pharo.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

JKISH TERRIER IN THE STUD.

SHAMROCK,
BY GARRYOWEN-SHEILA FEE, fHO.
Address

L A. RICE,
Hotel Lafayette, PhUadelphia, Pa.

suaSfeU '^f "^it^^"' 35 younjg cocker and field
i-paniels of the finest breedmg at reasonable
E!","i"; ^S ''*;"" «"^'' "' 'he ^untry Wri efor list and prices. ANDREW LAIDLAW.

Woodstock Spaniel Kennels,
^7'5° Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.
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Rough-coated Collies

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - • - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English chatn-

gioii, sire of Bendigo, Maney

FEE - $20.

sire of ^„, _„..^^
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (10)
bitches
After which his fee will l)e

535
J50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire
of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America - $35

Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Will<es (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) ..... $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above dogs out of first-clasa bitches •

uSe?,.«^"Sdrl.°i
°' ''°"'°" •"""• •"<* '^•'^

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
M Philadelphia, Pa.

Fine bred pet dogs, skye and Scotch TerriersFox Terriers, Yorkshires, etc., bred and for sale'Fine and small dogs sold on commi.saion Comicand sporting pictures suitable for kennels club
rooms, stables, aviaries, halls, saloons, etc' -allkinds at bed-rock prices. Pictures framed toorder artistically. Headquarters for Dr H Clav
Glover's Imperial Dog Remedies. Spratfs Doe
Cakes, Medicines. Soaps.etc; also Jackson's cele
brated Pasteur's Pine Liquid Disinfectant Callon or address. W.H.JACKSON,
49^5 xn West iSth St.. New York City.

poINTER IN THE STUD,

BANG.
pruis.'^Fe^.^lIs."''

^"*' """^ numerxMis other

ENGLISH SETTER FIELD TRIAL WINNER,

BOB H.
By Count Noble—B-lle Boyd. She hy Glad-

^^^"i^
Winner of third Eastern Field Trials,

T^-lH^nVf ^"^^ noted dogs as loey B.. CassioToledo Blade. Roger and others, the fast named
field dog of high merit. Fee $20.

J. H. WINSLOW,
p. O. Box 1247. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Newest. Best and Cheapest Doe and
Poultry Food is

- ' NONPAREIL
loJ.'h"*'*''?'^'''" ^^"^^ condition: makes henslay at any tune. It is the best food to makepuppies and chicks grow quickly.

>"»>«.=

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.
Send for samples.

RAVENSWOOD FEED CO.,

828 Vernon Ave., Ravenswood, L. I.
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74
115
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lOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG

RECORD; Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,
1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, I50.

Lebanon Kennels.

^^^
LEBANON, PA.

POINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westminster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address
JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

*7'^^ Babylon, L. I., N. Y.

yORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American pri«

'

winner. Described Tn show reports as •'bestYorkshire in America. ' Two photographs from

free*°»ril'l.
»i»'^"de<i pedigFce a.fd iJinning"

Itree, Reliable young stock for sale.

.., .11 „ ^ *"• " COOMBS.
4/-40 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me. I
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

•

FIXTURES.

Dogr Shews.
March 4-7.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago,

111. J. L. Lincoln, Sr.. secreUiry.
March 11-14.— Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester. N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary. ,

March 18-21.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti-
more. Md. \V Stewart DifTenderfer. secretary.
March 25-28.—Massachusetts Kennel Club,

at Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, secretary.
April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston. Mass. I. W. Newman, secretary.
April IS-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is Katie
Noble (Count Noble ex Queen Meg),
winner of second prize in the All-aged
stake and was awarded third money in

the Members' stake without running at

the Philadelphia Kennel Club's trials,

held at Widewater, Va., in Novemljer,
1889.

She is a beautifully made bitch, marked
with a black, white and tan head and a

blue belton body. She ran into the sec-

ond series at the Indiana Kennel Club's
trials, held at Bickncll, Ind., in Novem-
ber, 1888, where she distinguished her-
self by defeating the Racine Kennel's
stud dog, King's Mark, who won the first

prize in the All-aged Setter stake at Lex-
ington, Miss., 1889. Without an ex-

planation it would seem odd that King's
^

Mark should be awarded third prize at I

Bicknell, when he had been defeated by '

Katie Noble. It happened in this way:
'

Her owner was in a hurry to get home
and took her away before the stake was
ended. Mr. Taylor has a letter in his
possession from one of the judges at that
trial in which he writes: "I remeinl)er
Katie Noble very well. She beat King's
Mark in the first series and would have

been placed tAird if her owner had not

sent her away too early."

Katie was handicapped in her heats this

fall, it was said, by being heavily in

whelp, and had to be lifted over the

fences by her owner. Notwithstanding,

she did excellent work, and by her

queenly ways and statuesque poses when
on birds gained for her the admiration of

all present. A writer in an article in our

Chicago contemporary, entitled, "A Day
Behind Two Crack Dogs," speaks enthu-

siasticall)- of Katie's speed and endurance

and lx;ing "quite as brave in facing ugly

cover and as ready for hard and, rough
service from sunrise till dark, while she

is yet as gentle as a fawn.

"An indomitable worker, with the mer-

riest of tails, she whips across the field at

a swift gallop, hunting gaily and spirit-

edly, as if with the determination to find

game if there is any in the country. With
her thin coat she slips through a patch of

burs and comes out almost as sleek as a

pointer. * * Katie, with the pride

of a little queen,conscious of her charms,

prefers to open where she can have a

chance to strike the eye with her statu-

esque beauty. Her attitude when pointing

and backing is, indeed, superb, and in re-

ferring to it at the last Indiana Field

Trial, where she and Rod ran finely,

Berganthal [not the judge whose letter is

quoted above) crisply remarked: 'Why,
she is a regular picture-maker. I have

never seen a dog with a sweeter temper

or one more perfectly trained. If Rod
challenges your admiration, Katie wins

your love.'
"

The same writer gives an odd occur-

rence indicative of the bitch's sagacity.

Rod, thirty yards away, had nailed a

wounded bird and was on a stiff point.

Katie, usually so prompt to back, caught

sight of him and heedless of her owner's

call went straight as an arrow to the spot,

captured the bird and with a flirt of her

tail in the face of crestfallen Rod trotted

gaily in. As she picked up the quail

under Rod's nose she seemed to say,

"Dear old stupid, are you asleep or have

you taken a contract for pointing by the

year?" "Good dog," said her owner,

dropping Bob White into a pocket that

possessed receptive and expansive pow-

ers rivalling those of Benjamin's fish

basket. Ordinarily Katie would have

backed Rod instantly and as staunchly as

a rock.

How in this case she detected that it

was not an unflushed bird, but one

mortally wounded, I shall never compre-

hend. Whether the result of some in-

scrutable instinct, or of a sagacity ap-

proaching human reason, the incident

was one of the most striking that I ever

witnessed in the field.

Katie Noble is the property of Mr.

Francis G. Taylor, of Philadelphia, who
handled her in both stakes.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS,

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are curreut here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

There arrived in New York on Wednes-

day, after a very rough voyage of twenty-

two days, Mr. Bertram I'lrich, from Nurn-

berg, Bavaria, the largest breeder of

Great Danes in Germany, with a string

of the following Great Danes for exhibi-

tion in Chicago. The dogs are in fairly

good shape considering the length of the

voyage. Among the dogs Mr. Ulrich

brought are Hannibal, first at Brussels,

four prizes of honor and special at

Cologne, King's prize of 1500 marks for

best Great Dane at Stuttgart; Helois,

first as Brussels, first at Hanover, prize of

honor at Stuttgart, Frankfort; Hidalgo,

first at Vienna; Melack, second at Con-

stadt; Nevizel, first at Constadt, and

several others. Mr. Ulrich was induced

to come out through the instrumentality

of Mr. Heimerle, aud came out on the

same steamer with Mr. Lang, who came
over to judge at Chicago.

« «

We regret to report that the Siberian

wolf-hound Ivan, the property of Messrs.

Gatz & King, is reported as very ill from
an abscess.

*
* *

The Indianapolis, Ind., field trial of

dogs was run near London, a station six-

teen miles from the city proper, Febru-

ary 4, the judges selected being Mr. H.
Kerr, Mr. Sep Smith and Dr. Moore, all

prominent sportsmen. They were en-

tered in the All-aged stake—five pointers,

two Irish, five English and one Gordon
setter—twelve in all, and resulted in

Hoosier Harrry, H. A. Comstock's liver

and white pointer dog, taking first place

and money; Rod, W. B. Allen's liver

and white pointer dog, second, and Old
Man. a native liver and white pointer,

the property of John Gasper, and Spot,

a liver and white pointer, belonging to

C. Foster, divided third.

•
* *

Says the American Field: "The follow-

ing is too good to be lost: A gentleman
who has had his experietice, in referring

to reporting bench shows, remarked:

'It is easier to write about mongrels
than thoroughbred dogs for the reason

that the owners of the former are not

critics, while we all know ttiat the

owners of the latter can not be satisfied

on earth.' From his remark every one
will know "he's been there.' "

*
• •

From Forest and Stream we learn that

the Eastern Field Trials Club has secured

grounds for running their trials next No-
vember at Otterburu Springs, Va. Mr. F.

R. Hitchcock, who was appointed by the

comniittee to make arrangeincnts, reports

that the grounds secured ate much better

in every respect than any he has yet

seen. They are nearly level, free from

briars aud with no bad thickets. They
are situated some two miles West of

Amelia Court House and about forty miles

distant from Richmond. There is a large

hotel recently built, and the accommoda-
tions are ample. Birds are fairly plenti-

ful, jiiid with the protection which they

will now have there will be enough to

thoroughly stock the grounds.

*
• «

It is rumored that Mr. Washington has

sold his Irish setter Darby II to a New
Yorker for a big price.

• •

From the Stock-Keeper we learn that

"pugs are going very well jn»t now in

America, and one well-known breeder and

owner contemplates an early visit to these

isles to replenish his stock." To whom
doe.s this refer ? There is no doubt but

that Dr. H. M. Cryer's interesting con-

tributions on "The Prize Pttgs of America

and England" have done much to again

popularize this breed of dogs. Dr. Cry-

er's articles are about ending and will

shortly be published in book form.

»
• «

H. W. Lacy, kennel editor of Turf,

Field and Farm, had a fall on the Sixth

Avenue elevated railroad steps in New-

York while returning from the dog show.

He received a severe scalp wound which

necessitated his removal to St. Luke's

Hospital. Mr. Lacy's accident was hot
only painful' btit unfortunate, as hft had
all his noles, i^rejiated', alid his WbiWd
have been the only coti»'i>lfet* r^pt>rt of

the Westminster Kennel Club's' shbw
published last week.

*
• «

Mr. J. H. Winslow bred his pointer

bitch Queen to Champion Naso of Kippen,
and his Golden Rod is now on a visit to

Champion Graphic.

«
« •

Mr. John White presented Duchess of
Hesseii.liy Duke of Hessen out of Duchess
of Waterloo, to Mr. J. H. Winslow, Phila-

delphia.

» •

About 40,000 persons visited the New
York exhibition during the fourdays it was
open. This insured the financial success

of the fourteenth annual exhibit.

«
* «

Entries for the Rochester Kennel
Club's show close March 1

.

»
* •

The American Spaniel Club has voted
to offer a |ioo cup for cockers at the first

annual bench show of the Buffalo Kennel
Club. This cup must be won three times
by one exhil)itor to become his property.

It was competed for at New York last

week.
»

* *

In answer to an Eastern admirer of

fox-chasing dogs, who recently advanced
an opinion to the effect that there was
not a pack of foxhounds in the United
States or any other country that could

run down and kill one red fox out of 200

and tackle them in Maine, New Hamp-
shire or Vermont, Mr. James Avent, of
Hickory Valley, Tenn., comes forth ready

to wager $2000 that his pack of dogs
can run down and kill red foxes in one
of the above named states in fewer races

than he proposes to give.

«
» *

With the object of doing away with the

cruelty which is almost inseparable from
rabbit coursing, a sporting man of Eng-
land has invented an automatic rabbit

which meets all the requirements of the

sport. It fits in a socket attached to an
endless wire running in gutters below

ground, only a narrow slot showing on
the surface. The contrivance is worked
by machinery erected in a small tower.

The motive power is a heavy stone weigh-

ing about half a ton, working in a similar

manner to a clock weight, the speed at

which the "rabbit" travels being con-

trolled by a man at a crank handle. The
gutters are laid diamond shape, and the

length of the course is about 200 yards,

the "rabbit" doubling twelve times on
the journey, the angles being very acute.

«
« »

The mail vote for the election of oflS-

cers for 1890 of the American-English

Beagle Club resulted as follows: Herman
F. Schellhass, president; Louis Smith,

secretary and treasurer ; William H.

Child, George Laick and J. M. Frone-

field, Jr., Executive Committee.

Some memliers of the Western and

Eastern Coursing Club, with exhibitors

of greyhounds at the New York show,

met at the call of Dr. Van Hummell at

the American Institute building on the

13th inst. Dr. Van Hummell was voted

to the chair, and Mr. Edwin H. Morris

consented to act as secretary of the meet-

ing. It was considered that in view of

the increased interest iioW Ijeing taken

in the greyhound,the investment of large

sums in the importation of some of the
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Eitglish cracks, together with the for

niation of fresh coursing clubs, that some-

thing should be done to insure proper

consideration at the hands of bench show
committees, some provision should be

made for a headquarters for supplying

information to those wishing to form lo-

cal clubs to hold coursing meetings and
to insure their being carried out in a

thoroughly sportsmanlike manner; rules,

judges and slippers should be recom-

mended, this being likely to help on this

sport to become one of our national

pastimes as it is in Hngland. It was also

thought that some supervision of pedi-

grees should be undertaken in conjunc-

tion with the American Kennel Club.

#
*

The following officers were elected for

the first year: Dr. Van Hummell, presi-

dent; Mr. Charles L. tiriffith, vice-presi-

dent; Mr. T. Frank Chevalier, treasurer;

Mr. Edwin H. Morris, secretary, who,
with Mr. J. Herbert Watson and Mr.

George C. Taylor on the committee, will

proceed to . prepare a constitution and
by-laws, which will l>e published in due

I

Where Field Triaij

Dogs ^re gREti

A Correspondent's Visit to the Kennels

<»f Mr. Hud.son, at Covington, Ky.

KniTOR Fancikrs' Ioi-rnai,.

Sir: The complaint has often l)een ex-

pressed by members of our Kennel Club
that we have too much of the Count
Noble blood in this city, an<l no gootl

dog of (ila«lstoiie's get to cross upon our
bitches. I determined if possible to

secure a good one and travelled down to

I.,ouisville, Ky., where I purchased from
the gentlemen composing the I'liarmacy

Kennel of that city the black, white and
tan dog Breeze Gladstone by Champion

i

Gladstone ex Champion Sue. He is a

[

handsome fellow, of grand conformation;

I

his breeding is unexcelled. He has all

1 the attributes that go to make up a fine

dog, l)eing a field trial performer as well

as a bench show winner.

Breeze was trained by Charles Tucker,
of Stanton, Tenn., who ran him in the

course. Any suggestions and names of
\

Eastern All-aged Stake in i88«. In this

those wishing to become members of the

club may be addressed to the members of

the committee or to the secretary at 101

Waverly Place, New York City.

«

The English champion collie dog, The
Squire, purchased by Mitchell Harrison

last December, from Mr. Charles, of

Warwickshire, England, arrived Saturday

afternoon at his new home at the Chest-

nut Hill Kennels. The Squire has won
many prizes in England, and has also

made his mark as the sire of Bendigo,

Maney Trefoil and other noted dogs, and
he will undoubtedly prove a great acqui-

sition to the collie breeders of this coun-

try. A grandson of his, Hempstead Ben,

by Bendigo, was the sensational puppy
at the New York show last week, win-

ning everything he competed for, except

the cup, (or the best collie in the show,

which went to Scotilla, the Chestnut Hill

champion.
#

A local paper states: "The Squire is

now in his seventh year, his date of birth

being August 9, 1883, and he is by that

fountain-head of our choicest collies,

Charlemagne, out of that equally won-
derful producer, Old Flurry. lu color

The Squire is a handsomely marked sable

and white dog. The price Mr. Harrison

paid for this dog has not been made pub-

lic, but it is well known that Mr. Charles

was holding him at about |i2oo. It was
the intention to show The Squire at the

New York show, and he was duly en-

tered, but did not arrive until the ex-

hibition was closed. His absence gave
opportunity for a joke at the expense of

the collie sharps. The Chestnut Hill

Kennels were showing, for the first time,

an American-bred dog called Roslyn
Wilkes, which, like The
sable with a white collar,

charge of the dogs placed

The Squire's bench number, which was
next to its own, and the collie men were
worshiping Roslyn Wilkes as The
Squire for half of Tuesday, much to the

amusement of those who knew what had
been done."

ft *

A new kennel has Ijeen formed in

Pittsburg, mainly to develop what is

claimed to l)e the coming fashionable

breed of dogs, the Russian wolf-hound.

P. H. Hacke, the first importer of the

dog, and owner of the famous Ivan, se-

cured from the Czar's stock, is one of the

promoters. A. Stucky, a St. Bernard

breeder, is also interested.

Squire, was a

The person in

Wilkes under

race he established his ability as a high-

class field dog, running up into the
fourth series, where he met the Mem-
phis and Avent Kennel Club's Chance.
The heat was closely contested, the dogs
being ordered down a second time, as a
decision could not be reached. Finally
the heat was decided in Chance's favor.
This was a great disappointment to Mr.

Tucker, as he was conhtlent of winning
the stake with his dog.

Breeze has won a first prize on the
bench at Syracuse and a special prize
for the best FInglish setter in the show.
He will supply the want of a stud dog

in our city—nicking well with the
bitches of Count Noble's get, owned by

On my journey down to Louisville I

had a three-hour lay-over in Cincinnati.
Taking advantage of the delay I oaid a
visit to our friend, J. Shelley Hudson, at
Covington, Ky., whose reputation as a
breeder of Llewellyn sett*;rs is second to
none in this country. Found him at home
and although the weather was threatening
he insisted that I should "go out to the
farm and see the dogs." He stepped to
the telephone and ordered his mate and
*^uggy. and in about the time that it

takes to write it we were speeding over
the gently undulating hills of the Ken-
tucky Turnpike.towards his farm, distant
five miles from the city.

Like many other doggy men, I had
known Mr. Hudson by correspondence
only, and'was charmed by his cordiality
of manner, the bon hommie of an ardent
sportsman.

;
With so much to chat about that was

1
of mutual interest, it seemed scarcely

j

creditable that we had covered five
miles when the sorrel drew up at the en-

I trance gates, and Mr. Hudson sprang out
to open them, with a cherry "Here we
are !" We lost no time in getting over
the kennels.
Mr. Hudson has a perfect arrangement

in his kennels, giving plenty of freedom
and exercise. He has at present alx)Ut
forty dogs. I was agreeably disappointed
in Ben Hill. It is odd the peculiar im-
pression one forms of a celebrated dog.
We form an opinion of the dog and his
form from the reputation that he has
made, and the specimens of his get that
we have seen. With Ben Hill, I was
under the impression that he was like
other representatives of the Druid-Ruby
dogs, a large dog with more or less
lumber.
On the contrary, he is rather a little

fellow, of exquisite quality, with a beau-
tiful head, marked black and white and a
finely cut square muzzle. His body is

racily built and short coupled, with
handsome blue ticks in the white mark-
ings. He gazes up at you with his large
brown eyes full of intelligence and with
a perfect expression. My heart went out
to Ben at once. It seemed that for me he
was the only dog in the kennel.
Dad Wilson, "the magnificent," was

looking well. This handsome fellow has
been so often described in the sporting
papers that his beauty of form was quite
familiar to me. He has proved himself

a great sire. Two of his get have covered
themselves with glory at the field trials

during the past season.
I refer to the two promising puppies,

Dad Wilson's Boy and Dad Wilson, Jr.
They inherit not only their sire's great
bird finding qualities, but his bench show
form as well. Dad's Boy being a particu-
larly handsome puppv. Mr. Hudson
then showed to me another precious piece
of dog flesh, which he has named Soli-
taire.

lie is a son of Dad Wilson and Old
Lit, the only puppy in the litter and
the last one she had before Mr. Hudson
sold her to Mr. Hulman. The puppy is

about seven months old, is very active,
and while a trifle under.sized, seemed in

perfect health.
Chickasaw II, a well-known son of Old

Gladstone out of Sue, was next whistled
out of his kennel. He trod the wet grass
daintily, and seemed to prefer the com-
fort of his warm kennel to standing out
in the rain which had begur, to patter
down at a lively rate.

Effie Hill, a nice little black, white
and tan bitch, was the kennel companion
of Ben. She is a recent acquisition to the
kennel.

In the adjoining kennel was a numl>er
of very fine puppies sired by Ben Hill out
of Tempest, litter sister to Nora, the field
trial wmner. Let me just here give
Mr. Hudson the credit, that is his due,
of l>eiug the breeder of that litter out
of Lit, of which Nora was a worthy
representative. He raised and had them
trained and ran Nora m the Derby.
Shortly afterward Mr. Hudson sold her
to the late I. Norris Cochran, of this city.

Close upon the notice of Mr. Cochran's
death came the news of the death of his
favorite dog. The newspapers have given
a full account of Nora's admirable quali-
ties, and the laurels she won at last sea-
son's trials, but they have not as a rule
Kiven Mr. Hudson the credit that is his
due, of being the breeder of such a fine
animal; the credit, too, of selecting her
as the most promising puppy and start-
ing her in her career.

It was a great blow to us when we re-
ceived a telegram from Mr. Merriani, of
the Memphis and .\vent Kennels, stating
that she was dea<l. ( )ur club had been
suddenly cast into gloom over the loss of
one of our brightest and most popular
meniljers and then to learn that the bitch
had been taken away was a severe blow
indeed. We had anticipated having Mr.
Cochran and his dogs at our trials next
year,where he would have been this vear,
had it not Ijeen that his duties as an of-
ficer in the Eastern kept him at High
Point.

*

After looking over another litter by
Ben Hill ex Dolly S., we went back to
the house. On a side piazza with a shel-
tering wing Mr. Hudson gave a whistle
and out bounced a very handsome black,
white and tan bitch called Dixie, by
Dashing Berwyn ex Magnolia, followed
b^- a trooj) of her sons and daughters,
sired by the celebrated Sportsman.
These puppies were large for their age,
Uking after the sire. .\11 were in perfect
health and condition.
Ben Hill and Dad Wilson followed at

our heels into the kitchen, where we got
out of our rubbers and got ready to leave.

"I have," said Mr. Hudson, "still to
show you one more. vShe is the Queen of
the West, but at present is in retirement."
Close to the stable where we left the
buggy is the bitches' house, where visitors
of the tender sex are placed when in sea-
son. The bottom and sides of this house,
which, by the way, is built on supports
three feet above the ground, are lined

AMERICAN KENNEL
CLUB MEETING.

TEN CLUBS REPRESENTED

Ofticial Report of the FroceedinKs-

Treasurer's Keport-ChaiiKes

in the Rules.

The

The regular annual meeting of the
American Kennel Club was held at their

rooms. No. 44 Broadway, February 13,

1890. The following were present:

American Pet Vog Club M. H. Ckvkr
American »^|>aniel Club Jas. Watson
I,on(f Island Live Stock Fair Asso. . . T. Prime
Maryland Kcnuel Club H. Malcolm
New England Kenuel Club F. B. Pay
St. Paul Kennel Club A. D. L,Gwis
Southern Field Trial Club Jamks I.. Anthony
New Jersey Keunel Club . . A. C. Wilmeruinc
.Massachusetts Kennel Club R, Lkslik
Hartford Kennel Club A. C. Collins

On motion Mr. James 1,. Anthony was ap-
pointed chairman in the absence of the President
and Vice-President.

ThkChairma.s.—The question is now whether,
with the limited number of delegates present,
we shall proceed with the meeting or adjourn.
As I understand, the American Keunel Club is

composed of forty-five clubs, located in ah parts
of the United States, and, of course, it is impos-
sible to have a majority of those forty-five clubs
present at an annual meeting. It has l>een

rule<l by the Chairman of a former meeting, un-
der the same circumstances, that a majority of
those present constituted a quorum. If there is

no objection, in order to bring the question be-
fore the meeting, I will rule that there is a suffi-

cient number of delegates present to proceed
with the business for which this meeting was
called. The Chair will entertain any appeal
from that ruling, if it Is the desire of any of the

Mr. Prime.— I move that the former ruliug of
the Chair be accepted for this meeting.
The Chairman.—That was my intention. I

believe I stated in the first part of my remarks
that the Chair would sustain that ruling, and
would make it the ruling for the meeting to-day,

unless there is objection. I don't think it is nec-
essary to offer a resolution. If the question does
not come up, the Chair will not even make a
ruling. The Secretary will proceed with the
business Ijefore the house.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were
read and approved.

Mr. Watson.—I move that the reading of the
Treasurer's report be dispen.'sed with, owing to
its publication in the Gazette.
The report of the Stud Book Committee was

then read and adopted, and is as follows.

To THE American Kennel Cli-b.

Gkntlkme.n: Your committee begs to report
the mostthat during the year i88q it acted upon

important matters referred to it by the American
Kennel Club, aud reported its action at the regu-
lar meetings of the Ivxecutivc Committee of said
dub, and by them approved. Several unimport-
ant matters are still in abeyance, and your com-
mittee in such cases reports progress. The Stud-
Book received during the year 4217 voluntarj-
registrations made up from the following sources:

Cash entries ,g.,
Less returncil as not eligible

35

Total

Associate entries

,1912

- - 297
A. K. K. entries (under the rule) &

Total ^
The rule allowing A. K. R. entries to l>e ac-

cepted (without charge) upon application of
owners, was rescinded by tlie Advisory Com-
niillcc, April 15, 1S89, and said action was ratified

with slieet-iron. This efiectuallv prevents *'>" ^^% '^"'"'^," Kennel Club May 23, i8«9 The
o ».;.-l, f „ ;„.. i._ .•'-". topy for Vol. \ I of the Stud Hook was delivereda bitch from gnawing her way out or an
intruding dog working his way in.

In this house was" a celebrity, Bo-
hemian Girl, herself and no less. Her
ladyship was in confinement, having
been or alK)ut to be bred to Champion
Dad Wilson. She was looking in prime
fettle, her coat as glossy as silk, her
feather very luxuriant. .She is a well-
made bitch of grand substance, and shows
herself the field dog par excellence.
A very pretty little bitch was next

brought out as we were about getting
into the carriage. She is a daughter of
Ben Hill's and was sent to be bred to
Dad Wilson by her owner. Captain Dean,
of Cincinnati.
Our time was getting short, so Mr.

Hudson did not let the grass grow under
his fleet-footed mare and landed me in
good shape in time to take my train

.

K. G. T.

copy t

to the rinters February 1, and the book will be
j

ready for sale and distributiou the first part of
1
March next. The delay in publishing Vol. VI

J

was caused by the great number of entries re-
ceived during the month of December, amount-
ing to ii.ss. the examination and compilation of
which, together with the other business of the
office, ciinsuined the entire month of January
iiotwilhstnnding the employment of additionai
clerical force. The composition, prwifrearting,
examination by the commiltes of the specialty
clubs, and finally the binding of the volumes,
will consume from four to six weeks, and as
early in March as possible the Secretary will for-
wanl the l><K)k loeuch associate and subscriber.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas H. Tkrrv, | ,. _ ...

A. 1). Lewis, 'jtommitlee.

The minutes of the annual meeting ofassociates
was read.
.Mr. Watson —There are one or two parts of

those niinuteh which do not agree with my recol-
lection of what occurred. The errorsare technical
and I do not see any objections lo correcting
them.

I"iii; Chairman. -I will entertain a motion to
refei those minutes back to the Sccictarv with
the request that he rectify the apparent errors,
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and that thev be submitted to the fcxecntiye

Committee f6r adoption I do not brieve in

adoDling minutes of another meeting at which a

rreat many of us were not present.

MR LEWIS.-I make that motion.

Motion seconded and earned.

Mr Watson —The difficulty occurs now (hat

we cannot act upon certain matters contained in

^''thiT'chairman.—The Executive Committee

may act. We cannot act upon that as a whole if

it is erroneous. „. . .. i-

Mr Vredenburgii—There is a question -of

amending the constitution. Can that constitution

l>e amended at this annual meeting without

notice being given as provided in the constitu-

Thk Chairman .—It cannot under the constitu-

tion. . , ..

Mr Watbon.—I move we reconsider the mo-
tion just pas.sed. Mv object is. as it makes no
practical difference in the report of the commit-

tee inasmuch as they are technical blunders,

that the report l>e accepted as read. The correc-

tions that are to be made will not aff'ect anything

that was done.
.. „ .

The Chairman. ~I have a note from Mr. Hunt-
ington, saying he was not familiar with Mr.

Whitman's handwriting and cinild not make it

out and asked Mr. Watson to supply the deficiency

to Mr. Vredenbnrgh. So, if the gentlemen present

are willing to accept that,we can get over that diffi-

culty. If Mr. Whitman and Mr. Watson will get

together and correct it we will proceed. Mr.
Watson's motion to reconsider the original mo-
tion is in order, and if Mr. Wal.son will renew it

I will put the question.
Mr. Watson.— I move that we reconsider the

motion to return the report to the Secretary for

correction
Motion seconded and carried.

The Chairman.—Now the question arises as

to the adoption of the report of the Secretary and
the recommendations therein contained.

Mr. Watson.— I move that report be accepted,

to read as follows:

ANNUAL MEETING OF ASSOCIATE MEM
BERS.

Fkbrcarv 17, 1S90, 7 p. M.

Dr. Perry Presiding.

Dr. Perry addressed the meetiujt. admonishing
the associate memliers to be more active, advanci-

suggestions and improvements, and thus create

a livelier interest in kennel matters. He further

stated that as delegate to the American Keiiiicl

Club he had been most courteously treated, his

suggestions and motions favorably considered,

and that he was fuUyconvinced perfect harmonx
of action in the future would exist, and great

lienefit be derived by co-operation. Dr. Perry

then resigned the Chair to Dr. Meyer,
The Secretarv read the minutes of the previ-

ous meeting which Mr, Watson moved heap
proved and accepted as read. Seconded by Mr.
Whitman. Carried.

Dr. Perry stated that as the election of officers

and delegates of the associate members was not

in strict conformitv with the con.stitution, and
was, therefore, illegal, he had refused to open
and certify the count. Mr. Watson put the ques-

tion to vote, aliu ii was *.ai i ic»i iiiai titc actit^ii *j»

Dr. Perry was in conformity with the require-

ments of the constitution and unanimously en
dorsed by the ass<x.nate members.
On motion of Mr. Whitman it was carried thai

a temporary secretary be appointed to ascertsin

who are eligible for election as officers and dele-

gates, and tnat he send a li.st of same to the Sec-

retary of the American Kennel Club.
It was resolved that the Executive Committee

of the American Kennel Club be asked by unani-
mous consent to consent to postponement of the
election of officers and delegates to April 10, of

current vear.
Mr, Watsim moved to reconsider last motion.

Seconded by Dr. Foote. Carried.
Motion by Mr. Watson, seconded by Mr, (Good-

man, resolved that the F;xecutive Committee of
the American Kenuel Club be a.sked to consent
to the postponement of the election of the officers

and delegates, and that a correct voting list be
sent out on March 20, and to otherwise conform
to the constitution regarding counting and an
nouncing'of the votes. Carried.
Mr, Vredenbnrgh brought forward a proposi

tion to suggest amendments to the A. K. C. re

garding the rules governing associate members
Motion by Mr. Whitman, .seconiled by Mr.

Goodman, to table the proposition of Mr. Vre-
denburgh. Dr. Foote offered an ameiidinent that
the propositions be taken up section by section.
Seconded. Mr. Watson moved as a substitute
that the propositions be not entertained. Sub
stitute lost and amendment carried. Section 1,

Article IV amended. Section 2, Article IV
amended.

MR. WATSON I'RESIDI.NG.

On motion of Mr. Huntington it was recom-
mended to the American Kennel Club that the
one hundred dollars voted to defray the ex-
penses of the delegates should apply to 1SH9, and
not simply to iHgo, as understood by Mr. Vreden-
bnrgh. Carried.
On motion of Mr. Whitman, Section 3, Article

IV was amended to read "may be" instead of
"shall be " dropped.
A special meeting was called for general busi-

ness for the secoinrday of the Boston Dog Show.
Moved by Dr. Foote, seconded by Mr. Hunting-
ton. Carried.
The meeting on motion of Dr. Perry adjourned.

H. W. HtlNTINGTON.

Secretary, A. K. C. A. M.

The following are the articles and sections re-
ferred to as amended, and notice of the proposed
changes is hereby given.

ARTICLE IV.

Sec, i. Any person vouched for 111 writing to
the Secretary of the American Kennel Club by
not less than two iiieml>ers of any club, a mem-
ber of this association, or by two associate mem-
bers, shall, upon payment of five dollars annual
dues and the endorsement of his application
by the President of the American Kennel Club
or of the associate members, become an associate
member and be announced as such in the next
issue of the Kennel Gazette,

Sec. 2. An associate member shall be entitled
to the Kennel (;azette and Stud-Hook, and to
two free registrations in the Stud-Book during
the current year, for which his dues are paid.
Sec. 3 The annual dues of five dollars shall be

payable on the first of Jauuarv of each year to
the SecreUry of the American' Kenuel Club, and
any person whose dues are not paid on or lufore

January 20, shall thereby forfeit his right lo be
included in the list of nieinbers eligible for elec-

tion to office and to vote for officers for the en-
suing year; and if his dues shall remain unpaid
at the next annual meeting of the associate
members, his name may be striken from the
noil, provided, however, that upon remitting the
five dollars dues with an application of member-
ship he shall be reinstated upon the endorse-
ment of his application by the presidents as
hereinbefore provided.
Mr, Watson.— I move that the American Ken-

nel Club consider the recommendations of the
associate members made in the report.

Seconded and carried.
The recommendations contained in said re-

port were then taken up, read, and severally

adopted. Article IV with proposed amendments
was then read, and on motion the Secretary was
instructed to publish thein for thirty days in the
ordinary form, to be acted upon at the next reg-

ular meeting of the American Kennel Club.

Mr. Watson,— Referring now to the Treasu-
rer's report published in the Gazatte, I desire to

ask one or two questions. I desire to say first

that I am not asking these questions in a fault-

finding wav. A number of people have come to

me aud pointed out. certain things, and one
point which they have brought forward is one
that should be cleared up, I hnvt been informed
that between January 1 aii<l January 11 there is

something that is not lo be published, I don't
think there is ever anything done in the Ameri-
can Kenuel Club that it would hesitate to have
published, and the question is what happened
between January i and January 11, if anything,
that is to lie concealed.
The Chairman.—I will call on the Secretary-

Treasurer to make that clear.

Mr. Vredenki'Rgh — I am very glad that Mr.
Wat.son has brought this matter up. It gives nic

an opportunitv to flatly contradict rumors that

have been put 'forward, and which are being cir-

culated. The closing of Vol. V of the Stud-Book
was reallv the first day of January, but as there

were a miinber of registrations that had come in

which were not accompanied with the fees, and
were otherwise irregular, we did not really close

until the nth of January, and then transferred

the account into tne new cash book. That is the

reason it was January 11 instead of January i

When the Auditing Committee, Major Ta^'lor

and Mr. Wilmerding. met, it was ascertained
that Mr Fay, who was on the Auditing Commit-
tee, could not be present that day. They were
appointed to audit the accounts of 1889 only, but
I showed them the books for 188H. Thev went
over those books, and they .saw exactly the
source from whence every dollar came to make
the balance on hand that I carried over to the
new book on January 11. That committee had a

perfect right and opportunity to question any-
thing, if they saw any irregularity or apparent
crookedness in the account. If there had been
anything of the kind they cettainly would have
mentioned it in their report, but, as yuu see,

they found that the sources of income were the
sources mentioned in the report. They have
satisfied themselves that the balance of $1228.28

was the legitimate amount on hand when we
closed our old books for iSXfi. Thev satisfied

themselves of that before they touclied the ac-
,- r . .,>.. /-,.. •«... .0«U ^r T.,.*...«'.. t«n..;..n,

\.^fl411L.-t »*>» HJ>V ^'** *••*. »"*•• "• J .» .* ..M . _, , ..» |k

a special meeting here, Mr. Fay telegraphed
that he could not get here, and asked the Presi-

dent to appoint some one in his place. Mr
La Rue, of the Pointer Club, was present, and I.

knowing that he was a good book-keeper and a

strong personal friend ol^ the gentleman who is

circulating these reports, I re<iueste<l Mr, Belmont
to appoint him in Sir. Fay's place. He accepted
the appointment and spent the balance of the
afternoon going over my accounts. He said he
was very glad to sign the' report of the other two
members of the Auditing Committee.
Mr Wats(in,— What was the balance that was

named that was pre.Hente<l last year ?

Mr, VREiiKNmRC.H,—One thousand six hun-
dred and twenty-four dollars and nine cents.

That was the balance on the 20th of February.
Mr. Watson.—You publish a .statement at one

lime somewhere that you had a balance on hand
of $1228 Can von tell me where that was ?

Mr. Vrki>e.niur<;h.—That was in the Febru-
ary Gazette of moneys received bv the American
Kennel Club from all sources, and of expenses of

every description to February 16. Receipts to

January 11, 1H89, as by balance cairied over per
new liook $1228.28, and then the different sources
from which we received money from January 11

lo February 16, made $2375.

Mr. Wats<in.—I want to know how you bring
it up to that point.
Mr. Vredeniuri;!!.—Because we had no

meeting from December 6, and in the meantime
when I closed my books for 1888 and carried over
my balance for January 11,the balance happened
to'be $1228.28. Then tne following meeting is

where I made mv rejiort of a balance of $1624.09.

The Chairman slated that the Advisory Com-
mittee had instructed the Secretary to show the
books to any jicrsou properly authnrized tn see

them, or, in other words, any delegate, it not be-

ing necessary for a club even to instruct their

delegate, but he wanted it distinctly understood
that the books were not open for investigation

by the general public or those who have 110 per-

sonal interest in the affairs of the club.

The election of officers now being in order Mr.
Watsun nominated Mr. August Belmont, Jr., for

?iresident. Mr. Leslie nominated Mr, Thomas
I. Terry for vice-president.

On motion the Secretary was instructed to cast

a ballot for Messrs. Belmont and Terry as presi-

dent and vice-president respectively. The Sec-

retary proceetled to cast such ballot, and Messrs,
Belmont and Terry were declared elected to the

offices named.
Mr, Leslie.—I move that we now proceed to

ballot for members of the Advisory Committee.
The Chair appointed Messrs. WMlmerding and

Lewis as tellers to receive and count the votes

for the members of the Advisory Committee,who
later announced such vote to be as follows: To-

tal number of votes cast, 17; for Mr, John S.

Wise, g; for Mr. J. L. Anthony, 7, and for Mr.
Jas. Watson, i.

,

On motion of Mr, Watson the election of

Messrs. Wise and Anthony was made unani-

mous.
Mr. Fay nominated Messrs. Thomas H. Terry,

A, D. Lewis and Jas, Watson as the Stud-Book
Committee,
On motion the Secretary was instructed to cast

a ballot for the three gentlemen named as such
Stud-Book Committee.
The Secretary cast the vote and they were de-

clared elected. Adjourned.

A. P. VREIiEXBl'ROH,
Secretarv

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

The Il««p<>rt8 of the .Secretary and
TitMwurer Read.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee

there were present the following representatives

of the different clubs :

American Pet Dog Club M,H. Crver
American Spaniel Club Jas, Watson
L. I. Live Stock Fair Asso T. Prime
Maryland Kenuel Club H. Malcolm
New England Kennel Club F. B. Fay
St. Paul Kennel Club A.D.Lewis
Southern Field Trial Club . , . . J. L. Anthony
New Jersey Kennel Club ... A. C.Wilmeriiing

Massachusetts Kennel Club R. Leslie

Hartford Kennel Club A. C Collins

American-English Beagle Club,H.F.,ScHALLHASs

Mr. Jaines Watson was appointed chairman.
The Secretary then read his report as follows :

Feiiruarv 12, 1890.

To THE DELEGATE.S Ol- THE .\MEttlv;.\N KEN.NEI,
Cl-fB.

Gentlemen : Since my last report I have re-

ceived applications in proper form from the Du-
quesne Kennel Club ol Pittsburg, Pa.; the Buffalo
Kennel Club of Buffalo, N, Y., and the Kansas
City Kennel Club of Kansas City, Mo. These
applicants are eligible to menibership, and their
admission is respectfully recommended.
The application of the California Kennel Club,

which has been laid over since the Septcnilwr
meeting, can not yet l>e acted upon, as no official

notice has yet been received of the expected
amalgamation of that club and the Pacific Ken-
nel Club. The latest communication on the
subject was written December 26, 1884, and
signed by Mr. J. B. Martin, committee of the
California Kennel Club, in which he advises this

club that he will inf)rm it immediately when
the matter is taken up.

I have a communication from Mr. J. Otis Fel-

lows requesting that the awards made at the
F'lmira show, held in September, i8,8y. be offici-

ally recognized bv this club, that the entries

were made with the understanding that the wins
would count, and he respectfully asks for your
favorable action. In this connection 1 would
say that the Elmira show was held September
17, 18, 19 and 2fi, 1KS9, and it is stated in its cata-

logue that the judging will commence promptly
al 10 o'clock on the morning of the 17th, The
club was elected to active membership in the
American Kennel Club September 10, 1889, two
days after the awards were made, and whilst it

has been stated in some of the weekly j(mrnals
that the Fllmira awards should have been pub-
lished in the list of "recognized shows," I beg
to submit that I had no authority so to do and
would quote from my report, read at the Sep-
tember meeting, as follows

;

"Your Secretarv be^s to call your attention to

the fact that some of^the clubs whose applica-

tions for meml>ership are now before you have
held shows since iiiiiig .'*ucii appiic.tiiuiis, «uu if

said clubs are admitted he would respectfully
recommend that some action should be taken at

this ineeting as to whether this association will

or will not recognize the awards made at such
shows. '

'

There was no action taken on my request, and
the wins at Elmira have not been recognized by
the American Kennel Club.

.At the meeting of the Advisory Committee of
thisclub, held September 19, 1889, it ordered the
suspension of the Albany Kennel Club for the
non-pavmeiit of its prizes at its show held
March 's, fi. 7 and 8, 1.SS9, and passed a resolution

that if said prizes were not paid within thirty

davs. that the penalty under Rule 28 would be
enforced. The thirty davs expired on the 19th

day of December, i8}!q, and as no official notifica-

tion of the payment ol arrears of prizes has ever
reached this 'office. President Belmont. Jr., sus-

pended all the officers of .said club under Rule
28, referring to the application of Rule 2.s. I duly
mailed notices to that effect to Mr. W. C, Hud-
son, president; George B. Gallup, secretary aud
General Amassa J. Parker, Jr., and Robert C.

Pmyii, memljers of the Bench Show Committee.
This matter is now before you, and in accord-

ance with the rules, "the Executive Committee
of the American Kennel Club must, in every
case of suspension, at their first meeting there-

after, either remove the same, or impose a pen-

alty of disqualification for such period as they
may decide upon."
At our last meeting Mr. Lorenzo Daniels pre-

ferre<t charges against Mr. William Graham, of
Belfast, Ireland, but the same were ordered laid

upon the table on the ground that said Daniels
had not obeyed the orders of this club, and could

not have his case considered until he had com-
plied with the decision of the club rendered in

inly, 1S89. Under date of January 15, iH9<>. Mr,
•aniels enclosed to your Secretary a check,

drawn to the order o'f the American Kennel
Club, for $,so, 10, being the amount awarded by
the Advisory Committee to Mr, Graham, and re-

quested that his charges against said Graham be
taken up by this club, and acted upon. Your
Secretary promptly referred this matter to Pres-

ident Belmont, Jr,, for instructions, and under
date of January 20, 1890, forwarded me the fol-

lowing communication: "I beg herewith to

notify von that in view of the payment to you by
Mr. Lo'renzo Daniels of $50.10 being amount due
Mr. Win. Graham under the decision of the

American Kennel Club of July. 1889, the suspen-
sion inipose<l upon Mr. Daniels by the American
Kenuel Club of December 19. 18S9, is removed
pending final action of the .\merican Kennel
Club at its next quarterly meeting. Yon will l>e

kind enough to hold the amount before paying
the same to Mr, Graham until such action as re-

ferred to above is taken." A copy of the above
notice from President Belmont, Jr., was duly
mailed lo both Mr. Daniels and Mr. Graham,
and the check was dtposited in the bank pend-
ing such directions regarding it that you may
deem proper to give at this meeting.

Respectfully submitted,
A. P. VREDENIIfRGH,

Secretarv

The Treasurers report was read and adopted,

and is as follows:
FEnRTARV 12, 1890.

To THE Delegates OF the a.merican Ken-
nel Cult,

GENTLE.MEN; In accordance with the resolu-

tion adopted al the last meeting, I piibli»he<l my

annual report in detail in the Gasette of Tanu
ary, which fully sets forth the financial condition
of this club, and I leave it in your hands without
comment, for your action in the premi.ses. Since
January 1, 1890, I beg to submit the following:

Receipts from all sources to date $2974.7*
Expenses for same period 294.33

Balance on hand $2680.39

The following clubs have failed to pay their
annual dues for the vear 189b: Albany Kennel
Club,Chattahoochee Valley Exposition Company,
Connecticut State Kennel Club, Elmira Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, Hartford Kenuel
Club, Montana Kennel Club, Pacific Kennel
Club, Southern Field Trial Club. Syracuse Ken-
nel Club. Respectfully submitted,

A P. Vredenburgh,
Treasurer.

Mr. Anthony.—I move that the clubs whose
names appear on that report be notified by the
Secretarv that if their dues are not paid within
thirty days their names will be dropped.
Laid over.
The matter of the charges of Lorenzo Daniels

against Graham, referred to in the Secretary's
report, was on motion referred to the Advisory
Committee. In the matter of the requeat of the
Elmira Kennel Club that their awards be recog-

nized by the American Kennel Club. Dr. Cryer
moved that said re<iuest be granted. Motion
.seconded and carried.
On motion Mr. I^ewis the Secretary was in-

structed to notify W. C. Hudson, C B. Gallup, A.

J. Parker, Jr., and Robert C. Pruyn.ofthe Al-

bany Kennel Club, that thev are disqualified un-
til the awards given bv that club are paid in full.

The following kennel clubs were admitted to

inemliership: The Duquesne Kennel Club, the
Buffalo Kennel Club and the Kausas City Ken-
nel Club.
The re<iiiesl of the American Gordon Setter

Club to change their name to "The Gordon Set-

ter Club of America," was on motion granted.
Mr, Anthony's original motion that the delin-

quent clubs be notified that if their dues are not
paid within thirty days they shall be dropped
from the roll, was then put and carried.

Mr. A. P. Vrcdenburgh was unanimously
elected as secretary-treasurer of the American
Kennel Club for the ensuing year.

Mr. Leslie —Before we adjourn I move that a
vote of thanks be tendered to all the officerg of

thisclub for the satisfactory manner in which
they have performed their 'duties for the past

Motion seconded and unanimously carried.

Adjourned. A. P. Vredenburgh,
Secretary.

PRIZES FOR CHICAGO'S SHOW.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The following special prizes have

been offered for the forthcoming bench show

of the Mascoutah Kennel Club at Chicago, by H.

E. Cook, of Detroit, Mich., for foxhounds:

5125 lor ihc best foxiiouiiu, uog ui iji'L\.ii, of tSie

Cook strain, not owned by the Cook Kennels.

$10 for the best foxhound dog puppy, any

strain, not owned by the Cook Kennels.

$10 for the best foxhound bitch puppy, any

strain, not owned bv the Cook Kennels.
A thoroughbred foxhound puppy valued at $50

(to lie shipped in May or June, 1890,) for the best
foxhound dog. bitch or puppy, any strain, not
owneii bv the Cook Kennels.
The se'rvice ofChampion Brave ($50) for the best

pair of foxhounds, dog and bitch, any strain, not
owned by the Cook Kennels.
The Mascoutah Kennel Club officrs the follow-

ing additional prizes for foxhounds:
Class 6,s A, puppies under 12 months, dogs,

first prize. $,s; second prize, medal.
Class 6.S B, puppies under 12 months, bitches,

first prize, $5; second jirize, medal.
Also for black-and-tan terriers, over seven

pounds: Class 127, dogs—Fir.st prize, $10; second
Prize, $.s; third prize, medal. Class I27!.i, bitches
—First prize, $10; .second prize, $5: third prlic,

medal.

A Dog That Knew a Great Deal.

From the Atlanta Constitution.

They were telling dog stories yesterday

in the Agricultural Department,and after Walter

DC Wolf had narrated some of the remarkable

instances of his dog's wonderful intelligence.

Will Henderson liegan talking.

•The father of De Wolfs dog," he said, "is

nearly the most intelligent animal I ever saw.
Why. he can almost Ulk, I used to give him a

quarter every morning and he took it in his

mouth way' into town, and would wait at the
butchers until thev gave him his meat and fifteen

cents change to btiiig back. One day the butcher
thoiigl't he would plav a joke, and he gave that

dog back ten cents change instead of fifteen.

Sadly the dog looked at the two nickels for a
minute, then he went out. Five minutes later

he retui ned leading a policeman by the end of
his coat. Now that is a dog worth "

But the room was empty.

Treated at Pasteur's Institute.

Paris Dispatch to the London Standard

According to the Bulletin Medical the

last death from hydrophobia which occurred af-

ter inoculation at the Pasteur Institute took place

on the 21 St of August last—that is to say, five

months ago. Since then 850 persons have been

treated at the institute, and not one death has

occurred among them. This very satisfactory

result is accounted for by two facts. The first is

that the patients, after being bitten by rabid ani-

mals rea h the Pasteur Institute quicker than

they did formerly, and the second, and perhaps

more important, is that some mo<lifications have

been intnxluced into the treatment. Thus, the

quantity of liquid injected is more considerable.

Moreover, when the patient has been »»i"'" »'-

riouslv and several times, especially in the head

or face, there are injections for two consecutive

days.
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WESTMINSTER KENNEL

CLUB'S BENCH SHOW.

a QREflT FINflNCIflL SUCCESS.

Continuation of Comments From Our

Special Correspondents on tlie Judg-

ing of the Different Clas.ses.

Last week we went to press before the

New York show had actually closed, and
we did not have time to make more than
passing comment on the excellence of

the management and the great success of

the exhibition.

The New York shows have always
been successful in a financial sense. It

is the fashionable thing to patronize

them, and New York's Four Hundred,
with "their sisters, their cousins and
their aunts," came in their carriages even
to unfashionable Third Avenue to inspect

the canine aristocrats on exhibition. The
less favored classes who came on the
elevated road, on street cars and on foot

also turned out in greater numbers than
ever before. To sum up all, the coffers

of the Westminster Kennel Club at the
American Institute show weighed hea\ner
than they ever did at the exhibitions pre-
viously held at the Madison Square
Garden. Mr. Mortimer is a superintend-
ent whom all who aspire to this position
should take as a model. He is here, there
ard everywhere. At one time you see
him smoothing matters over with a dis-
appointed exhibitor; next he is talking
not politely but very forcibly to an at-
tendant who is neglecting the dogs under
his charge, and then he is back in the
office endeavoring to pacify the kickers
who want to enter unreasonable protests

Dr. (ilover also deserves great credit
for drawing the line regarding mange
and eczema so much more closely than
has ever liefore been done. This was a
surprise to many prominent exhibitors
whose dogs had heretofore gone through
the circuit without an objection. It is

not likely that after the New York show
the "Answers to Correspondents" in the
sporting press will be inundated as here-
tofore by questions from new members of
the fancy worded about like this: "Why
is it that a week or so after I took my
dog home from the show, he broke
out in horrid sores, and what shall I do

looks rather suspicious and he might
move better behind. Ilford Chancellor,
a good stamp of dog, but very throaty,
which should tell against him in good
company, and he moves very slowly.

Melrose Prince, third, a fine young
dog and a good specimen of the breed
and without doubt is the coming dog,
having greatly improved since his last

appearance. Ribs might be better sprung
and pasterns straighter, eye also a shade
light, plenty of bone and of a good size.

Might have l)een placed higher. Egric
got a reserve card, a fair stamp of dog
but too light in eye.

In the open bitch class Cambrian
Princess won easily. It is a pleasure to
see such a grand bitch, and it will be
some time before her place can be filled.

Lady Orson (Brindle) won second. How
the judge placed her so we cannot under-
stand, as Lady Phyllis, Lady Gladys and
Mai should liave been placed over her,
considering in every point that goes for
quality.

In the puppy class for dogs first prize
was withheld, second prize going to Sir
Minting, beating Duke of Norfolk easily.

In bitches Karin won as regards size
over Gerda II. Gerda II beats Karin in
head and lione. Third prize went to
Jessica, a fair voung bitch.

In the novice class Karin won easy
from Lu Lu and MacDuff in the order
named.

ears. Monopole, also H. C, was weedy.
Lucy, winner of C, is anything but a
first-class one. There were some in the
class which were unnoticed that were
anj'thing but bad. Almost any judge ex-
cept .so careful a one as Miss Whitney
would have distributed the letters more
freely.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.

for him ?'

Alx»ul everj' prominent person in the
"doggy" world turns up at New York.
We are glad to state that the love feast
started at Philadelphia last year between
several prominent authorities on canine
topics seems likely to continue. And we
noticed some others who within the past
nine mouths have l)een calling each other
in the papers everything but gentlemen,
settling their grievances and gossiping
amicably together. I^t the goo<l work
go on.

MASTIFFS.

Mastiffs were first on the catalogue.
In challenge class Homer won, a decision
we cannot endorse. He is a nice stamp
of dog but small. His age is telling

against him and has gone off in front
and hind legs, and his ears are not car-
ried as close as formerly. Sears' Mon-
arch, the second prize winner, is a good
younp dog; eyes too light, moves a little
bad in one hind leg ; ribs not sprung
enough, still should have been placed
first. Moses deserved a card; a dog of
good size; coat too coarse. This class
should have been Sears' Monarch first,
Moses second, Homer third. There
are several things about a mastiff besides
head. In challenge class bitches there
was only one entry. Lady Coleus receiv-
ing the ribbon, a good young bitch of
nice size, with good head and nice small
ears, and she moves well.
Open class dogs was (juite a noticeable

one. The two latest importations, Beau-
fort and Ilford Chancellor, Ijeing placed
in the order named. In this class there
is room for difference of opinion. Beau-
fort is grand in head ana ear; one eve

The quality of the dogs of this breed
on exhibition far surpassed all previous
shows, although in numbers there was a

slight falling off from last year. Miss
Whitney, the judge, showed that she was
fully acquainted with the breed she was
handling, and with few exceptions her
decisions were accepted by all as being
right and just.

Ben Lomond won in the challenge
class for rough-coated dogs. Although
he was not in good shape, he won deserv-
edly over Plinlimmon, Jr., a dog who in-
herits his sire's bad head, but otherwise
is a capital specimen. V. H. C. went to
Barry II, a good dog but not shown
properly. The well-knnwn Tinke of
Leeds was absent.

In the challenge bitch class the blue
ribbon was divided 1)etween Miranda and
Lady Wellington. While I do not Ixjlieve
that there is such a thing possible as any
two dogs being equal in all points, the
choice between these twp was very close.
I believe, however, that Miranda should
have won first and Lady Wellington sec-
ond. Saffron was not shown.

In the open dog class Mr. Sears' new
importation Hesper won deservedly, and
was as near an ideal of a perfect St. Ber-
nard as we have seen on the benches of
the dog shows of this country. Donald,
the second prize winner, is one of the
tallest good St. Bernards I have ever
seen. He had no black tracings on the
head, and consequently was plain in ex-
pression. We preferred Lysander placed
fourth to Roland third. The latter is a
small dog, showing lots of quality, but I

cohsider size one of the greatest "points"
of the breed. Kinglimmon won there-
serve card. He is a big dog. bad in head,
and has bad hindquarters. Kastelhom II,

y. H. C, did not get higher than the po-
sition he was placed in last year. Ivanhoe
won V. H. C. He is a nice dog, and I

think properly placed. Helfred was also
a V. H. C. dog. He is too long in head
and was not as good as the H. C. selec-
tion. Major Hector, who won second in
last year's puppy class. Boniface II,
badly shown, won C.

In the bitch class first prize was won
b3^ Mauon, a beautifully marked bitch
with points considerably in advance to
the rest of her bench companions. The
winner of second prize was Lady Miles.
While she is fully equal to the first prize
bitch in character, bone and symmetry,
she loses to her in head. Zara, fourth
prize, is a bitch that the longer you look
at her the better you like her. She will
do better if shown frequently so the
judges can become acquainted with her.
Recluse, given fourth, shown in bad
shape shoulfl have changed places with
Queen, a nice bitch rather light in bone,
an<l not exactly light in head. Lady
Flories, a bitch of quality, but bad
in color was given V. H. C, reserve.
H. C. went to Lady Stella, a correctly
marked bitch with a bad head. I pre-
ferred Lady Una above anv given the
two letters. She is a large bitch of ex-
cellent quality but handicapped by bad

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.

In the challenge class for dogs there

were three entries. Hector, lookiug bet-

ter than I have ever seen him, won first.

Beaucamp, winner of second, beat the

first prize winner last year. It took Miss
Whitney considerable time to decide ou
the merits of these two. Victor Joseph's
long coat should place him in the rough-
coated class. He is a dog that to be at
his best should be shown just after he
has shed his coat.

There was but one entry in the bitch
class, Thisbe. who, of course, won the
blue ribbon. She is too small to be a
crack.
There were some fifteen or sixteen en-

tries iu the open dog class with but few
absentees. Here Miss Whitney was
much more generous in the distribution
of prizes than she was iu the correspond-
ing rough-coated class. Nevis, iu good
shape, won first, although I preferred
the young dog, Duke of Sparta, for the
place. The third prize winner. Parson,
was not up to the two foregoing in qual-
ity. The fourth prize winner. Earl, was
a big dog, somewhat coarse in ear, but
with excellent skull and bone. He will
probably be heard of higher in the list
if shown again.

Nigel, in rather bad shape, won the re-
serve. This was quite a come down from
his success iu last jear's circuit. The re-
mainder of the class was a very even lot,
and I do not think there was really a bad
one among them.

In the corresponding bitch class, Cleo-
patra secured the blue ribljon. Barring
her face markings, she is one of the best
smooth-coat bitches I have seen in this
country. Monastery Myrtle, winner of
second prize, I think should have reversed
positions with Halloween, winner of third

lona, and she deserved it. Mina Hector,
V. H. C, I rather preferred to Lady
Leeds, who received the reserve. Rhona,
who received H. C, got as much as she
was entitled to.

In puppies the entries were fair, and,
so far as any judge can place unmatured
dogs, were rightly placed. There were
several nondescripts among the entries.

DEERHOUNDS.
The Hillside Kennels captured most of

the prizes in this breed, the winners be-
ing well known.

GREYHOUNDS.
Verv good classes and the winners

placed about right.

POINTERS.

The poiuter judging was far from satis-

factory, many grave mistakes being made.
Roliert le Diable, going wide in front and
failing hindquarters, won first in chal-
lenge dogs (55 pounds and over^, with
Bracket second

.

In challenge bitches Revel III, rather
sour expression, full in eye, shoulders
loaded and out in front, going off her
former self, won first, with Golden Rod
second.
Brake won first in the open dog class;

ears not very good, but a good body.'
Duke of Vernon, second, shown in grand
form; good Iwdy, legs and feet; good
skull, might have been higher. Lord
Grapiiic, third, very coarse. Transit
fourth. Graphite, V. H. C, open aud
novice class, too prominent about eyes.
Nick of Beaufort, V. H. C, pretty good,
shelly iu head; more quality than third
prize winner. Beaufort H., H. C, good
all round dog: might have been placed
higher. Joe, H. C, do not like.

Belle Randolph won first iu the open
bitch class (fifty pounds aud over); light in
bone, back might be straighter; not so
wide in front and part of tail missing.
Lapford Pearl, second, properly placed;
too lull in e^c. Third went to Cicely, a
nice little bitch. Mcally's Baby, fourth,
i:)evonshire Countess, full in eye; other-
wise a fair bitch, but looks soft.

Challenge class for dogs (under fifty-

five pounds), Duke of Hes.sou alone won
first, and Queen Fan the .same in corres-
ponding bitch class.

Open dog class (under fifty-five
pounds), Pomniery Sec won first, with

Glamorgan second; good clean neck,
ears too high, and might be stronger in
loin. Ossining won third and Freedom
fourth. King of Naso, V. H, C, too
snipey and light behind. Joy, Jr., V.
H. C, well deserved the card. Launce-
lot, also V. H. C, and Old Staunch, H. C.
Merry Legs took first in the open

bitch class, under fifty pounds; very fair.

Sally Brass, second, moderate; too full in
eye. Lady Tammany, third; back of
many not mentioned. Miss I'reetlom,
fourth, might be better in head. Stella
B., V. H. C, do not like. Ridgeview Sal
also V. H. C, Wanda, H. C, did not de-
serve it. Lady Prince, not mentioned,
far ahead of many in the class. Should
have been in the money. Naso's Bell,
H. C, cannot understand for what.
The awards iu novice and puppy classes

averaged about the same as iu open
classes.

FOXHOUNDS.
Judge Davidson used the English

standard for awarding the prizes ou fox-
hounds, consequently the only two en-
tries of American foxhounds were turned
out of the riug without a letter. There
were fifteen entries of English fox-
hounds which is quite an unusually large
exhibit for New York. It is the same in
America as in England, almost an im-
possibility to get the hunt clubs to show
their dogs at a Ih-hcIi show. They take
little pride iu honors won on sawdust.
Mr. Davidson, the judge, based his de-

cisions entirely on the heaviness of type,
and from this standpoint he made few
mistakes.

The first prize dog Roseville Rover,
owned by John J. Dwyer, was built on
the lines of a Clydesdale stallion aud
from the judge's standpoint deservedly
won first prize. Warrior, owned by the
Rockawaj Hunt, with bone heavy
enough for a mastiff, was second.
The third prize was given to the Rock-

away Hunt Rascal, the dog that won
first prize at New York last year.

V. H. C. was given to the Rockaway
Hunt's Albion, and ilso to John j.
Dwyer's Major Warlock. The latter
dog should have been either first or sec-
ond. The Radnor Hunt's Chorister won
H. C.

There was, in my opinion, not a single
dog shown in the dog class that did not
deserve a letter, although there were four
which left the ring without recognition.

In bitches Magnet, of the Radnor
Hunt, won first. This bitch was too fat,

and I believe the judge mistook fat for
bone. She should have been placed sec-
ond, and Goldfinch, of the Rockaway
Hunt, first.

Cloumel Rakish, owned by John J.
Dwyer, deserved the third prize she
won. The Radnor Hunt's Goldfinch was
rightly placed. To sum up matters in
this class I would like to sa\' that the
Beaver hounds, imported from England
by the Radnor Hunt of Philadelphia, ap-
pear to me to be the best lot ever brought
over from England, suitable for the hunt-
ing in this country. While they are not
bench dogs so long as the English stand-
ard for judging of heavy bone and head
is adhered to, they are hounds that will
give satisfaction iu the field here if any
English hounds will. They have all the
l)oue necessary to run over frozen ground
without pounding their feet to pieces,
and they are the strongest in the hind
quarters (a most desirable characteristic
to jump fences) I have ever examined.
For live fox hunting in this country

we have no use for hounds built on the
dray horse lines; we want lighter bone
witii plenty of speed aud lots of "grit."

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.

As at all previous New York shows the

class for Chesapeake Bay dogs was very

poor. The people and clubs who own
good specimens of this will be induced
to take the necessary trouble to get them
into condition to put them into a show.
I hope at Baltimore to see a better class.

Mr. Hecksher did quite right in with-
holding first prize. If he had withheld
second and third no one who understands
the breed would have blamed him. The
coats of all were too open, their paws not
being spread enough (a most essential
feature in swimming). However, as the
judging went we preferred Millbank's
Lady (second) to Tonner's Lady (first).

POODLES.

The judge to be an expert on poodles

should be a barber. Take a poodle

undipped and one properly shaven as

fashion dictates will invariably give the

prize to the one that is trimmed correctly
i

in preference to one not properly shaven .
,

Styx, although not a.s good in hind
j

quarters as Brigand (second) won first.

Marquis, a good dog that will beat his
,

sire (Styx) when he has age enough to
i

grow a coat, was placed third. The judge

was rather severe in the bitch class and

withheld first and second prizes. Count-
[

CSS V. H. C, was a rough diamond that

needs polishing. If shown again and
mauipalated by a proper barber she will

do better. The other exhibits in the

class were of the short-haired French

varietv.
BULL DOGS.

In the challenge class Rabagos won
over Portswood Tiger, and Britomartis.

showing age, was alone in the correspond-

ing bitch class.

Ill the open class there was a surprise

in store for the fanciers of this breed

when they inspected stall 990 and looked

at the uew imjwrtation. Harper. He is

a young dog but was far ahead of his

ckss. Monarch VI, in good form, won
second, and Joker, a nice native-bred dog,

won third. No other prizes were awarded
iu the class.

In the open bitch class Dimple, a rather i

weedy bitch but showing lots of charac- I

ter, won first. Naiad, with plenty of'

bone, with the correct bull dog gait, but
|

rather plain in head, captured the red
j

ribbon. Thespian, shown in ba<l shape,

won third. In good condition she ought
to win second. The reserve prize went

,

to Bess, who should not have received

more than a C. The puppies were a
j

poor lot.

BULL TKRRIER.S.
j

This class I do not think was up to the '

exhibit at Madison Square Garden last 1

The challenge class for dogs was barren

in the bitch class. Starlight deservedly

wou over Royal Rose. The latter was
in bad condition.

In the ojjen dog class Spotless Prince
was considerably ahead of his class. He,
too, was badly shown. I preferred

Brighton, third prize, to Don Pedro,
placed second. He is cheeky, but in all

other respects is the superior to the
winner of third prize. In the bitch cla.ss

Queen Beudigo won easily. I liked

Enterprize, third, a little better than I

did the second prize winner. White Rose.
The rest of the class did not amount to

much.
I

In the light-weight class the judge's
;

decision was wrong in placing Dusty
I

Miller over Chessets' Flyer. The only
j

fault one could find with the latter was
1

his bad tail. What a temptation this
i

must be to the owner to do some faking.
;

Dick, the third prize winner, received all

he deserved. i

In bitches the well-known Grand
|

Duchess won first prize. She was in ex-
cellent shape and deserved all she re-

ceived. Luce, winner of second, and
Snow Queen, winner of third, were not
up to show form. The puppies were but
an ordinary lot.

B.\SSUTT HOUNDS.

I think that Mr. Porter went entirely

wrong in judging this class. In the
first place he did not stick to type, and
when a judge fails to do that, it is in my
mind conclusive evidence that he is very
"shaky" in his ideas concerning the
breed he is judging. The best specimen
in the class to my mind was the un-
noticed Babette. Last year under the
same judge she was placed V. H. C. in a
class where first was withheld. RoUar,
with an uuknown pedigree, was placed
third, although he was as different iu

type from Cha.sseur (second) as a beagle
is from a dachsliuiide. This latter dog,
although he was bred by Millais, has a
foxhound head and is very high ou his
legs. There are many bench-legged
beagles in Delaware and Maryland that
can beat him in points under any stand-
ard that could be devised. My idea of
the correct way of placing the bassetts
would have l>een Babette first, RoUar
second, Bcrtrand third, Mauprat V. H. C.
and the balance nothing. Babette repre-
sents the true type. She has the Ijest of
bloodhound character in her head and
plenty of bone, is of good length, low
set ears and verv short legs with plenty
of bone.

Rollar has the bloodhound type of
hea'l, is low to the ground, but' he is

small and toyish. Bertrand has some-

thing near the true type of head, but in

this respect he is not nearly as good as

the two foregoing. He was shown too
fat and iu addition is too high on his legs,

Mauprat, while he had the longest lioidv

of any iu the class and possibly the best

bone, is rather high on his legs, is not
tri colored, his head not of the correct

type, and he is "pig-jawed."
The rest of the cla.ss might have won

several years ago iu the bench-legged
beagle class established at Philadelphia,
but they should not have done so at

New York.
DACHSHUNDES.

Champion Rubenstein, who is the Eng-

lish bench show type with a body as long

as a bassett's, won first. The open classes

represented the German type with rather

short-coupled bodies, and looked like

workers. So far as my judgment is con-

cerned Mr. Porter placed them about
right, although I would have reversed

places with Tlielnia (first) aud Bessie K.
(second). The oiily puppy entered was
Bessie K., who won second in the open
cliiss. Of course she received first as the

solitary entry in the infant class.

BE.\GLBS.

If the judging of a class correctly de-

pends upon the time it takes, then Mr.

Schellhass should not have made an er-

ror. But he did make several bad ones.

There was considerable complaint

among the exhibitors of beagles that

some winners were oversized and several

"kickers" asked me to measure them.

This I unfortunately had no opportunity
of doing, and consequently cannot say
whether or not the judge or the com-
plaining exhibitors were right. When a

beagle is nearly up to or a little over the

size o!" the standard it is almost an im-
possibility for any two persons to meas-
ure the dog the same. Therefore I say

it is simply nonsense to place any stand-

ard of height ou beagles. Every judge
knows that a small dog is required for

rabbit hunting, and let him decide about
., • . 1. .1 -<t -:. t e ^ t\.
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sort of work a beagle is expected to do.

There were thirty-four beagles shown,
although the catalogue called for thirty-

six.

Storm, winner of first, was one of the
challenge cla.ss that I was asked to put
the measure on. If he don't go over fif-

teen inches then his height is very de-

ceiving to a beagle breeder. Frank
Forest, well-known and often described,

won secoiKl prize.

In the corresponding class for bitches,

Lou should have won easily over Belle of
Woodbrook

.

In the open dog class Leo II won
rightly. Jupiter deserved his second place,

but we preferred Racer, Jr., V. H. C, to

the Item Kennels' Tomboy. The otlier

entries, while all typical specimens, de-

serve 110 special mention.
In bitches, Hope won first. We pre-

ferred Cloud, second, to her. Fay, ^liird,

heavy in whelp, should have given place

to Jennie Lynn, winner of V. H. C.

In Ijeagles, under twelve inches. Blue
Belle II wou first, but we much preferred

Barrier Queen to Melody II for second
place.

In puppies. Blue Jay won first. T do
not like her color and would have put
him back to V. H. C. on that account.

Lord Fauntleroy, second,was a bitch, and
in all points was inferior to the same
owner's Queen Bess,who was given H. C.

Tot, shown in this class and won H. C,
was a small toy with but few beagle char-

acteristics. He should have received

nothing.

The following were the awards in the

fox terrier classes:

FOX TERRIERS—CilALLENGE.DOGS (Mr. Hoey)

1. Dusky Trap, Blemtoii Kennels.
2. Bleniton Rubicon. Bleniton Kennels.
V. Raby Mixer, Hillside Kennels.

CHALLENGE, HITCHES.

1. Rachel, niemlon Kennels.
2. New Forest Ethel. BlenUon Kennels.
v.Dinnn. L. & W. Rutherfurd.

OPEN. HOGS—SMOOTH.
1. Raffle, L & W. Rutherfurd.
2. Bleniton Volunteer. Bleniton Kennels.
3. Warren Bluffer, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
4. Bleniton Brisk, Bleniton Kennels.
R, Bleniton Trump. A. A. .McDonald.
V. Reckoner, Hillside Kennels

Linden .Splint. R. S. Ryan.
Warren Bombast, L & W Rutherfurd.

H. General Grant. M H. Tavlor.
Hillside Dandy. Hillside Kennels.
Linden Rival, R. S. Ryan.
Beverwyck Ret>cl, Clarence Ratbbone.

c. Dictator, C. C.Jones.
Clover Jim, Edward Kelly.

OPEN, BITCHES—SMOOTH.
1. Bleraton Consequence, Bleniton Kennels.
1. Blemton Brilliant, Blemlon Kennels.
3. Richmond Dazzle, Hillside Kennels.
4. Rusa Canina, Hillside Kennels.
V. Blemton Enid, Blemton Kennels.

Warren Jasmine, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
H. Princess, Hillside Kennels.

Hillside Model, Hillside Kennels.
Hillside Freda. Hillside Kennels.
Moll Pitcher, F4dward Kelly,
Warren Comely, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
Warren Tease, L. & W. Rutherfurd.

PUPPIES—DOGS (under 12 mouths).

1. Suffolk Risk, James Mortimer.
2. Blemton Racket. Blemton Kennels.
3. Warren Laird, L. & W. Rutherfurd
R. Warren .Sabre, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
V. Beverwyck Rebel. Clarence Rathbone.
Blemton Egbert, Bleniton Kennels.
Blemton Brawler. Blemton,Kennels.

H. Hillside Rascal, Hillside Kennels,
c. Beverwyck Discordance, Clarence Rathlxine.

Hillside Mix, Hillside Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES (uiider 12 months).

1. Bltn'.ton Ei>i'!, I)k niton Kciiiuls
2. Bleniton Toil, Blemton Kennels.
3. Warren Jasmine, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
V. Blemton Edna, Blemton Kennels.
R. Warren Jiffy, L. & W. Rutherfurd.

Suffolk Rarity, lames Mortimer
H.Snowflake, W f. Levering
C. Purity, W. T. Levering.

Sprite, W. T. Levering.
Warren Bounty, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
Suffolk Spite, James Mortimer.

NOVICE, DOGS.

1. Suffolk Risk, James Mortimer.
2. Blemton Brisk. Bleniton Kennels.
3. Warren Sabre, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
R. Suffolk Toby, lames Mortimer.
V. Beverwyck Rebel, Clarence Rathbone.

Hillside Mix, Hillside Kennels.
H. Bleraton Luck, I.. B. Banks,
c. Turk. Carl Heimerle.

BITCHES.

1. Blemton Enid, Bleraton Kennels.
2. Warren Jasmine. L. & W. Rutherfurd.
%. Suffolk Rarity, James Mortimer.
R. Warren Comely, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
H. Frantic, William S. Levering.

Hillside Sapphire, Hillside Kennels,
c. Bleraton Belgrade, L. B Banks.

COMMENTS.
In the challenge class for dogs Dusky

Trap, well known, won well. Second

went to Blemton Rubicon, domed in

skull and wide in front. We much pre-

ferred Raby Mixer for this position, as

he has a rare head, perhaps a little

cheeky and lacks fire, is also too straight

in stifBes, but he is good in front, legs,

feet coat aud ears. Sprague was out-

classed aud Lucifer not for competition.
Rachel won first in challenge bitches.

New Forest PUhel second, Diana third,

all too well known to need criticism.

Open dogs. Here Raffle wou very easily.

He is capital in body, legs and feet, and
is a terrier all over. Second went to

Blemton Volunteer, too rough in skull,

otherwise good. Warren Bluffer, third,

a well-made terrier,but too short in neck,
bad in skull and large ears; expression

good. Blemton Brisk took fourth prize.

Too coarse in head and wide in Iront.

Reckoner, V. H. C, a terrier all over,

but faulty iu head. Linden Splint, V.

H. C, large in ear, and weak in head.

Blemton Trump, reserve, common and
coarse in head. Hillside Dandy, H. C,
a white dog with a lot of character, but

too thick in skull.

In the open class for bitches Blemton
Consequence was rightly first. Rich-

mond Dazzle, third, might have changed
places with Blemton Brilliant, placed

second, as she beats her in character aud
head. Rosa Canina, fourth prize, a bitch

ofgood quality, but light in bone. Princ-

ess, H. C, is weak below the eyes, large

in ear and wide iu fiout. Warren
Comedy, H. C, is short in head with

heavy ears, good in body, legs and feet,

but light in bone. Warren Tease, H. C,
bad in head and ears, good legs and feet,

and excels in coat.

In dogs, puppies, Suffolk Brisk, a

grand one, won well from Blemton
Racket, another good one. Warren
Laird, third, was off his bench. Bitches,

puppies. All the puppies were removed
from the show on the second night of the

show and were gone when we went
round.

WHITE ENGLISH TERRIERS.

There was only one entry in this class.

White Prince. I looked him carefully

over and although I have bred aud owned
English bull terriers for eleven years, I

could not distinguish any difference be-

tween thissn-called white English terrier

and a light-weight bull terrier.

BLOODHOUNDS.
There were five specimens of this breed

entered in the catalogue in two classes

provided for dogs and bitches. I could

find onlv three in their places, although
I visitetf the stalls several times.

Belhus, winner of first prize, won de-

servedly. He was rather better in peak,
bone, haw and set of ears than the second
prize winner, Wamba. Both did not
nave as well defined peak or as good
wrinkle as those shown last ^ear at New
York. Judith is quite a nice bitch and
seemed to have no op|)osition in her
class, although there was another entry
in the catalogue. This latter entry we
did not see and consequently cannot give
a criticism of her merits.

It seems strange what a wrong idea
the American public has of bloodhounds.
While I was examining the class a couple
of ladies, catalogues in hand, stepped in
front of the benches.
"Oh?" said one, referring to the cata-

logue, "these are the bloodhounds we
have read so much about."

"Nonsense," replied the other, "there
must be a mistake in the catalogue, be-
cause these dogs look like exaggerated
foxhounds with their ears left on, and I

have just seen the true bloodhounds that
were used to track slaves in ante-bellum
days, and run down escaped prisoners
during the war. Come with me and I

will show them to you."
I watched the young ladies (they were

very good looking) aud they went
directly to the aisle where the Great
Danes were benched. These are the
dogs that the non-doggy public all over
the L'nited States believe to be blood-
houuds. The numerous Uncle Toms*
Cabin troupes that travel all over the
country are responsible for the erroneous
idea. The dogs which chase Eliza over
papier mache cakes of ice and are called
bloodhouuds in bold type in the theat-

rical programmes are always in reality

Great Danes, Ulmers, German mastitis,

Siberian bloodhounds or some of the
many other aliases for the same breed.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

MASTIFFS.—Best exhibit of four and Mastiff
Club specials, E. H. Moore. Westminster Chal-
lenge Cup, Melrose Prince. Taunton medal,
Mai Silver challenge cup for best American-
bred mastiff, Melrose Prince. Best dog owned
by a member of the American Mastiff Club,
Beaufort; best bitch, Carabriau Princess.

St. Bernards.—Best exhibit of four and St.
R«.rnarH Pliih fin«>nata K R S«*arti Ri>at

smooth-coated stud dog, Victor Joseph; l)est

rough-coated stud dog, Ben Lomond. Best
American-bred smcolh<oated dog over eigh-
teen months, Nevis; best bitch. Thisbe. Best
dog under eighteen months, Mordaunt; best
bitch, Idalia. Best rough-coated dog under eigh-
teen months, Alciphroii; best bitch. Zara.
Great Danes.— Best kennel.Welz & Zerwcck.
Best kennel pf deerhounds and liest brace in

open class. Hillside Keiinfels.
- Best kennel of greyhounds, Rookwood Land-
seer Greyhound Kennel.

Best exhibit of four pointers. Hempstead
Farm Kennels. Best pointer with fielcl trial

record, Robert le Diable. Best stud dog with
two of his get, Robert le Diable.
Best kennel of Ftnglish setters, F. Wiodholz.

Best se. ter with fiela trial record, MonkofFur-
ness,
Best kennel of Irish setters. Kildare Kennels.
Best kennel of Gordon setters, Beaumont Ken-

nels. Be>t dog in open class, Dixon; best bitch,

Jes.sie; second best dog. King Item; second best

bitch. Countess Roxie; third best dog, Zango;
third be.st bitch, Vic III. American Field Chal-
lenge Cup, Beaumont. Best puppy. Meadow-
thorpe Display; l>est bitch, Sally Beaumont.
Best kennel of foxhounds, Rockaway Hunt.
Best kennel of Clumber spaniels. Bates & Ged-

desBcstA merican-bred Clumber spaniel.Quester.
Best puppy, Quester. Best kennel of Field span-
iels, J. P. Wiiley. Best kennel of cocker span-
iels, J. P. Wlltey. Sptaniel Club sweepstakes
for field spaniels whelped in 1S89: Napoleon,
first; Newton Abbott Torso, second; Dorothy,
third. Spaniel Club sweepstakes for cocker
spaniels: Bessie Beard, first; Brantford Red
Jacket, second; Young Doc, third.

Best kennel of collies. Chestnut Hill Kennels.
Collie Sweepstake Club Trophy, Hempstead
Ben. President's Cup. Scotilla. Collie sweep-
stakes: Hempstead Ben, first; Roslyn Wilkes,
second; Fairlic, third; Busy, fourth. Produce
Stakes, dogs; Hempstead Ben, first; Roslyn
Wilkes, second; Fairlie, third. Bitches: Bonnie
Baby, first; Busy, second; Thistle Blossom, third.

Futurity Stake; Hempstead Ben, first; Roslyn
Wilkes, second; Fairlie, third. Best stud dog:

Bcndigo. firsi; Scotilla, second.
Best poodle. Stvx. Best bulldog. Harper. Best

bull terrier. Spotless Prince. Best Bassett hound,
Bertrand. Best Dachshunde. Rubenstein. Best

kennel of beagles, Somerset Kennels. Best bea-

gle Storm. Best dog owned by member of Beagle
Club, Storm. Best bitch. Belle of Woodbrook.

Best kennel of fox terriers, Blemtou Kennel.
Best brace, Duskv Trap and Rachel. Best fox

terrier in show, 'Rachel. Best puppy in show.
Suffolk Risk. Best bitch puppy, Blemton Enid
Stud dog stakes; Equal nrst, Suffolk Risk and
Warren Jasmin; cqu.-il second, Warren Jiffy and

I

Warren Laird. Second division Produce stakes,

1889: Equal first, Warren Comely and Blemtou
Bri.sk; hr.st division Produce Slakes, 1890: Equal

I fie St, Blemton Toil and Suffolk Risk; reserve,

. menitoii Egbert and Suffolk Rarity. Yankee
' Slakes, 18H9 First, Blemton Brisk; Warren
Comely, second. Best Irish terrier, Breda Flor-

ence. Best scotch terrier, Mtadowthorpe Donald.

Best Dandle Dinniont, Border Wonder. Best Bed-

lington, Christmas Carol. Best Skye, Sir Stafford.

Best black-and tan, Meersbrook Maiden. Best

Yorkshire, Bradford Harry.
Best pug, Tim. Best pug dog owned by mem-

ber of American Pet Dog Club, Bob Ivy; best

bitch, Myrtle. Pug Breeders Challenge Cup.

Tim. Best toy spaniel. Sweet Violet Best Italian

greyhound, Cupid.
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

I

four years to run. Happily, however, it

is fa.st becoming 'more honored in the

We are indebted to the Feathered

World, London, Eng., for the original of

the Andalusian that was the frontispiece

in our last issue. The engraving was not

a portrait, but an ideal and to illustrate

the English standard for the variety.

*
* »

Squibs for February, the' official paper

of the Institute's poultry show, proposes

that all eggs laid duritg show time be do-

nated to the New York hospitals. "New
laid eggs are a rarity in a hospital."

«
« «

Pigeon eggs have always Ijeen con-
!

sidered as too delicate to bear much
handling or moving about, but the Revue
Colomlx)phile would have us to hold an-

other opinion entirely. A late issue, in

aiisweriug the question as to the length

of time a pigeon's egg will retain its vital-

ity and Ije good for hatching purposes,

says: "It is proven that the pigeon's egg
will retain its fecundity for a very con-

siderable time. We have taken eggs ten

and twelve days old and put them under
abird that could no longer bringup young-
sters and have had two vigorous young-
sters hatch from them. It is well known
amongst pigeon flyers that eggs laid in

the baskets during transit by train, and
shaken greatly during long hours of car-

riage, are often greatlj' prized by some
fanciers and give results quite equal to

those laid in the quiet of the loft. It often

enough happens that a fancier has to

place under a fresh bird eggs which have
been forsaken for an entire day. These
eggs, which have thus become cold, have
not failed to yield good results. All this

proves that the pigeon's egg preserves its

vitality and fecundity for a considerable

space of time.

« «

The very handsome display of Chinese
pheasants at the Institute show is a re-

minder that California is just now divided

upon the offer of Senator Sprague, of
Tolo, to bring a hundred pairs of these

birds from Oregon for distribution at

different centres throughout the state.

The state by act of its last Legislature ap-

proved this purpose and appropriated

$2000 to aid in carrying it out.

« «

Mr. Walter Bryant, ornithologist of
the Academy of Sciences, thereupon wrote
to the commissioners having the matter
in charge that the pheasant was not
likely to prove a desirable immigrant,
and Dr. Merrian, ornithologist of the
Department of Agriculture, showed that

these birds multiplied rapidly, would be
destructive to grain fields and gardens
and drive out better birds. '

'

* »

In addition to this came the testimony
of Dr. F. S. Mattison, of Oregon: "This
pheasant is well adapted to take care of
himself, is increasing fast, and has evi-

dently come to stay. He is voted a
nuisance by the farmer, and I am afraid

his introduction will prove a calamity to

the country, whatever it may be to the
sportsman. He is destructive in gardens,
and in patches of berries and small
fruits. I am of opinion that he robs the
nests of other birds. The quail have
nearly disappeared in this locality since

his advent, and I think he is to blame.
He is pretty good eating, about like our
native phea.sant, but I am inclined to re-

gard him as a gaudily painted deception
and a fraud. But we have got him, and
our state law for his protection has yet

breach than in the observance.' That he
will over-run the United States, at least

all but the heavily timbered portions of

it, I have no doubt. The state that pro-

tects him will make a grave error, for he
is of no use except as a 'game bird,' and
will crowd out many other useful kinds."

«
» »

Later Dr. Mattison wrote to the Rural
Press: "In these very Mongolians the Pa-

cific Coast will repeat the English spar-

row e.vperieuce of the East, and will put
a price on their heads within six years.

He is of no use except as a 'game bird,'

and will crowd out many useful kinds,

besides being destructive in gardens and
berry grounds. This Mongolian is an
'undesirable immigrant,' a gaudily
painted deception and a fraud. Away
with him. I^et us apply the 'Restriction

Act' to him. He is no good."
•

* »

The Rural Press entered its protest at

the outset, but in spite of it and of the
evidence in support of it the |2ooo was
appropriated to introduce this pheasant
and the effort for the possession of the
money still goes on.

* «

The poultry department of the Ohio
State Fair is conceded to be among the
best of those made up in the autumn.
But we are told by those in it that all I

changes will be made before another is

held that will cause the awards to rank
with those made at the winter shows.
Under the new rules the entry must be
of single birds, and instead of the best in

the class, regardless of quality, being
awarded ist, a bird to win highest honors,
or, in ittct aiiy liuuuia al all, niusi have a
certain standard value.

*
#

Another change will be to demand,
"for the benefit of breeders and to en-
courage the breeding of thoroughbred
fowls, exhibitors must be breeders of the
varieties they exhibit, and all birds com-
peting for premiums must be the prop-
erty of the exhibitor. The penalty for

evasion of this rule and for any false

statement as to age is to exclude from
competition the entire entry of the of-

fending party," and at any future fair of
the association.

DARK BRAHMAS.

The English Standard "With Value
of Points for Judging.

DisgUALiFicATiONS. — Trimming or
dyeing of any kind; comb other than
pea; twistetl hackle; vulture hock ac-
companied with scanty foot feather (?);

total absence of leg feather; deformity of
any kind; twisted wing feathers; white
legs; much red or yellow in plumage in

cock; utter want of pencilling and patches
of brown or red in hens; great want of
size in adults; total want of condition;
much white in tail; if shown in

birds not matching fairly well.

GENERAL CHARACTBRI.STICS.

COCK.S.

Beak.—Short, curved, very strong.
Comb.—Triple or"pea, erect and firmly

set, as small as possible, the centre ridge
slightly the highest; all three ridges per-
fectly straight and evenly serrated, fitting
very closely to, and drooping behind to
follow the line of the head.
Head.—Small, rather short, of medium

breadth, well rounded, with a slight
prominence over the eye.
Eye.—Large, fairly prominent.
Earlobe.—Long in proportion to the

size of the wattles, fine in texture, and
free from feathers.

Wattles.—Small, well rounded, fine in
texture, and free from feathers.

pairs.

Face.—As smooth and free from feath-
ers or hairs as possible.
Neck.—Long, well arched, covered

with ample flowing hackles reaching well
down to the shoulders, and free from
twisted feathers. A depression should
be apparent between the head feathers
and the upper hackle feathers.

Breast.—Very full, broad and square,
with great depth, carried well forward.

Back.—Broad throughout, short, flat or
slightly hollow between the shoulders;
the saddle to rise about halfway between
hackle and tail, and to continue to rise
until it reaches the tail coverts.
Wings.—Of medium size, carried hori-

zontally, free from twisted or slipped
feathers, tucked up under saddle feathers;
which should be of ample len^h.
Tail.—Of medium length, rising some-

what from the line of the saddle, but not
quite upright; the quill feathers to spread
well out, and the top quill feathers to
form, if possible, what is known as the
black cock tail.

Tail Coverts.—Broad, abundant, well
curved, nearly covering the quill feathers.

Thighs. — Large and powerful, well
covered with feathers, so set on that the
lower feathers of the breast cover the
thighs in front.

Hocks. — Amply covered with soft
rounded feathers, or with quill feathers
provided the latter be accompanied with
proportionately heavy foot-feathering.

Fluff.—-Soft and verv abundant, cover-
ing the hind parts and standing out well
behind the thighs.
Legs.—Of medium length, powerful,

with plenty of bone, wide apart, the scales
to be as smooth as possible.
Leg Feather.—As profuse as possible,

standing out well from the leg, and ex-
tending well under the hock feather and
to the extremity of the middle and outer
toes. Good foot feather without vulture
hock to have a preference.

Toes.—Straight, large, and spreading.
General Shape.—When viewed in pro-

j

file, very deeply and squarely built; when
i viewed from front or rear, broad and
i
compact.

I

Carriage.—Lofty and bold, the breast

I

bone to be carried horizontally.

HEN.
Beak.—Short, strong, curved.

Comb.—Triple or pea, erect and firmly
set, as small as possible, the centre ridge
slightly the highest; all three ridges per-
fectly straight,and evenly serrated,fitting
very closely to, and drooping behind to
follow the line of the head.
Head.—Small, rather short, of medium

breadth, well rounded, with a slight
prominence over the eye.
Eye.—Large, fairly prominent.
Earlobe.—Long in proportion to the

size of the wattles, fine in texture, and
free from feathers.
Wattles.—Small, well rounded, fine in

texture, and free from feathers.
Face.—As smooth and free from feath-

ers or hairs as possible.
Neck.—Short, well arched, covered

with ample flowing hackles reaching well
down to the shoulders, and free from
twisted feathers. A depression should
be apparent between the head feathers
and the upper hackle feathers.

Breast.—Very full, broad and square,
with great depth, carried well forward.

Back.—Broad throughout, short, flat or
slightly hollow between the shoulders;
the cushion to rise about half way be-
tween hackle and tail, and to continue to
rise until it reaches the tail coverts.
Wings.—Of medium size, carried hori-

zontally, free from twisted or slipped
feathers, well tucked up under cushion
feathers.

Tail.—Of medium length, nearly up-
right, the quill feathers to spread well
out, those below gradually diverging like
a fan.

Tail Coverts.—Full and extending
nearly to the extremity of the tail.

Thighs.—Large and powerful, well
covered with feather, so set on that the
lower feathers of the brea-st cover the
thighs in front.

Hocks.—Amply covered with soft-
rounded feathers, or with quill feathers
provided the latter be accompanied with
proportionately heavy foot-feathering.

Fluff.—Soft and very abundant, cov-
ering the hind parts, and standing out
well behind the thighs.

Legs.—Very short in proportion to size
of bird, strong, and wide apart.
Leg Feather.—As profuse as i>ossible,

standing out well from the leg, and ex-
tending well under the hock feather and

to the extremity of the middle and outer
toes. Good foot-feather without vulture
hock to have a preference.

Toes.—Straight, large and spreading.
General Shape.—When viewed in pro-

file, very deeply and squarely built; the
body carried very near the ground.
When viewed from front or rear, broad
and compact.

Carriage—Sedate, the breast bone to
be carried horizontally.

POINTS OF COLOR.
CIJCK.

Comb, face, deaf ear and wattles.—
Bright red.

Head.—Silvery white.
Eye.—Orange-red, pearl or grey.
Beak.—Black, or yellow and black.
Neck hackle. — Pure silvery white,

densel;y and sharply striped with brilliant
black in the centre of each feather.

Breast.—Intense glossy black, or such
black evenly mottled ' or laced with
white.
Underpart of body and thighs.—Cor-

responding in color with breast.
Back and shoulder coverts. — Silvery

white, except between the shoulders,
where the feathers should be glossy black,
laced with white.

Saddle.—Silvery white, striped sharply
with glossy black

.

Wing bow.—Silvery white. Greater
and lesser wing coverts.—Forming a
distinct bar of glossy black. vSecondaries.—White on outside web, except at end,
where there is a black spot; black on the

'

inside web. Primaries.—Black, mixed
with occasional feathers, having a narrow
white edge on outside of web.
Tail.—Black.
Tail coverts.—Glossy black, the upper

two finely laced with white.
Legs.—Orange-yellow.
Legfeather.—Black; or black slightly

mottled with white.

HEN.

deaf ear and wattles.—Comb, face,

Bright red.

Head.—Silverj' white, or white striped
with black or grey.
Eye.—Orange-red. pearl or grey.
Beak.—Black, or vellnw atiH hlor-U

Hackle.—Silvery white, sharply striped
with black, or pencilled as on body.
Ground color of bodv.—Pullets, any

shade of clear grey. Hens, the same, or
may be more chestnut in tint, if not too
brown, but the former clear grey color
much preferable; the color to be uniform
throughout.

Pencilling.—Black, or a darker shade
than the body color, very clearly defined,
following the outline of each feather; as
uniform in character as possible over the
l)ody.

Tail.—Black, or black edged with grey.
Legs.—Orange-yellow, the feathers to

be well pencilled.

VALUE OF POINTS IN JUDGING.

COCK.

Bad head
Defective comb
Scanty hackle
Wantofcu.shion
Want of fluff

Defective leg-feather
. . .

Bad shape or carriage of tail
Splashes of white in tail . .

Primaries out of order q
Pale legs .....* j
Curved toes '.'.''

1

Stain of white in deaf ear . . . . . i
Bre.nst patched or splashed with white

" ' '
"

Impure color of white „
Want of stripe in hackle .......'' c

Other defects of color 6Want of size !!!!!' 10
Defects of symmetry or carriage !!".!!!' 10
Want of condition ,

Total
~

I

Bad head .

Defective comb ..'.'. 1
Scanty hackle '.

. . . 4Want ofcushion 2
Want of fluff \

'. ' ' ' '

A
Defective leg-feather '..'....

7Bad shape or carriage of tail .....,, 1

Pale legs .^

Curved toes ."!!!! i
Stain of white in deaf ear . ....... j
Streaky breast ^
Want of clearness and evenness in' ground
color

ff

White in foot-feather .

,
Shank-feather not pencilled as the body . 3Want of uniformity in pencilling . . . : . 10
Other faults of color ! !

"

4Want of size !!.'!!!! to
Defects of symmetry or carriage ...''' loWant ofcondition .

Total 71;

—Mr. T. A. Warden and Mr. Robert
Lowden have been appointed as the
Committee on the Poultry Exhibit of the
Great Central Fair of Canada.
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THE BARB.

Mr J. Firth Tells ofOther Diseases

and Their Treatment.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE I05.]

Diseases of the eyes and eye wattles

may be summarized as arising from

colds, fighting, ulceration of the surface

of the eye wattles, caused by the over-

lapping folds, and spouts.

In cases of discharge from the eyes,

arising from colds, all that is necesssary,

in addition to stimulating food and

l)eing kept out of draughts, is to clean

the wattles carefully with a soft sponge

and warm water and apply oxide of

zinc ointment night and morning for a

few days. Oxide of zinc in the powder

is a perfect cure for ulceration of the

surface of the eye wattles.

. All mature birds are subject to a

gummy deposit on the eye wattles,

which, with the overlapping of the folds,

causes a breaking of the skin, or ulcer-

ation. If this is attended to by being

sponged clean with warm water pretty

regularly, and oxide of zinc in the pow-

iler gently rubbed on the surface with

the end of the finger; what is one source

of trouble to some fanciers, and a hin-

drance to the popularity of wattled pig-

eons, would disappear.

Sometimes a speck is seen on the eye,

which, unless treated intelligently and
promptly, means the loss of the sight of

that eve^ and not un frequently the loss 1

of the bird. This speck is almost inva-

|

riably ulceration of the cornea, or outer i

covering of the eye, and, if discovered

and treated early, is quite easy to cure; I

but if not discovered and treated in time,
]

or if not treated properly, the result is as

stated alK)ve. At the end of twenty-four

hours' treatnieant the disea.se will either

be arrested or the mischief will be be-

yond remedy.
I'ireratioii of the cornea often arises

from cold, and I should say, quite as

often from a peck in the eye during a

fight, and most frequently attacks old

birds.

The infallible remedy for ulceration

of the cornea is atropine dropped into

the eye, two or three drops at a time,

three or four times a day. or ofteuer, if

the fancier has time. Atropine of the

proper strength may be obtained from

any good ilispensing chemist.

Spouts are another source of trouble to

inexperienced fanciers, and another

hindrance to the popularity of the vari-

eties which suffer from them, but if

treated in time they are very easy to
|

deal with . I know' there is a natural
|

shrinking from what looks like butchery,
l

and the sight of blood to a beginner is a
j

little sickening; but spout cutting is not
\

only perfectly fair but is an act of real I

kindness to the birds, contributing to
[

their after comfort and prolonging their

lives. The great thing is to cut the spouts

as soon as they are formed, when the un-

pleasantness of the operation is reduced

to a minimum, the bleeding being very

slight and the birds very seldom requir-

ing much, if anything, further done to

their eyes in after life. Fulton says,

"there is not very much fear of cutting

off too much," but I think he is referring

especially to carriers; there may not be

much/(?a/-, but there is decided danger of

cutting too much off in barbs, which do
not web up after being cut in the same
way that carriers do; therefore the proper

plan is to take off little enough at first,

and cut again if necessary, after the

wound has healed and contracted all it

will do. I do not consider the elaborate

I)reparatioiis for spout cutting recom-
mended by Fulton to l)e at all necessary.

What I do is to cut the bird without

SCORES AT DETROIT.

A Large Entry and Olose Oompe-

tition—The Winning Figures.

The third annual exhibition of the

Eastern Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock

Association was held in Detroit, Mich.,

January 23-29. The judges were: B.N.

Pierce, J. Y. Bicknell, S. Butterfield and

H. Cooper. The scores of the winning

birds were as follows:

BRAHMAS.
LiOHT. Cock, 9i,C. B. Pierce, Grand Rapids;

89J4. E. E. Mugg, Dundee; 89J4, Ackerly & Wil-

liams. Novi. Hen, 94>4, 93M. Ackerly & Wil-

liams; 92s. Mugg. Cockerel, 93^4 (2), 93. Mugg.

Pullets. 95, 9454, Mugg; 9.5, Eureka Poultry Com-

pany, Port Huron. Pens. 187}^, 185W, Mugg;

i865^, Eureka Company. Dark. Cock. 93. 90.

W. Rumsey, Detroit; 89, Xenia Post, Birming-

ham; 89, W. Lunscombe, Sarnia. Hens, 91H (a).

Rumsey; goj^, C. L. Hogue, Battle Creek. Cock-

erels, 95. 94, 92K, Rumsey. Pullets. 93 (2), Rum-
sey; 9aW, Mugg. Pens. i87"<^, 183,^, Rumsey;

i835i. Hogue.
COCHINS.

Partbiix;b. Cocks, 94 H, W. J. G. Prest, De-

troit; 93-Vi, C. B. Pierce, Grand Rapids. Hen, 95,

James Reed, Detroit; 95, 94}^, Pierce. Cocker-

have given confection of sulphur, made
j
els, 94H (2). Pierce; 93'^, W. J. G. Prest. Detroit,

into pills with flour, and rubbed the bare pullets, 95H, 95, 9454. Pierce; 95, Prest. Pens,

places with vaseline. The feathers are iSy'/j, Edmund Haug, Detroit; 18954, i88>i, Pierce.
' " '

/-..«--
g,,pp Cock, 9254, Post; 86, Eureka Company.

Hens, 94)4, 93, Oscar Doolittle, Adrian, Mich.;

I due to Mr. Fulton for his able exposition
I of the art of spout cutting in the book

j

of pigeons, which, so far as I am aware,

was the first public disclosure of a valu-

able secret, and has been the means of

prolonging the lives of no one knows
how many valuable pigeons. i

Leg weakness arises from different

causes, sometimes from cold or cramp,

when it will be found beneficial to rub

the legs with turpentine or whiskey.

Sometimes a bird may be noticed laid

down, and unable to walk, without any
previous symptoms, and upon handling

it its crop may be found full to its utmost
capacity; in a case like this the leg weak-
ness is the result of indigestion; the

bird should have an aperient and put in

solitary confinement, without food, till its

crop is empty, when, in the majority of

cases, it will recover the use of its legs,

and go on its way rejoicing.

Megrims, or rertigo, is a mysterious

complaint which no remedies seem able

to cure—at any rate, when old birds are

!
attacked. I have cured young birds (or,

perhaps, I ought to say, nature has) by
plucking out their tails.

Rotten feather is another disease which
troubles fanciers sometimes. I have only

had al)OUt two cases in my experience,

one of which is on hand now, for which I

The feathers are

now growing, but whether because of the

treatment, or in spite of it (being moult-

"«**«. Ji'i'^^ir'

THE BARB.

94, XenU Post. Cockerels. 95H. 94H. Doolittle;

92. Eureka Company. Pullets, 96. 9554,Doolittle;

9454, Post. Pens, 191M. "87**. Doolittle; 186M,

Post. White. Cockerel, 91 ;
pullets. 92(a). 91.

James A. Tucker, Concord. Black. Cock, 94Vi ;

hens. 9454, 9254. W. Lusconibe, Sarnia.

DORKINGS.
Whitk. Cockerel, 93; puUeU, 95H (2), 94^;

pen, 187 1-16, Eureka Company. Silver Gbky.

Cocks, 93^,91; hens, 96. 94, 93K ; cockerels, 94 (2).

89>4; pullets. 93M. 9J54 (2); pen, 1885-16, Tracy

Bros., Detroit. C01.0RED. Cock, 92;^, Tracy

Bros.; 9054, William Mcl^ud. Lucan. Ont.

ing time) I should not like to say, because

I don't know.
Smallpox is one of the most danger-

ous and infectious of all diseases which
attack wattled pigeons, one of the most
fatal in its results if not treated prop-

erly and promptly, and one of the

easiest to cure if so treated. I be-

lieve it arises from overcrowding,
want of ventilation, want of cleanR-

ness in the loft and foul food or

drinking water. It makes its appear-

ance on the eye or beak wattle, or both,

in the form of a watery-looking swelling I

Hens, 94K, Mcl.oud; 94, 9>K. ^ra^ Bros,

about the diameter of a small pea. The Cockerels. 92. 89M. Tracy Bros.; ^x% McLoud.

proper treatment is to take off the top
;

P"llets, 95. 9454, 93H. Tracy Bros. Pen, ,86^,

with the fingernail and rub the ulcerated Tracy Bros.
^yandottes

part with common salt The place so
cock, 90)4. John Coilins; Onion, Ont.;

treated will require nothing further, but ^^^ j„„es, Richland; 90. T. H. Scott. St.

the disease may break out m other r ^^^^ „, ^^ ^ j,. Yards. Monroe. Hens,
places on the same bird and must be

,

90^. Jones; 90, Floral City Yards, cockerels,
dealt with in the same way

,. , • 9,, O. J. Ingalls, West Carrollton, O.; 90H, Jones;
I don't think isolation of the patient is

j

9 .
J *

^
of much use m this disease, because

1 ^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^
when a case has once broken out it may
be taken that the infection is present in

,

the loft, and will go through it, however

Cocks, 93, 91, M. L. Rice, Detroit; 90;^. M. C.

Heffron, Battle Creek. Hens, 95)4, 95, Rice; 94^,
Nisley. Cockerel. 94^. 9354, Rice; 9a, Niiley. Pul-

lets, ist, .^d. P. A. Montague, Tecumsey; 94,

Rice. Pens, 189}^, 187H, Rice; 185 11-16, Nialey.

LEGHORNS.
Brown. Single Comb. Cock, 93J4, 90, P

Wixon, Ingersoll, Ont.; 92<4 Eureka Company.
Hen, 95>4, R- W. Anderson, Detroit; 95, 94^4,

Wixon; 9454, Hau|^ Cockerels, 95, Eureka Com-
pany; 95. 94)4, Wixon. Pullets, 9654, 9*. 9554

Wixon; 9s54, E. A. Pierce, Indianapolis. Pens.

190H. 189, Wixon; i8954. Eureka Company.
Rose Comb. Cocks, 92)4, 89^4; hens, 95, 94, 9354;

cockerels, 94, 9354 (2); pullets, 9s, 94 (2), F. R.

Ecker, I<owell. Pens, i88>i, 187J/4, Ecker; 186K.
Earle Hunter, Lowell. White. Single Comb.
Cocks, 95, 93, Wixon; 94'4, Graham, Hens, 96,

Wixon; 9S, Graham. Cockerels, 96, Graham; 94.

Rice; 93^, Eureka Company; 94, Wixon. Pul-

lets, 9654, 96, Graham; 96, Wixon. Pens, 191 J4

Graham; 190K, Wixon; |88J4, Rice. Black.
Hen, 94, Wixon. Pullets, 94, 93. 90J4, Wm.
KeiAer, St. Thomas.

MINORCAS.
Blace. Cock, goJi, C. W. Croooz. Detroit;

8754, Nisley. Hen, 95)^, Kroosi; 94K, 9454. Nte-

ley. Cockerel, 93, 91, E. W. Grosvenor, Monroe:

94>4, Nisley. Pullets, 95^, 9,<i, Kroosz; ad, Gros-

venor. Pens, 186 i-io, Kroosz; 187%, 185, Gros-

venor; 185, Nisley. White. Cockerel, 9154. 91;

hen, 9i}4 (2); 9054; pullets. 93ji. tflY^, pen, 183H,
H. W. Park, Vassar.

HAMBURGS.
Silver Spangled. Cock, 93, Eureka Company;

92 Frank C. King, Waterford; 88J4, W. J. Knapp,
Sarnia, Ont. Hens, 93, Brown & Stableford,

Waterford; 9254, Eureka Company; 92, King.

Cockerel, 9154, King. PuHets. 94, W. J. Knapp,
Sarina, Ont.; 9354. 93, King. Pens, 184X. King;

184V4, Eureka Company. Golden Pencilled.

Cock, 9254 (2), Miss Lottie Berry, Detroit. Hen,

93. 9154. Mrs. F. A. Chapman, Willington, Ont.

Cockerel, 9354. Knapp; 92, Miss Berry. Pullets,

9254, 91, Knapp; 9154, Miss Chapman; 91^6. Miss

Berry. Pen, i8«V4, Miss Berry. Black. Cock,

9254. McLoud; 92^. Brown & Stableford; 9254,

Haley. Hen, 9454, McI<oud; 94, Brown & Stable-

ford; 94, Haley. Cockerels, 905^, McLoud; 90, C.

Dixon, Dundas; 89, S. V. Barbauk, Detroit. Pens

185 17-16, McLoud; 185H. Brown & Stableford.

POLISH.
W. c. BLACK. Cock. 91; hen, 9254; pullets, 96.

92, Kirbertz & Jarger, Monroe. Silver bearded.

Cock, 90; hen, 9a. 9114; pullet. 93)4, 92^4; cockerel,

91 >4; pen, 183%, Kirbcrti & Jarger. Whttb
HEARDKi). Cock, 92; hens, 9354, 9454, 94. Mc-

Loud. White. Cockerels, 92, 90; pullets, 94^4,

94, S. Bronson, Vernon, Mich.

GAMES.
Black red. Cocks, 92^4, Haley; 9254, Brown

& Stableford; 9254. McLoud. Hens, 9454, McLoud;

94. Brown fit SUbleford; 94, Haley. Cockerels,

9054. McLoud; 90, Dixon; 89, S. V. Barbank. De-

troit. Pullets, 95, Brown & Stableford; 94, Mc-

Loud; 93, Dixon. Pens, 185 17-16, McLoud; 185J11,

Brown & Stableford. White. Cockerel, 90)i;

pullet. 90J4, McLoud. Red pile. Cock, 9354.

Dixon; 9154, S. Wafield, I'nion, Ont.; 905S, Holey.

Hens, 95S, 9454, 94. Dixon. Cockerel, 93, Dixon;

92, Wafield; 91^, McLoud. Pullets, 9454, McLoud;

94, Wafield. Brown red. Hens, 9254, 9154,

Brown & SUbleford. Malay. Cock, 9454; hen,

93; cockerel, 92; pullet, 92, Willie Owen, Romeo.

Golden duckwing. Cock, 9154, McLoud, 2d,

Haley. Hen, 9i54; cockerel, 9154; pullet, 91,

McLoud. Pit, Silver duckwing. Cockerel,

86M, Mr. Hutchinson, Sandwich, Ont. Indian.

Cockerel and pullet each first. H. P. Clark, In-

dianapolis, Ind

,. . , carefully anyone or more patients may
tying the legs, bandaging the body or ^ isolated. It is, therefore, liest to let
stitching the eye wattles Sponge the

,

^j^^ disease run its course, examining
wound with cold water till the bleeding

1 ^^,^^^ ^j^^^
^. j,^ ^^^ ,„orning,as it is very

practically ceases, taking care of course to
, j^ -^^ -^^^ development if unchecked,

cause as little irritation with the sponge
j^'j^ of course, a little trouble to do what

as possible; then apply vaseline to the
j j^^^^ advised, but it is soon over, when

wound, and put the bird in a basket or
; ^j^^ ,^j^ should be thoroughly cleaned

pen till next morning, the cutting be^ng
^^^^ ^,j,j whitewashed,

done in the afternoon or evening, when 1 \^\^^ disease is too well known to need
the bird has fed for the day. A little

zinc ointment is all that is required after

that, and very often nothing at all, as

the iiealing process is very rapid.

At this point I should like to say Uiat

I think the best thanks of the fancy are

a lengthv description. In most cases I

find the application every other day of

iodine and acetic acid in equal parts, an

easy and efficient remedy.

[to be continued.]

182H. 17954. Jones.

White. Cocks, 89J4, F. C. Yards; 87, Nisley.

Hens, 95 'z^, F. C. Yards; 9354. Eureka Co.; 94. Nis-

ley. Cockerels, 93, F, C. Yards; 91^, 9o54, Nisley.

Pullets, 96 (2), 95, Nisley. Pens, i87;/i, 183H,Nisley.

Golden. Cock. 9354, D. E. Bartlett. Pontiac,

Hen, 94, 9354,9i.Bartlett. Cockerel, 93. 92. 9154,

Scott; 9154, Ward Bros. Pullets, 9554, 95, 94 5i;

pen, i87'>, Scott. Black. Hen, ist, 2d; cock-

erel, i»l; pullets, ist, ad, .Scott.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. Cock, 90^4, Haug; 90, Bartlett &

Gonzalez. Pontiac; 89^^. Eureka Company.

Hens, 92, C. L. Hogue, Battle Creek; 91, Bartlett

& Gonzalez; 90V4, G. M. Brown, St. Thomas.

Cockerels, 93, 91, Bartlett & Gonzalez; 92, Hogue;

91, Eureka Company. Pullets, 93, Brown; 9254.

Haug; 9254, Bartlett & Gonzalez. Pens. i«3 1-16,

Hogue; 184^. Bartlett & Gonzalez. White.

BANTAMS.

Black red. Cock, 9a, Alfred Reed, Detroit; 90,

T. Davey; 89^4, J. W. Hammond, Pontiac. Hen,

9,S54. 93. Reed; 9354, T. D. Randall, Detroit.

Cockerel, 91, Randall; 9o54, W. Luscombe, Sar-

nU, Ont.; 88,W. P. Brown. Pullets, 94M, Brown;

90, RandaU; 9554, Luscombe. Pekin. Cock, 935<;

cockerel, 94; hen, 92, 91; pen, 184J4, Nialey.

Black African. Cockerel, ist; pullets, 9554 (a),

Scott. Silver 8EBRIQHT8. Hen, 9354; cocker-

els, 9354. 93,92, J. J. Houghton, Detroit. Jap-

anese. Cock, 94; pullet, 93)4; hen, 96, P.O.

Yards. Golden sebrights. Cock, 93. J. J.

Haughton, Detroit; 91, O. E. Bartlett, Pontiac.

Hen, 9.1, Knapp; 9a. McLoud; 9354; F. C. Yards.

Pullets. 96, 94, 9354, Houghton.

OTHER VARIETIES.

LANdSHANS. Cock, 9554. 93, G. J. Nisley.

Saline; 9254, Brown & Stableford, Waterford;

9254, Granger. Hen, 96 Nisley; 95, 9454. J- W.

Granger, Detroit; 9454, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

Banks, Novi. Cockerel, 95, Nisley; 94M,Granger;

94, Banks; 94, Haug. Pullets, 97(2), Charles

Reed, Detroit; 92)4, Haug. Pens, \r>%, Haug;

191, 18754, Nisley. Black Spanish. Hen, 99,

9454, Ely Haley, Detroit; 95. Tracy Bros. Hotr-

DANS. Cockerel, 91; pullets, 92)^, 92,91; pen,

i8a^, Yorgery & Rich, Horicon. Black Java8.

Cock, 89>4; hens. 92)4. 91. 8a, M. L. Rice. Detroit.

Cockerel, 9554. Frank Doty, Middleton; 88, Rice.

PulleU, 9754, 96, 955i, Doty. Pen, 191 516. Doty.

TURKEYS.
WHITE Holland. All to Mr, and Mrs, 9wik»,
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Nov!. Bronze. Cock, ad, heti, 3d; pullet, ist

ad; pen, ist, M. J,. Rice. Cock, ist; ben, ist, W
A. Rea, Rea.

Embde.n. ist, Rea. Toulouse, ist, Kea.

DUCKS.
Pbkin. Old. Drake, ist, Rea; ad, Nisley: 3d,

Rice. Duck, ist, Rea: 3d, Nisley; 3d, Granger.

Young. Drake, ist, McLoud; ad, 3d, Nisley.

Duck, ist, McLoud; id, Nisley; 3d, Rice. Pen,

ist, Nisley. RooEM. ist. Rea; ad, Banks.

PIGEONS.
Fantaii-S. Black, blue, silver and red, each

ist, William Mylne, Detroit. White, plain and
crested, each second. Loud. White, Scotch and
white booted and crested, each ist, R. C. Howe,
New Castle, Pa.

Jacobins. White, t.tt, ad; red, ist, ad; black,

ist, Taylor & Marvin, Detroit.

Pouters. German, ist. ad, Taylor & Marvin.

Other V.4H1ETies. Owls, isl; trumpeters, ist;

swallows, ist, magpies, ist, Mylne. Red I

tumblers, ist, ad, John McPherson, Detroit.

RABBITS.
LOPS, ist, Hayley. Collection, Tracy Bros

CANARIES.
Norwich, ist; Golden spangled lizard, ist,

Georgfc Dunn, Woodstock.

THE INSTITUTE SHOW.

A Complete SuoceaB—The Judges'

MeetinBT—Avrards.

AWARDS AT BOSTON.

The Show a Success a« an Exhibit

and Financially.

We have been unable to obtain the of-

ficial report and scores of the show of the

Massachusetts State Poultry Society,

which closed in Boston last Saturday, but

the meagre list .we have from outside

sources will show at least in part where
the honors went. The show, we are in-

formed, was a complete success. The
awards as far as made public are as fol-

lows:
BRAHMAS.

Light. Cock, ist, F. J. Underbill; ad, phi-
lander Williams. Taunton. Cockerel, ist, Wil-
liams; ad, C. B. Fletcher. Hen, ist, J. W. Shaw,
Brockton; ad, George Davis, Monlpelier, Vt.
Pullet, 1st, Fletcher; ad, C. A.Wheeler, Brighton.
Dark. Cock, ist, Williams; ad, G. C. Bucknam.
Hen, ist, Williams; ad, Bucknam. Pullet, ist,

Williams Cnrlcfrf} rs*wiltiamc; jH B'.icknss:

COCHINS.
BUKK. Cock, ist, 3d, F W. Gaylor, Qiiogne, L

I.; 3d, Ernest W.Lincoln, Hingham; 4th. R. G.
Buffiugton, Fall River. Hen. ist, ad, 5th, Gaylor;
3d, 4th, E. J. Sanderson, Waltham. Black.
Cock, ist, W. H. Sylvester, Brockton; ad, Packard
& Bates, Brockton; 3d. George W. Lovell, Mid-
dleboro; 4th, 5th, T. H. Adams, Pawtucket.
Cockerel, ist, Packard & Bates; 5th Adams. Pul-
let, 1st, 3d, 5th, Packard & Bates; ad, Sylvester;
4lh, Lovell. Partridge. Cock, ist, H. A.
Rhodes, East Greenwich, R. I. Hen, ist, ad, 4lh,

Williams; 5th, Rhodes. Cockerel, ist, ad, Wil-
liams; 3d, 4th, Rhodes. Pullet, 1st, Williams; 3d,
Rhodes.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barred. Cock, ist. Ward & Merriam, Marl-

boro, N. H. Hen, ist, ad, 3d, 4th, sth; cockerel,
ist, ad, 3d, 4th; pullet, ist, ad, 3d, 4th, 5th, Scher-
merhom & Atherton, Stoughton. White. Cock,
ist, A. A. Fillebiown, Ayer. Cockerel, ist, Fille-

browu; ad, S. Beale, Seabrook, N. H.; sth, G. M.
Cushmg, Milton Pullet, ist, 5th, Fillebrowii;3d,
H. D. Chesley, Centre Barnstead, N. H.

UTHKK VARIETIES
Black Spanish Cock, ist; hen, ist, ad; cock-

erel, ist, ad, 3d; pullet, ist, ad, 3d, H. D, Kendall,
Lowell. W. c. BLACK Polish. Cock, ist, ad;
cockerel, ist, ad; hen, ist, ad; pullet, ist, ad, W.
B. Gooding, Plymouth. Silver Gray Dorkinus.
Cock, ist; cockerel, ist; hen. 1st. ad, W. H Jen-
ning, Newton Lower Falls. DoMiNiguES. Cock,
ist; cockerel, ist, ad; hen, ist, ad, 3d, 4th; pul-
let, ad, 3d. 4th, W. B Atherton, Newton Lower
Palls.

DUCKS.
AYLESBURY i»t, Dcwitt Muuson. Rouen, ist,

Munson; ad, W. P. Perkins, Danvcrs. Pekin.
ist, R. W. Ropes, Salem; ad, Perkins, White
MuscovEV. ad, Perkins. Colored Muscovey. 1st,

L. B. Gunn, Laneshoro. White call; crested
white; Brazilian, gray call, each ist, Perkins.

GEESE.
Toulouse, ad, Perkins. Embden. ist, Per-

kins; ad, Joseph Collins, Boston Wild, ist, ad,
H P. Goodnow, Brighton

.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared, ist. ad, S. C. Fischer, Jamaica

Plain. Angora, ist, W. A Griggs, Brooklinc;
ad, Fischer. Himalayan, ist, Grigg.s.

GUINEA PIGS.
Abyssinian, ist, ad, A. H. Coolidge, Brookline.

PIGEONS.
Fantails. Red. ist, O. W. Bowman, Boston.

White. 1st, ad. Dr. H. H. Howland, Worcester.
Trumpeters. 1st, ad, S. Drewelt, Lowell.
Dragons. Blue, black, each, ist, J. B. Holmes,
Boston. Turbits. ist, J. G«\Hn, Boston.

New York, t'ebruary 20.

The show of the New York Poultry

Association, now in progress at the

American Institute, New York City,

promises to be a success financially^ as

it is universally conceded to be as an ex-

hibit. Since the doors opened this the

morning of the first day the passi-

meter at the Third Avenue entrance has
been in continuous operation, and at

three o'clock this afternoon there was

j

such a crowd as one expects at evening,

but is rarely seen except on a Saturday
during daylight, and but very few of
those who made it up had entered by the
dead-head gate.

We have attended several poultry
shows in our time and shows, too, of
every degree of excellence, but never
another in which the arrangements were
so complete, and in which everything
seemed of itself to fall into place.

On Wednesday, the day set apart for
the arrivals, the cages were all in place,
the numbers were all up and the birds,
as fast as the express brought them, were
put where they were to remain. No con-
fusion and but one handling; no hurry,
no worry. The management and ar-
rangements so fanas ileveloped could not
be surfMSsed.
One feature of the show that is entirely

new to American exhibitions, and the
credit for it, we are told, is due to Mr.
Rackham, is proving a very great attrac-
tion and will without doubt be the draw-
ing card of the exhibit. This is the col-
lection pens, occupying the spaces lie-

tween the arches. The apportioning of
these spaces has shown good judgment,
inasmuch as the varieties are scattered
about and the sameness which is so tire-
some to the non-fancier visitor is relieved.
The long line of single Brahmas.

Lochms and the rest, penned in their
close cages, may interest the fancier, but
it is the penfuls, with space to move
about and be themselves in, that inter-
ests the ladies and the children, and the
other of those who make good the gate.

The.se collections are exceedingly good
throughout, and in some there are better
birds than their owners have entered for
competition and are to be found in the
single pens. The buff Cochins and the
white varieties of Wyandottes, Brahmas
and I.^ghorns in the.se pens, from their
color show to best advantage.
Among other collections are several of

pigeons. Mr. A. A. Heroux, Lawrence,

the fountain in the centre of the hall, and
there swim and feed to their hearts' con-
tent.

The entry was all the large hall of the
Institute could accommodate. On Thurs-
day afternoon with the first day attend-
ance one could not but rejoice that the
pens employed fitted in so well with the
capacity. The quality of the exhibit is

in two classes, the exceedingly good
and the disqualified.

One of the things we cannot under-
stand is that any breeder having access
to a Standard and able to read and digest
its contents will pay the entry fee on
birds, which,according to terms in which
there can Ije no uncertainty, will be
thrown out with the judge's first glance
at them. Is it ignorance, carelessness,
or a belief that the judge will be more
generous than just ? For instance. Judge
Bicknell takes a brown Leghorn from its
cage. As a first form he opens the wing
and finds a big gray patch upon one
primary. Further conmient ujwn his
part is unnecessary. The owner has paid
I1.50 entry fee and express charges and
receives in return a score card bearing a
big D and the judge's signature. vVhy
could not the owner have seen this at a
glance as easily as the judge?

It is this same color blindness or care-
lessness that frequentlv causes disquali-
fied birds to be sold as ''standard and way
up." In tlieoiie case we cannot but be-
lieve that it is ignorance or carelessness,
as no one would be so foolish as to know-
ingly send a bird to be thrown out, but in
the other when the relations are of a
business character the act is given
another name—and we believe in most
cases undeservedly—and the .seller loses
repute.

To show this up more fully and to
prove, as we believe we can, that such er-
rors arc sometimes made in ignorance,
we shall endeavor in the extended re-
port we shall make of this show in next
week's issue, to tell why each of the dis-
qualified birds was so.

THE JUDGES' MEETING.

The judges were all at the Institute on
Wednesday evening, and, as suggested
by Mr. Nevius, as mentioned m the last

Mr. A. A.
Mass., occupies two }>ens with pouters,
in one of which the birds have space to
make quite an extended flight. The
twenty-two birds he has in the single
pens and competing for the prizes are
probably worth several times the fifty or
more that have their liljerty in the pens,
but, nevertheless, the best sAow of pout-
ers and the best we ever saw is in the
pens. A pouter on the wing is a fight
rarely seen, except by the breeder of the
variety, and it is only when upon the
wing or strutting about with an audience
that it can lie really appreciated.

In pens adjoining the pouters are the
barbs and carriers, owned by Mr. D E
Newell, New York City. The finest col-
lections of both ever seen in this country.
A feature of this exhibit is that the birds
ill each color show both varieties in the
different stages of wattle development of
age. With Mr. Newell to explain all
this the exhibit is not only interesting
but instructive. As with the pouters, the
birds in the pens appear to be l)etter by
far than are those in the cages and com-
peting for the prizes.

Other collections are the fanlailsof Dr.
Howland, of Worcester, Mass., and the
Oriental frills of Dr. H. E. Owen. Both
lots of these are shown in cages in the
company of the collections of golden and
silver pheasants owned bv Mr. Schicf-
felin, m the centre of the liall. And al-
though both are among the most beauti-
ful features of the exhibition the cages
are staged too high for the birds to be
seen to advantage.
The turkeys, ducks and geese have

their pens at one side and the end of the
hall, excepting a few of the geese and
ducks, which have place in the basin of

Journal, and endorsed by Secretary
Peer, held a meeting.

This meeting was not at all in reference
to the work to be done on the morrow
and the day following, but in the endeavor
to secure some uniformity in the inter-
pretation of the Standard by making the
most of the occasion when so many were
together. Also, to prepare a memorial
for the consideration of the A. P. A.
concerning changes the judges found
reason in their work for recommending.
The invitation was extended to all

judges of poultry and pigeons present at
the Institute or in the vicinity, but the
meeting did not include all, a few having
other engagements. Those present were-
J. Y. Bicknell, Buffalo; G. S. Pratt,
Bridgeport, Ct.; F. W. Gaylor, Quogne,'
L. I.; H. S. Ball, vShrewsbury, Mass.;
Abel F. Stevens, Welleslv, Ma.ss.; Sharp
Bntterfield, Winsor, Can.'; A. F. Peirce
Winchester, N. H.; J. D. Nevius, Phila-
delphia; J.H.Drevenstedt, Hammonton;
Charles Crosby, Danbury, Ct.; George
E. Peer and W. T. Fonda, Rochester, N.
Y.; H. A. Bridge, Columbus, O.
The proceednigs of the meeting were

in brief as follows:

J. Y. Bicknell, chairman; H.A. Bridge,
secretary.
The purpose: For exchange of views

concerning the application of the Stand-
ard.

A committee composed of the Messrs.
Ball, Nevius, Crosby, Pratt and Bicknell
was instructed to prepare by-laws, etc.,
and to report upon the advisability of
forming a permanent judges' association.
On motion of judge Pratt: The sense

of the judges present was that cuts of
one-fourth points be allowed. Unani-
mously adopted.
On motion: That Leghorns at this

show be scored as thev have been in the
past seasons. Carried. The onlv objec-
tion was raised by Mr. Nevius. He claimed
the .Standard disqualified for defects.
On motion: All nonstandard eyes ex-

cept games and game bantams be cut
one-half point. Carried; vote unanimous.
On motion: That games and game

bantams be cut one and a half for loss of
eye and eyes not matching, and one for
color. Carried; vote unanimous.
On motion: That white shaft in hackle

and saddle of Wyandottes be cut one-
half point. Carried; vote unanimous.
On motion : That red caps, Hamburgs

and bantams where there is no proviso

I

for weight in scale of points, that the

I

proper cut be made on score card. Car-
ried; vote unanimous.
The color of several varieties, also the

proper cut for defects, were instructively
and pleasantly discussed by all present.

'

The meeting adjourned to 8 P. M.
Thursday.

THE JUDGES AT THE SHOW.

There was a long list of judges adver-
tised as engaged, but only a portion, and
these the old standbys, were put to work.
In the pigeon classes the appointments
were:

Pouters, short-faced tumblers and jaco-
bins, Mr. Charles Taulman, Cincinnati,©.

Carriers and barbs, Mr. P C. Biegel,
New York City.
Owls and fantails, Mr. H. V. Crawford,

New York City.
All others, Mr. W. J. Stanton, New

York City.

The judges in the poultry classes were
not given their full work to do at the out-
set, but were sent to a class at a time and
without the knowledge of what they
would be put upon next. The commit-
tee's list of appointments, which we were
privileged to see in advance, was as fol-
lows :

Light Brahmas, partridge Cochins and
barred Plymouth Rocks, B. N. Pierce, In-
dianapolis.
Dark Brahmas, G. O. Brown, Balti-

more.
Buff Cochins, E. H. Johnson, Rush-

ville, Ind., assisted by Mr. George Mitch-
ell, Bristol, Ct.

Black and white Cochins, Mr. C. Crosby.
White Plymouth Rocks, white Leg-

horn cocks and pullets, brown Leghorn
cocks and pullets, H. S. Ball.

Silver Wyandotte cocks and pullets,
white Leghorn cockerels and hens, brown
Leghorn cockerels and hens, Indian
games. J. Y. Bicknell.
Golden and black Wyandottes, silver

Bridge.
Black Spanish, Andalusians, Minorcas,

Polish, Dorkings and red caps. Sharp
Bntterfield.

^

Black Leghorns, rose comb brown
and white Leghorns, Langshans and
Hamburgs, \. F. Stevens.
Bantams, other than game, creve

cccur, la fleche and miscellaneous, J.
D. Nevius.
White Wyandottes, F. W. Gaylor.
Games and game bantams, unknown.
The awards as accepted at tlie close of

to-days work were as follows:

BRAHMAS.
Light. Cock, ist, 3d, Philander Williams,

Taunton, Mass.; ad, George Purdue, Orange, N.
J; 4tli, Dr. M. F. Lee, Columbus, 0.;5th, F. L.
Matlison, So. Shaflsburg, Vt. Dark. Cocks,
ist, 4lh, 5th, Newton Adams. Utica;ad, Williams;
3d, Sprout. Pullets, ist, 3d, 3d, 4th, Adams: 5th,
Williams.

COCHINS.
Black. Cock, ist, D. A. Nichols, Monroe, Ct.;

ad, G. W. Lovell. Worcester. Mass. Cockerels!
ist. ad, Lovell. Pullets, ist. Nichols; ad, 3d,
Lovell. Partkid(;k. Cock, ist. 3d, 4th. 5th, G.
W. Mitchell, Bristol, Ct.; ad. Philander Williams,
Taunton, Mass. Hens, ist, ad, C. H. Crosby.
Danbury. Ct.; 3d, 4th. Williams. Cockerels, ist!

3d, 4th, 5th, Mitchell; ad, Williams. Bl.\ck.
Cocks, 1st, Nichols; ad, G. W. Lovell, Worcester.
Hens, ist, Nichols; ad, 3d, Lovell. Cockerels, 1st,

ad, Lovell. Pullets, ist, Nichols; ad, 3d, Lovell.
White. Cocks, ist, W. G. Tice, Pawling, N. Y.;
ad, Mitchell & Russell, Bristol; 3d, M. S. .Sprout,
Carlisle, Pa. Hens, ist, ad. 3d, Mitchell & Rus-
sell; .tth, 5lh, Sprout. Cockerels, ist, ad, 3d,
Mitchell k Russell; 4th, Mh, R. p. Thompson!
Patterson, N. V. Pullets, ist, ad, 3d, Mitchell &
Russell; 4th, .sth. Thompson.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Barrici.. C(Kk, ist, 4lh, E. B. Thompson,

Ainenia, N. Y
; ad, Joseph B. Edge. Ashbourne,

Pa.; 3d, J. H. Thompson, Jr , Patterson, N. Y.;
5th, Grifliiig & Son, Shelter Island, N. Y.

WYANDOTTES.
Silver. Cocks, ist, J E. Hauley, Queens, L.

I.; ad, Jones Wilcox, E. Chatham, N. Y.; 3d, C.
Gainnicrdinger, Columbus. O.; ,5th. C. Ilnmmer-
schmidt. So. Buffalo, N. Y.; 4th, A. F Bcchet.
Salem, N.J.

LEGHORNS.
White. Single comb. Cock, ist, J. Forsyth,

Owego, N. Y.; ad, 3d, 5th. Knapp Bros., Fnbius,
N. Y.;4th, F. L. Edwards, Weslville, Ct. Hens,
ist, ad. Dr. J. W. King, Kent, Ct.; 3d, Forsyth;
4lh, Andrus; 5th, C. Terry. Jr., WaterviUe, N.
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Y. Cockerels, ist, ad, Knapp Bros.; 3d, Forsyth;

4th, Myron Wooster, Homer, N. Y.; 5th, D. L.

Brown, Adams, Mass. Pullets, ist, Brown; ad,

3d, 4th, Knapp Bros.

Brown. Single comb. Hen, ist, Judd Bros.,

Bethel, Ct.; ad, Headlcy & Day, Union, N. J.; 3d,

W.J. Bennett, Water\'ille, N. J.; 4th, W. J.

Forsyth. Owego, N. Y.; 5tl>. K. H. Boiiney, Rah-

way, N. J. Cockerels, ist, ad, 5th, Forsyth; 3d,

4th, W. J. Bennett, WaterviUe.

BLACK. Pullet, ist. H. D. Reed, Canaan, Ct.;

ad, H. B Durfey, Norwich, Ct. These were the

only awards in the class. Other entries were:

Hen, by Reed, disqualified for willow legs; two

cockerels, both Reed, one for color of legs, the

other for white in face; two pullets, both Reed,

for feathered shanks. The entry of pullet by

Hallock Bros., Smithtown Branch, L. I., did not

fill.

POLISH.

W. C. White. Cocks, ist, E. L. & B. F. Bry-

ant, Johnson's Creek, N. Y.; ad, G. E. Taft,

Cnionville. Conii. Hens, ist, ad, Bryant; .3d, G.

E Taft, Unionvillc, Conn. Cockerels, ist, Taft.

Golden-. Cock and hen each 1st, Headley & Day.

Cockerels, ist. Taft: ad. W. L. Darbee, Sauger-

ties, N. Y. Pullets, ist, H. B. Hall. Windsor, N.

v.; ad, 3d, Darbee; 4th. Taft.

OTHER VARIETIES.

Black Langshans. Cock, ist, ad.W. P. Smith,

Passaic. N. J. Russians. Cock and hen, each

ist; pullet, ist, ad, E. Haley, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

Frizzles. Cockerel, ist; hen, ist, Richard C.

Kaighn, Ellisburg, N. J. Ekminettes. ist, ad,

for each cock, hen, cockerel and pullet, C. A. H.

Bright, Bridgeport. Ct. La Fleche. ist, ad, for

each hen and pullet, J. W. Andrus. Hackensack,

N. J. Jersey Blues. Cockerel, ist, ad, jd; pul-

lets, ist, aJ, Miss H. J. McCoun, Oyster Bay, L. I.

Black Spanish. Cock, ist, E. S. Heichman,

Cheyuey. Pa.; ad, Headlcy & Day. Union. N. J.

Hens, 1st. ad, 3d, Heichman; 4th, 5th, Headley &
Day. Cockerels and pullets, all Heichman. Blue
Andalusian. Cock, ist, a.1. C. a. Sharp & Co.,

Lockport, N. Y; 3d, W. J. Kirby, E. Chatham, N.

V. Hens, ist, 3d, Kirby; atl, 4th. 5th. Sharp &
Co. , Cockerels, ist, ,%d, 4th, 5th, Sharp & Co.; ad,

Kirby. Pullets. 1st, 4th, 5th, .Sharp & Co.; ad, 3d,

Kirby.
DUCKS.

AYLESBURY, ist, ad, Kirby: 3d, G. C. Morris.

Sag Harl>or. C^Y'UGA. ist, T. Farrer Rackham,

E. Orange, N. J.; ad. Button Bros.; 3d. Kirby.

White; MuscovEV. ist, J. L. Harris, Ciniiainin-

Bon, N. J. Colored Muscovey. ist, ad, Rackham;
3d, L. B. Gunn, Lanesboro, Mass. Any other

variety, ist, Sandacre Farm, Quogne, L. I.

POUTERS.

Black. Ccck, ist. ad, A. A. Heroux, Lawrence
Mass.; h. c, W. Butler. Poughkeep«-ie. N. Y.

Hen, ist, ad, Heroux. Yellow, ist, ad, Heroux.

Red. i.st, ad, Heroux. Blue. 1st, ad, Heroux.

White. Cock, 1st, Grimm; ad, h. c, Heroux; c.

h., L. Race, Water\ille. N. Y. Hen, ist, ad,

Heroux. Any other color. Cock and hen, ad,

Heroux.

SHORT-FACED TUMBLERS Hens.

Almond, ist, ad, h. c, T. S. Gaddes, Balti-

more. Agate. Ist, Gaddes Mottles, ist, ad,

Gaddes. Any other color, ist, ad, c, Gaddes.

Black iialdhk.ads. ist, Gaddes; h. c, Isaac

Howland, Brooklyn. Any other color bald-

heads, ad, Gaddes.

JACOBINS. Cocks.

Black, ist, h c, H.V. Crawford, Montclair, N.

J.: ad, c, A. B. Hoskins, Glen Riddle. Pa. Yel-

low, ist, ad, Hoskins; h. c. , Crawford; c, A. F.

Pierce,Winchester, N. H. Red. ist, ad, Crawford;

h. c, c, Crawford. White, ist, ad, Crawford; h.

c.,c.. Crawford. Any other color, ist (splash);

h. c. (strawberry). Crawford; ad (blue). Hoskins.

TURBITS.
Black. Cock, ist, h. c, J. Gavin. Boston; ad,

A. P. Mack, Rochester. Hens, ist, h. c, Gavin;

ad. Mack. Yellow. Cock, 1st, ad, Gavin, h. c.

Mack. Red. Cock and hen, each first, ad,

Gavin. Blue. Cock, ad, Gavin; h. c. Mack.
Hen, ist, 3d, Gavin; h. c, Samuels; c. Mack.
Any other color. Cock, ist, ad, Gavin; h. c.;c.,

Samuels. Hen. 1st. ad, Gavin; h. c; c, Samu-
els. Also, 1st, ad, for each cock and hen to W.
V. Urich, Allentown.

SWALLOWS.
Bl.vck. Cock, ist. ad, Oscar Sciferl, Newark,

N. J. Hen, ist, ad, Seifert; h c. A. Samuels, Buf-

falo, N. Y. Blue. Cock, ist, ad, h c, Seifert; c.

George A. Fich, Baltimore. Hen, 1st, ad, Seifert;

h. c, c, Fich. Red. Cock, ist, ad, c, .Seifert. Hen,

ist, ad, Seifert; h c. Samuels. Yellow. Cock,

1st, ad; hen, ist, ad, h c. Seifert. Any other
coi<OR. Cock, isl, ad; hen. ist. ad, Fich.

OTHER VARIETIES.
Nuns. Black, ist, Joseph Grimm, Buffalo.

Pigmy pouters, 1st, ad, h c. c. Seifert. Runts.

ist, c, Samuels; ad, Seifert. Prie.sts. Black, 1st,

Simuels; ad, Seifert. Any other color. H. C.

S:imuets. Montenaset. Black, 1st, ad, Seifert.

Archangels, ist, ad, h c. W. Broemcr, Balti-

more; c, J. A. BeUis, Buffalo. Moorcaps. ist,

Seifert; ad, Samuels; 3d, Belus. Starlings. lit,

c. Samuel*.

SHOW NOTES.

The entry of J. E. Spencc, Broughty
Ferry, Scotland, did not fill. It was
probably shipped, as were other birds

ordered for the show in the Teutonic, not

yet arrived.

The Messrs. Krafl and Seifert, of New-
ark, N. J., as usual, spent last summer in

Germany, and brought back with them
only 123 birds. Mr. Kraft did not enter

at the Institute show, could not spare the

time, but Mr. Seifert has about seventy
cages full.

Mr. I'". W. Gaylor, the manager for

Mr. Colgate, read the rule regarding the

collection entry so carelessly as to im-

agine that the ten cockerels he "prized
as the apple of his eye" would just alx)ut

fill one of the pen spaces. Mr. Rack-
ham, however, could not lie made to see

it so. and nine pullets and one cockerel
were sent instead. Mr. Rackhani has
proven very obdurate in not admitting
exceptions to his rules.

Mr. G. O. Brown, the judge, is editor

of the Weekly Sun of Baltimore. We
congratulate our readers upon our dis-

covery of this new source of supply for

our news columns.

One of the most earnest of the search-

ers after truth to be found at the Institute

show is Miss C. F. Thomas, of the firm of

Misses A. T. Mumby & C. F. Thomas, of

Lake View poultry yards at Baldwins. L. I.

These ladies have built up a paying busi-

ness ill growing chickens, ducks and eggs

for market, and are studying the fancier

side of the subject. We shall have more
to say of the enterprise shown in this

venture later on.

The entrv of ermincttes of Mr. H. A.

Bright, Bridgeport, was two pairs of each
sex and age. The wins were first and
second for each ; but the entry not be-

ing four in each class there will be no
first money paid. So also with the Dom-
iniques of Mr. Jones Wilcox, East Chat-

ham. The birds won the honors, but not
the money.

Mr. G. S. Pratt has sutBciently recov-

ered to be about, but his looks tell better

than words can express how very near he
came to being a ghost.

Mr. G. W. Mitchell added greatljr to

the lieauty of his display of partridge

cochins by covering the top of their cages

witli red Canton flannel. The light pass-

ing through this made the colors of the

birds appear richer.

Dr. Owen, the fancier of Oriental frills,

is not quite inaccord with English ideas

of the variety, .\broad the effort is cen-

tred in head properties, and the owl and
turbit cross is not uncommon. Dr.Owen
places the marking peculiar to the va-

riety above all else, leaving head to take

care of itself He is thus obliged to limit

himself to Oriental blood. The Doctor
will not be alone much longer in this va-

riety. Mr. Ladd, of Gemiantown; Mr.

Pettit, of this city; Mr. Hankins, of Bor-

dentown; Mr. l^c'kert, of Allentown, and
at least two fanciers of Baltimore have
made the beginning and—the end is not

yet

The competition in the jacobin classes,

with the exception of a black cock, a

yellow cock and a pair of reds, entered

by Mr. A. F. Peirce, lies entirely lietween

the birds of the Messrs. Hoskins and
Peer. Mr. Taulman found the pouters

and the short-faced tumblers as nothing

when compared with this class.

CORRESPONDENCE.

CAPITAL GOSSIP.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 19.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal;—Last Friday even- 1

ing at the local federation the following

were elected to active meml>ership: A. G.

Gloriou8,H. A. Sellhausen and Ed. Camp-

bell, and to honorary, Henry Boswell, B.

S. Osbourn, W. H. McKelden. The boys

are now located in room 26, Robbins'

Building, which has been fitted up in

stvle and comfort, so they can receive all

their guests. Robbins' Building is on the

southeast corner of Seventh and F Streets

N. W., opposite the United States Patent

Office and General Post Office. The
would-be friends and heralders of its early

doom that have spoken against it have
all followed the lamented McGinty. The
membership roll now shows between
twelve and fifteen names of good stand-

ing members, and several more are to

join at the next meeting on Friday.

Pigeon news around these parts is very

dull just at present. Almost every day
fanciers can be seen with baskets, carry-

ing their birds to different parts of the

city, preparatory to the spring flights.

Sunday the Me-srs. Turner, Stockman,
Miller and others bad some of theirs at

Alexandria, Falls Church and other

places. New fanciers are springing up
everywhere, so no doubt Washington
will be heard from soon and often.

Mr. N. R. Woods, taxidermist for the

Smithsonian Institution, has gone to at-

tend the great New York show.
The latest transfer in fancy birds is

from Sam Stinemetz to Clem Dorsey.

three pairs of his liest imported while

barred blue swallows, which added
Dorsey's loft, make a very fine show.

Post.

The Virtue Club of this city proposes

to send its birds this season in the hand-

somest and most convenient basket ever

a pigeon looked out of When completed

the basket will be shown up in The
Journal. The idea of it is Mr. Lane's.

Penn. State ABBOciation.

Arrangements are progressing for the

meeting for permanent organization of

the State Poultry Association of Penn-

sylvania, to be held at Harrisburg at 1

P. M., March 12. All interested or in-

tending to attend should address Mr. N.

G. Temple, Pocopsin, Pa., for a copy of

the proposed constitution and by-laws,

and arrange with him to take advantage

of the special excursion rates he has

been so fortunate to secure over the

Pennsylvania Railroad and leased lines

for this occasion.

to

A New Score Book.

A new score book by Mr. George S.

Pratt, Bridgeport, Ct., for the use of

hretders as well as exhibitions was be-

ing passed around and received much
favorable comment. The special excel-

lence is in each page Ijeing in duplicate,

the upper of the two of thin but stout

paper is not removable except as it is cut

or torn away, while the other of light

Bristol card is perforated for. removal.

The upper that is to be retained by the

society or owner, is the one written upon
by pencil, while the under receives the

impression from the carl>on paper be-

tween. The advantage of this is in en-

abling both the society or the breeder to

keep a record which can be duplicated

at any time, and preventing at exhibi-

tions the erasing of figures by unscrupu-

lous persons.

The card is unique in providing a col-

umn in which to tell why the cuts were
made.
A sample card is as follows:

Exhibition at

.

Mediterranean Class.

,
Minorca,

.
Leghorn,
BLACK Spanish,
Andalusian.

Entry Nos.

189

For Minorcas,
Weight
Siie

I .fs. a js| I 's|

Training for Service.

Captain Malagoli, an officer in the

Italian army, has been experimenting

and with complete success upon a mode
of using pigeons as messengers in time

of war which will add very much to their

utility.

Hitherto it has been necessary, in order

to establish a communication by means of

pigeons between two points, to have two

sets of birds, one at each end. Each set

of pigeons only traveled oue way, and

thus a great deal of time was lost, and it

was necessary to have a large number of
pigeons. Captain Malagoli's method
will, if found practicable, obviate this by
enabling the same set of pigeons to carry

j

messages in both directions.

j
His experiments, which lasted for sev-

I

eral months, were made between Civita-

;
Vecchia and Rome, forty miles apart,

I

and he began by taking fifty pigeons to

; the former place, where he put them in a

I

dovecot and let them out a few at a time,

teaching them to find their way back
from the outskirts of the town. He then
taught them to know the way to Rome
by successive stages, letting them fly

back at each stage to Civita-Vecchia.

When they reached the last stage on the

road he took them to Rome, keeping
them in confinement for several days,

and when released they at once flew

back to Civita-Vecchia.

He repeated the experiment several

times, and then kept his pigeons in

Rome for six months, so that this dove-

\.UtV L/\.\.e*»A*V. VftlVftk **v»a»»^, ha*«vk ^^^^j u*.ksfc

their nests in it. In order to teach them
the road from Rome to Civita-Vicchia he
re-commenced, in the reverse sense, the

plan he had adopted lor the journey from
Civita-Vecchia, but—and this is the in-

genious point in his method of training

—

he kept them without food at Rome for

several days during this course of train-

ing, feeding them only on their arrival

at Civita-Vecchia. Thus the pigeons were,

upon the one hand, brought to prefer

their dovecote at Rome, where they had
staved for several months and had built

their nests, and. upon the other hand, to

know that, once set at liberty, their food

would be at Civita-Vecchia, and not at

Rome.
The training being thus completed,

Captain Malagoli put it the other day to

a practical test. He kept his pigeons shut

up at Rome for three days without food,

and then let them loose. After hesitating

for a few seconds they took their flight,

and in two hours' time he received a tele-

gram announcing their arrival at Civita-

V«cchia. After the lapse of only a few

minutes from the receipt of the telegram

the pigeons were back in Rome, having

been fed at Civita-Vecchia. It is said

that the Ministers of War in Germany
and Austria are both going to have ex-

periments made in the same direction.

:}
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Body and Fluff
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Legs and Toes .
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What They All Say.

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 12.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Please discon-

tinue my advertisement. All of my sur-

plus birds are sold and ten to twenty in-

quiries daily still coming in. It takes

The Fanciers' Journal to make things

move. ^- C- Tate.

Importation.

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 19.— Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Please note I re-

ceived four pairs of homing Antwerps per

steamer this day; two pairs blues, two

pairs dark blue checker One pair is ex-

ceedingly speedy. c»„„„„
y. A. Stovell.

Mr. J. C. Long, Jr., resumes charge of

the Poultry Bulletin with the current is-

sue.

i
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SCRAPPLE.
A Pijjr in the Fence—Sulphur for

Show Peatheringr—To Breed

for Laying- Qualities, etc.

Memo. .-1 Pig in the Fence.

B. G. says:

Didst never observe when a pig in the fence
Sends Torth its most pitirul shout.

How all of his neighbors betake themselves
thence

To punish him ere he gets out?

What a hubbub fhey raise, so that others afar
May know his condition and hence

Come running to join them in adding a scar
To the pig that is fast in the fence.

Well, swine are not all of the creatures that be
Who find themselves sticking between

The rails of the fence, and who try to get free,

While the world is still shoving them in;

Who find that the favor they meet with depends
Not on words, but on dollars and cents;

And that 'tis but few who will prove themselves
friends

To the pig that is fast in the fence.

Memo. Sulphurfor Show Feathering.

A. C. says: I have frequently recom-
mended the use of flour of sulphur to cor-
respondents who asked advice as to
chickens feathering slowly and as to
feather-eating. This year I made experi-
ments as to its use in the rearing of Asi-
atics, which are notoriously slow to
feather, giving two teaspoonfuls every
second day to some thirty chickens,
mixed with their soft food. The chick-
ens certainly feathered as they have
never feathered before. There was not
one bare chicken in the lot at any stage
of their growth. This is very fair evi-
dence in favor of the use of sulphur. It
is greatly strengthened, however, by the
report of a correspondent who asked ad-
vice as to his chickens drooping and hav-
ing a difficulty in feathering on their
heads and necks. He, acting on my ad-
vice, tried the sulphur, and reporteti that
the chickens at once started their feath-
ers and picked up their general health.
Another correspiondent reported favor-
ably on the sulphur treatment for voung
ducks, which were plucking each' other
bare. I can now without hesitation ad-
vise the use of sulphur in all difficulties
9» to feathering.

Memo. To Rreed for Laying Quali-
ties.

tive fact that at least seventy-five per
cent of all our high-class prize pigeons,
and fifty per cent of our prize or exhibi-
tion poultry are contamiuated with this
disease. It may be slightly or markedly,
so invisible or unknown to the owner of
the bird, and exactly in proportion to the
amount of scrofulous contamination in
any particular subject of roup, will the
case be a severe one and the more diffi-
culty be experienced in bringing about a
cure. Put lu plainer language, if a fowl
or pigeon be only slightly affected with
scrofula, the case will not be a difficult
one to recover; if much contaminated
with this disease, the more difficulty is
experienced in restoring such a bird to
health. Cold—taking cold—is the second
and also the exciting cause of roup, and
it is so in this way. We will take two
fowls or two pigeons, one contaminated
with scrofula, the other perfectly free
from this pest of the fancier, each bird
having taken cold. The first symptoms
in each case are general lassitude and
heaviness, puffness about and wateriness
with more or less inflammation of the
eyes and their lids, loss of appetite, thiret
denoting general feverishness—and, most
marked symptom of any of the ordinary
fancier, discharge from the nostrils,
which, in either a case of cold or of
future r6up, is, on its first appearance,
thin, almost transparent, and practically
free from smell, and in the bird uncon-
taminated with scrofula will remain un-
altered even if unattended to. Under
proper treatment the whole gradually
abates and eventually disappears; this is
a case of simple cold. In the other case,
the scrofulous tainted bird, the discharge
from nostrils and eyes soon becomes dis-
colored, a dirty matter color, first thicker
and of an offensive smell, and if allowed
to go on unchecked, get thicker still, of
a yellow color, and extremely foul and
offensive. This is a true case of roup,
and on the severity of these symptoms
rests, the greater or lesser amount of
scrofulous contamination existing in any
particular case.

together, therefore, the ducks had pro-
duced 617 eggs within the twelve month.s,
as against 257 obtained from the hens.
The birds of each class selected for the
experiment were of the same age, and, as
far as could Ije judged, of the same rela-
tive size and strength. Ofcourse a more
extended series of trials must be under-
taken before any definite opinion can be
given on the relative merits of duck
versus hen in the matter of egg laying.
But there are eggs and eggs, and it re-
mains toconsider their comparative value
as food, as produced by hens or ducks
respectively. This was undertaken by a
French chemist, M. Commail, who gave
the results of his analyses of both varie-
ties. A hen's egg weighing 64.4 grammes
(equal to 15.433 grains avoirdupois) was
found to consist of 7.2 grammes of .shell
and membrane, and 52.2 grammes or
8.8.07 per cent of contents, while a duck's
egg weighing 59.8 grammes showed 7.7
grammes of shell and membrane, and 52. i

grammes or 87.12 percent of contents.
One hundred parts of the contents of a
hen's egg contained 26.01 dry matter,
1.03 ash, and n.27 fat, while the propor-
tions of the same substances in a duck's
egg were found to be 28.32, 1. 16 and 15.49
respectively. It follows, therefore, that
ducks are not only the more prolific lay-
ers, but their eggs are also richer in fat
to no inconsiderable extent.

Memo.

A. C. says: In the process of breeding
for laying qualities a less amount of in-
breeding is desirable than in breeding for
fancy point-s. In the first place, all risk
of loss of robustness must be avoided,
and in the second place in-breeding fte-
quently leads to diminished fertility,
which is the very point desired to be in-
creased. I'resh blood, when introduced,
should be as far as possible from a good
laying strain. A word as to the reason
why this process of selection is desirable
may not be out of place. Animals inherit
qualities from various ancestors,and take
after sometimes one generation, some-
times another. If, then, all the ancestors
of a hen for, say, six generations back
have been either good layers or (in the
case of the cocks ) bred from good layers,
the presumption that the hen herself will
be a good layer is reduced almost to a
certainty. If the mother only is a good
layer, and nothing is known as to the
laying qualities of the ancestors, there is
only a chance that some of the progeny
may possess the desired characteristurs.

Memo. Concerning Roup.

J. H. D. J. says: Roup, as every poul-
try and pigeon fancier knows, is a disease
most difficult to get rid of when once es-
tablished, and hundreds of so-called cures
have been recommended, from a few
pinches of Epsom salts to cigar ends, to
say nothing of the many pills that have
been advertised, and none of them have
Ijeenofmuch practical value; the reason
of this, I believe, being that none of the
makers of them have had a sufficient
knowledge of the disease, its causes, and
the effect of medicines upon it. Roup
proper is a combination of two separate
and distinct diseases—in other words, it
requires two quite dissimilar diseases' to
produce it. These are scrofula and cold,
the patient, be it a fowl or pigeon—the
two species are affected in an exactly
similar manner—must be affected or con-
taminated with scrofula, and it is a posi-

Memo. Experiments with Rabbits.

L. J. says: Fresh proof has lately been
obtained by M. Gil>oux of the danger in
air expired by consumptives. He ex-
perimented with four young rabbits of
the same litter, and Iwni of healthy
parents. Two of them were kept 105
days in a large wooden case, with side
grating-s, into which was introduced daily
a quantity of air expired by animals in a
consumptive state. This operation was
performed at midday and in the evening,
and each time the gratings were kept
closed for two hours. In another (juite
similar case, the two other rabbits were
similarly treated, except that the impure
air was made to traverse in its way to the
case some wadding impregnated with car-
bolic acid. The rabbits in the first case,
before long, showed loss of appetite, in-
tense thirst, listlessness. diarrhrea and
loss of flesh. On l)eing killed both were
found to have tul>ercles in the lungs, in
the liver and the kidneys, those in the
lungs being the most advanced, and the
upper lobes being chiefly affected. The
other couple of rabbits presented nothing
abnormal while alive, and no organic al-
teration was observed in their organs
after death. Again, observations have
l)een recently made by MM. Grehaut and
Quiuquand, both on man and the lower
animals, regarding the influence of in-
juries of the lungs (or of the bronchia; or
the pleural envelope) on the exhalation
of carbonic acid. They prove that the
amount of this gas exhaled is less where
such disorder exists, even where there is
fever. Two explanations are coticeivable;
the pulmonary change might bar the
elimination of carbonic acid, which, in
that case, would accumulate in the blood,
or the injury might have the effect of
diminishing the pro<luction of carbonic
acid by affecting the general nutrition.
Experiment favored the latter hypothesis.

Mice in the Loft.

B. says: When mice frequent a loft
they may easily be prevented from get-
ting into and eating the bird's food, by
fixing a small post, letting it stand out of
the ground two feet. On this fix a board,
and place the hopper on the top. If six
inches of the tin or zinc are fastened all
round the middle of the post, it will be
impossible for rats or mice to climb up
the post to the food . Some recommend
slinging the board by means of a wire from
the roof, but the plan I have suggested is
far better, as the birds cannot hurt them-
selves, which they sometimes do if wire
is used, as this is notdiscernable, and the
birds occasionally dash against it, especi-
ally if frightened, and seriously injure
themselves.

ItTc Tkc -n.,..t.:t Tr r

V. says: The distance between the
juncture of the mandibles and the nearest
point of the eye should not measure over
one-eighth of an inch. The greater the
space the more elongated Incomes the
face.

The Goldfinch for Afide

l)er comes in, as if you do you will run
them late into moiilt, and, they being a
little more delicate than most canaries

I through their in breeding, you mav lose

I

them in moult.

I

Memo. An Experiment in Crossing.
A. B. A. sa.^s: Having doubted the as-

sertion of sotiie poultry writers that cross-
ing any two of the best laying and non-
sitting breeds would decrease the egg
productioirof the progeny, I mated the
white Leghorn and white Hamburg, and
kept for three years an accurate account
oftheeggsof the resulting hens. The
figures showed that they gave about the
same number of eggs per annum as their
celebrated parents, and of equal size and
quality. Poultry writers have also main-
tained that the yield of eggs would like-
wise be lessened by a few years of in-and-
in breeding. To test that question I

again chose the above-named breeds.
From the hens of the iii-aud-iu cross
(produced by breeding the male to his
own pullets) there was little diminution
in the annual number of eggs. The pro-
duce of the second in-and-in cross (by
breeding a brother to sisters) did not lay
alx)ve half as many eggs annually as
their mothers. From the third cross
(mating the father with his own pullets
oat of his sisters) I did not get one-fourth
as many eggs during a year as from the
hens with which I began experimenting.

Memo. To Kill Painlessly.

S. M. says: .\niong the different modes
given for killing fowls I have not yet
seen any suggested which, in my
opinion, equals my own adopted .several
years ago, which I find the most humane
and practical. I take the fowl by the
legs, and with a small piece of iron or
any other heavy article at hand strike
the fowl sharply across the back of the
head. This, if properly done, dislocates
the neck, and death is almost instanta-
neous and painless. If the neck is not
dislocated by the blow it is easy to wring
it, while the fowl from the blow is insen-
sible to pain. I( hung by the legs the
blood will all flow to the dislocated
point and leave the flesh pure white.

Memo. Hens or Ducks: Eggs and
Eggs.

P. n. says: An experiment was lately
niade in France for the purpose of find-
ing the relative value of hens and ducks
as egg pro<lucers. Three of each sort
were selected for testing the result by
observation as to their relative fertility.
Between the ist of January and the end
of August the three hens laid 257 eggs,
and the ducks 402 eggs. Moreover, in
the autumn months of the previous year
the ducks had yielde<l 215 eggs, while the
heqs had completely ceased laying. Al-

Memo.
Breeding

W. S. says: The many varieties of
birds the goldfinch has" been cros.sed
with during the last twenty years to ob-
tain mules is surprising. It has under
my notice been bred with the canary,
linnet (grey and green), bullfinch, sis-
kin and chaffinch, but he is most of all
used with the canary. Some people run
away with the idea that any hen is gootl
enough to throw mules, but they never
make a greater mistake. They will
throw mules as dark as sweeps, the
cocks are tiot worth more than common
cock canaries, while the hen mules are
useless. So it is far more profitable to
breed canaries than these common dark
mules. In breeding goldfinch and ca-
nary muks the best plan is to pair the
hen with a sib cock in March or April,
first of all getting the male bird fresh,'
and when the hen has laid her full com-
plement of eggs take the cock away and
let her sit by herself, and when she
hatches and the young canaries are ten
or twelve days old turn in your finch and
let him continue with her till she nests
again, but keep your eye on him, as
some are real egg smashers. In this
case take the finch from the hen at
night and tuni him in again next morn-
ing after she has laid and the egg has
been removed and let him remain till

night again, and when her full nest is
laid, set her and remove the finch.
However, all finches are not egg smash-
ers, and such a one if a goo(f breeder
is very valuable. Mules thrive in the
nest equal to any canaries. In my
opinion, indeed, they are far more
hardy. When the young mules are old
enough to feed for themselves single out
the cocks. They are easy to tell from
the hens ))y their blaze on face and depth
of color on pinion—more so on shouhler.
The cocks keep back and moult, and the
hens turn off, as they are not worth their
seed unless up to show sUndard. Don't
let your muling hen breed after Septem-

I

N. D. says: About antesthetics, I

should advise him to try bleeding under
the influence of chloroform, which, by
paralyzing the inhibitorj' nerves of the
heart, keeps the heart 1>eating, and thus
aids the hemorrhage until complete
aiuemia is produced, when death imme-
diately occurs. Any chloroform remain-
ing in the system would tend to pre-
serve the flesii of the fowl, and would Ije

completely driven off by the heat of
cooking it.

Memo. Sarodust for Bird Cages.
S. B. says: My reason for using saw-

dust in canary cages during the breeding
season is that some hens are very long-
feathered, and the young get so entangled
in the feathers that, should the hen get
startled and jump off the nest rather
quickly, the young one has not time to
extricate itself, consequently it gets
^Iragged out and thrown on the cage
bottom; so by falling on the soft sawdust
it is not so liable to get hurt as if it fell
on the hard sand or cage bottom. I find
there is another advantage in using saw-
dust. Should there l)e any insects in or
about the cage bottom, and a young bird
get accidently thrown out of the nest,
they will be sure to find it, but with the
sawdust in the cage, insects will not come
near the bird. Should you find a young
bird lying on the bottom of the cage,
perhaps almost dead from cold, carefully
pick it up, and letting it lie in your wartn
hand, gently breathe on it for a few
minutes. You will find auimation will
soon return. Then replace it in the nest,
when the warmth from the hen's body
will soon put it all right.

Memo. Canaries H'on't Mate.

J. N. says: It is certainly odd none of
your young birds have paired. Take the
cocks away from the hens and put them
in a separate room for a week. Give
V)oth cocks and hens only canary seed
and as much egg food and heinp seed as
they will cat and a good supply of fresh
watercress twice a day, and if warm
w;eather let them have plenty of fresh
air but avoid draughts, and a bath each
day. In addition let the hens each have
a good-sized piece of cuttlefish. ( )n the
eighth day pair a different coi-k with a
different hen to which he was la.st paired
with, and at the same time put some
short pieces of hay in the cage.
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CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

THE CANARY.

The Different Varieties and Their

Comparative Value.

The female is hardly distinguishable

from the male except that the plumage
of the latter is generally brighter in

color. His head, also, is rather larger

and longer, the body more slender, the

neck not so short and the legs longer
and straighter. Another special char-

voyagers tell t.s that the wild birds of ^^^^^^^.^^^^ S^^^ ^, I layaii

body.

THE HIMALAYAN.

the Canary Isles have mostly gray plum-

age, and this tint prevails to a consider-

able extent in some of the dotnesticated
|

varieties which are rather numerous.
\

White, gray, yellow, green and brown of

different shades and in varying propor-

tions are the common colors of those
|

birds bred in confinement. How the

changes have been produced it is now
impossible to say; climate, food and in-

termixture of breeds, have no doubt each

and all had some effect in producing

them, as by a careful attention to these

matters, the latter especially, breeders in

the country may now calculate with a

tolerable degree of certainty on the kind

of bird they are likely to have from cer-

tain parents under certain circumstances.

With regard to climate, it has been re-

marked by Adamson that the canary,

which becomes in France nearly white,

is at Teneriffe almost brown, and this

agrees with the general observation of

naturalists, that the covering of animals,

be it fur or feathers, l>ecomes thicker and

lighter in proportion to the coldness of

the climate which they inhabit. We
should not, however, lay too much stress

upon this argument, for in this, as in all

other northern countries in which they

reside, canaries are so sheltered and pro-

tected from the weather that we can

scarcely imagine it to have much effect

upon the economy of their growth and
structure; and then, too, the prevalence

amongst us of the darker tinted birds-
greens, crimsons, browns and the like

—

militates considerably against this theory.

In Faigland, canary societies have ex-

isted for upwards of a century, and for

the last fifty years they have had annual

shows and competition for prizes; and
immense prices have been given for prize

canaries.

Thirty varieties are distinguished.

These are separated into two great divi-

sions, the plain and the variegated, the

former being called gay birds or gay
spangles and the latter fancy birds or

mealies. The latter are considered the

strongest and have the boldest song.

Jonks or jonquils is also a term applied to

those of a pure yellow. There is also a

variety called the lizard, the plumage of

which is of a greenish bronze throughout,

excepting the upper part of the head,

which is covered by a patch of clear yel-

low, and this variety is looked upon as

the nearest of kin to the original. The
jonquil must be of a deep, pure yellow,

entirely free from any green tinge.

In the mealy bird the golden plumage
of back, breast and head appear to l)e

frosted over or powdered through the

small feathers having a whitish edge.

In breeding, if a mealy bird and a jon-

quil are mated the produce will not prove
a mixture of the qualities of the parent
birds.but the character ofone or the other
will appear distinct and the nest will

probably show specimens of both kinds.

Canaries which are blackish gray or

grayish brown on the upper part of the
body and at the lowest part greenish yel-

low are the commonest and healthiest

birds, and have deviated the least from
the original stock. Their eyes are dark
brown.
Yellow and white canaries have often

red eyes and are not so strong. The
reddish brown with greyish brown eyes
are the rarest, and in respect to strength
and longevity occupy an intermediate
position between the other two.
The bird is valuable in proportion to

the regularity with which it is marked.
Those however in which the body is

yellow or white and the wings, tail

and head, particularly if crested, yel-

lowish dun, are considered the hand-
somest.
Next to these are the golden yellow

canaries with black, lilue or blackish
gray head, wings and tail; then, the
blackish bird with gray or yellow head
and collar; next the yellow with black
or greenish yellow head which should
have a crest. The gray or almost black
canaries with yellow breast, and white
head and tail, are held in peculiar esti-

mation. Such birds as are irregularly
mottled or sjwtted, as well as those uni-
form in color, are considered as of but
little value.

of the

In choosing a bird sacrifice color to

accomplishments; nature seldom gives us

rare lieautj* and great accomplishments
unite<l. Do not, however, decide too

hastily and examine the bird on which
you fix your choice before purchasing.

It may, perhaps, have some defect in the

plumage which would lessen its market
value, although in no degree diminish-

ing its worth as a songster merely. Should
the defect lie merely a damaged tail, it

can be easily remedied by drawing the

defective feathers and their place will

soon be supplied with new ones. Be
sure to see that the legs and feet are per-

fect, and do not leave it to be sent home,
but take it away with you.

When you have purch*ed a bird carry

it home as carefully and gently as possi-

ble, having previously prepared for it a

comfortable cage, well furnished with
seed and water. Into this you must let it

step of its own accord, as it will be very
tenacious of Ijeing touched or handled,
until it has grown quite familiar with its

new home and those about it. Place a

light in front of its cage, and the chances
are that it will begin to sing at once,

especially if you provoke it to rivalry by
whistling or playing some lively air.

Kidd says the >>est trait in the character

of the canary is that he will sing, place

him where you may. These birds very
seldom show a sulkiness of disposition;

and even if they should do so, a single

hemp seed or a morsel of chickweed will

set all to rights in a moment; and all ex-

perience goes to show that this amia-
bility of tlisposition is quite characteristic

of this bird of the Fortunate Isles, whose
nature appyears to he. as sunny and genial

as the clime in which it originated.

Il is someiimcs exliciiicly ulflicuU lo

get newly captured birds to eat at all,

partly because that which is offered is

not tfuite what they have been accustomed
to, and partly, no doubt, on account of

griff at their loss of lilierty and fear

arising out of the strange surroundings
in which they find themselves. They
will not unfreqiientl}' refuse to take

nourishment and will mentally pine and
die if sotne means are not taken to induce
them to eat. Dr. Meyer suggests that

the bird be placed in the cage in which
it is to l)e kept with plenty of the proper
foo<l and drink in open vessels. Let it

remain undisturbed for several hours;

tlien catch it, and immerse it in fresh

water; after which place it back in the

cage and again leave it for awhile. The
employment of pruning its wings and
setting its feathers straight will divert

its attention from the great grief of cap-

tivity, and its appetite being sharpened
l)y the bath, there is little doubt that the

bird will soon take freely of what
is set before it, and become cheer-

ful and animated. Those birds that at

first creep into a comer and sulk and
refuse their food are most likely to do
well afterwards; those which eat greedily

at once of the artificial food, frequently

die from the effect of the sudden change
of diet, or else the unnatural indifference

to the loss of liberty implies that they
have some disease which impels them to

eat.

The following is a new and approved
method of taming birds: A portion,

larger or smaller, is cut off from the in-

ner plume of the pen-feathers, so that the

bird cannot hurt itself if it attempts to

leave the hand. The nostrils of the bird

are then touched with bergamot or any
other odorous oil, by which it is for a

time so stupefied as to i>erch quietly on
the finger or to hop from one finger to

another. It may, indeed, attempt to

fly away once or twice; but this is not

often repeated, especially if the exi)eri-

ment be tried in a dark place. As soon

as it sits quietly on one finger another
finger must be placed in such position as

to cause the bird to step upon it, and so

soon as it is accustomed to hop (juietly

from one finger to another, the main difii-

culty is overcome. For if when the bird is

?
gradually aroused from its stare of stupe-

action it perceives that its teacher does

not use it roughly it will liecome quite

tame.—W. Wood.

The Points and the Difficulty in

Keepingr Them G-ood.

[FOR ILLUSTRATION SSK PAGE I3.]

The whole frame work of the Htma-

is decidedly compact and firm.

The ears should be very short and erect,

and should stand evenly an<l firmly, so

that when pulled out of place they at

once fly back again. This is very often

seen when this very cleanly variety is

wa,shing its ears. The eye should be full

and perfectly colorless; the blood run-

ning through the veins, which are very

thin and transparent, gives them a deli-

cate pink shade.

The general color of the Himalayan is

white, and the coat is very short and

glossy. The extremities or points should

be pure black, but only a very few are

quite of the desired color. A good choco-

late brown or even a dark brown must

not be despised by any means. These
extremities are the ears, nose, feet and
tail. Let these be as dark as possible;

the darker they are the more valuable

the specimen. The whole of the ears

should be of the dark blue, and also the

whole of the tail.

The marking of the nose is not strictly

uniform, in some cases extending farther

up the face, and sometimes being broader

than at others. However this may be

—

and the larger form of marking is cer-

tainly the more handsome—it is impera-

tive that the marking should be strictly

regular, and shall not mix gradually with

the white, but the colors should unite, so

to speak, abruptly, and as if they had no
connection with each other. Sometimes
a stray hair or two of the black runs up
into the white, or vice versa, and some-
times a whole patch is seen of the wrong
color. Either of these is bad.

The same remarks will also apply to

the legs. The tipping should never on
any account go Deyond the first joint,

and should l)ej list the same size on all

four feet, or at least the two fore and two
hind ones should exactly coincide.

Reasonable care and attention will

make the hardy little Himalayan all

that is to be desired so far as its white

points are concerned, but it is far from
being the case with the black ones.

Many a fancier is disappointed at finding

his l>est specimens, so far as health is

concerned, the worst so far as real fancy

is considered, their points being too light

to give satisfaction to the most indulgent

judge.
A Himalayan should not be discarded

liecause its points do not assume the de-

sired shaile as soon as may be desirable.

There is a good deal of difference on
this head, some specimens darkening
much sooner than others. Generally,

when three or four months old, the head
markings liegin to get dark, and the feet

follow at aoout six months. About
eight or nine mouths is generally the

time that the Himalaya shows to the best,

but there is uo .absolute certainty about

it. The most unfortunate and a very

common ca.se is when you are served in

this manner. The frame is strong, the

flesh firm, and the points begin to darken
nicely. The ears and nose get jet black,

and you are already discounting in your
own mind the prize money that will fall

to their portion. The feet are not quite

what they should be certainly, but they

will doubtless soon be all right,e8pecially

as the rabbit is, perhaps, but six months
old or so. Alas! for your castle in the

air. The feet certainly begin to improve,

and you begin to think that all is well.

But somehow or other the nose and feet

don't look quite so well, and by the time
the feet have got dark, they have got

quite light Then again another change
may take place. The head markings will

go dark again and the feet light, or all

may go light together. It is this unac-

countable fickleness that takes the cream
off Himalaya keeping.

Considerable conjecture has been in-

dulged in as to the cause of the change
and fade of shade in the points, but no
decision has ever been come to on the

subject. The most natural conclusion is

that the shade is affected by the health

of the animal, just as the fur of nearly

all specimens is regulated by the same
cause. This, however, cannot be entirely

the case, else how is it that some of the

points are darker than the others. Then
also six out of one litter, reared together
and by the same hand, will present very
different qualities of shade. Another
theory is suggested by the fact that the
feet give generally more trouble, and are
seldom so good as the head markings.
Another theory is suggested by the fact

that the feet give generally more trouble,
and are seldom so good as the head mark-
ings. Another theory suggested by the
fact that it is so much more difficult to
keep the feet in proper shade than the
heaa markings, is that the excrement
and urine have a chemical influence
upon the shade, the effect of which is to
lighten the color. However this may be,
it is certain that remedies have been
tried, bearing this in view, with great
success. My own plan is to keep the
animal's feet off the floor by some means
or other, so that they may not be always
treading on the saturated boards.

I f a framework bottom be advisable for
any breed it is certainly the Himalaya. If
one be used let it be changed frequently,
and be kept well scoured and free from
splints. Perhaps, however, they are not
so gooil as old-fashioned fixed bottoms.
Although the wet will run off, unless the
wood be very hard a certain amount will

be nearly sure to soak in. If a real floor

is used, cover it well with a thick coating
of straw, or, if you live in a country dis-

trict, dried ferns. The effect of this will

be that all the wet will run off and the
manure will work through, thus keeping
a dry and clear stand for your pets, for it

will be found to dry much more quickly
than the bars of a false bottom. The
straw should be shaken daily so that all

the droppings will fall through, and a
little fresh may be added at the top. The
whole should tje renewed once a week at

least Under the straw place a thin layer

of sand, which may be renewed once or
twice a week . This will often have the
desired effect of keeping the pedal points
the desired hue, but, try as you will, they
will sometimes be contrary.
Another theory is that light has the

effect of deadening the shade. It probably
has some little effect in this direction,

but not very much, else liow vvuuiu iuc
animal manage to keep its points dark in

its native land, and in a wild state; for

in China and its contiguous states the
sun is much more powerful than here,

and the light stronger. The remedy pro-

posed is, I should say, worse than the
disease. It is proposed to keep the ani-

mal in a darkened hutch, so that the

light should not fade the points. To
deprive an animal of one of God's gifts

so essential as light, because by so doing
the shade of fur will be improved, is bad
policy at any time. Sometimes when I

have got an animal in perfection, I have
tried darkening its lodgings for a short

time, so as to keep it right for exhibition

or sale, but have seldom found it much
good.
Another suggestion is that by with-

holding green stuff and moisture, the

points will keep good. There is an old

tale of an old woman beating her son

when in three different conditions, and
for three several causes; he was whipped
when good to keep him goodj when [>ad

to make him good, and when supposed
to be going wrong to keep him from so

doing. Just so poor bunny is to !« deprived

of his most beloved and very useful food

when his points are black, to keep them
black; and when going greyish, to check
them in their downward career. Eh,
bien! perhaps it is right. I never tried it,

and for one good reason. If ever I failed

in my green stuff, even on account of a

temporary misadventure, constipation,

and often skin disease has threatened;

and I am not acquainted with any plan

to do away with this cheap but nutritious

class of food. But surely it is wrong!

What does our black-tipped hero eat in

the forests and plains of his native land ?

Is he supplied with various tempting

dishes of corn? Not he, indeed! His

food, I imagine, would be roots and

leaves; and if a little corn was stolen it

would be the exception rather than the

general thing. I suppose there is some
secret for keeping the points in a proper

shade; but at present, like the theory of

the perpetual motion, it is a mystery. I

do not think an infallible plan will ever

be discovered. At any rate, I do not

know of any, nor have I ever met with

anyone in the secret.

The Himilayan is very prolific; though

not quite so productive as the little Dutch,

it is certainly far above the average for

its power of progenitivenesi, and more-

. ©
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over in the health and chance of living

of the young. It is not well to let the

doe breed too soon. Ten months or a

year is quite soon enough, although she

will engender at half that age. She has

not the strength to bring up the young

properly at so very early an age, and

tho=e that try are almost invariably dis-

appointed. There will generally be from

four to nine in a litter, six, seven or

eight being very common numbers.

The young are verv hardy, and will be

reared without much extra trouble. I

have heard it said, or seen it written,

that they are very much subject to loose-

ness, but have never found it so

myself When bom they are a beautilul

pink and gradually they are covered

with 'a snow-white silky down, which in

its turn gives place to a white fur. No

trace is visible to the ordinary ol)server

of the much coveted points; but an old

hand will see that even at this early age

a tint of darkness is visible, especially

aV)Oiit the ears, and the skin is not so

delicately pure where the short black

hair is destined to grow. After three

months or more have passed over their

heads the points will begin gradually to

darken, although there is much irregu-

larity in this, as I have already men-

tioned in my articles above. Except-

ing Dutch, no rabbit conies in season

again so quickly as the Himalayan, and

hence the litters may be very frequent,

although of course, the number must be

regulated by discretion. It is most im-

portant not to work the doe too hard

nor to commence with her too soon,

especially if she is worth anything for

exhibition. Not only, however, does it

damage the doe, but the value of the

young ones is much deteriorated.

Quality as well as quantity should be

considered, and if the latter be sacrificed

to the former, the breeder must not be

surprised if he fiuds that not only are his

young ones very inferior, but they will

also be so much less hardy, and it is

dubious whether, in the end, he would

be much of a gainer.

Taken ?.ll mnnd, probably no young

rabbit'is so thoroughly hardy as a Him-

alayan, except, perhaps, very large va-

rieties. I have already referred to a

rumor that they are subject to looseness.

I have also said I have not found them

particularly so myself, at least not more

so than any other young rabbits, and the

keeper and breeder must be careful not

to steer too wide of the mark either way

not to cause constipation or looseness

by profusion or niggardliness. The gen-

eral structure of the young Himalayan, is

much firmer than that of most other

young rabbits, and much less delicate.

The whole of the general appearance is

that of a healthy strong animal. They

do not do very well in large quantities

as it is very imperative that they should

be kept perfectly clean. Seven or eight

is plenty for one hutch, and the number

should be decreased as the age increases.

At four or live months they should be

seperated, i. e., the bucks should be re-

moved from the does, and the bucks

must very soon be acconiniodated with

separate apartments, or much fighting

will be the result, although the does, be-

ing of a more docile and gentle disposi-

tion, majr remain together till selected

for breeding. .„ . r 1

In disposition, Himalaya will be found

docile and quiet. When young they are

very fond of being fondled, and they are

very easily tamed. I don't, however, l)e-

lieve in allowing children to fondle young

rabbits. They've got a nasty and most

reprehensible habit of pinching a rabbit

round the stomach when they take it up,

and, moreover, of dropping it rather sud-

denly on the floor, such fall not unfre-

quently resulting in a broken leg or

back; and, although rabbit pie is de-

cidedly good,and a broken limb is a good

excuse for condemning an animal to the

pot, still, if a Himalayan is worth any-

thing, it is certainly worth something

better than that.

The buck is geuerally very pleasant

and friendly, though sometimes one is

met with that has a more savage habit.

If teased thev will, of course, get bad

tempered. The doe is generally good

tempered, especially before she com-

mences breeding; but when she is

troubled in matrimonial cares—especially

for the first time—her zeal for her off-

spring overcomes her feelings of polite-

ness, and she will often fly at an intruder

with great violence, using both claws

and teeth in the protection of her

progeny. I have often watched a young

mother when at the trough, keeping one

eye on the aperture leading to the sleep-

ing compartment, and if she sees any

unusual movement, or hears any un-

usual noise, her head is through the

aperture in a moment. Once in par-

ticular did I not onlv see, but feel the re-

sult of this, and my hand bears the mark

to this day.
No rabbit is more hardy than the

Himalaya. The whole api>earance of the

breed is firmness and health, and in their

case appearances are not deceitful. They

do not require warmth, although they do

require regularity of temperature, and I

think they will be found to do better in

an atmosphere slightly warmed with ar-

tificial heat, say a genial warmth and no

more. Too much heat will make the ears

pendant. I always prefer to keep them

in an inside shed for several reasons.

Not only does it keep them warmer and

free from draught, but it also keeps them

safe from intruders. I can hardly lay

too much stress on the importance of

keeping any rabbit of worth out of the

way of casual visitors. Everyone .seems

to consider that it is his or her duty to

give it something to eat, and the result

is. that often from ignorance of what a

rabbit has been previously given, may be

starved or overfed. A great deal of un-

necessary anxiety is often caused by a

rabbit neglecting its food, when all the

while it has had a good meal of more
palatable though less wholesome food.

—

Biizaar.

—Breed to get the most out of your

feed, and feed to get the most out of your

breed.

—A good egg food for feeding once or

twice a week is to boil a quart ofbeans to

a thick soup. Then thicken with ground

oats, wheat bran and fine meal, with a

little salt and pepper. Feed warm these

cold mornings the fowls will cat it greed-

ily, and the beans furnish quite a large

proportion of nitrogen for the albumen of

the eggs.
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PRICES VERY LOW.

Address ^f, $. THAYER
Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

47-50. Boston, Mass.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Sclimid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Wa.shington, D. C.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

O 44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. 4 TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

Spratta Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

*9'Bemare o/worthtess imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fieas, and

MEDICINES '*>!' all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SI'UATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'l),
'39-^AS East 56th St., New York City.

Publications.

TRY iiro'R d*n-e: ye

Setters.

'-'limes
FOR

50 c

Is tnM oDiy or the

0H££i ficfts CAzerre.

D l.lustratwiinontbly mag
azine .levoted to tbe Kranil

est. Iie&lthleet, most uianly

port In ttke world.—cyclint

flrw you a Ut2««ImaD?
• yon are or not J'on are »ar« to ix! inter

llnoarpftp«r. Yon cnn'th«lp 11. lu .ikctcues.

u and (UM-les kre lDt<. MUug to all. Tbey are
pore and bealtbrul in tncir tone. Ttiry br«Btb««r
recn deldi and study lanea, and are a roust* nt
iDiplrvr ol • love of oature.

To eoDTloo* you that Onr paper is all we claim
tor It In every particularif ><>u win seud yournanic
Ddaddreat we will send you aeamplecopy fro«f
Then ir you want to try It for a year, as you >urvi>

will. It will ooet you only CSO o«kx««»

Cheap Enough, isn't It?

LIBBBtL rOKBIKKIOII* TO CLCB RAIKCBs.

AdUrees the PutUlstaer —

BEN L DARROW.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
IIABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, &C.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
&er of its class. American breeders will find the
est English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, IgKi. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, I.«ndon,

England.

AMERICAN KENNEIi ClilTB

Stud Qook.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE Af^ERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize li.sts

of the diflerent shows, Stud Book registrations
aud numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New Yotk.

_POGS.
Advertiumenli n/ithoul display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

CoUles.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Ilonnds.

TWO TRAINED fox hoi'.nds and three red
Irish setters for sale. E. P. Cloud, Kennett
Square, Pa. 48-49

Greyhounds.

W ANTED—Italian greyhound bitch. West-
enhaver Bros., Alliance, Neb. 49-05

Pointers.

FR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will talte to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother. Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St.. Philadelphia, Pa. c

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liver-aiid-white ticked, partly handled
and promising, Sired by Champion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,
color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-
weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEVERAL high-class pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H . Winslow, 608 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PUSB.

FINE BITCH PUPS, some nearly old enough
for breaking. GraiuUlaiighters of Champ-
ion Dude and granddaughters of Othello.
Prices low. Cheqnasset Kennels, Lancaster,
Mass. 43-45-47-49

CHOICE Gordon and Irish .setters, several of
each kiud; handsome; some of them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.
Also some puppies. X. Y. Z.. Station R..
New York City. •-49 55

FOR SALE—The following Irish setters:
LEIGH DOANE lU (5839), Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II. winner ol 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, ih>t7; BETSY LEIGH (5824), sister

to above. Both the at>ove ai« litter sisters
to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. .STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.
MARK TAPLEY (Champion Blarney-
Leigh Doane 111), whelptd July 19, i»9.
For particulars address Box 91, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

GORDON SETTER for sale.—Broken, drops
to shot and wing: staunch and a good one;
sold for want of use. Price $75, worth
double. Address P. O. Box 1247, Philadel-
phia, Pa. s-47 52

FR SALE.—Currer Belle III, by Sarsfield ex
Champion Maud II. One of the hand-
somest red Irish setters in this country. A
first prize-winner on the bench aud thor-
oughly broken afield. She is registered
in the A. K. S. B. 6447, and will be
sold at a reasonable price. Address F. G.
Taylor, 558 North F;ighteeuth St.. Phila. c

St. Bernards.

kUPPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles. Address E-
H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.

Terriers.

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyu Dennis are offered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Uill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-
ton. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any varieU of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ingr Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGRF^F: Blanl^s for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements un'thout display inserted under

this headingfor t centsper word/or each insertion.

Bralunas.

^ light
M mas. Jesse G. Darlington, Fifty-third and

Media Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO TRIOS dark Brahma chicks. Address
William U. Child, Glenside, Pa.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Plymouth Rooks.

)EA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks. James
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J. 46-55

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia. Pa.

POULTRY and pet stock. A. S. Way, Chatta-
•• nooga, Tenn. nirent for Fanciers'

Journal.
agent for Fanciers'

49-56-eow

SCOTCH CREEPERS and Pekin bantams.
Premium stock. J. E. Diehl. Beverly, N. J.

M. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan-
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,
stamp. 50

w
PIGEONS^

Advftlisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 1 cents per wordfor each insertion.

HomtnK Pliieons.

rOUNG BIRDS for sale, from first-class

strain. Full particulars on application.

John Shet>herci, Fifty-eighth and Hoflraan
Avenue, West Philadelphia, Pa. H^ii

Homing PlseoDs.

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W,
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Readv, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 milea; Blade
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

Ponters.

A

H

A. HEROUX, Lawrence, Mass , begs to in-

^ form those intending to obtain pouters
from his celebrated lofts, to begin opera-
tions with next March, that his surplus
stock is rapidly being closed out, though he
has yet several fine specimens to spare.
Order promptly and avoid disappointment;
$10 and upward per bird. 46-50

ENRY LANCASTER,750 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md.. offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75, and its father to Mr. Kemer, of
Louisville, for J50. 53

IMPORTED ENGLISH and Scotch pouters and
fantails in all colors, of great quality; Jioto
$25 per pair. Address M. Kleaseu, Roches-
ter. N. Y. 46-50

Jacobins.

H

BAILY, Ardmore, Pa., oiTers 50 Jacobins,
^ all colors, from finest imported stock.

48-49

V. CRAWFORD, Montdair, K. J., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices
fromjioup.

S7 44-47-53

Swallows.

I A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
[-, more, Md., breeder of Swallows unlv, of all

colors, with and without white bars' plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure ouly. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as hue a
stock as can t>e found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

ALL KT?n33 of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. g6

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
specially-prepared sharp grit. Size for
fowls, aud size for young chicks. Bushel
fi. John Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa. 50-tf

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud ol fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
J2.50 to J25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert Evansville, lud.

FOR SALE —Carriers, jacobins, turbits owls,
trumpeters, tumblers, Antwerps, highQy-
ers, swallows, magpies, nioorhtads. fan-
tails, etc., etc., etc. T. W. Hooper & Co.
423 W. Franklin St., Baltimore, Md. 48-51

B.FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobinr,

* swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

EG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. Seam-
less (for youngsters), every one registered,
2j^c. Open bands, for old birds, ic each.
Send for sample. Mrs. E. S. Starr, Box
295, Philadelphia. Pa.

PGEONS WANTED.—All kinds of fancy
pigeons of standard markings, pairs or
whole lofts. No culls bouglit Prices must
be low so I can handle and sell again. I
also breed high-class jacobins, pouters, tur-
bits. Largest and best equipped lolts in
the West. Henry S. Cooper, St. Joseph,
Michigan. S48-49

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third SL, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Wanted.

J

W ILD TURKEYS for breeding purposes.
H. D. Miller, Westerley, R. I. s-49-it

Cats.

ANGORA CAT. Blsck and white. Very pretty.

Price only f6. Address Box 845, Pittsfield,

Mass. s-48-49

Artists and Engravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., ja

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Isabels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

wE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to l)e the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pnblishidij

Co., 3a South Third St., PhiUdelphia. Ps
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BUFFALO STRAIN

JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

/ -O^ WINNERS

•GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE NETTINGS--

/^*̂
' AT AI.I-

./
LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.

Homing Pigeons /
CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WII.UAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....
MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES.
AMD ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold PiBh Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnaon, Frederick, Md.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
la ready to receive dogs to prepare for the N.

Y. ahow.

ELM STATION, Montgomery Co., Pa. 2.S-76

*\pBIRD
Tb« Great Secret of

the Harta Mountain,Oei
will raatore the fong of
Tent tbalr ailment* and
condition. It make* oanart
•haddlBcfaatban. Sent
I.V). Soldbratldniatata.
Bird Pood Co., 403K. id

MANNA
the Oanarr BrMdan of
xmany. Bird Manna
^ C*»B Btrda, wlU pre-

k«*p them In good
"•ing.eren while
mallon racelptof

free.Olrectloni
.St.. PUU.. Pa.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

-KOR-

Henneries, Pigeon Houses, Poultry Hurdles, Rabbit Hutches,
Aviaries, Garden and Lawn Fences.

We carry full stock of ALL SIZE MESHES from y^ inch to 2 inches.

Widths— 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 inches.

WE ALSO KEEP IN STOCK
Tempered Steel Galvanized Elastic Wire Cables for Fencing.

Galvanized Barb Wire Fencing. Galvanized Twisted Ribbon Fencing.

Estimates given for fencing put up complete with iron or wooden po.Hts.

Copper Cable Lightning Rods
Kurnished with points and fixtures, or erected on buildings to order.

DE WITT WIRE CLOTH CO.,
No. 703 MARKET ST., PHIIM.DELPHIA, PA.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF UOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

. ^•'^ **?,'"^"'' Pine I-ption, >Jou-PoiBouous, cures mange and all skin diseases; also cholera androup Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known
^

New Jersey Kcniiel Club. Jersey City, N. J., May 27, .888.-Marshall Robbins.-/J^,jr Si, -Ihave tried Pasteur Pine I.otion and found that it is the very best Manee cure that I have ever used
I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Prshall. President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.
Mr. M. Kobbins -/Var 51.

.
— I have used your Pine I.otion in and about my henneries for disin-

fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-
try raisers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that weresuBering from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. I put a small quantity into a small pail
oJ water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully J C AveryGraduate N Y. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-erinaryHo«pital;343^Plea8ant Avenue, New York, August 21, i8te.-Mr. Robbins.-ZVo^ 5<>

—

Your 1 ine I.otion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting sUbles I haveever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Anleseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration
•^ .,^°^'° ?."y ""y P"" rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable Re-spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlosser, Veterinary Surgeon
We can refer to thousands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in

StrMt°Ni^Vo"kO ''^ KOBBINS, Manager. Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 ^ast 13th
' ^' 47-59
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHINQ COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS _.

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

NO OTHER VARIETY.

Rki), Ykllow,
Black, Silvkr

ANi> White.

Write for what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning
strains, Light Brahmas. H. C. NORTON,

Germantown, Pa

"l
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary' HurKeon, .

1«».1 HllOAllWAY, NKW YORK.

P ftQ Chesters, Berkshlres, Polands. Fox
r lUUi Hounds, Beagles,Col1ie8,Setters.W.GIB-BONS & CO.,W. Chesfer.Pa. Send sUmp for cir.

smwBME &mm
MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

PHILiADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated 'birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. AI
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree Send for Price List. 9s

H. A. BRIDGE.
BREEDER OF

Light Bralimas, Plymontli Rocfc and

WyaDiottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

POUblRY
SUPPLIES
HAMMONTON
INCUBATORS
IM Ess. Sie.60
PRE88Y

BROODERS
_ __ _ with ftora, S8.00PREPARED MEAT FOR POULTRY

„ .
luulb. ba« «2.75i 60lb. b*«. 81.60

Dealecated Flaii {Sn» for Pooltry

K

Mlb. ba«. S1.5U
tiranulaled none, 60 lb. b*«, ttlTifa
Cruahed Uyati-r ShellH,

2u 11,8 .|<»r.i 100 lbs. S 1 .25

1

Fine Sea Hhellit. liK) Itm ai.aft
PouKry .Uarkt-rs, l.j innil. 30c.
(iai>» Worm UxlracturH, uy mail. TiOc.
M/IRE NETTING f'Tenclming rardi. Sinch
mMb, in tulea of loii lineal feet Jic per aq foot

,„ , . ,
. Pt bale Per bale.M inch wide. SI. 13 I 24 inch wide. Mli.TA <

86 3,38, 4g •• "I.Afll« •; •' ."i.«3; T2 •• 6.%!
Staple* 15o. per lb 1 lb required for a bale.Hone >lllia, «I3.«M>| >cm i:«ca,40r.doa.
Mrlnklns KounlnlnN,
i< qt 86r. 8ie..»0 per di« 4 ql. 40c. »4 perdoB
CLIMAX CONDITION POWDER (a
iure cure for ChoSra). Pri,«, g\f. By m^
4(Jr. Perdor.eo, bjeipnwH, I{|i2.au.
ROUP PILLS— an eii-ellpnt article—KSe.
-_ per box
K««a for Ilnlrhlnc. Write nn for kinda and

prioe*. Snii.l ii),- (,,r Hot-d CaUhiuim

ii^iJ^PPJ * STOKES. Seedam.n,
817 A 219 Market ML, I'liiladelplila. Pal

»>>>»»»»fft»» H »»tTT<-^

VOL,. 4, NO. 9. 1

., 50.;whollE no. PHILADELPHIA, MARCH 1, 1890. f PKB ANNTJM, f8.50.
\ 81NGL.B COPT, 6c.

v-;»»ifri]jC_ --:

.

DARK BRAHMA HEN.
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DOG SHOWS. DOC SHOWS.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
NATATORIUM HALL. BALTIMORE, MD.

MARCH 18, 19, 20 AND 21, 1890.

ENTRIES CLOSE ON TUESDAY, MARCH 4.,

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, Etc ,
APPI.V TO

W. SXEWARX DIFFENDERFFER Secy.,

2«0 NOnxn CHARLES SXPKET, BALTIMORE, MD.

IN THE^TUD.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

4=

ROCHESTER KENNEL CLUB.

SECOND ANNUAL BENCH SHOW.
WASHIHGTOM RINK, ROCHESTER. H. Y.

MARCH 11, 12, 18 AND 14, 1890.

ENTRIES CLOSE SATURDAY, MARCH 1.

HARRY VAXES, Secretary,

P. O. Box 4««, Rochester, N. Y.

IN THE STUD.

IN STUD.—MY PURB WHITE ENGLISH
TOY BULL TERRIER,

TONY.
FEE - - - $20.

IN THE STUD. I IN THE STUD.

AdverlisemenU inserted under th is heading at the _^ . ^^ m^ ^^lAfl%#PI T C5
following rates. One inch, single inset lion, trjo,- 11 1 1* l\ SW I V C_ LC_K .
U-foforthe month: S15 Jor three monthi; $28for 'fc^l^^l^ ^«i#wwiw^^fc-ii.
SIX months, and Sso for the year.

ST. BERNARD
Pups Rired by the celebrated English prize win-

ner

H-EEHEH
Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Lady Miles is iindoubtedlv the best bitch in

America. Also a fine (log and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, J35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: Hirst and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at I^ndon, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 priies and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee. $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte 11. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at I/3ndon. Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gaugh
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, J25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terras cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in wheli^will be en-

titled to free scr\'ice.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,

Fine bred pet dogs, Skye and Scotch Terriers,

Fox Terriers, Yorkshires, etc., bred and for sale.

Fine and small dogs sold on commission. Comic

and sporting pictures suitable for kennels, club

rooms, stables, aviaries, halls, saloons, etc.—all

kinds at bed-rock prices. Pictures framed to

order artistically. Headquarters for Dr. H. Clay

Glover's Imperial Dog Remedies, Spratt's Dog

Cakes, Medicines, Soaps.etc; also Jackson's cele-

brated Pasteur's Pine Liquid Disinfectant. Call

on or address. W. H. JACKSON.

49-65 aoJ West i8th St., New York City.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(No. 8410)

(Ch. Bruce-Leigh Doane ii.)

Pure Irish Setter Blood.

Winner FIRST CHALLENGE PRIZE, New
York, 1890, defeating all the CHAMPIONS
shown against him. He is also winner of

FIRST and SPECIAL PRIZES all over the

United States. Unquestionably the

•^BEST IRISH SETTER IN AMERICA.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. Send for

EXTENDED PEDIGREE and full list of win-

nings of this FAMOUS DOG.

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago, III.

P. S.—Have orders for over 200 puppies by

DICK SWIVELER booked ahead. 50-101

y
Rough-coated Collies I

Fee. \

I

Champion Scotllla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches $^^
AUer which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35
Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR sale:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

y^ Philadelphia, Pa.

ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated Enelish and American prize

winner. Described In show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

JOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON

tARK <). B. H.\HN

43-94 Fkbemansbi-rc, Pa.

JOINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westffliuster Reuuel Cli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $60.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

47.tf Babylon, L I., N. Y.

ENGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson'sSue. Full brother to Field Trial Win-
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake, F.ast-

ern Field Trials of i88«, beating such noted dogs
as Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from
life by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
5S8 North 18th Street,

50-63 Philadelphia, Pa.
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FAIRFIELD, CONN.

Rough-coated St. Bernard puppies by celc-

bratea sires, out of well-bred bitches, also thor-

oughbred fox terriers. For particulars and pedi-

gree address
Chas. D. Bemheimer,

5
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

CLIPPER W.

BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD; Divided fourth F.astern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50-

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

By Sweringer's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record:
First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby. 1888:

first in Philodtlphia Kennel Club's All-aged
Stake. iSnq; first in Members' Stake and winner
of the Philadelphia Item's $100 special.

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAV,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

/THE CELEBRATED POINTER,

MOLTON BARON.
FEE, )|t50.

Combining bench show form with field trial

quality The most successful pointer sire in the

world. Sire of five field trial winners of 1889,

defeating all pointers and setters brought into

contact with them. On the bench his get have

won highest honors at Warwick, F.xter, Barn

Elms, Darlington, Birmingham and other places.

Address
Bulled-Bruetie Kennel,

Jefferson, Wisconsin.

RISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia, New York,
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,

Toledo, etc.

FEE, |25

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

47-50 664 First Ave., New York City.

COCKER SPANIELS.

I have for sale about 35 young cocker and field

spaniels of the finest breeding at reasonable
prices. No better slock in the country. Write
for list and prices. ANDREW LAIDLAW,

Woodstock Spasiel Kennels,

47-50 Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.

Thoroughbred puas . •

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE.

PRICES VERY LOW.

Address M. S. THAYER
Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

,17.50 Boston, Mass.
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Where this paragraph is marked, note
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tion. If interesting we should be pleased
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FIXTURES.

Dos: Shows.
Mareh 4-7.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago,

111. J. L. Lincoln, Sr., secretary.
March 11-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary.
March i8-2i.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti-

more, Md. W. Stewa'rt Diffenderfer, secreUry.
March 25-J8.—Massachu.setts Kennel Club,

at Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, secretary.
April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.
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ODRRHNT REPORTS.

water troughs. Over one of these little

troughs Mr. Bradley has thoughtfully

cause<l to be painted a small sign, so that

no dog who has eyes need go thirsty.

The sign reads: "For dogs."

*
I

The attention of dog show managers is

called to the following paragraph which

appeared in the Turf, Field and Farm:

"There is one thing that ought to be

stopped, and that is the habit which

many exhibitors have of continually

takiug their dogs off the bench and let-

ting them into the ring or rings at all

hours of the day. The public have a

right, when they pay admission and buy

a catalogue, to expect that the dogs will

be in their places as advertised in that

catalogue. An hour, morning, noon and

6 P. M., is ample time for exercising,and

at other times the ring ought to be en-

tirely cleared and all dogs kept on their

benches. As it is, the ring becomes at

all hours an unsightly spot.neither agree-

able to visitors nor conducive to the

health of the show."

*
* *

The great coursing event in England,

the contest for the Waterloo Cup, has

again fallen to Colonel North's great

FuUerton, who beat Downpour by three

lengths in the final heat

«

The Waterloo Cup is the most import-

ant event in the greyhound world, but

few people other than those interested in

coursing knew how valuable it really was

to the owner of the winner. While it is

impossible to say what amount is wagered

on "The Dog Derby," it is not overdraw-

ing the picture to say that every year it

"the blue ribbon on the turf." The cup

is a stake for sixty-four dogs, which are

drawn against each other until the ulti-

mate winner is reached. Last year the

coursing left in two doge, both belonging

to Colonel North, "Uie Nitrate King,"

and they divided without running a de-

ciding course.

« «

The Greyhound Coursing bill in the

New York Assembly has been reported

adversely by the committee. If coursing

is conducted, then it must be settled in

the courts whether the practice belongs

in the category of cruelty to animals.

*
* «

I thought it but a friendly p«rt to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

A peculiar circumstance happened at

the New York show. In judging mastiff

bitches the handlers exchanged their

dogs,whereupon the judge.uncertain as to

which he should give first prize, deliber-

ately walked over and took a look at a

bandy catalogue. He then awarded the

prize correctly, but soon after made an

unpardonable blunder when he gave the

fiddle-faced Lady Orson second prize.

•••

The California and Pacific Kennel
Clubs have been unsuccessful in their ef-

forts to consolidate. The California Ken-
nel Club has money in its treasurj' and
the Pacific has none. On this question

a mutual understanding could not be

reached, as the representatives of the

California Club desired some concessions

which the other organization was unwil-

ling to give, and thus the matter stands.

*
* *

Mr. James A. Bradley, of Asbury Park,

N. J., has been putting up drinking

fountains for men and horses, and be-

neath some of them are little foot-high

The beagle bitch Belle of Woodbrook

had no right to compete in the challenge

class at the late New York show. It is

true she has won four times in open

classes, viz.: Syracuse, Boston and Utica

in 1888, and Rochester in 1889. The

Boston show of 1888 is not recognized by

the A. K. C, consequently Mr. W. D.

Hughes' Lou is entitled to first prize.

»
* •

"Modern Training, Handling and

Kennel Management," by B. Waters

(Kingrail), is an exhaustive and valu-

able work on the training of setters

and pointers, particularly for field trials.

The author is a handler himself, a man

of experience, who, understending the

subject upon which he writes, presents it

to his readers in a clear and thorough

manner. Mr. Waters also touches upon

the training of spaniels, foxhounds and

guard dogs. He has a chapter on guns,

powder and shot charges. The chapters

on kennel management are the last, but

not the least interesting of this book,

which is really invaluable to every

owner of a dog.

« «

Considerable of a stir has been created

in Worcester, Mass., by the attempt to

pass a law to muzzle dogs the year

round. For two days the room of the

Committee on Agriculture has been

packed with men who have been using

every argument that human ingenuity

can devise to obtain this law. The Com-
mittee on Agriculture heard those op-

posed to it Wednesday, F'ebruary 26.

Messrs. Lincoln, Kinnicutt, Angell and

Halleck are particularly active in the

movement against muzzling.

• •

Mr. KinnicuU said that in his opinion

the law was desired mainly by the sheep-

raisers. "It seems unfair to me, however,

to require every man who has a dog in

the city to muzzle him because the sheep-

raisers in the outlying farms desire it

The danger of hydrophobia may be

urged in favor of the measure, but it

seems to me if anything would tend more

than another to make a dog mad it would

l>e to muzzle him. Any such regulation,

it seems to me, should be left to the city

or town where such a measure may be

desired, instead of making it a sweeping

law to cover the state."

• *

The Baltimore bench show will be a

howler. Entries close March 4.

*
• *

Mr. William West, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

will make his debut as a judge of dogs at

the coming Boston, Mass., bench show in

judging the spaniel class.

» «

Mr. John R. Chamberlain, an old-time

and well-known journalist of Cincinnati,

O., has had copyrighted a complete

cyclopedia of the field trial winners of

America, which he will at an early date
«-i:-t. :« V,— 1. r»»-.

» •

Philadelphians have been investing

quite heavily in field trial dogs recently.

In our sales column it will be seen Mr.

J. H. Winslow has purchased from Mr.

James L. Anthony the field trial winning

pointer dog Tempest, a nicely marked

liver and white dog of the heavy weight

class. It is very evident Mr. Winslow

does not intend to abandon his old fa-

vorites the pointers, and he has done

well in introducing the blood of Mr.

Anthony's field trial dogs into his ken-

nel; not that Mr. Winslow lacks good

field dogs, for no sportsman is more par-

ticular in having all his pointers well

field broken, but if he must buy new

blood he cannot go to a Ijetter place than

Netherwood to get it.

•
» «

Tempest ran in the Derby of the

Southern F'ield Trial Club at Aniory,

Mifcs., in December, 1889, where he won

third place, defeating Pierre Lorrillard,

Jr's. F^nglish setter bitch Clochette

(Roderigo-Lavellette) easily, and Gath's

Hope II. He was next drawn to run

against Fannie M., and was beaten by

her, she afterwards winning first place.

* •

Mr. Winslow has sold his half

in the English setter Bob H.

Francis G. Taylor.

interest

to Mr.

ance of the pointer against the setter, he

is ridictiled by violent and abusive parti-

sans of the long-haire<l breed not only

while running but before he starts; and

many times by malicious reporters who
think it cunning to decry all specimens

of the short-haired breed and pose as in-

fallible, although it is on record that one

of them while a trainer never won a first

heat."
*

« •

The London Stock-Keeper comes to us

this week with four extra pages. It

proves the old saw: "Nothing succeeds

like success." If advertisements keep

coming in as rapidly as they have re-

cently we will be obliged to put an out-

side cover on The Journal.
•

« •

The premium list of the Buffalo Ken-

nel Club is ready for distribution. There

are 107 classes provided for. with prizes

of |io in the challenge and |io and I5 in

the open, and |8 and f^ in the puppy
classes. The judges are: Mr. John
Davidson, pointers, setters, foxhounds

and beagles; Mr. C. H. Mason, the re-

maining classes. Entries close March

25. For premium list address the secre-

tary, Mr. A. W. Smith, 263 Main Street,

BufTalo. N. Y.
*

« »

A change has been made in the Item

Kennels, Mr. Pharo retiring from the

same and gone into other business in

Reading, Pa. Mr. Weiss has associated

with him Mr. O. B. Hahn, who will

have charge of the kennels, which will

now l)e moved into the country, so that

the dogs can have more exercise and

freedom. Mr. Weiss proposes in the fu-

ture to confine his kennel to setters and

pOiuicfa.

» *

Last week we stated that the wolf-hound

Ivan was quite ill. We were misinformed,

as we now learn it is Messrs. Gatz &
King's wolf-hound Rival that is ailing.

•
* •

Our friend, Hugh Dalziel, contributes

a fine article in the March Outing, en-

titled, "The Waterloo Cup." It is richly

illustrated by the well known artist, E.

H. Moore.
••

At the recent New York show among

the special prizes offered under the head-

ing "English setters" was one gfiven by a

friend of the club for the best setter with

a field trial record. The prize was evi-

dently intended for the English setters

exclusively, in which case Roger would

have won it. But as it was worded all

setters had a right to compete, and Mr.

Max Wenzel was not slow in taking his

Irish setter dog Tim into the ring and

capturing the I50 special with him.

•%
The powdered disinfectant, used at the

New York show for the first time in this

country, was generally condemned by the

exhibitors and visitors. It was far in-

ferior to the old fluid heretofore used.

*„

•%
Pointers will be well represented in

the Philadelphia Kennel Club's field

trials next fall. It is rumored a well-

known breeder of pointers will join the

club and run some of his dogs.

*
• »

It is well known that the pointer often

has not a fair show given him at field

trials when in competition with setters.

On this subject a noted pointer man

writes: "No matter what the perform-

• «

There is strong probability that the

New Haven Kennel Club will hold a dog

show some time next winter in connec-

tion with poultry and pet stock.

• »

Curlew shooting is great sport in the

flat just below San Francisco. It is ex-

citing in the extreme, for one can have

two guns, and with a hand to load for

you, the birds are within range as fast as

you can shoot. They are good flyers,

however, having that peculiar swerving,

darting character that requires skill on

the part of the sportsman.
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COLLIE CLUB REPORT.

The Annual vStatcment of the Secre-

tary and Treasurer.

To THK MKMBKRS ok THK COLl-IK ClUH.

Ill consequence of the change of time

for holding the annual meeting from fall

to spring, it was considered best to make

our fiscal year correspond with the cal-

endar year. The present report, there-

fore, covers a perio<l of eighteen months,

and shows net assets of the club amount-

ing to |i 138.84, as against l79«-30. J»'.V

I, 1888.

The number of members at this date is

seventy, exclusive of the honorary mem-

bers,which is a slight falling off from last

report. The first section of the Futurity

and Produce Stakes for 1889 was com-

peteil for at the Westminster Kennel

Clulj Bench Show, and the second sec-

tion at the kennels of J. D. Shotwell,

Rahway, N. J. The President's Cup,

Collie Sweepstakes and Stud Dog Stakes

were decided at the Philadelphia Kennel
Club Bench Show, the •Collie Club
Trophy" at the Northeast Kennel Club

Bench Show in Boston.

Since its organization this club has

distributed over I1400 in prizes, and the

stakes aud specials for 1890 will amount
to I500 more. 1 doubt if any other

specialty club can show as much done
for the improvement of any breed of dogs

as the Collie Club. Like most organiza-

tions of this kind, the labor has fallen

upon a few; our members are so widely

scattered that it is impossible to have
their personal attendance at the meetings

of the club. These members should,

however, remember that the object of

this club is to improve the breed of col-

lies, and their co-operation is wanted in

this line; the payment of their annual
dues is an important, but not their only

duty. A handsonie.intelligent collie dog
is a companion thai any man or wuiuau
should be proud of. In England you will

see fifty where you see one in this couu-

try.

I give a complete list of the winners of

1889. which, I trust, wdl be of interest to

many. Respectfully yours,

J. D. Shotwell,
Secretary and Treasurer.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

The Collib Club ok Amebica in Account with

J. D. Shotwell, Treasurer.
DR.

Two specials, Richmond, Va $25-00

Expeuses of annual meeting 10.00

A. K. C. annual dues 10.00

Stationery, stamps, etc 30.25

Colhe Club suites, W. K. C. Bench show,
1889 215-30

Collie Club specials, Columbus, 20.00

Collie Club specials, I'tica ....-•... 10.00

Collie Club specials, Kochester lo.oo

Collie Club specials, Albany 10.00

Collie Club specials, Troy 10.00

Collie Club specials, Lynn 10.00

Collie Club specials, Boston 20.00

Collie Club specials, Chic^igo 20.00

Collie Club stakes, Philadelphia Bench
Show

Tiffany & Co., for plates on priie cups
and engraving same

Collie Club stakes, •Fall Section"
C-jllie Club special. Loiidun, Can
A. K. C. annual dues
Stationery, stamps, etc Sh^i
Balance 772.34

Charlie; third. Chestnut HUl Kennels' Ethelwolf.

Bitches—First, A. R. Kyle's Alida Doon; second,

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyu Gaylass.
Second Section Futi-kity Stake.—First prtze.

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Col. Scot: second, the

same owner's Roslyu Clara; third, J. D. Shot-

well's Duke of Kalmia.
Pboih'CE Stake—Uogs— First, Chestnut Hill

Kennels' Col. Scot; second, Duke of Kalmia;
third, Fordhook Kennels' The Bard. Bitches-
First, Roslyu Clara; second, Jas. Watson's Hera.
Collie Sweepstakes.—First prize, Chestnut

Hill Kennels' Jakyr Dean; second, Jas. Lindsay's
Eugene; third, Joshua Lippincott's Scotsman;
fourth, same owner's Elsie Scot.

Stud Dog Stakes.—Won by Champion Dublin
Scot.
President's Cup.—Won by Champion ScotiUa.

The Collie Club Trophy.-^Won the second
time by Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn Sensa-
tion.

SPECIALS.

Columbus, O.—$10 for the best collie dog and
$10 for the best collie bitch owned by a member
of the Collie Club; won by Chestnut Hill Keunels'
Strephon and Cora II. Silver medal for best

collie owned by a resident of Ohio. Indiana or
Illinois; won by K. A. Ferguson's (.Chicago)

(lUelph.
Massachusetts Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass.

—$10 for the t>e8t American-bred collie dog or
bitch exhibited by a member of the Collie Club;
won by T. C. Faxon's Kitmonarck Chief. Silver

medal (or the best collie in puppy classes; won
by the same.
Mascoitah Kennel Club, Chicago, III.—|io

for the l>e8t collie dog or bitch not over two years
old, bred and exhibited by a member of the Collie

Club; won by McEwen & Gibson's Stanley, f to

for the best collie in puppy class; won by same.
Silver medal for best collie in open class; won
bv Chestnut Hill Kennels' Maney Trefoil.

'new England Kennel Cluu, Boston, Mass.
—$10 for the best collie dog born since January i,

1887, bred and cxhibiteu by a member of the
Collie Clnb; won by Hempstead Farm Kenilels'

Hempstead Zulu. $10 for the best collie bitch,

same terms; won by Harry J. Warner's Butter
Cup II. Sliver medal to breeder of best coUie in

puppy class; won by Hempstead Farm Kennels.
TROY, Albany, IiTIca and Rochester.—The

two following specials were offered at each; Jio

for the best collie dog or bitch in open classes,

bred and exhibited by a member ol the Collie

Club; silver medal for best collie in the show.
Jas. Watson's Clipper won the cash prize at

Troy. Rochester and Utica; Fair View Kennels'
Donald won at Albany; the medal was won by
Scotilla at Troy, Albany and Utica, and by
Clipper at Rochester.
Philadelphia Bench Show.—Silver medal

for the best collie dog or bitch bred in the United
Statss or Canada; won by Jas. Watson's Clipper.

Training Puppies.

ijwner's Kennel

COLLIB CLUB MEETING.

To THE Members up the Collie Club.

At the annual meeting of the Collie Club, held

135-00

I a.50
15600
10.00

10.00

ToUl I'S^t^f
CR.

Cm»h OB hand July i, 18S8:

SUkes, 1889 1138-50
Cash - - 175 80

Annual dues for year ending July i, 1889 .

Entry fee- for Collie Club stakes, 1889. . .

W. K. C subscription to Collie Club stakes,

1889
Donated for special at Richmond, Va. . .

Subscription to Collie Club Trophy. . . .

Annual dues for year ending July i. 1890 .

Entry fres fir Collie Club stakes, 1890 . .

$314-30
350.00

2.M-00

50.00
10.00

25.00

34500
256.50

building' in the city of New York, the following
officers and Executive Committee were elected to

serve for the ensuing year:
President, Jenkins Van Schaick; vice-presi-

dents. W. Gilmor Hoffman, Mitchell Harrison;
secretary and treasurer, J. D. Shotwell; Execu-
tive Committee, Jenkins Van Schaick, W. Gil-

mor Hoffman, Mitchell Harrison,Martin Dennis,
Thomas H. Terry, Charles F. MacLean, Dr. J. P.

Gray, Henry B. Cromwell, J. D. Shotwell,
Robert McEwen, J. L. Lincoln, Jr.
The accounts ol the treasurer were audited and

found correct- his report was read and a copy of
same directed to be sent to each of the members.
The secretary tendered his resignation, his

arduous duties during the day aud want of time
made it imperative for him to insist upon his
resignation being accepted. The members pres-
ent were unanimous in the opinion that the club
should pay the secretary a salary sufficieut to
enable him to employ such assistance as was
neccessary, and on a motion it was voted to pay
him $350 per annum.
A resolution was offered and adopted as fol-

lows: That a class of life members be estab-
lished, who, upon the payment of $25, shall be
exempt from tne payment of annual dues here-
after.
Any member, therefore, who desires to avail

himself of this privilege may send the above
stated amount to the treasurer, who will give re-

ceipt for same in accordance with the above res-

olution.
The class of collies competing for the Collie

Club Stakes at the late bench show of the West-
minster Kennel Club was far ahead in quality
and numbers of those of previous years, show-
ing conclusively that our members, are doing
good work in that line.

The Collie Club Trophy was won by Henip-
steaa Ben, K. C. S. B., 15,078. of Hempstead
Farm Kennels; the President's Cup, by Cham-
pion Scotilla, ol the Chestnut Hill Kennels.
Members can aid the club by inducing others

to join. Blank forms of application will be for-

warded when requested.

J. D. Shotwell,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Gordon Stables in the Dog
Companion and Referee.

Although I do not hold with too much

thrashing in training puppies, the fol-

lowing extract from a paper which

lately appeared in the columns of the

Stock-Keeper will be found of service to

many:
"A well-trained dog is not only a far

better and more useful companion, but

the act of training, while bringing out

the latent intelligence in a dog, im-

proves his looks. I have always noticed

that the best trained dogs are the most

intelligent, and consequently best look-

ing, and I think that a young dog, with

a heavy, stupid expression, may be

va.stly improved by a judicious course of

training."

This may seem somewhat far-fetched

to many, as the expression is often gov-

erned by the moulding of the features,

but a well-trained dog has always

bright, intelligent eyes, and in look-

ing at this most important feature, one,

to a certain degree, loses sight of the

imperfections of shape and contour of a

dog's head in admiration of his expres-

sive, sagacious, and speaking eyes.

What a difference is there between the

keen, bright, lively, and "varmint" look-

ing working terrier and the lazy un-

trained housepet, looking as though he
neither could nor would go to earth, or

tackle a good-sized rat, much less a

badger or an otter. Look at this sleepy-

looking collie, and then at that trained

sheep-dog, with its sagacious, knowing
eyes, and half human expression.

A well-trained dog, in fine, is so much
more handsome, useful, and companion-
aWp that T would advise all those who
have to do with young dogs as compan-
ions to spend a few hours in educating

them. Such training would not only

improve the dog, but also bind more
closely the tie of affection between him
and his owner. I will now try to give

some few hints as to the way to go about

training dogs. Of course tiifferent dogs

training dogs. A dog should never be

either rated or thrashed unless he knows
what he is being punished for. It is of

no use punishing a dog some time after

he has committed an offense, or he will

get to consider you as a cruel tyrant who
thrashes him for nothing; and then all

hope will be lost of training him prop-

erly, for no one will succeed in training

a dog unless he teaches the dog to love

and respect him. Get the dog to love

you, ane to understand that you want
him to learn, and he will do his liestto do

i
so. Only thrash him immediately after

he has offended, and he will soon per-

ceive that what he has just done is an

offense, aud will soon cease doing it;

but if you thra.sh him at any time, he

will get to think that you thrash him
for nothing; and then, even if you
thrash him immediately after an offense,

he will not connect his offense with the

punishment, but will think you are only

thrashing him again for nothing.

CLINICAL LECTURES.

Rubber Bandit on Dog's Paws Prove
the Cause of Much Inlnry.

BV ALEXANDER GLASS, V. S.

ToUl il^^**
1890. Jan. I. by t>alance cash on hand . . . $772,34

AMRTS.
Cash on hand $772.34
Less entry fees, stakes, 1S90 .... 256.50

$515.84
Collie Club Trophy, value . . ...... 350.00
President's Cup, value 250.00

Letter file cabinet, value 22.50

Total club assets
Aiwets July 1, i8««

WINNERS OF 1889.

First Section Futurity Stakf..—First prize,

V. R. Carswell's Bevis; second, las. Watson's
Prince Charlie; third, James Lindsay's F'ugene.
Produce Stake.—l)ogs— First prize, !•. R.

Carswell's Bevis; second. Jas. Watson's Prince

$'138.34
$798.30

Prizes for Rochester's Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The St. Bernard Club of America
offers the following special prizes at the Roch-

ester show, March 11 to 14:

A silver medal for the best rough<oated St.

Bernard dog.

A silver medal for the best rough-coated St.

Bernard bitch.
A silver medal for the best smooth-coated St.

Bernard dog.
A silver me<lal for the best smooth-coated St.

Bernard bitch.
To be eligible to compete for the above 111 nst he

owned and exhibited by a member of the St.

Bernard Club and must win at least V. H. C in

their respective classes.

—Returns show that Fayette County, Pa., has
9000 dogs, and one township alone contains lono

of them.

—A Pittsburg, Pa., sportsninii owns an right-
months-old dog that huiitti perfectly ami was
never trained.

will want different branches of education,

just as a terrier has to be trained for

vermin and a Newfouiuilaud for the

sea. But I will first speak of the general

education of the dog, the course of train-

ing necessary for every companion dog,

whether a Pomeranian or a St. Bernard.

The chief requisites in the trainer are

patience and self control. A puppy
must learn to crawl before it walks.

You must not expect a dog to learn

everything straight off. Remember
nothing is worth much that can be ob-

tained easily, and if you wish to train

your dog well you must make up your

mind to take some time over it. This is

a point over which many owners go
wrong. They are in too much of a

hurry to increase the repertoire of their

dog's performances, and liegin a new
lesson l)efore the preceding one is half

learned. The consequence of this will

lie that neither lesson will be thoroughly

remembered, and valuable time will In;

lost. A golden rule, therefore, is never

to go into a second lesson or trick before

the first is thoroughly mastered and prac-

ticed.

Next as to self-control. Some people in

trying to educate a dog begin by shout-

ing out commands to him, and, without
thinking that the poor animal cannot un-

derstand what is said to him, thrash him
for not doing what he does not know
how to do. In the first place, you
should never shout at a dog except on
very rare occasions. Sjjeak kindly and
gently. Secondly, you should seldom
or never thrash a puppy; in fact, until he
is over six months old. he should only

be thrashed for one offense. /. e., lyiug
at or attempting to bite yourself This

one lesson must be fixed in his mind,
viz., that you are his master, and that he
must never think of wilfully disobeying

you, juuch less attacking you. This of-

fense, too, is one which the dog, how-
ever voung, knows is an offense, and
therefore knows that it deserves its pun-
ishment, aud knows what the punish-

ment is for. This last is one of the most
important points to lie remembered in

Gentlemen: Here is a case which to

an ordinary oljserver seems a difficult

one to understand. The paw of the dog

is swollen to an enormous extent of a

puffy serious character. A sharp line

defines where the swelling stops, and if

you will examine you will find a wound

which, on closer observation, is circular

as if a sharp knife had been drawn

around the leg. Now as to the case; the

owner of the dog thinks the wound was

caused by a sharp piece of tin in the

yard, but you will see ^y means of a pair

of forceps I lifl up a fine rubber band,

such as is used to bind bundles and oflBc^

paw by some child probably in a moment

of play and forgotten immediately afler-

ward. The band by tension soon sinks

into the skin and later into the deeper

tissues aud disappears.

In practice this accident is of frequent

occurrence aud it is hard to diagnose, as

the owner of the patient always attributes

it to some other cause, such as glass or

tin, and at times accuses someone of

purposely cutting his dog, but the circular

wound, the enlarged paw, and leg with

a distinct line are easily recognized and
never forgotten.

The treatment is removal of the cause,

I. e., the band. Bathe frequently with

warm water and the ordinary lead water

and opium solution. Sometimes the

band has cut in to such an extent as to

cause mortification. In such a case there

is no remedy.

Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Please note the following correc-

tions in the report of the collies at the

New York Bench Show: The notice of

Roslyn Wilkes should read: "Roslyn

Wilkes, the winner in the open dog class,

is a lovely light sable and white, with

grand expression," and the description

of Bonnie's Baby should l)e: "Her coat

is too silky and open," and not as printed.

Also in fox terrier report Raby Mixer
should be described as too straight in

sii_^es. Splauger, not Sprague, as

printed, was outclassed, and Blemton
Volunteer as too strong; in skull. Also

for Warren Comedy read Warren Comely.

Your Reporter.

.\ UoK Story from Scotland.

A gentleman employed at a colliery

near Glasgow had a dog called Jimmy, which he

parted with to a friend at a colliery some miles

distant. The collieries are connected by tele-

phone, and on a recent morning the gentleman

rang up his friend and asked how linimy was
was doing. "Oh, he's fine," was the answer.
"He's at my feet now. I'll hold him up and see

if he knows your voice." This was done, and
the former owner shouted over the wire, "Hello,

Jimmy!" Jimmy made no sign of recognitiofl,

but on being set down again he at once made for

the door, and when his old master went home to

dinner the dog was there to welcome him.
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The Prize Pugs
of

..AMERICA and EMGLAND-
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M. H. CRYER.

[Copyright. All Rights Reserved.]

[continued.!

ENGLISH PUGS—Females.

DOWAGER (9657; Champion).—

Owned by Miss M. A. K. Holdsworth,

227 Cardigan Lane, Headingly, near

Leeds, England. Breeder, Mr. H. H.

Maule, 28 St. Nicholas Street. Scarbor-

ough, England. Born vSeptember i,

1878 ; died December

gree:

11. 1886. Pedi-

Sire

:

Tragedy . .

(E.6767)

Tichboum

Judy.

Dam :

Cloudy .

(E.3756)

(Click .

Gipsey

{Lamb

Moss

I

Lamb

I Moss

f Angelo

tMrs. Pug

fClicK

iTopsy

The Pet Dog Journal for July, 1886,

says : "Dowager cannot be called a large

pug, as she was able to carry off the cup

given at Ea-stboume by Lady Brassey for

the best pug under fifteen pounds weight

;

still, at that time she was not looking in

the best condition. Her weight is now a

little over sixteen pounds ; she is a light

golden fawn, with good black points,

button ears, well shaped and beautifully

carried ; eyes large, dark and placed

well apart, nose only seven-eighths of an

inch ; deep stop and muzzle well cut off.

Jhe expression of her face is most pleas-

ing. She is fairly well built in body,

although she might be a trifle shorter in

leg, and more compact, being somewhat

too loosely made. Her tail, too, lacks the

double curl. In coat she is good, it is

fine and short ; and her feet are perfect

examples of what are called 'hare' feet."

Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Alexandra Palace, .second at Pickering,

second at Alexandra Palace, 1881 ; sec-

ond and cup at Eastbourne, second at

Sheffield, first at .Aston, Pug Club medal

and special cup ; first at York and Pug
Club medal ; first at Crystal Palace and

Pug Club medal, 1883 ; first and champion

at Crystal Palace (January), second and

champion at Crystal Palace
(
July), first,

special, champion and medal at Pug Club
show ; first and champion and gold medal
at Toy Dog show, 1885 ; first and cham-
pion, and special and medal at Pug Dog
show, 1886.

Winning Produce.—Champion Duch-
ess of Connaught, Queen Rose, Lord
Max, Bertie, Slyboots, Lillibuliss, etc.

DUCHESS OF CONNAUGHT (E.
14,460).—Owned by Rev.C.J. B. Lindsay,
Cheltenham, England. Breeder, Mr. H.
Maule. Born 1879. Pedigree

:

sire:
f Ch.Baron <

f
Cupid \"

ordWillough-
by's Ruby

LordChief.-f (.Ruby '^'^°™

(late Othello) (Stella

{Tichboum

J
Dam :

Dowager .

Cloudy

Ljudy

[Click .

\ Topsy

f Click

( Gipsey

r Lamb

(Moss

"To her sire Duchess of Connaught
owes the wonderful breadth and depth of
muzzle, which is so much admired; she
possiesses a most typical head, full of
wauty, and is of medium size, golden
fawn, short on leg, and very square in
build, but poor feet and light toe nails;
had she black points, we could not wish
to see a better pue."—Pet Dog Journal,
April, 1886.

b J .

Winnings.—First in puppy class at
Crystal Palace, 1880; second at Crystal
Palace, 1881; first at Pickering, second at
Walton, second at Filey, 1882; first at

Cirencester, first at Frome, first at Swin-
don, 188^; champion at Crystal Palace,

1885.

Winning Produce.—Little Gipsey
Queen (E. 13.832). born July 28, 1882;

Sunbeam, Beau, Bell II, and Maggie.

JENNY (10,933; Champion).—Owned
by Mrs. M. A. Foster, 40 Chesham Street,

Bradford, England. Breeder, Mr. G.
Stebbings. Born June 5, 1877. Sire,

Mr. Good's Punch; dam, Mr. Stebbing's
Rose.
"She had a capital head, well-shaped

muzzle, was excellent in color and sym-
metry, well curled tail, good legs and
feet and a small size."—Pet Dog Journal,

July, 1887.

Winnings.—First at Crystal Palace,

sister to Little Count (19,343). and same
age.

Winnings.—First in local class, third

in open class and special at Hull, 1885;

first at Hauley, third at Stockton-on-Tees,
second at Thome, third at Boston, first at

Hull, first and silver medal at Darling-

ton, second at Scarborough, first and
team prize at Royal Aquarium. Westmin-
ster, 1886; first, bronze medal aud team
prize at Halifax, first and special at Alford,

champion, two gold medals, Breeders'

prize and team prize at Royal Aquarium,
Westminster, second at Stockton-on-
Tees, second at Thorne. champion at

Barn Elms (Kennel Club show), second
at Heckmondwike. champion at Darling-

ton, second at (ireen Hammerton, second

THE AMERICAN FIELD'S PUG DOG CUP.

first at Darlington, second at Chester-

field. 1880; first at Birmingham, first at

Bedford. 1881 ; champion at Crystal Palace,

1882; champion at Aston Park, champion
at Crystal Palace (January), champion at

Crystal Palace (July), champion at York,
1884.

Winning Produce.—Champion Brad-

ford Ruby (13.834). Diamond (13.7.M).

born May 14, 1882, sired by Lovat (E.

12.073)-

LITTLE COUNTESS (19,344).—
Owned and bred by Mrs. C. S. Brittaiii,

64 Princess Road, St. John's Wood, Hull,

England. Bom September 9, 1884. Full

at Wakefield, second at Bingley, second
at Saltaire, second at Birkenhead, and
second at Market Rasen, 1887; champion
at Warwick, first at Wakefield, champion,
20-guinea Challenge Cup,two gold medals,

bronze medal, Breeders' prize, and Kennel
Club special at Pug Club show. Royal
Aquarium,Westminster, and first at Bing-

ley, 1.S88; first and special at Beverly,

champion, 2(>guiiiea Challenge Cup and
silver medal at Manchester, first at Alford

and first and special at Hull, 1889.

LITTLE GIPSEY QUEEN (E. 13,832;

Champion).—Owned by Mrs. R. H.

Dennis, Brimsfield Rectory, near Glou-

cester. Bred bv Mr. Lindsay. Bom
July 28, 1882. S'ire Tum-Tura II (8743);
dam. Duchess of Connaught (14,460).

Winnings.—First at Aston Park, first

at Bridgport, first at Hanley. 1883; first

at Crystal Palace, champion at Henley-
on-Thames, champion at Chettenham,
1884; second and cnallenge prize at Crys-
tal Palace. 1886.

QUEEN ROSE (E. 14,466).—Owned by
Mr. C. Houlker, Avenue Parade, Accring-
ton. Bred by Miss A. E. Holdsworth,
227 Cardigan Lane, Headingly, near
Leeds. Born September i, 1882. Pedi-
gree:

(Sam
Max (7769).

(RoseSire:
Ch. Turn

Turn II . .

Dam :

Ch. Dowager

Vic

Tragedy

. Cloudy

r Click

[Judy.

f Lamb

(Mom

fMax

( Tichboum

(Judy . . .

[Click . . .

lTop«y

Llip

Click

Gipsey

Lamb

Moss

Winnings.—Third in puppy class at

York, 1883 ; third at Warwick, second at

Pug Club show, second at Kennel Club
show, July, 1885 ; first under fifteen

pounds at Aquarium Png Club show,
1886; first at Crystal Palace, first at

Hanley, first at New Castle and Darling-
ton, 1887 ; first in challenge class at Ken-
nel Club show, February, 1888.

Winning Produce.—Loris.

SO-SO (E. 12,090 ; Champion).—Owned
by W. L. Sheffield, Cottermore. Bristol

Road, Birmingham. Born about August,
1880. Pedigree and breeder unknown.
Winnings.—Third at Alexandra Pal-

ace, second at Birmingham, second at

Chesterfield, second at I^eicester. equal
first in variety class at Bridgworth, 1881

;

second at Chesterfield, first at Bristol,

1882 ; first at Bristol and champion at
Warwick, 1882.

STELLA (E. 7792).—Owned by Mi.
Sefton, 5 Paradise Terrace, King Street,

Blackburn. Bred by Mr. Pullen. Bom
May, 1875. Sire, Champion Baron (5661);
dam, Ducie.
Winnings.—First at Wolverhampton,

first at Blackburn, first at Croston, first

at Worthorne, first at Bristol, 1877

;

second at Dublin, 1878.

SWEETMEAT (18,700).—Owned by
Mr. W. L. Sheffield, Cottermore, Bristol

Road, Birmingham. Bred by Mr. Daw-
kins. Born February 1884. Sire, Mr.
Harris' Toby; dam, Mr. Dawkin's Minnie.
Winnings.—Second at Farnworth,

third at Royal Aquarium Toy Dog show,
1885; first at Royal Aquarium, and first

at Crystal Palace, 1886.

[Next week will appear the table show-
ing the principal winnings for the past
ten years which will end the pug article,

after which it will be published in book
form.

—

Ed.]

A New Foster Mother.

There is a baboon "in residence" not

far from George Street (says the Rloerafontein

Diamond Fields Advertiser), which has maternal

instincts developed to an extent that is snrpris-

iiig, even in a species of quadrumana, that when
pursued by the hunter, lifts up its young, and

carries the baby babs just as a human mother
would carry her squalling infant. There are two

apies (canine) in the back yard which her
ship calls her home, and every chance she

has'those tiny quadrupeds are picked up from
the ground, carried, one in each arm. to some
convenient elevation, and there nursed as ten-

derly as if the creature had received her training

in some foundling hospital; and the infantile

doggies seem to like it too. They tell me that if

a human baby is held up to the gaze of Nurse
Baboon she gets frantic with tagernessto relieve

theattendant of her charge; and there is every
probability that were she entrusted with it she
would be infinitely more careful than some of

the sable damsels despatched to the gardens in

the capacity of nurse to unfortunate little chil-

dren who are lefl to take care of themselves,

while the careless hussies exchange confidences

with each other, or do a little love-making with
some snuflT-colored Romeo.

These Chestnuts.

There is an old conundmm to the fol-

lowing effect: "Why is a dog's tail like an old

man?" "Because it is in firm." Mrs. Barnum,

however, one day ofTered n different explanation.

"Oh. anybody can see that in a moment. A
dog's tail is like an old man because It is on its

last legs. " It was the same lady who of5pe inno-

cently remarked that her hens were 80 Old t|i«t

they could not lay fresh eggs,
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BALTIMORE'S COMING SHOW.

The Interest Inoreaslnff as the Time

Draws Neai^Addltlonal Prizes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal. .

Sir: Beyond the gratifying fact that

we are booming here in the matter of our

coming show, and that specials of every

variety are rapidly coming in, there is

little to report this week. The an-

nouncement that the show would be held

had the effect of bringing the local dogs

out in force. The streets here are over-

run by them. Our local merchants are

doing their share in the way of specials,

which promise to reach a large number.

A very handsome cup, offered by Henne-

gen. Bates & Co., has not yet l)een as

signed, but will go to outside dogs.

E. B. Sears, of Melrose, Mass., offers a

handsome collar, value |io, for the best

Great Dane in the show (donor not to

compete), and a handsome silver cup for

the best English setter in the show with

a field trial record. The St. Bernard

Club of America offers four medals, one

each for the best rough and one each for

best smooth dog and bitch in the show.

The Pointer Club of America offers |io

for the best pointer dog, and |io for the

b«st pointer bitch, owned by a member

of the club. Mr, Charles J. Peshall of-

fers $25 in cash for the best descendent

of Old Jimmie (pointer).

In addition, the American Field offers

one year's subscription for the best point-

er and the same for the best setter in

the show.

We have arrangetl to add to the ordi-

nary lighting of Natatorium Hall a beau-

ful effect in incandescent lights. The

famous "milk route" is going to be

gallons of whiskey, a sympathizer who

knows the route personally will offer

twenty gallons of superfine milk. The

consequences will doubtless be appalling.

Patrol wagons will he subsidized for the

occasion.

W. Stewart Diffenderffer,
Secretary.

Baltimore, February 17.

A HITCH IN THE ARRANGEMENTS.

The Manaacer Ol^Jects to Waamerlan
Music During the Show.

Editor Fanciees' Journal.

The first hitch in our arrangemenU for

the coming bench show here occurred to-day.

One of the committee, it appears, has an ear for

Wagnerian music. "Unbeknownst" to his asso-

ciates, therefore, he negotiated with a local ag-

gregation of "tooters" to discourse strains by his

favorite composer during the show. Now Nata-

torium Hall is controlled by the Oratoiio So-

ciety. When, therefore, the manager got wind

of the committeeman's design he sat him down

and penned the following refined but forcible

communication,which the committee,in quorum,

forthwith laid on the table;

"Gbntlkmen: I understand yon propose

blending Wagner with dogs. God deliver us !

The society begs me to say that nothing will

be charged you for use of the hall. It's a cold

day when the Philharmonic people beat us. Go
ahead with your Messiah. I shall leave town

during the show."

THE i^atest specials.

1 append the latest specials received:

Alex. Brown, Esq., of Baltimore.—|ioo in cash

for best couple of foxhounds (dog and bitch) bred

and owned in Maryland. At least three couples

to compete in different interests or prizes to be

withdrawn.

Charles J. Peshall, Esq.—$25 cash for best de-

scendant of his pointer dog Old Jimmie.

St. Bernard Club of America.—Four club

medals, previously reported, one each for best

American-bred smooth, and one each for best

American-bred rough dog and bitch.

Pointer Club.—>io for best dog and |io for best

bitch owned by members of the club.

Amateur Sportsman.-Five yearly subscrip-

tions for best Gordon setter dog, best Gordon set-

ter bitch, best pointer, best mastilT and best

Great Dane.

Please note tbia extra class: ClaM 41)^.—Bng-

lish foxhounds, dogs or bitches, $10, $5, diploma.

All signs point to a very successful show.

W. Stewart Difpenderffer,
Secretary.

Baltimore. Md., Feb. 22.

CLUB MEETINGS.
POINTER CLUB MEETING.

HECTOR AS A SIRE.

Editor Fanciers' Joornal.

As certain parties have circulated a re-

port at the New Vork show that ray St. Bernard

Champion Hector has not sired any pups during

the past year, and that he is no longer able to do

so, allow me to hand you herewith an extract of

my stud register. Hector was not put at public

stud until he was three years old, and he has

never been abused since. He is as vigorous to-

day as he ever has been, the sayings of the jeal-

ously-minded people to the contrary notwith-

standing. By giving room to the alxjve in your

valuiible paper you will confer a favor.

K. E. Hopf.

December 20, 1888, bred to Hazel; owner, J.

Lohman; whelped, February 22; pups, ir, dogs, 7.

Januarj- 16, 1889, bred to Juno of C. P.: owner,
George J Geer; whelped, March 17; pups, 10;

dogs. 5.

January 22, bred to Myrtle, owner,
Joeckel; missed.
February 2, bred to Chequasset Nina

M.P. Tultle: miscarried.
February 10, bred to Cara; owner, J. Wilson;

whelped, March 31; pups, 6; dogs, 5.

March 12, bred to Mignon; owner,C. T. Baruey;
missed.
March 20, bred to Bemie; ovmer, J. R. Draper;

mis.sed.
April 15, bred to Judy; owner. Dr. McAlpin;

missed.
April 27, bred to Champion German; owner,

Own; whelped, June 27; pups, 6; dogs, 3.

May 12, bred to Champion Daphne; owner.
Own; died, July 7; pups, 5.

May 29, bred to ilyrtle; owner, W. H. Joeckel;

missed.
June 9, bred to Champion Flora II; owner, L.

Daniels; miscarried.
lune 10, bred to Zillab; owner, B. P. Johnson;

missed.
August 31, bred to Belline 11; owner. Own;

missed.
November 4, bred to Myrtle; owner, W. H.

Joeckel; miscarried when six weeks gone, from a
kick.
November 25, bred to La Duchesse; owner, J

V. Hecker; whelped, January 24; pups. 17; dogs.S.

December 23, bred to Mignon; owner, C. T.

Barney; in whelp.
January 17, 1890, bred to Zillah; owner, B. P.

Johnson;' in whelp.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sib: The regular meeting

H. M.

owner,

of the

Pointer Club of America was held at the Ameri-

can Institute building. New York City, Presi-

dent Wise in the chair. The report of secretary

and treasurer showed total receipts for year

ending February 11, 1890: Balance from Febru-

ary 20, 1889, $127.55; receipts during the year,

$275; total $402.55. Disbursements (as per vouch-

ers) $76.81. Balance on hand, $375.24. Approved.

Present membership, 40; new members received

during the year, 13; resignations accepted, 2,

Messrs. Peshall and Lovell. Executive Committee

elected for year endinjg February, 1891: Presi-
dent, Wise; Anthony, first vice-president; Hitch-
cock, second vice-president; Seitner, third vice-

president; Collins, fourth vice-president; La Kuc,
Heath, Aniolt. Swain, Munhall, Daniels, Wins-
low, Stoddard and Saunders, leaving one va-
cancy to be filled at next meeting, caused by re-

tirement of Mr. Oyster from the Club. Applica-
tions for membership received from Messrs.
Paul H. Gotziac and Wm. H. Hylaiid, who
were duly elected. After lenthy aiscussion it

was resolved that the American Field Pointer
Cup be offered for competition at Chicago as orig-

inally decided by the club, and notice be sent
to members accordingly. The Pointer Club also
decided to give the following additional special
prizes: Rtxrhester, N. Y., 1890 show, $10 each for

best pointer doe and bitch exhibited and owned
by a member ofthe Pointer Club, and the same
at the Baltimore, Md., 1890 show.

George W. La Rue,
Secretary-Treasurer.

New York, Februarj- 21, 1890.

St Bernard Club Medals.

Editor Fanciers' Journal

Please notice that the medals, offered

by the St. Bernard Club for the Rochester show,

are for American bred dogs. The notice sent out

by the Rochester Club announcing the said spe-
cials does not mention this. Kindly insert this
in this week's issue and oblige. K. E. Hopf,

Pres. St. Bernard Club of America.
New York, Feb. 21.

CHICAGO'S URGE ENTRY.

The Last Day Brln«;s the Total Up to

Six Hundred and Forty-nine.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The entries for the Mascoutah
Kennel Club show to be held in Chicago
March 4, 5, 6 and 7, closed with 649 en-

tries, as follows:

- 2

- 13
- 16 Fox terriers (smooth) 32

2 Fox Terriers (wire-

Mastiffs 36[Bull Dogs - -

St. Bernards (rough- |Bull Terriers
coated) . . - - 43 Dachshundes

St. Bernards (smooth- Beagles
coated) - -

Bloodhounds -

Newfoundlands
Great Danes -

Deerhounds -

Greyhounds -

Pointers - -

English Setters
Irish Setters -

Gordon Setters
Foxhounds -

Chesapeake Bays

I haired) - . - .

55 Irish Terriers - - -

7 1 Scotch Terriers - -

22>Dandic Dinmonts
51 Skye Terriers- - -

51 Black-and-tans - • -

30 Yorkshires - . - -

16 Toy Terriers - - -

52 Pugs
4 KingCharlesspaniels

Irish Water Spaniels 10 Blenheim Spaniels

-

Clumber Spaniels
Field Spaniels.
Cocker Spaniels - -

Collies
Poodles

5 Italian Greyhounds
7 Schipperkes - - -

21 CIydcs<lale Terriers -

32 SiberianWolf-hounds
4 Miscellaneous - -

George H. Hill,

Superintendent.

Irish Setter Club Membership.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Please note that applications for

membership in the Irish Setter Club can be made
through any of the officers or members of said
club, and while Mr. Thompson and myself will
be pleased to receive any applications, we trust
that other members will not be backward in
assisting in the good work of bringing out the
field qualities of our favorite breed.

Yours. Wm. H. Child.
Glensidb, Pa., Feb. 16, 1890.

Robins Island Club.

The annual meeting of the Robins
Island Club was held at Brooklyn, February 13.

The board of directors were unanimously re-

ele<^ted for the ensiiinir v#»flr Belnwr is the list-

Dr. S. Fleet Speir, Messrs. Alden J. Swan,Walter
L.Wellington, H. D. Polhemus, Chauncey Mar-
shall, Henry J. Cullen, Jr., and William Stanley.

He Knew His P's and Q's.

A family let their house furnished,

leaving in it a large dog. The tenant was an old

lady who liked to sit in a particularly comfort-

able chair in the drawing room, but as the dog
was also fond of the chair she frequently found
him in possession. Being rather afraid of the
dog, she did not dare to drive him out, and there-
fore used to go to the window and call "Cats!"
The dog would then rush to the window and
bark, and the old lady would take possession of
the chair. One day the dog entered the room
and foniid the lady in possession of the chair.
He ran to the window and barked excitedly.
The lad;^ got up to see what was the matter and
the dog instantly seated himself in the chair.

MR. OHLS JUDGMENT RIGHT.

The Awards at the New York Show
for Setters Sustain It.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The undersigued was severely

criticised at the last Philadelphia dog show, par-

ticularly in judging setters, because Mr. Dixon's

Gordon setter Little Boy was beaten by Beau-

mont, and Mr. Windholz's English setter was
beaten by Sir Tatton. I wish to say that the

owner of Count Howard, however, took defeat

in a gentlemanly sportsmanlike manner.
I said in my report to the A. K. C. Gazette

that the Gordon setter puppy to which I gave

first prize would soon be able to beat the pres-

ent champions. Mr. Mason declared the same
pup was a scrub, and would never be heard from
again.
The results ofthe recent New York show have

thoroughly endorsed my judgment of last year.
The Gordon pup now wins second prize, and
would have had first had I been judge. Beaumont
again beats Little Boy, and Count Howard low-
ers his colors to Sir Tatton 's brother.

PERCY C. OHL.
New York, Feb. 25, 1890.

Florence's Dog.

From the St. Louis Chronicle.

"There's a sequel to that dog story

they tell on me," says W. J. Florence, the com-
edian. "I got a letter to-day from someone—it's

a lady, but I won't give her name away. She
says: '1 read that piece in the paper about your
t>eing refused a room at the Southern Hotel be-

cause your dog couldn't be accommodated. I'm
so sorry.
" 'Now, Mr. Florence, I have a large elegant

house that is at your disposal. My back yard is

roomy and your dog can run about it as much as
he pleases. I would be delighted to have you
come. I may say that my house overlooks the
Southern Hotel.'

"I thought this letter was some kind of a trick
concocted by Tom Jefferson, but he says he
knows nothing of it. There's no limit to
hospitality of you St. Louisians, is there?"

the

In the Good Old Days.

ST. BERNARDS.

Notes on Their Frogrress UurInK th»
LAst Twelve Months.

From the Kennel Gazette.

The St. Bernard classes for 1S89 showed

a steady progress in the direction of com-

bining type and size, always the diflB-

culty in large breeds. Yet curiously

enough those animals which are the best

instances of the combination are them-

selves divergent in type from each other

in some degree. The cause of this is,

doubtless, that at some period or periods

the St. Bernard was a compound breed,

made up of hound, mastiff and sheep dog

elements. These elementary items have
an unpleasant knack of showing them-
selves even in the best animals, and
hence it is that at present a visitor might
go round a good show of St. Bernards
and describe some of the best as the one
houndy, another niastiffy, the next too
much of the sheep dog type. The work
of breeders of 1890 should be to try and
get rid of any outward and visible sign in

their puppies of the elements which no
doubt once constituted the race, so that

the type should be St. Bernard, not
running out in either of the three direc-

tions above mentioned.
The principal surprise in 1889 was Prin-

cess Florence, who won the loo-guinea
Challenge Cup at the St. Bernard Club
show in June. In size and bone she was
extraordinary, but at that time her head,
as was natural in so young a bitch, lefl

something to be desired. Whether it will

improve in the right direction is hard to

say, but the probabilities are in her favor.

She is probably the only St. Bernard of

the first class which made its first appear-
ance on the show bench in 1889, though
there are plenty of good young ones com-
ing on, and several grand young ones
were shown at Shefiield, at the club show
there in November, 1888.

Among these latter I may mention the
dogs Sir Bedivere, Alton,Lord Bute, Baron
Truro, Mount Morgan, Albert Victor III.,

and the smooth dogs Watch, Keeper,
Scottish Guide, Rasco, Baron Wallasey,
Duke of Norfolk and Patrol.

The rough bitches Saffron, Abyss, Pru-
dence, Forget-Me-Not, Lady Floris II,

Lady Randolph, and the smooths. Sans
Peur, Arethusa, Mahalabhave also figured

in the year's record. These make no
mean list to add to those already in re-

pute in the St. Bernard world in the clos-

ing days of 1888, but they were followed
ere long by Lothario, Scout, Countess of

Grafenried and Sils Maria at the Kennel
Club show in February at the Alexandra
Palace, and at Olympia by Refuge II,

Haidee, Bonnie Jean and Lady Sneerwell,

the three former of whom were new to

London shows, though they had been
shown successfully elsewhere, as may be
said of Estella, shown at the Crystal

Palace in October.
At this latter show also appeared Treas-

ure, Madame A., Marvel, Glacier III

and other good young ones, some of

which will doubtless be heard of again;

others we have heard of, but not seen, so

wait before naming them.
The old winners have been well to the

front, and it is l)elieved that at this mo-
ment there are in the country the twelve

best St. Bernard bitches ever seen here
since the introduction of the breed into

this country. Perhaf)s we might add
also the two best dogs, one rough, the

other smooth.
Death and America have been somewhat

exacting this year. Death has claimed
among others Champion Save, Champion
Carmelite and Valor. America has taken
Prince Regent (sire of Princess I'lorence),

Baron Truro, Burns, and last, but not
least. Champion Hesper to add to its stud

dogs, while the bitches Saffron, (>loriana,

Miscabel, Lady Aveline, and others have
also crossed the Herring Pond.
There can be no doubt that with good

luck, which was sorely lacking to the

breeding operations of the past year, the

review of the young and old St. Bernards
shown in the last fifteen months is full of

promise for the future and St. Bernard
lovers may look forward to seeing in

1 891 young stock such as has never before

,, • 1 , . r 01. J u r. I
been shown. In this the^' have the hearty

Daniel Anspach, of Shenandoah, Pa.,
g^^,! ^j^hes of A R«kki,kr.

says: "I have killed 300 rabbits in one week and

399 pheasants in two weeks. All of this was
done, too, between here and Girardville, twenty
years ago. This valley was then a veritable
paradise of came. I tell you it can't be done
now, tbougn."

—A man in the town of Franklin, this county,
is taxed 9 cents on real estate and $3.50 on do^
—Malone Palladium. Perhaps he keeps the real

estate ou the dogs.
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THE BEST ALL-ROUND

SPORTING DOG.

The Relative Merits of Pointers and

Setters Ably Discussed.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

The Australasian, which is the l>est all-

round sporting paper pul)lished in the

Colonies, has had a series of letters in re- ^ „ , - , . ,,.,..,, . .„ i:„„ j„„ f.-.- eral breeds) is a point about which few of us in

gard to which is the best sporting dog tor
; ^j,^ colonies can speak with authority " '

their country. Several of their corre-

spondents have so much instructive mat-

ter in their letters that we publish some

of them in extenso.

To the Editor ofthe AuUtala^ian.

The shooting season will be opened in

mend them to either the shooter or non-sbooter.
Besides, thev can always be placed on the show-
bench, when, if beaten, we can take consolation
in the "pastime" of condemning the judge or
judges as incompetent, or if good-natured enough
to take our gruel kindly, can hope foi "lietter luck
next time." With the cro.ssbred there is none of
this, although in intelligence and sagacity he
stands second to none.
"Kuglish Setter" laments the fact that the -

English setter has so few admirers in the colony,
ana speaks of him as being a good all-round dog.
I am not prepared to deny this latter assertion

any more than I would if he had mentioned the
'

Irish or Gordon, as I feel that the making of the
]

dog. except in the matter of nose, depends wholly 1

upon the breaker. Whether the pointer is a I

belter quail dog than a setter (including the scv

FASTING AND STARVATION.

Some I/iteresting Experiments

in That Line.

Made

Sir:

another month, and as a good dog is as neces-

sary to good shooting almost as much as a good

gun, I trust you will allow me to ask, through

your column.s, which is the best dog for all-

round shooting in this colony ?

Tht spaniel, retriever, pointer, setter, and

even the fox terrier, all have champions, as they

all have been shot over, and if sportsmen who

have tried them will give their experiences, it

will assist those who have not yet got a dog to

decide which breed to go in for.

I am surprised that the F.uglish setter has not

more admirers in Victoria. He has the best

record as a field dog in Amerira and in England,

and if trained according to "Kennelmans" in-

structions, he cannot be l>eaten in the field for

all-round work, from retrieving a duck to

pointing a quail. The English setter makes a

capital water dog, and cannot be improved upon
much asacompanion. Yet there are not, I believe,

fifty first-class English setters in Victoria. I

cannot understand why this is. unless the idea

that thev are headstrong and hard to train

frightens' sportsmen from them. To show how
erroneous an impression of this sort is, I ma
mention that I have an Englisn setter pup.
which at three months old retrieves land and
water, and goes down to hand and shot readily.

Enolish Settkh.
Northeastern District.

To the Editor ofthe Australasian.

Sir: "English Setter" inquires through your
columns which is the best dog for all-round

shooting ? I presume he is aware that a setter

taueht to retrieve will not be first-class at either

setting or retrieving, but will become unsteady
when in the field and flush his birds—especially
if birds are at all wild. I should not ad\-ise "Eng-
lish Setter" to train a dog all-round, but obtain a

food setter and a retriever; in. •.v'll then have a
og, each adapted to its own particu'ar business.

Your correspondent is altogether wiong in his

ideas as to the English setter being h -adstrong
and hard to train. My experience is that this

classofdog cannot be beaten for nose or steadi-

ness in the field, and is not at all difficult to

break in. I find the Gordon the most head-
strong and hard to break, and far too much in-

clined to range wide. A good pointer comes
next to the English setter for steadiness, in fact,

too steady, or, I should say, slow, becau.se if birds
are inclined to run, whicH they will very often

do, the pointer is not so quick in following up as
the English setter. K Gordon makes a better
all-round dog than the English, being fonder of
the water, and with patience and careful train-

ing can be made a useful dog; but a true sports-

man likes to own a dog well trained to its own
legitimate business, and "English Setter" will

find much more satisfaction in keepiug a setter

and a retriever, instead of one imperfect "all-

round dog." POINTER.

To the Editor of the Australasian.

Sir: In answer to the letter signed "English
Setter," which appeared in your issue of Satur-
day Isst, I beg to make a few remarks on the
subject ofthe heading of this epistle. The best
all-round sporting dogr, in my opinion, is not to

be found in any ofthe dogs mentioned by "Eng-
lish Setter," but in a cross between the pointer

. and retriever. By this cross you get a dog with
a nose good enough for all purposes. He can be
made to stand to game, either feather or fur,

just as well as setter or pointer; and as a re-

triever, either on land or water, he is all that can
he desired Other points in his favor are that he
travels at a pace that enables his olfactory pow-
ers to be used to the best advantage, and that
whilst the possessor, as a rule, of plenty of
courage, he is an easy dog to break. He is

also capable of great endurance.
Whilst conceding all these good points, it is

only fair to state that in the matter of carriage,
he IS not to be compared to either pointer or
setter, nor is his attitude, whilst pointing so

finely marked as the above. He also has a strong
tendencv to hunt low, and it requires some
trouble to cure him of this habit, if indeed, it can
be accomplished at all. I have had both the
English and Irish setter, and have paid some
attention to their education, but in neither case
was I satisfied that, for all-round work, very
great excellence could l)e attained. 1 have now
a highly-bred Gordon setter and a crossbred in

handT and intend to give them a good trial in
the field as soon as the close season for quail
terminates, and whichever do|[ shows the great-
est superiority in nose (this being the most nat-
ural quality we look for), will have the fact cred-
ited in his favor.
Although I am partial to the crossbred as an

all-round performer, 1 do not expect, nor do I in
tend it, that my praises in his behalf will induce
shootists (the majority of whom are dog fan-
ciersl to select him in preference to a pure-bred
dog of any breed. I take it that most sportsmen
like either a setter, pointer, spaniel, or retriever.
If not perhaps the best all-round dogs, we know
that they each have specialties wnich, under
good tuition, can be brought out to perfection,
while in appearance (hey nave much to reconi-

Before
this can t>e done we must have field trials, the
institution of which 1 was pleased to observe,
has recently liecn advocatecf in your columns.
Our estimate of these breeds is arrived at in

something after the following fashion: Joues, on
a good scenting day, and probaljly fa\'ored with
a good supply of birds and a clear eye. kills, say
ten brace over his pointer; while Jenkins, who
finds himself all abroad with his Purdey (caused
probably by an over-indulgence in a whisk>-
manufactured in the Isle oT Skye), and birds
none too plentiful, bags only five brace on
a still day to his setter. Without considering
anything beyond the size ofthe bag, the pointer
fancier at once concludes that he is the better dog
and that therefore, all setters are inferior to

pointers.
From experience I am not prepared to speak

with any weight on this question, although I

have repeatedly heard it argued that the pointer
is superior to tne setter on quail. In tnc old
country of recent years the setter invariably
beats the pointer in the trails, and for my own
part I should prefer linn (the setteri as a quail
dog, provideil he is properK- broken. I must
ccmiess to having digressed from the main ques-
tion, but in a measure I did it puri>osely. in the
hope that any future discussion on the subject of

"The Best All-round Sporting Uog" may be
generalized after the fashion I have adopted;
only, let us hope, by more competent autnori-
ties. Crossbrf.I).

KENXEL UEGISTEIl.

We make no charge for entries in this

column, all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
SALES

MR. JAMES I.. ANTHONY, Netherwood. N. J.,

has sold Tempest, liver and white pointer
dog by Beppo III-Lassof Bow, to Mr. J. H,
Winslow, Philadelphia, Pa.

MR. MICHAEI- FLYNN. Jr.. Bristol, R. I., has
sold LvLr IV, red Irish setter bitch by Shay's
Dick-Lulu II. to Mr. W. F, Vanbuskirk,
Ode!! I!!.

Kitty Gle.ndyne. red Irish setter bitch by
Champion Tim-Onota Belle, to Mr. C. H.

Doerr, Chicago, III.

MR. H. W. HUNTINGTON, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has sold HiUHLAND Joe, black greyhound,
whelped August 38, 1889, by Champion lialkis-

Champion Cassandra, to Woodhaven Kennels,
Woodhaven, L. I.

HiGHLANM Stuart, black and white dog, same
litter, to Mr. N. Q. Pope. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Highland Prince, same litter, to Mr. N. Q.
Pope, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Highland Warrier, black dog, same litter,

to Mr. N. Q. Pope, Brooklyn, N. Y.

My QrEEN, Dlack greyhound bitch, whelped
June 4, 18S9, bv Champion Memnon-Har-
mony, to Woodhaven Kennels, Woodhaven,
R.I.

Erlking, black and white doe, same litter, to

Woodhaven Kennels, Woodhaven. R. I.

Cleopatra, black and white greyhound bitch,

whelped May 25, 1S89, by Champion Mem-
non-Fannie M.,~to Robert Little, New York,

KISMIT, black and white bitch, same litter, to

Mr. N. Q. Pope. Brooklyn, N. Y.

VISITS.

MR. MICHAEL FLYNN, JR.'S Sedan, red

Irish setter bitch (Chester D. Herald-Nancy),
to his ODONOVAN RossA )Sarsfield-Nino),

February 20, 1890.

MR. C. B. VAN HALSH'S Frolic, blue grey-

hound bitch, to H. W. Huntington's Cham-
pion Balkis (Clyto-Primrose), February 6,

1890.

MR. H. W. HUNTINGTON'S Champion Cas-
sandra, greyhound bitch (Debret-Dead Se-

cret), to his Champion Balkis, February 18,

1890.

WOODLAND KENNELS' LADY STANLEY .cocker

spaniel bitch (Robin-Hretis) to their Fahst
(Black Duke-Lady Nell). Febniary 12, 1890.

jEALorsY, cocker spaniel bitch (Obo, Jr.-Wood-
land Queen) to their Favst (Black Duke-
Lady Nell), December 29, 1889.

MR. K. WINDHOLZ'S CoRA ok Wetheral,
English setter bitch (Sir Alister-Mena ), to Mr.

L. Gardner's Roger (Count Noble-^ueen
Meg) February 24, 1.890.

NAMES CLAIMED.
ONOTA KENNELS, Pittsfield, Mass., claims

the name

:

. ., , j
ONOTA Shot for red Irish setter dog, whelped
October 29, bv Champion Chief-Bizreena.

ONOTA PE<i for bitch, same litter.

ONOTA Rose for bitch, same litter.

WOODLAND KENNELS, Woodstock. Ont.,

claims the name :

PoLLiE Perkins for red and black cocker
spaniel bitch, whelped May 9, by Black
Duke-Lady Stanley.

Sallie Hamilton, red and black bitch, same
litter.

, .

Bi.ACK Coi'NT for black cocker spaniel dog,

whelped May 8, by Champion Obo Il-Wood-
land yueen.

Black Duchess 11 for black cocker spahlel

bitch, same litter.

The sensation of hunger, says M.
Charles Richel, in the Revere Scientifique. is a

painful feeling of uneasiness and weakness. It

is a general feeling, but is localized apparently

in the stomach. Many ancient authors regarded

it as a local sensation. Some said that the gas-

tric fluid became more acid and produced a burn-

ing feeling in the stomach; others, that a con-

traction ofthe stomach took place. But, although

the sensation o( hunger is related to the stomach,

it is really general. While it is sometimes alle-

viated by swallowing earth and stones, such inert

substances may deceive it, but do not appease it.

It has.moreover, been experimentally determined

that the feeling of hunger is not abolished after

cutting the pneumogastric or sensitive nerve of

the stomach. So. in thirst we feel a dryness in

the back part of the throat.

The local sensation is deceptive, for thirst does

not depend upon any condition of the mucus

of the pharynx. It is caused by the exhaus

tion of the watery elements of the blood.

It is. therefore, removable by injections of

water, and by balhing. when water is ab-

sorbed by the pores. If hunger is not satisfied

it disappears after a certain length of time. The

most intense suff'ering is endured during the

first twenty-four hours, after which the pain di-

minishes. The characteristic phenomenon ex-

hibited by an animal subjected to starvation is

the constant diminution of weight. I have made

many experiments on this loss, comparing ani-

mals of various sizes, and have determined that

the function of denydration—or reduction of

weight—is in direct relation with the size of the

animal ; and I believe that 1 can deduce a great

rule of comparative physiology that the activity

and intensity of all the functions are determined
by size.

Carnivorous animals appear to bear fasting

better than herbivorous kinds. The latter eat

nearlv all the time, and are ill when they
have to stop ; but carnivorous animals, in the

wild state, are often forced to endure ab.stentions

of considenble length, and a fast of several days
is almost a physiological condition with them.
When we examine the phases of the loss of

weight of a starving animal, we find that it loses

much during the first days. Then a moderate
drain sets in. Again, in the last days consider-

able loss takes place, and this is the forerunner
I of death. Cold blooded animals can support in

-

Vaillant has told me of a python weighing
seventy kilogrammes that lived twenty-three
months without eating; M.Colin of a rattlesnake

that lived twenty-nine mouths. Redi mentions
a tortoise that lived eighteen months, and a frog

sixteen months without food, '\yhen we have
frogs in our aquariums waiting to be experi-

mented upon, we never feed them and they

never starve.
Dogs can endure abstinence on the average of

thirty days; cold-blooded animals, twice as long.

They are capable of this, because their tissues

are conusmea more slowly, and do not require so

frequent renewing. With both classes the fatal

limit is reached when the loss of weight amonnts
to 40 per cent. This point is reached by the
warm-blooded animal ten times as quickly as by
the cold-blooded one, because its nervous system
is ten times as active. The relation of the nervous
system to the intensity of the chemical ex-

changes of vital action is shown by the existence

of hibernating animals, of warm-blooded animals
which perio<lically become cold blooded. Becom-
ing torpid at the approach of the cold season,

their breathing and circulation become slow,

their motions weaker, their eyelids close, they
fall into their Winter sleep, and their temperature
descends to about 40 degrees Farenheit.

The neri'ous system is the great inciter of nu-

trition; when it is vigorous or excited, the di-

gestion is active, the breathing rapid and the
temperature high ; and the loss of weight and the

possit>le duration of abstinence follow the same
rule. Man is subject to ithe same conditions in

case ol fasting or starvation as warm-blooded
animals; and the influences of size, nge and
nervous constitution are similar upon him. This
Is illustrated, in respect to age, in the legend of

the family of Ugolin, in which the youngest
child died first, at eight years of age, and the

other children followed, while the father did not

die till three or four days after the death of the

last of them. So, in the wreck of the Medusa,
the children died first ou the raft, the old men
next, and the adults last. The duration of the

possible fast is considerably influenced by fever

WHELPS.
MR. H. D. KENDALL'S Salva

whelped February 11, six,

three bitches, by Mr. E.

Monarch.

™. mastiflr bitch,
three dogs and
B. Sears' Sears'

That is supposed to determine the production of

poisons which stimulate the nervous system and
intensify the process of denutrition; so that

under its influence, as has been observed in cx-

Seriments on animals and in man, the weight
iminishes more rapidly than under starvation

alone.
The influence of drinking is also noticeable. Ot

two dogs observed by M. Lalwrde. one died in

twenty d.iys; the other, which could drink at will,

was st'ill living at the end of thirty-seven days.

There are also examples on the other side.

Falck's dog went sixty-one days without drinking
or eating. Starving dogs usually drink but little,

as if warned by instinct not to drink more than
they have to. Water, in fact, expeditts the wast-

ing ofthe tissues and accelerates the drain ofthe
salts in the organism. Hence, by drinking, we
execrate more chloride of sodium, phosphates,
urea, etc., so that, although in general animals
deprived of water do not live as long as those

which can drink, there is some difference be-

tween those which can rtrink a little and those
which drink a great deal. The la.st die sooner.

There is always less sufTeriug when it is possible

to drink ; for it is a characteristic of privation that

thirst torments more than hunger, and those who
have told of what they have suffered on such oc-

casions have usually emphasized this fact. But I

do not believe the hour of death is much delayed
by the ingestion of drinks.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The Yarmouth. Me., PouUrj- Associa-

tion will hold its next show, January 13-

15, 1891. The officers are: President, L.

R. Cook; secretary, V. E. Gore. The

premium list will be ready in May.

•

A very timely move was made in the

parlors of the Vanderbilt Hotel Friday

evening, alter the show's close for the

night. The gathering was of representa-

tive breeders from the Eastern, Middle

and Western States and Canada, and all

were engaged, as is usual at such times,

in social chat, when Mr. J. D. Nevins, of

this city, took the floor and called the at-

tention of those present to the fact that

the world's fair would most likely be held

in Chicago in 1892, and as there was but

two years in which to prepare for it, it

would be well to take some action to

bring at the proper time the importance

of the thoroughbred poultry interest of

the country to the attention of those hav-

ing the management of the fair, to the

end that this industrj' might receive such

recognition as its importance entitled it.

*
» *

Mr. Neviiis then called Captain White,

of Chicago,to the chair. In accepting, the

Captain made a very appropriate and

forcible speech in which he promised if

Chicago should be accepted as the site

for the fair and a poultry and pet stock

show should be held in connection there-

with,the Western breeders would give the

breeders of the North, East and South a

welcome tiiai they might \x proud of,

and display of fine fowls that would

compel them to exert their best efforts to

equal. But whether the fair should go

to Chicago or New York the Western

boys would be there in strong force and

with the best display of fowls the world

ever saw.
»

* «

Mr. George O. Brown, of Baltimore,

was chosen secretary. On motion the

Chair appointed a committee represent-

ing the North, South, East and West to

choose each one to represent them. The

following gentlemen were thereupon

named as a permanent committee: P.

Williams for the East; B. N. Pierce for

the West; S. Butterfield, Canada, for the

North, and George O. Brown for the

South.
*

» «

There is a very strong general expres-

sion in favor of making it a condition of

the prizes, and especially so of specialty

clulis, that the exhibitor to be a competi-

tor must have been the breeder. It is

nothing for any one with a business of

two millions a year or even less to be able

to buy up birds fit to win with, but it is

something to have bred the bird that is

that winner.

« •

Our report of the New York show will

give the entry in full with the score of

every bird passed upon and the reasons

for disqualification so far as we are able

to learn them. This report will be con-

cluded in our next issue, when we shall

also make our comments upon the pigeon

classification and the new pigeon stand-

ard.

» «

The New York show is owr and we

believe to the satisfaction of all con-

cerned. The stockholders, it is said, are

J;l
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happy and the exhibitors are ready to

come again. The same good manage-

ment that filled the cages without con-

fusion emptied them in as good order, and

morning following the evening of the

last day found but few tokens of the

show remaining.

There were mistakes in the manage-

ment and serious ones, but all felt that

the exhibition was first of a new
series, was in many things in the nature

of an experiment and that the manage-

ment was on the alert for improvements,

and, another season would avoid all the

experience in this had proven to be ob-

jectionable. Too much cannot be said

of the patience, good nature and desire

to please of those concerned in the man-
agement, and we believe exhibitors never

took their birds from a show so unwil-

lingly and in which they are so ready to

make entry again,
*
• *

The arrangements for the judging were

not satisfactory to either the exhibitors

or the judges and we do not think will be

repeated. The idea that a judge will not

be able to find out any birds he has agreed

to place if the names are not upon the

cages and the catalogues are not issued

until the judging is done is nonsense, and

we do hope this last show of the season is

the last at which such folly will l)e perpe-

trated.

» «

Judges were not supposed to know any-

thing of the exhibit when they began

work on Thursday morning and yet on

Wednesday judges mingled with exhibi-

tors in talking over the birds, helped to

place the birds in their cages, and were

free to obtain any desired information.

Bui, we du uoi believe Luai any judge

employed at this show could have been

in any way influenced in his decisions by

outside considerations.

*
« »

If these judges or any others were in-

clined to be dishonorable the fate that

has befallen Mr. Spaulding would deter

them from so doing. The A. F. A. did

not take up the affair at Buffalo—it was
not to be supposed it would, but the

poultry fancy at large has done so and

not even the patronage of "a business of

two million dollars a year" could save

him.
*

• «

Mr. Spaulding has not been employed
as judge since his action at Buffalo a year

ago (and judging was avowedly so much
his business that he was not an exhibitor

because of it), and he was not renom-
inated by the American Game and Game
Bantam Club as its president. From be-

ing a leader of the game and game ban-

tam breeders of America and its most
honored judge he has become simply

the purveyor to those who have the

money to buy, but not the skill to breed

the winnersat the exhibitions.

•
• *

Mr. Scotten asks, "Where are those

who assailed the judging of the games at

Buffalo ?" We ask him in turn. Where is

he who judged those games ? "Right will

win every time," and all your patronage

could not save him.

•

We say and we believe every fancier in

the country will endorse it, have the

names of the owners upon the cages, let

it be known how the judges are to be
placed, give the judge the fullest informa-

tion, then put him upon his honor.

#%
There is question as to the safety of the

disinfectant employed at the late Institute

show. One judge was made ill by it, and

we are told many birds, and valuable ones

died from the effects of it. Any informa-

I

tiou concerning this should be made pub-

lic with the least possible delay that the

use may be discontinued.

* «

One of the most important measures

as yet taken in poultry matters is the or-

ganization of the poultry judges, the out-

growth of Mr. Nevius' suggestion as

chronicled in our Notes in Passing of a

fortnight ago.

» *

But, and we are surprised to know it,

it is said the purpose of such organiza-

tion at first had some little opposition

and from a quarter where it was least ex-

pected, and in the fear that some brother

judge might go wrong and caught at it,

be brought before the organization for

censure and expulsion! That is, there

might be unpleasant duties for it to per-

form if such an organization was in ex-

istence.

* •

One judge indeed will not join in with

the rest, and even proposes to go for the

association and tear it all in pieces. To
this we say: "Parent, provoke not the

children to wrath lest (Aey turn again

and rend you."
r

* •

These judges in their association are in

dead earnest, and as none know better

than they the reforms that are called for

and the aids required for their work, so

none are better able to take the necessary

action. With specialty clubs organizing

and preparing each to mend its standard,

and as must follow, to demand that it

shall be accepted as the ultimatum for

the variety, the work of the A. P. A. ex-

cept of combining those standards at |i

each for its treasury, has passed beyond
its control.

* *

Mr. F. W. Gaylor, we are told, did not
enter fowls in the collection pens, but
had Pekin ducks only. It was Captain

GriflSn who read the conditions of entry

carelessly and entered the ten cockerels.

« *

The American Poultry Association

meetings for the current year are over,

and, as will be seen from the brief re-

port in another column, they proved to

be very interesting.

» #
There had evidently been work done

before the opening session was called

to order. Mr. Jacobs had been on the

the ground for two days previous deter-

mined that the old Indianapolis score

should be wiped out. The A. P. A. had
been there for two days and as fully de-

termined to kill Jacobs—as any enemy,
by making him a friend.

•*•

The course taken by Mr. Jacobs against

Mr. Conger as told in another column
had general approval, as evidence was at

hand in abundance that Mr. Conger had
not erred on the side of justice or gen-
erosity or unselfishness in his dealings

with his fellow fanciers. But the feeling

of those who knew the man was of sym-
pathy for Mr. Pitkin, and much regret

was expressed after the meeting that the
"score" could not have been "wiped out"
without such sacrifice.

*
» »

In England eggs for hatching are sent
by parcels post, and Mr. Jacobs a year
ago tried, but in vain, to tell the A. P. A.
so, and to have it use its influence to

have an addition to the Post bill in the
fanciers' favor. Ridicule killed the
measure but gave Mr. Jacobs a grievance

to glory in. This year wiser counsels

prevailed and Mr. Jacobs was made a

"committee of one to confer with Postal

Committee of Congress to have eggs

included in the Parcels Post bill."

«

It was one-man power that moved this

meeting of the A. P. A.,and the one man
was Jacobs. If there was anything he
wanted that he did not get it was for

lack of asking.
*

The A. P. A. treasurer's report shows a

balance of over $1600, and Mr. Charles

Sweet endorses the good management by
which such a sum has been accumulated.

But, and we think it a question of almost

vital importance, why should there be

over |i6oo to the A. P. A.'s credit ? This

money has been collected dollar by dollar

from the poultry fancy, and for what pur-

pose ? What was the equivalent,and what
is the ultimate purpose ? How is the poul-

try interest benefitted or likely to be by
such accretion.

»
« «

The poultry associations throughout

the country are in the main bankrupt,

their credit is gone. They have striven

to promote the interest each in its section

by holding exhibitions, but the outgo has

exceeded the income, not so often by rea-

son of bad management as from outside

causes over which none had control.

Only a portion of this balance would be

required to mend all this and save the

show system from the disrepute into

which it is fast falling. Is this assistance

offered ? If not, why ?

«
» »

The state of affairs in the poultry fancy

demands that instead of paying tribute

it must be contributed to. Money is

needed to push the interest and to place

it above reproach. This money cannot
be hojwd for from private sources, nor
can it be evolved from the fancy. All

are agreed that it must come from the

State Treasury, and to obtain it there

must be organizations which shall en-

sure the proper disbursement.

* *

The American Poultry Association feels

aggrieved and infringed upon at the mere
mention of another organization of poul-

try fanciers, but it is plainly to be seen

that the work that is to be done is not
within the A. P. A. province. In its

sixteen years of existence it has not

given one penny in aid of any poultry

interest, and "it is hard learning old dogs
new tricks."

» •

A new association, which shall l)e na-

tional in its scope and representative in

its membership, with the object not of
accumulating funds, but of using public

funds for building up the practical as

well as the fancy poultry interests, is

needed, and steps toward its organization

are being taken. Such an association

will not, as we can see, in any way inter-

fere with the American Poultry Associa-

tion, but each will prove to be necessary

to the best interests of the other.

We are indebted to the Feathered
World for the original of the dark
Brahma hen of our frontispiece. The
picture is not a portrait, but is designed
to show the typical P^nglish bird. The
Standard for the variety was given in the
issue of last week

.

• »

We have copies of the new pigeon
standard for sale. Price 50 cents. Sent
prepaid by mail upon receipt of price.

Every pigeon fancier should have a copy.
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DBSSIOATED EOQS. LIGHT BBAHMA.
The Oil of the Bgrar a Most Potent

and Active Agent.

It is already well understood that if

albumen or white of egg be slowly dried

in mass, or be dried rapidly at too high a

temperature, a product or material will

be the result which is of inferior and not

uniform quality. Also, that if the yelk
of eggs be dried in mass, slowly or
rapidly, the result will be a material or
product inferior in quality, not uniform
in structure, diflicult of solution, and of
little value for the ordinary uses of the
yelks of eggs. If batter of eggs com-
posed of the whites and yelks be dried in
mass, the result lacks uniformity and
solubility; and if either of these products,
so obtained, be pulverized by any known
process, the mealy result so obtained is

of inferior quality, slow of solution in
water, and does not possess several of the
important characteristics of fresh shell
eggs.

To meet this difficulty, the idea of the
dessication of eggs in rotation or agita-
tion under blasts of air, either heated or
otherwise, has been variously applied
during a long time past, both in this
country and in Europe, but the difficulty
mainly encountered has been that of
producing a material capable of being
preserved in different climates, of l)eing
readily and completely dissolved, and of
being applied to the principal uses and
purpKJses for which the egg may be ap-
plied before dessication.
The natural egg contains, in varying

proportions, a certain oil, hereinafter
spoken of as the oil of the egg. This oil

is a very important constituent of the
egg. It is innocuous while in its natural
condition—that is, in undisturbed combi-
nation with, or relation to, the other
parts of the organism of the egg, its

proportion thereto being relatively small.
When, however, the oil is set free by

any process, it rapidly becomes rancid,
highly offensive, and, in fact, acrid, and
is a most potent and active agent in
efFectins' the deterioration nnd li^i^nmruy.

sition of the other parts of the egg with
which it may be brought in contact.

If, during the process of dessication,the
material to be dessicated is allowed to
rise in temperature above a certain point,
hereinafter indicated, the oil of the egg
contained in the more solid parts, or
which is not in suspension or emulsion,
but is in more perfect combination with
the other constituents of the egg, par-
ticularly that in the yelk, and so in the
batter composed of the yelks and whites,
is set free to a greater or less extent, ac-
cording to the freshness and vitality of
the eggs used and the degree of such
heat. It has also been ascertained, by
experiment, that the temperature at
which this result follows varies at differ-
ent times. The causes apparently depend
upon barometric and other conditions of
the atmosphere, as well as the state of
the thermometer. Such a result has
usually followed whenever the material
has raised above 85° Fah. The highest
temperature to which Mr. W. O. Stod-
dard, of New York City, who has made
a special study of this subject, has been
able to subject the material without that
result following was 92° Fah.; but that
was under exceptional atmospheric con-
ditions, and he considers a much lower
temperature than 85°, and, if possible,
than 80°, very desirable for safety, and
essential to commercial success in the
manufacture. Indeed, his own opera-
tions have been conducted at a tempera-
ture not to exceed 80°.

Mr. Stoddard has lately patented a
device, the object of which is to regulate
and control the temperature of the eggs,
or part of eggs, or batter of eggs, or
other material during the process of
dessication, so as to prevent the develop-
ment or freeing from the more solid part
of such material of the oil of the egg not
held in suspension or emulsion, being
much the larger part of all the oil con-
tained in the egg, and afterward to elim-
inate from the product derived such
small portions of the oil of the egg as
may have been held in suspension or
emulsion, or may have been set free in
the nrocess of manufacture. The granu-
lated or mealy product which is thus ob-
tained will then, he claims, retain and
protect its proper proportion of the oil of
the egg, even if^ exposed to a much
higher temperature than that above men-
tioned.

The Bnarlish Standard With Value

of Points for Judering.

DtSQUALiKiCATiONS. — Trimming or

dyeing of any kind; comb other than

pea; twisted hackle; vulture hock ac-

companied with scanty foot feather;

total absence of leg feather; deformity of

any kind; twisted wing feathers; white

legs; buff on any part of plumage; great

want of size in adults; total want of con-

dition ; birds not matching fairly well.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

COCK.

Beak.—Short, curved, very strong.

Comb.—Triple or pea, erect and firmly

set, as small as f>ossible, the centre ridge

slightly the highest; all three ridges per-

fectly straight and evenly serrated, fitting

very closely to, and drooping behind to

follow the line of the head.
Head.—Small, rather short, of medium

breadth, well rounded, with a slight
prominence over the eye.

Eye.—Large, fairly prominent.
Earlobe.—Long in proportion to the

size of the wattles, fine in texture, and
free from feathers.

Wattles.—Small, well rounded, fine in
texture, and free from feathers.

Face.—As smooth and free from feath-
ers or hairs as possible.

Neck.—Long, well arched, covered
with ample flowing hackles reaching well
down to the shoulders, and free from
twisted feathers. A depression should
be apparent between the head feathers
and the upper hackle feathers.

Breast.—Very full, broad and square,
with great depth, carried well forward.

Back.—Broad throughout, short, flat or
slightly hollow between the shoulders;
the saddle to rise about half way between
hackle and tail, and to continue to rise
until it reaches the tail coverts.
Wings.—Of medium size, carried hori-

zontally, free from twisted or slioped
feathers,tucked up under saddle feathers;
which should be of ample length.

Tail.—Of medium length, rising some-
what from the line of the saddle, but not
quite upright; the quill feathers to spread
well out, and the top quill feathers to
form, if possible, what is known as the
black cock tail.

Tail coverts.—Broad, abundant, well
curved, nearly covering the (juill feath-
ers.

Thighs.—Large and powerful, well
covered with feathers, so set on that the
lower feathers of the breast cover the
thighs in front.

Hocks.—Amply covered with '

soft
rounded feathers, or with quill feathers
provided the latter be accompanied with
proportionately heavy foot-feathering.

Fluff.—Soft and very abundant, cover-
ing the hind parts and standing out well
behind the thighs.

Legs.—Of medium length, powerful,
with plenty of bone,wide apart, the scales
to be as smooth as possible.
Leg Feather.—As profuse as possible,

sUnding out well from the leg, and ex-
tending well under the hock feather and
to the extremity of the middle and outer
toes. Good foot feather without vulture
hock to have a preference.
Toes.—Straight, large, and spreading.
General Shape .—When viewed in pro-

file, very deeply and squarely built; when
viewed from front or rear, broad and
compact.
Carriage.—LoftV and bold, the breast

bone to be carried horizontally.

HEN.
Beak.—Short, strong, curved.
Comb.—Triple or pea, erect and firmly

set, as small as possible, the centre ridge
slightly the highest; all three ridges per-
fectly straight, and evenly serrated, fit-

ting very closely to, and drooping l)ehind
to follow the line of the head.
Head.—Small, rather short, of medium

breadth, well rounded, with a slight
prominence over the eye.
%e.—Large, fairly prominent.
Earlobe.—Ix>ng in proportion to the

size of the wattles, fine in texture, and
free from feathers.
Wattles.—Small, well rounded, fine in

textures, and free from feathers.
Face.—As smooth and free from feath-

ers or hairs as possible.
.^*ck.—Short, well arched, covered

with ample flowing hackles reaching well

down to the shoulders, and free from
twisted feathers. A depression should
be apparent between the head feathers
and the upper hackle feathers.

Breast.—Very full, broad and square,
with great depth, carried well forward.

Back.—Broad throughout, short, flat or
slightly hollow between the shoulders;
the cushion to rise about half way be-
tween hackle and tail, and to continue to
rise until it reaches the tail coverts.
Wings.—Of medium size, carried hori-

zontally, free from twisted or slipped
feathers, well tucked up under cushion
feathers.

Tail.—Of medium length, nearly up-
right, the quill feathers to spread well
out, those below gradually diverging like
a fan.

• Tail coverts.—Full and extending
nearly to the extremity of the tail.

Thighs —Large and powerful, well
covered with feather, so set on that the
lower feathers of the breast cover the
thighs in front.

Hocks.—Amply covered with soft-

rounded feathers, or with quill feathers
provided the latter be accompanied with
proportionately heavy foot-feathering.

Fluff.—Soft and very abundant, cov-
ering the hind parts, and standing out
well behind the thighs.

Legs.—Very short in proportion to
size of bird, strong, and wide apart.
Leg Feather.—As profuse as possible,

standing out well from the leg, and ex-
tending well under the hock feather and
to the extremity of the middle and outer
toes. Good foot-feather without vulture
hock to have a preference.

Toes.—Straight, large and spreading.
General Shape.—When viewed in pro-

file, very deeply and squarely built; the
body carried very near the ground.
When viewed from front or rear, broad
and compact.

Carriage.—Sedate, the breast bone to
be carried horizcntallj'.

POINTS TO BE DEDUCTED KOR DEFECTS.

HEN.
Bad head 4
Bad comb 4
Scanty hackle 4
Want of cushion ... 6
Want of fluff. 4
Defective leg feather. 7
Bad shape or carriage
of tail 3

Pale legs 2
Curved toes 3
Stain of white in deaf
ear 2

Cloudy, streaky, or
pale hackles 10

Black splashes .... 10
Impure white 10
Other faults of color . 6
Want of size 10
Defects of symmetry
or carriage 10

Want of condition . . >;

Total 100

COCK.

Bad head 3
Defective comb. ... 6
Scanty hackle 4
Want of cushion. . . 5
Want of fluff. 4
Defective leg feather 6
Bad shape or carriage
of tail 3

Splashes of white in
tail 5

Primaries out of or-
der 6

Pale legs 2
Curved toes 3
Stain of white iu deaf
ear 2

Black in breast. ... 4
Black in fluff 3
Impure color of white 8
Want of stripe in
hackle 5

Striping on saddle . . 2I

Other defects of color 4

1

Want of siie 10

Defects of symmetry
or carriage 10

Want of condition . . 5

Total 100

POINTS OK COLOR.

COCK.

Comb, face, deaf ear, and wattles.

—

Bright red.

Head.—Silvery white.

Eye.—Orange-red, pearl or grey.

Beak.—Black or yellow and black.

Neck.—Silvery white, striped with
black, the striping being more dense at
the lower part of the hackle.

Breast.—White.
Under part of body.—The surface to be

clear white, but the fluff may be g^ey in
the underpart.
Thighs (including hocks).—Clear white.
Back and shoulder coverts.—White.
Saddle.—White or white slightly

striped with black; white preferable.
Wing bow and coverts.—Silvery white.

Primaries.—Black or black edged with
white. Secondaries.—White on outside
web, black on inside web.
Tail.—Black.
Tail coverts.—Glossy black, the two

upper ones evenly lacetl with white.
Legs.—Orange-yellow.
Leg feather.—White or black and white

mixed.
HKN.

Comb, face, deaf ear and wattles.

—

Bright red.

Head.—Silvery white.
Eye.—Orang-red, pearl or grey.
Beak.—Black or yellow and black.
Neck. — Silvery white striped with

black, the striping being more dense at
the lower part of the hackle; the black

centre of each feather to be entirely sur-
rounded with a white margin.

Breast.-White.
Back. —Pure white with or without

grey underfeather.
Wing bow.—Silvery white. Primaries.

—Black or black edged with white. Sec-
ondaries.—White on outside web, black
on inside web.
Tail.—Black.
Tail coverts.—Black laced with white.
Thighs (including hocks).—Clear white.
Fluff.— vVhite on surface, but may be

grey in the under part.

Legs.—Orange-yellow.
I^g feather.—White or black and white

mixed.

BUPP BRBBDINO-.

The Requisites in Cock and Hen
for Standard Breeding:.

The first important point in breeding

for high-class exhibiton birds is to have
the cock of a sound buff throughout, per-

fectly free from mealiness (the flight

feathers especially so), but I have found
a little black is a recommendation rather

than otherwise. The tail should be a fine

rich buff, or, as some call it, chestnut,

and, as in the flights, a few black feathers

in preference to white. The breast, fluff,

and shank feathers should be as dense in

color as possible to the roots. A neat,

evenly-serrated comb I consider an es-

sential point; and, before I close my re-

marks on the cock bird, I must not for-

get to mention that he should be short

on the leg, broad in saddle, with abund-
ance of fluff and foot feather, vrith a

small soft tail; but I must say, if a cock
had all the above-named good points,

and had slipped or split wings, I should

discard him as a breeding bird. Also

white in the ear-lobe is a point almost

certain to be reproduced in the next
generation.
The hen should be large, perfect in

shape, with cushion and fluff largely de-
veloped. I consider, and have found
from experience, that the -color is not
essential, as in the male bird, but shape,
size and feather must be insisted upon.
And now, in regard to the breeding pen,
which should consist of a cockerel and
four or five two-year-old hens, or a two-
year-old cock with three or four well-
matured pullets. The former is prefer-
able, as early in the season the eggs from
the latter are invariably unfertile. This
more frequently happens if the male bird
has Ijeen much exhibited after his moult.
Some breeders consider it essential that

the breeding birds should not be of the
same strain, but in this I beg to differ, as
I would sooner breed from brother and
sister than equally good birds of different
strains. I can recall to mind several in-

stances where in-breeding was a great
success—one case particularly, which
was a cockerel and pullet, bred from
brother and sister, and out of one sitting
of eg^, each taking the cup in their re-

spective classes at Birmingham in 1877,
the pullet being the best I ever saw, and
one of the largest it has ever been my
good fortune to possess. The strain of
birds I am now exhibiting has been in
my possession upwards of twenty years,
and in very few cases I have found fresh
blood to improve my stock, although it

no doubt should be introduced now and
attain. Of course an unlimited grass run
with a stream of fresh water surmounts
many of the difficulties in breeding. The
whole of my runs are supplied by a spring
of pure water, which runs through the
full length.
The adult buff Cochins are sparingly

fed with soft foo<l in the morning, say a
mixture of Spratts food, barley meal and
sharps, and a feed of the best wheat, or,

for a change, a little maize, in the after-

noon. Cochins are a hardy fowl, and
eagerly eat anything; but if overfed with
flesh or other stimulating food they are
almost sure to drop off from internal fat

or disease of the liver. My own birds,
being rather underfed and havinjj a free
ranjje, are always ready for their food;
but in no case have they a supply to go
to at will. The feeding of chickens is

altogether a difiierent matter, as the more
you get them to eat the Ijetter and finer
birds they are likely to make in the long
run . Meat should be one of ^he chief

articles of diet, together with boiled rice,
Spratts food and oatmeal; and the last
feed at night should be a handful of
wheat, which is taken with a relish, and
remains longer in their crop than soft
food. One thing I forgot to mention is
their evening feed of steeped bread cov-
ered with new milk, which they seem
extremely partial to. My early chickens
are always fed about 9 P. M. ; and they
soon get used to turn out at the first ap-
pearance of a light. This meal carries
them nicely through the long nights.—G.
W. Procter.

Vulture Hooks.
I have not the slightest hesitation in

saying that, since hocks came in, the
deep full breast of the Brahma has
largely gone out. I do not know that
the one fault of necessity, or in every
case, goes with the other; but every nat-
uralist knows that by some strange law
certain features in a given animal are
"apt" to go together, though with no ap-
parent reason. This is such a case, and
it is a practical reason for objecting to
this modem hock craze. Another point
is, that vulture hocks are contrary to the
whole character of the fowls. An
Asiatic is not simply a big bird with
feathered legs; other breeds have feath-

ered legs, and there are other points
which far more distinguish the Cochin
and Brahma tribe. Among these
among the most marked of all— is short-
ness and softness of feather, or absence
of quill throughout. The very wings
are shorter in proportion, and the quills
weaker; and the tail shares in the same
modification. The grand characteristic
is plenty of soft fluffy' feather, with an
absence of (^uill-feather. Suppose this
rule violated in the tail; what would any
one say to a Cochin or Brahma with long
quill-feathers in his tail, like a Dork-
ing ? Yet this would be a less wide de-
parture from the very "idea" of the fowl
than are these immense quills upon the
thighs. I object to them, then, as con-
trary to the fundamental basis or notion
of the fowl.

I might add other objections in plenty.
For one, that this hock craze is destroy-
ing the American market. American
fanciers will not have it; and though I

know of some birds which have been
sold over there from here, I could also
tell of letters written to me by the indig-
nant purchasers, complaining of the way
they have been "swindled," and averring
that it will be a long time ere the sellers
see any more ofthe same money. I know
another breeder, on the other hand, who
preserves a steady American market be-
cause his Cochins are kept free from the
taint. Or I might again urge that the
new fashion leaves the true fancier noth-
ing to breed for as regards one main
point of his breed. Any jackass can
breed heavy feather so long as hocks
are indifferent; the point, as a point, is

gone. But we used to have to breed
feather without hocks; and we did it

with no more difficulty than we found in
other points.—Lewis Wright.

Light Brahma Breeding.

Mrs. H. A. Bridge writes to the Amer-
ican Stock Keeper concerning the breed-

ing of light Brahmas: "We have never

believed in extreme matings, but select

our breeders with a view to producing a

large per cent of good medium show
birds rather than with the object of pro-
ducing one or two extra fine chicks.

We think that moderately high scoring
birds will make better breeders if bred
from evenly marked parents. I nearly
always help select our breeders, and the
following are a few of the objectionable
features; all birds possessing them are

rejected. Male birds with very narrow
heads, very large combs, black fringe to

hackle, narrow backs, tails that are car-

ried too high or pinched, white predom-
inating in wing, entire absence of middle
toe feathering, surface color yellow, de-

ficient in breast or knock-need. Fe-
males, poor heads and necks, or any ap-

proach to Cochin shape backs, black

spots on the backs. These faulta and
many more are looked for that I cannot
now recall."
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THB NEW YORK SHO^W.

The Of&oial Sooree of the Entire

Entry.

It i« our purpose to furnish the fullest

possible report of the late show at the

Institute, iu giving the full entry with

the rating or place of each bird entered.

The reader can thereby judge of the ex-

hibit.of the judge's work and of each ex-

hibitor's full entry.

We would like to know of transfers of

•took made at this show, to give those

intending to exhibit in New York another

season an idea of the value of this exhi-

bition as an exchange. The official list

of the scores is as follows:

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
COCKS. G. O. Brown, judge. 9* * ('). 93 (3). 9^-

Philander Williams, Taunton, Mass.: 95!^ (a).

Purdue. East Orange, N. J.; 93 (4). Dr. M. F. Lee,

Columbus, 0.;9»« (5). 92S. F- L. Mattison, So.

Shaftabury, Vt.; 91S. t, Saudacre Farm, Quogne,

L. I.; 91, C. H. Ackerley, Tonawanda, N. Y.. 89H,

87, W. F. Benschoten, Margaretsville, N. Y.; 8454,

Dr. J. W. King, Kent, Ct.

Hbns. B. N. Pierce, judge. 94 ('). 935* U).

93% (4), 89K. Mattison; 94 (2), 93 (S). SfV*. 9»K. 93.

91, Purdue: 87W. Sandacre Farm; 92i4, 92, Van

Benschoten; 90)i,9oM.D'^- King; 91. 9>. 89. WU-

liama; 67%, S. Spencer, Morris Plains, N. ]..9i%-

91H.90H. Akerly; 89K, Dr. Lee; 90«.G- E. Moore,

Rahwfvy, N.J.
Cockerels. Pierce, iudge. 94 ('st and Colgate

pri.e),9lW,9'S. 89«, 88W, Purdue; 94 (J). 92«.

91,91, 9>. 90. 89, Van Benschoten; 93^ (3), 93M

(4). 90. Williams; 92H (5), 9'. 9i. 90. 86, Mattison;

885^, 87, 86H. 86Ji. Sandacre Farm; 91%, 90, 8i»i.

88, Griffiug Jt Son, Shelter Island, N. Y.; 86>i, O.

F. Dodge, Great Bend, N. Y.: 89)^, Spencer; 93,

91H, 89H, «9. Akerlcy; 90K. R- P- Thompson,

Patterson, NY The disqualifications in this

division were one for G rifling and one for Pur-

due, both for "bad back."

PULLBTS. Brown, judge. 94 (i), 93. 93. 92)4.

92%, 9i}4. Purdue; <)i% (2), 9^% (3). 93. 93. 9^%,

9i%, 92%- 9'. 9^. 9'. 9'' ^'"' Benschoten; g$% (4),

9i%, 9'%. 93. 93. Griffiug; 93H (5). 93^. 93. 93. 9»H.

92J4, WUUams; 91, spcncei, 93, V'". "y'.-y'. 9'.

Akerley; 92^. Dr. Lee; 93. Thompson.

DARK BRAHMAS.
Cocks. Brown, judge. 94 (). 9'H (4), 9«>H (5),

Newton Adams. Utica, NY.; 93K (2). WillUms;

93 (3). M. S. Sprout, Carlisle, Pa.

HBNS. Pierce, judge. 93H (i8t and Colgate

priie),93H (»). 93M (3). 93 (.5). 9»54. Adams; 93 (4).

9'%, 9'. 89. Williams; 86, Sprout.

Cockerels. Pierce, judge. 95 (i), 93H (»).

935< (3). 93 (4). 9^%' 9«. Adama; 92% (5). SP%. 90.

tg%, Williams.

Pullets. Brown, judge. 9^% (i), 94 (2). 93.

92, 92, 92, 915^, Adams; 93}^ (4), 93(5), 93. 9'W,

Williams.
BUFF COCHINS.

Cocks. C. H. Johnson, judge. 92 (i), 91, 90,

90, W F. Atkinson, Rome, N. Y.; 91W (2), 92% (5),

89H, 91, Sandacre Farm; 91% (3). John Van

Mater, Colts Ne«k, N. J.; 9^% (4). C. H.Crosby,

Bridgeport, Ct.; 89, G. E. Peer, Rochester, N. Y.

The disqualifications in the class were to John

Firth, South Orange, N. J., vulture hock; Sand-

acre Farm, for short weight, John Schriven,

Bradford Yorks, Eng., for vulture hocks; J. C.

Thomas, Glen Riddle, Pa., for short weight.

Hens. Johnson, judge. 96 (0. 93 (5). 9'W.9'M.

Peer, Rochester, N. Y.; 94 (2). 9354 (3). 92%, 9'%,

92, 91, 90%, 90M, Sandacre Farm. 93 (4), 9^.

Crosby; 91, Van Mater; 92, 91, 90, 90. Atkinson;

92%, 91, Sprout. The disqualifications were two

pullets of each John Firth and R. P. Thomp-

son, Patterson, NY., both in wrong classes.

COCKERBL.S. Johnson, judge. 93% (i), 92W,

91%, Croaby; 93W (2). 9354 (3). 93 (5). 93. Pe"; 95H

(4). 91H. 9'H. 90. D. A. Nichols. Monroe, Ct.;9254,

Van Mater; 91, 89^, 88, 88, »7%, Atkinson; 91M,

90. 90, 9o'-(;,9oH. 90)<. 87W, Sandacre Farm; 92,

Thomas 8t Hopkins, Conway, Mass.; 90H, Dr. F.

M. Robinson, Pawling, N. Y.; 87, Thompson.

The disqualifications were, one of Atkinson; one

of J. B. Spence, Broughty Ferry, Scotland, vul-

ture hock.

Pullets. Johnson, judge. 9554 (0, 95>4 (2).

9lK. 9i%' Crosby; 95 (3). 93)<. 93^. 9A% (5). 9554.

Peer; 95 (4). 94. 9»H. 9^)4. 9i5<. 9'. mi. ^V*. 86M.

9»J4, 995<, 89J4, Sandacre Farm; 9354.9^54, Sprout;

94, 905^, Thomas 8t Hopkins; 9154, 9°%' 92^.

91^, Robinson, 90K. Thompson; 91, Van Mater

The disqualifications, one Van Mater hen, wrong

class; one Thomas, under weight.

PARTRIDGE COCHINS.

Cocks. B. N. Pierce, judge. 94 d and Col-

gates) 9354 (2),93M (3), 90% (4). 90M (5). 9°. Crosby;

8754, Headlyft Day, Union, N. J. Disqualifica-

tion, one of Williams for under weight.

HBNS. Pierce, judge. 95 (i), 945< (2), 92)4(5).
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•The numbers in parenthesis indicate the

pri«e. tH. W. Colgate, owner; F. W. Oaylor.

manager.

92,91)4.90)4, Crosby; 94« (3). 94 U). 9^)4. Wil-

liams; 91)4, 8854. 90, Sprout. The disqualifica-

tion, one Sprout for twisted comb.

Cockerels. Pierce, judge. 95 <i). 94 (3).

93H (4). 93M (5). 93)i. 93, 92%. 93. 93. «• W.

Mitchell, Bristol. Conn; 94)4 (2), 93. 93. Williams;

91, B. C. Underbill, Rahway, N. J. No disquali-

fications.

Pullets. Pierce, judge, 9$'>i (1), 95 (2), 93H (4).

91)4,92, 87, 90)i. 89«. 92)i. Mitchell; 95 (5), 93.

92)4. 69%, Williams; 94 U). 93. Underbill. Dis-

qualifications, one Mitchell for comb.

BLACK COCHINS.

Cock. C. H. Crosby, judge. 94)4 (1). Nichols;

92 (2), G. W. Lovell, Worcester, Mass.

HENS. Crosby, judge. 9i% (0. Nichols; 95)i

(2). 94X (3). Lovell.

Cockerels. 96'A (1), 95% (2). Lovell.

Pullets. Crosby, judge, ys ('), Nichols; 93(2),

91 (3). Lovell.9 w. »-"
WHITE COCHINS.

Cocks. Crosby, judge. 93)4 (1). W. G. Tice,

Pawling; 92 (2), MitcheU & Russell, Bristol. Ct.;

88)4 (3). Sprout.

Cockerels. Crosby, judge. 93 (1), 9« <»). 9i (3).

Mitchell & Russell; 90 (4). 88 (5). Thompson.

Hens. Crosby, judge. 96)4 (i),95)i (2).95)4 (3).

Mitchell & Russell; 94H (4), 9S% (5). Sprout; 93%,

92. Tice.

PULLETS. 95% ('). 95 W, 94)4 (3). Mitchell &
Russell; 93 (4), 89)4 (5). 89, Thompson.

BLACK LANGSHANS.
Cocks. A. F. Stevens, judge. 96 (0. 95)i •').

94, W. P. Smith, Passaic. N. J.; 94)4 (4). F. T. Un-

derbill. Oyster Bay, L. I.; 94)4 15). J P- Knox.

Buffalo; 9454. R. Seaman, Jericho, L. I Disquali-

fication, one, F. L. Sewall. Evanston, 111., for

white in wing.

HENS. 96)4 (I). 95K (3). 95)4 (.S). 95%. 94H. 94)4,

95^4, Smith; 96^^ (2), Dr. Robinson; gsM (4), A. A.

Halliday, Bellows Falls, Vt.; 95)i. 93>i, 93)4. 94W.

9554, Seaman; 93)4. Knox. Disqualifications, two

of Mrs. C. M. Kelley, Newark, N. Y., for short

weight; one of Seaman, for white in plumage;

one of Dr. Robinson, for short weight.

Cockerels. 96 (i), 95 U), 94. 94. 9^)^. 93. 9»)i.

94)4, 93K, 94)4. 93K. 92. 92%. 93)».9aH. Smith;94K

(3), Dr. Robinson; 94K (4). 93. 94)4, 94, 94. 93^, 94,

Seaman; 94K, 94)4. 94. Mrs. Kelley; 90, Headlcy &
Day; 94, Underbill; 94%, Halladay; 92J4, Knox.

Disqualification, one Seaman for white in wing.

Pullets. 96)4 (ist and Colgates), 96 ^2),

95)i (4). 9*%. 94)4. 955i. 95. 95)4. 93_54. 93)4.
fj^^^'

95)4 W, 95)11. 9»)»- Kmlidoy, 95)4 (o). 9o/». Dr.

Robinson; 94. Griffing & Son; 95, 9»K . 94Ji , 94.

95. 94. 94. 94)4. Seaman; 95, 94%, 93. 94, Mrs.

Kelley. No disqualifications.

WHITE LANGSHANS.
Cocks, a. F. Stevens, judge. lit, 3d, Smith;

2d, Halladay.

Hens. 1st, Knox; ad, 3d, 4th, Smith; 5th, G.

W. Fisher, Catawisaa, Pa.

Cockerels, ist, Knox.

Pullets, ist, Dr. Robinson; 2d, Knox; 3d,

'* " DOMINIQUES.
Cock. A. F. Stevens, judge. 9354 (0; ben,

95(1), cockerel, 94(1): P""et». 95(0. Jonea Wil-

cox, East Chatham, N. Y.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Cocks. G. O. Brown, judge. 94(1). 9». 9^. **5.

Joseph B. Edge. Ashbourne, Pa.; 9354 (2), 9i% (3).

93(4). 93. J H Thompson, Jr., Patterson, N. Y.;

93 (5), 89, 87, Griffing & Son; 90, 89, T. A. Have-

raeyer, Mahwa, N. Y.; 89H. J. F. Barbee, Millers-

burg, Ky.; 9154, •gi, 90. W. J. Bennett. Waterville,

N. Y. No disqualifications.

Hens. Pierce, judge. 94 (D, 9». 85. 9'. Edge;

93)4 (2), 93)i (3). 93 (4). 93. J- H. Thompson, Jr.; 93

(5), 89, 87, Griffing & Son; 89, 90, Havemeyer;

8954. Barbee; 90. 9iH. 91. W. J. Bennett, Water-

ville, N. V.

Cockerels. B. N. pierce, judge. 94 (i), 93 (3),

92. 91)4, 89, 88)4, E. B. Thompson,Amenia, N. Y.;

95)4 (2), 90, 88M, 84, 90)4, 84, 8554. 85, 89, 88,

Griffing & Son; 92}4 (4), 9^. 9i)4. 92. 9o)4; J. H.

Thompson, Jr.; 92 (5),9». 87. G. L. Lewis, Buffalo,

N. Y.; 88, J. Forsyth, Owego, N. Y.; 82K, Barbee;

87. Hnllock Bros., Smithtown Branch, L. L; 91.

90J4, Bennett; 91, Edge. The disqualification,

one of C. S. Thomas, Rahway, for feathers on

leg; one of Bennett.

Pullets. Brown, judge. 94 ('). 93. 9')4. 9^)4.

92)4, 91)4, 9a. 91)4, 9154, 93. 9>. 90)4. 90. 90, 89,

Griffing&Son; 94(2), 93)4 (4). 93)4. 9^)4. 92%.

92)4, 90)4. 91. 92%, 93. 91)4. 95. 9». 9J. J- H.Thomp-

Bon, Jr.; 93)4 (3). 93%. 93. 93. 9^. Kdgc; 92)4. 9>)4.

9254, 92)4, Forsyth; 92'^, 92, Thomas; 93, 93,93,

92)4.91, 92. 93. 9^)4. 93. 9^)4. Thompson; 9oV4.

Barbee; 91)4, 90 9^)4, 9». 9i. 9». Lewis; 88, Hallock

Bros.; 93. 91. 90^, 89H. Bennett No disqualifica

tions.

The Vanderhilt prize of $100 was awarded to J.

H. Thompson, Jr.. for best four Plymouth Rock

pullets and cockerel; score, 467

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Cocks. H. S. Ball, judge. 94 (1), 91 )4 (»). H. J.

Quilhot. Tribes Hill, N. Y.; 91 (3),Headley & Day,

Union, N.J. ; 89 (4), J. T. De Graff, Amsterdam.

N. Y.

HENS. 94)4 (I), 94 (a). 9»M (3). 91X (5). Quilhot;

90)4, De Graff.

C0CKKREL8. 93(1), O.C. Morris, Sag Harbor;

91)4 (2), 9o)4 (4). T. A. Thayer, Great Bend, N. V.;

91)4 (3). D. F. Taylor, Dehuyter, N. Y.; 90 (5),

De Graff; 90, 89, C. S. Cooper, Schraatenbury, N.

J.; 8514, Headley & Day. Disqualifications, one

Headley & Day for feather on lega; one De Graff

for bad lobes.

PULLETS. 93 (i), yuilhot; 93 (2), 91)4 (4). De

Graff; 92)4 (3). 9°%. Thayer, 91 (5), 9'. Cooper.

SILVER WYANDOTTES.
Cocks. H. a. Bridge, judge. 92 (i), J. E.

Hauley, yueens. L. I.;92 (2), Jones Wilcox; 91 (3),

C. Gammerdinger, Columbus, O.; 90(4). A. F.

Brecht, Salem, N. J.; 88 (5), 86K. C. Hammer

Schmidt. South Buffalo. N. Y. Disqualification,

one Havemeyer, for feather legs.

HENS. Bridge, judge. 94)5 (D, WUcox; 93)4 (2).

92)4 (3), Mattison; 92)4, 91. Bechet; 91%, Hammer-

schmidt; 91, Hauley; 91. A. H. Kerr, Cross Creek,

Pa.; 90H, B. S. Sherrow, Sing Sing, N. Y. Dis-

qualification, one Gammerdinger, for white in

lobe.

Cockerels. J. Y. Bicknell, judge. 92^4 (1),

Becket; 92 (2), 9i)4 (4). Mattison; 91)4, 9i)4, 91.

88, E. B. Thompson; 91 (5), 89, 86)4, 87)4, J- H.

Thompson, Jr.; SS%. Cooper; 87;.4, Sherrow.

Pullets. Bicknell, judge. 93 (1), 9^)4 (3). 9".

89, 8«H. 89. 91, 87)4. J- H. Thompson, Jr.; 92J4 (2),

92 (4), 92, 89)4, Becket;92l5). Hanley; 91%. Cooper;

91)4, 91)4. 9>%. 91)4, Mattison; 88, 86, Thayer;

8854. Wilcox; 9o54. 865{, 8954. 88. 90, 91, E. B.

Thompson; 92, Sherrow; 89)4, Hammerschmit;

85 V4, Gammerdinger.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

THE A. P. A.

New Oflaoers—The Ti-easurer's Re-

port—New Buainess.

At the 15th annual meeting of the

American Poultry Association, held iu

New York City, the evening of February

21, the president, George W. Mitchell,

Bristol, Ct., and secretary and treasurer,

Mr. R. Twells, Montmorenci, Ind., were

re-elected. It wa.s proposed to re-elect

the vice-presidents in a body, but by mo-

tion each name was acted upon separately,

when the following were elected: H. S.

noKi-oolr Providence. R. I.: T. F. Mc-

Grew7jr'., Springfield, O.; E. R. Spauld-

ing, JafiFrey. N. H.; C. H. Crosby, Bridge-

port, Conn.; Oren Scotten, Detroit, Mich.;

Col. R. J.
Hamilton, Springfield, Mass.;

F A. Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.; J. Y.

Bicknell, Buffalo, N. Y; J. E. IJeihl, Bev-

erley, N. J.; Howell Cobb, Athens, Ga.;

R. O. Conant, Portland, Me. ; George O.

Brown, Baltimore, Md.; James H. Cay-

ford, Montreal, Can.

Objection was made by Mr. P. H.

Jacobs to the Messrs. Sid Conger, Flat

Rock, Ind,, and George T. Pitkm, Chi-

cago, who named as his choice Mr.George

Butters, 111., and Daniel Christian, Ind.

The vote cast was Conger and Pitkin 26,

Christian and Butters 29, when the latter

were declared elected.

The Advisory Board was added to the

list of officers at the meeting in Buffalo a

year ago and was designed to cotisist "of

the ex-presidents of the association and

such members as may be chosen to com-

plete the number. During 1889 the

members of this board were Philander

Williams, Charles A. Sweet, I. K. Felch,

James E. White atid W. T. Fenton. On
motion that the members of this Board

remain unchanged, Mr. John E. Diehl,

Beverly, N. J., called attention to an

oversight in its present make up, in the

omission of the name of Mr. W. H.

Churchman, Claymont, Del., the first

president of the association. The addi-

tion of this name gave one too many and

the resignation of the three members fol-

lowed, the Messrs. Felch and White Ije-

ing re-elected.

The majority of the executive com-

mittee were re-elected. A change was

made to give New Jersey two members,

and Mr. George Purdue resigned to

permit two sections of the state to be

represented. The members chosen are

Henry Hales, Ridgewood, and J. H. Dre-

venstedt, Hammonton.
The treasurer's report showed the

cash in hand at the time of last meeting

to have been |i 297.50, t^e receipts

through the year I2610.51, the outgo

I2299.27, leaving a balance in the treas-

ury of I1608.74. . .

The new business of the association

was to begin preparations for an illus-

trated edition of the Standard, and to

this end the following resolutions were

presented by Mr. P. H. Scudder :

Whereas, Something more definite

than word-pictures is demanded to prop-

erly define the form of standard fowls,

and for the same reasons that established

a written standard, the fraternity now
insists upon a further advance toward

absolute uniformity in delineating form

for the guidance of breeders and judges;

Whereas, The last attempt toward

the securing of illustrations for the Stand-

ard proved abortive principally for lack

oftime to prepare, discuss and select cuts

for the picturing of the true and sym-

metrical* form ofall standard fowl;

Resolved, That a committee of five

be appointed, to consist of the president

of the society, an appointee of the presi-

dent, two elective members, and the fifth

member to be selectetl by the other four,

to be known as the "Standing Commit-

tee on Art and Illustrating the Standard;"

Resolved, That said committee shall

exist during the life of the present stand-

ard;
,

Rf^solved, That this committee i>e

empowered to reauest, in the name of

the A. P. A., the artists of the country to

submit sketches of their ideals of profile

and full-face drawings of the several

breeds.
Rf^solved. That it shall be the duty

of this committee to secure, tabulate and

I

arrange for future reference all possible

I

information relative to the illustration of

the Standard with full face and profile

drawings.
Resolved, That as an incentive for

the submitting of original sketches by

our poultry artists, the committee lie

authorized to offer in the name of the A.

P. A. a prize of #250 for the best series of

sketches delineating in outline a full

face and profile view of each and every

variety recognized by the Standard, the

competition for this prize to l)e open to

the world, the awarding of the same to

be announced at the revisal meeting of

1892, when the Committee on Illustra-

tions shall make their report to the

society for the benefit of the various

committees on revision then to be named.

Action upon this was to name the

Messrs. P. H. Scudder, C. A. Sweet, John

E. Diehl, E. R. Spaulding and J. E.

White as such committee and to make
the offer to read liooo instead of I250.

^

Other business was to consider tlic mi-

visability of issuing a supplement to the

present standard at a price not to exceed

25 cents each. To make Mr. P. H.

Jacobs a committee of one to confer

with the Post Committee of Congress in

reference to the addition of eggs to the

parcel post list.

THE A. O. A.

At the fourth annual meeting of the

American Columbarian Association, held

in New York City the afternoon of Febru-

ary 22, applications for membership

were from the Messrs. Hankins, Hegner,

Lentz, Coolidge, Allen, Reidinger, Stan-

ton, Quick, Fick, Rackham and Rey-

nard and Mrs. E. S. Starr.

The editor of the New Standard, Mr.

Charles Faulman, of Cincinnati, made
his report and presented the work com-

pleted to the Association.

The report and work were accepted

with the thanks of the Association.

The officers elected for the ensuing

year are: President, D. E. Newell ;
sec-

retary, W. C. Reidinger, Cincinnati;

treasurer, G. E. Peer; vice-presidents,

the Messrs. Babcock, Rutter, Williams,

Mack, Dr. White, Mills, Stoddard, Ly-

man, Brown, Ward,Hinsdale and vSeifert;

executive coilimittee, the Messrs. .\cton,

Hoskins, Cassidy, Rackham, Nichols

and Crawford.
New business: i. To change the by-

laws relating to membership to accept

only life members. 2. To drop the by-

law rendering editors of pigeon papers

ineligible to office.

.

Incubators at the Institute.

Mr. James Rankin was in charge of his

Monarch at the New York show and

made friends right and left by his pleas-

ant ways and his evident desire to afford

the fullest information to the thousand

curious inquirers. The Monarch won
1st for hatching the greatest nmnljer of

chicks and ducks during the show. The

judge had no alternative but to make the

award. The Monarch has the record of

1st prizes at twenty-six consecutive shows.

Dissatisfaction with the decision of the

judge on incubators was expressed by the

agent of the Monitor. The grounds for

this could not be ascertained, but it is

quite likely that the fault did not lie either

with the Monitor or the judge.

The Thermostatic incubator at previous

shows was the property of Mr. Renwick,

Mr. James E. Warner having purchased

the entire business of it only about a year

ago. The show made by this machine at

New York was very attractive.

Among others, and attracting its share

of the attention, was the Buckeye, a self-

regulating hatcher from the West. This

was forced to compete under the disad-

vantage of bringing eggs 700 miles, with

all the difficulties incidental to such 9
journey, yet it was hatching out chicks

throughout the show time. The Buckeye
is simple in construction and is used by
many prominent breeders, especially in

the West. To bring it to the New York
show, with the eggs over a 700-mile jour-

ney, to meet the incubators nearer home,
evinces a confidence in the machine on
the part of its manufacturer that should
alone be a guarantee of its efficiency. It

was awarded the highest honors for I50
machine in compwtition.

Mr. Frank Saumenig, Springfield, O.,

is the inventor and manufacturer, and
was at hand to explain "how the old thing
worked," and it is only fair to say that he
succeeded in making a very pleasant im-
pression upon all with whom he came iu

contact, either socially or in a business

line.

The Judges' Association.

An error in our report of the judge's

meeting was In saying: The only objec-

tion was raised by Mr. Nevius. We
should have said: "He claimed the

Standard disqualified for while. And
again on motion that red caps. Ham-
burgs and bantams should read red caps

and bantams.

At th^ adioumed meeting ofthe Tudo-pa'

Association there was present the Messrs.

Bicknell, B. N. Pierce, A. F. Peirce, E.

A. Pierce, Stevens, Fonda, Filkin, Peer,

Brown, Cooper, Johnson, Drevenstedt,

Butterfield, Pratt, Ball, Stanton, Sewell,

Bridge, Taulman, Williams, Gaylor,

Diehl, Cloud and Scudder.
The officers elected were: President,

J. Y. Bicknell; vice-presidents (to repre-
sent the four sections of the country), H.
S. Ball, B. N. Pierce, G. O. Brown, Sharp,
Butterfield; secretary and treasurer, H.
A. Bridge.
On motion of H. S. Ball, That the

association be named the American As-
sociation of Poultry and Pigeon Judges.
Carried.

On motion. A committee be appointed
to draft a constitution and by-laws. Car-
ried, the Chair naming the Messrs. Peer,
Pierce and Nevius.
On motion. That absence of feathering

on middle toe of Cochins and dark
Brahmas be cut 2 points, and of light
Brabmas i point.

On motion. That the standard re-

ferring to disqualification in light and
dark Brahmas, which reads : "Outer
toe, etc.," shall by the members of this
association be considered to mean, if the
outer toes be not feathered to the ex-
tremity the specimen shall be disquali-
fied. Carried without dissent.
On motion. That the standard dis-

qualification relating to the outer toes of
I.,angshans be construed to mean that
such toe shall be feathered from the
shank one-half its length. Carried.
On motion. That the back of the light

Brahma be considered. Deferred to next
mc ting, as the A. P. A. meeting was
about to convene. Adjourned.

The Light Brahma Olub.

At the annual meeting of the Light

Brahma Club all of the officers were re-

elected.

On motion of Mr. J. D. Nevius, Phila-

delphia, a committee of five, to include

the president (Mr. Philander Williams),

was appointed for the revision of the light
Brahma standard, to consider not only
form, but all that pertains to the light
Brahma as a standard bird. To prepare
plates for illustrating such standard, the

work to be completed before the time for

the next revision of the A. P. A. Stand-
ard.

The ways and means for remedying the
evil of conflicting show dates was dis-

cussed. Dr. Lee, of Columbus, O., in-

stanced five shows in the immediate
vicinity of his home city, all upon the
same days. Mr. Sprout, of Carlisle, Pa.,

said the fanciers of his vicinity and of a
few other centres had formed the plan of
showing all together, and the shows to
get their entry were obliged to name
dates accordingly.

CORRESPONDENCE.

"White Wyandotte Olub.

The meeting of the White Wyandotte
fanciers was one of the most interesting

of the week. The members present

were E. H. Knapp, W. N. Croffut, John
R. Ayer, Jones Wilcox, J. H. Dreven-

stedt and O. K. Sharp. The officers

elected for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent, F.T. Underbill, Oyster Bay, L. I.;

secretary and treasurer, J. H. Dreven-
stedt, Hammonton, N. J.; vice-presidents,
the Messrs. Knapp, Croffut, Ayer, A. M.
Hough and A. A. Howland. Executive
Committee, the Messrs. Sharp, Wilcox
and W. G. Clark. New members are
the Messrs. J. H. Thompson, Jr., P. H.
Jacobs and Robert Seanion,
The club will prepare and illustrate its

own standard.

The Detroit Olub.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 26.—Editor Fan-
ciers' Journal:—The Detroit Homing
Club has been organized with C. A. Park-

inson president, and C. H. Gale, secre-

tary. The membership is small at pres-

ent, but others here are interested in the

fancy, and there is no doubt as to its

growth. The members may be a little

over-sanguine, but if there is anything in

first-class birds throwing first-class young-
sters, their expectations will be realized,

some of the breeders being the best ob-
tainable from the American lofts of
Baldwin, Goldman, Barrett, Strong and
PaLgborn and from imported Belgian
stock. Cyclone.

O-ame and O-ame Bantam Olub.

The American Game and Game Ban-

tam Club at its annual meeting held diu--

ing the show of the New York Poultry

Association's show at the Institute elected

these officers for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, T. F'^arrer Rackham; vice-presi-

dents, R. Twells and C. B. F'ilken; sec-

retary and treasurer, S. W. Doubleday,
44 Wall Street, New York City.

The Langshan Olub.

The annual meeting of the Langshan

Club was held in New York during the

show. Mr. A. A. Halladay secretary was

unable to be present on accout of sick-

ness. The officers elected for the ensu-
ing year are: President, Mr. F. T. Un-
derbill, Oyster Bay, L. I.; secretary and
treasurer, Mr. Robert Seaman, Jericho,

L. I.
——

The Indian Qame Club.

At the meeting held during the New-

York show, Mr. H. S. Babcock, Provi-

dence, R. I., was chosen president; Mr.
O. K. Sharp, Lockport, N. Y., secretary
and treasurer. The club will frame a
standard for the variety.

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of W. W. White, Balti-

more, Md., to Charles C. Phillips, Cum-
berland County, N. J., five barbs as fol-

lows: Red hen, 1888 hatch; black cock
and hen, red cock and hen, all 1889
hatch, from eighty-eight hens.

ArohansrelB at New York.

New York City, Feb. 24.—Editor
Fanciers' Journal:—As a breeder and
fancier of Archangels I was not a little

surprised at the awards made at the New
York show, at which, however, I was not

an exhibitor. It would be interesting to

learn by what standard this class was

judged; that is, of course, if judged by

any standard at all; for the difference in

type of the birds receiving honorable

mention, must have been apparent to

even the merest tyro. The winning pen
2260 (W. Broemer), although poor in

peak, was undoubtedly the "liestof the

bunch." Then we come to No. 2261,

second and plain-headed. Now in addi-

tion to having bred a considerable num-
ber of prize birds of this variety, it has

been my good fortune to have inspected

the best at the leading shows of the

world, but never in all my experience
have I before seen a plain-headed one
exhibited, still less in the money. Indeed,
the "f»eak" or crest has always been the
sine qua non of the breed, and all birds
not possessing this indispensable feature
should, without a doubt be "passed" by
the judge, however good in other points.

An Archangel without a peak is like a
hoodless jacobin or a fantail without a
tail—imperfect.
Pen 2258, h. c. (Broemer), contained

a really good bird, a little light in eye,
but otherwise pressing the winner hard,
l>eing sound in color and especially good
peak, should have been second. Pen
2259 (^Broemer), a nice bird but wry-
peaked. The rest of the class were fit

only for the pot.

Your sound and practical remarks con-
cerning ignorance and carelessness in ex-
hibiting should be read and digested by
all, intending exhibitors, who would cer
tainly derive great benefit from such
good advice. "Bronzewing."

The Incubator Awards.
Elizabeth, N. J., Feb. 26.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Regarding the

awards on incubators at the late Institute

show I wish to call attention to the man-
ner in which the prize for besl incubator

was awarded. According to the premium
list issued by the association there were
two prizes offered, one for largest hatch,
and one for besl incubator. One would
naturally suppose from this that the
judge in awarding the latter prize would
take into consideration only the merits
of the machines in the application of the
principles of artificial incubation and in

the mechanical construction. The judge
did make some note of this point, but
based his jud^ent of the machine at

the show principally on the per cent
hatched at the show, which, as is well
known by ever>'one at all acquainted
with the business, is utterly worthless as

a guide of merit, and taking no consid-

eration whatever of the large number of
egg^ originally started to get enough
live eggs to bring to the show. I'urther

than this the judge relied entirely upon
the statements made by the representa-

tives as to per cent hatched and having
no proof whatever in the matter. As a
matter of fact it was commonly known
by every exhibitor at the show that the
machine obtaining the award did not
hatch even one half per cent of at least

two other machines.
JAS. E. Warner.

Names Claimed.

By F. T. Tower, Milwaukee, Wis.,

I

Spartacus for b. c. reg. XC 140; Silvio, for b. c.

reg. XC 141; Harry Hibbard for r. c. reg. XC 142;

Come to Taw for b. c. wf reg. XC 143; Fred

(
Archer for b. c. reg. XC 144; Sir Garnet for b. c.

I reg. XC 145-

Washington Notes.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 26.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—At the last meet-

ing of the Federation the Messrs. T. H.

Kimpton, R. Tyler Jones and Ed. Griffin

were elected to honorary membership.

While out visiting Sunday I saw the

fine lot of birds of Mr. William Carr, in

Moore's Lane. He has some fine trump-
eters, swallows and barbs. His neighbor,

Mr. George Vaughn, is the latest convert
into the homing fancy.

Just around the comer I found the
genial secretary of the Federation, Mr.
Lewis Turner, at home, and remained a

little longer than I ought admiring his
handsome first-class lot of homers.
There was a friendly fly last Tuesday

between the birds of the Messrs. Stock-
man,Turner and Schmid from I.,eesburgb,
Va., about forty-five miles. The start
was at about 8 A. M., by Mr. Samuel
Lutz. The first return was to Schmid;
found in the loft at 2.30 P. M. The sec-
ond was to Stockman, at 2.40 P. M. The
third was to Turner, at 3.05 P. M.
Names claimed are "Leesburg Maid"

by Schmid, "Gen'l Lee" by- Stockman,
"Snowflake's Mate" by Turner. The
weather was very foggy and rainy. The
previous fly was on Sunday from Falls
Church, about seven miles distant from
Washington, giving the birds a jump of
thirty-eight miles for their second
journey.
The fancy seems to be on the increase

daily. PosT.
»

Milwaukee Flyers.

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 24—Editor
Fanciers' Journal:—We want to know
about your proposed 200 miles fly. The
supposition, in fact the direct charge is

that you never have given western flyers

fair play. Send a copy of the conditions.

F. T. Towers.

[The conditions for The Fanciers'
Journal jprize are: To the best average
speed made from 200 miles or over untter
the Fanciers' Rules, between May 30
and October i . Open to birds of sub-
scribers to The Fanciers' Journal.
Not more than two trials per bird from
any one station and stations at least thirty
miles apart. No limitation as to number
of birds to be engaged. The only ground
for the assertion regarding western flyers
is, they have made claims for perform-
ance but in being under club rules they
were not for public record, hence could
not be considered with the rest

—

Ed.]

Hoosier Pigeons and Pete.

A A'4 A^i e\.*.-\n.t. \j^h.ci^

Fanciers' Journal:—At a meeting of

the pigeon and pet stock fanciers and
breeders of this city, an organization was
effected having twenty charter members,
to be known as the Indiana Pigeon and
Pet Stock Association. A constitution
was adopted and the following officers

were elected to serve through the ensu-
ing year: President, A. E. Dorsey ; vice-

president, Frank Erdelmeyer; sccretaiT,

W. M. Tarlton; treasurer, W. F. Church-
man ; Executive Committee, Charles
Chultz, C. H. Schrader and R. S.

Castenholtz. The purpose of the associ-

ation is to advance the interest in

pigeons and pet stock and for the protec-
tion of breeders. The meetings will be
held the first Tuesday of each month
when paf>ers will be read upon matters
of interest to the society. All fanciers

and breeders of the state are invited to

become members. W. M. Tarlton.

Detroit's Olub.

Detroit, Mich., t'eb. 25.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—We have at last

succeeded in organizing a homing club.

It is composed of but thirteen members,
but that will do for a start, and no doubt
will increase the interest in the sport
Can you send me a copy of by-laws of

some homing club, to guide us in making
up ours.

I have had poor luck with youngsters

thus far. having only four from the first

fourteen eggs. C. H. Galb.

[Will some club secretary send a copy
of constitution and by-laws to Mr. C. H.
Gale, Michigan Mall. Iron Works, De-
troit, Mich.—Ed.]

1. I

Exportation.

By J. D. Nevius, Philadelphia, Pa., to

C. Burgess, Spillsby, Lincolnshire, Eng-
land, by steamer Indiana, one hen, three

pullets, light Brahmas.
. »

Importation.

February 10, by the steamer Barrow-

more from England, one black barb hen
to the loft of W. W. White, Baltimore,

Md.
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SCRAPPLE.

I

Brahma Oomb—Poultry for Wine

Growers—Sex at -Will—Haste

Makes Waste—Cayenne

and Poultry—Snuffles.

—At first the chicken stuflTd and roasted brown

With apple sauce and fixings all complete.

And then the fricassee, all coverd oer

With thickened butter, pour'd with lavish hand

To hide the bones. And then what may be left

Is done up into pies, with pastry tops

Just fitted to the dish. Last course of all

or this eventful bird is chicken soup—

The general leavings and the scrapings-up

of wings, legs, tails, necks, bones and every-

thing.

Memo. The Brahma Comb.

L. J. says: One cause of the dearth of

good combs is the systetn of meat-feed-

ing adopted to force on the young birds

for show. Instead of allowing the birds

two years to complete their growth,which

all the old breeders state was the ordi-

nary time Brahmas used to take to de-

velop, they are frequently forced to put

up in one year the flesh and bone of two.

This high fee<ling tends to produce

coarseness of head and comb in the oflT-

spring of even fine-combed birds. It

may be said that it is not necessary to

use suchbirds defective in comb in the

breeding yard. True, but I cannot ad-

mit the wisdom of awarding prizes to

birds which are confessedly unfit to breed

from. It may be expedient, with the

view of remedying a defect in an other-

wise good strain, occasionally to breed

from a bird very good in some one point,

though not up to standard in others, or,

with the like view, to use a bird that has

one point developed in an exaggerated de-

gree at the expense of others; but my ex-

perience is that if fine combs are desired

in the progeny, a male bird with a verv

defective comb should not be employed,

tiens witu ticicCLiVC con*,.fS «rc nCw ij«.v».

so objectionable as cocks, partly because

the comb being much smaller, the defect

does not obtrude itself so much upon the

eye, and partly because the progeny, if

the cock has a perfect comb, are, I find,

more likely to take after him than the

hen in this respect, just as in other fancy

points.

Memo. Dark Brahma Pullets.

W. B. T. says: Marking shows itself

with the first feathers, and the darkest

are not the best, as is often stated. I

confess to an admiration of those which

show the fine pencilling on the shoulders

at about two months. This is gradually

succeeded by Iwlder marking, and, lastly,

by the marking which first of all, or

nearly always comes on the sides of the

breast. At this time the breeder watches

them day by day, and when the breast

bids fair to be perfect, he becomes anx-

ious for the throat, and, above all, for

the shoulders, which are so often blotchy

in color, and hence an eye-sore. The
best can now be selected, and should he

given every advantage; a fresh run, good

food, and the cockerels be separated from

the pullets.

Memo. Mating Jacobins.

J. M. says: Mr. John Waters says he

prefers stnall cocks and large hens. My
experience goes to prove the opposite. I

always likelar^e cocks and as small hens

as I can get with the proper amount of

feather.

Memo. Either Sex at Will.

L. J. says: Attempts have been made
for ages past to determine the sex of eggs

before they hatched,but nothing has been

discovered that can predict as to whether

a long oblong-shaped egg or a thick

round one is more likely to contain a

male or female chicken. Thury's theory

is that the sex of the embryo was de-

mined by the condition of maturation or

ripeness of the egg at the time of fecun-

dation, immature eggs producing females

and fully matured egjjs males; the prac-

tical application of his theory consisting

in coupling the male with the female

when the latter has just commenced to

have heat for female offspring, and de-

ferring the union as late as possible in

the season of heat to get male ofltspring.

Recently experiments have been made
by Dr. Funkhouser, of St. Louis, from

which it was found that one testicle had

been extirpated, if the right one was al-

lowed to remain the offspring was always

male, and vice versa. Dr. J. S. Hough
says of this: "You will be most inter-

ested in the experiments on fowls. It is

a well-known fact that the hen has but

one active ovary, that on the left side,

the right being defective or atrophied.

One ovary, therefore, produces the eggs

from which young of both sexes are gen-

erated. I procured a number of hens

and roosters. The roosters that were to

keep the hens company, which were to

lay eggs that were to hatch out all pullets,

were deprived of the right testicle. From
the eggs obtained from the hens that

were impregnated bv these roosters, I

succeeded in hatching out nearly three

hundred pullets, with not a rooster

amongst them. Most of the hens that

laid the eggs were young. In order to

obUin male chickens 1 removed the left

testicle from the roosters which were to

impregnate the e^gs of the hens. From
these eggs I obtained about forty male

chicks, with no females amongst them.

These results show that the determining

factor of producing sex undoubtedly re-

sides in the testicles of birds, the right

representing the male, the left the fe-

male principle."

This is certainly a sUrtling discovery

that anyone may prove for himself. The
eggs should not be gathered for testing

for at least a month after the birds have

been mated.to eliminate remaining sperm

or previously fecundated eggs in the hen.

Memo. Haste Makes Waste.

T. H. says: I had a canary hen of a

small breed sitting on eggs of a large

breed. On the thirteenth morning I

found no birds hatched out; on the four-

teenth ditto. I then broke two eggs,

both of which contained live birds, the

other three eggs hatched out on the six-

teenth day. This was the first nest of

the season, and the weather was very

cold. Moral—Leave your eggs till the

sixteenth morning, if not longer.

While I was away for a few days, a hen

hatched out two 'young ones, and when
a day or two old, the persons left in

char"^ of therr frmnd both at the bottom

of the cage—one dead and the other cold

but alive. They thought it no use to put

the live one in the nest again, but put it

in under another hen that had been sit-

ting on her nest for some days, but had

not laid. This hen fed and brought up

the young one, the cock, of course, as-

sisting. She did not lay till after this

young one was reared. Moral—Don't
hesitate to give a young bird the best

chance you can if it has no chance in its

own nest. I had a small hen of a small

breed sitting on four eggs of a large

breed and one egg of a small breed.

The latter egg hatched out on the four-

teenth morning, and none of the eggs of

the large breed till the sixteenth morn-

ing, consequently one young one had

two days' start of the others, which did

not grow as they should, the older young
one taking the best part of the food.

Moral—Don't mix eggs of large breeds

with eggs of small breeds.

Memo. Concerning /\iralysis.

M. R. C. S. says: Paralysis can never

occur without injury or disease either of

the brain, spinal marrow, or of th* nerve

trunks running from the spinal cord to

the part affected. Inflammation of the

bladder is a common result of fractured

spine, and is caused thus: The fracture

injures the spinal marrow. This causes

paralysis of the whole of the body below

the fracture, including the bladder.

The bladder being paralysed, cannot

empty itself; urine collects and becomes
decomposed ; the decomposed urine acts

as an irritant, and causes inflammation.

Memo. Concerning Red Caps.

A. E. says: To found a hardy laying

strain of red caps (or, for that matter, of

any other breed,) it is necessary at first to

keep the birds in lots of six when pullets,

so that one may always know the eggs of

each bird. A record of the number of

eggs laid by each pullet for twelve months
should be kept, dating from the laying of

the first egg. Select and keep those that

have laid the largest number in that time,

and under similar conditions, giving

a slight preference to those of good size,

having well-shajied combs, and of a deep

rich bay color, with crescent pheasant-

shaped markings. When two years old

male with cocks that have level, shapely

combs of fair proportions, showing vigor

and hardihowl of constitution, which is

best secured by running them on a farm

for their first eighteen months (six

hens to one cock). Breed like this for

five or six years in succession, with two

changes of blood between from a good

unrelated strain, and a real laying familv

will be the result. Red caps are exceed-

ingly pretty birds. They possess great

hardihood, and when well managed their

laying powers are simply marvellous.

Onlv fancy a hen laying over five times

her own weight in eggs during a single

year ! The exhibition birds are bred

chiefly for color and their enormous

combs, which rapidlv run to seed and

spoil the cocks for stock purposes and

hardiness. It is chiefly in an economic

point of view that I prize the red caps, as

I consider their ^ift and business is in

laying. Exhibiting them will not im-

prove their quality, but quite the reverse.

Memo. Favor the Chicks.

W. P. J. says: The delicate and more
expensive food for young chicks is too

good to waste on a lot of voracious old

fowls that will rob the little ones as often

as they get a chance. This can be pre-

vented by any contrivance that will keep

the old hens off at meal times. I use a

very simple affair made of strips about

two inches wide by one inch thick, and

lath. The rack may be any size desired,

but four by four square and sixteen

inches high is a convenient size for

handling and use. The strips being cut

for the proper length and width of rack,

are for nailing the lath to. For uprights

four-feet lath may be cut into three

pieces of equal length. The disUnce \w.-

tweeii the lath may be two to three

inches. If made just four feet wide, the

top can be covered with full-length lath.

Pieces of board can be placed in the bot-

tom, out of reach of the old hens, to feed

upon. The old birds can have their feed

outside in proper quantity and quality.

Memo. Poultry for Wine Growers.

L. S. savs: A farmer in Burgundy has

discovered that the phylloxera, which

has wrought so much mischief in the

French vineyards, may be got rid of by

allowing fowls to feed among the vines.

The disroverv was made bv a farmer

named Dodille, who has two vineyards

in the neighborhood of Chalon-sur-

Saone. When the phylloxera invaded

that district four years ago, he noticed

that while one of his vineyards, situated

at some distance from his homestead,

-was attacked, the other, close to the

homestead, scarcely suffered at all. He
thought that this was a mere matter of

chance, and that the second vineyard

would share the fate of the first in the

next season. But this did not prove to be

the case, and as it has not been atUcked

since, while all the other vineyards in

the district have been invaded by the in-

sect, he can only attribute this immunity

to the fact that his fowls have been al-

lowed to go into the vineyard near the

homestead, and that they eat the eggs of

the phylloxera as they are hatched. M.
DodiUe, who has put in a claim for the

premium of /"i 2,000 offered hj the

French Government for an effectual

remedy against the phylloxera, advises

all ownets of vineyards to try the experi-

ment of turning the fowls into them

from the end of June until the end of

September, being persuaded that what

little damage they may do to the grapes

will be compensated ten thousand fold

by the clearance they will effect of the

phylloxera. Should M. Dodille's antici-

pations be realised, a new sphere of use-

fulness will be opened to the domestic

cock and hen.

Memo. Retarded Moult.

P. M. says: When pigeons have blood

feathers in the flights, work up flour of

sulphur and just enough of fresh butter

to make it adhere; give a pill of this the

size of a pea every other day till they

have moulted.

Memo. Cayenne Pepper and Poultry.

C. P. says: Dr. H. Sauermaii made
some interesting experiments with re-

gard to the use of cayenne pepper in the

food of poultry. Twice every day he

gave fourteen birds twenty-five grammes
of pepper mixed with bread and potato.

I After ten days of this diet, a white pullet

showed its first orange-colored feathers.

Two yellowish red lines commenced on

the beak, and got wider on l)oth sides till

they met on the breast. The pepper did

not'have any effect on the old birds. The

yolk of their eggs, however, contained

the coloring matter. The result of the

experiment proved the red was in the

blood, and that this would predominate

in the plumage of the young chicks. Dr.

Sauernian says that the pepper had a

goo<l efl"ect in causing the birds to lay

every day. On September 15 he killed a

cockerel. It had a reddish colored flesh,

and a chemical analysis revealed the

presence of the coloring matter in this

flesh, in the feather and in the feet.

Memo. White or Dark Eggs.

N. G. says: There exists, and to such

an extent sometimes as to be apparent in

a difference in price, a prejudice in favor

of rich colored yellow eggs over white

ones, yet it is a question whether a suf-

ficientlv cogent reason for its existence

can be given, as it is whether the interior

of the egg is affected at all by the color

of the shell. In fact, of late I am in-

clined to doubt whether in common with

the generality of egg consumers, I have

not l>een misled bv appearances, and

given credit to the high-colored egg for

properties which it does not possess. At

least two experiences call to mind cases

where the despised white eggs were not

to be put in the back row. The first was

some years ago, when Mr. T. Heath gave

me a dozen of his well-known black

Hamburg eggs to try their cooking quali-

ties. I found them decidedly richer in

color of yolk and in quality of meat than

some dark colored eg^s of^ a pure breed

of poultry against which they were tried,

but this I thought at the time might re-

sult from difference in the food of the

hens,and so made no remark on it. A few

weeks ago, however, I partook of the re-

sults of another trial between white and

brown eggs, both laid by pure breeds,

both kept under similar circumstances,

and both well fed; but the white eggs

were simply streets ahead of the others,

cooked and dressed exactly alike,and the

veriest child in taste could not lie at a

moment's doubt as to which to award the

preference. I do not mention the breeds

of fowl, Ijecause the question, if raised at

all, is more likely to be settled amicably

if no partisan feeling is aroused, and no

breeders' prejudices trampled on; but

amone the many sulijects of interest in

connection with poultry keeping i think

this is one worthy a little mention,

especially to those who are partly actu-

ated by motives of economic food-pro-

duction in the selection of poultry as one

of their hobbies.

*4«

Memo. Snuffles.

L. S. says: In dealing with snuffles,

that annoying disease to which rabbits

are subject, it is absolutely essential to

note its symptoms, inasmuch as in the

earlier stages of the malady a rabbit

readily yields to treatment, but it is not

so if it has gone to any great extent. The

sneezing and snuffling of this complaint

must not be confounded with the simple

cold. A thick mucus is discharged from

the nostrils, which should not be allowed

to accumulate, but be sponged away

with warm water, the nostrils then being

syringed with a ten-grain to ounce of

water solution of sulphate of copper, and

the animal removed to a fresh, clean and

properly ventilated hutch. In this way
a rabbit in the early stage of the disease

can be cured and bred from without appre-

hending any deleterious result. Snuffles

is not herediUrj-, neither is it contagious.

Passing on to its more advanced stages,

one may observe the rabbit sitting with

its nostrils close to the floor of the hutch,

the breathing being deep and irregular,

and the eyes especially having a dull ap-

pearance. To endeavor to cure such a

specimen is almost useless, and to kill it

is in most cases the best plan to adopt.

If, however, the rabbit is a very valuable

one, the surest method is to bleed it by

opening one of the ear veins and taking

about two tablespoon fuls of blood there-

from, according to the size of the rodent.

The treatment pursued in the earlier

stages of the complaint should also l)e

followed, in addition to giving half a

grain of tartar emetic in soft food.

Snuffles generally results from small

stifling rabbitries. In many rabbitries

the floor is simply the bare ground, and

the tainted moisture therefrom is a very

fruitful source of the complaint. It is

important also to note that, for exhibi-

tion purposes, specimens should \ye

hardened off, so to speak, by l)eing kept

cool, and in large hutches. In transit to

and from shows, baskets should be used

in summer of a shape that do not admit

the occupants being stifled by packages

on the top and sides, and in autumn or

winter these should be lined.

CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

THE GREY PARROT.

The Secret of Sucoessftil Handliner

and Trainings It.

There are many parrots which are ad-

mirably adapted for cage pets, but the

familiar grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus)

undoubtedly bears the palm in this re-

spect. There are many reasons why this

is so. The age to which they will live

in confinement, their great linguistic

abilities, their wonderful powers of mim-

icry, the steadfastness with which they

will attach themselves to their owners,

their marvellous intelligence and do-

cility, all tend to make "Polly" a general

favorite. And a really good grey parrot

is a possession to be coveted, for no home
can be dull where "Polly" is, and where

she is the pet of the household.

Now, I will suppose you have decided

to keep a parrot. How are you to get

one ? Grey parrots are advertised con-

tinually at varying prices, and in some
cases the further temptation is added that

these are the class of bird that sell for

fabulous prices, and possess most extra-

ordinary abilities. My advice to anyone

influenced by these specious advertise-

ments, and, in consequence was about to

buy a cheap grey parrot, would be given

in one word—don't ! Most of these low-

priced birds are diseased, and will die in

a few months—more probably weeks

—

after coming into their purchasers' pos-

session. Many foreign birds, but grey

parrots especially, suffer from blood

poisoning, arising from neglect and bad

management during importation. This

disease is incurable and infectious, and
Dr. Russ,the eminent German naturalist,

strongly advises amateurs not to buy any
grey parrots "unless the dealer will

guarantee them to live for at least a fort-

night." This advice I cordially endorse,

and I would remind intending purchasers

that an acclimatized bird bought from

some private person at,say, |2o,is cheaper

than one at one-fourth the price, with the

seeds of disease in its constitution, which
will rapidly develop, and will certainly

end in disappointment and death.

Having purchased wisely, the next

thing is to know how to treat "poUy"
properly. A parrot will live for many
years in captivity. Well authenticated

instances have been known in which
these birds have attained to the age of

fifty, eighty, and even more years.

These cases may l)e exceptional, but
grey parrots will generally live in health
from twenty to forty years when well
cared for, and their requirements are
few and simple. First, they should have
a strong, roomy cage—one of those
known as indestrutible—having a ring
or swing, upon which "polly" will dis-
play her acrobatic skill to the amuse-
ment of the household. The owner
should lose no time in making friends
with his bird. He should coax her with
gentle words, and in a few days "polly"
will be quite ready to return his atten-
tions, and a good understanding will
speedily be established. Parrots should
be handled daily, but the person exper-
imenting should always remember that
their beak is a very formidable weapon,
and if at all timid the hand should be
covered with a glove. But I do not re-
commend this practice, for the bird will
always be sly under it. It is best boldly
to take the bird in hand, being careful
never to hurt it, but yet to hold it firmly
while stroking it. In a very few lessons
the parrot will lose all fear, and unless
of a morose and spiteful disposition it

will never attempt to injure its owner.
The secret of success in taming parrots

IS to watch the eye. By so doing you
may tell what the bird means to do and
whether you may expect a bite or a
caress. My own "polly" which is walk-
ing about upon the Uble as I write, will

. permit herself to be held by the foot

head downwards, will lie down dead at

command—this, however, she always
requires considerable coaxing to do

—

will permit her tongue to be pinched,
takes her food from the mouth, laughs
most heartily, says all sorts of sentences
fluently and distinctly, has an almost but
nnlimited aptitude for imitating voices,

and will go through a course of gymnas-
tics with a bobbin or a piece of wood
with the skill of an accomplished ac-

robat. She is let out of her cage every
day, to which I attribute in a great de-

gree her tameucss; One thing I ought
to say, she will only allow her master to

handle her. Although she will take
food from any of the hotisehold, she will

not permit any one of them to take the
least liberty with her. And this is a
characteristic of parrots generally—they
attach themselves tp one person. They
have a wonderful memory, and can as
easily recognise a familiar footstep as

a familiar face.

Of course, the chief charm of a grey-

parrot is its linguistic ability. All do
not talk, but the great majority are capa-
ble of being taught to do so. Purchasers
who intend to train one should be care-

ful to get a young bird, as they seldom
learn much after five or six years of age.

There is no royal way of teaching, al-

though we believe the best method is to

cover the cage and then,either early in the
morning or m the quiet evening, repeat
very distinctly in the hearing of the bird

the sentences you wish her to learn. All
birds are not equally quick at learning;
the words, in some instances, will need
repeating over and over again with
wearying iteration; whilst in other cases
the parrot will surprise you by an exact
reproduction, both of voice and words,
after a very few lessons.

As to food. Do not indulge in messes
and so-called dainties. Good canary
seed, hemp and Indian corn, the latter

boiled, is all that is required. Never
give sop, but let the bird have a plentiful
supply of clean water for drinking pur-
jjoses, also water for bathing. For parrots
do bathe, and thoroughly enjoy it too.

They will roll about in the bath as ele-

gantly as miniature elephants, their an-
tics being most ludicrous. An occasional
monkey-nut, a grape, or a piece of ripe
apple or pear may be given when
"polly" has specially distinguished her-
self in any way. But it is very likely

that if the bird is healthy these dainties
will have no attraction. I could say much
more about the treatment of, and the
pleasure to be derived from, these most
intelligent of all cage pets, but my space
is more than exhausted.—Omis in Stock-
Keeper.
Gedney says of the grey parrot: "It

varies from ten to twelve inches in length
and is as square built as a Dutch mer-
chantman. The general appearance in-

dicates considerable strength, whilst the
twinkling of its eye and a shrewd ex-
pression of its head denote a high degree
of intelligence.

Its body plumage is ashev grey, the
outer feathers being much lighter than
the centers, giving to each a sharply de-
fined outline that adds considerably to

the beauty of the whole. The tail is

short and broad and its color is bright
scarlet. The eye is encircled by a bare
space the skin of which is nearly white.
The cere across the nose is of the same
color, and the beak is black and very
strong. Except that the male bird is

slightly superior in size the sexes cannot
otherwise be distinguished, as the females
well sustain the credit of their sex by
possessing equal abitities both as talkers

and mimics. The question of sex need
not influence those who propose to pur-
chase a bird of this variety except where
it is desired to have a whistler, in which
case obtain a male—for the gentler sex
lacks this peculiarly masculine gift.

"The diseases of parrots arise from
colds which develop into a variety of
forms, the most serious of which is in-

flammation. The bird puffs itself and
trembles at intervals, appearing sleepy
and indifferent to food. Cover the cage
closely and keep it in a nice warm atmos-
phere day and night, and if its bowels are
relaxed, give a little sherry in the drink-
ing water, and some rice biscuit moist-

ened with milk. Constipation is appar-
ent by the efforts of the bird to relieve

itself, and a feather dipped in castor oil

should at once be got ready. A little

irritation will induce the bird to open its

beak, or bite the feather. In either case

the dose will be quickly administered,
for he will readily swallow the oil."

RABBIT POODS AND FEEDING.

Variety and Regularity the Rule

for Feeding.
I

[continued from pagk 109.]
'

Although I have not by a long way ex-

hausted the list of foods dry and green

suitable for rabbits, enough have been

given to provide a sufficiently extensive

menu for all practical purposes, and one

comes next to the question of how to

make use of the various items named to

the best advantage. Variety is a great

thing to be studied, for few animals suf-

fer more from getting tired of their food

than rabbits. In fact it is no exaggera-

tion to say that they can be almost starved

to death by excessive though exclusive

feeding. It is possible to spend a great

deal more than a rabbit is or can be worth

in food by not studying proper laws and
neglecting everyday maxims, but the

careful fancier will have far better ani-

mals and spend less than half on them.

Some people use hay as litter. In some
instances it is essential, but as a rule

straw is as useful and it is cheaper. Bet-

ter always, though, to let the rabbits

have good sweet hay to eat. Few arti-

cles of food can so fairly claim to be so

staple an article of diet, for few rabbits

in health will turn up their noses at good
hay. There is just this to remember in

respect to hay. It has an absorbent ef-

fect, and entirely removes all danger of
pot belly, rot, or other complaints inci-

dental to over-feeding with succulent
matter. A rabbit that has a partiality

for hay, then, may safely be treated lib-

erally with well-selected greenstuff, al-

ways provided that the good taste is not
vitiated by the process.

After variety comes the question of as-

similation, and also a little cunning.
When the rabbit is very hungry feed it

with nutritious, albeit not very tasty

food, reserving the more jxjpular but less

health-giving dish to a time in the day
when dry food would be smelt at anS
left. Thus the first thing in the morning
dry farinaceous or warm mash should
be given. Bunny is an early riser and is

about long before you are. Six A. M. is

the proper time for the morning meal,
and in those cottages where early rising

is a necessity and this rule observed, rab-
bits in captivity keep strictly to the cus-

tom of nature, and, having heartily eaten,
doze and recline during the greater part
of the morning.
This is really the effect of a hearty

meal; and while the animals are indulg-
ing in their after-dinner nap, or what
corresponds to it, the process of diges-

tion is so proceeding that every particle

of good is extracted from the food. If

the meal is delayed till nine or ten, as it

is very often, what is the result ? The
rabbits get sick with hunger, munch
their litter, and by the time their food is

put in are over-hungry and dainty.
They turn over the food, waste most of
it, and eat a little.

We would not go so far as to say fol-

low out Nature to the letter and give no
more food till the shade of the after-

noon is on. It is true that in the wild
state rabbits eat very little between
morning and evening, but in hutches a
mid-day meal is advisable, and should
consist of a little hay and some palatable
roots. If the weather is very hot a
good handful of green food should be
given as cooling and refreshing, and in

the evening green food may again be
given.
What about fluids? some will a,sk.

In our younger days the man who gave
his rabbits water would, to borrow a
phase from Shakespeare, have been
"writ down an ass." But times have
changed greatly since then, and we now
find the fluid question fairly worth argu-
ing, so much so that we shall devote a
paper to it.

Among other hints worth making a
note of is this: Never fill up a half-eaten
dish of food. Economical people may
object to throw away perhaps two or
three pennyworth of food, but the first

loss is in this case the cheapest. Sup-
posing you fill up the troughs with per-
haps a shilling's worth of food, scarcely
a particle will be touched, and a much
larger quantity will have to be destroyed.

Rabbits will never thrive, and they will
seldom eat stale food, and the remem-
brance of this fact may save a great deal
of trouble and annoyance. Particularly
is this the case when a half-eateu meal
is put before another rabbit for finishing;
it must be in a very famishing condition
if it will eat more than the smalljest
quantity.
The most difficult problem in connec-

tion with the food question is how much
a day a rabbit wants.
The rule is to let a ra)>bit always le»^'e

off a little hungry, but the expressioh
scarcely conveys the meaning intended.
Tlius. if a rabl)it were coutiuually hungry-
it would not Ije sleek and handsome, and
it would certainly worry too much X^i

thrive. What really should l>e done ^
to prevent anything like overfeeding, but
the rabbits should leave the trough
satisfied. It is somewhat idealistic to
talk about getting the exact quantity, bfct

in practice a fancier does not find much
trouble arise with regard to quantity.
If a rabbit eats its trough dry and is

' seen to l^e smelling about and evidently
looking for food soon afterwards, increase
the ponion slightly; on the other hand,

[
if there is any leaving at once reduce
considerably, provided the rabbit appears

j
to be in goad health. Hunger is the

I

finest cure known for daintiness, and
! with stock rabbits never use condiments
except iu case of ill-health. Rabbits
will not starve themselves to death be-
cause of their ill humor, whatever may
be said to the contrary. They may run
themselves very short for a time, but
they soon return to the trough. Nothing
is more likely to drive a rabbit into ex-
cessive abstemiousness than too lavish

feeding. This may seem paradoxical, but
it is sound common sense none the less,

as all fanciers will agree.

I<et the young fancier bear well in
mind that fat does not mean health. Of
fattening for table we shall speak here-
after, but excessive fleshiness is not
good for breeding and ordinary purposes.
It rather engenders disease than other-
wise, whatever else may be thought.
Thus because the back is not very soft

and the backbone not quite hidden no
alarm need be felt.—Lagos in Poultry.

Oat With Scarlet Fever.

Many do not believe that a cat can

take disease from a human being, but our

cat did, and was seriously ill for more
than a week. It began by her insisting

on visiting the patient, her young mis-

tress, though the latter was too ill to no-

tice the little animal lying on the bed,

and when at last Becky was forcibly

driven from her post it was too late, for

the customary symptoms of the disease
plainly showed themselves. She was
taken violently sick, and her throat and
tongue became so inflamed that she
could not swallow (no one thought to

find out whether there was a rash under
her fur), but at all events she grew thin-

ner every day, as she could neither eat
nor drink. The physician in attendance
prescribed for her an easy death by chlo-

roform. However, someone suggested
putting hot poultices on her throat, as

this treatment gave great relief to the
human patient, and accordingly flaxseed

meal was applied, Becky submitting
without a struggle. Sometimes it seemed
as if the poultice was hot enough to scald

her, but she bore the heat bravely, evi-

dently knowing what it was for.

One morning the person who took
charge of the poultices was awakened
before light by puss, who, after "claw-

ing" her vigorously, went to tlie table

under the gas-burner where the linseed

was heated,and sat looking up wistfully.

It was very evident that she wanted a

hot poultice, for the one last put on was
quite cold, and after obtaining what she
had come for, Becky went downstairs
again contented.

In a few days she was convalescent,

and spent most of her time before the
fire in the invalid's room, making weak
attempts to lick her coat, which, through
neglect, had lost all its gloss.

The first sign of returning appetite

showed itself when she endeavored to eat

the cork of the cod-liver-oil bottle. She
probably thought it would give her
strength, she being a reflective cat

—

and particularly fond of fish. This case

of scarlet fever is an absolute fact, as can
be certified by several witnesses.—Isabel

Smithson.
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Poultry Monthly i.as 3oo
Popular Science News. i.oo a.75

Puck 5 00 ^"o
Rural New Yorker a.oo 3.00

Scientific American 3.00 4.00

Architects' Edition . 5.00 6.00

Spirit of the Times 5.00 6.00

The Fanciers' Review

CHATHAM, N. Y.

A 16-PAQE POULTRY PAPER.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS, 35 CTS.

FIR8T-CLA88 ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

Send 10 cents for three different numbers for

examination. Single copies free.

Kennel department by F. B. Zimmer. Pigeon
department by E. E. Quick.

Fanciers' printing a specialty. Send for sam-
pler SO-55-59

THE POULTRY CRITERION
An illustrated monthly magazine devoted to

poultry. Sample copy free. Address

THE POULTRY CRITERION'.

Bloomingdale, Ind.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, |i.oo; single number,
10 cents. AddreM C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa. 56

Ekiward S. Sctimid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & 80ns,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIOK}N8 OF AIJL, KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated caUlogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

F. Baily, Ardmore, Penna.

Exhibited 70 pair birds at Trenton, Elwyn
and Mt. Holly. Was awarded 150 premi-
ums. Showed Jacobins, pouters, short-

faced tumblers, swallows, turbits, owls,

magpies, white fantails, flying tumblers,

homers. Birds of all kinds for sale, esoeci-

ally Jacobins, turbits and owls in all va-

rieties and colors. No postals answered.

ICuMAX Drinking!

h^^^

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, Buf

falo. N. Y. It has the lareest circulation and is

the best advertising meaium of any paper in

America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a vear.

m^:^i^:

QhicKen ^ests

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-

poaea. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,

46-38 MOVNDaVILLB, WBST VA.

FOUNTAm
yroia.

POULTRY.
THE BE8T THING YET.

I Oui be mied or emptied as easy as • common

I
waUi^paa Keep* the water alwajrs fr»eh and

I oooL Chickens cannot get drowned In Ik Only

I
nerds to be reflUed when empty. WUl not Injura

[

Will lASt a l.iretlme.

, 9 Oall. sine will be sent, Express Paid, to ai^
I

I i>art of the United 8Ut<^» on receipt of %\.%»-

A Liberal Diteount to Uu Trada,

L. B. LORD, Patent©^
BORUKQTOM, VT.

O.
,N MY RETURN FROM

JVB||k Vy the grandest show ever

^^^^2 held in America I shall offer

^^^^ for sale several fine pouters

^Kf which I had reserved speci-

^HV ally for display at the New
/Bn York Poultry and Pigeon Asso-

/^W^ fS^^ ciatton. My collection there,

'W •^^^ numbering 103 pouters includ-

^1 ^H|^^ ing my latest invoices from

Scotland, were conceded to form

the grandest display o( pouters ever before

shown, not only on account of its number but

also for quality. Now for the want of room I

will sell breeders and birds fit to show at from

$15 up per pair. Order soon, as by April i I

shall clear out all my surplus stock. None but

breeders retained during the breeding season.

A. A. HEROUX,
50-51 I.AlVRF.yCE, MASS.

MASTIFFS.
Cabinet siie, 50 cents each.

Anlaf, Aston's Lion (brother to Governor)
Beau (2), Beaufort (2), Benedict, Bengal, Bosco
II, CanUnal, Champion Minting, Crown Prince,

Edwy. llford Cromwell, Jack Thyr (2), Lion (Miss

Hales'), Loma Doone, Loma Doone II, Maxi-
milian, Moses, Monarch (Sears'), Orlando (2),

Pontiff, Prince Charlie, Prince Regent, Rajah,
Salisbury, Satou (Russian Mastiff) Taurus,
The Lacfy Clare, The Lady Isabel, The Lady
Rowena.

Card size, 25c. each.

Beau (when young), Countess (Mrs. Rawlin-
son's), Dunna (Miss Walker's), Duchess (Curtis'),

Duchess (Hanbury's), etching of 1792; Governor
Greatheart, llford Baroness, King (E. Field's),

Lioucea, Maximilian, Magnus. Mischief, Nell,

dam of King (Field's), Norma (Exley's) Orlando

(3), Orlando II, Phillis (Hanbury's) Pontiff and
Prince (Hanbury's) Prince Regent, Queen (Han-
bury's), Taurus, Thor, Turk, Una (Hebron), Wolf
(MissAglionsby's), Wodan, Young King, Young
King II.

Larger than cabinet, $i.oo each.
Albert Victor, Ashmont, Nero (the noted pup-

Fiy),
Bruce I, Couchei, Moses, Lion (Lukey's).

mp. St. Bernard, Quaker (Cautley's). The head
of Mastiff in Van Dyke's picture of the children

of King Charles I.

MASTIFF COMBINATIONS.
Si each.

1. Salisbury, Lion (Aston's), Anlaf, illustration

in Bingley 1809, Satan (Russian Mastiff).

2. Beau, Lion, (Miss Hales') Crown Prince and
Maximillian.

3. Lion (Miss Hales') different from the one
above; Monarch (Green's) and some others.

4. llford Baroness, Young King, etching of

1704 and Phillis (Hanbury's).
5. Prince (Hanbury's), Nell (Field's), dam of

King, Taurus.
6. Queen (Hanbury's), Duchess (2335), Countess

(Miss Rawlinson's), King, Wolf (Mtss Aglions-

by's), Turk.
7. Duchess (Hanbury's) and Governor.
8. Countess (Lukey's), Governor (Lukey's)

Lion (Gamier's), Harold (Gamier's).
FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

32 South Third Street.
Philadelphia. Pa.

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BREEDER OF

HIGH-GUSSmTiBm.
(an cokH^).

Although I have not shown any for twoycara

myself my birds previously took ist and ad in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won

more prisea than all other stockscombined.which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prise winners, but I SELL
THEM TO OTHERS. SUmp for reply.

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books.on receipt of published price:

KBNNBL.

American Kennel. Burges
Book of the Dog. Vero bhaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dweasesofthe Dog. Dalziel

Dog, Diseases of Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd .

8.00

3.00

I.oo

.80

2.00

•50

Hutchinson 300
vs. Breaking. Hammond .

i7irGt T #.Bor,n« nnd Points of
and enlarged edition.

Dog Breaking
Dog Training
Dc" Trti i" i ^"*

.

Judging; new
Hammond

Dogs, Management of Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
In Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
Knglish K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to Xlll.each

Fox Teriier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions .•••.•
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

i.oo

•50

•75

2.00

•50

500
4-50
450

1.25

50

The Newest. Best and Cheapest Dog and

Poultry Food is

NONPAREII
It keeps dogs in best condition

lay at any time. It is the best food
makes hens

to make
puppies and chicks grow quickly.

Price, $8.50 per 100 pounds.

Send for samples.

RAVEN8W00D FEED CO.,

H28 Vehnon Ave., Ravenswood, L. I.

10.00
3-0O

250

't
SO
•75
•50

I.J5

2.50
1.25
I -25

500
2.50

»-7S
•25

750
2.50

150
I.oo

PHOTOGRAPHS OF DOGS.

We will sendcopieiofanyof the following pho-

tographs prepaid by mail on receipt of price.

BNOLISB SETTBRS.
Cabinet aixe, 50 cents each.

Beaufort (little brother to Thunder), Count Dan,
Count Fred, Dart, Lass O'Lowrie, Leicester,

Luna May, Nora, Rosy Mom, Roderick, Ru«.h,

Temple Bar.
IBISH BETTERS.

Cabinet sisc, 50 cents each.

Desmond II.

Card sice, 25 cents each.
Champion Mollie Bawn, Desmond II.

BNOLISB bloodhounds.
Cabinet aixe, 50 cents each.

Champion Bamaby (head up), Champion
Barnaby (head down).

COLLIES.
Card siac, 25 cents each.

Champion Dublin Scot, Champion Scotilla,

Champion Flurry II.

POINTKRB.
Cabinet sice, 50 cents each.

Bang, Banjo, Belle, Champion Countess Bang,
Champion Donald, Roac, Stella.

Our Price Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearU- 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrationa from life; 588

pages. Cloth, |7.,so; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date •,

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont . .

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait of Plinlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated . • • •

Tjrpical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather

Youatt on the Dog
cage birds.

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 1500

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F/lition „• • • L •

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. .

PIGEONS.
l.otX Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier .....
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Candea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer
POULTRY.

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch 8r Lee •

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

oredillustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir .••.;;•.•
Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis \V right. .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
The Game Fowl. Cooper
SUndard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Aaao. •

Duck Culture. Rankin
I
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

I
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl

I
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch

:
MI.SCELLANF.OUS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

I Childhood's Pets; Stories of Do|t8, Cats,

Chickens, etc. 200 pictures. Olive Patch

Art of Training Animals; illustrated . . .

I Perreta; Their Breeding and Working. . .

2.00

1.50

500

8.00

•50

900
150
•50

5.00
2.00

•30

5.00
1.00

.50

•SO

•as
1.50

1-50

i^»5

SO
as

yf
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Incubators.

THE

MONARCH INCUBATOR

J. RANKIN,

so. EASXON, MASS.

Liook out for our "Ad." next

week. Send for Circular.

THE

(^ENTENNIHL INCUBATORS
Are the best in the world. For 15 years they
have held their place as the most reliable, sim-
ple, durable and perfect incubators ever offered
to the public. Self-regulating, supply moisture
automatically and hatch out a larger percentage
of strong healthy chicks than any other machine
in the market. Our Perfectei> Brooder is the
only brooder that gives satisfaction for out-door
use. Send for illustrated circular.

THE CENTENNIAL COMPANY,
50-53 RvE, New York.

Prairie §tafe Incubator

Twent^'-seven first premiums awarded at
the leading shows including first at the 1890
show. New York City, for best incubator in
show room. This was the greatest incubator
contest in the world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGH, General Agent,
50-62 Compa.S8ville, Chester Co., Pa.

Mtscollaneons.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, • - Per lOO lb. Bag, 93.00
Granulated Bone, " lOO " 2.7S
Ground Beef
Scraps, . . - " loO " 8.00

^>ut«„av^, - - - _ *iiv «.00
Crushe<I Flint, - " «00 " «.00
(;ruBhe<l Oyster
Shells, - - . • aoo " 8.00

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,
43-93 York Chemical Works, Tork, Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY fiOODS CO.

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
ne.s.ses. locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

Thoroflglilireil Liye Stock Eichange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on coininission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolfhounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Givkn.

Horses, Cattlr and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees complied and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

• *''*"bric anil practical compound which has proven
10 be the only positive remedy ever offered to poultrymen.

•g^—.^ If your druggist does not have it tend u* a
9^^1'ostal Note. P. 0. or Express Money Order

<». . _ 'o*'^ ^"t*' ami pet a bottle by mail prMaid
THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY,

184 SOUTH ST.. NEW YORK.

DOGS.
Advertisementt witMout display inserUd under

thtM ktadingjor t centsper wordfor each insertion.

A CHICKEN
NEEDS CAREFUL ATTENTION. AND IF SICK, CAN BECURED
of PIP. CHOLERA. CANKER. BRONCHITIS, CATARRH,
SCALY LEGS, SORE FEET. GAI ES. the various forma

OR ROUR
and the other ills lo which FOWLS and FANCY BIRM
ars liable, QUiCKLY and with slight expense. BY USIIM

Bassethoandg.

WILL EXCHANGE for best offers of fox-
terrier bitches, pair pedigreed imported
bassethounds (Krooks and Babette), win-
ners of seven firsts and one special. M. W.
Taylor. 2706 N. Broad Street.Philadelphia,
Pa. 50

Beagle*.

FR SALE.

—

Champion Rattler, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under an impar-
tial judge. Never been beaten, sire of
Rattler III, Tomboy and several other good
ones.

Champion Fairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cup« and medals.
A great house pet and one of the prettiest

t little bea({lc8 living.
ToMBOV, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

Countkss. Never shown, but it will take a
good one to beat her. The best broken
beagle in America to-day.

Not having kennel room, must dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H.
Weiss,328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

CoUlea.

CHOICELY BRED COLLIES, grown dogs and
puppies. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box 1630,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Hounds.

FOR SALE.

—

Champion Ranger, the peer of
all American foxhounds. Never bMten in
his class in this country both on the bench
and in the chase.

Fly, kennel mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by all fir.st<laBS judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not having kennel room must dispose of the
w: H. Weiss,above to the highest bidder.

328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

TWO TRAINED fox hounds and three red
Irish setters for sale. B. P. Cloud, Kennett
Square, Pa. 48-49

Greyhounds.

WANTED—Italian greyhound bitch. Weat-
enhaver Bros., Alliance, Neb. 49-05

Folntora.

FOR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
Tast will taxe to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
motner. Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St., Philadelphia, Pa. c

POINTER DOG YOUNG BEAU, whelped June
1888, liver-and-white ticked, partly handled
and promising, Sired by Champion Beau-
fort out of imported Ruby. Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER BITCH MADGE, whelped 1885 by
Peshall's Jimmy out of Imported Lucille,
color liver-and-white ticked. She is a light-

weight and is now in whelp to Sachem.
She won 2d prize in New York, 1887. Partly
field broken. Chestnut Hill Kennels, Box
1630, Philadelphia, Fa.

SEVERAL high<lass pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H . Winslow. 608 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

iitotters.

CHOICE Gordon and Irish setters, several of
each kind; handsome; some of them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.
Also some puppies. X. Y. Z., Station R.,
New York City. s-49 55

FOR SALE—The following Irish setters:

LEIGH DOANE III (5839), Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II, winner of 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, 1887; BETSY LEIGH (^24), sister

to above. Both the above are Utter sisters

to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.
MARK TAPLEY (Champion Blarney-
Leigh Doane III), whelped July 19, 1889.

For particulars address Box 91, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

GORDON SETTER PUPS, Champion Argus.
Royal Duke audi Nora stock. J., 938 Pros-
pect Avenue, N. Y. 8-lt

£-\ ORDON SETTER for sale —Broken, drops
' — to shot and wing; staunch and a good one;

sold for want of use. Price J73, worth
double. Address P. O. Box 1247, Philadel-
phia, Pa. s-47 52

FOR SALE.—Currer Belle lll.by Sarsfield ex
Champion Maud II. One of the hand-
somest red Irish setters in this country. A
first prize-winner on the bench and thor-
oughly broken afield. She is registered
in the A. K. S. B. 6447. and will be
sold at a reasonable price. Address F. G.
Taylor, 558 North Eighteenth St., Phila. c

G

St. Bernards.

vUPPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles. Address B-
H. Moore, Melrose, Haas.

Various.

A

Terriers.

THE well-known typical Irish terriers Breda
Jim and Roslyn Dennis are offered for sale
at reasonable prices. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED.—A few fox terrier bitches with
pedigree. Address, stating terras, age and
iiinrkin^. B. Golden, 23 Bayard Street, New
Brunswick, N. J. 50-it

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
1

shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-
ton. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers'^Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGRESS carefully revised to insure cor-
'

redness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ph:ita, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tendea four page Blanks, j ccnU each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor t centsper wordJor each insertion.

Brahman.

ESTABLISHED 1876. W. P. Van Benschoten.
Margaretville, Del. Co. N. Y., breeder of
mammoth light Brahmas exclusively.

Eggs, |3 per 15; $7 per 45. 50-51

FR SALE —A few trios of choice light Bran-
mas. Jesse G. Darlington, Fifty-third and
Media Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

O
Bro'wn Red Games.

NE TRIO to score over 9254 or no sale.

Price $15. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa.
50-tf

EoBB for Hatching.

CHARLES F. OAT, West Chester, Pa., breeder
ofchoice single comb brown Leghorns. Eggs
for hatching, )i per 13: $2 per 39. .so-54

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic incubator, a striciiy first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-

ive circular free. Jas. B. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

lieghorns.

|-*ORTY BLACK LEGHORNS, $1.50 .each;

flc comb white,
sby, Mansfield, O.

t~< Hiiigle comb white, at |i each. Harry
Gadsb 5o-5«

Plymouth Rocks.

\K\ COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks. James
' 8. Church, Hackensack, N. J. 46-55

AVhlte Leghorns.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-

ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50^2

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls mW'
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given ftiTcircnlars, cards,

letter sheets, bill headSjjirice lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a SoHtll Third St., PhiUdel-
phia, Pa.

POULTRY and pet stock. A. S. Way, Chatta-
' nooga, Tenn., agent for Fanciers'

JooawAL. 49-56-eow

WM. P. PERKINS Danvers, Mass., Wyan-
dottes, bantams, ducks, geese. Catalogue,
sUmp. JO

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 7 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all

times. Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N.

J. 50-75

Bine Owls.

WILL SELL 5 pairs of high-class blue owls,

fit to win in first class company. Mark
Scfaofield, 71st and Darby Road, Philadel-

phU, Pa. 50-53

Homlns PUteons.

Owls.

BIRDSof the above variety for aaleatall times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Perfbrmlns Tumblers.

BIRDS ofthe above variety for sale at all timea.
Bunting Hankins, Botdentown, N. J.

50-75

Pouters.

A A. HKRO0X, Lawrence, Mass.. begs to in-

^ form those intending to obtain pouters
from his celebrated lofts, to begin opera-
tions with next March, that his surplus
stock is rapidly being closed out, though he
has yet several fine specimens to spare.
Order promptly and avoid disappointment;
$10 and upward per bird. 46-50

HENRY LANCASTER,73D Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75, and its father to Mr. Kerner, of
Louisville, for Jjo. 33

IMPORTED ENGLISH and Scotch pouters and
fantails in all colors, of great quality; )ioto
$25 per pair,
ter, N. Y.

Address M. Kleaaen, Kocbcs-
46-50

Jaooblns.

H
T

V. CRAWFORD, Montclaif, N. J., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from $10 up. 37 44-47-53

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-101

Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly
of Birmingham, Eng. 50-53

Satlnettee.

B
IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown. N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

GA. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

^ more, Md. breeder of Swallows only, of all
* colors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his slock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now aa nne a
stock as can be fbnnd.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder o( flying tumblers
and Biruingbam rollers exclusively. 86

VaHoos.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals. WHaon's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

BROKEN FLINT for poultry and pigeons. A
specially-prepared sharp grit. Size for
fowls, and size for youflg chicks. Bushel,
|i. John Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa. 50-tf

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the ent're West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
$2.50 to I25 per pair. Bred for yiirty yeas*.
Frank M. Gilbert Evansville, Ind.

FOR SALE, CHEAP—Fine lot ol poaters,
jacobins, turbits, tumblers, fantails, yellow
balds, trumpeters, dragDons, etc. Write
for particulars. B. Hopkins, Box 39, Mer-
chantville, K. J. 50-51

FOR SALE—Carriers, jacobins, turbits owls,
trumpeters, tumbleriL Antwerps. highfly-
ers, swallows, magpies, moorneads. fan-
tails, etc., etc., etc. T. W. HoopM- & Co..

423 W. Franklin St., Baltimore, Md. 48-51

B. FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-

more, Md., breeder .of carriers, jacobinc,
' swallows and magpies ot all colors. Only

the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

LEG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. Seam-
less (for youngsters), every one registered,
2>^c. Open bands, for old birds, ic each.
Send for sample. Mrs. E. S. Starr, Box
295, Philadelphia, Pa.

FGEONS WANTED—All kinds of fancy
pigeons of standard markings, pairs or
whole toils. No culls bought. Prices must
be low so 1 can handle and sell again. I

also breed high<lass jacobins, pouters, tur-

bits. Largest and best equipped lofts in

the West. Henry S. Cooper, St. Joseph.
Michigan. S48-49

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, hill heads, t)rice lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. Tlie Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

J

Artists and JBucravers.

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 I2th Sreet, N. W
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

' homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
|

matter ofcorrespondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always 1

Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 mites, and several pairs, 500

{

miles. All stock first-class.
|

SPECIAL enpaviiifs made from photoaraphs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3"

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price LisU, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tsgs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., sa South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make specUl terms
for our subscribers who wantphototrrapbs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Co j» South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa

w
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

<^
<^
**

^ y

^ -OV WINNERS

^̂ AT AU.

^ LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.
30-55

Homing Pigeons y

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WII^LIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....

MURIAI., blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen J S8

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

lo South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariams, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. AV. VAHLE,
S19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

25-76

HANDLER OF DOGS.
!• ready to receive do(i» to prepare for the N.

Y. show.

ELM STATION, Montgomery Co., Pa. 24-75

IpBIRDnMANNA
The Great Secret of

the Barts Mountain,Oer
will rMtore the wing of
TMit their allmenta and
oOBdltlon. It makes canan
•iMddlBC feathers. Bent
IM. SqMIitaU drnataU.
iMrtfrDod Co., mTn. Sd

the Canary Breeders of
many. Bird Manna

' Cage Birds, will pre-
' keep (hpm In good

e« "lug, even while
mallon rsceiptof
Directions free.
,St., Phlla. Pa.

THE BUCKEYE INCUBATOR.

tr

asBS^S*

' \ i ., "r J 1^

S^e

i -t

The only incubator that

will show the same tem-

perature in all parts of

Ibe egg chaml>er.

At the Grbat Ohio
Ckntennial it hatched 95

and 9K per cent, and was
awarded both ist and 2d

premiums and silver med-
al. Send for new illus-

trated circular and men-
tion this journal.

AddresH

^,11''
iii*

i""!-

Yml Sauiiieni£

Springfield, Ohio.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES. POULTRY.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonous, cures mange and all skin ilisea.ses; al.'so cholera and
roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.

New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., May 27, i8«8.—Marshall Robbins.—/Va» 5/>.—

I

have tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the very best Mange cure that I have ever used.
I have recommended it to several parties. Verj- truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamraho, N. J,, Jan. 6, 1890.

Mr. M. Robbins.— />t"ii»- Sit .—1 have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin-
fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-
try raisers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that were
suffering from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. 1 put a small quantity into a small pail
of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully, I. C. Aver v.

Graduate N. Y. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-
erinary Hospital

; 34,1 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August 31, i888,—Mr. Robbins, —/)<'ar 5i>.—
Your Pine Lotion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I have
ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Antiseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration
Sores, I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-
spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlos-ser, Veterinary Surgeon.

We can refer to thousands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in
your locality .send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 Kast nth
Street, New York City. 47.^
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

IVO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

^THH

SPORTSMEIV'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Bool<s.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, FISH AND RKPTILES
MOUNTKI) AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNHD. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.
PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICLVES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

» PAMPHL.ET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary' 8iir|i:eoii,

44-.S7 1«»3 BIIOADWAY, NKW YORK.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Pood in

the Market.

f^Beware ofivorlhless imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, CerUin death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseaaea.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINO,"
(Post free, j8c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars (roni

8PIIATT8 PATENT (America), LIMIT'I>,
a39-i45 Bait 56th St., New York City. 44-69

ANTIETAM
—POULTRY-YARDS—

Hagerstown, Md.
J. H. BLAKE. PllOPRIKTOR.

Lij^ht and Dark Brnhmas and Houdang. Every
bird in breeding pens prize winnern at leading
shows, not one scorinir under 94 (mints by such
a competent jiidKe ns C.eorge (). Brown, ' EgRs
)2 per clutch. The cockerel Aaron, conceded
to be the t>est bird south of Mason and Dixon's
line, heads the Light Brahma breeding pen. 850

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STRAWBBIDGE k GLOMIl

ktARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT 8T8.,

PIIIIiADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

LW Bralimas, Plymontli Rocks and

Wyanilottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It iclls
you how to train a dog properly, and how to
handle a dog after it has tn-en traineil in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $3.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnWisliiiig Compauy,

32 S. Third St., PhiladelphU, Pa.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

PIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rlUO. Hounds, Beagles.Collles.Settera.W. GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for cir.

VOL.. 4, NO, lO.

)

WHOLE NO., 81.; PHILADELPHIA, MARCH 8, 1890. PEn ANNUM, t«.50,
SINGLE COPY, 5o.

THE ITEM KENNELS' ENGLISH SETTER SIR TATTON
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

/wl^;'^"'S^»^;wJi^^^'t?.' DICK SWIVELER.ISETTERS & POINTERS
ts^/orlhe month: Sis for three months; (iSfor »^»'»ii»'»» ^n^ww.w— ^-'

stx months, and Ssofor the year. ^--^^ ___..-^». .^— nl^^^ DESMOND

ST. BERNARD
Pups nred by the celebrated BngHsh prine win-

ner KEEPER
Out of l,ady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
I^dy Miles is undoubtedly the best bitch in

America. Also a fine dug and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of Ilford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Maaa.

(No. 8410.)

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(CH. BRUCE-LEIGH DOANE II.)

Pure Irish Setter Blood.

Winner FIRST CHALLENGE PRIZE, New
York, 1890, defeating all ihe CHAMPIONS
shown against him. He is also winner of

FIRST and SPECIAL PRIZES all over the

United States. Onquestionftbly the

^^ BEST IRISH SETTER IN AMERICA.

NOW IN STCD AT CHICAGO. Send for

EXTENDED PEDIGREE and full list of win-

nings of this FAMOUS DOG.

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Stheet, Chicago, III.

P. S.—Have orders for over mo puppies by

DICK SWIVELER booked ahead. 50-101

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotllla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the Enp;lish cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
frefoii, etc., wiii serve Leu (io)

bitches $^®
After which his fee will be - - $5Q

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America $35
Charlerol II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion
Scotilla ex Bertha) $25

FOR SAI.B:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 PhUadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET. PHIUDELPHIA. PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES. PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's Celelirated Dog Caies^

y

IN 8TUD.—MY PURE WHITE ENGLISH
* TOY BULL TERRIER,

TONY.

ORKSHIRB TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated Enelish and American priie

winner. Described in show reports as '^best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

JOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
By TIM—PEG

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

Rod Irish setter, bred by Rev R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won fir.st priie in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, aud on the bench has won, first.

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and firat, c)>allenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Furness
Record; First and special at Philadelphia, 1B89;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner ol second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field . Fee, $15.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Cough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, I25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cark W. H. Weiss,

CT. BERNARDS AND PUGS AT STUD.

ST. BERNARDS.

SIR HERBERT AND CHEQUASSET
PELION (both imported).

PUGS.

JOHN BULL (imported), son of Champion
Loris.

ROCHESTER, son of Othello.

CHEQUASSET TAFFY, son of Sanu
Claus.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS,
52-tf Lancaster, Mass.

borer's MperialM ImM

FANTAIL

PI&EONS

NO OTHER VARIETY.

RED, YELIvOW,

Black, Silver
AND White.

Write for >what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning

strains, Light Brahraas. H. C. NORTON,

45.96 Germantown, Pa.

C. A. SHARP A, CO.,
MT. PLEASAyT POULTRY FARM,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.

Indian Games, the largest and most valuable
collection in America and unexcelled by any in

England. Red Caps—The largest breeders of
this great laying variety in the world. Blue An-
dalusians-The nandsomest of all u.seful breeds.

Ours are unequalled in size and beautiful plu-

mage. White Wyandottea—We own as many
and as fine birds as any breeder in America.5o-&i

RISK SETTER AT STUD.

FEE - - $20.

Fine bred pet dogs, Skye and Scotch Terriers,

Fox Terriers, Yorkshires, etc., bred and for sale.

Pine and small dogs sold on commission. Comic

and sporting pictures suitable for kennels, club

rooms, stables, aviaries, halls, saloons, etc.—all

kinds at bed-rock prices. Pictures framed to

order artistically. Headquarters for Dr. H. Clay

Glover's Imperial Dog Remedies, Spratt's Dog
Cakes, Medicines, Soaps.etc. ; also Jackson's cele-

brated Pasteur's Pine Liquid Disinfectant. Call

on or address. W. H. JACKSON.

49-65 J02 West i8th St., New York City.

ENGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, while and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson'sSue. Full brother to Field Trial Win-
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. 9. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia, New York,
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,

Toledo, etc.

FEE, las

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

Q
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake, East-

em Field Trials of 1888. beating such noted dogs
as Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and
utkiia Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from
Hff by Bchreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
SaS North 1 8th Street,

3043 Philadelphia, Pa.

By Sweringer's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record:
First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby 1888;

first in Philadelphia Kennel Club's All-aged
Stake, 188a; first in Members' Stake and winner
of the Philadelphia Item's $100 special.

For extended i)edigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAY,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont

tiJto; i^-40 for the month; $r$ for three months;
tiS for six months, and tso for the year.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO,

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. A TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplinK8,blank-
ets, whips and baskets fot

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGINQ BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated caUlogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

» PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Sur§;eon,

44-57 1898 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

24-75

)OINTKRS IN THE STUD.

Westminster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $60.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER. Supt.,

47-tf Babylon, L I. N. Y.

TlioroiiEhlired Liye Stock Eidiange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock tiought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice do^s including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Given.

Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, Propriktor.

HAVE YOU LICE ^-'liViifiLiMA
•01 en. wtmnilh. hitrnH Ar. l>t-..tri>yii ImuI smella ; a dlsii^
fertont.niin [wiKoiiouK. 1 Ixjltir makra lagal*. PrtoetL
Stocklniiham Poultry Farm, Protm. ft Ufars. No. Bp^nc,
N. H. OBO. Q. Dow. Q«n. Ast. Send fur cTrcular af Pifa,
Poultry, Dogs and Btrawbarrr plaal*.
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class at Birminghatn, first at Ivancaster,

and second at Crystal Palace.

1888—First in champion class at Ar-

riciiltural Hall, London, Kennel Club

show, first in champion class at Bam
Elms Kennel Club show, first in cham-

pion class at Darlington, first in cham-

pion class at Birmingham.
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

ir>n Tf itit»»r»»atin<T wf» «hnii1d h<» nlensed

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

DofJT Shows.
March 11-14.—Rochester Kennel Club, at

Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, secretary.

March 18-21.—Maryland Kennel Club, Balti-

more, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderfer, secretarj'.

April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston. Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo.

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. V., sec-

retary.
Dec. I—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2 —Third annual field trials of the South-

em Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary,
Marietta, Ga.

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the Item

Kennels' English setter stud dog Sir Tat-

ton (E. K. C. S. B. 18,463), by Sir AUis-

ter, out of Belle of Furness.

Sir Tatton is a dog that combines

bench show form with fine field qualities

and as such is a most desirable stud dog.

Sir Tatton 's winnings are as follows:

1885—First prize and cup at Fam-
worth, first at Bingley, second at Brus-

sels, and third at Crystal Palace.

1886—First at Lancaster, first and cup
at Kirkley Lonsdale, first and cup at

Sedberg, first at Bingley, second at Skep-
lou, second at Faruworth, second at

Wellingborough, second at Birmingham.
1887—First and cup at Halifax, first at

Warwick, first and cup at Olympia (Lou-
don), first at Otley, first in champion
class at Darlington, first in champion
class and cup for best sporting dog in

8how at Scarborough, first in champion

1 thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— T/ie Spanish Studrnt.

The premium list of the New England

Kennel Club's sixth annual bench show

is now out. There are 148 classes pro-

vided for, with prizes of Jao and |io in

the challenge; |2o, %\o, I5 and I3 in

the open; Is, I3 and bronze medal

in puppy, and %,\o, $5 and I3 in the

novice classes. Quite a nutnl)er of special

prizes have been offered, and in the most

prominent breeds a special is given for

the best American-bred specimen.

•
»

The judges are: Mr. James Mortimer,

mastiffs, St. Bernards, bloodhounds and

poodles; Mr. John Davidson, English,

Irish and Gordon setters, deerhounds

and greyhounds; Mr. J. H. Winslow,

pointers; Mr. W. West, spaniels (ex-

cepting toys); Mr, Martin Dennis, collies;

Mr. John E. Thayer, bull dogs; Mr.

George B. Inches, Chesapeake Bays; Mr.

Nathaniel Seabury, round headed bulls,

fox terriers and Schipperkes, and Mr. H.

W. Lacy the remaining classes.

*
»

Of course the club's old stand-by. John

Read, will as usual superintend the show,

which will be disinfected with Ozonos

by the Boston Chemical Company. It

is to be hoped this disinfectant will be

an improvement upon that used at the

late New York dog and poultry shows.

•••

The Pointer Club Produce Stakes for

1890, for pointer puppies whelped on or

after January i, 1889, under the auspices

of the Pointer Club of America, will be

competed for at the New England Ken-

nel Club's show. The competition is

open to all. For blanks address the sec-

retary, George W. La Rue, 239 Broad-

way, New York. Litters entered previ-

ous to 1890 pay I3 if under six weeks old;

puppies entered previous to January i,

1890, pay $1 each if under three months

old; $2 each if under six months old, and

^3 each if under nine months old at time

of entry. After January i, all entries

pay Is each. Should an entry be sold,

the buyer shall pay |i in order to com-

pete with such entry. The club adds I50.

The winner receives 50 per cent of the

stake; second, 20 per cent; third, 10 per

cent; the breeder of the winner to receive

20 per cent of the stake. Competitors

must be entered in the regular classes of

the show. Entries close on the same

date as the show entries.

•••

Mr. Percy C. Ohl will superintend the

Maryland Kennel Club's show.

*
« «

The American Field offers the follow-

ing excellent suggestion: "We think the

time has come when the American Ken-

nel Club should guard the title of cham-

pion more carefully, and prevent it from

being acquired by dogs which do not de-

serve it fully. The small shows are be-

coming so numerous that it is easy for a

second or third-class dog, by being con-

fined to competition at these shows, to

win the three times necessary to have

the right to wear the title. A champion

should be a champion really, and no dog

shotild acquire the title, which has not

won it among dogs that are possessed of

those qualities which constitute a cham-

pion. The breeding interests demand

that every care possible should be taken

to prevent the title being obtained other-

wise. To do this the American Kennel

Club should raise New York, Boston,

Philadelphia and Chicago to shows of the

first class, and require that one, at least,

if not two of the three wins in the chal-

lenge class shall be made at one of these

shows before a dog can assume the title.

At any one of these shows a dog would

be almost sure to meet dogs that would

require the real merit a champion should

possess to win over them."

••#

The Philadelphia Kennel Club has

moved into its new quarters. No. 14

South Broad Street. The rooms are

handsomely painted and furnished, and

contain all that is necessary for the

comfort and amusement of the club.

« *

dogs, directly or indirectly, and it was at

the request of some of these that we asked

Mr. White to write upon this subject.

With his experience, both as a field trial

handler aud a journalist, the articles from

his facile pen will, of course, be of excep-

tional value.

•.

We give space to Mr. Wade's letter re

mastiff judging, and have this to say

upon the subject. The information was

furnished us by a most reliable person,

and we have no reason to doubt the fact

as furnished.

•%
We have "never entertained a doubt

of the impartiality or sincerity of the

judge;" it was no doubt his anxiety to do

right that caused him to consult the

catalogue. We have seen a judge ex-

amine a catalogue in the ring upon more

than one occasion.

The English mastiff has ceased to be a

favorite, and we believe the cause can be

traced to the incompetent judges, who of

late years have been blundering over

their awards in this breed.

*
• •

The adjourned stated meeting of the

Eastern Field Trials Club will be held at

Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's office. No. 44

Broadway, New York, on Tuesday, March

II, at 3 o'clock. A full attendance is

particularly requested. Those who can

not be present are requested to send

proxies to the secretary. Mr. W. A.

Coster.

• «

The Hempstead Farm Kennels have

lost by pneumonia their promising young

collies Hempstead Ben and Hempstead

Scot, the former winning over |2SO in

prizes at the late New York show.

•
• •

We have received from Mr. Hugh Dal-

ziel "The Fox Terrier Stud Book," con-

taining the pedigree of every fox terrier

that won a prize at any of the principal

shows in 1888. American dogs and shows,

of course, are not included. This book,

just out. is the first of a series to be is-

sued, each stud book to be devoted to one

variety or to an allied group as the cases

seem to demand. It seems to us that the

greatly increased number of owners,

breeders and exhibitors of dogs, with the

justly high value now placed on pedigree,

will cause a demand for these handy stud

books. We compliment Mr. Dalziel on

the excellent methodical work he has

done upon this book.

• •

Our readers will note with pleasure that

Mr. Luke White has begun his letters to

The Fanciers' Journal on training dogs

for field trials. A large majority of our

doggy readers are interested in field trial

M. the request of several subscribers

that we publish something upon the sub-

ject of training watch dogs we give in

another column an article taken from a

foreign paper which will no doubt be all

that is desired; if not, Mr. Water's book

on "Modern Training, Handling and

Kennel Management" contains an ex-

cellent chapter upon training guard dogs

which is really worth the price of the

book.

•%
Dr. Benjamin Shimwell, of this city,

was arrested this week by the Women's
Branch of the Society for tlie Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals for using a live

dog in a surgical demonstration before

his class in the Metlico-Chirurgical Hos-

pital. He was given a hearing before a

local magistrate, and after a short and

interesting contest the defense won.

«

The operation performed by Dr. Shim-

well is known as "illo-colostomy. " The

principal witness for the society was Dr.

James E. Garrettson, who told the court

that he was an anti-vivisectionist to a

marked degree, but must admit that if

Dr. Shimwell's operation was performed

twenty times a day the students would

not know too much about it. He also

testified that Dr. Shimwell was a kind-

hearted man.

•%
For our part we do not believe in the

unselfish and exalted theory which the

anti-vivisectionists have set up, and we

have not the slightest doubt but that any

one of them would unhesitatingly sacri-

fice the life of a lower animal to save his

own.
«

«

A meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Cleveland Bench Show Associa-

tion was held Monday afternoon. Presi-

dent F. De H. Robinson in the chair.

The secretary reported an increased

membership of forty names in response

to a circular letter. It was decided to

hold a bench show of dogs there in the

spring, provided enough members can

be procured to warrant the association

doing so. The association has been so-

licited by many breeders and owners from

all parts of the country to give an exhibi-

tion during April or May, and there is

no doubt that an entry list of four or five

hundred of the best bred dogs of all

breeds would be received. If the lover«

of fine dogs would assist the association

by joining, membership fee only I5,

Cleveland would have a dog show that

would be a credit to the city and associa-

tion. C. M. Munhall is secretary.

•••

Trimming is allowable, so far as the

Bedlington terrier is concerned. It has

been so decided by the English Kennel

Club, which consents to the removal of

superfluous hair, understanding by the

words "superfluous hair" the old or dead

coat. "With this conclusion," says the

Stock-Keeper, "we venture to believe Bed-

lington men will be fully satisfied, espe-

cially if the Kennel Club should find it

inconvenient to send official inspectors to

the diflFerent exhibition kennels to watch

that no young hairs are touched when the

process of removing superfluous hairs is

being j)erfonned.
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The Concluding Chapter on the Breed-

ing of Fox Terriers.

BY R. F. MHYHEW.

[continued from page 86.]

The advent of the Westminster Kennel

Club show and the interest it naturally

excites in doggy circles on this side has

interrupted my discussion on fox ter-

riers, the last contribution on this sub-

ject appearing in the issue of February

8. This is such a long time back that 1

would remind my readers who have fol-

lowed me—if there are any—I had ar-

rived at that stage where the why and

wherefore of the excellence of present

wire-haired terriers should be entered

into.

The array of good ones is highly grati-

fying to men who, like myself, are de-

voted to the breed. Without going into a

long detailed description, it will suffice

to name those who have more or less

distinguished themselves—place aux

dames—which include Barton Wonder,

Barton Marvel, Quantock Nettle, Carlisle

Tricksey, Carlisle Tack, Jack's Yarn,
Bruiser, Brittle, Tees' Nap, Bushey
Broom, Carlisle Tyro, Carlisle Trick II,

Bushey Brittle, etc. These make a com-
plement of terriers which for character
and all-round excellence have never j et

been approached, though many more
could undoubtedly be added who would
not disgrace this very select company.
In fact I do not think any breed, not
even collies, has at any time been able to

produce so many real good animals, and
dogs who now get second or third in an
open wire class are as a rule quite worthy
of contesting as challenge winners.
The reason for all this becomes still

more mteresting when it is considered
the club which is the probable cause of
"smooth" deterioration has an equal
protective right over the rougher variety,

and in order to examine thoroughly the
reason of these two very opposite results,

it has been necessary for me to prolong
the fox terrier subject to the extent I

have done.
It will be remembered in previous

issues I laid great stress on "front" being
the aim and desideratum of smooth
breeders, and I would also draw attention
to the fact that the Fox Terrier Club is

composed of about two-thirds "smooth"
men and one-third "rough," consequently
the "smooths" are rightly in the majority.
The men who are what may be termed
the "axis" of the club are Messrs. Tinne
(smooth), Redmond (smooth), Doyle
(smooth), Longmore (smooth), Reid
(rough), and Vicary (smooth). These are
not the composition of the committee or
anything of that sort, but are the men
who devote most time and attention to
the welfare, etc., of the club. I, as a wire
enthusiast, in no way complain of so
many smooth men, as it were, "running
the directorate" of the club, but, on the
other hand, admire and appreciate the
amount of labor and time they devote for
its benefit, and am also fully aware that
such "wire" supporters as Messrs. Field,
Carrick, Maxwell, Harding, Cox, J. G.
Pim, Fellowes, Pease, etc., are perfectly
content to leave everything in such hands,
and I will still further add that "wire"
men, with the exception of Mr. Reid,
do nor seem to possess that keen desire
for the club's well being which is to be
found in the ranks of the smoother ex-
hibitors, though this "inertia" emanates
as much from the feeling that smooth
admirers, being in a big majority, should
rightly have the control of affairs, as
from a tendency to shirk all those
onerous duties which accompany an en-
thusiastic desire for the prosperity of
any body.
From the foregoing remarks I do not

wish my readers to be misled with the
idea that wire breeders are practically
excluded from official duties, as that is

far from the case, for the proportion of
the committee is about nine to six, but
the gentlemen I have mentioned are
virtually the "lignum vitae" of this body.
Thus it may be inferred that the Fox
Terrier Club breathes a much greater in-

fusion of "smooth particles" in its air

than it does "wire," and as the "smooth"
men confine themselves to themselves,
and the "wire" men do precisely the
same, it is not to be expected that one
opinion suffices for the two parties, and
in this lies one of the secrets of the
rough terriers' success.

By not mixing much with the smooth
breeders, wire men have not become suf-

ficiently impressed with the dire neces-

sity of "front" in their terriers, but have
preferred "head, type and character;"
also, they haven't had sufficient power to

dictate at most shows as to who should
judge, but have had to rest satisfied with
the few crumbs of justice meted out by
"smooth" specialists. Again, the breed-
ing of the two varieties is totally dissimi-
lar,for whilst the "smooths" are confined
to a great extent to the operations of the
"comfortably ofiT' specialist, nearly every
North Country cottager is the owner and
breeder of a "wire," and though the
pedigrees of the latter in many cases con-
sist of sire, Tom; dam, Nell, the strain

has been in the district perhaps longer
than even the lengthy string ofancestors
claimed by a blue-blooded smooth could
date back to.

The result of these widely different

circumstances resolves itself thus: In
the case of the smooth, nearly every
owner and breeder has the same opinion,
consequently the same object in view,
whereas the somewhat dogmatical North
Countryman has his "own" opinion and
probably the greatest contempt for his
neighbor, who returns the compliment
with equal force. It would also be hard
to find a Yorkshireman, or for the matter
of that, any Midland County or North
Countryman who would listen to the
dictates of a club, therefore "wires" are
bred to suit the wishes of the owner and
not, as in the case of the smooths, to the
fixed laws of "a syndicate." It natur-
ally follows that the independent or indi-

vidual endeavors of the majority of
"wire" breeders excites a rivalry which
must tend to improvemeut and increased
excellence, whilst with the smooths the
non-existence of individuality and the
universal submission to "front" as
though intensifying the latter, destroys
many other properties which should be
considered essential. Wherein lies the
great difference between breeders of the
two varieties, those who are interested
in the rougher one not confining them-
selves to the advancement of one partic-
ular feature, whilst the smooth enthu-
siasts have devoted themselves almost
entirely to the attainment of "legs and
feet." No wonder, then, that the
"wires" for general excellence, uniform-
ity of type and character far outrival
and outnumber their smooth cousins,
nor shall I ever forget the special given at

the York Fox Terrier Club show in 1888
for the best six of one of the two varieties.

The smooth judge, Mr. Tinne, selected
Vesuvienne, First Flight, Result, Ra-
tional, Radiance and Sentence to uphold
the reputation of their confreres, placing
them in the order named, whilst Mr.
Pim, the wire judge, chose Quantock
Nettle, Bushey Broom, Carlisle Tack,
Tees' Nap, Brittle and Bruiser to oppose
them. The six smooths could, I admit,
have been strengthened by perhaps two
others who did not appear at the show,
but their rivals could not have been im-
proved upon. Still I do not think the
verdict would have been different under
any circumstances, and never do I ex-
pect to see six such terriers in the rin

together again, as were those who
battle for the wire-haired breed. I only
wish such a treat had to come over again

.

Having got thus far I trust I have suc-
ceeded in showing, first, that the wires
in quality and character, as well as in

numbers—of good ones—are superior to
the smooths; second, the reason for this
improvement. And now in justice to
smooth breeders I must add that out of
the six wires selected against their favor-
ites, Quantock Nettle, Bushey Broom,
Carlisle Tack and Brittle, all possess
smooth bloo<l, Quantock Nettle's sire

being out of a smooth bitch; Carlisle
Tack claiming the same sire, as well as
his dam, being by a son of Old Foiler's,

and Brittle's dam was a smooth bitch by
an own brother to Roysterer (Result's
sire), whilst Bushey Broom, I forget just
how his smooth breeding came in. Tees'
Nap, as far as I know, has no smooth
blood, and Bruser's ancestry is at pres-
ent under a cloud.

In observing this smooth cross it must
not be forgotten that in no instance has
it been selected for front; as though nearly

ring
did

all the present wires possess this infusion,

it is all "the old-fashioned" stuff, and in

the case of Brittle, Clarke blood. The
reason for this mating was owing to the
great mistake wire breeders were mak-
ing in breeding to, or out of, soft-coated

specimens which necessitated going back
to smooths, but I think now there is a
much greater desire to breed only from
those who possess the genuine texture of
jacket. It has l)een claimed that the
density of rough terriers' coats has de-

teriorated in the past few years, but this

I cannot admit; in fact, I believe there
are more good-coate<l dogs to-day than
ever before,and well do I remember when
Jack Terry and William Hulser were in

their zenith—how a dog who looked like

a sheep when uot in their possessi<>n was
metaniorphasized directly they entered
their kennels,and I am positive there was
100 per cent more bare-faced clipping and
plucking in those days than at present,

but this is a topic I have no desire to dis-

cuss.

It seems to me I have pretty well ex-
hausted the subject, and in terminating
it I bring to an end a topic which is a
source of the deepest interest and pleasure
to me. All through this discussion it

has been my wish and endeavor to avoid
petty feeling, personalities and all allu-

sions likely to offend, and in criticising

the chief aim and object of smooth breed-
ers I have done so with a feeling of con-
viction that the time is not far distant
when they themselves will acknowledge
the mistake of permitting many essentials

to become subordinate to one particular
feature. As the matter stands now, for

terrier character and type the club has
given us bone, exaggerated front and a
a number of terriers possessing these at-

tributes, but at the same time it is my
opinion that the general run of terrier

"heads" are so vile and unterrier like

that the blocky shoulders, weak pasterns
and fine coat of the past were far more
preferable evils than the unrecognizable
countenances of the present, and taking
into consideration the fact that head and
expression is the keynote by which one
can determine the disposition of all

animal life, I must maintain that the
Fox Terrier Club, as far as its smooth
upholders are concerned, has done more
to retard than improve the breed. With
this assertion I let the curtain drop, but
as it rolls down it is impossible for me to
refrain from assuring all terrier men in

England who knew me that I shall never
forget the many happy hours spent with
them, and whatever knowledge I have
gained of the breed is due to the kind-
ness and early tuition of Mr. Herbert
Bright, whose patience in this respect
will always be remembered by me.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

THE FOX TERRIER CLUB.

MR. DALZIEL CLAIMS THAT IT WAS NOT
THE FIRST SPECIALTY CLUB.

EDITOR Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I am much obliged for your kind-
ness in forwarding Mr. Dalziel's letter,

which calls attention to two points where
I have apparently misled readers. First
as regards the establishment of the Fox
Terrier Club. I stated in a previous is-

sue: " I believed it to be the fi rst specialty

club." This Mr. Dalziel corrects by say-
ing the Dandie and Bull Dog Clubs were
formed a year earlier, and Mr. Lee in his
book claims the Bedlington as being an
older specialty body. On the other
point Mr. Dalziel draws my attention to
the fact that Messrs. Tom Scott and Al-
lison drafted the standard for the Fox
Terrier Club. This I thought everyone
knew, and considered it unnecessary to

mention their names, deeming my state-

ment that "it (the club) was composed
of men whose lovj had been captivated
by the vivacious dare-devil expression so
pronounced in the breed. For a time
things went on swimmingly until first

one and then another of the old hands
relinguished office." I covered every-
thing that was necessary. However, as
Mr. Dalziel's better judgment advises the
mention of these two gentlemen's names,
I am only too pleased to draw attention
to these facts, especially as Mr. Tom
Scott is a personal friend.

In case Mr. Dalziel should receive
your paper before a letter from me, I take
the liberty of thanking him through its

medium tor his kind wishes, and also as-

suring him I am still alive. Yours truly,

R. F. Mayhbw.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

Kind Treatment Will Always Bring

the Best Results.

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

The terms training and breaking are

often used synonymously with reference

to the education of field dogs, although

properly speaking they indicate directly

opposite means of rendering useful to

sportiuien the natural capabilities of

pointers and settera.

When I speak of training a field dog I

mean to convey the idea that the animal's

innate power to perform field work is to

be developed to its full extent, and at the

same time his natural inclinations are to

be so influenced as to render his services

most available for the shooting and bag-

ging of game birds.

My comprehension of the term break-

ing is reducing as quickly as possible by

coercive measures such powers to per-

form field work as may be self-developed,

or partially so, at the time of com-

mencement.

The former plan is plainly preferable

for the purpose of preparing pointers and
setters to compete for field trial honors,

as it is also for the education of general

shooting dogs. I will therefore confine

the subject of this paper to training, and
trust that breaking, with its spike collars

and other brutal paraphernalia, will, ere

long, be known as a thing of the past.

I know full well that dogs of high

courage have been "broken" by the

liberal use of whip, spike collar, etc., but

I also am perfectly satisfied that no. a

single dog has ever been fully developed,

brought out "for all he was worth," by

any such means. Of course some pun-
ishment must be given in training field

dogs, but it should be moderatelj-, care-

fully and mercifully administered. Never
under any circumstances should a dog be
terrified to satisfy the anger of his

trainer.

I have heard of dogs being terribly

beaten, kicked and abused, by their
"handler," yet it is said that the ill-

treated animals never lost confidence in

the "handler" to any noticeable degree.
They did to some degree, though, and
would have entirely done so but for the
fact that they had previously received
kiud treatment from the same hands.
Dogs are naturally most forgiving crea-

tures; they often forget the bad in grati-

tude for the good treatment they receive
from human hands. Let them become
accustomed to alternations of kindness
and cruelty, however, and they will soon
know when to trust and when to doubt,
the certain result of which will be sulki-
ness and unreliability.

There is a difference, in degree only,
between field trial training and training
of dogs for general shooting. For the
latter purpose the training should be far

more complete and perfect than for the
former, yet the field trial training must
be conducted far more carefully, patiently
and skillfully than that of ordinary shoot-
ing dogs.

Field trial dogs should be trained to
just the degree specified by field trial

rules, or rather required by field trial

judges. They should receive just what
training they cannot get through a trial

without, neither more nor less; i. e., they
should j)oint back, retrieve and be steady
to shot and wing.

It may seem inconsistent to state that
field trial dogs should have comparatively
little training, and yet claim that far

greater skill and experience is required
to give that little than to thoroughly
train a dog for ordinary field work. It is

true, nevertheless. Field trial dogs want
development more than training, and as

training, of the mildest sort even, is sure
to tame any dog to some extent the great-

est skill is required so as to train without
detracting from the animal's natural
powers.
As little training as possible, given as

mildly and patiently and covering as

much time as possible, is a safe general
rule to govern field trial training. I have
to make another seemingly contradictory
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statement regarding the training of field

trial dogs, but it is based solely on ex-

perience, and will stand the closest in-

vestigation. It is this: Extensive and
long-continued experience on game is a

certain handicap to a field trial dog.

Intelligent dogs of great experience

always learn to locate birds with less ex-

citement than the inexperienced ones,

and the rattle-headed sort for their life-

time continue to approach game with an
unnecessary amount of nervous strain,

therefore wise dogs of great experience

generally are classed iu the tame order,

lacking style, etc., while the rattle brains

get full credit for "style on game." I

ave read, with mortification, of dogs

that 1 knew to be wonderful game finders

iu the reports of some of the press

"authorities," how so-and-so "from cun-

ning" outfound his or her opponent, but

was clearly "outclassed" for all that. I

always consider "cunning" or any other

qualification by which game could be

found a good thing in a hunting dog.

There is no doubt, however, that too

much experience reduces the snap, energy

and ambition of pointers and setters,

therefore care should be used to give

just enough work to develope the pupils

locating sense, and not to cool down his

ambition. There is, of course, consider-

able difference of opinions regarding the

merits of field dogs between well-known
and CAen popular field trial judges. Some
prefer the dogs that make the greatest

number of true points with the least

number of errors. Others waut only
enough of points to show that the dogs
will point. Then they prefer the one
with the greatest dash style, etc. It is

not my purpose here to attempt to show
whether the best fiuder should or should
not be rated lower than one clearly in-

ferior in this respect that covers more
ground and goes with better style. I

knov well that there are great going dogs
that habitually go by more game than
they go to. Again there are great going
dogs that are also great finders, in fact

all great goes should be great finders.

Yet at times they might have bad luck
and be ouidone by an opp>onent not
half as good. Therefore I cannot differ

from one of this kind of judges above
alluded to without differing from the
other also.

The way that I am trying to train dogs
for field trials is the way that I think is

correct, therefore I shall try to make my
method clear for the benefit of those who
care to interest themselves in the subject.

If by adapting my method any handler
io the future should find himself set

back by judges who are extreme iu their
views eitlier as to great going dogs or
great pointing dogs I will fully sym-
pathize with them, although I know I

cannot help their case. I want a going
dog. I would not own any other sort after

the first fair offer I had for him, but
I want no sky-scraper that only finds
birds when he gets tired of romping, or
that points only when he gets tired of
bolting out of sight and chasing. I an-
ticipate that the field trial winners of the
future will lie good moving, fast, wide-
ranging, level-headed dogs, sufficiently
trained to show all their natural qualifi-

cations, and this is the sort I shall try to
procure and that I now recommend to
my readers.

No complete rules ever have been or
ever can be formulated to enable all sorts
of people to train all sorts of pointers
and setters successfully. Nor does it ap-
pear to me possible to lay down any rules
that would be certain to qualify anybody
to train any dog whatever. Some dogs
are far from being as susceptible to
training as others. And some people are
far from being as well adapted to the
work of dog training as others. There-
fore, all that I think can be done in the
matter is to give general rules for traiu-
ing, with such details as will apply to
dogs of the disposition which qualifies
them to be classed as field trial clogs, in
addition to which I will attempt to give
instructions and make suggestions which
may aid in qualifying the trainer to per-
form the task of training such dogs.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

WATCH DOGS.

—A citizen of Erie, I'a., was walking along the
•treet the other day when hisdogcamc up, pulled
his coat and tried to make hira retrace his steps.
He turned around and followed the dog a short
disUnce and picked up a 6ne revolver. The dog
•eemed to know that the weapon was valuable,
although it was too heavy for him to carry in bis
mouth.

THE ART OFTRAINING THEM

What Breed is Best Adapted to Ward

Off Intruders.

From the Dublin Farmers' Uazette.

We cannot do better in this article than

say a few words on this important section

of the canine family, as many thousands

of dogs are kept for guards to property.

First, in our opinion, stands the mastiff,

one of the oldest, if not the oldest, of our

dogs, many of its partisans solemnly

avowing that there exists unmistakable

proofs of its being the national dog par

excellence of the country. Without,

however, going so far as this, we may say

that there is no possible difference of

opinion in the fact that the breed is of

extreme antiquity, being frequently

mentioned by the oldest classic writers.

Without, however going too deeply

into the far dim past of the history of the

mastiff, we may say that he was evi-

dently bred for watching purposes many
generations ago. When man began to

have property iu flocks and herds, or

even his first rude hut to live in, he

would quickly appreciate his faithful

companion's instinctive impulse to de-

fend and guard his master's property, as

he has in earlier history defended his

master's life in the most incessant battles

that were continually raging. The fierce-

ness and determination of his attack,and
his ready power of discrimination be-

tween friend and foe, made him a pow-
erful ally, and as an enemy, one to be
feared. When man, therefore, advanced
in civilization the dog would naturally
advance as well, so that scope of his en-

ergies was found in the protection of his

master's familv and stock, which, al-

though not requiring the fierceness of
his attacks in war, still needed a large

amount of courage and watchfulness
against enemies.
Although used to-day in a similar po-

sition as they were generations ago, we
regret to say that in a great many in-

stances the watch dog whose deep-
mouthed bay welcomes us home is sadly
neglected; not a large number of cases

wilfully, but simply through ignorance.

Many people who buy a dog to guard
their person or property never for a mo-
ment think which breed is not suitable,

or attempt to train him, for his duties,

simply contenting themselves with an
animal they are told "is a good guard."
The dog is then taken home, chained up
in the Imck premises,and if he barks and
tugs at his chain the owner is quite con-

tent, thinking he has got a good watch
dog at last. Many are quite satisfied if

the poor brute terrifies all trespassers, it

never entering the heads of such owners
that the barking and tugging at the chain

may simply be the dog's protest at being
so miserably and inhumanly treated.

Ferocity in a watch dog is not needed,
but high courage, which is a nobler
quality, and compatible with cultivated

mental faculties, is.

The mastiff may safely be taken as the

typical canis defensor, for, owing to his

size and strengtli, together with his loud,

!
deep voice, he is a terror to evil doers.

Newfoundlands and St. Bernards make
capital watch dogs, and having for so

long time been kept as companions, are

very intelligent, and soon learn to do as

they are bid, and to do it cheerfully; for

it must be borne in mind that a watch
dog must be a reasoning animal, and not

a stupid cur to bark senselessly at all

and everything. A dog that is continu-

ally chained can never be a perfect guard,

as he gets fretted with being so fastened

up, and he gets into the habit of rushing

to the end of his chain at anybody that

approaches. Many think this a sign that

the dog is a capital watch, and actually

encourage him in such practices. Be-

sides these evils, the chained dog is apt

to be neglected, as he is unable to make
his wants known as he would do were he
free. Never, except in cases of actual

necessity, should a dog be kept con-

stantly on the chain. When he has to be
so kept he ought to be taken frequently
out for exercise, and be made a com-
panion of by his owner, so that he may
be, so to speak, in touch with his master,
and more readily understand what is

wanted of him.
In training a dog as a guard get a

puppy and remember that the first law
to instil into him is the same as that
taught to the raw recruit—implicit obe-
dience. He must be prompt iu coming
to your call, and lie down immediately
he is ordered. In one of his first lessons
something should be placed on the
ground that the owner has carried about
with him or has handled for some timel
calling the dog's attention to it, and
making him lie on it, pointing to it, and
cautioning him with such words a9

"guard i'," "take care of it," etc. It is

necessary to be careful that one form of
order only is used, so as not to confus^
the dog. After he appears to understand
you, the trainer should go away and hide
behind something, so that he may see
whether the dog deserts his charge. If

so, show at once and take him back,
speaking sternly to him, so that he may
know he is being scolded and has done
wrong. He should not be shouted at or
bullied or thrashed. Make him lie down
again, and repeat the lesson till he un-
derstands and obeys. Care must be
taken that the lesson is uot too severe,

and that he is not kept too long on
guard,otherwise he will become disgusted
with his work. Short lessons and often
is the motto, so as to properly impress
upon his mind while he is young.
When he has learned this lesson fairly

well, let some one go, and not too
roughly, attempt to take the article away
from him; if he resents this, let the man
start back, as though afraid, and then
renew the attempt. The trainer should
theu be present, and encourage the dog,
and should the attempt to get possession
of the article have been successful, the
trainer should collar the man, and call

on the dog to help, getting possession of
it again after an apparent struggle. If

the youngster has done weii, do noi lie

afraid to give him ample praise for it,and
as the man who has attempted to steal

the article should be known to the dog,
its first impression will be that it is only
fun, and he will be delighted, a<id run
around barking at having been a party
to such sport. When he has learnt to

guard a certain article, it gives him a
distinct idea of protection, and soon
leads him to take all his master's prop-

erty under his care.

One thing we never could exactly un-
derstand is why so many dogs have such
an antipathy to beggars or ragged
people. We have never known it

taught, and all who have had to do with
dogs will have noticed this dislike. It

may be, and probably is, that generally
such characters approach in a stealthy

mauuer, and the tiog, being a keen ob-

server, sees there is something wrong
and so challenges. vVatch dogs showing
such dislike should be encouraged; but

at the same time a firm restraint should
be kept upon them lest they get too sav-

age.

Many feel safer while in their walks if

they have a dog with them, and in

lonely or quiet places nervous people or

ladies may l)e subject to annoyance if

nothing worse, whereas a large dog
would certainly ensure them from any
interference. Let the dog be with the

owner as frequently as possible, feed

him, and make a thorough companion of

him, and he will soon find that one of

his chief pleasures will be in his com-
pany, for a dog delights in the notice

and praise of those he loves. When iu a

lonely place and anyone is approaching,
call him, take hold of his collar till the

person has passed, speaking quietly to

him, "steady," "good dog," etc. As
soon as the person has passed, loose the

dog and let him go again. He will thus

soon learn the idea that his proper place

when persons are passing is at his mas-
ter's side.

—-
Mr. Shea's Recent Purchase.

Editor Fanciers' Joiirnal.

Sir: The King Charles bitch Dagmar
I purchased of Mr. Arnold, of London, has ar-

rived on the steamship Spain, and I must say

that she is in every respect what he represented

her to be, a very nice specimen. Yours truly,

J. P. SBBA.

NBW YORK CiTV, March 3, 1S9C.

SETTERS.

Notes on Their Progrees During the

Last Twelve Months.

Prom the Kennel Gazette.

It cannot be said that there is any pro-

gress to report in these breeds. Many
people say that the setters of to-day are

deteriorating; some that they are noth-

ing like what they were, say, ten years

ago.

I cannot go so far as that, although it

is true that we have no representatives

of their breeds to-day to compare with

Mr. Llewellyn's Count Wyndham, or

Major Elison's Reuben; or Mr. Llewel-

lyn's Plunket.

There are plenty of good-looking Eng-
lish setters to be seen nowadays, though
it cannot be denied that there are too

many small weedy toys among them;

and it is certainly true that setters are

not keeping up their form like the point-

I

ers.

I
At a field trial meeting the difference

j

l^tween the pointers and setters—as re-

gards looks, of course, I mean—is strik-

ing. You may find half a dozen fine,

handsome, well-bred pointers for one
setter with any size, or shape, or quality.
And the field trial classes at shows make
this still more manifest.
The Irish bitches are worse in this re-

spect than the English, sadly small and
light of bone. Where could you find

three Irish bitches to-day fit to hold a
candle to Bella, Mina and Kite, all

shown in the same class at Birmingham
in 1875 and i876.> The Irish—dogs es-

pecially—are still bred too high on the
leg and too straight in the stifle. It is

nothing to the purpose to say Irish are
naturally long on the leg. I say, why
are they ? Why in all these years have
you not shortcneu the lung leg a trine F

Plunket and his son Kite were, to my
mind, the best Irish setters I ever saw in

a field (I think I never saw a better of
any breed than Kite), but they were not
high on the leg—rather the contrary.

I remember the late Mr. King, who
knew, I suppose, more about an Irish

setter than any other man in the country,
saying to me one day as we were watch-
ing Plunket galloping by, "Ah ! I wish
we had more setters like that in Ireland."
Watch an English and an Irish setter

at their work (I mean, of course, the
Irish dog with the straight stifle and
long leg). Compare their action and
style. The red one goes fast enough, but
has not the easy, smooth, fluent, compact
gallop of the English. Nor does he carry
his head nearly as well, and it is this

which handicaps him so much at field

trials.

The same thing applies, but with in-

finitely greater force, to the black and
tan. Black and tan bitches are charm-
ing to shoot over, but the dogs really

seem to have had all galloping properties

bred out of them. Up and down they

go—fore and aft—like a ship in a storm,

and an hour so reduces them to an igno-

minious trot.

It is a pity, for they have wonderful
noses, ana as a rule take very little

breaking.
I am afraid these remarks will bring a

hornet's nest about my ears, for ^e
owners of the mahogany reds stick

stoutlv to the old maxim, "Love me,
love my dog." But 1 too am fond of a red

setter, and I should be delighted to see

them work their way to the front; though
they will never do this till they breed a

few more of the Plunket type, unless the

English breeders make it easier for them
by taking a leaf out of their book and
copying, if not the long leg, at all events

the straight stifle.—W. Serjeanston.

Elsie's Fine Litter.

Bditur Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Please ptrmit me to say that my
Russian wolf-hound bitch KIsie whelped three

dog and six bitch puppies by Mrs. Wellesley's

Krilutt, in London, on February 18; sll strong

and well. The puppies will come over In the

course of two or three months, and Elsie will re-

main for another visit to Krilutt. Yours truly,

W. Wax>K.

KutTON, Pa.. Feb. ab. 1890.
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CHICAGO DOG SHOW.

Full List of First Prize Winners—The

Show a Success.

Chicago. III., March 4. 1890-

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Judging, with the exception of

the specials, finished at nine this even

ing. The following are the first prize

winners: Ma.stifFs, challenge dog class,

Charles E. Cook's Moses; challenge bitch

class, E. H. Moore's Lady Colen. Open

classes, Ilford Chancellor and Countess

Dunsmore. St. Bernards (rough coated)

challenge classes, E. H. Moore's Ben

Lomond aid ¥.. S. Sears' Lady Welliug-

ton. Open classes, E. B. Sear's Hesper

and E. H. Moore's Lady Miles. St. Ber-

nards (smooth coated) challeuge chal-

lenge classes, E. B. Sears' Victor Joseph

and Wentworth Kennels' Thisl)e. Open

classes. Mascot Royal and Meadowthorpe

Nora. Great Danes, challenge classes,

Brock and Juno; open classes, Helior

and Nevezel. Deerhounds, Hillside Ken-

nels' Robber Chiefuin and Wonda. Grey-

hounds, challenge class, H. W. Hunting-

ton's Highland Chief; open class, Rock-

wood l^ndseer Greyhound Kennels' Ba-

bazoun and Miss Rare. Pointers (large),

challenge classes. Graphic and Revel HI;

open cla-sses. Luck of Idstone and Sail

II. Pointers (small), challenge classes,

King of Kent and Meally; open classes,

Lancelot and Fan N. ;
puppies. Bow of

Idstone and Lady Sterling. English set-

ters, challenge classes, Leddesdale; open

classes, Mouk of Fumess and Cambriana;

puppies, Canadian Khight and Canadian

Queen. Irish setters, challenge class,

Elcho, Jr.; open classes. Max and Ruby
Glenmore; puppies. Ranch and Frora II.

V^Vft\A\^&a ^%-fcfc%.«.., .. .*..*.^ ..^.. .- ' , - ..

Dixon's Little Boy and W. S. Hammett's
Rose; open clas-ses, Meadowthorpe Heath-

er Roy and Jes,sie; puppies. Rex and

Sally. Foxhounds, ceallenge class, Brave;

open classes, Cook's Dan and Cook's

Spotty; puppies, Logah and Lady Cook.
Chesapeake Bays, Dick and Miss For-

tune. Irish water spaniels, challenge

classes. Patsy O'Connor ;
open classes,

Dennis O'Donoghue and Irish Flora.

Clumber spaniels, open classes, Boss

III and Bromine. Field spaniels, chal-

lenge class, Bridford Gladys ; open
classes. Baron and Dorothy. Cocker
spaniels, challenge class, Beuesilk; open
Classes; Red Jacket and Yarrow; puppies,

dogs, Napoleon; bitches,Dorothy. Collies,

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Scotilla and
Flurry III in the challenge and The
Squire and Roslyn Clara in the open

classes, Marmion and Roslyn Parole in

puppies. Bull dogs, challenge class,

Rabagos; open classes. Harper and
Dimple. Bull terriers, challenge classes.

Jubilee and Marguerite; open classes,

Briton and Attraction; under thirty lbs.,

Dusty Miller and Ellen Terry; puppies.

White Stubbs. Dachshundes, Bessie K.

Beagles, challenge classes. Little Duke
and Lou; open classes, Racer, Jr., and
Whisper; puppies, Hetty. Fox terriers,

challenge class. Valet; Raby Mixture,sec-

ond; Richmond Olive; open classes, Vero-

nese and Richmond Dazzle . Wire-haired,

Eskdale Broom and Dartmoor Sunbeam.
Irish terriers, Bumside and Geesala.

Skye terriers. Sir StaflFord and Lady
Countess. Black and tan terrriers,

Buffalo General and Meersbrook Maiden.

Yorkshire terriers, Dainficare and Flora.

Clydesdale terriers, Clydesdale Ivoris and
Belle of Clyde. Scotch terriers, Fannie

Fern. Dandie Dinmonts, M. Reiver and
Pansy. Pugs,challenge class, Bessie; open
class, Ivord Nelson and Bo-Peep; puppies,

Eberhart's Cashier. King Charles spaniels,

Hyllus and Nell Gwynne II. Blenheim
spaniels, Milwaukee Duke, Milwaukee
Rose. Italian greyhounds, Dixie. Sibe-

rian wolf-hounds, Ivan. Miscellaneous

class, Nellie Gray (whippet).

The remaining specials will be judged

in the morning. The show is much finer

than last year and is crowded with

visitors. w.
,-^~-

—A hor«« cmuloyrd in a lumber mill at Clufm-
viUe, Cal., for the fast twelve years to haul the

RHwnust has become so well acquainted with his

work that he goes from one hopper to another,

through intricate passageways, without a driver

and never strikes a post. He begins and quits

work by the whistle, the same as the men.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.

How the Breed Orlgrluated—A Short

but Interestlne; History.

From the Week's Sport.

The Chesapeake duck dogs were men-

tioned in these columns not long ago,

and it may be of interest to give about

these dogs a few facts of which I became

possessed recently. It seems that the

origin of the breed came from two pup-

pies that were rescued from an English

brig by a vessel bound into Baltimore

in 1807. The rescuer, George Law, in a

letter written in 1845, says: "The history

which the English captain gave me of

these pups was, that the owner of his

brig was extensively engaged in the

Newfoundland trade, and had directed

his correspondent to select and send him

a pair of pups of the most approved

Newfoundland breed, but of different

families, and that the pair I purchased of

him were selected under this order. The
dog was of a dingy red color and the bitch

black. They were not large; their hair

was short, but verj' thick coated; they

had dew claws. Both attained great

reputation as water dogs. They were

most sagacious in everything, particu-

larly in all duties connected with duck
shooting." From these two dogs de-

scendedthe Chesapeake dog of the pres-

ent, whtch is so full of sagacity in duck
hunting, and which as a type has become
so well known.

It is related of Canton, which was one

of the original two dogs, that she sur-

passed her species generally in unrivalled

devotion to the water and to the sport of

ducking as carried on by the old Doctor's

colored man, with his murderous swivel

gun. Her patience and eudtirance of

fatigue seemed almost incredible, and

her performances would be best illus-

trated by taking down, from the old

doctor and oiuciB, wlio icUieuiLfcr tucuj,

the facts of her fights with wounded
swans, after pursuing them in the water

for miles; also her extraordinary pursuit

of wounded ducks, amongst rotten and
floating ice, and sometimes in fog and
darkness. A dog

'Whose honest heart is still his master's own.

Who labors, fights, lives, breathes for him alone.
'

'

Two

CLINICAL LECTURES.

Cases of Canker Described

Alexander Glass, V. S.

by

A NEW KENNEL CLUB.

L.anua(iter Dog Men Form an Oi-ganl-

zatlon "Which Gives Great Promise.

Lancaster, March 5.—About 200

sportsmen gathered at the residence of W. W.

Grosh.in Manheim Township, this afternoon and

formed the I^ncaster Kennel Club,which is to be

modeled after the Rose Tree Club, of Delaware

County. The club was organized by electing

Charles Kckert, president; William Martin, sec-

retary, and Gottlieb Gerstley, treasurer, and

sUrts off with nearly fifty charter memt>ers.

They also have two kennels ofdogs, W. W. Grosh

being the keeper of the Neffsville Kennel and A.

H. Hershey having charge of the IronvUle Ken-

nel.

After the organization was completed, the

club had a fox chase, twenty-five horsemen and

forty-six hounds participating The club will

hold its next meeting at the City Hotel, this city,

March 13.

KKNNEL REGI8TKR.

CASE NO. I.

This animal, a spaniel, has what is

kuown as simple canker of the ear. If

you examine the ear you will find it thick-

ened and hot; the inner surface, instead

of being pink in color, is red and towards

the base crimson. You will detect a pe-

culiar odor, best described as mousey,

and on manipulating the ear at the base

a sucking sound is produced, denoting

the presence of some fluid in greater

amount than in health. You see there is

a discharge thick and waxy, but uot very

offensive, as this is a fresh case. In this

particular case there is no ulceration, but

frequently a series of small ulcers are

seen. This condition in this animal has

been brought on by two things; first, in-

sufficient exercise, and secondly, too high

feeding, the two great causes of disease

in pet and house dogs.

Now as to treatment. First bathe the

ear with luke warm water, dul use no

soap, for very ofteu a case of canker is

brought on by frequent washing and leav-

ing a certain amount of soap in the tender

inner ear, causing much irritation. I take

a piece of absorbent cotton and make it

into the shape of a cone. I now put it in

the ear and turn it around. You see it

comes out covered with a brownish red

substance. In one place you will notice

it is slightly tinged with blood, showing

a raw ulcer. After usiu^ a fresh piece of

cotton and repeating this several times

until the ear is clean, I take a powder
composed of iodoform, one part, and bo-

racic acid, twelve parts, and holding the

tip of the ear directly from the head, so

as to form a funnel, I put several pinches

in the ear, in all about what would go on

a twenty-five cent piece. Now, if this

case shows as much discuaigc lo-iuoiiow,

it will require to be bathed again with

warm water, but in a simple case as this 1

doubt it: all it requires will be to clean it

out with cotton and apply the powder for

several days. At the same time this

animal must have a dose of castor oil and
be put on a low diet.

CASE NO. 2.

This case, a Newfoundland dog, has

also canker, but of an entirely different

type from the previous one. You will

notice he is constantly shaking his ears,

which are enormously thickened and en-

larged. Outeide the hair is thin, the skin

scabby and rough, while inside they are

a deep scarlet color running to a purple.

The ear shows one mass of ulcers and a

thin foul-smelling discharge, indicating

diseased bone.

This dog illustrates what a neglected

case of canker will run to. The hearing

of this ear beiu^ cerUinly destroyed it

does not matter if strong drues are put

into it. Such cases require radical treat-

ment. First wash it thoroughly with warm
water and apply a solution composed of

part nitrate of silver to twelve of water;

this to be applied by means of a piece of

sponge tied on a small stick, as "^t is apt
.^ .^ .«-- 1 J- «r_ ...;n ^n^\,, »u;o

JUDGING AT NEW YORK.

Mr. Wade Takes Exception to the Re-
marks Made L«st Week.

Editor -Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Your journal casts a most serious

imputation on Mr. Marshall's judging at

the late New York show by asserting

that he consulted a catalogue before

making his awards. I have condemned

the awards in the challenge dog and open

bitch classes as strongly as anybody and

hold the awards to Homer and Lady

Orson to be as bad judging as I have ever

seen, not excepting Lady Clare's V. H.

C. at Pittsburg, Bille's first at New York
or F^riar's reserve at same show, but I

have never entertained a doubt of the

impartiality or sincerity of the judge,but

unless this charge is promptly met, ex-

plained or disproved, we will be forced

to conclude that the judge woefully lacks

the qualification Ctesar desired for his

wife, and Mr. Marshall will make a seri-

ous mistake if he passes this matter over

in silence. Parenthetically I may say

that I never heard of this charge until it

apf>eared as above.

Mr. Marshall made an unnoted mis-

take in his harsh treatment of Linden
Duchess; her light ginger markings
might well have kept her from the front,

but in body, legs, head and coat she was

way ahead of some of the noticed pup-

pies, and it was decidedly too harsh to

turn her out of the rin§ with the remark,

"I've no use for that kind of mastiffs."

Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., March 3, 1890.
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We make no charge for entries in this

column, all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
VISITS.

MR. W. H. CHILD'S (Philadelphia, Pa.» Irish

setter Betsey I.kioh, 5824, to his Fly (Des-

mond II.Luray III.), March 5, 1890.

MK.SSRS. WKISBROD & HESS' (Philadelphia,

Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Bertha, to Mr. James
F. Hall's Marquis of Stakfokd (Champion
Save-Miss Plinliramon), January .vi, 1890.

WHELPS.
setter bitch
27, 1890, six,

MESSRS. SMITH BROS.' Gordon
DANi>tLioN, whelped February
by New York Ronald.

DEATHS.
HEMPSTEAD FARM KENNELS, Hempstead,

L I., have lost by death Hkmi'STEad Bkn,
collie do^, by Bendigo—Twilight. Cause.
pneumonia.

Hkmpstkah Scot, collie dog, by Bendigo—
Twilight. Cause, pneumonia.

CHARLFSj W. BOYER, Philadelphia, Pa., has
lost by death Leo, pug dog, by Geooge—
Daisy. Cause, pneumonia.

MISS. M. E. BANNISTER. New York, has lost

bv death Saxon, pug dog. by Tom Thumb—
I'uHic

.

to Stain the hands. We will apply this

for three days, and follow it up by cleanj

ing the ear out with cottou and using a

powder composed of iodoform one part,

boracic acid five parU, a much stronger

preparation than was used in the previous

case. Should this lotion prove of insuf-

ficient strength we would then try a so-

lution of sulphate of copper one part,

sugar of lead two parts, and water ten

parts. At tlie same time we give a pur-

gative of castor oil followed by a taole-

spoonful of syrup of buckthorn once
daily; feed orclinary diet of mixed food.

At the best these cases of chronic canker

are hard to treat. Frequently they are

dried up only to break out again as bad

as ever.

—A slim and classic featurea dog was tied to a

chair on the John Sylvester yesterday morning,
to whose collar some sarcastic individual had
attached the label, in prominent letters. "To the

Palatka Sausage Factory." The pup felt the dis-

grace, and as the steamer started for Palatka
howled with a mournful and touching cadence.

—Jacksonville Times-Union.

TEXAS F]ELD TRIALS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Texas Field Trials Club held their

annual meeting at Waskom SUtion, about

twenty miles east of this place, with the results

given below.
The judKing was done by Capt. W. W. fucker

and Messrs. W. L. inomas anu V. V. Hali uuiu

after the Bess-Capt. Craig heat in the All-aged

stake when the judges were Messrs. Hall and

Thomas and Mr. W. E. Winsou The running

was done on the iilh, uth and 14th, the 13th be-

ing entirely too wet.

Fourth annual meeting of the Texas Field

Trials Club, open to amateurs only.

The Derby, $50 to first, $25 to second and |io to

third.
first series.

Hamilton and Jackson's black, white and tan

English setter dog Fred Gates (Bob Gates-

Lilfy B.),
beat

R M Hutching's black, white and tan Eng
setter dog El Rio Rey (Gath's Mark Bl

Chiqua).

Robert W. Shaw s liver and white pointer Brazos

(Spring-Daisy White),
beat

Behn Cook's black pointer Rex (Lossing-Tync).

R R Scotfsblack setter Jack (Joe-Kretz'sbilch),
beat

A J Ross' orange and white cross-bred setter

bitch Light Foot (Breckenndge-Kate Cole-

man).

SECOND SERIES.

Fred Gales beat Brazos.

Jack got a bye.

third sekies.

Fred Gates beat Jack, and wins first.

FOURTH series.

El Rio Rey beats Jack, and wins second. Jack

placed third.

ALL-AOBD stake.

$100 to first, I25 to second and $10 to third.

FIRST SERIES.

A J Ross' orange aud white cross-bred setter

bitch Kate Coleman (Guy-Sleta),
beat

R M. Hutching's liver and white pointer dog
Spring (Main Spring-Curfew).

Rosborough, Jr's liver and white pointer

(log Bang (Cl<

cross-bred setter

W. J. Rosborough, Jr'- "floud-Fantine),
t>eat

R R. Scott's black and white
Jack (Joe-Kretn's bitch).

W. J.ZCock's liver and white pointer bitch Ress

(Bruce Ranger-Frank),
beat

John L. Phillips' white, black and tan English

setter dog Capt. Craig (Gladstone-Lady M.).

dog King Cotton

—The wolf recently hunted at Lititi, Pa., was
"stunned " with a club before the dogs got at it,

and it will be hunted again as soon as it suffi-

ciently recovers.

S. H. Green's black pointer
(Tyler-Dream 8.) a bye.

SECOND SERIES.

Kate Coleman beat King Cotton.

Ress beat Bang.
THIRD SERIES.

Ress beat Kate Coleman and won first.

FOURTH SERIES.

Kate Coleman beats Bang and wins second.

Spring placed third without drawing.
^ '

'

Reporter.
MARSHALL, Tex., Feb. iS, 1890.
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LIST OF WINNING PUGS BETWEEN THE YEARS 1879 AND 1889.

Table Giving the Ivist of the Principal Shows Held in America Together with the Namea of
the Judges and "Winners in Their Respective Classes.

>
7»

CBAMFKHf OK CHALIXIfOB CLASS. .

WHERE Held. JUDCB.

Dog. Bitch. Fixst.

-OPEN IK)G CLASS

—

Second. Third.

-OFBR HTCH CLA8S-

FlKBT. Second. Thikd.

New York

Philadelphia
New York
Pittsburg
New York
Pittsburg
New York
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Pittsburg
New York . ....
New York (Spring;.. .

New York (Fall) . . .

Phila. Kennel Club . .

Phila. Nat. Breeders'
Show

Cincinnati
Chicago
New Haven
Meriden ......
Taunton
Washington
Stafford
Montreal
Toronto
Cleveland
St. Louis
Toronto.. .

New York

Philadelphia (Spring).
Philadelphia (Fall) .

Boston

Chicago
Cincinnati
New Haven
New Orleans
St. Johns
Toronto
Milwaukee
St. Louis
N. Y. Fanciers' Show..
N. Y. Fanciers' Show..
New York
Phila. (Pa. State Poul-
try Show)

Pittsburg
Boston
Hartford
Cleveland
New Haven
Hornersville ....
Milwaukee
Newark (Spring) . . .

Newark ( Fall)
St. Louis
St. Johns
SUfford
Buffalo . .

Newark (Spring) . .

Newark (Fall) . . . .

Providence
Boston
Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Hartford
New York
Milwaukee
Detroit
Columbus
Dayton
St. Paul
Winsted
StaflTord

New York
Philadelphia
Boston

New Haven

Cincinnati
Buffalo
Columbus
Syracuse
St. Paul
Washington
Toledo
I'tica

I.ondon
Richmond. . . .

Troy
San Franciaca
Columbus

New York

Troy
Albany
I'tica

Rochester
Lynn
Boston
Worcester . .

Chicago

Philadelphia
San Francisco
Toledo
Toronto
Elmira

. .

London. . .

Ottawa
Brooklyn
Datibury

. .

i879Bi)gland, Kane &
drainer ....

879 Three wise men(?)
SSoDalziet
SSoTwaddell
8«i Nevin '

88] Watson
881 Watson
882 Nevin
88a Kirk
883 Watson
88-: Mortimer
883 Kirk
884 Dana
884 Kirk
884 Knight

884 Barlow Roderick.
884 Mortimer ... . Joe . . . .

884 Mortimer Joe . . .

884 Mortimer No entry .

884 Watson
884 Watson Treasure .

884 Mortimer Joe . . . .

884 Walton ' Treasure .

884 Mortimer Joe . . . .

884 Watson .

I Treasure

885,Barlow ....
885Kirk
885Dalziel ....
g85;Ma8on )

88s Naylor j

SS^Mortimer
885 Barlow
885 Kirk ,Joe
88.sNaylor Joe
885 Walton Treasure
886 Watson i

886 Kirk Bradford Ruby («).

No class. . .

No class. . . .

No class. . . .

No class. . . .

Young Sooty .

Roderick . . . .

George . . . .

Roderick . . . .

Roderick . . . .

George (e).. . .

(leorge «).. . .

George (e) . . .

Roderick (*).. .

Joe (e)

Roderick . . . .

Prince.

INo class Bothnia Gulph ....
No class Punko {e) Captain . . .

INo class 'Dick Roderick.. .

No class I'Younjf Sooty J .

Roderick IGeorge . . .

George (/) :Guss ;

Snap 'Punch Napoleon .

Rcho Biz Nibbs. . . .

Punch No entry .

Don Juan Tu-Tu . . .

. IPiccino
No entry
No entry .

May..
Effie.

... ICafe.. .

... Sambo
'Sambo

, [Effie IJoe (e)

Effie i'Max. .

Effie Tu-Tu.
]No entry Nig . .

priti.

;

Bob . . .

iMax im).

Tu-Tu .

Tu-Tu .

'Tu-Tu .

No entry ....

INo entry ....

Bob.

884 Mortimer ;iJoe
884iVoerBter Joe
885!Barlow

;Pudgie. . . .

(Witliheld)
lYouug Toby.
Young Toby.
Tu-Tu
Cricket ...
Young Tobv.
Echo J . .

'.

Treasure

Nig . .

Sambo. . .

Colonel . .

(Withheld)
Ned. ....

iNed.

L
Thunder.
Triumph

885 Dalziel No entry .

SSjMortimer
885 Mortimer

'Joe {e). .

No entry ,

No entry

,
!no entry
|No entry

;Bo-Peep..
|Bo-Peep..

'Bradford Ruby .

iPunch ......
Bradford Ruby .

Bradford Ruby .

Doctor II

Pudgie.
Bradford Ruby .

Bo-Peep..

Ijudylh..

Young Toby (a) . . Punch

Punch
Punch
Smut
Victory ....),
Tootsy Wootsy (
Tu-Tu
|Max

Echo

Punch
Pug.

iPrits.

Little Nell. . .

Ijudy
Dagget's Dolly .

May'.
.'

Tiney.
May. .

Nina. .

Effie.
Baby

Nina. . .

Bffi«. .

Jessie. . .

[Duchess

.

Gypsey .

Beauty. .

Cryer's Gypsey

.

Bo-Peep
Darkey
Peck's Beauty. .

iNellie
Dido
Chloe
(Withheld) . . .

Plossy

Pndgens.

iRacket.

[Pudgie.

Cryer's Dolly .

Rhoda
Chloe .

Du-du..

Witcaie
Vixen <t)

Vixen . . . . .

Cryer's Dolly .

Victoria
Cryer's Gipsey

.

jFlossy

Uudy (V. H. C.)

.

DoUy ...
Peck's Dolly.

, jQueen Bess .

. iLuna

Punch

.

iPunch

.

Puck .

Gipsey
I.«dy Dufferin I .

iFlossy

Beauty

Flirt II . . .

I-ucy
ITantrums . .

Peck's Dolly.
Victoria. . . .

Juno .... .

Victory. . .

Judy

Tantrums.

Miss Kitty. .

jMiss Kitty .

'Dolores. . .

'iMoUy

Pug
Bradford Ruby
Colonel . .

886 Watson
886 Mortimer Treasure(a)
886 Barlow Bradford Ruby {e).

886 Mortimer Bradford Ruby (<).

886 Naylor i°* W
886 Mason ..... Bradford Ruby (a).

886Kinzer No entry
886 Naylor No entry
886 Mortimer Bradford Ruby (a).

886 Mason Bradford Ruby . .

886 Naylor No class
886 Mason Young Toby. . . .

886 Walton Young Toby. . . .

887 Mason (Absent)
887 Kirk.- Bradford Ruby. .

887 Rackham No entry
887 Mason Bradford Ruby (^).,

887 Mortimer Bradford Ruby (r).

887 Goodman Max (e)

887 Barlow Max
887 Mortimer No entry
8S7Cryer No entry
887 Kirk No entry
887 Kirk Joe
887 Hill No class

887 Hill

887 Kirk INo entry
887 Watson Vouny "roby. . . .

888 Walton Young Toby. . . .

888Astley Max
888 Mortimer Max
888 Whitney (Miss) . . Max (o)

«««^-'' j:S"am::}-
888Goodman Treasure
888 Mason Max
8880oudman Kelpie
888 Mortimer One class
888 Mason ' Dude (*)

888Winslow ||

888 Goodman i
. . . .

888 Watson Young Toby. . . .

888 Mortimer No entry
888 Mortimer iDude
888 Mason Young Toby. • •

888 Watson No class.

889 Goodman . . . . Kash [e)..

889 Whitney (Miss)
^ j,^^

889Whitney (Miss) . . One class

889 Mortimer One class
880 Mortimer . . . . One class
88qWhitnev(Miss) . . One class

889 Whitney ( Miss) . . No entry
889 Mason No entry
889 No entry

889Mortiiner
i] Ka^h .: ! ! } '

889Cryer ;Kash(j)
889 Graham h

889 Lacy ilKash
889 Mason

|

889 Lacy No entry
889Mortimor No entry.
889Fellows ....
889
S89 Watson ....

IBo-Peep..
No entry
No entry
juay 111..

No entry-
No entry
Bo-Peep..

No class.

Bradford Ruby(a).
Dude
Master Tragedy. .

Max
Young Toby. ...
Master Tragedy(4)
Puck
;T"oby (a)

{Master Tragedy. .

(Withheld)
iKelpie
lYoung Toby. . . .

Ko-Ko

Sambo. .

Smut
Bijou . .

WTiister .

'Tra-la-Ia.
PMgie. .

Ijudy.

Fred (V. H. C.)

Young Toby. . .

James G. Blaine.

^Othello

Dick .

Sancho

.

'Punch
liLady Dufferin.
,|Tra-la-la. . . .

Beauty
I What's That. .

'iBessie . .

i,Tra-la-la.

PkMsy

Plotay I

PloMy
Flossy* I

[Lady Piltoughton*
Peggie
Lady Elizabeth .

iFlOssy
jFrou-Frou ....
DoUy
iFloMy
iDarkey

Victoria.
Kitty. .

Mia* George D .

Duke II

Mitchell's Dude.

Young Toby. . .

Baby
Bijou
Dick

Thunder (V. H. C

bukeil'(V.H.c.)

Judy III.

No entry
iNo entry

Bessie
(One class only)

.

No entry ....
Bo-Peep
Bo-Peep
No class ....

Bo-Peep..
No entry

[Bessie.. . .

Bessie.. . .

Bessie (a) .

Bessie {a)

.

Bessie..
Peggie
Bessie..
Beaste..

Vesu.

Bessie.,

Thunder
iDiamond
'Max
•Max
iTom Thumb (ul

.Max
Santa Claus.. . .

Doctor (*)
iDoctor
Doctor {i)

Victor (^) ...
JKelpie ....
Pudgie
jOthello
IKelpie
IKelpie
ICricket
iThunder
IDude (n).

IDude
Dude (a) . . .

lothello

Kasli
iDude
IPunch
iDude ......
Kash
Othello
Kash (a). . .

Othello
Rustic King. .

Kash

(Withheld^

Pippo.
Buff. . .

(Withheld)

Fraud
Rob Roy. . . .

Pudgie
Duke
Santa Claus..

.

Jumbo, Jr . . .

Bijou
Punch
Patsy
Dido
Little Chubby..
Thunder. . . .

Buff. . .

Othello
Buff. . .

Tom Thumb

(One class for all).

l(One class for all).

Pinkey
)iiLady Flossy (o) .

jIBeauty

Ipy :::;:;
'Miss Kitty. . . .

iLady Cloudy . .

"Lady Dufferin (a)
(Withheld) . . ,

,
Tra-la-la
iiVesU
Bessie
Midget
BesMe
Bessie (0 . . . .

VesU
Cryer's Daisy . .

Cryer's Daisy . .

Yuma-Yuma . .

Tody
What's That

Gipsey. .

Beauty .

iNellie.
, hriny. .

[BUon .

Zoe .

Flora

ITody
[Lady Flossy.

•I'

\ntg (V. H. c).

Ruby F . . . .

Lady Flossy. .

Tiny
Tocfy
IJuno
Victory . . . .

What's That .

Lady Cloudy .

ILilhe ... . .

[Lady Flossy. .

iDaisy
;Topsy
veau . . . . .

VesU
|Ynm-Yum. . .

{Ruby F . . . .

iPrankie C . . .

,
IVesta

Yuma-Yuma

Flora ....

Peter
lothello ...

<Santa Claus..

iDiamond . .

.Daunte . .

1st. George.

Othello
lothello
Bradford Curtis..
Kash
Othello . . . .

Royal Duke .

IFrankie C. . .

Susie
Do-Do
Kirby's Daisy

.

Veste
Vesta

jMyrtle

Duchess ....
VesU (o). . . .

Tody

Lucy
VesU
Kirby's Daisy.
Myrde
Vic

Othello

.

Nero.

I. Dude .... 1

t . . . J

NocUss. . . .

No entry . . .

I. Bessie (o).. 1

a. VesU.. . . J

Besaie
Bessie
Bessie
Bessie («) . . .

No entry . . .

No entry . . .

No entry . . .

If. Bessie. . . 1

a. Vic /
No entry . . .

Budare ....
Lord Nelson.

Guess

Bessie.. . .

lNo entry .

I

'Bessie.. . .

Othello

.

Phonafon . .

Bob Ivy . . .

Lord Clover..
[Budge
Budge
(Witliheld)

iLord Nelson

Guess (b)

Douglass .

iMikado. .

Bob Ivy. . .

lothello . .

Othello . .

Bob Ivy. . .

Stub. . . .

Smut . . .

Doctor. . .

Othello

Vic
Myrtle
Vfc
Vic
Kirby's Daisy

.

What's That
Vesta
Victory ....
iQueen
eggie II

Vic

Flora

Tra-la-la.
CUo. . .

Tra-la-la.

Pussy. ......
Vic Rustic Queen .

VesU . . .

Pcgxie n.
Victory

.

Kirby's DaUyt . . 'BeUe of the Ban

Bijou . . . .

Jumbh, Jr. .

Bradford Ruby II.. DougUss II.

lOthello. .

l(Withheld)
Bob Ivy
(Withheld)

Saxton .

Bob Ivy

.

Ned

(Withheld) '.

Climax . . .

Rustic King.

Pug.

iVic
ic

{Rustic Queen
Vic
Flossie . .

Toodles
{Polly

Bo-Peep II .

INo entry . .

Bo-Peep II

Midget . .

Tra-la-la.
I'Midget . .

Beauty
Daisy 11

Bo-Peep II JMyrtle.

Rustic Queen ...(....
Rustic Queen ...!....
Vic.
Rustic Queen

Beauty

Tra-la-la.

Lothia

jno
Rustic Queen

. iTrixie

. Cricket . . .

. lUno

Jady

Stinson's Daisy.

I&homaker's Daisy

•Equal second. tDaisy was at home in Philadelphia at the time of the show. One class for dogs and bitches, (a) Special. (*)BeBt dog in open class,

in all classes. (A) Stud dog prizes, (i) Best pug bitch (*)Best pug dog bred in America. (/) Best lady's dog. (mjBest png exhibited by a lady,

member of American Pet Dog Club, (o) Pug Breeders' Challenge Cup. (r) Best pug dog. (j) Two specials as best pug in show, {t) Three specials.

(c)Be8t bitch in open class. (*)Best pug
(»)Best pug in open class owned by a

We want a Live Agent in every town to solicit subscriptions for "THE

FANCIERS' JOURNAL." Write for our Liberal Terms.
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POULTRY an'^PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Those interested for the State Poultry

Society of -Pennsylvania must not forget

that the meeting for permanent organi-

Mtion is to be held in the Hall of the

House of Representatives at Harrisburg,

at I P. M., Wednesday, March 12. Those

desiring to attend, and all who have the

poultry interests of the state at heart we

believe do, and wishing orders for ex-

cursion tickets will address the secre-

tary pro tern, Mr. N. G. Temple, Pocop-

8in, Pa.

with a high class variety, that is in the

high class fanciers' estimation. But these

fancier distinctions concern a Columba-

rian association proper and are those with

which an association existing for its

treasury's sake have nothing to do, and to

which, in justice to itself, it cannot give

any consideration

agree to the whim of not the specialist,

but of the multitude.

*

*

« »

The arrangements for caging the pigeon

exhibit at the late New York show were

the best we ever saw in that city outside

of the old Columbarian Society's exhibi-

tions, and that said all we can find to

commend in the department is told.

•
« *

The entry was meagre in the extreme,

and not even in part what it should have

been at a metropolitan show, and one

which the National Association of Pigeon

Fanciers endorsed by holding its annual

meeting, its one yearly gathering, in con-

nection therewith.
«

« •

There were birds to be sure, and long

lines of high-class varieties in most ex-

cellent specimens, but the owners were

few in numbers and the interest in the

exhibit was correspondingly limited.

There were several reasons for this, and

two at least of these should have the

consideration of the management before

It is to the varieties more commonly

kept that the inducements to enter

should have been made, that is, in

tumblers, owls, fantails, etc. But how

was it ? Owls, to be sure, had ten classes,

that is, a class for each black,blue, silver,

white and any other color of each male

and female, aud with $3,0 regular and |io

special prizes. This looks to be fair

enough to one who does not know, but

owls are in three grand divisions, Eng-

lish, Chinese and Africau, and instead of

making a classification for each there

was but the one for all: the three varie-

ties must compete together. The fanciers

of English and Chinese did not enter

knowing if an African was present their

chance was gone.

Another reason for the few exhibitors

was the length of the show. For the

caged carriers and pouters especially the

time in the close quarters was entirely

too extended. None of the birds were

the better for it, and we doubt if some we

saw there will recover from the ordeal.

«
« •

We were reminded during the show

that Mr. Campbell was not to be per-

mitted to enter his pouters in his own

collection cages. The reason given was

that Spratts penned the birds and every

cage furnished by the exhibitor took

from the Spratt income. This was all

verj' well, but was there a series of rules?

that is, one for Mr. Howland, one for

Dr. Owen and one for Mr. Campbell?

Dr. Howlaud exhibited a collection of

fantails in his own cage, and Dr. Owen

used his own cages for his collection of

Orientals !

*
« *

We asked the why of this, and were

told by one that "a single class was

enough for all the good owls there were

in America," and by another, "what's

the use of providing a class for Africans

and Chinese when you know as well as I

do, there are none in the country."

*
• *

.. - »~ r^

concluded.
» »

One of these reasons is that the classi-

fication does not correspond with the

condition of things in the fancy, is not

conducive to either a large entry, an ex-

tended competition or a wide-spread in-

terest.
•*•

In carriers, barbs, pouters, jacobins and

short-faced tumblers this classification is

all right, but in these either inducement

or the lack of it would not materially

afifect the entry. The breeders of these

varieties are limited in numbers, and, ex-

cepting in the one class of jacobins, are

divided into the breeder of a multitude

of birds and the breeders of the very

few. And with the breeders of the

quantity and known quality in the lists

as at this show it was known they would

be, the breeders of the few feel them-

selves beaten before they begin and de-

cline to engage. All the inducements

that can be offered to create an interest

in these varieties at the show is therefore

in vain, and the extended classification

therefore benefits not the fancy at large,

or the show, but the very few alone who

are directly interested.

•
* «

Thus for carriers there were twelve

classes, with $3,6 regular and |6o special

prizes; for pouters, twelve classes, I36

regular, |6o specials; for barbs, twenty

classes, with |6o regular and $60 specials;

short-faced tumblers, eight classes, with

I24 regular and |i5 specials; jacobins, ten

classes, with I30 regular, $y> specials.

«
« «

Long-faced tumblers, the breeders of

which outnumber all of the varieties just

named combined, had three classes, with

|9 for regular and $5 for special prizes.

*
« •

To be sure, the long-faced tumbler is

not to be mentioned in the same breath

Why not prove it so by providing for

the varieties. If there are entries let the

judge decide whether the birds be Afri-

cans and Chinese, and if not, throw them

out. The society would not have been

out of pocket by so domg, smce by the

rules of the show, the first money was

withheld unless there were more than

three entries in a class, and if wrongly

entered the entry fee was that much of

gain. The entry in the class was thirty

birds, by two exhibitors. With proper

classification it might have been 300 by

thirty owners.

It was the same with fantails, another

commonly kept variety. These had a

class for each male and female in each

black, white, yellow and any other color.

This we claim was entirely unfair. The

standard recognizes the solids, saddle-

backs, tailed and silkies. Each is dis-

tinct and should compete within itself

Thus to have been representative of the

fancy, each of the four should have had

the eight classes.

Poultry Inspection.

When the poultry inspection by the

sanitary department of our Board of

Health began, about the middle of last

August, the commission men all very

loudly protested, but the work went

steadily on. notwithstanding, and by

November i, 3000 chickens had been con-

demned, besides a large number of game

birds, and quantities of venison. This

inspection is of both alive and dressed

birds.

The commission men now say the in-

spection scheme was a blessing in dis-

guise, and affirm that it has operated

beneficially to their business inasmuch

as it has compelled the farmers to bring

to market only healthy poultry, because

they know now that if they do otherwise,

they will have to stand the loss.

Officer Schulz, of the health depart-

ment, has charge of this work,and where

at first he would find twenty or thirty

diseased chickens in a single day, he

finds now only two or three. The in-

spection has anyway tended to discour-

age the marketing of poultry taiuted by
disease. The grade of poultry is cer-

tainly better, though it is impossible for

one man to do the work as thoroughly

as the needs require. The officer visits

the forty-two commission houses several

times every day, and this in addition to

inspecting the stalls in the market house

where poultry is sold, and looking to the

wagons of the farmers.—Kan.sas City

Journal.
_ ^

OOOHINS.

The English Standard "With Value

of Points for Judginif.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

COQK.

Beak.—Short and stout at base, taper-

ing to the point and slightly curved.

Comb.—Single, rather small, fine in

texture, perfectly straight and upright,

evenly serrated, free from side sprigs,

and symmetrically curved from base of

the beak to the back of the head.

Head.—Rather small and neat in pro-

portion to the size of the bird.

Eye.—Bright and expressive.

Deaf-ear.—Well developed, fine in

texture and hanging nearly as low as the

wattles.

Wattles.—Rather long, fine in texture

and neatly rounded at the bottom.

Face.—Smooth and fine in texture.

Neck.—Short, well curved, carried

rather forward; abundantly covered with

long hackle feathers which should reach

well on to the back.

Breast.—Very broad, deep, full and

rounded in appearance.

Back.—Short and broad, rising to-

wards the tail, well furnished with sad-

dle feathers which should be soft and

long.

Wings.—Small, the primaries lightly

clipped up under the secondaries; the

whole carried close to the body. The

end hidden by the saddle.

Tail.—Small and full, rising slightly

from the saddle; free from sickle feather.

Tail coverts.—Soft and abuudant,curv-

ing over and nearly covering tail.

Thighs.—Soft, thick and wide apart;

abundantly covered with soft feathers.

Hocks.—Completely covered with soft

feathers, which should curl round the

joint and stand well out. StiU leathers

called "vulture hocks," objectionable but

not a disqualification.

Fluflf.—Very full, abundant and soft,

standing out so as almost to hide the

thighs.
Legs and leg feather.—Legs short,

thick and heavily feathered on the out-

side. The feathers should stand well out

from the leg.

Toes.—Strong and straight; the middle

and outer toe well feathered to the end.

General shape and carriage.—Broad

deep, massive and well rounded in ap-

pearance; the carriage bold; the head

carried rather forward, and the fore part

of the body rather low.

HEN.
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But, said a committeeman, "we did not

wish to provide for or offer more than we

could pay. Better a few classes and the

money prizes paid than to multiply

classes and court bankruptcy." This was

a foolish answer as the proviso in the

conditions, which withheld first money

from unfilled classes; saved the society

from loss in any event.

•*
And again with turbits. It is all very

well for a Columbarian Society to recog-

nize only wing turbits, but fanciers do

breed and have a standard for and buy,

sell and make exchange with teiled and

solid turbits. Then too, there are those

who fancy the point crest and strive to

perfect it, and as many others who strive

just as hard to bring the shell crest to

perfection. Had each of these classifica-

tions been recognized the treasury would

have profitted largely. The hard and

fast lines of the fanciers' ruling cannot

be profitably adopted by a society whose

purpose is money making. To l>e a suc-

cess it must be popular and for this must

Fertile Eggs.

As a seasonable suggestion a canary

breeder in Feathered World says: "Avoid

changing birds from one temperature to

another as far as possible, especially dur-

ing the winter months, as such change is

apt to bring on moulting at the wrong

time, and makes birds weak when they

ought to be at their best for breeding,and

it causes the plumage to become loose

and ragged when it should be tight and

firm. My opinion is that the vitality of

eggs is not much affected after they are

laid or during incubation, but that the

mischief occurs before, to the birds them-

selves during the time they are laying

their eggs. I have no doubt that the

cocks are seriously affected by cold

weather, and, as a consequence, the eggs

are not properly fertilized. Added to

this the hens are chilled and checked

and, although they often continue to lay,

their eggs are of but little use for hatch-

ing. On the other hand, if eggs are laid

during mild genial weather, no amount
of east wind can seriously affect them.

My hens laid freely during the frost aud

cold winds of last February, and beauti-

ful eggs they were; but not more than

two in a dozen proved fertile."

Beak.—Short and stout at base, taper-

ing to the point and slightly curved.

Comb.—Small, single straight, evenly

serrated and fine in texture.

Head.—Small and neat.

Eye.—Bright and expressive.

Deaf ear.—Rather large.

Wattles.—Small aud neatly rounded.

Face.—Smooth aud fine in texture.

Neck.—Short, carried rather forward,

abundantly covered with soft hackle

feathers reaching well on to the back.

Breast.—Broad, deep, full and rounded.

Back.—Short and broad, first rising

into an abundant cushion and then fall-

ing slightly to the tail.

Wings.—Small and tightly clipped up,

the points buried in the cushion.

Tail.—Short and small, almost covered

by the cushion.

Tail coverts.—Very abundant and soft.

Thighs.-Short, strong, set wide apart

and abundantly covered with soft feath-

ers.

Hocks.—Well covered with soft feath-

ers curling round the joints, stiff feath-

ers called "vulture hocks" objectionable

but not a disqualification.

Fluff.—Very abundant and soft, and

standing out well from the body and

thighs. , . ,

Legs and leg feather.—Short, thick

and heavily feathered on the outside.

The feathers should stand out well from

the leg. . .,,,
Toes.—Strong and straight; the middle

and outer toe heavily feathered to the

end. ,

General shape and carnage.—Brpad,

deep, massive and well rounded; the

head carried rather forward; the fore part

of body slightly drooping; the cushion

carried rather high.

POINTS OF COW)R IN BUEPS.

COCK.

Comb, face and wattles.—Bright red.

Deaf-ear.—Bright red, free from any
tinge of white.

Beak.—Deep yellow.

Head.—Rich buff.

Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former pre-

ferred.

Hackle.— Rich golden buff, uniform in

color and sound to the root of the feath-

ers.

Back.—Same color as hackle.

Wings.—Ditto, the flights buff and free

from splashes of black or white.
Saddle.—Same color as hackle.
Breast, thighs and fluff.—Clear buff,

perfectly even and free from all shading.
Tail.—Rich chestnut, shading to

bronze, perfectly free from white, and
with as little black as possible.

Legs.—Bright yellow, the feathers
matching thighs and fluff".

HEN.

Comb, face and wattles.—Bright red.

Deaf-ear.—Bright red, free from any
shade of white.

Beak.—Yellow.
Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former pre-

ferred.

Plumage.—Clear rich buff throughout,
perfectly free from all mottling, and
hackle from any ticking.

Legs.—Bright yellow.

DISQUALIFICATIONS OK BUKKS.

Twisted or falling comb; plumage any
other color than shade of buff, lemon or
cinnamon respectively; legs any other
color than yellow ;general want of Cochin
points; crooked, back, legs, or other de-
formity; total aljsence of feather.

VALUE OF POINTS IN JUDGING BUFFS.

Defective color 25
Want of size . . . • 15
Bad head and comb 10
Slip wings . c

Want of fluff 5Want of cushion 5
Length of leg and want of leg feathering. ... 10
WttiiL uf i^cucikti aliupc 10
Want of condition 15

Total 100

COLOR POINTS IN PARTRIDGE.
COCK.

Beak.—Yellow shading to horn color.
Head.—Dark red or orange.
Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former pre-

ferred.

Hackle.—Orange or golden red, each
feather having a glossy black stripe down
the centre.

Back and shoulder coverts and wing
bow.—Rich dark red. Greater and les-

ser coverts.—Metallic black. Primary
quills.—Bay on the outer web, black on
the inner. Secondary quills.—Bay on
the outer web, metallic black on the
inner.

Saddle.—From a bright golden color
to a rich orange red, each feather having
a metallic black stripe down the centre.

Tail.—Glossy metallic black.
IvCgs.—Yellow, feathers black.

HEN.
Comb, lace, deaf ear aud wattles.

—

Bright red.

Beak.—Yellow shading to horn color.
Head.—Light brown or yellow, finely

pencilled.

Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former pre-
ferred.

Neck.—Golden yellow, each feather
striped with greenish black down the
middle.
Remainder of plumage.—Light brown,

every feather to be distinctly pencilled
with a darker shade and uniform over
the whole body, light shaft objectionable.

I^gs.—Dusky yellow.

DISQUALIFICATIONS.
Twisted or falling comb; general want

of Cochin points; any deformity; total
absence of feather.

POINTS FOR JUDGING.
Defective color 20
Want of size 15
Bad head and comb 10
Slip wings c

Wantof Buff '

5Want of cushion ^
Length of legs and want of leg feathering. . . to
Want of general shape 10
Wantof condition 10

Total 100

COLOR POINTS OF WHITE.
COCK AND HEN.

Comb, face and wattles.—Brilliant red.

Deaf ear.—Brilliant red, free from any
titige of white.

Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former pre-
ferred.

Plumage.—Pure snowy white, glossy
and free from all creamy or yellow tinge.

Legs.—Bright yellow, pale legs in old
birds a fault, but not a disqualification.

DISQUALIFICATIONS. '

Twisted or falling comb; plumage any
other color than pure white; legs any
other color than yellow; general want of
Cochin points; any deformity; total ab-
sence of feather.

POINTS FOR JUDGING.

Defective color 25
Wantof size 15
Bad head and comb 10
Slip wings 5
Wantoffluff 5

I

Want of cushion 5
Length of legs and want of leg-feathering . . 10
Want of general shape 10
Wantof condition 15

Total too

COLOR POINTS OF BLACK.

COCK AND HEN.

Comb, face, deaf ear and wattles.

—

Brilliant red.

Eye.—Red or black.

Plumage.—Rich glossy raven black,

perfectly free from feathers of any other
color, and sound to the roots; the more
metallic sheen the better.

Legs.—Dusky yellow preferred; dusky
legs without the yellow not a disqualifi-

cation.
DISQUALI FI CATIONS.

Twisted or falling comb; any mixture
of red or white feathers; general want of
Cochin points; crooked back or other de-

formity; total absence of feathers.

POINTS FOR JUDGING.

COCK OB HEN.

Defective color ao
Want .of size 15
Bad head and comb 10

Slip wings 10

Wantoffluff 5
Want of cushion 5
Length of legs and want of leg-feathering . . 10
Wnnt of B^etieral shape i«;

Want of condition .' 15

Total 100

Tuberculosis in Fowls.

According to the Giomal di Anatomia,

Fisiologia, etc.. Professor Rivolta has

obtained the following results from his

experiments on the transmission of

tubercle to birds:

1. By inoculation with human tubercle

beneath the skin, or by injection into the

abdominal cavity, or by feeding, he has

never succeeded in producing tubercu-

losis in gallinaceous birds.

2. The virus of human tubercle intro-

duced into the abdomen of gallinaceous

birds may remain unchanged for some
months without any extension, and with-
out causing any irritation. If removed
from the bird and inoculated into guinea
pigs, it causes tuberculosis in them.

3. Inoculation of guinea pigs with the
tubercle of birds gave no results beyond
the formation of two or three small
abscesses at the place of inoculation.

4. Inoculation of rabbits with the
tubercle of fowls caused al)sce8ses rich in

virus, but the extension of the disease
was so slow that a rabbit which died only
showed a few tubercles on the lungs.
The virus of human and bovine tubercle,

on the contrary, finds in the rabbit
favorable soil, and quickly infests the
internal organs.

5. Tuberculosis of fowls is caused by a
virus which, although having an analogy
in regard to form, behavior with reagents,
and microscopic appearance with human
and l)Ovine tubercle, differs from these in

important characters; and it is necessary
to consider tuberculosis of poultry as
non-identical with human and bovine
tuberculosis.

The London Field in comment upon
this says: "It may be observed that ex-
periments in this country have been at-

tended with results which differ entirely

from those obtained by the Italian physi-
ologist. It has been proved, inde«l, be-
yond all doubt, that poultry are readily
infected with tubercle of human and
bovine origin. In fact, the fair conclu-
sion from recent investigations is that
tuberculosis in different animals is due
to the action of the same virus."

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

Driving to Nest—Leg "Weakness.

Nest and Nest Pans.

After a pair of pigeons have been
mated a few days, the male bird will be
seen incessantly chasing his "better

half," appearing to lie diligently trying

to peck her head. This apparently irritat-

ing process to both is called, in pigeon
language, "driving to nest." Its useful-

ness in the production of sound eggs and
assistance to the hen bird at the time of

delivery is great. The constant exercise

keeps her in a healthy condition ; she
is also prevented feeding herself as

abundantly as when not about to lay.

The organs are kept healthy and active,

and when the time to produce the eggs
arrives, there is neither delay nor pain to

the producer. On the other hand, I have
observed that when a hen bird has not
been thus instinctivefy driven to nest,

the first of the two eggs laid at au inter-

val of two days by birds in healthv con-
dition is carried for some days after it

should have been laid, and not infre-
quently remains stationary, creating a
stoppage, as shown by the food in
the crop remaining unmoved, event-
ually leading to the bird being egg-
bound. Should this state of things con-
tinue for a weak or even less with birds
of weak constitution, the hen "goes
light" and dies.

When indications of this state of things
are observed, the best course to pursue
is to place the sufferer in a warm pen.
Give her light aud invigorating food,
such as hempseed and wheat, and ad-
minister a capsule of castor oil morning
and night; let the drinking water be
slightly warm. When the egg is laid it

is well to unpair the birds, allowing the
hen a rest of ten days or a fortnight be-
fore restoring her to the breeding loft;
but see that she has plenty of space to fly
and exercise herself. Pass all such eggs
on to hardy mongrels kept for sitting and
feeding purposes.
Another ailment to which female

pigeons are liable at the time they lay is

leg or wing debility; in fact, some lose
completely the use of one or more limbs.
This is frequently the case with young
birds at the early part of the breeding
season . I attribute it to one or other of
two causes—want of constitution or the
unseasonableness of the weather. A
third cause may be responsible for this
loss of limb power—that is, that the un-
accustomed strain on certain muscular
parts of the body naturally brought into
exceptional action weakens the power of
muscular action in portions of the body
more generally brought into motion. Be
this as it may, in every case I have found
one remedy efficacious, and that is the
"cold water cure." Hold the limbs of
the patient for about ten minutes three
times a day under a running tap of cold
water; and, by way of adding strength
and vigor, give the sufferer a cod liver
oil capsule twice a day for the first three
days, and each night for the remainder
of the week. Exercise the wings by
holding the bird up by the legs, and the
legs themselves by gently drawing them
backwards and forwards. Within the
last few days I have effected perfect cures
in each of thtse kinds of infirmities by
the adoption solely of the treatment I

hereby recommend to my fellow fanciers.
In two instances the hen birds have gone
to nest on a second occasion without the
need of any stimulating assistance, and
are now sitting as closely and regularly
as the most accustomed old dame.
So far I have alluded to exceptional

cases, which I hope, for the success of
fanciers, onlv prove the general rules to
be observed at nesting time. These
need but few directions.

I. The kind of nest most suitable—

I

do not for one moment hesitate to say
that a wooden ground-work is far prefer-
able to one composed of brick or stone,
and that if pans are used, those made of
wood are far preferable to those com-
posed of earthware. Why ? For the
simple reason that warmth is Nature's
nurse—warmth is essential to growth,
anything that assists in its retention adds
to its usefullness; that which al>sorbs it

and conveys it to extraneous matter nec-
essarily detracts from its efficacy. It is

a well-known fact that wood is a non-

conductor, and that earthenware is a con-
ductor of heat. The natural warmth
pertaining to young pigeons and that
conveyed to them from the bodies of
their parents remains centred in them-
selves if their nesting places be of wood;
but if they be of earthenware, the pan
absorbs much of the solutary heat, and
conveys it onward and onward to other
absorbing bodies, thus depriving the
squabs of an important accessory to nat-
ural and healthy growth. I am thus
justified iu recommending to all the use
of wooden bowls or boxes as nests for
pigeons.

2. Let nests be lined with birch twigs,
over which a little chaff and fine sawdust
has been scattered. An occasional
sprinkling of some disinfectant powder
in these nests is a sure preventive of lice
and other uudesired tenants.

3. A word of warning. By all means
discard straw and hay from the pigeon
loft; both are fluted and therefore be-
come the abodes and dark passages of
insects capable of untold mischief to pig-
eons. It IS scarcely necessary for me to
add, but for the sake of the beginner I
may say, that the process of sitting
among the pigeon tribe is conducted ac-
cording to a custom that altereth not,
viz., the hen bird sits from about 4 P. M.
to 9 A. M., the heat and burden of the
day being borne by her mate. Herein,
indeed, may wiser and loftier beings find
an example to stimulate them in those
domestic duties which tend to produce
"Peace and Plenty."—Rev. F. W. Lum-
ley, in Feathered World.

..^..i

THE SIGN OF THE COMB.

Structural Indication s—Some
Tested Crosses.

An almost infallible indication of a

good layer is a big comb and wattle. No
matter whether single, double, leaf or

fork comb, so that it is large and of bril-

liant redness with equally large and
ruddy appendages—get this, and depend
upon it, you have a good layer. This

was amongst my earliest discoveries as a

boy, and as often as my brother and my-
self could scrape together two shillings

we went in for "another big-combed 'un,"
and I have never for a moment had cause
to question this test. A big comb is the
outward and visible sign of great fer-

tility. Look, then, for such if you want
good layers, and have it of peony red-
ness, then you get health also into the
bargain.
There are also structural indications.

In form the best layers are the long-
Ixidied races, heavy astern, big-bellica,

wide stride, waddling gait, and yet of
conspicuous life and activity. Thus you
will see the "layer" is of decidedly a
baggy or "offally" tendency, as opposed
to the tight and spare stem of the poul-
terer's aim. I think you will readily real-

ize what I have tried to explain, viz., the
uselessnes of looking for the two car-

dinals, flesh and eggs, in one strain.

To those who are satisfied with steady-
going, well-balanced breeds, yielding fair

moderate averages in both flesh and
eggs, games, Langshans, la fleche, and
Scotch greys will be found to supply these
moderate requirements.

It is important in market poultry to

keep no old birds; the best results are ob-
tained from young and vigorous stock.

Two-year-old hens probably make the
best return of eggs, and are themselves,
with a little rest and fattening, good
marketable birds. With poultry, as with
vegetation, two consecutive seasons of
abundance are uncommon, an abnor-
mally high yield is often followed by
poor returns in the succeeding year. The
shrewd breeder watches and takes ad-

vantage of this, and it ia most important
so to do.

In conclusion, I must add one import-
ant "cross" for laying purposes, in which
I have had excellent proofs,and in which
I still have great faith, viz., Spanish and
redcap; a thorough admixture of these
two kinds I can strongly recommend.
Thirty years ago I tried them, as did also

others then and since, and, with one ac-

cord, all is praise of their merits. In ap-

pearance they are ugly, but of wonderful
fertility. However, so long as health
and vigor are maintained in those breeds
enumerated, the farmer, the eggler,

peasant or townsman, will have ample
choice.—J. W. Ludlow.
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GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

(H. A. Bridge, judge.)

C0CK8. 94M('). H. M.FaleH, I,a Salle. N. V.;

,p (2), 89 (4), C. J. Smith, South Shaftesbury, Vt.;

9o« (3), J. E. Hauley, Queens, L. I.

HBN9. 9jM(i). H. E. Beyea, Dunmore, Pa.;

9i« (»), 9i>i (3). smith; 9' (4). J- H. Thompson,

Jr Patterson, N. Y.; 86(5), Hauley.

COCKERELS. 93>i (). 9JW (5). P- ^- Mattison,

South Shaftesbury, Vt.; 93 (»),9i>i. *^ *. Sharp

& Co., Lockport. N. Y.; g^Y* (3), 92^ (4). 90, Cun-

ningham & Blair. Chenango Bridge, N. Y.; 90H,

90, smith; 89K, 88%, Hauley; 9», Beyea; 9'. 9".

FaleB;9>X. 89^.89. Thompson.

PULLETS. 93« (0, 93H (»^. 9J>i (4). 9», Smith;

9lM (3). 9>M, 9». 9iW, 9aM. Thompson; 9'K (5).

92«, 92M. gaJ-., Beyea; 9»-9i5<. 9»J<,9iK,Cunning-

hara & Blair.

WHITE WYANDOTTBS.

(F. P. Gaylor, judge.)

COCKS. 91 (0, 89« (4). 89H (5). W. N. Crofutt,

Binghamton, N. Y.; 92^ W, C. S. Cooper,

Schraalenburg, N. J.; 9°^ (3). Knapp Bros.,

Fabius, N. Y.; 88, J. Forsyth, Owego, N. Y. The

disciualifications: One Forsyth for black in

hackle; one Knapp Bros, for feathers between

toes of left foot.

HENS. 9554 (•), 93>i U). Forsyth; 95(2)- 9'H.

Knapp Bros.; 94(3), 9'%. 9°. Croffut; 90. E.

Haley, Mystic Bridge, Ct. ; 89M, Thompson. The

disqualifications: One Cooper for black on wings;

one Forsyth for black in hackle, one for black in

wing; one of E. Brown, Morristown, N. J., for

feathers on shank; one Croffut for black in hackle.

COCKERELS. 94(i),C. S. Hudson, New Balti-

more Station, N. Y ; 93« (»)• 93}4,Forsyth; 935^(3),

90, Knapp Bros.; 92M (5), 92. Sharp; 90, Haley; 90,

Brown; 9iJ4, Thompson; 92, 92, 90)4, 89H. Croffut.

The disqualifications; One Cooper, black in

hackle and Uil; one Forsyth, comb falling over

to one side; one Knapp Bros., black in plumage,

one black in wing.

PULLETS. 93«(i), 9»54, 9'.Knapp Bros.; 92K (2).

92^ (3), 90M. 89. Croffut; 92 (4). 9J, 9', 9°, 89. 88>4.

Sharp&Co.;9J(5).9«,9'.Po'-*y"'; 9oW. 89H. 87,

:iuds==; ?7, C""nrr. oiM.N. I. Quilhot, Tribes

HuT, NY.; 90, Haley. Disqualifications: One

Knapp Bros, for black in neck.

BLACK WYANDOTTES.
(H. A. Bridge, judge.)

HENS, 93 (). 9»54 (»)• P"'«»- COCKERELS,

89>4 (2), Falcs. Pullets, 93 ('), 90H U>. Fales.

BLACK JAVAS.

(J Y. Bicknell, judge.)

Cock. 93 (1), C. Hammerschmidt, South Buf-

falo, N. Y. HENS. 95(0, 94(3). L*un'La"»" *
Son Staatsburg, Y. Y.; 94 (»). 93(4), Hammer-

schmidt. COCKERELS. 95«0), 89(9). Hammer-

schmidt; 9454 (^^ Lattin & Son; 9'^ (3). James

Seeley, Geneva, N.Y.;89« (5). Headley & Day,

Union, N. J. Pullets. 97 (>). Seeley; 9* <J).

94>i (4). Hammerschmidt.

JERSEY BLUES.

(J. D. Ncvius, judge.)

CocKBREi-8. 94M('), 92W. 9iW(3), Miss. H.

C. McConn, Oyster Bay, L. I. Pullets. 92J4 (1),

90 (2), Miss McConn. The disqualifications: One

pullet, McConn, loppod in comb.

BLACK SPANISH.
(S. Butterfield, judge.)

Cocks. 92)^ (i). Edwards S. Heickman, Chey-

ney. Pa.; 91 (2), Headley & Day. Hens. 92% ('),

92h'(«). 9^5^ (3). 90W (5). Herchman; 90H (4), 9o54,

Headley* Day. Cockerels. 90 (1), Heickman.

PULLETS. 95^(0.92(2), 9<W(3). Heickmau.

Disqualifications: One Heickman for crooked

™'"''
BLUE ANDALUSIANS.

(S. Butterfield, judge.)

Cocu. 92)4 (I), 92 (2), Sharp & Co.; 90^ (3),W.

J. Kirby, E. Chatham, N. Y. Hens. 94)4 (1),

93J4 (3). Kirby; 94 (2). 93W (4), 93 (5), Sharp & Co.;

92K, A. L. Bowen. Adams. Mass. Disqualifica-

tions; One crooked back for each Sharp and

Bowen. Cockerels. 94 (0, 9* (3). 9<»W (5). 88H,

Sharp &Co.; 93 (2t, Kirby; 8854, Bowen. Pul-

lets. 94« (I). 94 (4). 93W (5), 9'- Sharp & Co;

94M (2), 94 U), Kirby; 91H, 9' W, Bowen.

WHITE LEGHORNS—Single comb.

Cocks (H. S. Ball, judge). gi'A ('>. Forsyth; 93,

93. 91 X, Knapp Bros.; 92H, K. L. Edwards. West

ville, Ct.; 91, Dr. King; 89>4. W. J. Andrus.

HENS (J. Y. Bicknell, judge). 96 (0. 95H (2),

Dr. King; 95(3). Forsyth; 9454, 9354. W. L. And-

rus, Hackensack; 94 (S), 9354, 93, 93, C. Terry, Jr..

Waterville. N, Y.; 93;4, 92. Knapp Bros.; 9354,

Edwards.
Cockerels (Bicknell, judge). 97 0). 96 (2). 94,

93ji. Knapp Bros.; 96 (3), Forsyth; 96 (4), Myron

Wooster, Homer. N. Y.: 95M (5), 92, D. L. Brown,

Adams, Mass.; 93«, 93. Andrus; 95, 9254, Headley

tt Day; 9354, 90. Terry; 93, Edwards.

Pullets (Ball, judge). 96 (0. 9* (3). 96 (4). 95.

95.94)4, Knapp Bros; 96 (2), 9554. Brown; 95H,

94)4, 94. 92. Forsyth; 95)4. 94. Andrus; 94, 94, Dr.

King; 9554. 94. Headley & Dfty; 9454. Wooster;

93)4. 93. 9S54. 95, Terry, Jr.; 94H. Kdwards.

WHITE LEGHORNS—Rose comb.

(J. Y. Bicknell, judge).

COCKS- 93)4 (I), Forsyth; 92 (2), Clark. Hens.

95)4 (I), 94)4 (2), Forsj-th, 92)4 (3). Clark. Cock-

erels. 96 (I), Wooster; 95% (2), 9354 (3), Forsyth;

92)4 (4), Clark. Pullets. 96 (0. 93 (2). Forsyth.

Disqualifications, one Wooster and one Clark,

both lop combs.

BROWN LEGHORNS—Single comb.

Cocks (Bicknell, judge). 92 (i), 92 (2). Forsyth;

91K (3), 91 (4). Croffut; 87 (5). B. F. Clark, Shef-

field, Mass. Disqualifications, one Forsyth for

grey in wing.

Hens (Bicknell, judge). 95)4 (0. J»dd Bros.,

Bethel; 9454 (2), Headley & Day; 92)^ (3), 9>54.

Croffut; 9554 (4). 9254. 92M, 9'. Forsyth; 93 (S),

9i5i,8754,E H. Bonney. Rahway, N. J; 95,94,

9154, W. J. Bennett, Waterville; 92)4, Geo. E.

Moore, Rahway, N. J.
Disqualifications, one

Forsyth and one Croffut. for grey in plumage.

Cockerels (Bicknell, judge). 9454 (>), 94 (2).

92^(5). 9'54. 9>.9'. 9254.92. Forsyth; 9354 (3). 93

(4). 92, 92)4.90,93, 9«, 9'54, 89, 92, 92)4, Bennett;

92, Bonney, 90%, James Wilcox, East Chatham, 1

N. Y.; 92, Judd Bros.; 91K. 9', Headley & Day;

9154, 91, 89, Croffut. •

Pullets (Ball, judge). 9454 (0, 9'. 9' 54, 92, 93,

92, 9354. 89, 88, 95, 90, 93, Croffut; 94)4 (2), 94 (3).

9154, 92. 89, 9i5». 90,9254. 9254, 93. 91. Forsyth,

94(4.9354.92.88, 92. 92. 9>. 9>54. 90. 92. Bennett;

9154. Wilcox: 9254. 90, Judd Bros.; 93, 91 54, Head-

ley & Day. Disqualifications, one Moore hen,

wrong class.

BROWN LEGHORNS—Rose comb.

(J. Y. Bicknell, judge).

Cocks. 93 (i). Croffut; 91. (2). D. S. Shourds.

Macedon. N. Y.; 89, C. C. Montague Bros.. Am-

herst. Mass. Disqualifications, one Montague

for white in face; one Croffut, cockerel, in wrong

class.

Hens. 93)4 (0. 91 (3). Croffut; 92)4 (2). 89)4 (4).

Montague Bros. Disqualifications, two Mon-

tagues, one for lop comb, one for grey in wing.

Cockerels. 93)4 (0, 9«54 (3). 9«54 (5). 9°, 88)4.

MonUgue Bros.; 92)4 (2). 9«)4 (4). Croffut.

Pullets. 95(1), W. B. Sherry, Stoney Brook.

N. Y., 94 (2). 93 (3). 92 (4). 92. Montague; 92 (5), 9'.

91,91.8954, Croffut.

BLACK LEGHORNS.
(F. A. Stevens, judge).

He.n. One entry owned by M. u. Reed, Ca-

naan, Conn., disqualified for willow legs. Cock-

erels. Two entries. Reed. Both disqualified,

one for white in face, the other for color of legs.

pullets. 95(1), 94(2), Reed. Disqualifications,

one Reed for feathered shanks.

BLACK MINORCAS.
(H. a. Bridge, judge.)

Cocks. 93 (0, 87)4 (4), Willard Knapp, Fabius,

N. Y.;9i)4 (2). J. F. Tobin. Rochester, N. Y.;88)4,

H. M. Fales, La Salle, N. Y.

Hens. 94 (i), 9254, 92,9154, Knapp; 93)4 (a). 9>)4.

Fales; 92H (3). Sherry; 92)4 (4). 92)4 (5). Pearson

& Barge, Falls of Schuylkill, Pa.; 87)4, Bowen;

89)4, J. E. Spence, Broughty Ferry, Scotland.

Diaqualification, one Tobin, for white in wing.

Cockerels. 96 (>). 95 (3). 94 (4). 94 (5). 9i)i.

Knapp; 95)4, Fales; 93 )i.B. C. Underbill, Rah-

way, N. J.; 90, Bowen. Disqualifications; one

Spence for comb and wattles; one Tobin for red

in neck; one Knapp for white in wing.

PULLETS. 9654 (1). 965i (2). 96 (3). 96 (4). 9554,

9454, 94, 9354, Knapp; 9o5i. 8954. Pearson & Barge;

9354. 94 5i. Fales; 93. Tobin. Disqualifications;

one Spence for white in wing and one for feath-

ers between the toes; one Fales for white in Uil.

GOLDEN POLISH.

(S. Butterfield. judge).

Cocks. 91)4(1). Headley & Day. Hens, 94 (i),

Headley & Day. Cockerels. 92)4 (i), George E.

Taft, Unionville, Conn., 87 (2), W. L. Darbee,

Sangerties, N. Y. Pullets. 94 d). H. B. Hall,

Windsor, N. Y.; 92)4 (2), 9o54 (3), Darbee;

89)4 (4), Taft.

WHITE CRESTED BLACK POLISH.

Cocks. 94 (O, C. L. Seely, Afton; 9i54 (2),

89)4 (3), F. L. & B. N. Bryant, Johnson's Creek,

N. Y. Disqualifications; one Taft and one Seely.

for white in wing.

HBNS. 9554 (I), 9454 (2), Seeley; 9' (3). Hall;

90)4 (4), 89)4 (5), Bryant; 88)4, Taft. Disqualifica-

tions; one Ganiinerdinger for white in wing.

Cockerels. 93 (>), Hall; 92M (J). 92)4 (3), R- E.

Smith. Afton. N.Y.; 93(4). 9' )4 (5). Bryant; 89)4,

Taft; 91, 90. Seeley; 90. Gamroerdinger.

Pullets. 94)4 d), 94 (2). Smith; 94(3). 9'54.

Bryant; 91)4, Taft; 88)4, Gammerdinger.

WHITE CRESTED WHITE POLISH.

(S. Butterfield, judge.)

Cocks. 93)4 (i). E. L. and B. F. Bryant; 92 (2),

82)4 (4), Gammerdinger; 91)4. Taft. Hens.

95)4 (0. 95 (2). Bryant; 91)4 (3). Taft. Cockerels.

90(1). Taft. pullets. 96)4(1); 95)4 (2). Bryant;

89)4 (3). Taft.

GOLDEN POLISH—Bearded.
(S. Butterfield. judge.)

Cocks. 9S)4 (i). T. D. Newbould, Albion, N.

V.;89(2), E. Smith. Mt. Vernon. N. Y. Hens.

95 (I), Newbould; 9a (2), Smith. Pullets. 87 (2),

Smith.

SILVER POLISH.—Bearded.

(S. Butterfield. judge.)

Cocks. 90 (i), Gammerdinger. Hens. 93 (i),

James Seeley; 91 (2). Gammerdinger. Pullbts.

90)4 (0. Gammerdinger.
WHITE POLISH.—Bearded.

(S. Butterfield, judge.)

Hens. 93 (i), 92'A (2). Fredericks Bros., Erie.

Pa.; 92 (3). Gammerdinger. Cockerels. 90 (').

Gammerdinger. Pullets. 92% (1), 9' (2). Fred-

ericks Bros.; 9o)4 (3). 9° (4). Gammerdinger.

SILVER SPANGLED HAMBURGS.

(J. Y. Bicknell, judge.)

cockerels. 92 (0, S. O. Miner, Brattleboro,

Vt.; 89)4 (2). 88)4 (3). WilcOK. Pullets. 94)4 (0.

93 (3). 92)4 (5). Miner; 95)4 (2), 98 (4). Wilcox; 92.

Gammerdinger.
SILVER PENCILLED HAMBURGS

(J. Y. Bicknell, judge.)

Cock. 91)4 (1). H. A. Beyler, Reading, Pa.

Hen. 91 (0. Beyler. Cockerel. 92 (i), Beyler.

Pullet. 92 (i), Beyler.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A Rooster Not an Animal.

In defending Owen Campbell, John

Gaul and John Clinton in the Cleveland,

O., police court last Monday against the

charge of torturing an animal, and of

cutting a rooster's spurs and body off

while alive. Judge Hutchings quoted

from authorities to show that a rooster

was not an animal, and the information

defective. "Man is an animal," re-

marked the judge, "and the only one

that walks on two legs, though a claim

is made that he formerly walked on all

fours. A rooster is not an animal," said

he.as he read from an old dictionary that

a rooster is "a barn-door fowl." Judge

Hutchins asked for a ruling on his

proposition, but the Court declined to

make one.

Transfers of Stock.

At long prices. To Mr. J. H. Kuhn,

Louisville, Ky., from W. H. Hertmeyer,

three fine carriers; from G. P. Tippen-

hauer. the entire stock and good will

consisting of short-faced tumblers, barbs,

owls and carriers, all imported; from

George Ewald, three grand Russian trum-

peters (two imported, one 1889 hatch),

onefme Chinese owl cock; from H. F.

Lackmau, two pairs colored tail fans,

three pairs saddle fans, one pair white

fans, one pair black pigmy pouters; from

Ed. Ward, three pairs white pouters;

from W. C. Weber, one blue carrier cock,

three swallows.
From Lewis Turner to Louts A.

Schmid, both of Washington, D. C, L.

T. I , '90, from Paris, Jr.. and white face,

both 525 miles.

Imi)ortation.

To the loft of A. A. Heroux, Lawrence,

Mass., one blue pied pouter cock and

one white. Both reported to equal ex-

pectations.

To the loft of Wilson E. Ench, Allen-

town, Pa., per steamer Queen, from Liver-

pool, February 23, from J. W. Ludlow,

Birmingham, Eng., two pairs satinettes,

one pair blondinettes. The birds were

twenty days out, but arrived in goQ^
condition.

.»

Names Claimed.

By R. Drinkwater. Philadelphia, Pa.,

Headlight for XC 126; Mistake for XC
127; Victor for XC 1 28; Brotherhood for

XC 129; Confidence, XC 130; Jake, XC
131; Arrow, XC 132; Nellie Bly, XC 133;

Nellie Fly, XC 134; Victoria, XC 135;

Cripple, XC 136; Little Wonda, XC 137;

Wild Rose, XC 138; Peari, XC 139.

—-•

Notes of the New York Show.

Mr. Heroux reports several sales from

his pouter display at the Institute, al-

though at moderate prices considering

the value of the stock, yet at a sum suf-

ficiently large to partly compensate Mr.

Heroux for the overcoat some one car-

ried away the opening day of the show.

—The special prizes for collection of

owls and the silver cup for best beaded

owl at the New York show were awarded

to Mr. G. W. Eckert, Allentown, Pa.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A MODEL LOFT.

The Hankina Pifireons and How
They Are Managed.

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 22.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—Mr. Bunting Hankius

is a manufacturing chemist, proprietor of

the well-known Hankins' Specific for

Rheumatism and Gout, and resides at

Bordentown, N. J., on the Delaware

River. Toy pigeons are his hobby.

Having seen Hankius' pigeons at the

Mount .'Holly fair and elsewhere, and

having a great desire to see his loft

as well as his stock, I made a visit to his

place December 18. Luckily for me I

found him at home, sitting in his office

chatting with a neighbor. Upon making

known my desire to see his birds, he at

once conducted me to his loft, and for an

hour or more was at great pains to

explain everything we saw.

The loft is a wooden building in the

rear of and adjoining his house. As near

as I could judge, it is about twenty-five

by fifty feet, with a nine foot ceiling.

The north, east and west sides are

solid, but the south side is entirely of

glass. The roof has a slight slant to the

south, if I remember rightly. In it are

two ventilators, about sixteen or eighteen

inches square, with slatted sides. The

floor is of cement and perfectly level. A

stove in the centre of the room, with

nothing to keep the birds off it, keeps

the temperature at 60° in the winter. A
bathing and drinking place near the

glass doors on the south side is some

three or four feet in diameter, bound by

an iron rim and fed by a hydrant. The

breeding cages are placed about the sides

jjf»u» room on ehplvps. and in the centre

of liie room in tiers, one above the other.

These cages are about three feet by

two. and eighteen inches high, and

covered with one and one-half-inch wire

netting. Half of one side is hinged for a

door. In these the birds are kept until

they are mated, when each breeding cage

is furnished with a nest box. These nest

boxes are about ten inches square, three

sides and the top being wood and painted

white, and the fourth side a pane of

glass, which is slid in a saw-cut groove.

In one of the ends a circular hole is cut

for the birds to enter, and is eight or

nine inches in diameter. These boxes

having no bottom to them rest on four-

legged stools. Notice the arrangement—

the nest boxes having glass sides, the

sitting bird can see what is going on

about her and does not leave her nest;

the box being near the top of the cage,

the birds cannot roost on and soil it. If

the young are pecked they take refuge

under the stool; and when the nest is to

be removed, lift it off the stool and the

nest drops out. The nest boxes are fur-

nished with salt hay, and this is wet with

a carbolic solution to keep off the

vermin. This solution is one poutid

crystallized carbolic acid dissolved in

two gallons of hot water. One man is

employed to look after the birds and do

chores. Daily the bottoms of both the

loft and the breeding cages are cleaned

and covered with white beach sand.

The fly covered with wire netting on

all sides, runs along the south side of the

loft about five feet wide and extends be-

yond the east end twenty-five or thirty

feet, making the space occupied by the

plant thirty feet by seventy-five feet.

The floor of the fly is sown with grass

seed and there are no perches in it to

mar the view.

As remarked before, his fancy is toy

pigeons, and it is a hobby upon which

he spares neither time nor expense. His

fantails, of which he formerly had great

numljers, he recently disposed of to a

gentleman in the West, Mr. Frank M.

Gilbert. Kvansville. His stock now
comprises English. Chinese and white

African owls, turbits, blondinettes, sat-

inettes and parlor tumblers, in all their

colors. Many of his birds are imported,

especially the African owls, satinettes

and blondinettes. Many of them are

valued at J 125 the pair. It makes one

open his eyes to see Mr. H. take a
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squeaker out of a nest box and say:

"There is a bird that I can get |20 for to-

day, if I but say the wortL" And you

will be still more amused to see him walk

up to a tumbler, make a short kick at it

and see it jump in the air, making a

double summersault not a foot from the
;

ground, and do this time and again and

not seem to be in the least scared. The
!

blondinettes and satinettes are the pret-

tiest I ever saw in the way of a pigeon.
1

Here are some facts jotted down as we
j

went alon^, aud as Mr. Hankins has been

in the business twenty-five years many of

them are valuable.

He feeds now, as his staple, eciual parts

of good wheat, cracked corn ana Canada
peas; a little millet occasionally, and no
hemp, save a little to call them down
when showing them to visitors.

On the floor of the loft a cheese box is

kept partly filled with bread one day old

that has been forced through the meshes
of a coarse sieve.

If a pair of birds lose their young be-

fore they stop feeding soft food, or if

their eggs are addled the pair must be

provided with a young bird from another

nest to rid the birds of their soft food.

The young bird had better be put under

the hen at night, as she will then be less

likely to peck it, and it does not matter

if this young bird is half grown. If the

pair lie not provided with this method of

drawing the soft food their next laying

will not hatch and the old birds will "go
light" and die. Mr. Hankins fully holds

to this, but it is contrary to my experi-

ence with homing pigeons.

He uses no nurses, but has each pair of

birds feed aud raise its own young. If

he finds a pair of birds mating while

they have young in the nest, and to the

neglect of their young, he pens them in

their cage and provides them with plenty

of food and they feed their young all

right.

The nest boxes are not cleaned as they

are soiled by the young, but are not dis-

turl)ed until the squealers are ready to

fly. Mr. H. says he finds there is some-
thing in the dung which stimulates and
strengtiiens the young.
Each bird is marked with an oi)en leg

band. These l)ands he makes himself

from nickle-plated sheets of brass, cut-

ting them the proper width with his scis-

sors, he marks them with letters and
figures by means of the steel dies, of

wliich he has a full set.

A large glass syringe is used to feed

the birds that are being neglected by their

parents, or that may have sore mouths.
It takes two persons to use this; the food

administered with it is a thick oatmeal
gruel.

All his unmaled birds are kept in a

room in the house, so that the odd
cocks do not worry the hens when off

the nest for an airing.

There is a book kept in which the
numlier of the bird, the date when
hatched, etc., are recorded. The pages
for mated birds are ruled in columns aud
give the date when put in the mating
cage, time of setting, when hatched, the
result, color of young and remarks.
On each breeding cage a pasteboard

tag is tied upon which the numlierof the
birds therein is written, when they sit,

the expected time of hatching, if first

pair of young, etc., so that the attendant
may know when the peepers are due
and can give assistance if they do not get
through the shell in proper time, for all

breeders know that huunreds of young
die in the shell because the skin under
the shell is so tough that the young can
not tear it. This may not be the case
with birds in their wild state.

Here is his remedy for sore throat or
canker, which he assured me was a most
excellent one and one that had saved
him many valuable birds. Having the
S(juab under the hand and its bill held
wide open by means of the thumb and
finger, with the other hand remove the
pus from the throat, using the head of a
small bent hairpin and scraping it up-
wards. Then swab the throat, using
Monsel's persulphate of iron—in liquid

—

diluted with a little water, ami applied
with a camel's hair brush, afterwards fill-

ing the squab's crop with oatmeal gruel,
as thick as it can he used, in a syringe.

I should like to have gotten his meth-
ods of crossing, breeding for points and
color, but time did not jiermit. He did
not exhibit at any fairs this fall, as his
birds were breeding nicely and he did not
wish to break them up, besides he breeds
most in winter, so as to dwarf his birds.

George Hottenstein.

BLAOK MOTTLE.
1

How Should a Black Mottled

Tumbler Be Marked?
New Jersey, March i.— Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—Although I have been

an ardent admirer and breeder of tum-

blers for years, I am compelled at this late

day to ask the above question. I had

always supposed that Eaton's portrait of

a black mottle is the correct standard,

and in breeding have always striven to

produce such markings, which consist of

the rose of small dotted white feathers

on the shoulders and the handkerchief

mark, which might be called another

rose, on the back between the shoulders;

all else, every feather of the entire body
and head, being of the deepest and
glossiest black. This is and has been for

years my idea of the standard of a "black
mottle," whether it be short face or long
face, flying tumbler or Birmingham
roller. I believe that whatever markings
constitute one should constitute all. It

has always been my special aim (and a
difficult one it is) in breeding black
mottles to avoid running to white in the
head, it being particularly difficult to
avoid the blaze between the eyes at the
base of the beak. After breeding for

such markings for years my disgust may
be easier imagined than descriliea, when I

saw at the late New York show a first prize
card awarded to a pair of birds entered as
black mottles that I would not consider
good enough to have in my loft, having
many a time given away birds so marked
in order to get rid of them. The pair of
birds I refer to were No. 1928 in the cata-
logue, entered in class 423 as black
mottle, long-faced tumblers.
These birds, instead of being beauti-

fully and correctly marked, or to any de-
gree approaching it (according to Eaton),
with the rose of white feathers on the
shoulders and handkerchief mark only,
went further, continuing ihe handker-
chief mark to the roots of the tail feathers
in one direction and to the crown of the
head and root of the beak in the other,
aud in fact hardly knowing where to
draw the line, their whole bodies and
heads being a complete grizzled intermix-
ture of black and white, if anything the
white predominating. I believe they did
have the grace to wear black flights and
tail feathers, but of a dirty, dull tint.

This is a true description of the pair of
long-face black mottle tumblers that was
awarded the first prize by Mr. W. J. Stan-
ton, who, by the way, objected to the
handkerchief back in mottles.
As a lover and breeder of tumblers, I

felt that it was unjust and misleading to
give such a pair of birds the first prize,
according to the standard I had always
tried to follow, especially by the New
York show, which is supposed to rank as
the Palace show of America.

I'pou my return home I took the trou-
ble to look up the markings of a black
mottle as described in Fulton's Illustrated
Book of Pigeons. On page 189, Ludlow
says: "Amongst a number of fanciers it

has Ijeen considered that a 'black mottle'
should have a 'handkerchief back' (think
of the absurdity of the term alone),which
means a number of white feathers on the
saddle. This I hold to lie quite an erro-

neous idea, for birds thus marked are
neither perfect rose wings nor mottles,
but in my opinion between the two."
Yet in spite of Mr. Ludlow's own words,
in direct contradiction on the opposite
page, there are three mottles shown in

the illustration with the handkerchief
mark very prominent, and underneath is

Ludlow's name as the artist. Turning
back to page 164. it says in the text: "All
that is wanted in a mottle being the rose

i of small white feathers on each shoulder
and l/if few feathers across the hack,

called the handkrrchie/ tnark, yi\\\ch gives

it its name."
Then again on page 186 Mr. Ludlow

says in clescribing flying tumblers: "Next
come mottles, the feathering upon which
should be composed of a complete inter-

mixture of black and white interspersed

with regularity throughout the entire

body. Flights and tail are preferred en-

tirely black, but white featners thereon
are not regarded as a blemish." I sup-

jKJse bright green feathers in the flights

or tail might be called a blemish. It is

to be regretted that an illustration does
not accompany this clear-cut definition

of a black mottle. I cannot understand I

why one and the same definition of black I

mottle does not apply as well to the I

long-faced or flying tumbler as to the I

short-face, and to the common or pleas-

ant-faced tumbler and the Birmingham <

roller. I was wrong in thinking there
was no illustration accompanying Lud-
low's description of a black mottle flying
tumbler. It is on page 184, and if the
description is not as different from the

j

illustration (over Ludlow's name) as day '

is from night, I will give in and have
nothing more to say on the subject. The
black mottle flying tumbler in the illus-

tration has as pretty a handkerchief
mark as anyone could desire. Now, how
is anyone to know just what a true black
mottle is ? Lyell also describes it with the
handkerchief mark. The "American
Pigeon Standard" thus descrilies a mot-
tle: "Pure white and deep color of the
variety evenly intermixed over body,
the flights and tail l>eing solid-colored

and of the color of the variety." From
this description it is presumed by a
tumbler breeder of any experience at all

that the intermixture of coloring does
not include the head, but means the body
proper. For that matter it is nearly all

presumption, for I further take the lib-

erty of presuming that the neck flnd

chest and under l)ody should be the color

of the variety.

What does it mean ? Can any one in

the tumbler fancy give me any improved
definition over that which I have always
tried to follow, which is that of John M.
Eaton ? In conclusion I would say that

if I am to follow the standard as given
by the American Pigeon vStandard, and
take the pair of alleged black mottles
that were given the first prize by Mr.
Stanton at the New York show as even
approaching the true black mottle, I had
better stop breeding by selection, and
turn all the black and white tumblers to-

gether and permit them to breed accord-
ing to their own sweet will. I am sure
that by following this plan I could breed
anj- number of so-called black mottles,

and scoop in the first prize if I would
conhne myselt to exhibiting them at the
New York show and have them judged
by Mr. Stanton. Black Saddle.

TUMBLERS AND ROLLERS.

Black Mottles at New York.

Baltimork, Md., Feb. 28.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—Mr. Leinhard, of

Cincinnati, has been proclaiming the ex-

alted views of his rollers aud tumblers,

your readers probably recollect the de-

sire expressed by him in a recent num-
ber of The Fanciers' Journal to meet

some of the Baltimore fanciers and their

birds.

In the race once so famous, "Eclipse

was first and the rest no where." So

this familiar advertiser was to reach

goal while the field was far away.

Now for the facts. At the New York

show just over, this confident advertiser

was walked over by Baltimore birds.

He had no show at all. The awarding of

a prize to him for his so-called black
inottles was the funniest thing at the ex-

hibit, being given to him by a judge who
complained about a rose wing because it

had a hankerchief back.

After this we have a right to expect
Cincinnati to be more modest.

Jim Crow.

Success is Only the Result of

Persistent Effort.

Baltimore, Md.—Editor Fanciers'

Journal:—I have read with great pleas-

ure in late numbers of The Journal the

interesting letters and papers upon the

Birmingham roller, in particular, that by

Jim Crow, of Baltimore, pleased me so

well that I determined to tell your read-

ers something of what I know about

tumblers, Birminghams included.

To start with I will repeat what an

eminent son of our state said years ago:

"There is uo excellence without labor."

If a person entering the circle of the fan-

ciers for pleasure thinks that when he has

bought from dealers a few pairs of birds

that he will be able without incessant

care and attention to rear fine birds he
will find pretty soon that he has made a

grand mistake. If there is any living
creature that requires kind and gentle
treatment it is a pigeon, therefore, I

would advise those who are inclined to
indolence never to attempt either for
pleasure or profit to rear pigeons, and
particularly the tumblers, for of all birds
It requires the most attention.

If one desires to train his birds for kit
flying he must begin when they are just
able to fly about the coop, by giving
•them a smart toss in the air.which opera-
tion must be repeated at least twice a daj',

morning and evening. After a few weeks
of this kind of practice the birds, if they
are pure bred, will need no more tossing,
but will, as soon as liberated, ascend to
cloudlaiid and by their beautiful and
most interesting performances, a thou-
sand-fold repay for all the trouble.

I claim, ana righteously, the honor of
rearing the first black booted tumbling
pigeons in Baltimore. The strain that
'has always taken the premium at our
shows and has been pronounced by the
most competent judges to be perfect
birds, although descended from mottles.
The reason I mention this to show that I

know the amount of labor that is neces-
sary to accomplish such a result as the
production of a strain of solid colored
birds from mottles. Rolin.

Wants Plans fbr a Loft.

Wali'kkn, N. v., Feb. 26.—Editor

Fa.ncikrs' Joi:rnal:—I have a few

homers, some good ones I think, and am
about to build a small loft, but have

never seen the inside of one that was

strictly first-class. I would like to have

some idea of how the interior should lie

fitted, that is, as to nest boxes, perches,

etc. My loft will be about 6x8 and
raised upon posts al>out four feet from
the ground. T. F. Anderson.

The Eckert Loft.

We Believe It.

Columbus, Ga., Feb. 12.—Mitor Fan-

ciers' Journal:—The paper upon ja-

cobin breeding by Walters and Frame
(vol. 3, No. 19) was worth more than the

price of a year's subscription to me.
Thos. W. Tuoglb.

One of the most ornate stables in Al-

lentown is that which George W. Eckert

has just built at the rear of his home at

379 Union Street. The building is of

frame, and the upper story is shingled.

It is a pretty piece of work architec-

turally. The interior is well arranged.

The main floor is concreted and slopes to

the two openings to the sink. The two
stalls are floored with thick planks hav-

ing spaces between to carry off the

manure. The windows are supplied

with a ventilator which throws the draft

up towards the ceiling. In the carriage

room IS a harness closet and a place to

wash vehicles. A chute leads from the

loft to the feed box, back of the stalls.

Another chute leads from the loft to the
stalls and can be used as a ventilator or

to throw down hay. The door works
automaticall)[. Mr. Eckert has the sec-

ond floor divided into pigeon coops, and
about a hundred of the finest birds of
that species can be seen here. Mr,
Eckert is one of our best and most ar-

dent pigeon fanciers and he has a nice sum
of money invested in his stock. He has

a number of fine varieties of home and
Oriental birds, some of which are bred

from Chinese and Turkish pigeons. Be-

sides carriers, owls and other varieties

usually seen around here Mr. Eckert has
a number of choice satinettes of different

markings. In the coops are drinking

fountains aud bath tubs for use of the

birds. On the third floor of the stable

is another coop in which the sick and
weak birds are placed.

New York State Society.

The annual meeting of the New York

State Poultry Society will be held at the

Globe Hotel, in Syracuse, N. V., at 10

A. M., March 8. Mr. F. E. Dawley,

Syracuse is secretary.
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SCRAPPLE.
Care for the Chicks—What a Ca-

nary Can Do—A "Wagron House
for Poultry—Concerning

Tipplers, Etc.

"1 see by .the papers," remarked au old heu
To her cluster of down<overed rovers,

"That they boast of a Mr. Delmouico, who,
I<aBt evening 'laid ninety covers'

That's a pretty good lay in a night, to be sure,

But I'll warrant the whole season thro'.

That it's not only two hundred covers I've laid,

But I've laid the ingredients, too."

Memo. Carefor the Chicks.

F. J. says: When chicks are growing
any check will be of pennanent injury.
Four good meals must be regularly
given, one of which, at least, should be
of soft food mixed nice and dry, and if

the place admits of it, scattered about so
as to allow them room to pick it up
clean; but if not, it should then be
placed in vessels kept clean, and free
from sourness. Milk if it can be had,
may still be given them, even up to the
«ge of six months if the range is good;
but if kept in confinement, not more
than about three ihonths; in such cases,
it is too much for the sluggish digestive
organs. At the age of from ten to
twelve weeks the cockerels ought to be
separated from the pullets, and kept by
themselves. They never grow so large
when the sexes are kept together, be-
sides which it saves trouble, and the
cockerels are not so ready to fight
among themselves as if with the pullets.
In all the large breeds there will be little

difficulty in picking out the cockerels,
the comb and spur of which will be a
pretty sure indication of their sex. In
cases where a good run is impossible and
the chickens are kept in small yards,
these should be regularly swept out, and
occasionally sprinkled with carbonate of
lime, which kills all offensive smell.

Memo. What a Canary Can Do.

R. N. says: It is wonderful that so
little a throat is capable ofsuch a volume
of sweet sound. 'There are two or three
simple suggestions that may not be out
of place concerning the cost and care of
a bird. First, a plain brass cage is pref-
erable to any other, because it is easier
to keep clean, vermin will not infest it,

and it is more beautiful than painted or
wooden cages are, and not much more
costly. Second, a bird will cost from
three to five dollars. It is difficult to
select a good bird from a lot, because
you cannot distinguish the quality of his
notes among so many; you must rely
upon the judgment and honesty of the
dealer. You do not want a loud singer
with a piercing note. The birds that are
oflFered for sale at this season are mostly
young birds, therefore select one with a
soft voice; he will increase in volume and
power of song as he grows older. Do not
hang him in a draught of air. He will
bear the outdoor's air, but not where a
current of air blows upon him. His food
should be plain canary and rape seed,
with fresh water and bath daily, or at
your convenience. We have a canary
that has not missed a day of song during
the year. He is now moulting; his coat
is as ragged as that of a tramp. All his
tail feathers, save one or two, are gone,
but he sings as sweetly and cheerfully as
ever. We feed him absolutely nothing
but the seed we have spoken of There
are four things, yea, five, that a bird will
do in a family. He will give the little

girl, eight or nine years old, a few min-
utes' lesson in lender, loving care each
day. He will settle a dispute or a quarrel
by drowning the voice of contention in
the voice of song. He will drive away
the blues, thereby saving a doctor's bill

and helping digestion. He will awaken
the household with a concert at sunrise,
and fill tlie house with his happy spirit
all day long. There will be at least one
cheerful fellow in doors when all the
rest are sad.

Memo. Certain Theories That Don't
Hang Together.

L. J. says: There are many people who
have a propensity for finding out "gen-
eral laws," and very lately we have had
a revival of the theory first enunciated
by Dr. James Hintou, that large combs
were the sign of goo<l lading qualities.
There seemed something in it, but at the
•ame time there were difficulties. To

mention only one, it always appeared to
me that the average Brahma had a smaller
comb than the average Cochin; but on
the average it is a better layer. It would
seem also very odd, and rather contrary
to the general course of nature, were a
valuable quality so distinctly female, to
be chiefly denoted by outward signs most
extensively developed in the male bird.
Although we felt that the hypothesis was
interesting, but scarcely made out.
Another friend now suggests a second

theory bearing on a somewhat similar
matter, that a white earlobe is in the
main a characteristic mark of non-sitting
races. He points, of course, to Spanish
and all their kin, and to the utterly non-
related Hamburgs; and so far, the theory
finds curious confirmation. But there
are also the Polish and allied races, in-

cluding French breeds. White ears are
often found in these also; but we doubt
if they are at all universal, except so far
as "fancy breeding" has interfered to
make them so. It would be interesting
to know from breeders what their general
experience is as to the color of the deaf-
ears in these breeds. Again, we heard
lately that the original "pure" Dorkings
had very often white deaf-ears; we should
like to know if these fowls incubated at
all less frequently than the "modern"
birds with red ears. Some strains of
Cochins again have a tendency towards
white ears; are these less given to incuba-
tion ? Such questions are at least inter-
esting, and worth asking.

Memo. A Wagon Housefor Poultry.

S. says: I took the idea of my mov-
able poultry house from one of the sheep
hay racks on wheels, but it is not haU
as heavy or awkward. It is six feet long
by three wide, in the shape of an ark;
from the roof top to the bottom it is

about three. The bottom is open, pro-
tected with wire netting, likewise the
two end gables in the roof. At one end
two long iron straps are screwed on, be-
tween which a wheel (an old wheelbar-
row wheel of about fifteen inches diame-
ter) works; at the other end is the trap-
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which support it at that end as the wheel
does at the other. There are also two
little iron handles to wheel the machine
with.
The advantage of one wheel over four

is that it runs very much more smoothly
and goes much faster, as the long iron
straps that the wheel works in give it

great elasticity, as also the weight, rest-
ing partly on the hands, does for the
other end. The top is roofed in with
Willesden cardboard and a little curtain
hangs down on each side to form a
shelter from wind, sun, or rain when
they run under the ark.

It holds about thirty cockerels on the
double perches inside. I move it every
two or three days. I have two, as they
are very useful, to wheel a cock and his
wives to a retired spot if you wish to
keep the breed pure, as many fowls,
after being about loose, do not do well
if shut up in an enclosure, and to keep a
separate establishment for their benefit
is tiresome. I keep the cockerels in the
one barrow and the pullets in another.

Memo. Concerning Tipplers.

G. S. says; Some fanciers call tumbler
pigeons tipplers simply because they turn
a somersault; in fact, the proper sense of
the word tippler means tumbler, but for
all that they are two distinct breeds—
namely, Macclesfield tipplers and flving
tumblers. These birds are chiefly found
in the Macclesfield and pottery districts.
The colors vary. Some are mottled with
dark flights and tails, others white, with
a black cheek, with dark flight and tail;
some are dark grizzles, or greasies as they
call them in that district. They have
clear legs, and are rather broad across
the shoulders. I have seen odd birds with
feathers on the legs, but they are not
approved of. In this part they generally
fly three birds together. Odd times you
may see five, and as a rule they are chiefly
cocks. These birds if good should not
show the least signs of tumbling, if they
do they would soon be condemned. They
will in some cases mark or sail at times,
but as a rule they are no worse for that.
I have seen common birds turn a somer-
sault occasionally, but as a rule I (lo not
care for them to tumble. Some will
tiimble down on their tails a considerable
distance; these birds are no use whatever
for long flying. First-class birds gener-
ally fly slowly and steadily, in fact the
•lower they fly the longer they will keep

up. Tipplers that fly quickly soon get
tired. Most of the fanciers who keep
first-class birds do not fly them in winter,
as they are liable to be lost iu snow or
misty weather.

P. C. says: The Potteries is as much
the home of the tippler as Macclesfield,
especially Hanley and Burslem. Nearly
every pigeon fancier here has a few
tipplers, but they never try to get them
up to show mark, as it is not known what
the standard is. The tippler as flown
here never tumbles, and if one began to
tumble it would very soon be thrown out.
The tippler should be about the same
size as the medium-faced tumbler, and
should be a plump bird. It should be
pure black and white mottled or speckled,
with not the slightest tinge of brown;
pearl eyes and black beak, and clean
legs. The training they are subjected to
is as follows: They are shut up in a
place as nearly dark as possible, with
only a little light for feeding, and fed on
hard com (not peas) for five or six days.
They are then let out, and will fly from
five to ten hours or more. They should
fly together as closely as possible, and so
high that they can seldom be seen with
a human eye on a clear day, and, as I

heard an old fancier say, "so close that
you could cover a dozen with an um-
brella." The wings should be as short
as possible, with black or very dark grey
flights and tail. Some may not agree
with me as to the tippler turning only a
single somersault; but I say if they want
them to tumble let them have tumblers
and not confuse the tippler—which should
not tumble at all—with the tumbler,
which is bred solely for tumbling. The
tippler is bred for high flying only. They
make very nice pets, as they are so tame.
They are very good breeders and feeders.

Memo. Concerning Black Bantams.
G. H. P. says: In looking to the value

of any bantam, I should place size first

of all. A bi^ bantam is a misnomer, and
no bird turning the scale with a pound
weight in it ought ever to look for high
honors. As to shape or type. A black

approach to game style is a departure
from the true type. The face and comb,
cherry red, and in hens as well as cocks.
If dull color is allowed in a "standard of
perfection," we shall soon have plenty of
"gipsy-faced" bantams to the fore, and
one of the chief beauties will gradually
fade away. The ideal standard should
be just beyond the immediately possible,
so that breeders should know what to
aim at, and judges how to judge.

Memo. Charcoalfor Poultry.

P. M. says: There is one thing which
nature does not supply and which civili-

zation renders quite necessary to fowls.
It is charcoal. But charcoal made of
wood does not answer the purpose; it has
no taste of food, is not attractive to
fowls, and is seldom eaten. But if any-
one will put an ear of rij)e corn into the
fire till the grains are well charred, and
then shell off the com and throw it to his
flock, he will see an eagerness developed
and a healthy condition brought about
which will make a decided improvement.
All pale combs will become a bright red,
that busy song which precedes laying
will be heard, and the average yield of
eggs will be greatly increased.

Memo. Bird Lime.
H. A. P. says: Boil bark of the holly

seven or eight hours in water; drain, and
lay in heaps on the ground; cover with
stones for two or three weeks, till reduced
to a mucilage; beat this in a mortar, wash
in rain water and knead until free from
extraneous matter; put iu earthen poLs,
and in four or five days it will be fU for
use. Inferior kinds are made by boiling
linseed oil for some hours.

Memo. To Kill Painlessly.

F. C. says: The only way to do this
expeditiously and with the least possible
pain to the bird is to wring its neck, and
if this is done properly the bird loses all
feeling in less time than it takes to write
the word second. Take the bird by the
legs, place it on its side across the left
knee, the foot resting on a stool; next
take the head in the right hand, draw
the neck out as far as possible—rather
stretching it; when it is found that this
cannot be pulled out any further without
using some amount of force, apply this
at once, at the same time giving the right
hand a slight twist, when the neck-bone
will at once give way, and all sense of
pain in the bud is gone, as the spinal

cord has been broken. The feathers may
at once be stripped off the body, and in
the hands of a skilled plucker the greater
portion of these will have been removed
before the muscles of the body have even
left off moving. The advantage of
killing birds in this way is that death is

almost painless, is instantaneous in its

effects, while the appearance of the body
is not injured, the skin remaining un-
broken, and no blood is seen, yet this
settles in the neck, and the flesh is beau-
tifully white. By bleeding a bird I always
fancy the meat loses that luscious and
juicy flavor which is certainly more
noticeable in one that has been killed by
simply breaking its neck.

Memo. Rabbit Medicines.

P. says: For cold id head: Powders
should be kept prepared of sulphate of
copper, two grains; gentian powder, two
grams. For abscess or hard swellings:
A paint, which should be used once a day,
of iodine liniment. For paralysis: Acetate
of potash,bicarbonate of^potash, coluniber
powder, of each three grains every night.
Articles that should be kept separately
are: Columber powder, gentian powder
(tonics), sulphate of copper, bicarlwnate
of potash, hicai-bonate of soda, acetate of
potash (to be kept in a stoppered bottle),

cassia powder, jalap jKJwder (for worms),
aromatic confection, compound chalk
powder (scours), compound cidnamon
powder.

Memo. Belgian Hare Rabbits vs.

Hares.

A. J. R. says: The Belgian Hare Club
is of opinion that the experiment of
breeding a hybrid between a hare and a
rabbit has never been thoroughly tried,

In this it is in error. A few years ago
H. I. H. the Grand Duke Nicholas, jutt.,

wanted to have some Belgian hares and
asked me if I would try and breed them
at my pheasantry, he paying all the ex-
penses. I got several books on this sub-
ject, and I followed the instructions
given therein by persons that declared
they had succeeded in producing the hy-
brid. During two years i carried on the
experiment. I had over two hundred
hutches; I got rabbits of five different
breeds; I mated old hares with old rab-
bits; young hares with young rabbits. I

mated old hares with young rabbits; and
young hares witli old rabbits; I brought
up young hares and young rabbits to-

gether; also wild and tame rabbits. In
fact, I tried all the possible ways to ob-
tain one single result—a cross between
the hare and the rabbit. After two
years' patience and hard work, I came to
the conclusion that it was impossible to
produce a bona fide cross of the hare and
rabbit. This experiment cost a lot of
money, for the hutches were built ex-
pressly for the purpose. The best bred
English rabbits were imported for breed-
ing rabbits first of all, then for crossing
with the Russian hare. This experiment
proved three things, i. That it cost a
little fortune to carry on for over two
years. 2. That 90 per cent of the deaths
was caused by the rabbit killing the hare
with which it was mated. 3. That the
Belgian hare is simply and purely a rab-
bit, without the shadow of a drop of
hare's blood in its veins.

I may mention that I got young bares
and youn^ rabbits and deprived them of
their eyesight and brought them up to-

gether, but never did I succeed in get-
ting a bona fide cross of hare and rabbit;
but these blind animals when crossed in

the usual way, a buck and doe, etc., I got
young from them, and when these that
had bred to their own species were crossed
with the hare there was no result, as far

as young was concerned, but the rabbit
nearly always killed the hare. I have
produced animals quite the picture of
the Belgian hare, but they were rabbits
without the shadow of a drop of hare
blood in their veins. The question of
hybrids has much interested me in a sci-

entific point of view, and I have made
many ex[>erimenfs, and have succeeded
in the following crosses between a stallion

and cow, bull and mare, wolf and dog,
dog and fox, pheasant and hens, game
cock and hen pheasants, drake and hens,
game bantam cock and pigeon. But I

have not succeeded after two years' hard
work and much trouble to produce an
animal between the hare and the rabbit.

Another cross I never succeeded in was
that between a small turkey and very
large hens. Nor did the cross of a large

Cochin cock and three small hen turkeys
ever give any practical results.

CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

BY THE WAY.

The American fancy for cage and

avairy birds is increasing. Of this we

are assured by the demand breeders have

for mated pairs and singers of canaries

and other song birds, and by the inquiries

we know dealers are receiving for mated

pairs of parrakeets and other ornamental

varieties, and by the increase in the im-

portations and sales which their books

show.

But will the fancy with us ever arrive

at proportions to warrant such a show as

that held last month at the Crystal Palace,

where the entries numbered 2578 speci-

mens and five judges were employed dur-

ing daylight of nearly two days in mak-

ing the awards ?

» •

That the breeding of cage birds is in-

teresting and profitable no one will dis-

pute. Why then are so few among us

engaged in it ? Or, if there are many,

why do they keep secluded in it ?

IN THE AVIARY.

Breeding Parrots and Parrakeets

in Captivity.

I have often been asked if it is possible

to breed parrots and parrakeets in the

aviary, and I have replied: "Quite possi-

ble. In fact many species are more readily

reared than some of the fancy breeds of

pigeons," and my querists have stared

open-mouthed and asked for particulars.

To give my own experience. First. I

have had cockatiels for years past in

large numbers, and found them a very

profitable investment, as they command
a ready sale at a very remunerative fig-

ure. They are absolutely no trouble, all

they require being to be let alone.

Everyone knows, or perhaps I had bet-

ter say most people know, that the bud-

gerigar is also very easily reared in con-

finement, and that several "sports" or

varieties have already been obtained,

especially one of a pure yellow color.

This is, however, one serious draw-

back to the rearing of these pretty little

birds—so many of them are born with

imperfect plumage, deficient iu flight or

tail feathers, often devoid of both, bald,

crooked legged,and otherwise disfigured.

As yet I am unable to positively account

for this annoying complication, but I

suspect it is mainly due to weakness on
the part of one of the parents, Renerally

the female, which will keep on breeding

all the year round if permitted; for I

have noticed that, whereas the first two
or three broods have been perfect and
quite strong, afterwards the young ones
have come out of the nest either bald or

in some way defective as regards their

plumage, which they seldom or ever re-

gain.

Of course such birds should not be
sold, but I am sorry to say that vast

quantities of them are on the market,
and are disposed of to unwary people
who believe them to be "moulting,"
which they certainly are, with this dif-
ference, that they never come to the end
of their moult. As a rule these miserable
little creatures die, after a few months,
of consumption.

I need not say that there is a ready
market for these charming birds when in
good health and feather, and that breed-
ing them is a highly remunerative occu-
pation (in a small way), always providing
the females are separated from their
mate for at least three months out of the
twelve, so as to give them time to recover
their sorely taxed energies. When I add
that I have had two nest* of six each

produced in about as many weeks from
one pair, all strong and healthy, it will

be readily understood that it "pays" to
keep them.
The next parrakeet I have succeeded in

getting to breed in my aviary is the ordi-

nary nng-necked Bengal parrakeet, often
called the Indian green parrot. It is a
perfectly hardy species, and can be kept
out of doors in an unhealed aviary with-
out the least difficulty, as can also the
cockatiels and budgerigars. In fact all

these birds do much better out of doors
than when cooped up in cages iu the
house.
My Bengals nested in a small barrel

and produced four young ones, which,
however, they failed to rear, and I have
no doubt they would have done Ijetter

next time, but unfortunately the hen
caught her toe in the wire of the aviary,
and before she was seen broke her leg in

her frantic efforts to escape, and never
did any good afterwards.
Other people, however, have to my

knowledge reared many broods of these
lively and handsome parrakeets, but as

the birds can be purchased at a very low
price it is scarcely worth while going to
the trouble to breed, unless for the sake
of curiosity.

I had a pair of red-rump parrakeets
that nested in my aviary, but never got
beyond eggs, of which she laid a great
many, but from some cause or other
they were unfertile; they had been
themselves laid in an aviary, and were
perhaps somewhat deficient in stamina.
I know, however, of several instances in

which these charming Australian parra-
keets have been successfully reared in

this country, and mean to give them an-
other trial some day.

My next attemp{ was with love birds,

of which a charming pair of "bluewings"
nested in a cocoanut bush where the
little hen laid five eggs, upon which she
sat with much assiduity. Finding, how-
ever, that no young appeared I took the
eggs away, and discovered that there
was a bird in every one of them; but
dead, I conjecture from the effects of a
thunderstorm that passed over the dis-

trict when she had been sitting about a
fortnight. Whether the poor little thing
fretted or not I cannot say, but soon
after she died, and her beautiful little

mate was not long in following her to

that bourne from which, etc.

I have not heard of these diminutive
and most charming little parrots having
bred elsewhere, and am very anxious to

give the species another trial whenever I

get the opportunity.
A pair of white-headed or Madagascar

love birds had nested, and the hen began
to lay, when they were driven from their

home by mice, and were soon after killed

by a pair of blue mountain lories.

A pair of peach-faced love birds I once
possessed had begun to nest in a cage in

our breakfast room, but made such a
fearful noise I was forced to get rid of
them; subsequently they laid a great
many eggs with the gentleman to whom
1 sold them, but they were all barren,
from which he concluded that they were
both hens. I am, however, aware of
their having nested freely and success-
fully and reared their broods in other
aviaries. They are rather expensive,and
a good pair would, no doubt, be a highly
remunerative investment.
My list is now exhausted, but I know

of many other species that have been
successfully bred by other amateurs

—

namely, rosellas, pennants, mealy rosel-

las, redwinged parrakeets, blue mountain
lories, yellow and blue macaws, grey
parrots, several kinds of Amazon parrots,

and the Quaker or nest-building parra-

keet; and I have no doubt that, given
suitable lodging, almost every kind of
parrot and parrakeet might be success-

fully bred in confinement.
The subject is full of interest and

worthy the attention of amateurs.
Nearly all these birds are perfectly

hardy, and if turned out in May will be
able to shift very well through the
the winter, providing, of course, they
have a suitable lodging and appropriate
food.

I omitted to mention when speaking of
the Bengal parrakeet that a pair of these
birds require a good-sized aviary to them-
selves, for they are as destructive as

hawks when kept with other birds. The
same remark applies to the blue moun-
tain lories and to the white-eared conures,

a very beautiful and otherwise engaging
little bird, but a perfect demon in a

mixed aviary.

Maize, oats, canary seed, millet, and a
little hemp, is all the food these birds re-

quire, but they must have plenty of rot-

ten wood to nibble, also of^ good coarse
clean grit, old mortar, and clean water.

Green food may be given in summer,
especially to the lories, who delight in

the flowering tops of cabbage run to

seed; but the budgerigars and cockatiels

do best with grass only, especially when
it is in flower. They are all fond of
growing oats, which, however, should
not be given too freely for fear of induc-
ing diarrhoea.

The nesting arrangements are sim-
plicity itself Small barrels, hollow logs,

and even cocoanut husks are all that is

necessary; they make no use of nesting
materials as a rule, but lay their while
eggs on the soft wood of the log, or in

the hollow of the barrel or husk where
they have taken up their abode.
The only exceptions are the Quakers,

who make an elaborate nest of slicks,

sometimes flat like that of a pigeon, but
occasionally arched like the nest of a
magpie, and the white-headed love birds,

which line their nests with strips of bark,
leaves, etc., which they convey to their

domicile, not in their beaks, but inserted
among their long upper tail coverts.—W.
T. Greene in Poultry.

RABBIT-KEEPING.

THE OREY WAXBILL.

A Desirable Addition to the

Aviary—The Habits and Care.

The Australian grey waxbill bears a

very strong resemblance lo his African

relative, the grey astrild, except that he

lacks the faint waving which distinguishes

the upper body feathers of the astrild,

nor does the red eye marking extend

beneath the eye of the Australian bird,

but in size and general appearance the

two are very much alike. The Australian

bird is about three inches in length, of

an olive brown above, merging to a mouse
grey beneath, his beak is scarlet and a

baud of the same color extends back

from the upper mandible, forming an

eyebrow; tail black, and a brilliant patch

of crimson extends upwards for an inch

from the base of the tail; legs and feet

light brown. The female cannot be de-

termined by any reliable distinction of
plumage, but she is usually a trifle smaller
than her mate, and her colors are less

brilliant during the wiuter months.
These are very desirable aviary birds,

being hardy, docile and exceedingly con-
tented. They are very common iu New
South Wales, abounding in every garden
plot, and delighting in cultivated land,

their chief food, however, being grass
seeds and small insect eggs and larvae;

they break up into pairs as the breeding
season advances, build rough looking
sparrow-like nests, composed of dried

grass without, but very artistically lined

within, thistle down, cow hair and other
choice materials being used in the process.

The eggs are of a delicate fleshy white,

and they are usually five in number.
The contented dispositions of these

birds make them especially suitable

either as cage or aviary pets, although
they are by no means so active and
vivacious as most of the waxbill tribe,

nor is their song anything more than a

feeble twitter, but for all that their pretty
plumage and gentle manners are sure to

secure them the goodwill of fanciers

—

especially the ladies. Australian waxbills
have been bred by everyone who has
tried the experiment, but all the instances
recorded have occurred where the birds

were bred in rooms, and as my own ex-
periences are limited to similar condi-
tions, I am unable to speak confidently
as to those birds breeding in cages, but I

entertain very little doubt of their doing
so when properly cared for.

About midsummer is the best time to

procure these and other Australian birds,

for the importations come in at that

period of the year, and the sooner they
are obtained after arrival the better will

be their chances of escaping the fate

which befalls the greater part of those
poor little birds when left pent up in

dealers' tK>xes for a few weeks.
For cage breeding a nesting basket is

necessary, and even in aviaries these wax-
bills often prefer a hollow log rather than
build a regtilar nest in the bushes.—C.W.
Gednev-

Don't Beerin Till You're Ready.

Selection of Stock.

When I entered the fancy I made many
and divers blunders, and none more seri-

ous than in purchasing a litter of young
rabbits, taking them home in a basket

after school hours and then looking
about for a place to put and keep them
in. Need it be added that no place

could l)e found, and that my first essay

was an utter failure ? By all means make
your rabbitrj' first, fit it up next, and get

your rabbits last. This plan has objec-

tions in the eyes of the impatient young
fancier in embryo, whose excessive ardor

is likely to cool long ere tie has got the

re<juirements complete.

Having satisfied himself that he has

made a home for his pets, the young
fancier—young in the fancy, though per-
haps not in years—will have to consider
what breed he will keep. It may be
said that the experience of others detailed
in print will enable him to buy the best
stock, and breed at once for exhibition.
The same argument might be applied to
any of the arts and sciences with equal
logic. As a matter of fact there is much
to be taught which experience alone can
impart,and which lessons—written guides
—can only expedite in their journey
home, and not drive home at once. In
fine, there is no royal road to rabbit
keeping. All must begin at the bottom
of the ladder, and the ascent, rapid or
slow as the case may be, must be made
by every fancier.

This diversion from the strictly practi-

cal is to justify the remark that the best
rabbits to begin with are those which in-

trinsically are not worth rearing. If
fancy rabbits are bought at a sovereign a
head the bottom of the purse is soon
reached, and if the animals die of mis-
taken kindness or of cruel neglect, a
di.>»tinrtion without much practical diffrr-

ence, the annoyance is very great. Com-
mon hutch rabbits are hardy in the ex-
treme, and will thrive on what wonld
starve some better animals. The young
of these can be bought at a very low
price when just leaving the mother, say
at six weeks old, and if the beginner
decides to have a hand with these he will

find it convenient to have half a dozen.
Select from small litters or families, as
these always produce the strongest ani-

mals. Don't lie led away by gaudy
colors. Generally speaking, very "flash"
looking rabbits are sickly and consump-
tive, and they used in old days to be
called "blood-suckers" because they are

excessive eaters, but never put on any
flesh or grow to advantage. A white
specimen with piebald ears, spotted face,

a thin line of color along the back bone,
and an odd spot or two about the shoul-

ders, with a general appearance of
sprinkled greyness, may look pretty, but
it will prove a nuisance, and will have
difficulty in getting through the thou-
sand and one ailments to which baby
bunnies are heir to.

Plain or whole-colored rabbits are best

for the purpose of early training and the
gaining of the first rudiments of rabbit

lore. They are not excessively hand-
some, but they look well, and in their

gambols all young rabbits are pretty and
engaging. Black, grey, fawn, yellow,

or blue-grey may be had, and perhaps
one or two of each. See that the eye is

clear and bright, the fur clean and soft,

the excrement hard and not very ob-

noxious in its smell, and the purchase
may then be made with fair safety. If

possible see to the parent doe, and if she
IS strong and in evident health it is a

gootl feature. Young rabbits should be
active, sprightly, and very inquisitive,

and their little ears—we are speaking of
prick-eared specimens—should start up
and down in their gambols. Such
youngsters generally turn out well, but

moping sleepv specimens should be al-

together avoided.
Sometimes full-grown rabbits are

bought to commence with. Breeding is

a difficult matter, and a little rearing ex-

perience is a great help. Two or three

does and a buck may be bought, and
special care should be taken to get them
healthy and of different colors. When
the rabbit is piebald or two-colored the

marking should be clear and disthict,

and not spotty or grizzly.—Lagos.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

A late issue of the paper of which Mr.

Jacob C. Bockius is advertised as man-

aging editor says:

"Were The Fanciers' Journal and
the head of its pigeon flying department
located in any other centre there might
be some excuse for the course it seems to

have voluntarily chosen in ignoring
flights made under the management of

the "Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers" (the only national or-

ganization, and now in its 11 year of ad-

ministration), an association which saw
both the birth and decease of the "Fed-
eration of American Fanciers of Pigeon
Flying." Mrs. E. S. Starr knows as well

as we do, that for every one Philadelphia
Fancier who will fly his birds the coming
season under The Fancibrs' Journai.
Rules there will be twenty-five, at least,

to fly under Federation management.
Why then insult the intelligence, and re-

flect upon the standing, of this over-

whelming majority, simply to satisfy an
old grudge on personal grounds ?

• *

The "ignoring," Mr. Bockins, has not

been "voluntary," but forced. Some two

years ago I gave such prominence to the

"flights" as they were deserving and in

consequence, last year, the edict went

forth and at your instance, that no re-

ports of flights made under your Federa-

tion's management should be given to the

public press, but should be reserved for

the columns of its official paper, issued

monthly.
«
« *

One purpose served in this was to re-

move the report so far from the date of

the performance as to prevent questions

which might arise as to how could this

have hf-en done in such weather? Or

again, if this is true, why wasn't that,

under similar conditions like unto it ?

And, Jacob, such questions would have

come quite naturally under the existing

conditions, and I really admired the man-
agement which took such precautions

against what might prove disturbing if

not disruptive influences.

*
* *

This year I was asked if reports ofyour

Federation's journeys would be given

place in The JournaIv, and I answered,

of course, if sent on time. But The
Journai., being a newspaper, could not

promise to give space to matter that had

appeared elsewhere, and, I was informed

later, that action had been taken at the

annual meeting of that Federation to

give its reports to the public press.

*
« «

Later, a report was sent to me that

some committee of that Federation at a

meeting later had rescinded the action

taken at the annual meeting and the

reports were not to be sent to The Fan-
ciers' Journal. However, the race sec-

retary, from whom such reports must

emanate, oflfered to furnish the reports if

paid for so doing, but The Journal
declined to pay for such material.

• »

Now, a question to Jacob: Why have

you "voluntarily chosen to ignore the

flights made under the management of

the Federation of the American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers?" Notably,

the claims of at least six birds for

500 miles' journeys in 1889, by Mr.

George S. Fell, and now the property of

J. A. Stovell. "Why insult the intelli-

gence and reflect upon the standing

simply to satisfy an old grudge upon

personal grounds?"

«
• »

To return to the item I copy from the

paper of which you are the managing

editor. You say: "Now in the eleventh

year of administration, an association

which saw both the birth and decease of

the Federation of American Fanciers of

Pigeon Flying.

Jacob, if these were the days of Ana-

nias, the young men would have carried

you out for writing that—if there had

been more than the ghost of you remain-

ing for them to take action upon. Do
you forget that in 1887 you offered a dol-

lar as a reward to anyone who would

send you the title of the Federation of

American Fanciers of Pigeon Flying as

appearing in print previous to that year ?

And do you remember that Mr. Goldman
won it by mutilating his scrap book to

cut from it a clipping from the New York

Herald of 1885, giving notice of the

fourth annual meeting of the Federation

of the American Fanciers of Pigeon Fly-

ing? And again, that you were referred

to the columns of the Philadelphia Press

of like date for like data. Jacob, your

affidavit even would not alter the fact of a

case.

« It-

Do you want me to write the history

of this association you call "the only na-

tional," from its inception in the sum-

mer of 1886 to date? I have very com-

plete data extending through the years

including meetings of two or three (of

which one was more often than not my
representative), held in Newark, in

Brooklyn, in Germantown, in Philadel-

phia, in Baltimore. I have letters writ-

ten by you—and Jacob, you really should

be more careful—and to you. I have

the reasons why this one and that has be-

come "your obedient servant. "^ Do you
.4. Al *_. _... ^^^ —C .. .- T7.>.1 «...,« J^M >..

meetings made public, and your claims

for record analized ?

*

I shall not willingly tell the story of it

all. I have tried through the years to

keep pigeon flying respectable and re-

spected, a gentleman's sport, and with

such success that I shall be sorry indeed

to have to tell of such irregularities as I

must if I once enter upon it, and to have

it known that rules would continue in

force under which, as Mr. Brooks said,

"I can do anything." Best "let sleeping

dogs lie." E. s. s.

Washinffton Gossip.

The latest additions to the Federation

membership are the Messrs. Lawrence J.

Bradley and Dr. Holley.

Last Tuesday the Post Club was reor-

ganized and these officers were elected to

serve another year: President, George

W. Phillips; secretary and treasurer,

lycwis Turner; race secretary, Louis A.

Schmid. Additional members are: A.

G. Glorious, Captain W. C. Weeden, N.
R. Wood, N. S. West. The next meet-
ing will be held the first Monday in

.\pril.

Mr. A. G. Glorious had a little fly from
Alexandria the other day, and the ques-
tion he is called upon to answer is how
about the blue checker that walked ?

A new 'Mub is being talked up by the
fanciers of the First Ward ana will be
organized soon. Business will soon be a

hustling with the Star, Post, Capital

Washington, Alpha, Potomac and Ken-
dall and Green Clubs. Post.

The Virtue Olub.

Mr. John Adams, secretary and treas-

urer of the Virtue Club, of this city, says:

"We have thus far three prizes to contest

for. I. The Fanciers' Journal prize

of I50 in gold. 2. A gold leg band, pre-

sented by Mr. Repsher, for the bird of
the club that makes the longest distance
in the best speed, the bird's name and its

record to be engraved thereupon. 3. A
youngster to be selected by the winner
from the lofl of Mr. Frank Devlin, of the
Sterling Club, for the first return to the
club's loft from the 300 miles station.

The birds to be flown this year in compe-
tition are from Wagner,Van Opstal, Butts,

Waefelaer, OfTermans, Evans, Conover,
Allen and Von Moers' stocks.

Peekskill Pigeons.

The interest in pigeon flying has grown

in this vicinity. A new club, called The

Highland Homing Club, has recently

been organized, consisting of nine mem-
bers, of whom six are new breeders and

three were members formerly of the

Peekskill Homing Club. The officers of

the club are : George W. Robertson,

Esq., president; Fred Clinton, secretary;

John Dyckman,treasurer; John D. Prince,

race representative. The unwieldy num-
V>er of the old club is thus reduced and an
opportunity for friendly rivalry between
the two local clubs is afforded, which
will doubtless increase the pleasure de-

rived from the fascinating sport of pigeon
flying.

From Down East.

"Lonesome," Fall River, Mass.

—

Pigeon news in this vicinity is at a com-

plete standstill. Boutelle, of Providence,

made us a visit last week, and proposed

having his birds to 300 miles before the
Fall River fanciers get started.

[Birds to 300 miles is one thing, but
birds from 300 miles is quite another
matter.

—

Ed.]

Chicago Flyers!

Mr. George A. Wright, 113 Adams
Street, Chicago, 111., would like to re-

ceive the address of any and all in Chi-

cago and vicinity interested in breeding
and flying homing pigeons.

A Prize for the "West.

The Cincinnati, O., Commercial-Ga-

zette offers a cup for the best one-day

flight between the cities of St. Louis and

Cincinnati, about 315 miles. The start to

be June 1 or the first favorable morning

after; the race to close at the midnight

following the morning of the start. The
race is open to anyone in America who
wishes to enter, and will probably there-

fore have double interest, in engaging St.

Louis as well as Cincinnati flyers. The
entries close May i.

The fanciers of Cincinnati who have
thus far expressed the intention to en-

gage are W. B. Brueckner, G. P. Tippen-
hauer, W. Wagner, W. Bandle, W. F.

Hessinger. J. N. Sandenbure, W. H. Hig-
don, C. Ellerhorst, E. H. Ellerhorst, P.

Gleason, A. Bobson, J. Thornton, J.

Jones, J. Motz, T. Guilfoy, J. Hammon,
C. Wise, T. Heilke.

m^A

POUL'TRY
SUPPLIES

PRE

HAMMONTON
INCUBATORS
IM E«g. S16.50
PRE8SY

BROODERS
with store, 88.00

_ FOR POULTRY
liiOlb. bim. %iA6\ fiolb. ba«, St.OO

Desiccated Fiwli (fine for Poultrj'),
Aulb. bii«^8l.5U

OrannlntPil nonp, BO lb. bs«. (jil.^oi
CruMbed Oyittt'r HliellH,

2iiU>M. 40r.i 100 lbs. 81.25
Fine Nea MhellH. lui Dm. l^l.-iS
Foaltry .Hnrkero. by mail. 30c.
(•ape Worm ExtrarlorM, by mail, fiOc.

WIRE NETTING f.irenclminitjtrds. Siiich
IDMih,m buw n( l&i lineal le>-t \\:. per tq. foot.

Pi-r bale Per bale.

U inch wide. 8 1 • 1 3 1 24 inch wide, 8V.7A

|

«u •• •• a.«3| .a •• 6.T6.
Staple* I An. per lb 1 lb required fnr a bale.
Uoiie .Mills, IKo.iiX); Neat l.iiBi>>4Uc. doc
llrlnklnv Konnlninn.
Sl']t. 2.)r. 4l2..>4>p<irduz 4qt. 4(>c. Wl perdos
CLIMAX CQNOITIQM POWDER (a
eore core for Cliolcril. Price, ^.jc. By mail,
•KK;. PerdozeD, byex pr<«m, fei^ . i^i

K

ROUP PILLS -an xKellpnt article—25c.
per b4>»

E«ca Tor tIntrhlnH. Write n« for kinda and
pricee. MMiil Ilk', fur iSo'd Oatalnuiie

JOHNSON A STOKES, Seedsmen,
817 A 210 Hsrket 8L, I'hllsJelphls, Ps.

^^^ f»»»iiiii»»f»»t» » »>iiii»» WW9

PUBLICATIONS.

TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR

''' limes
FOR

50 c

la true only of the c
wHttLfitits enzerre.

•D f.luatrated monthly mag
axine devoted to the irrand

eat. healthleat, moat manly
aport In the world.—cyclln(.

ape yoa a Ul2««ImaD?
|

WtMttiar joa are or not J^oa are aui* to be inter
••led In oar paper. Ton can't help It. luaketcuea,
poerna and itorle* are InOi-eeUns to all. They are
pars and bealthrul in tlwir tone. They breathe-of
reen fleldi and »hady lane*, and are a ooaatant
lasplrar of a lov* of oaiore.

To coDTlDoe you that oar paper la all we claim
torltlaever; particular If yon win aend yourname
and addreaa we will aend tou a samiile copy tr^«»
Tbao If you want to try It for a year, a* you surely
will, It will oo«t yon only CiO o^nta.

Cheap Eriough, Isn't It?

U9>Blk COBBIKHIUHIt TO CLtra BAISUH.
Mdreia the Pubjliher —

BEN L DARROW,
ii«x>iAiwAF>oi.,ia. Krtz>,

AMEBICAN KENITEL. CliUB

QtUD goOK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

«
THE BEST ENGtISH PAPER IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS.
UABbiXS, CAGE-HiKL»», «ftc

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find (he
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 83.16,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, I.ondon,

England.

The Fanciers' Review
CHATHAM, N. Y.

A 16-PAGE POULTRY PAPER.
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS, 35 CTS.

FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

Send 10 cents for three different numbers for
examination. Single copies free.

Kennel department by F. B. Zinuner. Pigeon
(lepartment by E. R. Quick.

Fanciers' printing a specialty. Send for sam-
Plta- 50-55-59

THE POULTRY CRITERION
An illustrated monthly magazine devoted to

poultry. Sample copy free. Address

THH POULTRY CRITERION,
Bloomingdale, Ind.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number,
10 cents. Address C. I.. Francisco, Sayre, Pa. 56

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

lESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
%2.\0.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circtis, London, B. C,
England.
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Incubators. Collies.

MONARCH INCUBATOR

J. RANKIN,

so. EASXON, MASS.

IXK>k out for our *»Ad." next

week. Send for Circular.

THE

(^BNTENNIflL INCUBATORS
Are the best in the world. For 15 years they
have held their place as the most reUable, sim-
ple, durable and perfect incubators ever offered
to the public. Self-regulating, supply moisture
automatically and hatch out a larger percentage
of strong healthy chicks than any other machine
in the market. Our Perfected Brooder is the
only brooder that gives satisfaction tor out-door
use. Send for illustrated circular.

THE CENTENNIAL COMPANY,
S0-S3 Rye, New York.

ORDBRS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla o\it of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayla^s, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Manev Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Hoonds.

POULTRY.
Adiiertisements without display inserLfd under

this heading/or 1 centsper wordJar each insertion.

Brabmas.

ESTABLISHED 1876. W. F. Van Benschoten,
MargaretviUe, Del. Co., N. Y, breeder of
mammoth light Brahmas exclusively.
Eggs, ti per 15; $7 per 45. .S0-5'

Prairie §fate Incubafor

FR SALE.—Champion Ranoeb, the peer of
all American foxhounds. Never beaten in
his class in this country both on the bench
and in the chase.

Fly, kennel mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by all first <lass judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not having kennel room must dispose of the
above to the highest bidder. W. H. Weiss.
328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50 tf

Mastiff^.

FR SALE, CHEAP—English mastiff' dog
Ginger, 17 months old, weighs 150 pounds;
thin in flesh, good short massive head;
house broken, kind to children; would ex-
change for hammerlesa gun. J. Otis Fel-
lows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—English mastiff bitch Kenwood
Sultana, A. K. R. 6.S39, i" whelp to Wana-
maker's Tiger by Young Colonel. Sultana,
fawn color, with black points, good head
and well proportioned. For particulars

S51-3 address N. A. Stockton, Bethayres, Pa.;^

Pointers.

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest m the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

Mlsoellaneous.

FOR POULTRY.
icr iOO ib.

100
nag, ya.OO

8.T6Graniilnted Bone,
OiHJund Beet
Scmps, - - - " 100 " 8.00

Calclte, - - . . •• 200 " JB.OO
Crushed Flint, - " 800 S.OO
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - . " 900 " «.00

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
pnce.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO., 1

4J-93 York Cliemlcal Works, York, Pa. I

rR SAUI—The beautifbl i>ointer bitch
White Rose bv Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother, will be sold at a reasonable
Srice. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
t.. Philadelphia, Pa. c

SEVERAL high-class pointer bitches at reason-
able prices. J. H . Winslow, 608 Chestnut
St., PhiladelphU. Pa.

I^EO BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2>4c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic.

In ordering name the variety of pigeon on
which the band is to be used.

SE.yv FOR SAMPLE.

MRS B. S STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PouJi% tei''
^"^ °"'^ Cheapest Dog and

NONPAREIL
It keeps dogs in best condition ; makes hens

lay at any time. It is the best food to make
puppies and chicks grow quickly.

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.
Sample cans containing 50 lbs., J1.50.

RAVENSWOOO FEED CO.,

828 Vernon Ave., Ravenswood, L. I.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 1 centsper word/or each inurticn.

F
Beatles.

R SALE.—Champion Rattler, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under an impar-
tial judge. Never been t>eaten, sire of
Rattler III, Tomboy and several other good
ones.

"

Champion Fairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cups and medals.
A great house net and one of the prettiest
little beagles living.

Tomboy, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

Countess. Never shown, but it will Uke a
good one to beat her. The best broken
beagle in America to^lay.

Not having kennel room, must dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H
Weiss.jiS Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

Setters.

A GRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel
phia, Pa. tf

CHOICE Gordon and Irish setters, several of
each kind; handsome; some of them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.
Also some puppies. X. Y. Z., Station R.,
New York City. s-49 55

FOR SALE—The following Irish setters:
LEIGH DOANE III (5839), Champion
Bruce—I^eirh Donne ft. winner of id
Philadelphfa Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, 1887; BETSY LEIGH (5824), sister
to above. Both the above are litter sisters
to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.'
MARK TAPLEY (Champion BUme^
Leigh Doane III), whelped July 19, il"

For particulars address Box 91 , Philadel
phia. Pa.

FOR SALE—In order to reduce my kennels
for moving,six finely-bred Irish and Gordon
setters; also seven thoroughbred Gordon
puppies. Satisfaction guaranteed as to
pedigree. Must be sold at once. W. J.
Valentine, Woodsboro, Md. ji

GORDON SETTER for sale.-Broken, drops
to shot and wing; staunch and a good one;
sold for want of use. Price $75, worth
double. Address P. O. Box 1Z47, Philadel-
phia, Pa. M7'S>

FR SALE.—Currer Belle III, by Sarsfield ex
Champion Maud II. One of the hand-
somest red Irish setters in this country. A
first prize-winner on the bench and thor-
oughly broken afield. She is registered
in the A. K. S. B. 6447, and will be
sold at a reasonable price. Address F. G.
Taylor, 558 North Eighteenth St., Phila. c

WANTED—One or two Irish setter brood
bitches. Address P. O. Box 91, Philadel-
phia. Pa. »-5i

St. Bernards.

PUPPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles. Address B.
H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.

PUPPIES by Ben I<omond—Duchess of Heath-
field; also some grand young bitches. Che-
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 5t-tf

Terriers.

IRISH TERRIERS by Brookl n Dennis—Breda
Tiney and Roslyn Eileen. Address Chest,
nut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Varlons.

Broodeiv.

O

O

LENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,

description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Brown Bed Games.

NE TRIO to score over 92J4 or no sale.

Price $ii. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa.
50-tf

EKKS for Hateblnc.

K Apply to
ton. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers~Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., PhUadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 30
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

1^

CHARLES F OAT, West Chester, Pa., breeder
ofchoice single comb brown Leghorns. Eggs
for hatching, $1 per 13; (2 per 39. .50-54

T^ROM JAPANESE SILKIES, $5 per setting of
13. From white crested white Polish, $4
per setting. From the following varieties

of tuintams, $2.50 per setting: Black red,

silver and golden duckwin^s, red pile, gold
laced and silver laced sebrights, black and
white rose combs. J. C. Maple, 7 W. State
St., Trenton, N. J. s-5i-it

TMPORTED red caps and black Minorcas.
Pens mated with prize winners and high
scoring birds. Eggs for sale. Write (or

51-it circular. Allen H. Tyson, I^ansdale, Pa.

Gaines.

EXHIBITION black breasted red game exclu-
sively. Eggs, $4 per 13. A few stags for sale.

Andrew W. Hall, Garnerville, N. Y. 51-it

Game Bantams.

D R. W. CRAWFORD JOHNSON, Frederick,
Md., will sell reasonably some of his New
York winners (see show report this paper.)

51-52

HambnrKS.

FR SALE—A fine black Hamburg cock; also
two trios and a fine pen. These birds are
one year old, winners of numerous prizes,

and hard to beat. Dr. J. C. Maple, 7 W.
SUte St., Trenton, N. J. •Si-it

FOR SALE.—Choice breeding pen golden pen-
cilled Hamburgs. Eggs, $2 for 13, George

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-

ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Leghorns.

W ANTED—A lot of white Leghorn pullets.

P. C. Ohl, JO Broadway, New York City.
-5«

Plymonth Rocks.

|EA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks.
B. Church, Hackensack, N. J.

White Leghorns.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50-62

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdelphia.

PRINTING estimates g:iven for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

rjOULTRY and pet stock. A. 8. Way, ChatU-
* nooga, Tenn., agent for Fanciers'

Journal. 49-s6-eow

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25 !

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 3a
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

pjOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 1 cents pet word/or each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all

times. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.

J.
B

50-75

Blue Owls.

wILL SELL 5 pairs of high-class blue owls,
fit to win in first class company. Mark
Schofield, 71st and Darby Road, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 50-53

Fantalls.

wHITE FANTAILS, "The Dandies," plain
and capped. My birds are bred from se-

lected stock, and are perfect t>eautieB.

Prices a matter of correspondence. George
W. Cunningham. 1407 B. Pratt Street, Bal-
timore. M<r s-si-sa

Homing Pigeons.

JOHN R. HUNSBERGER, Chestnut HUl, Pa.
Breeder of homing pigeons from tested
stock only. Banded youngsters of 1890 for
sale. 51-55

y GUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
1 . Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
lofl are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, sou
miles. All stock firat-cUss.

James
46-55

Owls.

BIRDSoftheabove variety for saleatall times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-7S

Pouters.

HENRY LANCASTER,75oPenn8ylvaaJa Ave.,
Baltimore, Md., offers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75. and its father to Mr. Kemer, of
Louisville, for $50. 53

IMPORTED ENGLISH and Scotch pouters and
fantails in all colors, of great quality; $10 to
125 per pair. Address M. Kleaaen, Eoches-
^ter, N. V. 46-50

Jacobins.

H V. CRAWFORD, Montclair, N. J., the
^ champion Jacobins of America. Prices
from 1 10 up. 37 44-47-53

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobin*. jo-ioi

Boilers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly
of Birmiugham, Eng. 50-53

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety (or sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

S-wallows.

A. PICK. 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
r, more, Md., breeder of Swallowsonly, of all

colors, with and without white bars, plain
«nir% onH ftill It^nH XXm im « .»... e..S^l

keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Impoite<i
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street
Ciucinuati, O., breeder ol flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Vartons.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
$2.50 to J25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert, EvansvUle, Ind.

FOR SALE, CHEAP—Fine lot of pouters,
jacobins, turbits, tumblers, fantails, yellow
oalds. trumpeters, dragoons, etc. Write
for particulars. E. Hopkins, Box 39, Mer-
chantville, N. J. 50-51

Jt^

TT^OR SALE—Carriers, jacobins, turbits, owls,
trumpeters, tumblers, Antwerps, highfly-
ers, swallows, magpies, moorheads, fan-
tails, etc., etc., etc. T. W. Hooper & Co.,
423 W. Franklin St., Baltimore, Md. 4S-51

B.FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder .of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies ot all colors. Onlv
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

EG BANDS for all varieties of pigeons. Seam-
less (for youngsters), every one registered,
3^c. Open bands, for old birds, ic each.
Send for sample. Mrs. E. S. Starr, Box
29s, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ILLIAM EHINGER.Ja., 1307 North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For sale the fol-

lowing fancy pigeons: Magpies, owls,
turbits, jacobins. Write for what you

L'

W
want. Prices reasonable

Artists and Engravers.

51-3-5-7

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards,
Letter{Jhects, Bill Heads, Price LisU, Sched
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
Uahlng Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to t>e the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photoirraphs
of their dogs. The Panders' Publishing
Co., 33 South Third St., PhiUdelphia, Pa.
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

JUSX Out—
PRICE 6OC.

\

Birds for Sale.
30-55

Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811

DAN WILLIAMS, bluft checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . . . .

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BBSS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen

miles.

S8

Orders for youngsters of 1890

win be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FIME SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

K008 FOB HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Compi-etk Description of thb

Recognized Vakibtibs of Pigeons.

CHARIES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

H. ^^^. VAHLE,
J19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St.,PhlUdelphia.

25-76

B. F. IvEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dog* boarded and conditioned for bench dhow.

«4-75
ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Fa.

^pBIRDnMANNA
TheOreatSectetnf

the Hani IfoaBtala,0«r'
will reatore th« aonc of
T«Dt tbair aUmenU and
MBdlMon. Itmakwoanarl
•iMddlDjitfeatberb Bast by
liie. SoMbr »I1 druHMa.
Bird rood Co.. 4WR. S<1

the Oauarr Breeder* of
' many. Bird Manna

Cage Blr<l«, wUl pre-
keap tbom In good
ea aing, even while
niallon recelptof
Direction! free.
St., Phlla,, Pa.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonous, cures mange and all skin disenses; also cholera and
roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.

New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City N. J., May 27, 1888.—Marshall Robbing.—/>Mr Sir.—\
have tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the verj- best Mange cure that I have ever used.
I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.

Mr. M. Robbins.—/J<'ar Sir:—\ have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin-
fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-
try misers as a cure for Cholera and Ronp. I should have killed several valuable fowls that were
suffering from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. I put a small quantity into a small pail
of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully, J. C. Avery.

Graduate N. Y. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-
erinary Hospital

; 343 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August Ji, 1888.—Mr. Robbins.—/Va»- Sir.—
Your Pine Lotion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I have
ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Antiseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration
Sores, I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-
spectfully, Dr. Chas. Scm.ossER, Veterinary Surgeon.

We can refer to thousands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in
your locality send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 gast 13th
Street, New York City. 47-59

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enc/os9d find Two Dollart and Fifiy Cants for which send "Tho
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

Chinese Golden Pheasants

Domesticated, in Splendid Plumage.

FOR SALE BY

3flS. rv^ORRISON, (Sardener,

MR. SCHIEKFELIN'S PLACE.

P. O. Box 48, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Price one pair $30
Two pairs, per pair 37
Four pairs, per pair as
Six pairs, per pair ---... 24
Ten pairs, per pair aj
Cocks in full plumage, one - • • • 15
Cocks in full plumage, two, each - 14
Cocks in full plumage, five, each - - - la
Young per pan , until Sept. i.s - - - 15
Young per pair, until Nov. 1 - - - 17
Young per pair, until Jan. i ... 20
Young per pair, until April i - - 35

TERMS—Cash on delivery in Tarrytown, N. Y.

Dogs, Ponltry, Pipns M Ferrets,

St. Bernards and Fox Terrier Dogs (cheap).

Thoroughbred Poultry, aa varieties.

Eggs and stock for sale at Reasonable Prices.

Fancy Pigeons, over 50 kinds.

Ferrets, good hunters, $s each ; |8 per pair.

a cts. for catalogue. J. L. HARRIS, Cinna-
minson, N. J. Importer and Breeder.

^}?icRen )<ests

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY A PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kiada of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write far prices. W. B. ALLISON,

Spratte Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

S9-Beware ofworthless imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for aU canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, a8c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'D,
339-245 East 56th St., New York City. 44-69

ANXIETAM
'POULTRY-YARDS--

Hagerstown, Md.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

J. H. BLAKE, PaoPBiBTOa.

46-58 Mo(nfT>svn.i.B, Wbst Va.

Li^ht and Dark Brahmas and Houdans. Every
bird m breeding pens priie winners at leading
shows, not one scoring under 94 points by such
a competent iud^ as George O. Brown. Kggs
|i per clutch. The cockerel Aaron, conceded
to be the best bird south of Mason and Dixon's
line, heads the Light Brahma breeding pen . ajo

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, |l PER
bushel. jNo. Maacaa, Leaman Place, Pa.

SmWBME & CLOTHH

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.

PHIliADELPHlA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

v^aaa^^^as«* «^«ftakA«»jr

of Breeding Stock,

and that]the BEST

Money Can Secure.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Li£tit Bralmas, Plymontb Mh and

Wyanflotles.

COLUMBUS. O.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells
you how to train a dog properly, and how to
handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
•o plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $3.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnWisliing Company,

3a S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

DIPC Cheaters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rlUO. Hounds, Beagles,Collie8,Setter8.W.GIB-
BON8 & CO.,W. Chestier,Ps. Send sUmp for dr.

VOL. 4, NO. XI,)
WUOLJC NO., 65J./ PHILADELPHIA, MARCH 15, 1890. / PKU ANNTTM, fS.SO.

1 SINGLE COPY, 6o.

ENGUSH CHAMPION ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD DOG HESPER
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IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under tk is heading at the

foUmving rates: One inch, single insertion, S'^o;
Ss-4o/or the month: X/j ,/or three months: $iS/or
six months, and tsofor the year.

DICK SWIVELER.

IN THE STUD.

(No. S4to.)

(CH. BRUCE-LEIGH DOANE II.)

Pure Irish Setter Blood.

Winner FIRST CHALLENGE PRIZK, New
York, 1890, defeating all the CHAMPIONS
shown against him. lie is also winner of

FIRST and SPECIAL PRIZES all over the

United States. Unquestionably the

^"^ BEST IRISH SETTER IN AMERICA.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. Send for

EXTENDED PEDIGREE and full list of win-

ningrs of this FAMOUS DOG.

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 Statu Street, Chicago. Ili-.

P. S.—Have orders for over 200 puppies by

DICK SWIVELER booked ahead. 50-101

I
RISK SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia, New York,
etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,
Toledo, etc.

FEE, J25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O.. Pa.

9
NCLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.
By Swerinsfcr's Dan—Countess Pansv. Record:
First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby, ihS8;

first ill Philadelphia Kennel Club's Allayed
Stake, 1889; first in Menilicrs' Stake and winner
of the Philadelphia Item's |ioo «pcci,il.

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAY,

43 W. Walnut I<ane, Germantown, Pa.

IN STUD.—MY PURE WHITE ENGLISH
TOY BULL TERRIER.

TONY.
FEE - - - $20.

Wne bred pet dogs, Skye and Scotch Terriers,

Fox Terriers, Yorkshires, etc., bred and for sale.

Pine and small dogs sold on commission. Comic
and sporting pictures suitable for kennels, club

rooms, stables, aviaries, halls, saloons, etc.—all

kinds at bed-rock prices. Pictures framed to

order artistically. Headquarters for Dr. H. Clay

Glover's Imperial Dog Remedies, Spralt's Dog
Cakes, Medicines. SoBps,elc.; also Jackson's cele-

brated Pasteur's Pine Liquid Disinfectant. Call

on or address. W. H. JACKSON,

49-65 202 West i8th St., New York City.

ENGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tau setter by Glailstoiic

—

Brj'son'" Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sporlsinan, (ihidstone's Bov and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial pcrfijrmer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All aged Stake, Ea.st-

em Field Trials of iHW. beating such noted dogs
at Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and
Others. Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from
Ufe by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
SS8 North IHth Street,

50^3 PhllnclPlphln, Pa.

POINTRR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, J50.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described m show reports as "best
York.shire in America. " Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. F'xteiided pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

IN THE STUD.

SETTERS & POINTERS

MISCELLANEOUS.

DESMOND II

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Rough-coated Collies

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil ----- $50
The Squire, uie English cham-

pion, sire of Beudigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches $35
Alter which his fee will he - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than
any other collie in America - $35

Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (,by Champion
Scotilla ex Bertha) $25

FOR SALE

:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish
terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Philadelphia, Pa.

ST. BERNARD
Pups sired by the celebrated English prize win-
ner KEKPBR

Out of Lady Miles, she by

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
I.,ady Miles is undoubtedlv the best bitch in

America. Also a fine cfog and bitch by

BEN LOMOND.
Also a fine litter of

MASTIFF PUPS
by a son of II ford Caution.

E. H. MOORE,
Melrose, Mass.

)OINTERii IN THE STUD.

'^5r"'«ry?=SS

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derbv at the I'hiladelphia
field trials iS88, and on the bench has won, hrst,

Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, iS88 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, f;!5.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1S89;

first and special at London, Out., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in F;ngland. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; e-xcelleut in the field. Fee, I25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Out., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Wooltou Game by Cough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. F'ee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free ser\MCe.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Caki: \V. \\. Wtiss

43-94 Fkeemansbi K(^, Pa.

CT. BERNARDS AND PUGS AT STl'U.

ST. BERNARDS-SIR HERi.URT tCh.
PIuiliuiiuoii—Ch (,>ueeu Jura) and CHEQUASSET
PKLIOX (Ch. Duke of Wellington—Ch. Plevna)
both imported.

PUGS—JOHN Bi:i>L (imported), sou of Ch.
Loris; ROCHESTER, son of Othello; CHE-
QUASSET TAFFY, son of Santa Claus.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS,
52-tf Lancaster, Mass.

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserlionl

^'5°! iS-4° for the month; $t$ for three months;
t2S for six months, and i$o for the year.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

24-75

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten tliou-

•iand styles of dog collars, har-
iies,scs, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

Tlioroiigliljred Live Stock Excliauge.

All kinds of thoroughbred live .st<x-k bought
and sold on conimis.sion only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all Varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastifl's, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Given.

Horses, Cattle and Docs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE. 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

FANTAH

FI&EONS

NO OTHER VARIETY,

Red, Yellow,
Black, Silver

AND White.

Write for what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning

strains. Light Brahmas. H. C. NORTON,

45-96 Germantown, Pa.

Kdward S. Sctimid,
Successor to Louis Schraid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OK ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

O'
N MY RETURN FROM
the grandest show ever

held in America, I shall offer

for .sale several fine pouters

which I had reserved speci-

ally for display at the New
York Poultry and Pigeon Asso-

ciation. My collection there,

numbering -103 pouters includ-

ing my latest invoices from

Scotland, were conceded to form
the grandest display ol pouters ever liefore

shown, not only 011 account of its number but

also for quality. Now for the want of room I

will sell breeders and birds fit to show at from

I15 up per pair. Order soon, as by April i I

shall clear out all my surplus stock. None but

breeders retained during the breeding season.

A. A. HEROUX,
50-52 LAWRENCE, MASS.

A DOG
IS always subject to disease and disabling injuries.CURE
him in the least possible time and the most thorough

manner, by the use ot

a balsam prepared on scientific principles for the cureof
DISTEMPER

I

MANGE I EAR CANKER
PNEUMONIA SORE FEET STRAINS
RHEUMATISM

I
WORMS { SPRAINS, Etc

Get It from Druggists, Gun Dealers, and

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY.
184 SOUTH ST., NEW YORK.

Dogs, Ponltry, Pigeons and Ferrets,

St. Bernards and Fox Tekrikr Dogs (cheap).

Thoroughbred Poultry, li varieties.

Eggs and stock for sale at Reasonable Prices.

Fancy Pigeons, over 50 kinds.

Ferrets, good hunters, $5 each
; $8 per pair.

2 ct8. for catalogue. J. L. HARRIS, Cinna-
minson, N. J. Importer and Breeder.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Monl, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 93.OO
(iraiuiliitcd Uoue, " lUU :ii.75
Uruiiud licet
Scriips, - - - ' ' 100 3.00

Culflto, - - - - • aoo 8.00
CimihIkmI Flint, - «oo «.oo
C'riiNlKMl Oyster
.ShollH, - - - • 800 a.oo

Wcstmiuster Kennel Clnli's

:

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
I

FEE $50.
Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

47-tf Babylon, L I.. N. Y.

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirpfeon,

-57 1803 nUOADWAY. NKW YORK.

Send (or our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. II. DEMPWOL,F«& CO.,
42.93 York C'hcinlcnl Works, York, Pa.

^T THE (^aTIONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

HOKTV REOILAR prizes and the GOLU
SPECIALS and CfPS. The GRANDEST
RECORD ever won bv ANY BREEDER at

I a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
I

E<'.GS $10 per 13; fjo per 30. RED C.\PS,
ANDALISIANS and WHITE WYAN-
DOTTES, %i per 13; J.s per 26. Send for cata-
logue.

jo-63

C. A. SHARP & CO.,
LOCKPORT, N. Y.
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

liou. if interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

Our Illustration.

I

Our illustration this week is the mar-
vellous and typical head of the rough-

;
coated St. Bernard, Champion Hesper

I

(E. K. C. S. B. 20.819) owned by Mr. E.

B. Sears, Wyoming Kennels, Melrose,

Mass.

Hesper is by Sailor out of Belloua, and
is said to stand thirty-five inches high

I

and weigh 195 pounds in ordinary condi-

I

tioii. His coat is of the richest deep
orange-tawny, with faultless markings,

;

his blaze meeting his broad white collar.

His face markings are shaded off with

black, which add so much to the appear-

; ance and character of a St. Bernard.

Hesper has won the following prizes:

Two firsts and two cups, Warwick; first

[

and two cups, Southport; first and
special, Aquarium K. C, first and

j

special, Tunbridge Wells; two firsts and
special, Streatham; first and cup, Hull;

first. Barnet; first and medal, Richmond;
first, champion class, West Bromwick,
Gloucester, Brighton, Alexandra Palace,

Manchester, Colchester, Olympic and
Crystal Palace. In this country he has

won this year first at New York and
Chicago, and first at Rochester.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS,

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We are informed by a correspondent

that at the Chicago show Mr. L,angjudged

Great Danes, catalogue iu hand. He
asked one exhibitor: "How is this dog
hrf <1

>' Answer <4r> anrl <sr> '\\nl*»r*» U'QQ

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
April 1-4.—I#w England Kennel Club, at

Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

nee. I,—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

1891.
Ian. 19,—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cifac Kennel Club, at Kakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Bnggs, secretary.

^'">- 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-
ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brnnby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

KENNEL UEGI8TEK.

We make no charge for entries in this

column, all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

WHELPED.
JAMES LICHTYS(Terre Hill, Pa.) beagle bitch

BRIDGET (Bunny—Bessy), February 20, i.S^,
MX (four dogsi, by Wm. H. Child's Tony
Wcller(S4ii).

•'

SALES.
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, I^neaster, Mass.,

nave sold the pug dog Thor tSaiita Claus-
victoria), whelped June, i88y, to Mr. Tho. I.
BftUantine, Peoria, HI.

^^^}il1^H KENNELS, New York, have sold

f,,!^ ,> l.^P*""^' '''l*^'' URIDkori. Ri;dv (Brid-

le "a'l'an-Iiridfc.rd Bride), whelped Febru-
arj', 18S6, to Dr. J F. Kirk, Toronto. Ont.

i.^wVi)''^?*
MASON. Jacksonville, HI., has

TOia the liver and white pointer bitch Nellie
Kh-J J

""."'"'^'^ Hrake-Kosetta Croxtcth), to
bhenandoah Kennels, Shenandoah, Pa.

i7ri;.i?
"'•'•'•KK, New York, has sold the

lifiiu",',*^,
'""'"••"'•" Harlk.m iHadgiiidum-

Charles L. Miller, New York.

NAMES CLAIMED.

**S«inft'i'^'^
KENNELS, Fitchbnrg, Mass.,Claim the names :

(^liw s^fas!!"^ 'T'"'"'
P°"."" ^"« whelped

Ma\- r r .^' P«"<l'Kree unknown.
"

bitrh ; u . '"'.^'' *''"'f •>"<• «'cked pointer

May B
P '"'^ '^' '^' ''>' B^ao^rt H-

^wVellii^M*^"'
orange tawny St. Bernard dog.Whelped November 8, 1889, hy Alp lII.-Milley

he bred?" Answer, in Chicago. "Take
her out," was the judge's order. Is there

any wonder that the judge has not given

entire satisfaction ? Still, it is evident

Mr. Lang pleased the (ireat Dane Club,

for they passed the following resolutiou:

"Appreciating the promptness aud unselfish-

ness with which Herr Gustav Lang, of Stuttgart,

accepted the invitation of the Mascoutah and
Great Dane Clubs, of Chicago, to attend the bench
show now being given under their joint auspices,

the German Mastiff or (ireat Dane Club of Amer-
ica cordially and emphatically expresses its en-

tire approval of his services and recognizes his

eminent ability, independence, and strict impar-

tiality iu rendering his award to this special

breed of dogs. It is with great satisfaction that

we recognize in his judgments an indorsement of

the rules and points established by this club of

the typical Deutsche dogge."

•
* *

At the annual election of the Michigan

Kennel Club, held last week, the follow-

ing officers were elected: President, Dr.

L. Younghusband; vice-president, Dr.

Tappey; secretary. Dr. M. V. B. Saun-

ders; treasurer, J. C. Royce; delegate to

A. K. C, H. H. Cook; fifth member of

the Executive Committee, Frank Croul.

»
* •

Mr. E. H. Moore has again experienced

a heavy loss in his rough-coated St. Ber-

nard bitch Lady Miles. She contracted

a cold while travelling to the Chicago

show. It turned into pneumonia and

caused her death in a few days.

»
« -»

The fox hunting season in this vicinity

was brought to a close last Saturday with

a "grand joint meet," iu which 120

hounds aud nearly a hundred mounted

huntsmen participated. The hunt clubs

represented were the Chichester, Lima,

Tipperary, Leipers, Springfield, Cheney,

Chester and Rose Tree. Nearly all

brought the pick of their kennels for the

pack used in the chase.

•

It was a bag hunt, and the fox, a fine,

I
large male, was dropped by Huntsman

i

Vincent Litzenberg in front of the Lima
Club house shortly after 9 o'clock. The
sly little animal made good use of the

twenty minutes' start given him. He
i made across the Middletown hills and on
toward the House of Refuge farm, at

Glen Mills. He was proliably over a

mile awaj' when the hounds were turned

loose, and succeeded in keeping the pack
going for over three hours.

#
* »

Neaily all the noted hunters in the

county participated. There was some
daring and reckless riding over fences

and ditches, and several got severe falls,

but beyond a few bruises and a good
shaking up nolwdy was hurt.

»
» *

From the Fanciers' Gazette we learn

that the Russian wolf-houud which Mr.
Freeman Lloyd was to have sent out to

Mr. Wade, of Hulton, Pa., and who was
in pup to Krilutt, has only just escaped
serious disaster. In the first •instance

she was to have gone out in the Erin,

which has, it is feared, been lost with all

hands. She then started from Liver-

pool on her journey in the Helvetia, un-
der the care of the master butcher, Mr.
W, G. Cottrell, but in this instance she
was doomed to be in distress, for on its

being found that one of the boilers of the

Helvetia was defective, the ship put back
to Liverpool. The next chance was to

start on the Greece, the following week,'

but as the bitch was near whelping, Mr.
Lloyd determined to keep her back till

her puppies were born. On Monday last

she whelped a litter of nine, three dogs
and six bitches, all of which are doing
well.

•.
Schipperke exhibitors in F^ngland have

formed a club to be called the Schip-

perke Club. Mr. John Proctor, of Ant-

werp, on account of his services in intro-

ducing the varietj- into F'ngland, was
paid the compliment of being nominated
president, and Mr. George Krehl was ap-

pointed vice-president, with Mr. Ed.

Durrant as treasurer and secretary. The
club has adopted the Belgian Club's

standartl of points.

*

At a recent meeting of the English Col-

lie Club four Americans were elected

honorary members of the clul). The
Stock-Keeper gives the names of but

three, Mr. Mitchell Harrison, Mr. J. Van
Schaick and Mr. J. D. Shotwell.

*
« *

One of the handsomest animal pictures

ill this country was i)ainted by Mr. G.

Muss-Arnolt for Mr. James L. Anthony.

It is a large canvas (about six feet by

four) and represents Lad and Lass of

Bow on point, with Mr. , gun in

hand, walking in to shoot. In the back-

ground is the handler with Beppo HI
and Bracket on lead. The picture is

drawn from life and is as life-like as art

can make it.

«
• *

At the Philadelphia Kennel Club rooms

Tuesday night, Col. Ridgway offered to

wager a hat that no one could name the

winner of the club's All-aged stake for

1.S90. There were no takers, but cvery-

otie present thought to himself that he

had him.
»
» »

It is to l)e hoped that friends of the

Irish setter will not carry out the idea of

having separate field trials. Why depre-

ciate the Irishman by such a course ? He
is good enough to run in any company.

Give him a chance. If there were more like

Mr. C. T. Thompson, who believed his

dog as good as any, and had the courage
to test him, the Irish setter would soon
be where he ought to be—among the
first. So with the pointers. All they
want is the opportunity and they will

prove that they can hold their own with
the best of them.

»
* •

The celebrated smooth-coated St. Ber-

nard dog Watch (E. K. C. .S. B. 25.094) is

now on the steamer Nevada, en route
for this country, having been purchased
for I4745, by a new-comer in the dog
fancy, Mr. John Poag, Toledo, O.

The Philadelphia Kennal Club has
started upon a new era of prosperity.

Applications for memljership are numer-
ous. The club's rooms are just the thing
and are in the right place (14 South
Broad Street). All kinds of dogs are

represented in the memljership and great

interest is shown.

The American people dei on the dog on
top but sympathize with the one under-

neath. Perhaps it is with the latter feel-

ing that the Irish setter and pointer men
are arousing themselves. It is to be

hoped that the effort will be more than a

"you tickle me and I'll tickle you."

•**

Mr. Winslow's purchase of Tempest
has infused new li.'e into the pointer

champions. They can be seen any fine

day airing themselves with the taunting

Chip. The English setter men may
knock it off, but what will be the conse-

quences ? Wait till after the field trials.

•••

Mr. Mitchell Harrison, of the Chestnut

Hill Kenijels, has purchased the famous

collie dog Christopher from Mr. Stretch

for ;f25oo. Christopher is by Champion
Metchley Wonder, out of Champion Peg-

gie II, and is winner of the following

prizes: Winner of first collie Derby (the

largest ever held, nearly seventy nomina-

tions), first and special Glasgow (for best

collie dog in show), first and cup War-

wick, first and cup Birmingham, first

Brussels, first and cup Soutliport, cup

Birmingham for best sable and white in

the show, first and cup Liverpool, beating

the sensational dog Stracathro Ralph, and

first and cup Prestwich.

»

Mr. Harrison has also purchased some
Yorkshire and Irish terriers.

At a meeting of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, March 11, it was decided to

increase the money in the Derby and All-

aged stakes for 1890. The purse in the

Derby will Ije JI900, with I500 to first, I250

to second and $150 to third, with the |ioo

cup to the breeder of the winner. There

will be only one All-aged stake this year

for all pointers and setters that have not

won first in any open stakes run in this

country. The purse is for the same

amount and divided the same as the

Derby. The Members and Champion

stakes will be the same as last year.

•
« •

Messrs. George W. Ewing, Fort Wayne,

Ind., and W. Hay Bockes, Saratoga

Springs, were proposed a.s members. A
letter from John White states that he has

drawn the new grounds of the club at

Otterburn Springs, Va., and found birds

fully as plentiful as they were in North

Carolina. The committee on rules will

have them ready for publication in a few

days.
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SPECIALTY CLUBS.

The Old English Mastifl Club and Us

Beneficial Ettects.

BY R. F. MHYHEW.

[continued from page 148.]

The next Iwdy which deserves attention

is known as the tUd Kuglish Mastiff

Club, whose beneticial effects are not

only a matter of ancient history, but are

as famed as the laws of the Medes and

Persians. To be fair and lionest—the

undisputed aim of every "knight of

the pen"—their lavish distribution of

'•challenge cups" and the practical ad-

vantages extended by them to breed-

ers should undoubtedly have established

that improvement which is so conspicu-

ous by its. absence. Mr. VVyun, I know,

declares the breed has improved, but he

is the undoubted founder of the "ex-

tremists." Uulike the fox terrier men of

the same ilk, he advocated "head,"

nothing but "head," and had it not been

for him, neither Rajah's nor Taurus'

name would have become so renowned.

On the other hand equally well-known

men, such as Mr. Nichols, the late Mr.

Walsh, and probably I,this is mere pre-

mise) Mr. Edgar Hanbury declare to the

contrary, and as for the proprietor of the

only pure -l.yme Hall," were he to scan

the present lumps of indolence, a prayer

for their total anuihilation would be

uttered with such ardent fervor that the

gods would be compelled to accede.

When one looks back to the past repre-

sentatives of this breed, regret with many
. •.»-_ :.,„-„,i;o.,»c. r»v»>a1a it'iflf not only

on account of the transposition ot the

present mastiffs, but also for the many

faces which no longer appear on the

scenes of competition.

I don't know whether it is because mas-

tiffs were the first breed to inspire the

canine mania iu my dyspeptic person, or

because mv first associations of dog shows

necessitated mv mixing in their circles;

nevertheless, it seems to me that shows

of to-day and exhibitors of this variet)'

are not the jovial "l>on camaraderie" of

days gone by. In tliose days when Sam
Hafadley, the Rev. Pearce, that prince of

"cranks," Mr. Kingdon, and the Messrs.

Hanbury and Gamier associated in the

ring, there appeared to be more vigorous

keenness amongst competitors as to the

result. Now the few exhibitors walk

around in a desultory sort of way, with

their inanimate and obese constructions

"crawling " in their wake.

It has previously l>een written that

mastiffs as well as other big dogs were

especially intended for the companion-

ship and protection of the lower biped

—man . A dog to accompany his master

anywhere and everywhere, whether for

a thirty miles' gallop or a ten mile

eo-as-you please ; a dog that should

combine the strength of a Samson with

the activity of a " Taglioni," and twenty

years ago these existed, but now—perish

such thoughts, thanks to the kind inter-

ference o» the "extremist "—instead of

the benevolent but resolute expression

portrayed some time back, he (the ex-

tremist, specialist, or whatever one likes

to call him) has given us a vacant, sour,

dull, surly cast of countenance, which

has iiecome positively repulsive.

For the eye which was brimful of fear-

less boldness.undying faith, love and un-

fathomable intelligence, the polished

culturist has considered a pnmrosey yel-

low, or a resinous hue of the same color

far more preferable, and no doubt in the

opinion of Mr. Oscar Wilde and his fol-

lowers, this is a distinct advantage. It is

not only the "daffodillery yallorey" orb

which greets one at a show I complain

of but the gla-ssy inanimate stare ac-

companying It. Yellow is undoubtedly

a desirable color in some animals, but

I do not think it conducive to that

look of resolute intelligence requisite

in the mastiff. Yellow is also asso

ciated with all complications arising

from the liver, but it cannot be that the

mastiff of to-day has l)eeii suffering

from chronic disease of that organ ;

if so there are several remedies to check

the malady, for has not Mr. Carter with

his lilliputian pills, and Mr. Heecham

with his Shakespearean discoveries, re-

duced this complaint to a minimum.

Better still, why shouldn't the "O. E. M.

C." start a "pate du foiegras" company ?

If this were done the aims of the ex-

tremists would not have been in vaui.nor

would the constitution of the "O. E. M.

C " have been such a failure.

With regard to forelegs, or the front

part generally of this species, I think

the preference remains with the early

representatives, for sprawling feet and

weak pasterns are much more conspicu-

ous now than in the past. Mu/zles and

heads should undoubtedly have been men-

tioned before, as these are the properties

of which the mastiff is composed, if the

extremists' aims are to Ite considered.

That the muzzle should be short, square

and blunt, is, I believe, the authentic di-

rection laid down in all descriptions of

the breed; but at the present time the

(luestion arises how short, how square

and how blunt is this said muzzle to be ?

Is the squareness, shortness and blunt-

ness to put to shame all our Rustic Kings.

Rustic Models, Britomartises, Pathfind-

ers, Bedgburv Lions, etc.? or is it to

define » distinction between a long

pointed houndy property of that ilk, and

a proportionate, substantial, powerful

and deep one ? This is the question, and

it seems to me the "specialist" in studying

this property has become so enraptured

with it that he has been unable to ex-

tend his research beyond to the limits

of the skull. Here his task has ended, a

slight transposition of the old saying

being, I think, very applicable to his

case, viz., "every man for 'head' and

thede'iltake the hind 'part.'"

Ifone takes the heads of individuals

both past and present (I am not in the

position to criticise "Ausdells Leo,

Lukey's Governor, etc, but must be con-

tent to commence at the time of I-ield's

King), the muzzles are certainly shorter

now than thev were formerly, many
specimens of the present having that

supercillious upward tendency wUicii is

probably the outcome of an imaginary

superiorilv; still in spite of this self-pos-

sessed expression of pre-eminence, my
love is with the older representatives, nor

do I think any animal has yet surpassed

(iranby in grandness of expression,

deepness and bluntness of muzzle, and

proportionate expanse of shull. Per-

haps youthful impetuosity may to some

extent have prejudiced my ideas, but 1

still have a feeling that could I own the

mastiffs of my choice. I would select

Granby, Wolsey. and the three bitches

Mr. Hanbury once showed together, viz.,

Queen, Hebe and Herpa. Granby has

always impressed me as one of the best

mastiffs I ever saw. I may be wrong,

but as his image rises before me, I see a

grand square-headed dog, with the most

Ijcnevolent expression, exceedingly tail-

in fact, as tall as his more successful

rival Monarch (Green's), a little lacking

in back ribs, "slightly' narrow behind,

but a most beautiful silver fawn, good

proportions in length and back, and in

spite of his slight tendency to be narrow

behind (not so apparent, mind you, as in

the objects of to-dav). an agile, active

looking dog. and in general appearance

amostperfect gentleman, in fact in the

the latter respect he scored so tremen-

dously over Monarch, as well as in head

properties and coat, that the other's

more substantial bone, more immense

frame, and better hind-quarters, could

never in my opinion counterbalance that

high-class demeanor' so api)arent in my
favorite ; and never shall I forget the

day when at one of the Crystal Palace

shows in 1874, I tl""^ Monarch and

he came together for a special under

the Rev. Pearce. It was a grand sight,

for these two were about the finest

specimens, not onlv of mastiffs, but

of any breed that have yet appeared

(of course Plinlimnion, Sir Bedivere and

Watch would receive j.reference, but

then thev have a decided advantage in

coat and color), and when the judge,after

a long deliberation, decided in lavor of

Monarch, I felt quite gulpy, in spite of

Mr. Green being a great friend of mine.

Monarch, as is well known, was an enor-

mous dog, with immense bone, good

strong pasterns, and had close feet, very

compactly built, with powerful back ribs

strong loin, and graiul hin<l(iiiarters, and

for so immense a dog 1 think he scored

over Plinlimnion in t>eing more compact,

sturdier, and also more proportionate.

He was very coarse in texture of coat,

and his head had not that beautiful finish

of Granby's, his ears being also thick and

large- all these more common properties

he probablv got from his sire, Mr.

Nichol's Hercules, though however such

a grand dog could have 1)een pro-

duced out of the miserable specnneu Ins

mother was is beyond comprehension.

There is no harm in speaking of her

now, for Ixjth she and her son have long
|

since joined their ancestors. In color

she was a deep red, with some suspicious

black shadings, which at once suggested
j

an outcross of bloodhound, and in size

she was about the same as the latter ,

breed; her muzzle was long and pointed,

skull narrow, and ears, oh, dear! what

aprons; and what a savage devil. She

would have torn anyone to pieces, yet in

this respect her son was as gentle as she
|

was ferocious; he also had a characteristic

which I have never yet met with in any

other dog, viz., if anyone would put the

tips oftheir fingers in his mouth he would

nibble away at the nails until, if jiernnt-

ted, not a particle would remain. It was

verv comical to see this huge dog, sit-

ting on his bench, nibbling away at a

man's nails, with a fervor which deserved

a better result. Dear old chap. He has

fouud that peace and rest I hope which

his gentleness and kindness so deserved.

But I am transgressing to a dreadful ex-

tent and must return to the question of

"heads."
, ,^

Bar the large ears, where is a better

head or expression to be found than

those of the two sisters, Mrs. Rawlinsou's

Duchess and Mr. Curtis' Countess ? also

Mr. Hanbury's Queen, her sou Wolsey,

and later, that lovelv little bitch Elaine,

and again, Alston's Colonel. Then for

expression, there is no dog to-day who

could surpass old Turk, though it was

not as short and blunt as one would

have wished. Mention of him reminds

me of another grand-headed one in

his son, Robinson's Punch. Rajah's

name should of course come in here, and

though he is undoubtedly one of the pil-

lars of tlie Stud-Book, I am abandoned

enough to proclaim uiy dislike for him.

No one can deny he was exceedingly small

to l)egin with ; his face, though short,

square and all that, was inanimate and

expressionless, and as he had no other

properties, unless a pi^my in stature can

lay claim to fine physique. I don't think

he was warranted in holding the position

on the l>euch he did.

BOSTONS COMING SHOW.

How to Ship the DoBs-The .ludgug

luut SpeoJnl Prizes.

P:Dl'rOR E.\NCIKKS' JOVRN.M..

Sir: The following railroads have

kindly consented to transport dogs to be

exhibited at the bench show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, April i

to 4, 1S90, free when accompanied by

owner or care-laker. provide«l that not

more than three dogs shall be transported

for one person : Boston and Albany,

Boston and Lowell, Boston and Maine,

Eastern and Fitchburg, New York and

' New England, Boston and Providence

and Old Colony. The above does not

' apply to Sound lines between Boston and

New York.

The following express companies will

i return dogs from the New England Ken-

j
nel Club show free that have paid double

merchandise rates to the show: Earle

and Prew, Natural Express Company,

Wells, Fargo & Co., American, United

States, New York and Boston Despatch

and Adams.
We shall do our own benching and

hope in this way to avoid distemper and

contagion of all kinds that have followed

our large shows of late, where the same

benching has been used without proper

disinfecting. Austin & Graves will leed

with Austin's dog bread.

R. F. Mavhew, Esq., of New York, will

judge fox terriers, and John Davidson,

Esq., will judge beagles.

The American-English Beagle Club will

give a suitable collar for the best dog and

same for l>est bitch owned by a member

of the Beagle Club.

FIntries are coming in in a most satis-

factory manner, and this year's show bids

fair to' outnumber in point of entries and

quality any of our previous shows. The

kennel prizes for American-bred dogs

seem a most attractive inducement to

many exhibitors.

Bench Show CoMMit-nsn.
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[TO BE CONTINUED.]

BALTIMORE'S BENCH SHOW.

TUe Kntry Llwt Closes With Three

Hundred and KlgUteen Uoies.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Herewith I send you a classified

list of the entries for our coming bench

show. May I ask you to make mention

of the following arrangements made with

the stated companies ?

Express companies will return dogs

free to original shippers when regular

rate has been prepaid oue way.

Baltimore and Ohio.—Will transport

free iu baggage cars, at owner's risk,

when accompanied by owner or care-

taker. (Not more than three dogs will

be carried for each person).

Pennsylvania.—Not more than three

dogs will be carried free in baggage cars

1
at owner's risk, when accompanie<l by

owners or care-takers, on presentation of

identification papers.

By inserting the foregoing you wUl con-

fer a favor upon yours very truly,

W. Stewart Difeenderfher,
Secretary

.

Baltimore, March 10, 1890.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB'S ENTRY.

Mastiffs
St. Bernards (roUKli)

St. Bernards (smooth)
Newfoundlands - -

(-.real Danes (Ger-

man dogi - - -

Deerhonnils . - - -

C.reyhonnds - - -

rointers
Englisli Setters - -

Irisli Setters - - - -

Cordon Setters - -

Foxhounds (Ameri-
can)

Foxhounds (Englisnl
Chesapeake- Bay
Dors - - -

Cocker Spaniels - -

Collies
ro<Klles . - - - -

BnlldoRS

13 Bull Terriers - - - 7

16 liaschshundes - - - 4
10 Beanies n
1 Fox Terriers^sniooth) 21

Fox Terriers ^wire-

6 haired I
- - - -

4 Irish Terriers - - -

6 Skyc Terriers - - -

40 Yorkshire Terriers -

27 Toy Terriers - - -

22 Pugs
12 King Charles Span-

iels

10 Blenheim Spaniels -

2 Italian C.rt yhounds
Mexican Hairless

17 Miscellaneous Class

9 Liners of Foxhounds
31, SiherianWolf-hounds

7 Total 31S

GOOD FOK THE IRISH SETTER.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In looking over the last issue of

The Fanciers' Journal my eye is first

caught by the picture of Katie Noble on

the title page, and I am not surprised to

learn that she is a fielder of some merit,

as a dog that looks like that must needs

have some merit to lie allowed to remain

on earth.

Now, I make no bones in sayiug that

the Irish setter has been for years aud B

still my hobby. And I should be ashamed

to have in my kennel a dog so utterly

devoid of personal attractions as Katie

Noble appears to be, and the other Irish

setter breede;s are of the same mind.

So much for looks. As for their field

performances, 1 have gone right out in

company with field trial winners and

my dog has fouud just as many birds,

made just as many points, if not more,

than thev. Some of the fiel.l trial win-

ners that I have hunted my dogs with 1

found made good pall-bearers. My dogs

wouhl find and point the birds and these

great wonders would back them— "only

this and nothing more."

I have a distinct remembrance o Ar-

thur !•:. Reiidle, John M. Tracy and my-

self hunting iu Connecticut over tne

field trial winner Fereida antl my insn

setter Roe. There being a slight dis

agreement between Mr. Tracy and mr

self regarding Ihe identity of the m
which flushed some birds m a coven,

Fereida and Roe being both in at tw

same time, I chained Roe up to deinoB-

strate. After that we found no birds un-

til both gentlemen requested inc to <^
off my dog again, after which the gun

were soon popping merrily. O" tne «•;

home I aske.{ Mr. Tracy's opinion ol

that Irish setter as a '"-'''l ''"*}•
"a

answer was: "He is an Ai heWeranfl

could not be better."

I have iu mv kennel to day a dow»

dogs e(|ual to or superior to that 0"^^
all bench show winners. I have n^
looking for years for the "'"",^f"'

* ve

an unmanageable Irish setter, but havt

never gotten farther than the man wno

"hear.fthev were." ST. CLOOD-

Tremon't, N. Y., March 3, 1890.

MASCOUTAH CLUB

BENCH SHOW.

Great Success of the Lake City's

Second Annual Exhibition.

Over 600 Dogs gENCHEt).

Last Year's Show Surpassed Both in

Quality and Number -The At-

tendance Very Good.

absent. Nellie V. Croxteth. marked Centered
ill this class, is a pointer.

Specials—American Mastiff Club for be.st dog.
property of a member, Ilford Chancellor: best

bitch, Ladv Coleus: American Kennel Club for

best kennel, to K H. Moore; Mascoutah Kennel
Club for best kennel, to E. H. Moore; special for

lie.st American-bred mastiff, Melrose Prince.

rough-coated ST. BERNARDS
(Mr. Mortimer)

CHAL1,KN<;E. IKMIS

1. Ben Lomond, E. H. Moore
2. Plinlimmon, Jr., E. B. Sears

CHAI.I.KNGE, BITCHKS

'-p H K S K C -

-^ ond annual

l>ench show of

the Mascoutah

Kennel Club of

Chicago has
just closed and

is pronounced a

success. About

630 dogs were on exhibition, Chicago be-

ing well represented by 140 dogs. The

attendance for the four days reached

nearly 4o,ckx) visitors.

The fashionable attendance during the

show was marked and is worthy of note

as an encouraging feature to the club.

Crowds passed through the doors during

the day, and at night so many {leople

were in attendance that locomotion

through the broad passageways became

difficult.

An exciting episode of the show was a

ferocious battle between two Great

Danes. Ilarras attacked Irene, and it

was only after several attendants had

proceeded to club him that he was forced

to loosen his hold upon her, after which

he would have sprung at one of his as-

sailants had the man not quickly struck

the dog down with a club.

The dogs were benched and fed by

Spratts Patent, and the show was disin-

fected with Little's vSoluble Phenyle.

Mr. George H. Hill proved an able aud

efficient superintendent. The awards

were as follows:

(R., reserve; V'., very highly commended; H.,
highly commended; C, commended.]

MASTIl'HS—CiiAi-LENGK, Do<is (Mr. Mortiiiicr)

1. Moses, Charles C. Cook
2. Sears' Monarch, K. H. Sears
a. Alonzo, I. V. Stone

Only three entries in this class. The New York
decision was icversed. Moses was .shown in

KTand condition and was given first prize. Sears
Monarch, ribs tix) flat, ino\'es ba<lly behind and
rather plain iu head, won second, Alonzo getting
the reserve.

CHALI.ENC.K, BITCHKS
I. I^dy Coleus, E. H. Moore

In the corresponding bitch class the well-
known I^dy Coleus was alone.

OPEN, DfH'.S

1. Ilford Chancellor, K. H. Moore
2. Melrose Prince, Oakhurst KeiineU
3. Duke of Connaughl, W H. Turner
4. Philammou. y V. Stone
H. Chancellor Disnmrk, C. A. Altmanntferger
C. Mack Ciesar, H. V. Shepard

This class contained twelve entries. The well-
known Ilford Chancellor au<l Melrose Prince met
again and Chancellor won. with Melrose Prince
a good second. Duke of Connaught, third prize,
is an old-fashioned brindle of good type. Phil-
ainmon has good head but is light in hind
quarlcrs. Mack Ciesar, C, ordinary.

OPEN, mrcHus
1. Countess of Dunsmore. E. B. Sears
2. I^dy Dorothy, K. H. Moore
3. I.ady Beatrice, E. H. Moore
4. Adele, R. T. Pcriue
v.Telka, W. V. McWhinney
H. Fitzgerald's Speara, Thomas P. Fitzgerald
c. Rence, A. J. Richter

In this class Countess of Dunsmore had an
easy win. She shows lots of (pmlitv, is a tittle
throaty and her disiM>siti()n is not g<Kid on the
"eiich. Ladv Dorothy, a good .second. The
others were of no special merit.

ruppiER. i)o<;s (under 12 months)
3- Chancellor Bismnrk, C. A. Altmanntferger
c. Nellie V. Croxteth. William Horn
This class contained six entries, first aud sec-

ond prize being withheld. Chancellor Bismark
getting third. Ben Harrison and Gladiator

Lady Wellington. E- B. Scars
Champion Miranda, E. H. Moore

There were fifty-eight entries in the smooth
and rough classes, with thirteen absentees. Mr.
Mortimer handled the classes.

In the challenge class for rough-coated dogs
Ben Lomond repeated his New York victory by
beating Plinlimmon, Jr. The former was in

rather better shape than when shown in New-
York. If Plinlimmon. Jr. was as good iu head as

he is in other points the award would probably
have been reversed.
In the corresponding class for bitches the blue

ribbon, which was divided at New York between
Miranda and Ladv Wellington (the only two
entries), was given by Mr. Mortimer to Lady
Wellington. I preferred Miranda for the first

place, still it is a difficult matter for any judge to

decide between the two.

OPEN. IMXiS

1. Hesper, E. B. Sears
2. Valens, Acme Kennels
3. Mannion, Mrs. Alex. Mackenzie Hughes
4. Casper, Peninsula Kennels
H. Chequasset II, W. R. Huntington
V. The Baron. L. C. W'achsmuth
H. Monte, P. L. Han.scom
c. Mac Miss Martha J. Wells.

In the open cla.ss for rough-coated dogs Hesper
of course won fir.st. He out-classed all his com-
petitors. He was fuUv described in our report of
the New York show. 'This dog should make the
most valuable stud St. Bernard that has vet been
brought across the water. Valens, placed second,

was a new one to me. I consider him rightly

placed. Third went to Mnrmion, fourth to

Casper and the reserve to Chequas.set II. None
of them were cracks. The "letters" were dis-

tributed among the usual lot of ordinary speci-

mens.
OPEN, HITCHES

1. Ladv Miles, E. H. Moore
2. Marion, Crowell & Evans
3. Lady .\lice. Mrs. Alex. Mackenzie Hughes
4. Corrette, E. H. Moore
v.Madckeii, Keystone Kennels

In rough-coatetl bitches the well-known Lady
Miles received the blue ribbon. The red went to

Manou. thus reversing Miss Whituey'.'S awards
at New York. The former is not so well marked
and not so gcKxl in head as Manon, and I fail to
.,«j> .^herc she b"?!?!** I^er "* "Hit si H#»riiarfl

cliaracteristics. I^ady Alice, quite n nice bitch,

won third prize. Corrette. a bitch bred by Sidney
Smith, won fourth prize. Madcken. by Alp II—
Sombre, was given V. H. C. All the other entries

ill the class were absent and therefore no other

awards were made.

PUPPIES. DOGS (under 12 months)

2. Ca;sar, A J. Dunn
3. Ivan. Charles P. Bryan

ptppiKS, HITCHES (under 12 mouths)

1. Karcmin.i, Miss Jennie Byrd Bryan
2. Nymph, Charles C. Samer
T,. Guess Noble, .'Vinerican St. Bernard Kennels
V. Queen Bess, John <".. Venn
II. Lady Bess, John t;. Venn

In the puppy class for do^s the judge failed to

sec any wotthv of first prize. Second went to

Cxsar, and thi'rd to Ivan, two ordinary speci-

mens which will never be heard of in good com-
pany. Major, the only other dog puppy on ex-

hibition, was not noticid. In the puppy bitch

class Karemina, quite a promising one, was
given first, while second went to Nymph, a
daughter of Victor Joseph. Another daughter of

his. Guess Noble (queer name for a St. Bernard)"
captured the yellow riblion. V. H. C. and H. C.

were given to the two remaining puppies. Queen
Bess aud I-ady Bess, who were litter sisters.

Specials—St. Bernard Club, for members only,

for best rough-coated dog under eighteen months,
St. Hubert; best bitch, Madcken; Borden prize

for best rough<-oated St. Bernard, Hesper; Spald-

ing prize for best St. Bernard puppy, Karemina;
Mascoutah Kennel Club (or best kennel of four

St. Bernards, E. B. Scars.

SMOOTH COATED ST. BERNARDS
(Mr. Mortimer)

CHAI,I-ENOE. IKK;»

I. Victor Joseph, E. B. Sears

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

I. Thisbe. Wentworth Kennels

In the challenge cla.ss for smooth-coated dogs
the on-describert Victor Joseph had a walk-over,

as there were 110 other entries. The same was
trueof the corresponding bitch class, in which
Thisbe was given the blue ribbon.

OPEN. IMXiS

1. Mascot Royal, R. J. Sawyer
2. Rex Maximus, W. F. Ham
3. Laymen, J. C. Hobart

OPEN, HITCHES

I. Meadowthorpe Norah, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels

( Lola. Keystone Kennels
^

1 Mascot Grace. R. J. Sawyer
3. Theo, W. V. Ham
4. Blanca, Herzog Bros
V. Jess, E. S. Pinney

In smooth-coated doifs there were 3 absentees

out of a class of six. Mascot Royal, an eighteen-

moiiths' old son of Victor Joseph, was rightly

placed first. Equal seconds were given to Mas-
cot Grace and Lola, while third went to Theo.

I preferred Blanca (fourth) for the place. E. S.

Pinney's Jess,the highest-priced dog in the class,

received V. H. C. There were no other entries.

pi'PPiEs. i>o<;s (under 12 months)

3. Vic. Arthur Jones

In the smooth-coated puppy class for dogs

there was only one entry. Vic, and she received
third prize. The bitch puppy class was barren.

Specials—St. Bernard Club, to members only,

for best American-bred smooth dog over eighteen
months. Mascot Royal; best American-bred
smooth bitch, Mascot Grace.

BULL DOGS—Challenge, noes (Mr. Mortimer)

I. Rabagas, George Raper

The only entry in this class was given first. In
challenge bitches Britomartis, the only entry,

was absent. We understand she died after the
New York show. The real good ones generally
die first.

OPEN, DOGS

1. Champion Harper, R. B. Sawyer
2. Monarch VI, Retnor Kennels
3. Hodge. H. P. McKean, Jr
R. Joker, Mohawk Kennels
v.Carisbrooke, E. Sheffield Porter
H. Dodo, I. W. Heitz
c. Liscard Exile, Frank Gorman

Harper, the New York winner, was again to

the front; a grand fronted dog. back a little too
straight, a clear winner. Monach VI, winning
second prize, is a nice sort of dog. Hodge, third

prize, was absent from his kennel when we went
around. The rest were of no special merit,
llaiptrwuu the .sp.ci.il over Rab.igas ag..in for

best bull dog, thus sustaining the New York de-

cision.
OPEN, BITCHES

1. Dimple, Thomas Patten
2. Lena Langtry. Retnor Kennels
3. Hillside Queen, Thomas Patten

Dimple, the winner, is very small, and her
movement is not good. In running her two feet

almost come together. Lena I.^ngtry and Hill-

side Queen lack quality.

Special—Best bull dog or bitch, Hiyjfper.

BULL TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLE.NGE, DOGS

I. Champion Jubilee, H. A. Harris

CHALLENGE, BITCHKS

I. Marguerite, H. A. Harris

Jubilee won first, the only entry, aud Margue-
rite first in corresponding bitch class. Both well

known.
OPEN. ixKiS (30 pounds aud over)

1. Briton. Retnor Kennels
2. Harvester, William Mariner
3. Dinksey, Mrs. S. C. Payson
11. Dufferin. William J. Bryson

Briton rather cheeky; eye too large and promi-
nent; good botlv, tail and legs. Harvester, sec-

ond prize, a g<x>d stamp but rather on the coarse

side. Diiiksy, third prize, cheeky; ears carried

bad, good body; eves too large aud light. Duf-

ferin, H., too shelly; not straight iu front.

OPEN. HITCHES (30 pounds and over)

1. Attraction. William Mariner
2. Queen Bendigo, Frank F. Dole
" L*i""h 'oh*! H Novl'^r

V. My Queen, H. A. Harris

Attraction, only imported a few days ago, is a
grand all-round hitch; her feet might be closer

and her toe nails should be cut, olherwi.se very

little to find fault with She was shown in grand
condition. Bendigo is cut away too much l>elow

the eye and going wide in front. Dinah, a nice

bitch, gijing a little cheeky; good body, eyes and
feet. My Queen is too heavy in flesh.

OPEN, iMX'.s (under 30 pounds)

1. Dusty Miller, Retnor Kennels

Four entries in this class, of which Edgewood
Glen was absent. Dusty Miller, first prize, is a
nice little dog and full of life. The rest not iu the

race and no mention.

OPEN, HITCHES (Under 30 pounds)

1. Ellen Terry, Joseph V,. Medill

2. I^dy in White, John Callahan

3. Luce, Edward Lever

Ellen Terry, first prize, eye too full but a goo<l

color; too much stop. Muzzle not long enough.
Lady in White, .second prize, showing age, wide
in front Luce, third prize, deserved ti.e award.
She also won first prize in puppy class. The
first and second prize winners might have ex-

changed places.

pi-ppiES, DOGS (under 12 months)

1. White Stub, Fred P. Kirby
2. Dufferin, W.J. Bryson
3. Milwaukee Ned, John Callahan
V. Standard, H. A. Harris
H. Trouble, Campbell & Blake

Duffering. H., in open class, was given second
prize in puppy class of five entries. Milwaukee
Ned, third pri/.c. lucks substance.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months)

I. Luce, Edward Lever

Only one entry. Luce winning first. White
Stub entered in this class transferred to the pre-

ceding.

Specials—Best over thirty pounds. Attraction;

best under thirty pounds, Dusty Miller; best

puppy, White Stubb.

DEERHOUNDS—OPEN, DOGS (Mr. Mortimer)

1. Robber Chieftain, John E. Thayer
2. Clansman, John E. Thayer

Mr. Thayer carried off the kennel and all the

other prizes, and it would be needless to refer to

the awards but for a glaring error which may
mislead breeders or buyers. Robber Chieftain

was placed overClausniau in the dog class rightly

enough; the former is stronj^cr behind and they
are otherwise excellent specimens and about on
an equality. Chieftain was absent.

OPEN, BITCHKS

1. Wanda, John E. Thayer
2. Ramona, John E. Thayer

In the bitch class Wanda was wrongly placed

over Ramona. The former might win on her
record, but the American-bred Ramona is really

a wonder. She is stronger, sturdier, harder in

coat, better in loin, arch of back and has more
muscle and quality than Wanda, who only out-

does her a trifle in head, which is not an essen-

tially strong point in a hound.

Special—For best kennel, John E. Thayer.

GREYHOUNDS (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES
1. Highland Chief, H. W. Huntington

Chief was alone; is well known and won by
default, as Hawthorne Belle was absent. He
was beaten for the special by Babazoun, owned
by R(X>kwood Landseer Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS

1. Babazoun, Rookwood Landsrer Kennels
2. Master Rich, Kookwood Landseer Kennels
3. Conspirator, Devon Kennels
4. Blue Beauty, VA- G. Howell
C. Don, Miss Grace Alcott

Don Jose. Middleton Kennels

The judge did not seem at home with this class
and did not critically examine the dog or he
would have found the only good points in Baba-
zoun are neck, muscle and feet, whilst he is poor
in ribs, slack in couplings and not very good in
carriage.

Master Rich is entirely a more stylish dog. but
is not as well muscled, yet has a l>etter head than
first; he could l>e stronger all over, stifles, back
and lower thighs being poor. In chest he is

deep, but not well sprung in the right place, and
his shoulders arc not oblique enough.

Conspirator is superior to either; he is of
good size, with a smart, resolute action, with
good shoulders, well placed and free; he has the
best sprung ribs and is better ribbed up than
any in the class; he is well arched in spine, has a
rare neck, fair in loin,legs and feet; well muscled
behind, but could be stronger in lower thighs,
and a little more flesh would improve him.

Blue Beauty and Middleton were not first-rate

specimens.
OPEN. BITCHES

1

.

Miss Rare. Rookwcwd I..andseer Kennels
2. Lady Olivia, C. W. Sarvis
3. Creole Belle, Rookwood Landseer Kennels
4. Gipsy, Devon Kennels
R. Melodrama, Rookwood Landseer Kennels
V. Fly. James Murdixrh
H.Bella P.C. G. Page
c. Hub, William Orr

Miss Rare was in rare good condition, and her
flesh covered up some faults; her outline, chest,

well arched back, fairly good shoulders, are her
l)est points, but she has poor feet and stifles.

Laay Olivia is a flash, black aud white bitch,

with poor feet and pasterns; not developed in

muscle; ears badly carried; loin and chest fair

and fat.

Creole Belle, third, is a worn out black bitch,

with bad pasterns and feet, poor head.very weak
loin, poor hips, and would be better kept at

home for brood purpose.
Gipsy has a l)eautiful tint of brindle to recom-

mend her, but is undeveloped.
Melodrama is a stylish bitch, symmetrical but

soft. Fly is a very symmetrical fawn, good all

over; the' best condition in the class and with
good, well-placed muscle and excellent loin; her
head and expression are also good, but she has
a damaged toe in front; she is only a fair size.
- Bella P. is a dark brindle. with good shoulders;
nea^l Bliu cjLuicaaiuii 111 Kvf\#vi w/iivitvtwu. o^awi.i^

loin and a trifle small.
From these criticisms it is evident if Fly's toe

does not interfere with her more than Champion
Graphic's eye she should be placed first. Bella

P. or Miss Rare second, Melodrama or Gipsy
third or fourth.

Specials—Best greyhound. Bal>azoun. Best
kennel. Rookwodfl Landseer Kennel.

POINTERS (Mr. Winslow)

CHALLENGE, DOGS (55 pounds and over)

I. Graphic, Charles Heath

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 pounds and over)

I. Revel III, Charies Heath

The pointer classes were of excellent quality,

the entries numtwring fifty-five, with eleven ab-

sent. Notablv among ab.sentees were the en-

tries of the Hempstead Farm Coiupanv. In the

challenge class for dogs Graphic was alone, and
as usual with Mr. Heath's dogs, was in good
form. He also was awarded special for t>est dog
owned bv member of the Pointer Club, special

for l)est 'pointer, and the American Field Cup.
In the challenge class for bitches over fifty

pounds. Revel III was alone. She was also

awarded the special for best pointer bitch owned
by a member of the Pointer Club.

OPEN, DOGS (55 pounds and over)

1. Luck of Idstone. Idstone Kennels
2. Graphite, E- R. Bellman
3. Ix)rd Graphic, John R. Daniels

4. Sancho. Edwin H. Morris
R. Hornell Sam, Hornell Harmony Kennels
V. Victor Meteor Croxteth. E. Rainier
H.Mactin.C. W. DePauw

Rex. Wilbur Parker

Luck of Idstone, first, is a workman-like dofe,

with good deep chest, well ribbed, not quite right

in head, but strong in loin, which is not sprung
quite enough. Second to Graphite.who is rather

wide in front, but with good shoulders, plain

head but bad behind. Third to I.ord Graphic,

who is plain and flat in skull, but with good coat

and feet. The rest were only a fair lot. E.R.
Coleman's well-known Lebanon was awarded
special for best pointer with field trial record.

OPEN, BITCHES (55 pounds and over)

1. Sal II, T. Donoghne
2. Stella B., E. R. Bellman
3. Lady Norrish, Charles Heath
4. Fly, Charles E. Sisson

R. Pride of Idstone, Idstone Kennels
V. Birdie, T. Donoghne

Sal II, winner of first, is of (food type, clean

cut head and gixxl legs, with ribs well sprung,

stern well carried. Stella B., second prize, her

muzzle is not good and stop not defined enough;

she is gootl in loin, shoulder and legs. I^dy
Norrish, transferred from light weight class,was
awardefl third. She was heavy in whelp and in

poor ctmdition and should have changed places

with Fly, fourth.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (under 55 pounds)

I. King of Kent. Edward Dexter

CHALLENGE. BITCHES (under 55 pouflds)

I. Meally, Charles Heath

The challange class for dogs under fifty-fi'e

pounds contained but one entry. King of Kent.

In the corresponding bitch class Meally was the

only entry. She is showing age.
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OPEN, JKKJS (under S5 pounds'!

1. Launcelot, CharleK Heath
2. Tamarack. Frank Billines

J. Uunald IV. Klnis Kennels
4. Wonderful I,ad. Kalama/.oo Kennels
R. f.raphic V., John I). CulliKan

V. Meadowthorpe Uuke, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels

Launcelot, winner of first, has improved very

much, is good in loin, shoulder and leg.-*, with

plenty of bone; ears not carried quite right, but

good texture. Tamarack, second prize winner,

IS a workman-like doe.not first-rate in head, but

of good loin, legs and feet; tail well earned.
Donald IV is too heavy and coarse in head, with

most too much bone for his size. The others

were only a fair lot.

OPEN, BITCHES (uuder 50 pounds)

1. Fan N., J. A. Heether
2. Sally Brass II, Charles Heath
3. I.ady Price, Elms Kennels
4. Phantom. Idstone Kennels.
R. Lady Trinket. Charles I. Eagle
V. Belle, Fred P. Kirby

Lady Beulah, T. Donoghue
H. Meadowthorpe Primrose, Meadowthorpe

Keuucis
C. Nellie, Frances King

Fan N., winner of first, is of good type and
head and ears well hung, of good texture; excel-

lent neck aud loin, but light in bone. Second to

well-known Sally Brass II, transferred from
heavy-weight class. Third to Lady Price, a very
fair cobby-built bitch. Fourth, Phantom, a
rather light, flat-sided bitch, with houndy head.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 monthsj

I. -Bow of Idstone, Idstone Kennels
3. Naso Bow of the Elms, Elms Kennels
3. Hark King Don, James Flynn

pi'PPiES, BITCHES (under 12 months)

I. Lady Sterling, Idstone Kennels
I. Duchess Croxteth. Dr. H.J. Thomas
3. Gip, Harmon Bradshaw.

Puppies were a medium lot,with the exception
of Ben of Idstone and Lady Sterling, which are
very fair youngsters.

Specials—Pointer Club, for members only, best

dofi, (Iraphic; best bitch. Revel HI; Durkce
prize, best pointer. Graphic; Mascoutah Kennel
Club for l>est kennel, Charles Heath; for best
dog that has been placed in any field trial in

America, Lebanon; American Field Pointer Cup,
Graphic.

ENGLISH SETTERS (Mr. Davidson)

CHALLENCK, BITCHES
1 . Champion I^ddersdale, Davey «i Richards

In the challenge class for dogs Dad Wilson did
not ^how up, while Paul Gladstone, looking
well, was not for competition.
In the corresponding bitch class old Lidders-

dale was alone in her glory.

OPK.S, DOGS
I. Monk of Furuess, Elms Kennels
/. Cvulii iluiiy, Ocuigc Wuuuiiiisti^ij

3. Matane, W. B. Wells
4. Locksley, Davey & Richards
K. Count John, George Waddingtoii
V. Don ft., Omar Stoppcl
H. Budd, T. B. Emerson

fttice, H. J. Davis
c. Blue Link, H. B. Jeffery

Key Koderigo, Bert Crane

In open dogs Monk of Furness, first, excellent
in muzzle, head and neck; ribs might be better
sprung, and he could stand better in front.
Count Harry, second, lacking in muzzle and
coat, but good in body. Mutane, third, better
than former in head; rather light in limbs.
Locksey, fair head, g<xxl shoulders. Cuuiit
John, \". H. C, goo<l 111 body, poor in head and
legs. Altogether a strong cla.ss of dogs.

OPEN, BITCHES
1. Cambnana, W. B. Wells
2. Xoiia, S. L. Boggs
3. Chautauqua Belle. Peet & Lyon
4. Canadian Lillie, Davey & Richards
R. < tskaloosa Bell, George Waddington
V. Flossie, G. G. Pabst

Bess Noble, C. B. Ver Nooy
Natalie II, Bert Crane

H. Leddersdale II, Davev & Richards
Phantom II, J. A. Heether

Cambriana, first in bitch class, has fine limbs
and bo<ly, but weak in head and short of coat.
Zona, second, was equal to the former in point
of merit. Chautauqua Belle, third, a fair bitch,
but a bad mover. Canadian Lillie. fourth, weak
in head, like those that preceded her. as was
also Oskaloosa Belle. This class was only fair.

PUPPIES, tMius (under u months)
1. Canadian Knight, Davey & Richards
2. Noble Don, T. Donaghuc
3. Canadian Ben, Davey & Richards

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months^
1. Canadian ^ueen, Davey & Richards
2. Gwenn, Joe Lewis
3. Canadian Flora, Davey it Richards

The puppies were a creditable lot.

Specials—Amour prize for best setter. Monk of
Purness; Mascoutah Kennel Club for best ken-
nel, Davey & Richards.

IRISH SETTERS (Mr. Davidsonj

CHALLENGE, IXJGS

1. Blcho, Jr., Dr. William Jarvis
2. Dick Swiveler, George H. Covert
R. Mack N., W. N. Kuhns

Although it was supposed Dr. Jarvis had re-

tire<l Elcho, Jr., he was on hand here and cap-
tured the challenge prize from Dick Swiveler,
who was handicapped by Ijein^ shown out of
condition. KIcho, Jr., was in capital shape and
is no doubt the best of his breed. Mack N., re-
serve has an excellent head, a goo*! bofly and
fine limbs.

OPEN, DO«iS

1. Max Allison, V. Armour
2. Ben C, Joseph Crugom
.. w„ i Larry S., E. Maher
^ •*!•

\ Emcral Isle, Fred P. Kirby
4. Nelson, Joseph F. Nash
a. Don J., S. W. Jenks
V. Prince I'nioii. !•" H. Perry
H. Garrvowcii IV, (ieorge H. Covert

Meadowthorpe Rover, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels

c. Donegal Boy. Charles P. Doerr

Max, first in open dog class, is good in color

and limbs, but is light and lacks chest room. Ben
C, second, is weak in head and front limbs, but
good ill coat and color of same. Larry S., third,

good head and color. Nelson, fourth, weak in

head. Don. V. H. C, R., flat sided and light in

color.
OPEN, BITCHES

1. Ruby Glenniore, Kildare Kennels
2. Nellie H., Henrv Schubert
?. Flora H., Henry Schubert
V. Dude's Noreen. R. K. Norton

Katie I.X, (ieorge H. Covert
It. Glidelia. W. C. White

Kildare Rubv. George H. Covert
c. Lone Star Qiiceii, George II. Covert

Ruby Glenmore, first in open class for bitches,

is rather light, but has good coat and color, also

head, excepting her ears do not hang well,nor do
those of Nellie H., winner of second, who is plain

in head. Nino, third, is strong in head, but lacks
stamina. Flora H, fourth, a very nice young-
ster.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 months)

1. Rancho, F. H. Perry
2. Enieral Isle, Fred P. Kirby

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months)

1. Flora H., Henrv Schubert
2. Gypsy H., Henry Schubert
R.Connne, George E. Everett

Specials—Roche prize, best setter, Elcho, Jr.

;

Mascoutah Kennel Club for best kennel, George
H. Covert.

GORDON SETTERS (Mr. Davidson)

CHALLENGE, DOGS
I. Little Boy, Sam G. Dixon

Little Boy being alone in this class, and being
in good trim, he took first and also secured the
special for the best exhibited.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

I. Rose, W. S. Hammett

Ro.se is well known aud was without competi-
tion in her class.

OPEN, DOGS

1

.

Meadowthorpe Heather Boy, Meadowthorpe
Kennels

2. Dixon. Thomas E. Ashmead
3. King Item, H. F. Smith
4. Fritz, Miss Jessie Gray
R. Meadowthorpe Laddie, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels

The decisions in the open Gordon setter class
were the subject of much comment. Roy was
looking better than at New York, and Mr.
Briiette did his best to present him in a winning
form, but faulty front legs and lack of spring of
ribs are faults' which cannot be hidden. Still

Roy is a fine upstanding dog, with good carriage
if not quite Gordon like; a good head, coat, and
being without any more serious faults, it is not
surprising that he should be placed over Dixon,
a dog with little bone, weak behind, lacking fire

and poor in carriage of stern. Condition, quality

1.

2.

3-

;tllU ICdllll-l « 111 in.»*.l Ubc*!.. ivya ...tax.!! ^^lii^a

under a good judge. King Item is another faulty

but .stylish specimen. He is badly wanting in

muscle, and stifle; his hocks touch, and such
a dog should only win when all are poor in

the class. Fritz is a stronger built dog, but is

coarse throughout and the tan is not wellplaced.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Jessie, G. GriflSn

2. Countess Roxie, H. F. Smith
3. Daisy, Hred P. Kirby
4. Jessie. H. R. Parker

In this class Jessie came first with her fine

character, good type of head, carriage and loin.

Countess Roxie is rather fair. Daisy and Jessie
are but poor specimens.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 months)

1. Meadowthorpe Rex, Meadowthorpe Kennels
2. Devonshire Thespian, S. R. Norton

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months)

1. Meadowthorpe Sally, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels

In the puppy class a splendid brace of young-
sters made their debut. The dog, Meadowthorpe
Rex, is a fine youngster with a very fine head,
good coat, color and carriage. The bitch, Mea-
dowthorpe Sallv, is also a fine, strong, good
coated, well marked, long headed and very
promising pup. Both are pretty well developed
and will be heard from in the future

Special—Best dog. Little Boy.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES (Mr. Long)

CHALLENGE, DOGS

1. Champion Scotilla, Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Charleroi II, Chestnut Hill Kennels

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

1. Champion Flurry III,Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Metchley Surprise, Chestnut Hill Kennels

OPEN, DOGS

1. The Squire, Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Scotilla II, Chestnut Hill Kennels
3. Fairlie, McEwen & Gibson
R. Qiieechy, Harry J. Warner
V. Aberdeen Hero, C. W. Simpson
c. Ben Lomond, Sam A. Crawford

Lark, G. W. Roberts

In the open class for dogs The Squire made
his first appearance in the ring in this country.
As he is getting on in years his coat becomes his

weak point, but his superior shape, type aud
character will long keep him at the head of af-

fairs.

Scotilla II and Fairlie, respectively second and
third, properly reversed their positi<jns of the
New York show, where the latter was placed
over the former. Scotilla II is a more typical

collie and shows much more quality, yueechy,
reserve, is weak in head, but good in body and
coat. Aberdeen Hero, lacking in coat, which is

of goo<l quality, heavy in head.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Roslyn Clara, Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Mangold, McEwen & Gibson
3. Scottish Beauty, D. L. Parrish
H. White Lily, John L. Lincoln
H. Glen Rosa, C. H. Baddelcy

In bitches Roslyn Clara was first and was fully

described in our report of the New York show.
Marigold, second, good in bodv and head, ex-

cepting her ears, wliich are faulty.

ptrppiES, DOGS (under 12 months)

Marmion, McEwen & Gibson
Felwyn Riley, Vernon Shaw-Kennedy
Bonnie Huscar, Mrs. W. A. Daniels

PUPPIES. BITCHES (under 12 months)

1. Roslyn Parole, Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Mangold, McEwen & Gibson
3. Scottish Beauty, D. L. Parrish
R. Dot McGregor, C. H. Baddeley

Specials—Collie Club, for members only, for

best collie not over two years, Roslyn Clara; for

best collie born in 1889, 'Marmion; best Ameri-
can-bred collie, Scotilla II; best puppy,Marmion;
best kennel. Chestnut Hill Kennel.

GREAT DANES (Mr. Gustav Lang)

CHALLENGE, DOGS

I. Brock, August Trinkle

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

I. Juno, Osceola Kennels
OPEN, DOGS

1. Helios, B. Ulrich
2. Hannibal, B. Ulrich

3. Don, E. R. Bacon
4. Pascha, Welz & Zerwecks
V. Nero, Welz & Zerwecks

Ca;sar, James G. Hrxrh
Pluto, Otto Reichelt
Prinz, Carl Heimerl

H. Nero, Welz & Zerwecks
c. CiEsar, Andrew Schultz

Sandor, B. Ulrich
Harras, Welz & Zerwecks
Hector, Welz & Zerwecks
Turk, John Getz

Great Danes were a grand lot and the impor-
tation of Mr. Ulrich completely laid the hereto-

fore prize winners in the shade. Helios, winner
of first in open class is an immen.se dog, bad in

skull, throaty, and weak behind. This latter de-

fect I also noticed in the second prize winner.
Hannibal, who otherwise has no glaring faults.

He is more taking to the eye than the wiiiucr of
first. Don, third, fine, stylish, symmetrical dog.

Pascha, fourth, a clean limbed animal with good
body.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Nevezel, B. Ulrich
2. Irene, Carl Heimerl
3. Nitouche, B. Ulrich

4. Noniega, fl. Ulrich
H. Flora Marr J. Z., Joseph Zilligen

Nellie, Otto Reichelt
c. I.,ady Belle, Joseph W. Eliel

In bitch class, a beauty, Nevevel, won first.

Irene second, a harlequin in color and a typical

specimen. Nitouche, third, short in muzzle and
weak in head, but excellent in limbs and body.
Noueiga, fourth, good body, but weak in head,
limbs and tail.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 18 months)

1. Melac, B. Ulrich
2. Schiller, Joseph Zilligen, Jr

3. Joe, August Trinkle

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 18 months)

1. Me** Merriles, W W '^rTti«h*»<» Tr

2. Kate, August Trinkle

Specials—Great Dane Club for best dog. Helots;

best bitch, Nevezel; best dog bred in thiscountiy,

Don; best bitch, Nellie; best dog puppy, Mel.nc;

best bitch puppy, Meg Merrilcs; best dog in show,
owned by a member of the club, Don; Mascoutah
Kennel Club for best kennel, B. Ulrich.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS (Mr.A. Belmont. Jr.)

CHALLENGE, DOGS

1. Valet, Fred Hoey
2. Raby Mixer, John E. Thayer

Raby Mixer and Valet came together in this

class and the latter secured the award, but we
preferred the former, for he is a well-shaped dog.
with good character, head, and he is strongly
built, good iu expression, carriage of ear, but
poor in action behind. Valet, on the other hand,
has a fine front and legs, but stands wide; he is

not strong l>ehind and under the eyes, and gen-
erally his head is heavy. Richmond Olive not
being present, there was 110 competition in the
the corresponding bitch class.

OPEN, DOGS

1. Veronese, Fred Hoey
2. Reckoner, John E. Thayer
4. Valers, Fred Hoey
H. Trigger, C. H. Williams
c. Blemlon Grumbler. Henry J. Linzen

The West, Osceola Kennels

In the open dogs Veronese has capital front

legs and coat, but is wrong in hocks. Reckoner
is good all round, but does not carry his ears well
and is out at elbows. The third prize was re-

served aud fourth awarded to Valers, with poor
loin, bad ears and little substance.

OPEN. BITCHES

1. Richmond Dozzle, John E. Thayer
2. Cony I, J. Matt Aubery, Jr.

3. Rosa Caiiina, John E. Thayer
4. Nettle, George Chipchase
V. Trinket, John Dupee, Jr
H. Dinah, John Dupee, Jr

The Intcli class was better and brought out a

very fine young-ster of local rearing. Richmond
Dazzle necessarily battled with her for first

honors She is a smart little terrier, with good
chest and ribs, and well-carried ears, but she is

strong or niiisculine in head. Cony I is the
youngster, and she has also won first in puppy
class and two specials, much to the delight of her
owner. She is a splendid-headed bitch, with
well carried ears, which are a little full. She is

not strong in bone and only fair in feet and is

f)robably now at her best. Rosa Canina is a nice-

lodied bitch, with sweet expressive head. Nettle
is but a fair specimen; poor in skull. Trinket is

fairish in bfKly, but has a wide skull and heavy
ears. Dinah is not right in front, but has a good
coat.

PL-ppiES, rx)G» (inidcr 1 2 months)

and Vitellius has but little substance and a poor
head. Hillside Mix, third, is terrier-like, cobby,
but thick in head and poor in coat. The only
one worthy of mention in the bitch puppy clati

was Cony I, already spoken of

Specials—American Fox Terrier Club for best
in show. Valet; best in open class, Veronese; best
American-bred pup. Cony 1; best kennel, John
E. Thayer.

WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIERS
(Mr. .\ugust Belmont, Jr.)

OPEN, DOGS
1. Eskdale Broom, Hendric & Muir
2. Dartmoor Siiowtor, Dartmouth Kennels
H. Dartmouth Dancer, Dartmouth Kennels

Wire-haired fox terrier dogs brough out a fair

dog in Eskdale Broom, a good-coated, nice-

headed dog. Dartmouth Snowtor, second, has a

good coat, Dut is short in muzzle.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Dartmoor Sunbeam. Dartmouth Kennels
2. Lill, Mrs. William Potter

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES (uiider 12 months)

1. Domina, Davey & Richards
2. Dartmouth Dancer, Dartmouth Kennels

In the bitch class Dartmoor Sunbeam took

first with a fair head, good coat, but wrong in

ear aud wide in front. Lill has poor ears and
her maternal duties made her look bad. The
puppies were not hrst-rate and Domina waj
wrong ill coat and bad in ears. Dartmouth
Dancer is not worthy of mention.

Special—Best dog, Eskdale Broom.

IRISH TERRIES—OPEN. DO<;s (Mr. Mortimer)

1. Burnside, Lewis & Jarrett
2. Roslyn Dennis. Chestnut Hill Kennels

Burnside. thick in skull; coat too soft. Roslyn
Dennis, belter in coat than the winner, but lacks

terrier character in head; feet not close enough,

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Nevermore Ges.sela. Keystone Keunels
2. Kathleen. F;dward Lever

The winner. Nevermore Gessela, is coarse in

head, soft in coat, too big; long hair on skull.

The second prize, Kathleen, shows more quality

in every respect,the best-headed dog of this breed

in show; nice size, good, hard, dense coat, and
beats the winner in every respect. St, Elba was
absent.

SCOTCH TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer!

OPEN. DCKJS

I. Meadowthorpe Donald, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels

A good stamp of dog.

OPEN, HITCHES

1. Fanny Fern. John H. Naylor

A nice, lively little bitch; good, rich brindle

color; hard, dense coat, and a nice size.

nANTTHK niNMONTS (Mr Mortimer!

OPEN, DOGS

1. Meadowthorpe Reiver, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels

2. BorderClinker II, Henry J. Linzen
3. Stanley, H. G. Nichols

'

Border Reiver has nice domed skull, good
eyes, coat rather soft; a nice sort of dog. Border
Clinker II, very strong in muzzle; ribs too flat;

body nice length, on short legs. Stanley, mus-
tard color; eye and nose too light; coat needs at-

tention.
OPEN, BITCHES

large
ana ti

2. Vitellius, Fred Hoey
3. Hillside Mix, John E. Thayer
H.The West, Osceola Kennels

PUPPIES, BITCHES (uuder 12 months)

t. Cony 1, J. Matt Aubery
3. Gyp. Thomas M. Hunter
V. The Duchess, Davey St Richards
H. Takuwa, Hills & Gillivan
c. Daisy II, W. F. Render

With one excepliiui the puppies were gener-
ally pcK)r, The hrst prize was withheld in dogs

I.

2.

R.

V.

I. Pansy, John H. Naylor

A grand bitch; begins to show her age; grand

heacH eye and expression; nice arched loin; body
good, undoubtedly the best daudie seen on this

side the water.

SKVE TERRIERS—Open, ikx.s (Mr. Mortimer!

I. Sir Staffoid, Clifford A. Shinn

The winner is too large, coat too soft. Texture

of coat should be cousinered and not quantity all

the time.
OPEN, BITCHES

1. Lady Countess. M. H. York

Lady Countess was alone and won.

Specials—Best dog. Sir Stafford; best bitch.

Lady Countess.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, D<x;s

1. Damfikare, Mrs. M. A. Goldsmith
2. Victor, J. Maddox
3. Damfino Lizzie Stanley
H. Little Sport, W. Peace
c. Freddy, Gus Snyder

In this the YorksViire classes nothing of extra

merit, most of them lacking in color and coat.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Flora, Mrs. J. S. Buhrer
2. Calumet Bo-Peep, E. N. Goldsmith
3. Rough, N. E. Oliver

Specials—Best dog, Damfikare; best hitch.

Flora.

CLYDESDALE TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPE.V, DOGS

1. Clydesdale Loris, CliflTord A. Shinn

0PP;N, BITCHES

1. Belle of Clyde, Clifford A. Shinn
2. Clydesdale Lady, Clifford A. Shinn

SIBERIAN WOLFHOUNDS (Mr. Mortimer)

DO<;» and BITCHES

Ivan, Paul H, Hacke
Ivan Romanoff, W, Nephew King, Jr.

Czar, Paul H. Hacke
Zerry. John Getz

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer!

OPEN. DOGS (over 7 i>ounds)

1. Buffalo General, A. W. Smith
2. Prince, Campbell & Blake
3. Rochelle Oolah, Rochclle Kennels
V. Sir Wallace, Rudolph Stucky
H. Beauty, Fred P. Kirby

Buffalo General was clear ahead of the clsS*

Prince, nice clean head; tan on jaws not rlcs

enough, and markings should be more distinci-

Rochelle Oolah, a nice stamp of dog. a nW"

.. for some fanciers; not quite right in front

lail carried too high; head not lean enough.
The rest of no special meiit.

OPEN. BITCHES (over 7 pounds)

1, Meersbrook Maiden. Rochclle Kennels
2. Nanon, Campbell & Blake

Only two entries, the winner a beautiful bitch,

nice lean head; her pencilling over eyes might
be more distinct.

Specials—Best black and tan, Meersbrook
Maiden.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS—Challenge, dogs

I. Champion Brave, Cook Kennels
OPEN, DOGS

1. Dan. Cook Kennels
2. Watch. Cook Kennels
3. Roderick. Cook Kennels
R. Drum II, Cook Kennels
V. Count H., W. I. Hutchin,son

Drive, Hninswick Fur Club
Jollyboy, Cook Kennels
Rover, Cook Kennels

H. Dan, jr., Henry & Poehlniann
Streak, Cook Kennels
Dick II, L. Bowser

c. Willie H., Cook Kennels

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Spotty. Cook Kennels
2. Modest Girl, Brunswick Fur Club
3. Bernhardt. Cook Kennels
R. Fly, Cook Kennels
V. Frances, Cook Kennels

Bell, Z. C. Willson
H. Flying Kate. Cook Kennels

Yiim Yum, George A. Shaw
C. Fanny, Cook Kennels

Jewell, Cook Kennels

PUPPIES, uofis (under 12 months)

1. Logan, Natural Gas Pack
2. Mablcs Duke. A. B. Palmer
3. Drum, Cook Kennels
R. John, Cook Kennels
H. Rex W., '/.. C. Willson
c. Colonel Sellers, A. B. Palmer

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months)

1. Lady Cook, A.M. York
2. Fire Fly, Cook Kennels
Specials— Kirk prize for best couple. Cham-

pion Brave and Spotty; best matched couple.
Champion Brave and Dan: best dog, Champion
Brave; best bitch. Spotty; Mascoutah Kennel
Club for best pack of twelve foxhounds. Cook
Kennels.

FIELD SPANIELS—Any color (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLENGE, DO<;S AND BITCHES

I. Bridford Gladys,Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
OPEN, DOtJS

1. Baron, George W. Folsom
2. Newton Abbot Skipper, W. T. Payne
3. Napoleon, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
V. Newton Abbot Farmer. Cook Kennels
H.York, Mrs. Arthur Ryerson

Bridfonl Gladys' long and low body was seen
alone in the challenge class. Baron, first in
open dogs, c.ime bouncing into the ring, show-
ing fire, which is a great point, and condition
e<(ually valuable, he put the others in the shade
with his beautiful, glossy, black coat, fine typi-
cal head, great bone and strength, and in tout
en.semble he is probably peerless. Newton Ab-
hotl Skipper is a dark liver Sussex, with good
action, suiistance, well-made Sussex head, but a
trifle light of eye. Napoleon is a long and low
one, but he lacks power behind. Newton Abbott
Farmer is a moderately good black and tan.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Dorothy. Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
2. Topsy, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
3. Gyp. W. A. Pinkertou

The bitch class had some showing, cocker
type. Dorothy has goo<l shoulders aiiu well-ear-
ned stern. Topsy is out at shoulders and has a
cobby cocker type, good coat and loin. Gyp,
thirci. is without much character, but has well-
sprung ribs.

Specials
Kennels.

-Best kennel, Woodstock Spaniel

COCKER SPANIELS (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLENGE, DO<;s AND BITCHES
I. Bene Silk, Lake Shore Kennels

OPEN, DOGS
1. Brantford Red Jacket, Charles M. Nelles
2. Black Duke, Woodland Kennels
3. Rabbi, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
V. Dandy W., A. W, Pancoast
H.Tory, Woo<lstock Spaniel Kennels

Bene Silk was alone in the challenge class, and
looked well. In the open dog class Brantford
Red Jacket was placed first; he has a fairly good
head, good action and he is a dark red in color.
He is faulty in shoulders and not large enough,
and did not deserve his place and the specials
with Rabbi and others present. Black Duke
wants more compactness and squareness of head
to be a lirstrale cocker, but still he is a very
good spaniel. Rabbi is more true to type, but he
Is under.shot and too full in muzzle, still he is the
most typical cocker.

OPEN, BITCHES
1. Yarrow, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
2. Hornell Bertha, Hornell Harmony Kennels

In the bitch class Yarrow got first, with a nice
cobby built body and fair action. Hornell Bertha
is more of the field tvpe. and will never be a fair
cocker. The third prize was withheld.

PtJPPiEs, DOGS (under 12 months)
1. Napoleon, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
2. Major SUibbs, R. C. Grigiion
V. Hornell Kapp, Hornell Harmony Kennels

PUPPIES, BITCHES (Under 12 months)
1. Dorothy, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels
a. Hornell Mary, Hornell Harmony Kennels
C. Dina, George J. Hamlin
In thedogpuppy class Napoleon scored first

anrt 18 but a weedy field spaniel. Hornell Rapp
» a pretty black and while dog with legs, and if
Major Stubbs grows larger lie can enter the
setter class. Hornell Mary does not need being
put on the table to find her legs, and Diana is a
mack and tan inclined to be of the field spaniel
persuasion.

Specials—Best exhibited,Brantford Red Jacket.

CLUMBER SPANIELS (Mr. Mortimer)
OPEN, IMXiS

1. Champion Boss III, Ottawa Kennel Club
2. Qiiestcr, Ottawa Kennel Club

These were better represented than usual, and
Boss III is a much finer specimen than yuester,
but his head is much too large and shows but
little clumber character; in substance, coat and
color though he is good. Quesler is glossy in eye
and not long enough.

OPEN, BITCHES
I. Bromine, Ottawa Kennel Club
3. Lass of Beauty, Ottawa Kennel Club

The bitches were more characteristic. Bro-
mine, first, has a domed .skull, eyes properly set,
expressive of clumber type; in color anci coat she
is only fairly good. Lass (j'Beauty is but a fair
specimen, with sour expression.

Specials— Best kennel, Ottawa Kennel Club.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPI?a<, DOGS
1. Hyllus. A. M. Goldsmith
2. Rcy, Martin J. Nolan

OPEN, BITCHES
1. Nell GwjTine II., Acme Kennels
2. Royal Floss, Mrs. M. A. Goldsmith
BLENHEIM SPANIELS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, DOGS
1. Milwaukee Duke, Holmes & Kittszcnger
2. Milwaukee Duke, Jr., H. Janssen

OPEN, BITCHES
1. Milwaukee Rose, R. W. Holmes
2. Milwaukee Belle, H, latissen

No real good ones in cither the King Charles
or Blenheims; short in ears and coat. The
Blenheims deficient in correct spot; heads not
round enough. Properly placed.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS (Mr. Davidson, Jr.)

OPEN, DOGS
1, Dick, Osceola Kennels
2, Chess II, John M. Sellers
3, Roy. George Oliver

OPEN, BITCHES
I. Miss Fortune, Osceola Kennels
IRISH WATER SPANIELS (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLENGE, DOGS
I. Patsy O'Connor, John R. Daniels

Irish water spaniels were well represented, lie-

ing lietter in quality and quantity than ever seen
before. The type was quite varied and some-
thing was said with regard to the American
Spaniel Club taking them in hand, and thus in-
sure more uniformity. Patsy O'Connor, alone
in the challenge class, has a good coat, fair ear,
tojinot, but he could be more clean in face and
carry his tail better.

OPEN, DOOS
1. Dennis O' Donoghue, C. B. Kodes & A. C.

Fitzsimmuns
2. Mallard Drake. Anderson M. Kilpatrick
3. Hariiy O'Donoghue, Jsnies Deleliewity
R. Ben llur, Anderson Jt Kilpatrick
V. Captain Miildoou, Hornell Harmony Ken-

nels

The open dogs found Dennis O'Donoghue first;

he has a good, curly coat, but is not perfect.
Mallard Drake has a goo<l head, eye and spleii-
iddly fringed ear; al.so good topiiot, but his coat
is fleecy and front legs turned out. Baiiiey
O'Donoghue has good bone and topnot. but is

rather long; lacks sub.stance, spring of^ ribs and
coat. Ben Herr is not good, except in coat and
ribs.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Irish Flora, Auder.son & Kilpatrick
2. Mo'.lie. James Delehewity
3. Nellie Marsh, Rodes & Fitzsimmons
V. Mallard Duck, Auder.ion St Kilpatrick

The bitchet were not as well placed, Irish
Flora was not goo<l enough to win first and
special over all. for she is a coarse bitch, show-
ing maternal duties; her bone is small for her
size, and her point is only long, well-placed
ears. Mollie has a full skull, good topnot, good
length of muzzle, but her curl aud coat arc but
fair. Nellie Marsh is out at elbow; has good curl
and stern.

Specials—For best owned in Chicago and for

best exhibited, Irish Flora; best kennel, Ander-
son & Kilpatrick.

DACHSHUNDES (Mr. Mortimer)

DOGS AND BITCHES

1. Bessie K., Carl Klocke
2. Dach, Fred P. Kirby.

BEAGLES-Ciiallenc;e, dogs (Mr. Davidson)

1. Little Duke, C. F. Judson
2. Frdiik Forest, A. Parry

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

I. Lou, W. D. Hughes

In the challenge class for dogs. Little Duke was
placed above Frank Forest. I cannot endorse
this decision. Little Duke has been a good bea-
gle, but he has thickened very much in liead and
shows age iu his action. At eight years old any
dog but a bull dog should be retired from the
bench. Lou was alone in the challenge bitch
class and received the blue ribbon.

OPEN. DOGS

1. Racer, Jr.,C. F. Jud.son
2. Romeo K., R. A. Smith

In the open dog cla.ss there were but two en-
tries, and Racer, Jr., wos rightly placed above
Romeo K.

OPEN, BITCHES

1. Whisper, R. A. Smith
2. Ardsley Diana, C. F. Judson
3. Beauty, A. McArthur
k. Yonnie W., Middletoii Kennels
V. Bluebelle, R. A. Smith

In the open bitch class first went to Whisper,
but I preferred Ardsley Diana, second, for the
place. Beauty was rightly placed third, and the
reserve went to Yonnie W., a daughter of Royal
Krueger. V. H, C. was won by Bluebelle, the
only other entry.

PUPPIES. DOGS AND BITCHES (Under 13 mooths)

1. Hetty, A. McArthur
2. Princeps, Middlcton Kennels
R. Ardsley Boy. C. I-'. Judson

In the puppy class. Hetty won first and Prin-
cess second. I preferred the reserve (Ardsley
Boy) to either of them.

PUGS—Challenge, bitches (Mr. Mortimer)
I. Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer

OPEN, DOGS
1. Lord Nelson, Acme Kennels
2. Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer
3. Nap. Dr. M H. Cryer
V. Bradford Ruby II. Eberhart Pug Kennels
h. Dandy. Mrs. A. B. Van Home
C. Liltle'Toots, William J. Brysou

Lord Nelson won; a nice type of dog, but I 1

smutty in color. He was closely pressed by
Bob Ivy. Nap, third prize, is rather on the large
size. I'he rest are an ordinary lot.

OPEN, BITCHES
1. Bo-Peep II, Mohawk Kennels
2. Myrtle, Dr. M. H. Cr>er
3. Sateen, James A. Lawrence

There were only three in this class. The first

prize winner was too fat for bench form but
otherwise they were all rightly placed.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND bitches (under 12 months)
1. Sprake, Mrs. Sarah E. Davis
2. KiH-rhart's Cashier.Mrs. Al. G, Eberhart
V. Sateen, James A. Lawrence
c. Little Toots, William J. Bryson

Sprake is a very handsome puppy and will be
a dangerous one to beat when aged'; he also won
special for the best pug shown by a lady.
Cashier is also a very toppy little icllow aiid
shows lots of quality.

Specials—Best pug Champion Bessie; best ken-
nel, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS (Mr. Moi timer)

DOGS AND bitches
1. Dixie, Mrs. Charles E. Allen
2. Spirte, Joe I,ewis
3. Bell, J. F. Ives

The winner far ahead of the class, the fawn
color not rich euough. When shall we see a
Baukside Daisy or Buukside Flower ?

SCHIPPERKES (Mr. Mortimer)

DOGS AND BITCHES
1. Othello. Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Mike, Chestnut Hill Kennels

NEWFOUNDLANDS-BiTCHi-us (Mr. Mortimer)

I. Meadowthorpe FMora, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels.

Only one entry, only a fair specimen

POODLES (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, DOGS—BLACK OR WHITE
I. Zero, E. E. Hilt

OPEN, BITCHES

3. Lady Belle, T. M. Alley

MISCELLANEOUS (Mr. Mortimer)
rM>r;c; .wii HiTrHi.-s

I. Nellie Gray, Campbell & Blake
3. Whitev, R. Clement
V. Donna, Mrs. L. D. McCord

In this class first prize given to a whippet,
second prize withheld and llurd given to Whuey;
V. H.C., to Donna, a Ruby Spaniel.

ROCHESTER DOG SHOW.

The Full List of Awards in the Vari-

ous Classes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have only time to send j'ou a

list of awards by this mail.

My critical report ninst go over until

next week. Tlie show here this year is

rather smaller than last, about 290 dogs

Ijeing on the lienches. William Talluiau

superintends the show, which is benched

aud fed by Spralts Patent. The follow-

ing are the awards :

MASTIFFS—Challenge, dogs (Mr. Mortimer)

1 Sears' Monarch. E. B. Sears

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

I I.,ady Coleus, E. H. Moore .

oi'i;n, dogs
1 II ford Chancellor, E. H. Moore
2 Horace, James W. Whitney
V Elm Place Jumbo, L D. Ely
H Tuik, A. Clark

open, BITCHES

1 Cambrian Princess. E. H. Moore
2 Countess of Dunsinore, E. B. Sears
V t^dy Dorothy, E. H. Moore
II Lady Beatrice, E H. Moore

Alpha, J. S. Reed

Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, fij for best
four. Lady Coleus, Ilford Ch.iiuellor. Cambrian
Princess. Lady Dorothv. E. H, .Moore; American
Mastiff Club, $15 for liesi maslifl' dog or bitch
owned by club member. Cambrian Princess, E.
H. Moore; L. D. Ely, J15 for best mastiff bitch in
open class, C.iinbriaii Princess. H. H. Moore;
Manhattan Leather Works of New York, collar
for best mastiff in show, Cambrian Princess, E.
H. Moore.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS
CHALLENGE, DOGS (Mr. Mortimer)

1 Ben Lomond, K. H. Moore
2 Plinlinimon, Jr.. E. B. Sears

CHALLENGE, MTCHEa
1 Lady Wellington, E. B. Sears
2 Miranda, E. II. Moore .

OPEN, DOGS
1 Hcsper, K. B. Sears
2 Trislian G, E. H. Greiner

OPEN, BITCHES
I Manon, Crowell and Evens

2 Corvette. EH. Moore
V Lady Madeline, E. B. Sears
Specials—Rochester Kennel Club. $15 for best

four, Plinliinnion. Jr., I^dy Wellington, Hesper,
Lady Madeline, E B Sears: Pope & Stephens,
English harness leather collar for best in open
class, Hesper, E. B. Sears.

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS
CHALLENGE, DOGS (Mr. Mortimer)

I Victor Joseph, E. B. Sears

CHALLENGE, BITCHES
I Thisbe, Wcntworth Kennels

OPEN, DOGS
I Dud, T. H. Grove

OPEN. BITCHES
1 Cleopatra, Daniel Mann
2 Alpine Queen, E. B. Sears

PUPPIES, DOGS
I Monarch, T. H. Groves

PUPPIES, BITCHES
I Princess, T. H. Groves

NEWFOUNDLANDS (Mr. Mortimer)
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES

1 Prince George, John Marshall
2 Albany Lass. John Marshall
V Troy Lass, Jonn Marshall

FOXHOUNDS (Major J. M. Taylor)
OPEN. DOGS AND BITCHES

1 Play fair, W. A. Wadswortli
2 Driver, W. A. Wadswortli
V Judge, W. A. Wadsworth

POINTERS (Major J. M. Taylor)
CHALLENGE. DOGS (over 55 pouuds)

I Robert le Diable, Hempstead Farm Kennels
CHALLENGE, BITCHES (over 50 pOundS)

I Golden Rod, J. H. Wiuslow
OPEN, DOGS (over 55 pouuds)

1 Graphite, E. R. Bellman
2 Tempestj. H. Wiiislow
V Sancho, Edward Morris
Tory White. Hempstead Farm Kennels

H Kildeer, J. Roche
OPEN, BITCHES (over 50 pounds)

I Stella B., E. R. Bellman
CHALLENGE, DOOS (uiider 5,s pounds)

1 DukeofHesseu, Hempstead Farm Kennels
2 King of Kent. E<lwartl Dexter

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (under 50 pouuds)
I Quecu Fan, Hempstead Farm Kennels

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 pounds)
1 Launcelot, Charles Heath
2 Staunch Bob, John R. Fanning

OPEN, BITCHES (Under 50 pounds)
I Sally Bra^s II, Charles Heath
3 Stella. Hempstead Farm Kennels
Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, $15 for best

four, Hempstead Farm Keunels; member of
Genesee Vallev Club. J20 for best brace in nnen
class. Sally Brass II and launcelot, Charles Heath;
memberB of Genesee Valley Club, J20 for t)e.st yard
broken pointer. Graphite, E. R. Bellman: Pointer
Club of America, Jio for best pointer owned by
club member, Robert Ic Diable. Hempstead Farm
Kennels; Pointer Club of America. $10 for best
pointer bitch owned by clubiiiember, (Jucen F'an,
Hempstead Farm Kennels; pope Sc .Stevens, of
New York, collar for liest dog over 55 pounds, iu
open cla^s. Graphite. E. R. Bellman; year's sub-
scription to Amateur Sportsman for best pointer,
Robert le Diable, Hempstead Farm Kenuels.

ENGLISH SETTERS (Major Taylor)

OPEN, DOGS
Prizes withheld

OPEN, BITCHES
1 Chautauqua Belle, Peet & Lyon
2 Thorndale, J. P. & W. W. Gray
V Zona, Joseph Lewis

PUPPIES

I Thorndale, J. P. & W. W. Gray
IRISH SETTERS (Major Taylor)

CHALLENGE, DOGS
I F^lcho, Jr., Dr. William Jarvis

OPEN, DOGS
1 Larry S.. E. Maher
2 Pad(fy P. , Sage Brothers
vAldershot, Dana Rhodes
c Grouse, E- Shear

OPEN, BITCHES

1 Nino, F. H. Perry
2 Jeannetle, John A. Logan
V Ruby Glenmore. W. L. Washington
II Couiitess liaidee, E. A. Pierpont
c Mollie, Dr. A. Driukwater

Specials—$15 for best brace—Elcho F"itz-Mour
ancfCountess Haidce. FMward A. Pitrpont; Man-
hatten Leather Works of New York,silver studded
collar for best in open class, Larry S., F.. Maher;
year's subscription to Amateur Sportsman for
best, Elcho, Jr.. Dr. William Jarvis.

AMERICAN GORDON SF^fTERS (Maj. Taylor)

CHALLENGE, DOGS

I Little Boy, Dr. Samuel G. Dixon

CHALI.BNOB, RITCIfES

I Rose, W. S. Ham met
OPEN, BITCHES

1 Jessie, G. Griffin
2 Phona, John Faulkner

Special—For best dog. Little Boy.

COLLIES—OPEN, DOGS (Mr. Mortimer)

1 Hempstead Zulu, Hempstead Farm Kennels
2 Nullamore, W. D. Hughes
R Tvke, J. A. Haskell
V Gibson, A. M. Cossitt

H Sandy, F. Ocumpaugh
Colonel, J. P. «: W. W. Gray

OPEN, BITCHES

1 Bonnie's Baby, J. P. it W. W. Gray
2 Gemma, J. P. S. W. W. Gray
R Drumliii Moss, E. A. Pierpont
V Boiiuie Knowe, J. P. & W. W. Gray
Cressie's Mint, J. P. & W. W. Gray

PUPPIES, DOGS

I Colonel, J. P. & W. W. Gray
RScipio, Edward A. Pierpont

Continued on Pago 174.
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POULTRY an'^ PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Another state poultry association, the

PennsOvania, has J)een organizni, and

others still we are told are preparing to

fall into line. The constitution and by-

laws of this, the latest, differ so materi-

ally from the outline as prepared at the

meeting of February 5. for consideration

at the meeting of March 12, that we give

them in full as adopted in another col-

umn, instead of noting the changes made.

These changes were almost entirely due

to the interest felt by Mr. T. J. Kdge. sec-

retary of the State Board of Agriculture,

in the organization and as the outcome

of his experience
*

Still further changes will probably be

made at the next annual meeting and will

be arranged for at the meeting the execu-

tive-committee proposes to hold in May.

One of these will without doubt be to re-

move the president and secretary as act-

ive members of the executive comnjit

tee; to increase the number of that com-

mittee, and to cause it to elect from its

active members its chairman and secre-

tary.

Peristcronic .Society is made up of the

very best of the pigeon fanciers abroad.

It may be justly considered as the highest

authority in pigeon matters. Its standards

are first made up within the society and

are then given to the press for public

criticism. The committee to whom the

work of revision is given considers these

criticisms carefully and in due time pre-

sents its report in the form of the revised

copy to the society for action. When

adopted, it is after being read section by

section and with every sentence given

careful consideration. After adoption

they are given to the public through the

press.

THE ENGLISH MALAY OLUB

Rules — Standard fo r Judgingr.

Disqualifications.

The following rules, as adopted and

sent out by the English Malay Club, hold

suggestions those about to organize

specialty clubs will find useful:

RULES.

1. That this society be called the Malay

Club. Its objects, the restoration and

encouragement of the Malay fowls.

2. The number of members shall be

unlimited. The annual subscriptions

shall be ten shillings 'six pence, payable

•

•*
The date of the annual meeting was

named at the suggestion of Secretary

Edge to bring it within the week in

which all other meetings under the di-

rection of the State Board of Agriculture

are held, thus securing for it the presence

of those interested in the kindred indus-

tries of fruit-growing, dairying, etc.,with

the special rates for travel that prevail

through "Agriculture's week."

#*»

The American ColumbarianAssociation,

as its way gave each variety to a com-

mittee composed of one or more breeders

of the variety. Thus Mr. D. E. Newell

was the committee on each carriers and

barbs; Mr. J. W. .^cton and Mr. Charles

Taulman on pouters; the Messrs. W. B.

Hinsdale, Fred Hegner and C. H. W.

Weber on short- faced tumblers, Mr. Os-

car Scifert on swallows.
«

« «

So far, good. When the work of these

committees was received by the secretary

it was brought l>efore the meeting at Buf-

falo, but in so farcical a fashion that it had

better not have been. But this would have

been well enough if it had Ijeen ordered

given out to the press for public criticism.

But no, the society did "not propose to

help fill up the poultry papers, "thus show-

ing its appreciation of the offer of space

without charge in which to air its efforts,

and again, "if pigeon fanciers want to

criticise they ought to be members and

attend the TDPftings"

MALAY FOWLS.

The Peristeronic standards for the ja-

cobin and short-faced tumblers will be

found upon another page, and in the lat-

ter is the answer to the inquiry made

last week as to the marking of the black

mottle. This calls for the marking en-

dorsed by Eaton and as pictured in his

colored plate. That is, "whole colored

with the exception of about a dozen

white feathers on shoulders evenly dis-

tributed in form of a rose, the same on

back V shaped."

* »

The black mottle of the American Col-

umbarian's standard is a different bird

entirely, its marking being "pure white

and deep black evenly intermixed over

the shoulders and back, the remainder of

the body including the flights and tail

being solid black. The National Colum-

barian's standard bird differs from both,

in being either (page 45 ) ^^eep black and

pure white evenly interspersed over

body; black flights and tail," or (page

i), "simply deep jet black and pure

white each regularly interspersed

throughout the body; flights and tail

chiefly black."

Instead, an editor was appointed and

the committee's reports sent to him to be

prepared for the printer, and he, receiv-

ing the work from the printer and binder

turned it over to the American Colum-

barian Association as its book, and the

work was accepted by the association and

with thanks, but without examination,

in fact without so much as being opened.

in advance during January in each year,

and any member whose subscription is

not paid shall be debarred from all

privileges of the club.

3. Members wishing to resign nmst

notify the fact to the secretary before

January the first, or they will be liable

r«- iUoi.. .;.,V.c/.rir»tir.»ia Tnr tb*' Ptisnitie'
t\Ji k»«..kft .*v«.^..*. •••--.—— .- .-. VI- ,j

ears small, the bare skin of the throat

running some way down the neck; neck

long, carried very upright, with slight

but characteristic curve; hackle, full at

base of skull, otherwise very short and
scanty.

Body.—Very wide and square at shoul-

ders and tapering to the tail ; shoulders

very wide, prominent, carried well

up and usually bare of feathers at the

points; back, long, sloping and rather

convex in outline; saddle, narrow and
drooping, the feather short and scanty

like the hackle; brea.st deep and full,

generallv bare of feathers at the point of

breast bone. The body should present a

cut-up appearance from behind.

Legs and feet.—Thighs long and mus-
cular with but little feather, having hock
perfectly exposed; shanks, long, massive

and beautifully scaled, flat at hocks and

gradually roundinjj to setting on of spur,

a downward curve m spur to be preferred;

toes long and straight with powerful

talons, the back toe to lie close to the

ground.
Tail.—Drooping, not whipped, of mod-

erate length, sickles sound, narrow and
but slightly curved.

The outline of hackle, back and upper

tail feathers should resemble a succession

of curves.
THE HEN.

Hens in all respects to resemble cock

except that the tail should be carried

slightly above the horizontal line and

well played as if flexible at joint or in-

sertion. Tail should also be rather short

and stjuare neither whipped nor fanned.

The flesh of all Malays should be ex-

tremely firm and hard to the touch; their

plumage of extraordinary hardness antl

lustre; their general appearance fierce,

tall and gaiint, high in front and droop-

ing behind; they should be large, cocks

under ten pounds and hens under seven

pounds to be considered small.

* *

*
» *

The work would not have been sent

out in its present form it is certain if it

had liecn heltl up to the light for the

fancy at large to examine. Take, for in-

stance the absurdity of giving the same

property a different value in white and

colored birds of the same variety, as,

length of feather, seven in pied pouters

and nine in whites; carriage six in pieds,

nine in whites; size andcrop,ten in pieds,

twelve in whites; girth, twelve in pieds,

fourteen in whites, and so on, but with

one hundred points representing the

perfect bird in each. It is, of course,

easy to undersUnd that this difference is

to balance the color points of the pieds.

The Peristeronic is beyond all ques-

tion the highest authority in all pigeon

matters, and we move the a<loption by

American fanciers of its standards.

•
* *

It is well known that we have never

approved the methods adopted by the

American Columbarian Association in

making up its standard, and we think

all who have examined the work will

agree that there was right in our reason-

ings; that it would have been better by

far to have givett the work to the public

for criticism before making it into the

l)Ook, than to have this criticism follow

when too late to make amends.

* »

Note the diflerencc in the metho<ls of

the two societies. First, it unistbe known

to have the work appreciated that the

No blame can attach to Mr. Taulman

in this except for being willing to carry

out so loose a plan, as his work was solely

to prepare the MS. for the printer, and

he had no right to make alterations.

*
* *

The se(|ucnce to the standard is of

course the score card. This will come in

nicely for fanciers' use in buying and

selling birds, but we greatly doubt if it

will l)e accepted for the show room. One

judge, and among the best there is for

pigeons, declares he will not score pig-

eons, will give up judging first, in fact,

cannot afford the time, and others have

used similar expressions if not as emphat-

ically. With scoringof poultry just ready

to fall into i. d. and judges combining to

rule it out we doubt if scoring of i)igcons

is ever adopted as the means for deter-

mining the competition at the shows.

year.

4. The club shall l)e under the manage-

ment of a president, vice-president, com-

mittee of twelve, honorary secretary and

treasurer. Six of the committee to'reside

north and six south of Birmingham.

Half the committee to resign annually

but to be eligible for re-election.

5. The election of members is vested in

the committee, and shall be made as they

see fit.

6. Any member guilty of trimming,

borrowing for exhibition, or other dis-

honorable practice shall be expelled from

the club.

7. That an annual general meeting be

held during the Crystal Palace show to

elect officers and transact the business of

the club, at which general meeting only

shall any alterations be made in the club

rules.

8. That an annual club show be held

in the autumn of each year, alternately

in the north of England, in the southwest

of Ivngland, and in the midlands, the

precise location of the club show to be

fixed by the committee. That every

member of the club shall 1)e required to

make at least one entry at the club show.

Honorary menibcrs,should any be elected,

to be exempt from the foregoing clause

in this rule.

9. That a report of all meetings and
proceedings of the club be sent to the

principal poultry journals.

10. That if possible a breeder's chal-

lenge cup shall be separately subscribed,

as occasion arises, to be awarded to the

best cockerel or pullet of the vear exhib-

ited at the club show and bred by the ex-

hibitor, the cup to be won three times by

the same i^er.son before l)ecoming his

absolute property. A silver medal to be

each year given by the clul) to the teinpo-

rarv winner of the cup. The cup to be

returned to the secretary one clear month
l)efore the date of the next forthcoming

club show

.

11. That all prizes offered by the

Malay Club shall be confined to members.

STANDARD.—COCK

.

Head and neck.—Beak, strong and
hooked; comb small, set well forward,

shaj>ed like a half walnut and as free

from irregularities as possible; skull very

broad with deep set eye and beetle or

overhanging eyebrows, giving a cruel

and morose expression; wattles and deaf

COLOR.

In all varieties and both sexes, beak

yellow or horn; com'u, face, lliioctt, wat-

tles and deaf-ears, brilliant red; eyes,

pearl, yellow or daw, shanks, a very rich

yellow. Color of black-red cocks, breast

and under parts glossy black; hackle,

saddle, back, and wing Iww rich dark

red; wing-bar black; secondaries bright

bay; flights black on inner web with red

edging on outside, black secondaries and

all black flights indicate an Indian game
cro.ss; tail, green-black. Hens to match
black-red cocks, any shade of cinnamon
with dark purplish hackle, or partridge

marked, the former should Ije quite free

from ticks, spangles or pencilling. Red
Maylays should Ije quite free from white

feathers in wings and tails.

White.—Should l)e pure white.

Pile.—Should be rich in color, re-

sembling pile game, not merely stained

whites; other colors not sufficiently nu-

merous to warrant description.

VAI.UK OK DKKKCTS IN JUDGING.

A bird ideally perfect to count in points . . 130

TO BE DEDUCTRD.
Pointi.

Bad head and comb ao

Want of shoulder 15

Want of correct curves and carriage . ... 15

Want of reach and stiltiness 15

Want of size and bone i»

Keather long, broad or soft "
Bad feet and legs '*

Bad tail 7

Kaulty color <>

Want of gloss and condition u

Total '30

The number of points to be deducted for each

defect is left to the discretion of the judge.

DI.S^UAMKlCATIONS.

Any clear evidence of Indian game

cross, very bad feet, big spreading, or pea

combs, bow legs, knockknees.any weak-

ness or deformitv, in short, any defect

which in the opinion of the judge is not

compensated by the deduction of the

maximum numl)er of points allowed in

the al)ove scale.

—Cojjperas is a splendid medicine to

keep on hand for poultry. When they

have roup wash their heads with a solu-

tion of it, and put some of the solution in

the drinking water as a tonic. It provides

them with soluble iron, which is neces-

sary.
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THE SITTING HEN.

When Hens Steal Their Nests

They Sit Very Closely.

Eggs are now beginning to be very

abundant, and we are desirous to make

FELLOWSHIP OF FANCIERS.

Exchangre of Experience Neces-

sary to Successful Work.

I have many times looked upon a clean

kit of tumblers, and as they strut about

our choice ofeggs destined to be put into with their variegated colors I have con-

the incubating drawer or under the sit-
j

ting hen. But before doing so it is log-

ical to know first where the nest for the

natural mother is to be placed. To

many persons the choice of a spot does

not offer much difficulty, for if they study

in the slightest degree the habits of a

silting hen, they will find that she likes

quiet and seeks an obscure corner.
I

Therefore, a nest too near a fowl house

is bad. on account of the crowing of the

cocks and the cackling of the hens.

What is required is a nice little corner

far from all noise and disturbance— in

fact a dark corner, especially well ven-

tilated, although maintained in a regular

temperature. When a place is found

having all the above conditions the nest

may lie inaile. Generally a basket is

used for the purpose, well lined with

hay and having a cover; the eggs are de-

posited with the silting hen. If the lat-

ter is alone there will be no difficulty to

take her oft' Ihe eggs every morning to

feeil and to dust; after which she will on
her own accord return to her basket, the

cover of which is shut, and all goes on
well. Hut everyone may not find a con-

venient place tor silting hens; a very
simple remedy is at hancl—nature herself

will teach you. This want of quiet is so

great, so useful to a hen to l)rnig forth

her young, that the worst sitters—nay,

even non-sitters—can be made to take to

the nest, should they find a place suit-

able to them in a calm and retired spot.

We had lately an example of this

which we take the lil)erty to relate. A
campine hen strayed from the yard daily.
Cl.^. ....... .....*..1,/r1 ...^/1 Xif^*- cirr.ro .•A*-..

taken away. One evening she di.sap-

pearcd altogether. She was sought for,

but for days she could not lie discovered,

till at last she was found feeding in a
field, was followed, and was seen to go
into the decayed trunk of a willow,where
she was sitting very comfortably on ten
eggs, and in a few days came out with
nine chicks. It is a remarkable fact that

when hens steal their nests they sit very
closely, and always bring forth a large

and vigorous brood.
We therefore beg to suggest that the

l>est means, when a special lioiise cannot
be found, is to choose the most retired

sidered them equal to a flower bed—with

this difference, that to a certain extent a

flower bed is stationary; but you have

only to raise your hand before a kit of

tumblers and they are up over your head

and almost instantly down again with

their colors in different positions, and if

kept in order there are almost as many
colors as there are to ordinary flowers;

and I think this has something to do

with the popularity of this class of bird,

their great variety in color, and I am
pleaised to notice that greater attention is

being paid to the marking than formerly,

when anything would do, so that it could

"roll the depth of a house" and get up

into the pigeons again.

To show the necessity of a knowledge

of color, I suppose there is no breed that

requires it so much as the almond tum-

bler, and to people not in the know of

it would be somewhat surprising the va-

rious colors that have to be blended to-

gether to produce the exquisite shade
and markings, various colored birds hav-
ing to be bred and reared before you can
put the pair together that are to produce
the much-coveted alniomi; and then just

as you think you have hit the mark, un-
less j-ou have acquired some knowledge
on the subject, or had some experience,

you find you are just out of it, proving
that it is all very well for a casual ob-
server to admire a very fine sjiecimen of
any variety at our shows, and, I supjKJse,

going away with the knowledge that the

parent birds laid the eggs, and it was
' ' nest, and that is all theyhatched in a nest, and that is all

1.1 iTtTocrifi*. \x'a»3 nAopccorv imfr ttitt U.

ing for a moment that the person who
had bred that bird had perhaps spent the

greater part of his life in producing it,

and waded through difficulties and dis-

appointments too numerous to mention,
and has acquired a stock of patience and
other virtues which some people would
be very glad to possess; and I think you
will agree with me that great credit and
not a little gratitude do the men deserve
who have raised our <lifferent varieties to

their present standard of excellence.

There is one other little matter that I

will trouble you with. If it is true that

birds of a f'eatlier flock together," it is

spot of a garden. Under those circuni- j equally true of the keepers of feathers.

stances a coop well guaranteed against

wind and rain is the best, Imt it must also

have an inch of fine sand sprinkled with
flour of sulphur, or any other insect

powder, under the nest, for without this

precaution insects might make their ap-

pearance, and the young brood would in

•ill probability l)e overrun with vermin.
As a precautionary measure, as soon as

the young chicks are out of the
shell, transfer them with the mother
elsewhere,and have the coop well washed
with water and sulphate of iron, then
while-lined. The abos'e remarks are

more for young beginners, than for per-

sons of experience who breed largely.

To the bitter, who have many sitting

hens, our advice is to establish a special

sitting-house. This far from any habi-

tation or r.oise, and placed in the midst
of a clump of trees if possible; the floor

and sides should be cemented, so that
they can be easily washed, ami also as a
preventive against vermin. The rafters

of the roof should rest on the partitions,

but not boanled, so as to admit a thor-

ough ventilation. For the same reason
no ceiling should be made; the roof
should be tiled. This quiet recess should
be used as the receptacle for the silling

baskets. Outside, against the partitions,

coops or wooden boxes can be placed, in

which the silling hens are put when
feeding, the bottoms of which should be
well sanded, with a sprinkle of flour of
sulphur, so that the hens may ilust them-
selves at ease. Before the bars of the
|)oxes the food and water are placed. It

is in procuring to the future mother all

she likes—pure air, tranciuility, ashes or
sand to dust in, regularity of meals,
strengthening foo<l—that numerous and
vigorous broods are obtained.—Le Pous-
sin.

for a liiore sociable class of men it would
be difficult to find, and it is very neces-

sary that we should l)e sociable, for the

keeping of pigeons is a wider subject

than most i>eople imagine, and the novice

is almost bewildered when he sees the

little intricacies and inan<cuvres that have
to be practiced before he can be said to

keep and l)reed them successfully, and
this can only be attained by mixing with

others, however much there may be

gained by reading books. A good prac-

tical fancier can tell you more in five

minutes than can be gained by hours of

reading. Not that I wish to say anything
disparagingly of the few books we have
on the subject, and truly wish we had
more; but experience is necessary, and
this is gained by perseveringly plodding
on, and gelling whatever information

you can from those you associate with;

and this is to be got, for, as a rule, I

think most fanciers delight in assisting

others. Of course there are exceptions

to every rule, but I have found that most
fanciers feel great pleasure in telling

others what has cost them years to ob-

tain, ])roving that a man must be a sociable

being if he is willing to impart his infor-

mation to others.

You try to imagine a man attempt-

ing to breed pigeons to a standard in

some ont-of the-way place, where it was
impossible for him to get at another

fancier. I fear he would soon tire, and I

venture to say fail; for if he could not

compare his birds and exchange ideas,

success seems almost impossible, but we
are happy to know that the contrary is

the case; the many societies that have
been formed, and the easy ways we have
of getting at each other, remove such difTi-

culties out of the way altogether.

One thing I notice, that if you want to

please an ardent fancier go and see his

birds. You will in most instances re-

ceive a hearty welcome, and prove at

once "the fellowship of kindred minds,"
and what an enjoyable meeting most of

us know only too well. The hours spent
in talking about our favorites afford food
for pleasant recollections, and are bright
particular stars in the lifetime of many a
fancier; in fact, the man is not the man I

take him to be if he would not go miles to

have a chat with an old fancier.

Some of us who have to travel occa-

sionally often feel when the day's busi-

ness is over how we should like to know
where such a society meet; we should
soon ferret them out, and feel at home in

the fanc^ once more. When at home
this spirit might be cultivated more than
perhaps it is,remembering that you often

do a fellow fancier great good by paying
him a visit; it is cheering, and pleasant
society is agreeable to everybody. There
is ample room for sympathy and en-

couragement, and we all find our ener-

gies aroused, and often take a fresh lease

of interest in our hobby, by the visit of a

man who will often throw out a hint un-
asked for, that will put matters on a dif-

ferent footing.

Let us try to foster this spirit, remem-
bering that we meet together for our mu-
tual l)enefit and enjoyment. Bright are

the recollections of many hours spent in

each other's company, and may the day
be far distant when such pleasant associa-

tions shall be no more.—W. H. Clutter-

buck.
i

ANCEMIC POULTRY.

Indigestion and Orop-bindingf

Their Common Ailments.

Badly cared for birds, like badly cared

for animals or human beings, become de-

ficient in the necessary elements of

normal blood. The red globules are re-

duced in proportion, the liquor sanguinis

is short of albumen, and salts are in ex-

ee««' in nttipr words the blood is poverty

stricken—/. c, aiKX'inic, and failing or

being powerless to supply t.he heart with

its mo<le of nutrition, death results.

Foul air, bad drainage, deficient light

and ventilation, overcrowding, innutri-

tious food, and debilitating disease, fa-

for the production of ameniia.

Auci-mic birds are easily recognized by

their bloo<lles8 appearance, especially

about the face and eyes, the latter being

usually watery, and the white of a faint

bluish caste. The month and throat are

unnaturally pallid. The plumage is lus-

treless and ruffled, the abdomen l)ecoines

enlarged and often dropsical, whilst the

breast is prominent ami thin. The sub-

ject is drooping and depressed, has no
apparent vigor, may be easily caught,

and the heart's action is at once noticed

to be weak and rapid. Indigestion and
crop binding are common associates of

aiKumia. A bird so affected soon be-

comes emaciated, and death is the gen-

eral setjuel. A post-mortem examina-
tion reveals a. pallid condition of the

muscular structures throughout the body,

and also of the internal organs—notably,

the heart, luu^s and liver, such aS may
be seen in a bird which has bled to death
from internal hemorrhage.
The treatment of ancemic poultry con-

sists in the absolute removal of the sev-

eral causes I have named which give rise

to the disea.se. Medicinally the admin-
istration of vegetable and mineral tonics,

and dieteticallv a generous allowance of

nutritious ami easily asssimilaled food,

but in advanced cases of aiKLinia the lat-

ter must not be introduced suddenly

owing to the weak state of the digestive

organs. The administration of medi-
cine to amcmic fowls, especially chick-

ens, should be very carefully conducted,

as the excitement on a weak heart and
feeble circulation is apt to prove fatal.

I have for years dispensed such medi-

cines as are suitable in these cases in

pilule form, which frequently the bird

voluntarily swallows, and under such cir-

cumstances the improvement is rapid.

Castor oil, the enemy of bird life, is cer-

tain death in aiucmia. Should there be

a tendency to crop-binding a teaspoon ful

of salad oil or warm milk may be admin-
istered, and the crop afterwards gently

manipulated to break down any mass or

hard accumulation.—Woodroffe Hill.

THE NEW YORK SHOW.

The Official Scores of the Entire

Entry.

[CONTINUKD FROM PAGE I54.]

GOI.D PKNCII.I.KD HAMRURGS.
[F. H. Stevens, judge.]

Cocks. 95 [1], J. T. Cothran. Greenwich, N. Y.;

94 'X, T. B. Newbould, Albion. 92, Beyler. Hens.
94)^,[i], K. h. Mattison, South Shaftsbury, Vt.;

92>i [2], Beyler; 92^^. Newlxjuld. Disqualifica-

tions, one Cothran for comb falling over. Cock-
erels. 95'A [i). Cothran; 94 [2], Mattison; 93,New-
bould. Pi-LLETS. 93>4 Li], 92K [2). 9»H [4], Matti-

son; 92 Ja [3], Cothran; 91 Ji [5], Newbould.
WHITE HAMBIIRGS.
[F. H. Stevens, judge.]

Cock. 91 [1], Beyler. Hens. <)2]4 [r], Beyler.

PULfcBTS. <)2^ [i], Beyler. Cockehki., disquali-

fied for color of shanks.

DORKINGS.
[J. D. Nevius, judge.]

Colored Cock. 92 [1], K. H. & A. G. Wainer,
New York Mills, N. Y.; 87 [2]. Hkns. 92 [1],

Warner; 86 [a], Gammerdinger; 82 [3), Hales.

Cockerel. 915* [i], Warner; S4H [3], Gammer-
dinger. PcLLET. 94H [i]. Gammerdinger; 92(2],

Warner. Silver Grey. Cock. 91M [i]. 89H [3],

88 [4], Hales; 89 [y], Warner. Hen. 94 [1], 9! [3],

89^ [4I, Hales, 94 1 2], 87 [5], Warner. Cockerels.

94 [']. 9354 [2], Hales; 92 [,^]. Warner. Pitllets.

92W (i],92[i], Warner; 90 [3], 89 {4], Hales. White.
93 [i], Kirby; 9254 [2], J. L. Harris, Cinnaminson,
N. J. Hen. 96^ [i], 94H (2I. Harris; 94 [3], 92H,
A. H. Anders, Kutpsville, Pa.; 93 J4 [4]. 93 [5],

Kirby; 92, Warner. Cikkerels. 92 [i], Anders;

91H [2], Warner; 90}^, D. K. Kinney, Courtland,

N. Y.; 88 [4], Kirby. Pullets. y6 [i], 95)^ [3],

Anders; 94 [2], 93 I4], Kirby; 92)4 (5] Warner.
RED CAPS.

,

[S. Butterfield, judge]
Hens. 9254 [i], 87^4 1 2], C. A. Sharp, Lockport,

N. Y. Disqualified, one Sharp, forcrooked back.

Cockerels, 94}^ [i], 93.W [2], 93^4 I3], 9.? t4], 9» Isl.

93H. 91, 89H, .Sharp; 86,^, N. R. & G. C. Link,

West Alexander.Pa. Pcllets, 94H [i], 92 [2], 92J4

[3].9»54 [4]. 92(5]. 90W, 9'. 92. Sharp; 88, Link.

BLACK RED GAMES.
[J. Y. Bickncll, judge]

Cocks. 96y; [i], 94); [2], 94 [4], Twells & Scot-

ten. Montmorenci. Ind.; ^^ [3], 93^^ [5], An-
arew W. Han, oamesville, N. V.; B9>4, «7, A. K.

Rinehart, PhiUipsburg, N.J.
Hens. 96)4 [iJ. 95 l^]. 92K U]. Twells Jk Scot-

ten; 93!4 [3], A. F. Peirce,Winchester, N. H.; 91%,
88, Reinhart.

Cockerels. 97 [']. 9.'iK l^]. 9,SH t3]. Twells &
Scotten;9sH I4]. Peirce; 93W [Sj. Hall; 91, L. B.

Gnnn, Lanesboro, Mass.; 89^^, Rinehart.

Fillets. 97 [i], </>% [2], 94K [3l. Twells &
Scotten; 91^ [4], 93. F. R. Shaw, Adams, Mass.;

91 14 [5]. l'c*rce;90'X, .Struck; 91, Hall; 90H, Rine-

hart.
BROWN RED GAMES.

[B. N. Pierce.judge.]

Cocks. 9s [i], Rinehart; 92^4 [2], 92 [3], 89^ [4],

Edward Riley, New Haven. Ct.

Hens. 95(1], Peirce; 95(2], 94>f [4]. 93M [s].

Riley; g4'A {3], Rinehart; 93, Gunn.

Cockerels. 96 [i], S. W. Doubleday, New
York City; 93« (2]. 93 [3], 91 [4], Riley.

Pullets. 97 [i], Doubleday; 94M [2], 94 l3].

9?M UJ. Riley; 92W (.s|. Gunn.

DUCKWING GAMES.
[H. N. Pierce, judge.]

Cock, gj^i [i], Peirce. Hen. 94H [']. Peirce.

Pullets. 95 [i], Peirce.

RED PILE GAMES.
[B. N. Pierce, judge]

Cock. 94 (i), Peirce. Hkns. <)oH [i], Thornton

& Darlington, I'hiladelphia, Pa. Cockerei.s.

95H 1^1], Peirce; 93!^ I2], Doubleday. PULLKTB.

94 Vi lij, Doubleday; 9,s L^j, Peirce; <)i% \_i}, Thorn-

ton & Darlington.

INDIAN GAMES.
(J. Y. Bicknell, judge.)

Cock, ist, C. A. Sharp& Co., Lockport, N. Y.;

2d, C. A. Bowman, Elniira, N. Y.; 3d, J. Lantee,

Jr., Hornellsville. N.Y. Hkns. tst, .yd, 5th,Sharp;

2d, Si>ence; 4th, I.antec. Cockkrbls. 1st, 2d,

4th, 5th, Sharp; .id, Sandacre Farm. Pulletb.

ist, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, Sharp & Co.

SUMATRAS.
(J. Y. Bicknell, judge.)

Cock. 9,sV4 (D, 9.S l^). 94 '3), J- H, Northrup.

Cherry C'eek, N. Y.; 93 (4). Gammcrding«r.

Hens. 97 (1). 97 (.2). 96W (.3). Northrup; 95 (4),

G.ninmerdinger. Cockerel*. 96J4 (i), 95>4(»). 95

(3), Northrup; 92 (4), Gammerdinger. Pullet*.

97H (I). 9*^^ (3). 96W (4). Northrup, 96« (2), Gam-

merdinger.
MALAYS.

Entry one cock, one hen, one pullet, by L. B.

Gunn, Lanesboro, winning three ists.

ANY OTHER GAMES.
(B. N. Pierce.judge.)

Cocks. 90 (ist), Thornton & Darlington; 88 (2),

97 (3), H. H. Harmes <fe Bro ,
PhiUipsburg, N. J.

Hens. 94W (0, 9'^ (3). Harmes; 94 (»), Thorn-

ton «c Darlington; 91H (4). V>ii (5). J- A Spraket.

Sprakers. Disqualifications, one cock, hen and

pullet of Capt A.L. Beardsley.Navy Yard, Brook
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lyn, not of any special variety Cockerels. 91

(I), 91 (4), Harrnes; 9a (3), 90M (5). Spraker; 9' W.
Thornton & Darlington. Prti-ETS. 94}s (O. 94H

(2), 9i'A (3). 92>< (5), Spraker; 95 (4). Thornton &
Darlington; SS%. Harmes. Uisqualificatjon, one

Harmes for crooked back.

BIvACK RED BANTAMS.
[S. Butterfield, judge.]

Cocks. 96 [i], Twells & Scotteu; 95 (2], Thorn-

ton & Darlington; 90 [3], Dr. W. C. Johnson,

Frederick. Md.; 84 [4), C. Ward, New York City.

HEWS. 95 [i]. 94W (3]. Thornton & Darlington;

94M [j]. 9554 [s], Twells & Scotten; 94 [4]. E. B.

Filkin. England; gi%, Peirce; 92, Dr. Johnson;

91, Ward.
COCKERELS. 95« ['], Twells & Scotten;

94H [j], Filkin; 94^^ [3]. 93^ [sj. Peirce; gi'A [4].

Thornton & Darlington; 91, Dr. Johnson; 90J4,

Heinhard; 92, Richard Thompson, Newark,N. J.;

92, T. R. Cairns, West Haven, Ct.

PCLLETS. 95 [i]. Filkin; 94W [2]. 94 >* (3j,

Peirce; 94M [4], Thornton & Darlington; 94(5].

91 }<, Twells aiScotton; 93'A, Dr. Johnson; 90,

Reinhart; 92)^. Thompson; 97%. Cairns.

BROWN RED BANTAMS.
[S. Butterfield. judge.]

Hen. 90 [i], Thornton & Darlington. Cock-

erel. 87 [i], same. Puli-ets. ist, same.

RED PILE BANTAMS.
[S. Butterfield, judge.]

Cocks. 9454 [i], Thornton & Darlington;

91S lA' Dr. Johnson; 90 [3I, Ward. Disqualifica-

tion, one Grant, '"too poor to win."

Hens. 94W [i],Peirce; 94% [2], 94 I3]. Thorn-

ton & Darlington; 93, Dr. Johnson; 92 [5], Ward;

88, Sandacre Farm.

Cockerels. 95 1«]. Peirce; 95M [2]. Sandacre

Farm; 92, Dr. Johnson. Disqualifications, three

of Sandacre Farm, two "too poor to win," one

"duckfoot."

PtTLLETS. 95« [«]. 93H [2), Peirce; 93 [3],Thorn-

ton & Darlington; 93 [4]. 9°. Sandacre Farm;

91 [5], Dr. Johnson; 89^, Grant.

CREVE-CCEUR

(J. D. Nevius, judge)

Cock. 93J^ (i); hen, 89 (i); pullet, 88 (2), Gara-

merdinger.
HOUDANS

(G. O. Brown, judge)

COCKS. 96 (0,93^ U). Daniel Pinckuey, South

Onondaga, N. Y.; 94% (2), J. Forsyth, Owego, N.

Y.; 94 (3), Mrs. Delancy Kane, New Rochelle, N.

v.; 93 (5), 92, H. A. Grant, Terrytown, x*. Y.

HENS. 95W (0, 95 (2), 94, 93«, Pinckney; 94H (3),

94H (4), 94M (5). 93^. Forsyth; 91H, 9i>4. Mrs.

Kane. Cockerei.. 94H (j). 9*'A (2), 93Ji (3),

Pinckney; 91(4), S»%. Mrs. Kane; 90(5), 89^^,

Grant. Pcllkts. 95 (')> 94 (2), 93)4 (3), Pinck-

ney; 93 (4). 93, Forsyth; 93(5). 9i%. Mrs- Kane;

oiU, Grant
LA FLECHE

(J. D. Nevius, judge)

Cock. 91M (1), J. W. Andrews, Hackensack,

N. J. Hen. 91 (0, 89 (2), Andrews. Pullet.

91 W (0, Andrews.
OTHER VARIETIES—FOWLS

(Nevius, judge)

Black Russians. Hen, 96 (i); cockerel, 90 (i);

pullets, 95 (i), 93 (2), E- Haley, Mystic Bridge,

Ct. Frimles. Hen. 1st; cockerel, ist, Richard

C. Kaighn, Eliiwbeth, N. J. Erminettes.

Cock, ist, 2d; hen. ist, 2d; cockerel, ist; pullets,

ist, 2d, C. A. Bright, Bridgeport, Ct. Silkies.

Bicknell. judge. Hens, ist; cockerels, 1st, 2d,

3d; pullets, 1st, Sandacre Farm.
Dl'CKWINO BANTAMS

(S. Butterfield, judge)

Cock. 94 (1), Peirce; 89H (2), 88J4 (3). Dr. John-

son, Hens. 91 W (i), Thornton & Darlington;

91 (2), 90H (3), Dr. Johnson; 90 (4), Peirce. Cock-

erels. 9' W ('). 90>4 (2), Dr. Johnson.

ANY OTHER COLOR GAME BANTAM
Cockerel. 90 (i); Pullet, 9°'A (^)' Sandacre

Farm.
GOLDEN SEBRIGHT8

(J. D. Nevius, judge)

COCK. 87 (2); Cockerel, 87 (2); Pullets,

94^ (0. Philander Williams.

SILVER SEBRIGHTS
(J. D. Nevius, judge)

Cocks. 87K (2), W. B. Sherry, Stoney Brook,

N. Y.;86 (3), H. J. Quilhot, Tribes Hill, N. Y.

Hens. 91 (i). Quilhot; 87'^ (2), Sherry. Cock-

KRKL. 80 (3), Quilhot. PiTLLET. 94 (1). Quilhot.

BITFF COCHIN BANTAMS
(J. D. Nevius, judge)

Cocks. 94'/4 d), 9>H W.T- Farrer Rackham,

East Orange, N.J. ; 9" '3). W A. Thomas; 91 (4),

J. E. Spence, Broughty Ferry, Scotland. Dis-

qualification, one Rackam for overweight.

Henb. 94 (I), 90 (2). I^H (3». Rackham. Dis-

qualification, one Rackham for overweight.

CncKEREiJi. 94 (i). 9' (2), 90 (4), Rackham;

90 (3), Miss Kitty Vanderveer, Brooklyn, L. I.

Pullets. 93^ (i), 92% (2), 91 (3), Rackham,

91 (4), Miss Vanderveer. Disqualification, one

Spence for overweight.

ANY OTHER COCHIN BANTAM
(J . D. Nevius. judge)

Cocks, ist, George H. Sweet, Corfu, N. Y.;

2d. J. F. Knox, Buffalo, N. Y. Hens, ist,

Knox; 2d, Sweet. Cockerels, ist. Sweet.

Pullkt*. ist. Sweet; 2d, Knox.

BLACK ROSE COMBS
(J. D. Nevius, judge)

Cocks. 9sH (>). J G. DeGraff, Amsterdam.

N. Y.; 93, W. H. Caldwell, Passaic, N. Y.;93 (3),

C. H. Johnson, East Chatham, N. Y.; 89K (4),

Sandacre Farm.
HENS. 96ii, DeGraff; 95(2), Johnson; 95 (3),

94 (4), 93 (5). 91M, 9««. Sandacre Farm.

COCKERELS. 96'A (I). 955< (3). DeGraff; 96 (2).

Johnson; 91K (4); 90 (s), Sandacre Farm; 90. C. A.

Bright, Bridgeport.

PULLETS. 96 (I), 96 (2), DeGraff; 96 (3), John-

son.

WHITE ROSE COMBS
(J. D. Nevius, judge)

C<x;ks. 93 (i), J. L. Harris; 90% (2), Johnson.

HENS. 95 (I). 93 (2). 93 (3). Harris; 92!^ (4). John-

sou.
BOOTED BANTAMS.

Cockerel. 93 (1); pullet, 94 (i), Kirby.

DUCKS
Pekin. ist, F. Rowland, Woodbridge, N. J.;

2d, 4th, Sandacre Farm; 3d, .sth, Columbia Farm,

Red Bank, N. J. Rouen, ist, 2d, W. R. Miller,

Stratford, Ct; 3d, G. C. Morris, Sag Harbor, N.

Y. Aylesbury, ist, 2d, Kirby; 3d, Morris.

Cayuga, ist, Rackham; 2d, Button Bros., Chit-

tenango, N. Y.; 3d, Kirby. White Muscovy.

ist, Harris. Colored Muscovy. 1st, 2d. Rack-

ham; 3d, L. B. Gunn, Lanesboro, Mass. Any

other. 1st. Sandacre Farm.
TURKEYS

(J. Y. Bicknell, judge)

Bronze, ist, 4th. Sherman Hartwell, Wash-

ington, Ct.; 2d, James Seeley, Geneva, N. Y.; 3d,

J. F. Barbee, Millersburg, Ky.; sth.A.H. Princes,

Catharine, N. Y. White, ist, J. F. Barbee.

GEESE
(G. t>. Brown, judge)

Toulouse, ist, 2d, Seeley. Wn-D. ist. Grif-

fing & Son, Shelter Island, N. Y.

MARKET POULTRY
Heaviest and best dressed. Ducks, all

prizes to Sandacre Farm. Chicken, of i8.'<9, 1st.

W. F. Van Benschoten, Margaretsville, N. Y.;

2d, T. A. Havemeyer, Mahwa, N. J.;3d, L. H.

Meyers, Bethlehem Centre, N. Y. Capons. 1st,

Van Benschoten; 2d, 3d, Havemeyer.

EGGS
Best twelve. White, 1st, Havemeyer; 2d, G.

H. Tulhill, New York City; 3d, Riverside Farm,

Owega, N. Y.; 4th, W. J. Anders Hacken8ac^c,N.

y. sfh. Sandacre Harm. Brown, ist, (?); 2d, Van

Benschoten; 3d, Tuthill; 4th. L. H. Meyers, Beth-

lehem Centre; 5th, Sandacre Farm. Heaviest, ist,

Havemeyer; 2d, Tuthill. Best display, 1st, Myers;

2d, Tuthill; 3d, Sandacre Farm.

PIGEON DEPARTMENT
CARRIERS. Old.

(P. C. Biegel, judge)

Black. Entry four birds of D. E. Newell, New
York City, four of J. Howland, Brooklyn. All

prizes to Newell. Hens. Entry four Newell,

three Howland. All prizes to Newell. Dun.

Entry four Newell. All prizes to Newell. Hens.

Entry, four Newell. All prizes to Newell. Any
other color. Entr>-, two Newell, one J. Shep-

pard, Bridgeton, N. J. ist, 2d, to Newell. Hens.

Entry, two Newell, winning ist, 2d.

CARRIERS, 1889 Hatch

(P C. Biegel, judge)

Black. Cock, two Newell, winning ist, ad.

Hen, one Newell, winning ist. Duns. Entry

four cocks, one hen, all Newell, all prizewinners.

POUTERS
(C. Taulman, judge)

Black. Cocks. Entry three birds, awards, ist,

2d, A. A. Heroux, Laurence, Mass.; h c, W. But-

ler, Poughkcepsie, N. Y. Hens. Entry one,

Heroux, winning 1st. Red. Cocks, two Heroux,

one Spence, awards, ist, 2d, Heroux; h c, Spence.

Hens, entry, two Heroux, both prize winners.

Yellow. Cocks, entry, two Heroux, troth win-

ners. Hens, two Heroux, both prize winners.

Blues. Entry two cocks, one hen by Heroux; all

winners. White. Cocks, entry one, Joseph

Grimm, Buffalo, N. Y.; two Heroux, one W. L.

Race, Waterville, N. Y. Awards, 1st, Grimm; 2d,

h c, Heroux; c, Race. Hens. Entry two, Heroux;

both winners. Any other color. One cock, one

hen by Heroux, both winning jd.

BARBS—Old
(P. C. Biegel, judge)

Black. Cocks. Entry, four Newell, all win-

ners. Hens. Entry, four Newell, all winners.

YELLOW. Cocks. Two Newell, both winners.

Hens. Two Newell, both winners. Dun. Cocks.

Entn,-, four Newell, all winners. Hens. Entry,

four Newell, all winners. Red. Cocks. Entry,

four Newell, all winners. Hens. Entry, four

Newell, all winners. Any other color. Cocks.

Entry, four Newell, two L. Lempert, Brooklyn-

all awards to Newell. Hens. Entry, three

Newell, all winners.

BARBS—Young
(P. C. Biegel, judge)

Black. Entry, four cocks and hens, Newell, all

winners. Red. Entry two cocks and hens,

Newell, all winners. Yellow. Cock. Entry,

one Newell, one W. W. White. Baltimore, Md.

Awards, ist. White; 2d, Newell. Hens. Entry,

two Newell, both winners. Any other color.

Entry, one cock, Newell, winning h c.

SHORT FACED TUMBLERS
(C. Taulman, judge)

Almonds. Cocks. Entry, three by T. S.

Gaddess, Baltimore, Md, one by Dr. I. Sheppard,

Bridgeton. Awards, ist, 2d, h c, Gaddes; c. Shep-

pard. Hen. Entry, three Gaddess, all prize

winners. Agates. Cock. Entry, one Gaddess,

one Sheppard. Awards, ist. Gaddess. Hen.

Entry, one Gaddess, winning ist. Mottles.

Cock. Entry; four Gaddess, all prize winners.

Hens. Two Gaddess, both prize winners. Any
OTHER color. Cocks. Entry, three Gaddess,

one Sheppard. Awards, ist, 2d. h c, to Gaddess.

Hens. Entry, three Gaddess, all winners.

LONG FACED TUMBLERS
(W. J. Stanton, judge)

ANY Color. Entry, one black mottle by C.

Lienhard, Cincinnati, O., awarded ist. Any
other color. Entry, six pairs by Leinhard,

four pairs by Earnest Gill, Baltimore. Awards,

1st, 2d. h c, c to Gill.

JACOBINS
(C. Taulman, judge)

Black. Cocks. Entry, three by A. B. Hoskins,

Glen Riddle, Pa., two by H. V. Crawford, Mont-

clair, N. J., one by each A. F. Peirce, Winchester,

N. H., and J. E. Spence. Broughty Ferry, Scot-

land. Awards, 1st, 2d, Crawford; h c, c, Hoskins.

Hens. Entry, three Hoskins, two Crawford, one

Spence. Awards, 1st, c, Crawford; 2d, h c,

Hoskins.

Yellow. Cocks. Entry, three Hoskins, two

Crawford, one Peirce. Awards, ist, h c, Hoskins;

2d, c, Crawford. Hens. Entry, three Hoskins,

2d Crawford. Awards, ist, h c, Crawford; id,

c, Hoskins.

Red. Cocks. Entry two Hoskins, two Craw-

ford, one Peirce. Awards, 1st, 2d, Hoskins; h c,

c, Crawford. Hens. Entry two Hoskins, two

Crawford, one Peirce. Awards, ist, h c, Hoskins;

2d, c, Crawford.

White. Cocks. Entry, two Hoskins, two

Crawford. Awards, i&t, 2d, Crawford; h c, c,

Hoskins. Hens. Entry, two Crawford, two

Hoskins. Awards, ist, c, Hoskins; 2d, h c, Craw-

ford.

ANY other COLOR. Entry one Hoskins, two

Crawford. Awards, 1st (splash), h c (strawberry)

Crawford; 2d (blue), Hoskins.

TRUMPETERS
Russian. Entry two black, two mottled, all

by Philander Williams, Taunton, Mass., nil

prize winners. Wing. Entry eight cocks, eight

hens, all Seifert. All awards to Seifert.

OWLS
(C. Taulman, judge)

Black. Cock. Entry two Eckert, both prize

winners. Hens. Entry two Eckert, both prize

winners. Blue. Cock. Entry one Peirce, win-

ning ist. No hens. Silvers. Cocks, two Eck-

ert, both prize winners. Hens. Entry two i

Eckert, one Peirce. Awards, ist, 2d, Eckert; h c,

Peirce. White. Entry two cocks, two hens,

all by Eckert; all prize winners. Any other

COLOR. Cocks. Entry seven Eckert, one Peirce.

Awards, 1st, 2d, h c, Eckert; c, Peirce. Hens.

Entry, seven Eckert, one Peirce. All prizes to

Eckert.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Washington Gossip.

The Washington Federation will en-

gage its old birds in five races, the first

to be from 150 miles, the last from 500

miles. The race committee is composed

of the Messrs. Hile, Stockman, Schmid

and Glorius.

Mr. Henry Boswell, the well-known

breeder of fancy pigeons, is erecting a

large loft for homers; several pairs of

birds have already lieen contributed for

stocking it.

At la.st Friday's meeting of the Federa-

tion, Col. R. Tyler Jones, in an address to
,

those present, alluded to the coincidence
'

that the name of the discoverer of Amer-

ica was almost the same as coliitnbo, the

Latin for dove or pigeon. The meetings

of the Federation are held at their hall,

529 7th St. N. W., everv Friday evening.

All who are interested in the sport are

welcome.

—It is interesting to note the value good
birds have abroad. Recently a game
fancier announced his intention of dis-

posing of his entire stock through the

columns of the fanciers' papers issued

Friday, and on Saturday was roused at

daylight to receive telegrams ordering

certain of the birds and making offers

for the others.

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE.

A Permanent Organization Ef-

fected—List of Officers.

The meeting for organizing the Penn-

sylvania State Poultry Association was

held in the rooms of Mr. Thomas J. Edge,

the secretary of the State Board of Agri-

culture, at Harrisburg, the afternoon of

the 13th inst, when the constitution and

by-laws was adopted as follows:

CONSTITUTION.

Name.—This organization shall be

known as the Pennsylvania State
Poultry Association.

Object.—The object of this Association

is to encourage and promote improvement
in the breeding and management of poul-

try, pigeons and game, and the preserva-

tion and protection of the latter; to as-

certain by experiment and the collection

and disseminatiou of reliable and practi-

cal information relating thereto; to work
in unison with the State Board of Agri-

culture, and all poultry and agricultural

societies throughout the State. To recom-

mend competent persons as judges, aud

to act if called upon for advice or to settle

disputes that may occur at poultry shows.

Membership.—The association shall

consist of such persons as shall signify in

writing their desire to become members;

and shall pay on application one ($\ ) dol-

lar as membership fees, aud one (|i) dol-

lar as annual dues. Those desirous of

joining shall present their application in

writing with two (2) references to the sec-

retary, who will issue certificate of mem-
bership. The names of the members to

l)e recorded by the secretary.

OFKICER.S.—The officers of this associ-

ation shall be a president, a first vice-

president and one vice-president from

each county, three-fourths of whom shall

be practical poultry raisers; a treasurer

and secretary. These officers are to be

elected by a majority vote of the qualified

members at the annual meeting, aud are

to serve one year, or until their success-

ors are cmalified. Vacancies occurring

during the interim shall be filled by the

executive committee.
The executive committee shall lie com-

posed of five members, two of whom
shall be the president and secretary, to

be elected by the members.
Penalties.—Any officer or member

may be censured, suspended or expelled

from the association for neglect of duty,

unfair dealing, wilful misrepresentation

or dishonesty in matters connected with

the objects of the association. vSuch cen-

sure, suspension or expulsion requiring a

vote of all the members present at a meet-

ing called for that purpose, thirty days'

notice in writing having been given each

member by the secretary.

QUORUM.—Seven (7) members shall

constitute a quorum for the transaction

of business.
Meetings.—The annual meeting of

the association shall be held in the city

of Harrisburg on the Tuesday preceding

the fourth Wednesday of January of each

year, at such place as the executive com-

mittee may direct.

DISSOLUTIONS.—The association shall

not be dissolved without the consent of

at least two-thirds of the meniV)ers pres-

ent at a meeting called for that purpose;

due notice in writine having been given

to each member, and in case of dissolu-

tion the property of the association shall

be sold aud proceeds equally divided

among the members at the time of disso-

lution.

Membership.—Any member upon the

payment of fifteen dollars at any one

time shall be constituted a life member,
and shall lie exempt from the payment

of anv further dues.

Alterations.—This constitution may
be altered or amended at the annual

meeting by a vote of two-thirds of the

membeis in attendance. All amend-

I

ments to the constitution to be voted

upon at the annual meeting of the asso-

ciation must have been submitted to the

executive committee at a previous meet-

ing-
BY-LAWS.

—At the sale of the Maughan jacobins

held the 29th ult.. the best price paid was

|6o for a red hen, 1887 hatch. The next

was I50 for a black hen.

Election.—All elections for officers

and the executive committee shall be by

ballot at the annual meeting.
DUTIF.S of Officers.—It shall be the

duty of the president to preside over the

meetings of the association, to preserve

order, to appoint the tellers at elections,

to appoint all special committees unless

otherwise ordered, to decide points of
]

order which may arise, countersign all
I

orders on the treasurer, and call extra i

meetings of the association at the request
|

in writing of ten or more members, and
perform all other duties pertaining to the

office.

Vice-Presidents.—It shall be the

duty of the first vice-president to per-

form all the functions pertaining to the

office of president in case of his absence

or inability to act.

In case of the absence of both presi-

dent and first vice-president a vice-presi-

dent in attendance shall take the chair;

the senior vice-president taking prece-

dence. The vice-presidents shall also

act as a board of counsellors, with the

privilege of attending all meetings of the

executive committee of this association,

and advise with them, but without the

right to vote. They shall look after the

interests of the association, each in his

respective district, as directed by the ex-

ecutive committee. They shall report at

each annual meeting the names of all

parties especially interested in poultry
culture in their respective districts as far

as known, together with such other in-

formation as they may deem of interest

to the association.

SKCRKTarv.—The secretary shall con-
duct the general correspondence of the
association and have the custody of the
same; shall preserve all important let-

ters received and a copy of the answer
thereto to be read at the meeting of the
association if recjuested; shall keep an
account of all expenses; keep the min-
utes of all meetings; have charge of all

the books aud papers appertaining to the
office; publish and distribute all notices
of meetings of the a.ssociation and of the
executive committee givmg ten days'
notice thereof; issue certificates of mem-
bership, notify members of their elec-

tion, collect ail moneys, keep a correct
account thereof, and, paying over the
same to treasurer, take his receipt there-
for; shall have the books and papers
open at all times for the inspection of^the
executive committee, and shall give a
bond of such amount and fonn as may
be approved bv the executive committee.
Trkasirkr.—The treasurer shall have

charge of all funds of the as.sociatiou,

aud shall pay all orders drawn by the
secretary ami countersigned by the pres-

ident; shall keep the accounts in proper
form for the inspection of the executive
committee, aud shall make a full report
at the annual meeting of all receipts and
expenditures, and oftener,if required by a
two-thirds vote of the members in attend-
ance at any one meeting, and shall give
a bond of such amount and form as may
be approved by the executive committee.
E.KECUTiVE Co.MMiTTKK.—The exec-

utive committee shall meet at the call of
the president. Shall transact the busi-

ness of the association generally, super-
intend and direct the publication ofsuch
of the reports and transactions as they
may deem proper; regulate the expendi-
tures, examine all accounts and keep
such general charge of the affairs of the
association as may best promote its in-

terests; may select judges and superin-
tendents of poultry shows when request-
ed, provide suitable medals and diplo-
mas, and such awards as are advisable,
in order to stimulate and increase the
poultry interest of the state, to be offered
at such exhibitions as may comply with
the rules of this organization.
Dues,—Members shall pay their dues

prior to or at the annual meeting each
year or forfeit their right to vote.

Rules.—AH rules of order shall be
goverued by Cushing's Manual of Parlia-
mentary laws.

Order of Business.— i. Meeting
called to order; i. Roll call; 3. Reading
of the minutes of the previous meeting;
4. Report of secretary; 5. Report treas-
urer; 6. Report of committees; 7. Elec-
tion; 8. Letters and communications;
9. Unfinished business; 10. New busi-
ness; II. Discussions; 12. Adjournment.

Officers for the ensuing year were elect-
ed as follows: President, M. S. Sprout,
Carlisle; vice-president, I. C. B. Sands,
Pottsville; secretary, N. G. Temple, Po-
copsiu; treasurer, H. W. Vahle, Philadel-
phia; p;xecutive Committee, M. S.
Sprout, N. G. Temple, W. vS. Miller, of
Reading; A. H. Anders, of Kulpsville,
E. A. Dempwolf, of York. The vice-
presidents, one from each county are to
pe the first from each county, not hold-
ing other office to ])ecome members.
A committee, composed of Captain

Miller, of Carlisle; J. L. Riday,of Coates-

ville, and H. A. Beyler, of Reading, was
appointed to confer with secretary Edge,
of the State Board of Agriculture, in ref-

erence to such legislation as might
benefit the association.

A vote of thanks was extended to sec-

retary Edge for the use of the room for

holding the meeting and for the valua-
ble assistance in advice and suggestions
given by him while the constitution and
by-laws were under consideration.

PERISTERONIC STANDARDS.

As Adopted for Jacobins and
Short-faced Tumblers.

The following standards have been is-

sued by the National Peristeronic Society

as descriptive of its ideal specimens:

THE JACOBIN.

Beak.—Short aud thick, well curved
downwards, forming a continuation of
curve of skull, and flesh color.

Head.—Small, flat between the eyes,

with full appearance in front.

P^yes.—Centre, black, surrounded by
pearl or light grey.
Hood.—Long, fitting well down on

head, even at edge, crossing the head in

line with the front of the eyes.

Chain.—Fitting close and even from
beak to breast standing well out, giving
a curved line from hood to breast.

Mane.—Full, being well filled out at

back, even at edge, and fitting in evenly
with the hood.

Rose.—Shape, oval, in a line slanting
across bottom of neck.

Size and shape of body.—Breast full,

long and slender. The back to be nar-
row, flat and straight.

Wings.—Rather low at butts flights

resting on tail.

Carriage.—Sprightly, the head carried
about eight inches from the ground.

Legs and feet.—Short, and free from
feathers below the hock, color red. F'eet

small and fine, with claws same color as

beak.
Rump.—Smooth, flat and narrow.
Tail.—Narrow and straight in line with

the back.
Color.—Reds, blacks and yellows,

sound, lustrous and even, from lower
mandible to vent, with rump, tail, ten
flights aud head white. Whites pure
throughout.

short-fackd tumbler.s.

Head.—Should rise perpendicularly
from root of beak, and l)e large, broad,
lofty and round, short as possible from
front to back; also well muffed—/. e., the
feathers under the eye and lower jaw
should be full and curbed a little up-
wards.

Beak.—Very short, fine, straight and
pointed. Wattle small and fine in tex-
ture.

pA'e.—Silvery or i)carl colored, large,

bold, bright and prominent, placed well
back and low down in head, eye cere
very fine.

Neck.—Short, broad at base, tapering
from shoulders to junction of beak, and
well arched.

Plights and tail.—Short, proportion-
ate and well set. Flights carried below
the tail.

Legs.—Short.

Form.—Compact and plump.
Carriage.— Erect, active and dignified,

head thrown well back to a line perpen-
dicular with the feet; rump slightly

raised, and to walk on tips of toes when
showing or playing up.

Size.—As small as possible.

the almond.

The ground color should be a deep,

rich, sound yellow, rump and thighs
same color as shoulders, evenly spangled
with rich black. The flight and tail

feathers should show the three distinct

colors— viz., yellow, black aud white

—

which should be in patches and clearly

defined. The color of beak should be
flesh colored.

THE BALDHEAI).

The head should be white above a line

running about oue-eighth of an inch un-

der the eyes, an<l this line should be
sharp and curving slightly towards the

back of the hea>l. Bo<ly, breast and neck
colored; belly, thighs, tail and the ten
primary flight feathers white. Colors

—

BUies should be a clear bright blue, and
the bars a good rich black; silvers a pale

silver grey with black bars as in blues;
reds, yellows and blacks should be deep,
rich and even in color. The beak should
be flesh colored for all colors.

THE BEARD.

The whole bird colored except a cres-

cent shape patch of white l>elow the beak,
the horns of which should extend only to

the front of the eye. Stockings, flight

and tail feathers white. Colors as in

baldheads. The l)eak of reds, yellows
aud silvers should be flesh color. The
upper mandible of blues and blacks
should be black, the under one flesh

color.

THE KITE.

Should be black, with more or less of
a reddish or yellowish bronze in the
feather; they may be almost pure black
or of a rich bronze.

THE AGATE.

There is no fixed marking for this sub-
variety. The colors are either red or
yellow with more or less white intermixed;
the flight or tail feathers should be sound
in color.

THE whole FEATHER.

Should 1)C sound in color, the flight

and tail feathers free from white or eriz-

zle.
^

the mottle.

Whole colored with the exception of
about a dozen white feathers on shoulders,
evenly distributed in form of a rose, the
same on back V-shaped.

BANTAMS AT NEW YORK.

Small Classes and Few of Them,
But the Birds Qood.

Swarthmore, Pa., March i.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—The display of

bantams at the New York show was a

great disappointment and surprise to me,

The liberal prizes offered on single birds

with more classes than had ever before

been given at any show, should have

brought together the largest and most

varied exhibit ever seen.

We have l)een far behind our English

cousins in breeding these feathered beau-

ties, both in quality and variety, but I

am glad to note the increased interest

that is being awakened in these of all

others, the most pleasing and profitable

pets, to claim the attention of ladies and

children and to bring out the be.st skill

of our experienced poultry breeders.

I claim that greater skill and taste can

be shown in the breeding of bantams

than in any of the larger breeds. To
breed bantams of standard weights and

under, that are fine in carriage, form and

color, is no mean task, aud when we see

full-grown specimens weighing from ten

ounces to sixteen ounces, possessed of

the above qualities in a high order, we
cannot but be enthusiastic in our admi-

ration of them.

There are a few breeders whose collec-

tions would have been a great addition

to the New York show. I fully expected

to see the games in variet)- from the

yards of the Messrs. John E. Gill, and T.

K. Bennett, but neither showed a bird.

There were, however, some very fine

specimens in the entry, and I am sorry

my time at this show* was so limited I

could not critically examine and note the
quality of the entry individually. Pass-

ing to the classes other than games I

must say that the exhibit here was but

little l)etter in numbers than is usually
' found at a country fair; in fact, much

I

smaller than I saw at several county fairs

last fall. Many of the old and well-estab-

[
lished varieties had not a single repre-

sentative, and of all the new varieties

lately added to the list through impor-
tations there was only the black Cochins,

and but a paltry seven of these. All were
gooil, however. In golden and silver

sebrights there were but eleven speci-

mens, among them some fair birds. Of
rose comb whites there were but six birds;

all remarkably fine in comb, carriage and
some were the smallest of the variety I

ever saw. Rose comb blacks made up

the largest class and included some ex-
ceptionaly fine birds. The buff Cochins
or Pekins, with the exception of a few,
were not up to the high standard I looked
for, the male birds being too dark in
color, what we would call cinnamon in
the large birds. This is a fault it will
take some time to correct, as all the im-
ported male birds from which our stock
descended were of this very dark ma-
hogany color. I am very jjlad to note
the progress already made in getting to
the true buff Cochin color.

I think it is due to the New York
Poultry and Pigeon Association to say
that although the display of bantams was
far below what it should have been, it

was from no fault of theirs, and that the
show, taken as a whole, was a notable
success in the numbers and high quality
of the entries, and too much cannot be
said in praise of the management.

J. D. Nevius.

Archangels at New York.

Baltimore, Md., March 5.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal:—I was particularly

pleased with the pair of plain head Arch-

angels exhibited at New York show, and
in comparison to the peak-headed pair

in the adjoining pen I think were I to go
into the breeding of the variety I should

give the former the preference as being

the more beautiful in contour, giving

them the appearance of the wild pigeon

(C. migratoria), which it more resembles

than any of the varieties of the domestic

pigeon. I bred Archangels many years

ago, and had as many as forty birds. The
most beautiful in the collection was a

plain-headed one, which came by a pair

of peak-headed birds. It was also the

most lustrous in sheen and having the

darkest rump and tail, a point so diflicult

to obtain, I considered it the best in the

lot. It was on account of their wild

propensity and the difficulty of getting

the dark rump aud tail that i gave them
up.

Your correspondent in the issue of

March i puts too much stress on the

peak. Not many years back shell crests

were much in vogue in magpies, turbits

and other varieties, especially in Phila-

delphia, where they were looked upon as

the correct or standard bird, and at New
York show both the shell and plain heads

were on exhibition . It may only be a

matter of taste in fanciers preferring one

or the other, but when seen in compari-

son I should always give the latter the

preference, and I don't know but that I

would give the plain head turbit the first

place, also the satinette and the rest of

the Eastern frilled varieties as the most

beautiful. The peaked head is the

fashion nowadays, but it may change and
we may see that appendage left out, as

with the magpie, and a more beautiful

bird does not exist in toy pigeons than a
clean-cut, plain-headed magpie, be the

color black, blue, red or yellow.

Marble.

Black Mottles at New York.

Cincinnati, O., March 10.—The state-

ment made by Jim Crow in The Fan-

ciers' Journal that I was walked over

by Baltimore birds and had no show at

all at the late New York exhibition, is

an a.ssertion that is not in accordance with

the facts in the case. The premium list

recognized only two kinds in the flying

tumbler class, mottles and splashes; all

others to compete in "any other color."

I was awarded first prize for black mot-

tles (not rose wings) by W. J. Stanton,

whose reputation for honesty and com-
petency IS well established. All my
other entries had to compete in any other

color class, and of course it was impossi-

ble under these circumstances for me to

receive more than two first prizes. I got

one and am satisfied. Jim Crow's un-

gentlemauly mention of me as "this fa-

miliar advertiser" is unworthy a reply.

Charles Lienhard.
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SCRAPPLE.
Ooop the Poultry Out-How to Use

the Droppings-That
Sheltered

Run -Simply Wonderful.

Memo. Coop the Poultry Out.

W C savs: The past Tiioiith I have

called on nia.iy farmers for the nurpose

of s einjj fowls, au.l have in.luce.l a fe«

to coop^hei^ chickens out m the hop

fields for. as I told them, it would do the

Eoti no harm if it did them no good and

thi chickens would get on twice as well and

want less feeding. Several farmers acted

rlnv suggestfon. put t^-" -; ^/^
only fed them twice a day after thej were

a fortnight old. and the chickens got on

wonderfully. The coops were put trom

forly to one hundred yards apart, and

hV reason I suggested tj"« ,^'^?,^^.
»J,^^

they should he spread "" "bout the

garLisand enable the chickens to eat

up the insects. I cannot say ^^.e' ^r it

is through the chickens or not, Imt in

each casi where this plan was adopted

Shtd splendid crops. I am not pre-

Sd to sav that the chickens kept the

Kreven'lice from the hops, hut I am

inclined to think they clear up a good

deal of vermin which would »>e mjunous

to the hops. They clear the ground of

wire worms, slugs, grubs ami insects of

vaHous kinds, which must do the ground

g™and even if they do not clear them

all off, there is a great saving m the

chicken food and the labor of feeding

S^ni, and they grow much faster than if

cooped together in one grass field. It is

^^ce and shady for them in the hot

weather, and they pick up a good niany

of the young weeds as soon as they shoot

out of the ground. So taking it all round

they do a Jrcat deal of good. 1 believe in

a few yeare- time it will be difficult to find

a hopgarden without them. If farmers

^-. "^^»-.u» ^\^^ trouble to coop their

chiclTens" out more they would find that

the birds would get more than half their

living Fruit growers should keep poul-

try and especially when they have grass

under the"^ trees, which provides nice

shade for the fowls and cfiickens. The

birds find a good many ">««<^ts m,^"^ '
^^

olace far more than in an open grass

leW as tliere are generally large numbers

of green flies, caterpillars, and maggots

falUrom the trees. Fowls live on a great

deal of natter which would be wasted

were they to eat it. I believe ,n a few

yea^ farmers will have a flock of fowls

fellowine the plough, so as to eat up the

wornTsani gruL as^he ground is turned

over I have seen this done in a few in-

stences. The fowls soon know whereto

get their food.

Memo. How to Ihe the Droppings.

W H T says: It is not so much what

i, made as what is saved, that brings

'ersy circumstances." The study and

oractice of utility and economy, by poul-

?ere«!make a "big count" on the profit

side of their business in the course of a

year An item of no small importance

fs saving and using well the i>oultry

manure, which is nearly or quite equal m
value to the l>est guano. It is a jK,wer-

ful fertilizer for onions and all vegcta-

Wes. small fruits, grains and gra.sses.

Its best fonii for use is not raw or solid,

it is found more efficient and convenient

and its strength is preserved by mixing

thoroughly with about one-half pow-

dered elrt^ or plaster, Its proper apph^

cation to field crops increases the yield

fifty to one hundred per cent; but it must

be used sparingly and J"d>"ously^ We

think it works best generally as a top-

dr^sing-a compound of equal parts of

Sen manure. dus\ and P^af^er or aslies-

aoolied to young corn, a handful to the

h?lV imme«(iately changes its color, stim-

u ates growth, and wonderfully increases

its yield. It is claimed by some that the

extra yield of grain, from this fertduer,

fs ample to sustain the fowls which pro^

due" ft Certainly its proper use WHjuld

go fa toward defraying the cost of their

leeoing It is better for the manure, as

t^rahe health of the. fowls, to clean

no their droppings twice or thrice a

^^ek and mix'^them with dust or plas-

ter, aiid keep dry till used.

That Sheltered Run

south If the roof should be three feet

above the ground it should be three feet

w de and ^f four feet above the ground

at he top of the pitch four feet wide A

fal of six inches, or less, is abundant.

Such a roof affords shelter from all rams,

except driving soutlieasters and iron,

sunshine in the middle of the day. It

does not interfere with attendance to

hens and coops, and i .k^ep^ the ear h

beneath it dry, so that if ash^s and sul

nhur be scattered in cavities here ami

there the chicks will keep free from lice.

Memo. Sitnplv Woiiderjul.

S R says: The hen has scarcely set

on her eggs twelve hours before some

Uneaments of the head and body of the

cSen appear. The heart may be seen

to l,eat at the end of the /efoiid day it

has at that time somewhat the form of a

horse shoe, hut no blcK,d yet aPPears. M
the end of two days two vessels of blood

'ar^tobe distinguished the P"l«at;on of

which is visible; one of these ih the lelt

ventricle, and the other the root of the

ereat arerv. At the fiftieth hour one

fSeof the heart appears, resembling

a noose folded down upon itself The

beating of the heart is Srst observed in

the aviricle, and afterward m the ven-

trkle At the end of seventy hours he

wines are distinguishable; and on the

head two bubbles are seen for the bram

one for the bill and two for the fore and

h?nd part of the head. Toward the end

of the fourth day the two auricles alreadj

V si le draw nearer the I'eart than before.

ThL liver api>eared toward the fiftb <lay

At the end of seven hours niore the ungs

and stomach l>ecome visible; and four

hours afterwards the intestines a'ld loiii^

and upi^r jaw. At the one hundred and

fort" ourth hour two ventricles are vis_

bC and two drops of blood instead of

the single one which was seen before.

The seventh day the brain begins to have

some consistency. At the one hundred

and nineteenth hour of incubation, the

bill opens, and the flesh appears in the

bre^f. In four hours more the breast

T., <-;v Vionrs alter tUlS mc
Done IS seen. »...-—

measures thirteen inches; the forehead is

high, the eye pearly w i.te t^e beak

blunt, five-sixteenths of an "'^^ jn
,

length, the neck is short, and the le^s

w th or without feathers o^flockings

The toes being "'o^^ly unfeathered, the

wings reach nearly to the end of the tail

TheSlmnage is full and rather oose and

If one color, mostly a dark or dirty blue-

°raV-or a fawn -blue in various shades,S brown, black or dirty white wing

bars Dale flight feathers and tail. Be-

sfd^The ablfve mentioned colors, there

areX pea-yellow, with brownish-yellow

stril>e.l bars The trumpeting proptnsity

is t^e only decisive (qualification of he

Alte iburger, whose vo\cediff-ers from the

Russian tnimpeter by.its longer, clearer;

variable, and alternating compass. The

he distinguishes herself m a superior

manner bv her superior drumin ng. As
"
ha Iv aiid good breeder the Al enburg

at leas e.pials the Russian, but does not

fly so willingly and is not so easily

tamed.

Memo. Testsfor Cholera.

V C. says: During the prevalence of

the cholera at Marseilles Drs. Meate and

Rietsch, under the direction of Dr.

Koch! made experiments to ascertain

how far dumb animals were susceptible

Cf choleraic poison. These gentlemen

gathered thousands of cholera microbes

from the intestines of still wa™i bod^^

which the authorities placed at their dis-

nosal and inoculated both dogs and

guinea pigs with bacilli, always with

|"ccess. The creatures operated upon

were invariably sei.ed with diarrlu^a

and cramp, and otherwise showed the

samesvniptomsas mark the malady-^in

mankind. The guinea pig died m forty-

dghrhours at the utmost, the dog in four

days The guinea pigs in other respects

manifested inuch greater s"«ceptU.ility

to the virus than the dogs. In one m-

sunce the experimenters instead of in-

oculating injected the virus into a guinea

Ss intestinal canal. It died of cholera,

^-o make the inoculation operate more
**"V*., ... „io^ *\^A iin the excretory

rra^peTr'.' fomi^g" from the back^ and

[he bill is very visible, as well as the gall

bladder. The bill becomes green at the

end of two hundred and thirty-six hours;

and if the chicken is taken out of its

covering it evidently moves itself At

the two hundred and sixty-fourth hour

the eves appear. At the two hundred

and efghtvilghth hour the /lbs are per

feet At the three hundred and thirty

fimt the spleen draws near the stomach

ami the lungs to the chest. At the end

of the thrceliun.lre.l and fifty-five hours

the bll frequently opens and shuts; and

at the end of the eighteenth fay
he first

crv of the chicken is heard. It after-

wards gets more strength and grov^^ con

Tinuall?, till at length it is enabled to

free itself from its confinement.

Memo.
B R savs- A sheltered run for chicks

is one of tre secrets of success. All that

is needed is a simple roof along the

i.uth side of a tight fence, facmg the

Memo. Watch the Comb.

C B says: The fowl's comb as an in-

dex tohealth or disease is to the experi-

enced poultry keeper what the pulse and

comple^xion of a man is to the touch and

eveLf the skilful physician. Note the

dear bright color of a vigorous puUefs

comb when she first begins to lay, and.

Is the demands of egg production gradu-

ally reduced her strength, see how it

•Sles down." until after a week or two

of sitting, it is reduced to a sickly, pale

color or when moulting hard ami the

nuantitv and quality of the blood is re-

duced ftbecomes verv pale or almost

colorless. Then when (disease attacks the

fowl the first indication is nearly always

to be seen in a discolored or purple comb

caii^cTly the thickened condition and

stagnant circulation of the blood. An

exSnced eye can always pick out theS that'have iust l.egun laying from

those that are taking a rest.

Memo. Smooth-headed Drummers

I says: The Altenburg or smooth-

headed drummer is a yanety of the

riimpeter of Russia, but it has l.een for

some time adopted as an independent

ra^e Is home fs in the district of Alten-

burg where it was originated by cross-

ingwiU the Russian. They arc there

fo^iul with bald heads, with ^ooA.-u^

frontal tufts, double snipped an'J ' ^^e
\»^

trumtieter. which has no hood but a tult

oveT?he beak. The Altenburger is dis-

thi^i^hed from the Russian "asniucli as

its head is smooth or bald and much

smaller the neck weaker, and the shell,

roi! stockings and foot feather are wani-

ng It is sinaller, of "'significant ap-

^irance and bad carriage. In length it

surely they"alsoTied up the excretory
sureiy luey ^ -.^x^^^^a tbe virulent I

Inliary auci «"" "-j-
fi,u wav

matter into the duodenum. In this way

^eyprove<l that bile is a hindrance to

the development of the microl>es. In

the blood of "cholerized" guinea pigs, as

in that of man, the globules are so soft-

ened Is to prevent them from piling

Tsnnpiler). Ia they become defor^iea

by reciprocal compression. This petu

Haritv is common to various conditio is

of Lphyxia. It is suggested that practi^

cal condusions may be drawn from these

facts For instance, the inoculation of

dogs' and guinea pigs is a sure way of

diagnosing cholera. When, henceTorth

a town or^ountry is threatened by the

enidemic, and doctors are in doubt as to

the t^e character of a pat enfs symp-

toms they may obtain positive knowl-

edge within a few hours by mjectmg di-

rectly into a guinea pig's duodenum part

of the contents of the patient's intestinal

canal. A second conclusion concern, a

prophylactic against cholera. Tjie gas

trie juice and the bde are capable of (le-

stroiing the microbes, and these two

secretions are largely excreted in the

process of digestion rendered necessary

f/y a meal, but they are hardly excreted

at all when liquid alone passes through

tlie stomach. Hence contaminated water

is much less dangerous if drunk with a

meal than when taken by itsdf.

Market.Memo Poultryfor

S K says: In raising poultry for mar-

ket there are two things to be consid-

ered as there are two markets in le

^ason. The first market is in the

Sg for broilers. The whole atten

Riust be given to the matter a„d

divided l^tween chickens and ducks^

Suitable preparations should be made

Vhe season previous for rearing early

roods In selecting fowls for this pur-

pose care should be taken to avoid over

farge and bony fowls, choosing on y

those that have plumpness and earlj

feaTheri ig qualities all along with their

growth, as this sort conies soon into ma-

furity and is fit for an early market.

Most of the Asiatics will not do this.

1
They are seldom fit for the first call, un-

'

les 'hatdied in the la.st -'"ter moiit
,

which is often risky. Most of the Asi-

atics are rugged, it is true, and capable

of emluring considerable exposure but

even they arc not proof against the sc^

verity of cold which often reaches into

1 Al il. Although c,uarters may be made

and kept proof against frost yet the

I
growing^fowls pine tor the fresh outdoor |

air and for a nin on the free loose

eLrth For early market it is better to

use a cross of smaller, quickly matured

blood among which is the game; which

is hardy and robust, conibumig plum^

bodies with early maturity. The olrt

stvL Dominique fs good but the game

should be preferred, as these fowls pos-

sess small Li.e. little off-al, and a <,u.ck

growth. A cross of this kind may l>e

hatched a month later, and yet be fit for

market quite as soon as the fuU-bloocl

cliTcks earlier hatched. I-'or the ate fall

and holiday market, the heaviest and

n"st compa'ct breeds should be chosen^

Every fowl intended for this market

sS l>e out of the shell by the middle

of Mav or first of June at the latest.

They s^^uld have the very l>est and most

nourishing food unti well a «ng This

keeps off disease, and gives the hinls so

gool a start that the
'"""f\«^.^

';;Jf,J
fver after. The Asiatics and 1> mouth

Rocks have too mud. bone at the «.x

pense of the flesh to be wholly prohta

We While they should be making flesh

ami plumpness of bodv they are me^ebr

completing bone and niusde Syowtn

whX do'es not become -;---;
flesh until the birds are a vear or sixUen

months old. Among good fl^^;';"'^!;^^^

,nav be reckoned Dorkings, Lreve cnLurs

games. Hoiidan. Spanish ami Hani-

bures The first-named sort is one ot

the very best for the table as a roast

S^l kr early broilers, the bttle Leg-

horns are well adapted, either as pure

bred fowls or a cross among others

When pure, their maturity '^
/ff'^j^^;'

»

early They mav be hatched later,

Si" they 'are hardy and vigorou-

When seven or eight weeks old the

sexes should be separated, and cocks put

by themselves where they may have the

benefit of a large yard, wbeii tht> wdl

thrive. The raising of earl> ducks

should also be commenced as soon a. the

season will permit. Ducklings are

rather delicate, Vi.d require consKTerable

care They may be reared without

water, except sufiicient for drinking.

Memo. Dunzhill Dorkings for the

H says: Poulterers do not think that

any kind of fancy fowl is suitable for the

table Their standard of first-grade birds

is white clean legs, white skm, breast

Targe and wdl funiished with meat,stern

smill and offal small m quantity. The

breeder for the market finds the dunghill

Dorking fills .these .conditions. The

fancy Dorking is required to fill the cage

at shows, and to enable the bird to ao

this the breed has been crossed to in^

crease the length and breadth of the

Sstern. Itis more the ^hape «
^;;

coal barge than a table bird. The fancy

Rock aill Brahma come 111 useful for

soups and stewing when old hens are

scarce in the market, but they will never

be profitable as table birds. l,ecause they

are laree coarse, yellow-skmned brutes,

ami have to be soUl cheap, although they

cost a lot in food to rear. To oust the

dunghm Dorking and dunghill gameS the top of the list of table birds,

fanders wi 1 have to prmluce something

Ster. Kvenalarge table bird should

Tot l^ over six months old wj^-" kiUed

as then there is no chance of the pullets

laying l>ecause that destroys the value

of^ them as table birds^ A profitable

Uver is the medium-si/.e.l hardy bud of

about 4 lbs. to 5 Ihs. in weight, a small

Ster clean legged tight feathered, w.th

little fluff to harbor vermin. As pure

eeds or fancy birds these cannot be

found. Nearly every so-called pure

breed has some fancy pomts developed

which spoil its usefulness. The breeders

for the market would only be too glad to

Ik: able to get suitable cockerels for

mating from the pure breeds if these

latter were not so fancy bred. At pres

ent th^y have to hunt about and pick up

the S they can find. Duck bree.lers

arei a far better position, the breeds

have not been spoilt by the true fanciers.

A carefolly bre<l mongrd layer wdl ay

fn nimler of eggs just -« many as her

owner permits her to do. liis depends

^.^on tSe quantity and quality ofoo<

consumed. It is not the largest hen or

the greatest eater that lays most eggs A

f «t^cr.^s of two pure breeds '"akes bet^

ter birds than either pure parent. Cross

vUh another pure breed.and we ge then

anentirdvnew breed; give 't a "ame

and then begin the crossing again. The

m est on is. is such fancy breeding worth

tl^le trouble entailed to the breeder for

the market? Answer, No.
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CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

BRITISH BIRDS.

Notes on Their Breeding and Man-

agement in Cages.

Very few of the different species of

British l)irds breed in confinement, and

those that do bdong almost exclusively

to the findi family. Greenfinches,

goldfinches, bullfinches, linnets and sis-

kins vn ill breed freely in properly con-

structed cages in a room, if they have

been hand-reared or obtained before
J

their first moult.

The whole of the birds mentioned will

rear their young on hard boiled eggs

mixed with an equal quantity of white

bread, about two or three days old.

Chop the egg fine, and rub the bread

into fine crumbs between the hands, or

pass it through the egg greater, which is

more satisfactory, and a great saving of

time; the egg and bread cruml)s must be

well mixed together. The birds must be

kept supplied with good canary and the

best German rai)e seed, in the propor-

tions of two parts of the former to one of

the latter; the green food, such as water-

cress, daiulelioii leaves, groundsel, chick-

weed, or young lettuce, should be given

to them fresh daily at each feeding, and

twice a week about a tablespoon ful to

each pair of birds of the following mix-

ture of other seeds, as a change of diet:

Groats, three parts; linseed, two parts;

hempseed, inga seed, and maw seed,

each one part. Mix these well together

by shaking them up in a wide-mouthed
bottle or tm canister.

tlreenfinches and bullfinches are the

best feeders. Where possible, it is as

well to make use of the first-named as

nurses for any birds of the finch tribe,

aiui liicv Will Ai7>\j i/v. j\jvii»\4 vj* ^««.uk

value, if used in this way, to fanciers

who breed hybrids by crossing two of

the different varieties of finches together,

such as the bullfinch and goldfinch or

goldfinch and siskin.

It must be borne in mind that neither

goldfinches or linnets will submit to be

interfered with during incubation; and,

in most cases, they will forsake their

eggs or young if they are molested.

Starlings, blackbirds, thrushes, robins,

blackcaps, hedge-warblers, tits, wrens,

and wagtails will most of them breed in

outdoor aviaries under proper arrange-

ments and good management. The sur-

roundings should be made as much as

possible like those to which they are ac-

customed when at lit)erty. In order to

insure success, it is necessary to keep
them in separate compartments or divis-

ions each pair of birds having plenty of

space. This is not only advisable, but

strictly necessary in the case of black-

birds and robins, as they would, if placed

together in pairs in the same aviary, de-

stroy each other. Two or three pairs of

starlings, or even thrushes, that have
been reared together in an aviary during
the winter might agree, if care was taken

to pair the birds properly in a cage be-

fore turning them into the breeding en-

closure. As soon as birds kept together

promiscuously (cocks and hens) tjegin to

quarrel, which will take place in the

early spring, separate the males and
females, and put each kind together into

u separate aviary.

Feed the males at stated times, say at

8 A. M.. I P. M.. and 5 P. M , and notice

which of the males obtains the mastery
for the food. If it is desired that two or

three jjairs of the same variety are to be

tried to breed together in one aviary,

pick out the chief or master of the

males, and turn him among the hens; as

soon as he makes choice of one remove
these to a cage by themselves; then select

the cock that usurps and holds the place

of the one removed, and act similarly,

for in this way only are they likely to

agree. If turned "all together severe

fighting, inulilalion, and death in some
cases will ensue, an<l reconciliation after-

wards wt)uld l)e next to impossible; al-

ways obtain more females than males,

and keep one of each by themselves
away from the other birds, in the event

of an accident or loss from unforeseen

causes.—R. L. Wallace.

THE YBLLO"W-HAMMBR.

Its Manners in the Aviary, and
Ho'w to Care for It. I

The yellow hammers form a numerous

and widely diffused family, and occur not

only all over Europe and America, but

in Asia and even in northern Africa,

although the birds there met with are

considered by some naturalists to consti-

tute a distinct species.

In a cage the yellow-hammer will be-

come fairly tame, and it may even l>e

taught to go and come, but of course only

in the country, for in a town it would get

bewihlered among the chimney pots, and,

moreover, run too great a risk of l)eing

"spotted" and "potted" by marauding

cats, which swarm in such a situation, as

everyone who tries to keep a few birds

there knows too well; for even the pro-

icction of double-wired aviaries is in-

sufficient to ward off the attacks of feline

forgotten to be given them, nor water for

them to bathe in, which they enjoy very

much." I never saw mv yellow hammers
acting as Bechstein describes, that is,

"swallowing fresh black earth," but they

do swallow a considerable amount of grit,

and without it they will not thrive, but

begin speedily to suffer from indigestion,

and will then soon die of consumption,
or rather atrophy or decline.

"When reared from the nest," which
can be readily enough done on bread

and milk, ants' eggs, and a little yolk of

hard-boiled egg, "the young ones may
be taught to imitate the song of the chaf-

finch," says the father of the bird-lore,

whereuiwii 1 remark that in my opinion

their own is superior to that handsome
but loud-voiced bird beloved of the Ger-

mans. In the aviary I have always

found the yellow hammer very peacea-

ble and well-disposed towards the other

inmates, but at the same time quite ca-

pable of taking care of himself

I have tried various alliances for him
outside his own immediate society, or. I

should say, family; but he declined

"with thanks." as editors remark when

hutches. Another golden rule is to be
quiet and gentle in all your movements
when attending to your pets. Don't go
rushing alxjut, as it only frightens the
rabbits and makes them wild. When
fee<Hng stroke and fondle your pets, as

rabbits so treated always show off to bet-

ter advantage. When given green food
of any kind, care should be taken that it

is thoroughly dry, for nothing is more
injurious than wet vegetables.—Fanciers'

Gazette.

IN THE BIRD ROOM.

the

be

two

THE YELLOW-HAMMER.

fiends, ever on the prowl, seeking what
unhappy bird they may devour, and woe
betide the poor canary or what not that

escapes from its comfortable cage and
wanders out into the garden.

I recollect once going into a deserted

hut in Australia and finding the floor

covered with feathers of small birds, and
being quite unable to account for the

phenomenon until I caught sight of the

fiery eyes of a cat that sat crouching in

a corner; the former inhabitants had evi-

dently left the brute behind when they

changed their quarters, and she had since

lived on the produce of the chase, the

victims including many of the hand-

somest and some of the rarest birds in

the colony.
"In the' house," wrote Bechstein. 'to

preserve them in health, their food

should l)e properly varied, giving them
in turn oats, the crumb of white bread,

meat, bruised hemp seed, poppy and

rape seed." With regard to the forego-

ing recommendation, I would merely re-

mark that none of my yellow hammers
would touch oats or meat, but they are

fond of ants' eggs, fresh or dry, and the

use of this valuable food tends to pre-

serve them in good health, while hemp
seed they are quite able to shell for them-

selves, and do so, "novwithstanding the

l)oiiy tnlK-rcle at their palate," though

they seem to prefer canary seed to every-

thing else that is offered to them.

The old German author then goes on

to say: "It is no doubt to help their di-

gestion that they often swallow fresh

black earth, as 1 have always se«n those

do that I have kept; this must not be

they return a manuscript they have not
even looked at. I thought he would
have mated with a nonpareil, a blue

bunting, or at lea.st, a saffronfinch, but I

was disappointed, and although the

above-named birds seemed disposed to

accept his advances, he would not make
any, and preferred a life of single

blessedness to a mesalliance, which, after

all, was evidence of much good sense

and discretion on his part, and, I may
add. her part, for I tried to induce the

female to marry out of her family or tribe,

without success.—W. T. Green, in Feath-

ered World.

Golden Rules.

One of the greatest secrets of keeping

rabbits in a healthy condition is to be

regular in the times of feeding, for rab-

bits fed at odd times very often get past

their appetite, and do not eat sufficient

food to nourish their system. As a rule,

two feeds a day will l>e enough; the first

at 7 A. M., and the second at 5 P. M.

Do not feed by half measures, but give

suflicieiit, that when the appetite is ap-

peased, a little is left for them to eat

should they feel so disposed during the

interval liefore the next feeding time.

This is especially necessary with suck-

ling does, as it must l)e rememl>ered that

the drain on her system is great, and
liberal feeding during this important

time will do much to make the young-

sters fine and strong s^iecimens. Be also

regular in the days for cleaning out the

Suggestions as to the Cages—The
Breeding Stock.

Breeding cages for single pairs should

be about three feet long, fifteen inches

high and from ten inches to twelve inches

wide, having a sliding division in the

centre, so that the birds may be changed

from side to side after each nest. If the

slides be made of wire the young birds

can be separated from the parents as soon

as they leave the nest, which is some-

times necessary, for some old birds will

pick the feathers of the young ones

until they are almost bare. About a

foot of the upper part of the fronts

of these cages should l)e of wire, the

reniuining three inches, including

drawer, about one inch, should

of wood; the wire should be in

pieces, with a sliding door in each.

Any wire worker will make the fronts for

about eight pence each. If made properly

they require no fixing, saving a great deal

of time and trouble when the cages are

cleaned, which cannot be properly ac-

complished without removing the fronts.

The frame wire should be continued each

end at the bottom three-quarters of an

inch, projecting beyond the bars. These

form staples, and with a small bradawl,

about the size of i'ue wiic, a. liulc Ui»> be

made each side of them to drop in, then

they will stand quite firm. Each half

of the cage should have three perches,

one along the front even with the bottom

of the wire, the other two, which should

be turned perches about six to seven

inches long, fixed to the back rather

more than half way up the cage, by

screws through the back; they should not

overhang the front feeding perch.

Having got your aviaries and cages

ready, the next important thing Tor

consideration is the food for your birds.

All seed must be carefully sifted, the

principal food l)eing canary seed alone,

giving occasionally a little crushed hemp,
also rape seed that has first been toiled

for alK>ut ten minutes, then well washed

and dried. Do not boil more than enough

at a time for one day's consumption, as it

soon goes bad. Every kind of seed

should be placed in separate tins, as the

practice of mixing seed so often adopted

by amateurs is very objectionable and

causes great waste. The following is a

good recipe for soft food which may be

given at any time: Eight ounces of

crushed biscuit, three ounces best fine

oatmeal, two ounces ground rice, two

ounces fine linseed meal, three ounces

caster sugar, and one ounce of salt (if salt

l)e not kept in the aviaries). The above

must be thoroughly mixed. To use this

mixture put a small quantity into a basin,

add a (ew drops of water, beating it

up with a fork; this should be in a

crumbling condition which is preferable

to a thick paste. This may also be suc-

cessfully used in the breeding season,

mixing it with hard boiled egg, which

should be put through a fine sieve. A
sieve for this purpose may easily l)e made

of a small Ikjx, for instance, a foot long

and six inches wide, removing the »)ottoni

and nailing a piece of perforated /.tnc in

place of it. The zinc must l)e thoroughly

scoured with sand 011 both ^sides »>efore

fixing on, then the egg may l)e pressed

through the same with a knife, an<l there

will be no fear of getting pieces of zinc

into the foml. This is also an excellent

food at the moulting season. Have

plenty of old mortar in the aviaries as

soon as the hens are permitted to build;

this is a great preventive against egg

binding.—luvicta.
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ROCHESTER DOG SHOW.

Continued firom Pagre 167.

Pt'PriES, HITCHES

I Bonnie's Baby, J. P. & W. W. Gray
R Gemma, J. P. & W. W. Gray
V Cressie's Mint, J. P. & W. W. Gray

Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, |is for best
four, kennel by J. P. & W. W. Gray; Collie Club
of America. $10 for be.st under two years of age,
owned byclub member, Hempstead Zulu, Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels; Collie Club of America. J5
for best in puppy class, owned by club member,
Bonnie's Baby, J. P. & W. W. Gray; American
Kennel Club, set of stud books for best four
owned byclub member, kennel of J. P. & W. \V.

Gray; Dr. John P. Gray, $5 for best dog owned
in Rochester, excluding donor's exhibit, Gibson,
A. M. Cossitt; Dr. John P. Gray, I5 for best bitch
owned in Rochester, excluding donor's exhibit,
Orumliu Moss, Kdward A. Pierpont; Manhntteu
Tan Leather Works of New York, collar for best
dog in open class, Hempstead Zulu, Hempstead
Farm Kennels.

GRKVHOUNDS (Mr. Lacy)

CHALLENGE, DOGS
I Memnon, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

CBALLENCE, BITCHES

I Harmony, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

OPEN, IKKJS

1 Hacelhurst, Hornell-Harmony Kennels
2 Conspirator, Devon Kennels
H Ingomar, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

OPEN, BITCHES

I Fannie M., Hornell-Harmony Kennels
a Gipsey, Devon Kennels

PUPPIES

I Imperator, Homell-Harinony Kennels
3 Ingomar, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, $15 for best
four, Hornell-Harmony Kennels; friend of Roch-
ester Kennel Club, $$ i7>r best brace, Harmony
and Hazlehurst, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

FIELD SPANIELS—Any colob
(Mr.Wilmerding)

CUAiLENGB, DOGS AND BITCHES

I Newton Abbot Skipper, W. P. Payne
OPEN CLASS, DOGS AND BITCHES

I Homell Rex, Hornell-Harmony Keunels
1 Adonis, George H. Bush

OPEN, DOGS—BLACK
I Baron, Edward Morris
u Black Dwarf, Bridford Kennels

OPEN, BITCHES

1 Ace of Spades, Bridford Kennels
2 Miss Ben d'Or, R. P. Keasbey
V Topsy, Andrew Laidlaw

Specials—American Spaniel Club's $100 Chal-
lenge Cup to Baron, Edward Morris.

COCKER SPANIELS—BLACK
OPEK, DOGS

I Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw

OPEN, BITCHES

I Novel, George H. Bush
a Bessie W., George H. Bush
V Homell Bertha, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

OPEN, DOOS (any other color)

t Brantford Red Jacket, Charles H. Nellis

OPEN, BITCHES

I La Toaca, George H. Whitehead
a Homell Mary, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

CLUMBER SPANIELS
OPBK, ttOGS AND BITCHES

I Bromine, Bates & Geddes
a Boss III, Bates & Geddes
V Lass ot Beauty, Mercer & Weston
R Quester, Mercer & Weston

IRISH WATER SPANIELS
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES

I Patsy O'Connor, Joseph Lewis
a Captain Muldoon, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

PUPPIES (any variety)

V Homell Rapp, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

BBAGLES—CHALLENGE, DOGS (Mr. Lacy)

I Little Duke, C. F. Judson
CHALLENGE, BITCHES

I Lou, W. D. Hughes
OPEN, OOGH

I Royal Kreuger, Hornell-Harmony Kennels
a Racer, Jr.,c! F. Judson

OPEN, DITCHES

I Una, Hornell-Harmony Kennels
a Joan W., Hornell-Harmony Kennels
V Ardsley Diana, C. F. Judson

DOOS AND BITCHES (under 12 inches)

I Joan W., Hornell-Harmony Kennels
PUPPIES, DOGS

I Ardsley Merle, C. F. Judson
PUPPIES, BITCHES

I Ava, Hornell-Harmony Kennels

Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, $15 for best
four, Hornell-Harmony Kennels; friend of Roch-
ester Kennel Club, $j for t>cst pair in open class,
Royal Krueger and I'na, Hornell-Harmony
Kennels.

BULL DOGS (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Portswood Tiger, John H. Mathews

OPEN, DOGS
I Harper, R. B. Sawyer
a Inasimodi, J. H. Mathews
R Hodge, H. P. McKenn. Jr
V Cariibrooke, E. Sheffield Porter

OPEN, BITCHES
t Thespian, J. H. Mathews

BULL TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

CBALLBNGE DOGS AND BITCHES
I Cairo, W. F. Hobbie
a Marguerite, W. O. & H. A. Harris

OPEN, iHx:s

I Chessett's Flyer. E. D. Hays
a SpoUcBS Prince, W. P. Hobbie

OPEN, BITCRBS
1 Enterprise, W. P. Hobbie
2 Queen Itedigo, F. F. Dole
vMis.s Nornh, W. G. «c H. A. Harris

Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, $15 for best
four; kennels of W. G. & H. A. Harris.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

CHALLENGE, DOGS
I Blempton Rubicon, Blerapton Kennels

CHALLENc:K, BITCHES
I Rachel, Blempton Kennels

OPEN, DOGS
1 Veronese, Fred Hoey
2 Blempton Racket, Blempton Kennels
R Blempton Volunteer, J. A. Logan, Jr.
V Beverwyck Rebel, C. Rathbone
c ZigZag, H. P. Thompson

OPEN, BITCHES
1 Blempton Brilliant. Blempton Kennels
2 Blempton Comely, John A. Logan, Jr.

H Coquette, J. P. & W. W. Gray
c I.ady Belmont, J. P. & W. W. Gray

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Blempton Racket, Blerapton Kennels
R Beverwyck Rebel, C. Rathbone
V Blempton Comely, J. A. Logan. Jr.
H Elipse, H. P. Thompson

WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIERS
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES

I Billet, Newville Kennels
a Capsicum, Newville Kennels

Special.s—Forbest kennel, Blempton Kennels;
Apollo stakes, Blempton Racket.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS (over 7 pounds)

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels
a Buffalo General, A. W. Smifh

OPEN, DOGS (over 7 pounds)

1 Dick, Rochelle Kennels
2 Buffalo Albert, W. B. Taylor

OPEN BITCHES (over 7 pounds)

1 Gipsey Queen, A. W. Smith
2 Rochelle Grit, Rochelle Kennels

IRISH TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, DOGS
1 Adventurer, T. Pulvertaft
2 Burnside. Lewis & Jarrett

OPEN, BITCHES
1 Little Vixen, T. Pulvertaft
2 Gipsey Girl, Thomas Wise, Jr.

SKVE TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Sir Stafford, C. A. Shiun
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES
t Daisy, C. N. Symonds
a Fishpond Gem, C. N. Symonds

vloon's Royal, C. N. Symonds
CLYDESDALE TERRIERS (Mr. Mortimer)

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES

I Clidesdale Loris, C. A. Shinn
a Belle ofClidesdale, C. A. Shinn

PUGS (Mr. Lacy)

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer

OPEN, DOOS,

1 Bob Iw, Dr. M. H. Cryer
2 Little Jewel, A. L. Wilson
V Nap, Dr. M. H. Cr>'er

OPEN, BITCHES
1 M>Ttle, Dr. M. H. Cryer
2 I^dy Clover, G. E. Peer

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Lady Clover, G. E. Peer
a Bessie Clover, G. E. Peer

Specials—Rochester Kennel Club, I15, for best
four, keunels of Dr. M H. Cryer; L. S. Hudson
$10 for best three sired by Imperial I^rd Clover,
I^dy Clover, Bessie Clover and Fatty Clover,
George E. Peer; Pope & Stevens, of New York,
Motocco collar and harness for best dog in open
class. Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS (Mr. Mortimer;

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES
I Sprite, Joseph Lewis

MISCELLANEOUS
I Orson, bob tail sheep dog, S. M. Cleaver,

The .\nibittous Pu);.

Prom the German.

A smarter dog than my Mops don't

exist. The other day a friend of mine, learned

in the canine race, told me he wasn't pure bred;

that pure-bred pugs should have the roof of the

mouth black, and that his was pink. An ex-

pression of horror that I can't describe came
over the poor beast's face and he crept under n
sofa as it were to hide his shame. The next
morning our house-maid came to ine and asked
that I send home some blacking, "for," said she,
"the dog has stolen the other box and is out in
the kitchen using his paws to paint the roof of
his mouth with it."

A Dok's (jiiecr Mania.

From Beaver Falls, Pa., Tribune.

An aged dog belonging to a man living

on I''ourth Avenue is possessed of a mania for
attacking people wearing gum boots. The dog
is very peaceable except when a boy or in;in
wearing gum l)oots goes pa.st. Then he seems to
smell the boots, and, springing over the low
fence, makes a ferocious attack upon the wearer.
His teeth are very poor, so that he does but little

damage, further than to scare those attacked.

—The entry for the English Kennel Field
Trial Derby has closed with a total of 1 15, in-
cluding fifty-five pointers, forty-one English set-
ters, eighteen Irish setters and one Gordon set-
ter. Last year there were ninety subscribers.

AS OTHERS SEE IT.

Barks tvotu the World's Fair City on
the LiHte liog Sho'w.

Editor Fanciers' Fournai..

Sir: The second annual bench show
of the Mascoutah Kennel Club, held at Battery

D, is over: the dogs have all returned to their re-

spective homes, and the club is another ^7000 in

pocket. It was not as good a show as we ex-

pected. There were very few real clinkers shown.
If eastern exhibitors are expected to come to

Chicago they must offer better inducements in

the way of premiums. Now that the club has

about $i4,oon in hand, let themat their next show
in 1891 give premiums ihat will make it worth
the while to eastern exhibitors to bring their

dogs, and then we think that the show of dogs
will be nearly as good as the Westminster Kennel
Club, one could not help but miss the faces of

German Hopkins, the inimitable Oldham, the

"Manly" Harry Mcy, "Stiuire" Jarrett and others

who rarely miss attending the shows. Still,

"Uncle Dick" was there.

Someone asked us whether "Uncle Dick" was
going in for bull dogs. In reference to bull dogs,

there were really two or three good ones entered.
Harper, who is undoubtedly the best dog in the

States, we saw the first time for about two years.

We don't think he has improved though since wc
last saw him. Dimple (late Mischief; we had
never before seen, and after a careful scrutiny
came to the conclusion that it was a just verdict—
in our mind—when Young Dolly won the famous
match at London. Still, she is undoubtedly a
good bitch, and we trust that the Ketnor Kennels
will breed some good pups from her. I am sorry
that Jim Preece has never been able to breed
from Young Dolly, as there were many breeders
anxious to obtain a pup from her by Rustic King.

Professor Parker s performing docs were a
great attrjwtion, and it was a good idea on the
part of the inaiiagement to partition off a por
tion of the gaileiy and sell reserved seals, which
were filled at nearly every perforniaiice.
After looking through the catalogue very care-

fully we were glad to find that no one had been
crazy enough to name his dog either McGinty or
Annie Kooney.
Talking about McGinty reminds us that we

saw on the register of one of the hotels: "M.
McGinty, Col<mater, Mich." Surely this person
must l)e some relation to the celebrated "Dan,"
and we guess it wasColdwater at the 'bottom of
the sea."
Mr.J.H. Winslow, of Philadelphia, seems to

be the popular pointer judge this year. He is to
judge at Boston, and we know for a fact that he
has been asked tojudge at several other shows,
tint has tieen ohiiffed ti> refuse.

Why IS the Mascoutah Kennel Club like Nat
Goodwin? Because they both have "A Gold
Mine" in their shows.
There was quite a large entry of Great Danes,

and we believe that they are tlie coming dog for
the West. We measured one "whopper," and he
stood .5654 inches at the shoulder. One man was
unfortunate enough to get a nasty bite from one
of them whilst trying to part two that were
quarreling in the ring. The poor fellow was
very nervous, and we thought it a littlt mean of
Fred Kirby to tell him "that March was the
worst month in the year for hydrophobia."
Mr. George Hill we had not seen since the

never-to-be-forgotten Richmond (Va.) show, and
we were right glad to meet him. He told us con-
fidentially that "there were only a few of us
left "

Someone was enquiring the other week about
an ocean greyhound. Well, we had a talk with a
party this last week that has the handling of one
of them, and he showed us a photograph of it.

It was one of the female persuasion; in fact, he
informed us that he had never setn one of the
opposite sex. We understand that they are
"Heet" and "sail along " at a very fast pace. They
also take to the water well.
We think that Mr. George Covert was rather

sore to have Dick Swiveler beaten in his own
city. Better luck next lime, Mr. Covert. Still,

it was a bit mean on the part of Ben Lewis to
buy about a dozen yards of^bluc ribbon and deck
up Elcho, Jr., as he did. Ben is a good friend of
The Fanciers' Journal, and we saw him take
twelve subscribers for it in as many minutes. He
is a hustler from away back.
No sale.—Miss Fancier—What a lovely puppy 1

Are you sure he's gentle? Tonir—Yes, lady.
His mother behind me here came from a nunnery
in Sibery, where she was ejjicated by th' sisters.

—Puck.
Wt noticed one mighty nice smooth fox terrier

in the bitch class that belonged to some local ex-
hibitor. She had a very nice head. The most
prominent fault that we saw was her feet, and her
ears, though nicely carried, were full heavy. We
understand that the first prize bitch in the class
for pointers under fifty pounds was sold during
the show. "TiMAD."

Case of Nervous Tension.

"Why did you shoot the man's dog?"
asked the justice of a Western settlement; "he
says he was perfectly quiet and never disturbed

anyone." "Well, no," the defendant admitted,

"I never heard him howl in all his life, but he

always looked as though he was goin' to. He
would come out into the front yard a dozen times
a night, s<iuat down, look at the moon as if there
was one, draw his breath, open his mouth, and
fix himself for a howl from here to Jericho, than
change his mind and crawl under the porch and
go to sleep. I never heard him howl, but the sus-
pense waskillin' me!"

Gordon Setter Club.

A special meeting of the American
Gordon Setter Clnb of America will be held at the

Maryland Kennel Club bench show, at Nata-

torium Hill, March 19, at 8 o'clock P. M. Isaac

T. Norris, secretary.

THOSE GREAT DANES.

ThP Dojfs That Mr. TTlrloh Sent Over
front Germany.

EDiroR Fanciers' Journal.
Sir: The German dog, or Great Dane,

the noblest specimen ofdogs in existence,

little known as yet in this country, is at-

tracting the attention of dog fanciers

now. To those intending to acquire a

specimen of this breed it may be advan-

tageous to expose a certain B. Ulrich, of

Nuremberg,Germany,who exhibited some
dogs at Chicago.

The scheme of getting a judge for this

breed to the United vStates was worked
unsuccessfully on the Westminster Ken-
nel Club by Mr. llrich, Mr. Heimerle
and some others for nearly a year, but
slyly and successfully on the Mascoutah
Kennel Club. Having very little time
now, I will communicate to you only a
few facts, but intend to write more ex-
plicitly after the Baltimore show, which
promises to be a great success.
The bitch Nevezel, which Ulrich offers

for sale for io,o(X) marks (nearly I2500),
was bought by him for 90 marks the day
before the Cannstadt show, last Septem-
1)er, \.o gain honorary prize, as a sporting
paper in (iermany stated at that time
(and she won it). Melac, the winner in
the puppy class at Chicago, winner of
second prize at Cannstadt six months ago
as a dog, offered for 3500 marks, was of-

fered to me for isfxj marks four months
ago as a stud dog (and he was advertised
as such then), when I wanted to send the
sick, incurable Hanno, sold by Mr. I'l-

rich la.st June, back, which I did. Hanno
is full brother to Helios, first prize, Chi-
cago. Thai puppy Melac, whose photo-
graph I have, was whelpeti before Octo-
ber, 1S8S, and I am willing to furnish
proof to exhibitors at the Chicago show
who wish to enter protest.
The judges in Germany are not alto-

gether reliable, and their decisions may
he considered farops in orptipral^ wliioli

was stated in the I'orest and Stream, of
September 26, last year, and corroborated
by a German sporting paper that always
booms Mr. Ulrich on account of his bom-
bastic advertisement. For the above
reasons reliable breeders never or hardly
ever exhibit any longer at the dog shows
in Germany. These facts were not given
to the press by me sooner Ijccause I did
not want to injure the Chicago exhibition.

J. H. H. Maunner,
404 South Paca Street.

HalTI-MORE, Md., March 10, iSgcj.

A Fish Story.

From the American Field.

Seeing very often in the American
Field something of the wonderful sensibility of
dogs, reminds me of some dogs I hiive seen at a
I'nited Statcslighthoti.se on the shores of Con-
necticut, of which lighthouse Mr. Tlieodore
Juds<in is keeper. They are water spaniels of
the purest strain, and when spoken to they seem
to fully understand what is said. When told to
go to any part of the house or barn and fetch any
article, they will always do it without making
any mistake. Two of them, Brownie and Daisy,
have learned to catch fish at low tide, and when
they smell a fish they dive like an otter and
nearly always get the fish, and they also catch
eels the same way. Brownie has caught as high
as thirty-five in one day. some of them weighing
a ponnd and a half I I'ne day wl ile I was on the
shore I caught some black fish and put them in a
small pond that the tide had left, and asked Mr.
Judson to have his dog catch them. The water
m places was about twenty inches deep, and to
my asttmishmentthe dog caught them all.—Sun-
flower.

•'«—

The I)o« I'lit Out the Fire.

Prom the Cariliou Republican.

It seems that when the office of the
Vaughan House was opened the other morning
a hole six inches in diamater was found to have
been burned completely through the double floor

near the stove. The dog, known as Joe, was
shut up ill the room, ami an examination showed
marks of the dog's claws in the charred wood.
Mr. Smith, the proprietor of the house, says Joe
is a first-class fireman, and if he sees a burning
cigar stub, a match, or a spark on the floor he
will .scratch them with his front paws until the
fire is extinguished. Mr. Smith has no doubt
but that Joe saved the building, and perhaps the
inmates.

--Chauncey M. Depew tells a tale of a lady ih
his native town. Pcekskill, who astonished the
ciuiet natives of this Dutch hamlet by introduc-
ing a Dalmatian or coach dog. The first rain-
storm washed off the black spots, and when the
purchaser remonstrated with the dog merchant,
he said: "Beg pardon, ma'am, but there is a
mistake; there was an umbrella went with that
dog "

Incubators.

THE

MONARCH INCUBATOR

J. RANKIN,

so. EASXON, MASS.

Liook out for our '"Ad." next

week. Send for Circular.

THE

(^ENTENNiaL InCUBHTORS
Are the best in the world. For 15 years they
have held their place as the most reliable, sim-
ple, durable and perfect incubators ever offered
to the public. Selfregulating, supply moisture
automatically and hatch out a larger percentage
of strong healthy chicks than any other machine
in the market. Our Perfected Brooder is the
only brooder that gives satisfaction for outdoor
use. Send for illustrated circular.

THE CKNTKNNIAL COMPANY,
50-53 RvE, New 'Vork.

Prairie §fafG Incubafor

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDOE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

Miscollaneous.

PoJl^^ fe7/'
^"' '""' ^''^"'^^^^ ^"i- and

NONPAREIL
It keeps dotrs in t^fxii condit:o!i • make* ^i—-

lay at any ti'hie. It is thebcst food to* make
puppies aud chicks grow quickly.

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.
Sample cans containing 50 lbs., $1.50.

RAVENSWOOD FEED CO.,
8a8 Vernon Ave., Rave.nswood, L. I.

I^EQ BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEbNS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2jic. Open bands for old birds,
each ic.

In ordering name the variety of pigeon on
which the band is to be used.

SE.SD FOR SAMPLE.

MRS E. a STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS. ^
Advertisements without display inserted under

thu heading/or 2 centsper uiordfor each insertion.

BooKles.

FOR SALE.—Champion Rattler, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under an impar-
tial judge. Never been beaten, sire of
Rattler 111, Tomboy and several other good
ones.

Champion Fairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cups and medals.
A great house pet and one of the prettiest
little beagles living.

Tomboy, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

Countess. Never shown, but it will take a
gooti one to beat her. The best broken
beagle in America to-day.

Not having kennel room, mu.st dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H.
Weiss,328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

Ulack aud Tan Terriers.

HAVE a lot of youngsters for sale by Ma-
homet, winner of fir.st and special at Mil-
waukee and Horiicllsville, N. Y., the only
times shown, out of Lady, winner of more
pnzesthan any other bitch in this country.
Will trade pups for some good n. B. R.

Sait game hens. Henry Mnss. cTiampaign, III.

CoUles.

ORpERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
lollows: By Mctchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion I'lutry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyii
Gayla-s, by Champion ncotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney

.r A^r*'°" °"' of Metchley Surprise. Address
tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

Fox Hounds.

*OR SALE.—Champion Ranger, the peer of
' all American foxhounds. Never beaten in

his class in this country both on the bench
and in the chase.

Fly, kennel mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by all first-class judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not having kennel room must dispose of the
above to the highest bidder. W. H. Weiss,
328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50 tf

Mastlffla.

FOR SALE, CHBAP-BngHsh mastifT dog
Ginger, 17 months old, weighs 150 pounds;
thin in flesh, good short massive head;
house broken, kind to children; would ex-
change for hainmerless gun. J. Otis Fel-
lows, Hornellfcville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—English mastiff bitch Kenwood
Sultana, A. K. R. 6.539, "> whelp to Wana-
maker's Tiger by Young Colonel. Sultana
fawn color, with black points, good head
and well proportioned. For particulars

SSI-3 address N. A. Stockton, Bethayres, Pa.

Poodles.

FR SALE.—Two French all black poodles,
females; one 11 months, one eighteen
months old. Well broken. Price $15 each.
Finest bred in America. F. N. Bailey,
Wrightsville, P. O., Camden, N. J. 52-it

Pointers.

FOR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-
ter; has had but one litter and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother. Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St., Philadelphia, Pa. c

Setters.

A GRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel
phia. Pa. tf

CHOICE Gordon and Irish setters, several of
each kind; handsome; some pf them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.
Also some puppies. X. Y. Z., StatiouR.,
New York City. 8-49 55

FOR SALE—The following Irish setters:
LEIGH DOANE III (5S39), Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II. winner of 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Trial
Derby, 1SS7; BETSY LEIGH (5824), sister
to above. Both the above are litter sisters
to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully
trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.
». * T> tr .1* * Tit ».**^

Leigh Doane III), whelped July 19,

For particulars address Box' 91,'

phia. Pa.

1S89.

Pliiladel-

FOR SALE—In order to reduce my kennels
for inoving,six finely-bred Irish aud Gordon
setters; also seven thoroughbred Gordon
puppies. Satisfaction guaranteed as to
pedigree. Must be sold at once. W. J.
Valentine, Woodsboro, Md. 51

GORDON SETTER for sale.-Broken, drops
to shot and wing; staunch and a good one;
sold for want of use. Price $75, worth
double. Address P. O. Box 1247, Philadel-
phia, Pa. s-47-52

St. Bernards.

Pt;PPIES by Keeper—Lady Miles. Address E.
H. Moore, Melrose, Masa.

PUPPIES by Ben Lomond—Duchess of Heath-
field; also some grand young bitches. Che-
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. si-tf

Terriers.

IRISH TERRIERS by Rosl . n Dennis—Breda
Tincy and Roslyn Eileen. Address Chest.
nut Hill Keunels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hifl-
ton. Pa.

CENTRAL KENNELS of Jersey City oflTers

for sale two King Charles bitches, Blen-
heim dog pup, one ruby bitch pup. all have
goo<l pedigrees; also male 2% pound black
and tan terrier, full grown. All kinds of
dogs kept constantly on hand. Central
Kennels, August A. Knoblauch, proprietor,
340 Central Ave,, Jersey City, N. J. s-52-2t

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks. 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 Soutn Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ANTED, immediately.—An A No. i rough-
coated St. Bernard bitch, two to four years
old. Address, with full particulars, pedi-
;ree, markings, etc., Chas. H. Akerley,
'onowanda, N. Y. 5J-it

ANTED.—Situation as kenueltnan. Eng-
lish and American experience. Robert
Grant, Arlington, N. J. 52

w
w

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonial. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Bro-vrn Bed Games.

ONE TRIO to score over 92^^ or no sale.
Price $15. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa.

50-tf

SsKB A>i* Hatchlns.

CHARLES P. OAT, West Chester, Pa., breeder
ofchoice single comb brown Leghorns. Eggs
for hatching, $1 per 13; $2 per 39. 50-54

Game Bantams.

D R. W. CRAWFORD JOHNSON, Frederick.
Md., will sell reasonably some of his New
York winners (see show report this paper.)

51-52

Hambnrgs.

FR BALE.—Choice breeding pen golden pen
cilled Hamburgs. Eggs, $2 for 13. George
L. Bidden, West Chester, Pa. 5t-53

Inonbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Polish.

E L. &B. F. BRYANT, Johnson's Creek, N.
Y., originators and breeders of the Niagara

* strain of white<rested white and white-
crested black Polish. See the record of our
birds at the New York show. Eggs for
hatching $2 per 13; ^5 per 39. s3-it

Plymouth Bocks.

)EA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks. James
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J. 46-55

White Leehoms.

D R. JOHN W.KING, Keut,Ct.,has made them
a specialty for 16 years, winning, ist prize
COCK, ist hen and society's special (silver
cup) for best hen or pullet at Boston, 1887.

At the recent intemationai show, New
York, won i.st and 2d hens and special for
best hen. See scores. A few trios and
hens for sale. 52-it

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
fraud special for largest and best display;
est male and best female at the great New
Vork show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50-62

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.—Very fine and cheap white Ply-
mouth Rocks,white Wyandottes and Lang-
shans. Frank Long, Elizaville, Ind. 52-it

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. "The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all

times. Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N.
J. 50-75

Blue Orris.

WILL SELL ^ pairs of high-class blue owls,
fit to win m first class company. Mark
Schofield, 71st and Darby Road, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 50-53

Fantalls.

wHITS PANTAILS, "The Dandies," plain
and capped. My birds are bred from se-
lected stock, and are perfect beauties.
Prices a matter of correspondence. George
W. Cunningham, 1407 E. Pratt Street, Bal-
timore, Md. "-51-53

TWENTY PAIRS of the finest stock of fan-
tails, black, white,yellow saddle, all colors,
for $2.50 a pair,or |^o the lot. E. Hopkins,
Box 41, Merchantville, N. J. 52-it

Homlns Plseons.

H

J

AVING PUCHASED of Mr. William P.
Vernier, Philadelphia, his entire stock of
homers will have ab ut twenty birds for
disposal of the following strains: New-
hall, Husson. Decumbe, Van Moeri, Von
Opstal and Verrinder. Al.so four imported
birds. Will send list on application. Beiij.

W. Ward, 4 Atlantic Corporation, Law-
rence, Mass. 32-it

OHN R. HUNSBERGER, Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Breeder of homing pigeons from tested
stock only. Banded youngsters of 1890 for
sale. 5I-S5

Homlnar Plareons.

Lotus A. SCHMIDT, 317 irth Sr«et, N. W.
. Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-claae.

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N. J. .

50-75

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N. J.

50-75

Ponters.

FOR SALE. CHEAP.-15 pairs fine pouters,
all colors. Write at once for what you
want. E. Hopkins, Merchantville, N. J.

52-it

HENRY LANCASTER,7so Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md., ofiTers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cxicks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the best I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75, and iu father to Mr. Keruer, of
Louisville, for $50. 53

Jaooblns.

V. CRAWFORD, Montdair, N. J., the
^ champion Jacobins of America. Prices
fromjioup. 37 44-47-53

TWO PAIRS blue jacobins; also white, red
and yellow. E. Hopkins, Box 41, Mer-
chantville, N. J. 52-it

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-101

HITE, yellow, red and blue jacobins.
Cheap. E. Hopkins, Merchantville, N. J.

5»-it

H

T
W

Boilers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly
of Birmingham, Eng. 50-53

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

a, A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
-v* more. Md.. breeder of Swal1nur,aonIv^ nr*tt

' colors, with and without white bars' plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of biros, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

TEN PAIRS of fine tumblers; all colors. E.
Hopkins, Box 41, Merchantville, N.J.

5»-it

Various.

A"
LL KINDS of birds and animals. 'Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

CLOSING OUT all mv stock of pouters, drag-
ons, turbits, jacobins, fantails, tumblers,
yellow balds, trumpeters, etc.. in all colors.
No fancy prices. Write for what you want.

S2-it E. Hopkins, Box 41, Merchantville, N. J.

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
$2.50 to |25j)er pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert. Evansville, Ind.

B.FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder .of carriers, jacobinr,

* swallows and magpies ot all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

UNS, Fantails, tumblers, dragoons, yellow
balds and swallows, all colors, for sale
cheap previous to removal. B. Hopkins,
Merchantville, N.J. 52-tf

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. 'The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

J

N

Main>los.

MX FAIRS fine black magpies for sale cheap.

) B. Hopkins, Merchantville, N. J. 5a-it

Artists and Bnvravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pul>-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreibcr &
Sous, who are acknowledged to l)e the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want pholofrraphs
of their dogs. The Panders' Publishing
Co., 3a South Third St., PhiladelphU, Pa.
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

WINNERS

AT AI,L

/'^^ LEADING SHOWS

/

Birds for Sale.
30-55

Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMV C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . . . .

MUKIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker heu

MICHHLSON, t>!ue cnecker hen .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen .

SPARK, red checker hen

miles.

'—i

0-1

gs

Jljst^ Out.
PRICE 50C.

t************

The American Pigeon Standard

AS Al>OPTEP HV THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complkte Description of the

RKCOtjxiZED Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTANT TO OW.XEKS OF 1)0(.S, HORSES, POULTRY.

I have recommcndtd it to several parties. Very truly, C. J .
Pe-shai.i., President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1S90.

Mr. M. Robbin,.-/V...5/,y-I have.used vour Pine^Loti... jn^nd aV^ut my^h^
• - ' . .. -. vere

pail

'et-

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

e
tion

Orders fpr youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Sores"T would pay an V price ra"ther than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-

vourl^lUy send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufactunug Co., 70 E"*] '3th

Street, New York City. **' '^

SmWBRIDGE & CLOTMB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.

PIIII.ADEI.rillA, FA.

The Best Placet© Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifiy Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS

THEO. P. GREEN,

Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS,

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EOGS KOll HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
J19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St. .Philadelphia.

»5-76

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
I>ogs boarded and conditioned for licnch show

24-75

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

1)3 BIRD fXMANNA
The Great Secret of

the Barta Mountaln.Oer
will reetore the «onK of
Tent their allmnnt« uid
coodttlon. It makes oanarl
iheddlngfcnth'TK- 8enf

tho Canarr Breeders of
many. Bird Hanna

'ago Birds, will pr«-
kpep th<>m In gixMl
esHlng, even whilp
mnllonret-clntof
Directions free.
St., Phlla.. Pa.

THE

SPORTSMEIV'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND RKPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OH
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHI.i AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. .SOAP AND .WEP/C/.VES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

F. Baily, Ardmore, Penna.

Exhibited 70 pair birds at Trenton, Elwyn
and Mt. Holly. Was awarded 150 premi-
ums. Showed Jacobins, pouters, short-

faced tumblers, swallows, turbits, owls,

majjpies, white fantails, flying tumblers,
homers. Birds of all kinds for sale, especi-

ally Jacobins, turbits and owls in all va-

rieties and colors. No postals answered.

©pratts Patent

Mv homers are tested as record btrds and as

parents pf birds with records from 500, 52.S and
'oo miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al

youngsters with SjiortinK Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

t^-Beviare ofworthless imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIKS'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES <" a" canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars (rom

Sl'UATTS PATKNT (America). LIMIT'I*.
J3»-a45 Kast 56th St., New York City. 44-69

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Light Brahinas, Plyinonth Rocis aiii

Wyaniottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

Modern Training,

Handlinfl, and

Kennel Management

(;ljicl"Jen j^lests

DIPO Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Hox
rluOi Hounds, Beagles.Collies.Settcrs.W (WB
BONS & CO.,W. Chester. Pa. Send stamp for cir.

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of

wire work for chicken houses and otlier pur-

poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON.

46-58 MOUNDSVILLK, WEST VA.

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, |i PER
bushel. JNO. Mercbr. Lcaraan Place, Pa.

-By B. WATERS.-

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog
voii how to trnin a il(>K proi>trly, and
lianillc a dog after it has been traineil

.so plain that all can comprehend.

It tells

how to

in a way

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlilishiiig Comiiaiiy,

32 S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

UiVMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md,
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IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under Ih is heading al the

folbwine rates: One inch, single •"^''/'""fi-i^i.

Ss 4ofofthe month.- Sis Jor three months; US/or

six months, and tsofor the year.

IN STUD.-MY PURE WHITE ENGLISH
* TOY BULL TERRIER.

IN THE STUD.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

TONY.
FEE $20.

Fine bred pet dogs, Skye and Scotch Terriers,

Fox Terriers, Yorkshires, etc., bred and for sale.

Fine and small dogs sold on commission. Comic

and sporting pictures suitable for kennels, club

rooms, sUbles, aviaries, halls, saloons, etc.—all

kinds at bed-rock prices. Pictures framed to

order artistically. Headquarters for Dr. H. Clay

Glovers Imperial Dog Remedies, Spratts Dog

Cakes, Medicines. Soaps,etc.; also Jackson's cele-

brated Pasteur's Pine Liquid Disinfectant. Call

on or address. W. H. JACKSON.

49^5 J02 West i8th St.. New York City.

IN TH^STUD.

POINTBR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,
|

1888; winner of second Ristern Field Trials and

first al Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, J50

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the fotlo^uing rates: One inch, single tnsertiont

t'-so; $5-40 for the month; S'S for '*»'« months;

$ig for six months, and tjo for the year.

4798

Fox Terriers.

DICK SWIVELER.

(No. 8410.)

(CH. BRUCE-LEIGH DOANE II.)

Pure Irish Setter Blood.

Winner FIRST CHALLENGE PRIZE, New

York, 1890, defeating all the CHAMPIONS

FIRST and SPECIAL PRIZES all over the

United States. Unquestionably the

-^ BEST IRISH SETTER IN AMERICA.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R OCallaghan,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-

bines both field and bench show q>'al.'"es. He
[

won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, hrst,

Philadelphia; first. Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister-Belle of Fu™css.

Rerord: First and special at Philadelphia. 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 urizes and cups in England. This dog

is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton A voung dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, JJ5.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner

of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England

last year and winner of second prize, puppy

class, at London, Ont . when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25-

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.
. ^ . ,•„

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion .

EAST END KENNEL CLUB.

y
ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIBR AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Descrilied in show reports as 'best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from

life 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings

free. Reliable young stock for
^^^^^^^^

I Exchange Block. Bangor, Me.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated «irc8 and

prize-winning dams

yiLLSItlE XENNELS,

53-»04 LANCASTER, MASS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

JIEDFOBD FANCY GOODS CO.,

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. Send for

EXTENDED PEDIGREE and full list of win-

nings of this FAMOUS DOG.

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago. III.

P. S.—Have orders for over 200 puppies by

DICK SWIVELER booked ahead. y>-""

CaKi-. •« A A

43-94 Freemansburo, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

24-75

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREA8.

We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-

nesses, locks, leads, brushes,

combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and ba.sket8 fot

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

I
RISK SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A K S. B. s8oo.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of ist prizes Philadelphia. New \ork,

etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,

Toledo, etc
FEE, $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P O.. Pa.

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout

the United Stales and Canada, and Europe It

• _«_— _» »;i.. Iv^^t-'.ncirKv Uo »\r>rM,lp Tl t V niir- 1

lias iM.«-U ak».*»^»»_j ...^.^^ P.", ."* ^ *

ing the past eight years and is the most success-

fulmachine before the public to-day.

Jannes Rankin,
50-63 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

Tlioroiiglilired Liye Stock Excliange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought

and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and

toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-

broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and

Great Danes.

5
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

CLIPPER W.

Bv Sweringer's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record;

First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby i»88,

first in Philadelphia Kennel Club » Allaged

SUke 1889 first in Members' Stake and winner

of the' Philadelphia Item's $100 special

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAV,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Gcrmantown, Pa.

PNGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE

ners Lillian. Sportsman, Gladstone's Bov and

Dan oiadstone. Breeze is a field trial performer

and a bench show winner.

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

Dion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
•Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo

bitches
After which his fee will \x - -

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35
Charleroi II $30

Champion.... $25
FOR SALE :

Pups by above dogs out of first<lass bitches ;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

(jENTENNiaL INCUBATORS
Are the best in the world. For 15 years they

have held their place as the most reliable, sini

pie durable and perfect incubators ever offered

to the public. Self-regulating, supply moisture

automatically and hatch out a larger percentage

of strong healthy chicks than any other machine
in the market. Our Pkrfectkii Brooder is the

only brooder that gives satisfaction lor out-door

use. Send for illustrated circular.

THE CENTENNIAL COMPANY.
50.53 Rye. New York.

Stock Imported. Information oivbn.

Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-

teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree

Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, PROPRiETOm.

' PAMPHLET
ON

Prairie Sfate Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
.ihows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,

for best incubator in show
room. This was the (jreat-

est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our targe

catalogue. Address
G. A. McFETKIDGE,

(ieueral Agent,
Compassville,

50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

44-57 1893 BROAJ>WAY, NEW YORK.

Roslyn Will<es (by

Scotilla ex Bertha) -

BOB H.

74

Black and while setter by Count Noble-Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All aged Stake East-

ern Field Trials of i««K. beating such noted dogs

.« loev B Cassio. Toledo Blade, Roger and

others. Fee for either dog, »J5 Photos from

Ufe by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
SS8 North 18th street,

yy^ PJillftilelphIa, Pa.

JOINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westiinster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

^j.yf Babylon, L I.N. Y.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag, •Jl.OO
Granulated Bone, " lOO ».76
Ground Beef „
StTHDS, - - - lOO a.i»u

Crushed Flint, - " 800 a.OO
CruHhod Oyster

.,

Hholls, - - - " 8O0
^ J' ,

a-OO
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proraply by freight on receipt of

price.

C. H. TJEMPWOLF & CO.,

42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

so OTHER VARIETY.

Red. YELI.0W.

Black, Silver

AND White.

Write fot what you

want.

Also Eggs for hatching from priie winning

strains. Light Brahmas. - H. C. NORTON,

^5^ Germantown, Pa.

t

?1t the (^flTIONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGITLAR prizes and the GOLD
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDEST
RECORD ever won by ANY BREEDER at

a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
EG<"-S $10 per \i. |2o per y>. RED CAPS,
ANDALirslANS and WHITE WYAN-
DOTTES, »3 per 13; $5 per j6. Send for cata-

logue.

C. A. SHARP i CO.,
50-62 LOCKPORT, N. V.

The Newest, Best and Cheapest Dog and

Poultry Food is

NONPAREIL
It keeps dogs in best condition : makes hens

lay at any time. It is the best food to make
puppies and chicks grow quickly.

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.

Satnple cans containing 50 lbs., fi.f,o.

RAVENSWOOD FEED CO.,

828 Vernon Ave ,
RAVEN8WOOD, L. I.

,
53-S6

nif»P Chesters, Berkshires, Polands^ F«
rlUO. Hounds, Beagle»,Collie8,Setlers.W.GIB-

BONS at CO.,W. Chesler.Pa. Send sUmp for or.
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

Do^ Shows.
April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.
May 6 log.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club,at Los Angeles,
Cal. E. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries close
May I.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
O., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Kield Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

1891.
Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Brtggs. secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby. secretary,
Marietta, Ga.

TABLE OP CONTENTS.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece is the portrait of Mr.

Butler Smith's silver grey Dorking hen,

winner of first at the Royal and of many
other prizes, and for which we return

thanks to the Feathered World.

Fixtures. Page.
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I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Sfianish Student.

St. Cloud's communication re the Katie

Noble portrait has brought us quite a

numlier of letters from the English setter

men. Some of these letters written in

"a brutal and cowardly act" style we

suppress as not being fit for publication.

We cheerfully give place to temperate

and gentlemanly communications.

*
• •

The picture of Katie Noble, as all who
know her will admit, was bad, and for

the purpose of bringing this fact before

our readers we published St. Cloud's

screed, knowing at the time Mr. Tayler

would furnish the desired information.

«
« *

Our portraits are exact and truthful

reproductions from the photographs

furnished us, consequently the fault is

not with our artist.

«
• •

Pictures drawn from life are seldom of

value and are very often misleading, be-

cause the artist suppresses faults and

gives undue prominence to the good

points in the animal he is supposed to

"'' '-
.

• *

It is ridiculous to accuse St. Cloud,

Tremont, N. Y., of hiding himself under

a noni de plume, which is as transparent,

in a lesser degree, as Ashmont or any

other pen uame which all dog men are

supposed to know.
«

• •

If this little controversy ends in a race,

or series of races, between English and

Irish setters it will decide the mooted

question which is the better of the two

breeds for field purposes.

»
• »

A solitary Irish setter running in a

public field trial, under English setter

judges, supposed to be "agin him," is

not a decisive test, as all lovers of fair

play must admit.

« •

Now that the Irish setter ranks have

been reinforced by new blood and young

sportsmen, we may look for a thorough

test being made of the hunting qualities

of the Irish setter.

•»

The Occidental Coursing Club, of Cali-

fornia, elected the following officers to

serve the ensuing year: S. O. Gregory,

president; T. J. O'Keeffe, John Cirace,

S. Milliken and C. C. Wilkinson, vice-

presidents; S. L. Abbot, Jr., treasurer, and

J. F. Carroll, secretary.

« •

As will be seen in another column,

those interested in bulldogs are asked to

assist in forming a specialty club for that

breed. The bullilog is rapidly becoming

a favorite in this couutry.aud a club to ad-

vance his interests is greatly to be desired.

•
» •

Since we announced last week the pur-

chase by Mr. Mitchell Harrison of the

famous collie Christopher we have

learned further particulars. The price

paid by Mr. Harrison is equal to nearly

I5000, though it is not all in cash, for

Mr. Stretch is to have Dublin Scot and

Charleroi II because, as Mr. Harrison

says: "I have only been willing to part

with these dogs because Scotilla, the son

of the former seems to l)e more in de-

mand in the stud than his sire, and for

some unaccountable reason, Charleroi

II has not taken in the stud at home."
«

• «

Christopher is by Metchley Wonder
out of Champion Peggie, by Ruthveii out

of Madge I. Metchley Wonder is by

Shefton out of Minnie. In 1888 Chris-

topher was beaten by Charleroi II and

was bought by Mr. Stretch for about

I300. He has since "developed into a

world beater, having defeated among
others Stracathro Ralph and Metchley

Wonder.
• *

The Onota Kennel, Pittsfield, Mass.,

has received from Ireland by the steamer

"City of Chicago" the Irish setter dog

Henmore Shamrock (Muskerry-Avoca).

He is a winner on the bench, and is field

broken. His litter sister, Henmore Sure

Death, and half-sister, Woodbine, were

winners at the late Irish Setter field

trials, held in Ireland.

«
« •

The celebrated smooth-coated St. Ber-

nard dog Watch arrived by the steam-

ship Nevada on Wednesday, and was im-

mediately shipped to his new owner, Mr.

John Poag, Toledo, Ohio. Watch is by

Champion Guide out of Sans Peur, and

is brother to Keeper, Gondola and

Belline.

nill^ TiiliiUnii lliUSl icci SCty prOUu Oi

the flattering testimonial given him by

the exhibitors at the Rochester show. It

reads as follows

:

We, the undersigned exhibitors at the Roch-

ester Kennel Club's second annual bencn show,

desire to show our appreciation of your excellent

management. You have treated us kindly and

courteously, and what strikes nearer the heart

of every true "dog crank," our dogs h.ive had

the best of care and attention. Our dogs have

eaten Spratts food with a relish after refusing

it at all other shows. It is with pleasure we affix

our signatures to this testimonial. Signed: Dr.

J. P. Day, president K. K. C; Warham Whitney,

first vice-president K. K.C, John R. Fanning,

second vice-president R. K. C; Harry Yates, sec-

rAary; E. A. Pierpont, assistant secretary;

George F. Peer, treasurer; Hempstead Farm

Kennels, Namquoit Kennels, Boston; K. B.

Sears, Wyoming Kennels, Melrose; Samuel

Mann, Gramercy Kennels; German Hopkins,

Blemton ;Keuiiels: Harry Newman, Oriole Ken-

nels; Joseph Lewis, Mt. Washington Kennels;

C. S. Wixom, Hornell-Harmony Kennels; <;eorge

H. Bush, president Buffalo Kennel Club; B. F.

Lewis, Philadelphia; J. Otis Fellows, Hornell-

Harmony Kennels; Arthur Trickett, Melrose

Kennels; G. S. Thomas, Salem, Mass. ; Dr. Albert

Drinkwater, Rochester; D. F. I.oveland, Boston,

Mass.
•#

We saw a specimen of a new breed of

dogs at the Maryland Kennel Club show.

It was called a Blemton terrier. This

little bitch took second prize in the fox

terrier bitch class and was a credit to her

breeder.
#**

By the bye, the Blemton Kennels have

been selling quite a number of fox ter-

riers recently and the way these dogs

have been winning for their new owners

proves the assertion of Mr. Hopkins, that

weedy pups are immediately drowned.

*
* *

The American Fox Terrier Club will

' hold its annual meeting on the first day

of the New England Kennel Club's show,

the hour to be fixed later.

»
• *

Mr. Morris proposes a bench show be

held this fall in New York by the spe-

cialty clubs. In our opinion it will be

some years yet before specially clubs can

get together and hold a successful show.

«

Mr. Max Wenzel feels very badly over

the loss of his Irish setter bitch Ready,

as he considered her one of the best he

ever owned. She died in North Carolina.

r
« «

Mr. Warhan Whitney, of Rochester

Kennel Club, sustained recently a serious

loss in his last year's first prize grey-

hound bitch being worried by his aptly

named bull dog Ciesar. Her whole front

was literally chewed up, the bull dog

escaping with few scratches.

• *

The Turf, Field and Farm intimates

"that our Western contemporary and

their English commissioner have parted."

«
« •

Col. B. Ridgway and Mr. Francis S.

Browu went South this week to look for

available ground for holiliug the Phila-

delphia Kennel Club field trials in the

fall.

* •

A New York gentleman has promised

to pay ^2500 for Plinlimmon, Jr., pro-

viding he recovers from his present ill-

ness, which is dysentery.

•

From the Breeder and Sportsman we

learn that the Southern California Ken-

nel Club will give a bench show during

the first week in May. As the date is

almost here we suppose no effort will be

made to secure eastern entries.

•
* «

At a late meeting the California Ken-

nel Club elected the following officers

for the ensuing year: J. B. Lewis, presi-

dent; George Flournoy, Jr.. first vice-

president; Thomas Higgs, second vice-

president; J. B. Martin, secretary; John

de VauU, treasurer.
*

* *

We had a pleasant call from Mr. N. A.

Stockton this week. He informed us he

had sold his English mastiff bitch Kern-

wood Sultana through an advertisement

in this paper.

* «

Entries for the Buffalo show close

March 25.

#*»

Dogs are mentioned many times in

the Bible. Pigeons several times. Chick-

ens once. There is no mention of cats,

but they "get there just the same."

«
» «

We hear from Boston that entries for

the New England Kennel Club's show

will be much larger than last year. The

English bull dog class will be the largest

ever seen in America, a deserving com-

pliment to Mr. J. E. Thayer, who is to

judge tliat class.

« «

We hbpe the Boston superintendent

will make a rule, like the M. K. C, that

no dogs are allowed off their benches ex-

cept at stated hours.

.%
Death has been playing havoc among

the dogs lately. Dr. SUnton has lost his

well-known greyhound l-lcetwood. Mr.

Huntington has lost five youngsters of

the same breed, nearly all by Meninon,

while the Woodhaven Kennels have also

lost two by the same sire. Mr. Hitch-

cock's Dandie Dinmont Border Wonder

has crossed over the border, as has Mr.

Eberhardt's pug Sir Loris.
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FIELD TRIALJTRAINING.

Patience and Perseverance Sure to

Bring Their Reward.

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

To go through the task of training a

dog for field trial or any other field work

a plentiful stock of patience is an abso-

lute necessity. Unless the trainer has

perfect control of his temper he cannot

fully succeed in gaining control of his

pupil's actions. With the necessary

patience and perseverance the efforts of

any intelligent person, who has had ex-

perience with dogs, to fit them for field

trial work is reasonably certain to be re-

warded with success.

If I were equal to the task of pointing

out all the particulars wherein human

and canine minds differ 1 would consider

it necessary to do so in this paper. It

may be well, however, to call attention

to one great difference that exists with

which all trainers should be familiar so

as to prevent them from expecting too

much from their dogs. It is this:

Human minds may be influenced by

appeals, oral, written or otherwise, to the

faculty of reason which all sane men are

possessed of. Nature has not endowed

the canine race with reasoning faculty

capable of being touched by any such

means, therefore it would be madness

itself to expect dogs to exercise that

which they do not possess. Example and

illustration are the only means known to

me of teaching a lesson to a dog. It

would also be well to remind trainers

that instinct and habit, not impulse, de-

liberation or any other effect or attribute

of reason governs the actions of dogs.

We cannot implant the instinct, but

we may develope it, and we certainly can

mould the habits of dogs to suit our

oT^ecial niirnof^es. This is what we should

expect to accomplish when we set about

training a pointer or a setter for field

trial or other field work, and this is what

I shall now proceed to show my readers

how to do to the best of my ability.

Of course the first thing to be done is

to secure the dog, and as we undersUnd

that all pointers and setters are not

eligible to the ranks of probable field

trial winners, we must determine on some

means of discovering field trial merit m
pointer and setter puppies.

When I have a number to select from

I take several in the field together, and

those that show independence, i. e., those

that do not follow the tracks of the others

(Uil hunt) but keep out on their own
account, hunting constantly and showing

that they can keep my general course

without running into me frequently, as if

afraid of losing me. are the ones which

I select on account of ranging capability.

Those may not be the best movers, /. e.,

their action may not \x as free from

friction as the others, but I am perfectly

satisfied that ability to range is located

more in the head than in the legs. I

have seen so many good movers thet

dare not range off for fear of getting lost,

but instead would keep popping about

over the same ground and cutting liack

and forth to and from their handler,

while comparatively poor runners would

get away to likely places, hunting the

wind with good judgment, seldom turn-

ing back to find their handler, yet never

getting lost, although the spurting l)ee-

line hunter would invariably have to yelp

so that his handler might have some ex-

ercise running after the echo of his bark

while he (the bee-line hunter) would be

putting in the best licks on a straight line

away from the heart-broken handler, ap-

parently trying to run down the echo of

his whistle, which appears to his dis-

tracted imagination to proceed from be-

yond some adjacent hill top, thicket or

•trip of woods, thus keeping up the race

until the rise of a Vjevy of birds, the jump
of a rabbit or some other fortunate occur-

rence would attract him to change his

tactics and course and present a favorable

opportunity for the tuckered out hand-

ler to secure him by the loose folds of

his hide and hold him panting to the

ground, when the musical part of the

episode would immediately change to a

more wonderful and earnest yet a livelier

tune, the most remarkable feature of

which would be lack of hannonv and

correctness of time as measured by the

firm stroke of the raw hide, encored, per-

haps, by a further application of the hides

on the pedal extremities of the irate

"handler."
, ^

Of the number that I have to select

from I always consider that I have the

best rangers among those which I chased

on account of their constant application

to work, independence as displayed by

showing no disposition to hunt behind

their field companions, and willingness

to stay out at work instead of running

back and forth to and from me all the

tune, I will simply add that time suffi-

cient to get all tlie puppies fully inter-

ested in hunting must have been allowed

l)€fore this selection was completed. We
will now proceed to take the next step m
the march to success in bringing out

field trial dogs.
|

We have already found the best rang-

ers, and I always pick from them those

with the "biggest heart," i. e ,
the great-

est courage. I then find the best movers

of this group, J. <"., those that run with

the least fric. ion, the levelest, easiest and

most graceful motion. The latter is my
choice, provided, however, that he is

equally as good in nose as the rest. If

not 1 will sacrifice ease of motion for su-

periority of nose,but not a single particle •

of courage will I surrender for fineness

of nose. Give me a high couraged dog,

with a fair nose, a level head and a good \

ranger every time before one with a finer
|

nose and better action of less courage. I

want the courage because, like the main-

spring of a watch, it keeps all the other

parts working. No matter how fine the

balance wheel or any other part of the

machinery may be. it would l)e useless

without the mainspring to keep it in mo-

tion. So it is with dogs. However good

their nose, legs or muscles are, without

the courage to keep them working they

are comparatively useless. On the other

hand, the greatest courage would be use-

less without nose sufficient to point game

under ordinary conditions at least. I

will admit, too. that a field trial dog

should possess a good nose, i. e., he

should be able to point game even under

difhculties of scent. Yei I woulu, as

already stated, rather sacrifice extra fine

scenting power and do with what might

be called a good ordinary nose than to

forfeit any part of a dog's pluck.

I am now supposed to have selected

from a given lot the most likely puppy

as a candidate for field trial honors, and

the task before me is to explain to my
readers how to proceed with his training.

He is a lively, active, bright, intelli-

gent fellow, possessed of "a will of his

own," and I want to bend that will to

subservance of mine without dulling his

liveliness, activity, brightness, intelli-

gence or other qualifications which would

add to his lustre as a field trial star.

IRISH SETTER CLUB. Sec. 2.—The President may call a

special meeting of the club at any time,

- .^ ^7 M.^.,»i».i t« Ho Sub- ' and must, upon the written request of
Copy of the Constitution to Bo Sub

^j^^^^ ,,,^,,,,^7^ ^u^ect the Secretary to

call a special meeting, stating m the call

the object thereof, at which no other

VOL. 4> '^O- "J XHE FANCIERS' JOURNAI^. x8i

mitted for Adoption.

Editor Fanciers' Iournai..

Sir: I beg to enclose herewith a copy ,

of the constitution of the Irish Setter

Club, which I shall submit for adoption
|

at an early date. Yours,

Wm. H. Child.

CONSTITUTION.
]

ARTICLE I.—NAME.

The name of this club shall be the

Irish Setter Club of America.

ARTICLE II.—OBJECT.

'

The object of this club shall be to pro-

mote and develop the breeding of pure

1 Irish Red Setters.

.„

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
——

BUFFALO KENNEL CLUB SHOW.

Additions to the Premium List—The
Extra Classes.

EDITOR Fanciers' Iouhnal.

Sir: The following classes have been

added to our premium list:

Class 98 A—Yorkshire terriers, challenge dogs

and bitches; first prize, $10.

Class 108-Wire-haired fox terriers, open dogs

and bitches; firhl prize, $5; second prize, $3.

The American Fox Terrier Club offers $25 for

the best exhibit of fox terriers.

The $10 offered by J. W. Bush for the best grey-

hound is changed to the best kennel of four.

The Buffalo Kennel Club offers |io for the best

kennel of four collies.

A friend of the club offers $5 for the best Ameri-

can-bred collie bitch.

The Buffalo Kennel Club offers $10 for the tjest

kennel of four beagles.

Four extra classes have been added for point-

ers. Classes. J9, 30, 31 and 33 will be for heavy-

weights (dogs over 55 pounds and bitches over 50

pounds); 29^, y>%, 3iH and 32W will be for light-

weights (under 55 and 50 pounds).

A. W. Smith,

BtiPFALO, N. v., March 15. SecreUry.

Stuck to His Muzzle.

Pedestrians on Eighth Street were
amused by the sagacity of a do i. The animal

was trotting up street when suddenly his muzzle

fell to the sidewalk. He stopped, 1<x)ked atit,

and after a few attempts again got his head in the

CAB.C Hut just as he started on his trot it fell off

a second time. This was repeated four times.

Then the dog, apparently realizing that it was
beyond him to fasten the muzzle, took it between

his teeth and ran on. his looks indicating the

pride he felt in mastering the difficulty.

ARTICLE III.—MEMBERS.

Section i.—The club shall consist of

active and honorary members.

Sec. 2.—a person to be an active

member must have attained the age of ber.

twenty-one years, and must have been

elected as hereinafter provided.

ggc. 3.—A person to be an honorary

member must have attained the age of

twenty -one years, and must be elected as

hereinafter provided, and shall not be

subject to dues nor assessments, nor in-

terested in club property.

Sec. 4.—a candidate for active mem-
bership must be proposed by one meni-

Ijer who shall file with the Secretary the

name, occupation and residence of said

candidate.
Sec. 5.—The candidate's name, occupa-

tion and residence, together with the

name of the member who proposed his

election, must be recorded by the Secre-

tary in a book provided for that purpose,

and if he is elected the date of said elec-

tion, and the time and manner of his

ceasing to be a member, shall also be re-

corded therein

.

Sec. 6.—The election of active mem-
t u_11 K« V>>. Kollnt anH two iiefative

votes shall prevent the candidate from

becoming a member, and it shall lie the

duty of the secretary on the first of each

month to notify all the members of the

names of all candidates on file at said

time, and requesting a vote upon same

by mail by the fifteenth of said month,

the result of the mail vote shall be sub-

mitted to the President, who shall de-

clare the result.

Sec. 7.—The election of honorary

memljers shall only be held at the regular

annual meeting, and candidates for hon-

orary membership shall be proposed at

least thirty days before said meeting, and

one negative vote shall prevent candi-

date from becoming a member.

Sec. 8.—Any member can resign from

the club by giving notice in writing to

the President or Secretary. But no such

resignation shall be accepted if the mem-
ber be in arrears for dues or otherwise.

Upon the acceptance of such resignation

all interest in the club property, of the

member resignir" "'•"" '"- • "••=*'"i '" t*"-

club absolutely.

Sec. 9.—A member whose dues re-

main unpaid for three months, shall then

be dropped from the list of meinl)ers, and

shall forfeit to the club all property in-

terest therein.
. „ ,

Sec. 10.—Any member who shall be

found guilty of fraud, either in connec-

tion with bench shows or field trials, or

who shall in the judgment of the Exec-

utive Committee be considered detri-

mental to the welfare of the club, may
,

be suspended by a two-thirds vote of said 1

Executive Committee, said suspension to
1

remain in force until the next annual or

special meeting, unless personally re-

moved by said Executive Committee.

Sec. II.—Any member can be expelled

at the annual meeting or at a special

meeting of the club called for such pur-

pose, provided that notice of such action

shall have been mailed to said member,

stating the charge, at least ten days be-

fore such meeting.

ARTICLE IV.—OFFICERS.

The officers of this club shall consist of

a President, First Vice-President, vSecond

Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and

an Executive Committee of five members,

whose duties shall be as provided by the

by-laws.
ARTICLE v.—MEETINGS.

business shall be transacted.

QUORUM.

Sec 3.—At any annual or special meet-

ing of the club five members shall con-

stitute a quorum.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Sec 4.—An election of officers to serve

for one year or until their successors are

elected, shall be held at the annual meet-

ing. The election shall be by ballot, and

a majority of the votes cabt for a candi-

date shall elect him.

ARTICLE VI.

This constitution may be amended by a

two-thirds vote at any annual or special

meeting of the club called for the pur-

pose, after twenty days' notice thereof,

with a copy of the proposed amendment
or alteration, has been sent to every meni-

IRISH SETTERS AT CHICAGO.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir; I am greatly surprised at the ap-

pearance in Chicago of Elcho, Jr., and it

certainly is not to the credit of Dr. Jarvis

that after having repeatedly made his

last appearance, he should still send

Elcho, Jr. on the circuit. Certainly no

further wins can add any laurels to his

crown, and that the best interests of the

Irish setter would be better forwarded

if the younger breeders who are actively

pushing the Irish to-day were encour-

1
aged. If the Irish setters are to be

brought to the front, it is through the

efforts of such men as Mr. Covert and

Mr. Washington, who are willing to

spend their money on iiicii dugs, that it

will be done. I don't doubt that Mr.

Jarvis will see his error and retire Elcho.

Jr., on his well-earned laurels.

"Oakview."

THE CHICAGO SHOW.

The Good Work "The Journal" Did

Towards Its Success.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I

Sir: The Mascoutah Kennel Club

wishes to express to you its thanks for

the valuable assistance rendered them by

your paper in making their show just

I
concluded such a succes.ss We fully

realize the importance of the work done

' and can but express our appreciation of

allinterestm uie cu. p.up...^, ^ the kindly interest and gootl will extend-

meniber resigning, shall Ije vested in the gd to us by yon and your staff. We snail

-' -* -'—'"•-'••
always remember your kindness with

pleasure and wish it were possible to re-

ciprocate. Very truly,

G. H. Goodrich,

Chairman Bench Show Committee.

Chicago, March 17, i-Sgo-

To Form a Bull Dog Club.

Editor Fancikrs' Jolr.nal.

Sir: We the undersigned Ijelieving

that concerted action by the friends of the Eng-

lish bull dog is alone necessary to win the gi"'

popularity due the breed, would invite all bu«

dog men and all others in .iny degree interested

to meet at the coming Boston Bench Show •'

noon of the first day, April 1, for the purpose of

forming a Bull Dog Specialty Club. In the

meantime we would request that any sugge»-

tions.or expressions of a willingness to join such

an organization be sent to H. D. Kendall, I^well,

Mass. K- Shekfieli) Portbr.

R. B. Sawver,
John H. Mathews.
Hknrv D. Kendall.

Section i.—The annual meeting shall

be held in the Spring of each year.

-Muzzle stealing" has become a regulffy

established branch of roguery in t-r*;"'
.""'Jie

since the promulgation ol the "-eceiit ordinance

compelling nil dogs to go muzzled. 1 »•, *JLl
of the matter is that the dogs, being deUghtw

to eel rid of their muzzles, aid and abei ii»

thieves in the perpetration of the robbery.

Uncle goss m the

(;lEW yORK gENCH ^HOW.

BY HIBERNIA.

Uncle Boss is a sportsman-farmer, born

and bred in Chester County, Pennsyl-

vania. I am his nephew and live in New

York City.

During the last Westminster Kennel

Club Bench Show Uncle Boss paid me a

visit and attended the exhibition at the

Institute building from opening until \

closing day. He viewed the dogs from a

practical standpoint (the only way he

knew to criticise them), and as some of
[

his remarks may interest your readers I

have jotted them down.

But first let me state the sort of a man

Uncle Boss is. As I mentioned above,

he hails from Chester County, Pennsyl-

vania. He is 70 years old, but rides to

hounds as well as any of his sons, and

few ride:s dare take higher fences or go
^

at a faster pace.
j

While in religious belief he is a camp-

meeting Methodist, he lives in a Quaker

community and always uses the plain

language. After the crops are gathered

in the fall he devotes all his time to his

dogs until planting time conies in the

spring. He keeps a private pack of some

forty-odd foxhounds which he takes out

at least twice a week during the hunting

season. He has Ijesides two or three na-

tive setters, a couple of double-nose

pointers, a small pack of native beagles,

a pair of wire-haired nondescript rat

dogs, several coon dogs and one or two
collies. In brain and brawn Uncle Boss
is a full score of years younger than his

actual age. He knows nothing of the
<• .. - «. :..»_>i -c .i,_ ,>:<r„_„«» >._ i_ „f
iaiiv.y L^oiiiLn \ji utii^ vAiifteiv.&Ak iyiw««3 \j\

dogs, and consequently his criticisms

will hardly meet the approval of that

vast number of fanciers who sacrifice

practical utility for artificial type.

It was Wednes<iay that I accompanied
Uncle Boss to the show. .Ml the prizes,

except the "sj^ecials" had been awarded
and the cards were hung up 111 the stalls.

It was early iti the morning and there
were but few visitors, so we had a good
opportunity to examine the dogs care-

fully. Tlie first class we looked over
was setters, and there certainly was a
magnificent display.

"Now, Uncle Boss," I said, "how do
you think old Bob and Jessie would look
in this company ?"

"They woultl be as much out of place
as I would at a Vanderbilt ball, but per-
haps in the field they might compare bet-

ter. I tell thee, though, the long feather-
ing on legs and tail is a nuisance in a
hunting dog; it catches the briars and
burrs. The hair also is too fine and silky
to suit me."

"But how do you like the way they
are put together?" continued I.

"They certainly are built for going;
feet, shoulders, chest and back are al-

most perfection, and," continued Uncle
Boss, stopping liefore a stall containing
a beautifully marked dog but rather
coarsely built and with quite a hard coat,
"this (log suits me as well as any I've
seen, but he has only won H. C."
Then Uncle Boss, who was an inveter-

ate smoker, forgetting that smoking was
prohibited, pulled out a cigar and drew a
parlor match across the side of the stall.

At the slight crack of the match the dog
that a moment liefore was all life and ac-
tion, slunk back into a corner and lay
there trembling, with a look of terror in
his eyes.

"Why, bless my soul," exclaimed
Uncle Boss, "the brute is gun shy. I.*t us
go hunt up the judge and tell him what
anusukehe has made."

1 explained to the old gentleman that
the judge would not alter the award on
this account.

"But a gun-shy hunting dog is the
most useless thing on the face of the
earth,and nothing is surer of being trans-
nutted from parent to offspring. If dog
shows are to improve the breeds of dogs
they should debar gun shyness. I see by
the rules in the catalogue that deafness
and lameness are disqualifications, and

they are of but little import compared
with gun shyness. This is all wrong,"
said Uncle Boss.

We now turn our attention to the
pointers. With these Uncle Boss could
find but one fault.

"They are very fine providing they are

not gun shy," he said, "but I would like

to see the coat a little coarser. Fine hair

is a sure indication of a delicate skin, and
a delicate skin is not the right sort of an
epidermis for a hunting dog."
"What sort of work are these dogs ex-

p.'cted to do?" queried Uncle Boss as we
entered the aisle containing the spaniels.

"Why they are the beau ideal for hunt-
ing in marsh and stubble," I replied.

"You don't mean to tell nie," he said,

looking at a field spaniel, "that a dog
with such short legs and long body would
work on soft ground. The only thing
they appear suitable for is to go down an
otter slide. They may be all right for

house pets, but they are certainly not
built for any kind of practical field

work that we have in this country."
The foxhounds especially interested

Uncle Boss. It was the first time he had
ever seen the English sort.

"They certainly are sturdy looking fel-

lows," he said. "Too much Ijone for work
in our country, however. They might
do for anise seed bag hunting, but after

wild foxes over frozen ground they
would soon get foot-sore. I do not be-

lieve they are very fast. If they are, then
a cross between alight-limbed trotter and
a Clydesdale ought to be a good model
for speed. What a shame it is to shorten
their ears. I think the ears of a foxhound
is their greatest point of beauty. Of
course sometimes tne long ears will get
sore after hunting in briary cover, but
not sufficiently so to make any material

difference in a hound's usefulness."

In the beagles Uncle Boss greatly ad-

mired the large-sized ones, but the under
twelve-inch class he could not believe

had stamina enough to make them first-

class rabbit hounds. 'I wonder," he said,

"if any of them are gun shy; some of
them sort of look that way."
"And what alx)Ut the bachshundes ?"

"Now, Uncle Boss," said I, "you are
getting cynical, "Let us go and look at

the bloodhounds and see what faults you
can find with them."

"I suppose," said he, as we stood be-

fore the two specimens on exhibition,

"that they are all right, although I must
say I am much disappointed in them.
Somehow or other I got it into my head
that they were very large, ferocious

beasts, instead of which they are quite

benevolent looking and seem as if they
would sooner share their meals with a
man than to run him down. For the life of
me I cannot see but little difference be-

tween them and the old solid tan and
black and tan Pennsylvania foxhounds.
They are a trifle larger, it is true, but
both seem to be of the same type, and the
bloodhounds here appear to me to be but
exaggerated old-fashioned foxhounds."

'Quite true," I rejoined, "both the
bloodhound and our American foxhounds
have a common origin in the old south-
ern sleuthhound."
The visitors to the show now began to

crowd the aisles so uncomfortably that it

was impossible to examine any more
classes critically, so Uncle Boss and I

went home.

FALL SHOW FOR NEW YORK.

.1 tl-.^^*. L.*.«11o

"I had a bitch of this kind once." re-

plied Uncle Boss, "and she was as good
a rabbit dog as 1 ever owned. The only
drawback was that she had the bark of a
terrier instead of the bay of a hound.
When I first got her I thought she could
not keep up with the rest of the pack on
account of her crooked legs, but I was
wrong. Being so low to the ground she
seldom got tangled up in the briars and
never over ran the scent. Then she had
more grit than any small dog I ever saw.

She would tackle a woodchuck in his hole

or a muskrat in the water, and generally

came off victorious. I like, however,
the short-coupled ones in the open classes

better than the long-bodied one who has
won the challenge prize."

We now went over to one of the rings

where the attendants were exercising;

some mastiffs and St. Bernards.

"What are they good for except to

save the trouble of having a slop barrel

to throw the table scraps into?" he
asked.
"Why Uncle Boss," said I, "the mastiffs

are supposed to be the finest watch dogs
of any breed, and you have read of the

wonderful work of rescuing storm-beaten
travelers that the St. Bernards have
done."
"Humph !" ejaculated the old man.

"The St. Bernards that did that kind of

work never had such cow-hocked legs

as those in the ring; and a one-legged
thief without crutches could get away
from any mastiff there is here."

I did not attempt to argue with him,

but took him to where the collies were
Ijenched.

"lam sure," I said, "you cannot find

any fault with these."

"I watched the judging of these yester-

day," he said, "and the standard of merit

as near as I could make out appears to

lie length of head, smallness of ears and
profnseness of coat. Now I don't like

this heavy coat. If a dog has sufficient

hair to keep him warm and dry that is

all he requires. Any addition to this is

as useless and as much an incumbrance
as two overcoats would be to a man when
one will keep him warm enough. And
again the flat-headed show collies may be

very intelligent, but if they are then the

Indian tril^es that Ixjund boards on their

pappooses' heads to flatten their fore-

heads were doing the right thing to in-

crease brain qualities."

Editor Fanciers' Joitrnal.

Sir: During the present circuit I have

consulted many members of specialty

and kennel clubs, exhibitors and hand-

lers, and have found all unanimous in

favor of a fall show at New York to open

the autumn circuit.

I suggested that it should be arranged

by the specialty clubs through a com-

mittee formed by delegates from each

and that the profits be shared by such
clubs and thus help kennel interests gen-
erally. The judges could also be select-

ed by those clubs participating.

I am confident that if a date is selected

just before the season opens and just
after fashionable people have returtied

to the city it will be an immense success.

It is at this season that the dogs are in

good trim and not after the shooting,
and those wishing to purchase hunting
dogs, and ladies returning from the sum-
mer resorts who want pets will thus be
able to make a choice without relying on
promiscuous selection.

Every thing seems to favor the pro-

posal and I would suggest that an early

meeting be held of each club and then a
joint meeting of delegates could follow.

Yours truly.

Edwin H. Morris.
New York. March, 14.

ROCHESTER'S SHOW.

DEATH OF SIR LORIS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Another good dog gone, a victim

of the dreaded pneumonia. On March

9 our grand little stud pug, Sir Loris

(Champion Loris—May Queen) died

after terrible suffering for a week. We
had him at our branch kennels. Louis-

ville. Ky.. where our partner. Mr. A. F.

German, assisted by our regular physi-

cian did all that was possible. 1 his is

the dog we imported last October, from
England, and he was as bright and in-

telligent a dog as ever lived. His blood

contained the cream of England's cham-
pions. We were so fortunate as to have
bred our best brood bitch. East Lake
Virgie. to him February 3, 1890, and with

good luck, thus hope to retain Sir Loris'

valuable blood in our kennels through
this union. Yours truly,

Eberhart Pug Kennel.s.
Cincinnati, O.

The Timid Soul.

From Shooting Times.

I do not want a dog, for fear he'll bite me;

I do not wish a girl, for fear she'll slight me;

I do not want a horse, for fear he'll kick me;

I do not wish a friend, who'll mayhap stick me;

1 do not want to live, for really I

Am fearful, when life's over, I must die.

—Farmer (raving mad) to Al Whitlock—Didn't
I say you fellows couldn't run foxes on my land?
Whitlock— Yes, sir; but I ain't running foxes.

I'm only trying to catch my dog.—American
Field.

Comments on the Awards-The Show

Not a Great Success.

Special Report for Fanciers' Journal.

The Rochester Kennel Club issued a

liberal prize list but failed to draw a

good number of dogs for their bench
show, held at the Washington Rink on
the nth inst. and following days. Two
hundred and ninety-three entries, with

quite fifty absentees, over twenty

classes without an entry and the same
number or more with but only one
entry and consequently this number
of awards "by default" is indeed a

poor showing, and there must be some-

thing radically wrong somewhere. We
are devoted to the best interests of dogs,

and consider it is against their interests

that of owners, breeders and clubs to

gloss over these matters with the usual

stereotyped sentences, so that in this in-

stance we have to say praise withheld for

want of—what ? That is the question.

After the sociable, gentlemanly conduct of

the members of the Chicago Club, the at-

mosphere of the Rochester show was cer-

tainly frigid. On the arrival of the special

car with the greater number of entries

from Chicago show, nothing was in readi-

ness and some of the do^ were placed in

a shed adjoining the nnk. where boys
and loafers had free access. There were
a number of vexatious blunders in the
catalogue. Besides, for quite an hour on
Monday no member of the club, officer

or superintendent was present. These
matters are noted not from a spirit of
fault-finding, but in the interests of ex-
hibitors and the club alike.

The judges, Messrs. Mortimer, Taylor,

Lacy and Wilmerding, are orthodox and
conservative enough, and it does not
seem to be likely that such an array had
ci i-icpicSaiii^ ciicCi, aO tiicic iiiuSi uc
some chronic disea.se which all local

shows are subject to, one after the other
and which Dr. Perry and his band of asso-

ciate members of the A. K. C. will do
well to find a remedy for when they meet
at Boston in April.

The club did not seem to have a very
strong hold on the public either, and the
patronage was neither first-rate nor nu-
merous, hence there was quite a barren
field for those who expected to dispose of
surplus stock.

MASTIFFS.

In the mastiff class Sears' Monarch

was alone and has been frequently de-

scribed; he was looking well. Lady
Coleus, also alone in the challenge bitch

class, secured the award by excellent

type, chest and loin, which good quali-

ties insured for her the specials for the

best mastiff in the show.
The open dogs found Ilford Chancellor

well ahead, and the rea.sons for his defeat

for the specials were in his throatiness;

only fair eye and ear; more squareness of

muzzle might disguise the throatiness

and make his excellent skull and wrinkle
more marked and thin; his good points

—

capital legs, feet, loin and bo<ly—would
tell in his favor. Horace was a very poor
second, for besides being really bad in

ears and shoulders he was poor in bead,

type, legs and feet; a C. card would suit

him better, and Elm Place Jumbo (V. H.
C.) and Turk (H. C.) must needs be in-

ferior.

In the open bitches Cambrian Princess

is indeed a model, with type, quality.

bone and carriage, and that short mastiff

head so much and rightly valued by
breeders. Countess of Dunsmore (sec-

ond) is also a good sort, having sub-

stance, good ear, coat and short muzzle.

Ivady Dorothy (V. H. C). deserved her

honors, for she is good in wrinkle, her

ears are well placed and a nice size; she

has plenty of substance for a bitch, but

in conformation was surpassed by those

placed over her. Lady Beatrice (H. C),
without substance enough and only fair

in type and really poor in front legs.

There were no puppy entries.

ST. BERNARD!?.

In rough St. Bernards, challenge dogs,

Ben Lomond again met Plinlimmon,

Continued on PBire 1»M».
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MARYLAND'S FIRST

BENCH SHOW.

Their Maiden Effort Crowned

With Success.

Over Three Hundred Ftill-Blooded Dogs

Compete for the Honors and

Special Prizes.

R. Lord Hector, W. Stewart Diffenderffer.

V. Lord Clifton, Thomas J.
Sheubrooks.

Leo IX, W. IC. Martenet.

OI-EN, BITCHB8.

I. Alpine gueeii, Wyoming Kennels.

I'UPPIES, iH)f;s OR BITCHES (uuder 12 mos.)

I. Wenomit, W. Stewart Diffenderffer.

The smooth coats we did not see judged.

<ir»'iit llniies (Mortimer).

OI'EN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Mincn Mia, J. H. H. Maenner.
2. Pedro, J. H. H. Maenner.
3. Minca, J. H H. Maenner.
c. Jessie, J. R. Wingrove.

PUPPIES, DOGsoR BITCHES (under 12 months)

1. Atlanta, J. H. H. Maenner.
2. Bella, J. H. H. Maenner.

THE FIRST bench show of the Mary-

land Kennel Club was a credit to the

managers, and the crowds that visited it

showed they fully appreciated the enter-

tainment gotten up for their benefit.

The judging rings were up stairs and

troublesome of access. Taking the dogs

up and down was a tire.'iome and delay-

ing job, and consequently the judging of

the regular cla-sses extended into the

night, it 1)eing half-past ten o'clock when

Mr. Mortimer, who did most of the judg-

ing, finished the last class.

The dogs were Ijenched and fed by

Spratts Patent, and the show was disin-

fected with Little's Soluable Phenyle.

Mr. Perry C. Ohl proved an able and

efficient superintendent.

Below we give the awards and com-

ments upon some. Most of the dogs

shown are so well known,having been but

recently criticised in these columns, that

our comment will be necessarily brief.

[R., reserve; V., very highly commended; H.,

highly commended; C, commended.]

^rnatlim IMr. Mortimer).

CHALI-ENOE, DOOS OR BITCHES

I. Sears' Monarch, Wyoming Kennels.

In the challenge class for dogs and bitches

Sears' Monarch beat Homer. Both w-re shown
in good condition. Notwithstanding Homers
excellent head, his small size told against hini,

and justly lost him the blue ribbon.

OPEN, IXKJS.

3. The Moor, Thomas D. Riggs.

H. Duke, I"red C. Eliert

C. Linkwood Chief, James Thompson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Countess of Dunsinore, Wyoming Kennels.

2. Withheld.
3. Duchess, Brunt & Lindsay.

C. Linkwood Maida, James Thompson.
Linkwood Lady Maigaret, James Thompson.

The open dog class did not show a single

specimen worthy of comment. The well-known
Countess of Dunsniore fairly smothered her com-
petitors in the open bitch class. Second prize

was withheld. Duches.s, third, had a fair head,

good dark eye, but rather snipy muzzle and

was coarse in coat.

Kousth-CoatfHl St. Bernards (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES,

I. Plinlimmon, Jr., Wyoming Kennels.

Plinlimmon, Jr.,\vas alone in the challenge

class for rough coated dogs or bitches. He was
sick during the show and we understand a gen-

tleman in New York has offere<l Jasoo for him,

Srovidcd he fully recovers from his present in-

isposition.
OPEN, DO<'.S.

1. Hesper, Wyoming Kennels.

2. Alpine Chief, J H. Ganlt. .

3. Marquis of Stafford, James F. Hall.

V. Bruno, James McCoy.
B. Leo X, H. D. Loney.
c. Bonadventure, J. t.regg Beechcr.

In open class for dogs. Hesper won hands down.
Alpine Chief, second, is good in head, fairin coat,

but rather light limbed; Third prize winner.

Marquis of Stafford, is almost entirely white. He
is a big and fairly good St. Bernard.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1 Manon, Narraganselt Kennels.

2 Blodwin, W. Stewart Diffenderffer.

3. I.ady Valentine, Woodbrook Kennels.

It was a close thing between Manon and Hl(xl-

win in the open class for bitches, the former

winning, Iwing richer in cont and a better mover.

Blodwin had the advantage in size, (eet and
body I,ady Valentine made a g<K>d third.

The entries of J. H. H. Maenner captured all

the prizes. This gentleman's team is second to

none in this country.

Ueerhuunds (Mortimer).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES

1. Olga, George S. Page.
2. Daniel Dcronda, J. W. Downey.
3. Nevis, J. W. Downey.
V. Thoro II, J. W. Downey.

Gl-eyhounUs (Mortimer).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES

1. Master Rich, Rookwood Landseer Grey-

hound Kennels.
2. Conspirator. Devon Kennels.

3. Gypsy, Devon Kennels.
Bess; Edward Herford.

Blarney, who was alone in the class, won. He
i is somewhat off in condition.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Larry S., Kdw, Maher.
2. Limerick, R. L. Jones.

3. Hela, James F. Huscy.

V. Dan, Griffin Taylor.

H. Sport, H. M. Walker.
c. Doctor, Morris Lenzberg.

Klcho II, S. C. Sirams.
Romauld, Mrs. H. J. Berkley.

First in the open class was Larry S.; not in

good condition and who had a close call with

Limerick, who was second. Limerick has a good

color, and with the exception of straightness be-

hind and a trifle too much daylight underneath,

is a very good specimen. Hela, third, is nearly
;

eleven years ol<L and is wonderfully preserved.

He is by old Elcho and shows the quality so

well known in the get of that great dog. Dan
V. H. C, and Sport, H. C, were but indifferent

specimens.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Leda Glencho, W. W. Kendall.

2. Sedan, Glendwyne Kennels.

3. Nino, F. H. Perry.
V. Fee, F. W. Thomas.

Leda Glencho, first in bitch class, was much
superior to her competitors, although not

shown in her usual condition. Sedan, second,

fairly good bitch ; rather too long in back. Nino,

third, was a great disappointment to us; she is

in poor coat and very fortunate m not having

more com petion. Fee, V. H. C, is another re-

minder of "old times," being nearly eleven

years of age; has been in her prime an excellent

bitch, greatly resembling in body Lady Clare

c. Prince, William J. Smith.

Master Rich easily won first over Conspirator.

The winner is better in depth of chest, loins, and

is certainly better muscled all over, besides ite-

ing a better mover.

I'olntt^n* (Hon. John S. Wise).

CHALLENGE, DOGS (55 pounds or Over).

I. Robert de Diable, Hempstead Harm Kennels

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 pounds or Over),

I. Golden Rod, J. H. Winslow.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (under 55 pounds).

I. Dukeof Hesson, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (Under 50 pounds).

I, gueen Fan, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

In the challenge classes the winners had no

opposition.

OPEN, D<KiS (55 pounds or over)

1. Tom, C, M. Johnson.
2. Tempest, J. H. Winslow.
3. Carl, John Lynch.
V Fritz, Jr., Andrew Hancock.
H.Don W., John Wanstall.

Pl-PPIES, IHHiSOR BITCHES.

I Lord Baltimore, W. Stewart Diffenderffer.

2. <ieueral Lyons, Frederick W. Knoblauch.

Lord Baltimore, a ten months' old puppy and

an exceptionally big fellow, took first; General

Lyins scomd.

Sniooth-Coattxl St. Bernartln (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, IXH'.S OR BITCHES.

I. Victor Joseph, Wyoming Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Nevis, C. T. Barney.
2. Tony, C. M. I^nahan.
3. Mac Gregor, C. T. Barney.

^ Ou" n, '" W Sinclair.

In open dogs we cannot see how Mr. Wise

could have taken Tom for first prize winner. Had
Tom been given V. H. C, he would liave been in

great luck, otherwise the dogs were properly

placed. .

OPEN, BITCHES (50 pouuds oT Over).

1. Withheld.
2. Lady Norrish, Charles Heath.

3. Blanche May, P Henry O Bannon.
H. Queen, J. H. Winslow.

In open class for bitches first was withheld for

some unaccountable rea.son.

OPEN, iKKis (under 55 pound*).

1 Poracry Sec. William H. Highland.

2. I^uncelot, diaries Heath.

3. Naso Peshall, William Hipsly.

V. Prince Don, Frederick S. Webster.
Boxer, George W. Massamore.

H. Daniel Deronda, E. R Goldsborough.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 pouuds).

I. Sallv Brass II, Charles Heath.

2 Merry Legs, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

3 Lizzie, Dr. B. Holly Smith.

v. Bloomo III, D. W. Oyster.

Croxie Wise, Crowther & O' Bannon.

H. Daisy Croxteth, James Carrigan, Jr.

lassie Bang, Frederick S. Webster.

PUPPIES, i)o<-.s OR BITCHES (Under 12 mos.)

3. Dan, George W. Mas.samore.

H. Scout, J. Paul Baker.

Ill small sized pointers the classes were strong

and the awards well placed.

KugllHli Setters (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES

I. Count Howard, F. Windholz.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Reverdy, P. Henry O'Bannon.
2 Dixie Gladstone, Richard Smith.

3! Bute, E. W. Jester.

V. David, Dr. B. Holly Smith.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Rod's Belle, P. Henry O'Bannon.
2. Glen Princess, L. L. West.

K Lady Macbeth, Harry B. Humphrys.
V Countess Rcikah, Charles A. Murphy

Sleeping Beauty. E. W. Jester.

U Winnie Davis, Crowther & O'Bannon.
Princess Helton, P. Henry O'Bannon.

C Princess Pearl, P. Henry O'Bannon,
Maud H., L. L. West.

pippiES, DOGS OR BITCHES (under 12 mos.).

1. Druid Hill, Charies A. Murphy.
2. Holly, W. W. Guest.

3. Captain Swift, Charles J. Carroll.

H. Ready, Perry Lee Downs.
C. Don Del, E. W. Jester.

The English setter classes were well handleil.

Revedy. first in open class, is an orange and
white dog by Gath's Mark—Rosa, and not as cata-

logued, Tammany—Rose Bertha. He is slightly

flat sided, but looks a workman.
Dixie Gladstone was a very handsome black,

white and tan, rather light limbed and not a

free mover. Bute, third, is a belter dog and
would have been second had he l>ecn shown m
proper condition, he being entirely to fat.

Irl^ili Setter** (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Blarney, E. W. Clark.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES (under 12 mos.).

1. Withheld.
2. Mulcahey, Glendwyne Kennels.

Puppies were very poor.

Gordon Setters (H. Malcolm).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Bellmont, Beaumont Kennels.

In the challenge class for dogs and bitches we
cannot endorse the award of Mr. Malcolm in

giving the bitch Bellmont first over the dogs.

Beaumont was entitled to the prize. Little Boy
afterwards was given the special for the best dog

over Beaumont. Wrong again, for it is not even

a close decision between these two dogs.

OPEN,DOOS.

1. King Item, H. F. Smith.
2. Dixon, Thomas E. Ashmead.

In the open class for dogs Dixon gave way to

King Item, a dog that he should never have

beaten, as he docs not show the true Gordon
character as does King Item.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. lessie. GO. Griffin.

2. Countess Roxie, H. F. smitn.

3. Countess Flo, Beaumont Kennels.

First and second prize winners in open bitch

class are well known. Countess Klo, third, was
badly shown. Countess of Devonshire was out

of condition.

Foxhounds—OPEN, dogs (Mortimer).

1. Richmond, Alexander Brown. .

2. Rapid, Alexander Brown.
3. Rattler, A. W. Pleasants,

v. Mount, E. W. Tester.

H. Dodge, H. W. Jester.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. True Lass, Elkridge Club.

2 Rulhful, Alexander Brown.

3. Countess. A. W. Pleasants.

H.Miss, E. W. Jester.

C. Biz, E. W. Jester.

Cheiiapeake Bay Dors (rough-coated).

OPEN, DOGS (James F. Pearson).

1. Dan, J. D. Mallory.

2. Rex, M. Wilson.

3. Marshall, J. F. We.ssler.

OPEN, iKKis OR BITCHES (olter-coatcd).

1. Mary. J. D. Mallory.

2. Duck, James Swan Fnck.

3. Jim Frick, Dr. Charles E. Tilghman.

Cocker Spaniels—Any color (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES (under 28 pounds).

I. Bene Silk, Lakeshore Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (black).

I. DickS., W. S. Brooks.

OPEN, BITCHES (black).

I. Newton Abbott Dinah, T. D. Riggs.

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES (any color).

1. Brantford Red Jacket, Brant Cocker Ken-

nels.
. .

2. La Tosca, George II. Whitehead.

3. Flora, Henry Kroeger.

Collies (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Champion Scotilla, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

OPEN, IKXiS,

I. Roslyn Wilkes, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

a Hempstead Zulu, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

3 Roslyn Conway, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

R. Duke of Kalmia, J. D. Shotwell.

V. Kenneth, Miss Nannie Sloan.

Sans Souci Young Ben Nevis, San Soucl

Farm Kennels.
H. Bob Acres, Ed. Law Rogers.

Laddie, E. S. Sprague.
c. Nero, J. W. Rice.

Sir Scott, Captain Thomas Mann.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1, Roslyn Clara, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Withheld. , ,

^. Lady Teppins, Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson.

V. Mina, W. Gilmor Hoffman,
c. Bonnie Kate, George H. Elder.

PUPPIES, IM)G8 OR BITCHES (Under 12 moB.)

1. Roslyn Conway, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

2. Sans Souci Young Ben Nevis, Sans Souci

Farm Kennels.
3. Linkwood John Bright, James Thompson.
V. Mina, W. Gilmor Hoffman.
H.Rex R., George H. Elder.

Poodles (Mortimer).

OPEN. DOGS OR BITCHES (any color).

1. Ivan Zukososki, H. S. Hurst.

Bulldogs (Charles D. Cugle).

CHALLENGE, DOGSOR BITCHES.

I. Portswood Tiger, John H. Matthews.

OPEN, Do<;s.

1. Harper, R. B. Sawyer.
2. yuasiniodo, John H. Matthews.
3. Hodge, H. P. McKean, Jr.

V. Carisbrooke, E. Sheffield Porter.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Thespian, John H. Matthews.

Bull Terriers—Open, dogs (Mortimer).

1. Chesselt's Flyer, Eugene D. Hays.
2. Dufferin, W.J. Boyson.
3. Grover Cleveland, Robert Archer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

3. I^dy Burt, Frank W. Moulton.
(First and second withheld.)

Dachshundes-OPEN, dogs (Mortimer).

1. Brownie, Dwight F. Mallory.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Gill, B. F. Lewis.
2. Bird, Allen B. Couglar.

3. Music, Allen B Couglar.

Beagles—Challenge, dogs (Mortimer).

I, Storm, Somerset Kennels.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

I. I^u, W. D. Hughes.

Challenge class for beagles was divided. Storm
being awarded first in dog class, over Little Duke,
who shows age. Lou. looking very well, hiid a

wilkover in the bitch class. Belle of Woodbrook
having been transferred to the open class.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Goodwood Rattler, Somerset Kennels.

2. Chimer, Pottinger Dorsey.

3. Racer, Jr., C. F. Judson.
V Blue Dick, J. Randolph Groves.

Banker, H. W. SUiuf

Goodwood Rattler, a strong, well-made beagle,

first. Chimer, second, too coarse in head for the

type generally followed in this country, but other-

wise looking well. Racer, Jr., third, too well

known to need describing. V. H. C, Blue Dick,

a fair specimen, of small size; rather too light all

over. Banker, V. H. C, only fair specimen.

open, bitches.

1. Cloud, Somerset Kennels.
2. Belle of Woodbrook, Somerset Kennels.

Bitch class, only three entries. Cloud, first, is

very good bitch; Belle of Woodbrook second.

Fox Terriers (Mortimer).

CHALLEKQF, nnria OH HITCHK9 (smoothl

1. Blemton Rubicon, Blemton Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1 Blemton Racket, Blemton Kennels.

2. Blemton Corporal. Matilda V. M. Loney.

3. Regent Brisk, Regent Kennels.
V. Paddy, W. T. Wilson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Blemton Con.sequence, Regent Kennels.

2. Blemton Brilliant, Blemton Kennels.

3. Rejoice. Regent Kennels.
V. Rosalind, Regent Kennels.
H. Linden Nelt e, R. S. Ryan.
c.Seaforth Princess, J. Vernon Campbell.

PUPPIES, DOGSOR BITCHES (Under 12 mos.).

1. Blemton Racket, Blemton Kennels.

2. Blemton Corporal, Matilda V. M. lA)ney.

3. Blemton F;nid, Hlemtoii Kennels.

H. Rogue, Miss Helen Sloan,

c. Snow Flake, William T. Levering.

Linden Blossom, W. Stewart Diffenderffer.
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Irish Terriers (Mortimer).

OPEN, IXk;S or BITCHES.

I. Burnside, I„ewis & Jarrett.

.Skye Terriers (Mortimer).

OPEN, DOGSOR BITCHES.

I. Sir Stafford, Clifton Shinn.

Black and Tans (over 7 pounds).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels.

Yorkshires (Mortimer).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

2. Dott, Mrs. S. L. Taylor.

Toys-Open, dogs or bitches (Mortimer).

I. Frances, Lawrence A. Readasell.

IMigs (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Champion Bessie, Dr. M. H. Crycr.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

2 Little Jewell, A. L. Wilson.

3 Frank, W. C. Mitchell.

H. Roland, George W. Wambach.
C. Flip, W. R.Traver.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Myrtle, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

2. Trixie, Mrs. C. R. Diffenderffer.

3. Rustic Katie, George W. Wainbach.

c Fussic, W. G. Brunt. „
Woodbrook Bright, Lawrence A. Readaseii.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES (uuder 12 mos.).

I Lord Baltimore, George W. Wnmbach.
». Nellie Bly, Roger F. Harrison.

King Charles Spaniels (Mortimer).

OPEN, IKKIS OR BITCHES.

1. Eva, Augu.st A. Kn(>t)lauch.

Blenheim Spaniels (Mortimer).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Lord Randolph Churchill. J. C. Macgill.

Italian Greyhounds (Mortimer).

OPEN, IKKIS OR BITCHES.

2. Lady, Mrs. R. B. Crawford.

n

Mexican Hairless (Mortimer)

Me-Too, Mrs. Hubert T. Foote.

Duke, George R. Bassett.

Siberian Wolf-hounds (Mortimer).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

L Ivau Romanoff, W. N. King.

Miscellaneous (Mortimer).

(For recognized breeds not classified).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

ABOUT KATIE NOBLE.

Patsy O'Connor, John R. Daniels.

Harry, Miss Emma Howard While.

H.Nero, Walter S. Rice.

NOTES FROM BALTIMORE.

Baltimore, Md., March 17.—The first

bench show ofthe Maryland Kennel Club opened

its doors to-day under pleasant skies. Amongthe

first to greet us was your efficient editor. We
were pleased to meet Mr. P. H. O Bannon, Sper-

ryville, Va, and extend our congratulations to

him in the possession of such a promising young

English setter as Reverdy—a dog of wonderful

promise. Among the familiar faces we find Mr.

C. D. Cugle and Harry Malcolm, and we note by

the way rather a peculiar decision in the chal-

lenge cla.ss for Gordons. Was it an effort to

dodge the question of Beaumont vs. Little Boy?

Our friend John Wise seems to have mixed mat-

ters a little in the pointer classes. The pointer

men, however, took the awards good-naturedly,

believing, as they all do, in the conscientious-

ness of Mr. W. He corrects his awards at New

York by reversing the position of Merrylegs and

Sally Brass II.

Mr. Mortimer gave universal satisfaction in

his awards, and it seemed to be the general

opinion that he was the right man in the right

place.

We were much pleased with the Irish setter

Limerick, and would drop a hint to his owner to

•watch some of the professionals show up a dog

in the ring."

The event of the second day was the "Tally-Ho"

trip over the Milk Route,

Mr. Diffenderffer deserves credit for the rule

prescribing certain hours for exercising the dogs.

By this means there is no trouble in finding any

dog when wanted. It is very annoying to be un-

able to find any particular dog when desired,

and we think the rule can be followed to advan-

tage in other shows. This show could be prop-

erly called the special prize show, from the num-

ber of special prizes offered, and we desire to call

attention to the present method of marking the

special prizes on the stalls. To hang up cards de-

noting "Special Prize" is, to the general public,

very misleading, especially as in some instances

it is repeated four or five times on one stall. We
think that there should be a tag for "Best Ken-

nel," and that other special prizes should be

omitted or the conditions given in full.

Extra precautions were taken for protection

from fire, and numerous fire extinguishers and a

deta 1 from the Baltimore Fire Department were

on hand all the time. The Maryland Kennel

Club were-uutiring in their attentions to visitors

from afar, and I think I voice the sentiments of

the exhibitors when I wish them a financial suc-

cess for their inaugural show. "Oakview."

An Astonished Setter.

From the Providence Journal.

A singular electric wire accident was
seen the other day in Boston. The attention of

passers by was attracted by the barking of a red

Irish setter to an English sparrow, which was
perched upon an electric light wire high above

the beast's head. The animal had evidently been

amusing himself in the fruitless sport of chasing
the bird, and when it had taken refuge on high

had endeavored to get some consolation out of

yelping lustily. The day was windy, and the

wire swayed to and fro. The sparrow apparently

enjoying its swing, until in a fatal moment the

tail of the bird came in contact with another
wire near by. Then, in the twinkling of an eye,

the unlucky sparrow came tumbling down stone

dead at the feet of the noisy dog, who was so

astonished at this sudden turn of affairs that he
did not offer to pick the creature up, hut simply
stopped barking and stood staring at his prey in

a.stonishment.

Mr. Tayler's Reply to the Criticism Last

Week by "St. Cloud."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: An article appeared in last

week's issue of your paper over the norn

de plume of "St. Cloud," calling attention

to your illustratiou of my English setter

bitch Katie Noble. That article was

written in a very unkind manner, and

while I have made it a rule never to re-

ply to anyone who is ashamed to sign

his name to his communication, 1 have

made an exception to my rule in this

case for a double reason.

First, I wish to have justice done ray

dog, and, secondly, to take this means of

replying to a number of my friends who
are admirers of Katie. I have received

a number of letters from gentlemen ex-

pressing dissatisfaction with the illustra-

tion in question, stating that it did not

resemble her, or do her half justice, and

for your own edification, Mr. Editor, I

enclose a number of these same abstracts.

.\u essay might well be written on the

subject of "American illustrations and

their truth to nature," but we have not

time or space to give it here. Suffice it

to say that I am frank to admit that the

sketch of Katie is a miserable affair, due
to the photograph from which your artist

made the copy, and gave to a stranger a

mistaken notion of the bitch's points, or

her tout ensemble. The photograph was
taken in a gallery where there was abso-

lutely nothing to attract her attention.

It was taken by a gentleman who rarely

photographs dogs and who lays no claim

to proficiency in the art.

1 have seen many bad sketches in the

sporting journals of celebrated dogs that

looked no more like the specimens of the

breed they were made to represent than
me veriest cuio, ctiiu uau a iicvci sccu luc

original I would certainly l)e excused in

forming a wrongful and strongly preju-

dicial opinion of them.
I have recently had Katie photographed

by the great animal photographers
Schreilier & Sons. This time we were
successful in getting a most excellent

likeness of the biich. So good indeed

does Mr. Schreiber consider the picture

that he has had it copyrighted. If "St.

Cloud" will do me the favor to send me
his name and address I will take pleasure

in sending to him one of these. If upion

receipt of that picture he so far changes
his mind as to Katie's appearance, and
would not consider it too great a disgrace

to his grand Irishmen to he seen in com-
pany with a bitch who "apart from her
field merit has no other right to be on
earth" and would consent to a little race,

we hereby challenge him. I will run
Katie, or if he objects to Katie's appear-

ance I have a couple more scrubs in my
kennel that are perhaps a "little" more
"catchy looking" that would be most
highly complimented to meet in the field

one of his Irish whirlwinds.

If he has the "sand" let him take up
this challenge. He can make the stakes

to suit himself.
Francis G. Tavler.

pets, or, if he will not, I stand ready to

sacrifice one of my English scrubs for the
entertainment of his world beaters.

F. s. B.

Philadelphia, March 18, 1890.

what dr. hartmann thinks.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In last issue of The Journal I

saw a letter from "St. Cloud," lauding
his Irish setters at the expense of poor
Katie Noble, who is disgraced on ac-

count of the blunder your artist made in

her picture—well that is not Katie's

fault, and I hope her owner, Mr. Tayler.

will send "St. Cloud" a good picture of
her to show him she looks "a little bit"

better than the picture in The Journal.
I have had the pleasure of looking Katie
Noble over, and I think she is a very
pretty bitch, and as I own a few dogs
and have owned dogs for years I think I

know a nice one when I see it and
would be very glad to be the owner of
Katie Noble, and if I was I would consider

her about as handsome an English set-

ter as I owned; and I have quite a string of
setters and pointers, but they are not
wonders—like "St. Cloud's" Irish setters.

If they were I would run them in the
trials and show the sportsmen of Amer-
ica what I had—if I had to sell one-half

of them to pay expenses of running the

other half. We all know "St. Cloud's"
hobby is the Irish setter, and well he may
be proud of his dozen dogs, but all are not

alike. If we all fanciecf the same breed
of field dogs, where would the fun come
in. I would like to see a race come off

between Katie Noble and one of "St.

Cloud's" Irish setters during the meet-
ing of the Philadelphia Kennel Club
trials this fall. If the owners should
make a race I will wager "St. Cloud" a

new hat Katie Noble will win over any
Irish setter he owns.

Dr. John A. Hartmann.
Latrobb, Pa., March 17.

a conservative view.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: "St. Cloud" in his article on
Katie Noble and Irish setters makes a
mistake in supposing that the illustra-

tion published in one of your previous is-

sues is a correct likeness of her. It is

well known to be a difficult task to get a

good photograph of a dog, and certainly

that from which the illustration was
made was far from perfect. A later one
taken by Schreiber does her justice, and
would satisfy the most exacting. I am
pleased to hear that "St. Cloud" has good
field dogs and trust he will see fit to run
them in the trials. Yours truly,

G. G. Davis.

KENNTCl. UKGI8TER.

TRAINING SPORTING DOGS.

Intelligent Dot;s.

The intelligence of animals became
one of the subjects of discussion at a little dinner
party. An enthusiastic advocate of the dog was
asked: "Do you mean to tell us that there are
some dogs with more sense than their masters
can boast of? " "Certainly; I have one."

—Father (at a picture gallery)—What does this
represent, Lou?
Daughter—Why, father, that's a dog.
Father—A dogi Well, if I had my way I'd arrest

that artist for cruelty to animals.

another view of it.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I am somewhat surprised that

your correspondent, "St. Cloud," should

seek to glorify his Irishmen at the ex-

pense of his English neighbor, Katie No-
ble. No one, except perhaps St. Cloud,

expects a newspaper print to be an exact

picture of the subject. The photograph
of Katie is a poor one and does not do
her justice; in fact, does her great injus-

tice, and as jour picture is a true repro-

duction of the photograph, it, to the same
degree, shows her at a disadvantage.

It seems to me that the text for the let-

ter was poorly chosen, and if it was writ-

ten as a slur ujjon English setters, or

upon this particular one, it will amount
to naught. I admire a man who "loveth

his own," but he cannot glorify that own
by the depreciation of another's.

From the tone of "St. Cloud's" letter

he "thirsts for gore," and if he will name
amount, time and place, I think the

owner of Katie will accommo<late his

We make no charge for entries in this

column, all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
visits.

J. CLARENCE SINGLE'S (Slrickersville, Pa.)
beagle bitch Keep to Wm. H. Child's Tony
Weller (5411), March 15, 1890.

R. M. GREEK'S English setter, Babette B.,
ia,39l (Buckellew—Frolic Bondhu), February
6, to Toledo Blade (12,115).

C. E. ROWE'S English setter Pearl Pelton
(Felton—Lady Romp), February 12, to To-
ledo Blade.

MARION BAKER'S English setter LiZZIB
Gladstone, 2758 (Sportsman—Jessie Turner),
February i6, to Toledo Blade.

CHARLES A. EDDY'S English setter Kate
Mandan (Clifford Gladstone-Rose Mandan),
February 21, to Toledo Blade.

KICKAPOO KENNEL'S pug bitch Naika (9732),
to Lord Clover, March 3. 1890.

T. SADLER'S English setter Snowbird, 5139
(Ruby's Druid—Lady Atbol), February 25, to
Toledo Blade.

JAY BENSON'S English setter Daisy V. (Cap-
tain v.—Pearl Felton), March 2, to Tolkoo
Blade.

WILLIAM B. WELL'S English setter Cambri-
ANNA (Cambridge—Romp), March 9, to To-
ledo Blade.

HENRY WARUF'S English setter Fly Noble,
11.399 (King Noble—Queena), March 13, to
Toledo Blade.

J. E. DAGER'S English setter Cornelia O.
(Gladstone—Cornelia), February 21, to his
CiNCINSATUS (12.214).

WILLIAM A. NEDDERMEYER'S English set-
ter Pearl Bondhi' (Gus Bondhu—Nellie
Dale II), March 9, to Cincinnatus.

J. L. SNEED'S English setter Nell S. (Glad-
stone—Queen Bess), March 11, to CmciN-
NATUS.

MRS. J. E. DAGER'S Gordon setters Bellb
Stephen (Champion Royal Duke—Bessie),
February 21, to Champion Beaumont.

MR. HENRY POPHAM'S black spaniel bitch
Gipsy (Champion — • - •

Betty), to Mr. A. "

Doc, March 2, 1890.

MENTHON KENNELS' (Phccnixville, Pa.) St.
Bernard bitch Countess to Mr. James F.
Hall's Marquis of Stafford (Champion
Save-Miss Plinlimmon), January 9, 1H90.

J. E. DAGER'S (Toledo, O.) Gordon setter bitch
Belle Stephens (Champion Royal Duke-
Bessie) to Beaumont Kennels' Beaumont
(Ronald III.-Champion Floss). February 21

1890.

GARDNER'S (Mt. Vernon, N. Y.)

in Black Prince—My Lady
. C. Wilmerding's Champion

L.
\^-»*»«»»* a »•••*'«« vaai^

From the Book of the Dog.

Having thus showu that the art of
training sporting dogs is not entirely

due to Its modern exponents, though it

has naturally been reduced to a science

by them, we now lay before our readers

the following hints from the pen of Mr.

A. Fletcher, of Glenmarkie Lodge,
Huntly, Aberdeenshire, N. B., whose ex-

perience in breaking is both practical and
extensive. "In training pointers and
setters care must be taken to give the

puppies every chance of starting them,
and by careful handling and allowmg
them to see everything that will tend to

make them hardy, and not gun-shy, as it

is the worst thing that could befall the

puppy, as he cannot have too much
Cluck. Many a puppy is made gun-shy

y being too much kept out of sight

when being exercised, and not allowed
his freedom to run about until five or

six months old, when he can see every-

thing for himself, and by that time he
will Ije getting into trouble. But you
may be sure hi: will be full of spirit, if

he ever will have any. Begin at first to

lead him with a chain and collar, which
he will object to most decidedly; but
hold on to him, and let him pull till he
is tired out, when he very likely will

think better of it, and follow you. If

not, let him sleep a night over it and try

him next day, and after a pull or two he
will come pleasantly. By all means be
kind to him at first, until you get thor-

oughly acquainted with his temper, and
granting that his temj>er is not the best,

It is probably only high courage, which
is the Ijest merit he can have for the

breaker.

Cambridge) to his Rooer (Count Noble-Queen
Meg), March i, 1890.

WHELPED.
WM. H. CHILD'S beagle bitch Merrybell

(9819), two puppies (one dog), by same owner's
Tony Weller (M'O. March u. 1890.

DR. J. F. KIRKS field spaniel bitch Bridford
Ruby (Champion Bridford Dallian-Bridford
Brida), whelped January 4, four (one dog) by
Mr. W. T. Payne's Newton Abbot Skipper
(Champion Newton Abbot Darkie-Newton
Abtxit Blossom).

MR. GEORGE F. CORMAN'S RoSA Croxteth.
pointer bitch, whelped February 7, ten, five
dogs and five bitches, by Mr. C. A. Parker's
Wm. Ten.

SALE'S.

MESSRS. WILMERDING & KITCHEL, New
York, have sold black spaniel bitch Miss
Bend O'R (Young Obo—Newton Abbot I.,ady),

to Mr. Roland P. Keasbey, Newark, N. j.
Black Spaniel Pup, to Mr. F. L. Mordaunt,
Newark, N. J.

J. W. GALE, Providence, R. I., has sold red
Irish setter pup, whelped January 28, i8y),

by Grip—Sheila, to Michael Flynn, Jr., Bns-
tol, R. I.

NAMES CLAIMED.
F;BERHART pug kennels, Cincinnati, O.,

claims the name :

ViRGiE for fawn pug bitch, whelped September
3, by Rochester-Tantrums.

Lady Aylesforu, for fawn pug bitch, same
litter.

MICHAEL FLYNN, JR., Bristol, R. I. claims
the name Razzle. for Irish setter dog pup,
whelped January 28, 1890, by Grip—Sheila,

\ Retrieving Spaniel.

A gentleman writes to an English paper

that he has a retrieving spaniel that is as

well a splendid ratter. It retrieves very ten-

derly, too tenderly almost, sometimes letting

a bird that is only winged out of its mouth, and

having to catch it again; notwithstanding which
' tendency, it one day made a dive into a ditch by

I

the side of which a gentleman was walking and

brought out a rat, gave it one nip and laid it

down at his feet stone dead. The dog will do

I

almost anything. The other day it tried gently

to take a reticule out of a lady's hand on the

railway platform to bring to its master. The

lady fortunately was used to dogs and did not

resent its larcenous attempt. The man of whom
this dog was bought was in the habit of sending

him to a shop for eggs for breakfast, which he

brought one at a time in his mouth.

—First Exhibilor-My dog got V. H. C. at the

New York Show. .„ ^ «
Second E.—That's nothing, mine got W. O. C.

at the Chicago show.
First E —W. O. C. What's that ?

Second E—Worthy of Chicago !—New York
Sun.
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POULTRY A«;^^IGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The New York Institute poultry show

management, we are told, is out alxjut

|i500upoii their venture. We are not

as surprised at this as we would have

been if the policy adopted by the asso-

ciation from the first had been followed

by success.

weeks through the season. Does it

stand to reason that any "goose mother"

will admit that her charge has "feelings"

to the extent of any such sacrifice of

profits. It is again a question whether

plucking or shearing should be most

severely condemned as cruelty.

«
#

* •

The idea of the management seemed

to be that a show in New York City was

indispeusible to the fancy; that, what-

ever the rules, there would be an entry

which would equal any capacity, indeed,

without doubt, birds would have to be

refused, inasmuch as fanciers would feel

that they must be represented there if

they would sell their birds. The associ-

ation therefore did not wait to have suc-

cess assured before making innovations,

but forged ahead and made rules and

conditions which they must have known

fanciers with any self respect would re-

sent
* *

The management has probably been

taught two things. One, that New York

City as a poultry show centre has been

greatly over-rated. Another, that the

American fancier may be led but cannot

be driven, and a show to be a success

must be run for the multitude and not to

cater to individual preferences. We
hear there is great dissatisfaction among

the members of the association, and

unless there is a change of management

resignations will be the rule.

*•

Credit is due to the management for

hard work, and the failure to realize their

expectations can not be ascribed to lack

of effort, but because the work was upon

wrong lines. If another effort is to l>e

made we commend to the association

Mr. Felch's idea of a field day: An entry

fee, but neither judges nor judging. And,

instead of a week long show, the time

not to exceed four days. We also sug-

gest that the addition of rabbits, guinea

pigs and the like will add to the interest

and the number of those interested.

•

At the late meeting of the American

Poultry Association, upon motion of Mr.

A. A. Fillebrown, action was taken to

amend the Standard by the issue of a sup-

plement. The committee appointed for

this work is composed of the Messrs. A.

A. Fillebrown, I. K. Felch, W. F. Bacon,

J. E. Diehl and F. L. Sewell. This com-

mittee shows itself to be in earnest in its

call upon breeders and judges for their

assistance. This reads:

» •

"The committee appointed on addenda

to the Standard earnestly desire all

judges and breeders to report any and all

omissions, that may have come under

their observation, to any member of the

committee. With the co-operation of all,

it is the earnest desire of the committee

to make this addenda such that the

present inconsistencies and omissions

mav be righted, thus making the work in

conformity with consistency and the

original intentions of the committee on

the present work. Especially is this in-

vitation extended to the different clubs on

varieties."
*

» »

A writer in the American Agriculturist

is of the opinion that shearing geese and

ducks can be made to supersede pluck-

ing. In the shearing method only one

growth or at best two per annum can be

looked for, whereas this same writer says

the plucked crop is gathered once in six

Less than six months ago when the

sanitary inspector of Kansas City dele-

gated to officer Schulz the duty of in-

specting the poultry offered for sale as

food within the city limits there was

great hue and cry among the commission

men, and the work for a time at least was

done at a disadvantage. Now, however,

we find the commission men have ap-

pointed one of their number to circulate

a petition for signatures to be presented

to the council asking that body to create

the office of poultry inspector and to ap-

point Officer Schulz to it. So well has

the work been done and so much good

has been accomplished in the better

quality and condition of the consign-

ments that all are agreed that one man's

full time is not too much for the work of

it. Other cities of the West might fol-

low this example to the advantage of

their markets.

» *

Mr. A. C. Hawkins at a late farmers'

meeting in Plowman Hall, Boston, Mass.,

in a most interesting essay upon practi-

cal poultry keeping, said success de-

pended upon making poultry keeping a

business and in not treating it as a side

issue. He advised beginners to "start

small and learn the way,to read the poul-

try papers and magazines and learn what

others were doing and how they were

doing it. There was this disadvantage,

however—that many poultry writers were

not practical and based their advice upon

theory rather than experience." To

those who would like to venture but are

afraid of being termed "hen men," he

savs: "Many have gone out of the busi-

ness because they hadn't the brains and

backbone to make it succeed. It re-

quires more brains and energy to succeed

with poultry than to be either a minister,

doctor, lawyer or merchant, and wii/i

brains and energy success is sure and

profitable."
«

» »

Mr. Hawkins admits the right of those

who so desire to use incubators, but for

himself prefers the "old hen method, be-

cause the condititions are more nearly

complied with; no artificial process can

successfully compete with nature." He

"used the same kind of house for setting

as for laying, the conditions were then

such as the fowls were familiar with and

there was less liability of their deserting

their nests. After the first week of incu-

bation there is less liability of the germ

being killed by a chill as it is more

developed and stronger." He "dusted

sitting bens with an insecticide and gave

them a dirt bath in the sitting quarters,

and in this way the chicks came off free

from vermin." He allowed the hen and

chicks to remain on the nest for twenty-

four hours after hatching and then re-

moved them to a coop out of doors. The

first feed is com and oats ground together

and just moistened; they have nothing to

drink until three weeks old and after that

milk and water. After two weeks old

their food is cracked com and wheat.

When chicks are ten weeks old they are

removed to the fields in lots of forty,with

a roosting coop 8 ft. x 3 ft. for each col-

ony. The chicks not only found natural

food which kept them in health, but did

good service in destroying insects and in

fertilizing the ground."

INCUBATION.

The Btrsfs and How to Handle

Them—The Sitting Hen.

In taking up the questions of hatching

and rearing, a few words as to the struct-

ure of the egg may not be out of place.

Commencing on the outside, it consists

firstly of the shell, which is largely com-

posed of lime, and is porous; secondly,

of two lining membranes of skins—the

outer one which adheres to the shell, and

the inner which adheres slightly to the

outer one, except at one end where there

is an air chamber or bubble. Next comes

the white of the egg, which is in three
1

layers—one liquid, outside; then a middle

one of firmer consistency, and to which

the yolk is attached by two spiral springs

one at either end and known as "cha-

lazae;" next comes the inner layer of

white, in the centre of which the yolk is

suspended by the chalazae. The yolk is

enveloped with a thin membrane. The

yolk is slightly lighter than the white

and has a tendency to rise to the upper

part of the egg. The true ovum or germ

is attached to the lightest part of the yolk,

and, consequently is always uppermost

when the egg is in a horizontal position.

It is necessary to understand this much

as to the structure of the egg, so as to

take proper precautions for preserving it

for incubation.

There are several questions connected

with the treatment of the egg l>efore it is

set, as to which a few words are neces-

sary. In the first place, shaking the egg

has a very detrimental effect. The injury

may be fatal, in which case the chalazte

are ruptured and the yolk floats al>out

inside the egg instead of l)eing suspended

in its proper position . A less injury may
l)e done by shaking the e«g so as to dis-

tnrh the relative position of the particles

of it. This frequently happens when eggs

are sent by railway, and they should

always, in that case, be allowed to rest

for twentv-four hours before being set.

Another danger, which I think was

pointed out by Mr. Tegetmeier, is the

twisting of the spiral springs by rolling

the egg rapidly round as when it is en-

veloped in a piece of paper. The same
danger arises m a less degree in incuba-

tors, when the eggs are always turned in

the same direction.

The l)est way to preserve eggs for in-

cubation in my experience is to pack

them in bran or some similar material in

small boxes on their sides and turn over

the box daily. It has been suggested

that by buttering the eggs they can l)e

preserved for incubation for a longer

time. They are, in this case, immersed
in warm water l)efore being set. I have

had no personal experience of this

method, and should not recommend it,

as it seems to me likely to stop up the

pores of the egg, and consequently to

interfere with the supply of air to the

embryo.
The next point which arises is as to

the packing of eggs for travelling. For

long journeys I prefer to pack the eggs

in a small box, using cotton wool, moss,

or some other similar material, and then

pack that box inside a larger box filling

up the intervening space with hay or

some elastic material. For ordinary

journeys it is best to wrap the eggs in a

sheet of paper pressed roughly round

with the hand, taking care not to roll

them up in it, aud afterwards pack in

hay in a fair sized basket. I always use

a three bottle wine basket for a dozen

eggs.
THE SITTING HEN.

Before you can set your eggs it is nec-

essary for you to have a clucking hen.

I have frequently been asked as to

whether there is any method by which

hens can be forced to sit. There is no

such method, but they can be encour-

aged to sit by leaving a few eggs in the

nest, and also by giving a little stimula-

ting food such as hempseed.
I mav as well refer here to the best

method of curing clucking in case you

do not want her to sit, as this matter is of

some importance in the laying result.

Clucking hens which are not wanted for

sitting should at once be taken off the

nest and put in a coop like an ordinary

chicken coop, but with barred instead of

a solid bottom.
This should be placed in the ordinary

fowl run, and the hen well supplied with

food and water. She will soon become
tired of her position and in her efforts to

get out, the clucking fit will wear off.

A hen generally chooses to sit upon the

ground, and is always supposed to bring

off a successful brood, but it is to be

borne in mind that in the case of these

stolen nests we only see the successful

broods, and that the abandoned nests,

in which not a single chick has been

hatched, are but rarely found. However
there can be no doubt that sitting on the

ground is the most natural, and conse-

quently the best method if it can be

adopted. The natural moisture of the

ground is drawn out by the heat of the

hen's body, and the most suitable atmos-

phere is thus produced. It may be, also,

that the electricity with which the ground
is stored has some beneficial effect in the

development of the embryo chick.

The nest in form should resemble a

bowl or basin, very shallow and sloping

evenly from all sides towards the centre.

Mr. Cook, the originator of the Orping-

ton, makes nests large and deep, so that

the eggs come up round the hen's body.

By this method of constructing them, he

is able to set as many as twenty-five eggs

under one hen; but this I cannot recom-

mend, unless you are able to l>e almost

as unremitting as the hen herself, in your

attention to the nest. When eggs are

put into a nest of this form the hen is

apt in going on the nest, or in turning

the eggs, to roll one or two from the

side down into the centre. In a nest

with only a moderate slope such an acci-

dent is not likely to occur, and, if it does

occur, rights itself by the egg which has

rolled down, forcing itseH by its own
weight into the centre and pushing the

others out a little. In a deep nest with

a lot of eggs in it this is impossible, and

the hen in pressing down on to her nest

breaks the eggs which have rolled into

the middle, and probably some others

also which get fastened on to her plum-

age l)y lllC uticu (.omcuia <Ji iiic uiuiw>.u

eggs adhering to them. I, therefore,

while acknowledging that with care such

a nest is economical, do not advise its use

in ordinary cases. A shallow nest, such

as I have suggested, will take about

thirteen eggs of ordinary size, and this

is as many as I care to set under one

hen. Indeed the precise number which

a hen can cover can only be told by

actual experiment, as it depends on the

size of the eggs and the size of the hen,

and both these very considerably. When
the hen is off the nest for the first time

an examination may l>e made, to see if

any of the outside eggs are cold. • If they

are it is manifest either that the nest is

not properly constructed, that the hen is

not sitting properly, or that there are too

many eggs in the nest.

If ii is not practicable to construct the

nest on the ground itself, the next best

plan is to take two or three shovelfuls of

earth and a sod where it can be obtained,

and with these construct a nest of the

shape already indicated. It may be

placed in a shallow box or in one side of

a lx)x turned on its side, with a ledge

about four inches wide nailed across the

bottom to keep the nest in position. If

desired a door may be hinged on from

the top by leather or other small hinges.

A box about fifteen inches square is very

suitable for the purpose, and tea chests

or something in that way can readily be

obtained for a few pence, and with but

little trouble made to answer all pur-

poses. vShould the nest be made on the

ground a similar box with the greater

part of one side cut out and hinged on to

make a door can be placed over the nest.

The nest should be lightly covered

with soft straw, well twisted up in the

hands and broken. This should be put

to the depth of about half an inch all

over the nest, care l)eing taken that all

corners of the box are well filled up, so

that there is no chance of an egg getting

down into them. A few feathers may be

added with advantage at the bottom of

the nest.

If the hen can have a small house and

mn quite to herself she may be allowed

to come off the eggs when she chooses,

food l)eiug left for her in the mn; but

even under such circumstances I am by

no means sure that this course is the best.

I have found the best results from setting

the hens in boxes such as I have sug-

gested, and in taking them off carefully
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once each day for food and a mn. If

there are several hens sitting they may
be taken off all together and fed, but the

food must be put down in several parts

ofthemn, as sitting hens are quarrel-

some, and one may bully the others and
keep them from the food, unless this

precaution is adopted. If there is no
spare run available the other birds may
be shut up in the sleeping house during

the time the clucking hens are at liberty.

I prefer to feed sitting hens entirely on
grain, taking care that they have a proper

supply of grit. Another matter which
should on no account be neglected is the

supply of a dirt bath, in which the hens
may dust themselves. A little flour of

sulphur mixed with the dry earth or

ashes will assist them in getting rid of

the insect pests. A little pyrethrum
powder dusted through the straw of which
the nest is formed will also be found ad-

vantageous.
If two or three hens can be set at the

same time it will be an advantage, as

upon the eggs being tested it may be
found that there are a good many unfer-

tile ones amongst them, and in this case

the fertile eggs should all be put together

under one or two hens, and the others

started again with a fresh supply of eggs.

TESTING THE EGGS.

A simple method is to encircle the egg

with the forefinger and thumb of the

right hand, holding the egg lengthwise

between a strong light, as of a candle or

kerosene lamp. In seven days from the

time setting began the difference Ijetween

a fertile and unfertile egg is apparent

even to an inexperienced eye. The ap-

pearance of a clear egg can easily be
ascertained by looking through a new
laid egg. Those which are unfertile will

present precisely this appearance at any
period of incubation.

The fertile eggs will by the seventh
day have become opaque, as to a great
part of their surface, while those which
have developed for a few days and in

which the germ has then died will be

duce live chickens. I do not leave the
eggs more than five minutes in the
water, carefully taking out each one as it

shows signs of life, and placing it under
the hen. I usually look through those
that do not show signs of life, to see if

there are any clear ones which have been
overlooked at the first testing amongst
them, or if they are partly transparent,
thus indicating that they contain dead
chickens. These, of course, are rejected,

but those which are quite opaque, except
for the air buble at one end, are simply
marked round with a pencil, and again
placed under the hen to give them the
benefit of any chance of life which they
may have. I do this because I have
sometimes found that eg^s which have
accidently got left out in the cold at

some period of incubation, have had
their development delayed by this, and
consequently have not shown signs of
vitality at this period. These eggs may,
perhaps, hatch out a day or two after the
others.

Many good eggs are sacrificed by be-

ginners, from an erroneous impression
that if they once get cold during the
period of incubation all chance of hatch-
ing them out is lost. This is quite a
mistake. I have known hens to be ab-

sent from the nest for as long as twelve
hours, and yet hatch out a fair propor-
tion of chickens; while as an extreme
example of what is possible in this way,
I may note that I once placed some eggs
in a bucket of water to wash them, on

THS BABB.
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to one part of the shell. These are what
is known as addled eggs.

A "clear egg" is one which has never
Ijeen fertilized, and in which consequently
there is no germ capable of development.
Such an egg even after three weeks' in-

cubation would only become musty, and
if taken out at the seventh day is quite
fit for cooking purposes, if desired. It is

best, however, to keep them to form part
of the food of the young chickens when
hatched. A "rotten egg" is one in which
the embryo has partly developed, but has
8ubse(iuently died, owing either to want
of vitality or to improper incubation.
Such eggs have been duly fertilized and
a purchaser is not entitled to have them
replaced by others under the usual form-
ula "unfertile eggs replaced."
The time a hen should be allowed to

be absent from the nest varies somewhat
according to the weather. In very cold
weather a quarter of an hour is ample,
but in the summer half an hour is not too
much. If there is no opportunity for the
hens to become wet by running through
damp grass or the like, and the weather
is dry, it may be found advantageous
during the last week of incubation to
cover the eggs with a flannel cloth wrung
out in hot water during the time the hen
is absent from the nest. If the situation
is very dry, a bowl of warm water may
be poured or sprinkled about the nest
about the nineteenth day of incubation.
A test frequently adopted about the

nineteenth day is swimming the eggs in
warm water. This can best be done in a
straight sided dish or tub capable of
holding four or five inches of water,
which should be of a temperature of 104°
to 106°. I prefer when testing the eggs
in this way not to do so when the hen is

off feeding, but to take them from under
her at night, so that they may be at once
returned to the heat of her body, when
taken out of the water. The eggs may
be taken all together from under the hen
and placed in water; they will then, if

they contain live chicks, almost imme-
diately bejjin to bob al)out in a curious
way. This is caused by the movements
of the chickens in the eggs altering the
centre of gravity of them.
Those eggs which contain dead chick-

ens will usually sink, though this is not
an invariable mle, and I have often
known eggs which sank to move at the
bottom of the vessel, and afterwards pro-

To Prepare for the Show Pen
Adult Show Barb.

[continued from page 121.]

This chapter upon preparation for ex-

hibition aud show points brings me to

the close of what has been a very pleas-

ant task. Robert Burns says:

"Some rhyme a ncebor's name to lash;

Some rhyme (vain thought) for needfu' cash;

Some rhyme to court the countra clash,

And raise a din;

For me, au aim I never Tash—
I rhyme for fun."

I have written, firstly, because I was
asked to do so, and, secondly, because I

like it. My desire has been to write

something readable, and to be of service.

It is of course impossible for me to know
to what extent I may have succeeded in

these objects, but one thing I do know,
that I am profoundly grateful to the old

hands who have expressed their thanks

to me, in a few brotherly words, for the

pleasure and—save the mark—instruc-

tion I have afforded them.

I do not expect all I have said to be

taken for granted; I expect the motto,

"Many men, many minds," will obtain

THE BARB PIGEON.

about the fourteenth day of incubation,

started hurriedly for town, forgetting all

about them, and on coming home six

hours afterwards found them still in the
water. I concluded that they were done
for, and opened one of them to see what
stage they had reached. To my sur-

prise blood flowed, thus indicating that

there was still life in the embryo. The
remaining eggs were again placed under
the hen and produced a fair proportion
of chickens, though some had been killed

by their bath. In floating the eggs,

care must be taken that no chipped ones
are put in the water, as we have known
chickens to be accidentally drowned in

this way.—Alex. Comyns.

New York State Society.

The annual meeting of the New York

State Poultry Association was held in

Syracuse Saturday before last, when the

following ofiicers for the ensuing year

were elected: President, G. E. Peer, Roch-

ester; vice-presidents, Willard Knapp,

Fabius; D. C. Greenfield, Baldwinsville;

secretary, F. E. Dawley, Syracuse; treas-

urer, W. P. Wheeler, Geneva; directors,

J. Y. Bicknell, Buffalo; Alexander New-
man, Utica; E. H. Knapp, Fabius; Robert
Colgate, New York; P. H. Scudder, Glen
Head; C. I. Kinsbury, Lansing.

in the barb fancy, as ni others; and shall

be glad to see and take part in friendly

discussion, but not rancorous contro-

versy.

A friend of the Dairy Show said he
supposed, when I treated on preparation
for exhibition, I would let them into all

the secrets. Well,as a matter of fact.I am
in the same position as Hudibras' Needy
Knife-Grinder—I have "no story to

tell." There is really very little to be
told, and that little is very simple. First

of all, let your birds be in good condi-

tion of flesh and feather—clean, bright,

and hard; remove all stud numbers, or

any other marks of identification; wash
the legs and feet of your birds; cut off

the projecting horn of the upper mandi-
ble with a pair of scissors; if a few feath-

ers should grow on the eye wattle, par-

ticularly towards the back, it is consid-

ered perfectly fair to take them out, but

not beyound the legitimate growth of

the eye wattle. Carefully clean the eve
wattle from all gummy deposit with a

hard tooth brush and warm water; the
friction of the tooth brush brightens up
the color of the eye wattle; wipe the eye
wattle perfectly dry, and ^jrease with a

little vaseline, unless it is of a loose,

flappy kind, in which case the vaseline

has a tendency to cause it to droop and
collapse. Eye wattles of this kind are

best let alone after being brushed clean.

See that the beak wattle has a nice.

white, powdery appearance; if dirty it is
best to wash it clean, say a week before .

the show, and mb it daily, till the show,
with common chalk, which, I believe, ia

considered perfectly fair, and is almost
invariably done when the birds require
it; and this is all.

Some years ago it was not unusual to
color the eye wattles of such birds as
were not naturally right in that respect;
but some exhibitors were detected and
deservedly punished, and I hoped the
practice had died out; but latterly some
suspicion has been felt that the art is be-
ing revived, and quite recently I have
heard a judge express his suspicions in
very strong terms, and his intention to
investigate the matter, so that I quite
expect to hear that chemical analysis has
been called in to aid the adjudication in
the barb classes. And it is right that it

should be so; l)ecause it is only fair, even
to those who may be suspected, that the
matter should be thoroughly probed;
and if, from the advantages of climate,
method of feeding, or any other cause
known only to themselves, they can pro-
duce in old and young birds alike by
natural means what others cannot, they
are entitled to reap the reward of their
skill and be freed from an unjust sus-
picion. If, on the other hand, the sus-
picion is proved to be well founded, it

will be better for the fancy to be purified
by the exposure of the fraud.
Ou show points I do not feel that I can

say much, because I have already said at
some length what a good young barb
should be like; and in barbs, as in the
human race, "the child is father to the
man." To summarise, therefore, the
adult show barb should be (preferably)
of medium size; perfectly parallel in skull
between the eye wattles from back to
front; large, wide and ma.ssive in skull,
with nicely curved profile back and front;
the back skull not bumpy at the top, the
curve of the forehead and behind the
beak wattle being very full, the curve
extending continuously to the end of the
beak, giving the desired down-faced ap-
pearance, the beak being as massive as
possible both in depth and width, thick
aud biuut at the point, and as wide as
possible at the base of the lower jaw or
"jowl;" the beak wattle to be full and
plump, across the middle and at the
back, of fine texture, not in any degree
wrinkled, as in carriers, with a fine line

division down the centre, free from black
stains, growing pretty close up to the
eye wattle in matured birds, but not to

crowd the eye wattle, which should be
as large, thick and nearly circular as

possible; if nicely laced somewhat dahlia
fashion, none the worse, free from spouts
and of a bright coral red color. The eye
in all colors, except whites (which have
dark, or "bull" eyes), should be pearl.

In judging barte I should allow points
for a perfectly clear or white beak in

blacks. I should make no allowance
for color in favor of blacks, whites, or
duns competing against reds and yellows

of equal quality, even if the latter were
defective in color; but, on the other

hand, should always place a good colored
red or yellow before one of the other
colors, if equal, or nearly equal, in show
points, because of the difficulty of pro-

ducing reds and yellows perfect in color

of body, rump and tail. J. Firth,

Hon. Sec. English Barb Club.

Packingr Eerers in Ashes.

C. R. says: Some time ago I found a

verj' simple plan of storing eggs in dry

ashes, and ever since I have adopted that

system with very satisfactory results.

Though rather fastidious about eggs, I

have frequently eaten and enjoyed eggs

that had been in the ash box for more

than four months. But this week I have

tested the system still more severely.

A box of ashes, that had been used

for storing eggs, was laid aside as

empty until two days ago, when a soli-

tary egg was found in it that had been

laid a year and a month previous. Though

more than a year old, the egg was per-

fectly good, and formed part of an excel-

lent pudding the same evening. The

only necessary precautions seem to be to

see that the ashes are quite dry, and to

see that the eggs do not touch one an-

other.
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POULTRY KEEP^QJND DAIRYING.

[Extracts from a Paper Keai> by Mrs. M.

M. Ingham, of Gibbon, Neb., before thk

Nebraska Dairymen's Association.]

The items which help to cast the ac-

count on the right side of the dairyman's

balance sheet are the pigs and poultry,

the judicious use of the skim milk. .Ml

through the early spring and summer the

milk should be given to the young pigs;

but. once by that tender age, the milk

must be divided with the poultry, in

order to get the greatest money value

from it. Most iKjultry papers begin with

their management in the spring of the

year, but such should not be the case. An

inventory of the flock should be taken m
August. When once the family under-

stand that the money obtained from the

sale of poultry and eggs, not actually

needed for groceries, is treat money,

then, and not till then, will the millions

of eggs that are annually imported into

the United States—and must of necessity

be stale—be produced at home. Many

ladies dislike the care of poultry because

they think it dirty work. I have not

found it so. I toss a print dress skirt

over my head to protect the dress all the

way round, slip on a pair of rubbers,

draw on my gardening gloves, and am

ready in about two minutes' time.

We will suppose that it is August, and

that, having been industrious and ener-

getic through the summer,you have met

with a reasonable degree of success. Now
keep an eye upon vour flock, and as often

as one half-dozen of the males are near y

erown, sell them, if not needed for familv

Sse; but never sell a pullet. Watch

closely the older hens, and either eat or

sell them, but not many. Begm the fall

a lath coop that will keep out the larger

fowls but allow the younger ones to

As the days grow warmer let out the

fowls, and be sure to have a supply of

fresh water for them. The house-mother

must see to this herself. 1 keep a hoUow
place in the ground near the well full ot

water. Thev like it better; it is more

natural, and'the young can alwaya reach

it If the place becomes green in summer,

broom it out. let it dry thoroughly, or

add fresh earth. Before cold weather sets

in offer the children a dime as pay for

filling a box with road dust for wmter

use- and if you are a real good manager

you will see to it that that dime comes

from the profits of the dairy. Don't be

afraid to hire the children to help. They

need money as well as older people, and

now is the time to teach them its worth.

Before the winter sets in the house-mother

must take with her the rag bag and go

into the hen house and fill up all the

cracks and seamy places that will cause a

draught or allow the snow to sift in.

Look well to the cleanliness of the nests,

and make a supply of nest eggs by filling

the empty shells with plaster of Pans

moistened with water. These will harden,

and are cheap. Make plenty of them

using the cheaper kind of plaster of

Paris, not that used in dental work. It

is true that the hens will lay better if

there are nest eggs to remind them of a

neglected duty.

After breakfast do not forget to send

the usual pan of skim milk, together

with the refuse from the breakfast table.

Do not make the mistake of giving them

only milk, for milk is food and not

water. Keep the fowls in according to

vour iudgment, and that will be until it

18 warm, or perhaps all day. With this

treatment I have only missed getting

eggs one day in two years.

Begin setting hens in March, and keep

it up with energy and patience until the

second week in August. By that time

the house-mother will need a vacation

herself. Keep the hens with young

broods in for three or four days, or until

they will return there to roost. Coops

made of prairie sod are the best, but

barrels or boxes will do; but they must

be staked down most carefully, and tilted

a little forward so as to shed rain. They

need looking to after a storm. Give the

young chicks a low pan or saucer to

drink from, and feed them with equal

portions of wheat bran and commeal
mixed rather dry. Keep them close and

quiet for the first few days; after that the

mother will bring them to water. Not-

withstanding the losses, the house

mother will find that by the ist of May
she has quite a number of fine broods,

and a good dozen of hens sitting and

some more broody. Now set all that

you can, and then sell all that remain

but ten. By selling now you get rid of

nearly all vermin, also all old fowls, and

it will keep the yards from becoming un-

clean, and prevent that fermentation

during the rainy season which is the

cause of about all diseases in poultry.

The yards will look bare, and the owner

will feel the need of raising late chicks.

They are most excellent for winter use.

But these are not all the reasons for cut-

ting down the flock.

It is the duty of the house-mother to

turn a penny toward the expenses as

much as it is that of the dairyman. 1

have found that the cash proceeds from

the poultry averages about sixty dollars

a year, besides as much consumed by the

family. Add to this the gain in health

and spirits which the house-mother has

made by being in the air and sunlight

during the summer, also the independ-

ence and happiness added to the family

by the use of this money, which is oyer

and above actual needs, and the question

broadens out into that of social science;

for it is true that economy does the mind

good—it causes it to become active and

alert; but the want of little things con-

tracts and dwarfs the intellect.

A few full-blood Plymouth Rock fowls

should l)e kept to grade up the stock;

but they are not good-tempered, eat eggs,

and are not as intelligent as the mixed

varieties. In urging upon you the use of

wheat and its bran, it was not only be-

cause they like it, but to raise the quality

of the egg to the level of your creamery

butter. There is as much difference be-

tween the taste of an egg from an ill-fed

barnvard fowl and the egg of one whose

diet consists partly of wheat, as there is

between that of a turnip and that of the

meat of the hickory nut. The one when
boiled and rendered out, as we uo in

making oils, yields alxjut one tablespoon-

ful of oil, the other not half as much;

and that difference must make a weaken-

ing in the flock, as each chick would be

deteriorated. The color of the feathers

changes upon my flock if they are with-

out their wheat three days.

THE NEW YORK SHOW.

The Pigeon Awards—Conclusion

of the Whole Matter.

[continued from page 169.]

fantails.

Black. Cocks. Entry, H. C. Norton, Phila-

delphia, Pa., two; HO. Havemeyer, Jr., Mahora,

N. J., one. Awards, 2d, Norton; h. c, Have-

meyer. Hens, entry, same. Awards, 2d, Have-

meyer; h. c, c, Norton. White. Cocks. Entry,

Havemeyer, one, Dr. T. H. Howland, Worcester,

Mass., ten; Norton, three. Awards, isl, 2d, h. c,

c, Howland. Hens. Entry, Havemeyer, one;

Howland, ten; Norton, three. Awards, ist, ad,

h. c, c, Howland. Yellow. Cocks. Entry,

Williams, four; Norton, one. Awards, ist and

special, 2d, h. c, Williams. Hens. Entry, Wil-

liams, four. Awards, ist, 2d, h. c, c, Williams.

ANY other color. CocWs. Entry, Oscar Seifert,

Newark, N. J., seven; Norton, six. Awards, ist,

2d, h. c, c, Norton. Hens. Entry, Seifert,

seven; Norton, five. Awards, 1st, Norton; 2d, h.

c, c, seifert. ^^^^ TURBITS.

Black. Cock. Entry, J. Gavin, Boston, Mass.,

two; A. P. Mack, Rochester, N. Y., one. Awards,

ist, 2d, Gavin; h. c. Mack. Hens, same. Yel-

low. Cocks. Entry, Gavin two. Mack one.

Awards, 1st, 2d, Gavin; h. c. Mack. Hens,

same. Red. Cocks. Entry ,Gavin two. Awards.ist,

2d. Hens, same. Blue. Cocks. Entry, Gavin two.

Mack one, Samuels one. Awards, ist. 2d, Gavin;

c. Mack. Hens, entry same. Awards, ist, 2d,

okvin; h. c, Samuels; c. Mack. Any other

COLOR. Entry, Gavin two, W. IT. Urich, Allen-

town, Pa., two; Samuels two. Awards, ist, I'rich,

ist, Gavin; 2d, Urich; 2d, Gavin; h. c, c, Sam-

uels. Hens. Entry, Gavin two, Urich two. Mack

one, Samuels one. Awards, ist, 2d to each Gavin

and Urich; h. c, c, to Samuels.

BLONDINETTES.

BARRED. Cocks. Entry, Ur. H. E. Owen, New-

York City, five. Awards, 1st, 2d, h, c, c. Hens.

Entry, Owen five. Awards, ist, 2d. h. c, c.

Laced. Cocks. Entry, Owen seven. Awards,

ist, 2d, h. c, c. Hens. Owen seven. Awards,

,st;2d,h.c.,c.
^^,r,^g„gs_

American Langshan Club.

[official,.]

The fourth annual meeting of the

American Langshan Club was held in the

American Institute building. New York

City, February 24, 1890, with President

P. H. Jacobs presiding. Mr. A. A.

Halladay, secretary, being absent, Mr.W.

H. Hamilton was appointed to the office.

It was one of the most enthusiastic and

largest meetings the society has ever

known.
The election of officers for the ensuing

year resulted in the following: Presi-

dent, Francis T. Underbill, Oyster Bay,

N Y • vice-presidents, A. A. Halladay,

of Bellows Falls, Vt, F. L. Sewell. of

Evanston, 111., H. G. Keseling, of San

Jose, Cal., A. E. Shaw, of New Orleans,

La., and E. P. Kirby, of East Chatham,

N Y.- secretary and treasurer, Mr. Rob-

ert vSeaman, Jericho, L. I., N. Y; execu-

tive committee, F. A. Mortimer, of Potts-

ville, Pa., J. L. Knox, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

W. H. Hamilton, of Danielsonville, Ct.,

Mrs. C. M. Kelly, of Newark, N. Y., R.

G. Davis, of Providence, R. I., and W. L.

R. Johnson, of Buckley, 111. ;
committee

on complaints. Dr. F. M. Robinson, of

Pawling, N. Y., M. K. Boyer, of Ham-
monton, N. J., Capt. Charles M. Griffin,

of Shelter Island, N. Y., Edward A.

Small, of Elburn, 111., and WiUard P.

Smith, of Passaic, N. J.

It was voted that the president, secre-

Ury and the Messrs. Sewell and Kirby be

made a committee relative to a new
standard on Langshan s.

The club was never in a more prosper-

ous condition than at the present time,

ten new members having joined since

January i, making a membership of

seventy-seven. The club will issue a

handsomely illustrated catalogue about

Septemlier i, which will contain many
points of interest to all breeders of Lang-

shans.

Cocks. Entry, Owen three, Spence i. Awards.

yA he Owen. Hens. Entry, Owens three,

Spence one. Awards, ist, 2d, h. c, Owen.

MAGPIES.

BLACK. Cock». Entry, D. A. Nichols, Mon-

roe, Ct., three: Samuels, one. Awards, ist,

Samuels; 2d, h. c, c, Nichols. Hens, same.

BLUE. Cocks. Entry, Rackham. one; Nichols,

three. Awards, ist, Rackham; 2d, h. c, c,

Nichols. Hens. Entry, Nichols, three. Awards,

ist, 2d, h. c. Yellow. Entry, Nichols, three

cocks and hens. Awards. Cocks, ist, 2d, he;

hen, ist, 2d. Any other color. Entry, Nich-

ols, two cocks and hens. Awards, each ist, 2d.

SWALLOWS.

BLACK, Entry, two cocks and hens, Seifert;

one hen, Samuels. Awards, ist, 2d for each,

Seifert; h. c, Samuels. Blue. Entry, George

A. Fick, Baltimore, Md. , four cocks, two hens;

Seifert, three cocks,three hens. Awards. Cock,

ist, 2d, h. c, Seifert; c, Fick. Hens, ist, 2d,

Seifert; h. c. c, Fick. Red. Entry, Seifert,

three cocks, two hens; Samuels, one hen.

Awards. Cock, ist, 2d, c, Seifert. Hen, ist, 2d,

Seifert; h. c.,Samuels. Yellow. Entry,Seifert,

two cocks and hens. Awards, ist, 2d for each.

Any other color. Entry, two cocks, two hens,

Fick. Awards, ist, 2d for each.

BALDHEADS.

Black. Pair. Entry, Isaac Howland, Brook-

lyn, two; T. S. Gaddess one. Awards, ist, Gad-

dess; h. c, c, Howland. Any other color.

Entrj', Gaddess one; Howland one. Award, 2d,

Gaddess. ^^PRIESTS.

Black. Entry two pairs. Awards, ist, Sam-

uels; 2d, Seifert. Any other color. Entry,

Samuels one pair. Award, h. c.

ARCHANGELS.

Entry, J. A. Belus, Buffalo, N. Y., three black,

one checkered; W. Bromer, Baltimore, two

checkered, one plainhead, one yellow. Awards,

ist (plainhead), 2d (yellow), h. c, (checkered

bronze), Bromer; c. (black), Belus.

OTHER VARIETIES.—Pairs,

Pigmy Pouters. Entry, Seifert five. Awards,

ist, 2d, h. c. c. Runts. Entry, Seifert, one;

Samuels four. Awards, ist, C, Samuels; 2d, Sei-

fert. Black Montenaset. ist, 2d, Seifeit.

MooRCAi'S. ist, Seifert; 2d, Samuels; 3d, Belus.

Starlings, ist, c, Samuels.

TUMBLERS.

Solids from Mottles — Breeding

Yellows—The Rosewing.

Balti-more, Md., March 11.—Editor

Fanciers' Journal: I closed my last

article with the statement that I had pro-

duced from mottled birds a pure strain of

black booted birds, which statement is

true in every particular.

Some years ago, in common with many

tumbler fanciers, I tried to breed mottles

up to the standard, but, tiring of what I

found to be a useless effort, i. e., trying

to accomplish that which was impossible

or nearly so, I turned my attention to the

breeding of solid birds.

My first success in this line was solid

whites, of which variety I soon tired, on

account of their extreme liability when

at liberty to become soiled.

My next step towards the accomplish-

ment of my object was the appearance of

a youngster entirely black, with a few

feathers on his legs. I watched his develop-

ment as anxiously as a fond mother does

that of her only boy. How proud I was

to observe that day by day the youngster

grew prettier. His eyes changed very

early to what we call peari, and when at

three months he began to tumble my de-

light knew no bounds. This was the

first black booted tumbling pigeon I ever

saw in Baltimore. He was bred from a

black splashed hen and a black cock with

white beard and white flights.

As soon as my treasure was old enough

to mate I gave him a bare legged hen,

very nearly black. Their progeny was

about three-fifths of black booted. Their

young I crossed with the darkest birds in

my coop and the result was the black

birds which stand to-day without su-

periois.

About three years ago there was a great

demand for yellow and red booted tum-

blers. Having none. I determined to try

my luck at breeding some.

I had a silver cock which I mated with

a red mottled hen. Their first hatch

discouraged me a little (they both were

tortoise shell), but the second gave me a

red cock with one white flight feather

and a yellow hen with white intermedi-

ates. This was a start, but where should

I get birds to mate with them. To some

this would have been easily answered, as

they would have mated the nest pair,

but I could not do so as it was my rule

never to allow birds of less degree of re-

lationship than the fifth remove to mate.

But where there is a will there is a way.

I soon found a yellow splash cock, a

good performer, which I mated to a red

mottled hen, and from this I raised three

solid red cocks, one of which I mated

with the hen I had raised from my silver

cock and red mottled hen. From these

I have raised as fine yellow performing

tumblers as can lie found in our country.

There are many perhaps who will laugh

at me for my objections to in-breeding,

but experience has taught me that I am
right, for at times when my friends and

neighbors are losing their youngsters with

canker and other diseases my birds are

in rollicking good health, so I can afford

to let them laugh.

I would like to say to Black Saddle

that what he contends is a mottle was

never called so until a few years back,

but was known as a rosewing, which I

consider is the proper name for it. A
mottle in my opinion should be spotted

over the body, shoulders and back, and

have a clean head, breast, flights and tail.

Robin.

OAUOHT OR SHOT.

Charles J. Tanner, 73 North Fourth

Street, Cincinnati, O., reports as visitor at

his loft the smoky blue homer wearing

open band with initials F. S. N. T.

The Light Brahma Club.

The committee on the revision of the

standard of the variety is composed of the

Messrs. Williams, Purdue, Bridge, Acker-

ley and A. E. Felch. The club's specials

at the New York show were won as fol-

lows:
. , „ ,

Cock, ist, 3d, Williams; 2d, Purdue.

Hen. All to Purdue. Pullets, ist, Pur-

due; 2d, 3d, Van Benschoten. Cockerels.

1st, Purdue; 2d, Van Benschoten; 3d,

Williams. Exhibitor from the greatest y

distance, Dt. Lee, from Columbus, O.

PIGEON FLYING.

The Fanciers' Journal Prize.

I50 in gold,offered for the best average

speed from 200 miles or over, between

May 30 and October i, 1890, Fanciers'

Rules to govern. Open tc c ^'uscribers to

The Fanciers' Journal.

Other prizes of honor for record flying,

open to all, will be made known in due

season. »-—

The Camden Club.

The Camden, N. J., Homing Club, No.

I, expect to commence their flying with

the first day of May. The officers of the

club are: President, Harry Suters; vice-

president, Benjamin Tice; treasurer, Wil-

liam Harbison; secretary, Henry Kenna-
inen; recording secretaries, John Keating,

William vSuters, John Clemments.

SWALLOWS AS MESSENGERS.

Their Value to be Tested by the

French Government.

The Champion Club.

The dates and stations for the coming

season's work of the birds of the Cham-

pion Club, of this city, are: June 16,

Washington, D. C; 28th, Orange, Va.;

July 4, Lilierty, Va. ; 12th, Charlotte, N.

C. All these journeys will be for proven
record and the prizes of honor. The
Sreliminary journeys will be from Havre
e Grace, May 30, and Magnolia, Md.,

June 4. The club has, all told, about 500
birds.

The Minerva Club.

The Minerva Homing Club of Ger-

mantown has elected these officers;

President, E. Friel; vice president, Rob-
ert Campbelljjr. ; secretary and treasurer,

H. Greenwood; race secretary, F. N.

Booz; race committee, Roljert Campliell,

Jr., and Frederick N. Booz. The follow-

ing dates have been fixed for the ship-

ment and liberation of birds: For the

old bird flying—May 3, Manassas, Va.,

I.S4 miles; May 10, Orange Court House,
202 miles; May 17, Liberty, Va., 300
miles; May 31. Greensboro, N. C, 370
miles; June 12, Charlotte. N. C, 454
miles; June 25, Greer's Depot, S. C, 520
miles, air line distance. The young
birds of 18K9 will compete for a silver

ice pitcher offered by the club for the

bird making the liest average speed in

one day from Orange Court House, Va.,

202 miles. This prize was offered last

year for the young bird flj', but on ac-

count of bad weather was laid over un-
til the present year.

Washington Notes.

Washington, D. C, March 18.—The

only news of any interest just now comes

from the Federation meetings, held

weekly, and in which much interest is

felt.

This association was organized Janu-
ary 15, with seven members, and March
15, two months later,finds it with twenty-
five members. The Messrs. N. R.Wood,
Culbert, Paine and Moorehouse were
elected to memljership at the last meet-
ing.

The committee, composed of Samuel
Wallace, Frank Reamer, R. H. Boswell
and R. T. Jones, appointed to wait upon
the business men and solicit prizes for

the coming spring contests has received
from Messrs. Saks & Co.,the well-known
clothiers, a handsome spring overcoat as

the first donation; several other firms

have promised to contribute.
Almost every good day baskets of birds

are l)eing shipped to Falls Church, Alex-
andria and Fairfax for liberating, so it

will l)e seen the boys are beginning
early. The Capital Club's schedule calls

for the start on April i . Out of the ten
birds shipped to Leesburg, Va., a1x)ut

three weeks ago seven have thus far re-

turned. Turner has three home out of
four sent; Schtnid, three out of four;

Stockman, one out of two.
The latest convert to pigeon flying is

Mr. James Bell, of (ieorgetown.
Mr. N. R. Wood is getting over a trio

of black Sumatra games.
Mr. S. Dorsey is coming down with

satinette fever. I'owler's jacobinsthe
are doing finely. Other than this fancy
pigeon matters are at a standstill, the in

lerest being entirely with the homers.
Po.sT.

In France at the close of the Franco-

German war when it was decided to

establish lofts of pigeons at different mil-

itary centres, the birds to be used as

government messengers, one member of

the committee appointed to investigate,

advised the purchase of swallows for

stocking these lofts. It was generally

understood to be the variety of pigeon

known as the swallow that was referred

to, one that would have been useless for

the purpose, and his motion was promptly

amended to read homing pigeons.

Later, it was proposed to employ swal-

lows proper instead of pigeons, and,

strange to say, the proposition was ap-

proved and experiments to test the value
of this family of birds were ordered.

L' Invention says of this: Is the swal-
low tribe going to form itself into a mil-

itary estafette ? Is it going to compete in

a formidable manner with carrier pigeons,
and in turn be enrolled in the auxilliary

services of war ? It is quite possible. An
inquiry on this point has been ordered by
the Minister, and Captain Degouj' has
been commissioned to put himself in

communication with Mr. Jean Desbou-
vrie de Roubaix, the only breeder of
swallows known in France, one of wiiose
letters was published a few days ago.

Swallow breeder ? This is certainly a

very uncommon art, and of which very
few men suspect the existence. It exists,

nevertheless, and it is not a matter of to-

day. More than thirty years ago (he was
then ten years of age) he began to tame
these birds, reputed to be rebellious

against all kinds of domestication . When
he went into the town to carry back work
to his father's customers he was nearly
always accompanied by a troop of swal-

lows which he had taken out of a nest

and trained, and which fluttered around
him or perched on his head or shoul-

ders.

To-day he has managed not only to

tame them, but also to make them love

their cage, and return to it after a few
hours' liberty, and even to spend the
winter in our climates. Yesterday in his

company I made a careful examination
of these graceful pupils.

If the swallow emigrates at the end of

summer it is less on account of the cold
than of the want of food. It is, in effect,

naturally insectivorous; after the fine

weather there are no more insects in the

air, and it only leaves our countries not
to die of hunger. Give it a shelter ex-

posed to the south, where it is comfortable
and has prepared for it food that it likes,

the swallow will return always in January
as July.
This food is the breeder's secret. To

tame these messengers Mr. Desbouvrie
gets them very young from the nests in

the neighborhood, which supply him
with sufficient to obviate the necessity of

hatching them at home. As for the re-

sults he obtains they are reallv very
curious—I have l)een able to judge for

my.self.

Mr. Desbouvrie has set aside for his

swallows half one story of the house
where he lives in the hamlet of La Vigne
near the canal. The first compartment,
a kind of ante-room opening onto a

balcony, communicates with another
room transformed into an enormous bird

cage; where twenty birds can come and
go at ease. Of this number only a dozen
are in the habit of going out; the others

are accustomed to captivity to be sold

to amateurs. Carrier swallows are easily

recognized; each one wears on the foot a

small piece of red ribbon, yellow, maroon,
blue, etc. The age and qualities ofeach bird

are registered in a note book. It is also

known that the red, aged three weeks, is

thoroughly trained, or that "the blue,"

aged twenty-five days, is not quite per-

fect.

Mr. DeslxDUvrie left off, in our pres-

ence, four of his txjarders; the oldest of

these pretty little Ijeasts was hardly

twenty days. It was raining in torrents,

a very favorable circumstance. The four

birds having gone out of the open win-

dow in front, rose in the air, circled for

some instants round their dwelling, then

flew off towards the country and disap-

peared on the horizon. Twenty-five

minutes after the youngest of the swal-

lows came back to rest on a kind of perch
arranged on the balcony; the three
others, more robust, took advantage of
their liberty for another hour, then came
back to the cot, where Mr. Desbouvrie 1

took them their food, which they pecked
out of his hand. The breeder of Bon-

|

baix only having very young birds at the
|

time Captain Degouy came to make his
|

enquiry, it was necessary to adjourn the
1

experiments, having for result, if sue-
]

cessful, the classification of swallows
amongst war birds.

An example will enable one to judge
of the speed of these messengers. A
swallow untrained, having its nest in a
farm near Roubaix, was caught and
taken in a cage to Paris, where it was set

at liberty. In less than an hour and a
half it was back at the farm. It had
passed over 250 (150 miles) kilometres in

90 minutes. Mr. Desbouvrie is certain

that his pupils will do still better, and
he reckons that as soon as his idea has
been approved by the Minister of War,
upon erecting an aviary on Mont Val-
erien, and another on the hill of Mont-
martre.
These birds, incomparably more rapid

than pigeons, could escape the bullets

much more easily in time of war; the
scheme is, therefore, likely to be adopted.
As conclusion to this article we cannot

do lietter than give the account of the
various known velocities:

Per Second.
Metres.

Snail
Man on foot 0.001.5
Norwegian skater on snow 1.25
Rapid River 2.95
Balloon (fair weather) 4.00
Runner 6.40
h'ly on the wing 7.10
Express steamboat 8.50
Bicycle 9.70
Light wind, breeze 10.00
Torpedo boat 11.50
Skater on ice 11.60
Racehorse 12.60
Mountain river 14.30
Rapid train 16.70
Ocean waves ai.8o
Carrier pigeon 37.00
Hurricane 45-00
Swallow 67.00
Violent cyclone 116
Sound in air 290
Cannon ball 500
Tidal wave . 800
VuicBuic eruption (sionc ihruwu) i,uuu
Moon 1,000
Sun •. . . 7,600
Earth 29,500
.Shooting star 40,000
Electric current in cable 4,000,000
Electric current in telegraphic wire . 11,690,000
Electric current of induction .... 18,400,000
Electric current without resistance,
average 36.000,000

Solor eruptions 200,000,000
Light 300,000,000

THE LIMIT OF THE HORIZON.

Transfers of Stock.

To Harry G. Schelden, Allentown, Pa.,

the entire stock of Bruner pigmy pouters
from the collection of Dr. M. Cook,Utica,
N. Y.
To Benjamin W. Ward, Lawrence,

Mass., the entire collection of homing
pigeons from the loft of W. F. Vernier,
Philadelphia, consisting of sixty-seven

birds, including Surprise, Chester Ar-
thur, Jr., and Fairmount, with 525 mile
records, Vitello and Nero with 508 mile
records and a number of 411 milers. Also
the imported birds Dignity, Dauntless,

Princess and Sultan.

Fxom Benjamin W. Ward, Lawrence,
Mass., homing pigeons, i. To William
Howarth, Lawrence, one b. c. c. from
Frillbreast and Princess; Reg. 359 a. c.

(200 miles) from Dignity and sister to

Baby Mine. 2. To Ben Eastwood. Law-
rence, r. c. c. Twilight (386 miles). New-
hall stock, and ash hen, from Frillbreast

and Primrose.
From the loft of Theo. P. Green,Wood-

bury, N. J., homing pigeons: 1. To
Henry Biggs, Washington, D. C. Reg
70, 67, 15 and 220 T P G. 2. To Wm.
Cornell, New York City, M 1729, M 1739,

also 32, 34, 36, 75 T P G. 3. To Geo. F.

Loucks, Jamestown, N. Y.. 14, ^08 T P G.

4. To F. T. Mather, Philadelphia, Pa.: 13,

302, 303, 305 T P G. 5. To H. Jackson,
Forest, Ont, two pairs 1890 hatch.

Ho'w to Find Out the Distance a

Bird Can See.

There is at>solutely no limit to the

normal vision, if the sight be unob-

structed. Yet we can see the stars, which
are trillions of miles away, while we can-

not see a tree twenty miles distant. Why ?

It is true that all objects diminish in ap-

parent size in proportion to distance,

but that is not the only reason. The
chief reason is that our vision is ob-
structed by the curviture of the earth. A
writer in Popular Science News gives
some figures to show how great this

curvature is.

It is often a matter of interest and im-
portance to know how far we can see
from any given height, or, conversely,
how far one must be above the earth to
see any object at a given distance. The
exact calculation of these figures would
require the use of very complex formulce,
but for practical use, two very simple
rules will suffice.

The distance in miles at which an
object uj)on the surface of the earth is

visible is equal to the square root of one
and one-half times the height of the
the observer in feet above the surface,

and conversely.
The height m feet to which an observer

must be placed to see a distant object is

equal to two-thirds the square of the dis-

tance in miles. For instance : The ob-
server is in the rigging of a ship one
hundred feet above the water, how far

distant is the horizon ?—that is, how far

could an object floating in the water be
visible before being hidden by the con-
vexity of the earth ? One and one-half
times one hundred is one hundred and
fifty, and the square root of one hundred
and fifty is, approximately, twelve and
one-half, therefore the horizon is twelve
and one-half miles distant.

As the deck of smaller vessels, like
pleasure yachts, is rarely more than ten
feet above the water, it follows that the
limit of vision from that point is less

Liiau lOiir niiiCS In cvcr^' L&arcCkion.

An illustration of the second rule may
be given as follows: A building is thirty-

three miles away; how high a hill must
one climb in order to be able to see it ?

As the square of the distance equals one
thousand and eighty-nine, and two-thirds

of that number equals seven hundred and
twenty-six, it follows that we must climb
a hill seven hundred and twenty-six feet

high before we are able to see the build-

ing, even with the most powerful tele-

scope.
Usually, however, the height of the ob-

ject, as well as that of the observer, must
be taken into consideration, but this sim-

ply requires the duplication of the prob-

lem. For instance: The Washington
monument is five hundred and fifty-two

feet high; at what height must an observer

fifty miles away be in order to see the top

of it ? Supposing the observer to stand

upon the ground, we find by the first

rule that he could just see the top twenty-

nine miles away, and to overcome the re-

maining twenty-one miles, due to the

convexity of the earth, he would by rule

second have to climb to the height of two
hundred and ninety-four feet. If we ap-

ply similar calculations to the Eiffel

tower, the highest artificial structure in

the world, we obtain some interesting re-

sults. Assuming the height to be just one
thousand feet, we find that, standing at

the top, we enjoy a circle of vision

bounded by a horizon thirty-nine miles

distant, and that if another similar tower
should ever be erected it could be placed

over seventy-eight miles away before the

rays of the electric lights on their summits
would be eclipsed by the intervening

earth.

From the summit of Mount Everest in

the Himalayas (27,000 feet) one could see

nearly two hundred miles, provided the

air was clear enough, which would rarely

be the case.

Like Ned Damon.
Providence, R. I.—In the issue of

February 8 I see that Mr. Edwards and
Mr. Hackett are named as the only owners
of birds bred as Ned Damon was. I am
the owner of four brothers and sisters to

Ned Damon, being bred from Silver Chief
and Lady Florence. I have also Lumps,
one of the winners of the George W.
Childs cup in 1888, also four of the 526
miles birds, all from the loft of Mr. C. O.

Barrett. H.J. Willl^ms.

The Merrlmac Club.

The Merrimac Club,of Laurence, Mass.,

will fly its birds this season under the

Fanciers' Rules. The stations will be

North Adams, Mass.; Amsterdam, N. Y.;

Oneida, N. Y.; Palmyra, N. Y., and from

500 miles. The officers of the club are:

President, Ben Eastwood; vice-president,

Edward Ward; secretary and treasurer,

Benjamin W. Ward.
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SCRAPPLE.
Ensilage for Poultry—Use Kero-

sene—Hatching Hens and Their

Broods—Broken Bones.

Memo. Ensilagefor POuHrv.

P. K. says: A silo is simply a strong,

air-tight box pit or hogshead—in fact,

anything that will answer the purpose-

anil ensilage is green food, such as grass,

vegetable tops, growing corn, or any

substance that will be relished by poultry.

For poultry a strong barrel or hogshead

will answer. The green food should not

be cut until it is near maturity, or it will

be largely composed of water. If cut just

before ripening, the elements intended for

the formation of seed will be arrested in

the stalks, and the ensihige will be more

nutritious. Pass the material through a

cutter to get it into half-inch lengths. Pack

it close and light in the barrel, and place

the head of the barrel on the ensilage.

The head should be just small enough to

go down into the barrel. On the barrel-
^

head place stones, or any kind of weight,

so that when the contents of the barrel

are compressed and sink, the head of the

barrel will sink with it. As the contents

go down, add more ensilage until the

barrel is full. The heavy pressure will

exclude the air, and the contents can lie

kept in an excellent state of preserva-

tion. When wanted for use in winter, it

will be found closely packed in layers,

and will lie ready for use. The hens will

eat it with avidity, and, it will be found,

after a sea.son's use, an indispensable ad-

junct to winter poultry-keeping.

Memo. Use Kerosene.

C. C. says: The many uses that kero-

sene may be put to in the poultry yard

make it an almost indispensable article

to be charged to the expense account,

and no other article will so enhance the

profit of the poultry yards as kerosene
j:i:~j.j.»i,. ojjH inteni>"*"t'y used. For

painting'the inside of "nest boxes for sit-

ting hens there is nothing ecjual to it, as

it surely kills all vermin with which it

comes in contact, and prevents other

vermin from entering the neit until it is

entirely evaporated, which, if the crude

oil is used, will give the hen ample time

to hatch her brood. A few drops in the

drinking water occasionally has a good ef-

fect upon the general health of the flock,
|

and for colds or roup there is nothing

better if carefully applied. Scaly legs

mav be cured by simply wetting the legs

of the fowls affected occasionally, and the

crude oil is best in this case also, as it

takes a much longer time to evaporate.

When the crude oil is not readily ob-

tained, some kind of heavy oil or grease

should be mixed with the kerosene to

sUy evaporation. As a remedy for

cholera it has been highly recommended.

Memo. Hatching Hens and Their

Broods.

J. M. says: Supply sitting hens with

a few peas, as these give more heat to the

body than any other kind of food, and

every care must be exercised in making

the nest so as to retain the warmth from

the hen's body. I am making my nests

at the present time with wet clay—l)eaten

into shape with a large round stone—and

lining the inside with a little moss or hay.

Sitting hens must be well dusted with a

little sulphur, or provided with a dust

bath placed in some dry corner, as the

birds often carry more vermin iu a wet

season than in a dry one. Now, as to

feeding the little ones when hatched, by

no means start by giving them all sorU

of spices; lor this only ruins the consti-

tution. Feed the chickens only upon the

best kinds of meal while young, and be

sure to get it from someone you can

depend upon for supplying the liest

article, as it is often the case that the

worst of grain is ground into meal. Most

of my chickens never tasted meal for the

last season or two; they had nothing but

whole corn, and 1 think they did quite as

well as when they had meal. F-ven my
little bantams never tasted meal; only a

little crumbled bread was given for a

few days after they were hatched, and

then a little wheat. Watch the weather

and change your feed accordingly.

Memo. Broken Bones.

L. S. says: When bones are broken

very often the vet. is not at hand, so that

unless the owner of the animal knows

what to do the injury can never be re-

paired, and probalily it will be lost alto-

gether. Thus it is important to know
how to act under these circumstances.

A break or a fracture in the bone of an

animal generally occurs from external

violence, which may be that of the ani-

mal itself or something outside of U.

When the bone is simply cracked or

broken through, the fracture is simple.

When the bone is bruised, crushed or

broken into splinters or fragments, the

fracture is called compound. And when

the bone is merely pushed out of its

socket without being cracked or splin-

tered, the injury is termed a dislocation;

though when a simple fracture occurs

near a joint, it is liable to be mistaken

for a dislocation by inexperienced per-

sons. In a simple fracture the chief treat-

ment consists in adjusting the broken

parU to each other, so that they will fit

exactly, and then fixing them ni then-

position by means of wooden splints and

strong bandages. If the joint is not

made correctlv the uneven edges of the

bone will be felt, and perhaps seen. In

cases of compound fractures, all loose

splinters of bone should be removed; the

wound cleaned and closed, and the main

portions of the broken limb adjusted as

far as possible. When this is done sooth-

ing fomentations should be applied, and

the parts supported by soft bandages un-

til they are jx-rfectly healed. In the

case of dislocation, which is seldom at-

tended by any crack or splinter of the

tjone, the best methotl is to briug the

misplaced tone back into its socket, and

apply either a plaster or bandage to re-

duce the inflammation, and strengthen

the part. A good bone-setter is a very

useful man to get iu case of a severe dis-

location. It is. however, a general opin-

ion that the reduction of a fracture in

any important bone of a horse is so very

difficult to be effected, and so uncertain

in its results, followed also by a long

period of inaction, that the owner

scarcely ever thinks of attempting it.and

thus the animal is forthwith killed. Yet

many a fracture could be cured, and is,

iu any oruiuaiy circuni3>.a;iccs, qiii.e

capable of both successful treatment,

though whether iu the case of a broken

leg a horse would be of much use for

work again is an open question. A horse

is very restless, and this makes the cure

more difficult, but a fracture in the leg

of a cow or an ox may be cured in the

common way, if the animal be kept cool

and quiet. A fracture in the leg of a

sheep may be cured by cutting away the

adjacent wool, adjusting the broken bone

and winding round a roll of gummed
brown paper as a substitute for splints

and stiff bandages. A fracture in the

limb of a dog will heal itself, though

probably not without rendering the limb

crooked, and on this account it is much
better to set and bind it up properly, as

in the case of the larger animals already

described.

have no scientific degrees, but we see

hundreds of thousands of birds every

season, and our practical knowledge of

our business may be put in the scale

against the theories of illustrious savants.

Now we declare that the Egyptian quail

does not appear in France, nor does the

French quail build its nest iu Egypt.

We know this, because we buy quails all

along the direction of their flight.

Quail move from north to south and

back, never from east to west. F^gyp-

tian quail spend their summers in Russia.

Further, we affirm that the French and

Egyptian quail are absolutely distinct

varieties, so that even the utter destruc-

tion of the Egyptian species would not

diminish by a single head the number of

French quail." In conclusion, the

writer points out that ninety-five per

cent of the imported quail are males,

that they are a cheap food, and lastly

that in England, where the game laws

are so strict, the two varieties are recog-

nized as distinct.

Memo. Egyptian Quail.

D. N. says: Whether Egyptian quail

are the descendants of the quails on

which the Israelites fed or merely French

birds which have flown thither to escape

the colds of the north, affords ample ma-

terial for discussion. French naturalists,

such as M. Milue-F^wards, M. St. Yves

Menard, and the Marquis de Cherville.

are positive that the F;gyptian and the

French quail are one and the same bird,

but their decision is not accepted as final,

since the issues involved are important.

The Paris poulterers resolved some time

ago to import quail from the banks of

ttie Nile. As a preliminary they had of

course to apply for a special authoriza-

tion from the government. The applica-

tion was referred to the Prefect of I'olice,

who sent it back to the Minister of the

Interior. At length an official report

was published, in which the authoriza-

tion was refused. The reason is that the

so-called Egyptian quail is no more en-

titled to that name than the English vis-

itors to the Riviera to the title of French

citizens; they are there to-day and gone

to-morrow. In fact, the French Govern-

ment, with all the weight of an official

declaration, claims for the Egyptian

quail the immunities of French sulijects.

This is no joke; "if." the Government
argue, "we encourage the importation of

quail from p;gypt during the close season,

the French species will be destroyed."

The Government circular has called

forth a protest from the President of the

Guild of Paris poulterers. "We are but

tradesmen," he modestly begins, "we

Memo. Provide the Elements.

V. F. says: "Some persons object to

forcing the hens, but this objection may
apply to animals, and not to fowls, as,

fortunately, it requires but a few months

during which to replace a hen with

another. We l>elieve in forcing the hens

to their utmost, and getting as large

profits as possible in the shortest space

of time. The hen is something that

should be paying a profit, and as soon as

she ceases to do so she should be mar-

keted. The cow brings forth only one

young in a year, while the hen is capable

of laying enough eggs to fill her place

with fifty pullets, which require but half

a year of growth to be made serviceable.

Hence, to force the hens means to sup-

ply them with all the elements necessary

for producing eggs, as well as a variety

for the promotion of health and vigor.

It means warm, dry quarters.clean water,

ground food and opportunities for exer-

cise. Ifthe hens are thus forced to lay

too many eggs, or iu such manner as to

be considered injurious, let them do so,

and then replace iheui with uLucis iliat

are ready to begin operations.

Memo. Look Outfor Lice.

P. N. says: With the warm days there

will come myriads of lice to pester and

destroy fowls and chicks, unless a war ol

extermination be waged against them.

The saying that "prevention is better

than cure" applies with strong force in

lice warfare. Every part of hen houses,

nests and perches should be washed with

lime whitewash, and coal tar or carbolic

acid mixed in, and applied hot, and every

crevice soaked with kerosene oil.and also

the roosts as often as there is the sign of

a mite to be seen. To avoid sitting hens

from being troubled with them, clean

their nest-boxes thoroughly, leaving

none "for seed," and then sprinkle snuff

freely in the uesting material before giv-

ing "Hiddy" a "set off" with eggs. A
moderate swabbing of the fluff and un-

der-feathers of the mother, with a mix-

ture of two or three parts of fish or ani-

mal oil and kerosene, with a little sul- ,

phur added, will free the chicks from
|

the pests which draw their life-blood and
j

kill many that die of "unaccountable"

diseases. The enemy must not be

allowed a foothold in their coops, either,

but must be treated the same as in build-

ings and nests.

Memo. Rabbit Skins.

L. J. says: Rabbit skins have become

an important factor as a new trade within

a few years past, furnishing at low prices

a good and valuable imitation of and a

substitute for an article heretofore ex-

pensive, yet needed by a large portion of

the population . All or nearly all of the

rabbit skins imported into the United

States come from New Zealand, and the

business of their export from that country

has grown wonderfully since 1873. the

number of skins exported during that

period having increased from 36.716 in

1.S73 to 8.515.685 in 1881. now costing

about 20 cents apiece in the United States.

The increase in the value of rabbit skins

exported from New Zealand has been far

greater than the increase in the quantity,

a fact owing to a market having l)eeii

found for them in the United States, and

the variety of uses to which these skins

are now applied. New Zealand rabbit

skins were worth 6 cents apiece seven

years ago, when the demand for them was

limited. In the hands of a hatter who

thoroughly understands his business,

beautiful felt hats are made from rabbit

skins. These hats are very soft and

pliable to the touch, and are becoming

very popular where they are the best

known. When the fur is long it is some-

times cut in two, and the finer or inner

portions mixed with wool. Various kinds

of machinery have l>een invented for the

manufacture of hats out of rabbit skins,

some of which distribute the hair wilh

marvellous rapidity and evenness, on re-

volving metal cones used by the hatters.

After the fur is scraped off, the skins are

disposed of for the manufacture of glue

and sizing. The importations of rabbit

skins into the United States are made
mostly at San Francisco, per the steamers

of the lines which sail regularly between

that port and ports in the Southern Pacific

Ocean. Great quantities of the skins are

used not only in the United States, but

111 Germanv, for furs. Furriers iiigeui-

ously manage to make the fur of the

rabbit look like fine sable, and it is said

that the art of doing so has reached a

degree of perfection in Hamburg. In

fact, the art of coloring rabbit hair has

reached such a high degree of per-

fection that it can be made to inu-

I

tate almost every kind of fur used in

fashionable life; hence the comparatively

low prices a good and valuable imilation

' of and a substitute for an article hereto-

fore expensive, may be afforded for the

use of the average person. An interest-

ing fact in connection with the rabbit

skin business of New Zealand is that

about twenty years ago there was pro))-

ably not a single animal of the kind in

that country, save a few domesticated

pets. But since the first rabbits were

turned loose thev have multiplied so fast

that the people' now think they must

resort to a systematic effort to extermi-

nate the pests, they interfering seriously

with sheep raising, bv denuding whole

tracts of the hill country of vegetation.

Hundreds of men and dogs are now em-

ployed iu hunting rabbits in New
! Zealand.

1
Memo. The Lace Fantail; Its Place

in the Competition.

R. F. says: I was the first to pass over

the lace fans in the variety class, and

l>ecause. in my opinion, nothing could be

more stupid than to give a prize to a

bird in the variety class, which is neither

more nor less than a fantail. Where
there is a class for fantails. its place of

competition is in such a class—here lies

the whole sequel, in the' fact that the

quality of the lace fan has never yet been

seen equal to the plain-feathered variety.

Therefore, their owners know there is no

hope of them winning in the same class.

Ijecause .some judges have overlooked

this, and given prizes in the variety class

to the lace fan, they harp on those; but I

will never give a prize to them in the

class referred to. Some will say what

are we to do ? I answer, do as those in

the possession of saddle-backs, blacks,

blues have done—viz., get a class for

themselves, which secretaries will pro-

vide if a few will guarantee, say ten en-

tries, or even less. Here lies the grand

question, directly anyone gets possession

of a lace fan. as good in all points as the

plain fan, then he would soon see the

same in the same class as the fans. The

fact is, the time will come before long

that the lace fans will be good enough to

compete successfully against the plain-

feathered variety. I have had pouters

and carriers become laced in the whole

of the body feathers through late moult-

ing in the season; and singularly this

freak of nature never after left them,and

still more singular the progeny of one of

those (,the carrier), being the only one I

bred from, reproduced the same lacing

of the feather, and even more so than the

parent. Now only fancy me putting a

pouter or carrier iu the variety class,

simply because of the lacing of the

feather, in the hope of gulling a judge

that this was a distinct variety.

Memo. Soft Eggs.

W. H. T. says: Eggs may be laid be-

fore the shell has had time to form, on

account of overfeeding, the ovaries being

stimulated beyond the proper degree. In

this case the remedy is simply a restric-

tion of diet. If egg shells are not formed

on account of a deficiency of lime, this

must be supplied bv using any of the

materials commonly used which contain

it—pounded shell, Viones, old mortar,

lime water and so forth.

CAGE BIRDS AND RABBITS

• THE GKDLDPINOH.

The Diflferent Varieties — Their

Habits and Pood.

Of all the chamber birds this is one of

the most delightful, alike from the beauty

of its plumage and the excellence of its

song, its proven docility and remarkable

cleverness.

It is five and three-quarter inches long

and of this the tail is two inches. The

beak is five lines long, sharply pointed

and very slightly bent, compressed at

the sides, whitish with a horny colored

tip; the slender feet are brownish and

six lines high; the front of the head is of

a bright scarlet red; a broad margin of

similar color surrounds the base of the

beak; the chin and reins black; the ver-

tex black, terminating iu a stripe which
passes the back of the head, and descends

the neck on each side; beyond the black

occiput there is a white spot; the cheeks
and front of the neck white; the back of

the neck and back of a beautiful brown;
the rump whitish, wilh a brownish tinge;

the longer feathers are black; both sides

of breast and flank are light brown; the

middle of the breast, the belly and the

vent whitish, many of the feathers having
a brownish tinge; the thighs greyish;

the pinion feathers velvet black, with
whitish tips which are smallest iu old

birds, and are sometimes wauling in the

two first feathers; the middle of the ex-

ternal web with a golden colored stripe

an inch long which in conjunction with
the golden yellow tips of the hinder large

coverts, forms a beatiful spot; the coverts

otherwise black; the tail slightly forked

and black; the two and sometimes three

first pinion feathers having a while spot

in the centre of the inner web; the rest

with white tips; sometimes also the third

entirely black at the sides.

The female is a little smaller, not so

beak; the chin brownish; the cheeks in-

termixed with bright brown; the small
coverts of the wing brown, and the back
of a deeper dark brown.
The size and even deficiency of some

of the white tips of the pinion feathers

cannot be taken as a distinguishing
characteristic between the sexes, as some
bird catchers assert, and, as litile may
we adopt their opinion that the size and
number of these spots constitute different

varieties. These distinctions are acci-

dental and depend on the state and age
of the bird. Bird-catchers, however,
fancy that the first are distinct species.

In Thuringia the large ones, which are

about the size of linnets, are called pine
goldfinches, and these they say are bred
in pine and fir woods; and the smaller
ones, which are about the size of a red-

breast, are called garden goldfinches and
are assumed to be bred only in gardens.

But these differences are quite imagin-
ary, for large garden goldfinches and
small pine goldfinches are frequently

met with. The first birds hatched are

usually the largcst.as they generally take
the food from the more recently hatched
ones when the old come to feed them;
this is tlie ordinary cause of the differ-

ences of size in the same species of birds.

The characteristics which mark the
following varieties are better established:

a. the goldfinch wilh the yellow breast;

b, the white-headed; c, the black-headed
(of this variety four were taken out of
the same nest); d, the white; e, the black.

These last are either entirely black,which
is caused by age or being fed on hemp.or
they retain the yellow spot upon the
wing. The last will sometimes happen
in the cage. Mr. Shelbach, of Cassel.

reared a nest of goldfinches which he
kept entirely from the light of the sun.
covering the cage with cloths. These
birds were of a jet black color with yel-

low spots, but they changed color after

moulting. Those goldfinches which be-
come black before old age resume the
color after moulting, but then do not
really live much longer.

In their wild slate goldfinches during
summer resort to gardens, skirting wootls
and coppices, and especially those in

mountainous districts where woods and
fields are interspersed. In autumn they
collect in flocks numbering from fifteen

to twenty, and are numerous in spots
where there is an abundance of thistles.

and only change their residence when
the snow lies thick upon the ground, re-

moving to those places clear from snow,
where food may be procured. When
kept in a cage the ordinary square cage is

preferable to the bell shaped, as they are

not fond of hopping upwards. If they
are free in the aviary they should be sujp-

j

plied wilh either a recess or a dwarf nr

to roost. From their habit of perching
high they select the top bralich whilst

siiiging as well as sleeping.

They feed upon all kinds of seeds,

groundsel, succory, salad, cabbage, ra|>e,

canary, thistle and alder seeds, also lin-

seed, dodder grass, etc. In the cage
they must be given poppy and hemp
seeds.the former as its universal food. If

allowed to run freely about they will ac-

custom themselves to universal food. I

pos,sess one which has been used to take
all kinds of green food and vegetables

that come to the table and even to eat

meat, although when at liberty an in-

sect of any description is disagreeable to

it. They may also have all sorts of

green things such as salad, cabbage, let-

tuce and water cress. They eat vora-

ciously, and therefore, when free in the
aviary they perch upon the trough, and
chase away with threatening gesture
every bird that approaches.
Goldfinches prefer building in gardens

and large orchards. In skill fulness and
neatness of structure their nest stands
next to that of the chaffinch; externally

it is formed of delicate mosses, lichens

the delicate fibres of roots neatly inter-

woven, and inside lined wilh wool, hair

and thistledown. The female rarely lays

more than once a year, and then from
four to six eggs, which upon a pale sea
green ground are marked with pale red
spots and dots and deep red stripes. The
young are fed from the crop. These be-

fore the first moult are grey upon the

head and known as "grey pates" by bird

catchers. If males only are wished to be
removed from the nest, those must be
left behind which have a narrow, whitish
ring at the base of the beak. They can
be reared upon poppy seeds and roll

steeped in milk or water. They have
«*..»»«».. fnr^\\\*\. tr. i**lit*jtirt«T til** Cr\M»r r»f^...u^v> .«^....j .— .^.........^ . --—ts --

the canary than that of any other bird;

and with this bird they will produce
fertile hybrids. To effect this a male
goldfinch is placed with one or two hen
canaries, and they very readily pair. The
birds which spring from this union are

not only beautiful in color and plumage
—often yellow, with the head, wings
and tail of the goldfinch, but they will be

found to excel in the sweetness and va-

riety of their song.
Goldfinches are very subject to epi-

lepsy. If they should happen to have
bad and swollen eyes they should be
anointed with fresh butter. Heaviness
and greediness, occasioned by feeding

too exclusively upon hemp seed, may be

removed by giving them in lieu of it

soaked salad and thistle seeds. It con-

tributes much to their health if occa-

sionally supplied wilh the head of a

thistle. In old age they become blind,

and they then lose the beautiful red and
yellow colors of the head and wings.

.\lthough frequently subject to sickness

there are instances of their having lived

to the age of sixteen and even twenty-
four years.

In spring they are caught by means of

a decoy bird upon call bushes. They will

also visit the fowling floor if strewed wilh
bundles of thistles; but are very difficult

to capture, being extremely cautious of

approaching nests and limed rods. In

winter several bundles of thistles are

tied together, and springes are placed

about them, in which they are caught; in

autumn and spriiig limed rods are used.

The capture is effected with greater cer-

tainty if a bundle of thistles be fastened

to a tree, and this covered with limed
twigs.

Its call is "zifit" or "siicklit," the

latter is also its Bohemian name.
The goldfinch is a l)eautiful and ani-

mated bird whose body is in incessant

motion—now moving to the right and
now to the left. Its song is shrill, agree-

able and heard through all seasons ex-

cepting during the period of moulting.

It contains besides many warbling and
twittering notes, on which it dwells more
or less, and the oftener the syllable

"fink" is repeated the more it is admired.

Some utter these notes only once or

twice in their song, and others four or

five times in succession. They also re-

peat airs and the songs of other birds,

but with difficulty, for they have not the

same capacity as linnets and canaries for

these acquisitions.

The bird is taught to come and go at

command much sooner than the linnet,

though the latter learns quite as soon to

build in the cage. To effect this a gold-

finch must be taken in winter, and one
not too much accustomed to the warmth
of the chamber, and its cage, placed
every day at the window, or on the sill,

or upon a board, where it cannot be
reached by mice, and near the cage some
hemp seed must be strewn, with a little

bunch of thistle heads, the seeds of which
i

are to be scattered among the hemp. Soon
afterwards other goldfinches attracted by
the call of the one in the cage, will fl^

thither to seek this food. When this is

the case it is no longer necessary to hang
the decoy bird iu the cage at the window,
and it is then only hung within, a trap

cage being placed outside, not for the

Eurpose of immediately catching these

irds, but to check the visits of the
sparrows and to prevent them eating the
seed. The fall of this trap cage must be
connected by means of a siring passed
through a hole iu the window, so that it

may l)e caused to fall at pleasure. The
goldfinches should l)e allowed to visit it

without disturbance until the snow lo-

gins to melt, and before flying off to some
other locality they are captured, lamed
in a bird cage and subsequently accus-

tomed to fly about a room.
A bird so trained may safely lie allowed

its liberty at the time it moults in August.
It is pretty certain to return again in De-
cember and will sing far belter than if it

had l)een kept in confinement.—George

J. Barnesby.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

RABBIT PITS.

Not Nice to Have on One's Prem-
ises, and Unhealthy.

A form of dwelling imitating in some

degree the natural habitation of the rab-

bit, though less so than the court is the

rabbit pit. One contrivance of this kind

was arranged by a Kentish gentleman in

a paddock adjoining his house.

The enclosure was about twelve feet in

diameter, coveming a pit of six feel in

depth, in which the rabbits were con-

fined, and through the sandy sides of

which they burrowed to the extent of

from ten to fourteen feet to make their

nests. The proprietor, it was said in-

tended to fill up three feet of the depth,

as he thought that the rabbits should be
brought nearer to the air. The mode of
catching the rabbits in the pit was with

a long stick, forked at the end, which
was hooked upon the neck when they

came out to feed; or they were snared

with a bit of wire fastened to the end of

a stick.

Another, in the Isle of Thanet, was of

two pits. One was four feet square, the

other about four feet long by two broad.

The smaller was the feeding apartment,

and was connected wilh the larger by an

arched passage tunnelled at the ground
level of the bottom of the two pits, about

a foot wide and broad to serve as a com-
munication between the pits. This was
bricked and arched. Both pits were dug
to the depth of six feet, perfectly level

at the bottom and sides, the latter so

much wider than the wooden curbs as

to admit of a facing of four inch brick

work, in cement excepting the sjpaces to

admit of six arched openings of dimen-
sions sufficient for the passage of the

largest rabbit. A covering of oil cloth

is added to the curb of each pit, and the

cloth extends over the frame several

inches beyond the curb iu order to pre-

vent the entry of the heaviest rain.

Dryness is essential to the prosperity

of the rabbit, therefore the soil should

not only be naturally dry, but must be

protected Irom above and kept secure at

the sides and bottom by the best brick-

work. A sound, chalky or sandstone

rock forms by far the most appropriate

medium for the warren, which the rab-

bits burrow into and excavate according

to their own requirements.

A pit is not a nice thing to have on
one's premises; for. however well it may
be enclosed, accidents to children and
valuable animals are always to be appre-

hended. I doubt, too, whether animals

kept constanilv below the surface of the

ground would be niaiiitained iu such

good health as those above it.—E. S.

Delamar.

CORRESPONDENCE.

CAPONS AS MOTHERS.

Savinar the Hen's Good Time for

Egg Producing.

North Epping, N. II., March 17.—
Editor F'.\NCiHR.s' Journal:—It is not

generally known, but it is a fact that

capons with a little training make the

Ijest of mothers, taking excellent care of

twenty or thirty chicks at a time, and
will keep at it all summer and get large

and fat themselves. Being so much
larger aud stronger than a hen they can

do much more scratching and twice as

many chickens can live under them.

The way to make them good mothers

is as follows: When the capon has

reached the age of nine months, he is old

enough to assume maternal duties. If

there are chicks ready, catch the capon,

pluck a few feathers out of his breast,

and at the same time switch him lightly

with a cedar twig or anything that will

sting him a little. The object of this is

to cause his breast to itch. Put him in a

dark box about two feet square and low
enough to prevent his standing up.
Then put two or three chicks in with
him. He will probably kill these chicks
and when he does he should be taken
out and switched again on the breast,

after which he may be put back in the
box and more chicks given him. This
time he will probably Ije glad to have
them with him, as his breast will itch so
that he will like to have the chicks
huddle under him, and be will cluck to
them eagerly, and treat them as kindly
as an old hen would. He should be kept
under the box for twenty-four hours
with the chicks, giving them a few bread
crumbs aud water. There should be
just light enough for him to see the food
and water. Care should be taken to

have the capuu far enough fruiii iuc oiu
hen to prevent the chicks from hearing
her call for them. The next day he may
be put in an open coop, and as many
chicks given him as is desirable. In
this they should be kept for several days,
after which he and the chicks may be al-

lowed to roam where they choose; the
capon will take better care of them than
the mother, for he will never wean them.
Other chicks can be given him from
time to time, but always at night, at the
same time taking the chicks that are

large enough away from him. In this

way one capon will bring up a great

many chickens and the hen's time is not
lost. The capon is always at home with
a large family of chicks after he is once
broken in. This is another inducement
for the farmer and poultry raiser to ca-

ponize. Gborgb Q. Dow.

Light Brahmas at New York.

Kent. Ct.. March 3.—In the report of

the New York show you credit me with

the phenomenal score of 84^ for light

Brahma cock, while the fact is I had no

such bird on exhibition. I entered a

light Brahma cock, but he was taken

sick aud I did not send him. How you
came to publish such a score I know not,

but I do think you ought to publicly

acknowledge the mistake.

Also, you do not credit me with light

Brahma pullet that scored 92^^. cut i(

for weight—93,4'. tie with 2d prize light

Brahma pullet. I do not know how they

weighed the birds, but my pullet weighed
nine pounds when sent to the show, and
eight pounds when she returned.

J. W. King.

[The figures 84% for light Brahma
cock, entry No. 6. owned by Dr. J. W.
King, Kent, Conn.,arc official, although,

as the bird was not present.an error. The
score of the only light Brahma pullet to

your credit in the entry (No. 103) was
oflBcially given us as 91,V.

—

Ed.].

Either Sex at Will.

North Epping, N. H., March 16.—In

the issue of March 1 1 notice an article

in Scrapple headed "Either Sex at Will."

I have caponized fowls for man^ yeara

and tried experiments in this direction,
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and I can say that my experience leads

me to believe that this article is well

founded and practically true. lu capon-

izing I have left one testical in and al-

lowed the cockerel to breed to a pen of

hens and the result has been either

pullets or roosters, as the case might be.

It has always lieen one or the other in

each case—except where the testicle was

not properly removed. There is an extra

inducement for people to make use of

canonizing instruments to do the work.
George Q. Dow.

Denver Ohickens.

Denver, Col., March 13.—Editor Fan-

ciers' Journal: In accordance with the

call issued several days ago a number of

the poultry fanciers of our sUte met last

evening to conclude an organization lie-

gun some two weeks ago, but instead of

placing the one upon a solid basis they

left It half seas over and another, not on

the bills, was carried through.

The meeting was called to order by Mr.

R. J. Bailey, chairman, Mr. Robert James

secretary. The organization thereupon

effected'was to be known as tlie State

Poultry Association of Colorado. The

constitution and by-laws adopted was

similar to those of the New Jersey and

New York Associations. The annual

meeting to be held in February, other

meetings to be held quarterly. Instead

of electing the officers and settling mat-

ters then and there the motion to adjourn

for one week and elect the officers at the

adjourned meeting was carried.

No sooner had the meeting dissolved

than another was convened and, com-

posed of those dissatisfied with the pre-

liminary proceedings, there was war.

The result was an organization to be

known as the Poultry Breeders' Associa-

tion of Colorado, and with the constitu-

tion and by-laws of the old "Colorado

Poultry and Pet Stock Association."

Officers chosen to serve for the ensuing

year are: iresiueni, Day B. Iloyl, '•"•cc-

presidents, J. W. Talcutt and W. A.

Chamberlain; secretary, George H. Par-

ker; treasurer, John Tobias. The charter

members are, R. C. Greiner, R. H. Hul-

bert, J. C. Beeman, G. W. Roseboom, R.

H. Mellete, J. B. Armour, G. H. Parker,

W. A. Cherry, B. A. Keyt, J. A. Bailey,

J. E. Lyons, John Tobias, D. B. Hoyt, W.
A. Chamberlain, John Tellum, E. L.

Oakes, Robert James.

Just how it will all end no one seems

willing to venture a guess. «• e ^M. S. G.

ROCHESTER'S SHOW.

Continued fW)m Page 181.

Isrnored.

Tekamah, Neb., March 7.—At the

late meeting of the A. P. A. in New York

City, as reported in last Fanciers'

Journal, it may be seen that the presi-

dent and thirteen vice-presidents were

all elected east of Springfield, Ohio, ex-

cept T. F. McGrew, who lives in that

city. The secretary and one or two

members of the advisory board and ex-

ecutive committee live as far to the west

as Montmorenci, Ind., and Chicago, 111.

Christian and Butters, Indiana and Illi-

nois,were elected over Pitkin, of Chicago,

and Conger, of Indiana, as vice-presi-

dents.

The name of the association is broader

in spelling than in meaning, it would
seem. Surely there are enough members
of the association in the great West and

Northwest to entitle them to more repre-

sentation officially. Of course the vice-

presidents figure but little, they are sim-

ply elected as honorary officers. We all

know that. But if it be honorable to be

thus elected,why not make equitable dis-

tribution; make it American in name not

only, but in deed ?

This last election looks sectional, looks

factious, cultivates selfishness and breeds

feeling not well calculated to further the

interests of the association outside its

membership.
If the A. P. A. wishes to be super-

seded by a national confess, or some-

thing of that kind it is taking—has
taken—the very initiatory steps to pro-

mote the wish.

A better name for the A. P. A. would

now be The Eastern Poultry Association;

and this being true, that body will find

the West a very formidable rival, if ri-

valry is what it wants.
S. L. Roberts.

Jr., and if these meetings are kept up
some judge will be met with who has

confidence enough to change their posi-

tions. Ben, now poor in coat, shows

weakness liehind, and though showy, his

washy tint is not equal to the color of

Plinlimmon, Jr., and this richness of

tint, together with good substance and
really excellent bone, makes him a fairly

good one; his defective head though will

always tell against him, but considering

Ben's is more taking than perfect, there

are not many points between them, and

it would not be difficult to calculate them
in Plin's favor.

In challenge bitches Lady Wellington
rightly defeated Miranda; she is better

in color and profusion of coat, and also

surpasses her in quality and expression.

Miranda may be a trifle better in height

and skull.

In the open dog class, Hesper, now well

known, found none worthy of competi-

tion with him. Tristan G., second, good
in body, but too long and lacking char-

acter in head.
The rough coated bitches Manon's

chief antagonist. Lady Miles, being num-
bered with the majority, and Corette

having those bent forelegs to mar her

beauty, and Lady Madeline not being de-

veloped, it was an easy matter to dispose

of the awards.

Mr. Sears won the special kennel

prize; and Hesper had something to spare

in his contest for the special award for

the best exhibit, and for those who have
not seen this grand dog, it may be said

that in substance, bone, and well bal-

anced proportions, he is excellent and
his weak point of relaxed muscles in his

stifles ana subsequent want of resolution

in his action behind, may be improved
with exercise. In head he is also ^ood
and the peak which has been described

as a fault, really adds to his expression
of intelligence, and there is nothing

wrong Witt the muzzle if taken in pro-

portion to his general size and build.

His coat, of a good rich orange,is of good
texture; the white collar, feet and face

markings are toned by markings which
add to his excellent typical expression.

Had the dogs entered as smooth St.

Bernards been subjected to an expert's

test, the classes for these dogs might

have been with about two instead of

seven entries. Victor Joseph, first in

challenge dogs, and the typical Thislje,

winner in the bitches, are well known.
Dud, alone in open dogs, is only a fair

one. Cleopatra, first in open bitches, is

of fair character, and Alpine Queen, sec-

ond, a fairly good Ijody, but head infer-

ior. Monarch, first in puppy dogs, and
Princess, also alone and first in the bitch

class, are undeveloped and call for no

special comment.

his head, though, is faulty. The latter is

not his equal in quality and not his in-

ferior in other respects. Sancho and
Tony White got V. H. C.

Stella B. was alone in the correspond-

ing bitch class. In challenge light-weight

dogs, Naso of Kippen being absent, Duke
of Hesseu met King of Kent and defeated

him. Launcelot really had no opposition

in his class, and in the bithes Sally Brass

II, with body and neck, faulty muzzle

and poor feet, defeated Stella.

The awards and absence of entries in

the FInglish setter classes speak for

themselves.

IRISH SETTERS.

Elcho, Jr., was on hand ready for any

aspirants, but after Dick Swiveler's defeat

at Chicago he did not try again. In

open, dogs, local dogs were well repre-

sented, and Larry S., first, a typical dog

of good color and style. Paddy P., sec-

ond, was much inferior.

The bitches, too, were numerous in the

catalogues, but few on the benches.

Nino, first, has a fair head, but is not

perfection in height nor bone in com-
parison; coat, muscle and type fair.

Jeannette, second, is a light order, with

good color. Ruby Gleumore, by far the

best in the class, only got V. H. C.

GORDON SETTERS.

Gordon Setters, or to imitate the club,

American Gordon setters, were placed

just as anyone might place single entries

and a single double. All are known ex-

cepting Rhona, second in open bitches,

and she is cobby, good in bone, coat and
size, and shows some character.

SPANIELS.

N. A. Skipper was described by us

after his win at Chicago, and here he

carried off the challenge prize. Baron,

first, in open class and also winner of the

Spaniel Club's Challenge Cup, has also

been fully described, and as Irish water
.».»... ^ff^n> .M

NEWFOUNDLANDS.

Newfoundlands were better represented

than usual. Prince George, first, is still

without a worthy opponent, and a young-

ster by him, Albany Lass and Troy Lass,

are really Newfoundlands in coat and

character. Grover was scarcely so and

was unnoticed.
Bloodhounds, Great Danes and deer-

hounds were conspicuous by their

absence.
GREYHOUNDS.

Memnon was alone in the challenge

class. Her twelve years are telling their

tale. In the challenge dogs Harmony
was alone, and coming to the open dogs

we find a pretty even dog in Hazelhurst

in competition with Conspirator, who
was his superior in all but two points,

and there his equal. In open bitches

Fannie M. and Gipsy were two with about

equal merit, and the pups are not now
very promising.

Mr. Wadsworth sent quite a pack of

foxhounds of average merit.

POINTERS.

This was one of the few breeds in

which there was any real competition.

Lad of Bow was absent, and Roliert le

Diable was therefore winner in challenge

dogs, and Lass of Bow l)eing also absent.

Golden Rod, well known, also scored.

Graphite met Tempest in the open dogs.

The former is a symmetrical dog with

some character, fair feet and good chest;

the ring against him here, the honor is

something to be proud of Black Dwarf,

H. C. in open dogs, deserved second

prize better than the second prize mastiff

Horace, but this is only one of the pe-

culiarities of the judging ring. Ace of

Spades has fair coat, head and bone, but

is faulty behind and rightly beat Miss

Bend O'r in the open bitches. Homell-
Rex and Adonis, in the other color class,

were pretty close.

In the cocker challenge class Rabbi

was looking well. Novel and Bessie W.
in the open bitches were also rightly

placed. Novel is a cobby bitch with fair

head and some character, strong in loin

and substance, but a little faulty in eye

and stifles. Bessie W. is better behind,

but not as good in head and character.

There was no conijietition until the

clumber class was reached, and for

some singular reason they were placed

last. Bromine, first, beat Boss III in

type, head and bone in comparison with

size, and straightness in front Boss III

has more substance, and is fair in Iwdy
generally, and right in action, but his

head is much too coarse and lacking in

character. Lass of Beauty, V. H. C, is

a fair one and Quester, H. C, is but a

very ordinary specimen with poor eye,

little tvpe, long le^s and little length.

Irish water spaniels had two entries,

and Patsy O'Connor with activity and
some character to recommend him, de-

feated Captain Muldoon, a fair dog with

pretty good coat and style.

COLLIES.

There was some little competition in

these classes. Hempstead Zulu, first in

open dogs, is a black and white dog with

good bone, head, and of a stylish work-

manlike stamp. Nullaniore, second, is a

heavier class, lacking quality, tiibson,

V. H. C, was not a good one, and Tyke,

V. H. C, R., although wide in front, had

a good coat and action, and deserved

more. The bitches were scarcely up to

the dog sUndard and Bonny Baby, first,

is well known, and easily defeated

Gemma, second, a trifle coarse and out

of coat. Cressie's Mint and Bonnie

Knowe, both V. H. C, had all they de-

served. Mr. Gray won the team prize,

and Zulu got the special for liest dog.

BEAGLES.

In the challenge dog cla.ss Little

Duke, in good trim, fairly good in type

and head, beat Frank Forest, another

fairly good specimen in good trim. In

the corresponding bitch class Lou, with

her quality, good legs, feet, ribs, nice ac-

tion and strong loin, easily defeated her

only opponent. Myrtle.

The open dog class had but Royal

Krueger and Racer, Jr., and they were

rightly placed thus. The bitch class

presented Una, a nice coated and fair

headed beagle, in competition with Jean

W., seconcll her inferior here and in

character. Ardsley Diana is poor behind.

The puppies were a fair lot.

BULL DOGS.

Harper, now pretty well known with

his taking style and well formed body,

but mean head and poor eye, easily dis-

posed of Hodge, with a fair head to

recommend him, and Carisbrooke, V.

H. C, whose head is also his best point,

rightly scored over Ciesar, H. C. Thes-

pian was alone in the bitch clas.s.

BULL TERRIERS.

Cairo, first, is getting cheeky. Mar-

guerite, second, is too low on her legs,

and Jubilee, although a fair one, is also

very cheeky. The ojien dog class found

Chessetts Flyer and Spotless Prince in

competition. The fonner is wide in front

and bad in ears, having but a fair head

and body. The latter, second, is good

in body, legs and feet; he is well

muscled, but has a light eye. This

should not have kept him from taking

first.

In the bitch class Enterprise, with

length of legs and body, bad stifles and
eyes, was scarcely equal to Queen Ben-

digo, second, with good legs, bodv and

bone; her faults are dished face and short

muzzle. Miss Norah. V. H. C, is but a

fair specimen. The puppy prizes were

withheld.
FOX TERRIERS.

Blemton Rubicon and Rachel were

awarded tiie prizes in their rcspcclivc

classes and the competition only com-

menced with open dogs. Veronese here

carried off first with good front legs and

coat, but faulty hocks. Blemton Racket,

second, has good legs and feet, but poor

head and expression and is not cobby

enough. Blemton Volunteer, reserve,

shows some character, but coat and
markings spoil him. Beverwyck Rebel

V. H. C, is a fair one.

The competition was poor in the bitch

class, Blemton Brilliant easily scoring a

win with good body and fair front, but

she lacks character and is only fair in

head. Blemton Comely, second, is a

comely youngster, well ahead of Cro-

quette, H. C.

In the puppy class Blemton Racket

won first, and has been described, and
such is the case with Comely, second.

TERRIERS.

Ill the challenge class, black and tan,

Meersbrook Maiden, with good charac-

ter, quality, head and color, but only

moderate stern, beat Buffalo General,

whose elbows and hips are not right and

head somewhat coarse. His cobby build

is his best point.

In open dogs Dick defeated Buffalo

Albert, but he is coarse and lacks quality.

Gipsy Queen, first in open bitches, is

well marked but has grown bad in head.

Rochelle Grit is coarse liehind. Adven-

turer, first in Irish terriers, was scarcely

equal to Burnside, second, a good-coated,

workmanlike dog, with good legs and

feet and little muzzle. The bitches,

though, were rightly placed. Little Vixen

defeating Gipsy Girl.

Yorkshire terriers were well repre-

sented in Mr. Sytnond's beautiful team.

Daisy, first, though not equal to Gem,
second, and in spite of the judge's pro-

nounced opinion. Baron, C, is a nice

Yorkshire, good in tan, blue on the back

and silver head.
PUGS.

Bessie was alone in the challenge class

and is well known. Bob Ivy, just a trifle

Ijetter than Little Jewell in quality, skull

and ears.

Mvrtle, first in bitches, is better than

Lady Clover in general style and char-

acter.

PUBLICATIONS.

AMERICAN KETTN-EIi CliUB

Blanks for regristering in the oflicial Stud Book
will be mailed ou application.

THE AMERICAS KENNEL GAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains thejudges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

BeaKlea.

C0UNTBS8. Never shown, but it will take a
good one to lieat her. The best broken
beagle in America to-day.

Not having kennel room, must dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H.
Weiss.SjS Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

Black and Tan Terriers.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIUD.S, <ftC.

It is the recognized English org^n on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany J>a-

per of its cla.ss. American breeders will find the
best Knglish stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »,3. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

B.STABLISH£D 1874,

THE FANCIERS* GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the I<eadinj[ Authorities. Letters
and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations \>y Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$3.10.

Address Post-Oflice Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' GazetU, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Ix>ndon, B. C,
Rnglfliid.

Mlsoollaneons.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for young^sters, every band regis-

tered, each 2Hc. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

HAVE a lot of youngsters for sale by Ma-
homet, winner of first and special at Mil-
waukee and Horuellsville, N.Y.. the only
times shown, out of Lady, winner of more
prizes than any other bitch in this couutry.
will trade pups for some good B. B. R.

S3-tf game hens. Henry Muss, Cnampaign, 111.

Collies.

yarlooB.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 3a

South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

X'jOBTAlL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-

w
rs

ton, Pa.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry 111, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Ilounds.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted umUr

this heading/or 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

BcaKlos.

FOR SALE.—Champion Rattler, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under an impar-
tial judge. Never been l>caten, sire of
Rattler 111, Tomboy and several other good
ones.

Champion Pairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cups and medals.
A greiU house pet and one of the prettiest
little beagles living.

Tomboy, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

FOR SALE.—Champion Ranoer, the peer of
all American foxhounds. Never t>eaten in
his class in this country both on the liench
and in the chase.

Fly, kennel mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by all first-class judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not haviug kennel room must dispose of the
above to the highest bidder. W. H. Weiss,
328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50 tf

Mastiflb.

CENTRAL KENNELS of Jersey City offers

for sale two King Charles bitches, Blen-
heim dog pup, one ruby bitch piip, all have
good pedigrees; also male 1% pound black
and tan terrier, full grown. All kinds of
dogs kept constantly on hand. Central
Kennels, August A. Knoblauch,proprietor,
340 Central Ave,, Jersey City, N. J. s-52-2t

FR SALE, CHEAP—English mastiff' dog
Ginger, 17 months old, weighs 150 pounds;
thin in flesh, good short massive head;
house broken, kind to children; would ex-
change for hammerless gun. J. Otis Fel-

lows, Horuellsville, N. V.

FOR SALE—English mastiff' bitch Kenwood
SulUna, A. K. R. 6539. in whelp to Waua-
maker's Tiger by Young Colonel. Sultana
fawn color, with black points, good head
and well proportioned. For particulars

S51-3 address N. A. Stockton, Bethayres, Pa.

SEARS' MONARCH'S young half brother,
grand head, immense bone, invaluable for

breeding, no faults, low. J. H. Day. Jr.,

Saybrook, Ct. 53-57

Pointers.

\^
|-»OR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch

' White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rnna three vears old: well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother. Will lie sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th

St., Philadelphia, Pa. c

INTER PUPS related to Champion Graphic
for sale at $10 upwards. Six weeks old.

S. Rudigan, 14 McDougal Alley, New York
City. S3-»t

po

Setters.

AN ENGLISH setter bitch for sale. Full ped-
igree. Dashing Monarch her grandsire.

• Thoroughly broken. Sold low if taken
soon. J. F. Mitchell, North Grafton,
Mass. 53-it

AGRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel
phia. Pa. tf

CHOICE Gordon and Irish setters, several of
each kind; handsome; some of them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.

Also some puppies. X. Y. Z., Station R ,

New York City. 8-49 55

FOR SALE—The following Irish setters:

LEIGH DOANE III (5839). Champion
Bruce—Leigh Doane II. winner of 3d
Philadelphia Kennel Club Field Tnal
Derby, 1887; BETSY LEIGH (^24). sister

to above. Both the above are litter sisters

to Dick Swiveler and are both carefully

trained. STRATFORD I (Champion Tim-
Lady Flora), whelped January, 1889; now
in trainer's hands in North Carolina.

MARK TAPLEY (Champion Blarney-
Leigh Doane III), whelped July 19, 1889.

For particulars address Box 91, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

GORDON SETTER for sale.-Broken, drops
to shot and wing; staunch and a good one;
sold for want of use. Price $75, worth
double. Address P. O. Box 1247, Philadel-

phU, Pa. M7-5a

8t. Bernards.

M

I

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fauciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-

rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

intf Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

-i~)EDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

jT^cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailedf postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Bine Owls.

ILL SELL ^ pairs of high-class blue owls,
fit to win in first class company. Mark
Schofield, 71st and Darby Road, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 50-53

Fantalls.

w

ENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phoc-
nixville. Pa. 53-64

PUPPIES by Keeper-Lady Miles. Address E.
H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.

PUPPIES by Ben Lomond—Duchess of Heath-
field; also some grand young bitches. Che-
quasset Kennels, I^ncaster, Mass. 51-tf

PUPPIES by Alp II (sire of the great Monte
Rosa), very handsome and promising.
Two fine Ben Lomond bitch pups on hand.
These ought to make pnze winners. Mod-
erate prices. Chequasset Kennels, I.,an-

taster, Mass. 53tf

Terriers.

FR SALE.—Maltese terriers, male. Prize

winner last bench show. Weight 8 pounds.

1704 Ann St., Philadelphia, Pa. Si-\\.

RISH TERRIERS by Rosl n Dennis—Breda
Tiney and Roslyn Eileen. Address Chest,

nut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Advertisenxenis without display inserltd under
this headingfor 2 centsper wordJor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,

description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. sch63

Brown Red Games.

ONE TRIO to score over 92H or no sale.

Price $15. J. A. Stos-ell, Philadelphia. Pa.
50-tf

CochlnH.

M RS. BARTON, Ensley, Ala., has several

high-class imported buff' cochins for dis-
" Trio, ist Birmingham, $25.00. 53-it

Xsgs for HatchIns*

HITE FANTAILS, "The Dandies, " plain
and capped. My birds are bred from se-
lected stock, and are perfect l>eauties.
Prices a matter of cortespondcnce. George
W. Cunningham, 1407 E. Pratt Street, Bal-
timore, Md. B-St-SS

HominK Plseons.

OHN R. HUNSBERGER, Chestnut HUl, Pa.
Breeder of homing pigeons from tested
stock only. Banded youngsters of 1890 for
sale. 51-55

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 irth Sreet, N. W.
. Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter ot correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 7:5 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

J

CHARLES F. OAT, West Chester, Pa., breeder
ofchoice single comb brown Leghorns. Egg;s
for hntrhine. Ji per 11: J2 per ^o. SO-.M

FROM Light Brahmas, high scoring birds.

$3 for 13; $5 for 26. Other good lifeht Brah-
mas. Pure stock. Eggs $t per 13. J. A
Roberts, Malvern, Pa.

XAGGS AND STOCK FOR SALE from white
Plymouth Rocks, S. S. bantams and white
Leghorns. Clear sweep at the great New
York show on white Plymouth Rocks,
banUms, white Leghorns and white Wyan-
dotte pullets. Send for circulars. H. J.

Quilhol, Tribes Hill, N. Y. 53-»t

b

Hamburgs.

FR SALE—Choice breeding pen golden pen-
cilled Hamburgs. Eggs, %i for 13. George
L. Bidden, West Chester, Pa. 5«-53

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-

ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Plymouth Rocks.

\F.A COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks. James
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J. 46-55

'White LeKhoms.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-

ing strains of America. Winners of the

grand special for largest and best display;

best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50^2

'Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

POULTRY and pet stock. A. S. Way, Chatta-
r nooga, Tenn., agent for Fanciers'

Journal. 49-56-eow

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks
and white crested white P'olish bantams.
Menthon Kennels, Ph<tnixville, Pa. 53-64

w
PIGEONS.

B

Owls.

BIRDSoftheabove variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N, J.

50-75

Ponters.

HENRY LANCASTER,750 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore, Md., off'ers for sale one pair blue
pouters, two black cocks from Scotland,
one red cock Becker stock, one yellow
cock, the l>est I ever raised. The grand-
father of this last bird I sold to John Yew-
dall for $75, and its father to Mr. Keruer, of
LouibviUe, for $50. 53

Jacobins.

H V. CRAWFORD, Montclair, N. J., the
champion Jacobins of America. Prices

• from $10 up. 37 44-47-53

Boilers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS.
Thomas Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly
of Birmingham, Eng. 50-53

SttttiietttM.

BIRDS of the above variety ior sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

[- more. Mo., breeder of Swallows only, of all
* colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of biros, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder o< flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A"
LI. KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

J-

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cenuper wordfor each insertion.

Blond inettes.

IRDS of the atiove variety ior sale at all

times. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.

J. 50-75

CLOSING OUT all my stock of pouters, drag-
ons, turbits, jacobins, fantails, tumblers,
yellow balds, trumpeters, etc.. in all colors.

No fancy prices. Write (or what you want.
52-it E. Hopkins, Box 41. Merchantville, N. J.

FANTAIL PIGEONS—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud ot fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class bird.s. Prices from
$2.50 to $25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gill)ert Evansville, Ind.

B. FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-

more, Md., breeder.of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and mag^pies ot all colors. Only
the best slock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

ILLIAM EHINGER, JR , 1307 North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia, 'Pa. For sale the fol-

lowing fancy pigeons: Magpies, owls,

turbits, jacobins. Write for what you
want. Prices reasonable. 5I-3-5-7

Artists and £nin*avers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3*

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimatesgiven forCirculars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

WK HAVE arranged with Schreiber ft

Sons, who are acknowledged tol>e the

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photoip-Rphs

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing

Co., 3a South Third St., PhiUdelphia, Pa.

w
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN ,
^'^"^

/
.0^ / WINNERS

^ / AT ALL

^^ / LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.
30-55

Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker coclt, 811

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . . . .

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen

miles.

gs

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL.

,0 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

THE KANCIERS' JOURNAI^. [MARCH 22, 1890

JUST^ OUT.^^
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of the

Recognized Varieties of Pigf.ons.

CHARIIS TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonou."!, cures mange and all skin diseases; also cholera and

roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.

New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., May 27, 1888.—Marshall Rohbias—Dear 5i>.—

I

have tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the verj- best Mange cure that I have ever used.

I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.

Mr. M. Robbins.—Z»fa»- Sir.—l have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin-

fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-

try raisers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that were
.suffering from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. I put a small quantity into a small pail

of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. KespeclfuUy, J. C. Avery.
Graduate N . V. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg \et-

erinarv Hospital
; 343 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August 21, 188S.—Mr. Rohbins.—Dear Sit:—

Your Pine Lotion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I have

ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Antiseptic Dressing in any ca.se o« Ulceration

Sores, I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-

spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlosser, Veterinary Surgeon. .

We can refer to thousands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in

your locality send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 East 13th

Street, New York City. 47-59

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS,

-189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

IVO. 82 SOUJH THIHU SlHitl, RHlLAUiLPHiA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifiy Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

ADDRESS

mWSSm k CLOTHE

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PIIIL.ADEL.PIIIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,

Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EOOS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOX PRICE LIST.

H. ^AT. VAHLE,
J19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St.,Philadelphia.

25-76

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austiii's CeleMed Dog Cakes ^

Only One Quality

of Breeding Stock,

and that the BEST

Money Can Secure.

Gloyer'slmnerial Dog Remedies

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

M-75
ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

•\pBIRDf\MANNA
Tbe Oreat Secret of

the Harts Mountaln.Qer'
will restore the song o(
Tent tbeir allmenta and
(nndltlon. Itm^kesoanart
iheddlnK feathers. Sent
I've. Soldbrall dmnrtsta.
Bird Food Co., lOSB. dd

the Cauary Breeders of
many. Bird Manna

;ace Birds, will pre-
knep them In giKxl
esslns, even while
nialfonrecclutof
Directions free.
St., PblU., Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Spratta Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

ii^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, aSc.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'D.
339-M5 East s6th St., New York City. 44-69

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Light Bralifflas, Plymontli Rocb M
Wyandottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

Dogs, Poaltry, Pigeons M Ferrets,

St. Bernards and Fox Terrier Dogs (cheap).

Thoroughbred Poultry, 22 varieties.

Eggs and stock for sale at Reasonable Prices.

Fancy Pigeons, over 50 kinds.

Ferrets, good hunters, I5 each ; $8 per pair.

2 ct». for catalogue. J. L. HARRIS, Cinna-

minson, N. J. Importer and Breeder.

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,

46-58 MOUNDSVILLE, WEST VA.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY. )i PER
bushel. JNO. Mercbr, Leaman Place, Pa.

-BY B. WATERS.-

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to triiiti a dog propAly, and how to

handle a dog after it has Ik-cii trained in a way
so plain that nil can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlilisliiug Company

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

VOL. 4, NO. 18.)
WHOLE NO., 64.)

PHILADELPHIA, MARCH 29, 1890.
PER ANNUM, fa.SO.
SINGLE COPY, 60.

YOUNC. BKNNY, H 478.

ST. THOMAS, *i69.

GKORC.K W. CHILnS, JH 16.

THK PUBLIC LKIKIUR, 11 47"-

[Winners of the Georok W. Childs Cip for 1889.]

S. O. PERRY, H 198.
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IN THE STUD.

AdveHistmenU inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, Sijo;

ii.4ofor the month; tli Jor three months; fiSfor
six months, and $sofor the year.

IN STUD—MY PURE WHITE ENGUSH
* TOY BULL TERRIER,

TONY.
FEE - - - $20.

Fine bred pet dogs, Skye and Scotch Terriers,

Fox Terriers, Yorkshires, etc. , bred and for sale.

Fine and small dogs sold on commission. Comic

and sporting pictures suitable for kennels, club

rooms, stables, aviaries, halls, saloons, etc.—all

kinds at bed-rock prices. Pictures framed to

order artistically. Headquarters for Dr. H. Clay

Glover's Imperial Dog Remedies, Spratt's Dog

Cakes, Medicines. Soaps.etc; also Jackson's cele-

brated Pasteur's Pine Liquid Disinfectant. Call

on or address. W. H. JACKSON,

49-65 »°2 W*"*' '*'•' S'-' N'" York City.

DICK SWIVLEER

INJTHE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

f'-jo; ts 40 for the month; $ts for three months;

S*S for six months, and fSo for the year.

BETTERS & pomTERS
DESMOND II

JIN^THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

S'-So; $$.40 for the month; $15 for three months;

US for six months, and tso /'»' the year.

JOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, ISO-

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont

tiM; is.40 for the month; $15 for three months;

StS for six months, and fso for the year.

(No. 8410.)

(CH. BRUCE-LEIGH DOANE II.)

Pure Irish Setter Blood.

Winner FIRST CHALLENGE PRIZE, New
York. 1890, defeating all the CHAMPIONS
shown against him. He is also winner of

FIRST and SPKCIAL I'KlAhs aii over ihc

United States. Unquestionably the

BEST IRISH SETTER IN AMERICA.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. Send for

EXTENDED PEDIGREE and full list of win-

nings of this FAMOUS DOG.

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago. Ili..

P. S.—Have orders for over 200 puppies by

DICK SWIVELER booked ahead. 50-101

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dgg com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $3.5.

SIR TATTON
English setter bv Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.

Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London. Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, Duppy
class, at London. Ont.. when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
l!tl#.H to frpe iwrvire

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

43-^ Frebhansbl^g, Pa.

JOINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westminster Keunel ClQli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER. Supt.,

47.tf Babylon, L I., N. Y.

5OINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.

I
RISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A. K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Lurav.

Winner of 1st prizes Philadelphia, New York,

etc., and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,

Toledo, etc.
FEB, |35-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O.. Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

%
NGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.
By Sweringer's Dan—Countess Pansy. Record:
First at Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby 1S88;

first in Philadelphia Kennel Club's All-aged

Stake, 18S9; first in Members' Stake and winner
of the Philadelphia Item's $100 special.

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAY,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

Heavyweight, liver and white pointer dog, by
Beppo in—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1SS9, where
he ran against Huelish setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M..

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Ir.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW,
P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS^^

Dogs, Poultry, Pipns aM Ferrets,

St. Bernaros and Fox Terrier Dogs (cheap).

Thoroughbred Poultry, 22 varieties.

Eggs and stock for sale at Reasonable Prices.

Fancy Pigeons, over 50 kinds.

Ferrets, good hunters, $5 each ; |8 per pair.

2 cts. for catalogue. J. L. HARRIS, Cinna-

minson, N. J. Importer and Breeder.

EJNGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, while and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson'sSuc. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian. Sportsman, Gladstone's Bov and
Dan Glad.xtone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake, East-

em Field Trials of 18H8, beating such noted dogs
as Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for cither dog, J25. Photos from
life bv Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
5S8 North 18th Street,

So43 Philadelphia, Pa.

_ l<2jjS[

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotllla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches $^^
After which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35
Charlerol II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above dogs out of first<lass bitches ;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bag, 93.00

2.75
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb

Oranulated Bone, " lOO
Gruiiiid Beet
Scraps, . - - " lOO " 8.00

Calciti, - - - - " 800 " a.OO
Crnshed Flint, - " 800 " 8.00
C'nishod Oyster
Sht'lls, - - - " 8O0 " a-oo

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DKMPWOLF& CO.,
42-93 Tork Chemical Works, York, Pa.

^T THE ^ailONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR prizes and the GOLD
SPECIALS and Cl'PS. The GRANDEST
RECORD ever won by ANY BRKKDKR at

a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
EGGS $10 per 13; $20 per 30 RED CAPS,
ANDALUSIANS and WHITE WYAN-
UOTTES, $3 per 13; $5 per 26. Send for cata-

logue.

C. A. SHARP & CO.,
50-62 LOCKPORT, N. Y.

l^.
Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

yiLLSItlE HeNNELS,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

»4-75

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREA8.

We manufacture ten thou-
sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, coupliiigs.blaiik-

ets, whips and bastets for

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veteriuao SiirKf""»

44-57 1893 BROADWAY, NEW YOIIK.

LBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2j4c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. a STARR, Box 295,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

y
ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American priie

winner. Described in show reports as "best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
jo-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

The Newest, Best and Cheapest Dog and

Poultry Food is

NONPAREII
It keeps dogs in best condition ; makes hens

lay at any time. It is the best food to make
puppies and chicks grow quickly.

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.

Sample cans containing 50 lbs., $1.50.

RAVENSWOOD FEED CO.,

828 Vernon Ave., Ravf.nswood, L- I.

53 .se
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FIXTURES.

DoK Shows.
April 1-4.—New England Kennel Club, at

Boston. Mass. }. W. Newman, secretary.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. a. W. Smith, secretary.
May 5 to 9.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,
Cal. E. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries close
May 1.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
0., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.

Fleltl Trials.
Nov. 17 -Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-

retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

18J)1.
Jan, 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs. secretary.
Feb, 2,—Third annual field trials of the South-

frn Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary,
Marietta, Ga.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— '/'he Spanish Student.

Mr. W. VV. Titus writes us he has pur-

chased from Mr. R. B. Morgan a litter

sister lo the famous Bohemian Girl, and
as she shows all that great quality of her

illustrious sister, he is greatly pleased

with her.
»

• «

Another dog show will be held in New
York City in May. I'uU particulars later.

«
* *

The Breeder and Sportsman states: "It

is patent to any fair mind that San Fran-
cisco does not present a field broad
enough to sustain two kennel clubs, and
since the Pacific Kennel Club is and

fomia Kennel Club for membership in

the A. K. C. will be closely scrutinized

and not accepted without the consent of

the P. K. C." As the California Kennel

Club has apparently but seven members

in good standing they should, if they are

unselfish and wish to further keunel in-

I

terests in their state, drop their lifeless I

organization and join with the Pacific '

Club their united efforts would then ac-

complish much good.

*
* *

F^rom the Fanciers' Gazette we learn:

A curious case of dogs dying from fright

has recently occurred in the house of

Captain C. R. Harris, at the West-end.

The victims were the two pugs Lady

Rosebud and H. R. H. Prince Edward.

The former was entered for the show at

the Central Hall, but was marked absent

through having died in a fit a few days

before the opening day. The catastrophe

occurred in this way: A dog with a bad

eye had been tied to a black basket which

it was able to move, and with it ran after

Lady Rosebud and her companion, which

so frightened the pair as to cause their

death. Captain Harris lost a pug in the

same way last year, when a tramp looked

through a window into the room where

the dogs were at play.

»
• *

From the Stock-Keeper: The tale

goes in collie circles that the late owner

of the thousand-pound Christopher is

grieving over the loss of his dog. We
are inclined to attribute this rumor to a

stretch of the intagination, and can bet-

ter imagine him singing with Christo-

pher's countrymen:

Weel, since he has left me, may pleasure gae
,..;• him !

I may be distressed, but I winna complain;

I'll flatter my fancy I may git anither,

My heart it shall never be broken for ane.

« *

Mr. Harrison informs us Christopher

will remain for a time in England where

he is now standing at stud.

«
• •

Mr. R. H. Moore has received a com-

mission from Mr. Harrison to paint a

large portrait of the collie dog Chisto-

pher in oil before he leaves England.

«
« «

We had a pleasant call from Mr. W.

Tallman whose efficient management of

the late Rochester bench show resulted

in a very flattering testimonial given him

by the exhibitors there. It will be re-

membered that our reporter charged the

management with neglect, which charge

is entirely refuted, and Mr. Tallman's

excellent management commended by

all the prominent exhibitors at the show.

«
* »

We are also pleased to learn from Mr.

Tallman that notwithstanding the driz-

zling rain that fell almost all the time dur-

ing the four days the show was held, the

receipts at the door almost covered ex-

penses. Exhibitors who were nt Roch-

ester will be pleased to learn another

show will l)e held in that city next year.

«
»

Mr. W. W. Thompson writing from

Cape Colony to the Stock keeper states:

Mr. Fred Barlier told me of the following

interesting incident auent one of the

native dogs. When up country on one

of his hunting expeditions with some

friends, they came across the dead body

of a Kaffir, and coiled up beside the head

of the corpse was a dog also dead. All

round the Ixxly of the native was a regu-

forehead and cheeks where the dog had

kept licking him, probably trying to

"wake" him. The poor beast had evi-

dently at last given up all hope, and al-

though within easy reach of a kraal,

where he could have got food, he stuck

to his master's body, and, coiling himself

by the dead man's head, had died of

starvation and a broken heart.

always has been a meml)er of the Ameri-
]

lar track made by the faithful beast keep-

can Kennel Club, in good standing, it is ing guard over his dead master. There

I'oped that the application of the Cali- 1 were also distinct traces on the Kaffir's

»
* «

Colonel B. Ridgway, Philadelphia, has

purchased the well-known English set-

ter King's Mark, winner of following:

Second in All-aged Setter stake, Indiana

Kennel Club field trials, 1889 ;
first All-

aged Setter stake. Central field trials

1889; absolute winner, setter or pointer.

Central field trials; 1889.

*
« «

We publish in this issue interesting

facts regarding bloodhounds. Mr.

Mitchell Harrison, during a visit to

Cuba, investigated the claim of the so-

called Cuban bloodhound, and failing to

find a single specimen, arrived at the

conclusion, as does Mr. Wade, that they

are simply a myth. If there ever was

such a breed it is now extinct. A sup-

posed Cuban bloodhound was sent to

this city for Mr. Harrison, which proved

to be mongrel, with a bulldog cross. In

appearance it resembled exactly an extra

large size "business" bull terrier.

« »

W. J. Comstock's Irish terrier Breda

Florence, first prize winner at the late

New York show, has whelped seven pups

to Benedict, all of which are sold. There

is quite a demand for Irish terriers now

and the few breeders of them seem un-

able to supply it. Two orders have re-

cently been sent abroad for firsl-cla»»

specimens and probably the Irish may

yet rival the fox terrier in popularity.-

• »

We read in the annual report of the

English St. Bernard Club "the exporta-

tion of dogs to America which occurred

in the year 1888 has been continued this

year, and there is little doubt but that

the rough dog classes suffer from the

at)sence of some of the finest specimens

lately sent abroad."

Of course money will buy dogs, and

American dog fanciers are bound to have

the best regardless of cost. It will not be

many years before the Englishman must

come to this country when he wants to

secure a gootl specimen. With the best

of various breed in this country, we

must certainly very soon breed the

world-beaters.

» »

The proposed keunel club in St. Louis,

Mo., is still among the probabilities and

not a certainty as yet.

We are pleased to learn that the Mary-

land Kennel Club made some money on

their late show. In the future Baltimore

can be counted upon as one of the cities

in the bench show circuit.

*

We see in the daily papers a bench

show has been held in Albany, N. Y.,

the following gentleman judging : Mr.

Thomas, Mastiff; Mr. Hudson, spaniels;

Mr. Doyle, bulldogs, and Mr. Lewis all

other classes. As the show was not an-

nounced through the kennel papers we

suppose it was a "private affair."

The hydrophobia scare in Massachu-

setts has about run its course, and it is

not likely a law will be passed requiring

the muzzling of dogs all the ye»r round.

Mr. Angell, president of the Massachu-

setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals, was the great champion of

the anti-muzzlers. His officers investi-

gated a great many alleged cases of hy-

drophobia, and failed to find a single

genuine case. In the city of Boston,

from the records of deaths entered at the

City Register's office, from 1849 to 1890, a

period of forty years, only seven deaths

have been reported from hydrophobia.

The last one was in 1879. Whether these

deaths were reported by physicians of

any scientific skill is a matter of doubt,

as anyone who wishes to practice medi-

cine in Massachusetts can do so.

The Pennsylvania State Medical Asso-

ciation recently appointed a commis-

sioner to investigate the suSject of hy-

drophobia. The commissioner says: "I do

not deny that people fall into a certain

state after being bitten by a mad dog,

but I do deny that the case is produced

by canine virus. Fright and other

factors throw the patient into a condi-

tion, not into a disease." The commis-

sioner might have added, persons have

died with all the so-called symptoms of

hydrophobia, without ever having been

bitten by a rabid animal, as was the case

of a boy in Georgia not long ago. He was

simply scared to death.

.%
In the Pennsylvania Hospital,this city,

out of 28,000 patients during a period of

over seventy years there was but one

case of genuine hydrophobia.

*

In the London Vaccination Inquirer
r _ »* t_ .00.. At....- ;~ ™« -.«...,.. ..4 .-.r
l\jl iVA<llv.tl, 1009, LU^lt- to au a\,\,uutiv \jt

the great hydrophobia scare at Glasgow,

Scotland, in 1876. Nearly all the dogs

were massacred. Hundreds of the in-

habitants claimed to have been bitten,

yet only three died of hydrophobia. Dr.

Macleod, of the Glasgow University,

calmed the public mind by showing that

the dreaded disease was of extreme

rarity. He declared that he would not

care if a mad dog bit him through his

clothing, for the cloth would cleanse the

teeth. He declared that there was no

cause for alarm, for the deaths are to be

ascribed principally to fright and the

power of imagination.

• *

Politicians in the Province of Ontario

are trying to stir up a feeling against

dogs. The Empire, Toronto, has a long

editorial "Shall Dogs be Abolished," and

asserts a dogless humanity is within the

range of possibilities; a dogless America

within the probabilities." Yet the same

paper states |88,ooo dog tax was collected

in Ontario, out of which $14,700 was paid

for sheep killed; five-sixths of the annual

dog tax therefore goes to diminish gen-

eral taxation.

"Under a local option Act of New-

foundland, passed not long since," says

The Empire, "Tilt Cove and adjoining

municipalities have killed every dog

within their extensive boundaries, and

the bark of the dog no more rends the

air, but echoes mournfully through the

silences of every heart not padded round

with the moral nonconductor of utili-

tarianism."

« «

"Money is more than sentiment." This

may be a utilitarian age, but it will be a

very, very long time before dogs are

alx>lished, and a very short time before

hydrophobia will follow the fate of

witchcraft.
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SPECIALTY CLUBS.
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Another Chapter on the Breeding

of Mastiffs.

The Craze for Short Heads

That of Breeding

Bad Hindquarters.

as

as (ireat

for

BY R. F. MflYHEW.

[continued.]

Ill speaking of Rajah's liliputian

suture, it was as nothing compared to

his half brother Taurus. He was still

smaller, very dirty in color ^I don't

think I am mistaken), and about as m-

significant a mastiflF as ever won a prize.

Yet he was considered good enough to

beat Green's Monarch at Birmingham,

who only got third. I purposely criti-

cise these two (Rajah and Taurus) because

they were the commencement of the

head craze, the benefit of which is so

plainly evident at the present time, and

without wishing in any way to tread on

Mr. Wynn's corns, to him must the

credit of this brilliant conception be ac-

corded, and to him must the thanks of

all owners be proffered. In fact, I re-

member well at this time Mr. Adcock

showing what he termed a "Spanish bull

dog" named Toro, several people sug-

gesting that he should be shown in the

mastiff class at Birmingham, under Mr.

Wynn. This will give some idea of the

extent this gentleman went in his craving

for short muzzles, etc. ; and other people

even predicted an alliance between one

of Mr. Wynn's bitches and the said Toro

—jocularly, of course. Taurus, I believe,

weighed 1 10 pounds, nor could Rajah have

claimed a much greater weight.

Both these dogs, especially Rajah, not

even I can deny were of benefit as sires

during their career, but unfortunately the

good that was gained through them up to

the beginning of the eighties has been

entirely counterbalanced in the past few

years by the heedless craving for the

short heads they themselves possessed

without any attempt to preserve activity,

power and muscular development be-

hind. And in speaking in such disre-

spectful terms of them it is more on the

score of their show pretensions that I

make such slighting remarks. Also with

regard to Rajah's great success as a sire,

it must be remembered that bitches in

his day as a rule required no assistance

to jump on their benches, but showed
some signs of lively animation as well as

being in possession of powerful hind-

quarters, two properties which to-day are

conspicuous by their absence.

It will thus be seen that the opportu-

nities afforded Rajah with his short,

square head, in being mated with strong,

robust, powerful bitches, should warrant

the success which he undoubtedly at-

tained; and had breeders of to-day used

betterJudgment in the selection of sires,

mastiff would probably have made that

progress which was afforded by the good
ones of ten and fifteen years ago.

There is no gainsaying the fact that

fifteen or even ten years is a good dura-

tion of time with which to advance any
undertaking, especially when it comes
under the careful surveillance of a body,

organized for its special benefit, as has

been the case with mastiffs for some time

past. It is also reasonable to expect in

their case, as in that of any other, that

the "proportion" of good representatives

should be much greater now than here-

tofore, but unless I am greatly mistaken,

not only is the "proportion" smaller, but

also the number of exhibits is less.

Assuming I am right in these asser-

tions, and I think I am, what reason can

be adduced for this decline other than

the mating of partial cripples with par-

tial cripples ? And on whom does the

responsibility of these unions rest? On
none but the present owners and breed-

ers, and as nine-tenths of them are mem-
bers of the Specialist Club, to this body
must mastiffs of to-day render joyous

thanks for their prevailing spinal afflic-

tions, straight hocks, cow-hocks, or any
|

other hocks not conducive to power and

activity, as well as a few other afflictions

arising from enfeebled and infirm pa-

rents.

'T would be but bad taste on my part

to particularize, though two late promi-

nent bench winners and sires cannot fail

to occur to every mastiff man's mind
when I speak as I do. It may be said

that representatives of to-day are de-

scendents of those champions in the

past whom I would uphold. This I can-

not deny, but at the same time I would
draw attention to the fact that many
of the good dogs whose memory I

cherish, had a tendency to these hind-

quarter defects, and by breeding as pres-

ent.owners have done they have intensi-

fied those faults, which in the ancestors

were not nearly so apparent.

A few years ago it was quite possible

to breed out the bad hindquarters by
judicious selection, but instead of guard-

ing against such blemishes, breeders

rushed to the ver>' dog of all others

likely to perpetuate and increase such

faults. I allude to Crown Prince. To
commence with, he was to my mind a re-

pulsive looking object, with his nasty

pink nostrils, muzzle, etc. ; an inanimate

lump in disposition, and of course, as is

well known, horrible hindquarters. With
him it became the fashion to mate daugh-

ters of Beau and vice versa, thus multi-

plying the hind defects ten fold.

Thus from such mating we get Ilford

Caution and Imperial Chancellor, both

by Crown Prince, dam Ilford Claudia by

Beau, and L,oma Doone by Crown Prmce,
dam Ilford Baroness by Beau; Boatswain

by Beau out of Crown Prince's sister;

Lord Ronald by Beau, dam The Lady
Isabel bv Crown Prince; The Lady Clare,

sister to' Lord Ronald; Beaufort and the

Lady Beatrice being similarly bred. But

different breeding is that of Cambrian
Princess, who is by Beau out of Modesty,

by Lyon, by Aspinall's Punch (previously

spoken of ), by old Turk. From her we
get Minting by Maxmillian (by the

Emperor out of Merim), and as Crown
Prince was presumably by The Emperor,

too, it will l>e seen he (Minting) was the

orthodox breeding, though there might
exist a great difference in the result of

mating bitches with Maxmillian and the

same with his presumed older brother.

Crown Prince. From Crown Prince and

a daughter from Rajah sprang Orlando,

whose son. Jack Thyer, seems likely to

continue the name. Then Gelert is by
Orlando out of Ilford Cambria by Crown
Prince.so that it would seem that breeding

for bad hindquarters is followed up with

as great a persistency as is the desire for

producing short heads. In speaking thus

I do not refer particularly to Gelert, but

quote his breeding to show the anxiety

on the part of mastiff men to intensify

the "piggy looking" characteristics of

Crown Prince.

Having mentioned many of the mastiffs

of the present day, such as the Lady so-

and-so, and so-and-so,Cambrian Princess,

Beaufort, Hotspur, etc., I would like to

hark back to the .seventies and look into

the sons of Rajah and others who ap-

peared then, as I think it will be found

there were a sufficient number of good
ones to afford plenty of scope for judi-

cious selections.

The first to strike me is Rajah's son.

The Shah, who when he won in the puppy
class at the Crystal Palace gave promise

of being an exceptionally high-class dog.

This he fulfilled to a certain degree, but

not to the extent which was expected,

as instead of his prominent peak Incom-

ing less pronounced with age it always

remained "in statu quo."
However he was always in the first flight,

and on his first appearance was a real

upset to Mr. Nichols, who considered he
had a "plum" in Wallis for first. The
latter, who came second, was much better

as a puppy than a matured dog, as he
never seemed to grow after ten months
old, and he was a deepish red color.

This did not add to his charms. At this

show I seem to have an idea Wolsey ap-

peared, though I hardly think it could

have been so. At all events I have an
indistinct recollection that he (Wolsey)

was unnoticed the first time he was
shown, but whether this was so or not, I

would not like to swear. At all events he
is one about whose properties I was
always an enthusiastic admirer, so much
so that all the authorities in the universe

would never make me believe other than

that he was the best brindle dog I ever

saw, and one of the best mastiffs; Queen,

his dam, being my favorite bitch, and of

course in my eyes a long way the best

brindle of her sex.

About this time a tremendous big one

in Lottie was shown, a grand bodied one,

but roughish in coat, plainish and com-

mon in head, and a peculiar smutty blue

color, which gave her anything but a

high-class appearance. She weighed

either 158 pounds or 164 pounds, I forget

which. Recent reference to white mark-

ings reminds me of Mr. Nichol's Mah,

who had a light white blaze on her face,

and though her record is not a liigh-chuss

one, yet it represents her qualities irre-

spective of the white, for she was in no

way pegged hack for this distinctive

marking.
A pretty typical little dog appeared

just now named Saxon,never big enough,

but a mastiff everywhere, and from the

way he was bred more attention might ,

have been paid to his services than was
|

the case, as he was by Punch (Turk's 1

son) out of a bitch by King (Turk's sire).

Another grandly bred one was Stanley, I

by my favorite Grandy out of the sweet-
|

headed Countess (Mrs. Rawlinson), he
|

being small, but having a good head,

character and expression, and from his
,

breeding was a fit mate for the best in the 1

land. After them would come Beau, a
|

real good one, and one of the best ever
,

shown; a grand-headed expressioned one,

with plenty of size and substance. His

sire. Prince (brother to my champion,
Wolsey), was a very small dog and re-

sembled his sire, Rajah, in many re-

spects. Beau's dam. Belle, I don't re-

member, but as she was a daughter of

Big Ben's, it is no wonder the coarser

and more robust characteristics of her

breeding nicked with the sturdy qualities

of little Prince.

Nero, a coarser and commoner dog
than Beau, but a lietter made one liehinti,

if I remember rightly, beat the latter at

Darlington under Mr. Nichols, and as

what he doesn't know al)out mastiffs isn't

worth knowing, it is not for me to criti-

cise his decision, and I know he was al-

ways a gicai siicKici lui guv»u iiiu«<.>a.

At the same time the immense powers of

Nero, which he got from his sire, Green's

Monarch, should have proved an invalu-

able cross to Rajah and Beau bitches.

And another dog at this time who afforded

a still further outcross was Alston's

Colonel, a gentleman in every way, and
one which completed a grand quartette, 1

viz.. Beau, Wolsey, Colonel and Nero, i

These I do not think could be approached
|

to-day, and if one adds the much-dis-

cussed Salisbury, The Shah, his son Em-
peror, and the somewhat coarse Cardinal,

comparisons liecome still more odious. I

After the reign of these dogs com-
,

mences the downward career of the
|

breed, a result more especially unsatisfac-

tory when it is considered the number of

good ones almost contemporaneous with

one another, for breeders had The Shah,
1

the son of Rajah; Stanley, son of Granby;
Wolsey, son of Rajah; Saxon, son ofl

Punch; Nero, son of Monarch; Beau, son
j

of Prince, brothers of Wolsey; Colonel;

Emperor, son of Shah; Salisbury and
Cardinal, son of Big Ben, brother to

\

Punch, to select from, though in one or

two instances the opportunity was not of 1

long duration; still one would think the
}

names of these dogs would crop up
oftener than they do, and it only proves

into what a narrow groove the Specialist

Club's ideas have drifted, when it is con-

sidered nearly every winner of to-day is

either by Beau out of a daughter of

Crown Prince, or by Crown Prince out of

a daughter of Beau. At the same time I
|

would draw special attention to the fact
:

that the generally acknowledged best,

Cambrian Princess, is a striking excep-

tion, for her dam is by Lyon, a son of

Punch.
The specimens shewn with the follow-

ing pedigree, "pure Lyme Hall strain,

the ancestors of this dog, saved the life of

Sir Percy Leigh, of Lyme Hall, Cheshire

(I am quoting from memory), at the

battle of Agincourt in iioo or 1300 (I for-

get just when the battle was fought),"

were untypical and common enough, but

then they nad some animation and go in

them, which was more preferable than

the lifeless lumps of languor now repre-

senting the breed; were they (the 1. 1. of

1.) not English I should say they had
been bred by the Sultan of Turkey to lie

on the mats in his seraglio.

What a paradoxical thing it seems for

the Great Dane men here to display such

Mastiff Clab !" Mastiff, ugh ! The mere
mention of the name makes one feel

ashamed of the much-landed proficiency

of my countrymen in all things pertain-

ing to canine law.

No, it is the same with ihi'i lireed, only

more so, as it is with the Smooth Fox
Terrier—a blind determined resolve to fol-

low the dictates of a "club," a total aban-

donment of individual independence, a

supine disregard for all laws of nature,

and finally through the abandonment of

independence, a complete surrender of

freedom of action and lilierty of mind. It

is the same notice over all these clubs I

fear, "All ye who enter here must Ije-

come automatons, and all must swear

to steadfastly oppose that which nature

has ordained," though perhaps the most
fitting motto under which the Mastiff

Club should sail would l)e "For the sur-

vival of the Kwfiltest."

[to he continued.]

AN EXTHLSIASTIC UOGGY .MAN.

A Correspondent Who Wishes to Join

the PhlladetphlB Kennel (iub.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Please inforrfi me how I can be-

come a member of the Philadelphia Ken-

nel Club or some field trial organization?

I have recently purchased an English

setter, a said-to-be crack dog, and wish

to enter him in some public competition.

He has won in the P^astern, Central and

Southern trials, and those who ought to

know say he is one of the best. I bought

him at the instance of my wife, wlio ad-

mired his beauty, but my friends advise

me not to withdraw hini from field work.

j

The price, |iooo, I thought rather high,
I but experts in such matters tell me he is

well worth the money. I could have got

him for JHoo three months ago and was
surprised to l^e informed that the extra-

ordinary demand of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club for held dogs had caused a

boom, which, as you see, cost me this ex-

tra ]f200.
After I had closed the bargain I was

afraid to trust my tlog to the express and
went myself to bring liiin home, as a dog
man told me that that was the proper

1
caper. What is the reason for this ?

When I was informed of the aforesaid

I

boom I was inclined to doubt it, as it

seemed so odd to me as a novice, but as

I met no less than seven members of the

Philadelphia Kennel Club on my journey,

i

all after world-beaters, I was a.ssured of

the truth. If I become interested in

' field trials I would like to own one or

j

two more good ones. •

Are pointers any good for field trials ?

Your aid to one who is about to embark
upon a sporting life will l)e gratefully ap-

preciated. Yours, etc..

Bound to Have the Best.

Phiuadeuphia, Pa., March 15.

[The secretary of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club is Francis S. Brown, 608

Chestnut Street. Address him regarding

your application for membership in the

club.—Ed.]

A Musical Dog.

The Emperor Alexander II, of Russia,

owned a Newfoundland of which he was very

proud, and which accompanied him everywhere,

even into the concerts given at the Imperial

Palace. One evening Wieniawski, the great

violinist, was playing, and the dog, apparently

not appreciating the music, .idvanccd and

placed his great paws on the legs of the musician.

The latter continued playing, but the animal,

evioently displeased, pushed his nose quite close

to the artists' arm. The ijnperor came forward

and asked, "Is the dog in your way .'" "No, your

Majesty, "replied Wieniawski, "but I fear I am
The answer of an artist and a courtier.

MajesI
in his.

Water for Dojjs.

Unless a dog is supplied with abund-

ance of clean, pure water, he will neither be

happy nor healthy. The water should be from

a well or spring, and should be changed every

day, the ilish being well rinsed out. Care ought

to be taken in summer that the dish which con-

tains it is not stcKxl in the sun's rays, and durmg
the winter months that the water does not get

frozen. Some people Ihink it does rockI to put •

bit of roll brimstone in the dish. This, I need

mistake, inasmuch as tne

BIvOODHOUNDS
AND SLAVES.

hardly sav, is a great

anxiety to entitle their clul), the "German
\
brimstone does not di»«ilve

Wm. N. Nelson in the Century Magazine.

An interesting article on the English

bloodhound, by Mr. Edwin Brough, in

the June, 1889, number of The Century

Magazine, reminded me of the long-

standing slander that the southern master

formerly used the bloodhound to run

down his runaway slaves. Mr. Brough

says that the F)nglisli bloodhound "is

quite different * * * from the Cuban

bloodhound of slave-hunting notoriety."

We look at the article "Bloodhound," in

Chambers' Encycloptedia" (J. B. Lippin-

cott & Co., editions of 1884 and 1887). I

find the following statements:

"The Cuban bloodhound, which is

much employed in the pursuit of felons

and fugitive slaves in Cuba, differs con-

siderably from the true bloodhound of

Britain and continent of FUirope, being

more fierce and havi ugmore resemblance

to the bulldog. * * * It is this kind

of bloodhound which was formerly em-

ployed in the I'nited States for the re-

capture of fugitive slaves." It is not

surprising that Englishmen should Ix;-

lieve all this, as it is what we told them

of ourselves. Laying aside the brutality,

one would hardly think that an ordinary

sensible man would purposely select so

ferocious a brute as the Cuban blood-

hound is reputed to be to tear to pieces

or maim a valuable chattel worth jfiooo

or |i20o, esj)ecially as this animal, "re-

sembling the bulldog," is very deficient

in nose. This simple statement ought to

show the absurdity of the slander. As to

this Cuban bloodhound—so terrible to

the morb'd imnoinatirm—and lt» '.ise in

the southern states,! have lived for many
years in Virginia, Georgia and Alabama,

and I can count on the fingers of one

hand every one I ever saw. They were

said to be fierce, and were used as guard

dogs when used at all.

The dog used in the southern states for

tracking criminals and fugitives was the

ordinary little foxhound of the country,

familiar to everybody. His nose is all

but infallible, but he is very timid about

attacking man. Consequently while it

was next to impossible to escape him,

the master of the colored fugitive knew
that his property was in no sort of

danger.
To illustrate this: When I was a boy

living in Georgia I was fond of talking
with an intelligent colored man who be-
longed to a neighbor. On one occasion
he "took to the woods." Trained fox-

hounds were put on his trail with the
usual result. I asked him after he was
brought home if he had not been
frightened when the dogs came up with
him. He laughed at the question and
said: "I knew when they found me there
was no use running,as they would follow;
but they won't trouble anybody. I just
took up a little slick, and they stood off
twenty or thirty yards, barking."
The first time I ever knew of dogs be-

itig used to track anyone illustrates their
disregard for color or condition. A
wealthy and respected man who lived
near a southern city took a fancy to in-
crease his wealth by setting fire to his
barn, which was in.sured. About day-
break the hounds were produced to find
the criminal. To the surprise of every-
hody, the trail was carried to his front
door by the dogs. No one prosecuted
him for burning his own barn, but the
canine evidence destroyed his standing
in the community and prevented his get-
ting the coveted security.

I suppose it will hardly be l)elieved,
but, as a fact, dogs were rarely used in
the South for tracking human beings. I
never knew of a ca.se where they
were used in Virginia, and I lived sev-
eral years in the black belt of that

t^^'
^ ^"^ '^"^ °"^ \iAcV. in Georgia,

where I lived many years, and I never
heard of a pack m Alabama, where I

spent a good deal of my youth in a plant-
ing community where the colorea peo-
ple predominated largely in numbers.

WHAT MR. wade HAS TO SAY ON THE
SUBJECT.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir: On page 796 of the Century Mag-

azine for March is an excellent letter

from Mr. Wm. N. Nelson, exploding the

old fable that "bloodhounds" were ever

used for tracking fugitive slaves in the old

days "befo' de wah," and I am surprised

that the mistake of Mr. Brough has so

long escaped correction here, although,

if I remember aright, I corrected it in

the London Stock-Keeper.

Mr. Nelson misses a most forcible ar-

gument on his side in not noting how
stupid it would have been for southern

slaves hunters to employ rare, delicate,

high-priced imported dogs for their work
when fully as good if not better material
exir.ted all round them in the native fox
hound, which dog I feel certain is de-

rived from exactly the same source as

the English bloodhound, and certainly
nothing that has ever been described of
the tracking powers of the English
hounds would excite the faintest surprise

in a southern or western fox hunter.
He would say, "Why, a hound that won't
do that will never be of any use as a
starter."

I cannot quite agree with Mr. Nelson
as to the entire absence of danger to the
fugitive, chased and overtaken by a pack
of even our native hounds. True, they
are cowardly, and under almost any cir-

cumstances but the excitement of a
chase could easily be kept at bay with a
stick, but when heated in the chase I

certainly would not wish to be the party
overtaken by them and no friendly tree

at hand.
My original sources of information on

this subiect were directly the opposite of
those o( Mr. Nelson's, as they were the
talks of many fugitives during my career

as a conductor on the "Unuergrounu
Railroad," and the darkies have often de-

scribed to me their being tracked by "de
dogs," and inquiry always <levelopea that

these dogs were just "Massa's hound's"
or "Massa 's hounds,"and I gathered
the idea that "Massa " was just some
white man who kept hounds specially

trained for slave hunting.
I have seen scars that the darkies said

were inflicted by the hounds, but I al-

ways had my doubts whether a visit

to a hen roost or a smokehouse did not
bring about the interview with "de
hounds" which produced these scars.

Sambo don't always tell the truth. The
"Cuban bloodhound" is simply a myth.
Las Casas speaks of them as blood-

hounds; others describe them as "mas-
tiffs." Such pictures of them as I have
seen show nothing more than an extra

savage looking boarhound. So cruel a

race as the Spaniards would naturally

adapt any large savage dog to their uses,

and they would be very indifferent to its

type or puhity of blooti, and the size and
savagery of the boarhound would natur-

ally commend itself to them. In his

"Privateersman" Marryat mentions a

slave ship captain going to the rescue of

Musgrove in an African jungle with a

pair of "bloodhounds," and the descrip-

tion of the dogs and their actions clearly

shows that they were only a pair of
boarhounds. A similar description oc-

curs twice in "Peter Simple," and
Marryat is particularly trustworthy in

his descriptions of dogs, having been a

thorough fancier himself.
Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HuLToN, Pa., March 8, 1890.

THE LEGAL STATUS OF DOGS

A Correction.

EuiTOK Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In my communication last week
I stated, inter alia, that an essay might be written

upon the subject "Animal illustrations, and their

truth to nature," but that blooming compositor

of yours made me say "American illustrations

and their truth to nature."
Yours truly,

Francis G. Taylor.

—A post-mortem examination revealed in the

stomach of a valuable bull terrier that died sud-

denly in Revere, Mass., several yards of string,

burned matches and a cigarette holder. For a

wonder the dog was not declared rabid.

A Queer Reason for the Discrimination

Against Them Under Common Law.

From the Boston Transcript.

Probably few persons who have not

read a little law have ever thought that

property in dogs is at all different from

property in horses or other domestic ani-

mals. They go to large kennel shows
and admire dogs which are worth many
hundreds of dollars, thinking that they

would be glad to own such noble animals.

They see these dogs put through tricks

that show wonderful powers of compre-

hension and memory, and they declare

that the dog is the most intelligent of all

beasts. It is a surprise when they learn

that a dog—a trained, intelligent, affec-

tionate dog—can be stolen and carried

away, and at common law the owner will

have no remedy. To take feloniously and

carry away other animals is larceny; but

there is no larceny of dogs at common
law.

The reason of this—for there is a
reason—strikes us in these days as rather
absurd. It takes us back several centuries
to a time when society and law were on a
different basis. When the early English
law books were written it was customary
for the gentleman of the realm to keep
various wild birds and beasts in a hall-

tamed condition to use for hunting.
Falcons and hawks were commonly so
treated. In the same way dogs were
kept for sport, and were in truth only
half domesticated. It was on the ground
that they were animals of an essentially

wild uaiurt—fercr naturcr—and were not
wholly reclaimed, that it was not a felony
to steal them. On this reasoning the
lawyers got themselves into the strange
position of holding that "while it was
not larceny to steal a dog, it was larceny
to steal the skin of a dead dog, and to
steal nianv animal<i of less account than
dogs."
Yet it was not held so of birds kept for

sporting. Lord Coke says in his "In-
stitutes :" "Of some things that he/ertt
nalurcr, being reclaimed, felony ftiay be
committed in respect of their noble and
generous nature and courage serving ob
vitce solatium (for the division ) of princes

and of noble and generous persons to

make them fitter for great employments,
as all kinds of falcons and other hawks,
if the party that steals them know they
be reclaimed."
Thus the dog was distinguished from

the falcon as t^ing less noble and gener-
ous. It is here that the great injustice

seems to have been perpetrated upon
dogs. Not noble, indeed, and generous !

I can imagine the indignation with
which an old sportsman would say this

as he thought of the many hours
he had spent with his dog and gun in

rambling through Octolier woods. How
a veteran gunner kindles at the sugges-

tion; for those hours spent with a know-
ing pointer or sympathetic setter, after

the quail and partridge are among the

really joyous occasions of his life. If

the flight of falcons can stimulate noble
natures to greater fitness for high em-
ployments, surely the companionship of

a loving dog, eager to satisfy his master,

is a moral influence of no less value.

In some states judges have come to

think so, and to rule accordingly. In

New York and New Hampshire decisions

have been rendered that the old common
rule must be abrogated and a dog thief

be held for larceny.

In one of these decisions the warm-
hearted judge defended our abused pets

with a merited eulogy: "When we call

to mind the small spaniel that saved the

life of William of Orange, and thus pro
bably changed the current of mwleni
history [2 Motley's Dutch Republic,

398), and the faithful St. Bernards,

which, after a storm has swept over the

crests and sides of the Alps, start out in

search of lost travellers, the claim that

the nature of a dog is essentially base,

and that he should be left a prey to every
vagabond who chooses to steal him, will

not now receive ready assent. In nearly

every household in the land can be found
chattels kept for the mere whim and
l)leasure of the owner, a source of solace

after serious lal)or, exercising a refining

and elevating influence, and yet they are

as much under the protection of the law
as chattels purely useful and absolutely
essential. This common law rule was
extremely technical and can scarcely be
said to have had a sound basis to rest

on."
There is one other reason why, jjer-

haps, dogs were not included with the
other domesticated animals under the
law of larceny. During the reign of Wil-

I

liam I, the grand larceny of chattels

I

over twelve pence in value was made
!

punishable by death. Lord Coke hints
that it was not held larceny to steal
dogs, because it was not fit that "a per-
son should die for them." The learned
judge quoted above adds to this iron-
ically, "and yet those ancient law-givers
thought is not unfit that a person should
die for stealing a tame hawk or falcon."
Since we are not ready to concede the
superiority of hawks over dogs, we will
go the whole length of saying, "Let the
dog thief die. if need be, to protect our
dumb friends."

Rarely do we hear of a man who is

ready to die for his dog; yet this is not
an unknown case. A bystander at a
railroad station not far from Boston
might have seen a courageous deed in

defense of a dog not many months ago.
A handsome Irish setter accompanied
his master to the def>ot, where they were
waiting for a train to the city. A train
from town came first and left a number
of passengers, among them a man with
an ugly bull terrier. The bulldog had no
sooner lighted on terra firma than he
yielded to his besetting temptation and
picked a quarrel with the gentlemanly
setter. The latter must have had some
genuine Irish blood in his veins, for he
faced his tough little opponent sturdily
and gave tooth for tooth. All would
have ended very harmlessly had not the
train for the city moved into the station

'

just then, while the dogs were rolling

over and over on the tracks. Before one
could think they were down in front of
the engine, closed on each other's necks.
Then it was that the master's love for his
favorite displayed itself. Forgetful of
the train and of his friends, he dashed
upon the track, clasped his beloved dog
in his arms, and staggered to one side,

hardly knowing where to go in his ex-
citement. It was a Very narrow escape.

Not a man on the platform expected to

find him uninjured when the train came
to a stop; but a happy instinct guided
him in the direction of safety, and both
man and dogs escaped unharmed.
When brute companions can endear

themselves in such a way to their owners
it seems out of place to raise the question
of property. The old reasoning h^
been reversed; it is not from the base-

ness, but from the nobleness and fidelity

of canine nature that we are unable to

value our dogs in dollars and cents. It

is not necessary, however, that men
should die in defending them; for in the
absence of a common-law remedy the
stealing of dogs is now punished almost
universally by statute.

BOSTONS GREAT SHOW.

'llie New England Kennel Club Will
Bench Over TOO I>okh.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The New England Kennel Club
will hold its sixth annual bench show at Boston
in Mechanic's Hall, on April 1,2, 3 and 4. The
number of entries in their several classes, as
given below, place this show as second in the list

of dog exhibitions given in the United States this

year:

Mastiffs jjiBuH terriers . . . . a8

St. Bernards. . . . 6,"; Roundheads . . . . »4

Bloodhounds .... 3 Fo« terriers 80

Great Danes. . . . 17 Scotch terriers, . . 3
Newfoundlands ... i Irish terriers .... 19

Deerhounds 14 Dandie Dinmont ter-

Greyhounds 14 riers I

Chesapeake Bays . . 1 Black and tan ter-

Pointers 80 ricrs 11

English setters . . . 34 Skye terriers .... 4
Iris>i setters 52 Yorkshire terriers . n
Gordon setters ... 33 PUK* '3

Spaniels 37 King Charles span-
Beagles 27 iels 10

Dachshundes .... 3 Blenheims 7

Foxhounds 16 Schippcrkes.
Collies 4.S Mexican hairless . . 1

Poodles 9 Miscellaneous. ... 18

Bulldogs 17
—

ToUl 737

In addition to the prizes and specials already

Sublished, the Chestnut Hill Kennels of Phlla-

elphia, Pa., offer a special prize of fifteen dol-

lars ($15.00) for the best collie dog or bitch under
two years of age sired by one of their present

stud dogs—donors not to compete.
George H Whitehead, Esq., of Trenton, N. J.,

offers a silver cup, valued at $25.00 for the best

cocker spaniel shown with two of bis own get.

New England Kbnnkl Club.

Boston, March », 1890,
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IRISH SETTERS AT CHICAGO.

The Merits of Elcho, Jr., and Dick

Swiveler Food for Discussion.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In the issue of THE Journal for

March 22, your correspondent, "Oak-

view," takes exception to the owner of

Elcho, Jr.,exhibiting him at Chicago,and

rather accuses him of bad faith for so do-

ing; he continues by holding him up to

public gaze as an obstructionist and ends

by kindly advising him to stand aside

and give the young men (such as the

owner of Dick Swiveler) a chance, as

they are the ones who are going to ad-

vance the interests of the breed.

Now, all this is very fine, but it is

hardly the right way of looking at the

matter. Of course we all knew it must

have hurt, but hardly expected such a

prompt response. Poor Dick could not

have fallen so suddenly from the super-

exalted eminence to which he has been

pushed by the combined efforts of his

owner, the press and sympathetic friends

without somebody being hurt thereby.

Ifhis aspirations are so high as to lead

him to soar in the regions of the sun he

should first be sure that his wings were

not made of wax. That much could

have been learned by reading history.and

he would have been spared the pain and

mortification of finding it out by his

Chicago experience.

Now, as "Oakview" champions the

cause of the defeated Dick Swiveler, let

us see what grounds he has for so doing ?

He first complains of the owner of Elcho,

jr for acting in bad faith by showing

him again. Whether Dr. Jarvis ever did

or did not state his intention never to

exhibit him again does not affect the

case. Had he ever expressed his inten-

tion not to exhibit, it is a perfectly

natural inference that it was witn the un-

derstanding that his dog be allowed to

retain the honors he had so fairly won.

It was the attempt to deprive him of

these that caused his appearance once

more on the battlefield. Dick Swiveler

had been lauded all over the land and

finally characterised and advertised as

the "best Irish setter in America." Now,

as Dr. Jarvis felt that he had the best he

evidently thought that this assertion on

the part of Dick's owner must l>e due to

one of two things, either ignorance or

else to a deliberate misrepresentation of

facts, therefore by exhibiting Elcho, Jr.,

he gave Mr. Covert an opportunity of as-

certaining the truth and modifying his

statements, and for this he is criticised

by "Oakview." I believe Dr. Jarvis was

not only justified in his course, but de-

serves the thanks of all lovers of the

breed for his firm and manly course, and

now inasmuch as Mr. Covert no longer

has the plea of ignorance to shield him,

it is in order for him to cease his misrep-

resentations.

"Oakview's" second proposition of re-

garding Dr. Jarvis as an obstructionist in

the path of Irish setter improvement is

another amusing thing. The idea of

calling the man who has done more for

the breed in America than nearly if not

quite all the rest combine<l an obstruc
2l :..• :. »t^c,,rrl "Tn&t Innlc nt this aiK

good qualities in the Irish setter and up-

rightness in its supporters to prevent It

from being at all injuriously affected liy

the exclusion of questionable methods in

advancing its interests. G. G. D.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: "Timad" says in a recent letter

to your paper that it was a bit mean of

Ben Lewis to buy blue ribbon for Elcho,

Jr., or words to that effect. Now, many

others think right to the contrary, in-

cluding your humble servant. The E.

Pluribus Unum, Star Spangled Banner

dog was such a power that he had literally

chewed up his second card, which the

committee had hung in his stall; discarded

his red ribbon and gazed so intently at

th^ first card, awarded to Elcho, Jr., that

it had moved from the middle of Elcho's

stall to nearly two-thirds of the way into

Dick's. It was beginning to look serious

for Elcho, Jr., himself, and many persons

went to Mr. Lewis and demanded that

the best Irish setter in America be pro-

tected in his rights. Mr. Lewis took the

first. I do not think it would be telling

an untruth to say that Elcho, Jr., was

more obscure than New York has been

since Chicago got the World's Fair.

Admirers of Elcho, Jr., insisted upon Mr.

Lewis doing something to let the visitors

know that Elcho, Jr., had won a little

something, and so Mr. L. did take Elcho's

first prize card and put it where it be-

longed, and he did tie a few blue ribbons

on Elcho's collar in a very modest way.

It had a good effect. The room in front

of Swiveler's stall was not blockaded so

much by the owner and retainers.

The champion of all champions is that

grand dog from up in New Hampshire's

granite hills. It was then I learned to

love the Irish setter, and not to monkey
with the buzz saw.

It is best to stick to facts or facts may
stick to you in an unpleasant manner.

Respectfully,

"Claremont."

Des Moines, la., March 22.

Zionist is absurd. "Just look at this and

then at that." Mr. Covert the savior of

the breed and Dr. Jarvis an obstruction-

ist ! I think I can afford to let that

proposition go to the jury without argu-

ment. His last proposition advising Dr.

Jarvis to quietly sink into obscurity and

give the young men a chanct^ can be re-

garded, to put it mildly, as entirely

superfluous. Mont Clare has demonstrated

years ago his sympathy for the breed and

the wisdom of his actions concerning it,

and it is a wise man indeed that is justi-

fied in dictating to him the course to

pursue. "Ivet every tub stand on its own
bottom," and if the breed can only be

improved by misrepresentations and false

statements then the sooner it goes to the

wall the better.

In Chicago these may masquerade

under the cognomen of "business enter-

prise," but here in the effete East we

characterize them under a different name.

That the standing of the Irish setter will

be advanced or Ijenefitted by any such

method I totally deny. Honesty is the

yxsX policy, and there are enough inherent

MR. JARVIS REPLIES.

lie Sees No Reason Why Elcho, Jr.,

Should Not Have Been Exhibited.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Your correspondent "Oakview,"

in your issue of March 22, expresses sur-

prise that Elcho, Jr., should have been

exhibited at Chicago, and asserts that it

was not to the credit of the dog's owner

to have sent him to that s.how; that it was

not for the best interests of the younger

breeders to have the dog in competition

at Chicago, and all that sort of twaddle.

The owner of Elcho, Jr., expresses his

thanks for the very sage advice of "Oak-

view," and would ask him what deleteri-

ous effects the exhibiting of Elcho, Jr.,

at Chicago had on the Irish setters of

America.

Poor Elcho, Jr., hangs his head in

shame at ruining the prospects of so

many breeders, but laughs at the gauzy

texture of "Oakview's" covering, and

knowing facts, which evidently the alxjve-

mentioned correspondent does not know,

and smiles at a certain defeated dog's

owner's great effort at improving the Irish

setters of this country. "Oakview" did

not write his screed in the interests of the

Irish setters of America, but solely in the

interest of a certain dog whose owner has

l)een claiming honors which that dog has

never won. If the younger breeders of

Irish setters in America think that the

appearance of Elcho, Jr., at Chicago has

injured the prospects of the gallant reds,

then his owner offers them an humble

apology and will promise never to show

his dog at Chicago again, for he has and

always has had the intesests of Irish set-

ters at heart possibly almost as much as

"Oakview;" has done and is doing possi-

bly as much for their welfare as some

others who never look before they leap.

If "Oakview" wishes to know why Elcho,

Jr., was sent to Chicago, although really

none of his business, still he shall lie in-

formed, also informed of a few other

facts of which he appears to be igno-

rant. Elcho, Jr., was sent to Chicago to

meet and defeat Dick Swiveler, an Irish

setter dog owned in that city. The

owner of this latter dog had advertised

him as a champion before he had ever

won the title. That claim was made

through ignorance, and when the falsity

of it was brought to his notice the cham-

pion was dropped in all fairness, and in

Its stead the claim of "the coming Irish

setter of America" was hoisted upon the

public. That was well enough, but the

trouble was he hadn't come, and without

coming he suddenly bloomed into "the

frandest Irish setter in America without

oubt," and soon sailed forth under

Glencho's picture. Was that the way to

improve the Irish setters of America and

make sportsmen have faith when all was

vanity?
The owner of Elcho, Jr., was in South

Carolina shooting over that dog and

Patsy D., and having a fair knowledge of

the breed it occured to him that he owned

the Ijest Irish setter in America, a dog

that had never sailed under false colors

and never had an honor claimed for him
which had not first been won. Being a

free country and no law against his

showing his dog at Chicago he decided

to let up working him, brush him up a

little and meet on his own ground and

under the same judge, the said-to-be

champion Irish setter of America, winner

at New York. "Of all sad words of

tongue or pen, the saddest are these, 'It

might have been.' " Had the owner of

Dick Swiveler, a good dog too, only

claimed what his dog had won, lieen fair

in his published notices and not flaunted

the likeness of Glencho as a picture of

his coming dog, there would not have

been so much "mourning in Chicago."

It seems to have extended even to Phila-

delphia. It is a pleasure to know that

Mr. Washington and Mr. Covert are

willing to put out money on their dogs

to bring them to the front and the owner

of Elcho, Jr., wishes them success in

their coming efforts.

The only Irish setter in the former

gentleman's kennel that ever appeared

in a public field trial the owner of Elcho,

jr., imported, and the two best bitches in

his kennel would never have existed had

not the owner of Elcho, Jr., imported

their wrondjlnm owned their erandsire

and bred their sire ; the only Irish setter

in the latter's kennel that ever appeared

in a public field trial, the owner of Elcho.

Jr., bred, and the crack dog of his kennel

would never have had life to cause so

much sorrow at his defeat, had not the

owner of Elcho, Jr., imported his grand-

dam and great granddam, owned his

grandsire and his great grandsire and

bred his sire and another of his grand-

dams.
There are many other facts and records

which it might be well for "Oakview" to

learn before he again attempts to give the

owner of Elcho, Jr., advice in regard to

Irish setters and points as to when and

where he shall show his dog.
Owner ok Elcho, Jr.
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BALTIMORE DOG SHOW SPECIALS

The following are the special prizes

awarded at the Baltimore dog show. As moat of

the specials were uot placed until Wednesday,

the result arrived loo late for last week's issue:

Mastiffs.—Best, Countess of Dunsmore, best pair,

.Sears' Monarch and Countess of Dunsmore.

Kennel. J. Thompson. St. Bernards.—Kennel,

Wyomiuft Kennels, best rough, Hesper; best

smooth. Victor Joseph; best pair, Hesper and

Plinlimmon, Jr.; best in all classes, Hesper. St.

Bernard Club prizes to members: Best American-

bred smooth dog, Nevis; bitch. Alpine Queen;

rough dog. Lord Baltimore. Pointers.—Kennel,

Hempstead Harm Kennels; best, Robert le

Diable ; brace, Robert le Diable and Duke of

Hessen. Pointer Club specials to members: Best

dog, Robert le Diable; bitch, .Sally Brass II.

English setters.—Kennel, P. H. OBannon; be.st.

Count Howard; brace, Revelry and Rod's Belle.

Irish setters.—Best, Blarney; brace, Sedan and

Mulcahey; bitch, Leda Glencho. Gordon setters.

—Kennel, Beaumont Kennels; best, Bellmont;

brace, Bellmont and Beaumont; dog, Little Boy.

Foxhounds.-Kennel, A. Brown; best. True Lass;

brace, Richmond and Handmaid Chesapeake

Bay Dogs.—Best, otter-coated, Mary; l>est in all

classes, Dan; brace, Dan and Mnry. Cocker

spaniels-Best, Brantford Red Jacket. Collies.

-Kennel, Chestnut Hill Kennels; best, also Col-

lie Club trophy and President's Cup, offered by

Collie Club, Roslyn Wilkes. Bulldogs.--Best,

Harper. Bull terriers.—Besi, Chesseit s Fiver.

Dachshunde.-Hesl, Brownie. Beagles.—Ken-

nel, Somerset Kennels; best, Storm; Ijitch, Lou.

Fox terriers —Kennel, Blemton Kennels; best,

Bleniton Rubicon. Pugs—Best, Bessie. In ad-

dition to the foregolngthere were a Urge number
which went with the regular judging and others

for local dogs.

Herr Ulrich's Imported Germaa Dogs

and the Imported German judge.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir; Doubtless you noticed in the cata-

logue of the Maryland Kennel Club the

designation Great Dane (^German dog),

the latter denomination being the cor-

rect one, according to my opinion, for

which I intend to state my reasons. The

officers of the club told me that next year

tliey will reverse the title and drop the

Great Dane afterwards.

But the principal object to be obtained

is to get first-class specimens, and there

is the difficulty. A German sporting

paper made the following remarks in its

issue of November 13, 1889: "It is not

the best and most valuable that goes to

other countries; it is only ordinary speci-

mens. Our breeders will soon have to

exhibit in Paris or travel to America with

a collection of dogs. The market belongs

to him who goes first; the question is,

who will make the beginning ?"

Now, that question has been settled,

but I am not quite sure yet whether the

market belongs entirely to Herr Ulrich.

I even doubt that he will pay our hos-

pitable shore another visit in the near

future, though he had it all his own way,

since the best German judge (of course!)

was imported to Chicago. The Great

Dane or German Mastiff Club thanked

Herr Lang for the promptness and un-

selfishness with which he accepted the in-

vitation. Nevertheless I think there i»

no general demand for imported German
judges any more.

Every dog fancier should consider it

his duty to expose fraud wherever found,

and since the sporting papers in this

country will always have room in their

columns for proper communications of

this kind, fraud can be exterminated here

very easily.

Herr Ulrich declared repeatedly that

he would try to get me expelled from the

"Nationale Doggen Ciub in Lrermany

for insulting him, although I have the

honor of not being personally acquainted

with him, neither did I ever speak or

write to him. He must be angry with

me because I sent the sick Hanno back

to Germany. He was sold once when
young to Mr. Schubert, who exhibited

him in Stuttgart in 1887, where he won
second prize in the puppy class, and

would have won first had he l)een in bet-

ter condition. The dog did not stick

through; Herr Ulrich got him back, and

though he is a persistent exhibitor he

did not exhibit him again until last May,

when he took second prize in Brussels,

Hannibal winning first. Hanno was then

sold to Mr. Henng, probably with the

expectation to palm him off on me. On

June 24, a week before he was shipped,

he won first prize at Apolda, although

he was in a deplorable condition; he suf-

fers with malformation of the loitis. It

appears to be easy for Herr Ulrich to

win the highest prizes in Europe and also

here, when there is an imported judge.

Herr Gustav Lang knows that Melac, the

winner in the puppy class at Chicago,

won second prize at Cannstatt last Sep-

tember as a dog.
When Herr Ulrich bought Hannibal

l>efore the show at Cologne last year, it

was sUted that he had said he might as

well take the cup home, though he did

not know what competition there would

be. Hannibal was then described in the

German sporting papers as a phenome-

non, the like of which did not exist, but

a short while ago a star that completely

eclipses Hannibal was discovereil in the

doggy horizon and bought by Herr Ul-

rich. Another surprise was that Helios,

who was nobody and nowhere in com-

parison to Hannibal,beat him in Chicago.

But we backwoodsmen who are too

ignorant or too unjust to judge a Ger-

man dog, will probably become en-

lightened yet. An awful long step to-
..^ . An awful —

„

ward our civilization has been made by

the importation of Herr Lang, who

knows more about the German dog

than anybo<ly else; he knows that the

breed is denominated Cierman mastiff in

Germany, but the other Germans do not

know that yet, although Vero Shaw and

the German Mastiff Club in Chicago be-

lieve it.

Nevezel, the winner in the bitch clw
at Chicago, was sold shortly after tl»«

Cannstatt show to Mr. Hartenstein, but

she, like Hanno, did not stick either,

and I hope that Mr. Hansen will not be

fooled with her.

May be Herr Ulrich will also have an-

other memlier of the "Nationale Doggen
Club" expelled, who tried for nearly

twelve months to get him with about a

dozen dogs and a German judge to the

Westminster Kennel Club show, and
gave him such striking (alias thrash-

ing) evidence of attachment. (For the

information of those not versed in Ger-

man I want to sav that "geh heim" and

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

Obedience Must Be Secured While

Your Uog Is Developing.

BV LUKE W. WHITE.

[continued.]

As stated in the preceding chapter,

our field trial candidate is a bright, active,

intelligent fellow, and our work of train-

not "get Heimerle" means "go home.")
j
jng him must proceed carefully so as not

In the "Hunde-Sport" of June 15, 1889,

I read the following letter:

You complain in Germany about muzzle and
line. With us it is almost worse. I had to move
three times already on account of my dogs. At
first thf! Health Commission declared the keep-

ing of large dogs injurious to health. Then the

neighbors complained for their children, who
did not venture out into the .street on ac-

count of my "Siberian bloodhounds." Now I

had to move the third time. On Good Friday my
fox terrier bitch Cologne Bessie whelped and
was a little sharp, caught my landlord by the

trousers, and I had to drown her according to

judicial decision that the man might not get

hydrophobia. Done in the land of freedom in

,^. Charlks Heimekle.

New York.

On the 26th of June, 1889, it published

the following letter:

Dr. Caster—Highly Respected Sir: Sincere
thanks for sending points and letter to Mr. Mor-
timer. But where remains the unlerstanding
for dogs here? As long as Americans judj<e

dogs, we cannot prosper. If you, honored sir

could just see the winners of first and second
prizes, I bet you wouUl run away. I therefore,

take the liberty of requesting you earnestly,

that vou or a trustworthy member of the " Nat-
ionale Doggen Club" would declare his willing-

ness to come to our next great show to judge
dogs. Respectfully.

Charles Heimerle.

a letter on
I translate

The same paper contained
August 21, 1889, from which
the following:

If we in this country want to encourage Ger-
man dog fan iers. our first aim must be to get
competent judges, that our dogs may be classi-

fied according to the correct staudarilj in which
our American judges possess very limited under-
standing. With such judging as we have experi-
encc-l, neither our breeders nor the public will

ever become acquainted with the correct type,

and this uncertainty must lie a serious impedi-
ment to the popularization of this breed.
* • * il gives llic plctisuic \,\j culiiutuiiicttLc

that we can get a judge of undisputable author-
ity, viz.. Dr. Caster, president of the Nationale
Doggen Club, who in reply to an inquiry of Mr.
Heriuerle declared himself willing to accept a
call as judge for our coming show, etc.

Geo. H. Kretz.

We know now to whom we are in-

debted for our first lesson in judging
German dogs and recognizing their

proper type. The Westminster Kennel
Club could not discern the utility and
necessity of importing a judge, and it is

questionable whether the dog fanciers in

this country are anxious to get more in-

struction from Herr Ulrich & Co.

J. H. H. Maenner.
Baltimore, Md., March 24.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: You state in your criticism of 1

the late Baltimore bench show that Al-

pine Chief is rather light in bone. I feel

called upon to refute this and inform
you that Alpine Chief is heaiy in bone.

[

I do uot comprehend why j-on make
j

such a statement. Your reporter must
have made a very cursory examination of
Chief to arrive at such an erroneous con-
clusion. Chief was very much out of

condition and for that reason looked
somewhat slab-sided and ragged. He is,

however, improving, and if he continues
doing well I will place him in stud in the
near future. Yours truly,

J. H. Gault.
Philadelphia, March 24, 1890.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir: Your report of the condition of

Blarney and Larry S. at the Baltimore
Bench show does me great injustice.
Blarney was not "off in condition" but
was in the best of shape. Several
gentlemen who know spoke to me about
his fine condition. Larry S. was in

first-class Ijench show form. My opinion
of the dogs is sustained by their owners,
who were fully satisfied, as was also the
judge who placed them first.

1 will have the pleasure of showing a
a new face in tiiis couuty in the dog Hen-
more Shamrock, litter brother to Hen-
niore Sure Death and Henmore WochI-
bine, both field trial winners in the Irish
Setter stakes of England last fall.

Yours truly,

B. F. Lewis.
Elm Station, Pa., March 25.

to counteract those most desirable fea-

tures of his character. He is expected to

perform his work cheerfully, therefore

we must not use physical force in any

case where it can be avoided. He is re-

quired to apply himself diligently, and

for this reason he must not be disturbed

in his work unnecessarily lest he may
haVjitually stop to look for orders instead

of constantly looking for game. He is

wanted to range well out from when birds

are not to be found near his handler,

therefore he must not be turned or called

about too frequently, nor indeed at all,

unless it is actually necessary to change

his general coarse. Neither must he be

reduced to an automaton by too many
orders thus preventing him from exer-

cising aud developing judgment of his

own.
Obedience must be inculcated as the

dog's judgment is developed. The ways
and means of accomplishing this part of
the trainer's task invariably suggest and
present themselves to the patient and in-

telligent observer throughout the course
of his experience with his pupil. I will,

however, give some rules and instruc-

tions on this point which will be found
applicable to all sorts of dogs.

When you are out for a ramble with
your dog, either on the street, road, field

or no matter where, do not keep him to

heel unless yon are obliged to do so.

If yon want him to come to you call him
by name in a calm natural tone of voice

if'^he is near enough to hear you, but if

he is not near enough, then use your
whistle. Should he pay no attention to

your call or whistle, then stand right

where you are until he stands and looks

I

to you. When he does so stay right there

! and keep still a second or two to allow
him time to make up his mind about
coming back to you. Now if you see

that he has decided not to come, then

call him again and repeat the call even
until he starts toward you, but the in-

stant he starts, stop calling him. Thus
he will perceive that he is doing what is

required of him, whereas, if you con-

tinue to call him after he has com-
menced to come he will if he has any
sense be sure to think that he is doing
wrong and stop. If he stops coming
in, immediately call again, but not until

he does stop. Whenever you see that he
is not going to come to your call then

you should face right about and go
away from him, looking back over your
shoulder. As soon as he starts to follow

then you should stand. When he stands

again you start off and so on till he
plainly understands that he must come
in when called. This, of course, consti-

tutes force. It forces obedience with

more certainty than the spike collar, but

it does not force the heart and life out of

the poor animal like the latter. If this

sort of strategy is resorted to every time

it is needed I will guarantee the neces-

sity for its use will eventually be most
seldom indeed. You must be consistent

and firm though. It will not do to

carry out this plan sometimes and
neglect it at other times; it must be done
always when prompt oljedience is not

rendered, and it must never be half done.

Avoid giving too many orders; never

call a dog for no purpose,and at all times

let your pupil know why he was called.

If it appears impossible to show the dog
any cause for having called him, then

stroke, caress or applaud him in some
way so he will think you called him for

the purpose of doing this. Show him
that you do not wish to inconvenience

him for nothing and he will actually not

only be willing to render prompt obedi-

ence, but even anxious to anticipate

your requirements.
It might facilitate lessons of this sort

to have a bit of cracker or other dainty

in your pocket and give your pupil a
taste of it whenever you call him in. I

do not approve oftoo much ofthis though,
for it might finally lead the dog to the
conclusion that food was the only incen-
tive to prompt obedience, and this ap-

pointment in some measure would then
be a frequent result. Obedience in dogs
is either the result of downright fear of
harsh treatment or habit formed from
intelligent observation and experience.
The latter is what I recommend for all

and more particularly for field trial dogs.

The plan given here for producing obe-
dience applies only to dogs of game.
When we bring our pupil on birds we
will find it necessary perhaps to resort to

other measures, which I shall try to sug-

gest in the proper time.

[to be continued.]

BLACK AND TAN.

From Whence Is Derived the Markings

of the English Setter ?

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Permit me to correct an error

made by a correspondent in the Turf,

Field and Farm of March 14, who signs

J. Whitaker, M. D. The error is in call-

ing the bitch, that is the Eve of all our

great Llewellyn dogs, Phoebe instead of

Rhaebe. When I noticed it first I thought

it was a typographical error, but as it

occurs all through the communication

and no less than four times, it is pre-

sumably an error due to the ignorance of

the worthy Doctor. The Stud-Book gives

the name Rhcebe and not Phoebe. Dr.

Whitaker makes several statements that

cannot be permitted to let pass unchal-

lenged. He states that all the eminent

writers claim that the black and tan

markings of the English setter are from

the Gordon or black and tan setter. Will

he please furnish me with these author-

ities. I can find nothing oJ the sort in

Stouehenge, who gives the .color of the

English setter to be black and white with

tan markings, as well as orange and

white and blue belton. In Vero Shaw's

work it will be shown by a letter over

Mr. Laverack's own signature to his old

friend and fellow breeder, Mr. Bothwell,

that his dogs had the tan on the cheeks.

Laverack, in writing of Pride of the

Border, said : "Pride's dam was my old

blue and white, with /a« cheeks and eye-

brows." Vero Shaw mentions another

Laverack dog, "who is credited with

having been the best dog of his breed

ever seen in public. * « » Rap was

a black, white and tan dog, with most

refined head and intellgent eye."

Now, Mr. Editor, if these Gordou men
pretend that it is from their favorite

breed alone that the English setter gets

this coloring, will they please account

for it appearing in the pure Laverack
dogs, whom thev never have claimed was
crossed with the Gordon breed. Mr.

Llewellyn crossed the progeny of Duke
and Rhuibe on his own Laverack dogs.

In addition we would ask the gentle-

man to explain if he will the tan color in

the following pure Laverack dogs. For
example, the famous old bitch Moll III,

bred oy Mr. Laverack himself, was also

black, white and tan. She had the tan

on the head and legs. Moll III was the

dam of both field trial and bench show
dogs. She was the dam of Llewellyn's

Countess, Nellie, Prince Bailey's Victor,

Garth's Daisy and many others. Many
of the pure Laverack dogs that you will

recollect, Mr. Editor, as having the tan

on the cheeks are frequently given in

the Stud-Book as blue l)elton.

In glancing through the Stud-Book I

find a number of these dogs wherein the

color is given as black, white and tan,

and which I ask to have accounted for.

Among the first that I find is Duke of

Beaufort, black, white and tan in color,

by Pride of the Border out of Fairy II,

bred by C. .S. Westcott, and owned by A.

H. Moore, both of this city. Then I

find the field trial winner Pet Laverack,
black, white and tan in color, by Thunder
out of Peeress. Then comes the late

Howard Hartley's bench show winner
Daisy Queen, black, white and tan in

color, a pure Laverack, bred by Mr. J.

B. Cockerton, of England.
Another black, white and tan Laverack

was the field trial winner Rhoda II, by
Young Laverack out of Rhoda, bred by
Mr. Starr, of Camden, N. J. It would
take up too much valuable space to enu-
merate all the dogs of Laverack's strain
that have the tan markings," but if any-
one doubts that the list is a long one let

him take up the American Kennel Club
Stud-Book and look it up for himself,
using care, however, in working out the
Laverack pedigrees.
The Doctor further states that twenty

years ago there were only three gentle-
men breeding the Gordon setter, namely,
Mr. Tilley, Mr. Standsbury and Mr. Mu-
colm. Granting that to be true and
briefly scanning the lapse of years, with
all the influx of members to their ranks,
what have they accomplished ? It is true
that a baker's dozen of good-looking
dogs have been produced, a trio of which
have been trotted around to the different

dog shows of the country and exhibited
to the admiring crowds who have been
told that this is the field dog par excel-
lence. In all those years and with all

the care, money and attention spent on
the breed, what dog have they produced
that has demonstrated its field qualities

at a public trial.

Do you recollect, Mr. Editor, about a
year ago when Mr. Malcolm, of Balti-

more, promised as a world-beater from
his kennels, and in his inimitable style

told the sportsmen of America to "step
aside and look at our blooded ones."
What has he produced ? With the rest I

stepped aside and have been anxiously
and exfiectantly waiting for the "blooded
ones" to "do" the English setter. At
the bench shows we noted that the
"blooded ones" were knocked out. They
were remarked principally for the beauty
of their collars. The "blooded ones" were
run in the field trials and one of them (I

am not certain that more than one ran)

did get a notice. The notice was not, so

to speak, a very gratifying one. It was
not a notice of brilliant work done or the

winning of a place, but it ran in bold,

black type, something like this: "He
backed well."
This is about the best that could be

said of the public performances of the
black and tan, and this is the dog that

they tell us gives to the English setter

his virtues and his color. Is this much of

a showing, gentlemen, for twenty years'

work ? The Doctor gives us a little more
such rot, and winds up by telling the
English setter men that he is teaching

them to leave the black and tans alone.

The warning, if such were needed, would
carry its own weight were the worthy
Doctor and his black and tan brethren

willing to take their own medicine, keep
their hands and pen off the English dog,

and be more circumspect in making
their statements. Cease attempting to

glorify their own pets by saying that "all

the grand attributes of the English set-

ter's composition are the results of pre-

historic infusions of Gordon setter

blood," and advancing as an argument
that it is from that union the tan color

is derived.
When statements like these are made,

when names are incorrectly given and
when grossly careless articles are written

for leading magazines, such, for instance,

as that appearing over the name of E. H.

Morris, who wrote that Petrel—a pure

Laverack bitch—was got by a "judicious

, cross with the Gordons," then and then

I only will the English setter men stand

up and speak their little piece in meet-
' ings and seek to set the enthusiastic

I

Gordon brethren straight.

And while upon this black and tan

subject I have one more query to make
before I close. I read a notice in your

valuable paper that the American Kennel
Clnb had offered for competition at the

I Buffalo show a complete set of the Stud-

Books for the best kennel of American

i

Gordon setters, to consist of four, owned
and exhibited by a member of the Gordon
Setter Club of America. At the Boston

I show they offered another set for the

I l>est kennel of St. Bernards. Will they

I

please explain to me by what right they

\
offer these prizes aud exclude from com-
petition those who are memtwrs of the

American Kennel Club but not connected

with the specialty clubs.

Francis G. Taywr.

Kennel Contlnaed 00 Pave SOe.
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NOTES IN PASSING.

The gentlemen whom the irreverent

are wont to name as "Mr. In-Konsistency

Felch," takes great pains to define the

position taken by him in relation to the

various meetings held in New York dur-

ing the late show, and with the leading

question, "will club jealousies distegrate

the A. P. A.?"
•*

He at first takes the Light Brahma

Club to task: "Even that club appointed

a committee to revise the light Brahma

standard." Had he been there he would

have put himself "on record as opposing

such motion.' And why? Because

meddling with the A. P. A.'s great work

of art might mar it ? Oh no—but because

"it smacks too much of forced control of

the American Association."

feathered with feathers" is, we admit,

within the comprehension of a child, but

"positive black spots prevalent in the

feathers" may mean whatsoever the

judge may choose.

* •

*
* »

The would-be forced control Mr. Felch

is with two or three within the American

Association and that they should assume

such authority and talk of treason in re-

lation to an association of individuals is

ridiculous. When the A. P. A. in its

membership is representative of clubs or

of states or of sections or of anything but

individual interests, then the situation

will be different. There is no reason

why club jealousies, if such exist, should

disintegrate the A. P. A., since one has

no concern with the other. Through

fifteen years the American poultry fancy

has waited upon the A. P. A., and for

what?

Continues Mr. Felch, "When I sat in

the meeting and heard men say, 'that

should be controlled by the club," I

said to myself here is state sovereignty."

Exactly and upon the principle upon

which our national success has been

built we endorse it. Who can better de-

cide upon matters pertaining to a breed

than the breeders of it, or to name the

judges of it, or fix the standard for it, or

I decide when judges and exhibitors disa-

gree.—(Games however we except.

Games are hopelessly lost. The immen-

sity of a tobacco business is an over-pow-

ering influence there. We kuow it,

others know it, and the Game Club is

counted out of all considerations). A
club should have control of all that per-

tains to its variety, and to prevent a ring

every breeder of the variety should be

enrolled upon the club's books.

%
And, says Mr. Felch, these clubs say,

"we propose to nominate judges that

shall Ix; employed or we propose to all

stay away from such exhibitions as dare

to appoint other judges." This he takes

to mean that a judge must be employed

for each class of an exhibition, and as

judges cannot afford to work for small

pay three-fourths of the exhibitions could

not stand it.

bird at a Western show because he

thought it was one he had sold and there

might be talk about it. And, when it

i was proven to him that the bird was not

the one he had sold he gave it first

honors. Is there a rule in the American

Standard of Excellence which disquali-

fies a bird because sold by Mr. Felch?

No, nor is there a clause which makes

a bird prize worthy because bought of

him. Such action is cowardly and cannot

be too strongly condemned. When a

judge has not confidence to apply the

standard and cannot defend his work he

is no longer fit for the position. "A

judge will stand independent and free

from all bias. If he has any pride in his

reputation, and has ability and integrity

he will mete out even-handed justice."

At least so says Mr. Felch.

« *

Hammonton and its dependencies con-

tinues to congratulate itself upon its great

and glorious A. P. A. victory. It would

be interesting to know just how much in

hard cash that victory cost Mr. P. H.

Jacobs, and how many dollars the A. P.

A. is ahead in the life memberships

brought in "todefeat Conger and Pitkin."

One man power is all right if the one

man is Mr. Jacobs, and prearratigement

is all right if it is to let Mr. Jacobs have

his way. "To rule or ruin" is his motto.

•*»

*
• «

A book that after a half dozen or more

revisions to call a half dozen or more

series of dollars from the poultry fan-

ciers is in a condition that is worse than

at the beginning and must needs be again

put upon the stocks and have a supple-

ment at one-fourth its selling price to

show up aijd correct its errors.

# *

The A. P. A. to be sure has become

wealthy. The sixteen hundred or more

dollars in iU treasury (and for the goo<l

management which amassed it Mr.

Charles A. Sweet claims the honor)

shows a gain of its kind, but is it honest

money? Can those who paid it in say

"for value received?" What good is

there to show for these fifteen or more

years of existence ? What is the state of

the interest it is supposed to exist to

represent ?

It does not follow because specialty

clubs will accept certain judges and those

~„i.. tVn* a itiAtrt' iwi11 h*> fippd<»d for everv

class. There are and always will be good

all-round judges, and such will have the

endorsement of the clubs.

We would suggest to those who have

not yet received their birds from the late

New York show that they make the fact

known through The Journal so that

those who have received more than they

sent may know to whom the surplus be-

longs. Mr. Hoskins.Glen Riddle,Pa., re-

»»;..«^
J. 'vjiite Le"horn Tfal*" bird when he

was only entitled to jacobins.and reports

that a neighbor is anxiously watching

the express for the return of his entire

entry missing to date.

* *

We venture to predict that the Amer-

ican Poultry Association will not be-

come disintegrated, but iu its future it

will redeem its past. Things cannot

continue as they have been. The Stand-

ard will remain the law and it will be the

American Poultry Association's Standard

still, but instead of being the work of

committees of two or three, the standards

from the breeds will emanate from clubs

of those interested in the perfecting of

them, the breeders, and all matters per-

taining to those breeds will be referred

to such a.ssociations. The A. P. A. of

the future will not l)e representative of

sections or of states but of interests,

and whoever opposes specialty club or-

ganization is against this end.

•%

As to the light Brahma Club, no va-

riety is in greater need of an intelligible

standard, and upon no variety do judges

so need to confer as to the construction

to be put upon the intricacies of the A.

P. A's. marvellous production. "Well

Relative to the Judges' Association Mr.

Felch says : "If we are to have a judges'

society, let it be i. — The American

Poultry Association Judges' Society. 2.—

It should require its membership by elec-

tion in the A. P. A. to that society, then

such vote becomes an indorsement, and

the A. P. A. protects its Standard. 3.—

Is it policy or is it courteous to the .\. P.

A. to admit members not members of

that association? 4.—The society once

formed on the above plan, should have

its committee of ways and means, its

judiciary committee—in fact, such com-

mittees as are necessary to transact its

business. 5.—Not a vote should pass the

society until it had lieen referred to such

a committee to sift it to the bottom and

to nm it out in all its bearings on the

whole industry, and make sure there is

no conflict in its action with the Stand-

ard, for hasty legislation always brings

trouble and chagrin iu its wake.

This reads well, but the A. P. A. re-

spectfully declines to meddle iu matters

pertaining to the judging and what is to

be done about it ? And even if it did not,

would any such work as this Mr. Felch

details be carried out ? We have the pre-

cedent of the past fifteen years by which

to judge of the A. P. A.'s methods, aud

in that past, as no one knows better than

Mr. Felch, there was a chapter upon the

making and unmaking of judges. The

A. P. A. does not decline to meddle with-

out good reason.

"And no law to control me as a judge

save that of the American Standard of

Perfection," says Mr. Felch. Aud yet,

only last season Mr. Felch disqualified a

•%

A copy of the catalogue of the late

New York show with a four-page supple-

ment giving the entry numbers of the

winners and the class of the award, but

without score of birds, is received. This

we suppose is intended to do duty for the

catalogxie "with full description of every

exhibit and official list of awards" adver-

tised to be "mailed on or before Febru-

ary 22, etc." If so, it is a poor apology.

We commend to the management the

better report of the Indiana State Poultry

Association, which gives the score of

every bird entered, etc., as its model for

another season's work.

»
« *

Whatever the comments upon the New
York show management, and they are

many and multiplied, all agree in giving

unstinted praise to Mr. W. T. Fonda for

his intelligent and patient efforts to right

matters, and to Mr. George E. Peer for

his endeavors to save the association from

blame.

Non-sitting and Fast Days.

L. J. says: I have seen the statement

that all the non-sitting breeds of poultry

have originated in Roman Catholic coun-

tries and really there seems something

in it. The inference, of course, is that

the laying propensity has been most de-

veloped amongst these nations which

specially require eggs for fast days. That

fowls generally are more cultivated in

Catholic countries is, we think, certain.

CONSUMPTION GERMS.

Experiments Show They Can Be

Communicated by Food.

Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, professor of hy-

giene in the University of Pennsylvania,

who has been conducting a long series of

experiments bearing upon consumption

and its prevention, has reached some in-

teresting results which do much to ex-

plain many mysterious phrases of that

insidious disease. Tuberculosis, as it is

known, is not confined to man. but is

common among the lower animals, the

cow, horse, sheep, pig,rabbit and chicken

among others, and as these are largely

used for food by man the doctor's ex-

periments have been directed to ascer-

tain whether or not human beings can

contract consumption by partaking of

meat from animals suffering from tuber-

culosis or of milk from cows with tuber-

culosis of the mammary glands.

The result of several hundred experi-

ments conducted at the laboratory of the

University of Pennsylvania leaves no
room for doubt that consumption can be,

and beyond question very ofteu is, con-

tracted by eatnig tuberculosis meats. It

was found that calves and pigs fed on
milk infected with tuberculosis material

from a human source contracted con-

sumption, and the converse would seem
probable.
An especially interesting experiment

of Dr. Dixon was upon a dog. That
animal has an acid gastric secretion even
stronger than that of man, and for this

reason many bacteriologists have selected

him for crucial tests of the theory that

tuberculosis is intercommunicable be-

tween man and animals. Many attempts

to communicate consumption to dogs by
feeding thetn on tuberculosis food have
failed, but not satisfied with these, and
believing that with dogs, as with men,
some are disposed to consumption while

others escape it, the doctor pushed his

experiments in the hope that he would
find some of the animals in a physical
f^r^**Aitir\r% eS^^ecisll*' ^ll'?C'?*'*tiblf» to tnhpr-

culosis. Selecting a healthy dog about

five mouths old. Dr. Dixon permitted

his stomach to become quite empty and
then gave him as his first meal some in-

fected cow's meat.
For several days the dog's diet was

partly made up of tuberculosis meat, and
in a short time he began to grow thin

and to present every physical appearance

of a consumptive, dying in a few weeks.

The post-mortem examination gave every

indication of tuberculosis, and the bealog-

ical tests clearly demonstrated the pres-

ence of tul)ercle bacille in tlie mesenteric

glands.
By many experiments of this kind hav-

ing satisfied himself that man can con-

tract consumption from eating tubercu-

losis meat and taking milk from cows

whose mammary glands are affected. Dr.

Dixon suggests that, in order to prevent

this contagion, veterinary inspectors

should l)e empowered to condemn all

tuberculous meat, a reasonable compen-

sation being paid to the owners of ani-

mals found in that condition, and they

should visit all milk dairies and condemn
every cow found suffering from tubercu-

losis, particularly those with mammitis.

As a strong predisposition to tuberculosis

is transmissible to offspring, the breeding

of tuberculous animals should be pro-

hibited by law.—Philadelphia Record.

—The Board of Health of Salem, Mass.,

is about to issue a circular letter to the

French residenU of that city forbidding

fowls and goats being kept in dwellings.

—L. J. says: The appetite of a bird is

wonderful. A thrush will eat at a meal

the largest snail that England produces.

If a man could eat as much in proportion

he would consume a whole round of beef

for his dinner. The redbreast again is a

most voracious bird. It has been calcu-

lated that to keep a redbreast up to his

normal weight, an amount of animal

food is required daily equal to an earth-

wonn fourteen feet in length. Taking a

man of average weight, and measurmg
bulk for bulk with the redbreast, I tried

to calculate how much food he would

consume in twenty-four hours if he ate as

much in proportion as the bird. As-

suming a sausage nine inches in circum-

ference to be a fair equivalent of the

earthworm, I find that the man would

have to eat sixty-seven feet of such sau-

sage in every twenty-four hours. I men-

tion this in order to illustrate the amount

of work which is done by insect-eating

birds.

THE NUN.

Its Properties and Their Relative

Value—Why Birds Are Passed.

First of all, the shell is the most diffi-

cult point to obtain perfect, and ought lo

be as I will try to descril)e. Many people

think if the shell is high it is all right,

but the nun should possess a white shell

extending from ear to ear, with a rosette

each side, thick, regular, not at all cap-

ping at either side, standing erect, and

showing a nice thickness when viewed

from the front; then looking from a side

view there ought to be a nice fluffy sub-

stance very thick and close (something

like a jacobin) "following up" nice and

full. This, I consider, should be the most

important point.

Then the bib, which should be a nice

depth down the bird's chest, very regu-

lar in outline, and none of the black

feathers appearing Ijeliind the shell. It

should be nicely curved towards the

centre of the chest, and be black or col-

ored according to the rest of the mark-
ings. If the black feathers apjjear behind
the shell at either side, it takes away the
fluffy appearance of the "following up"
of siiell, which is the prettiest part of the
nun. Now we have the nun with his two
most important points for the show pen,
without which what beauty would there
be in a nun ?

These are the two first things that
should catch the eye of a judge when
judging; once he has founil three birds
with bib and shell as described, or the
three nearest to it, then let him proceed
for what I consider the next great point,
the flights. If one of them is ten by ten,

and all of them pretty near the mark,
give it first without a doubt; but should
one or other have a shell a trifle higher,
and a nicer bib, although, perhaps, little

to choose between them, still, if it appears
Ijetter when iu the pen, put that bird
first if only ten by nine in flights. I sav
this because I do not exactly think the
standard of the club should lay so much
stress on flights. I for one should not
give a bird first, second, or third if it was
ten by ten and had a shell that you could
see through, or, in fact, count every
feather in it, and only a fair l)ib. Give
nie the shell and bib described, eight by
eight in flights, the bird wins.
We have now got the bird with shell,

bib, and flights. Then comes the fourth
point, the head. That ought to be like
the head of a tunil)ler—nice high skull,
short and bold front, with a short, thick,
black beak; not a head like an Archangel,
long and thiu, as many nuns are. The
head described on a good all-round bird
is not easily got.

The fifth point is color. I am now go-
ing for black. Some of the so-called
blacks are more the color of a slate, with
a blue tinge, which certainly gives the
nun a very bad appearance, however good
it may lie in other points. Just compare
a nun, ^ooil all round, with this blue
tinge on it, with another quite as good
but jet black in color, and there you will
see a plum tinge and green lustre. This
will make a deep contrast, with the white
of the body showing up to the shell to
the Ijest advantage, and improving the
bib, etc. Often a nun has a bloom on it

which is easily removed by washing a
bird's head well with soap and water,
and, when dry, rubbing it with a silk
handkerchief. It will then appear a
glossy black, or at least greatly improve
the color.

The next point is the eye and cere.
The eye itself should be a clear white
pearl, same as in a good tumbler; but
many nuns have a sort of reddish eye, a
fault which certainly does not improve
the appearance of the black head and bib
like a white pearl would. The cere of
the bird should be black, or, at least,
dark; it then shows up the nice pearl eye
and gives the liird a finish. I should not
pass a nun with a light eye cere; this, as
most of you know, will come with old
age on a really good bird.
The body of the nun should be of fair

size, showing a front or chest like the
English owl, and about the same length
of feather, as a long-feathered nun does
not look smart in the pen.
The tail should, of course, be a nice

black from tip to root, and closely fin-
ished, although a good many birds fail

close up at the root, turning a sort of
dark grey. The feet should l>e red aud
the nails black.

I have now described the nun as it

should be, or what we should like it to
be, for the show pen in its natural state,

but now I should like to say a word
about the nun put in a pen to deceive
the judge—not only to deceive him, but
very likely to be a perfect fraud upon
someone prepared to pay a good price
for a decent specimen.
To all appearance when standing in

the pen it looks first-rate in shell, as it

should, being the important point of the
nun, but take this particular bird in your
hand, and upon examination it is found
to be what is termed "trimmed," and in

front of the shell the most of the trim-
ming is done. This is very easily found
out by any good judge, or anyone with a

good eye, by merely pushing forward the
skull feathers towards the front of the
head from the base of the front part of
shell, and there you will find feathers

missing, that had they been left in the
shell would have had a black lining in-

stead of white. Therefore, the bird

really had a poor shell. At the Palace
show the judge passed several birds for

this reason. There is by far too much of
this work done, and I think if judges do
their duty they will pass every bird they
find so trimmed. I feel certain the nun
would make rapid strides towards per-

fection if this were done. Exhibitors
who show trimmed nuns have learned a

lesson at some of our late shows, and un-

less they can show a bird without so

food is given regular; clean water every
morning, grit and salt supplied, and the
loft kept clean and well ventilated. It

is a very hardy bird, and bring up their
own young without keeping a lot of
common birds as feeders. From one
pair, without over-breeding, a fancier
should get about five pairs of young, per-
haps more.—^John T. Saunders.

Points of the Tippler.

It is supposed the tippler owes its

origin, now of many years' standing, to

some enterprising pigeon fanciers in the

towns of Congleton and Macclesfield,and
it is now chiefly kept in and about those

towns for high flying, although in other

part it is bred for showing purposes. Its

merits as a high flyer cannot be too much
extolled, and its tumbling capabilities are

also equal, if not superior,in my opinion,

to any tumbler pigeon, inasmuch as its

tumbling does not generally interfere
with its flying, as it usually indulges in
what is commonly called "single
tumbling." Some fanciers, however, do
not care for them to tumble, as they con-
sider it an impediment to their high fly-

ing; but for my own part I prefer them
to do so, and have never found that it in-

terfered with their high flying in the
least. I believe there is no class of
tumbler pigeon in existence that will fly

the length of time that this class can. It

would be interesting to know how they
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much use of the scissors, or pulling the
feathers, I am afraid the time is close at

hand when they will get disgusted, and
have to commence lo breed for nuns as

they should be. Many honest exhibitors
with a really grand bird gets defeated hy
what would appear a regular mongrel, if

shown anything like honest. I may just

add that when a nun is less than seven
by seven in flights it is useless for the
show pen, for then the nice line of black
flights is broken.

It is by no means a diflicult bird to

breed—I mean in quantity; but am very
sorry indeed that I am unable to tell you
how to breed ten by ten, grand shell and
bib, etc., as I have described. I should
advise anyone, however, in breeding
nuns to get one or two birds with good
shells and bibs, and mate two good-
shelled birds together till they have fixed

it iu the stain. Then try the pick of the
youngsters with their best bibljed birds,

and tliey would have the two most diffi-

cult points, which, once obtained, could

be kept in a strain. Then the flights;

this is a bit of a fluke, for often a ten by
ten will throw six by seven, so there is

no certainty about ten by ten or nine

from ten by ten birds. I have thrown
ten by ten birds from seven by seven. If

one should get a ten by ten after starting

this way, they will no doubt be good, and
pay for all the trouble taken to obtain

the shell and bib, l)oth as stock and show
birds, and gowl prices may be got for

wasters. The nun is, like all other

pigeons, easily kept in condition if the

I were originally produced, and I am sure
any information upon the question would
be highly appreciated by the many ad-

mirers of this fancy. They are now con-
sidered quite a distinct class of tumbler

f)igeons, and from my experience of this

)tr(l, which extends over a number of
years, I consider the following points

to be requisite to make a good high-flying

bird, ana one that would be considered
a good "tippler" in appearance: Beak
medium-size, head round, breast ditto

and very broad, large and broad wing
feathers. It should l)e marked as fol-

lows: The groundwork of the bird should
be white, with the flight feathers in the
wing tipped with brown or black; the

feathers which compose the tail to be of
the same color as the marks on the
flight feathers, and it should also have a

l>eard of the same color, as from these

points I believe it alone derives its name
of a "tippler."—J. C. C.

—The largest single transaction in

poultry that has ever been made in Chi-

cago was an occurrence of this week. F.

M. Smith, of Dearborn Street, purchased 1

7i,cx» pounds of frozen turkeys and chick-

ens ofC. F. Love & Co., and 27,000 of 1

Merrill & Eldredge, the price paid being I

fourteen and fifteen cents for the turkeys
[

and nine and one-half to ten cents for the
j

chickens. All of this, some eight car-

loads, had been sold and shipped south
and east within four days later.—Chicago
Herald, March 20.

The Judges Approved by It—The
Standard for the Variety.

At a meeting of the Red Cap Club ot

England, held February 19, the Messrs.

J. Oliver, A. E. Wragg, J. Hodgkinson,

E. Hutton, A. Comyns and J. W. Ludlow
were approved as judges, and action was
taken against supporting any show where
one of these was not employed. Also,
that show secretaries should be requested
to employ specialist judges for the red
cap classes whenever possible. Also,
that no member of the club shall take
more than two specials offered by the

' club during the show year: October i

—

September 30.

The standard for red caps adopted by
the club is as follows:

COCK.

Comb.—Large neat rosecomb, of sym-
metrical shape, with straight leader, full

of fine work or spikes, free from hollow
in centre, set straight on the head, not
hanging too much in front, carried well
off the eyes. Size, about five and one-
quarter inches by three and three-quarter
inches.

Head.—Long and broad, beak horn,
"ace red.

Earlobes and wattles. — Bright red;
wattles long and rounded.
Neck.—Moderate length, nicely arched,

full hackle; plumage red, striped with
black.

Breast.—Broad, full and rounded; plu-
mage black.

Back.—Broad, and of moderate length;
plumage red, spangled with black. Saddle
red, striped with black.

VVings.—Moderate length, neat, and
fitting close to the side, primaries and
secondaries red, heavily tipped at the
ends with black; wing coverts heavily
spangled with black.

Legs.—Strong, smooth,medium length,
slate color.

Tail.—Black, full, sickles long, well
arched, and carried nearly upright, not
squirrel fashion; fluff very dark.

Size.—Large; cocks ai)out seven and
one-half pounds; cockerels, six and one-
half pounds.
Symmetry.—Graceful, rather heavier

in carriage than the Hamburg.
HEN.

Comb.—Same as male, but smaller, as

full of work as possible.

Head.—Same as male, excepting size.

Earlol»es and wattles.—Earlobes rather
small and red, wattles smooth, medium
size, and rounded.
Neck.—Same as male.
Breast.—Full and rounded, ground

color deep, rich, reddish brown, free

from smuttiness, each feather tipped
with a half moon spangle. The mark-
ing on breast, back, and wings to be as

uniform as possible.

Tail.—Black, large and full, carried

rather low.
Back.—Medium length and width,

color same as breast.

Wings.—Primaries and secondaries as

in the male,wing coverts evenly spangled.

Legs.—Same as the male, except size.

Size.—Large,weighing from six pounds
to seven pounds.
Symmetry.— Graceful; rounded and

more massive than the Hamburg.

Disqualifications.—Comb over, white
earlobes, round backs, squirrel or wry
tail, feathers on legs, legs other color

than slate, other than four toes.

POINTS FOR JUDGING.
Cock. Hen.

Comb 20 w
Head 5 5

Earlolics and Wattles 10 10

Neck 5 5

Breast 5 ">

Back 10 10

Wings «o 5

Legs 5 5

Tall 5 5

Siie 15 «5

Synimelry >o 10

Total 100

—The Daily Graphic, London, is look-

ing up pigeon flying with the view of

utilizing the birds to convey sketches

from different parts of the country, be-

lieving it is possible to receive them by
these means with greater dispatch than

by ordinary methods.
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SEASONABLE^ HINTS.

Dummy Bggrs-Seoond Feeders.

Going Light—The Remedy.

Highly-bred pigeons are frequeutly bad

sitters, sometimes they lay and decline

absolutely to recognize the duty of con-

fining their attentions to the nest box.

At other times they will sit. but not

closely enough to sufficiently cover the

eggs, and occasionally, after sitting a

fevK days, they will desert the nest. It is

advisable, therefore, to have a pair of

mongrel pigeons "going to nest" about

the same time as the more valuable ones,

in order to pass the valuable eggs on to

them. This can be done as long as four

days after the eggs have been laid if they

have not been covered and in order to

prevent your fancy birds going to nest

again too soon, it is well to place under

them a pair of dummy eggs or those of

mongrels, so that in the event of their

sitting out their time regularly, they may

"feed off' the soft food by supplying it

to the mongrel youngsters. These can

be destroyed at the sixth or seventh day,

allowing the better birds again to go to

nest. It is a very bad plan not to allow

birds to feed off their soft food, not un-

frequently leading to foul crop and

caiiker. I'igeons in a healthy condition

will rear six pairs of young between Feb-

ruary to October, the period called the

breeding season. .

Some varieties of fancy pigeons are ot

such slow growth that the soft food leaves

their parents Ijefore they are sufficiently

advanced for the coarser supply. In

such cases it is very advisable to have a

second pair of feeders in readiness to take

them on at the eighth or ninth day. In

fact, in my experience, I have found it

necessary in the case of some of the

shorter and smaller beaked varieties,such

as turbits, * frioan owls and tumblers, to

have even a third set of feeders occupied

in rearing one pair of squeakers. All

this requires judicious management and

calculation in order not to throw the

youngsters back absolutely on to soft

food for this kind of food is injurious to

them if solely given after the sixth day.

Sometimes I have found the parent birds

more willing to feed squeakers, if them-

selves supplied with a little maize at 4

P M. This food swells rapidly and in

conveniently in their crops, and they are

glad to have an opportunity of disgorjj-

ing a portion of it into the throats of their

offepring. It is a curious fact that some

forward squeakers will even undertake

the task of feeding their less advanced

companions. Therefore, it is well to take

young pigeons from the nest-boxes when
|

they are able to walk, and allow them to

parade the loft floor as so many itiuer-

^t collecting cards willing to receive

thankfully all contributions. Many an

odd, disconsolate old Tom will take pity

on them, and be as kind to youngsters as

the kindest of human bachelors, leading

them eventually on the flight, and care-

fully bringing them home to the loft,

when the parent birds are solely intent

on nesting afresh.

When squeakers begin to forage tor

themselves they are apt to make mistakes

in picking up, and not unfrequently they

swallow lumps of mortar and mud, in

which are incased large pieces of stone,

which even the strong gizzard of the

healthiest of pigeons finds too much to

cope with. It IS a good plan occasionally

to feel the crops of squeakers, and should

hard grinding matter be found to be in

any fill the crop with water by means of

a syringe, and gently cause the patient

to disgorge the whole of its food. After

two or three dressings of this kind,

"Master Squeak" will be more careful as

to the quality of matter which he is apt

too eagerly to consign to his bread-basket.

I have often found a squeaker, at the

close of a first day's forage on his own

account, to have half-filled^ his crop with

stones varying in size from a tare to a

large Ijean. His digestive organs would

bealjoutasequal to deal with these as

would the strongest stomach with the

proverbial Rock of Gibraltar. If these

stones, tin-tacks, etc., are not removed,

they either choke the crop or find their

way into the gizzard, filling it full, and

preventing the passage of healthy fcKxl.

Eventually th? bird "goes light," and, aa

people complain, often even with a crop

full. In fact, they are starved; the sup-

ply from the crop to the bowels is stayed.

Once these indigestible matters have

reached the gizzard, the only cure is that

termed the "happy dispatch" — i.e.,

wringing the neck. By careful watching,

and handling in time, many a squeaker

may live long to delight the patient

fancier. , .

One more point will close my advice.

When young pigeons are alx)ut to moult,

see that they have as much exercise as

possible. Let them out alike in wet and

hot weather; give them a little stimulat-

ing food, such as hempseed and rapeseed,

and, above all, be liberal in a supply of

bathing water. Should any bird appear

to mope, at once draw a long narrative

short by pulling out is tail.—Rev. W. F.

Lumley, in Feathered World.

. ——
Who Is It?

"A Confiding Idiot" writes to the Fan-

ciers' Gazette of London as follows:

"Having for some time been a breeder

of silver-laced Wy^ndottes I was anxious

to procure some birds straight from

America. In one of 'Namquoit's' let-

ters he referred to the yards of a breeder

at Lancaster, Mass., and to this gentle-

man I wrote, asking for what sum he

would land me a few of his Wyandottes

in this country, he undertaking all

trouble and risk until they were landed

here, He sent me a circular with a full

description of his poultry yards,repriuted

from the New England Fancier, and

with many printed testimonials, and un-

dertook to land a trio of birds as sug-

gested for thirty-five dollars. He men-

tioned he had sent many birds abroad,

ar.d alwavs with good success, and re-

quested cash might be sent with order,

as ship dues, etc., had to be paid. This

I did and received an acknowledgement

early in December, that the cheque had

been received, 'and the birds would be
. < r i»— :.— • T Kofi *^*i«.*i/*n-

seiit me wcck. loiiuniug. * ""— ^
--

larly requested that date of sailing and

ship might be notified to me,but nothing

was said as to this. From that date to

this I have heard nothing more, nor do

I receive any answer to repeated letters,

at first asking to know date of despatch

of birds, line, etc.; latterly, that the

money may be returned, as the best of

the breeding season is pretty well over,

and most of my early chickens afoot. I

find on inquiring at the bank that the

cheque was cashed by him a very few

days after it was received."

Upon this the Fanciers' Gazette makes

comment: "We have withheld the name

of the American breeder to whom our

correspondent wrote, because it is so well

known that we feel there must be a mis-

take somewhere; but nothing can excuse

the ignoring of letters and taking money

for birds which are not sent as ordered.

We shall Vie compelled to publish the full

name,as a warning to British purchasers,

unless a satisfactory explanation is at

once given."

Denver Chickens.

DENVER, Col, March 21.—The new

Poultry Breeders' Association held its

first regular meeting in the Chamber of

Commerce building last night, and with-

out being enlivened by the dissensions

that came near placing the events of a

week ago upon certain ofthe city records.

The names of the officers as sent to

you in my last letter were correct. In

one of the daily papers Mr. M. C. Jack-

son was named as secretary; this was an

error for which Mr. Jackson was not re-

sponsible. The executive committee is

composed of the Messrs. Robert James,

R. C. Griener, B. A. Kent, H. A. Litch-

field and J. C. Beeman.
The association, it will be remembered,

was organized and its officers elected, but

there was not time to do more than

adopt the constitution and by-laws of the

old association, subject to revision. At

the meeting last evening the Messrs.

Griener, Talcott and Parker were ap-

pointed as a committee to attend to such

revision and ordered to report at the

meeting of April 2.

The subject of the judges at the show

to be held the second week of next

February, was the real topic of the

evening. Mr. J. A. Bailey presented

letters from Mr. B. N. Pierce, of In-

dianapolis, and F. W. Hitchcock, of

Greenleaf, Kansas. The former offered

his services for |i5 a day and expenses,

and Mr. Hitchcock asked I50 to act in

conjunction with Mr. Pierce. The sec-

retary, Mr. George H. Parker, was au-

thorized to make arrangements with both

gentlemen.
.

The feeling among the fanciers of the

state has been very strong, but having

found vent in the meeting of a week ago

tliere will probably be no more of it, and

the future will find us with but one asso-

ciation and its members representing the

state's interests and working together.

M. S. G.

The Mongolian Pheasant.

Farmers in California are urgent against

the action of the state to introduce the

Mongolian pheasant as a game bird for

the benefit of the city sportsmen .
Mr. F.

S. Mattison, of Aumsville, Oregon, a

state that "has 'em bad," writes to the

Pacific Rural Press : "This Jap is hardy,

vigorous and remarkably well calculated

to take care of himself. He is an expert

at running and hiding, is impudent and

very profane. He will sit behind the

fence, a hundred yards or so from where

I am working my berry grounds, and

yell, 'You daren't shoot!' and flutter

his wings in the most insultiag manner.

If approached, he runs off rapidly, dodg-

ing behind every sort of cover, and when

pressed, gets up suddenly and flies

straight away, crying out loudly and with

great rapidity, 'Shoot, shoot, shoot, shoot,

shoot and d d; shoot and be d d !'

In spring time the males quarrel, and

swear at each other long distances apart,

getting nearer and nearer and eventually

having a pitched V)attle. In the interests

I of piety and morality of the small fruit

and vineyard men, this Mongolian should

be kept out. He will eat grapes, currants,

gooseberries, etc., as soon as they are

fairlv out of the blossom, and among
' the grapevines is just the sort of a place

that suits him. He rises early and gets

in all the time there is. As a provocative

of profanity he is irresistible, and mis-

sionary effort among your viniculturists

and berrymen will be useless in a few

years after you introduce this pheasant.

'I speak from practical experience—I am
in the berry business myself."

- . ... »* 1 « 4. "Kfn-nr V/%»»lr

Dr. J. W. King, of Kent, Ct., sends us

the following letter he has received in

reference to his communication in the

last Journal :

E.-vsT Orange, N. J., March 24.

Dr King : I cannot account for the

mistake made in The Fanciers' Jour-

nal, for I am well aware that you had

no light Brahma cock at our show. The

only explanation I can give is that the

person who gave the scores to The Fan-

ciers' Journal made a mistake.

The error in the score card was also an

error on the part of the judges' commit-

tee, of which Mr. G. E. Peer is chairman.

I corrected the card giving your bird the

right score.
T. Farrer Rackham.

Money in Poultry.

Mr. W. J. Wesley, living northwest of

this town, has devoted an average of an

hour each day for the past year to his

poultry, and he declares from his own

experience that there is good money in

the business. He invested $4^ in poultry

and for his investment and little labor

he has had |3«7 ^0°^ the sale of eggs

and chickens since last September. One

hotel alone has paid him J245, and he

had orders for more. And yet in the

face of such experience, there are a lot

of mossbacks here and there about South-

ern California who will gravely inform

you that poultry-keeping cannot be made

a success.—Pomona, Cal., Progress.

Our Error.

Buffalo, N. Y., March 17.—Editor

Fanciers' Jonrnal:—Your valuable

paper just received and as usual, on time.

I notice in the awards of the New York

show, you give Sweet ist on any other

color Pekiu or Cochin bantam pullet.

This is not as it should be for I received

1st and was there when the awards

were put on the cages. This however

may not be an error of yours but^ of the

secretary. J-
^^- Knox.

Langshans.

I am informed upon good authority

that some fanciers are trying to bring

what they term silky Langshans to the

front this season, others would like to

see a crested variety in the show-pen,

and in a few years no doubt we shall be

showing Langshans in various colors.

But 1 am an old fancier, and see nothing

to discourage any true lover of the Lang-

shan in all this. The fact is simply that

nearly every variety of fowl, let it come

from whatever quarter of the globe it

may, is altered in form and plumage, at

least until it suits the fastidious taste of

the British fancier; and there is little that

is unreasonable in this, for neariy all the

new varieties are what are termed made-

up breeds. If the British fancier believes

that he can improve upon the French or

American productions, he has a perfect

right to do so. but it is an error to man-

ipulate the Langshan in this way, as he

has already been perfected by the hand

of Nature, in the same way that the

jungle cock or partridge has been.

It is an error to term part-bred cochins

and part-bred game fowls types of the

Langshan. They are simply cross-bred

fowls, and not types of anything at all,

but aiivoiie who has studied the subject

carefully knows that the size and form

of the Langshan does not stamp his

purity; but yet he is as easy to distin-

guish as the Chinaman from the Euro-

pean.—S. Livemiore, in Fanciers' Ga-

zette.

[The error is ours. The awards were

ist, Knox; 2d, Sweet.—Ed.]

Cleveland's Association

Cleveland, O., March 25—At the

annual meeting of the Cleveland Poultry

and Pet Stock Association the following

officers were elected : President, S. H.

Wilson; vice-presidents, C. C. Schellen-

trager W. E. Gailbraith; secretary and

treasurer, J. A. Tinker. The dates claimed

for the next exhibition are January 13—

1 18, 1891.

—"Yes," said the old hen as she picked

her feathers a little, "everything is

changing." . , ,

"What's the trouble ?" asked the pea-

"fliese incubators; seventy-five chick-

ens came walking out last night, and I

can't tell which are mine and which are

the incubator's. Maternity is truly an

awful responsibility."—Merchant Travel-

i

—Mr. John E. Gill, Franklin, Pa., has

retired from the game and game bantam

fancies in disgust. Such of his stock as

was not sold was destroyed. His late

manager it is said will locate at Ham-
monton, N. J.

Rare Fowls and Rare Prices.

A Japanese resident, of Alameda, Col.,

notified Mr. J. S. Rockwell, of Cincin-

nati, of the arrival from his home

country of the following fowls, which he

would <lispose of at the prices named:

One trio 01)eke, brown aii<l black,

dorking in shape, tail expected to grow

eleven feet long, not in best liealtu,

price, I90.

One pair same color and style, very

strong and well, tail grows to thirteen

feet, I150.

One trio Muako or white muffed tur

fowls, ;F75-

One black and red Japanese game cock,

very heavy, I150; one cock, nine months

old, f 125.

Eggs $25 per sitting.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINO.

With the next issue, the first of April,

The Journal will give regular space to

pigeon flying, that is. if the columns are

crowded something else than the sport

will have to give away, the correspond-

ence of the sport will receive first atten-

tion.

TORONTO'S FEDERATION.

* *

Mr. J. C. Conly, race secretary of the

Federation of American homing pigeon

fanciers takes exception to my words in

The Journal of three weeks ago where

I say he would furnish the reports of the

federation if paid for so doing. Such

was my understanding, but as Mr. Conly

says he did not say so and Mr. Stovell

who was present is ready to affirm that

he did not I can only say that Mr. Conly

was misunderstoo<l. E. S. S.

OUR ILLUSTRATION
Tlii.s week is a reiluced copy of the

life-size portrait of the winners of the

George W. Cliilds' cup for iSSg.presented

by The Fanciers' Journal to the

doner of the prize, Mr. George W.
Childs. The prize was offered for the

best journey for 500 miles or over in the

day which should beat the existing

records of 510 miles from Abington, Va..

to Brooklyn in about fourteen hours by

Ned Damon, or. 502 miles from Spring-

field, O., to Keyport, N. J., in thirteen

hours and seven minutes, by Queen and
McGrew.

All through 1S89 there were trials for

the prize, but when the long days of mid-

summer had passed the hope of winning

it through that season had gone with it,

^ 11 1,. ,... r :-.* *i. :i.» .su nciiucii v\cic ictiii^icia lu liic iitcii LiiaL

a distance journey in the day could not

be done later than the first thys of July.

The journey in uliicli the prize was
won was from St. Thomas,Oiit.,to Boston,

Mass. The start was at 5.15 A. M.,

August 4, by Mr. S. O. Perry, agent of

the express in St. Thomas. The re-

turns were the five birds ofour frontispiece

found in the home loft at 4.40 P. M.,

time of arrival unknown. Two other

birds, one Dickens, owned by Mr. John
Hicks, AUstoii, Mass., and one by Mr.

George Gould arrived the same day, and
Dickens at least would have won the

prize had not the five been l>efore it.

Mr. Gould's bird, not reported until next

morning, had no show for it whatever.

• The five winners are owned by Mr.

Henry Wagner. Roslindale. Mass. H.

47^1 H. 470, and H. 198 were hatched in

1887 and 1888, but St. Thomas was only

a year and a day old when the journey
was made, and George W. Childs' birth-

day being September 3, was only a day
beyond eleven months when it did

its part in breaking the record. The
distance covered exceeds 525 miles by
map measurement. The time out was
II hours 25 minutes. The average speed

1350 yards per minute. The journey is

the l^st for distance in the day as yet

made by American birds and does credit

to as it is honored by the trophy from
the hand of Mr. George W. Childs.

Milw^aukee's Club.

MiLWAiKHE, March 21.—At the regu-

lar meeting of the .\rrow Club held last

evening Mr. I'red T. Jones was unani-

mously elected to the office of race secre-

tary. No definite arrangement has been
made for the season's flying except that
birds to be eligible for the young binl
races must wear the " '90" band. Plans
are however in progress for arranging a
home and home race between Milwaukee,
St. Paul and Chicago lofts. b. r. s.

Conditions of the Empire Prize

.Raoe—A Prize Fund Started.

Toronto, March 22.—A mass meeting

of the homing fanciers of this vicinity

was held last evening at the residence of

Mr. James White, 438 Sherbourne Street,

to make the conditions for the prizes

offered by the Empire, one of our daily

papers. Mr. Wright was elected to the

chair, with Mr. Lamont secretary.

The prize was announced to be for the

best average speed from St. Thomas, Out.

Distance 105 miles. The conditions ac-

cepted were as follows:

1. The race to be flown 011 Saturday,

June 21, and open to all Toronto lofts.

2. The city to be divided for flying
into the east and west divisions. Each
division to appoint two judges, one of
whom is to be retained in their own
division, and the other to be sent as a
judge to the other division to act in con-
junction with judge appointed by them,
that is to say, two judges will be placed
in the east and two judges in the west.

And at the conclusion of the race these
judges will fill up the blank forms pro-
vided for them, giving the names of the
parties competing and the time of arrival

of their birds, after which they will place
them in an envelope—sealing them—and
the four judges will meet at the residence
of James White, 438 Sherbourne Street,

when they will be opened in the presence
of the four judges and the winners de-
clared.

3. The two judges appointed for the
west division will locate themselves at

the residence of Fred Bauckham, 288
College Street, and the judges for the
east division will l>e located at the resi-

dence of James Wright, 438 Sherbourne
Street

4. Any person wishing to enter for

this race will be required to give notice
to James Wright on or before June i, in

order to give him time to make all nec-
essary arrangements. As soon as possi-

ble after entering each party wiii he fur-

nished with their time allowance, that is

to say, the time it will take a party to
run from the loft door to the point at

which the judges to whom they have to
report are stationed. This time allow-
ance will be duly recorded, so that no
dispute will occur.

5. The distance from St. Thomas for

those birds flying to the west end of the
city will be called 105 miles; to the east
end 106^ miles. And after the race the
average speed of yards per minute is to be
computed, and the best average speed to

be declared the winner—taking the above
distance as the basis to work on.

6. All distances are to be covered on
foot by a runner from the loft of the
owner to the place where the judge is

stationed, and any infraction of this rule

will debar the person from place in the
race.

7. The birds entered in the race are to

be left at the residence of James Wright
not later than the evening of June 20.

The judges will then take charge of and
countermark them, all other parties be-

ing excluded from the room. After
everything is prepared the birds will be
shipped by the late night express to St.

Thomas to the express agent at that
place, with instructions to liberate them
promptly at 12 o'clock noon of the day
following.

8. All expenses to l)e borne by the
competitors pro rata.

9. Each division must select the judges,
and have the names handed in to Mr.
Wright on or before June i. The said

judges on the day of the race are to have
their watches adjusted by the time given
them by Mr. Wright.

10. All points not decided in the above,
or disputes in connection with these
rules, to be decided by the fourjudges as

representing the owners of the birds, and
Mr. Wright, on behalf of the Empire
newspaper, their decision to be final in

all cases.

The Messrs.
J.

Gunn, W. Jennings, F.

Monroe, J. Gairdner, F. Bauckham, J.

Wright, W. Lamont, A. de Laporte, F.

Campbell, B. Williams, H. Davis, R.
' Williams, A. Wills, II. Guelph, H. Dixon,
N. Samuelson, I". Parks, A. Boddy, T.

, Moore and S. Jennings each subscribed
I fi towards a prize fund to be flown for in

: the same journey, and the Messrs. Bauck-
ham, Gairdner and Wills were named as

a committee to solicit farther subscrip
]

tions and decide how the money should
be placed.
Those present at the meeting were J.

Wright, W. Lamont, A.Willis, H. Guelph,
A. Boddy and J. Gunn of the .lErial Club;
F. Bauckham, F. Campbell, H. Davis. H.
Dixon, N. Samuelson and Fitz Parks of
the Queen City Club; F. Monro, W. Mer-
rick, J. Gairdner, R. Williams and F.

Westman of the Toronto Club, and the
Messrs. J. Collyer and S. and W. Jen-
nings.

• •

Archangels.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Your correspond-

ent "Marble" in the issue of March 15

takes exception to my remarks anent

the above pigeon by saying that I put
too much stress on the peak. While
appreciating the courteous tone of his

letter I cannot say that the arguments
contained therein struck me as being
very forcible. So far the peak has a/ways
been one of the distinguishing character-
istics of the Archangel and no doubt
grealtly enhances its beauty; to deprive
It of this appendage is, to my mind, to
spoil the delicate and rich appearance so
justly admired in this bird. Moreover,
as every breeder knows, a good needle-
pointed beak is very difficult to produce
m conjunction with other qualities iieces-

sarj' in a high-class specimen and to dis-

pense with this important feature is to
do away with half the skill required in

breeding, which constitutes the great
charm to every true fancier.

In England there is but one standard,
and that requires the peak; plain-headed
specimens would stand no chance in the
snow-pen and indeed are never seen
there.

Checkered wings and light rumps are
amongst the greatest faults with which
the breeder has to contend, albeit many
otherwise good birds exhibit the latter in

a marked degree, it being almost im-
possible to obtain a sound black rump
and tail.

Among the points necessary in a good-
specimen I would mention the following:
Head, neck, breast, thierhs and extending
to tip of the vent, a rich even bronze;
wings, back, rump and tail of a good
sound black. The whole plumage covered
with a sheen of lustrous purple, giving
the bird a dazzling appearance. Speci-
mens possessing the green sheen are

more common and more easily bred. The
head, surmounted by a well formed peak,
should be long and the neck tapering,

the whole contour of the bird bespeaking
gracefulness and agility.

Bronzewing.

A PIGEON LOFT.

Washington Federation.

The schedule adopted at the ninth

weekly meeting held the 20th inst. is as

follows :

May 4. Orange, Va., 75 miles, for gold
scarf pin offered by the Messrs. Voigt &
Haas.
May II. Covesville, Va., 120 miles,

for a pair of shoes offered by Mr. Jacob
Bool.

May 18. Amherst, Va., 150 miles, for

honorary member's badge.
May 25. Rocky Mount, Va., 205 miles,

for spring over coat, offered by Messrs.
Saks & Co.

June I. From Greensboro, N. C, 245
miles, for plush chair, offered by Mr.
Julius Lausburgh.
June 8. From Charlotte, N. C, 328

miles.

June IS From Geers Depot, S. C, 400
miles.

June 29. From Laureticeville, Ga., 500
miles, for a China dinner set.

Besides this Mr. Edward S. Schmid
has offered a large and handsome train-

ing basket to be flown for by '90 hatched
birds.

Pacific's Pigeons.

The Pacific Coast Pigeon Society at its

annual meeting held February 14, elected

these officers: President, George T.

Marsh; vice-president, H. F. Whitman;
secretary and treasurer, Fred E. Magee;
librarian. Otto Hrewitt; race secretary,

H. H. Carlton; executive committee, the
above named and the Messrs. A. N.
Bayley, (i. H. De Mamiel and Dr. J. P.

Truinpour. The meetings will here-
after be held the first Saturday evening
of each month.

The Nest Places and Perches.

Practical Suggestions.

Baltimore, Md., March 20.—In
answer to Mr. T. F. Andressas, who pro-

poses to build a coop 6x8 feet, which is

the size of mine, I will tell him how I

built mine. Between the double walls of
my coop I placed sheets of thick tin to
keep out rats. thieves and the cold winds.
At the north end I have my nests, which
are made so that I can with little trouble
put them up or take them down. I have
two boards which slide into grooves, one
at the top of the coop, the other about
six inches from the floor. This space
gives a place of refuge for the young
birds. Oil these are grooves about nine
inches apart into which I slip my upright
partitions, which are about six feet long
and one-half inch in thickness. On the
uprights I have batons placed about nine
inches apart, and on these rest tlie nest
bottoms. These are about nine inches
wide and twelve inches long, and have a
strip about one and one-half inches nailed
to them alx)ut three inches from the end
which forms the front of the nest. After
trying many plans I have found this one
the best on account of being so easily
set up or taken down.
For perches I have a shelf running all

around my coop, twelve inches wide,and
underneath the shelves I have single
perches twelve inches apart.

Robin.

Soledad.

The California Cackler for March gives

a colored plate portrait of the homing
pigeon Soledad, the work of Mr. E. T.

Neben. Soledad is the property of Mr.
Fred E. Magee, San Francisco. It was
hatched in September, 1888, and made
its first journey under the California
Homing Club's rules, from Soledad, May
22, the year following. The distance
108 9-15 miles, average speed 1021 14' yards
per minute. Its second journey was from
*t.- _ ^» »: — e — 1 » . A
iiic saiuc auiLiuu, luui uci^ 9 laici, v\iicu II

and three others arrived home together;
average speed 1038 3-7 yards per minute.
Later it made the journey from the State
Fair grounds at Sacramento, 68 miles,
winning the I25 offered by the State Ag-
ricultural Society.

'

Capital Oossip.

There will be rejoicing when the train-

ing season opens. The boys are looking

forward to it so eagerly that the chances

are some will begin Ixjfore they are ready.
The Post Club is scheduled for April 13,

and other clubs will follow soon after.

A little friendly fly was indulged in
last Saturday from Fairfax C. H., Va.,
about 22 miles. The entry was owned
by the Messrs. Lewis Turner, L. A.
Schmid, Andrew Glorius and George W.
Phillips. The birds of the last named
arrived too late to be sent. The returns
were in the following order : Glorious'
Duke of Sorrell at 11.40 A. M. ; Schmid's
entire entry (five birds) found in the loft

at I P. M.; Turner's Snowflake's mate at

1.30 P. M. The wind was strong against
the birds. The returns will be liberated
in Calverton, Va., 44 miles away, next
Sunday.

All the fanciers are having first-class

luck raising young. The Messrs. Wallace
and Stockman have their breeders to-

gether and since January i they have
raised 30 pairs of young.

Mr. H. A. Sellhauseu is busily engaged
in planing a large loft that is to be erected
in the rear of his residence.

Mr. E<lward Koch is getting a nice
assortment of birds together and will be
ready for some of the races. PosT.

The Jersey Club.

The Jersey Club has these officers for

I

the ensuing year: President, J. R. Hus-

i
son. New York City; vice-president, H.

I

Walker, East Newark; secretary and
treasurer, W. Verrinder, Jr., Jersey City;

race secretary, Conrad A. Mahr, Jr.,New-

]

ark. The journeys for the club's birds

I

are arranged to l)e as follows: May 4,

I

Bordeiitown, N. J., 50 miles; 7th, Ger-

:
niantowu. Pa., 75 miles; nth, Wilming-
ton, Del., 100 miles; i8th. Chase's, Md.,
160 miles; 25th, Washington, D. C, aoo
miles.
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SCRAPPLE.
Houdans for Crossinor—Unmated
Pairs—Size in the Dutch—Salt

Oat—Ohicken Coops.

Memo. Houdans for Crossing.

P. F. says: My favorites are the Hou-
dans—or, rather, the crossed Houdans.
Of moderate size, they are capable of

scratching and searching for their food,

whilst they lay a fair-sized egg fit for the
market. They are also white in flesh,

and good eating. The chickens feather

quick, and, from my knowledge, they are

hardy to rear. What the pure-bred hens
are for laying I have not had experience
enough to say, but the cross-bred hens
have turned out to be most excellent lay

ers. One or two cottagers who had this

cross have asserted to me that they have
laid an enormous quantity of eggs with-

out wanting to sit. In confinement, or
at large, they seem to do well. To my
idea, not enough room on the show bench
is accorded them; they should be known
more, and would then he more largely

kept. The only thing that is agamst
them is their muff and beard, which,
when it gets wiry, hangs flapping on one
side. But if a farmer would introduce
some useful blood into his yard, I would
advise him to try some Houdans. The
Spanish is a good fowl for an occasional
cross, good layers, and the flesh is of su-

perior quality. The Hamburg, of which
there are several varieties, are splendid
layers, seldom wanting to sit, but the
eggs are small in size. The cocks may
be successfully used if the stock hens
are of good size. The Brahmas, Cochins,
and the large varieties are too clumsy,
being more useful in confinement; their

redeeming quality I consider to be sit-

ting. They may be very well to cross,

so as to obtain weighty market fowls.

They eat too much in proportion tc» the
weight of eggs returned to be a fanner's
fowl.

Memo. Untnated Pairs.

J. A. M. says: I have always found
that whenever any pigeon pairs have
laid more than two eggs they were hens,
and the eggs have nearly always Ijeen

fertile, the hens having solicited another
cock to pair with them; the other cock
afterwards driving them off with great
indignation from anywhere near his box.
As regards the pairing of cocks together,

I may mention that some years ago I

bought two English white owls as a pair,

the smaller one acting as the hen, but
they never laid eggs. They were verj-

glad when eggs were given to them, and
sat very steadily. They have hatched
and reared many young ones. On one
occasion they drove a hen Archangel to

the nest, and got her to lay eggs for

them, refusing to have anything more to

do with her after the eggs were laid.

They kept together for three years, but
last year they had a violent quarrel and
separated. The smaller one, whose sex
was suspected, was then placed alone
with a little white African owl, when he
proved an undeniable cock. Last year a

pair of yellow jacobin cocks made it up
together, and are still "paired" (although
there were several hens to spare at the
time); they also will sit on eggs if placed
in the nest. I have a pair of baldpates
who had a young one of about three
weeks old. In the next box was a black
tumbler who had lost his mate. He in-

vited the hen baldpate to his box; she
laid eggs there, and he went to and fro,

assistmg to feed the young one with her
old mate,and incnbatnig the eggs with her
new partner. When on his box she would
not suffer her old mate to approach her,

and vice versa. This interesting arrange-
ment was put a stop to by getting rid of
the black tumbler.

Memo. Size in the Dutch.

F. C. says: Size in the Dutch rabbit is

no new controversy. For years past
when a breeder succeeds in producing a
well-marked large specimen, the matter
crops up, and old full-sized Dutch that
have won in the past come in for noto-
riety by fresh quotation. All authorities
agree on one point 'at starting, that is,

that the Dutch characteristic is diminu-
tive size—as extra large is that ofthe Pata-
gonian; and Dutch is often quoted as the
bantam of our rabbit varieties. Many
arguments can be adduced pro and con
on the subject; but we must not forget

that while the bantam is the diminutive
of a larger fowl of outward characteris-

tics, this is not the case with a Dutch
rabbit. We have only one Dutch, and
although, personally, I consider a large
one unrepresentative, we must not lose

; sight of the fact that by its markings the
value of this variety is chiefly estimated,
though against an excessively large speci-

men, with perfect markings, I should de-

duct a proportionate number of points.

It is a fact well known that specimens
that have markings, when large, hardly
ever show clear definition. There is a
coarseness about them that only too fre-

quently has called into requisition the
scis.sors and sand paper. Not that these
two elements are at times entirely absent
even with the most diminutive; but with
fair and square breeding all round a 5 lb.

Dutch is calculated to show itself off to

best advantage, and out of some hun-
dreds that I have had the pleasure of
adjudicating upon, not 10 per cent were
of the immense size that calls for special

legislation.

Memo. Salt Cat.

L,. W. says: I am not sure some mod-
ern people do not underate the import-
ance of the salt cat in the breeding sea-

son; at least, I have often found it ap-
parently forgotten or neglected. My ex-
perience is that pigeons do not thrive
well without it, and especially need it

while breeding. In most cases where
there have been wholesale cases of canker
in the nest, with parents apparently
healthy, this jwint has been overlooked
—further than that we cannot safely af-

firm, but it is suggestive. I may add
that, so far as a limited experience
goes, I think I have seen beneficial re-

sults from scraped cuttle-fish tone,which
I was strongly recommended to try by
one who uses it constantly in his general
aviary. If the pigeon is, as most people
believe, originally a sea-cliff bird, and
owes its fondness for salt to the original

habit of drinking from salt pools, it

would be highly probable that a sub-
stance which contains many other in-

gredients of sea-water—and especially
iodine—should have a lieneficial influence
upon its blood and general system. I

always regretted that I was only able to
test the matter through part of one sea-

son, and strongly recommend it for at
least trial by others.

Memo. Chicken Coops.

F. C. says: A sound, strong wooden
coop is the best, such as can be left out
all night with safety without exposing
the young ones to rain, wind or vermin.
One of the best coops I know is made in

roof shap)e; with a ridge slanting, sides of
feather edge 1x)ard, lapped, and one end
closed, the other being provided with
horizontal bars; this gives plenty of room;
for the family it is warm and convenient.
At night a board may lie placed in front,

unless it is determined to have a door.
Another good coop, likewise cheaply
made, is the half roof shape, which slopes
on one side, but has a straight front on
the other; with turned bars, or, if neces-
sary, plain lath bars. Like the first-

named, this coop gives the chicks room
in the bottom angle, where they can get
out of the way of the hen when she is

excited, but it does not contain so much
space as the roof shape, and its front is

much larger, and consequently more ex-
posed to the weather. It, too, can be
shut up with either a door or a board.
Mr. Fred Wragg, Lady Gwydyr's man-
ager, uses a good but somewhat exj)eu-

sive coop. It has a door, which fits

closely in the front for the night, leaving
room for ventilation, and it has an awn-
ing over the front for protection against
ram and sun. It is more of the box
shape, the roof sloping a little, and tlie

front being only a little higher than the
back. It IS quite as well now to leave
coops out all night, and, having shut
them in well, it is an admirable plan to

place bricks all round, as this effectually

keeps off the rats, who do not seem to

care to go to the trouble of burrowing
under them. Wooden floors to coops are
objectionable, unless kept very clean;

but, whatever people may determine, I

never yet found the poultry yard in which
these little matters were persistently at-

tended to. The coops should be very
frequently moved to safe places, where
the little ones can scratch and find insect

life. It is a good plan to have them so
far apart that the chicks can be readily

counted every morning, otherwise rats

may take one at a time for several days

before any are missed, and the rest re-

moved and the thief caught. Rats will

hunt them in the middle of the day, if

any long grass or vegetables will hide
them from being seen. Prevention is the
best thing; for, in spite of any cleverness
after the first chick has been taken, my
experience is that nothing will prevent
them having more, and if any laxity is

allowed, a number will fall to the ma-
rauder.

Memo. The Effect of Cayenne and
Condition Powders.

B. says: I will commence my attack
upon cavenne with the liver. Mr. G. W.
Wigan, M. R. C. S., L. S. A., says of its

effects upon canaries: "It undoubtedly
has a very injurious effect in over-stimu-
lating the internal organs, more espec-
ially the liver, causing it to be very
much enlarged and softened in texture
and thus resemliling the excess of al-

cohol upon the human liver." Now is it

not feasible to assume that it may cause
the same injury to a fowl ? There is un-
doubtedly something at the root of this

mischievous complaint, something differ-

ent to the so spoken of high feeding
which birds are supposed to undergo when
kept in confinement. This I think is a
producer no farther than developing
what is already in the system, if such
things as are likely to destroy the organs
of the body are left alone and only good
wholesome food is given. Now as to feed-

ing it for egg production. We are well
aware that every egg has to go through a
certain process in formation,and it is worse
than foolish to give anything of so stim-
ulating and exciting a nature as will

cause It to have a premature birth, which
undoubtedly would if unduly hastened
in that process. You cannot force

nature without a sacrifice to you or your
bird. My own experience of cayenne
was not of long duration, but quite suffi-

cient for me to say that never again with
my consent shall it be given to birds I

keep. I was induced some time back to

try a condition powder, of which cay-
enne was one of the ingredients, and
found that instead of it being productive
.,#1--**— 1— :«-, ; «.«.. ^.««-u»- *-i,« *«— «-«.

but I especially noticed the consumption
of water was much greater than before.

This I attributed to the cayenne, and the
thought occurred to me that a good deal
of harm must be done to the birds by
drinking water standing at 36° or 37°,

their throats being inflamed by the hot
pepper, and further, the quantity drunk
would naturally cause them to perspire
freely. Through this they would be
more liable to take cold, especially if

east winds were prevailing. Lastly, in

time the lungs would become perma-
nently weakened.
These advocates of the hot messes have

not stopped at the adults, but the young
stock are to receive the .same treatment.
What idea can they have in trying to

force, or stimulate as they put it, a young
growing bird, and one that is to be kept
for laying and stock purposes ? Bones
and muscle are things that have to be
formed gradually. Here nature must
have her course, or depend upon it, the
birds will be wanting in stamina, and
those who practice this system of feeding
will find out soon enough their mistake,
for when the extra strain of egg-produc-
tion commences, birds are sure to show
what weak points they possess. And
need they be surprised if rupture of the
oviduct or inflammation of the egg pas-
sage occurs? Nature has been raced,
organs improperly formed, and results

very naturally follow that are injurious
both to bircl and owner. What would
anyone think of a farmer who poured
boiling water on sprouting grain ? The
method of those who use cayenne is very
little better, if any. In conclusion, the
sooner we leave oft trying to make spice
boxes of our birds the better it will be
for us and them. Winter laying is more
a matter of strain than anything else,

and if we want birds of this nature we
must breed, not from those spoken of as
winter layers, but from what we from
practical experience know to be such.
Add to this a good course of feeding, and
I think we shall only be too ready to
abolish a svstem that appears to have
such pernicious consequences.

Memo. The Cost of It.

J. M. K. says: After a few years of ex-
perimenting I have found that when
chickens have common outrange fifty

pounds of grain will keep one chicken
one year, and almost every hen will lay

one hundred eggs in a year if not allowed
to sit. Now, eggs at twelve cents per
dozen will make her produce one dollar
or more, and grain at one cent a pound
will make her cost fifty cents. Now let

us see about raising chickens, which all

undertake, and then declare poultry does
not pay. 1 consider that it takes as much
to raise a chicken to maturity as it does
to keep one hen one year, considering the
food has to be ground and the time lost

by her in raising a brood and eggs lost in

setting, and the death rate amongst
young chickens is much greater than
among grown ones; we will not say any-
thing about rustling out just before a
hailstorm to get them into shelter, or get-
ting up from a sound slumber while your
wife is telling you to hurry up, there is

sometliing in the box after the chickens.
Now, if it will cost fifty cents to keep a
hen one year, it will cost fifty cents to
raise a chicken to maturity, which is

worth fifteen to twenty-five cents, which
I think shows whv farmers are justifiable

in saying that chickens ought to be ban-
ished to China or some other heathen
nation. Some one says yes, Ijut how will

you replenish your flock ? Why, this

waj'—your neighbor's wife over there
would die or lose a great deal of her
vitality if she is not allowed to rustle

about and raise two or three hundred
young chickens, and you can buy of her,

even if you have to give five or ten cents
extra, for it will not pay you to raise

them if you will stop to figure the cost.

I am not speaking to those who live near
large towns, for I know nothing of mark-
eting young chickens, but I do want to

call the farmer's attention to the fact

that it will not paj' him to raise chickens,
but I want to say with emphasis that no
other farm stock will pay the profit that
grown hens will.

Memo. Brazilian Canaries.

B. R. A. says: The Brazilian canary has
a stouter beak than our own canaries. Its

shape somewhat inclines to the shorter
specimens of those imported hither from
Germany. Its legs are darker, only a
shade. It is capped with a bright orange
rrilor which fndps dnwn to the throat

into a greenish yellow, which last-named
color is maintained in the breast, abdo-
men, down to its vent. The shoulders,

wings, and tails approach the siskin

mules—the dark ones. In fact, the en-
semble would lead an inexperienced eye
to classify this sharp and rather pretty
bird as a hybrid goldfinch-canary. The
eye is fuller in the so-called Brazilian
bird.

Memo. To Cure Clucking Hens.

J. L. R- says: My plan for breaking up
a sitting hen beats any other I ever heard
of. Get a stick fifteen inches long and
about the thickness of a lead pencil; six

inches from each end cut a notch, to

which firmly tie a string twelve inches,

leaving ends about five inches; take the
hen and tie one string to each wing,
placing the stick across the hen's back.
The stick being longer than the width of
the hole by which the hen enters the •

cote she cannot, of course, get to the
nest, and after a few attempts she adapts
herself to the situation and walks about
contented and happy, soon forgetting

her broodiuess. At night open the door
of a cote having no nests in and drive
her in.

Memo. Piste for Larks.

J. F. says: I make the above by melt-
ing suet into oil and mixing peasemeal
with it. I also boil some liver, and grate
it down. I then mix the lot together
into a paste. I leave it in a cool place
when ready, as there is then not so much
chance of it becoming sour; but I would
not advise anyone to make much at a
time. I have myself bought German
paste in shops, but my birds seem to

take better to the paste I make myself.

Memo. For Diphtheria and Roup.

P. says: In cases of diphtheria not too
far advanced I applied cresoline (a pro-

duct of coal tar) to the affected part till it

sloughed away. I also washed the mouth
with a lotion composed of ten drops
cresoline to a pint of water. I apply the
pure cresoline by dipping the end of a

straw in the fluid and touching the
cankered part. l"or roup I make a pill of
cayenne pepper, one grain; sulphate of
copper, one-half grain; copaiba, three
drops, mixed with sufficient flour and
water to adhere. Of this I give one pill

morning and night.
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AVIARY & CANARY BIRDS.

BY THE "WAY.

Our illustration, the portrait of Mr.

Mackley's ist prize winning buff plain-

head Norwich at the late Crystal Palace

bird show was selected as the model for

breeders and judges, at a meeting of the

fanciers of the variety, held in connec-

tion with the show. We are indebted for

the illustration to the Feathered World.

* *

This meeting was largely attended and

with the avowed object of preventing the

true Norwich plainhead from l)ecoming

extinct. In the discussion upon the va-

riety and the need of a standard all were

agreed that length was the first point to

be considered.

* *

Upon the color question it was pro-

posed that the classification be red fed,

yellow fed and natural color. To this

Mr. Thomas, of the London Cage Bird

Association, said it was extremely diffi-

cult, in fact, impossible to say where

nature ended and art began . He could

not see how "natural color" could be de-

cided upon, and thought yellow fed and

red fed met the case. After considera-

ble discussion the original proposition of

red fed, yellow fed and natural color was

adopted.
«

*

Upon this question of color Mr. Yallop

said: "Years ago they 'bred' the color

into them ; now they 'fed' it into them !

Many people would like to know how
it was done, but it was done (laughter).

Years ago they bred the color into the

birds by the aid of the yellow green.

Thej' wanted a bird with a broad chest

—

the proper stature from head to tail ; an

oval head, but no brow; short-neck, not

long and thin, and to keep to six inches

in length as near as they could."

THE GOLDFINCH.

Its Attractive Ways—The Stand-

ard for Judgring it.

[continued from pagb 189.]

Its cage ought to be kept constantly at

the window, supplied with food, that it

may find what it wants when it returns.

But it will rarely present itself before the

commencement of winter; and then, in

order to recapture it, the cage must be

placed so that it will close when the bird

enters. But th»most certain way to at-

tract it is by a call-bird. When re-cap-

turcd it may be kept shut up till its

season of liberty again arrives.

Chaffinches, greenfinches and tits may
be taught to go and return in a similar

manner; and it has been found that birds

so trained sing more sweetly than when
constantly confined.

Mr. Syme in his excellent treatise on
British song birds gives the following

amusing particulars respecting this

species: "The goldfinch may be easily

tamed and easily taught, and its capability

of learning the notes of other birds is well

known; but the tricks it may be taught
to perform are truly astonishing. A few
years ago the Sieur Roman exhibited his

birds, which were goldfinches, linnets

and canaries. One appeared dead, and
was held up by the tail or claws without
exliibiCing any signs of life; a second
stood on its head with its claws in the air;

a third imitated a Dutch milkmaid going
to market with pails on its shoulders; a
fourth mimicked a Venetian girl looking
out at a window; a fifth appeared as a

soldier, and mounted guard as a sentinel;

a sixth acted as cannoneer, with a cap
on its head, a fire lock on its shoulder,
and a match in its claws, and discharged
a small cannon. The same bird also

acted as if it had been wounded. It was
wheeled in a barrow to convey it, as it

were, to a hospital; after which it flew
away before the company. The seventh
turned a kind of windmill; and the last

bird stood in the midst of some fireworks
which were discharged all around it and
this without exhibiting the least symp-
tom of fear."

The goldfinch is very generally dis-

tributed, occurring in most of our wooded
and cultivated districts. Its song com-
mences about the end of March and con-
tinues till July or August. It may often
be found in company with linnets, whose
flight it somewhat resembles. "Observe,"
says McGillivray, "how buoyantly they
cleave the air, each bird fluttering its

little wings, descending in a curved line,

mounting again and speeding along.

They wheel round the fields, now descend-
ing almost to the ground, now springing
up again. Some of thein suddenly alight,

when, the example thus set, all betake
themselves to the tiny thicket of dried

and withered leaves, and in settling dis-

play to the delighted eye the beautiful

THE NORWICH CANARY.

Depth of Color and How It le

Sometimes Obtained.

These beautiful birds have for a great

number of years been extensively bred

and cultivated in the city from whence

they derive their name; and even in the

present day it is considered by competent

judges that there are as many birds bred

in the city of Norwich as in all the rest

of England put together.

This variety is the embodiment of no

less than five distinctive characteristics

or properties, viz., color, shape, quality,

size and condition, and the various opin-

ions existing amongst fanciers as to the

percentages in which these properties

should exist have of late years been a

fruitful source of discussion , and, unless

the question can be definitely settled

nothing but bickerings and animosities

will be engendered by the continuation

of the present manner of exhibiting and

judging.

THE NORWICH PLAIN HEAD.

tints of their plumage as with fluttering

wings ana expanded tail they hover for a

moment to select a lauding place amid
the prickly j)oints that seem to stand

forth as if to prevent aggression."

"Most of our little songsters," Mr.
Knapp remarks, "when captured as old

birds, become in confinement sullen and
dispirited; want of exercise and of par-

ticular kinds of food and their changes
alter the quality of the fluids; they be-

come fattened and indisposed to action

by repletion; fits and ailments ensue and
they mope and die. But, 1 have known
one goldfinch, immediately after its cap-

ture, commence feeding on its canary or

hemp seed—food it could never have
tasted Ijefore—nibble its sugar in the

wires like an enjoyment it had been ac-

customed to; frisk round its cage and
dress its plumage without manifesting

the least apparent regret for the loss of

companions or of liberty. Harmless to

the labors or prospects of us lords of

creation as so many of our small birds

are, we have none less chargeable with 1

the commission of injury than the gold-
1

finch; yet its blameless, innocent life
j

does not exempt it from harm. Its I

beauty, its melody and its early recon-

ciliation to confinement, rendering it a

desirable companion, it is captured to !

cheer us with its manners and its voice,
j

in air and regions very different from its

native thistly downs and apple blossom
!

bowers."—Geo. J. Barnesby.
j

There is no variety of canary that

shows more color than the Norwich, and

for depth of shade it closely resembles,

in the yellows, that of ripe sweet oranges.

This color cannot be too evenly distrib-

uted over the whole surface of the plu-

mage. Streakiness anywhere is a blemish,

and most likely to appear in tail and
flights. In the buffs or mealies this yel-

low color is frosted over as if by a gos-

samer veiling, and the buff birds are as a

rule larger and sturdier than the yel-

lows.

In shape a Norwich should closely re-

semble the robin—that is, it should be
chubby without being thickset or heavy,
and the body should be earned well for-

ward, and the waist free from coarseness,

tail of moderate length, tending prefer-

ably to shortness rather than to length,

legs well set back and also of medium
length; if short, they make a bird look
thickset, or if long they impart a stilty

appearance; breast wiae, full and well

rounded; neck, shoulders and head well

developed without any suspicion of crest

properties; no high shoulders; back
nearly straight. The simile of the robin,

I believe, originated with Mr. Justice

Bexson, than whom no one is better

qualified to give an opinion.
As to quality, the feathers should pos-

sess great gloss and brilliancy, as if

wrought of fine silk. The tightness and
compactness of plumage is most essen-

tial; it should closely resemble that of
the game fowl; not a single feather should
be awry. A high condition of health is

also important, ensuring vivacious
movements, sparkling eyes, and compact
carriage of head, wings and tail; from the
tip of the beak to the ends of the toes
every muscle must be in complete work-
ing order.

Respecting size, it is impossible to have
a bird too large that has all the before
mentioned points well developed, any
more than a bird can be too deep in
color, or possess too much quality, or be
too symmetrical, yet it will generally be
found that big birds have big faults, and
that yellows measuring over six and one-
half inches or buffs over six and three-
fourths inches have a tendency to coarse-
ness of feather, flatness of color, or a de-
parture from the recognized Norwich
shape, or such muscular deformities as
crossed wings, broad tails, nerveless toes
will crop up.

The Norwich birds are divided into
four sections or classes. We have the
clears, ticked,marked, and variegated yel-
lows and mealies or buffs in each class.

There are also self greens, but as these
are very valuable in the breeding room
and not much esteemed as show birds,

they generally stay at home.
The clear birds must be free from

blemish or spot of any color, except yel-
low or buff, anywhere; dark legs, beak,
or underflue are faults. Yet to perpetu-
ate the depth of color and quality of
feather the green or variegated birds
should !« matched with the clears. We
.say "should," because of late years, since
feeding for color has l)een so much in

vogue, many breeders have gone in for

large birds bred from clears and fed for

color afterwards.

A "ticked" bird occupies the stage
next the perfect clear bird, and has dark
underflue and very rich surface color,

spotted or broken with light touches or
splashes of dark green feathers; while
"variegated" specimens have more of this

splashing or green coloring irregularly

interspersed amongst or almost smother-
ing thp clear yellow or huff, hut sn Innor

as there is one visible clear feather, either

in tail, wing, or body, and all the rest

being green, it is stUl a "variegated"
bird. The technical term "variegated"
has been so much abused of late years.and
by some show schedules quite ignored,

the contention being that the term per-

mits evenly or unevenly marked birds to

creep in, and necessarily, on account of
their marking, to deprive tfie truly

"ticked" or "variegated" birds of their

chance of taking a prize. There are no
less than two errors here—the first,

ignoring the fact that it has been set

forth by writers of authority, and has re-

ceived the assent and become the custom
of the fancy for all purposes of classifica-

tion, that a*"marketi" bird is not a
"variegated" any more than it is a
"ticked" bird; and, secondly, a properly
"marked" bird in a mixed class should
not necessarily on account of its marking
take precedence over the "ticked," or
"variegated," or "clear" bird, but should
l>e placed according to the amount of

general class points it might possess.

Thus the evenly marked Yorkshires often

lose to the clear and ticked specimens in

the very important points of length, and
the even Norwich frequently fail in sym-
metry, size, color or accuracy of marking.
Technical "marks" can only exist in

six places—i. e., in both eyes, i«th wings
and both sides and tail. Even marking
is seen in birds possessing each or all

these marks in pairs or in duplicate. One
or more dark feathers added in the body
will convert it into a "ticked" bird, a

decided patch into a "variegated," or an
absence of a duplicate mark into an "un-

evenly-marked" bird.

If the nomenclature of the old masters

be comprehended and adopted there

need be no confusion. The accurate

even marking adds greatly to the beauty

and attractiveness of any bird, and for

its propagation notliing would seem

easier than to do it by matching two
high-class birds, but in practice it will be

found most of the young so bred would

be more or less variegated; but pair one

!
of the darkest birds so bred with its clear

brother or sister, and you will stand a

much better chance of getting "marked"
birds. It is much more difficult to breed

evenly-marked Norwich than Yorkshires,

which may be owing to the former being

so full of dark color blood that it is too

apt to rise to the surface.

[TO BB CONTINUED.)
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THE AILMENTS^ OF DOGS.

From the Dog Owner's Annual.

Mismanagement is the most proliEc

source of disease in dogs; this, again,

may be considered under two distinct

heads—neglect and repletion. The dis-

eases resulting from neglect are, prin-

cipally, those that arise from exposure to

cold or damp, and affect the digestive

and respiratory organs of the animal, and

which, for want of timely assistance,

settle on the lungs and produce catarrhal

affections, coughs, asthma, or similar

complaints; sometimes the neglect is

even more discreditable, being a total

absence of attention towards the animal,

and hence productive of distemper and

cutaneous diseases.

The kind of dogs most liable to disease

caused by repletion are the pet in-door

and parlor dogs, that from a false notion

of kindness towards them on the part of

their masters or mistresses, get over-fed

and take but little exercise. Diseases of

this kind aie not difficult to cure; the

trite saying, "Remove the cause and the

effects will cease," at once explains the

origin of the disease, and the only means

y which a complete cure can be effected.

The best way to prevent disease in dogs

ongin 01 luc uiatos..-, "^•" —
, t^ . I

by which a complete cure can be effected.

The best way to prevent disease in dogs

is to look carefully to them in their early

days- this has been partially hinted at in

the directions relative to feeding. Too

much flesh fowl, especially if given raw,

has a tendency to produce or increase a

ferocity of disposition, create in the ani-

mal an offensive smell, and cause an irra-

tability of the skin, the hair falling off m
large patches. A few mutton or l)eef

bones given occa.sionally are excellent for

doirs- they help to cleanse their teeth,

and also to keep their bowels in order.

Avoid chicken or game bones, as, being

enamelled, they cannot be uigesicu, a..u

are liable to form impactmeuts, which

may terminate in death, unless great care

is taken and proper remedies used, tor jj^t as

which it is better to consult some expe-

rienced veterinary surgeon.

A dog cannot be kept in a healthy con-

dition unless he is fed regularly, allowed

as much water as he will take, permitted

to take good exercise daily m the open

air, and kept perfectly clean.

When the bowels are gieatly relaxed,

you may be sure that a dog is not in

health; to prevent this, let hini have

trood substantial food, and allow him to

Fun at liberty in search of the peculiar

grass which nature has given him instinct

to partake of as a ready means of cor-

recting the disarrangement of the bowels.

A little sulphur and antiHTOny """ed

with the meat, or rolled up as a pill, and

given to the dog when symptoms of dis-

ease appear on the skin, will be found

very good, and will also operate as a pre-

ventive of disease. This is a cooling

medicine, and is of great service to dogs

When suffering from dysentery, small

and frequent doses of castor oil, or a few

grains of Dover's powder, may be ad-

ministered with good results.

Fleas harass and torment dogs; they

cannot, herhaps. be wholly eradicated,

but they can »)e kept in check, and their

increase prevented. For this, cleanliness

is the most certain remedy and preveiit-

than a week should

weather without every

CLINICAL LECTURES.

BV ALEXANDER GLASS, V. S.

Case No. I.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE SALIVARY
GLAND.

This animal, a fox terrier, has an en-

largement the size of an egg on the side

of the cheek, and is hard and painful to

the touch. This is common in young

dogs, and is an enlargement of the

salivary gland, either in the gland itself

or a blocking up of the tube preventing

the saliva from running out. I now press

the gland and on lifting up the lip and

looking on the inside of the cheek by

the molar teeth you will see a small open

ing from which exudes a thin stream of

pus- this is not a blocked up but a filled

up gland. The trealmeut here is to

gently press the gland and encourage

the flow of saliva; paint it with tincture

of iodine for five or six days aud give

five grains of iodine of potassium daily.

Case No. II.

AMPUTA TING DEW-CLA IVS.

Here we have a young pointer, the

owner of which objects to his having two

extra claws, commonly called dew-claws,

because they catch in various objects and

are not only unsightly,but uncomfortable

to the animal when he is in the field.

The dew-claws can be clipped off with a

pair of scissors, but it is painful and they

are apt to bleed profusely. I will adopt

an easier way, almost painless and with-

out bleeding. I put on a small rubber

band which will soon sink iuto the flesh.

The dew-claw will now fall off in two or

three days, with little or no inconveni-

ence to the do^, leaving a small sore

which will heal m a few days.
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DOG AND WOLF CROSS.
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Would

as Their
Indicate.

ive. Not more

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

I read in the Standard of January 22,

an article on the horrible accident to my little

friend Sorqja Ditz. It said: 'The lad was eight

years of age, and was sent to the station for a

newspaper." First, the lad was six and a half

years old; second, he was not sent to the sUtion

for a newspaper, the sUlion beingone and a half

miles away from the house; and Mr. Ditz, hav-

ing some thirty keepers under him, would never

think of sending his little son one and a half

miles alone to fetch a newspaper.

The real facts are as follows: Mrs. Ditz sent her

son to the house of Princess Galitzine. with a

newspaper, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon ,both

houses being separated not more than 150 yards

from each other. Young Ditz had his friend

with him, an old Laverack setter. It appears

now that a litter of pure foxhounds and two

pups (dog-wolf cross) did not like this Laverack;

«hev met the dog aud set upon him. Soroja,

wh^ was a game little lad, went to beat off the

dogs from his favorite. The two doys (dog-wolf

croUi then attacked him, and once tTiey got him

down all the young foxhounds set upon him and

left ve?ylittle^f him to be buned. These dogs

also attacked their keeper when he ca'ne 'o beat

them off of what remained of young Uitz, and it

was with great difficulty he succeeded in saving

; hhuMlf The sixteen Sogs have been shot by

orderof His Imperial Majesty.
.

The correspondent of the Standard is wrong

when he say^ 'These beasts are often bre<l m
Russia for coursing Iheir wild^ brolhers.^being
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A monthly magazine of information concern-

ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
PiGKO.NS. The official journal of "The Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancier s." $1

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

germantown, pa.

AMERICAN KEKNEI. CI.ITB

Stud B^^*^-
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the offici.il monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

ofthe different shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries^
^"„J'„

kennel news of an oiTiciai <.ii*ia>.l>.r. Sii.-scr'.p

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.
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Aoa heinir washed' after washing, they ih/ wild wolves than any whole-bred dog.

iwrmbbedd^y with a hard%loth, ;
This cross is met with.soineUmes. but very sel-

and their hair combed; if lap dogs, with

small-tooth comb, or brushed. Very

delicate dogs may lie washed in warm

water, and dried before the fire.

KENNEL REGISTER.

but very se

dom, and if ever bred purposely it is "ot {'''r

coursiuB the wolf, but simply lor curiosity. This

week at the dog show I saw one of these cross-

bred beasts; it was as great a curiosity here.even

amongst sportsmen, as it would be in a London

dog show. I spoke to the breeder; he says he

brfd her from a Great Dane and a she wolf hhe

has quite the appearance of a young wolf. Last

vearTwhen I was acting as judge "• t

'. • tviio linlf.hrpddoir-woll wa
her by another
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SALES.

GLKNDVNE KENNELS, Bristol, R. ' • ''

^

wld Irish setter dog Mfi-SSf-v '"'",5*:-

GladyiOtoMr. W. Willie, Fort Niobrara. Neb.

MU lOHN E BROWN, Swathmore, Pa., has

old Great Dane bitch Lady OwiA (Marco-

NareaMo Mr. Gilbert Griffin, Philadelphia.
Narga),
Pa.

VISITS.

MR W F. VANBUSTICK'S (Ode 1 111.) Irish

^«tter bitch Li.i.r IV., (Shays Dick-Lulu II)

to Glendyne Kennels' O'Donovan
(Scar»fiela—Nino) March 24, 1890.

RossA

two of these very pups that set upon young

Ditz These dogs are savage, but they have no

real pluck, aud an Ovtcharka (Russian sheep-

dog) wouul settle a wild wolf much quicker than

any dog wolf cross; that is the reason the Rus-

sian shepherds .to not have recourse to the dog-

wolf cross to protect their flocks from the wolvcs.

but depend entirely on their
*^^'=»'»^l^»4'?Ar.
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-"Chasse et Peche" says: 'We have always

thought, but dared not put il in ».lack and wlme
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INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout
the United States and Canada, and Europe. It

has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years and is the most success-

ful machine before the public to-day.

James Rankin,
50-63 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

THE

(^ENTENNISL InCUBHTORS

Are the best in the world. For 15 years they
have held their place as the most reliable, sim-
ple, durable and perfect incubators ever offered

to the public. Self-regulating, supply moisture
automatically aud hatch out a larger percentage
of strong healthy chicks than any other machine
in the market. Our Pekfkcted Bkoouer is the
only brooder that gives satisfaction for out-door
use. Send for illustrated circular.

THF: CENTENNIAL COMPANY.
50-53 Rye, New York.

Prairie §fate Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

CulupasAviiic,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

Miscellaneous.

A CHICKEN
NEEDS CAREFUL AHENTION, AND IF SICK. CAN BECURED
of PIP. CHOLERA. CANKER, BrtONCHITIS. CATARRH,
SCALY LEGS. SORE FEET. GAPES, the various torm*

OF- ROUP
ond the other ills to which FOWLS and FANCY BIRDS
are liable, QUICKLY and with slight expense, BY USING

a scientific and practical compound which has proven
to be the only positive remedy ever offered to poultrymen.

If your druggist does not have it. send us 1
'Postal Note. P. 0. or Express Money Order
fur 50 Cents, and get a hnttle by mail prepaid.

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY.
184. SOUTH ST.. NEW YORK.

FANTAIL

PIGEONS

NO OTHER VARIETY.

Red, Yellow,
Black, Silver

AND White.

Write for what you
want.

Also Eggs for hatching from prize winning

•trains, Light Brahmas. H. C. NORTON,
45"96 Germantown. Pa.

Tlioronglilirefl Live Stock Eicliaiige.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolfhounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Given.

Horses, Cattle a.vd Do<;8

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled aud the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE. 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, PROPRIETOIt.

GOLD FISH.

"Fantail Goldfishes"

Just imported from Japan a lot of fine

breed fantails. Loo Choom breed, round
body; will breed this coming summer. Cheap
to breeders. Send for price list.

EDW. S. SCHMID,
"AQVARniM Supplier."

54-55 317 I2th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

POULTRY.

Setters.

Beanies.

FOR SALE.—Two pairs English beagles, ten
months old, with good pedigrees. E. P.

Eastman, Lancaster, N. H. S4-it

FOR SALE.

—

Champion Rattler, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under an impar-
tial judge. Never been beaten, sire of
Rattler III. Tomboy and several other good
ones.

Champion Fairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cups and medals.
A great house pet and one of the prettiest
little beagles living.

Tomboy, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

Countess. Never shown, but it will take a
Kood one to beat her. The best broken
beagle in America to-day.

Not having kennel room, must dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H.
Weiss,328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

AGRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels. Pbiladel
phia, Pa. tf

WW. TITUS' Kennel offers some fine
black, white and tan setter pups, six

* months old, by Lufra's Mark (Gath's
Mark—Lufra) ex Bessie, by Walter—Sue.

54-56 Address W. W. Titus. Weal Point, Miss.

Black and Tan Terriers.

HAVE a lot of youngsters for sale by Ma-
homet, winner of first and special at Mil-
waukee and Hornellsville. N.Y., the only
times shown, out of Lady, winner of more
prizes than any other bitch in this country.
Will trade pups for some good B. B. R.

52-tr game hens. Henry Muss, Champaign, III.

CoUles.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Melchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Kosiyn Clara, by The squire oui of kosiyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

Fox Hounds.

FOR SALE.—Champion Ranger, the peer of
all American foxhounds. Never beaten in
his class in this country both on the bench
and in the chase.

Fly, kennel mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by all first-class judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not having kennel room must dispose of the
above to the highest bidder. W. H. Weiss,
328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50 tf

Greyhounds.

FOR SALE.—English greyhounds, dog and
bitch, good stock. No use for them. Will
sell very cheap. E. S. Cunningh^*" ri»

Land, III.

Will
lam, De

.S4-55

MastUBB.

FOR SALE, CHEAP—English mastiff dog
Ginger, 17 months old, weighs 150 pounds;
thin in flesh, good short massive head;
house broken, kind to children; would ex-
change for hammerless gun. J. Otis Fel-
lows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—English mastiff bitch Kenwood
Sultana. A. K. R. 6539, in whelp to Wana-
niaker's Tiger by Young Colonel. Sultana
fawn color, with black paints, go<xl head
and well proportioned. For particulars

S51-3 address N. A. Stockton, Bethayres, Pa.

SEARS' MONARCH'S young half brother,
grand head, immense bone, invaluable for

Breeding, no faults, low. J. H. Day, Jr.,

Saybrook. Ct. 53-57

Pointers.

rR SALE-The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent

mother. Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th

St., Philadelphia. Pa. c

ROBERTSON, by Robert le Diable, out of
Malite, both field trial winners; two and
one-half years old. Partly broken and fit

to show. Price J60. Worth $75 easy. Ad-
dress J. H. Winsiow, P. O. Box 1247, Phila-

delphia.

Setters.

CHOICE Gordon and Irish setters, several of
each kind; handsome; some of them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.

Also some puppies, X. Y. Z,. Station R.,

New York City. s-49 55

St. Bernards.

M ENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phoe-
nixville, Pa. 53-64

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor t cents per wordfor.each insertion

;\UPPIES by Ben Lomond—Duchess of Heath-
field; also some grand young bitches. Che-
quasset Kennels. Lancaster, Mass. si-tf

\UPPIES by Alp II (sire of the great Monte
Rosa), very handsome and promising.
Two fine Ben Lomond bitch pups on hand.
These ought to make prize winners. Mod-
erate prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-
caster. Mass. 53tf

Terriers.

FOR SALE.—A fine Irish terrier pup, seven
months old. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

IRISH TERRIERS by Rosin Dennis—Breda
Tiney and Roslyn Eileen. Address Chest,
nut Hill Kennels. Philadelphia. Pa. tf

'Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company. 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

.
The perfect farm dog.

Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-
BOBTAIL Sheep po8[s

ton

"

/-CENTRAL KENNELS of Jersey City offers

v^ for sale two King Charles tiitches, Blen
heim dog pup, one ruby bitch pup, all have
good pedigrees; also male 2% pound black
and tan terrier, full grown. AH kinds of
(logs kept constantly on hand. Central
Kennels, August A. Knoblauch,proprietor,
340 Central Ave,, Jersey City, N. J. 8-52-2t

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-

rectness, aud printed in an attractive form,
at raotlerate prices. The hanciers' Publisn-
ing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 73 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisemenls without display inserUrd under

this headingfor 3 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,

description and testimonials. Address
Geo. s! Singer. Cardington, O. 50-6*

O
Brown Red Games.

NE TRIO to score over 9254 or no sale.

Price lis. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia. Pa.
50-tf

KCCKS for nattililnK.

CHARLES F. OAT, West Chester, Pa., breeder
ofchoice single comb brown Leghorns. Eggs
for hatching, $1 per 13; |3 per 39. 50-54

FROM Light Brahmas, high scoring birds.

|3 for 13; $5 for 26. Other good light Brah-
mas Pure stock. Eggs $1 per 13. J. A
Roberts, Malvern. Pa. 53-56

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-

ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Plymouth Books.

»EA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks.
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J.

James
46-55

"White Lesrhoms.

KNAPP BROS." white Leghorns and while
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Pabiui. N. Y. 50-62

'Various.

PLEASURE POULTRY YARDS.—$1.00 for 13
eggs from the following prize-winning va-
rieties: Black Minorcas (Mortimer and
Knapp strain), white Wyandottes (Sharp
and Knapp strain), buff Cochins (Connor
strain), B. B. Red Games (Grist strain).

George B. Utricb, Annville. Lebanon Co..
Pa. s-54-55

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co.. 32 South Third St.. PhUadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia. Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plvmouth Rocks
and white crested white Polish bantams.
Menthon Kennels, Phcenixville, Pa. 5364

w
PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown. N.
J- 50-75

Homing Plseons.

JOHN R. HUNSBERGER, Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Breeder of homing pigeons from tested
stock only. Banded youngsters of 1890 for
sale. 5,-55

T OUIS A. SCHMIDT. 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
L,

W

Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngster* a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
lofl are; Blue Gown. 715 miles; Always
Ready. 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-claaa.

M. C. HACKETT, Easton, Pa., breeder of
homing pigeons. Having purchased the
Barrett birds, now owns Leslie P.. record
as youngster from 540 miles; Othello.one of
the winners of the 1888 Childs' cup, 525
miles; Volunteer and Pathfinder, brothers
to Ned Damon and .sons of Silver Chief and
Lady Florence. Youngsters with '90 bands
for sale. Circular. 54 tf

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing; Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above varietv for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, M. J.

50-75

Satlnettes.

13IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times,
•de1"^ Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

S'wallows.

A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Baiti
r more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
* colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Importea
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD. 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder ol flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A"
LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store. Cleveland. O. 96

CLOSING OUT alt my stock of pouters, drag-
ons, turbits, jacobins, fantails, tumblers,
yellow balds, trumpeters, etc.. in all colors.

No fancy prices, write for what you want.
52-it E. Hopkins, Box 41, Merchantville. N. J.

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
South. No second<la88 birds. Prices from
$2.50 to $25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert, Evansville, Ind.

B. FRANZ. 1921 Fairmount Avenne. Balti-

more, Md., breeder ;of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill Heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

WANTED.—Catalogue of fancy pigeons. Ad-
dress Ira D. Latshaw, Box 52, Royersford.
Montgomery Co., Pa. 8-54-59

J-

Artists and Bnsnkvers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

FINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules. Labels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Pbiladcl-

phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photo|rraphs

of their dogs. The Fanciers' PubUshuig
Co.. J2 South Third St., PhlUdelphia. Pa.

w.
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN a<^ /

, X^ / WINNERS
~

AT ALL

"^
LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.
30-55

Hominfl Pigeons

s§

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock. 811 miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen

SPARK, red checker hen

Orders for youngsters of 1890

win be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL.

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to^^Liy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGINU CANARiES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

VINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Jusx Out. .... -_^
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AB ADOPTED BY TRB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of the

Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARIIS TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonous, cures mange and all skin diseases; also cholera and

roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.

New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City. N. J., May 27, 1888.—Marshall Robbins.—Z)«ir 5»> —I

have tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the very best Mange cure that I have ever used.

1 have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.

Mr. M. Robbins.—XJ^flf^ Sir .—I have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin

fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-

try raisers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that were

suffering from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. I put a small quantity into a small pail

of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully, J. C. AVKRV
Graduate N. V. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-

erinarv Hospital
; 343 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August 21, 1888 —Mr. Robbms.—i^^or ,i«»-.—

Your Pine Lotion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I nave

ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Antiseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration

Sores, I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-

spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlosskr, Veterinary Surgeon.
, „ . . J. j_

We can refer to thousands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in

your locality send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 East I3tn

Street, New York City. 4759

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE III AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

SmWBMDGE & CLOHEl!

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PIIIIiADEIiPHIA, PA.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PDBLISHDIG COMPANY.

MO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollart and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

] 1 i ).. 151 i( L) I M I o.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGOS FOR HATCHING.

SE.VD FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St. .Philadelphia.

25-76

THE

SPORTSMEIVIS

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Bool<s.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMAUi. FISH AND REPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. .SOAP A.\'D MEDICf.XES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

est-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine disea.ve*.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINf J,"

(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

I

SPUATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'I*.
'

239-245 East s6th St., New York City 44 69

My homers are tested as record birds and as

parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al
youngsters with Sportine Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Semi for Price List. 44-95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OH

Liglit Bralmias, Plyionth Rocks and

Wyaiiilottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

Modern Training,

.AM)

B. F. LBWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION.STATION.
Montgomery Co., Pa.

•\p BIRD f\MANNA
The Qreat Seci«t of

Um BarU MouDtaln,Q«r<
will r«Mtore the ong of
T*i>t tbair •Uments and
oondltlon. ItmakMoanui
haddlngfaatbert. Sent by
l.to. BoldDTall drugstsu.
Bird food Co., «0N. Sd

the CanJUT Breeders of
many. Bird Hann*
Cage Birds, will pr*-
keep them In good
essing, evenwhlle
malfon receipt of
Directions free.

,8t., Phlla.. Pa.

Ed\vard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

8IN6IN6 BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

(;J^icRen J>lests

DIPO Chesters, Berkshires. Polands. Fox
r lUO, Hounds, Beagles.ColIies.SettcrsW.GIB-
BONS 8l C0.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for dr.

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,

46-58 M0UND8VILLE, West Va.

Handling, a?

Kennel Management

-Bv B. WATERS.

Is invaluublc tii every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to train a diig properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been tramed in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

BROKEN
bushel.

FLINT FOR POULTRY, $1 PER
JNO. Mbkcer, Leaman Place, Pa.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnlsMiig Company

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

VOL.. 4, NO. 14.)
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t SINGLlE copy, 6o.

CHAMPION MOLLIE BAW^N.
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IN THE STUD.

Advetluemtnis inurUd undtr this heading at the

following raUs: One inch, single "^l'>*'*i'S?l
ti tofor the month: its Jor three months; USfor
tix months, and isftfor the year.

DICK

sWIVELER

INTHE^STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, stngU insertion,

t'So; tS-40 fo' '*' month,- frs for three months;

t^for six months, and tio for the,year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

IRISH SEXXBR
(8410.)

DESMOND II

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

trjo; $5.40 for the month; $1$ for three months;

$2S for six months, and fco for the year.

THE KENNEL.

po;iINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON

WIMHER FIRST, CHMLLEMGE CLASS.

HEW YORK, 1890,

BKATlNli

Blarney, Xim,
Gerald, Chief and

De»nnond II.

BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trialt,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trial* and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

PEE. $50-

Lebanon Kennels.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single tnsertiont

$IM; $5.40 for the month; $15 for three months;

$38 for six months, and tso for the year.

LEBANON. PA.
4798

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedigree and full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 STATK STREKT, CHICAOO, ILI..

So-ioi

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
(A K. S. B. 5800.) By Champion Bruce—Luray.

Winner of 1st prizes Philadelphia, New York,

etc and champion priiea at K ichraond, St raul,

Toledo, eu. ^^^^
B. F. LEWIS, Boi 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-

Wnes both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; firrt,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35-

Sm TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Fumesa.
Record; First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at I^ondon, Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, I25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game bv Oough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash- in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

tities to iTCC service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,

poi1INTBR8 IN THE STUD.

Westminster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN.
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

47.tf Babylon, L I., N. Y.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for Mtle from celebrated sirea and

prixe-winnlng dams

yiLLSiDE Kennels,

53.104 LANCASTER, MASS.

MEDFORD FAHCT GOODS CO,

PINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.

Cark W. H. Weiss,

Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889. where
he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winnersand the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J H. WINSLOW,
54.tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

24-75

»

44 & 46 DUANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREA8.

We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-

nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, coupUng8,bl«nk-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write for catalogue A.

PAMPHLET
ON

NIISCELLANEOUS.

nrNGLISH SETTER AT STUD,

CLIPPER W.

By Sweringer's Dan-Countess Pansy. R«»jd:

First at Philadelphia Kennel Club s Derby i888^

first in Philadelphia Kennel Club s All ageO

SUke 1889; first in Members' Stake and winner

of the Philadelphia Item's $100 sTCCial.

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAV,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

43-94 Fkf.emansburo, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

DNGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Brysou's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Wiiv

ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and

Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer

and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and while setter by Count Noble—Belle

Bovd Winner of third in All aged Stake, East-

eni Field Trials of i88«, beating such noted dogs

as loey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and

others. Fee for either dog, *25. Photos from

life by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
f5«8 North 18th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons and Ferrets,

St. Bernards and Fox Terrier Dogs (cheap).

Thoroughbred Poultry, 22 varieties.

Eggs and stock for sale at Reasonable Prices.

Fancy Pigeons, over 50 kinds.

Ferrets, good hunters, $5 each
; J8 per pair.

i cU. for caulogue. J. L. HARRIS, Cinna-

minaon, N. J. Importer and Breeder.

50-*3

I
SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
short time

CH. BEAUFORT,

^=*rtSta£,

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches .,---•* $35
After which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35
Charlerol 11 $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotill* ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gonlon aettera and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

7^
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, fa.OO
Uranulated Bone, " lOO 2.7S
Ground Beef „ ,,„
Scraps, - - - lOO 8.00

CalclteT - - - - • «00 8.00
Crashed Flint, - ' aoo a.OO
Crushed Oyster „
Shells, - - - •• 8O0 «oq

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF&CO.,
42^3 York tljemloal Works, York, I'a.

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

Hr^T AV ni OVER.
Veterinary Surgeon,

44-57 1898 BROAJ>WAY, NEW YORK.

I^BG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2^c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

PHII^OELPHIA, PA.

The Newest. Best and Cheapest Dog and

Poultry Pood is

NONF»AREIIv

The property of Mr. W.
Beaufort's winnings on
record as a stud dog ha
mastiff ever known. H
greater prize winners
Mastiff breeders should
grand dog while here
Stud fee I75.

K. Taunton. Champion
the show bench and his

ive proved him the liest

e is the sire of more and
than all others living.

make the most of this

Photographs 25 cents.

J. WINCHELL,
FAIRHAVEN. Vt.

It keeps dogs in best condition ; makes hens
lay at any time. It is the best food to make
puppies and chicks grow quickly.

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.

Sample cans containing 50 lbs., $1.50.

RAVENSWOOD FEED CO.,

828 Vernon Avb., Ravenswoop, L. I.

M-56

y
ORKSHIRE toy TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American pri/,e

winner. Descril)e<l in show reports as "best

Yorkshire In America." Two photographs from

life 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free." Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me

flT THE ^HTIONHL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR prir-es and the GOLD
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDEST
RECORD ever won by ANY BRKKDKK at

a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
ECtiS $10 per 13; $20 per 30. RED CAPS,
ANDALUSIANS and WHITE ^

WYAN
DOTTES, $3 per 13; $5 per 26. Send for cata-

logue.

C. A. SHARP 4, CO.,
50*» I/JCKIORT, N. Y.

TRAINED FERRETS,
LOPEARED, ANGORA AND HIMALAYAJf

RABBITS,
GUINEA PIGS AND SyUIRRELS

Enclosed three one-cent stamps for fullde-

scriptive circular and price list. Address Brw"
of Pet Stock, Tyngshoro, Mass. 55""
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that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

Dogr Sho-ws.

April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, secretary.
May 6 to 9.—Second annual l>ench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club,at Los Angeles,
Cal. E. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries close

May I.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
O., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Oct. 6r^.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-

bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretarv.

Field Trials.

Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. V., sec-

retary.
Dec. I.—Second annu.il field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Cluli. at I.exingrton, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

18»1.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cat. H. H.
Briggs, secretarv.

Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-
ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

Mollie Batrn.

Our illustration this week is Mr. W.
H. Weiss' champion Irish setter bitch

Mollie liawn, winner of first prizes at

Newark, New Haven and Hartford, cham-
pion at New York, 1SS6; champion at New
York, Boston anil Philadelphia, 1887;

champion at New York and Philadelphia,

i888, and second in challenge class lo

owner's Nellie, New York, 1889.

Mollie Rawn is a very handsome bitch

of the proper size. Her head is well

formed, ears well set on, neck clean,

chest deep, strong loin and excellent

limbs. She shows a rare combination of

strength and quality.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The Associate Memljers of the A. K.

C. held their meeting duiiiig the Boston

show. Hardly a baker's dozen were pres-

ent. Dr. Perry addressed the cluh.taking

for his subject the indifference shown by

the members to their interests.

« »

After considerable talk Dr. Foote

sprung a brilliant scheme upon the clnli.

It was nothing more or less than that the

Associate Memlx;rs disband and in its

stead organize a National Dog Club with

yearly dues of $25. The Doctor and his

friend were the only two affirmative

voters when the motion was put.

•
* *

Mr. E.H. Morris then unfolded to us his

pet idea of the club, taking up the matter

of holding exhibitions, only to find the

members present all against his motion.

•
• •

Mr. Watson offered the following res-

olution, which was adopted: "It is the

opinion of the members present that the

A. K. C. Gazette should only publish

the names of those who have paid their

dues for the current vear."

Mr. H. D. Kendall moved: "That the

president of the Associate Members re-

quest the secretary of the A. K. C, to

publish in the Gazette an appeal to all

Associate Members, to state any sugges-

tions of policy, or grievance to their dele-
. t t .I--... 1 1.* . .1.^ ...

tention of the A. K. C." Motion carried.

*
« *

The gentlemen interested in bull dogs

got together during the Boston show and

organized a Bull Dog Club with the fol-

lowing temporary officers: President, K.

Sheffield Porter ; secretary and treasurer,

Henry D. Kendall. Messrs. Sawyer and

Parks were appointed a committee to

draw up a constitution and by-laws. The

club has been offered cups for prizes by

Messrs. Park, Matthews, Sawyer and

Porter. The club will give cups for puppy

sweepstakes, stud dog stakes and breeders

stakes, and do all it can to encourage

American-bred dogs. We believe this

will liecome a very strong club and that

it will do much towards popularizing the

bull dog in this country.

«
« «

Mr. Fred Hinks has shipped on the

State of Georgia to Mr. R. B. Sawyer the

bull bitch Dolly Tester by Black Prince

out of I>oony. Mr. Hinks sent by the

steamer City of Berlin the bull terriers

W^hite Wonder (Gully the Great—Kit)

and White Violet (Chaflie-Rose) to

Messrs. W. L. and H. A. Harris, who

will retire Champion Jubilee from exhibi-

tion and devote him to stud purposes

exclusively.
»

* »

The adjourned meeting of the Kastem

Field Trials Club will he held at Mr. F.

R. Hitchcock's office, 44 Broadway, New

York, on Thursday, April 8, at 3 o'clock

P. M.
» «

Mr. George J. Harly, Brooklyn. N. Y.,

has purchased the field trial winner

English setter dog Dan Gladstone by

Gladstone ex Sue. Dan, in company

with Mr. J. T. Richard's bitch Sunshine

by Count Noble ex Lit, was given a two

hours' run in New Jersey on Tuesday

last to decide which was the better dog.

Mr. P. C. Ohl officiating as judge. It be-

ing a private affair, the winner is not

made public. Of course no birds were

killed over the dogs. Speed, range, style,

etc., can be fairly judged in such trials.

We understand a club is alxjut being

organized to occupy Mr. Ohl's place near

Pleanfield, N. J., which contains over one

hundred acres and is well stocked with

game

.

»%
Mr. L. S. Hudson writes us he has sold

one-half interest in the imported stud

pug dog Loid Clover to Mr. George

Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., at which

place he will be in the stud this year.

•%
The second edition of Rawdon Lee's

book on the fox terrier will soon be on

sale. Several new illustrations have

been added in this edition. This gentle-

man has now in press a similar work on

collies with illustrations of Champion

Cockie, Charlemagne, Metchley Wonder,

etc.

• •

German Hopkins sailed on the 3d inst.

for England with a string of Mr. Bel-

inon's fox terriers. He will show on the

other side Blemton Rubicon, Rachel,

Blemton Racket and Dusky Trap.

Diadem will be bred again to Result, as

the nick has been so successful in pro-

ducing such fine specimens as Blemton

Brilliant, Blemton Consequence, Blemton

Volunteer, Suffolk Coronet and other

winners.

At the annual meeting of the Mary-

land Kennel Club on Wednes<lay, these

officers were elected for the ensuing

year: H. Malcolm, president; W. Gil-

more Hoffiuan, vice-president; W. C.

Farber, treasurer; W. Stewart Diffen-

derffer, secretary. Board of Governors,

Alexander Brown, T. Meredith Jenkins.

J. D. Mallory, H. Vonderhorst, C. Mal-

colm, James Thompson, Dr. Massainore

and C. R. Diffenderffer. Membership

Committee, .\lexander Brown. T. M. Jen-

kins, J. D. Mallory, Dr. Massamore and

C. R. Diffenderffer. Delegate to .Xmeri-

can Kennel Club, H. Malcolm.

*
* •

A club is about to be fonned in Balti-

more to advance the breeding of the

Otter-Chesapeake dog, and an effort will

be made to eliminate all those sandy-col-

ored curly dogs which are wont to asso-

ciate with the name of Chesapeake.

•••

Prophetically Pious Jeeins stales in the

American Field: "I will make one more

prediction and ask you to watch the field

trials and see how soon it will be verified.

As soon as clubs and individuals who

have more money than experience in

dogs cease to make special purses for

pointers, the pointer will retire lo

the place he naturally belongs, to

keep company with the Irish and

Gordons, where he will eventually

be followed by the off-colored English

setters. The pale colors are a sign of

weakness in the dog as in the horse.

No turfman would expect to win a race

with a claybank horse, and I regard the

lemon colored dog in the same category;

at any rate their appearance at field

trials becomes less each year. This is

perhaps only a matter of fancy, yet in

accord with my observations."

*
« •

In our issue of March first we called

attention to the fact that the l>eagle bitch

Belle of WcKxlbrook had no right to com-

,
pete in the challenge class at the late

New York show, as one of lii-r four wins

included the Boston show ot 1S.SH, which

is not recognized by the .\. K. C.

«

"The smooth coated St. Beniard dog

Watch was the feature of the Boston

show. His like has never been seen in

this country Viefore.

•
» »

We learn, says Sports Afield, that J.

Brett, who last year had the entire charge

of the Archer Kennels lus accepted the

position of superinlendenl of the Spratts'

Patent company's l)oarding kennels at

Northvale, N.J.
«•

Apparently nothing has been done in

this matter; the bitch has not yet been

disqualified. Really kennel club business

should be transacted, like any other

snccessful business, in an expeditious

manner. It is very discouraging to many
members to see the listless manner in

which A. K. C. matters are allowed to

drift.

• «

Breda Florence, Irish terrier bitch,

lately imported by Mr. W. J. Conistock,

Providence, R. I., was found dead in her

kennel on the 24th ult. A post-mortem

ejcamination revealed the cause to be

paralysis of the heart. Her litter of pup-

pies are aliout old enough to feed them-

selves, and they will no doubt get on all

right,

• »

William A. Bruelte writes us he has in

handling the best Gordon setter he ever

saw. The dog's name is Heatherlon and

is owned by Mr. A. G. Leonard, Lexing

ton, Ky.
• •

Irish setters have had considerable

space in our columns lately. As everj- t'og

has his day, it's their day now, to give

way in turn to others, after their merits

have been discussed.

« »

We cheerfully give place in our paper

to correspondents who wish to make

known the excellence of their favorite

breeds. We do not desire that the sport-

ing dog should occupy the attention of

our readers lo the unjust exclusion of the

uon-sporting varieties.

•«
The Associate Members were out-

spoken at their Boston meeting regard-

ing this indifference, and it is to be

hoped these Associate Members will sug-

gest to their delegates some plan

whereby, protests, improper catalogues

and other such trivial business can be

settled within certain reasonable time.

In our opinion there should be some

person who is competent to decide what

dogs are eligible to the challenge

classes, and such person should be ap-

pointed to so decide without having his

attention drawn to the facts by the pa-

pers. Just criticism is always in order,

and should be accepted when given in a

kindly spirit.

« *

We are looking out for the l)est in-

terests of the A. K. C. only, and Ijelieve

it is now time that a little more energy

is displayed in that organization.

*
» »

What do our readers think. J3ur col-

umns are open for reasonable snggestion*,

which the delegates would we .
know be

only too glad lo lay before the A. K. C.

Something must lie done. "Whither are

we drifting ?"
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THE ENGLISH BEAGLE

OriKin and History of the American

English Beagle Club.

ITS flDOPTEt) SCALE OF POINTS

Needed Changes Suggested in

Scoring.

BY LON—A WESTERN MAN.

The Knglish beagle breed of dogs has

been known for many scores of years in

England, and there is probably no exact

data as to when fanciers first commenced

to breed them. In this country there

were many beagles before the year

1884, but opinions varied regarding size,

style, etc., and at various shows one

judge would fancy a large species, while

at another the diminutive ones would be

awarded the plums. There was but one

outcome to such practices—a clashing of

opinions, which at times would result in

disagreeable utterances both by exhibi-

tors and judges, much to the disgust of

many breeders, and the papers these

days contained quite a number of articles

veutilating the question and agitating

the organization of a club to formulate

a standard for the use of breeders and

judges and to improve the English

beagle iu this country.

The question of a club was being

hotly discussed by the press and through

correspondence among the foremost

breeders iu the United States early in the

fall of 1883, but no one seemed to take

the initiative steps, and that duty fell

upon A. C. Krueger.now of WrighUville,

Pa. Early in November or the latter

part of October of that year he started

out on a tour of inspection, so to speak,

of seeing how some of the most prom-

inent breeders of his acquaintance felt in

regard to forming an organization. His

missionary work extended to Granby,

Conn., where he interviewed Mr. N.

Elmore, who was favorably impressed.

On Mr. Krueger's way home he stopped

at Philadelphia, Pa., and talked the mat-

ter over with Mr. W. H. Ashburner and

Dr. L. W. Twaddell. The trio then and

there banded themselves together and

formed the nucleus of what later turned

out to be the American-English Beagle

Club.
. . . .

A temporary organization was perfected

with Mr. Ashburner as president pro tern,

and A. C. Krueger as secretary and treas-

urer pro tem., and in the latter part of

November a circular was issued and sent

to every known beagle fancier, with an

invitation to join the club, tlien in for-

mation. In December a second circular

was issued to the members, which at that

time numbered over a score, asking them

to make nominations for permanent

officers, a president, secretary and treas-

urer, the secretary to perform the duties

of both offices, and three members who,

with the officers above mentioned, to

constitute an executive committee. The

circular also stated that after the

election the president would appoint a

committee to draft a standard by which

all would know what constitutes a beagle,

also to be a guide to breeders and owners

and the judge at bench shows; also to

see that proper classes were made, more

prizes awarded and proi)erjudges selected.

The executive committee were to draw

up a constitution and by-laws to be sub-

mitted to the memljers for their approval,

and the circular closed with cautioning

the memljers to work in harmony for suc-

cess and not to l>e governed by any selfish

motives or petty prejudices.

The first regular election was held m
January, 1884, and the organization was

then perfected with the election of the

following officers:

FrcHident, W. H. Ashliiirner.

Secretary and treasurer, A. C. Krueger.

Kxeculive Committee, IJr. J. W. Downey,
General I'. A Bond and J. N. Dodge.

The association was called "The Amer-

ican-English I»eagle Club." and its

objects were "to promote the improve-

ment of the English beagle hound in

America by having a proper standard to

breed to and of having bench show
managers adopt the same for guidance

in judging, also having proper judges

selected at bench shows, and the loUow-

ing classes assigned to the beagle: Cham-
pion, dog and bitch, and puppy, open;

also a class for basket or foot beagles

under twelve inches."—[Extract from

constitution A. E. B. C.

This organization and its objects filled

a long-felt want and its success was phe-

nomenal, all the best-known beagle fan-

ciers becoming members and the gener-

ous and friendly rivalry then existing

was intensified by dog owners vying

with each other in trying to produce the

best strains at the bench shows subject

to the conditions of the constitution and

by-laws, as well as the adopted stanilard

by the club. The organization has been

in existence nearly six years and its

officers up to date were and are as fol-

lows:
1885.

President, W. H. Ashburner (re-elected).

Secretory and treasurer, V. W. Wheatin (by ap-

pointment). ,. „ „
Executive Committee, J. W. Bergold, F. D.

Hallett (resigned February 4. 1885). .t>r. J. W.
Downey and Dr. C. E. Nichols (by appouitraent).

1886.

President, Dr. C. E. Nichols.
Secretary and treasurer, W. H. Ashburner.
Executive Committee, W. K. Streeter, A. Wm-

soraud H. V. Schellhass.

1887.

President. H. F. Schellhass.

Secretary and treasurer, W. H. Ashburner
(re-elected).
Executive Committee, E. E. Sharer, and A.Win-

8or and W. F. Streeter were re-elected.

1888.

President, H. F. Schellhass (re-elected).

Secretary and treasurer, W. H. Ashburner
(re-elected). _._ . _
Executive Committee.W. Stewart Diffenderffer,

M. J. Gaines and Dr. J. W. Downey.

1889.

President, H. F. Schellhass (re-elected).

Secretary and treasurer, Frank D. Hallett.

Executive Committee, George Laick, George

H. Hill and John Davidson.

1890.

President, H. F. Schellhiss (re-elected).

Secretary and treasurer, Lewis Smith.

Executive Committee, George Uaick (re-

elected), Wm. H. Child and J. M. Froneficld, Jr.

It is now thought and positively spoken

of by many that the beagle hound in

America is superior to his ancestors in

England, and if this is true the credit is

due to "wheel horses" who managed the

affairs of the club so successfully since

its organization and cradled its "ifancy

into well developed manhood.
The committee appointed to draft a

standard and upon whose shoulders fell

the arduous duty of assuming shape out

of a chaotic state of opinions then (1884)

existing were the well-known fanciers

Dr. L. H. Twaddell, General R. Rowett

and N. Elmore, who after careful study

and consideration submitted a standard

and scale of points for the English

beagle, which . was adopted by the club

and has never been altered up to this

date.
SCALE OF POINTS.

Value.

Skull 5

F.ars '5

Eyes »o

Muzzle, jaws and lips 5
Value of Head — 35

Neck 5

Shoulders and chest ><>

Back and loins '5

Ribs 5

Value of Body — 35

Forelegs and feet •<>

Hips, thighs and hind legs 10

Value of Running Gear — 20

Tail 5

Coat S
VALUE OF COAT AND STERN — lO

Total 100 100

Now we will ask one question: "Is the

beagle hound a toy dog or a hunting

dog?"
The universal answer will be: "He is

a hunting dog, of course." If a reader

doubts this statement let him write to

any breeder for a dog and he will have

the very first described canine "of good

stock, sound all over, excellent show
(lualities and an Ai working beagle, with

a musical tongue, good nose, the best of

feet and legs, and aconstant worker from

daylight to dark." Price accordingly.

So t/iat really ought to settle the ques-

tion. The beagle is evidently a hunter

and nothing else.

The principal requisites for a good

hunting dog are brains, nose and run-

ning gear. Let us see how the commit-

tee passed judgment upon these three

prime factors. Out of a total of 100

points they scarcely get one quarter

recognition. The skull (^brains) gets five

points, while the nose is sandwiched in

the muzzle, jaws and lips (or else is left

out^, five points, and the running gear

secures all of twenty points. Now this

is generous to say the least.

Ears and eyes get twenty-five points,

one-quarter of the entire total. Who
ever wanted to own a dog, a beagle I

mean, that runs by sight ? No oue but an

idiot. A person just learning the art of

hunting might be swindled into buying

one, or a crooked breeder mij^ht ship one

to a confiding buyer, otherwise the sale

of such would be very restricted. Ears,

in regard to length, are of no account to

a hunted beagle.and the shorter they are

the better it is for the dog, as they are

less liable to be caught and torn, by

thorns and briars when on the chase.

This is well understood by English

breeders, and in hunting packs in the old

country you will find every canine in

them with rounded ears to prevent them
from being injured in the manner above

mentioned.
It looks as though the scale of points

of the A. E. B. C. offers a premium for

dude beagles and through the same scale

sadly handicaps the hunting dog when
he comes in competition with his more
refined (in appearance) brother.

For illustration : A man to have his

dog in condition for shows is not able to

hunt him for fear he might get injured.

Eyes, ears, legs and feet are what come
in contact with bushes, briars and snow
crusts, and by the time the dog is in fit

shape for hunting he will not pass muster

with the bench show dog, who has been

fondled until he is worse than a sick

baby to take care of.

This is all wrong. The club was or-

ganized to improve the beagle as a hunter

and not to deteriorate the breed into a

lap dog. A dog or bitch with brains, a

good nose and Ai hunting oualities

should always be classed ahead of an

unbroken one, even if the former has

only one eye, patched or hardened ears

and a crippled toot, that is providing it

was not bom deformed, but was acci-

dentally hurt while hunting, as accidente

are liable to occur in the chase. The
offspring of the working dog is preferable

every time, and by recognizing his worth

at a Ijench show breeders will not be so

charry about hunting them, and then

you will be doing something toward im-

proving the breed.

The sUndard of the club is all right so

far as it goes, but it has left out the most

important disqualification, and that is

gunshyness. This should be put at the

head : "A dog or bitch who will not

stand the gun cannot compete in any

class," and the prayers of those that have

been "wasted"—pardon the expression

—

would be heard to echo all over this

broad land. When a person says the

offspring of a gunshy sire or dam is not

injured some way through the faults of

its parents it is false. In nine cases out

of ten the litters are cowards and are

hard to handle, while bitches out of such

litters are as shy and so nervous that

they at times eat their own young. Have

no room for them at bench shows and

they will soon be exterminated.

A revision of the scale of points is very

necessary, and if seventy out of the one

hundred are placed on the nose, brains

and running gear, the club will certainly

take a long step on the side of progress.

Distribute the other thirty points on the

remaining parts and you give the work-

ing beagle an eciual footing with the

dude dog. vSomething of this sort must

be done to keep up the interest in this

favorite of breeds.

Pardon me for a slight digression. In

the section where I live Ivunters are

numerous and rabbit shooting is rare

sport. Everybody has a dog or two, but

how many are beagles ? Pedigreed ones

are as scarce as hens' teeth. They have

what are known as rabbit dogs—fox
beagle and beagle-coolie crosses—and as

hunters they rank with the best. Why
should these supplant the little beagle

may be asked, and I will answer the

question. They are bred to hunt and for

no other reason. There is no class for

them at shows and consequently are

worthless in that line. If the same were

true of the beagle, that race would soon

wipe out the rabbit dogs, and it would

take the place where it rightfully Iwlongs.

This fact is so apparent that rabbit dogs

are in greater demand than l)eagles that

beagle breeders breed rabbit dogs also.

It is just as much trouble to raise one

kind as another, but one must only be

broken to hunt, while the other must be

fitttd for the show. As the latter is the

hardest task, the former is attended with

better success.

The writer has owned and owns still

several thoroughbred English beagles

from strains of the bluest blood and with

j)edigree8 as long as a race horse. Some
of them were bought on the strength of

their hunting qualities (as described),

and in all cases they never came up to

expectations. The best hunter I own is

a bitch purchased by a friend of mine for

me from Mr. W. C. Kennerly, Old Do-

minion, of White Post, Va. He could not

say much of her pedigree, only Flora's

sire was Tramp, owned by a Winchester

shoemaker named Grimm, and her dam
was Ladv,of General Bond's beagles. She

may be straight but flon't look it, but as

a hunter she is head and shoulders above
I anything I ever owned, and right here
' Old Dominion has my thanks.

I paid as much for her as I did for any

of the pedigreed stock and never re-

gretted buying her on account of the

discrepancy in her pedigree. Her ances-

tors were hunters no doubt, and so is

she, and that is all that is necessary.

As my article is already too long I

must close with a few words of advice to

the A. E. B. C. Their dues are only (2

a year, and as that does not make a large

enough sum to offer big prizes, I would

suggest that an assessment clause be in-

cluded in its by-laws for the purpose of

giving a money prize of respectable size,

which can be augmented by sweepsUkes

of entrance fees so that a prize worth

contesting for be given at every dog show

held under the supervision of the A. K.

C, these prizes to be offered only to

known working beagles and those that

are not gunshy. Also that the A. E. B.

C. select a committee of five of the best

beagle fanciers in this country and one

of them to always be selected to act as

judge at shows when classes are provided

for the exhibitors of beagles. 1 think

this last move a necessity to avoid grow-

ing coulcuiiuiis.

A STRANGE LMTER INDEED.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I must tell you all about what

seems to me a very strange litter of black

and tan puppies. Some time ago I sold

to a friend of mine here a very nice bitch

pup out of Lady by Mahomet. This

bitch is one of the nicest in markings I

ever saw, but over sized, and when she

matured we bred her back to the old

dog, Mahomet. She has now got three

dog pups, one a handsome black and tan

and the other two a maltese, without a

visible white hair and perfect in con-

formation. How do you account for

this ? It is the first time the bitch was

ever bred and I am positive that she bad

not been soiled. Yours truly,

Henry Muss.

Champaign, 111., March 29.

Death of Heather Brownie.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I am sorry to write you that one

of my dogs. Heather Brownie , Gordon

setter puppy (15,082), second at New

York, 1890, was run over and killed by a

shifting engine at this place, last Tues-

day, November 24. It was an accident;

no one to blame; her head nearly severea

from her Iwdy. The last rites took p ace

alwjut ten minutes after death. I wiH ^
looking for another. Yours truly,

E. B. UlRICH.

READiNC, Pa., March 31.

Do Not Abuse the Dog.

"A dog," says Lord Carnarvon, "i«

united by so many sympathies to the human

race-his habits are identical to ours, the love "l

his own species is so completely superseded Dy

his love of man, he is so often the companion 01

sports iind the minister of our pleasures, he \%»

frequently the first to welcome, foremost to de-

fend' -that the individual who can inflict cauie

less suflfering on a dog has, in my humble

opinion, little of niBnho<jd but the name."
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IRISH RED SETTERS.

Interesting Extracts Reprinted from

the Kennel Gazette of England.

It will l)e remembered a short time

since we published acominunication to the

English Kennel Gazette from Mr. Ser-

jeantson on the progress of setters during

18S9. Mr. Serjeantson's letter has pro-

voked several champions of the Irish set-

ter, and we reprint their interesting re-

plies this week. The extracts are as fol-

lows:

Editor Kennel Gazette.

Sir: I read with something more than
astonishment Mr. Serjeantson's remarks
on Irish setters in last month's Kennel
Gazette. One is always glad to welcome
fair criticism, but in order to be fair and
just the critic must be master of his sub-

ject, and witli all due deference to Mr.
Seijeantson, after reading his very biased

review and noting the manner in which
he goes out of his way to fling mud at

the Irishme;i I am forced to the conclu-
sion that either he is incompetent to

criticise Irish setters, or he is so blinded
by prejudice that he cannot see any good
iu them. He says "that Irish bitches are

worse than the English, sadly small and
light of bone," and then asks: "Where
could you fiiul three Irish bitches to-day
fit to hold a candle to Bella, Mina and
Kate?" Here I join issue with him at

once, and I emphatically deny that the
Irish hitches of to-day are smaller or
lighter in bone than the English, and I

beg to tell him that in my opinion there
are several bitches far superior to the
three he has mentioned. Three of them
lie at my feet while I write. Grouse II,

Champion Aveline and Geraldine II, and
there are besides Champion Lalla Rookli,
Champion Nellie, Mac's Little Nell and
others.

Now, three of this lot have proved
their worth in the field. Have Mina,
Bella and Kate ever done this? And all

but one are big winners on the Ijench.

But "Irish setters," says Mr. Serjeantson,
"dogs especially, are still bred too high
on the leg and too straight in the stifle,"

and he asks, why are they naturally long
on the leg ? I do not for a moment deny
that there are some animals called
Irish setters l>ecause of their color, who
have decidedly loo much daylight under
them. I have oliserved the same defect
in some Knglisli setters, for there are
good and l)ad in both breeds. But I do
not admit that well bred Irish setters are
any straighter in siiiles than their Eng-
lish confreres; in fact, from a long ex-
perience 1 would say that this very great
defect is alx>ut as evenly as possible di-
vided between setters of all breeds.

That Irish, setters are longer on the
leg than English I at once admit though
I have seen some very long-legged ones
of the latter breed, and in reply to Mr.
Serjeantson's query, why are they? I

answer, because they are Irish setters.
I may as well ask him why a Clydesdale
is longer on the leg than a Suffolk
Punch ? But surely he can scarcely be iu
earnest in asking this question. The
Irish seiter, as is well known, has always
l>tcii a bit longer on the leg than the
Knglish. It IS a characteristic of the
breed, and any sportsman will admit that
a different class of animal is required to
hunt the mountains and bogs of Ireland
and the cultivated fields or even the
moors of England, and it must be evi-
dent that a short legged setter would be
quite unsuited to work day after day
over the heavy peat bogs, the high
heather and the sleep mountains of Ire-
land.

Has Mr. Serjeantson ever followed a
well-bred brace of those long-legged and
much <lespised Irish over the .Scotch or
Irish moors? If so, perhaps he will tell
us whether he has ever found them tire
at their work or show deficiency of nose
or pace. A well-bred Irish setter I main-
Uin has no superior in any respect as a
held dog. Can Mr. Serjeantson say the
same of his short-legged English friends ?

borne of them may be fast enough to
win a field trial in a spin of an hour or
two s duration over fields, but when it
comes to hard work over the moors, how
our short legged friends scramble along
overground unsuited to their build is
»ot a sight calculated to plea.se a sports-
man's eye, especially when he can see

the other picture, the gallant Irishman
sweeping along, untiring and untired.

It IS not then his longer leg, or even
the carriage of his head that handicaps
the Irish setter (as Mr. Serjeantson as-

serts) at field trials. No, sir ; it is some-
thing altogether different. In the first

place there are so few run in comparison
with the English that they have little

chance of coming to the front, as there

are few breeders in the country; and
next, and I grieve to have to write it,

some of those that have run, and run
well in the past, have been severely boy-
cotted. In a word, on more than one oc-

casion they were not allowed a chance to

win. They had not ordinary justice

done to them.
As to Plunket, I think as I bred him

that I may lay claim to know something
about him. He was undoubtedly, as

he proved himself, one of the Ijest setters

of his day. He was a bit light in color

and short in leg. These were his faults

as an Irishman, and had he the longer
leg characteristic of his race I doubt not
that he would have given even a better

account of himself than he did.

Mr. Serjeantson allows that Plunket
was one of the best setters he ever saw iu

the field, but thinks Irish setters will not
come to the front till we breed more of
his type. Well, at the Kennel Club field

trials of 1885, where Aveline ran so well,

Mr. P. LlewUyn came up and congratu-
lated me on having the best Irish setter

he ever saw run. "What," I said, "bet-

ter than Plunket?" "Yes," was his re-

ply, "far and away." Now, Mr. Llew-
ellyn, be it remembered, at one time
owned Plunket, and Mr. Seijeantson will

admit his capability of judging in the
matter. So much then for one of those
sadly small, light of bone and despised
Irish bitches. And let me just add that

this same Irish bitch has on all occasions
won the field trial prizes at our shows, a

prize open to setters of all breeds.

Robert O'Callaghan.

Editor Kennel Gazette.

Sir: I have read Mr. Serjeantson's
remarks on Irish red setters in your
number for this month, and probably he
may be pleased to learn that very many
of the most experienced breeders in

Ireland fully endorse his opinions, that

latterly breeders of the Irish red setter

for show purposes have sacrificed the

grand old powerful big-boned animal for

the sake of beauty, chiefly in color, coat

and feathering and have thereby pro-

duced the many present-day weedy suc-

cessors of the old type; no doubt beauti-

lul, but weedy in l)one.

As the breeders of Mina, Bella and
Kate, referred to by Mr. Serjeantson, as

also Mr. Palmerston, I think I may fairly

express an opinion, and that is of late

years I have seen first-class prizes

awarded to dogs, but more especially to

bitches, no doubt of great beauty, but

completely weedy in bone, that even
without a competitor I should not con-

sider entitled to a prize, and certainly

were not representatives of the old Irish

red setter, a dog of splendid power and
unwearing energy and grand in all his'

movements.
Kate was a sample of beauty and

strength, but to my mind if anything
short iu leg, but certainly superior to

anything now on the bench. I sent her

to the Dublin show when a little over

one year old to show against Mina and
Bella, her sisters, at the express wish of

Mr. M'Hafiie, the then owner of the latter

pair, who said he would like to see

something which could beat Mina, and
he did.

Even at the risk of longer legs, I

should like to see a return to the big, up-

standing, big-boned old Irish setter who
was all life, action and pluck and fit to

work on any ground and in any weather.

I still possess some specimens. One I

think would please Mr. Serjeantson. He
measures 27^4 inches in height at

shoulder, 29M inches round the breast,

9>'j inches from crown to point of nose,

7 inches from front of ear to point of

nose; length of ear, i,],i inches; length

from tip of nose to tip of tail, 54 inches.

He can go like the wind, and color per-

fect. I have never exhibited him, as I

lost so many by distemper contracted at

shows. Yours faithfullv,

Cecil Moore.

Editor Kennel Gazette.

Sir: Mr. Moore's letter on Irish setters

in last month's Gazette is somewhat puz-

zling. I have read and re-read it, and
cannot quite understand what it all

means, it is so contradictory. There can,
however, be little doubt as to one object

he had in view. That is plain enough;
but let us just see what he says. He "as-

sures Mr. Serjeantson that very many of
the most experienced breeders in Ireland
fully endorse his opinion," that is, "that
the Irish setters are worse than the Eng-
lish." Good! And now may I ask Mr.
Moore to tell us who those "experienced
breeders" are who are so ready to "en-
dorse fully" this foul calumny on Irish

setters. I think it is due to Mr. Serjeant-
son and all concerned that we should
know these gentlemen, and I challenge
Mr. Moore to name any or all of them,
as thus and thus only can your readers
gauge the real value to be placed on their

opinions.
But further, Mr. Serjeantson says:

"The Irish dogs are bred loo high on the
leg and too straight in the stifles." I>o

Mr. Moore and the experienced breeders
fully endors,- this opinion also? It would
seem not, for Mr. Moore now goes on to

prove that he did not quite mean all he
said, and that he, representing the ex-

perienced breeders, of course, does not
after all fully endorse Mr. Serjeantson's
opinion. "Kate," he says, "was a

sample of beauty and strength, but she
was, if anything, short on the leg;" and
again, Mr. Moore says, "even at the risk

of longer legs !" in dead opposition ob-

serve to Mr. Serjeantson, whose opinion
he fully endorses, "he would like to see

a return to the big upstanding big-lx)ned

Irish setter."

But this is not all, for your readers will

l)e glad to know that Mr. Moore "still

possesses some si>ecimens," and, above
all, one that would please Mr. Seijeant-

son ! and he (Mr. Moore) actually is

kind enough to give us the dimensions of

this precious specimen, which he has
never exhibited, and I sincerely hope he
never will. Irish setter breeders make a

note of this specimen's height: Twenty-
seven and one-half inches at shoulder !

What a joke ! Truly a big upstanding
Irish setter, and very like a camel ! This
I rail »»ndnrsintr Mr .Serieantson's otiin-

ion with a vengeance. I wonder what
he thinks of it? I think he may well ex-

claim, ".Save me from my friends."

RoBT. O'Callaghan.

LATEST STYLE IN CARRYING DOGS.

Valines Now Made to Order fbr Lux-
urious Canines.

Krom the Philadelphia Times.

The old style fad of carrying pups by

means of a strap has passed. The latest

is a valise which is made to order accord-

ing to the size of the canine. A female

admirer of quadrupeds entered the Broad

Street station yesterday morning and

after selecting a seat in the waiting room,

placed the queer bag she was carrying

on the floor and after unbuckling a strap,

which released one of the sides, walked

quickly down the aisle, and to the sur-

prise of everybody called, "Beaut !

Beaut !" whereupon a small skye terrier

emerged from under the cover and ran

after her.

The luxurious accommodations pro-

vided for "Beaut" would make many of

his brethren howl with envy. The in-

side was lined with pale blue quilted

satin and a soft downy piece of sheep-

skin covered the bottom. Closer inspec-

tion of the dog box revealed a small

screen about three inches square in one

of the sides, which was placed there as a

means of ventilation.

IRISH SETTERS AT CHICAGO.

Collie Club Stakes.

The second section of the Collie Club

Stakes for 1890 will be judged at the

Hempstead Farm Kennels, June 4, 1890.

Mr. James Mortimer has been invited to

judge. The committee having special

charge of the arrangements will give due

notice of the hour for judging and time

of trains leaving New York. Blanks for

the collie sweepstakes can be obtained by
addressing J. D. Shotwkll,

Secretary.

RahWAY, N.J.

The Famous l>oit8 Eleho, Jr., and I>ick

Swlveler Again to the Fore.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In your issue of March 22 ap-

peared an article from "Oakview" on

the above, which I think was very appro-

priate and to the point if well taken.

This question of Dr. Jarvis showing

Elcho, Jr., at Chicago was quite a topic

of conversation among the visiting ex-

hibitors, and similar views to "Oak-

view's" were expressed. It seemed the

general understanding that I>r. Jarvis had

long since retired Elcho, Jr., from further

competition, and I did hear he had writ-

ten Mr. Covert some time previous that

Elcho, Jr.. would not be shown again for

competition. Now there seems to be

some reason why he should change his

mind. I think there is a negro in the

fence somewhere. If Dr. Jarvis intended

to show again, why not open fire on

the boys at the New York show ? It was

certainly nearer for Elcho than to ship

him West, and at New York he would

have met all the cracks, so that it would

have settled all disputes whether Dick

Swiveler won on his merits.

Dr. Jarvis could not have much to gain

by sending his dog West solely to defeat

Swiveler. Had Dick Swiveler been from

some other strain it might have been dif-

ferent, but as I understand it, Dick

Swiveler on both sides is full of Dr.

Jarvis' breeding. Even if Dr. Jarvis did

not directly breed the dog, he certainly

is entitled to a lot of credit for paving
the way for the production of so good a
specimen. So in summing up it seems
that Dr. Jarvis after having withdrawn
the dog from further competition sent

Elcho, Jr., to Chicago simply to beat Dr.

Jarvis' strain. I must therefore agree

with "Oakview" tiiat it was an error on
the part of Dr. Jarvis.

It is a great mistake not to give young
breeders all the encouragement possible.

Do not place any obstacle in their way
because of some little misunderstanding,

or because a novice gets a little too en-

thusiastic over a dog; rather give them a

little friendly advice.

A young l)eginner must feel a little

hurt when he suffers defeat on his own
doorstep after being so successful away
from home. Any exhibitor would sooner

win where he is known than a distance

from home. His acquaintance is greater

and it therefore gives the owner more
pleasure to show his good luck to them.

To those who want the world with a

fence around it I say give the j-oung

breeders a chance as the old cat gives to

the kittens; for the young have to keep
the kennel interests from flagging. (I

mean the young breeders, not the cats),

and, as "Oakview" says, if the Irish set-

ters are to be brought to the front it will

be through the efforts of such men as

Mr. Covert and Mr. Washington. I have

met both of them and must say I believe

not a stone will they leave unturned in

the effort to further the interesU of the

Irish setter and place him in the front

ranks, where he belongs.

Yours truly,

Fang-a-balla.

New York, March 27, 1890.

CHESAPEAKES AT BALTIMORE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The Chesapeake classes at our

show were particularly well filled and

created a new interest in this much neg-

lected breed. Unfortunately there was

some misundersUnding in the classifica-

tion; so many dogs were wrongly entered,

among them Jay T. Towner's Polly,

Henry W. Archer's Beaver and Rose, T.

M.Jenkins' June, Harry Hall's Surf and

B. Glenn's Bounce, therefore were not

judged. We are forming a Chesapeake

Bay dog club and will make a correct

standard for all to breed up to.

V. Very truly,

W. Stk**'*^ Difkknderfkbr.

Baltimork, Md!rWarch 27.
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BOSTON'S GREAT

BENCH SHOW.

Next to the Largest Held in

This Country This Year.

In open bitches Cambrian Princess repeated
|

her New York success" She is showing age and

now sfands very badly in her P-slerns^Countes.

of Diii.sniore, s^ond. lacks head P^°P"«>'-'iX
in b.v1y and substance she is v«;ry good. Lady

I'hyllis, third, IS lower in front than she isbe

hind, nor is her head big enough for her b<^>

The uuBt>ies were on y rcprcseiittd by a t>aa

one t'hy^P^es being withheld and *.
^<-J^ll

thenovi<?e exhibits that ^reenwootl luno was

oiilv considered worthy of second and another

ino<lcrale one in Gyp was awarded third.

ItoiiBli-coated St. Bernards (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, UOOS.
—

I
1. Ben I/Dinond, H. H. Moore.

-~~~ ..TTnTiTu i- Plinlimmon, Jr., E. B. Sears.

OVER SEVEN HUNDRED DOGS SHOWN ,;-- -.--^„sr. 'S.-S.fe.'V^

fS squareness and depth of mu«le; his opponent

also looked thin and light in loin.The Famous Chestnut Hill Kennels

Again Capture the Best Prizes

in the Collie Classes.

Special Repokt for Fanciers' Journal

'-p H K .sixth i

-* annual
bench show

of the New
England
Kennel Club

was held at

Mechanics'
Hall, Boston,

on April i, 2,

3 and 4. and

as usual, it was a genuine success. Su-

perintendent Read managed the show in

his usual excellent manner. Under his

care things moved along without the

slightest friction, like a well-oiled ma-

chine.
]

The club did their own benching, and

while the pine partitions were not as

handsome as those made of wire, it is

claimed they are more staple, and that

the dogs are less subject to dratts, or to

the germs of distemper, left by former

occupants of the stalls.

The dogs were fed by Messrs. Austin

and Graves on their dog cakes, which

when we left on Wednesday had been

fed dry and therefore were not eaten

with relish by the animals. We noticed

in many stalls the food untouched.

The show was disinfected by the Bos-

ton Chemical Company with Ozonos
j

and the work was well done. There

was no odor of any kind in the hall.

Ozonos kills foul swells, yet is absolutely

odorless. It is in our opinion an im-

provement on other disinfectants hereto-

fore used at dog and poultry shows.

Below we give a full list of the awards

with comments upon most of the classes.

The remainder of the report will be in

next week's issue.

IR., reserve; V., very highly commended; H.,

highly commended: C, commended.)

Mastinb-CHALLBNCE, ixxis (Mortimer).

I. Sears' Monarch, E. B. Sears.

In the challenge dog class the nice^expressioued

sears Monai-ch was the only entry, no competi-

tors being forward in the corresponding one for

bitches. __„.OPKN, DOGS.

I Beaufort, Taunton & Winchell.

t Ilford Chancellor. E. H. Moore

3 Melrose Caution, E. H. Moore.

4. Orion, H H. Moore.

V Ilford Caution II, W. A. Power.

H Pratt's Bruce, C. H. Pratt.

Dago, J A. Waterman.
c. Don, Rol)ert Crossley.

open dogs saw Beanlort in the same position

asarNew York; as we have said before, he is a

fine upstanding dog. with grand bone, capacions

ribsaSdfora maslTffKo.Kl hindquarters, though

he does not move quite nicely on his right hind

w In head he has not that fine high^lass ex-

pression which was to be found in Minting. II-

Pord Chancellor, second, as is well known, is

much t«o throaty, but his head expression is

^\ He has plenty of lx>nc and is a good-

Giedone. Mefrose Caution, third, shouia im-

o?ove with age, as he is a good sire, has a nice

«oressioii He might be shorter in head. Orion

foimh, is a big one*with a plainish head and flat

sides.
OFBN. HITCHES.

I. Cambrian Princess, E. H Moore.

J Countess of Uunsmore. E. B. hears.

3". Lady Phyllis, E. H Moore.

A l.ady Beatrice, E. H. Moore.

v.GreenwiKxl Juno, W. A. Power.

NOVICE, IKHI8 AND BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
1. Greenwood luao, W. A. power.

3. Gyp, P. W. Connolly.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. I.ady Wellington, E. B. Sears.

2. Chaiiipion Miranda, E. H. Moore.

I adv Wellington and Miranda was the order

in^fhe^ challenge class for bitches. Neither are

good in head.aud the winner scores considerably

in coat and markings.

OPEN, DOGS.

Hesper, E. B. Sears.

Scot^ Hoiiivard, Charles G. Wheelock.

Roland, F. Emken.
Pilgrim, Hospice Kennels,
Home Ruler, Charles G Wheelock.

Merchant Prince, Jr.. Heury K. I<angdon.

Montrose, Charles T. Barney.

«r«.of Contoocook, fourth, is but an unmatured

S^py bit h^^X^utiful head and exoress.on;

?he ?eouires time to develop in ribs, and at pres-
]

eiit she is weak in stifles. Alpine Queen V_ H
I c'ifa big upstanding bitch, Sut has a vile head

and expression.

1

pi'PPiES, ixKSS (under 12 months).

' 1. Champ, George W. Fairbank.

2 Balfe, Richard Barry.

3. Beaufort, I.. P. Allen.

Champ, the winning dog puppy, is a nicely

marked and shaded youngster, with a grand

b!X and go.jd substance. He is at present a

bttle o ain in skull and mutrle. Balfe, second,

Bplai?ilv.narked, and moves badly, but he is a

aoSd size Beaufort, third, is somewhat after

fhTsecond winner's stamp, but he also is too

rough in coat.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 months).

I. Empress of Contoocook, Contoocook Keii-

j. Gem of Contoocook, Contoocook Kennels.

NOVICE, DCKIS OR BITCHES.

(Rough or smooth coated.)

1. Empress of Contoocook, Contoocook Ken-

nels.

2. Balfe, Richard Barry.

Empress of Contoocook was flrst in bitch pup-

pies w^th her sister. Gem of Contoocook, secona^

¥he latter is not so good in head or expression

as her sister. ... ..i„»,(i„
In novices Empress of Contoocook was nght y

placed first over Balfe, the winner of second m
dog puppies.

Bloodhounds—OPEN, dogs (MorUner).

I. Burgho,Jr.,Brough & Winchell.

won, as he is better in stifles and hocks and

placement of shoulders.

The now well-known Hcsper won lu the open

rough dog class, the sweet headed "^nd e"?"-"^

sioifcd Scotch Bonivard coming second, w>tl' ^"^

pUm colored but big boned and 8-,«nd bodied

Roland third. Pilgrim is on the small side. He is

also r.iy?io%t in lfod>^but hc^has an.ce head and

exi>res,sion. Home Ruler, V. H. C, has a nice

fvoical head and expression, but is bad behind

tfie rlit of exhibits not calling for any special

mention.
OPEN, BITCHE.S.

1. Manon, Namquoit Kennels.

2 Zara. C. W. Bickford.

r Recluse, E H. Moore.

4. Correttce, E. H. Moore,

c Elva, Thomas Boomer.
'

Gretta II, John P. Barnard.

Ill open bitches Manon, in nioderate condi-

di on was first, with Zara. who is plainly

marked, and not quite square enough in "'uzeIc

^oiid^ Recluse, third, is well-known and was

rightly placed.

PUPPIES, iKXiS (under 12 months).

I Nero Bernard, AU)crt Bernard.

2. Wieland, K. Schoop.

^. l,eo, Keniy Daiiity

V. Roderick Dhu, William Hausman.

PUPPIES. BITCHES (under 12 months).

1. l^d>- Eleanor, Tiot Kennels.

2. Withheld.

3. May Queen. William Hausman.

Nero Bernard, the winning dog puppy, follows

his sire Plinlimmoii, Jr., in characteristics,

thouKh he will never be the equal of his well-

i known elative. Wieland, second, is a moderate
' cur°y^Ve1 one. Lady Eleanor, firs^t in the

bitcli puppies, IS very promising^as she has a

nlihcaS and expression, is a good size and has

n^tVof iM.ne and substance. Second was with-

heW third going to May Queen, who can never

aspire to championship honors.

Hniooth-foattKl St. Kernards (Mortimer).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I Champion Hector, Hospice Kennels.
2' Beaucnamp, Elmwood Kennels.

R.Victor Joseph, E. B. Sears.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Thisbe, Wentworth Kennels.

The three same contestants in the smooth

challenge class for dogs competed as at New
York the awards being identical, viz Hector,

Beauchamp and Victor loseph, and Thisbe was

the only c<5ntestant in cfiallenge bitches.

OPEN, DOGS.

1 Watch, John Poag.

2 Nevis, Charles 1-. Barney,

i' Parson, Contoocook Kennels,

i Duke of Sparta, Thomas Burke.

V Macgregor, Charles T. Barney.

H. Rasco II. K. Schoop.

The open class for dogs brought out the great

Watch whose advent cerUinly warrants this

vear^s' Boston show as one worthy of remein-

Sraiice He has a ^rand head and expression of

rhrhilhesl type being good in skull and woiider-

fufly ^uarVa.?d dlep^in muzzle; he has wonder-

ful bo

Burgho. Jr., was the only entry in the dog

class. He is a little coarse in h^d at present

but has plenty of leather, bone ""tfi Ifi'^'^iVe
a grandly made one and resembles his sire,

Burgho, both in color and general style.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Duche-ss of Ripple, Brough & Winchell.

2. Pembroke Star, E. H. Moore.
^ ,, , ^

The typical and well wrinkled Duchess of

Ripple beat her soliUry opponent Pembroke

Stai%in character, quality of head and general

* ^ *"
Great I>ane»—open, dogs (Lacy).

I l^ascha, Goltleib Leihbacher.

2. Great Cccsar, Edward Kelly.

3. Hector, Gottleib Leihbacher.

R. Hauness, M. Martin.

V. Prinz, Carl Heimerle.

H Marko, (Jottleib Leihbacher.

Nero, Gottleib Leihbacher.
Nero. Welz & Zerwick.
Sultan M. Martin.
Roland II, Kanimerer & Rothfuss.

Mjuare ana uccp m itiw—-- •- :
--

MMfe and substance, is an immense size, and

had" he been m better condition, wou d have

p?oved wh^it a real K^a-'dly "'B^le one he really is.

Hemitrbt be a little more bent in stifles, but in

our omnion he is the grandest St. Bernard ever

S^enT America, and we think it will be a long

Ume before his equal will be forthcoming

liTws icond, another good one we have always

^"oraWy crit cised, was unfortunate m meeting

such a high Class dog .I'^n'^Vh'^' |.
""^

skulled and for cxprcssioned dog, the latter be

Tug s<?iuewhat spoile.1 by his too dark head

m^rW iiifts He is good in bone and substance

and is a "ice iKxlicfone. Duke of Sparta fourth,

was rightly beaten by the last named, he being

Thorofghly foxhoundy in type and character^

RasS. 11. H. C, is very plain in head and wants

character.
OPEN, HITCHES.

Cleopatra, Daniel Mann.
Rceina, Contoocook Kennels.

I.adv Bernard, P. H, Hurley
„.„,„,.

Empress of Contocxrook.Contoocook Kennels

. Alpine Queen, E. B. Sears.

i-

^
V

Cleopatra, first in open bitches, is another of

the 3iound type, but she excels in bone and

substance, and is a grandly made one. R«gima

J^coiid had she been in better form w.nild

Trob-'ibly have won, as she has a sweet head and

KpressL. and is much more tyP'^a' 'han her

more successful rival. I.ady Bernard, third, has

a g^ h?ad and expression but is too rough u,

CMt, and is inclined to be straight behind. Em-

Pascha the New York winner, was again suc-

cessful. He is a little wide in skull but is good

in type and expression; he h«» picul., v.. iA>ac, is

agiiJdsize and nice shape. Great Ciesar, sec-

ond as we mentioned before, excels in head and

character, bone, front and height, but he is a

horrible mover behind and minus a point or two

from his tail. Hector, third, we did not see.

Hanness, reserve, is a big, coarse and common
one, and Prinz, V. H. C, is plain in expression,

short in head and hollow backed, long in the

body inclined to be flat-sided, nor is he tall

enoUeh. Nero lacks size, but he is good in head

and expression, very clean in neck and shoulders,

and bar size is quite a nice one.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Irene, Carl Heimerle.

2. Bella, Gottleib Leihbacher.

Irene, the winning bitch, is a big, roomy, up-

sUnding one, too strong and dog Tike in head
' but a p-and bodied one. Bella, second is too

exaggerated in head, is very throaty and badly

finished behind.

Xewitoundlands (Lacy)

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

First and second withheld.

3. Bruno, James Powers.

Ueerhouiids-CHALLENGE, d<x;s (Davidson).

1. Chieftain, John E. Thayer.

2. Robber Chieftain, John E. Thayer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

1 Ramona, John E. Thayer.

2. Wanda, John E. Thayer.

The same faces were to the fore in both chal-

lenge clas.ses, Chieftain coming first and Robber

Chieftain second in dogs, whilst big upsljindliig

and slashing Ramona beat the smaller but

sweeter expressioned Wanda in bitches.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Hillside Warrier, John E. Thayer.

2. Duncan, John E. Thayer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Theodora, John E. Thayer.

2 Pride of the Heather, John E. Thayer.

J Loriia Secunda, John E. Thayer.

R. , John v.. Thayer.

V. Brazen, John E. Thayer.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES (uiider 12 roos.).

I Alfred the Great, John E. Thayer.

2. Hillside Harold, John E. Thayer.

Hillside Warrior, the long headed but moder-

ate expressioned New York winner, was first in

ot^ii .fogs, with Duncan second In the corre-

"gliding class for bitches Mr. Thayer had the

class, as in all the previous ones, to himsell.

Greyhonndu (Davidson).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Champion Balkis, H. W. Huntington.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Master Rich, Rookwo<Kl Kennels.

2. Conspirator, Devon Kennels.

R. Peacock, Cedar Lodge Shooting Club.

The short-necked and bodied Balkis was the

only representative in the challenge cla«« for

tK.th sexes, and in open dogs Master Rich again

defeated Conspirator. The winner is very good in

legs feet and front, and is a taking showy dog

but to our inind he might cover more ground and

he is too straight in stifles and upnglit in shoul-

-•—. Conspirator, second, we think looked
.. _ .1 t...*..*nf'r.r* nnri tnicrnt have

OPEN, BITCHES.

1 Miss Rare, Rookwood Kennels.

2. Drytime, J. Herbert Watson.

H. Rialto Spice, W. J. Middleton.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES (Under 13 mos.).

1. Miss Rialto, W. J.
Middleton.

2. Bamum, S. N. Burbank.
V. Chastclard, Chartes T. Olney.

Miss Rare, the winning bitch, is a big slashing

one on the coarse side. Drytime, second, being

small but full of quality.

Pointers (Wiuslow).

CHALLENGE, DOGS (5.S pounds and over).

1. Graphic, Charles Heath.
2. Champion I^d of Bow, Westminster Ken-

nel Club.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 pounds and over).

I. Revell III, Charles Heath.

OPEN, DOGS (.S5 pounds and over).

1. Duke of Vernon, L. Gardner.

2. Graphite, E. R. Bellman.
1. Dare-go, Tell Kennels.
4. Beaufort H., G. W. Lowell.

R. Vim, J. Martin.
V. Peter, W. L. & H. A. Harns.

Ponset, C. H. Winship.
c. Crofstone, E. C. Alden.

Fin, Walter G. Cotton.
Major, William N. Tuttle.

OPEN, BITCHES (5° pounds and over).

1. Luckystone, Westminster Kennel Club.

2. Sally Brass II, Charles Heath.

3. Westminster Sal, Westminster Kennel Club.

4. Boski, C. H. Winship.
. „ j,

R. Belle Randolph, Fleet View and Reading

Pointer Kennels.
V. Luna T., George T. Gorman.

CHALLENGE DOGS (Under 55 pounds).

1. Duke of Hessen, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

2. Champion Naso of Kippen, Westminster

Kennel Club.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (under 50 pounds).

1. Stella B., E. R. Bellman.
2. Glauca, Westminster Kennel Club.

OPEN, DOGS (under .S5 pounds).

I. Launcelot, Charles Heath.
Ossining. W. H. Hyland.
Naso Peshall, William Hepsley.

Sir Anthony. George W. Ix>well.

Spot Cash, Fleet View and Reading PoinUr

Kennels.
H. Glenarm, E. G. Peterson,

c. Spot, J. L. Wells.

OPEN, BITCHES (Under 50 pounds).

1. FanN., J. A. Heether.

2. May B., George W. Lovell.

3. Mam'zelle, George V. Neal.

4. Nasos Belle, H. L. Rice.

R. Miss Freedom. L. Gardner.

V. Buttercup, C H. Windship.
Lucil H., Tell Kennels.
Stella, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

H. Graphic's Lady, W. H. Hyland.
Nella B., V,. R. Bellman.
Rose, George Massty.
Bloom, Charles Heath,

c. Belle, W. L. & H. A. Hams.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 raos.).

Westminster Kennel
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R.

Westminster Glitter,

Club. „ ,

Westminster Drake, Westminster Kennel

Club.
Monty C. rell Kennels.

. . „ _.i
Westminster Gladsome,Westminster Kennel

Club.
Royal Hector, Charles A. Loving.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (uiider 12 mos.).

1. Fancy Free, George W. Lovell.

2. Cavalier's Lady, H. D. Kendall.

NOVICE, DOG AND BITCHES.

1. Nadjy of Nhso, Fleet View and Readint

Pointer Kennels.
2. Lucil H ., Tell Kennels.

3. Lassie, Jean Beaufort.

KnKll»ii Sott«jr«—< Davidson).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Count Howard, Frank Windholi.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Daisy Foreman, G. W. Neal.

OPEN, DOGS.

1 Kent II, Cohannet Kennels.

2 GuB Bondhu, Edgar E. Haines.

1 Royal Kent, Cohannet Kennels.

i Don Quixote, Rosecroft Kennels.

B. Foreman s Nepaul, P. F. Gavin.

V. Bow Bondhu, J. L. Wells,

H. Burr, F. B. Greenough.
c. Cap, A. J. Hoitt.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Chatauqua Belle, Harry Yates.

2. Eudora, G J. Lewis.
t. Blunt Barnie, Philip Wolfenden.

i Peart Bondhue, Will A. Neddernieyer.

R Alice Grey, Rosecroft Kennels.

V Blue Jennie. Nelson Mcintosh.

H. Bessie, Dr. H. A. Baker.
Nellie Noble, Fred H. Clark,

c. Rural Neva, Arthur S. Aborn.

PUPPIES, D(x-.s (under 12 mos.).

1. Domingo, Rosecroft Kennels.

2. Brush Bondhu, G. A. Colman.
3 Duke of Kent, Cohannet Kennels.

H. Forest Tatton, Arthur K. Davis,

c. Young Gatte. Jr., Albert H. Houghton.

piippiES, BITCHES (under 12 mos.).

Dominion, Rosecroft Kennels.
Ina, W. R. Richwood.
I^dy Kent, Cohannet Kennels.

NOVICE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

Blink Bonnie, Philip Wolfenden.
Alice Grey, Rosecroft Kennels.
Blue Jennie, Nelson Mcintosh.

R.Boy Blue, J. L. Wells.

Irish >4ett*'r»—CHALLENGE, DOGS (D«vidiO"V

i-

tiers. conspirator, nev-uii.i, y.>. .". ; r—

_

much belter than heretofore, and might have

I Elcho, Jr., Dr. William Jarvis.

2. Blarney, K. W. Clark, Jr.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Laura B., W. L. Washington,

OPEN, OOOS.

Dan Mylrea, Charles E. Gilchrist.

Henmore Shamrock, Frederick L. Cheney.
Huntington, N. Brewer.

Sarsfield, Jr.. F. Pendergast.
lacqueininot. Frank H. Gaffney.

Sunset, Frank H. Gaffney.

Redstone, A. W Pearsall

Sarsfield, W. L Washington.
Captain, Mrs. H A Rumrill.

Jack Maloue, A. W. Pearsall.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1 Ruby Glenmore, W. L. Washington.

2 Luhilll, J. J Scanlan.

1 Hazelnut II, J. J. Scanlan.

i Hazelnut HI. J. J. Scanlan.

R. Nino, F. H. Perry,

v Bella Ida, A. W. Pearsall.

leannette. Oriole Kennels.

H Lady Noreen, A. W. Pearsall.

Quota Belle. Nelson Mcintosh.
Millie, Frank H. Gaffney.

PUPPIES, iKKis (under 12 mos.)

I. Sagamore, George E. Stickney.

2 Tramore, Michael Flynn, Jr.

3. Mulcahey, Micnael Flynn, Jr.

PUPPIES. BITCHES (Under 12 mos.)

I. Septirae, W. L. Washington.

NOVICE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Huntington. N. Brewer.

2 Jacqueminot, Frank H. Gaffney.
3' Sarsfield, W. L Washington.

R. Belle, A L Finney.

H. Sagamore. George V.. Stifkney.

C. Connaught, Goiham Dana.

Gordon Setters (Davidson).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I Little Boy, Samuel G. Dixon.

2. Beaumont, Beaumont Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Bellmont, Beaumont Kennels.

2. Rose, W. S. Hamraet.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Tyrus, Frank R. Pease,

a. King Item, H F. Smith.

4. Dash L.. Charles H. Leonard.

R. Rob Roy, Samuel G. Dixon.

V. Sport. John R. l^wrence.
H. Nero. Mrs. John Buchan.

C. Rab II, George W. Langdon.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Countess Koxie, H. F. Smith.
2. Neva, Mrs. John Buchan.
3. Daisy, H. F. Smith.

4. Ven, Michael Murray.
R. Jessica, George E. Brown.
V. American Girl, D. L. Bennett.

H. Sweet Mvender. Nathaniel Seabury.

PUPPIES. DOGS (under 12 mos.).

I. Grouse, C. T. Brownell.
1. Rexmount, Mount Gordon Kennels.

3. Bruce, Mrs. John Buchan.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 mos.).

I Aalmont Mount Gordon Kennels.
a. Flora, Mrs. John Buchan.

NOVICE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Yap. E. E. Dupee.
2, Rob Roy, Samuel G. Dixon.

3 Niger, James Salisbury.
V. Sweet lavender, Nathan Seabury.

Field Spaniels— Bi.ACK—OPEN, dogs (West).

Baron, fieorge W. Folsom.
Timbo, Alexander Pope.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I.asaie, A. Clinton Wilmerding.
Miss Ben dOr. Rowland P. Keasbey.
Jessie Stubbs, Fred Bowers.
Boodle, W. Hamincrsley.

OPEN, BITCHES (any other color).

Flirt, G. v.. Sedgewick.

V. Little Drive, Bverett L. Walling.
H. Captain, Moses L. Brown,
c. Rabbi, William Ledyard.

open, BITCHES.

1. Whisper, R. A. Smith.
2. Merry Maid, Will P. Whitman.
R. Tone. E. C. Barrett.
V. Hostler, George A. Jones.

PUPPIES, dogs or BITCHES.

I. Tops^S., Carl A. Schafer.
Bessie, Moses L. Brown.
Ginx, H. H. I>onnell.
Bell Ross, Mark Lewis.

H. Twint-o-ne, F. W. Chapman.

Dachshunds—Open, dogs or bitches (Lacy).

I. Daisy B., G. P. Berry,

Clumber Spaniels—open, dogs or bitches.

I. Lass of Beauty, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Irish Water Spaniels (West).

open, dogs or BITCHES.

I. Pat.sy O'Connor, Joe Lewis.
3. Captain Muldoon, Hornell-Harmony Ken-

nels.

C'oeker Spaniels—Anv color (West).

CHALLENGE, IXIGS OH BITCHES.

1. Doc, A. C. Wilmerding.
2. Jersey, J. P. Willey.
3. Dolly Obo, J. P. W lley.

BLACK—<1PEN, iMKiS (not over 28 pounds).

1. Rabbi, Andrew l.aidlaw.
2. Black Duke, Wotxlland Kennels.
3. Prince, Cedar Lodge Shooting Club.
H. Prince Obo, John Williams.
c. Towser, O. B. Gilman.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Little Nell, J. P. Willey.
2. Black Duchess, J. P, Willey.
3. High Rock Jet, High Rock Cocker Kennels.
H. Lady Obo, U. B. Gilinan.

Judy, A. V. .\lmon.

ANY OTHER COLOR (not over 28 pounds).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Cherry Boy. C. G. Browning.
2. La Tosca, George H. Whitehead.
3. Red Doc, William Barnes.
R. Brantford Re<l Jacket, C. M. Nelles.
V. Slick, O. B. Gilman.

PUPPIES (any variety, under 12 mos.).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Little Nell, J. P. Willey.
2. Ardell, John Williams.
3. Titus, O. B. Gilman.

NOVICE (any variety).

I. Little Nell, J. P. Willey.
a. Slick, O. B. Gilman.
3. La La, Frank Dole.

Beacles—<HALLENGK, dogs (Davidson).

I. Little Duke, C. F. Judson.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Lou, W. D. Hughes.

OPEN, DO<".S.

1. Racer, Jr. C. F. Judson.
2. Rally Will p. W'hitman.
R. The Rambler, William Ledyard.

Nigger R., G. P. Berry.
Gcsche, C. Miller.

Foxhounds—(Davidson).
OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Joe Forester, Brunswick Fur Club.

2. Jack of Diamonds, Brunswick Fur Club.

3. Bugle, Brun.swick Fur Club.
R. Hayes Brave, Brunswick Fur Club.

V. Drive, Brunswick Fur Club.
H. I<eads All, Brunswick Fur Club.
c. Waltham Jewell, Brunswick Fur Club.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Modest Girl, Brunswick Fur Club.
2. Flora Temple, Brunswick Fur Club.

3. Mollie T., Brunswick Fur Club.
R. Fannie, Brunswick Fur Club.
V. Duster, Brunswick Fur Club.

Flora, Brunswick Fur Club.
H. Bess, Albert E. Peck.
C. Kate, Webster C. Smith.

Collies—Challenge, dogs Dennis).

Champion Scotilla, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
Charleroi II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES

1. Champion Flurry II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Flurry HI, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

In challenge dogs Scotilla as usual came first-

Charleroi 11, who was second, being out of
coat, and owing to this must have been hard
pressed by Clipper, who was looking very fit and
well. In the corresponding class for bitches the
old order of Flurry II and HI was maintained.

OPEN, DOOS.

1. Roslyn Wilkes, Chestnut Hilt Kennels.
2. Hempstead Zulu, Hempstead Farm Kennels
3. Scotilla II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

4. Prince Charlie. Jas. Watson.
R.Scotson, George A. Fletcher.

V. Moonstone 11, George A. Fletcher.

H. Scotland Yet, Robert J. Strong,
c. Royal Scott, Robert B. Palfrey.

Roslyn Wilkes, with his grand character and
good quality, came first in open dogs, the intelli-

gent, workmanlike Hempstead Zulu being sec-

ond, with Scotilla II third, the latter resembling
his illustrious namesake in a marked degree.
He is now getting quite a nice coat. Prince
Charlie, fourth, is a biack, white and iaii wilii »
nice expression. He is also a good size with fair

bone, but though his coat is profuse it is scarcely

dense enough. Scotson, reserve, succeeded in

carrying his right ear correctly. He is short in

the couplings and a little wide across the skull.

Moon.stone II, V. H. C, is not a taking color,

being slatey colored, but is a well-grown up-
standing youngster, with a very profuse coat.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Roslyn Queen, Che.stnnt Hill Kennels.
2. Jakyr Dean, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
y Miss Nancy, F. R. Carswell.
4. Roslyn Gaylass, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
V. Moonlight, George A. Fletcher.

H. Highland Lassie, John Roger.

Roslyn Queen, the winning open class bitch,

is a little plain in face, but is a nice size,

good color and has a grand coat of the correct

texture She will undoubtedly do a lot of win-
ning. Jakyr Dean, second, might have repre-

sented the smooth variety, so much out of coat

was she. Miss Nancy, third, has come on a lot

since New York and is now quite a fairly typical

bitch. Rcslyn Gaylass, fourth, reminds us
somewhat of Wilkes, though she is too small
and on the weedy side.

PUPPIES, DOGS (under 12 mos.).

1. Roslyn Exile, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Moonstone II, George A. Fletcher.

3. Blair Athol, James Watson.
H_. Reality, John Duncan.

PUPPIES, BITCHES (under 12 mo*.).

1. Roslyn Queen, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Miss Nancy, F. R. Carswell.

3. Roslyn Parole, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
V. Germina, J. P. & W. W. Gray.
H. Floe, John Duncan.

NOVICE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Roslyn Exile, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Roslyn Queen, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

3. Prince Charlie, James Watson.
V. Moonstone II, (Jeorge A. Fletcher.

Roslyn F;xile, first in dog puppies, does not

carry his ears correctly, which are large, but
he is a good boned, well developed youngster.
Moonstone II, second, we have previously men-
tioned. Blair Athol. third, is a nice black and
tan with a nice head and expression, and a pro-

fuse though hardly dense enough coat; he also

moved badly in the ring, which probably caused
his low position. In bitch puppies and the

novice class most of the winners have been
spoken of before, the only new face deserving
criticism being Roslyn Parole, who was awarded
third in bitch nuppies. She is exceedingly
pretty and full ofquality, but is too small and
light all through.

Poodles—OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES (Mortimcf).

1. Jack, F. E. Perkins.
2. Jet. Charles F. Leland.

3. Pauline, F. E. Perkins.
v.Tux, F. E. Perkins.
H. Floss, P. E. Perkins.

Bull Dogs—Challenge, dogs (Thayer).

1. Portswood Tiger, John H. Matthews.
2. Lion. William J. Leckie 2d.

V. Champion Hillside, J. P. Barnard.

In challenge dogs Portswood Tiger, Lion and
Hillside were placed as written, the winner being
well out at shoulders and a good bodied dog, but

his skull is too small and he wants to be l>etter

in cushion and under jaw. Lion has a good
skull, is a nice length from eye to ear, square in

jaw and upfaced. His head is the best part of

him, as he is too long in body, and beefy tichind.

Hillside was in shocking condition, and had he
been in the best could not .have won.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Soudan, William J. Leckie 2d.

a. Carmen, William J. Leckie 2d.

V. Josephine, T. R. Varick.

In the corresponding class for bitches Soudan,
a fairly good bodied one, won with Carmen,
second.

OPEN, DOG8.

1. Harper, R. B. Sawyer.
2. Monarch VI, Retnor Kennels.
3. Oswego, Retnor Kennels.
V. Carisbrooke, E. Sheffield Porter.

H. Fillmore, J. W. Linzee, Jr.

The pinch-faced, but grand bodied Harper
won in open dogs. Monarch VI, better in head,
but losing considerably in body properties, being

Klaced
.second, with Oswego third. The latter

as a grand skull and is very short in face, but
I e lacks m wrinkle and is flat sided.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Dimple, Retnor Kennels.
2. Naiad, W. J. Comstock.
c. Gilt, J. W. Linzee.

PUPPIES, DO<JS OR BITCHES.

I. Jack Homer, John P. Barnard.

In open bitches the grand bodied Dimple came
first, with the sweet little Naiad second. She is

more dip-faced ana better in cushion than the
winner, but not nearly so good in body.

Bull Terrier*—CHALLENGE, dogs (Lacy).

1. Cairo, W. F. Hobbie.
2. Champion Jubilee, W. L. & H. A. Harris.

The evergreen Cairo was rightly placed over

Jubilee in challenge dogs—nor do we know of

any representative of this breed who carries his

years so well, for he is still good in expression
and character, and is a real good bodied one.

Jubilee is inclined to be cut at elbows, is a little

hollow backed, nor is he so good in ribs or out-

line as his older rival.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1

.

Royal Rose, C. Albert Stevens.

2. Marguerite, W. L. & H. A. Harris.

Royal Rose defeated Marguerite in challenge
bitches. The former is a grandly made one,

with good bone and substance, and a good ex-

pression. She stands wide, which is her great-

est blemish; the latter is far too short and
squabby to compete with such a high-class bitch

as the winner.

OPEN, DOGS (30 pounds and over).

1. Beryl, W. L. & H A. Harris.

2. Diamond King, Retnor Kennels.

3. Don Pedro, Frank F. Dole.
V while Stubb. Fred P. Kerby.

Harvester, Williant Mariner.

In open dogs a clinking good one in Beryl

came out. His skull is a trifle wide, though his

expression is good. He stands well in front, is

very clean in shoulders, has grand ribs and
beautiful hindquarters and carriage and .set on
of stern; in fact, he is one of the best we ever re-

member seeing, and though considered deaf by
some, their opinion was not upheld by the veter-

inary surgeon of the show. Diamond King,
second, was in bad condition, which made him
iook long in back, and bad in ribs. Don Pedro,

third, is a bad one. being soft aiid expression-

less and quite unworthy of such a position.

Harvester, V. H. C, is to shelly, and light in

ribs, and White Stubb is very bad in coat, was
lame from a recent fight. He is also soft in ex-

pression, and sliowedi badly.

OPEN, BITCHES (30 pounds and over).

1. Attraction, William Mariner.
2. Enterprise, W. F. Hobbie.

3. Queen Bendigo, Frank F. Dole.

R. My Queen. W L. & H. A. Harris.

V. MiUspring, Retnor Kennels,
c Count's Nell, W. L. & H. A. Harris.

Miss Norah, W. L. & H. A. Harris.

Meg Merrilles, Fred P. Kirby.

Attraction, first in open bitches, won pretty

comfortably. She has a fair terrier head and ex-

pression, is rather weak in pastems.but has good
ribs and hindquarters. We do not like her out-

line which is not level enough, and would pre-

fer her stern to be better set on. Enterprise, sec-

ond, was looking shelly and all legs and wings,

and Queen Bendigo, third, is common in expres-

sion, and very beefy in rump and coarse in

stern. Millstream, v. H. C, is much too full in

eye, thick in shoulders and wide in front.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES (under 30 lbs.).

I. Chessctts Flyer, Eugene D. Hayes.
Dusty Miller, Retnor Kennels.
Protection, Frank F. Dole.

OPEN, BITCHES (under i8 lbs.).

1. Topsy, Round Head Kennels.
2. Dorie, Hiss A. M. Daniels.

PITPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Topsy, A. M. Hook.
2. Dandy, A. A. Knapp.
3. Rattler, W. C. Hook.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs (Mayhew).

1. Raby Mixer, John E. Thayer.
2. Blemton Rubicon, Blemton Kennels.
R.Lucifer, Blemton Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Rachel, Blemton Kennels.
2. Richmond Dazzle, John E. Thayer.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Blemton Racket, Blemton Kennels.
2. Suffolk Risk, James Mortimer.
3. Tramp, A. H. Warren.
4. Blemtou Volunteer, Oriole Kennels.
R. Reckoner, John H- Thayer.
V. Beverwyck Rebel, Clarence Rathbone.

Suffolk Coronet, James Mortimer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Suffolk Rarity, James Mortimer.
2. Blemton Brilliant, Blemton Kennels.

3. Empress, Wheeler & Davey.
4. Sallie, B. Gilman.
V. Blemton Enid, Blemton Kennels.

Rosa Canina, John K- Thayer.
Beverwyck Rebecca, Clarence Rathbone.

H. Hillside Model, John E. Thayer,
c. Warren Ino, Moses Taylor.

PUPPIES, DOGS.

1. Blemton Racket, Blemton Kennels.
2. Blemton Brawler, Blemton Kennels.
3. Wootlsidc Rustic, Moses Taylor.
R. Hillside Rascal, John E. Thayer.
V. Beverwyck Rebel, Clarence Rathbone.

Hillside Artful, John E. Thayer.
c. Hillside Fancy, John E. Thayer.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.

1. Suffolk Rarity, James Mortimer.
2. Blemton Toil, Blemton Kennels.
3. Empress, Wheeler & Davey.
V. Beverwyck Rebecca, Clarence Rathbone.

Blemton Comely, Oriole Kennels.
H. Hillside Gandy, John E. Thayer.

Hillside Crafty, John E Thayer,
c. Hillside Treasure, John E. ITiayer.

WIRE-HAIRED—DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Suffolk Tobey, James Mortimer.
2. Suffolk Settler, James Mortimer.
\. Capsicum, Newville Kennels.
R. Oxford Dandy, Robert G. Shaw,
c. Beauty. Joseph H. Hunt.

NOVICE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Blemton Brawler, Blemton Kennels.
2. Incognita, James Mortimer.
3. Beverwyck Rebel, Clarence Rathbone.
R. Blemton Comely, Oriole Kennels.
II. Hillside Treasure, John E. Thayer.

Beauty, Joseph H. Hunt.

Scotch Terriers—(Lacy).
OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Lowrie Dunbar, L. C. Blodgett, Jr.

Irish Terriers—<l*cy).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Burnside, I^ewis & Jarrett.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Mars, W. J. Comstock.
2 Master Kildere II, W. L. & H. A. Harris.

3. Dick, Charles F. Leland
V. Roslyn Murphy, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

H. Adventurer, Tfiomas Pulvertaft.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Nora, C. F, Sullivan.

2. Kathleen, Edward Lever.

3 Little Vixen, Thomas Pulvertaft.

V. Eileen II, Peter F. Clancy.

H Sandycroft Shona, W. S. Clark.

c. Breda Chance, William A. Dupee.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Roslyn Murphy, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. - . .-

V.

2.

3-

In the small class Chessetts Flyer was wrongly
placed over Dusty Miller. The latter is quite a

good little dog, being nice in body and style

ftenerally, whilst the former is common and
acks character.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Protection Frank F. Dole.

2. Yale, J. C. Mahler.

The puppies were represented by two moderate
ones, hardly deserving such high distinction as

they received.

Round-Headed Bull and Terrier.

(Seabury).

OPEN, D<X-.S—ANY COLOR (over 20 IbS.).

1. Mike II, Round Head Kennels.
2. Jack, Round Head Kennels.
3. Jack, W. C. Hook.
R. Cupid, H. J. Harris.

V. Doctor, W. C. Hook.
c. Stubbs, H. W. Richards.

OPEN, BITCHES (over 18 lbs.).

1. Topsy, Round Head Kennels.
2. Topsy, R. H. Post.

3. Queen, W. J. Leckie.

OPEN, DOGS (under 20 lbs.).

1. Sir Vera, Round Head Kennels.
2. Gladstone, Round Head Kennels.

3. Tiger, Louis H. Dos Passos.

Eileen II, Peter F. Clancy.

Kerry, Miss Nellie Sullivan.

Dandle Dlnmonts (Lacy).

OPEN, DOOS OR BITCHES.

I. Border Wang, F, R. Hitchcock.

Black and Tans (Lacy).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Kaiser. John F. Campbell.
. . „ „

2. Rochelle Knickerbocker, Miss A. L. Ballou.

H. Meersbrook Diamond, G. Duncan.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Desdemona, John F. Campbell.

2. Rochelle Natljv, Rochelle Kennels.

8kye Terriers (Lacy).

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Sir SUfford, W. W. Silvey.

3. Gamp II, C. H. Smith,

t. Toodles, C. H. Smith.

Yorkshire Terriers (Lacy).

CHALLENGE, IMJGS OR BITCHES

1 . Bradford Harry, P. H. Coombs.

OPEN, DOGS (5 lbs. and over).

1. Lancashire Ben, P. H. Coombs.
2. Toons Royal. North Fields Yorkshire Ken-

3. Prince A. I., North Fields Yorkshire Ken-
nels. . . , „

H. Harry, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (5 Ibs. and over).

1 lenny North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

2 Venus' North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

3! Gipsy, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

noos OB BITCHES (under 5 lbs.).

Daisy North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

Fish Pool Gem, North Fields Yorkshire

Kennels.
3. Prince Albert, P. H. Coombs
V. Little Sister, North Fields Yorkshire Ken-

H. Toon's Bright, North PieWs Yorkshire Ken-
nels.

I.

2.

Conttnued on Page 9«*-
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NOTES IN PASSINO.

Mr. A. E. Blunck, editor of the Fulton

County RepublicRn, published at Johns-

town, N. Y., says of the cut of the black

red game cock upon another page: "It

is a perfect likeness of Monadnock Boy

No. 26. In 1888 Mr. Spaulding scored

this bird at 98^, and although he is four

years old his score under Mr. Bicknell at

the late New York show was 94^', win-

ning the second prize. He has probably

won as many first prizes as any living ex

hibition game bird in America." Mr.

Bluuck is also the owner of the Duke of

Johnstown, the cockerel that won 2d at

New York with its score of 95^^.

«%
Mr. Blunck says: "During the past few

years marked advances have been made

in the development of those points which

characterize this variety. To breed a

male bird with a short clear lemon col-

pred hackle, and at the same time have a

solid black breast and under color, alone

taxes the skill and judgement of a fan-

cier to say nothing of adding to this all

those other characteristics which the

standard demand and the true breeder

aims at as his ideal. With their high

station, long, slim necks and heads,erect

carriage, broad shoulders, body tapering

like a flat-iron to the small, low whip

tail, added to their beautiful plumage,

combine to make a bird that commands
the attention and admiration of the be-

holder."

Bates, F. M. Rogers, C. H. Pope, H. E.

Weston, W. H. Sylvester, Wm. Gill, M.

S. Gay, B. O. Caldwell.

«

In the issue of March i. in our report

of the poultry show at the Institute we

said: "There is question as to the safety

of the disinfectant employed at the late

Institute show. One judge was made
ill by it, and we are told many
birds, and valuable ones died from the

effects of it. Any information concern-

ing this should be made public with the

least possible delay that the use may be

discontinue<l." To this the manager of

the disinfectant in question takes excep

tions as follows :

"We disinfected the show and would
say there is nothing whatever poisonous
in any way contained in our preparation.

On the contrary it is prepared from the
essential oil of the pine and its ingredi-

ents are decidedly health giving. We
cannot understand what the motive could
have been for any one to make such an
unjust report. We trust you will take

the earliest opportunity of correcting the

same."
*

« *

We have no corrections to make. One
judge, Mr. H. A. Bridge, as many who
were present know, was very ill from the

effects of the disinfectant, and it was

spoken of by many that the powdered

article used got into the drinking water.

Several deaths during the show and later

were ascribed to this, but we do not know
that the conclusion was arrived at by

post mortem examination. Of but one

thing we can speak from experience and

in this all present will bear us out that

the odor from the material used was de-

lightfully refreshing. This, however, is

not to be considered if its use in powdered

form is deleterious to the exhibit.

• *

The Brockton, Mass., Poultry and Pet

StCMlt Association has these officers for

the ensuing year : President, L. A.

Tower ; vice-presidents, C. A. Richards,

E. A. Ransden, J. W. Shaw. S. P. Gumey,
M. D. Linfield ; secretary, Wm. K. Bond,

treasurer, A. B. Terry; executive commit-

tee, C. A. Noyes, C. A. Snow, S. H.

Our correspondent "Marble" has been

twice taken to task for his words in ap-

proval of the plainhead Archangel. While

we do not endorse his ideas inasmuch as

we think the peak is necessary to give

the snakey stupid look that is charac-

teristic of the Archangel we can find ex-

cuse for it in the pleasant-faced expres-

sion of the plain-headed birds. The crest,

especially the peaked form, gives a pecu-

liar look to the pigeon that many find

intolerable, but where that look is part

and parcel of the type's make up we

think it should be maintained.

We are glad to have the endorsement

of wooden nest bowls over the earthen

nest pan from so experienced a breeder

as Rev. Mr. Lumley, and we commend
his observations upon this and also upon

nesting material to our pigeon fanciers.

Mr. D. E. Newell, New York City, was

the first, so far as we know, to use the

wooden nest. Those adopted by him

were solid blocks of wood with the tops

hollowed to a sufficient depth. These

are now largely in use in Belgian lofts,

and are generally approved.

*
* *

We do not favor the catcher Mr. Lum-
ley describes as with a netted bag the

bird's legs or flight tips are liable to be

injured in being caught in the meshes.

The best bag is made of strong un-

bleached muslin and considerable larger

than the frame which holds it. A good

catcher frame can be made of a strip of

hickory or of stout cane by bringing the

ends together and binding them about

for a sufficient distance to form a handle.

The middle portion in such case forms

the frame for the catch bag.

«
• »

Mr. Jacobs promises to do better than

good in return for our "wonder how
much in hard cash that victory cost Mr.

P. H. Jacobs and how much the A. P. A.

is ahead in life memberships brought in

to defeat Conger and Pitkin. "In my
April proof," he says, "I had already

shown courtesy in indeavoring to benefit

your paper as follows:

Thk Fancikrs' Journal, a weeklv,
published at 32 South Thinl Street.

Philadelphia, will send a sample copy to

all desinng. Dogs, poultry, pigeons and
pets are made specialties. It is a large,

bright paper, and always contains the

earliest news.' "

• «

But now, "I shall defend myself by

giving the character of the paper and the

reoord of those connected with it."

•
»

He continues: "I am surprised that

you make a charge against me of the use

of money, and the proposal of new mem-
bers at the A. P. A. meeting when in

fact the books of Mr. Twells will show

that three-fourths of the new members

were proposed by friends of the other

party. I am acquainted with only four

of them and proposed only one, signing

to recommend one more. I am not able

to buy anyone, nor would I do so if I

could."
»

•

This statement does not one whit abate

our wonder as to how much in hard cash

that victory cost Mr. P. H. Jacobs.

•
* •

Our sympathies were not with Mr.

Jacobs in his A. P. A. fight for the rea-

son that he was not really hitting at

principles, but to get even with certain

of the members on purely personal

grounds, to settle an old score. Mr.

Jacobs went to New York imagining a

great opposition awaited him, whereas

the A. P. A. knew what was coming,

knew what was wanted and was prepared

to kill him—as an enemy—by letting him

have his own way. As one remarked

and many agreed to: "If there was any-

thing Jacobs didn't get it was because he

didn't let us know he wanted it."

IN-BREEDma.

Agrainst the Bgg Call.

The petition to the president and ex-

ecutive officers of the New York Mercan-
tile Exchange to suspend the call on eggs
on the floor of the Exchange for a period

of sixty days, with a view to its ultimate

abolition, has caused much discussion

among provision merchants. It is said

by not a few that if the egg call be abol-

ished the Exchange might as well be
closed altogether. Aside from the egg
sales, verj' little other business is trans-

acted on the floor of the Exchange. Oc-
casionally lots of butter and cheese are

put up, but most of the sales of these

commodities are made in the stores of
the merchants.
• By the members who want the egg call

abolished it is declared that too much re-

tail business is done on the Exchange,
that the sale of a few barrels of eggs
fixes the prices at which large quantities

must l)e sold, and that this system gives
designing and unscrupulous men the op-
portunity to impose upon the trade.

Walter G. French and James Rowland
have issued a circular stating that out-of-

town markets with superior transporta-
tion facilities over former times will

naturally depend less and less on New
York for supplies, and will keep on
making closer connection with western
shippers and dealers whether the Ex-
change here has an egg call or not.

Market prices will be established and
publicity given them whether the call

— .. —.—

*

T
Vt.?C9 Oil Ml llOL. ±

that receivers and jobbers
themselves to charge all customers not
members of the Exchange at least one-
quarter of a cent per dozen above the
price established by the daily call.

The New York Mercantile Exchange
is the outgrowth of the American Ex-
change of New York that was founded
in 1875. In i88h the name was changed
to the Butter.Cheese and Egg Exchange,
and in 1882 it assumed its present name
and established its head(|uarters in the
Erie Building, at Reade and West Streets.

The institution prospered, and several

lots were purchased at Hudson and Har-
rison Streets, where the present building
of the Exchange was erected. A large

number of certificates of membership was
signed and their market value ran up to

I300. Then they gradually fell until

now they are quoted at between $6$ and
I70. There are at present 800 certificates

out.—N. Y. Times.

alike bind

Bone Meal.

P. H. says: It is but recently that poul-

try raisers commenced to feed bone-
meal. For many purposes it is a valu-

able feed, and where it can be easily ob-
tained, its use will Ijecome more general.

When fowls are in confinement, their

feed must be as complete as it is possible

to make it. They have no chance to

select for themselves and hunt that

which they need, but must depend on
what you give them. It is for this

reason important that you study their

wants and needs and endeavor to supply
them. Failing to do that, you fail to get
the greater egg-production. Bone-meal
furnishes, in an organic form, the carbo-

nate of lime which is a large ingredient

in their growth. They eat it greedily,

as they will also fresh meat, which they
should have regularly. It is fed in va-

rious ways—mixed with the soft feed, or

kept in a box, where they can run to it

when they feel like it. While the latter

is a good way, it is not so economical as

mixing it with their soft feed. The best

way, because the most economical, is

probably to cook it with corn-meal into a
mush. The bone fed this way is all util-

ized, and the cooking makes it softer,

and thus it is better assimilated in the

system. Feeding plenty of bone-meal
will generally prevent the vices of egg-

eating and feather pulling.

Not Approved as a Rule "Where

Space is Limited.

Scientific breeding, as represented by

in-breeding,is not an altogether unmixed

blessing. To breed from closely related

birds, say for one season, may be all

very well, and the progeny from such

cross may give satisfaction in every way;

but if this system is to be carried out

year after year, my experience of it is

that it is a very unsatisfactory way of

reaching the desired point of perfection.

Be it understood that I am here speaking

with the experience of one who has never

been able to give his birds the advantage

of an unlimited grass run. With more

room at one's disposal the system may
not be so disastrous.

As far as my own observation goes, my
advice is to those who, like myself, are

anxious to keep well to the front, and

have only a small space at their com-

mand: Do not dabble too much in in-

breeding. I might risk two successive

years, but rather than risk a third year

without a break, I would rather trust to

the chances from a cock bird an entirely

different strain, provided, of course, he

was a good bird himself, and had a spot-

less pedigree.

Perhaps the first symptom of the fail-

ure of the system is the un fertility of the

eggs in the early spring. Later in the

year the eggs may contain a very fair

average of chicks, but in say January and
February, when eggs for sitting are

scarcer, and when they are invaluable to

the breeder who wants chickens for the

early shows, it is very trying to find nest

after nest turn out worthless, all through
having the cockerel too closely related to

the hens with which he is mated.
The next symptom is almost equally

proiiuuuccu— vi/.., *>c<»Ki3' c»ii*.ik.%-uo.

Sometimes these much-desired early

chicks have not the strength to leave or

even chip the shell, and, when hatched,

a great number of them seem fearfully

weak on the legs. With care and atten-

tion to diet, however, a good number of

those hatched may be reared to maturity.

I must here again add too much must
not be expected of them, and until you
have sufficient equanimity to see valu-

able chickens die off in spite of every
care, and from no apparent ailment other-

wise than what might be classed as gen-

eral debility, until then beware of in-

breeding.
Once arrived at maturity, in-bred birds

may be as strong and hearty as those that

are not so bred, and as for fancy points I

must acknowledge that the breeder is

much surer of obtaining what he aims at

by breeding from relations than he would
by proceeding otherwise; but what I wish

to emphasize is the constant disappoint-

ment one has to wade through before

maturity arrives; and when the amateur
has not room to rear many chicks, I

maintain that he will suffer less shock to

his feelings and less death by disease

among his stock by abstaining from
breeding too closely. Should there,how-

ever, be plenty of space at command,with
any amount of sweet grass for the birds

to enjoy, then I should strongly approve
of in-breeding. Its risk can be bourne
where there are plenty to select from.

—

Silver Dun in Poultry.

Rats I

The London Field says: Rats may
readily be induced to jump or drop into

any receptacle if it affords them adequate

concealment, and they do this without

one lingering suspicion of their inability

to reach the only existing outlet when

the time for retreat approaches. Traps

on this principle may readily be designed

and are obviously preferable to our rat

traps where the vermin are numerous.
They are used in Burmah, where the rats

are a perfect pest. A jar trap was set for

three nights. On the first occasion I saw
seventy -two rats turned out, on the sec-

ond night only nine were caught, and on

the third night not one was caught. The
trap was then put away for some weeks,

when it was again successfully used.
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THE NBST.

Different "Ways of Makingr It.

Nature's Plan the Best.

To some it may appear that making a

nest is a very small matter. It must, how-

ever, be remembered that the nest is

where the chickens are hatched. I have

often noticed that wild birds make their

nests, oh ! so carefully. They take such

pains with them, no matter what kind of

bird it is that is making the nest. If it is

a chaffinch's nest, whether it is found in

the south or in the north, it will be made

just the same shape and style, and of the

same material, if it is to be found, and,

if not, the nearest substitute is used. The

same applies to all kinds of birds. They

all appear to have laws and regulations

of their own, and each member of the

family carries them out. It is an inter-

esting study to those who have time to

devote to it. When a boy I learned

much in studying nature, which has been

of great assistance throughout my life.

One thing struck me forcibly, and that

was that all the birds which made their

nests early in the year took care to line

them well. This, I came to the conclu-

sion,was to keep the cold east winds out,

and to protect the eggs and the young

ones when they came. The whistling

thrush lines her nest with mud. Although

this has not much warmth in it, the

strong mud walls keep the frost and cold

winds out, so that they do not penetrate

through.

Those birds which build their nests in

March take particular care to build it of

warm material, and line it with moss,

feathers and short hair from the horses'

bodies. It is wonderful where they get

il all fruui, but an the horses shed their

coats the birds must pick it up. Now
fowls are not so keen as are the wild

birds as regards making their nests, but

notwithstanding this, if they are left to

themselves to make the nests and hatch

the chickens, they generally bring off

large broods, and they are usually very
strong and hardy. I had a hen set away
in January of this year, and she brought
out a chicken from each egg. They were
hatched early in February, and they have
been right out in the open ever since,
having no shelter but a small coop where
the hen is. Every one is healthy and
strong. She made her nest on the
ground, with a little fine hay and dead
leaves at the bottom of it. The hen was
very careful to scratch a hole in the
ground. It was made round so that her
strong wings could clip the eggs nicely
and keep them safe from the cold winds.
There are different ways of setting

hens, and a person may be successful
either way or in all. Nature must be
copied as closely as possible. Some hens
have been known to sit in a draughty
place and then to hatch out a fair brood
of chickens. Perhaps if another hen, to
all appearance as good a sitter as the
first, sat there she would not hatch out a
single chicken. And why ? Because
she would not clip her eggs so closely as
the other one did. At another time a
hen will lay in a wooden nest box with
scarcely a bit of straw in it, and sit her
time, and then bring out a chicken from
almost every egg. It may perhaps be
suggested by some that this then is the
proper way to set a hen, as the results in
former cases have been so good. To
test this let a person try it ana see the
resulte. Probably there would not be a
single chicken.

I was taught to make a nest with a
little straw in a nest box or basket. In
this style of nest the eggs roll on the top
of each other, resulting in at least two or
three of them being broken. When the
hen has been sitting a few days the nest
becomes flat at the bottom and the eggs
roll away from each other, and in tliis
way the outside eggs get chilled. As a
hen turns her eggs at least twice in
twenty-four hoius, those which were in
the centre of the nest soon are on the
outeide, and in this way a large number
are quickly spoilt. Wheat straw is very

porous; each stem is hollow, and when
the cold east wind is blowing, or it is a
sharp frost, the cold air is conveyed to
the eggs. The outside ones become the
most chilled. They are often down to
60°, while those which are under the
hen's body register from 100° to 104°.

This can be proved by placing a ther-

mometer under the hen. If a nest is not
prof)erly made and with suitable mate-
rials the chickens will die at all stages,

from the third to the seventeeth day, and
then people wonder how it is there are so
many dead chickens in the shells. The
wonder is that any of them come to
maturity. Chickens sometimes die in

their shells when the nest is properly
made and the hens well treated, but
deaths can often be avoided by attention
to these details.

When a hen sets away and arranges
matters for herself she makes her nest
on the ground, making it very round, so
that she may turn her head or sit in any
position and yet cover her eggs nicely.

If fairly dry there is always a damp
moisture comes up to the eggs from the
ground, which helps to keep moist the
inside of the egg (the membrane). This
is one reason why the egg^ hatch out so
well. Partridges and pheasants generally
hatch out every fertile egg, which is

owing to the regular temperature main-
tained by the hen. I have always found
it best to make the nest of something
solid, such as earth. When a hen's nest
is made on the ground it should be
scooped out and the hole made very
round and deeper in the middle than at

the sides. A nest should be made so that
a hen can sit comfortably.
When a nest is flat at the Iwttom the

hen sits most uncomfortably, as her legs
have to lie flat, which often produces
cramp. When the nest is flat the wings
cannot reach the bottom of the nest, in

fact a hen with short wings cannot do so
at all. If the nest is made properly no
matter how the hen sits she is comfort-
able, as the nest is made a little on the
slope. The shanks of the fowl rest on
the sloping side of the nest, and also the
wings on the side. As the nest is rounded
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rest comfortably, no cold can get to the
eggs if the earth is well beaten down.
Whatever the nest is made of it should

be damp, so that it holds together and
thus forms a crust. It is well to put a little

slaked lime in the nest after it is well
beaten down. At this time of the year it

is well to line the nest with a few short
feathers. These should Ije laid carefully

so that they are nice and level all round
the nest. Then sprinkle a little fine hay
and beat it well down. It is very im-
portant to get the hay very close, then
the eggs do not bind together when the
hen turns them. When a nest is made in

the way described thirteen eggs can be set

in it, and the hen will cover them better

than nine if set in the ordinary way.
When I used to make my own nests and
set the hens myself I never put less than
fifleen in one nest in the coldest weather.
In March and April I have put as many
as twenty-five eggs under one hen. One
year I had two hens hatch forty-five

chickens, one had twenty-two and the
other twenty-three, all strong healthy
chickens. I did this just to try the ex-
periment. I had several persons to see
the hens when they were sitting, and I

asked one to look under and count the
eggs, and he said that it would be a pity

to disturb her, as it would be running a
risk of spoiling the eggs. I told him
that was nonsense. After eggs have
been sat upon fifteen or seventeen days
you can take them one hundred miles
and no harm would be done. He shook
his head. I always like to prove any
statement which I make, and I told him
if he would come on the seventeenth day
I would move both the hen and eggs.

He came in the evening, and I took the
hen a mile and a half It was at the
time freezing, and I did not cover the
eggs up. They were in a wooden meas-
ure. I made two fresh nests and then
set the eggs, and the result was forty-five

chickens. I mention this so that your
readers need not be afraid to touch the

egg or move the hens; but I would here
say it is a far better plan not to put so
many eggs under hens; too few rather

than too many are to be recommended.
When setting my hens I put as many

eggs under them as I can; then from the

seventh to the tenth day I test them, and
take away all the unfertiles; then set

other eggs. For instance, suppose I set

three hens, and on testing their eggs find

thirteen or fourteen unfertile, I put all

the rest of the eggs under two other
hens, and then set the third hen with
fresh eggs together with three more
hens (providing I have been able to pro-
cure this number). In this way I make
the most of the hens, and no time is

wasted. If there are too many fertile

ones for one or two hens, put the remain-
ing few under the third, giving her some
fresh eggs also, but warming them first.

As regards sitters for the early season,
Brahmas and Cochins are admirable.
When crossed they are much belter even
than in the pure state. When pure their

wings are very short. They have a good
deal of fluff and long feathers, which
cover the eggs from view, but the feath-

ers on the body are so long the heat from
the hen's body does not reach the eggs.

When a Brahma or Cochin hen is set the
nest should be made rather deep, so her
wings can reach the side of the nest, and
she should not have so many eggs put
under her as other breeds. A goo<l cross-

bred hen will cover three eggs more than
a Cochin or Brahma. To make good
sitters Cochins and Brahmas should be
crossed with Plymouth Rocks or game.
The latter breed is the best, as they have
strong wings and their feathers are short.

They make splendid sitters and mothers,
and will defend their chickens against
all comers. They can be depended on,
and even when sent on a long railway
journey, which unsettles so many hens,
they will sit well.

When fresh eggs are put under a hen
which has been silting fx>r several days,

say seven or nine, they should be
warmed, as when put under cold they
will give the others a chill. It is best to

put them ill a box with some hot bran in

It; the bran can l>e warmed in a bag and
then put in the oven. I mention this be-

cause if the box is put in it will very
likely catch fire. If the fertile eggs are

put in the hot bran they will keep all

right for six or eight hours if the box is

wrapped in a piece of old flannel. The
fresh eggs should be put under the hens,
and after remaining there for six or
eight hours those which have been in the
u .. 1 1_—J ...,j_. -- ,..-11 'i-i.:.-
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to some will appear a very troublesome
proceeding, but it must be understood
that this treatment is merely required
where only a few hens are set, where
there are more they can be managed dif-

ferently. Some people set the eggs and
do not trouble to test them at all during
the time of sitting; they merely allow the
eggs to remain under the hens for twenty-
one days, and then are much surprised
when they find that two or three chick-
ens only come out.

Eggs should not only be tested when
they have been sat on for seven days, but
also at the fifteenth day. This is m case
some of them have got addled (the germ
dead, which brings on decomposition).
In some cases when the shells are rather
thin they burst, and even should they
not do this, the bad eggs are much better

taken away from the good ones, as >^hen
the chickens are dead in the shell the
eggs lose their heat when the hens are off

the nest. When there is a live chicken
in each egg they retain the heat for a

long time. All who set eggs should
practice testing them, then they will

soon be able to tell when an egg has
gone wrong. When testing eggs and
the operator is not sure whether the
germ is alive or not he should put a ring
right round the large end of the egg with
his lead pencil. These can then easily

be detected, and it saves overhauling the
others. To make sure whether the em-
bryo is dead, examine one that is alive

and compare the two.

Egg testers are made fof' this purpose,
but they can be manufactured at home
by cutting a hole in a flat piece of card-
board. The hole must not be quite so
large as an egg. The cardboard should
not be less than six inches square, and
one side should be inked over so that it

is quite black. This is the side that is to

be held nearest the operator. A lamp
should l)e placed on the table, turning
the light up rather strong. Hold this

egg-tester in front of the lamp and then
place the egg in the hole in the card-

Doard. This latter shades the light from
the eyes of the operator, and shines very
strongly through the egg. It is a good
plan first to look through a new laid one.
This will l)e found to look quite clear

—

all very much the same. When a strong
light is beyond them they look a reddish
shade to the operator. Sometimes there
are a few small dark specks inside the

shells. When these appear the eggs are
more trouble to test, and particularly
those with brown shells. These spot's

are nothing to an experienced hand, but
it is for those who are young and inex-
perienced in the art of egg testing that
this article is written.

When an egg is fertile there is a dark
speck in it. I? the operator cannot see
the speck quite clearly the egg should be
turned around slowly, then the dark
speck can be easily discerned. When
an egg has been sat u{>on for seven days
the dark spot is about the size of a small
pea. This is the chicken's eye, which is

always formed first. Sometimes an egg
would look cloudy, and the dark speck
is not distinguishable, in such cases it

may be considered doubtful, as Ihe germ
has commenced to develop, and is dead.
These are the eggs which ought to have
a mark put around them. They should
be tried a few days later on, as they can
then easily be tested and distinguished
from those which contain live chickens.

After eggs which have gone on all

right have been sat on thirteen to four-

teen days they look quite black, with the
exception of the large end, which is quite
clear. This is empty, and is where the
egg chamber is. As the chickens grow
in the shells this fills up, but when the
shells are very large sometimes it does
not fill quite up, although they hatch out.

Game chickens invariably fill the shells
up before they liberate themselves. Some
people think that a chicken cannot hatch
unless it fills the shell right up to the
top. This is altogether wrong, as many
thus hatch out, sometimes with quite
half an inch at the top of the egg empty.
As a rule a chicken from a medium sized
egg is much stronger than one from a
large egg. When eggs are set they
should always have the date put upon
them at the large end, so that when eggs
are put under hens or incubators at vari-

ous periods they can be detected at once.
Mistakes can be easily made when there
are chickens coming along at various
stages, and those which should he hatch-
ing are more backward than they should
be.
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use any tester, as I like to try them with
a candle or a small benzoline lamp. The
large end of the egg should be held by
the fingers of the right hand, and the
small end by the left hand. The egg
should be turned round slowly, and it

can be tested quite easily if the operator
is careful. If the testing is carried on as
it should be good broods of chickens
may be expected, and no waste of time.
When the eggs and hens are left to them-
selves for twenty-one days, and a number
of the eggs are addled and unfertile,there
is a great waste of time. Supposing that
five hens are sitting at one time, and
more than half the eggs are unfertile, it

not only wastes the hen's time, but the
season is going by, and this prevents the
owner from having as many early chick-

'

ens as he ought. It saves from 20 to 25
per cent per year to test the eggs, and
especially those set early in the season,

and takes away all the clear and addled
ones. The hens, too, require managing
properly. Some have an idea that the
hens should not be taken off the nest at

all, but this is altogether wrong.—W.
Cook in Poultry.

Duck Efirers and Feathers.

R. says: If shut up nights, most of the

eggs of ducks may be saved; shut up all

the time, they will stop laying. They
will sometimes lay in nests prepared for

them in their roosting house, but do not

build nests of their own until nearly

done laying and ready to sit, which is

about the last of May. Taking their

eggs away will not prolong their laying.

Ducks should not be plucked in

winter, and those that are to set

should not be plucked until a
week after hatching, as their long four
weeks' sitting leaves them weak. After

that they should be 'picked as often as

their feathers ripen, which can be told

by picking a few from the breast: if there
is no colored fluid in the end of the
feather, it is ripe. The little grey ducks
ripen their feathers once in four weeks;
if not picked soon after this, they begin
to shed them, and pin feathers take their

places, when separating them is very te-

dious. Larger breeds of ducklings do
not ripen their feathers so quickly.
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Nesting Material-Wooden Bowls

Preferred to Earthen.

Next to suiUble domiciles for pigeons

the most necessary accessories to pigeon-

keeping are suitable nests, feeding

boxes, drinking vessels and "catchers."

To these, and one or two other incidental

matters, I desire to call attention. I ad-

vise a good layer of pine sawdust to be

placed in each nest box, to be renewed

once in ten days or a fortnight; the drop-

pings should be gathered up daily. If

left to themselves the birds will, with

such materials as they can find, from a

burned match to a three-inch nail, soon

build a nest of some kind on the bare

board, and unless suitable materials are

available the couple of eggs will be found

sprawling from one side of the nest box

to the other, and the result will find po-

etical expression in language such as

"Love's labor lost." To guard against

any such calamity it is essential to well

litter the loft and aviary with small

twigs, such as can easily be procured by

cutting up disused brooms, and procuring

fine shavings and dried leaves. <l^

I am strongly opposed to the use of

straw or hay as materials for nests. The

former invariably forms caverns for fleas

and other pests, while the close, heated

condition of hay generally weakens the

squabs and brings on diarrhoea. Nothing

is better suited. I repeat, for a pigeon

neat than dried twigs of from four to six

inches in length, between these a good

ventilation is always present, and if occa-

sionally it be necessary to sprinkle the

nest with insect powder, the latter soon

forms a layer below the nest itself—

warding off the vermin, and in no way

injuring the young pigeons. After the

young have been iiatcheu a foitiiiglit the

nest may be pulled to pieces, washed,

dried and replaced in the nest box.

Should any fancier prefer artificial

nests I would strongly advise the use of

wooden bowls; in these a little coarse

sawdust or fine shavings should be

placed to prevent the breakage of eggs.

I think earthenware pans cannot be too

carefully avoided for this, if for no other

reason, that while wood is a non-con-

ductor, clay is a conductor of heat

Warmth is essential to the healthy

growth of squabs. It is therefore incon-

travertible that the use of an earthen-

ware pan which absorbs and conveys

away the necessary warmth must be de-

trimenUl to the healthy growth of the

young birds. If bowls are used, it is

advisable to have two—one in each

corner—in order to prevent the hen lay-

ing in the same nest as the former young

ones are in, and the eggs becoming

chilled through having being improperly

covered, rersonallv, it is my invariable

practice to use wooden bowls.

I know that most fanciers use hoppers

and feeding boxes in their lofts. The
principal reason for so doing is want of

time to feed their birds by hand when
occasion requires. I never use either a

hopper or a feeding lox. I believe

much disease is spread by a sick bird

picking up food and dropping it back

into the hopper or box where it is picked

np by another, who thus becomes sub-

ject to a like malady. I think ground

feeding wholesome, and the complete

consumption of one lot of foo<l before

another is supplied, both tending to in-

creased healthy appetite in the pigeons,

and saving of waste to their owners. I

have (at least, I make) time, to feed my
birds three times a day—at 7 A. M.,

noon, and 6 P. M.—I always find them
obedient to the call of the well-known

"rattle of the tin" and whistle of him
who delighU in a timely manner to sup-

ply their need. If hopper or boxes must

needs be resorted to, make a point of

emptying them at least every other day,

or they will soon Ijecome the nurseries

of all kinds of grubs and injurious in-

sects. Feed from hand to pound, if

possible, say I, and always mix a little

salt and gnt with the food as you litter

it
. . ^

As to drinking vessels, I think nothing

rivals a large four-inch deep pan—rubbed
out well every morning, and emptied and

replenished at f*«4i»J5 hours. If foun-

tains are used be very careful to empty

them every night, put a handful of gnt

or small pebbles into them, shake them

well, empty out all contents and then re-

plenish for the morrow's supply. Foul

water is an eternal reproducer of every

kind of disease to which pigeons are

heirs. A word to the wise will, I am
sure, suffice.

"Catchers" is the term applied to

small net bags used to catch pigeons in

large lofts and aviaries. These are very

necessary. What can be so annoying

when one has set one's heart on showing a

certain favorite to find, after attemptmg

to get possession of him, his tail in your

hand and his narrativeless individuality

on a shelf, perch or beam, the picture of

a "plucked" candidate for honors? All

exhibitors—in fact, all pigeon fanciers-

should make a "catcher" a sine qua twn

in their lofts. The handle should be of

rounded wood and about four feet long.

To this a cane loop about a foot and a

quarter in diameter should be attached

by a strong wire binding. On this loop

a net should be worked about a foot in

depth, the meshes being not more than

one and one-quarter inch sized, in order

to prevent the head or flight feathers

protruding when effecting the capture of

a pigeon.
Before leaving this subject I must

allude to the desirability of having one

Prom Boston to Japan.

After all. New England commerce is

not quite extinct, for we enjoy an export

trade with Japan in cocks and hens. I

learn that a Boston fancier, noted for the

excellence of his Hamburgs. has sent

several consignments of them to this far-

away land, the birds making the journey

by way of California, and costing the

Japs about 1 10 apiece. Their beauty, it

seems, is the quality which appeals to the

Oriental imagination. In time.no doubt,

the Japanese will have Hamburgs of their

own. but. considering how long they

have been breeding fowls, and how gifted

the nation is in small matters, it strikes

me as very odd that we should be able to

teach them anything in this respect. In

part, at least, it removes from us the re-

proach that we have neglected beauty,

and let no one find food for ridicule in

the fact that our progress in the arte

and graces of life is thus announced to

the foreign world through the medium

of a Yankee hen. In the course of years

we may be sending pictures to France

and statues to Italy.—Boston Post.

PIGEON^FLYING^__

ON THE WING.

Mr. J. C. Conley makes a mis-statement

when he says "I sUted very positively

that under no circumstances could I

furnish items of news for The Journal."

•
« «

Last week I gave him the benefit of

what might have been a misunderstand-

ing, as it was explained to me that he

was a poor man and "it would hurt him

with the others," but, Mr. Conley offered

if we would give the I50 in gold offered

by a friend to The Journai. to be flown

for under the rules of the Federation of

which he is race secretary, he would

furnish all reports on time every week,

and how nice that would all be for us !

»
* «

I told him it would be very foolish in

The Journai, to give over ite aff'airs to

him and have to wait his pleasure when it

was prepared to bring a larger experience

and better management to itework. Why
wait upon him when it could have ite

own. And very foolish it would be for

The Journal to give over its affairs to

an association which still works upon

lines I originated in 1886 and dropped at

the close of that season's flying, as giv-

ing too many chances for fraud, and

which boasts of improvements this year

because adopting my methods in the

past of timing, etc.

*
* •

Further conversation with Mr. Conley

elicited the fact that he intended to en-

gage birds in the competitions this year,

thus giving him a personal interest in

every journey flown thei'efor. Also, if

he had his way. he would limit the

competition to New York. Brooklyn.

Newark and Philadelphia, and would

drop off Baltimore. Washington. Pitte-

burg and other outside places where he

could not give personal attention to

the affair.

EXHIBITION BLACK RED GAME COCK MONADNOCK BOY No. 26.

OWNED BY A. K. BI.UNCK. JOHNSTOWN. N. Y.

«
» »

or two pairing pens in every loft- If two

birds are simply locked up together, it

frequently happens that not only do they

fight fiercely, but they Uke so great a dis-

like to each other that on the first pos- 1

sible opportunity they will part and seek
|

out fresh and more acceptable mates.

To ensure pigeons breeding well and
|

being true to each other, it is necessary
j

to get them to be mutually attached. This

is effectually done by the provision of a

pairing pen. This should lie a locker

about two and one-half feet square.

Divide this into two compartments with

wire netting of fairly small mesh-work,

to prevent pecking. Let one compart-

ment be about one and one-half feet

square and the other one foot square.

Place the cock bird in the larger of these

and the hen you desire to mate with him

in the smaller one. Keep them thus

confined for two or three days. Then
remove the wire work for a few minutes

at a time at first, until gradually the

birds shall have become atUched friends

and faithful partners. They can then be

located in one of the regular nesting cots

or boxes.—Rev. f. W. Lumley.

Toledo's Chickens.

A peculiar fatality has overtaken the

hen rooste of this city. Mr. James Camp-

bell, the well-known real estate man.

says on Monday night last he found a

number of his hens had been killed. On

investigation it was found that a number

of the neighbors had a similar experience

with their hen coops. Mr. Page, living

on Collingwood, fully a mile away from

the Campbell residence, found thirty

hens dead in his hen coop, and since

then it has been discovered that the epi-

' demic, as Mr. Campbell calls it, visited

I

the Wagon Works and East and West

I

Toledo. At a committee meeting in the
I council chamber a night or two ago, a

number of gentlemen compared notes on

the matter. It was generally agreed that

the hens had been killed by some animal.

In every instance their backs had lieen

broken and two slight wounds appeared

on each side of the back bone.—-Toledo

Blade.

Both of these are contrary to the rules

and principles of the rules governing the

record and the prizes of honor.

*
»

Regarding the reports of the Federa-

tion of Homing Pigeon Fanciers' aflfairs,

they were never solicited by The Jour-

nal, and when they were proffered us to

appear in advance of the issue of the

official paper of that Federation I ex-

pressed my surprise at such course as it

could not but be an injury to that paper.

A correspondent of a daily paper says :

"The new rules of the concourse races of

the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers will do away with a ^reat

deal of dissatisfaction which has existed

under the old methods employed by

many designing fauciers, when a man
who flew his birds, taking his chances as

they came, was left far behind, while the

fancier who picked out fine weather and

favorable winds was able to record his

birds for diplomas or prizes with hardly

any competition to speak of. The new
methoils proposed under concourse rules

are, briefly : First, that all birds belong-

ing to Federation members residing in

districts embracing about one hundred

miles shall be flown on the same day.

Philadelphia and vicinity will form one

district. New York, Newark and vicinity

another, the two districte liberating their

birds on the same day. Another section

would have Boston as ite centre, another

Washington, D. C, and another Pitts-

burg, Pa."
»%

Yes, but why should a fancier take his

chances at weather when it is the weather

that makes the performance and yet the

bird i« to be rated by that performance.
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For instance, birds did not return from

375 miles in the day, not until the day

and days following. Had they not been

sent further they would have been con-

demned ; the performance according to

the standard was far below the ordinary.

Yet, the same birds from 525 miles with

favorable atmospheric conditions cover

the distance in unprecedented speed and

without a trace of weariness: The same

birds, but diffierent atmospheric condi-

tions give a better result from a more

severe test.
«

» »

Why fix hard and fast lines when there

is no reason for so doing and when with

a little leeway, with the whole season

open, the horfors may be easy.

*
« *

I remember in the old time when
schedules were made and, no matter what

the conditions, shipping day brought all

that were at home together, "to go."

One club in one season did not have a

start on schedule time until in the dis-

tance journey. In four out of the five

the start not being upon the dates named
the race was off", the time and expense

was for nothing and the loss exceeded

that of any other season. By waiting

until the "spell of weather" had passed

there would have been worthy work
done, but "the dates had been named
and must lie lived up to."

Mr. Felix Rodeubach in another col-

umn touches upon one of the most im-

portant and least understood matters in

connection with pigeon flying, the train-

ing of the birds. The opinion generally

held in regard to this is that the birds

lUusL uc lauj^ut ilic nuy. xuiaisaitu-

gether wrong. If the bird is at all pos-

sessed of the homing faculty, has good

sight and has had ite liberty, it knows
all it can ever be taught of "the way" be-

fore it is put into a training basket. The
education, the training is to bring it to

an understanding of what is expected

of it.

* *

To accomplush this several things are

necessary. One is that the limited intel-

lectual power of the bird as compared

with that of man be recognized. One
cannot have to do with the homing
pigeon without realizing what an enthu-

siastic Belgian has said of it, that is, "it

thinks." This cannot be said of any

other of animal creation. The train of

thought it must be admitted is single,

but I who have had much to do with the

bird, do believe it reasons within iteelf.

That it asks iteelf, "Now, what does this

mean ?" "What was that for ?" "What
will happen next ?" Not in these words,

perhaps, but to such end.

•*
Training is to answer these questions,

and to do so once for all in not deviating

from one line of action. As Mr. Rosen-

bach says, education is fixing a succes-

sion of habits, that is. getting the bird

accustomed when in certain situations

or surroundings to be impressed by
them to immediately do certain other

things. For instance a certain well-

known New York bird was accustomed
to spend ite winters in Keyport. N. J. as

a breeder, and remained there at liberty.

But, catch that bird, shut it for a short

time in a basket and after fastening a

message to its tail feathers liberate it,

and it would at once take wing for New
York,

.*•

The rule for training is, begin as you
are going to ootitiniie apd vyith the idea

of impressing it upon the bird that once

in that training basket it is not to get out

except to fly from some distant point to

home.
»

• »

I venture to a.ssert from my experience

that if birds were properly trained to a

distance of 200 miles, the basket there-

after might be so broken that birds could

escape, or the little cover might be open

and not one would attempt to escape.

That is, if they had never been liberated

from the little opening. It is on record

that birds that have in some way got out

have returned to the basket in waiting of

their own accord.
»

• •

Another purpose in training is to make
sure of the exercise that will get the bird

into condition for the long wait in the

basket when being sent to distance

journeys, and for the severe teste physi-

cally which possible bad weather may
improve. But of this another time.

E. .S. S.
• » •

Shot "While on Duty.

A homing pigeon, one of those trained

for service at the arsenal of Pola, was
lately employed by the Empress to carry

a message from the yacht, when on ite

way to Corfu, to her daughter the arch-

duchess Marie Valarie, having previously

agreed to let the bird go when a certain
distance off" shore. It was supposed that
the pigeon would return to Pola, and
orders were given to forward the contents
of the letter which it carried by telegraph
to the young archduchess. Unfortunately
a peasant saw the bird and shot it. He
did not notice the letter, which was no
doubt blown off with the shot, and so.

while he bore home the empress' winged
messenger for supper, the letter remained
on the ground. It was accidently found
a few uayb afterward, and now royal
newspapers are proposing that, to pre-
vent a recurrence of such mishaps,
pigeons shall no more be shot at.

The Active Olub.

The Active Club of Philadelphia at its

last meeting resolved to fly about June

4, from Charlotteville, Va., 225 miles, in

competition for the prizes offered under
the Fanciers' Rules. The remaining
journeys. 300. 400 and 500 miles, will be
considered later on. There will probably
be about sixty birds started. Mr. Frank
K. Rogers is secretary of the club.

Kings County Club.

The Kings County Homing Club of

Brooklyn has the following schedule for

the coming season: May 18, Havre de
Grace. Md., 138 miles; 25th.Washington,
D. C, 205 miles. June 1, Charlotteville,

Va., 304 miles; 8th, Rocky Mount. Va.,

410 miles; 2tst, Newton, N. C, 520 miles.

Found.

Pigeon X8278. by J. A. Stovell, 10

South Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

—The Roseville, N. J., Club, offers to

fly any club within a radius of twenty-
five miles from a station 525 miles di.s-

tance for 1150. One half the money to

be used in purchase of a cup, the other
to be donated to some charitable institu-

tion. Mr. Frank Whitley is interested

in this, as may be seen from the condi-
tions of the challenge.

— Mr. George B. Edwards, Jersey City,

writing under date of March 21, says, "I
brought my first three birds of 1890 to

New York this morning for a friend.

De bigger that you nee the smoke,

De lesH de fire will be,

And de leaKtest kind of poBSuni

Climbs the biggest kind of tree.

De leader at de old camp ground

Uat kin loudest sing and shout

Is gwine to rob some hen-roost

Before the week Is out.

THE TRAINING OF HOMBRS.

The Two Parts, the ESlementary

and the Advanced Courses.

In order that a pigeon may be equal

to the strain put upon it in the races that

are to follow, a course of preparation

known as training is necessary.

It is the ambition of every true fancier

to possess birds able to fly for a long

time at great speed, and showing the

homing faculty. In the eyes of the true

sporteman it is not pedigree and pride of

ancestry of which he boasts, but it is the

intelligence and the work of the individ- I

ual bird for which he strives and on

which he counts the honor.

The homing fancier has his first work
in crossing, then comes the education.

By education we mean the development

of the faculties which we have obtained

in the breeding. Of these faculties we
must place first that of habit, which plays

so great a role in the existence of the

pigeon, and we must confess to it that

educating is no more than making up a

sum of contracted habits.

The pigeon when young is forgetful

and lacks reasoning ability, it is therefore
necessary in its education to ^aduate
the difficulties in it according to ite devel-
opement.

Opinions differ as to the age at which
the education should begin, but the ma-
jority incline to believe the best is when
the pigeon shall have been flying out
about three months. This is the average
age of intelligence and strength. There
are pigeons capable of instruction at

three and even two months old, but the
majorit}' are not so. It is for this reason
that I have chosen a mean age, keeping
before me the rule that to do well train

and educate a pigeon is to lead it quietly
from the known to the unknown.
Training develops all the organs of the

r>ia»>r»n Tt ctremrtVietiw flip nni«pli»s
* o o .

cultivates the memory, develops the in-

telligence and increases the speed.
Therefore we should not hesitate to raise

the training to the height of a scientific

measure.
I may mention in passing that it is rec-

ognized and proven beyond a doubt
that birds home equally well from all

directions. Those who on the contrary
pretend that there is a magnetic attract-

ive force to the north exercising an in-

fluence over the bird have most certainly
not trained birds themselves in the four
directions. With that they would have
clearly seen that there is attraction on
all sides, not electric or magnetic, but
natural, towards the loft. Birds repeatedly
liberated in the same direction habitually
turn towards the side they were directed

in preceding times. It is not the place
here to discover this objection, neverthe-
less we may add that the earth turns with
ite atmosphere from west to east ; that
there are atmospheric currents and
counter-currents continually exposed to
numerous perturbations from fog and
the uuevenness of the earth ; that there
are also massive currente which play also

a large part in the production of atmos-
pheric currente and counter-currente

;

and, lastly, if certain birds emigrate from
south to north, it is because they are

forced to do so by the excessive heat

;

when from north to south, by the exces-

sive cold, in each case affecting the
senses and the abundance of their natural

food.

As I have said, the preliminary train-

ing should be from all pointe of the com-
pass, and once repeated, then twice more,
at least, within a short distance from
home, in the direction finally to be
taken. After the first I would liberate

the birds singly; this to make the bird

self-<lej)endeiit, and to give a chance to

judge of each bird individually. Coming
upon the course double the distance be-

tween the start at twelve miles and
further, letting the birds all go together.

These rules, of course, apply only to

young pigeons. As for those whose edu-
cation is finished,the elementary training

is useless, and the small stages super-
fluous, if not dangerous. As an experi-

ment, in training for Paris, 164 miles, I

gave five old good birds seven intermedi-
ate steps, and with five others, no better,

I covered the distance in four journeys.
The latter beat the former. The birds

making the frequettt joorhCyt flew with
less vigor and velocity.

Training, therefore, consists of two dis-

tinct parte. An elementary course to
habituate and prepare young birds gradu-
ally for the grand trials awaiting them
The second, an advanced coarse, when
the pigeon is in a good state to compete
with advantage. The fancier to be suc-
cessful must know his birds and their
capabilities. Some birds are best for

long distances; others, again, for short.

Judgment, too, is necessary. Too little

training, and the bird remains incapable;
too much, and it is fatigued. To be suc-
cessful, the fancier must possess intelli-

gence and judgment.
A very bad habit is in beginning too

early. Before the return of the swallow,
that is, before the month of May, the
weather is too uncertain, and the risk of
serious losses is too great, lieside.*, the
montlis of March and April are the best
for breeding. The best and strongest
pigeons are those of the spring, as the
influence of the season upon the repro-
ductive faculties manifest itself every-
where. Again, it is during these two
months that the birds of prey make the
greatest havoc. Lastly, the cold of the
upper atmosphere makes the birds fly

lower, bringing them within range of the
shot gun.
There is one thing useful to do from A

hygienic point of view, and that is to
draw out carefully the tail feathers of the
young pigeon in two or three times, leav-
ing a day's interval between each opera-
tion. The reason is because in the first

year the tail does not reach the desired
length, and therefore to hasten the com-
plete development, the feathers should
be drawn. It is also in a certain sense a
preventive of disease. The flight feathers
should never be drawn.
The tail plays a great part in the loco-

motion. It counterbalances the hea<l and
neck of the pigeon, forming ite rudder
during the time it is rowing itself through
the air. In other words, the tail mam-
tains the equilibrium of the flight Thus
the bird without its tail feathers flies with
difficulty, and soon becomes fatigued.
Therefore never send ?i!ch s bird *^** **

journey.—F. Rodenbach in L'Epervier.

Dallas Notes.

Dali^as, Texas, April i.—We have

quite a number of pigeon fanciers and
flyers here, among others the Messrs.

Daley, Bancroft, Metzger, Pflum, Potter.

Meyer and Farley. Captain Melton was

formerly at the head, but of late other

duties have sent the birds to the rear.

Mr. Metzger has now the largest number
of birds, and these include both the

fancy and homing varieties. There will

be quite a show of pigeons at the next

state fair, and there will probably be

birds shown that have distance records.

Mr. Metzger expects this season to have
birds liberated from Pikes Peak, and that
they will make the journey home in the
day or certainly before the next evening.
The distance air line is over 600 miles.but
the air is so good when at all favorable
that he thinks it can ))e done and is

ready to bet on it. Mr. Metzger has an
offer out to fly anyone from Colorado
City to Dallas, about 250 miles, May i,

for I25. Sam.
•

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of William S. Lentz, Al-

lentown. Pa. i. To Dr. vS. L. Clark, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., two black tail owl hens.

2. To E. E. Ouick, Brooklyn, N. Y., two

black tail turbit bens. 3. To M.
O' Regan, Worcester, Mass., one pair

black and one pair dun tail turbite. 4.

To H. L. Hayden, Plymouth, Mass^

two pairs red parlor tumbler«.

From the loft of Henry S. Hile, Wash-
ington. D. C, to Charles Adam. Phila-

delphia. Pa., homing pigeons '90 hatch:

two red checkers, one white flight bine,

one smoker, one silver and one bine.

From the loft of John F. Richter. Cin-

cinnati. O.. to the loft of Charles Hert-
man, St. Louis, Mo., one pair black
English carriers.

From the loft of Tbeo. P. Gre«n,
Wootlbury, N. J., to IWjelson Danson,
New Bedford, Mass,, the birds 83 and 50
T. P. G. ' . s -'
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SCRAPPLE.
Poultry for Fruit Growers—No

Oabbaere for Rabbits—Why
the Younfifsters Die.

Memo. Poultryfor Fruit Growers.

R P. says: Poultry are an invaluable

ally of the horticulturist as they exter-

minate the bugs and insects which would

multiply until they destroyed the fruit;

they devour the seeds of weeds which

would spread and exhaust the fertility of

the soil, and their droppings as a fertil-

izer are nearly equal to guano. Besides

the fact that eggs and chickens are al-

ways in demand, and millions of dozens

of eggs are imported, the farmer can

always count on these valuable articles

of food, even when other kinds are

scarce. No farmer should do without a

flock of hens, and if well cared for they

will amply repay him for his labor.

Memo. No Cabbagefor Rabbits.

P. says: If you give, cabbage to rabbits

vou must expect a more offensive smell

than if they were fed upon other vege-

tables. The water in which cabbage is

boiled for domestic purposes sufficiently

illustrates this. In keeping rabbits es-

pecially under the same roof as myself, I

should certainly abjure cabbage if other

green stuff was at all to be got at. I

think also those living in towns do not

sufficiently estimate carrots as a winter-

food. They are a capiUl thing for the

coat, aud if given in moderation no in-

jurious results may be apprehended,

though youngsters if fed too liberally

with carrots are very liable to diarrhoea.

In all cases where several youngsters are

together, and whether fed upon carrots

or not, it is as well to notice each young-

ster twice a day in order to spot any ap-

proach to disease. I have myself lost

scores of young ones by only casually

1 1.;-.™ ;.. ar\A foilinor to T)erceive anv-

thing wrong, while at the same time one

or more has been in the first sUge of

diarrhoea. It is as well also when one with

diarrhoea is noticed to remove it to a

clean hutch in which is clean sweet hay

and a little cold water. I would also

clean out the others, adopting the same

food, and removing all roots and green

food.

Memo. That Sick Parrot.

able specimens of such a condition, in

which the saline matters have been pre-

cipitated abundantly throughout the

system, especially in the intercellular

tissues and upon the serous membranes.

I lately received a black Minorca cock

for examination in which nearly all the

internal organs, including the bowels

were literally coated with phosphate of

lime, magnesia, and carbonate of lime,

and when the liver was separated from a

firm adhesion which had been estab-

lished on the inside of the breast, a

white, rough, chalky looking surface

was exposed to view. The cause of this

degenerative progress is somewhat ob-

scure. Being most frequently seen in old

birds would indicate that low vitality

played some part in the production of

the mineral transformation, or that, as in

all cases of approaching old age, more or

less absorption or animal or albuminous

matter occurs and the mineral constitu-

ents predominating are precipitated. An
excess of lime salU taken into the system

might possibly tend to produce such a

result, but this is a surmise which appears

at present speculative.

Splenic disease in birds is usually asso-

ciated with liver affection, noUbly tuber-

culosis, but the latter malady in canaries

is invariably most marked in the spleen,

which appears to favor tubercular deposit

more than any other organ. Pure

splenic disease is chiefly met with in

poultry kept in hot climates, or low lying

marshy districts, and the diseases com-

mon to this gland, under such circum-

stances, are congestion, inflammation

and softening. Imported specimens are

the usual victims to such disorders. The

spleen being a highly vascular and fragile

organ and always more or less blood

laden, its tendency to congestion can be

readily understood. Birds affected with

splenic disease are generally anaemic,

and have a peculiarly dejected and un-

healthy appearance; the evacuations are

invariably,mostlv relaxed, and frequently

blood stained. Emaciation is also a

feature of the disease. The treatment

consists in tonics and nourishing food.
T>-_i. 1 v..»>»:^o r^r T%r>tacGiiim nr«" us«»-

ful. A dry, bracing atmosphere is most

essential.

brown and silver tabbies accordingly.

When the stripes are broken up into

spots, such as exist in many wild species,

the spotted tabbies result. Single or

"self" colored varieties, as black, white,

tawny, occur analogous to the hues of

various wild species. The long-haired

cats from Persia and Cabul are generally

termed Angora. They are of various col-

ors, and are characterized by more slender

jaws and delicate constitution. When
young they are much subject to fits.

Many are blue-eyed, from the imperfect

development of the organ; this usually

extends to the ears also, and the majority

of blue-eyed cats are deaf. Structural

varieties of the cat exist, as the Manx, or

tailless cat of the Isle of Man. In some

races extra toes are produced. Both

these varieties are hereditary. The food

of the domestic cat is frequently not

appropriate. The boiled lungs ("lights' )

are not nutritive, nor is liver. "Cat's

meat" is usually sold at a higher price

per pound than beef or mutton. Cats to

be kept in health require natural food,

and waste bird's heads from the poul-

terer, and small animals, as mice with

the hair on, all contribute to the due

action of the digestive organs. In c^es

of ailment, the administration of five

grains of powdered chlorate of potash

twice a week was recommended, and

a return to natural diet.

Memo. Earlobes of Leghorns.

R. A. says: In the majority of cases

when a Leghorn has been running in the

fields and has had full liberty it will have

the creamy-tinted lobe; still there are ex-

ceptions. I think the action of the

weather on the Iveghom earlol)e is simi-

lar to that on the complexion of man to

a certain extent. I also find tbat by fre-

quent washing the color of le^s becomes

paler and the feathers more brittle.

P. says: Milk, butter, and all animal

food is simply poison for a parrot. A
bird with a strong constitution may re-

sist the effect for a time, but sooner or

later disease and death will follow a

course of unnatural diet. Cease giving

animal food in any shape. Supply the

bird with bread soaked in cold water, to

which you may add a little cayenne pep-

per. Give boiled maize and other seed,

hemp and canary,the two last dry; it will

eat them aRer a while. There is no

doubt it is suffering from indigestion

Do you supply it with small gravel?

Also let it have a piece of rotten wood to

peck at; the woody fibre is very benefi-

cial to all the parrot tribe. Let it have

tepid water to drink two or three times a

day.

Memo. Why the Youngsters Die.

W. H. says: Thousands of young

chickens (especially artificially hatched

ones) die annually without any apparent

reason. In the multitudinous post-

mortem examinations I have made in

such cases I have found in nearly

every instance that death had resulted

from pulmonary condensation, i. e., con-

fenital non-expansion of the air cells,

hose birds of scrofulous taint or in-bred

are the most frequent subjects of pul-

monary condensation, and associated

with the latter condition jaundice often

existo. Such chickens are weakly,

drowsy, respire feebly, quickly droop and

die. Strength may in some instances be

gained by placing the little invalid in a

warm equable temperature and admin-

istering occasionally a little port wine,

and as the chick improves a tincture of

bark may be given. Pulmonary conden-

sation is often present as an associate or

sequel of bronchitis in pullets, cockerels

and adult birds, and in such cases stimu-

lants, tonics and nourishing food with

warmth are required.

Mineral or calcareous defeneration is

not un frequently met with in autopsies

on poultry. I have seen many remark-

Memo. Thuringian Beard Fowls.

S. K. says: A novelty has been intro-

duced from Germany called the Thurin-

gian l)eard fowl. We learn that it is of

German origin, but confined principally

to the small district of Thuringia, where

it is bred very carefully. In size it re-

sembles the black Hamburg—short and

compact in body, good in carriage and

lively in movements. The principal

characteristic is the strong beard on

head and throat, by which the small

round head is almost covered, as well as

the pinkish-white ear lobes. The comb
is small, single, evenly serrated and up-

right. Wattles are dislodged by l)eard.

Beak ordinary size, and black; neck short

and stout; breast well rounded and full;

shoulders broad; back short, growing

wider on saddle; out of the light cushion

rises the abundantly-furnished tail, which

is adorned (cock's) with immense sickles,

and carried well over the back. Legs

short, strong, clean and of dark slate

color. Plumage is of a brilliant black,

with an extraordinary lustre, not seen so

bright on any other fowl. It is very

hardy; a good table fowl, having very

full breast; an extra good layer of beauti-

ful white eggs and rarely wants to sit.

For the show pen it is very taking, as

the carriage, plumage with beautiful

sheen, grand tail and general appearance

is most effective.

Memo. Concerning Cats.

W. B. T. says: The domestic cat prob-

ably owes its origin to the domestication

of several smaller species, as the domestic

animal of every country partakes of the

nature of the smaller wild cats of the

locality. The variations in color are

very great; the true tortoise shell, a close

intermixture of black and yellow, is all

but unknown in the males, but is not

uncommon in the females. When white

is added, the three colors remain usually

in distinct patches. The tabbies or striped

cats are of various colors. One of the

most interesting is the sandy or yellow

tabby. This color is very rare in the

female, but is common in the male.

Mated with the tortoise shell, both colors

are produced, but the males are all sandv

tabbies and the females tortoise shell.

The dark tabbies have the stri{)es on

varying ground color, aud are named

Memo. Fartn Poultry.

L. says: There is no doubt on many
farms a greater number of so-called barn-

door fowls can be kept than appear to be

at the present time. They are reniuner-
-t.-yj. pyQ.jrrVj \n a cer*«'«i extent, but no

further" "poultry farms, kept as such,

even when managed by the most prac-

tical men, have never yet paid, nor are

they likely to do so. After a time

disease breaks out, the hens cease to lay,

*he cocks die, and all is commotion.

Somehow or other the land has liecome

tainted, and fresh fields and pastures

new are required, a change of air and lo-

cation, or not a fowl will be left. Of

course this change cannot be made, and

the "farm" comes to grief In a smaller

way poultry may be made to pay. Any
ordinary farm of a hundred or two acres,

less or more, could have distributed

throughout certain fields some variety or

other of poultry to the extent of a couple

of hundred head or even more. vSuch a

comparatively small nunil)er must be

looked after aud attended to by the or-

dinary servants, or by one whose special

duty, amongst other duties, it would be

to give the jwullry her or his care.

Even a small percentage on the profits

or the number of eggs produced, and

chicken, might be given the poultry

keeper in addition to wages as an incen-

tive to do the l)est out of them. In such

a case the runs of the fowls must be

changed frequently, and for this puriwse

the houses on wheels, which can readily

be pulled or pushed from one part of the

field to another, are the best, both for

the land itself aud the birds. Half a

dozen or so of such "houses" can be con-

structed at a rea.sonable cost, for about

any farm homestead one usually finds an

abundance of old boards and such things

which might Ije utilised lor the purpose.

Under ordinary circumstances a goo^'y

numl)er of chicken should be hatched

yearly, and reared at a cost which would

produce a fair interest on the amount ex-

pended in the first instance. But no

gigantic profits must Ije expected. The

grain bill always is to be paid, for you

cannot expect ordinary poultry to be

turned out into a field, and, like sheep

and cows, pick up as much as they can

eat or will satisfy them. Aud in winter,

when eggs pay l)est and green food is

scarce, the bill for poultry food is bigger

than ever. Unless one has had expe-

rience in the matter, we could scarcely

credit the quantity of food a couple of

hundred chickens will stow away.

Amongst the farm buildings themselves

a considerable numl)er of fowls can l)e

accommotlated, and their "walks" may
be in the yard, or orchard, or anywhere,

so long as they keep out of the garden

and do not scratch up the sprinjj onions

or nip the tops off the early radishes and

mustard and cress. However, here, we

may presume, there is room for no more

than can be consumed in the house, and

to those out in the fields away from the

homesteads, must we look for the money
producers.

Memo. Cock-fighting.

G. U. says: Cock-fighting at school

was given up in towns before my day,

but still continued in out-of-the-way

places at Fasteru E'en or Shrove Tues-

day. Both boys and girls brought cocks,

and the owner of the champion got a

prize of some sort, while the dominie got

the dead birds as his perquisite. In

1825 a cock-fight at Tarfside in Forfar-

shire, was superintended by the school-

master. Thirty -five birds were brought

forward, and it occupied five hours. I

have often heard mv mother tell o( a

boy who brought a hen to the school and

let her free, and how all the cocks im-

mediately broke loose and a free fight

took place. According to our modem
humanitarians, the people reared under

such conditions ought to have been de-

based and brutal,but somehow they were

not. Many were so no doubt, as in all

ages, but I cannot help thinking that re-

spectability was more general then than

now. A very decent man who died some

years ago at a good old age, said to me:

"I'm sure fouk are no ony belter sin'

cock-fechtin' was gi'en up," and adduced

in proof various odious vices which he

said had increased since it was put down.

This old man gave me a pair of "steel

heels" which had been used in some of

the great mains, and which now lie on

my mantlepiece. He had a small box

full of them, aud asked a neighbor to

see that they were put under his head

when he was laid in his coffin, but, as he

had relations who did not approve of

such things, his request could not be

complied with. "The ruling passion

strong in death." How horrible !
some

will say; but, for all that, he was a good

old man, an industrious member of so-

ciety and loyai citizen.

Memo. To Prevent Destruction by

Rabbits.

L. S. J. says: Wild rabbits are found to

be a great destroyer of fruit trees in va-

rious regions, bunny by gnawing at the

l>ottom of the tree eventually destroy-

ing its fruit-bearing capacity. A Ne-

braska fruit grower took a strip of tar

paper a1>out two feet long, and w'lde

enough to go around the tree, and a

string, aud tied it at the top aud bottom,

and in this simple way put an end to the

nuisance. The bunnies did not hurt the

trees any more. In the spring he took

off the tar paper and put it in a box, and

in the autumn he put it on his trees

again. It cost but a trifle, and only a

few hours' work to put it on. By its use

he has the finest orchard in the county

in which he resides.

Memo. Rabbits Foul.

H. C. says: There is some complaint of

rabbits becoming foul and smelling un-

pleasantly. I tried Condy's fluid and it

has done wonders towards healing the

rabbit, but the best thing ever I used is,

get a pennyworth of alum, and put about

three-quarters of a pint of scalding water

on it, when cold enough put it in a bot-

tle, cork tight, and use it to the part af-

fected three times a day; in three days

there is no more trouble with the dis-

ease. It is a complete cure,and a penny-

worth will cure ten or more rabbits. I

find a little sulphur in soft food once or

twice a week is a good thing at all times

for rabbits.

Memo. A Good Whitewash.

S. F. savs: One-half bushel good lime,

five pounds rock salt, dissolved; one-half

pound whiting, four pounds ground rice,

boiled to a thin paste; one-half pound

clean grease. Slake the lime in a tight

box or barrel with hot water, keeping

the box covered that the steam may not

escape. It can be tinted if desired.

Slake to the consistency of thick cream.

Thin it when used, so that it will flow

freely from the brush. If put on too

thick it will flake off more or less when

dried. The above is for outside work.

For indoors slake the lime as above with

hot water, omitting the salt, grease and

rice. Instead of thinning the creamy so-

lution with water use skim milk. This

latter is a secret worth knowing.
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CAGE BIRDS AND PETS.

ON THE DEATH OF BESS.

BY JACOB MAYS.

[Dead<at-ed to Bess, who died at the ad-

vanced agfe of seventeen years, eight months and

five days.]

No more will she sleep in the old rocking chair;

No more will she cover its cushion with hair.

For Bess has departed, she's dead as a nail.

Hushed is her mew and still is her tail.

My muse called on me, her "mews" are no
more.

She passed calmly away, I ptesume on the floor.

Then weep not for her, although she is dead.

Her de "mice" was caused by "cat" r in the

head.

Cata-kittacal lectures no more shall we hear.

The brooms of the neighbors no more does she

fear. k

No more at your feet will she pleading appear,

Or spring to your lap, and there "purr" severe.

Only seventeen years, eight months and five

days.

No more will she bask in the sun's genial rays.

Two men, and a cat, and one weeping lass,

Through the portals, and on to the garden they

pass;

And placed her, with care, where naught can
annoy her;

In a grave that was dug by one, Henry Moyer.

'Tis nearly a year, perhaps 'twas in May,
We heard a sweet lass innocently say

Poor Bess must be shot, she's too ;ancieut to eat.

Beg pardon, fair Cous',{that's obsolete.

EI-ITAPH.

Here lies the remains of our good cat Bess.

Vainly we strive our grief to repress.

We cherish her name in verse and in story..

Her death was serene, Ithere's no "cat" egory.

Anderson, Indiana.

THE NORVTICH CANARY.

Various Ways of Obtaining Gk>od
Color and Assisting.

[continued from pack 205.]

Referring to the difference of opinion

existing amongst fanciers as to the

points which should l)e apportioned to

each of the five characteristics of the

Norwich bird—I think that prior to the

introduction of cayenne feeding the diffi-

culty of obtaining depth of color was
paramount, and even in the present day
should receive more p>oints than any
other property, yet the facility with
which color can be added by feeding
after the breeder has consumed the great
majority of the whole number of units
in perfecting the shape, size, and quality
of his birds, that forty-five per cent or
nearly half the total value, is too much
to award for color alone. Feeding for
color is recognised and allowed, and is

doubtless co-existent with the Norwich
variety . Peppers of every shade of yel-
low and red are in the market, and are
capable of imparting their exact tone of
color to canaries, and many kinds of
flowers, fruits, berries, roots, barks,
gums, cochineal, and dye-stuffs, in fact
anything possessing color, have been
tried in canaries. The supply of color-
ing material exceeds the demand, the
market is glutted, and, in obedience to
the rules of economic science, its value
must be depressed.

Birds may have consumed a quantity of
hot yellow Nepaul pepper, yet show not
the least sign of red coloration, and we
have it on excellent authority that a
deep red hue may be obtained without
the employment of any pepper. What
that substance is which will effect the
transformation I am not informed, but as
I have no secrets to withhold from our
readers, I may say that I have heard that
it is almost identical with that which
gives polished mahogany such a rich
lustrous hue—namely, dragon's blood
and linseed oil. Dragon's blood is the
dried gum or resin collected from trees
growing in Asia and West Africa, and is

of a very dark rich red color, and at one
time was reckoned valuable in some dis-
eases of the human blood, but has prac-
tically lost its reputation, and is now
used chiefly for decorative purposes by
stainers and polishers, and as a ilj-e-stuff.
It has very little medical potency, its
slightly astringent properties would be
neutralized by the laxative nature of
linseed oil, in which it may be softened

and partly dissolved by warming in the
proportion of one or two ounces in half
a pint of oil. Shake well each time of
using, add a teaspoonful to a few lumps
of sugar, pound up in a mortar, gradually
mixing in the crushed biscuit and hard-
boiled egg, and get your birds to practice
the inside and outside decorative art.

Another way to get a lot of deep color
into your birds without any inconvenient
knowledge of giving them pepper, is to
feed them on "nostrums," that is com-
pounds of coloring matters, prepared by
strangers from unauthorized prescrip-
tions; but as my remarks are addressed
to honorable men, I will not pursue this

part of the subject further. Aualine dyes,
obtained from coal tar by very elaborate
chemical processes, and extensively nsed
for dying textile fabrics for dresses and
decorative purposes, is also said to be
adapted for coloring canaries if dissolved
in glycerine; but this part of the subject
requires much further working out, for

such material would probably dye any
part of the beak, feet, legs or plumage ex-
ternally that might come in contact with
it.

Mr. Jacob Mackley has publicly ex-
pressed his opinion, which should be re-

ceived with the respect which his posi-
tion in the fancy 'warrants, that the five

properties appertaining to the Norwich
canary should receive equal values; but
unless he were tied to scoring cards,
whereby he could not credit color with
more than twenty per cent, I have no
doubt this property would determine his
awards. The contention that a bird must
possess natural depth and beauty of color
before he can show it by assisted color
feeding is no argument in favor of the
system, for given two birds with exactly
the same natural eudowmentfi, the one
that may be "fed" will always get in
front of the seed-fed bird—nay, further,

a seed-fed bird, superior in all points to
an inferior "fed" specimen, has very
little chance against it.

Some breeders and exhibitors have
si)oken of the desirability of meeting to-

gether for the purpose of defining the
iiuc v«&iit.ii auuuiu acpaidtc icu iiuui

"non-fed;" but even supposing their
efforts were successful, it seems to me
that instead of keeping the defining line
in front of them every breeder that is hu-
man would eet as far in advance of it as
possible, and by the time next show sea-

son arrived the line would lie forgotten.

Others attempt to ease themselves of all

responsibility by shouldering it upon
the judges; but we do not think the man
is yet born who can say with any degree
of certainty where color feeding begins
or ends, nor yet to separate every bird in

a class that has been "assisted." During
the past season judges have given prizes

to certain birds at some shows and thrown
them out at others, also have non-plussed
some birds and given cards to others that
have been fed in exactly the same way. I

forbear going into comparisons of what
one judge considers "fed" against the
opinion of another judge. Some judges
who have tried to see through the arti-

ficial or added color, and given prizes to

rich yellow unassisted birds of great
natural beauty, have been called incon-
sistent, and their judging is reported to
be of the "in and out" description.

A writer on canary matters has the
temerity to advise a drastic treatment of
the difficulty and abolish all value at-

tached to color, even after writing a book
and insisting on the inip>ortuucc of the
color points. When people will pay to

go to a performance of "Hamlet" with
Hamlet's part expunged; or, more to the
point, when fanciers will go miles to see

a bird show where color is of no import-
ance in the Norwich classes, nor crests

in the crested, then this advice may be
acted on.

The decidedly red tint imparted by
cayenne was distasteful to most fanciers,

and is not likely to be brought into
fashion again, but any depth ot yellow
down to "orange-chrome" will always
excite the admiration and approval of
Norwich fanciers; in fact, if a defining
line is to be established, the color sub-
stance called "orange-chrome," which is

a staple compound, and easily obtained
at shops, might be the criterion.

SCALK FOR JUDGING CLP.AR YELLiOW.S.

Points.
Color (deep and level) 3
Quality (silky and brilliant) 2

Size (large as possible) a

Shape (liken robin) 2

Condition (clean and healthy) 1

Total 10

In the above standard of points for

judging I have assessed "color" at 30 per
cent more than any other property, and
if fanciers generally agree to accept this

percentage the inducement to excessive
color-feeding will thereby be reduced to

a corresponding extent; but unless scor-

ing cards are used in this country as they
are in American poultry shows, this, or
any scale, can only be useful as a help to
judging.—^J.

North in Poultry.

7eediner for Color.

The natural color of the canary is dusky

green, which in the show room is not

much in requisition. Most of the canary-

colored birds owe not a little of their

beauty to yellow Nepaul pepper so cannot

conscientiously be classed as non-pepper

fed. It is my purpose in this article to

explain how the yellow of the Norwich
and the cinnamon color of the cinnamons

may be enhanced without the aid of red

pepper.

For the yellow or buff Norwich I am
inclined to recommend the following:

Take two ounces of turmeric root in finest

powder, one ounce of mustard seed in

finest ftowder, seven ounces of Nepaul
yellow f>epper in finest pKjwder, one
scruple of carmine, one drachm of red
oxide of iron, tincture of saffron, one tea-

spoonful to be used to each egg.
For cinnamons I recommend one ounce

of Norwich feed as above, one ounce of
madder root in fine powder aud one ounce
red Saunders, tincture of saffron. Take
of saffron one ounce, Jamaica rum ten
ounces. Put both in a wide mouthed
bottle and let stand for a few days.
The madder and red saunders are in-

troduced to give a warmer and deeper
hue to the cinnamon color. There are
many modorn big cinnamons possessing
considerable quality of feather and even-
ness of color, yet are too pale, that will

materially "level up" unaer this, regi-

men, vet for those of pronounced Nor-
wich type aud deep shade of color, also

for crests, lizards and yorkshires, prob-
ably the Norwich feed is most suitable.

The dry powders should be well mixed
and kept ready for use in the proportion,
to commence with, of one teaspoonful
(heaped up) to an egg, and sufficient

sweet biscuit, well pounded together,
with the tincture of saffron, gradually in-

creasing the proportion of "feed" as the
birds commence to cast their feathers.

1 strongly object to the employment of
any soluble salt of iron, such as the green
sulphate or muriated tincture, as they are
liable to form inky compounds with the
coloring matters, and so spoil their

effects. The requisite amount of iron
will be assimilated from the red oxide,
and no green food should be given while
the birds are on the color feed, nor must
such seed be allowed, or they will not
get enough color into them. They should
be kept well covered up with buff hol-

land, which destroys the chemical effects

or light, and the cruelty of confining
them in total darkness is avoided. They
should always be kept in a moist and
warm temperature, as near 80° Fahr. as
possible, never below 70°. Marigold,
nasturtium and other yellow, orange or
red flowers make excellent toys for the
birds to play with.—J. N. in Poultry.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TIPPLERS AND TUMBLERS.

Imported Songrsters.

The society for the importation of Ger-

man song birds into Oregon is much
pleased with the success which has at-

tended those it imported last year. Frank

Dekum, president of the society, has

heard of many of the birds being seen in

this vicinity. A gentleman recently saw
a flock of fourteen skylarks out on the
Milwaukee road. Many starlings and
other birds have been seen, sometimes in

quite large flocks, showing that the birds
imported have reared many young. Mr.
Dekum has given an order for a lot

more, amounting in all to about |i4oo,

which will be delivered here this spring.

W. S. Ladd has also ordered a number
of birds, of different species, to turn out
on his farms, amounting to alx)ut |ioo,

and C. J. Smith, the railroad contractor,
who has a handsome residence on Mount
Tabor, has ordered about the same
amount, which he will turn out in the
groves about his place.—Portland Ore-
gon ian.

The Care, the Food and the Man-
ner of Feeding.

Baltimore. Md., March 28.—In a late

issue of The Journal I read an article

on tipplers which said that the flock

while flying might be covered with a

handkerchief. Now that may be very

nice to tippler fanciers, but I don't think

it is one-half as pretty as a kit of tum-
blers, now moving around a circle, and
now, like sparks from a blacksmith's

anvil, scattering in all directions, roll-

ing aud tumbling, each seeming to strive

to outdo the others, and all, at about the

same time, as if guided or governed by
some directing intelligence re-assembling

to again perform the same movement.
I promised to tell your young readers

how I managed, fed and cared for my
birds. In the first place I provide for

them a warm dry loft, the floor of which
I keep covered at least one-half inch
thick with finely sifted coal ashes. In
addition to this I keep air slacked lime
in my loft at all times.

I feed the birds with pure wheat and
Canada peas, and give them some millet
and hemp seed. If I can get screenings
that have not been damaged, but are
sweet and sound, I feed uese also, as
there are generally other seeds mixed
with the screenings of which the birds
are very fond. I also supply them with
plenty oftable salt.

It is with pigeons as with other living
things, most important that they should
have plenty of good food, therefore I am
most particular in selecting their food.
I do not give them cracked com, because
that which is sold in the stores is made
from what is called blue eyes, which is

diseased or damaged com. Nor would I

give them wheat which has the odor of
smoke clinging to it, for to me that is

proof that it has passed through a bur-
nishing process. Nor would I buy wheat
that has been in the least damaged by
water. Sound wheat is easily distin-

guished by its sweetness of taste and
smell.

I also keep pulverized charcoal in mv
loft, of which my pigeons are very fona.
Last, but not least, I provide plenty of
pure water.

I clean my loft once a week. Twice a
year, spring and fall, I give a general
cleaning, taking down nests and perches
and removing every thing else that is

movable. Then with fresh slaked lime
to which is added carbolic acid I apply
two or three coats of whitewash, taking
care to have it reach every crevice. This
is the result of my forty years expe-
rience as a breeder and lover of pigeons.

Robin.
•

Injustice to the Archansrel.

Langhorne, Pa., March 31.—A few

weeks have gone by since I read in your
valuable paper two communications on
the plain-head archangel at the New
York show. The author of article, first,

has unquestionably the more commend-
able views as . to what constitutes the

true type of an archangel, while "Marble"

evidently not only discontinued breeding

the variety, but also abandoned all knowl-

edge of this beautiful toy pigeon.

I have bred archangels since 1871, yet

while I do not profess to know all about

it I claim that a gross injustice was im-

posed upon the variety by awarding a

premium to a plain-head bird ; which,
practically speaking, should have been
excluded from the show-room and not
allowed to compete side by side with
what has heretofore been recognized as

the true species of archangels.

It is abominable, to say the least, that

anyone claiming to be a lover of fancy
pigeons should so wrongfully insist on
depriving the archangel, or any other
variety of the feathered tribe, of a single

point of fancy. We all know that it re-

quires more time to produce a first-claas

peak-crested bird than a plain-head, and
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yet your correspondent under date of

March 5, claims the plain-head, in bis

opinion, to be the most desirable.

This is a' free countrj- and every man
has a right to his own fancy or fashion,

no matter how ridiculous it may appear

to others, but if pigeon fanciers are going

to allow themselves to be influenced by
such erroneous ideas as "Marble" seems
to be possessed of, then the Standard

laid down for breeding fancy pigeons

might just as well be discarded. It is

impossible to breed to the highest point

of excellence the archangel or any other

variety in a few years, and if the Stand-

ard is to be changed every now and then

by fanciers like "Marble," who get dis-

gusted and give up breeding a variety

>>ecause they fail to get at first hatch
birds possessed of all the required points,

then we can rest assured tliat the day is

not far distant when all the various

breeds of fancy pigeons will be converted

to mongrels of the worst imaginable

type.
' lu coudusion, permit me to say that

the views of Mr. Arthur Allen, as pub-

lished in Thk Fanciers' Journal of

September 7, 1889, are heartily endorsed
by me. G. G. F.

BOSTONS GREAT BENCH SHOW

Cyclone's Notes.

Detroit, Mich., March 15.—The

Messrs. Parkinson and Gale, of the new

homing club of this city, have each added

a hen to their collections, from the lofl

of Mr. A. P. Baldwin, Newark, N.J. Mr.

Parkinson has purchased a pair of breed-

ers from Mr. Paugbom, Brooklyn, and

Mr. Malcomson has just sent for a pair,

with 510 miles claimed for th^. Orders

have been booked by members of the

club for youngsters from the Goldman,

Baldwin and Ur. Strong lofts. The last

named says he can secure youngsters that

he can recommend from other lofts, but
will not sell any of his own. Matters are

looking toward a very prosperous season.

Capital Gkjssip.

Washington, D. C, April 4.—The

latest additions to the membership of

the Federation are the Messrs. Fenton,

Bradley and Allen C. McClain.

Mr. Tappan, the jeweler, has presented

the Federation with a handsome gold

medal, to be known as the Tappan

medal.

The Messrs. Schmid, Turner and Glori-

ous had another fly from Calve; ton, Va.,

forty-four miles, last Sunday. The re-

turns were in order as follows : Turner's

Long Chance, Jr., at 12.20 P. M.; Schmid's

Rush at 12.30 P. M. ; Glorious' Duke of

Sorrell at 12.45 P. M. The birds made

the journey against a tough northwest

wind but the time was gootl.

Mr. J. A. Hoflfa has been presented

with several pairs of fine birds, and ere

long will have them settled and on the

road.

Mr. George W. Phillips of the Post

Club spent last Sunday among the Bal-

timore birds, and came home with a

great deal to tell of his visit. He says

the Baltimore boys are dandies, espec-

ially Sam Taylor.

We are to have a new club, the Wash-
ington Six. Mr. Frank P. Sutor's name
is mentioned as secretary.

Last Wednesday Mr. George Cook, an

old fancier was killed on the railroad at

Rockville, Md. Po.ST.

Canadian Payers.

Toronto, Ont., April i.—The old

bird season will be opeued by the Aerial

Clnb with a race from Burlington on

Good Friday. At the last monthly meet-

ing the season's schedule was adopted.

The officers are: President, James

Wright; vice-president, A. V. Delaforte;

secretary and treasurer, W. H. Lamont;
race secretary, A. Wills. Mr. Wright
has imported breeders from Belgium di-

rect, the birds arriving in good condi-

tion. With the young of these he ex-

pects to do wonderful tnings.

Brrt.

C^onttnned ttotu Pa^e 91S.

PITPPIES, DOOS OR niTCHBS.

1. Withheld.
2. Ivucy, P. Gough.

Puars—Challence, uogs (I/«cy).

I. Champion Max, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

orEN.UOGS.

1. Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer,
2. Little Jewel, A. L. Wilson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Myrtle, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
3. Dot. Miss Grace M. Hall.
H. Nelly Bly, Roger T. Harrison.

Pl'PPIES, DOfiS OR BITCHES.

I. Nelly Bly. Roger T. Harrison.

Ktngr diaries !>tpanlela (Lacy).

CHALLENGE, ttOOS UK BITCHES.

I. Champion Roscius, William Phillips.

OPEN, OOtiS OK BITCHES.

1. Fannie, Edward Bradford.
2. Don II, <;eorge H. Field.

3. Don Pedro, Mrs. Frank B. l^ACy.

V. Pnnchiuello, Michael Dougerty.
C. Pansy, George M. Smith.

Blenheim, Prince Charles, Ruby or
Japanese Spaniels (Lacy).

CHALLENGE, DOCS OR BITCHES.

1. Champion King Pippin, William Phillips.

2. Champion Exeter Beauty, F. Blackwood Fay
OPEN, DOGB.

1. Nanki-Poo, Prank P. Comstock.
2. Exeter Karl, F. Blackwood Fay.
V. Rosie, Edward Bradford.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Sweet Violet, Miss Edith R. Catlin.

2. Jenny Lind, William Phillips.

Hchlpperkes (Seabury).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Midnight, W. J. Comstock.
2. Darkness, W. J. Comstock.
3. Pick, Jr , E. R. Spaulding.
R. Othello, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
V. Daybreak, Frank F. Dole.

Mexican Hairless (Lacy).

OPEN, DOGS OR BITCBBS.

1. Pippo, Mrs. L. D. Hurd.

MIsc-ellaneons (Lacy).

OPEN. D<XJS OR BITCHES.

I Rertrand (Basset hound). B. B. Gilbert.

2. White Prince (white English terrier), E. F.

Burns.
3. Orson (bobtailed sheep dog), W. M. Cleaver.

V. Dot (Maltese terrier), Joseph Woodword.
Koko (white Maltese terrier). Mrs. W. W.
Prentice.

H. Dot (Maltese terrier), Samuel J, Wilde.
Murf (Mexican spaniel), Otis H. O. Abbot.
Midget (Mexican spaniel), Otis H. O. Abbot.
Duke (Russian setter), Seth Senior.

SPECIALS.

Mastiffs, best kennel, E. H. Moore.
St. Bernards, best smooth-coated brood bitch,

Regina.
Best American-bred smooth bitch over 18

months, Lady Bernard.
Best American-bred smooth bitch under 18

months. Empress of Contoocook.
Best American-bred rough bitch over 18

months, Zara.
Best kennel owned by a member of the St.

Bernard Club of America. Contoocook Kennel.
Best St. Bernard dog In show. Watch.
Pointers, best kennel, Charles Heath.
Best kennel American-bred pointers, West-

minster Kennel Club.
Pointer produce stakes for 1890, Fancy Free.

Ken-
Best pointer dog. Graphic.
English setters, best kennel, Rosecroft

nels.

.

Irish setters, best kennel American-bred, W.
L. Washington.
Gordon setters, best kennel American-bred,

H. F. Smith
Spaniels, l>est field spaniel owned by member

of American Spaniel Club, Baron.
Best Kennel American bred spaniels J. P.

Willey.
Best cocker spaniel stud dog, Doc.
Collies, best kennel American bred collies,

Mitchell Harrison.
Best American bred collie bitch in open class

owned by a member of the Collie Club, Roslyn
Queen.

Bull dogs, best dog or bitch. Harper.
Best American-bred dog. Hillside.
Bull terriers, best kennel American bred bull

terriers, W. L. and H. A. Harris,
Fox terriers, best kennel American-bred fox

terriers, Blemton Kennels.
Best in show, Rachel
Best exhibit, Blemton Kennels.
Home bred puppy stakes, Blemton Racket

.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal

for one year with any oi the following named '

publications, post free, upon receipt of price '

American Angler 13.00 >4.oo

Critic 3.00 4.00

Country Gentleman a.50 350
Forest and Stream 4.00 5-00

Harper's Monthly 4.00 5-00

Weekly 400 5«>
Bazar 4.00 5.00

2.00 3.00

Magazine of American History 500 6.00

New York I.edger
New York Weekly

300 4.00
3.00 4.00

New York Weekly World 1.00 2.75
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Popular Science News 1.00 »75
Puck 5.00 6.00

Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.00
Scientific American 300 i.OO

6.00Architects' Edition . 5.00
Spirit of the Times 5.00 6.00

Sporting Life 2.25 3-75
Truth 4.00 S.oo
Turf, Field and Farm . . . . 500 6.00

Delaware Farm and Home. . . 1.00 J-75

Georgia Farmer
Overland Monthly

SO a.6o

500
Rural Workman 1.50 3.00
Babyland 50 2.60

Pansy 1.00 2.75
Wide Awake 2.40 4.00
Pacific Rural Press 2.40 4.00

1.50 3.00
Century. . . . 4.00 5.50
St. Nicholas 3-00 450

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

American Kennel. Surges $ 3.00

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Diseases of the Dog. Dalzi«I 80

Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition.
Hammond 50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashraont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to ix, eacn 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols, XI to XIII,each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.35

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases 50
Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth, f7.so; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date so

Practical Kennel Guide. Stable* 75
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont . . .50

St. Bernard, history, rearing, brceeding,
points, etc; col'd portrait of Plinlimiiion, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather 7.50
Youatt on the Dog 2.50

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston , Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . . . a. 00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . i.jo

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer jo
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Fclch & Lee i.oo

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wooa cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9'oo

Profitable Poultry Keetiing. Stephen Beale i.jo

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts jo
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

The Shepherd I)o«s Worth.

A foreign writer states that without
the shepherd's dog the whole of the open moun-
tainous land in Scotland would not be worth a

sixpence. It would require more hands to man-
age a stock of sheep, gather them from the hills,

force them into the houses and folds, and drive
them to markets, than the profits of the whole
stock would be capable of maintaining. Well
may the .shepherd feel an interest in his dog; he
it IS, indeed, that earns the family's bread, of
which he is himself content with the smallest
morsel, always grateful, always ready to exert
his utmost abilities in his master's interest.
Neither hunger, fatigue nor the worst treatment
will drive him from his side; he will follow him
through every hardship, without murmuring or
repining, till he literally falls down dead at his
feet.

The Fanciers' Review
CHATHAM, N. Y.

j

A 16-PAGE POULTRY PAPER.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS, 35 CTS.

FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

Send 10 cents for three different numbers for
examination. Single copies free.

Kennel department by F. B. Zimmer. Pigeon
department oy E. E. Quick.

Fanciers' printing a specialty. Send for sam-
ples. 505559

PUBLICATIONS.

TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.

l2Time>s

50 c

I* tru« ooly or ili* O
WMea0e/ts OAzerre.

•n f.lostratfd monthly mag
•sine devotMl to tbe ip-snd

Mt, haalthlMt. must maaly
sport Id tiM world.—«ycllo(

yoa ft \/l2««lman?

WlMttiar yon ar* or notirsa ar« sans to Da inter

Wtod In our paper. Too eWt help It. Ita sketcim..
' sumMaralom-MUnc toaU. Thev are

raatbepar* aod
and sto
Dd baalthful In tiMir ton*. Tlut; braatbeor

nraaik flaida and abad* iMMa, and araaooostaot
loaplrar of a lova of oatara.

To ooDTlooa 70a that tror papar I* all we claim'
tor It in avary partlODlartr > on will sand yoar name-
and addraaa wa will aaiul'Toa a aampl* copy tr»•»
Tbaa It yoa want to trylt for a year, aa you lureiy
will. It will ooat yog only SO o^aico.

Cheap Ertough, Isn't It?

U9l>4k COHaiMltfHS TW CLOB B«I«U>».
Adtlreaa Uta ruhiltbar —
• BEN L DARROW.

^I^e |4omir\| Gxc^an^.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The oflficial journal of 'TThe Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KENNET.. CliUB

S^^'^ BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL QAZEUE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club-,,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

C< >»

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCKKEEPER
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English .stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, |«J. 16,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., B. C, London,

England.

i:MTABI.,ISHEn 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Uoks, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. I<etten

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with Alli

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):-
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
$2. 10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications,
to the Fanciers' Gazfttt, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.,.

England.

THE POULTRY CRITERION
An illustrated monthly magazine devoted to

poultry. Sample copy free. Address

THE POULTRY CtilTKJilO.W,

Bloomingdale, End.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual sul)Scription price, $1.00; single number
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa. 56

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for THr Amrrican Columbarian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and i»

the t>est advertising medium of any paper in

America devoted cxchisively to high class, fnncy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout
the United States and Canada, and Europe. It

has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years andis the most success-
fulmachine before the public to-day.

James Rankin,
50-63 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

Prairie Sfafe Incubafor

Twenty-seven i.st premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville.
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

MtscoUaneoiiB.

Edward S. Schnaid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

:5r

Tlioniiiglitirfid Liye Stock Eichanp.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice do^s including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointer* and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

S'rocK Imported. Information Civbn.

Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigrve
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

WHITE LEGHORNS.
DR. JOHN W. KINO, Kent, Conn., has made

them a specialty for sixteen years, winning 1st

prize cock, 1st hen and society's special (silver
cup) for best hen. See scores. Eggs, $2 per 13 ;

Is per 39. 55., t

GOLD PISH.

' "Fantail Goldfishes"

Just imported from Japan a lot of fine
breed fantails. Loo Chooan breed, round
body; will breed this coming summer. Cheap
to breeders. Send for price list.

EDW. S. SCHMID,
"Aquarium Supplier."

S4-5S 317 "th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

DOGS.

Advertisemenls without display inserUd under
MIS heading/or i cents per wordfor each insertion

Fox Hounds.

FR SALE.—Champion Ranger, the peer of
all American foxhounds. Never beaten in
his class in this country both on the bench
and in the chase.

^\^' ^"'"fl mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by nil first-class judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not having kennel room must dispose of the
alK>ve to the highest bidder. W. H. Weiss,
328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. jotf

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 cents per word/or each insertion

BesKlea.

FR SAtrB.—CRAMnoN Rattlbr, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under an impar-
tial judge. Never been beaten, sire of
Rattler III, Tomboy and several other good
ones.

Champion Pairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cups and medals.
A great house pet and one of the prettiest
little beagles living.

Tomboy, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

Countess. Never shown, but it will take a
food one to beat her. The best broken
eagle in America to-day.

Not having kennel room, must dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H.
WeiS8,338 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

OolUes.

FR SALE.—Scotch collies, all ages. For
circular and price enclose stamp. W. A.
Weckham, Tipton, Iowa. 55-57

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Mauey Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
TrefoU out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

O

tf

Greyhounds.

FR SALE.—English greyhounds, dog and
bitch, good stock. No use for them. Will
sell very cheap. E. S. Cunningham, De
Land, 111. 54-55

MsstUBB.

FR SALE, CHEAP—English mastiff dog
Ginger, 17 months old, weighs 150 pounds;
thin in flesh, good short massive head;
house broken, kind to children; would ex-
change for hammerless gun. J. Otis Fel-
lows, Homellsville, N. Y.

SEARS' MONARCH'S young half brother,
grand head, immense bone, invaluable for
breeding;, no faults, low. J. H. Day, Jr.,
Saybrook, Ct. 53-57

Jfolnters.

FR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-

ter; has had but one litter and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother, will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St., Philadelphia, Pa. c

ROBERTSON, by Robert le Diable, out of
Malite, both field trial winners; two and
one-half years old. Partly broken and fit

to show. Price J60. Worth $75 easy. Ad-
dress J. H. Winslow, P. O. Box 1247, Phila-
delphia. M'tf

Setters.

CHOICE Gordon and Irish setters, several of
each kind; handsome; some of them house-
broken; extended champion pedigrees.
Also some puppies. X. Y. Z., station R.,
New York City. s-49 55

FR SALE—Sam C. by King Noble-Cricket,
winner third, Setter Derby Central field

trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1233
Broadway, New York City. 5S-tf

GRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel
phia. Pa. tf

WW. TITUS' Kennel offers some fine
black, white and tan setter pups, six

* months old, by Lufra's Mark (Oath's
Mark-Lufra) ex Bessie, by Walter—Sue.

54-56 Address W. W. Titus, West Point, Miss.

A

St. Bernards.

MENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phoe-
nixrille, Pa. 53-64

-jUPPIBS by Ben Lomond—Duchess of Heath-
field; also some grand young bitches. Che-
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 51-tf

kUPPIES by Alp II (sire of the great Monte
Rosa), very handsome and promising.
Two fine Ben Lomond bitch pups on hand.
These ought to make prize winners. Mod-
erate prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. 53tf

Terriers.

I

FOR SALE.—A fine Irish terrier pup, seven
months old. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

RISH TERRIERS by Roslyn Dennis—Breda
Tiney and Roslyn Eileen. Address Chest.
nut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Various.

ANEW DOO WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Cumpany, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Ronser, Hul-
ton. Pa.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingJor 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Tsrlous.

CENTRAL KENNELS of Jersey City offers
for sale two King Charles bitches, Blen-
heim dog pup, one ruby bitch pup, all have
goo<l pedigrees; also male 2)*, pound black
and tan terrier, full grown. All kinds of
dogs kept coustantW on hand. Central
Kennels, August A. Knoblauch,proprietor,
340 Central Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 8-52-21

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers PuB-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREES carefully reriacd to Insure cor-
rectness, and printed in au attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Bx-
tendea four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, maileo postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display insertid under
this heading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Andaluslans.

A B. BLUNCK, Johnstown. N. Y„ has the
finest strain of blue Andalusians in Amer-

* ica, from which he will sell eggs at $3 for
13. Four specimens at Fort Plain show
were awartfed six prizes. Cockerels for
sale at I3 each. Send for circular. 55-it

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, I>at. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Brown Red Games.

ONE TRIO to score over giji or no sale.
Price $15. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa.

50-tf

'EitKS fbr Hatchlns-

FROM Light Brahmas, high scoring birds.
$3 for 13; $5 for 26. Other good light Brah-
mas. fure stock. Kggs Ji per 13. J. A
Roberts, Malvern, Pa. S3-s6

A
Ctemes.

E. BLUNCK, Johnstown, N. Y.. breeder of
grand exhibition black breasted red and red

* pile games. Four yards of B. B. reds headed
respectively by "Mondanock Boy No. 26,"
2d prize cock at New York show, and win-
ner of more first prizes than any living
game bird, Spaulding scoring him in 1888 at
cfiyt, "Dnke of Johnstown," second prize
cockerel at New York, score 95K. "Captain
Heaton" and "Fritz, Jr." These are all

great birds and are mated to females equally
good. Send for handsome free descriptive
circular. 55-1

1

Incnbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
malic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

I.«Khom8.

AE. BLUNCK, Johnstown, N. Y., breeder of
standard Dominique Leghorns. They are

* the most beautiful of all the Leghorn class
and possess all their good qualities. Eggs
J3 for 13. Send for circular. 55- it

Plymouth Bocks.

)KA COMB BARRED Plymouth Rocks. James
E. Church, Hackensack, N. J. 46-55

White L«8rlioms.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50-62

Various.

T-vLEASURE POULTRY YARDS.—$1.00 for 13

I7 eggs from the following prize-winning va-
rieties: Black Miuorcas (Mortimer and
Kiiapp strain), white Wyandottes (Sharp
and Knapp strain), buff Cochins (Connor
strain), B. B. Red Games (Grist strain).

George B. Ulrich, Anuville, Lebanon Co.,
Pn. 8-54-55

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

POULTRY and pet stock. A. S. Way, Chatta-
' nooga, Tenn., agent for Fancikkb'

Journal. 49-56-eow

PRINTING estimates g^iven for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, Iai>els, lags, etc. rfie Fanciers' Pub-
lishmg Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks
and white crested white Polish bantams.
Menthon Kennels, Phoeiiixville, Pa. 53-64

w

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 centsper word/or each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

BIRD8 of the above variety lor sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.
J; 50-75

Homing Plseons.

J

Y^RANK L. ROGERS, 856 North Ninth Street,

J^ Philadelphia, Pa., is breeding seamless
banded youngsters from Luggs, 521 miles;
Jennie W., 525; Wanderer, 526; Champion
youngster Tunes, +43; Casimir, Record and
others. Also Charlie H. and Patience, full
Hausenne parents of Rambler, 418; Flying
Dutchman, 510, and champion youngster
Lady Greensboro, etc. s-55-it

OHN R. HUNSBERGER, Chestnut HiU, Pa.
Breeder of homing pigeons from tested
stock only. Banded youngsters of 1890 for
sale. 51.55

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
. Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

M. C. HACKETT, Easton, Pa., breeder of
homing pigeons. Having purchased the
Barrett birds, now owns Leslie P., record
as youngster from 540 miles; Othello,one of
the winners of the 1888 Childs' cup, 525
miles; Volunteer and Pathfinder, brothers
to Ned Damon and sons of Silver Chief and
Lady Florence. Youngsters with '90 bands
for sale. Circular. 54 tf

w

Owls.

B

B

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

F»rlor Perfbrmlns Tnmldsrs.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

/-> A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

* colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true under,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock, of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

J-

ALL KINDS of birds and animala Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
$2.50 to $25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert. EvansvUle, Ind,

B.FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder.of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of eacn
variety for sale. 58

PRINTING estimates given forcirculars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ANTED.—Catalogue of fancy pigeons. Ad-
dress Ira D. Latshaw, Box 52, Royersford,
Montgomery Co. , Pa. *-S4-59

ILLIAM EHINGER, JR., 1307 North Ponrth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For sale tbe fol-

lowing fancv pigeons: Magpies, owls,
turbits, jacoDins. Write for what you
want. Prices reasonable. 5«-3-5-7

w
w

Dncks.

ROWLAND, Woodbridge, N. J., won first

on Pekin duck at the late Yew York show;
21 pounds per pair. 55-*-7-*4

Exohanse.

WILL SELL for cash or exchange for fancy
pigeons two English Mastiff puppies, fe-

males, bom December 3, 1889; one beagle,
2 years old, well broken; 2 cocks and 5
hens, pit games. W.
Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Hull, 538 High
55-50

Artists and Bnirrsvers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanaers' Publishing Co., 3a

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price LisU, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
Ushing Co., 33 South Third 8t, PkiUdel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber ft

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subacribers who want phot<Mrraphs
of their dogs. The Panders' Publishing
Co., 31 S««th Third St., Philadelphia. Pa
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JOSEPH B. EDGE,
HOPEWELL, N. J.

BUFFALO STRAIN

>CV ,/ WINNERS

AT AU.

^^^ / LEADING SHOWS

Birds for Sale.
30-S5

Just Out
*«•***•**•*•• PRICE 50C

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description op the
Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAIV, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 8ii miles

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGtASS, red checker cock ....
MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, bUck checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen

CA-i

gs

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.
The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonous, cures mange and all skin diseases; also cholera and

roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.
New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City N. J., May 27, 1888.—Marshall Robbins.— /)«rar Sir.-l

have tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the very best Mange cure that I have ever used.
I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.
Mr. M.Kobbins.—Dear Sir.—l have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin-

fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-
try raisers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that weresuHtnug from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. I put a small quantity into a small pail
of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully, J. C. Avery.

Graduate N V. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-
erinarv Hospital

; 343 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August 21, 1^.—Mr. Robbins.—/?<ra»- Sir.—
Your Pine Lotion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I have
ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Antiseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration
Sores I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-
spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlosser, Veterinary Surgeon.

We can refer to thou.sands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get It in
your locality send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager. Reliable Manufacturing Co.. 70 &8t 13th
Street, New York City.

.,-..- j

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

The Best Place to Buij

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

isg

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

A//1 00 O/MtViM Vlltnr\ Avn^^^ mi ... a .«^. m. .. .
!•»/. «* <iv\tin ininu ofncci , rnimucLffiiM.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifiy Cenis for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

MMtE^

ADDRESS

mmmi & clomi

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.

PIIILADEI.PIIIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

. PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold FUh Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

E008 FOR HATCUING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

JH. W. VAHLE,
S19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St. .Philadelphia.

2576

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Xtogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA..

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's Celebrated Dog Gates
-

Glorer's Imperial Dog Remedies

J4-75
KLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

IP BIRD
TbeOrMtHecret'

wbt Harts Mountain
-will restore the long
-T«nt their •tlmenta and
ooBdltton. Itmakoaoanarl
•h«(l(]ln>f««tlMr» Bentbr

Bird Puod Co., 4019. E

MANNA
the OuuuT Breeders of
many. Bird Manna
Cace Birds, will pre-

' keap tbem In (ood
easlBs, even wblle
Dialfon receipt of
Directions free.
.St.. PhUa., Pa.

White, Black, Red and YeHow
pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 a pair

and up.

Quality not excelled.
Balisfaction guaran-
teed.

H.C. NORTON.
Germantown, Pa.

PinC Cheaters, Berkshires, Polands. Pox
nUOi Hounds, Beagles.CoUies.Setters.W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester, Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

Sprattd Patent
Dog Calces,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

*»•Beware ofworthless imitations, same sitape.

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diaeaneii.

"COMMON SENSE OP DOG DOCTORING "
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars (roni

SPRAITS PATENT (America), LIMW I ».

239-245 Hast 56th St., New York Cilv 41-69

THE BIHD THKO.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-matetl birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. AI
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Light BraMas, Plymontii Rocks aud

Wyandottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

Modern Training,

Handlinfl, and

Kennel Manaflement

(Jl^icRen J^ests

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY i PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W.B.ALLISON,
46-58 MouNDaviLLE, West Va.

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, }i PER
bushel. jMo. Mescer, Leaniau Place, Pa.

-Bv B. WATICKS.

Is invniiiable to every owntr of a dog. It tells
you how to trHin a dog properly, and how to
handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can ci>niprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PBWisliiug Company

32 8. Third St., Philadelphia. I'a

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md

ft

V/H.1TE. COCHINS, THE PROPERTY OF MR. B. W. MORSE.
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IN THE STUD.

Adverliumf-ls inierlfd ufidft Ih n headixg at the

Mlowinr rates: One inch, single inseition HM>.

kTfor Ihe month: fs M three months: $i8/or

ux months, and tsofor the year.

D ICK

sWIVELER

IN THE STUD.
^

Adxrertisemenis inserted under this heading at

the following rates: Ote inch, single insertion,

ti so; is 40 for the month; t'S M three months:

$2S for six months, and $30 for the year.

IN THE STUD.

BETTERS & POINTERS

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

it SO- $s.40 for the month: $is /'" ""« months;

tiS/or six months, and $30 for the year.

THE KENNEL.

JOINTER IN STUD.

IRISH SEXXER
(8410.)

DESMOND II
LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD. Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; wiuuer of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.

Adi-ertisemenls inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single intertiont

Si.So:$S-4o foi the month; $/s for three months;

tii for six months, and fy" for, the year.

4798

WINNER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

NEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. OCallagUan,

KiiKlaiid, by Krisco-Grouse II. This dog com-

bines both held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials I»i88, and on the bench has won, hrsl.

Philadelphia; first. Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. 1888 and first, challenge class, PhiU-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister-Belle of Pu™«;»»-

Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889,

first and .special at London. Ont., 18H9, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in Kiiglaiid. This rtog

is a wonderful performer in the held. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
S-inie pedigree as Sir Tatton. A voung dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, J25-

CARLTON PERO

POINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westiniiister Kennel Cluli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

^^-tf Babylon, 1, I., N. Y.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-wiuuing dams

yiLLsmB Kennels,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedigree and full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

50-101

ItlSH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY

(A K 8. B. 5800.1 Bv Champion Bruce—Lurav.

w\nner of islpri^es' Philadelphia. New York

etc.. and champion prizes at Richmond, St. Paul,

Toledo, etc.
FEE, $25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Mrrinn P O.. Pa.

By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. wm
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in Engl

last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Out., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving hi whelp will be en-

I tl\\fi\ fr» fr^#* s*T\MCe.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Whiss,

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

POINTER IN STUD

TEMPEST.
Heavv-weight, liver and white pointer dog, bv

Beppo ill—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derbv. 1S89, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomtn.il Fannie M..

SiuK.nides and Dad Wilson. Ir) were of the

highest order. He is also a high class show dog^

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J H WINSI.OW.

54 tf P O Bo" ' -*T- Philadelphia, Pa.

IaJ

I

44 ife 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.

We manufacture ten thou-

•and styles of dog collars, bar-

icsscs,' locks, leads, brushes,

combs, bells, couplings.blank-

cts, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

24-75

43-94 gREBMANSBURG, PA.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

nrNGLISH SETTER AT STUU,

CLIPPER W.

By Bweringers Dan -Countess !:«"«>•• R^^I^:
FirstatPhiladrlphia Kennel Club s Derbv 18^.

fii^t in Philadelphia Kennel Clubs All:aKed

St^ke i»4 first in Meml>ers' Stake and winner

of the Philadelphia Hems $100 special.

For extended pedigree and stud card address

B. RIDGWAV,

43 W. Walnut Lane, Germantowu, Pa.

^^Tp^Sii^

ENGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
B^^^sJirAllfbl^.^rKl^a'^lff'^ii,
n?rs Lillian. Sport.sman. ^'l'^^^*""^ " »;'^,»"'!

Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field IrUl performer

and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble-Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All aged Stake, hast-

eru Field Trinls of iKHS, beating such note.l dogs

as loev B Cassio, -Tole.lo lllade, Roger and

others. Fee for either dog, $25- P»»otos from

life by Schreiber & Sjus.

F. G. TAYLOR,
S58 North 1 8th Street,

IMilladelphIn, I'a.
9^i

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr W. K Taunton Cliumpion

Beaufort's winnings on the show bench niul his

record as a stud dog have prove' him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire nf more and

irreater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand d .g while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Itudfee»75. J.WINCHELL.
FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50
The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo. Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (lo)

bitches ScS
Alter which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35
Charleroi II $30
Rosiyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE:

Pups by above doRS out of first-class bitches ;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Philadelphia, Pa.

TJEDLINUTON TEkkiERS IN THE STUD.

SENTINEL,
Blue (A. K. C. S. B 4-179V, winner of the Bed-

linglon Terrier Club Cup and many first and
other prizes in F;ngland and of first prize at New-

York, Boston, etc.

SYRUP H.,
Medium blue (A. K. C S. B. 16,622); winner of

first prize at New York, 1890.

TICK-XACK,
Liver(E K. C. S. B 2.?.37i); winner of firsts

and seconds in England and of second prize at

New York, 1890.

ff:e in each case. $io.

Particulars furnished on application.

W. H. RUSSELL,
It 55 East 68th St , New Yokk City.

ELCHO, Jr.,

CHAMPION IRISH SETTER OF AMERICA.

# PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,

44-57 i«n:j uKo.vnwAY, new youk.

POINTKR PUPPIES.
Book your orders now for puppies by Beaufort

H sireof the winner of the Pointer Club Pro-

duce Stake for 1S90.
^.^..^^ ,.„vpxL

J6.59
Middltboro, Mass.

~" LEG BANOS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for yourigstcrs, every band regis-

tered each a He- Open bands for old inras,

each ic 111 oril«ring name the variety of pigeon

on which the band is to be used.

5/r.V/) FOR SA.\iPl.F..

MRS, E. S. STARR, box 295.

PllH-Al>KI,PHIA, P*.

:^Has defeated every living Irish Setter y^
shown against him ;

never defeated

by any of them. A field dog.

PAXSY D.,
Field trial and show winner. "One of the most

brilliant field dogs in the West/' For mtt^ulars
address CLCHO KENNELS,

,t CI.AKHMONT. N H.

74

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOR POULTRY.
Hono Meal, - - Per lOU lb. Bag. |^'I.<M)

<;f»iitilat««l Hone, " lOO " •i.'ia

Gi-<Miii(l IU*it
..

Cau'ltl-; - - - - • 5JOO
' 3.4MI

c:rn«lu*«l Flint, - " aoo " 2.0<>

CriiMlitHl «».\»ter
,,

shellH, - - - •• «00
, ^ ,

«•<»<»

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proniply by freight on receipt of

*"'^'''
<;. II. DKMI'WOLK A CO.,

42-93 York CluMulcal \Vopkn. York, I'a.

MORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner Described in show reports as -best

York-hire in America." Two photographs from

life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
50.75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

TRAINED FERRETS,
LOPEARED, ANGORA AND HIMALAYAN

RABIIITS,

GUINEA PIGS AND SQUIRRELS.

Enclosed three one-cent stamps for full dc

scriptive circular and price list. Address Breeder

of Pet Stock, Tyngsl)oro, Mass. 55-'t
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Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
April 15-18.—Buffalo Kennel Club, at Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, .secretary.
April J3-26.— First dog show of the Schenec-

tady Kennel Club, at Schenectady, N. Y. O. A.
Rosa, secretary.
May 6 to 9.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club,at Los Angeles,
Cal. E. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries close
May I.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
O., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 17.—TwelfXh annual field trials of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.
Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

18»1.
Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2—Third annual field trials of the .South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary,
Marietta. Ga.

Our Illustration.

The birds of our frontispiece are said

to be good representatives of the white

Cochins of Mr. B. W. Morse, Oxford,
Mass.

Mr. Morse says of the variety and as

his reasjons for fancying it: "They are

the most hardy and the best layers of
their family." The white Cochin is not
as largely kept a.s its good qualities de-

serve, but breeders of it say it is again
coming into favor if they may judge from
the increased demand for breeding stock
and eggs.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS,

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We are pleased to see the large list of

entries sent the Buffalo show. We hope

the entries by the gates will also be sur-

prisingly numerous.

*

l^ncle Dick writes: "Take out the

mastiff 'ad.' I have sold him. I had

letters from Maine to Nebraska through

my F'anciers' Journal 'ad' and they

still keep coming."

•
• •

The Fanciers' Journal is certainly

an excellent advertising medium. We
were informed last week by an adver-

tiser who owns the most expensive ken-

nel in America, that he has sold more
dogs through The Fanciers' Journal
than from any paper in which his adver-

tisement appears.

• *

This is easily explained. Our paper is

read by many who do not see another

kennel journal, and who cannot be

reached by the higher priced dog papers.

*
• »

During the short period we have been

connected with this paper we have

noticed with pleasure how the various

departments of The Journal become

entertaining to readers who before

took no special interest in hobbies out-

side of their own. For instance, we

know of several heretofore exclusively

dog fanciers who this year will buy and

My tionung pigeons. Pigeon fanciers

have become interested in dogs, and

reading dog show criticisms they learn

enough about the various breeds to want,

and insist on having, the best.

•
» *

It will be observed that The Fan-

ciers' Journal occupies an exclusive

field where heretofore was an apparent

vacancy. We take none of the patronage

of dog or poultry papers, consequently

we are tiot in their way, nor do they in-

terfere with us.

• *

We have collected together a large

body of readers who are interested in va-

rious fancies. These readers are con-

tinually startiug new hobbies. They of

course buy from advertisers in Thf:

Journal, and this explains the whole

matter.

*%
Since the Boston meeting of the Asso-

ciate Members of the A. K. C. we are in-

formed that Mr. E. H . Morris is not a

member, consequently his talk and mo-

tions at the meeting were entirely out of

order.
*

• »

The motion of Dr Foote was also out

of order; the Associate Members cannot

disband themselves. They were created

by the A. K. C. and are entirely depend-

ent upon that club. Suppose Dr. Foote

rented a house which he discovered

would not suit him. He could not ask

the landlord to pull the property down.

Dr. Foote's only remedy would be to

vacate the house. The A. K. C. has built

the Associate Club, and Dr. Foote's only

means of getting out of it is by resigning.

«
« «

Mr. Winchell sends the bloodhound

bitch Duchess of Ripple to England next

month for breeding purposes. She is a

wonderful brood bitch, not only raising

large litters of puppies, but is the dam of

the finest bloodhounds of the day, such

as Barbette, Burgho, I^ady Diana and

Bono, now the best in England. Mr.

Winchell has a very fine pup in Burgho.

Jr. He is about eight months old and

weighs one hundred pounds. His head

is over twelve inches long and his ears

spread twenty-seven inches. Mr. Win-

chell will soon acquire a reputation as a

breeder of bloodhounds equal to his

fame in breeding English mastiffs.

* «

To our readers.—We shall feel obliged

if you will send us on a postal card the

names of likely subscribers to The Fan-

ciers' Journal.
«

« #

According to the Fanciers' Gazette,

"The stream of dogs to America is ever

flowing, and we are weekly called upon

to record further sales. Now, Mr. J. H.

Rutherglen, of Kensington, has sold his

rough-coated St. Bernard bitch Zenith to

Mrs. Peague, of Massachusetts, and be-

fore sailing last week she visited Sir

Bedivere. Zenith is by Plinlimmou out

of La Pucelle, by Champion Save, and

took second in the 12 to 18 months' class

at the St. Bernard Clubshow at Windsor;

second in the open class at Brighton, and

third, open, at Southampton; her kennel

companion, Lady Sueerwell, being then

first. We learn that Mr. Rutherglen has

in his kennels some grand puppies by

Watch out of Proselyte (half sister to

Lady Sneerwell, and winner of first,

puppy, Warwick, and first, open, Rich-

mond, 1888), and also a fine litter by Sir

Bedivere out of Lady Sneerwell."

«
« «

From the Fox Terrier Chronicle we

Clip Liic lULiuwiug. ii any Oi \/ma Al.cMAt.ia

wish an hour's interesting reading, we

can well recommend them to go in for

some of our American contemporaries.

There is a light airiness about American

journalism that is particularly refreshing.

* * • The Fanciers' Journal, too,

is a very good paper, and our friend, R.

F. Mayhew, is one of its contributors.

The paper is thoroughly doggy,bright and

sparkling with wit, and we notice no ill-

natured comments and criticisms are al-

lowed to appear in its columns. We
shall shortly reproduce part of an article

from this journal, which is the highest

compliment we can pay it."

*
* •

A paragraph like the above, appearing

in such an ably edited paper as the Fox

Terrier Chronicle, is highly appreciated

bv us.

•%
The Sporting Times says: A letter

from Newfoundland from Mr. Copping

states that the dog which is so connected

with that part of the world is nearly ex-

tinct there. There are plenty of half-

bred animals to be found, but the genu-

ine article is so rare that his correspond-

ent thinks there are not more than a

score in the whole of St. Johns. It is

the practice in Newfoundland to harness

the dogs to small sledges, and the poorer

classes readily make use of them in this

way to carry in fire-wood from the for-

ests. Hydrophobia is unknown there.

•
• •

We understand,says the Stock-Keeper,

that Mr. Astor Carey, of New York, has

purchased from Mr. A. H. Clarke the

well-known smooth fox terriers First

Fight and Resume. First Flight is by

New Forest—Retire, and has won many
prizes at the best show. Resutne is a

sister, later litter, to Rachel, the cham-

pion of America. These are a very good

pair of terriers, and their new owner

should make things ven,- uncomfortable

for even the best kennels in .^Inerica.

Rabbit coursing is bitterly attacked by
the English fv veiling Standard.which con-

cludes a leading article as follows: "There

is not a vestige of real sport aliout the

whole brutal l>usiness from beginning to

end,and there can l)e no doubt that those

who encourage it should be prosecuted.

If the Sociity for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals cannot act in the

in-ttter because tlu r.ib!i:ts are technically

wild animals—or for any other reason

—

sonn hninnne niemher of the House of

Comuions may be urgently advised to

bring in a brief bill to prevent this abom-
inable cruelty."

*
* *

We puolished last week the news that

Mr Bi'linoiit hill sent across the Atlantic

a string ot fox terriers for exhibition at

the forthcoming kenntl club show on the

15th iiist. We now lea n that Mr. Bel-

mont has challenged .Mr. R. Vicary to

show his Vesuvienne against Blemton

Kennels' Rachel, and that the challenge

has been accepted."

•
* •

Herr Carl Burger, of Leonberg, Wur-
temberg, died a few days ago. In the

German kennel world the deceased gen-

tleman was well known as a breeder and
exhibitor of Great Danes, St. Bernards

and those mongrels yclepf'Leonbergers.

"

His best known Great Danes were the

Harlequins Diana and Hektor, the

brindled Terror and Mario, and the St.

Bernard Wodan. In German zoological

circles h'ls attempts at crossing wolves

with dogs are well known.

*
• *

The American Kennel Club Stud-Book,

volume VI, for the year 1889, is now out

and should be in the library of every

breeder and fancier of dogs.

»
• «

Will the Irish Setter Club hold field

trials this fall ? It is now time to arrange

the details for such trials if the members
propose to have them. It looks to us as

if the trials would fizzle out. Too many
owners appear to be afraid to run their

dogs.
•*#

The l>eagle dog Racer. Jr., winner of

first prize at Boston, has been sold by

Cyrus F. Judson, New York to C. S.

Wixoni, Horn^ll-Harmony Kennels, to

be delivered after the Buffalo show.

It is rumored that Joe Emmet's fa-

mous rough coated St. Bernard dog Plin-

limmou will be placed at stud in this

cjty. He will be allowed but twenty

bitches.
«

• *

Mr. G. W. Patterson has purchased the

rough-coateil St. Bernard bitch Bayadere,

by Champion Bayard—Brunhilda, and

she is now on the water bound for this

country. She is in whelp to Keeper.

•
« «

Mr. E. Sheffield Porter was perfectly

right in protesting the bull terrier Beryl

on account of tleafness. Of course such

duties are unpleasant but are neverthe-

less imperative upon all who wish to ste

kennel affairs move along in an honest,

straightforward manner. It struck us

as l)eing very suspicious that Beryl

should have been secreted in the cellar

instead of resting on his bench. It was

only after considerable complaint that he

was brought out of hiding and placed in

his stall.
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FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

How to Instil Into Your Dog the Art

of Retrieving.

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

[continued]

There is no dou!)t that retrieving game

has a tenileiicy to unsteady a young dog.

therefore great care should be taken thai

the fielil trial pupil l)e not allowed to re-

trieve much during his first season in tht

field, or at least the first part of his first

season. I consider it belter not to allow

a puppy to retrieve any in the field before

the second season. Yet I do not advanct

this as a rule, but simply as a suggestion.

In the majority of cases it is required 01

professional trainers to teach retrieving;

as soon as possible. My pi in is to teacli

them to fetch articles in the house or in

the yard by gentle but firm persuasion,

which I gradually increase until force i^

arrived at, and this I continue even to

severity, but it is for the tlog to decidi

what degree of severity I must apply. 1

stop just when he obeyi ; no sooner.

The questions now will naturally arise:

How to apply punishment and when to

commence it ? Puuislnnent administered

to a dog to force him to retrieve should

be concentrated in the direction of tht

object to be fetched. It should tend to

illustrate what is required, and the ver>

iusUnt the desired end is accomplisheci

it should be stopped. The cutting off 01

the punishment should be simulianeoub

with the act of picking up the article to

be fetched. It should never lie resortea

to at all until a sutficient numljer of les-

sons have been given without it to enable

the dog to. thoroughly understand whai

is required of hr.ii. Take youi pupi.

away t" yourself where nothing will ai-

iraci bis aiieiilioii, folu 01 iull a iiniiuKtr-

chief, pad, wing, bunch of feathers, 01

whatever the article may lie that 30U

wish to teach him to retrieve with. Lei

it be something soft and clean, however.

Hold your dog by the chain or collar and

place the article before him on the flooi

or ground, then excite him towards it by

holding your hand near it and Hipping

your finders. Simply pointing to 11 will

sometimes l)e sufticient, and not un fre-

quently the dog will go to it of his own
accord and may even pick it up himsell.

If he does not go to it draw him thert

gently but firmly, pass your hand ovei

his muzzle, press his lips against his-

teeth and continue to Uo so until ht

opens hisjaws ; tlien push down his head

gently but firmly and place his jaws ovei

the article, causing him to hold it in his

mouth, still keeping your hand in such a

position as to prevent him from dropping

It ; then raise his head high and pres:

him down on his haunches. In this posi-

tion stroke his head gently, all the tiint

keeping guard over his jaws with out-

hand to prevent his dropping the article.

When you have surticietiily pa te<l ami
stroked him lake hold of tiie article and
release his jaws, saying at the ^anle tiiiu

"Give it," or you can use whatever words

you please, only be careful always to use

the same words.
If you continue to give a lesson of this

sort for some two or three weeks at regu-

lar intervals, you will Ijecomc skillful 111

the work of giving it. and your pupil

will soon hold the article in ins mouth,
making no attempt to drop it. He maj
even pick it up without further trouble,

but if he will not do so you may now
commence to diaw him a loot or two to-

wards the object, holding him by the end
of his nose. Some ilogs will howl at tlie

slightest squeze of the nose, and a lew

there are that care but little al>out it. ll

he does not mind it, why squeeze a bit

lighter and tighter until be howls. The
instant he opens his mouth to do so press

down the head and let the pad go be-

tween the jaws, and see that it comes up
between them when you allow him to

raise his head. Continue this for awhile.

Never get angry. Always give your onler

"fetch," or whatever word you use, the

in.4tant vou press down the dog's head to

cover the artu le with his jaws. Repeat

the order only when the dog attempts to

drop it, and when he attempts to do so

you may tip him sharply under the chin;

-.uch a tip as will be both persuasive and
dlustrative of what you want.
Never coax the dog. Talk easy and

natural, but clear and firm. Do not ap-

plaud him befoie he has completed his

task each time. I approve, however, of

liividing the retrieving act into two dis-

tinct parts now, and later into three

parts. The former two are picking the

article up, and delivering it to you. The
latter searching for or hunting dead,

retching, and <lelivering. All this can be

.voven into the dog's nature without

lulling his ambition by consistent and
careful leMcliiiig.

Every time anger is betrayed on the

part of the handler the completion of his

voik is postponed indefinitely. Some
logs will stick it out a long time
•elore they succumb. I have always
.ucceeded in this method except in two
.ii.-.tances. The Lebanon Kennels' pointer

Lebanon was one instance. He never
.vouUl pick up the article to be retrieved

.intil 1 discovered a way of administering

I more acute pain iliaii pulling his nose.

1 placed a burr with good stoui prickers

ju it in the leather of his ear and folding

Lhe ear over it. I then pressed in my
.land the burr enveloped in the ear flap

iiitil he howled and 1 kept up the pres-

sure until he picked up the article. I

practiced this a few times, and Lebanon
made one of the best of retrievers.

There are other means for some dogs
more desirable than the al>ove of teach-

ing retrieving. In the case of very young
logs I always continue a long time with-

out any force other than firm, mild per-

suasion. Many dogs like to retrieve

themselves, and will do so when it is first

required of tliein. Such dogs should be

>iinplv practiced at intervals; they will

iiially get disgusted and refuse to do it,

^vlieii they should be persuaded gently

out firmly as above described, and for

the first time let off with one lesson. The
,iext time they refuse give them two and
the third time several lessons »s already

lescribed. They will soon understand
that they must fetch whether they feel

like doing so or not.

Many of the crack field trial winners of

ihe couiiiiy wcic iicvci j^ivcU •> icSSOU

previous to going in the fiehl on retriev-

ing. They were then allowed to go to

uirds with the intention of eating thein,

ind before they could get the game masti-

cated were pulled in and forced to tleliver

it. This sort of retrieving I put little

value on; it is not reliable. I have seen

.1 noted field trial dog chew his bird at

the trials and when spoken sharply to he
ilropped it altogether and ran oft to hunt.

This was not the only proof I had that

iuch retrieving is only a deception. A
log must retrieve as a business, and not

for fun or pleasure. No other sort of a

retriever is reliable.

Never cuff or pull the ears of a dog in

connection wiih retrieving or for any
other cause. The ear of a dog is a very

tender part. Let it be remenil)ered that

the use of a burr aa alKJve described

should not be accompanied with pulling

or cuffing. If it is not properly applied

the burr will do permanent harm to the

dog's ear.

[to be continued.]

bers and noti-meml>ers of the club, of those

whom tliey consider competent to act as judges,

the six receiving the largest number of votes to

l)e asked to serve as judges approved by the

Beagle CUib. Said list to l>e revised annually.

Any vacancies to be filled by the Executi%'e Com-
miitee.

Philadelphia , March 30, 1890.

Write names plainly. Please avoid

fancy signatures. Respectfully,

Louis Smith,
Secretary American-Knglish Beagle Club.

IN-BREEOING.

.\MER1CAN-ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB.

ST. CLOUDS REPLY TO MR. TAYLOR.

Ills Good Opinion of the Irish Setter

as a Field Trial Dog.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Some weeks ago there appeared

in your valuable paper a paragraph by

nie relating to the picture of Katie

Noble. My theory has always been that

breeders should sti ive to produce a dog

that can win both on the Ijench and in

the field. With this object in view, and

this alone, was it written ; not, as the

owner of Katie Noble charges, to adver-

tise my own dogs. I think the article

will bear me out,as none of my dogs were

mentioned and my name was not added.

That Irish setters that are bench show

champions have run successfully in the

trials is well known, and an Irish setter

won the field trial prize at the last New
York show. I am a great lover and ex-

tensive owner of this oreed of dogs and
I may have been led by my partiality

to make invidious comparisons. I have
breil and owned many breetls of dogs
and among them numerous English set-

ters. I therefore concluded I knew a

little on the subject I was writing about.

Mr. Taylor in a recent issue accuses

me of working an advertisement dodge.

This may do tor a man who is a dealer

in dogs, but not for me. I never made
one penny on them, but have dropped
thousands of dollars, as my friends well

know. Mr. Taylor aflects to criticise an
advertisement inserted by our kennel,

aud says it is very amusing. No more
amusing to you, Mr. Taylor, than your
bungling of the English language is to

me. II Mr. Taylor will kiniily let me
know what he considers a lair price for

Katie Noble 1 would then know what
price to put 011 my own dogs, as I should
ihen tack just twxe that amount oppo-
site their names. As Mr. Taylor con-

siders my dogs 'cheap at hall lue price, '

he no doubt considers his own dear at

any price. Mr. Taylor writes as if the

whole world were agha.st at my temerity,

antl as Mr. Taylor in his own uiiud con-

stitutes the world, it no doubt was. He
also tries to enlist the sympathy of The
Fanciers' Journal by oi.jeciing to our
advertising in other papers aud objects

to a person writing over a nom de plume.
Perhaps all men are not as anxious to

see their own names in print as Francis

G. Taylor, or perhaps a.ter seeing it

many tunes with flattering notices in the

daily papers and magazines ol a great

metropolis they may grow tired, as did

St. Cloud, otherwise
Louis Contoit.

The following circular from the Sec

retary of the A. E. B. C. explains itself:

East Saginaw, Mich.. April 3, 1890.

Dear Sir and Bro.: The following explana-

tory preamble and resolution is submitted to

you fur consideration, and you will please com-

ply with the instructions therein set forth by

writing such names as you may select on the

back of this circular or else stale your objections

an I mail the same to the Secretary at your

earliest convenience in enclo ed envelope :

Bji IVm. H. Child, Member of the Executive Com-

milleeof the A. E. B. C.

Whbheas, The A. K. B. C. has recently passed

a resolution to give prizes only when a member
of the A. E. B. C. acts as judge, and in accord-

ance with my experience at numerous bench

shows of knowing what difficulty the show com-

mitters have in selecting a judge, and,

Wherkas, Knowing that there are a good

many other gentlemen outside of the A. K. B. C.

capable to act as judges and who, if elected, I

think would consider their selection an honor

and would join our c'.ub, and as the expense of

a specialty judge would be too hard for our club

to bear, it is hereby

Rbsolved, That the members of the A. E. B.

C. be requested to lubmit a list of names, mem-

New York, April 6, 1890.

BUFFALO KENNEL CLUB.

Nearly Four Hundred Doers Entered for
'I'helr Coming Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The entries for our first annual

bench show, which opens here next Tuesday, are

us follows:

Mastiffs 17

St. Bernards 37
Newfoundlands ... 4

Great l>ancs I

Deerhounds It

Greyhounds 17

I'oiuters 30
Setters 60
Spaniels 53
Basset hounds ... 2

Collies »I

Bulldogs 9
Bull terrier* 22

Beagles 23
Fox terriers . . . . 23
Black and tans ... 14

Total number of dogs entered, 387; total num-
ber oft nines. 397.

Yours truly,

A. W. Smith, Secretarj'-

Buffalo, N. Y., April 7, ib9o.

Irish terriers ....
skye terriers ....
Uandie Dintnonts . .

Sc>jlch lerriciB . . .

BedlingtoM terriers .

Yorkshire terriers . .

I'ugs
Toy spaniels ....
ClydeMlale terriers . 2

Wire-haired fox ter-

riers 2

Schipperkes 2

Old English sheep
dogs I

Dachshunde 4

BY HIBERNIA.

As defined in Webster's unabridged,

in-breeding is not the correct word to ap-

ply to the mating of animals closely

akin. Iii-an<l-in-breeding is the proper

one, but it is such an avskard compound
that it is seldom heard in conversation,

and therefore I shall use the shorter

word, which, if not strictly proper, is

technically correct. The meaning of

words, like type in dogs, is ronstanlly

changing.

There is no subject in "caniology"

(pardon me for coining a word) about

which there is such a radical difference

of opinion as in-breeding. One fancier

attributes to it all the improvements

which have been made in the different

breeds, while another considers it the

cause of nearly all the ills that dog flesh

is heir to. Which is correct ? Hoth I

should say. This seeming paradox is ex-

plained by the fact that, like a two edged

sword, in-breeding cuts both ways. The

same natural law that lengthens the head

of in-bred collies or shortens the muzzle

of in-bred mastiffs will make them more

cow-hocked if their parents have a ten-

dency that way. That is, in-breeding

will exaggerate faults as well as desirable

qualities.

The greatest cry about the evils of in-

breeding conies from those who claim

that it lessens mentality, causes constitu-

tional disease and saps the stamina. Let

us see if this is correct.

Like the majority of beginners, when

I first went into the fancy I was a rabid

anti-in-breeder. I do not know how I

acquired this prejudice as I knew of no
actual facts against the practice. I sup-
pose I must have inherited it, the same
oc T i\\i\ »»!». T\r»lWi^c on(l t»iv» r*.llf/lf>ll"•• - ~ J <—

•

—

;

J -a
While I have read Darwin, Spencer and
Wallace on the subject I fouml no argu-
ments in their works so convincing to

me that in-breeding was not injurious as

facts that came under my own notice.

Here are a few of them:
When I was a boy I lived in a country

town. An aunt one Christmas presented
me with a pair of white mice. I bred
them for several years without introduc-

tion of fresh blood. They increased so

rapidly that within a short time every
boy in town had while mice aud I had a

corner in marbles, tops aud other toys

taken in trade for my live stock. There
could not have been animals freer from
flisease, and barring such as died from
accident or fell victims to the cannibal-

istic instinct of some of the old males,
every litter born reached maturity.

Guinea pigs and rabbits will also thrive

and increase under the most adverse cir-

cumstances, and with no infusion of fresh

blood. In the case of the former nature
appears to have guarded against their too
rapid increase by causing the ratio of
males in a litter to be at least three to

one.
The English sparrow (properly Euro-

pean sparrow, as it is no more English
than it is French or German) has spread
over this country from Maine to Texas
and from New York to California. Less
than twenty years ago there were not
more than 200 pairs lioerated, and there-

fore the millions now here must Ijc closely

in-bred.

The rabbits that are devastating the
grazing lands of Australia sprang from a

few pairs of domesticated rabbits that

were liberated within the recollection of

a lifteen-year-old boy.
Nearly all the insects injurious to our

fruits, grain and vegetables are foreign

to this country, and the original stock
must have been very limited in number.
The canary birds that sing in cages

wherever civilization exists, came orig-

inally from a few pairs that flew to Italy

from a ship wrecked off her coast.

In fact everything goes to prove that

when nature is allowed to apply her law
of the "survival of the fitlest" ami kill

off the weaklings, in-bree<litig tends to

increase fccundiiy and stamina.
In doniesticate<l animals used for pur-

po-ses where stout frame and strong con-

stitution are required, in breeding works

\
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like a charm. Every intelligent horst

breeder wants as much of his favoritt

strain in his mares and stallioiisas he can

get, and the record of speed through tl.is

sort of breeding is l>eing lowered every
year.

Faster and .stronger field dogs are being
pro lucedat the trials bv the same method.
A similar result is rendered by the same
means in breeding game fowls for the pit

homing jiigeons, fighting bull terriert

and hounds.
But in the case of breeds that are bred

simply to an artificial standard and nc
other test required, then the weakling;-

are reared and bred from, and constitu

tional diseases aud structural defects arc

sure to increase. The more they are in

bred the more rapidly will this take place
Bad hocks and weak constitutions will

multiply as fast as typical heads.
The successful breeder is the one who

selects stud dogs for his bitches of tht

same blood, but that are strong in poillt^

where they are weak. The man that '\>

constantly trying infusions of new blood
will never show many winners on the
bench or in the field

.

POINTS ON BREEDING.

Some Valuable Hints on the ItearinK
of Doirs.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

As the time is now coming on when
breeding will be in full swing, a few

hints as to the management of bitche^

will not be out of place. It will be wel.

to determine at once what alliances are

to be made, and arrange with the

owners of the stud dogs as to fees, etc.,

in order that no delay may occur when
the right time arrives. There is geiier

ally time to attend to these matters aftei

the first symptoms appear of a desire tt

have a family, but it sometimes happens
itial iiialteiition on iiie part of the keeper,

and afterwards the few days necessary to

correspond with the dog's owner, lake

up more time than nature is incline<l to

wait; in this, as in many other cases, a

stitch in lime saves uime. It must uoi

be forgotten that this is the very l>esl

time of the year for breeding, and that a

miss now means a loss of at least six

months' time, with the prospect of wiutei

puppies afterwards.

During the early period of pregnancy
too much exercise cannot be given, and
plenty ofgood, wholesome food with meat
must lie supplied. Then, if heavy bone
is desired in the offspring, some boiu
dust or ground bones sliould be provided;
the former niixeil in tiie food, the laltei
given as it is. When there are evident
signs of an approaching family, lessexer
cise will l)e necessary, care being taken not
to tire the expectant mother, who shouh.
have freedom to roam about at will, if pos-
sible, aud water always within her reach.
Tlien, about a week before the puppie.-.
are expected, a dose of aperient medicine
is desirable, say, Irom a quarter of an
ounce to half an ounce of Epsom salts,
according to the size of the dog, not for
getting that the smaller quantity will re-
quire lo be dissolved in half a tuuiblerful
of water with the chill off, and the largeim three parts ol a tumblerful.

Tiie important time, however, arrives
when the conlinenient is about to Lake
place Many puppies are lost by bad
nianageinenl at tliis time, sometimes ac-
companied by the death of the inolher.
Atisohite quiet is necessary at these
times, any secluded shed l>eiiig better
for the purjwse than the set of kennels
where other dogs arc kept. Open benches,
under any circumstances, are to be
avoided, the mother cannot supply suffi
cieut warmth when so situated; the best
kennel for a bitch to whelp in is an ordi-
nary out-of-door kennel, placed in a
nuildmg with tlie opening so arranged
that no draught can enter; under these
conditions the heat of the dam's Iwdy,
enclose<l in the kennel, will keep the
puppies warm enough tluring the time of
partuntiuii. The cause of so many whelps
dying on the third day after birth is gen-
erally derived from a chill, contracted
Whilst the family is being brought into
existence. If j)uppies are strong and
Healthy on the third day, they as a rule
continue to go ou all right.

SYRUP H.

A Terrier Whose Pedigree Goes Back

Nineteen Generations.

The Bedlington terrier Syrup H. (A.

K. C. S. B. 16,622) is a rather large speci-

men of his breed, but otherwise he is

symmetrical and typical. His coat is

nedium blue in color and truly Bedling-

ton in texture, there being coarse hairs

scattered over the body among other
hairs less hard, the whole being crisp to

the touch and not lying flat but stand-

ing almost on end. His top-knot and
sar-fringes are particularly good. Syrup
H. has been twice shown. Last year at

.Vew York he was given first prize, but
was afterwards disqualified for lieing

'rimmed. Trimming is allowable in

England. At the late New York show
this dog won first prize over the recently

imported Tick-Tack, said by the English
Stock-Keeper to be probably the best

liver colored dog out.

The pedigree of Syrup H. is traced

jack for nineteen generations, to the
>ear 1782, and in his early ancestry has
he same geneology and goes as far back
IS the Bedlington whose well-authenti-

wished to be carried up. The coachman
did this and the human footfall not con-

veying a sense of danger to the vermin,

the dog was able to gain the floor and
kill several of the grain thieves before

they realized their peril. This is repeat-

ed daily, averaging two or three rats at a

time. The coachman wrote that the

evening after the dog returned from the

last New York show he bagged six rats.

"It is not thought that the S. P. C. A.

will object to the sport. This dog does

not live in the house at all. He sleeps

on the piazza in summer and in the barn

in winter, and is always ready for any
game going."

The Bedlington is famous for his

gameness. Joseph Ainsley writes as fol-

lows about his dog Piper : "With regard

to the doings of Piper, it would take a

volume to contain them, but I may men-
tion that he was set on a badger at eight

months old, and from that time until he
was fourteen years old was constantly at

work, more or less, with badgers, foxes,

foulmarts, otters and other vermin. He
drew a badger after he was fourteen years

old, when he was toothless and nearly

blind, and several other terriers failed."

Another writer alludes to the gameness

BEDLINGTON TERRIER SYRUP H.

cated pedigree is given in "British Dogs"
uid of which Hugh Dalziel there says:

"I believe such an extended pedigree of

1 dog of any breed has never before been
published." The blood is that ofThomas

J. Pickett's celebrated Champions Tyne
and Tearem, who were descended from

Joseph Aynsley's Young Piper, the first

Bedlington terrier so called. Young
I'iper was pupped about 1825 and goes

back to Squire Trevelyan's Old Flint,

pupped 17S2. Syrup H. was bred by his

owner, Mr. W. H. Russell, and is by
.Sentinel out of Elswick Sue. Elswick

Sue's grand sire, Armstrong's Nailor,

was chosen by "Stoiiehenge" for illus-

tration in "Dogs of the British Islands."

"In mental qualities,"writes his owner,

"Syrup H. shows the traits of his breed.

He allows no strangers on the premises

where he is after nightfall without chal-

lenge. He keeps off all enemies of the

henroost and hunts rats with intelli-

gence. If I may so express it, he has
|

trained the coachman to help him and in

this way. Rats frequent the stable loft

where hay and grain are kept. When
the dog went up the stairs, the rats re-

cognized the step of their enemy and

made their escape. Becoming aware of

this the dog waited at the bottom of the

stairs aud seemed to intimate that he

of the breed and its eagerness in the pur-

suit of vermin in the following anecdote:
A fox was run to ground near Edlingham,
and a mason there had two of these ter

Hers, father and son. The younger dog
about twelve months old, was put into

the hole to try him, but could not kill

the fox. Although advised not lo do so,

Ihe man put in the old dog also, which,

not l>eiiig able to reach the fox, actually

seized and killed the young dog aud then

reached and killed the fox.

A BENCH SHOW AT OTTAWA.

Editor Eanciers' Journai,.

Sir: At a meeting of directors of the

Central Canada Exhibition Association,

held in this city on Tucs<lay last it was
decided to hold another lieiich show in

connection with the exhibition. The
dates will l>e Septeml)er 23, 24, 25 and 26.

The following committee was appointed

to take charge of that department:

Alfred Geddes (chairman), T. C. Bate,

Captain Verth, Dr. Mills. H. B. D
Bruce, W. G. Young. P. G. Kcyes, C. E.

Living, aud F. H. F. Mercer.

Yours truly.

Alfred Geddes.
Ottawa, April 5, 1890.

THE OLD ENGLISH SHEEP DOG CLUB

Description of tUo Uogr-The Adopted
Scale of I'olnta.

The following description of the old
English sheep dog was adopted by the
club at its last meeting:

Skull.—Capacious and rather sqnarely
formed, giving plenty of room for brain

power. The parts over the eyes should
be well arched, and the whole well cov-
ered with hair as defined in "coat."

Jaw.—Should be fairly long and
square. The "stop" should be defined,

but not to a great extent.

Eyes —These, of course, vary in dif-

ferent colors of dogs. In the dark blue
shades they should l)e dark brown. In
the lighter colors they will be found to
follow them and become paler in shade,
while where white predominates a wall
or marble eye may l)e considered typical

.

Nose.—.\lwRys black in color, fairly

large and capacious.

Teeth.—Strong and firm, and should
be evenly placed in the jaw. Working
dogs often have their incisors broken off.

This is in no way detrimental.

Ears.—Medium sized and carried close
to the head, coated with hair of a moder-
ate length.

Legs.—The forelegs should be straight,

and possess plenty of bone. Tliey
should remove the J>ody a medium
height off the ground, without approach-
ing leguiness. They should be well
coaterl all round.

Feet.— Moderately large ; round ; toes
well arched and pads capacious and hanl.

Tail.—This is a most important point
ill the old English sheep dog. Without
1 doubt many dogs are bred without the

•^....voh oppiK/uv iiionK-auudi H primage,
while, on the other hand, some in the
litters will be found with half, three-
quarters and whole length tails. The
breeding of those without tails should
')e encouraged ainl persevered with, and
lie given preference to in judging, pro-
viding the dogH are good elsewhere. A
tail of any lenjith takes away the appear,
nice and the corkiness of the dog. A
lock"d dog can generally be detected by
be bluntness at the end'of the stump.
Neck and shouMcrs.—The neck should

lie fairly long, arched and graceful, and
well coated with hair. The shoulders
should be set on slopingly. and the dog
generally be found to stand lower at the
shoulders than on the hindquarters.
Body.—Rather short and very coin-

nact. The ritis should l>e well sprung,
mid brisket deep and capacious. The
loin should be very stout and to a certain
extent arched, w'hile the hindquarters
shoulil be bulky, and the hams densely
covered with coat, very often of a softer
and more woolly description than is to
be found on other parts of the body.

Coat.—Profuse and of a good texture,
i. e., fairly hard and strong. There
sliould also be a double or under coat.
Color.—Varies, but preference should

'le givi-n to dark blue, light or pigeon
blue, and steel grey dogs. The colors are
srenerally intermixed with while, which
imnaris to the dog a more attractive
pearance.

Height.— Fair stand and measurement
It the shoulder from twinty inciies up-
wards. The bitches, of course, smaller
than the dogs. Great height is not to be
encouraged, for it takes away the cork-
iness and cobbiness of the dog.
General appearance.—He is a strong

compact looking dog, profusely coated
all over. He has a peculiar springing
style of movement, and is a thickset,
muscular head, able-bodied dog with an
intelligent expression.

SCALE OF points.

ap-

Head. . . . ... 10 Tail (undocked) ... 10
aw ....
iycs ....

... 5 Neck and hhouldent . 10

... 5 Body, loin, hind-quar-
.Nose .... ... 5 tern 10
Color .... ... 10 Coat 15
feeth . . . ... 5
Ears. . . . ... 5 Total 100
Legs. . . . ... 10

German Field Trials.

The entry for these trials Derby, which
are to be run on the i.^th and «6th of April, num-
bers seventy-five. It is open ouljr to dogs wbclpcd
in Cermauy during 1S89.
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LAST WEEKS BENCH SHOW.

Conclusion of the Criticisms on the

Awards at Boston.

SPECIAL REPORT BY R. M. MAVHEW.

Owing to the want of space and lack

of time most of the criticisms and the

awards at the late Boston show were laid

over until this week, which are as fol-

lows:
POINTERS.

In the big class for challenge dogs

Graphic and his son Lad of Bow fought

the old battle over again. Both looked

extremely well, the sire carr>ing his

years in a marvellous manner and

son looking better than ever he did

fore, being shown with a few more

pounds of flesh than heretofore. "T'oud"

dog scores in muzzle, strength of head,

and expression, young 'uu has it in neck,

cleanness and length thereof. Both are

well off for bone, the elder being stronger

and better in pasterns. In shoulders both

have the same fault, and in shape and

make there is not much to choose. Lad,

owing to youth, probably having the ad-

vantage. They are a worthy brace, the

sire being a credit to the son, and vice

versa. r . • .

In the corresponding class for bitches

the sweet and amiable Revel III, had

no opponent to disturb her tranquil dis-

position
Open

the

be-

substance all through, and Buttercup

was shown much too fat, whilst Stella was
|

out of all shape.
The winning dog puppy, Westminster

Glitter, is on the small side, but has

plenty of bone, and a fair head and

character. Westminster Drake, second,

is marred somewhat by his plain mark-

ings, but he has plenty of l)one and sub-

stance, and is a fairly ribbed youngster.

Monty C, third, is dish-faced, and not

taking in any respect.

Fancy I'ree, first in bitch pups, is

pretty, has but a moderate head, is full

in eye, none too good in shoulders or

front, but nice in outliue and set on of

stern. Cavalier's Lady, second, we pre-

ferred to the winner. She is much better

in head and expression, bone, front and
substance generally.

The novice class contained nothing

likely to wrest championship honors

from our present representatives.

SETTERS.

has a nice chiselled head of the correct

type and expression, is a good color and

nice size. Nino, reserve, is too full in

eye and light in color.

Huntington, the winner in the novice

class, was shown too light. He is a little

strong in skull but has a gootl expression,

plenty of bone, and a nice color. The
rest were of no special merit.

Beaumont and Little Boy fought their

battle over again in the challenge dog
class for Gordon setters, the latter gain-

ing the verdict. This he can never up-

hold, as Beaumont beats him in bone,

front, shoulders, ribs, loin, and shape

generally; Little Boy not covering enough
ground, besides being badly cut at

ellMjws. Bellmont, of course, secured

first in the corresponding class for

bitches.

All those worthy of comment in the

open classes have often appeared before,

no new faces being to the front likely to

Vernon heredogs.—Duke of

succeeded in gaining the premier posi-

tion, which we said in our New York re-

port he should have held there. Graph-

ite, second, has appeared before us often

of late and Dare-go, third, could lie

improved in front and forelegs. Beau-

fort H., fourth, is well known. Vim, re-

serve, is wide in iront and shori in neck,

otherwise he is a useful stamp.

In open bitches Luckystone, the win-

ner, might l)e stronger in muzzle and

better finished behind, otherwise she

worthily upheld her position. Sally

Brass II. second, also lacks strength of

muzzle, and could be improved had she

more substance. Westminster Sal, third,

is a big, roomy bitch with a face that

could l)e considerably improved, and

Boski, fourth, is a big, useful-looking

lemon and white bitch, shown much too

fat. , .

In the small challenge class for dogs

the frame of Duke of Hessen defeated

Naso of Kippen. We admire Mr. Winslow

for his independence of decision and are

sorry to disagree with him, especially as

such un-follow-my leader awards are very

much the exception, but Naso of Kippen

scores so tremendously in substance,

ribsi, loin, hindquarters and outline, that

for once we must dispute a decision ema-

nating from a free and independent

spirit Stella B., the starey and wild-ex-

pressioned, l)eat our great favorite

Glauca. This, we are sorrv to say, wa.s

impossible to alter, as the latter showed

herself horribly, but that she is probably

the best bitch in America to-day we
firmly believe. It was nothing short of

sacrilege to show Meally, whose memory
we always want to preserve as "the

sweet," "the beautiful;" but even she

cannot withstand the ravages of time,

which were too evident at this show.

Let us hope it's her last appearance.

That "good bitch Queen Fan" refrained

from wresting the prize from the other

contestants and was evidently satisfied

with her previous successes.

Launcelot, first in open dogs, is light

in muzzle and might have more bone, but

his ribs, general style and movements are

od.very gooa. Ossining, well known, came
second, and Naso Teshall, plain and

commonish in head and expression,

third. Sir Anthony, fourth, had he not

such a vile carriage of stern, would lie a

hard nut to crack, and Spot Dash, re-

serve, is naught but a commoner.
Fan N., the open winning bitch, is

quite a nice black an<l white. She is

good in head and character.has capacious

well sprung ritis, powerful loin and nice

outline, but her feet might lie closer

and deeper. May B., second, is a useful,

workmanlike stamp, and Mam'zelle

made a gootl third. Naso's Belle, fourth,

is a beautiful mover and has a nice out-

line. Miss Freedom, reserve, lacks

Count Howard and Daisy Foreman
were opponentless in the two challenge

classes for English setters.

Kent II, who impressed us most favor-

ably at New York and whom we said

should have been second there, won here

in open dog cla.ss very comfortably. He
has a nice head of the proper type and
expression, is well off for l>oue; has ex-

cellently sprung ribs and a good outline.

We think he might cover a little more
ground, but bar this, he is quite a good

one. Gus Bondhu, plainish in head,

came second, with Kent Il's half brother

Royal Kent, third. The latter does not

compare with his more successful relative,

being plain and commonish in head and

not so good in outline. Don Quixote,

fourth, has gone off in head, and would

do with more liberty.

The useful but not high-class Chatau-

qua Belle came first in bitches. Eudora,

second, is too weak in muzzle and plain

in head, but has plenty of substance,

good, well-sprung ribs and a taking out-

line. Blunt Barnie, third, is another

wiiose laciai uiopcmcs ».uu»u in. •••«-

proved, as she is too short and plain in

head, as well as being wavy in coat, but

she is a good made one, and has an ex-

cellent Iront. Alice Grey, reserve, has a

sweet head and expression s»nd was the

most typical in the class, but she is too

small "and stands wide in front. Blue

Jennie, though small, might in our opin-

ion have been higher. She has a well

chiselled head of the right type, sUnds
well in front, has nice placed shoulders

and is quite a taking little bitch.

None of the puppies were high class,

Domingo, the winning dog, being but a

fair one, and Brush Bondhu, second to

him, is plain in skull, Gordon settery in

expression, though intelligent looking.

Elcho, Jr., continued on his undefeated

career, and when we state that this dog
has not suffered one reverse since 1882,

readers may imagine what stamp of dog
he is, and we are sure show frequenters

and all lovers of dogs never wish to lose

any opportunity of seeing this the

grandest ever seen of his breed and one

of the l)est of any variety. For people to

write carping at the injustice of showing
such a grand specimen and one of which
Americans should be proud, simply

shows a puerile inaptitude to admire the

beautiful, and in our opinion it is to

l)e regretted that Elcho, Jr., has never

been sent to England, where we are sure

the treat of seeing him at one exhibition

would be more appreciated than it evi-

dently is here. Blarney, oft described,

came second.
The slashing Laura B. had no oppenent

in challenge bitches.

Dan Mylrea, first in open dogs, we
were not stuck on, as he lacks type and
character, is weak in muzzle, but is a

nice size, has a good front and is a good
color. Henmore Shamrock, second, re-

minded us of the much discussed and
abused Patsy. He is bitchy in head and
expression, nor is he big enough, but

he is proportionate in shape and make
and a good color. Sarsfield, Jr., is light

in color, has a weak muzzle and common
expression. Sunset, last year's winner,

has gone common and untypical, blem-

ishes which he at that time promised to

develop.
Ruby Glenmore, the New York and

Chicago winner, repeated her successes

here. Lulu III, second, would lie a good
one were not her skull so wide and muzzle

so weak, nor is she any too good in

character and expression. Hazlenut II,

third, might have taken her place, as she

gain very much distinction

The challenge class for field spaniels

failed to draw an entry ; in fact, compe-
tition throughout the classes was ex-

tremely poor, nor do we see any likeli-

hood of competiton becoming stronger.

The faulty muzzled, rather leggy Baron

was again first, Timljo, a moderate one,

being his only opponent. Nor was the

competition in open bitches much better.

Clumbers were still worse off, they being

only represented by the untypical and
moderate Lass O' Beauty. Palsy O'Con-

nor smothered his other opponent. Cap-

tain Muldoon, who is far from a worthy
representative of his breed, being, in

plain English, a rank bad one.

The challenge cocker class saved their

variety from mediocrity, the sweet headed

and good-riblied Doc coming first, with

Jersey, too cluml)ersonie in head and nar-

row behind, second, and Dolly Obo, re-

serve. The latter is small in • head, but

has a sweet expression, good bone and

is a fair bodied one. Rabbi, first in open

dogs, is too heavy in head, but is a nice

made one, and Black Duke, second, is a

fair length. Black Duchess, second in
^^.... Vsvf^Uc; V»nG on #»vtr*»ni*»lv croo<l

cocker head and expression, but is bad

in coat, whilst High Rock got third; is

too light in eye, and short and blunt in

face. The remaining competitors call

for no further comment.

apologies for the breed, and foxhounds
were certainly a motley crowd. Joe

Forester, the winner in stallion hounds,

is a plain, common-looking object, and
Jack of Diamonds, second, was shown
much too fat, but he has a fair head and
expression and good bone. Bugle, third, is

a fair black and tan. He is wide in skull

and short in face, though he possesses a

good expression ; he is light in bone, but

good in ribs and outline. Hayes Brave,

reserve, has a moderate head, bad front,

and is flat-sided.

Modest Girl, the winning bitch, is weak
in muzzle and lijjht in bone, and Flora

Temple, second, is too light in skin, bad

in back ribs, but has (air bone and a

decent front. Mollie T., third, is weedy,
light in bone and flat-sided. Duster is

but a bad specimen of a bloodhound, and
Flora has good body, ribs and outline,

and was about as goo<l as anything and
another that should have been in the

money; has a sweet head and expression,

good leather, but is somewhat long in

body.
Poodles were another poorly repre-

sented breed, all the contestants lacking

the proper corded coats.

BEAGLES.

Little Duke, with his sweet but some-

what bitchy expression, was the only ex-

hibit in the challenge class for stallion

hounds, Lou, well known, being oppo-

nentless in that provided for bitches.

In the open class Racer, Jr., came first,

with Rally second. The latter has a nice

typical head and expression; good, well-

placed ears and plenty of bone, but he is

a little flat in ribs and long in body.

The Rambler, Reserve, is also good in

character and expression, and better in

body than Rally, but is only moderate in

front. Little Driver, V. H. C, is plain

in head and expression, and his ears are

too high set, but in bone and front he is

excellent. His shoulders are clean and

well placed. His ril» are robust and
well sprung, loin powerful and hind-

quarters well formed. He is such a true-

built, grand-bodied little hound that we
think he might have won in spite of his

plainish head. Captain, H. C, has a

plain head and expression and is none
too gootl in front.

In bitches Whisper, the winner, is

starey in eye, weak in muzzle and has a

plain common head and expression. She
IS fairly well off for bone, and is a nice

IxHlied one. Merry Maid, second, we
preferred in spite of her Ijeing heavy in

whelp, as she has a nice head and ex-

pression, good bone and a true outline.

Tone, reserve, has a fair head and ex-

pression to recommend her.

Topsy vS., the winning puppy, is a real

gocKl one and will do a lot of winning in

the future. Her head at present is well

chiselled, and she has excellent type and
character, but we are afraid she will

develop the cheek bumps to l>e found in

her sire, Frank Forrest, though not to so

marked a degree. In neck, shoulders,

ribs, set on of stem and outline, and
symmetry she is our Ijeau ideal of a

hound. Bessie, second, is very weak in

jaw, plain in head and expression, but

has plenty of bone and a good front.

Twint Wo, unnoticed, was al>out the next
best, as she has a sweet head and expres-

sion, good bone and fairly sprung riljs.

l/cngth of body and slackness in loin

will always be her greatest drawbacks.
The Dachshunds exhibited were but

FOX TERRIERS.

The challenge class for dogs contained

Ruby Mixer, Blemton Rubicon, Lucifer,

and Bacchanal, placed in the order

named. With regard to the first three this

was quite an upset of previous awards,

and we believe for the first time Mixer
defeated his two opponents. The win-

ner has a keen, and punishing expres-

sion, and is certainly cleaner in cheeks

than heretofore. His ears are well

shaped, and excellently carried; he has

a wonderful front; is clean, though
rather upright in shoulders; good ribs,

powerful loin and beautiful set on of

stern. His hindquarters are stilty and
straight in stifles, but in symmetry
and outline he is, in our opinion, very

good, Rubicon, second, is a little better

class terrier, scoring a lot in neck, hind-

quarters and coat, but he stands so very

awkwardly at times that we don't wonder
at his defeat. Lucifer certainly does not

stand the ravages of time, as he seems to

have shrunk in muzzle, is none too

good in expression, is very lumpy in

shoulders and short in couplings. He is

of course an excellent size and a grand

topped one, but Mixer strikes us as be-

ing much the fresher of the two, and has

certainly lasted much better.

In challenge bitches Richmond Dazzle

has now got into the unfortunate posi-

tion of having the peerless Rachel as

an opponent, the latter ot course smoth-

ering her in head, high-class character,

shoulders, finish and style generally.

Blemton Racket, first in open dogs,

lacks good facial properties, but in bone,

front, shoulders, spring of ribs, loin,

hindquarters and set on of stern we
could hardly improve him. He is also

an excellent size. Suffolk Risk, second,

was not shown in such condition as at

New York. He looked much lighter in

body, but he is grand-boned and fronted

one,and has a l)eautiful outline. Tramp,
third, is on the small side. He has a

fair terrier head expression, a good front,

and is a nice topped little dog. Blemton
Volunteer, fourth, was quite as high as

he deserved, and we preterred Reckoner

to either of the two latter winners. He
is as lively as a little cricket, and what
there is of him is all terrier. Beverwyck
Rebel, V. H. C, is course and common
in expression and too long and slack in

body. He has plenty of Done and sub-

stance. Suffork Coronet is weak in face

and light in bone, but is a good topped

one and has a nice outline.

vSuffolk Rarity,the winning open bitch,

is sweetly, pretty and very taking. Her
head, though hardly large enough is

characteristic and typical. She has

nice, well foniied bone, gootl placed

shoulders and is a very symmetrical

made one. We would like to see her a

trifle larger,otherw ise she is quite a good

one. Blemton Brilliant, second, has not

a good head, and she lacks character and

expression. She also could be improved

in front, but in si7.e and shape and make
she is excellent. Empress, third, has a

long head, lacking type and character.

Her ears are large, and though she has

well formed lioiie could do with more of

it. She is also inclined to be flat in ribs,

but this latter defect may be improved

with age. Incognita, fourth, is a useful,

very workmanlike stamp, being very

good in bone and substance, excellent in

ribs, loin and hindquarters, and though
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she showed badly, we think she might

have been higher. Bleintou Enid is too

small and insignificant in head, and

Ro-ia Caiiiiia had a fall from her position

of last year. She is too low to the ground

an<l not good in character or expression.

Beverwyck Rebecca lacks tyjie and char-

acter, but she has plenty of bone and is

a fair'lv good topped one.

In dog puppies Blemton Racket re-

peaieil his open class success. Bleintoii

Brawler being awarded seion<l. The

latter has a fairly well chiselled head, but

lacks true character and expression. He
is good in bone, ami only wants time to

develop into a grand-bodied one. These

two winners should prove a great acqui-

sition to their owners' future successes.
|

Woo<lsi(le Rustic, third, is a raw, untiia-
;

turcd pup. He has a fair terrier head

and expression, good bone and front,and

is a nice backed ami topixrd one. At

present he is leggy, a delect time may
eradicate.

Suffolk Rarity again won first in bitch

puppies, Blemton Toil coming second to

her. The latter does not carry her ears

close enough to her face. Slie has a fair

terrier head and expressicm. plenty of

bone, of good formation and a nice front,

which is niarred by her thin open feet.

In ribs and general shape and make she

is quite a nice one and will undoubtedly

be heard of again. The rest of the con

testants we have noticed previously, the

same remarks applying to the novice

class, where Brawler, Incognita, and Bev-

erwyck Rebel was the order.

Rachel easily secured the cup for the

best in the sliow. Blemton Racket win-

ning that for the best in open classes and
Blemton Rubicon. Racket, Brawler and
Toil won for the best team of Aiiiericau-

bred ones.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.

According to the catalogue there were

three entries, but Lowrie Dunbar, too

high on the leg ami long in the Ixjd)',

but good in head and cliaracler, was the

only one to meet our gaze.

IRISH TKHRIER.'i.

The bad headed but good Ixxlied Burn-
side has somehow or anotht-r scramble<l
into the challenge class and had a blood-
less victory here.

Mar-i, first in open dogs, is a little short
in head and heavy in skull, l)ut his ex-
pression and clia acler is gooil. He has
pk-nly of bone and is a nice size, but we
would like him more robii.st in ril)s, a

li'lle longer in couplings and his coat
would l)e l»elter were it ileuser. Master
Kililare II, second, we do not admire at

all. Me has a plain conimoii head and
expression, tliick shouMers and is too
luuipy altogether. Dick, tiiinl, is a bad
one, heing leggy, long in body and bail

in coat. Roslyii Murphy, reserve, waiit^
time to develop in ribs and l)ody, but his
head, though small, is typical and char-
acteristic, and he has good bone and
substance. .\d venturer, II. C., might
have been second, as he is very good in
head and expression, has a hard, den^e
coat and is a fair made one. has a bad
front, which is his greatest drawback.
Ro'lyn Murphy we woulii have placeil
till d aud left the rest to take care of
thcuiselves.

Nora, the winning bitch, has a sweet
hea<l ami expression, though she is full

in eye. Slic has a good front and an ex-
cellent texture of coat. Kathleen, second,
is not so good in head as the winner, but
is better in bone, a nicer height from the
grounil and a much lietter topped and
colored one. We would have place 1 her
first. Little Vi.xeu, tiiinl, has a jilain,

bad head ami expression, and Sandycroft
Sbona is also plain and soft in head and
character.

nANDIE.S AND BEDLI NGTONS.

These are asiluous classes to criticise,
as Border Wang, tlie gootl skulled, nice-
IxHlied and graii.l himlquartered Daiidie,
was the only coiiipe itor in either.

BI.ACK AND TANS.

Meersbrook Maiden, the only good
specimen of this tireed we have yet seen,
had the challenge class all to herself

In open dogs Kaiser, the winner, is
starey and wild ill eye and is none too
good lu expression.' He al.so lacks tan,
as he does markings. Rochelle Knicker-
bocker, secoml, has beautifully carried
natural ears, and is a fair bodied one,
and Meersbrook Diamond is certainly
not a "black gem," he being plain and
common iu head aud expression. Des-

demona, first in bitches, has a fair, good
head and outline, but she lacks proper
tan markings, and Rochelle Nadjy, sec-

ond, has a sweet head and expression,

but her tan is all over the place.

SKYES AND YORKSHIRES.

Sir Stafford, the large but typical and
characteristic, was the only skye worthy
of notice. Bradford Harry, the rich

tanned and sweet-headed, had the chal-

lenge class for Yorkshires all to himself.

Lancashire Ben, first in open dogs, is

much too dark in color to warrant his

position, and we preferred both Toons
Royal and Prince A. i. The former has
an excellent head, a good quality of coat

aud is a nice made one. He is a bit light

ill color. The latter is much better in

color and tan then the winner.
In bitches both Jenny and Venus are

too dark in color, but the latter has a

grand quality of coat and a beautiful rich

tan. With age she will gel lighter in

color and be quite a good one in conse-

quence.
Daisy, the winner in the small class,

should never beat FishpoolGem, second.

The former is dark and smoky in color,

not so good in tan or quality of coat. The
latter is a grand colored one, with a coat

of excellent quality, and scores so tre-

mendously in these resjjects that we fail

to follow the decision.

There is a tendency on this side to go
for Yorkshires who are too dark iu color.

This, we assure those in a judicial capa-

city, is a mistake and take this opportu-
nity of saying so without any wish to

dictate or assume an arrogant role.

PUGS.

Max, grey in muzzle, and showing age,

was the only competitor in challenge
dogs, and Bessie, the best of her sex, was
in a siiiiilar position in the correspond-
ing class for bitches.

Bob Ivy, first in open dogs, could be

improved so much in length and shape
of muzzle, as well as in expression, that

we cannot admire hiin. Budge, unnoticed,
to our mind being the only "pug" in the

cia^a. lie IS tji^, t.uau93cti jjci naps, uui.

he has a grand skull, wonderful wrinkle
and a beautiful eye, which gives him a

real nice expression.
Myrtle, the winning bitch, is plain in

muzzle, and lacks wrinkle, but she has
nice expression.

Nelly Bly, the only puppy exhibited,

had she come under us, would have been
sent out of the ring with a hint to her

owner to wash off the coloring which she

had rubbed on her skull as a thumb
mark, as well as having affected two
cheeks spots, and having touched up her

trace. A bitch who does this sort of

thing wauts watching, and her owner
can't be too careful to guard against her
repeating such things.

onlv respectable representative of a

legitimate breed being Orsaii. a bob-
tailed sheep dog, who since the New
York show has grown considerably and
is now a nice sized, well-made one, lack-

ing a little ill wi<ltli of skull an<l texture
of coat, but he is quite of tlie right stamp.
We would draw his owner's attention to

his ears before the canker, which he
showed evidence of, gets any worse.

AMERICAN KENXEL CLUB.

Tlie

TOY SPANIELS.

Rocius and Milwaukee Charlie com-
pcte<l in the challenge class provided for

King Charles. The former scores in

>iquareiiess of jaw, and shape and make,
but at the same time the latter has a

good skull and a l)eautiful expression,

with lengthy, well-placed ears.

Fannie, the winning King Charles,

should have competed in the other va-

riety, as she is a Prince Charles, and a

moderate one at that, as she is pinched
ill face and long in muzzle, and ears are

placed too high. Don II, second, was a

far more worthy specimen, being good in

skull, S((uare in muzzle and having well

placed ears.

King I'lppin, the winner in the other

variety challenge class, is quite a nice

one, but Exeter Beauty, though short-

faced, is too pinched in muzzle. His

ears are well placed, and he has a fairly

good flat coat.

Naiiki Poo, the winner in the open
class, is a nice shaped, flat-coated and
good expressioiie<l Jap. Exeter Earl,

second, Ijeing a Blenheim with a good
hkull, stjuare muzzle and nice expression,

but he was out of coat.

MISCELLANEOUS.

These were a motley crowd, Duke, de-

scribed as a Russian setter, won H. C.

We have seen similar sjiecimens shown
as Afghan sheepdogs. Rover, descriljed

as an Italian sheep dog, should be

called a poor specimen of tlie Pyrannean
variety. Most of the other exhibits were
all sorts and sizes, Bertrand, the win-

ner, l)eiiig a wretched bas et hound, and
White Prince, second, is not a white Eng-
lish at all, but a bad bull terrier. The

Meeting of the Associate Mem-
berH, in Boston, April 2.

A meeting of the associate meml)ers of

the A. K. C. was held at 2 P. M., April 2,

in Mechanics' Hall, Boston, Mass. About

twelve members were present, with Dr.

Perry in the chair. The chairman hav-

ing requested Dr. Meyer to take his

place, took the floor and made a stirring

address to the members ; he spoke of the

indifference of the meml)ers of the club

and their apathetic condition ; he called

upon them to stir themselves and lake

more interest in the club, and do more

work for it.

Mr. Watson stated that the members
had no duties to perform. They merely
paid in the $5 au'l had certain merchan-
dise in return. Notwithstanding the club
membership numbered nearly 400, there

were hardly 70 votes cast for the late

election of officers.

Considerablcdissatisfaction has been felt

by the members at the manner Secretary

Vre<lenburgh has been conducting the

associate members' business. For in-

stance, il was discovered that the voting

papers recently sent out had no envelope
for return, consequently the secretary

would be unable to know whether the re-

turn was routine work or not.

Dr. Foote moved that a circular be sent

out, funds for the same l)e raised by sub-

scription, asking for the disbandmtnt of

the .\i-sociate organization, ami offering

j
liie blud-Book, Gazelle ami iwo registra-

tions annually to anyone paying $5 to the

.\. K. C. Tlie organizing of a national

dog club, with annual duei of $25, for the

furthering of kennel interests, holding
bench shows, etc., such oiganiz^ation to

have representation in the A. K. C. and
one delegate for every fifty meinljers.

Motion lost.

Mr. Morris proposed that a circular be

issued by the president asking associate

members their opinion regarding the or-

ganization and holding of bench shows
by the club. Motion lost.

Mr. Watson moved: "It is the opinion

of the members present that the Ameri-
can Kennel Gazette should only publish

the names of those who have paid their

dues for the current year." Motion sec-

onded by Dr. Foote and carried.

Mr. Kendall moved that "The presi-

dent of the A..K. C. request the secretary

of the A. K. C. to publish in the Gazette

an appeal to all associate members, to

state any suggestions of policy or griev

ances to their delegates, to be by thcni

brought to the attention of the A. K. C."

Motion adopted. On motion adjourned.

Victor M. Haldeman,
Secretary pro. tem.

TO FORM A BEAGLE CLUB.

THE A. K. C. STUU-BOOK.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: After wailing three months I

have received copy of A. K. C. Stud-

Book for 1889, and must say that I am
disappointed in its get up, and think it

a great mistake that there is no index ol

names. 1 think the club will see the

importance of having this addition made

to the next issue. Oakview.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: There was an informal meeting of

a number of beagle men at the New F-ng-

land Kennel Club's show in Mechanics'

Hall, Boston. April 3, 1890. in regard to

the formation of a new Beagle Club, the

object of the club being to hold field

trials similar to those held for setters and

pointers and to adopt a standard for the

judging of l)eagles at shows. It is im-

portant that as many beagle men as pos-

sible l>e present at the next meeting,
which is to be held at the Qnincy House,
Boston, Mass., on .Saturday. April 19. at

7.30 P. M. ill Parlor G. All who are at

all interested in the breeding, running
aiKi showing of beagles are invited to be

at this meeting or if unable to attend to

send their name to the secretary and
their opinion of the way matters should
t)e conducted in regard to the trials, as

the opinion of every owner of a l>eagle is

desired. F. W. Chapman,
Secretary.

Melrose, Mass., April 9. 1890.

.Schonoctady Kennel Club Shovir.

KuiTUR Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Schenectady Kennel Club's

first bench show will be held April 23 to i6.

G. A. I OSA, Secretary.

Schenectady, N. Y.. April 10.

As Requested.

Prisoner—"Yes, your Honor, it is true

thftt I stole Ihiit tyke last night, but 1 can ex-

Slain all if your Honor will give me a little time."
[wHeuor—"AiuotHh.''

KENNKI^ REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
SALES.

EBERHART pug KENNELS. Cincinnati. O.,

have sold Dike of Montrose, pug dog,
whelped May 23. i8»<9(Chiinipion Kash—Lady
Thora), to Mrs. H. A. Spuulding. Chicago,
III.

RBERHART PUO KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.,
have sold Phyllis H . png bitch, whelped
October 15. 1889 (Rochester—Dido), to H. F.
Brindle. Sharon. Pa.

EBERHART PUG KKNNRLS. Cincinnati, O.,

have sold Cheqcasskt Taka. pug bitch
(Chanij>ion Dude—Tresa), to Mrs. E. Tyler,
St. Paul. Minn.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, C,
havf sold Lady Aylf.sfqru, pug l.itch,

wneipeu octoi>er,i»ny iKi/thcMcr— i'iiniruius),

to Philip R. Simnionas. New York City.

EBERHART PITG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.,

have sold ViRG IK. pug bitch, whelped Se|>-

tenilier. 3. 18S9 iRocliesler—Tantrums), to
ad. I). Olraslead, New Decatur. Ala.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.,
have sold Onkita, pug l)itch, whelped De-
cember 20. iSJtq (Champion Kash— Daisy), to

M. L. Jackson, Greenburg. Ind.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

have »^ld Dudly Tvngk. pug dog, whelped
April 23. i8-^ (Champion Treasnic— Ruby
H.», to J. W. Pliitor, Binghampton. N. V.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati. O..
have sold Madge E , pug bitch pup. whelped
Novtmljer29. iSjS^ (Hayseed—Ruby F ), to A.
Gillleson, AuKU7<ta. Ga.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati. O.,

have sold I.l'LU Lek, i>ug bitch (Joe ''— Ki>8t

Lake Virgie), to Captain D. H. Marr, Cincin-
nati, O.

BBERH.ART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

have sold Lord Ei-SMKRK. pug dog (Joe 11—
East I^ke Virgriej, to l-'rank Seanght, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
have sold Vikcjk E (Joe II— East Lake
Virgie). to Mrs. Herbert Hammond, Chicago,
111.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.,

have sold Parone. pug dog (Joe 11—East
Lake Virgie) to W. H. Ulymjer, Cincinnati.O.

EBERHART PIG KEMNKI.S. Cincinnati. O.,

have sold I.ORD CH andlek. pug dog (Joe II—
East Lake Virgie), to Mrs. I>avid Hope, West
Bay City, Mich.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
have sold Gii.livan, pug dog tChBmpiou
Kash -lady Thora). to Tliomas Patton. Ap-
pleton. Wis'.

Pki.nck Charlie, same litter to same party.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, C,
have sold Prince, pug dog (Joe 11—Dais)), to

C. Neilson, suptrinlcudtut C. H. & D. k. R.,

Cincinnati, O.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.,

have sold Pitts, pug dog iChampioii Kash—
I.ndy Thora), to L H. Rcadusell, Ualtimure,
Md.'

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati. C,
have sold Whitnkv. pug dog (champion
Kash—I^dy Thora), to W. H. Williams, Mem-
phis. Teuu.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O..

have sold ^poKANK. pug dog (Cha.mpiou
Kash—Lady Thor.ii, to U. P. Kinnic,Limu,0.

EBERHART PUG KE.VNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

have sjld Frank, pug dog; no pedigree, to

Excello Kennels. Middletown, O.

EBERHAR 1" PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O..

have sold Ekminik. \>ui bitch (Champion
Kash—Daisy), to H. S. Hume, Oreeniic.d,

Ind.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

have Hidd Golden Wkdding. pug bilcli (Joe
II— .Maiidie), to Uenjamiu Nickalous, PilW-
burg. Pa.

W. R. WICKHAM. Tipton. Iowa., has sold black
and laii coilie dog pup. whelped Di.ceml)er

17. 1889 (Baron 0>car—llighlaud l.ass) to F.

H. Fulton, Kansas City, Mo.
Al-o sable male collie pup, whelped Decern-

tK-r 5, 1889 (Barou Uscar—Boume Doou) to

same party.
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POULTRY an'' PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

l^or poultry newa we coiiiiiiend the

little paper published at West Grove, Pa.

The April issue says :

"On the 1 2th of March the New Penn-

sylvania State Poultry Association met at

Harrisburg and held a very interesting

nieetiug. Representative fanciers from

all over the state were there. The meet-

ing was held in the hall of the House of

Representatives. Mr. P. H. Jacobs, of

Hammonton, N. J., lieing present, was

called upon to give the meeting some in-

structions upon the plan of organization,

etc. He being connected with the New
Jersey State Association his remarks were

firactical and well received. Governor
ames A. Beaver was present and was
much interested in the proceedings. The
following organization was affected :

President, M. S. Sprout, Carlisle, Pa.;

treasurer, W. H. Vahle, Philadelphia;

secretary, N. O. Temple, Pocopson, Pa.

We have not learned the names of the

vice-presidents.

* *

As a matter- of fact, the meeting was

held in the office of the secretary of the

State Board of Agriculture, and not in

the hall of the House of Representatives.

And, Mr. P. H. Jacol)s was not within a

hundred miles of the place at the time

of the meeting; was not "called upon to

give the meeting some instructions upon

the plan of organization, etc.," and what-

ever remarks he may have made at the

time and date thereofwere not within the

hearing of those assembled to be well

received. Moreover, Governor Beaver

was in Philadelphia throughout the whole

of the day of the meeting and therefore

could not have been "present and much

mterested in the proceedings."

•
# •

Says the Fanciers' Gazette, of Indian-

apolis, Ind.:

"|iooo is offered by the A.P. A. in prizes

to artists for drawings of profiles and de-

tailed sketches to lie furnished to the A.

P. A. at some future date; still, Mrs.

Starr, in The Fancik.r.s' JofRNAi,,
speaking of the $1600, balance in the

treasury of the A. P. A., asks: 'What
was the equivalent, and what is the ulti-

mate purpose ? How is the poultry in-

terest benefitted or likely to be by such
accretion ?' Why, dear woman,the same
old profile crowd have it in process of ab-

sorption. Don't you see that a set of

pictures, such as are proposed will cost

money, and isn't it just as well to have
the money ready? No artist or delin-

eator will make fifty or sixty sketches of

fowls without a hope of reward, in fact

the reward must be large to warrant any
one to chance the whims and caprice of

the poultry fancy."

*
« *

And pity 'tis, 'tis true ! But if the six-

teen hundred and more dollars had been

used in building up the poultry interest

and in saving the credit of the poultry

fancy, thus leaving the A. P. A. only a

"Hubbard's cuplioard" sort of treasury,

it would have been compelled to stop

and consider before attempting (as the

originator of the prize fund scheme

admitted was the fact) to work up

an illustrated standard upon the plan

adopted by the Grant's monument people.

•
• *

Of all impracticable, ill-advised and

absurd schemes, this, the latest of the

A. P. A. takes the lead, and we wait in

eager anticipation to know what they are

offering prizes for and what they will do

with it when they get it. And, how
many removes their effort will prove to

be from the illustrated standard for which

there is such crying need.

•
*

The perfected standard, whether plain

or pictured, can never emanate frora the

A. P. A. in its present chaotic, disinte-

grated state. Before the day of it will

dawn the poultry fancy must have re-

solved itself (as it is fast doing), into

clubs of the varieties, each having as the

object of its existence the oversight and

adjustment in every particular of all that

pertains to its variety, and, with the rest,

the standard for and the judging of that

variety. The A. P. A. must then resolve

itself into an association of such specialty

clul)s with the purpose of gathering the

work of all within one volume, and mak-
ing all of the fancy poultry interests

amenable to one set of laws. Such asso-

ciation in fact to be the centre of the en-

tire fancy poultry interest.

» «

But the A. P. A. even thus improved is

not all the American poultry fancy has

need of. The poultry interest of our

country is of immense value, but it must

be worked up. For this there must be

money and from the public funds. To
secure such money and to use it to the

best purpose there must be state associa-

tions, each to act within its own boun-

daries. But, to arrive at the broadest re-

sults and possibly to be represented in

the national councils, there must be a

national association, a congress of dele-

gates from the state associations.

«
« »

Is there anyone so brave as to be will-

ing to endorse the A. P. A. in its present

state or any other for the work we have

outlined ? Does anyone question the need

we declare for such work to be done ?

Shall the work remain undone because

the A. P. A. is incompetent and "in-the-

manger" as well ?

• •

To speak factedly, however, the pros-

pect for such national association is far

from flattering. There was hope for it

when the New York State Poultry Asso-

ciation was organized, and, again, when
the New Jersey organization fell into

line. But, the first named, we are told,

waxed greedy, over-reached itself, and is

crippled beyond recovery. And, of the

New Jersey, the secretarj' pro tem. wheu
not made permanent, "lost the minutes,"

the treasury is empty and the secretary

of the executive committee (by whom it

was expected all the work would be done

since to him was accorded all the honors

of the work the association was organized

to do) is working for glory iu other lines:

Helping Mr. Felch fight the Judges' As-

sociation ! As we have said, the prospect

for a national association is not encourag-

ing.
»

But a Mr. G. Stanleyii does not admit

that the A. P. A. nee<b mending, and

laughs to scorn the very idea of another

organization. He says :

"The fact is that the A. P. A. is a
strong, influential body of representative
poultrymen, whose chief object is to
labor for the good of the fraternity, and
that, while it has perhaps made some
mistakes—and no human organization
can hope to avoid them—it has in the
main accomplished the object for which
it exists. No other organization can do
better work than the A. P. A. and no
other organization is more likely to do
Ixftter work. Instead of continually
pointing at its mistakes it would be well,

now and then, to call attention to its suc-

cesses. What would we think of a man
who continually condemned the sun be-

cause there were a few sjx)ts on it, and
called for its abolition, instead of reniein-

t)ering that to its genial light and warmth
were due the beauty that clothes the
fields and hills, and the sustenance of all

forms of life; and yet such a man would
be very much like those who, Ijecause of
a few mistakes made by the A. P. A.,

continually denounce the Association.

, call for its abolition and the substitution

of another organization upon a plan which
has already proved a flat failure."

Would Mr. Stanleyii mind designating

a few of these successes he asks us to

look at. So far as we can find out it has

attempted to do but three things. With
the one, to follow the scriptural injunc-

tion "put money in thy purse," thanks to

the good management of Mr. Charles

Sweet, it has been a success. But, this

is of such questiouable value we are un-

certain upon which side to rank it. It,

for the second, tried to make and un-

make judges, and gave it up. As the

third it tried its hand through more thau

a half score of years at making a stand-

ard and now orders a supplement to

show up the errors. Tell us Mr. Stan-

leyii, what it has accomplished of the

object for which it exists !

It is said that the broiler business upon
which New Jersey has built its poultry

reputation is not proving to be all that is

said of.it: That thousands of dollars have

been lost for tens of dollars that have

been made from it. The theory of it was

all right but there was failure in the

practice. The report from Hammonton,
the capital of the broiler interest is :

»
« •

"The broiler boom is about 'busted'

for the present. No new broiler houses

have been built this year, and some of

the old ones are minus occupants.

Broilers are not staple, but a faucy article.

As a rule the demand is no greater than

the supply, and this means rock bottom

prices. One dollar per pair has lieen the

price paid liie last three weeks, lb is is

about 33 1 J cents per pound or 50 cents

for each chicken weighing i}4 pounds at

JO to 12 weeks of age. A man who under-

stands his business can handle one or

two thousand chickens at one time and
average five thousand chicks for the sea-

son. If all goes well he may realize ten

cents profit on each chicken, which gives

$500. This is a very large return, although

not one-third as large as we read about.

One of the best men in the business made

12 J4 per cent on his capital invested last

year. This year he lost 4000 chicks

through disease. This wipes out the

surplus and some of the capital. A great

principle in the poultry business is to

have plenty of eggs and poultry to sell

and little occasion to buy either stock or

eggs. But that is true of every business.

A man with 250 hens, who manages his

poultry judiciously, will make more
money in one year than the man who
raises five thousand broilers will do in two

years. The former always has something

to sell at all seasons, the latter puts

somebo<ly else's eggs all in one basket

—

the incubator."
«

*

Additions to the membership of the

Denver Poultry Breeders' Association at

the meeting held the evening of the 2d

inst. were: M. C. Jackson, H. Armstrong,

A. G. Rhoades, W. H. Moore, F. W. Syl-

vester, Warren Conley, Charles Lord,

George P. Atmore, H. E. Peck, J. E.

Beebee, Jr. , John E. l^el and Dave Day.

»
* *

The Indian game promises to become
very popular. The latest importations

are two pens to the Messrs. Atlee Burpee

& Co., of this city, by the steamship

Minnesota, for the yards of Mr. George
T.Whitfield, Colebridge, Gloucester. We
were lately privileged to examine a very

complete collection of the typical feath-

ers of the variety taken from every por-

tion of the birds, both male and female,

was made up by Mr. J. T. Bicknell for

the use of the Judges' Association.
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The Calhoun County Poultry Associa-

tion at a late meeting changed its name
to the Central Michigan Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. The oflScers for the

ensuing year are: President, E. J. Kirby,

Marshall; vice-presidents, W. L. Robin-

son, Tekonsha, and W. S. Durkee, Paw
Paw; secretary and treasurer, M. C.

Heff'rou, Battle Creek; directors, J. H.

Haynes, Decatur; F. R. Ecker, Lowell;

S. E. Lee, Union City; J. A. Tucker,

Concord; A. W. Myers, Gobleville; C. W.
Jones, Richland; L. R. Freeman, Char-

lotte; J. Ball, Marshall; R. E. Eldred,

Tekonsha; J. Hodgeman, Albion; George

E. Hartung, Homer; Charles F. Walker,

Partello; M. Hurd, Marshall; Executive

Committee, M. Willes, A. E. Vosburg,

C. L. Hogue, George W. Adams, C. A.

Aldrich, F. Wells, W. Pierce, George S.

Barnes. The next exhibition will be

held in Battle Creek, December 16-19;

C. McClave, judge.

FEEDING POULTRY.

Serious Results from ItOTig Con-

tinued Messing.

The reason why poultry fed on a mix-

ture of soft and hard food make larger

birds than those fed entirely on hard

grain is this : When the birds come
down from their roost, their crop is

empty, and they are hungry. If fed

then with hard grain, it would take some
time before the birds could digest it so as

to get any good from it; but if fed with a

judicious mixture of soft food, when they

come down iu the ui,urniiig, it is quickly

iligested, and the birds are strengthened

thereby. The advantage of a feed of

meal given warm the first thing iu the

morning is best observed during the

winter season. Birds so fed will lay at

least double the number of eggs and con-

tinue in better health than those fed en-

tirely on grain.

Feeding on soft food must not be con-

tinued too far, however, or the conse-

quences may be serious. P'ed entirely on

soft food, the digestive organs would be

destroyed, or at least impaired. When
food is swallowed, the first receptacle is

the crop; further on there in another

bag, which empties itself into the gizzard

or stomach. The gizzard is lined with

strong contracting muscles, which grind

up the food, stones, etc., swallowed by

the birds, and the strength of this grind-

ing machine, which secrets yellow color-

ing matter, is such that the hardest

diamond would be ground to powder in

a very short time. It will be seen, then,

that fowls fed entirely on soft food will

give very little work to this grinding
machine, which would, like everything
else when not in use, get out of order,

with the worst possible results to the fowl

itself. There is no denying that fowls

might Ije kept a considerable time fed

entirely on soft food without any appar-
ent ill effect; but the risk run is such that

we would not advise anvone to try it.

The best way of feeding is to give soft

food warm the first thing in the morning,
kitchen scraps at raid-day, and good,
sound grain at night before going to

roost. The grain, taking long to digest,

is the best food to give for the last meal,

as it stays by the fowls during the long
winter nights. Steeping grain I do not

approve of, unless it be barley which has

been allowed to sprout ; it is then a very

stimulating food, giving sparingly at in-

tervals. Turnips, carrots, mangel wurzel,

etc., Ixjiled ana mixed with the sofl food

conduces to good health, and is a neces-

sity if the birds do not have a grass run,

or are not provided with green food in

some shape. Coarse sand or small gravel

is also necessary, as it helps digestion.

Wild pigeons are known to travel many
miles regularly for nothing else but to

m

get a supply of this gravel. After a spate
any quantity can be gathered from the
road-side at the foot of an incline, where
the water has carried it down. Gravel or
sand should not be mixed with the food,

but placed so that the fowls can get at it

whenever they like. We are speaking
now of birds that are confined. But
where they have free range the owner
need not trouble himself on this score,

as the birds will pick up all they require,

and the less artificial feeding the better.

Bones crushed small are excellent for
growing fowls, and animal food should
be supplied in some form or other. Birds
at liberty pick up an enormous amount
of insects, grubs, snails, worms, etc.,

which they cannot get in a confined run.
We must, therefore, give them some
equivalent.

Meat toiled or raw and cut small is

very much relished by poultry. Liver or
sheep's pluck, where it can be obtained,
if tolled and given in moderate quantity,
will have a marked effect on the health
and laying of the stock. Tallow
chandler's refuse in the shape of greaves,
we merely mention to condemn. They
are neither good for the health of the
birds nor for laying, and give a bad taste
to the flesh. Spiced meals are only for
special occasions—during cold, wet
weather, or in winter. Spratt's Patent
meal—which I consider the best of this
class of meal—given say twice or thrice
a week, mixed half-and-half with thirds,
and given warm, will have an astonishing
effect on the egg basket during the cold
months of the year. As a permanent
food, we do not like it, it is too heating
and stimulating; but a limited use of it

has the tost results. Dog biscuits,
steeped and mixed with meal, are also
good for a change, as they contain a goo<l
percentage of animal food. The seed of
the sunflower is also good for a change,
and for those who exhibit poultry is a
valuable article, as it gives a nice gloss
to the plumage, but it is too fattening for
regular use.

It only remains to to said that it is

not altogether the kind of foot!—though
a judicious selection of that is also nec-
essary—but the manner, quantity, etc.,

in which it is given that brings about
good results. Feeding troughs are rec-
ommended by some and condemned by
others. We neither condemn nor ap-
prove of them. Circumstances alter
cases. Poultry on the farm, with perfect
litorty, require no feeding troughs. The
food should be scattered far and wide on
the dry ground, so that all the fowls may
get an equal share. If the ground is wet,
then the birds should to fed in some shed
or outhouse, and the food thrown on the
floor. We are no advocates of thiowing
down soft food so that the earth sticks to
it, thereby helping the fowl's digestion.
If the meal is properly prepared, so that
it is in a dry, crumbly state, and parts
freely on toing thrown to the ground, no
dirt will adhere to it. If it does, then
the meal is too soft and not properly pre-
pared; it clings to the fowl's toaks, and
they positively dislike it. All food for
poultry should to given rather dry.
Fowls enclosed in a small run, unpro-
tected from the wet, will to best fed out
of some sort of dish. The tost form is
one about six inches wide and eighteen
long. If this is too small for the numtor
of fowls, rather get two than one large
one. The tost material is metal or stone,
as it is heavy; and although the birds
stand on the edge of the trough it will
not overturn. Wood also does very well,
but the trough is easily overturned, un-
less it to made like the old-fashioned
iron pig trough. If a wood dish is em-
ployed, it is advisable to nail narrow
strips of wood across at stated intervals
to prevent the fowls going amongst and
trampling the food.

Directly the birds have finished, or
show that they are not eating greedily,
remove the dish and wash it clean, laying
It up in the sun to dry. The dish must,
on no account, he allowed to remain;
some lazy people do this in order that
the fowls may have the food beside them
if they want it, and in case they should
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forget to feed them,
folk who grumble at
"ig. Grain is be.st
the loose earth, so
ment to the fowls
searching for it. „ ^.
health an<l keeps the birds from falling
into bad habits, such as feather-eating.
On no account should any fowl be left
lying on the ground; it is a positive
waste.—Scottish Fancier.

This is the sort of
their hens not lay-

scattered amongst
as to give employ-
in scratching and
Exercise promotes

EASTER EO-QS.

Ohio Hens Beat the Record—

A

Few Figrures.

To meet the pressing demands for eggs
during Lent the American hens did their

level best, and that eggs might be within
reach of all the hens made a showing for

every cackle. So diligent were they that
they succeeded in reducing the price of
eggs atout five cents a dozen during the
past four weeks.

Ohio hens, like Ohio soldiers and
statesmen, stand right up at the front

—

in fact, they are just a trifle ahead, and
if Ohio hens put on a little more style,

and strut atout in a somewhat gay man-
ner, they have the record at hand to

prove their right to strut and cackle just

as much as they have a mind to. It is a
very easy matter for hens in other states

to cackle and make a big show of busi-

ness ability, but the true inwardness and
eggs outwardness is very largely on the
side of Ohio hens. They do not loiter

atout wheu it is time to lay. When the
cackle is heard the egg is in the nest.

In some other states the hens seem to

cackle more for amusement than for

eggs, and practice deception upon those

who give them plenty of com, oats, mid-
dlings, bran, clover hay, old tones,

broken glass and old mortar. Ohio
hens, according to the latest record, pro-
duced in a single year 43,092,291 dozen
of eggs, and were in healthy condition
at the close of the arduous duty. Illinois
hens claimed the championship until the
eggs were counted, when it was seen
that they were "in the soup," and yet
Illinois had 11,525.971 fowls to Ohio's
9.939.927- Other states have plenty of
fowls, but they do not hustle like the
hens of Ohio. New York haa 6 a^^iao
fowls; Pennsylvania, 7,360,804 ; Massa-
chusetts, 932.958; Indiana, 6,848,011;
Michigan, 4,087,674; Iowa, 8,539-714;
Wisconsin, 3,815,725. Other states have
millions of them, but Ohio hens are
away up on the top perch, and are the
fairest among ten thousand, and are alta
gether lovely.

A few years ago there were in all the
states and territories 125,507,322 fowls,
.and these produced 456,910,916 dozen of
eggs. Of these 102,271,235 are of the
barnyard kind, and 23,235, 187 of the high
toned, aristocratic thoroughbreds. Ohio
hens are largely of the latter kind; hence
their determination to set an example
worthy of emulation. They do not come
the "cotton tail" or rabbit dotlge,making
people believe they lay eggs when they
do not. A high regard for their blue
blood lineage causes Ohio hens to despise
deceptive practices. It is an egg or no
cackle with them.

Ordinarily 15,000,000 eggs are con-
sumed each day in the United States.
On egg Sunday not less than 45,000,000
eggs are taken in, cared for, but not
counted by the people.
While American hens cut a pretty

broad swath on the lay out of eggs, there
is an energy and diligence exhibited by
the hens of France that has not toen
reached by their American sisters. The
numtor of fowls in France is estimated
at 45,000,000. The number of laying
hens is 34,000,000, and as they get the
drop on not less than 90 eggs each per
year, the total of eggs during a year is

about 3,000,000,000. Think of the num-
ber of egg-nogs, egg in wine,and Thomas
and Jeremiahs this number of eggs would
make !

A desirable thing is to know how to
tell good from bad eggs. Boiled eggs
that adhere to the shell are fresh. A
good egg will sink in water. Stale eggs
are glossy and smooth of shell. A fresh
egg has a lime-like surface to its shell.

After an egg has been laid a day or two,
the shell comes off easily when toiled. A
boiled egg which, when done, will dry
quickly on the shell when taken from the
kettle is fresh. Eggs which have been
packed in lime look stained and show
the action of the lime on the surface. If
packed in bran for some time eggs are
apt to acquire a mi^ty smell and taste.

Everyone knows that in breaking eggs
for frying, if they smell similar to a tan
house and glue factory combined, that
they are hardly fit to eat, excepting wheu

meal tickets are sold at ten for a dollar.
Hard-toiled eggs cause indigestion and
some other disease which, for the lack of
a scientific name, may to designated as
collywabbles. It only lasts a day or two,
but while it does last the taste of egg is

very pronounced, and one feels like
kicking the hen for laying antique eggs.

In former times saffron and onion
skins were used to color eggs yellow;
grass to color them green, calico to give
them variegated colors, and logwood to
make them a deep, dark color, but now
any required color mav to made

cents a dozen on egjjs and five cents a
pound on butter. Pickled or limed egga
have been largely supplanted with ice
house hen fruit. Iowa had single picklers
who used to put away 500 to 5000 barrels,
840 to the barrel. In Germany there
are many vats that hold 25,000 eggs, but
one dealer who used to pickle 63.000,000
to 84,000.000 eggs a year has a single vat
that holds 420,000 eggs. Holland is a
great egg producing country. So is Nor-
way and France.—Indianapolis Sun.

by pur-
chasing a preparation made especially for "^^^ '''" introduced in Congress to im-
the purpose, at drug stores. Spooning P**^ * •'"*.v on imported eggs for the pro-
lovers used to scratch hearts and other ^^'^^'O".**'" the American hen finds favor
evidenceof goneness on eggs and present o"ly with a certain numtor of specula-
to each other, but modern teaching has tors in this city and the West. Mer-
changed this, so that parties afflicted
with severe attacks of the fever of affec-
tion, talk right out and save the trouble
of getting at the matter in a roundabout
way by conveying their warmth of love
through the medium of scratched colored
eggs.

The largest egg ever discovered was
that of the extinct Dodo, in New Zealand.
It was so large that it would hold half a
gallon of water. There is no modem
fowl that would attempt such an effort.
The ostrich puts up atout as good a show
in eggs as any modem bird, but the old
reliable goose toats any of the egg layers
on a steady pull for numbers. Two goose
eggs are about as much as any ordinary
man can stow away at one time, and they
are fully equal in strength to their size
and frequently have a telling effect-
Toledo Blade.

PROTECTION FOR THE HEN.

Western and Eastern Expressions

on the Tariff.

This Easter season was a great one for

the egg dealers as compared with last,

when eggs of the best vintage sold in New
York then at 11,'^ cents wholesale. Tues-
day wholesalers were getting 12 and re-

tailers 13 and 14 cents. Last Easter the
egg market went to pieces, and fortunes

were lost by eastern dealers, and the
cause of the trouble primarily was Canada
eggs. Many years ago Canada had to

come to us for salt and we needed their

butter and eggs, so a mutual agreement
was made whereby eggs, butter and salt

are on the free list. Canada now gets

all the salt she needs at home, and the

dealers in eggs and butter say that she
mins their business by sending into the

United States vast quantities of their

merchandise.

Last Easter the market was glutted

with ice house and limed eggs from
Canada, and prices did not rally for sev-

eral weeks. The dealers having got all

the old stock off their hands, they were
|

ready this season to do a totter business.
It is the butter men who are catching it

this sprinjj. The warm, open winter has
resulted in a light demand and, as was
the case with the eggs, the Canada pro-
duct played the dickens with the market.

Indiana turns out atout the tost eggs
sold. They are large and of good flavor.
The poorest eggs that reach New York,
which is the centre of the market, come
from the south. Down there they are
much given to game chickens with which
eggs are a secondary consideration. Like
their owners they are generally busy
settling affairs of honah. The hens lay
small ones that are as flavorless as a pie
restaurant's soup. They do just as well,
however, to throw at public speakers as
northern eggs, but they bring atout a
cent less on the dozen. North Carolina
leads the market, Texas comes next, and
then the Shenandoah Valley. These arc
the first eggs in the spring market, after
which the eastern shore and Pennsylva-
nia eggs arrive. Ohio, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois then
come to the front. Minnesota, Dakota,
Michigan and Iowa then pour their sup-
ply into New York. New York state has
so many large towns that she consumes
all the eggs her hens will lay, and New
York City has to go outside for her sup-
ply. The Indianapolis market IS supplied
from Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois.

All produce dealers favor the bill that
proposes to fix an import duty of five

tors in .„^.-
chants in the provision trade do not"see
how it will benefit any one tosides spec-
ulators and possibly grocers, who are al-
ready making enormous profits.
While the numtor of eggs imported is

large, it is not quite five per cent of the
domestic product, which has steadily been
increasing every year, and stands in no
need of protection. The great bulk of
imported eggs (atout three fourths of
the whole) comes from Canada. Ger-
many and Denmark send principally
limed eggs in winter and a few fresh
egjgs in the spring. During the past
winter, however, no limed eggs came
from Europe, and only a few Danish
fresh eggs have come this spring on ac-
count of the low prices that have mled
in the domestic market. The most that
a duty on eggs would do would to to
raise temporarily the price of eggs, and
compel consumers to pay more for a
very necessary article of food.
Mr. L. Frank Barry, of Washington

Street, said yesterday that such a meas-
ure was uncalled for and unjust in prin-
ciple. Although an ardent Republican,
he was opposed to any duties on the nec-

[
essaries of^life.

[

A prominent provision merchant, who
is a large receiver from the West as well
as an importer, did not think that any
dutv on ecps wan nfff^txarxr T* .^:..u>

to a good thing for speculators, but it
probably would send prices up, and the
great mass of consumers, composed prin-
cipally of poor people, would have to
spend more of their wages for necessaries
of life.

Mr. L. J. Seaman thought that not
only would the poor to sufferers by a
duty on eggs, but the duty might tend to
injure American commerce abroad.
Some time ago his firm sent an agent to
Europe to extend the trade in American
butter. In a few places, where the busi-
ness was already established, the agent
was able to enlarge it a little, but in
other cities, where no trade was done he
was unable to do anything at all, but was
snubtod all around as tolonging to a na-
tion that wanted everything for itself and
refused to give anything in return.
The only excuse that the men who

favor the duty seem to have is that Cana-
dian speculators accumulate their eggs in
icehouses and then flood the New York
and Chicago markets with them in the
fall. Chicago speculators, however, did
the same thing, and last year the specu-
lators, both in Chicago and Canada, got
badly nipped.—New York Times.

Vermin.
Breeders of chickens have at all times

much to contend against in the matter of
vermin. A per.son can control the clean-

liness of his own birds, but it too gener-
ally happens that he is glad enough to

obtain sitters wherever he can, and these

are often infested with fleas, lice and
ticks. Our advice to all is never take a
hen with fleas into your yard, for of all

vermin they are the most detestable, and
if in any quantity, almost defy destruc-

tion, whilst they will in time cause the

tost of sitters to forsake an untoarable
nest. The presence of a few fleas can
generally to detected by little spots of
blood on the eggs. They breed very

freely, and quickly cover a hen house.
Give a hen a sulphured bath, i. e., a dust
bath mixed with sulphur, and some car-
tolic powder added. Turpentine and
paraffin rubtod under the wings and
thighs is a preventive. Fleas have now
commenced to breed, and where their
germs exist the sitting hen will quickly
Bring them to life.
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SHORT-FACED BALDHEADS.

A Detailed Description of the

Typical Bird.

Opinions I know will differ. It is per-

haps necessary for the well-being of so-

ciety that they should, and I will, there-

fore, perhaps be pardoned if I say that

the short faced black bald is the prettiest

of all the varieties of the tumbler or any

other pigeon, the almond notwithstand-

ing. Of course, this is from my point of

view only. I have been breeding it now,

offaud on, for considerably over twenty

years, and my love for it, instead of wan-

ing or changing through effluxion of time,

or the attraction of other varieties, is as

~stit>ng, if not stronger, now than ever it

was. The contrast between the two ex-

tremes of color is so great and so strik-

ing, that it imparts a charm to this variety

of bald not to be found in any of the

other colors.

I don't know how or why it is that the

short-faced bald should be kept by such

a limited number of fanciers, i. e., limited

as compared with the number who go in

for most of the other varieties of pigeon.

It is hardy enough, and easily reared.

It is, perhaps, true that they require a

little more attention than the large,

strong varieties, such as the dragon, Ant-

werp, etc., but for their size they are as

easily managed as any other variety of

small pigeon. In fact, 1 have found them

quite as hardy, as a general rule, and

their young as easily reared, as I ever

found their long-faced confreres.

During the last couple of years or so, I

am glad to notice a decided increase in

t,- ;.<»«f»s» fakpn in these birds, and in

the number of fanciers who have either

added them to the other varieties they

already keep, or have adopted them, in

conjunction with the short-faced l>eard,

as their special and particular favorite.

May their numbers still increase till their

name is legion.

In color a bald should be thoroughly

sound—whatever that color may be. In

blacks, It should be lustrous, as though

the bird had, by some process or other,

been polished. I don't mean artifi-

cially; but by nature. The white flights

should be even, in point of number, both

sides. Ten aside is the orthodox num-

ber to constitute perfection in this re-

spect; but a bird nine aside is not a bad

one. An even flighted bald is a better

marked bird in this respect than an o<ld-

flighted one. Thus a bald nine aside is

a better marked bird, all other points be-

ing equal, than one having nine one

side and ten the other. The eye should

be a good, clear pearl; neither gravel,

lemon, nor orange colored, to say noth-

ing alxjut dark brown, commonly called

"bull " and should l)e large, full, round

and prominent. The thighs, tail and

head white. The head large, lolty, and

broad, rising perpendicularly from the

base of the beak, and perfectly free from

angularity. The latter should be short.

fine and project out at an angle of forty-

five degrees from the forehead. The

body should be small, and free from a

large coarse appearance. The chest

broad, lull and prominent; and the legs

short. The latter combined constitute

what is called "carriage," and adds con

siderably to a bird's general appearance.

I prefer what is termed a high-cut bald,

but would not think of placing such a

bird before a medium-cut one, l)etter in

head and »)eak and equal in other re-

spects. The "cut" in a high-cut bald

should commence at the base of the

lower mandible on one side and run in a

straight even line round to the ba.se of

the same mandible on the other side.

This will bring it about a quarter of an

inch lielow the eve on l)oth sides. It

should be neither higher nor lower at the

back than it is in front. It should run

what a builder would call "level." The

prevailing fault in the "cut" of the ma-

jority of balds (apart from its uueveu-

^—*fa

ness) is;that it runs higher at the back of

the head than it does in front. Place a

diagonally-cut bald in a pen with a level-

cut one, and the superiority of the latter

over the former is apparent at a glance.

In the standard of the National Peris-

teronic Society ior judging short-faced

balds, an eighth of an inch is given as

the disUnce at which the "cut" should

pass under the eyes. This cannot have

been taken from" actual measurements,

and it is a statement with which I can

not agreed. I have measured half a dozen

of my high cut short-faced balds, and

find that they all, without exception, run

two-eighth of an inch below the lower

extremity of the eye. On one of them is

the young black bald hen I won third

with at the last Crystal Palace show in

the young bird class, and anyone who
noticed her will admit, I think, that she

IS what may be fairly termed a good

specimen of a high-cut bald. When in

repose they a/'^^a»' to be cut within an

eighth of an inch of the eye, but it is a

case of appearance only.

Short-faced balds, contrary to the pre-

conceived ideas of many people, make
very good "stock" or "kit" flyers when
properly trained, and many of them
tumble very well when on the wing.

Some of the Ijest and cleanest performers

I ever had were baldpates, and I have

flown every description of tumbler.

Judging Dragons.

Most of our pigeon judges place too

much value upon the color of the dra-

gon's wattle as it is well known by many

of our old breeders that no matter how

dark the color of the eye wattle of the

dragon pigeon is in its infancy, it gradu-

ally gets lighter each season until the

third and fourth years, some sooner and

others later, when there is left scarcely

any of the darkness of color round the

outer edge of the wattle, but in some few

there still remains merely a dark edging

close to the iris of the sight. Those

specimens which show at maturity the

whole of the wattle round the eye of a

darker color ought to make our judges

consider if there is not just cause for

suspicion, and see that the same bird

possesses not only the color of eye-wattle,

but the other principal properties of

structure, which are of a deal greater

value than the mere color of wattle; the

more so as the one has been and can be

protluced artificially. Such being the

case why not judge the bird by its struc-

tural properties, providing its body color

is not too defective ? There are few fan-

of structure, why cannot the blues,

chequers, anil grizzles be judged on the

same principle ? Let no one suppose I

dislike the dark eve-wattle, which gener-

ally indicates the color of the body of

the blues to be goo<l when it is a genuine

case ; but as the color of the wattle <loes

not form part of the pigeon proper. I

consider it a mistake in judges allowing

so much value for what can be so well

imitated as to defv detection. Of course,

what I have stated is merely the opinion

of Robert Fulton.

5 Wt*«^
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SHORT-FACED BALDHEAD.

Rhode Island Poultry Association.

The Rhode Island Poultry Association

has these officers for the ensuing year:

President,!!. S. Babcock; vice-presidents,

D. J. Laml)ert, R. B. S. Hart, H. A.

Brown, E. E. Hobbs, and H. W. Mowry;

secretary, R. G. Davis, of Providence;

treasurer, R. M. Joslin; auditor, W. H.

Congdon; executive committee, W. H.

Sheldon, T. H. Adams, T. G. Hutchins,

N. Reiner, Alfred Griswold, and A. W.

Barber. The next show will be held De-

cemljer 29-January i, when the new

feature of lecturers upon poultry topics

will lie introduced.

English ImEKJrts of Game.

The English imports of game and

poultry for February 1890 were /39.522

in excess of the same period in 1889.

The declared value of imported eggs

through January and February. 1889 was

/•434,786, and for the same period in

1890 was /425.fi5o. Rabbits to the value

of /38, 134 were imported during Febu-

ary, ^^34,408 of the sum total going to

Belgium.

ciers who understand the dragon pigeon

will deny that the following properties

are not of much greater value than the

color of the eye-wattle:

No. I. Formation, substance, length,

and color of beak.

2. Regularity in the build and shape

of the l)eak-wattle.

3. Shape and formation of skull.

4. Size and build of the eye-wattle.

5. Length and form of neck.

6. Form of shouhlers.

7. Length of flights and tail.

8. Color.

9. Formation and position of legs.

10. Carriage of body.

11. Color of eye-wattle.

Thus it will be seen I place so little

value on the color of the eye-wattle as to

put each of the structural properties l)e-

fore the color of the eye, because, much
as I admire the well-known gipsy-eyed

dragons, still it is only in cases where

two birds are nearly equal in the proper-

ties of structure that the color of the

eye-wattle should determine the ca.se of

superiority of the two. l^cause all the

properties of structure are retained and

seen while the bird lives, whereas the

color of the wattle is only partially re-

tained during stages of the bird's general

term of life, unless in Tases where arti-

ficial means are used ; for wben even

reds, yellows, silvers, and whites are

judged principally upon the properties

New Orleans Street Scrap.

While a truck bearing several coops of

chickens was l)eing hauled through a

New Orleans street, two roosters, who

were confined in separate coops poked

their heads out between the slats to take

a view of the surroundings. They eyed

each other for a second and then liegan

to fight. After picking at each other's

heacfs for a few seconds the slaU that

confined them gave way under the heavy

strain and both roosters hopped out and

each giving a crow went at each other

for keeps.

One was a large grey and the other a

white. The latter seemed top be the best

of the two, for with one blow of his spur

he knocked the grev into the street. By

this time the othe'r chickens began to

grow excited. A yellow-legged pullet

hopped out of the coop and looked at the

two combatants. Then another pullet

followed and another until nearly a

dozen were standing on the coops

When the driver of the truck attempted

to capture his liberated fowls, they sepa-

rated and flew in all directions.

The street by this time became blocked

with cars and wagons, and the scat-

tered and frightened chicks took refuge

on tops of cars, wagons, galleries and

every other available place.

The white rooster had in the meantime

followed the grey to the street, and they

went at it again, bill and spur. People

kept collecting, and soon liie crowd got

excited over the battle and the flying

pullets. The car drivers were yelling at

the driver of the truck to move on. The

driver, however, paid no attention to the

cries and seemed Ijent on capturing his

yellow-legged friers. He finally caught

the roosters and replaced them in their

coops. Then some one moved the

wagons, and the blockade oegan to dis-

appear. The cars started fiist, and on

•feach one reclining gratefully on top was

a chicken. Over a dozen was carried ott

in this manner, and no doubt the car

drivers had chicken for breakfast next

morniiig-

The Antwerp Market.

On Sunday morning the market at

Antwerp is an amusing sight to the

pigeon fancier. The section devoted to

the birds is completely crowded, and

many hundreds of homing fanciers are to

be seen bartering (or birds. It is looked

forward to by them from week to week

for it is there one hears the gossip of the

week and ofthe successes in his neighbor's

loft • of the prizes that have been won

and 'that are offered by societies m dis-

tant parts. It IS practically there that he

forms his ideas lor comiHitition and

makes his entries.

In this market is to be seen exposed

for sale, an extremely useful fountain,

suitable for either poultry or pigeons. It

is made of common earthen ware and in

shape resembles a skittle ball, except

that it has a hole in one side about three

inches in diameter. It can scarcely be

upset by a bird of any kind, and if it

should be, all of the water could not be

spilled.

The Minnesota State.

Rochester. Minn., April 7.—The an-

nual meeting of Minnesota State Poultry

Association was held in this city last

week, but owing to the slim attendance

was adjourned to meet in St. Paul,

April 30.
^ ^

"•

Importations.

By the S. S. Chephalonia, to A. F.

Peirce, Wii'chester, N. H., 17 ga'»e

bantams, including black reds, piles and

duckwings ;
nearly all prize winners, at

English shows.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Many fanciers have already started

their birds upon the road, and notwith-

standing the unsettled weather and the

unusual number of hawks about there

are but few losses reported. But it is be-

ginning too early. The birds will be

better off to remain undisturbed for a

month to come.

• •

The friends of the pigeon will be glad

to know of the success attending the

Ivondon Graphic's use of the birds as

messengers. But the report of their

work holds a suggestion some of our fan-

ciers may not have given thought to.

That the birds within the loft are aware

of an approaching return before the less

acute human sense recognizes it. Mr.

Francis Whiteley was the first to call my
attention to this.

«
• «

A letter from Mr. Whiteley received

this week shows him to be as deeply in-

terested ill his pigeons as ever. His

flight numbers over seven hundred birds.

Of this over one hundred and fifty male

birds have made the journey from 525

miles, the bird winning first prize for

this distance being like Mr. Wagner's

George W. Childs, less than a year old

when it made the journey. Mr. White-

ley has the honor of having been the

breeder of the first American birds that

made the journey from Columbus, O.,

464 miles in the day, and was the first to

own ten birds that had made this jour-

ney. E. .s. s.

THE GKAFKIC'S PIGEONS.

Only Seven Minutes from the

Launch to the Loft.

The first use of homing pigeons by the

London Graphic to convey its sketches

from the point of interest to" the home
oflice was in the late contest between the

oarsmen of Oxford and Cambridge. The
English Stock-Keeper says of the trial :

"Mr. John Day had a thorough after-

noon's enjoyment on the roof of his

house amongst his pigeons, there anx-

iously awaiting the arrival of some which
had been sent up the river for the pur-

pose of bringing information of what was
taking place between Putney and Mort-

lake in the great annual aquatic contest.

The day was very fine, with a strong

gusty south-westerly wind, which was
fairly favorable to the birds, although in

more than one instance it was so strong

as to carry them a long way past their
home, and then on turning they had a
rather stiff struggle to battle again t the
strong wind. Mr. Day on this occasion
fully displayed his wonderful knowledge
of the habits and instincts of the birds.
He knew before the birds were in sight
that they were approaching by the alert-
ness of others at re« on the roof. It was
also a real treat to witness his various
methods for inducing the new arrivals to
enter the loft with as little delay as pos-
sible; but those who know Mr. Day are
aware that he is well skilled in this kind
of sport.

"By this time our readers are l)egin-
ning to ask what had pigeons to do with
theboatrace? Well, the fact is that the
Daily Graphic was anxious to obtain as
quickly as possible sketches of incidents
occurring in the race. To do this by the
usual means, even of following the race
in the press boat, or in a steam launch,
would have caused considerable delay;
for, although the sketches may be
ready, there was the difficulty of getting
ashore, and finding a trusty messenger
amoiigGt the thousands present to carry
the sketch to the office of the journal,

u '^r

^'^ ''^ engraved for publication on
the following day. It was thought that
by using some of Mr. Dav's trusty little
aerial messengers, much ' time could l)e
saved, and the sketches safely delivered,

and such proved to be the ca.se. The
sketches were tied round the birds' legs,

which were then liljerated, and they ar-

rived in pretty regular order as the differ-

ent points were reached on the course.
A number of boy "runners" were wait-
ing at Mr Day's for "copy," which was
given them as soon as taken off the
pigeons' legs, and away each went as
fast as his legs would carry him."
The Graphic says of the experiment

:

"Two of the illustrations which we pub-
lish this morning represent the des-
patch and arrival of pigeons bearing the
sketches of our artists on the course.
Eight pigeons were, at different periotls

of the race, liberated from the Daily
Graphic launch, and all arrived in safety
with their pictorial despatches. The
times occupied iu the journey varied
considerably, but the average was about
seven minutes. The strong wind abaft
was not altogether an advantage, for
most of the messengers overshot their
mark, and lost a considerable distance in

turning."

Toronto Flyers.

The .Erial Club, Toronto, had its first

race of the season from Burlington, Ont.,

thirty-four miles distant. The entry was
one bird each by the Messrs. James
Wright, H. Guelph, A. De Laporte and
W. Lamont. The start was at 1.34 P. M.
The first return was the hen of Mr.
Wright at 2.54>^ P. M., the birds of the
Messrs. De Laporte and Lamont were
equal seconds, being less than a minute
later. The weather was very unfavorable,
being cloudy with rain falling. The
timer was Mr. A. Wills and was located
at the loft of Mr. Wright.

The Queen City Club's birds were lib-

erated in their first journey for the season
on Good Friday from Oakville, Ont. The
entry was one bird each by Thomas
Moor, Fred Banckham, F". Campliell, F.

Parker and H. Dixon. The start was at

1.05 P. M. The first return was to the H.
Dixon iou at 1 .55 i'. M. ; the second was
to F. Campbell at 1.08 P. M. The races
of the club will be flown on each suc-

ceeding Saturday.

The first race of the Toronto Club's
birds was arranged for Good Friday, but
on account of bad weather was not flown
until the next day. The returns were
1st, Cyclone, to Mr. F". J. Monro; 2d, to
R. S. Williams, Jr.; 3d, to Mr. H. D.
Williams. The start was from Burlington,
distant thirty-four miles. The air was
clearer than on the preceding dav, but
the wind was from the north and gave
the birds hard work. The next journey
will be from Brantford on the 12th inst.

TO NEWPORT, KV.

Thirty-two homing pigeons owned by

Mr. Baudle, Newport, Ky., were liberated

is Osgood, Ind., forty-six miles distant,

at 12 M., April 5. The first returns were

fifteen together at 1.45 P. M., making the
mile in 2m. 12s. The others made the
mile in the average time of 2ni. 30s.

Seven other birds l)elonging to the same
loft were liberated in Dillslwro, Ind.,

thirty-five miles distant. The first re-

turns were five together in the average
time of im. 34s. to the mile. Both
journeys were against the wind.

THE NEWARK FIVE.

The Newark Five Club of Newark, N.

J., names its dates and stations as fol-

lows: May 3, Monmouth, 32 miles; 5th,

Princeton, 40; 7tli, Bristol, 60; Qtli,

I'-raiikford, 70; 12th. Chester, 85; 23d,

Wilmington, 100; 28lh, Washington, iX

C, 200; June 5, Charlottsville, 300; i6th.

Rocky Mount, 400 miles.

THE FANCIERS' CI-UB.

The officers of the F'anciers* Club of

Germantown, Pa., for the ensuing year

are: President, A. H. Kruger; vice-pres-

ident, P. V. Bolay; secretary and treas-

urer, J. C. Bockius; assistant secretary,

W. Hargrave; race secretary, E. Mar-
shall.

The Brooklyn Olub.

At the regular meeting of the Brook-

lyn Club held last Tuesday evening the

Messrs. Cappel, Smith and Schwenk

were named as a committee upon consti-

tution and by-laws to report at the meet-

ing to be held next Tuesday. Applica-
tions for membership are coming in and
the club will probably number fifteen

when the season opens. The dates for

the spring training and racing and the
stations will be named later on. Most
of the members already have their birds
in the baskets, but as yet have not ven-
tured Ijeyond the home vicinity on ac-

count of the great numbers of birds of
prey.

*

Canadian Military Lofts.

General Cameron, R. E. commandant
of the Royal Military College at Kings-

ton, Ont., is organizing a system of mes-

senger pigeon service throughout Can-

ada. One purpose is that Canadian

cruisers may utilize the birds by having

stations along the coast and thus commu-
nicate news of poachers and fishing ves-

sels, giving notice of their whereabouts
without putting into port. A further use
will be to supplement the telegraph in

the event of war. It is proposed to have
a series of twenty-six stations between
Windsor, N. S., and Halifax, N. S.

FANCIERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

The Harrisburg Olub.

The dates and stations for the coming
season adopted by the Harrisburg club

are. May 7, Chambersburg, 50 miles;

nth, Martinsburg, 85 ; 12th, Boyce, 115 ;

19th, Luray Caverns, 150 ; 25th, Waynes-

boro Junction, 200. June i, Roanoke,

290 ; 8th, Charlotte, 400 miles. The offi-

cers for 1890 are : President, E. Haehn-
len ; vice-president, J. Zollinger ; secre-

tary, W. Hirtley ; treasurer, S. W. Zol-
linger ; race-secretary, J. Haehnlen.

Lowell Birds.

There were six lots of birds liberated

from Middlesex village on Fast day to

fly to Lowell lofts. The returns were:

1st, to Thomas Whittaker; 2d, to James
Small; 3d, to Thomas Howaith. Other
and later returns were to the lofts of the
Messrs. German and E. Howaith.

The Violet Club.

The Violet Club of this city has its

birds in training. The first race is to be

the last week in May from Washington,

D. C. The secretary is Mr. H. Holt.

Transfers of Stock.

From Theo. P. Green, Woodbury, N.

J., I. to W. W. Walker, 626 Park Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., the homing pigeons

registered 5, 307, 56, 57 T. P. G. 2. To
Ibbetson Dawson, New Bedford, Mass.,
homing pigeons, registered 91, 92, 83, 50.

Caught or Shot.

Joshua Whitaker, Box 489, Media, Pa.,

says: I had a homer come to my loft

wearing the seamless band A 730. The
owner may have the same by proving
property.

Marriage aux CEufs.

"The marriage aux oeufs," between

Marguerite of Austria, gouvernante of

Flanders, and Phililjert the handsome,

Duke of Savoy, is a very romantic story.

It was the custom on Easter Monday in

the District of Bresse to scatter a hun-

dred eggs on a level place, covered by

sand. Then a lad and a lass, hand in

hand, would execute the dance ofcountry.

If they succeeded without breaking an

egg they were considered affianced even

if it were against their parents' will.

On this occasion three couples had
tried in vain, but Savoy and .Austria ac-

complished the dance without crushing

a single shell. When Philibert said "Let
us adopt the custom of Bresse," Margue-
rite suffered her hand to remain in his,

and history tells us that their married
life was long and happy.

Extracts from an Address before the
Hebden Bridge and District Fanciers'
Association, by Dr. Bradley.

A fanciers' association is a combi-
nation of individuals who breed and
keep domestic pets. Most, if not all,

have planted in us a desire to possess,
to protect, and care for some living
thing. This is one of our healthiest in-
stincts and strongest feelings, and this
trait in our character impels us to
seek to know and to make friends
with the lower animals, to study their
habits and ways, to their and our advant-
age. This leads to an intimate friend-
ship and intelligent confidence between
them and us. These associations induce
us to breed and keep the several do-
mestic pets and in doing this there is a
skill and traditional knowiege demanded
which seems to those who have never ex-
perienced the fancier fever to be alto-
gether out of proportion to the results
attained. But such an opinion is the
result of ignorance and want of knowl-
edge of the subject, for only let the in-
experienced join an association, and his
powers of observation will be strength-
ened, quickened and so educated by
the knowledge obtained frx)m his asso-
ciates, that he will be able to discuss and
dilate at length with intense sincerity on
differences that are hardly perceptible to
the untrained eye. Thus these associa-
tions lead to habits of accurate observa-
tion, a true perception of the beauty of
form, and supply us with a special knowl-
edge absolutely indispensable when it

becomes necessary to differentiate the
points of our stock.
An association further tends to im-

plant in us a desire to admire domestic
pets and to love them for their compan-
ionship and true friendship, also for
their engaging ways and frolicsome dis-
positions, and, in fact, for all their
amiable qualities. Now for our care, at-
tention, and occasional self-denial in
ministering to the wants of creatures un-
able to provide for themselves, they re-
turn us tenfold in the happiness and
pleasure we experience in their company,
and the lessons of kindness we often
learn from observing their extreme solici-

tude and anxiety in protecting and sup-
plying the wants of their young.

These associations, by inducing people
to keep up the breeding and keeping of
fancy stock, compels tbem to study the
laws of nature iu the way of selecting
their breeding stock, also the rules
which guide tanciers in attempting to
pn duce their ideals. A fancier does not
mate together his specimens haphazard,
but carefully studies the laws ofheredity,
so far as he can. He thinks the matter
well over, and weighs in his own mind
all the various influences at work, which
he has found out by careful observation
and research may materially retard or
forward the object he has in view. And
when he comes to a conclusion, he acts
accordingly. In this way he obtains a
clear and definite object for his attain-
ment, namely, the production of speci-
mens of the highest excellence, both in
symmetry of torm, beauty of plumage,
and nobleness of character, thus iu this
way the fancier becomes the true artist.

We all admire the skill of the painter
which presupposes a natural ability to
image torth, and in the imitation to ex-
press with characteristic truth the pecu-
liar substance and color of any object
under the influence of light and air. To
make this imitation successful an accu-
rate attention to the local tones and
tints is requisite. If in addition to the
accurate coincidence of local tones and
tints of a painting with its original, an
artist hits the expression or character of
the substance of which the object con-
sists the coloring is said to be true, but
to truth should be added beauty, which
is obtained by the harmonious union of
all the tones of a painting into one lead-

ing tone; thus tbe artist produces a
pleasing harmony which is essential to a
beautitul painting. In the same way the
fancier, by suitable mating harmoniously
blends the several excellences of his

breeding stock ami tries to fix and per-
petuate in their progeny a combination
of those excellences which, when he is

fortunate enough to obtain specimens,
are the delivht of himself and brother
fanciers, and far more to be admired and
valued than any work, however beauti-

ful, of the most noted artist.

[TO SB CONTINUBD.l
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SCRAPPLE.
Indigestion of Fowls—Hen House

Pixinsrs—Satinettes and Domi-

noes—Fowls Going Light.

Memo. Indigestion of Fowls.

N. L. J- savs: The male birds seem

more frequently to be the victims than the

hens. My hens have suffered occasion-

ally from' the same cause, and I have

never been able to combat the disease

successfully, except when the case was

taken in hand at the first appearance of

the trouble. The symptoms, as I ob-

served them, were, first, loss of appe-

tite and moping, speedily followed by

weakness of the legs and a disinclina-

tion to stand. The crop is usually rather

full, and in addition to the mass of food,

contains a yellowish-colored, very offens-

ive watery sul)stance, which will nm out

of the mouth if the bird is held with

head downward and the crop is pressed

by the fingers. I believe the primary

cause of this trouble to be indigestion, to

which fowls are very subject, and that if

the fowl is taken in hand at the com-

mencement of the attack and a dose of

castor-oil poured down its throat, after

purging it well, feeding it on soft and

slightly stimulating food, a cure may be

effected. If the fowl is neglected too

long, it becomes feverish and weak, and

a purging woultl result in death. If the

bird has been troubled for any length of

time, I advise feeding with soft, stimulat-

ing food. The following is highly rec-

ommended as a tonic for debilitated

fowls; Cinnamon bark in fine powder,

three parts; ginger, ten parts; gentian,

one part, anise-seed, one part; carbonate

of iron, five parts. Mix thoroughly. A
teaspoon ful to a pint of food is all that

should be given. Avoid giving raw meal

dough to a sick fowl.

Memo. Hen House Fixings

F. C. says: A hen house with novel

contrivances has been erected by a heu-

wife residing at Alma, in the neighljor-

hood of the Santa Cruz mountains. The
lady in question has fitted up two rooms,

one for general roosting, including lay-

ing hens, and one for sitting hens. In

the partition wall are two rows of lK>xes

for hens' nests, one above the other. A
nest is located in each box. The box

rests on the section of partition wall be-

low, with the ends equally projecting

into each room. A sliding cover is ar-

ranged only sufficient in length for one

end of the box. When the nest is

desired to be used by a silting hen the

cover is slid to the end in the layers'

room to exclude all laying hens. The
sitter enters and retires from nest on the

inside of the sitters' room. When she is

done using the nest, this end of box is

coveted and the laying hens again take

possession. Then again there is an in-

genious contrivance in the house for get-

ting outside hens into a general yard,

without a chance of the inside occupants

escaping. It consists of a box, some
eight or ten inches in diameter, a little

over two feet in length, mainly made of

little slots and open only at the outer

end. The small slots are placed far

enough apart to give an open appear-

ance to the whole box. A very slight

board constitutes the floor, so construct-

ed that on the hen walking over it re-

mains firm until she gets half way,

when, by force of weight, the floor sud-

denly turns on a pivot, or tips, the for-

ward end falling down about a foot, let-

ting the hen into the yard, when the

floor at once returns to its place, and

thus leaves no chance of escape.

Memo. Fowls Going Light.

W. H. says: Very frequently thriving

birds, especiallv cockerels, suddenly be-

come debilitate'd and "go light." Often

intense heat has this effect, and liberal

stimulating food under such circum-

stances aggravates the evil. Shady
places should »)e provided in hot weather,

and green food ad libitum allowed. Let-

tuce and radish tops are very useful.

When the atmosphere is charged with

electricity, as in thunder weather, it af-

fects poultry considerably, esjwcially lay-

ing hens. Immediately a bird droops

the foo<l should be changed. A little

raw meat chopped small may be given

with advantage, and, medicinally, two

drops of tincture of percliloride of iron

in a teaapoonful of water, moruing and

night. For general purposes I strongly

recommend the following prescription,

which I have used for several years:

Tincture of percliloride of iron, two
drachms; compound tincture of gentian,

two drachms; lime water, two ounces;

eggs beaten, two ounces; cod liver oil,

four ounces. Shake thoroughly up into

an emulsion, and give two teaspoonfuls

three times a day. In scrofulous ten-

dency or hereditary weakness the above

is an excellent stock medicine, and may
be given to young chicks in ten drop
doses mixed with the food. It is often

valuable iu diarrhcea. and especially so

during moult. In hot weather the

strictest cleanliness should be observed

in limited runs, and all food be perfectly

fresh. Stale food, and particularly if

acid fermentation has occurred, is a con-

stant source of dysentery and diarrhcea,

and hundreds of" birds are lost annually

through neglect in this matter.

Memo. Satincites and Dominoes.

J. W. L. says: The satinettes, as intro-

duced by Mr. Caridia, notwithstanding

their startling beauty, were rather

straight-faced; goort-headed birds they

were, nevertheless, too straight, aii<l that

characteristic seemed to lie peculiar to

all springing from that strain. Nor did

time and close breeding improve that

feature. Tail and feathering seemed the

all-absorbing features, fanciers fearing

to lose a spot of that precious tail; there-

fore, in-breeding was resorted to with a

vengeance, until flat heads, thin beaks

and straight pinched faces well-nigh ob-

literated the once-pleasing reminiscences;

for, although I say "too straight," the

originals were good enough to welcome
without a murmur. But satinettes (like

most other things) were capable of im-

provement. Head was the weakest

feature, and as time wore on, rendered

worse and still worse, solely for the need

of "fresh blood." lam pleased to note

a material improvement of late years,

both here and in their native clime.

Fiesh blooti has been inlused, and, as a

consequence, we have now a high per-

centage of good all-round satinettes with

heads as well as tails. Heads approxi-

mating the domino rotundity, forehead,

cheeks and beak, and altogether a more
robust, masculine, down-faced character.

In addition to this, crests are now in

abunilance iu recent generations. How
is it? Whence conies this vigor and
structural improvement and general

renovation? Where the crests? My ex-

perience and careful note of fresh im-

ports, and trials in my own stocks, led

me at once to suspect Mr. Domino's in-

fluence had wrought the change,and sub-

sequent events and experinieuts have

fully confirmed my hypothesis.

Memo. To Grow Prize Winners.

F. C. says: Those who are most suc-

cessful in rearing chickens for exhibition

purposes have spared neither pains nor

trouble in feeding and caring for the

young birds. It matters not how care-

fully the breeding stock may have been

mated if regular and judicious feeding

has not been given the birds while grow-

ing all the effort and outlay will have

been in vain. The preat point to be

aimed at is from the time the bird com-

mences to eat till it is full grown, not to

allow it to suffer any check either from

absence of food, damp or cold, or from

bad sanitary arrangements. Poultry,

properly fed and housed, no matter

whether young or olil, are amongst the

hardiest of animals. They do not require

to be coddled up in warm, badly-ven-

tilated buildings; all they need is a dry,

sheltered house to roost in at night or to

take refuge in should the weather be wet

or very severe. During the past mouth,

when the east winds were so bitterly

cold and cutting, our chickens were

confined with the hen in coops,tlie fronts

being always left open so that the birds

could get out as soon as it was light in

the mornings, and we have not ha<l one

die, all being in splendid health, and full

of life and vigor. Many breeders close

the fronts of their coops, and the birds

confined until such time as theare
owner or his attendant arrives to let out

the birds. Where foxes or other vermin

abound, or where the owner rises early

in the morning, this may be a good plan;

but even then every precaution should

be taken to thoroughly ventilate the

coops, otherwise it will smell most dis-

agreeably on being opened. Birds of all

kinds are very early risers. This l>eing

so, it is most essential that their first

meal should be given almost as soon as

they begin to move, but to do this now
it would be necessary to rise somewhere
aliout 4 A. M., an hour when most peo-

ple are (leep in sleep. To get over this

difiicultv my plan is before retiring to

rest at night to place a feed ofcom (wheat

we prefer) before the coops ready for the

i
chickens the first thing in the morning,
then about 7 or 8 they are ready for

another meal of soft food. In another

two or three hours this is repeated, then

litter on any scraps or waste from the

table is given. At midday some more
corn, aim in the afternoon soft feed

again; the last meal as late in the even-

ing as the binls will eat. This should

consist exclusively of corn, and should

give their digestive organs something to

do until the birds find their breakfast on
the following morning. A lot of non-
sense has Ijeen said and written about

not giving water to young chickens, as

likely to produce several ailments.

Probaby if the birds are entirely kept
without water for several hours, and then

an unlimited quantity is placed before

them, this would act injuriously in niore

ways than one, causing looseness in the

bowels and relaxing and injuring the

muscles of the crop. But the fact is,

chickens, like human beings, require

water to assist them iu thoroughly di-

gesting their food, but it should be clear,

cool and frequently changed. Milk is

also very good, but I prefer using this

for mixing up the soft food rather than
giving it to the birds to drink.

Memo. To Judge Goldfinches.

G. J. B. says: The points for goldfinches

are: Head bright scarlet red, showing no
speck or mark on the throat, the back part

of the head and near the back of the

neck deep black ; beak, large and pointed;

breast, the centre while with the sides of

the breast pure brown; back, rich brown;
cheeks and sides of neck while; larger

feathers close and in good condition;

coverts well marked with pure yellow;
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pearance, smart throughout.

Memo. There is Pepper and Pepper,

Also Other Things.

W. .\. B. says: There are two sorts of

"pepper" used for what will, perhaps,

always Ije known as "cayenne" feeding,

neither of which are pepper, but products

of the solanum family—the one being

the pungent product of another member
of the family—a product which is as yet

nameless, for the importers and vendors

seem inclined to keep every one in the

dark; indeed, it may be some of them
don't know much alxjut it themselves.

But here we have these two products,

l)olh used for producing the intense

ruddy color in which some sections of

the canary family now appear in the show
cage. The old rusty brick-red dry cayenne

of the cruet-stand has given place to a

cayenne brighter in color, and apparently

containing more oil of somesort or other

—the brighter the color and the more
oily the product, the more suitable for

the purpose; and into competition with

this has come the non-pungent article,

very much brighter in color, and appar-

ently fuller of the elements which are

supposed to lie the necessaries for the de-

velopment of color in the bird. How
the color is produced I do not know and

can only speculate. As to which is the

l)etler of the two for the purpose, I can

only say that my own individual obser-

vation leads us to declare strongly in

favor of the non-pungent product which,

despite the expressed opinions of some
breeders, is now sold by hundredweights
where it used to be sold in poun<ls, and

it must go somewhere. But feeding for

color is not confined to the use of the

powerful agents we have referred to.

The best "non-fed" birds are all "fed,"

though not with cajenue or other similar

product. Everything, however, which
can be done to influence color is done.

How far color is ordinarily affected by

certain descriptions of food—by a plenti-

ful supply of green food, for instance—
during moult, it is not easy to deler-

iiiiue, but that it is so affected in some
degree there can be no doubt. Food ol

this description should l)e withheld, and

in place of it give a quantity of marigold

flowers, the effects of which will be visi-

ble in the new feathers. The novice

who gives no food of any kind during

moult, except ordinary seed, plantain,

etc., under the idea that "non-fed"

means fed on seeds pure and simple,

must learn that it is held to uicau not

fed on cayenne or its relations, the color

of a cayenne-fed bird being ruddy al-

most to redness as contrasted with an en-

tirely different shade of orange present

in the "non-fed" or "natural" colored

plumage. If any one wishes to try an
experiment in a new direction, give

curry powder (in which tumeric plays an

active part) in the egg foo<l, also good
sound mustard, and note the effects in

the plumage. vSuch birds, according to

the exhibition codes are "non-fed."

Memo. The Goldfinch's Nest.

Broderip says: The debonnaire gold-

finch buihls one of the most elegant nests

that our English finches produce. Moss,

lichens, wool and grass, artistically inter-

woven from the outside of the fabric,

which is generally hidden in a quiet

orchard or secluded garden, where in the

midst of some evergreen it is protected

from the prying eye by the compact leafy

screen of the well-grown healthy slirnb;

the delicate down of willows, or dwarf
earlv seeding plants, the choicest lamb's

wool and the finest hair forms the warm
lining, in which the bluish-white eggs,

dotted with a few rich brown spots, are

deposited.

Memo. Egg Binding of Canaries.

J. H. A. S. says: The reason why hen
birds are usually higher priced than are

the males is,hen birds die more frequently,

being weaker than the cock birds, and
above all, they succumb frequently to

egg-binding during the breeding season.

The general causes are want of chalk,

great fluctuations in the temperature,

disturbance during laying, and weakness
or great fatness of the bird. Thus young
hens are attacked when alx)Ut laying the

first egg, iu case they commence laying

too early, and old ones when they have
laid too many eggs. Fatness prevents

the chalk from being dissolved, thus pro-

ducing soft eggs. As early as possible,

the birds in the breeding room ought to

be provided with material for the fornia-

liuu of ilic egg. Cuilic-iiou 13 very goou,

but recently it has been found that sea-

sand answers the purpose much belter,

because it contains pieces of shells, etc.

This sand is of course to be given dry,

and frequently renewed. During the

changeable weather in spring or autumn
an average, temperature should always
be kept. Before putting birds into the

breeding-room they should be carefully

examined. For this purpose it is better

to keep them a few weeks separate before

the breeding season commences, and to

feed them, according to their constitu-

tions, with rich or meagre food. This se-

lection for breeding is the best prevent-

ive against egg-binding. When, how-
ever, a hen is attacked, it ought to be

caught as soon as possible, the abdomen
smeared with wanned olive oil, and the

head of a pin (or better still a bit of pa-

per thinly rolled) dipped in oil carefully

introduced into the aperture. After this

the bird muot have a vapor bath. i. e.,

place it upon a pocket handkerchief
folded several times together, put it so on
the top of a pot half filled with boiling

water, and cover the bird lightly with a

corner without suffocating it. Here
leave it for half an hour or even an hour,

renewing the water several times. After

this place the bird in a cage in which a

nest lined with soft stuff has been pre-

pared. We place the hen on this bed
or else she might catch cold 011 the damp
alnlomen. Sometimes this process is not

sufficient, and then we must carefully

enlarge the mouth of the aperture with

the pin or the rolled paper. Some fan-

ciers have had the courage to pierce the

egg with a long needle, and to press it

out by softly rul)bing the abdomen with

the finger, and thus good results have

been obtained. Recently cure has been

effected in several cases by pouring a

thin iet of ice water upon the abdomen
of the egg-bound hen. In all cases cure

is, however, very doubtful, and I advise

amateurs to prevent this disease as much
as possible by the above means.

Memo. Roup Disinfectant.

X. says: Make a tub of whitewash, by
pouring boiling water on stone lime.

Dissolve a pound of sulphate of copper
(l)luestone) in three gallons of boiling

water. When cold add a quart of the

l)luestone solution to ten gallons of

whitewash, and sprinkle every portion of

the poultry house with it, giving the

vards a liberal application also. It will

kill the germs of disease and also destroy

lice.

THE EARS OF THE LOP.

Artificial Heat All Important for

Development.

The treatment of the young of the lop

eared rabbit is different from that of the

other varieties.

Length of ear, the primary point in

the lop-eared rabbit, cannot be made to

order in a given time. We introduce

with comparative ease the other points,

but when it comes to ear with many there

lies the rub. No definite period can be

given in which this desirable object can

be accomplished, but success will award

those who exercise the necessary intelli-

gence and patience.

There is little doubt that many lops

are stopped in their growth of ear by

the indiscriminate manner the young
are treated. To insure the full develop-

ment of this property there should be no
break in the conditions from the time

they are kindled to the period when the

ear is fully out, usually between four and
five mouths, though this will depend in a

measure on temperature.

Presupposing properly concentrated

stock has been secured, the next and
decidedly important essential is a good
milking doe, which will also regulate the

number of young ones to be kept. It

will be obvious that in working with

good stock no young should be wasted,
and to obviate this one or two nurse does
should be secured to kindle if possible
two or three days in advance of your lop.
I prefer the large common does for this
purpose, on account of the heat their
presence develops, though I would fain
admit that the Dutch are especially good
milkers, and as a rule will keep their
young on a long time. I, however, prefer,

their own mother.
Unless the doe is of a very restless and

spiteful disposition the litter should be
examined soon after they are born, and
any dead or imperfect ones removed, for
the presence ot dead ones is not only
highly injurious to those that are alive,
but at times cause a doe to forsake them.
At about four days the colors will be per-
ceptible, and by their condition—for by
this time the doe should have well
suckled them—the number to be left on
her can be estimated, four being about
what is usual to leave, and the remainder
(if there are any) given to nurse does.
According to the way these are suckled
future recluclion in the numljer can best
be arrived at; but as a rule at six weeks
only two should remain. By two months
it will be observed whether anything
special is likely to come out, in which
case keep them on the doe as long as she
will allow it—at times four months.
Those that do not show any special char-
acteristics can be weaned on bread
and milk, etc., at six weeks. If well
suckled the young will not come out
of their nest till three weeks, and the nest
should not in anv way be disturbed till
they are well on their legs; a little insect
powder sprinkled on it will urevent any
annoyance from this source. In the
summer the outer part of the hutch
should be cleared out about this time;
but if the weather is very severe keep the
litter in till the young are fairiy on their
legs (usually three or four weeks). No
evil effects will arise if the doe has been
well fed and the hutches properly con-
structed. I'roiii this time they should be
Cleaned out once a week, at which time
throw in a handful or two of saw<lust or
cliaff, aiul give a good supply of sweet
nay. It is desirable to keep a board up
in Iront of hutch, leaving space of about
two and one-halt inches—some use glass,
ludividually. I prefer keeping them in
"arkness; and one very important point
to be observed is, if bv anv means it is
necessary to separate the doe from the
young, remove the mother, taking care
10 leave the young in the .same hutch if
possible till they are done growing in
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rM^rP.'"*'' ^'°""K on the does till they
reaciiihe age mentioned. This is not
unfrequenlly due to their own careless-

ness in feeding. Bear well in mind and
act up to the following rule : Feed those
with young on them and the youngest of
them first, then the does, lastly the
bucks; never on any account attempt to
handle the young after you have fed or
in any way interfered with a buck.
Warmth is absolutely necessary to de-

velop length of ear. Notwithstanding
this opinion, however, experiments made
by me during the two past winters—out
of doors—tend to prove that well concen-
trated stock, properly crossed—though
it takes longer—develops the ear to such
a surprising extent as to justify my call-
ing special attention to it.

The elucidation of this important sub-
ject will probably be assisted if we con-
sider the bearings of the following ques-
tions: I. What constitutes the artificial

heat usually considered all-important in
the development of length of ear ? 2. To
what extent will this artificial heat in-
fluence the ear of rabbits that have not
this property coucentrated iu them ?

[to be continued.]

CANARY BREEDING.

Various Hens and "Ways of Man-
aging Them.

Good breeding canaries are prizeable.

Some males are at periods dejected, sing

but little, are indifferent to their mates,

and consequently unfitted for breeding

purposes; others are too choleric, inces-

santly snap at and hunt the females
about, and indeed often kill them and
their young, and have from my own
knowledge so mutilated their offspring

as to entirely peck away the scalp; others,

again, are too ardent and persecute the

female while she is hatching, tear the

nest, throw out the eggs, or continually

excite the female to pair until she quits

the eggs or neglects the young.

The females have also their defects.

Some merely lay. and immediately quit

their eggs as soon as laid; others feed

their young badly, maim them, or pluck
out all their feathers; others likewise lay

with much exertion and labor, and when
they should hatch become sickly, and
leave their nests just at the all-important

time when the eggs should become
chipped. I have frequently noticed that

some hens will not sit beyond the bare

thirteen days, whilst on the other hand
some hens will go on sitting for a full

month. Necessity has convinced me of

the latter fact, for on one occasion in par-

ticular, wishing to have chipped a nest
of eggs from a prizeable pair ot birds, the
hen of which discontinued her sitting
operation a day or two after she had de-
posited her last egg, I thus transferred
taem under the hen whose time was
nearly up, and which hen went on sitting
and brought to maturity a nest of five
young. 1 merely state this as a fact that
some hens vary much from others over
their breeding opferations. When you
have a restless, timid, or bad sitting hen,
meddle with them no more than is actu-
ally necessary. Some hens will permit
of an unlimited amount of freedom dur-
ing the period of incubation and bring-
ing up of their young. Thus it is in par-
ticular during the early part of the breed-
ing season that you become acquainted
with the habits of your hens, and know
better how to treat them. I have known
much disappointment and misfortune to
occur all tlirough a little too much med-
dling with the hens and young before
they are safely out of their nests. A
sudden fright to a nest of young a day or
two prior to their coming out will cause
the young to dart out ot the nest like
arrows, all roads, either against the wall
or the wires, and perchance a death or a
broken wing or so will be the result.
Such breeding hens as do not begin to

sit from the laying of the first egg, it is

unnecessary to attempt to assist nature
by artificial means, thus leaving them to
manage their own matters. But if you
notice the hen begin to sit close upon
the first or second eggs, it will be belter
to remove theiii from the nest, subsiitul-
iiig an artificial egg, which is better
made of wood than anything else, from
the fact of it being lighter, and not so

heavy to bear down the nest, or run the
chance of damaging any subsequent eggs
the hen may deposit. An exact counter-
part of the wooden eggs, so far as shape
IS concerned, may be made by a wood-
turner. The good eggs you may replace
the evening prior to the morning the
hen is expected to lay her fourth egg,
and the probability being you will have
four chicks out of the shell in one day,
and so prevent irregular hatching.
When one or two birds have chipped a
day or so before the other, they natu-
rally become stronger, hold up their
heads for food higher than the later
chipped birds, which, if neglected with a
few feeds, become weakly, and are
sooner overpowered and tro<ldeu down
by the more vigorous birds in the nest.
I know some breeders never make a
practice of taking away the earlier laid
eggs, and leave them to chance. I

grant that where all runs smooth it is

better not to meddle with the eggs, and
let nature work its own laws; but when
nature, so far as the breeding of canaries
in homesteads is concerned, has mixed
up with its laws a certain amount of ar-
tificial contrivance, it is very different to
nature in its wild state. In one case the
birds are confined to a limited area, and
their food provided for them, whilst, on
the other hand, nature provides a free
and open expanse where birds have to
seek their own living, and do not possess
that amount of sluggishness as does a
pent-up pair of canaries.
The early-laid eggs I recommend to be

taken away should be placed either m
fine sand or bran, in small compartments
in a case specially provided, and each
compartment should be numbered, and
likewise booked, so that no mistake
should occur when the eggs are returned
to the nest. You will find this necessary
if several pairs are put up for breeding
with. Note down the precise time you
sit the eggs, so that you will Ije able to
tell to a short time when the young
should be chipped. Thirteen days is the
period the eggs should be sat upon, and
without meddling with the nest at the
end of this time if you quietly place
yourself within a short distance of the
l>reeding compartment or cage you will,
with a sharp ear, hear some satisfactory
signs in the way of a "chip, chip, chip"
if young birds are brought forth at the
termination of the allotted time for sil-

ting. Then provide, if you have not al-
ready done so.some chopped egg and roll
crumbs, and leave the hen to come off
for food if she feels inclined. You can
not perceive that the young partake of
much footl the first day, nor can it be ex-
pected you should from the diminutive
size of them, but if you notice that the
birds appear healthy and red in their
mouths, you may rest contentedly; other-
wise, if they bear a pale or sickly ap-
pearance, they will not be doing well.

I may as well state in this chapter that
when handling the eggs, that is without
putting yourself in a state of fear and
perspiration, take hold of them length-
ways with your thumb and finger. If
you cannot do this without fear ol break-
ing, use a spoon for the purpose. If,

when a hen has been sitting eight days,
you are anxious to ascertain any likeli-
hood of forlhcoming promising prospects
examine the eggs before a strong light

—

the sunlight is best—and if the eggs ap-
pear of a dull leaden color, w ithout any
signs of transparency, you may calculate
they are good and have birds forming in
them; but if they appear clear as when
first laid, the most likely chance will be
that they will prove unfertile. At the
end of nine days, if they still appear
clear, take the eggs away, nest and all,

give the hen a bath, and let her recruit
her strength for the next event. Bytlie-
by, a ball! is a good thing at any time,
especially during dry weather whilst the
hen is silting, and if she goes on to her
eggs even in a wet state it will do the
eggs more good than harm.—George J.
Barucsby.

CARE KILLED THE CAT.

The Royal Plume.

The most costly tuft of feathers in the
world is that on the top of the Prince of
Wales' crown. This tuft has each tip

graced with a golden tassel. It is the
only known tuft of the kind in existence,

and is valued at .^10,000. It was taken
from the feriwah, a rare bird which is

not easily caught , as it is only found in

the haunts of tigers.

A Scientist's Attempt to Improve
Upon Nature.

Among the most reprehensible of scien-
tific practices is that of palming off mis-
cellaneous animals upon a trusting cat,

under the false pretence that they are
her private kittens. This sort of thing
has been done many times, and always
with the result of inflicting great mental
distress upon the cat; but the most
recent instance of trifling with the holiest

feelings of a family cat is, upon the
whole, the most cruel of which we have
any record. A cat residing in the family
of Mr. B. H. Cutter, a distinguished
zoologist, of Dedhani, Mass., became the
happy motherof six healthy kittens early
last Septeinlier. About the same time
Mr. Cutter came into possession—pre-
sumably by kidnapping—of two infant
red squirrels. With true scientific ma-
levolence, the zoologist drowned two of
his cat's helpless kittens, and substituted

for them the two young squirrels, and
then proceeded to chronicle iu his note-

book the result of this wicked meddling
with the cat's domestic relations. At
first the cat appeared to take no notice
of the trick which had been played upon
her. She treated the squirrels precisely

like the rest of her family, and although
she to<5k pains to prevent them from be-
ing imposed upon by the larger and more
greedy kittens, it evidently did not occur
to her that they were not her own legiti-
mate offspring.

The first evidence that Mr. Cutter per-
ceived of any mental distress on the part
of the cat was obtained when the squirrels
were about three months old. At that
time the cat discovered that there was
something wrong about their tails. Those
appendages, being bushy, presented the
appearance which a rat's tail nr«»<«ent« in
moments of strong excitement. Mr.
Cutter's cat could not rid herself of the
conviction that the state of the squirrels'
tails was due either to fright or anger,
and whenever she returned to the family
cot in the garret after a temporary ab-
sence and noticed the two bushv tails
she instantly searched the garret for a
supposed enemy, firmly convinced that
some one had Ijeen frightening her kit-
tens. She left no means untried of re-
ducing the size of the squirrels' tails,

either by calming their minds or by
operating directly upon the tails them-
selves, but her efforts were in vain, and
the mental anxiety which she suffered
prayed perceptibly upon her health.

It appears that the rumor that Mr.
Cutter's cat possessed two extraordinary
kittens had spread among the local cats
for the very first day that she took her
young family into the back yard no less
than six cats climbed over the fence and
with derisive yells attacked the squirrels.
The latter sought safety in a tree, and
th ir indignant foster mother fought the
intruders with great fierceness. Ever
after the six cats were put to flight they
paused on the top of the fence and in the
most unfeeling manner ridiculed Mr.
Cutter's cat and her bushy-tailed kittens.
As the squirrels declined to come down
from the tree, the cat was forced to ascend
and bring them down in her mouth, and
Mr. Cutter, who, with his heartless note
l>ook and pencil, watched her from an
upper window, remarked that she seemed
very tired and nmch depressed in spirits.

The first attempt at weaning the squir-
rels w«s conspicuously unsuccessful. The
excellent cat, having caught a plump
young mouse, brought it to her family,
and explained that henceforth mice
would take the place of milk as the
steady diet of the kittens. The two
young squirrels reluseri to touch the
mouse, and looked on with surprise and
disgust while their fellow kittens de-
voured it. The same uncat-like want of
interest in bones was shown by them a
few hours later, and when on the follow-
ing day the squirrels refused fish the
cat threw herself on the floor and wept
bitterly. If this much-suffering cat was
pained by the refusal of the choicest deli-
cacies of the table by her two squirrels,
she was still more pained when she found
them sitting on their respective hind
legs and devouring hickory nuts. She
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promptly knocked them over with a blow

of her paw, and requesting them never

to let her see them eating in so improper

a position again, demanded to know

what thev meant by ruining their teeth

and digestion with anything so utterly

unfit for food as hickory nuts. But in

spite of the cat's entreaties and com-

mands, the squirrels persisted lu eating

hickory nuts and nothing else, and the

cat, unable any longer to withstand the

conviction that she was the mother of a

pair of little monsters, lost all her spirits,

and g'cw thin day by day.

One moonlight night the squirrels were

led out to the roof of the kitchen, where

the cat undertook to give them a lesson

in singing. They would not sing a note,

and when they were cuffed for their ob-

stinacy bv their indignant foster mother,

they chattered in a way that really

frightened her. The climax of their

misconduct was reached when they re-

fused to return from the roof to the gar-

ret, but fled to the apple tree, where they

took up their abode in a knothole, the

entrance to which was so small that the

cat could only thrust one paw into it. In

this tree the squirrels continued to live

utterly heedless of the cat, who would

sit all'day long at the foot, or on one of

the lower branches of the tree, and pour

out the passionate sorrow of her broken

heart in strains that elicited bottles and

boot-lacks from the entire neighborhood.

At the end of a month Mr. Cutter

missed her voice in the early morning,

and, after breakfast, he found her lying

stiff and lifeless on the ground, the vic-

tim of the coldness and ingratitude of the

squirrels. Mr. Cutter seems to think

that in playing this despicable trick upon

a respectable cat he has done something

of which he has a right to be proud.

Verily the teuder mercies of the scientist

are cruel, but. when Mr. Cutter reads his

paper on "Cats and Squirrels" before the

Massachusetts Zoological Society, it is to

be hoped that at least one zoologist will

be found who will characterize such

heartless conduct as it deserves.—New
Vr»r1r Tim»».

quantity on a piece of board or paper and

placing it near their holes. Spread upon

a bamboo leaf it is used throughout Japan

for catching flies an<l other insects, even

fleas. The bird lime flea trap proper is a

piece of board with the lime spread over

the upper surface, while over this are

semi-circles of bamboo at some distance

apart to prevent the bedding from being

soiled.

Another use of bird lime is for medi-

cinal purposes. It is considered one of

the best cures for flesh wounds, cuts, etc.,

and is almost universally used in the

manufacture of plasters.

beg to

opinion

issue of

The Black Mottle.

Philadelphia, April 9.—

I

acknowledge with thanks the

expressed by "Robin" in the

March 22, as to what the proper mark-

ings of a black mottle should be. But I

am now perfectly satisfied that my own
idea of the standard is correct, however

difi&cult to attain, and humbly beg to say

that I prefer to follow it to "Robin's,"

particularly when I have the pleasure of

knowing that in the columns of this

journal it was backed up by the standard

of the Peristerouic Society. The editor

of The Fanciers' Journal says: "The
Peristerouic is beyond all question the

highest authority in all pigeon matters,

and we move the adoption by American

fanciers of its standards." As a tumbler

fancier I beg to second the motion, so

far at least, as this variety is concerned.
Black Saddle.

OUR OLUBBINQ LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal

for one year with any ol the following named

publications, post free, upon receipt of price

American Angler $3-oo

Critic i°°
Country Gentleman 2-50

Forest and Stream 4.«>

Harper's Monthly 4<»
Weekly *°°
Bazar 4 «>

Young People 2 oo

MagBzineof American History 5.00

New York Le<lKer 30°
New York Weekly 3-">

New York Weekly World 100
Poultry Monthly i»5
Popular Science News i -oo

Puck 5 00

Rural New Yorker 2.00

Scientific American 3<»
Architects' Edition . 5.00

Spirit of the Times 5-«>

Sporting Life 2.25

Truth . . . • 4.0O

Turf, Field and Farm .... 5 «>

Delaware Farm and Home. . . i.oo

Georgia Farmer 5°

Overland Monthly
Rural Workman 1.5°

Babylaud 50
Pansy «"°
Wide Awake 2-40

Pacific Rural Press 2.40

Rural Californian ^-50

Century 40°
St. Nicholas 3-°°
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4.00
3-00
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for Itm every particular If >ou will (end your name
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Then ir you want to try It for a year, as you surely
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Cheap Ertough, Isn't It?

lIBCBti COMIWHOIIH TO CLCB BAIHIBM.

Addrees the Pultllaher —

BEN L DARROW,
IJVDIA.MA.POX'IS. Iiwr>.

BIKD LIME.

Used in Catching Monkeys, Ducks
and Fleas.

The manufacture of bird lime was be-

gun in the province of Yaniato, but has

since been extended over the whole of

southern Japan, and wherever the trees

are grown from which it is made. These

Uees are dark evergreens growing natu-

rally high up the shady sides of deep

mountain glens, and sometimes culti-

vated as an ornamental shrub.

The manufacture l>egiu8 aljout June i

and extends through several months.

The first step is to strip the bark from

the trees and mascerate it in water for a

period of about forty days, after which it

18 beaten in a mortar. When the pulpy

mass under the pestle Ijecomes glutin-

ous it is taken out and washed in water

to remove as far as possible the rough

outer bark. The pulp is then again

pounded and treated in a cauldron with

hot water, on the surface of which it

floats. During this treatment it is con-

tinually manipulated by the workmen for

the purpose of removing any remaining

particles of the bark. This is the most

difficult part of the process, as skill and

experience is required to keep the stuff

from adhering to the hands. In manu-

facture alx)ut nine-tenths of the weight

of the raw material is lost.

By means of bird lime animals as large

&s monkeys are caught. When o:ice

they get the stuff on their paws they

soon cover themselves with it and so ex-

haust themselves in getting rid of it

that they fall an easy prey.

Ducks are caught by it m a very in-

genious way. The young shoots of the

Wisteria are gathered, dried and knotted

together in a continuous length. This is

smeared with bird lime and floated out

to sea. Very often the following morn-

ing several birds will l>e found fast to it.

Small birds are caught in yarious ways,

some by means of a decoy bird concealed

near a patch of tempting food about which

is t)estrewed an abundance of little splin-

ters of bamV)oo like large needles, the

upper portion being covered with the bird

lime . Others are caught while on trees by

means of a long, slender bamlx>o the top
*
of which 18 covered with the lime, and

then stealthily thrust against the feathers.

Rate are caught by spreading a small

Prize Money at New York.

East Orange, N. J., April i.—All

premiums won at the show held in the

American Institute building. New York
City, February 19-25, have been paid.

But, if by error any have been omitted or

there is any outstanding account against

the association I shall esteem it a great

favor if the claim is presented at once so

mai a correct usiittutc succi. «-<»ii >y«. ^.v.

duced at the next meeting.

The wider circulation you give this the

greater favor you will confer on

T. Farrkr Rackham,
Secretary and Superintendent.

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price;

American Kennel. Butges $ 3-i

i Dog. Vero Shaw <»'

00
00

3.00

Archanarels.—

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

ter in your issue of

curs the phrase
very

A Correction.

April 7.

—

In my let-

March 29, there oc-

a goo<l needle-pointed

Book of the Dog. -

Breeders' Kennel Record and Ace t Book.

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait •

Diseases of the Dog. Daliiel

Dog, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of

Judging; new and enlarged edition.

Hammond ,' ' '

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
iu Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Doggcs. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.«»

Enllish K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX. each 4 5°

English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XlII,each 4.50
T*.^- nr««;».. T *^ ,4 TvirtraUe and illustra-'

1-25

•50

I.oo

.80

2.00

50
3.00
I.oo

50
•75

2.00

•50

fpy?e j+omir\| 6xchan^e.

A monthly magnzine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homino
Pigeons. The official journal of "The F'edera-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." )i

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

germantown, pa.

AMERICAN KENNET. CJAJB

OOK.

on Canine Dis-

beak is very difficult to produce, etc."

This should read "a good needle-pointed

peak, etc." Bronzewing.

The newest. Best and Cheapest Dog and

Poultry Food is

NONPAREIL
It keeps dogs in best condition ; makes hens

lay at any time. It is the best food to make
puppies and chicks grow quickly.

Price, $2.50 per 100 pounds.

Sample cans containing so lbs., $1,50.

RAVENSWOOD FEED CO.,

8j8 Vernon Ave., Ravenswood, L

Stud_B
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
.... .4^11...... .,*...

I.

5356

sions
Glover's Album, Treatise
^asCS

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3-00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Pedigree Record Book, mo pages, filth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont .

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait of PUulimraon,
Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone ;••,:»
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; jspiortraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ...
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather
Vouatt on the Doe
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sway^
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations I5.«>

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition • • •

Native .Song Birds George J. Barnesby. .

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier . . . . .

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Candea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.00

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

2.50

2.50
.60

•50

•75

•50

1.25

2.50
1. 25
».25

5.00
2.5c

2.75
•25

7-50
2.50

1.50
I.oo

2.00

1.50
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THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

POULTRY, PIGEONS,DOGS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIU1>S, AC.

It is the recognized Eiigli.sh organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-

per of its class. American breeders will find the

best English stock advertised in its columns.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, •.•!. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

?1t the ^flTIONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR prizes and the OOLD
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDEST
RECORD ever won by ANY BREEDER at

a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
EGGS $10 per 13; $2" P^r i"- "^KD CAPS,
ANDALUSIANS and "^WHITE ^ WYAN-
DOTTES, $3 per 13; $5 P*"" ^- Send for caU-
logue.

C. A. SHARP & CO.,
N. Y.50-62 LOCKPORT,

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer.
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch » Lee •,

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ore<l illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir .••:;•.

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

•50

9'oo

•50

5.00

HAVE YOU ucE ;;v"cYmi'iiX
wirtH. wuuuiif. buriwi.-. Il.fliovi. l.i«l •ini'iln ; a (IWn-

f.Mtunt.iwin iKHMJnun-. 1 •»'" •• mallei" I'l t«l»- '''•«•'-

Ko- KliiBhiim I'oi.ltrv Farm. Pro)>-. * Mfir., No. Kpolnij,

N II ( "ko, v. ixiw. iwu. Ant. S. ml fi.i circuiaroi Plija,

i»oultry, DuKnanU btruwbeirv plaiittu

^ORM
%\ by mail.

POWDER
MOORE BROS

FOR DOGS.
,
Albany, N. Y.

A
i> always subieci to disease and disabling injuries.

cure:
him in the least possible time and the mot< thorough

manner, by the use ol

a bettam prepared on scientific principles lor the cure ol

DISTEMPER
I

MAMGE I |»5 ."'••<£'»
PNEUMONIA SORE FEET STRAINS
RHEUMATISM I

WORMS | SPRAINS, Etc
Get it from Dtuqglsts, Gun Dealers, and

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY,
I <•« SOUTH ST., NEW YORK.

BSTABLISIIEI) 18T4,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Does. Poultry, Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance);

One year, post free. United States and Canada,

Address Post-office Orders and communications
to the I'lincim' Ciazfttf, Limited, 54 to 57 ImPf-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, K. C,
England.

THE POULTRY CRITERION
An illustrated monthly magazine devoted to

poultry. Sample copy free. Address

THK POVI.TRY CRITERION,

B'oomingdale, Ind.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and

game bantams. All progressive fanciers read It.

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single nu™'>«j!

10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, P«. 50

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columharian, Buf-

falo N Y. It has the largest circulation and i»

the best advertising medium of any paper in

America devoted exclusively to high-class, lancy

and homing pigeons. Only fifty cenU a year.
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INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout
the United States and Canada, and Fturope. It

has t)een steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years aim is the most success-
fulmacliine before the public to-day.

Jam.es Rankin,
50^3 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

Prairie §tatG Incubator • .

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
8go show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Corapassville,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

MlHcoIlaneous.^ -^ . : L 1

Tliowirei Liye Stock Excbauge.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on com mission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; ina.stiifs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Given.

HoKSKS. Cattle anh Doc-.s

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Peditjrees compiled and the Kan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
PERCY C. DHL, Proprietor.

WHITE LEGHORNS.
DR. JOHN W. KING, Kent, Conn., has made

them a specialty for sixteen years, winning ist

prize cock, 1st hen and society's special (silver

cup) for best hen. See scores. Eggs, |2 per 13 ;

fc per 39. 55.1t

Edward S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer iu

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street. N. W. Washington, D. C.

GOLD FISH.

"Fantail Goldfishes"

Just imported from Japan a lot of fine

breed fnntails. Loo Chooan breed, round
body; will breed this coming summer. Cheap
to breeders. Send for price list.

EDW. S. SCHMID,
"AQITARU-M SlPPl.IER."

S*"*! 317 I2th St , N. W , Washington, D. C.

DOGS. .

Advertiitmenls without display inserted under
''"' headingfur i cents per wordfor each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Conn. 56-60

Fox Hounds.

'OR SALE.—Champion Ranrer, the peer of
all American foxhounds Never l)eaten in
his class in (bis country both on the bench
and in the chase.

Fi.v, kennel mate to Champion Ranger.
Considered by all first-class judges to be an
extra fine foxhound.

Not having ketiiul room must dispose of the
above to the highest bidder. W. H. Weiss,
328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50 tf

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor i cents per jvordfor each insertion

Beatles.

FOR SALE.

—

Champion Rattler, winner of
numerous prizes and cups under au impar-
tial judge. Never been beaten, sire of
Rattler III, Tomboy and several other good
ones.

Champion Pairmaid (under twelve inches).
Winner of many prizes, cups and medals.
A great house pet and one of the prettiest
little beagles living.

Tomboy, winner of prizes every time shown.
A well broken dog.

Countess. Never shown, but it will take a
good one to beat her. The best broken
beagle in America to-day.

Not having kennel room, must dispose of
the above to the highest bidder. W. H.
Weiss,328 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 50

Colltes.

FOR SALE.—Scotch collies, all ages. For
circular and price enclose stamp. W. A.
Weckhain, Tipton, Iowa. 55-57

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Melchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Fluiry HI, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gay la-s, by Champion .scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charlerui II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Melchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

O

tf

Greyhounds.

FOR SALE—English greyhounds, dog and
bitch, good stuck. No use for them. Will
sell very cheap. E. S. Cunningham, Dc
Land. Ill

Msstlllb.

DOGS.

Advertisements unthoul display inserted under
this heading/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ins; Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, maileti postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3a .South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display insert'd under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordJar each insertion.

SEARS' MONARCH'S young half brother,
grand head, immense bone, invaluable for
breeding, no faults, low. J. H. Day. Jr.,
Saybrook, Ct. 53-57

THE WACOUTA KENNELS, Omaha, Neb .

have for s.ile English mastiff puppies and
|

3grown dogs of the best pedigreed and prize
wiiiniug strains. Can furnish fawns or
brindles and guarantee >«lisfactioii. Ad-
dress Dr. George B. Ayers, Omaha, Neb.

s-56-57

Pointers.

FOR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
Wiiiic i<ose by Champion urackei—(cham-
pion Rosa, three ^ears old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
last will talce to the briars with any set-
ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself au excellent
mother Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St.. Philadelphia. Pa. c

FOR SALE —$25. Thelina (14,799 Vol. 6), beau-
tiful liver and white licked pointer bitch,

7K months old, house and chain broken,
fast, stylish and ol)edienl. Sire, Lord
Graphic (10,0491,8 bench and field trial
winner; Dam, Minnie Ha Ha (9434), a modtl
field bitch. Address Avis, Morgantown,
Monongalia County, West Va. s-56

ROBERTSON, by Robert le Diable. out of
Malite, b 'th held trial winners; two and
one-half years old. Paitly broken and fit

to show. Price $60. Worth $75 easy. Ad-
dress J. H. Wiuslow, P. O. Box 1247, Phila-
delphia. 54-tf

Setters.

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King JJoble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials. 1*^89. Address H. Clay Glover, IJQ3
Broadway, New York City. 55-tr

GRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel
phia. Pa. tf

WW. TITUS' Kennel offers some fine
black, while and tan setter pups, six

* mouths old, by Lufra's Mark (Gath's
Mark- Lufra) ex Bessie, by Walter—Sue.

54-56 Address W. W. Titus, West Point, Miss.

A

St. Bernards.

MENTHON KENNELS—St. Seniards. Phoe-
uixville. Pa. 5364 '

jUPPIES by Ben Lomond—Duchess of Heath-
field; also some grand young bitches. Che-
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 51-tf

)UPPIES by Alp II (sire of the great Monte
Rosa), very handsome and promising.
Two fine Ben Lomond bitch pups on hand.
These ought to make prize winners. Mod-
erate prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. 53tf

Terriers.

FOR SALE.—A fine Irish terrier pup, seven
months old. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

IRISH TERRIERS t>y Roslyn Dennis—Breda
Tiney and Roslyn F^ileen. Address Chest,
nut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Various.

A

B

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 3a
South Third Slieet, Philadelphia, Pa.

OBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The perfect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charle* Kosser, Hul-
ton, Pa.

' Andaluslans.

A E. BLUNCK. Johnstown, N. Y.. has the
finest strain of blue Atidalusians in Anier-

* ica. from which he will sell eggs at |i for
13. Four specimens at Fort Plain show
were awarded six prizes. Cockerels for
sale at $3 each. Send for circular. 56

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Beat and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Amlress
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Bro'wn Red Games.

ONE TRIO to score over 92}^ or uo sale.
Price I15. J. A. Stovelt, Philadelphia, Pa.

50-tf

Ebvb for UatchlnK.

FROM Light Brahmas, high scoring birds.
$3 for 13; $5 for 26. Other good lignt Brah-
mas. Pure stock. Eggs |i per 13. J. A
Roberts, Malvern. Pa. 53-56

HITE WYANDOTTE eggs, ti.50 per 13.

Stuck as good as any. Orders snipped
three days afler receipt. Trios $10, cocks

I3. W. Coffin, Ashland, Camden County.
N. J. 56-57

w
Games.

A E. BLUNCK. Johnstown, N. Y.. breeder of
grand exhibition black breasted red and red

* pile games. Four yards of B. B. reds headed
respectively by "Mondanock Boy No. 26."
ad prize cock at New York show, and win-
ner of more first prizes than any living
game bird. Spaulding scoring him in 1888 at
98^. "Duke of John.stown," .second prize
cockerel at New York, score 95X. "Captain
Heaton" aud "Fritz. Jr." These are all

great birds and are mated to females equally
good. Send for handsome free descriptive
circular. 56

Incnbators.

^-pAHE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

A

cla^s machine in every (tarticular. ' Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send lor descript-
ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

IieKboms.

E. BLUNCK. Johnstown. N. Y., breeder of
standard Dominique Leghorns. They are

* the most beautiful of all the Leghorn class
and possess all their good qualities. Eggs
$3 for 13. Send for circular. 56

Plymouth Kocks.

95
94M. 94 are the scores of Royal Chief,
High Rock and Blue Bird, cockerels head-

* ing my breeding yards for the season.
These birds have been pronounced by ex-
perts to be the liest in America. I have
one cock, two years old, 12)^ pounds,' very
blocky, extra KiKxl bird, full brother to cock
that beat Buffalo Bill at Hagerstown last
October, Brown, judge, to sell. Price on
application with full description. Do not
write expecting to buy cheap. Eggs $3
and I5 per setting. These birds are of the
Blue Ridge Strain Barred Plymouth Rocks,"
originated and bred m their purity by B.
A. Garlinger, Jr., Hagerstown, Md. 56-it

White lieshoms.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners uf the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show, Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50-62

Various.

ELECTR0TYPF;S of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadelphia.

IXIULTRY and pet stock. A. S. Way, Chatta-
f nooga, Tenn., agent for Fancibbs'

JOirRNAL.

PRINTlNt; estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, lags. etc. 'The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocka
and white crested white Polish bantams.
Meuthon Kennels, Phcxnixville, Pa. 53-64

w

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading for 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety lor sale at all
times. Bunting Haukius, Bordeutown, N.
J- 5«>-75

Homlna: Pigeons.

OHN R. HUNSBERGER, Chestnut HUl. Pa.
Breeder of homing pigeons from tested
stock only. Band«l youngsters of 1890 for
sale.

GUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 lath Sreet, N. W.
Washington. D. C. breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown. 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles: Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock nrst-claas.

M. C. HACKETT, Easton, Pa., breeder of
homing pieeons. Having purchased the
Barrett birds, now owns Leslie P. record
as youngster from 540 miles; Othello.onc of
the winners of the 18S8 Childs' cup. 525
miles; Volunteer and Pathfinder, brothers
to Ned Damon and sons of Silver Chief and
Lady Florence. Youngsters with '90 bands
for sale. Circular. 54 tf

Owls.

J

W

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N. J.

50-7S

Parlor Performing Tamblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for saleatall times.
Bunting Haukius, Bordentown. N. J.

... . : 50-75

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety lOKsale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Swallovrs.

GA. KICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

^ more. Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imporied
his stuck of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can t>e found.

Tumblers.

/"aHARLES LIENHARD. 4^ W. Court Street.
l^ Cincinnati, O., breeder ol flying tumblers

and Birmingham rollers ezclusiTely. 86

Various.

ALL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson'
96

J-

FANTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, EnglUh and
Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
Suuth. No second-class birds. Prices from
$2.50 to $a5 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert Evansville, Ind.

B. FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md.. breeder of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale. 58

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutau Street,
Baltimore, Md.. dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry. rabb:ts, elc. Write for
what you want. Reas<mable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 56^.

J

WANTED.—Catalogue of fancy pigeons. Ad-
'

dress Ira D. Latshaw, Box 52, I^oyersford,
Montgomery Co.. Fa. -- '-a^-SS'"

I>ucks. -

'

F ROWLAND, Woodbridge, N. J., won Sr«
on Pekin duck at the late Yew York show;

* 21 pounds per pair. 55-6-7-64

Kzohanse.
. _ __

w ILL SELL for cash or exchange for fancy
pigeons two English MaslilT puppies, fe-

males, born December 3, 1889; one oeagle,
2 years old, well broken; 2 cocks ana j
hens, pit games. W. F. UuU, 538 High
Street. Lancaster, Pa. 55-50

German Hare.

FOR SALE, CHEAP—A fine lot of German
hare. Also eg^s from my high-scoring
barre<l Plymouth Rocks. J2 per 13; %s per
65. Send for hare catologue. Charles P.

56-59 Myers, Doylestown, Bucks County, Pa.

Artists and Enfrravera.

k FECIAL engravings made from photographs
) of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3a

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
' I.etter Sheets, Bill Heads, Pnce Lists, Sched -

ules, labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 33 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sous, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photogri.phers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our 8ul>»cril)ers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Co., 33 South Third St., PhiUdelphia, Pa.

w
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 81

1

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock . . .

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . .

MURIAL, blue checker hen . . .

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker ben .

SPAKK, red checker hen

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jus^r^Out
*••••••**•••• PRICE 60C.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,
AND ALL OTHER

ANCY CAGE BIRDS,

1<INE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET AWMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain aud Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR UATCUIXG.
S£ND FOR PRICE UST.

H. ^V. VAHLE.
314 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

25-76

B. F. LEW^IS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

«4-75

ELM STATION.

Montgoinery Co., Pa.

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pAN TAIL PIGEONS.

No otlier Variety.

$10.00 apair

und up.

Quality nnt excelled.
Bat iafactinn guaran-
tee.!.

H. C. NORTON.
German town, I'r.

•\^BIRDf\MANNA
Tb« Oreat Secret of

ihe Hart! Mountaln.Oer
will rcalorv tba aong o(
rent thair allnMnta and
eondltloii. Itmakeaoanart
ihaddloKfeatbera. Sentby
{.Vs. SoldbT all dranrtata.
Bird Fnod Co.. MON. Dd

the Canary Braedera of
many. Bird Manna
Cage Blrda, will pra-
ke«p tham in good
ea sing, even while
mallonraoolptof
DlrectkiDi free.
,8t.. PhUa.. Pa.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description op the
Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAIV, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonous, cures mange and all skin diseases; also cholera and
roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.

New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City. N. J., May 27, 18S8.—Marshall Kohhina.—Bear Sir.—

J

have] tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the very best Mange cure that I have ever used.
I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.

Mr. M. Robbins.—/)^a>- Sir:—I have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin-
fecting aud killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-
try misers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that were
suffering from the disease had it not tieen for the Lotion. I put a small quantity iuto a small pail
of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully, J. C. Avery.

Graduate N. V. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-
erinary Hospital

; 343 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August 21, 1888.—Mr. Robbins.—/Var Sir:—
Your Pine Lotion is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I have
ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-clasa Antiseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration
Sores. I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be m every stable. Re-
spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlosser, Veterinary Surgeon.

We can refer to thousands who arc using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in
your locality «end to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 East 13th
Street, New York City. 47-59

.180

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

XQ. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PH!L*.DEU*H!A.

Enelottd find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS-

THE

SPORTSMEN'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

M. W008TER,
HOMER, N. Y.,

Breeder of Rosecomb White
Leghorns (winners of two ists

and special prizes at Madison
Square Caroen in 1K861, siiiKle

comb While Leghorns, Ply-
mouth Rocks and Rouen Ducks

5fr6o

PIGS.
Chesters. Berkkhires, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagles.CollieR,Setters.W.GIB-

BONS & CO.,W. Che«rcr,Pa. Send aUmp for dr.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakea,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

f^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORIN<;,"
(Post free, a8c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulara from

SPRATl'S PATENT (America), UMIT'D,
199-MS Hast 56th St., New York City. 44-69

(^IjicRen J4ests

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,

46-58 MOCND9VILLE, WEST VA.

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, |i PER
bushel. JMO. Mkrcer, Leaman Place, Pa.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE UR&EST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STEAWBREE k CLOMEB

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHUiADEIiPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

1 rl c L3l(-tU 1 H to.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of bird.s with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

H. A. BRIDGE,
BREEDER OF

Ligbt BraMas, Flymontli Rocl[s aud

Wyanilottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells
you huw to train a dog properly, and how to
tiandle a dog after It has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Addreaa

Fanciers' M\i\m Comnauy,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wro. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

VOL.. 4, NO. ie.\
WHOL.K NO., 87.; PHILADELPHIA, APRIL 19, 1890. / PKIt ANNUM, »«.6

t 8INGI..K COPY, 60
60.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER. BRADFORD HARRY.
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IN THE STUD.

AdvertisemenU inurttd under this heading al the

MlauHng raUz: One inch. singU
"«^/.«"«.,*i4?;

'^to/or the month: Sis Jor three months; tiifor

Itx months, and tso/oi the year.

I

DICK—

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rales: One inch, single inserlton,

Stjo: Ss-to for the month: S'S for three months;

Sii}orsix months, and Sio for thtyear.

sWIVELER

BETTERS & POINTERS

IN THE STUD.

AdverHstmenIs inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertum.

S/JO; S5.M for the month; S'S for three months;

iSMsix months, and SsoM the year.

rINTBR IN STUD.

IRISH SEm*ER
(8410.)

LEBANON

THE KENNEL.
^Advertisements inserted under this heading a

the following raUs: One inch, single inserliont

St.so; Ss-foforthe month; SiS for three months;

sis for six months, and Sso for the year.

BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eartern Meld Trials,

1888; winner of second Rastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEK. ISO-

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa

Fox Terriers.
>aw%ai^«%fl»^»^>g—**»y** >MCi%li%J«^«'*»'^

4798

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R- O'Caaaglhan,
Frisco-Grouse II. This dog com-

mUHER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

MEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Oerald, Chief and

Deamond II.

England, by Frisco-Grouse II. rms aog «.j"-

bines both field and bench show q"«V"'». "'

won first prize in the Derbv at the Ph,ladelphui

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won. first,

PhiladelphU; first. Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, chaUenge cUss, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, JjS-

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister-Belle of F"™"«
ReSjrd: First and specUl at PhUadelphta, 1889,

firrt and special at London, Ont., 1889, and w.n

ner of 40 priies and cups in England,

is a wonderful performer in the field.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG
for sale from celebrated

prise-winning dams . .

BITCHES
sires and

This dog
Fee, $35-

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedigree and full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT ^Owner).

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton A yo"°?
great promise; excellent in the field. Fe

CARLTON PERO

dog of

ly sir I anon—ri iu>-c!»» v...... --•
.J™*?°fj

f numerous prizes in puppy classes tn Englana
of second " ~

By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II

fnumerous pr
"' "

last year and winner

PNGUSH SETTBRB AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
BUck, white and Un setter by GUdstone-

Brvsons Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win-

n^s Lillian. Sportsman. G»/d.tone s Boy and

Dan Gladstone. Breexe is a field trial performer

and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged SUke tast-

ern Field Trials of 1888. beating such noted dogs

as Joey B., Cassio. Toledo Blade. Roger and

others! Fee for eitlier dog, $25 Photos from

life by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
SS8 North 18th Street,

5o.«3 PhlladelpWa, Pa-

53-104

yiLLsiDB Kennels,
LANCASTER, MASS.

class' at London, Ont., when
A grand dog in the field. Fee

out
$J5-

prize, puppy
of condition.

MEDFORD FASCY GOODS CO,

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

1. BREMER, PRE8. 4 TREA8.

We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-

nesses, locks, leads, brushes,

combs, bells, coupling8,blank-

eU, whips and baskeU for

dogs, write Jor catalogue A.

24-75

77 STATE Street, ckicauo, »»-»•.

50-101

TRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $i5-

ENGLISH SETTER.

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE. $a5-

B. P. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-7«

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game bv Gough

—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, J15.

AH approved bitches sent to us to be served
... . *;r ^. < _< .-.^n;. Trrtna cash in ad-

vance!" "BitcheVnol proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.
.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

^_^ Frebmansbuko, Pa.

Merion P. O., Pa.

r

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

INTERS IN THE STUD.

WestinlBSter Kerael M's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $60.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $60.

Puppies for sole by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER. Supt.,

._
If

Babylon, L- I, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Spratta Patent
Dos Calces,

The Beat and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

Ma-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

>
H

58-70

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the suthor,

. CLAY GLOVER.
Vet*»r'TiM.Trj' Surgeon.

1808 BUOADWAY, NEW YORK.

POINTER PUPPIK8.
Book your orders now for puppies by Beaufort

H, sire of the winner of the Pointer Club Pro-

duce Stake for 1890.^ ^^ GEO W LOVELL,

J6.J9
Middleboro, Mass.

DOG SOAP,
MEDICINES

PETS.

Certain death to fleas, and

for all canine diaeasea.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars ironi

SPRATTS PATKNT (America), UMIT'D,

139-345 BaM 5«li St., New York City. 44-69

noINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-wcight, liver and white pointer dog, by^

) In—cTiampiou I^ss of Bow. Winner of

SS?l^'^he;n*H;idT;^ai;i;eri>y,_.88^^here
he ran against F.nRlisn Jelters '"/"''-V "j"*

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie
the
M.,

of the
Simonides.and _bad YO-ll,^-)^-^^^^^ ^og

ainst KnRlish
phei
Vil

hiehest order. He is also a hig'.. -. -

fX for ten approved bitches, fM. Field trial

SS«« and tfifdams of f^f^^^"^'^^^^'^'^-

p. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rough-coated Collies
Fee.

Champion Scotllla - - - $50
Maney Trefoil $50

The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (1°)

bitches ." / ' " fIx
After which his fee will be - - $50

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35

Charlerol U $30
Champion.... $25

LBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered each 2>4c. Open bands for old birds,

each tc. In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box J95,

PHILADELPH. ;, PA.

THOROUGHBRBb • PUGS

PUPPIES AMD MATURED PU68 FOR SALE^
-PRICES VERY LOW-

Addreas
M

Ashmont St.

Address

S4-tf

Roslyn Wilkes (by

Scotilla ex Bertha) -

57-«9

S. THAYER.
,
Dorchester District.

Boston. Mass.

1 SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Chanipion

BeauTort^ winnings on the show bench and his

recotxl as a stud dog have proved hini the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and

KTe««er prire winners than all others living.

Maotiffbree<lers should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stud fee »75 J.WINCHELL.
FAIRHAVEN. Vt

FOR SALE:

Puds by above dogs out of 6rst-class bitches

;

also a pand lot of Gordon setters and Insh

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb Bag, M.OO
Granulated Bone, lOO *.70

®92«^"*^'- - 100 " a.oo
r^nioitA . • » • * BOO »sW
C?I.sbli Flint, - • «0O " 8.00
Crushed Oyater
Sheila, - - - " «O0 ^

'
. *-^.

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proraply by freight on receipt of

'"^*'*
C. H. DKMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Worka, York, Pa.
4»-93

74

ITORKSHIRB TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated EngHsh snd American prize

winner Described in show reports as "best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from

life 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings

free. Reliable young stock for
^''^.^j^j^g^

50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

?1t the |^lHTIONHL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR ?ri"» "°^^ ^' °,°^£
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDEST
RKCORU ever won by ANY BREEDER at

a NATIONAL SHO^<=. INDIAN GAME
EGGS iio per 13; lao per jo. RhU l-Ara,

ANDALUSlANS a*nd "^WHITE WYAN-
DOTTES, $3per i3;$5P<r j6. Send for caU-

logue.

C. A. SHARP A CO.,
30-62 LocKPoaT, N. Y.
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BELMONT'S FOX TERRIERS BEATEN.

Special Cable to the American Field.

London, Eng., April 15.

Mr. August Belmont, Jr.'s team of fox

terriers, sent to England to compete at

the Kennel Club's show, which opened

to-day, were beaten.

Rachel was beaten by Vesuvienne in

the challenge bitch class, and Dusky

Trap was beaten in the challenge dog

class. Vesuvienne beat both Rachel and

Dusky Trap for the fifty-guinea challenge

cup, for the best fox terrier in the show.

Blemton Rubicon competed in the

open dog and novice classes. Blemton

Enid competed in the open bitch and

novice classes. Blemton Racket com-

peted in the open dog, puppy and novice

classes. Neither of them got into the

money.

All of them competed for the twenty-

five-guinea challenge cup, offered by the

proprietors of the Sportsman for the best

team, and were beaten.

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the well-

known Yorkshire terrier Bradford Harry
(A. K. C. S. B. 13,124), winner of many
first prizes, including two in the chal-

lenge classes at New York and Boston
this year.

Bradford Harry is a characteristic

Yorkshire and one of the best in color
ever seen. The blue and tan is particu-
larly dark in shade, but clear and bril-

liant, with coat full in quality and even
m length. He measures seventeen inches
from tip to tip and weighs but six pounds.
Bradford Harry can get prize winners,

his first puppy boni in this country being

Bradford Leah, first in the class for

bitches at Boston, Mass., 1889. He is

also the sire of other prize winners. It

was the impression among many admirers

of the breed that the English people and
climate alone could produce "coat," and

that the Yorkshire soon lost condition in

this respect in America. Bradford Harry

and Bradford I..eah show what can be

done here. The former has not been out

of "show form" since his arrival in 1887,

and his coat and color is even better than

when he first was shown here.

Bradford Harry is of a very sprightly

but kind disposition and consequently

makes a favorable impression upon all

who meet this little knight of the carpet.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock

Association was organized the 24th of

last month with a capital stock of I5000.

The following officers were elected : G.

W. Sentell, Jr., president; E. A. Bom,
vice-president ; William Laughlin, treas-

urer and A. E. Shaw, secretary. The
association will hold a bench show De-

cember or January next.

The Fancier's Gazette announces in its

last issue that it is just a year since the

paper passed into the hands of the pres-

ent proprietary. In this short time the

Gazette has sufficient cause for congratu-

lation upon the ever-widening circle of

friends it is gathering around it. Being

a low-priced, bright, newsy sheet it can-

not be otherwise than successful.

»
» •

"Grasshopper" is now a contributor to

the Gazette. His articles in that paper

some years ago upon the various breeds

ofdogs were highly appreciated by read-

ers in this country.
*

At the annual meeting of the American

Fox Terrier Club, held in Boston re-

cently, these gentlemen were elected offi-

cers for the ensuing year: President,

August Belmont, Jr.; vice-president, John

E. Thayer; secretary and treasurer, H. P.

Frothingham; governors, August Bel-

mont, Jr., L. M. Rutherford, Jr., H. P.

Frothingham, Etlward Kelly, John E.

Thayer, W. Rutherford, Clarence Rath-

bone, F. R. Hitchcock and Frederick

Hoey.
• *

Last week an order was adopted in the

City Council of Lynn, Mass.,that the City

Marshal enforce the ordinance relative to

dogs—that of having every dog in the

city miuzled.

» *

That famous Gordon dog Stubble has

been sold to F. F. Myles, of New
Orleans.

The Eastern Field Trial Club failed to

get a quorum on Tuesday for their adver-

tised meeting, and it was adjourned

again till next month.

« »

J. E. Dager has purchased the Eng-

lish setter Cornelia H., by Gladstone

—

Cornelia.
*

* »

A friend of ours, says the Shooting

Times, travelling in the north put up

with a friend, an exhibitor, who has a

number of children, and asked: "How

many children have you? "Well," re-

plied the friend, "there's Mary and Tom
anil Bill and Elizabeth and Jane and

Peter and Jacob and Priscilla and Jo-

sephine and Hezekiah—ten," said he,

numbering them off on his fingers. "I

have ten." One of his daughters cried

out, "Why, father, you forgot the baby !"

"So I did," said he, "we have eleven."

About two hours afterwards the guest,

looking out of the window, saw the dogs

scampering about, and turning to his

friend, said, "How many dogs have

you?" "Thirty-three, " was the answer,

and he hit it right, the first time.

*
• *

At the request of a corresj)ondent who
wishes some directions for training shep-

herd dogs, we give on another page an

extract upon the subject from "The Prac-

tice of Sheep-Farming," by Charles Scott.

Mr. Bamum tells the following story

of his first introduction to the show busi-

ness: One day, when he was 14 years of

age, a neighbor had been up country

thirty miles—a long distance in those

days, when railroads were unknown

—

and on his return he (Barnum) asked

him if he had seen anything strange.

"Well," was the reply, "I saw one day

before I came away an ordinary-sized dog

with two entire tails." This excited

Bamum's interest, and for the first time

the spirit of the showman manifested it-

self. "I'll have that dog," said he. "Do
you think I can buy him for I5?" "Oh,

yes," replied the neighbor. The next

morning he was mounted on horseback

ready to ride to the neighboring town to

make the purchase, when his informant

of the previous night came up to him

and said: "Young man, perhaps I ought

to mention one thing to you before you

go. That dog that I saw was coming out

of a tan-yard, and was carrying a cow's

tail in his mouth."
• *

Attention of the Irish setter' men is

called to the announcement of an

important meeting of the club to-

morrow in New York. The club will

probably adopt the new constitution as

submitted by Mr. W. H. Child and pub-

lished in our is.sue of March 22.

«
• •

The proposed Irish setter field trials

will also be a subject of debate, and it is

to be hoped arrangements will be made

by which these trials will become a

yearly feature.

• •

The Stock-Keeper has the following

paragraph re our friend Mr. Wade

:

"From Mr. W. Wade (U. S. A.) we have

received a letter written to him by a

child of ten who is deaf, dumb and

blind. Mr. Wade is best known to

our English readers as a writer who
wields a pen with the force and effect of

a battle axe; he parades the kennel and

peruses its press with constant wakeful-

ness in search of shams, and when he

meets one there is a whirr in the air and

a smash, and the sham lies shattered in

the view of all. This is his everyday

combative humor, and wo we know him

best, and yet not Ijest, for there is even a

better side to his nature than this. The

love for little children and, above that,

helpful commiseration and cheering

sympathy for the youthful afflicted have

ever been held to be noble traits in the

disposition of a robust and active com-

petitor in the struggle for life."

•
• •

It was Mr. Wade who obtained an in-

vitation from the executive of the Boston

Club to the blind children for them to

visit the show. Among the sigbtleaa

visi'.ors was the deaf, dumb and blind

girl Helen Keller, whose animated face

and sprightly manner showed how keenly
she enjoyed her visit.

•
« •

The Stock-Keeper goes on to quote,

with pleasant comments upon it, the let-

ter Helen Keller wrote Mr. Wade. "Lit-

tle Helen Keller tells her grown-up and
bearded correspondent: 'I can hardly

wait for April to come; I want so much to

see the dogs. When I told my little

friends that they were all going with me,
they d.ipped their bands for joy. You
are very good and kind to make us all so

happy, and so are the gentlemen who
have the dog show in charge. The
dogs will not be afraid of the little blind

children because they have very gentle

hands. The other day a lady brought

her beautiful Italian greyhound to see

me, and he seemed pleased to have me
pat him, and lay in my lap for an hour.'

How plainly the scene is called up in the

simjile language; the dog was brought to

see the child. Little Hellen Keller fin-

ishes her pretty letter to Mr. Wade,
'With much love and a sweet kiss from

your little friend.' That kiss is worth a

kingdom, friend Wade !

"

*
• •

It is stated in Forest and Stream the

result of the voting for officers and dele-

gates of the associate members of the A.

K. C. will be about as follows : President,

Dr. J. Frank Perry; vice-president, L. F.

Whitman; secretary, A. P. Vredenburgh;

delegates, Dr. Perry, Messrs. Anthony
and Vredenburgh.

«

We believe it is well to have the secre-

tary of the A. K. C. act as secretary of

associate members, but we do not think

all the delegates should hail from Bos-

ton and New York. The West should

have had a delegate, and L. F. Whitman
was the proper person to act, being both

popular and able.

The Gordon setter men are now trying

to make arrangements for holding a field

trial this fall. H. F. Smith, of this city,

is pushing the matter energetically.

•••

Mr. Charles Heath dropped into town

a few hours this week to look up and

have a qhat with his pointer friends.

*
• «

Owing to the delay in judging at the

Buffalo show we have but few awards

from that show and they are sent in very

bad shape.

# «

The bull bitch Dimple and the bull

terrier Diamond King, owned by the

Retnor Kennels. New York, arrived at

Buffalo, dead. They were shipped in a

close box, pierced with a few auger

holes. They must have died in great

agony as they had gnawed a portion of

the box away in their attempt to get air.

•

We had a very pleasant call from Mr.

Peshall Thursday afternoon.

* •

Councilman W. H. Jamea will propose

to the Philadelphia Councils an ordi-

nance to exempt from the provisions of

the present ordinance relating to dog

catching all dogs provided with a stout

leather muzzle, with or without a collar.

The present law only exempts dogs that

wear a wire basket muzzle, and collar

bearing name and address of owner.

Owners of collies and other long-haired

dogs will be grateful to Mr. James for

this amendment to the law.
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HYDROPHOBIA.

But Few Cases of the Disease on

Record—No Cause for Alarm.

BV H. McHATTON, M. D.

the poor animal is then sealed, as fear is species are more susceptible and liable to

devoid of discrimination or pity. Half an attack of this malady during the hot

the dogs killed as rabid are those in this I weather than at other seasons of the

condition, scampering under the impulse . year, and for a certain period during the

of returning sensation." j

summer and autumn months many pre-

That is the popular description of a cautions have been taken to protect man
mad dog. and one of the most common against the possible dangers arising from

diseases of the animal. I suppose I have
j

this cause. During this period we S'"*

The

in

SPECIALTY CLUBS.

Projjress and Advancement Made

the Breeding of St. Bernards.

In May oflast year I had a so-called

case of this disease, that in my estimation

is a fair type of the majority of the cases

that run through the daily papers in a

sensational manner, as this one did. A

planter of Macon. Ga., requested me to go

to his place to see the case, saying that it

had been so diagnosed by his neighboring

physicians and a fatal prognosis given. I

being unable to attend, requested him to

have the case brought to Macon, and I

would bear all expense if it proved to be

hydrophobia. Several days afterwards I

heard a commotion at my office door,and

was surprised to see three negro men

bringing in a small boy with his hands

tied up in bags. This proved to be my
case of hydrophobia, with the following

history:

Negro boy, eleven years old, while

kicking at a dog had his bare foot bitten;

seven days afterwards in playing with

some other children he snapped at one

of them. The cry of "gone mad" was

immediately raised. For the next seven

days he had from ten to twenty convul-

sions a day, and was tied or held most of

the time. He was brought to me on the

fourteenth day after the bite and the

seventh after the first convulsion. The

wound on the foot had healed and his

general appearance was good. As soon

as he got into the office a seizure began,

and lasted about thirty minutes. There

were contractions of all the limbs.but they

were neither constant nor rhythmical

;

only the whites of the eyes were visible;

the facial expression was sardonic; the

mouth full of froth; there was apparent

loss of consciousness, still he bit and

snapped constantly at everything in his

reach. Not allowing him to be held I

watched him through the entire seizure,

and will say thi«t it was anything but a

pleasant sight. I prescribed fair doses

of a bromide and an anthelmintic, with

orders to use no force to restrain him,
telling him that he was no more mad
than I, and would soon be well. In

three days his father returned, reporting

that the day after leaving my office he
had passed a large lumbricoid worm, and
had only a few slight convulsions since,

all of these at the sight of a certain play-

mate. Bromides were continued, and he
was told that the next convulsion would
be the signal for a first-class whipping,
which dose has never been requirea.

From close observation and cons.ider-

able interest in this case, it is my honest

opinion that had he remained in his first

surroundings the boy would have died.

It is scarcely worth while to go into an
analysis of this case; the combined
causes of the condition are too obvious.

During the late extended discussion of

rabies, in conjunction with the treatment

of Pasteur, a lx)ok by Edward Mayhew,
M. R. C. V. S., has been often quoted as

the only scientific work on the dog. He
says as follows, speaking of fits in the

dog: "It is standing still as if stupefied;

suddenly it emits a strange, loud, gut-

teral sound, and then falls upon its side,

continuing to cry, but more feeble and
more naturally. It will bite anyone
who, during the existence of the attack,

incautiously attempts to lay hold of it;

its limbs, at first stretched rigidly out,

are alternately with returning volition,

put into violent motion; the eye is pro-

truded and foam covers the mouth. When
the convulsion has subsided the dog
raises its head and stares about, after

which it would, if left alone, start at its

utmost pace, and run heaven only knows
where. Should idle men and foolish

boys behold a dog wildly running on-

ward afler having come out of a fit, and
raise the cry of "mad dog," the fate of

seen twenty cases of it. The following

is his description of rabies: "The dog
that is going mad feels unwell for a long

time prior to the development of the

disease. He is ill but he does not know
what ails him. He feels nasty, dissatis-

fied with everything, vexed without a

reason, and, greatly against his l)etter

nature, very snappish. Feeling thus he

longs to avoid all annoyance by being

alone. This makes him seem strange to

those that are most accustomed to him.
This sensation induces him to seek

solitude; but there is another reason

which decides his choice of a resting

place. The light inflicts upon him in-

tense agony ; the sun is to him an in-

strument of torture which he therefore

studies to avoid. So an xious is he for

liquids and so depraved is his appetite

that no sooner has he passed a little

urine than he turns around to lick it up.

He is now altogether changed. Still he
does not desire to bite mankind—he
rather endeavors to avoid society; he
takes long journeys of thirty or forty

miles in extent, and lengthened by all

kinds of accidents to vent his restless

desire for motion; when on these

journeys he does not walk—that would
be too formal and measured a pace for an
animal whose frame quivers with excite-

ment.
He does not run—that would be too

great an exertion for an animal whose
ijody is the abode of a deadly sickness.

He proceeds in a slouching manner, in a

kind of trot, a movement neither a run
nor walk, and his aspect is dejected ; his

eyes do not glare and stare, but they are

dull and retracted. His appearance is

very characteristic, and if once seen can

never afterwards be mistaken. In this

state he will travel the most dusty roads,

his tongue hanging dry from his open
mouth, from which, however, there drops

no foam. His course is not straight

—

how could it be, since at this period it is

doubtful if he sees at all. His desire is

to journey unnoticed. If no one notices

him he gladly passes by them. He is

very ill ; he cannot stay to bite. If,

nevertheless, anything opposes his pro-

gress he will, as if by impulse, snap, as a

man in a similar state might strike."

Did any of my readers ever think of a

mad dog in that light ?

In regard to frequency, in speaking of

some experiments made to induce rabies,

he says as follows:

"It is rarely that more than one mad
dog appears at a time in England, so, to

perfect their experiment, it would be

requisite for the French philosophers to

procure all the specimens of the canine
species in this island and doom them to

torture."

One of the largest dealers in dogs in

this country, who has been in the busi-

ness half a century, told me some time
since that he had never seen a rabid dog,

and at that time he had about a thousand
dogs on hand. So the disease cannot be

so very frequent in the animal. When
it does occur, according to all authorities

the season appears to have no influence

on its frequency. Dr. Hermann M. Briggs,

in his valuable article on the aetiology of
rabies and the method of M. Pasteur for

its prevention, says as follows:

"It is a matter of the greatest import-
ance that those fallacies should be cor-

rected which are so prevalent among the

laity, and to no small extent among the

profession, in regard to the influence of

climate, season, hunger, thirst, food,

pain, anger, an unsatisfied sexual desire,

and the thousand other causes that have
at one time or another been adduced as

predisposing to, or producing the disease

in dogs. There are 110 better or more
reasonable grounds for believing that

any one or all of these influences com-
bined can bring about the development
of a single case of rabies than that un-
favorable sanitary conditions can pro-

duce smallpox when the specific conta-

gium vivium of the disease is not present.

So strong has been the popular belief in

the effects of the season in the production

of rabies, that not even the testimony of

indisputable facts has been patent enough
to di^>pel it."

It has been almost a universal belief

since the earliest times that the canine

find

that in many cities there are municipal

ordinances requiring that all dogs at large

in the street shall be provided with 1

muzzles, while during the remainder of 1

the year they are left free. The danger I

from the possible development of the

disease has been supposed to be propor-

tionate to the intensity of the heat. This

sup]X)silion has been maintained in spite

: of the fact that it has been shown in the

most unmistakable manner by large

j

masses of statistics collected with the

greatest care in France and Germany that

the disease is not more prevalent in the

summer months than at other seasons of

j

the year, and that if there is any pre-
j

I ponderance of cases in any season it is

' rather in the winter and spring than in

the summer. Indeed, Dr. Roll, of the

Vienna Veterinary Institute, asserts that

the disease is more frequent in mild than

in hot summers.
Is this disease as frequent in man as

we are led to believe ? Did any of my
readers ever hear of a professional dog
catcher having the disease, and they cer-

tainly get bit often enough ? The same
could be asked in regard to dog dealers

and sportsmen.
During the five years that I was fairly

conversant with the hospital news of New
York City I never heard of a case in any
of the institutions. Dr. Carlton, of Con-
necticut, who enjoyed the largest private

surgical practice of any man that I ever

knew, extending over a period of thirty

years, never saw a case.

Dr. W. T. Lusk, who has had many
years' hospital experience,writes me that

he has never had or seen a ca-se.

Dr. W. D. Mitchell, of St. Vincent's,

writes: "I have never seen a case, neither

has there been any treated in this hos-

pital." St. Vincent's was established in

1849, and last year had 211S cases, of

which 1708 were ambulance calls; also

682 out-door patients were treated.

Dr. W. N. Belcher, who has been con-

nected with hospital work in Brooklyn

for six years, and is at present a.ssistant

in the Hoagland Laboratory, writes: "I

can find no record of any case being

treated in the Long Island Hospital . In

the death record of the board of health for

1884-5-6-7 anas, I find only one death

reported, that was in 1886. So far as I

can learn. Dr. Skene's experience with

hydrophobia has been nil."

Dr. William B. Anderson, who has

been connected with Bell Hospital since

1879, writes: "I saw a positive case in the

spring of 1881 in Bell Hospital." My
recollection is that Bell Hospital treats

in the two departments considerably over

20,000 cases a year.

You will allow that the combined ex-

periences above cover several hundreds

of thousands of sick people. Conse-

quently by a rational process of reason-

ing we would call it a very rare disease.

Still our morning paper in our supposed

hydrophobia season usually gives us the

full details of a case.

Do not infer that I deny the existence

of the disease any more than I do that of

glanders or anthymycosis. I do think

that it is a crying shame that popular

opinion is such that the majority of

our women and children cannot see a dog
without associating it with hydrophobia,

and when a person not used to dogs gets

bitten the fear of hydrophobia hangs on
him for years, when his chances are not

one in thousands of contracting the dis-

ease. The dog is, of course, invariably

killed before a diagnosis can be made.
In conclusion I wish to remark that

the dread of this disease has caused

much more suffering to human beings

than the disease itself.

BY R. F. MAYHKW

ADVERTISING PAYS.

More Inquiries Than Can Be Aiiswere<l

In Two Weeks.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Please discontinue my advertise-

ment of beagles and foxhounds, as I have

more inquiries about them than can be

answered in two weeks. Yours truly,

W. H. Weiss.

Bethlehem, Pa., April 15. 1890.

[CONTINCBD.J

An indistinct recollection of a self-

colored, dark brindle St. Bernard—the

well-known Tell—brings forth a striking

contrast as to the wonderful strides this

breed has made since the old dog's ap-

pearance. The greatest skeptic, no mat-

ter how desirous he may be to speak dis-

paragingly of the l)enefits derived from

dog shows, is forced to look with admira-

tion on the many beautiful specimens in

the flesh to-day, specimens which in the

days of Alp, Tell, Jura, etc., only existed

in the imagination of the most ardent

supporter. If the English Kennel Club
has succeeded in naught else, at least it

can look with pritle on the result ob-

tained by a specialist Iwxly,which though
not under its immediate jurisdiction,

would probably never have seen the light

had it not been for the higher protective

\
body. Kickers may kick and swear

what they like, but the fact remains that
' this breed to-day is represented by ani-

mals that for grandeur and nobleness of

demeanor far exceed the highest ambi-

tion of the most devote<l admirer.

Some months ago—years it seems to

me—it may be remembered Mr. Wade
somewhat unreasonably, in my opinion,

accused l>ench shows of being the cause

of any deterioration to be found in dif-

ferent breeds. This assertion I modi-

fied in my first contribution by stating

that any retrograde steps to be found must
be laid at the door of the sjKJCialist clubs,

and in no way could bench shows be held

responsible for the blind acts emanating
from a body of men, i^-^ constituted for

the welfare of a particular breed. And
the more I look into the acts imposed by
these selt-constituted txKiies the more
convinced do I become that a narrow-

minded, arrogantly despotic power has

been the policy of nine-tenths of them.

At the same time a marked servility and
a cringing subjection to the Kennel Club
has intensified the desire to tyrannize

wherever opportunity ofrere<l, and it is

these clubs which have practiced the

petty despotism, the outcome of their

own obsequiousness, that have proved
injurious to the breed which they pre-

sumablv foster.

On the other hand, the St. Bernard

Club, though in every way amenable to

the proper jurisdiction of the English

Kennel Club, is an independent Ixidy,

not recognizing its (the E. K. C.
)
power

to dominate over the internal work-

ings of their constitution, or in any way
supporting the evident tendency to hold

"absolute control." In fact they are a

small principality of their own, counte-

nancing the bigger body's power just so

far as it suits them. .\s an instance, it

may not be generally known on this side,

that the shows held by this club are not

under the E. K. C. rules. Thus they are

not hampered by fear of confliction, and

hence enjoy a freedom of action unknown
to many ol the other specialist botlies.

This independence of spirit on behalf of

a collective body has the same effect on

its individual members, and whereas all

are agreed on the desirability of size,

none are controlled by a stereotyped

means with which to obtain it.

Having got thus far, I fear I must
transgress to a still greater degree in

order to discuss what I consider a mis-

taken policy on the part of many sjKcial-

ist bodies. This is in the formation of

their committees. Because a man is a

member of the E. K. C. commiitee, and

he happens to belong to a specialist body,

it is deemed only right and proper that

he should sit on the board of the smaller

constitution. This in my opinion is

fallacious and a deterrent to progress

and independence. No one would deny

that specialist clubs should support the

E. K. C, but at the same time it should

be given freely and independently, and

not verging on compulsion. I will take

as an example the Fox Terrier Club. One
of its objects, as stated in the rules, is to

"support the E. K. C." This is all well

and good, but when that rule was framed

was It the intention of the framer that it

should give its support blindly and unj

couditiouallv ? I think not. Yet such

is its position to-day. Nor is the reason

far to seek, for its committee contains

many men who act in a similar capacity

for the E. K. C. A very striking instance

of its submission came under my notice

some two years ago. (I may here state I

was then a member of the committee).

Readers I suppose know this club has a

periodical of its own devoted entirely to

the breed, which is leased to Messrs.

Astley and Gibbons. On one or two
occasions it (the paper) deemed fit to

question certain decisions of the E. K.

C., one of which I do not hesitate to say

was one of the most glaring cases of in-

justice ever perpetrated by any body.
Following the appearance of this just

exposure a general and afterward a com-
mittee meeting was to be held, upon
which occasion Mr. Astley was summoned
to explain this gross attack on the august
Ijody. Three or four sheets of parchment
were unfurled, disclosing the agreement
under which Astley haa taken the con-
trol of the paper, and there was no getting
away from it, as the sum total of the
whole thing was to the effect that in no
way should the E. K. C. be criticized. Of
course nothing could be done. Astley
was let off with a strong reprimand and
caution, and henceforth the Fox Terrier
Chronicle must sing picans of praise,

eulogizing the deeds emanating from
Cleveland Row.
This was the first time it dawned on

nie that I was a representative of a body
formed to pander to another, whose
policy the most bigoted Tory would
shrink from and whose dictums at the
present time are. to say the least of it,

irrational, vaccillating and inconsistent.
It would be all well and good to have

members of the E. K. C. on the direc-
torate of the smaller bodies did they
consider the latter had a prior claim on
them, but if the former is to be support-
ed to the disadvantage of the latter, then
the smaller body is but part and parcel
of the larger one, and as I consider a
specialist club's first object to be "inde-
pendence of action," it will be seen I

have little in common with the body to
which I belonged, as well as those
others who are ruled by the same narrow
compass.

I have gone to this length in order that
the independence of the St. Bernard
Club may stand out in still bolder relief
than it otherwise might have done,
though I see bj* the English papers some
notoriety seeker nanied Halsley is try-
ing to form an opposition, and from his
circular I should gather his sole reason
for doing so is his own self aggrandize-
ment, as he evidently could not become
sufficiently conspicuous in the acknowl-
edged l)ody.

And now to resume the dogs. With
Alp and Tell commences my earliest re-
membrance of the St. Bernards, and in
those days they were veritable heroes,
but methinks were they of the present,
their names would not l)e the household
words they now are. Both, as far as mv
memory serves me, were a dark brindle,
and in these days would be accounted
fair specimens.
The next to claim my thoughts is Miss

Aglionby's Jura, a smooth brindle and
white bitch with a sweet head an<l ex-
pression, but very small and showing a
lot of hair. Then Miss Hale's Hermit, a
son of Tell, with a long muzzle and nar-
row skull. After them I should think
would come Monarque, a smooth orange
and white and at that time far and away
the best of his breed, being a grand shape
with enormous lx)ne, a good size and
nice type. He was sometimes beaten by
Meuthon, or I should say placed liehind
him, for the latter could never be con-
sidered the better specimen unless pos-
sessing a rough coat is any advantage.
He (Meuthon) was a most horrible color,
nor can I ever think it was orthodox or
legitimate, being black with tan shad-
ings. He was a big-boned and framed
dog, with a good breadth of skull, but
whether it was his color or not, he al-
ways looked a commoner.
An immense dog somewhere about this

time was Lender's Russ. but whether he
equalled Plinlimnion I am not going to
commit myself to say. At all events he
was an enormous dog, with a fair, good,
typical head, but his coat was almost
curly. I only saw him once, and have
oiten wondered what became of him.
For a long time most of the dogs I have

mentioned held sway, and during the lat-
j^*^ P**"^ of their career Mr. Gresham en-
tered the arena with an almost self-col-
ored smooth bitch named Bernie, who

was light of bone, and lacking massive-
nessin head, etc., and generally playing
second fiddle to Jura, but though she was
not destined to shine as a bench winner,
she must always take rank as one of the
pillars of this breed; for from her Mr.
Gresham formed his once invincible ken-
nel. The first taste she gave of her quali-
ties as a matron was the appearance of
her daughter Abbess, and never do I

want to see a better. Smooth<oated like
her dam. she was a large size, with grand
bone, beautiful ribs and body, and a
lovely typical head. In color she was
brintfle and white,and though it is a bold
thing to say, I do not think there has
been a bitch produced yet that could beat
her. Her show career was not so bril-

liant as her beauty warranted.
Another in the same litter was Monk,

who did quite a lot of winning. He fol-

lowed his sire in texture of coat, being a
rough, nearly all brindle, and whilst be-
ing quite a nice one, he did not possess
the squareness of head to be found in his
sister or in his younger half brother
Hector. Besides Monk and Abbess there
were two or three minor winners iu this
litter.

With the advent of Abbess and Monk,
competition in this breed began to get
keener, the Rev. Macdona showing a
sweet, pretty smooth bitch in Madchen,
and a typical small one in Monastery
was also being exhibited.

In roughs a rather successful dog in
Thor made his appearance. He was a
fair-sized orange and white one, with a
vile head ana semi-colored nose. This
dog was afterwards considered by Mr.
Gresham the correct sire to mate with
Abbess, and what a suitable union this
was the result proved by the production
of Hector, The Shah and Dagmar.

It will thus be seen that Mr. Gresham
had found the greatest success in mating
his smooth bitches with a rough dog.
Hector, though losing in size to our
present giants, was one of the best SL
Bernards ever shown. Grand in head and
skull, with a beautiful expression and
type, he had immense bone, grand ribs
and loin and excellent hindquarters. In
color he was a rich orange with the cor-
rect white markings, etc.. and in general
appearance a most perfect gentleman.
He, unlike his brother and sister, was a
rough-coated one.
The Shah and Dagmar, both smooths,

failed somewhat in head properties when
compared with their rougher brother, but
were worthy representatives of any
kennel.
Another son of Thor's came out about

this time named Avalanche, a good-sized
one, but, like his sire, defective in head;
and Abbess again proved her quality as a
dam by producing the sweetly, pretty
Augusta, the fairly good Othman and
one or two others.

Mr. Leeds Smith was now coming to
the fore with his well-known Barry, and
contemporary with him I think was a
good-headed dog named Oscar. After
them was the massive-headed, typical and
big-lx)ned Bayard, mostly of a red color,
and quickly following him the big-framed
though somewhat common Cadwallader.
These two bring us to most of the well-
known faces, who if not known on this
side, have been so often described that it

would be but traversing old ground.
With regard to progress in this breed

one has only to consider that it would
have been possible to show at one and
he same time Plinlimnion. Duke of
Marlborough. Baron Cardiff, Hesper, Ben
rx)mond, Valentine. Young Wallis, Nero
III, .Sir Bedivere, Angelo, etc.. in roughs,
and Guide, Watch, Keeper, Austin Friar,

etc., in smooths, and it must be admitted
that at no era of this breed could such a
collection be approached.
Of late an evident tendency to long

faces has been observed in the roughs,
but with the importation of such lovely,

typical specimens as Switzerland has sent
to my country in smooths, for very
shame, the rough breeders will undoubt-
edly correct this blemish. In fact there
is already evidence of the good these
beautiful Swiss dogs have done in this

direction bv breeders going to the grand-
headed and expressioned Pouf.

In conclusion all I have to say is. long
live such dogs as Guide. Watch and
Keeper, and may their lovely type and
expression ever be safely guarded by
those whose duty it is to preserve it.

Also, may the club continue the policy
of its dog's native country and never be
trammelled by the dictates of any other
body.

TRAINING SHEPHERD DOGS.

How to Bring About the Most De-

sirable Results.

The well-trained collie is able to do
and act in a thousand different wa)s,

known only to those whom he serves.

He is ever on the alert, and always ready

promptly to fulfil the commands of his

master. His whole mind is devoted to

his work; and when fully experienced,

his sagacity tells him what work is re-

quired, and he anxiously awaits per-

mission to be allowed to perform it. But

it must not be supposed that every collie

is thus endowed with a sense of its duty.

On the contrary, there are many with

equal opportunities that never acquire a

great liking for work among sheep.

They are fonder of,and have a desire for,

other pleasures—some preferring cattle,

others various employment, such as fol-

lowing a cart. But these fancies are

generally influenced by the surroundings

of their puppyhood, and whichever cir-

cumstance predominates, that they will

invariably follow. As previously re-

marked, there are certain strains which
take more readily to work than others;

but, at the same time, even those natu-

rally so inclined, before they can become
skilled performers, must undergo a

thorough training for the business.
Shepherd dogs are not picked up here
and there of any age and put to work in

a single day. They are best bred on the
farm, and the instruction begins with
the pup. A full course of training occu-
pies, at the very least, two years, some-
times longer, according to the smartness
of the animal. To educate a dog prop-
erly, one should commence before his
powers are fully developed, and carry
his education along with the develon-
ment of said powers, so that when age
advances, he is a satisfactory performer
and a credit to his owner.
The pup should have one master, and

one only; all the other members of the
family should be strictly forbidden to
give him orders or cultivate his affec-

tions. This applies especially to the
children; they will eventually make a
fool of any dog. At six months old the
young dog may be allowed to accompany
the shepherd in his daily rounds. If left

about the house at this age, he is apt to
fall into bad habits, especially if in the
company of other idle dogs. The first

step in the training of the pup is to gain
his affection, and at the same time teach
him obedience—to come to heel—and on
no account must he be allowed to hunt.
A dog that will break away from his
work in pursuit of a hair or rabbit is of
no account, as he mav be absent at a
time when his services are urgently
needed. The pup should be allowed to
work as soon as he has acquired strength
and speed of foot to run easily around or
past the sheep. If he lacks speed in rac-
ing a sheep, he is certain to acquire the
bad habit of running straight when he
ought to take a wide circuit in getting to
the front. Some dogs begin to run very
early—at six to nine months, and others
again, do not commence until they are a

year old or more. But the age at which
they commence to run has nothing to do
with what the dog will eventually be-
come; it often happens that those which
show the least intelligence to begin with,
turn out the best dogs in the end.

In his first attempt at working the
young dog generally tries to imitate an
older one and, rea.sonably enough, will

make some sad mistakes, but for these
he should not be punished. Rather en-
courage him to run, even although he
may go wrong, and very soon he will

acquire such a liking for the work thai

it is difficult to prevent him. After be-
coming fond of running, chastisement
will not discourage the dog,, and there
will be times when severe punishment
must be given. The master should always
give his orders in an even, calm voice,
devoid <5f passion, so that the dog cannot
tell from his tone whether he is to be
scutched or not. The best of dogs is

greatly tempted to run away when he
knows from the angry bellowing of his
master that he is to be chastised. But
some dogs are of such a sullen or nervous

disposition that they cannot stand a
whipping, and the trainer must studv
the temper of the animal he is dealing
with. There are dogs which require and
will submit to a.sound flogging every day,
but on the other hand there are some
that must not be whipped at all.

A collie cannot Ije properly trained
where only a few sheep are kept. He
must be constantly employed every day
and have nothing to divert his attention
from duty. Plenty of hard work is the
best way of briuging him to understand
his business, and if that cannot be given
the training must necessarily be more
tedious and probably it will also be less
satisfactory. When the young dog has
fairly begun to work he should occasion-
ally be well tired out, and he will then
show whether he is likely to be of any
good. His training afterwards only nee(U
careful attention to see that he performs
his work in an expert and steady man-
ner.

AMERICAN BEAGLE CLUB.

Important Amendments to the Consti-
tution and By-laws Voted Upon.

Sebretary's OrpicE. >

East SAginaw. Mich., April i. 1890./

Dear Sir and Bro.: On March 20,

1890. the American-English Beagle Club
voted on three important amendments to

the constitution and by-laws. At the
time there were twenty-one members
eligible to vote on the amendment. Ac-
cording to Article VIII of the constitu-

tion and by-laws of 1884, a two-thirds

vote of the club is required to pass any
amendment or alteration. The follow-

ing is the result of the voting:

First.— Tt) raiu the anHual dues 0/ the ctu»

toSs-

Ayes.—Child, Schelibass. Darcey, Laick, Jud-
son, Purdy, Pronefietd, Jr.. Tboman and Smith
—9-

Nays.—Reynolds. Gibson, Davidson, Nichols,

Dorsry. Applcton and McArthur— 7.

Lost.

Sbcond.— To change the name of Ike club to Ike

"American Beagle Club."

Ayes.—Child, Schellhass, Darcey, Latck, Jud-
son, Purdy, Reynolds. Gibson. Fronefietd, Jr..

Nichols, Dorsey. Appleton, Thotnan and Mc-
Arthur— 14.

Nays.—Davidson and Smith— 2.

Carried.

Third.— To cross all names 0/ membersfrom the

club's membership list in arrears for dues over hco
months.

Ayes.—Child, Schellhass. Darcey, I.Aick, Jud-
son, Purdy, Reynolds, Gibson, Fronefield, Jr.,

Davidson, Dorsey, Appleton, Tboman, Smith
and McArthur 16.

Nays.—Nichols.
Carried.

Members Mayhew, Mead, OhI, Somerset Ken-
nels and H. C. Wolfe did not vote, although sev-

eral times requested to do so.

Respectfully,

Louis Smith,
Secretary American-English Beagle Club.

CHANGE OF NAME.

Editor Fanciers' Joi^nal.

Sir: After an existence of almost

seven years the American-English Beagle

Club has voted to change its name and
hereafter it will do business under the

title of ".American Beagle Club."

The organization has done a great deal

in improving the beagle hound in this

country, and has succeeded in advancing

the standard so far that it clearly out-

classes its English brethren from whom
it is a direct descendent. This change

has l)een advocated for some time, and

has the approval of most all the club's

members.

An amendment to raise the annual

dues of |2 to I5 was lost, but the amend-

ment to cross off all names of members
in arrears over two months was adopted.

The organization has added several

new members recently and has quite a
prosperous year before it. Persons de-

sirous of joining will lie furnished all the
information necessary by addressing

Louis Smith, Secretary.

East Saginaw, Mich., April 10.
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BUFFALO DOG SHOW.
m

FIELD TRIAL RULES.
'^Sl.'^^^'T.Vr.'Xfy^^^^^^^^

I Only a Partial List of Awards- Delay e<1

of the Eastern Field Trial Club.

Following are the regulations, rules

for running and instructions to judges

for the Eastern field trials for 1890 :

iiiTi E I The raaiiairenieiit of the meetings for

K;;?U ion'of all "u^lef They shall decide upon

MTmaUcrs not ;>rovided f"), *"
''i?,^; "l^^^elected

miLE 2 The fudife or judges shall he seiccieu

b> the governors, and their names shall be pub^

licly announced as siwn as possible a^" ""'"^

l^lA^ion When a judge is prevented from at-

fflng a n^et1.i« or finishing it, the governors

shall appoint a substitute. Ji.„«-.
Ri LE^. For all stakes, the ""'"^^P^'^'f^J''

acres coVors and distinguishing marks of the

do« shall be detailed in writing to the secretfO

ofSe club to be filed at time of making entry or

entries Anv dogs age, marking or pedigree

which shall Se prSved not to correspond wUh t>'e

Tnt,^ shall h^'^dis.iualified and all such dogs

stakes or winnings shall he forfeited.

Ru*eI The forfeit money n.ust actrompany

every- nomination, and the balance of the

entrance fee must be paid before the drawing.

R?iTs The governors may refuse any entry

thev nfay think proper to exclude; and no per-

son'^who^has been found, to the satisfaction of

fhe Governors, to have misconducted himself in

Lnv mluue in connection with dogs, dog shows

o? dS^ "hbIs, or who is a defaulter for either

stakM or forfeits in connection with either

fhereof or for money due under an arrangement

for dtvision of winnings, or for penalties for in^

frict on of rules, or foFanv payment required by

adeciSon of the club, shalf bTallowed to compete

?n any triaU that niav be held under the auspices

nf the Eastern Field Trials elub.

Ru^E 6 Any objections to en entry must iK

made i" writing addressed to the secreUry of the

"Sb and will be acted on by the governors,

""R-J^H'TlmmfdirteK^btlore the_ dogs are

drawn^at'any meeting t>ie time and place of ^u^-

tinir down the first brace of dogs on the lollow

Ing morning shall be declared and posted in a

~S'K";itees shall be run i"^,tH-r.er of

thf nroBranime when possible. Should, now

*,^er Th^competitors or their representatives in

the vanous stakes agree otherwise the order

may wUh consent of tlie governors be changed.

Rui K q IJogs shall l>e drawn by lot, and nura-

beredfn^the oYder drawn. Kach dog shall run

i^?he first series as a brace with the next availa-

We d!« [n that oi^er After the first series has

^^ ri n through, the judges shall announce

«^ich does they wish to see run again, and

*rder of^nning them. Discretion is given
oraer 01 luj

*,,_ ^...^ ,, „ften and in what

orfir'S^'thini'Vist, "until they are satishe.1

the w<nn"» »
( , ^^xind prize winners shall

provided thefiriV "_Td
"

,i.i„g absent during

feVr^ri^e^^ornVore^.^. ^\-"l^ '-T^^^,
after his nimber is called shall be dls.im.l.ficd

'™RT./rJo'"f"wrii^rowned or handled by

thrsl-mrpe-.i^^Ho"M„c^^^^^

™ch Xration is nTund to be impracticable or

^TtSo^l'^l^nefit, the running together of two

"-'?.f^,rThe*^vr^"gi^any series shall run

wnhad^ I^l«t^ »^y 'h* 3"<'8c- or alone as

'"uViTh'^S dog must be brought up in its

p-n^ 'rn£^s"^'bri.^^-Tn"VfiTd%t*^

"vHc^ar\"^:ir.n'^w;;^r;^urun^'and when dogs arc I

deputized another
terferewUhhsdogil ne na I,

Members
gSire"e«rv^nembe"m,Thandle his own dog.

^VLF r« The person handling and hunting a
**' '-'' '*s^ak!^histle to and wojk him by

tla^nd^t'h/Cydeem'VoVrrbut-he" shall be
•^ ni tn ord^r bv the judges for making any iiii

^lS'«".M^ca-M:%^al
»''-;^,^,Tfr°ol.';.Xrs'dog ^ints gam.

,P^ ;^ust no.£ ^-- --rn'ac'c'^'^
the P°'nlJ>nt 'f n 't b^,^,"^

jl^hind ^^^ pointing

d^^^'Clmust^li hunted together, and their

&le^musl walk within a reasonable dis-

'"RrL°J-T u"a"dog'be withdrawn, with the con-

^«. of the eoveriiing committee on the ground,

fr^m a ataklon the field or at any time dunng

[he holding of a trial, its owner or his deputy

h»vin<r a nhoritv, shall notify in writing, with
having auin>""Ji

secretary or one of the
"'*

"rnSrs of t^' cVub "f the dog belongs to

Jaw or any of those officials, the notice must
either or any "

others. No owner or

^anXfshaVl l^^rn.itl"l to withdraw his dog

%^lT^fuf.T^rt. openly impugn, the

actions or decisions of the jndgeor Judges or

oJhe^iK annoys them during the progress of a

?H»?X^iiav be deterred from future participa-

•Iln'in the triaTs a^ ordered oflf the grounds.
'

B. .V ,8 No person other than the ju.lge,

? . J rrnorters will be permitted to accom-

charge of a handler or deputy, and ''O- ^ball e

S'v^vv»rr«rvucn^7enar;e^^^^^^^

S^E^e"^^hi=^ri!rrK^
5^"'7fXm«ny'c-«.e the handler of a run-

Crd\e^^oft''hf^^o°^<Ss^^^^^^^^

lVrc^7i?i^heTr^^^a^%n"'^orSrr>nte Z \

that the does shall be on an equality as to ;

dogs running than seventy-five vardsat the rea"^

The urivileee is granted handlers to a^K me

iudges for fnformation or explana ion that has a

nerinitted on the grounds. Handlers snail not

B^d their tr lis until a point is established.

nrtJlTwoi by either shall be forfeited upon the

winnine the other dog may be <^«^'af<^« "je

w Sner^on the fact, ofthe "'^^
^f'"? ^^^^^^^

proved to the satisfaction of the iu<lge or

^"^hln more than two dogs remain at the end

ofa stake which is not run out, stakes shall be
2- ;^>5 and ill case of a division between three

Iniial shares of the total amount won by tl eir

Owners and in the division the terms of any

arrangements to divide winnings must 1«: de-

'^•*R7.fE°o'\u Trot^Bts, when practicable, ex-

cep as-hereinl^fore Provided must be made

an^ delivered to the secretary of the club, or 111

case of his absence, to the P;""!,^"' '••,'''^r'-'"he
or in case of his absence, to a member "' jne

Sol" rning committee at or before midnight of

the date of running of final neai.
'
InTssuuIg the revised rules in conformity w^th

the Slotting system, the club has these prtncl

Dies which it wishes to bring forward :

'^f That each and every trial is simply a trial in

the tnVe Jnscof the word, and not a competition

nwhchth^number of points made by either

dogwm necessarily count in »'"/avor_The

cluT) desires handlers competing at their trial.

?r. show their dogs to the best advantage and not

I !ri» f-.r riiints on scattered birds, assuring

Wm that efflogwiU^ given a thorough test,

iJ^th^as to his finding and pointing qualities

2 That the judge! will give greater credit to

ihe,Ws showing the best natural qualities, it

betngX desfreo^f the club to have the best dogs

^'I'o the fronUj-resi.ct.ve o.^ the .uck^;...cl.
|

rure"''^?;^ud;eTwl'irbi-req'uested to give more

auention toa cfog's natural tindiugquaritieslhan

has h«n done in the past years, and the tune

Mve^? weeing "ut tfie poorer dogsu. the first

^ri7s will enable them to thoroughly test the

'"f Wi^raway^^Hh a scale of points ex-

ore^iid numerically, the club desires to inform

?ul^M,c as nearly as possible, what standard

tSe S^i ^mt^tfng at tfJeir trials will l>e judged

unde?^ The judges will be requested to place to

l^e front does showing the best natural qualities,

vW ^ eliuftnt rangiiig, desire to find birds in-

d/i>e.idln y' bird sense ,nd nose, or, expressed

S^J^ill^^lJen^n^ T^^l^^t^

Sra^t^r/ ^^^ '^'^^ --^-
merits.

,J,g^,^,.^.TIoNS to jt;iKiKS.

•ri,.. i>ut<Te« shall Kive each brace in tirst series

at^eaVt fortrfivMiutes and shall order up the

dogsfs s^n thereafter as they have determined

"p'oU.tr.igfu'l'Veather, reptile or scent of game

birds ft^e judges de^m the same excusable,

*''^l'e'j^^essS^r?^g7vl^r;rreopport«„ity

to ditiver whether he is on a true point.
*

NoTssrstai.ee shall be K'ven by t^e handler t^

enable a dog to disc-over whether he i. on a lalse

'^The iudaes ate requested to avoid as far as

5 „..^ o d,i.r drawine on or pointing game

u^n a lloint lie should not be penalized lor a

resultant fault. ,„,:„»« i>acks etc

^^.^^^^:^h^ ='the^"«^i;^ "--

1

°^i'J?rde7to prevent handlers rushing or unduly

exctfngtheTgs. discretion is KiveiJ the judges

"?ry elch dog of a brace separately on f.ngle

Wrds, the competing dog being kep at heeU^

nAi-KiN-i; —'the iudges are requcstea 10 give no

creoulir backing nnfess it appears to be volun-

'"iTAN. 1N<; -The judges are requested to give

o-reater c?^it to the dSg that maintains the most

Sgra^e throughout, viz., wide or close, as

the necessity of the case requires,
,,„,_.. .„

01.KI..KNCK .v.NP l»"^''""'''!^u7T thi doe th"
renuested to eive greater credit to the aog inai

works raplly, without noise or seventy, and

r« obedPe'ft p^o^npt, cheerful «-.<> eas|ly ha^dled^

B.KO SF.NSH --The judges are requese,H„^^^^^^^^^

^BRExK ShTt-1s Where . dog runs in when
|

S^T^s fired with the intention of getting to 1

?he W^d and dlJe. not stop promptly at com- I

'"cHASiNr.-Is where a dog follows the birf

eith« when a gun is fired or not, to any extent

To KyonYcSntrol of his handler for tlie time

*^Fiflowing is a list of the stake, and order of

running:
, ,_,„„MEMBERS STAKt.

Th<-ksi.av, Nov. 13, i89o.-Three pnzes: Wret

iioo second, $7S. third, $so, or cups of the wme
vaUi'e Each member aliowed one entry fee, Jio

for each additional entry.
IlEKBY.

Monday Nov. 17. 1890.—For all setter or

pointer pups whel,ied oil or after January i, ,

1*^ Three purses- First prize, $500; second
|

ijS third fisb, and breeder^, cup, value J.o<., to

?,r«derofwin.ier«fUerby, Forfeit fo and $20

additional to fill. Kntries close May i 1890^ .

ALL-AtJED SETTER AND POINT t.V. STAKE

Ooeu to all setters and pointers that have

nev?r won a first prize in an all-aged open stake

at any recognized field trial in America First

^ri7e fW^second $2^0: third, $150- ForfeiU Jio

?nd ji^'duSial Ull. Entries close October

I, 1890.
CHAMPION STAKK

( luen only to winners of all-aged open stakes at

re«Snized field trials in America. Entries close

S^rTiSoo. excepting those dogs that win

Xr dale ordosing stages which are eligible

to enter on night previous to rum 11 g Forfeit

$°o"nd $7° adSitional to fill. The club adds $100

to en"n.nce money and the Amer.c-an F-e d adds

a cup value $10... All entries must be filled at 9

p M on niuht previous to running of stake.

All corresponSence addressed to Washington

A Coster, ^cretary and treasurer, s^aratoga

Springs, N. Y

AMERICAN GREYHOUND CLIB.

TUe New Ctonntltiitlon of tho Club
Decided I' pen.

KnrroR Fancibrs' Joirsai.

Sir • After consulting each ineniljer

of the American t.reyhound Club and others in-

terested in coursing, the Executive Committee

has decided on the accompanying constitution

which they have directed me to send lor your

publication Vo^urs^uuly,
^^^^^^^^ Secretary.

NBW York City, April u.

artici-k 1. The club shall be known as the

American Crevhonud ciuo.
. ,, , . ^

ART 2 The objects of the club shall be to pro-

mote the breeding of greyhound, and to foster

and encourage the time honored sport and pas-

time of conr^«^ng^^^^^
^^. ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^„ ^^^^.^^ ^^

president, three vice-presidents, treasurer and

'^'i^T*? The governing cimimittee shall consist

of the six officers of the club, three other mem-

bers and delegates from each of the coursing

clubs recogiii/ed by the club. Three members

of the committee shall constitute a c,uorum for

the trans.iction of business.

*HT ; The officer, ot the club and the com-

mitree (excepting delegates) shall be elected an^

"ally by baVlot at a meeting of the club to be

eld at New York, notice of the same to be sent

to ea?h member, thirty days prior to the date of

the meeting, with a list of^ members in good

'"ar^t"? An^ member who has not paid his

dues on or before December 1 of each year shall

rn'rhave voting power, and shall not fie eligible

'°a?t"7 Elections shall be made by vote of the

club without nominations, and the member re-

S:"yingThe greatest number of votes shall be

elected to the office under ballot.

ART 8 The membership shall be unliniited

Art g Each candidate (or membership shall

be proi^.sed and seconded by a member of the

*^'art lu Candidate, shall be elected by the

Governing Committee, three negative votes to

^''^RT *'i I Annual dues shall be J5, payable on
.-vKi. '• » „„mK»r rnilini? in nav

Klui) SFNSH. — 1 ne ju.iRvr, o. ...»>,— - —

ereaUr credit to a dog that shows lh«.grentest

f,ird sense Bird sense is shown in a dog by his

dPsirl to^uiit for birds, his selection of likely

places ?oh"nt in, his metho.1 f >'""['"8 '^Ij;^

K »irs his industry in staving out at his worK,

Cd his skill fn ha^idlii.gaii<r pointing the birds

'''Fll!;i.*'^?NT.m'. BRKAK-NU iN. BRKAK.NO

SHOT Cha^Ino -Tliese faults shall be gauged by

luly 1 of each year, any member failing to pav

l.?s dues on or before the date of the annual

meeting shani,c- dropped from the rollofmem-

''^ART 12. The rules regulating coursing ineet^

inir"shall be those of the National Coursing C ub

of h'ngland and shall be adopted by all coursing

cliibs recognized by the American Greyhound

^'art I \
questions or matters in dispute may

be brought l*fore the American t.reyhound

Club for decision and such decision sliall be

final unless within six months either party or

club shall apply for a rehearing, on the ground

that evidence will be adduced which was not

procurable at the previous hearing.

ART. .4. The Governing Committee shall ap-

point two of its members, who with the sccrc-

Tary shall be the keepers of the American Grey-

hound Stud-nook. This committee shall ex-

amine and advi.e ui)oii pedigrees submitted by

the Aiiierican or Canadian Kennel Clubs, and by

recoenized coursing clubs. , ., t.^"
U. The Governing committee shall have

the power to use the .surpTus funds of the club

for tV purpose of awards at bench shows recog-

nized by t'he American or Canadian Kennel

Clubs, or to be competed for at coursing meet-

ings <if organized coursing clubs provided fiveor

more members of such clubs are members of the

American Greyhound Club.

ART .6. The Governing Committee may expel

or susi«>nd any member ;f>r 'n<«conduct, but suih

member may appeal to the club at a ".Pccial tmet-

ine called for that purpose, providt.l his appeal

is endorsed by at least four members in go.>d

standing
The Governing Committee shall have

full power to decide upon all matter, in dispute

or nU provided for by this constitution; it may
also fill any vacancies that may occur in the

^ARr'^^Thisconstitution maybe amended by

a two-third vote of the Governing Committee.

by a Railroad Accident.

Spkciau to The Fanciers' Journai..

Buffalo, N. Y., April 16.—Owing to

an accident on the Fitchburg Railroad a

number of dogs were delayed and on

this account judging was not begun

promptly, and is not yet finished. I

send you a partial list of awards.

MASTlFFStMason, judge)-Open class, dogs-

Moncle, first; Minting Minor, second; Dr. W. S.

Tremaines Zulu, V. H. C; H. J. Behrenda's

Ashmont Major, H. C.

Pilppies-First, withheld; Shelburne Crank,

second; Grimsby Caution, H. C.

ST BERNARDS (Mason)—Rough-c<xited open

I class' does— E. H. Greiner's Tristan G. and Pen

„k^'d?v^.d7d first and second; Bruce and Pfl-

gram, V. H. C; Henry Neus Duke, H. C.

Open class, bitches—Lady Valentine.first; I^ady

Isabel V. H. C.Lady Bernie H. C

I
Puppy class-Otto W. Volgers Mountain

Queen first. Mount St. Elias second. John Van

Velsor's Hesper D. V. H. C.

I Challenge clas,s. smooth-coated, bitches—

I

Wentworth Kennel's Thistle first.

'

open. dogs-John Poags Watch first. Dud .ec-

I ond J. L. Crostwaite'. Chang, Jr.. \. H. C ,

1 Cato, H. C.

> Puppies—Otto Volger's Gem first, Tonawanda
' l,ady Belvidere second.

NEWFOINDLANDS— Prince George first,

New York Lass second.

GREYHOlINUS(Ma8on)—Challenge, dogs—H.
W. Huntington's Balkis, first.

Challenge, bitches—Hornell-Harmony Ken-

nels' Harmony.

POINTERS (Davidson) — Challenge claw,

(over ,S5 pounds)-Graphic, first. In same class

for bitches Revel HI won.

Open class (over 55 pounds) dogs-L. Gard-

nerTDuke of Vernon, first; E. R. Bellman's

Graphite, second.

Challenge, dogs (under 55 pounds)—Edward
Dexter's King of Kent, first.

Challenge, bitches—Sally Brass II, first.

Ocen dogs (under 55 pounds)— Alex. .Mar-

shall's Forest King, first; ChariesHeaths I.ance-

lot, second.

Open, bitches (under sopoundsr-J. A. Heether's

Fan N., first; John Lewis' Nellie, second.

Puppies—Belle Faust II, first.

ENGLISH SETTERS (Davidson)—No entries

in challenge classes.

Open class, dogs.-W H. Weiss Sir Tatton,

first; Shot, second.

Ot>en bitches.-Harry Yates' Chautauqua

Belle, first; Playford Kennels' Countess Daisy,

second.

Puppies.—Hazel Kirke and Jessie Kirke first

and second.

IRISH SETTERS (Davidson)—Challenge, dogs.

—Dr. Jarvis' Elcho, Jr., first.

Challenge, bitches—W. L. Washington's Laura

B,, first.

Ooen dogs—F. L. Cheney's Henraore Sham
rock, first; Joe P., Mcond.

Open bitches.-W. L. Washington's Kuby

Glenmore, first; Jennie, second.

GORDON SETTERS (Davidson) challenge

dogs—S. G, Dixon's Little Boy

Challenge, bitches-W. S. Hammefs Rose

first.

Dixon Ouecn Ann and Ben got the firsts in

open dogs, bitches and the puppy classes, re-

spectively.

FIEI D SPANIELS (Davtdwjn)—Over 28 lb..,

black dogs, Sampwin, first. Black bitches-

Lady Abbot, first.

I IVFR FIELD SPANIELS—Open dogs and

bitches^W. T. Payne's Newton Abbot Skipper,

first; O. H. Bush's Adonis, second.

COCKER SPANIELS-Challenge class, dogs-

j p. Willey's Jersey, first. Challenge, bitches-

Miss Obo, second.

Black-open, dogs-Andrew Laidlaws Rabbi,

Black—open, bitches-C. H. Bush'sNovet, first.

Ope^n dogs, any other color-Hornell Dick,first.

Open, bitches—Mollie, first.

CLl'MBER SPANIELS ( Mason )-Challenge

class—Bates and Geddes' Bromine.
Lass of Beauty,Open class, dogs and bitches-

first; Nancy Bell, second.
F. Lewis'IRISH WATER SPANIEI.S-B.

Patsy O'Connor, first.

Spaniel puppies.all classes—Andrew LaidlawJ

Sam^n iS Sogs. and Uno in bitches received

first prizes.

BEAGLES (Davidson), challenge, dogs—Hor;

nell-'Harmony Kennels, Royal Kreuger.

Challenge, bitches-W. D. Hughes' Lou.

Open, dogs—C. F. Judson's Racer, Jr., first.

Irish Setter Club Meeting.

Editor Fancikrs' Joi'RNAi..

Sir- Memljers of the Irish .Setter Club

are earnestly requested to attend a meeting ol

theclub Apnl 19. 4 I' M., at the room of the A.

K. C, No. 44, Broadway, New York.

Yours truly.

Max Wknzei., SecreUry.

NEW York, April 12, 1890.

-In an encounter between a bald eagle and

two dogs at Derwood, Md., for a piece of beel,

the bird came out victorious.

Ol
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PARTIAL LIST OF WINNING PUGS BETWEEN THE YEARS 1879 AND 1889.

Table Giving the Ivi«t of the Principal Showa Held in England Together with the Namea of
the Jtidge» and \srinner» in Their Respective Claasea.

COMPILED BY M. H. CRYER.

WHERK Held.

Birmingham
Alexandra Palace ....

Crystal Palace

Birmingham
Crystal Palace
Alexan ra Palace (Jan).
Alexandra Palace (Dec).
Birmingham
Crystal Palace
Crystal Palace (Jan)
Crystal Palace (July) .

Crystal Palace ijan)
Crystal Palace (July) .

Birmingham

Crystal Palace (Jan) . .

Birmingham
CrysUl Palace (July) . .

j- • (IJec.) . . ,

CBAimOW OK C»AUJiH«B CtJktB. -OPEN DOG CLAS»

Doo. BrrcH. First. Second.

i879JPerciv«l
1879 Boycott (Captain)

.

1H80 Maplebeck . .

iSSoBerrie

Comedy .

^
VouDg Snub

««__»_ ' [Juan To)Comedy +„m-¥n

Mkyhew's Punch . Young Snub

1881 Hodson (Rev.)
i8Kt Hodson (Rev.)
1.S81 Maplebeck .

Pimm
' > iSkylark's Banjo

. . Sambo
Banjo

Tum-Tum (*)
Comedy |J>>"> • • •

Sootey
I

Boffin ....
Sootey Young Peter . . . 'B«n3o
Fawn Tum-Tum II . . . Max . .

18H1 Berrie jComedy
;

Duke II ,Snub .

iSSjPercival Comedy Boffin Lorat

.

iKSjJaquet Tum-1'inn II . . .Jennie Challenger Lovat

.

i««3 Herrie Boffin Jennie .Diamond Bradford Ruby

Crystal Palace
Birmingham

. . 'Challenger .... Jennie
Jennie

. . Boffin Crawford's
<i. Bradford Ruby ) i. Dowager.

• 2. Challenger . . / j. Luna II

.

1885 Berrie Boffin Duchess of Con- ' Stingo Sniffles
aSsWeeUey Stingo Sniffles . . naught !Master Tragedy.
1885 Weekley 'Diamond Sovereign. . . .

18S6C0X Diamond jDarcy Master Bard . .

1S84C0X
iW<4 Berrie . .

1884 Berrie . .

188.S Sheffield.

Stingo Sniffles
Bradford Ruby .

Punch Stingo Sniffles.

Lion:;:}'

Bradford Ruby .

Beau
Lovat

Beau

Bradford Ruby .

Daniel
Daniel
Loris

jSnub

iSnub I

iBaujo
|Challenger , . .

Challenger . . .

Scamp
Sambo
Sut
Master Tragedy.
Figaro
Diamond . . . .

Ix>rd Fritz. . . .

|Set-8et

Daniel

Cartland's Judy

.

JDalsy

. IJenny

. Topsy

. Countess ....
.Countess ....

. Rose of Fulham

. Jenny

. Luna II

. iButtercup ....
. Dowager ....
. Davey
. iLittle Gipsy Queen
. Scott's Judy

.

. Davev ....

Minna . . . .

Gipsy Queen

Brioche. . . .

Aquarium
, pug dog show!

Crystal Palace (Jan.) . .

'

Jubilee Show,Barn Elms!

Birmingham '

Aquarium Pug Dog show!

Scarborough (June) . .

Barn Elmst (July) ...
Birmingham (Dec)
Bam Elmst (Feb.) . .

Aquarium Toy Dog show-
Aquarium* (Aug.) . . .

Alexandra Palacet (Jan.
Birmingham
Crystal Palace

London*

Olympiat (July). . . .

Liverpool
Manchester

Dowager ....
Belle of the Ball

.

Little Countess

[Loris I

King of Diamonds)
Lorts Nicodemus
Punch . . . 1 .„
Tragedy.. /'I
Swagger . . .

Little Countess . . Viceroy of
(

" Little Gipsy Queeni Lonsdale
18S7 Holdsworth (Mi88)!Little Count Royal Duke . .

.8«HLock Loris ?»r„U*°".- : } «

188H Berrie TiUnia

iLord Nelson . . . Maggie
jTair Xady Cloudy . .

iLoris Belle of the Ball.
iLion Swee'.meat . . .

1886 Berrie Stingo Sniffles

1887 Lock Little Count. .

1887 Weekley Little Count . .

1887'Foxwell Stingo Sniffles

i887Sheffield Little Count . . II

Lord Clover ,

Loris

(Withheld) . . .

Prince Tragedy

Stately

Prince Tragedy ,

I

Sweetmeat . ,

jSwag^ger Queen Rose.

Tang Pcgg ....

Flitters
Popsey
Dowager ....
Effle n
So-So
Rose of Fulham.
Queenie II. . . .

Buttercup. . . .

Chiefers
Lady Cloudy , .

Queenie

Maggie

Davey
Wild Mint. . . .

8ueeu Rose . . .

ur Jennie . . .

BeUe of the Ball

.

Dulcie II ... .

Swizzle

Gipsy Queen . .

Perto
,Zoe.
\Zoe
iSo-So
Belle PeHte . . .

Zoc
,Lady Cloudy . .

Miaa Tum-Tum

.

Maggie

Ltttle Dot

Aunt Dinah ....
Belle of the Ball. .

Sweet Briar. . . .

Lady Cloudy . . .

Maggie(V.H.C.,R.)

Sunset

[Sunset.M'Lud. . . .

Lord Roseberry . . jDutcie ....
Kensington Prince'Lady Crusoe.

Dulde Lady Crusoe .

Little Duchess . . (Withheld) . .

Lady Crusoe ...CM

' ' J — 1— — ~-

Linden of Holcomt>e.

1 888 Drew
iHfiS Foster . . . ,

itWHWallis. . . ,

i889Sheffield . ,

1889 Sheffield . .

1889 Foster. . . .

i889Lock . ,

,i889Weekley . .

18S9 Berrie . . . ,

1 1 889) Foster. . . ,

Pncr Wner akn«v
- -o ^ -o -

ttSpecial Cup.

SUtely
SUtely ...
Loris ....
Royal Duke

.

Royal Duke . .

. Queen Rose . . .

. Lady Clematis .

. Little Countess .

. Absent . . . .

. Mo entry . . . .

I. Loris .

,2. SUley

Simpson Bonsor
Royal Duke .... Stranger . . . .

V. of Lonsdale . . Lord Clover . . .

Neight)or John . Lord Roseberry .

Neighbor John . Bonsor
Scarborough Smut Confidence | . .

Confidence .... Someone

King Dick. . . .

Golden Duke.vh
Prince Tragedy
Stranger . . . .

Lit>on
Confidence . . .

Scarboro' Smut t > Neighbor John J \"
J King Dick 1 . /King Dick 1

.

- V Queen Rose .

Royal l3uke tt • Confidence
. . . Sea Breeze Simpson
. . . Royal Duke ... ^ tittle Countess

.f ir^ttti^i Cl'jb Sbc^. * fyv^T fif^eets *^ii!!ds. *Vsder fiftee:

(a) Large dogs, (i^) Small dogs.

Logic .

GolJen Duke . . Little Victor.
'.

pounds.

iV. of Lonsdale
iLogict ...
Bonsor t . . .

Golden Duke .

iConfidence . .

^Confidence . .

• Judy
crFlole Ferrira .

. . Sea Breeze . .

Judy
Little Madge .

. Lady Crusoe. .

. Sapphire . . .

. Princess Rose .

1 Judy JujuJ
; Rose IX 1 . . .

. Lady Crusoe .

iSapphire

Little Spot

Lady Crusoe. . . .

Lady Crusoe. . . .

Sea Breeze ....
Little Gipsy . . .

Crumpet
Foxwell's Favorite
Jenny Lind II

Sapphire J . .

Ringll ....
Crumpet. , . .

Little Gipsy . . .

Little Gipsy . . .

Dulcie
Lerena
Miss Boffin ....
Dora of Ixmsdale

.

Lady Morris. . . .

Ducie
Pooty
Tot J 1

Little Spot 1 . . )
Bessie Ivy

;ua! Sr

. genny Lind II. ^ . Lady Cmaoe . . . Dora of Loaadalc.

( ^^*ISl SCCO&%« &S«2 ^il«k%* wt^u jfOSSOr. hha^Qimu a£CGuu watta

HERR ULRICH AND HIS DOGS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The Germans must get queer

ideas about this country if they believe

the communications sent by eccentric or

unreliable persons. A few weeks ago

you published my translation of Mr.

Heimerle's letters to a German Journal,

"Der Hunde-Sport, " in which he relieves

his heart of the indignation he feels about

the people and laws of this "land of free-

dom" in general and the laws of the

state of New York in particular.

The same paper had in its issue of

March 12 the following: "On the 20th

of February Herr Ulrich arrived safe with

his dogs in New York. Immediately

after his arrival he had occasion to ad-

minister a sound old Bavarian thrashing to

Young America. When he drove the boxes
with his dogs on an open-rack wagon
through the city to the rented kennel a

gang of street boys found pleasure in
throwing stones at his dogs. Quickly Herr
Ulrich jumped down, seized one of the
boys and thrashed him soundly with his
known 'doggen -head cane.' The father of
the rude fellow who threatened to inter-
vene in favor of his hopeful offsprine es-
caped the same fate only bv sudden
flight."

What an unusual sight that must have
been

! Hero (heavy-weight, I suppose)
Ulrich drives his wagon with racks—

a

novelty in New York—and his dogs
through the streets and beats a little boy
with his thick "doggen-head cane !"

Quite unusual it would have been, though,
if Young America, especially in New
York, would in that emergency not have
put a much bigger head on the old
Bavarian than the one on his cane, if the

,

father of the boy had not defended his
I

»on, if the police officers had not treated
Herr Ulrich to a free ride on an open

—

but no rack—wagon, and if some justice

°l J"e peace had not explained to him
not all in this country are back-

an accurate and detailed account of the
engagement between Herr Ulrich and
Mr. Heimerle, in which the former came
out second best. Yoiws truly,

J. H. H. Maknnbr.
Baltimore, April 14.

KENNEL. REGISTEB.

THE BULL DOG CLUB OF AMERICA.

that

woodsmen and Anarchiste. " Wonder if
the German sporting papers will publish

A Ne'w Clab Org^anlzed on a Sound
and Klrm Basltt.

At a meeting of the bull dog men pres-

ent at the Boston Bench Show it was

unanimously resolved that a club, to be

known as "The Bull Dog Club of Amer-

ica," should be formed. Organization
was effected by the election of Mr. H. D.
Kendall as secretary-treasurer, Mr. E.
Sheffield Porter being elected president
pro tern, pending the final organization
of the club. Messrs. T. L. Park, R. B.

Sawyer and the secretary-treasurer were
elected as a committee to draw up a con-
stitution and by-laws and count ballots

for permanent organization. The secre-

tary-treasurer was instructed to have
such constitution and by laws printed
and as soon as practicable sent to all ex-
hibitors of bull dogs at the American
Kennel Club shows during the past five

years with a blank form of application
for membership.
As soon as the club shall have obtained

twenty-five members, blank ballots will

be sent to the members to elect six mem-
bers of the Executive Committee of the
permanent organization, it being the
opinion of the meeting that the secre-

tary-treasurer should be one of the seven
members of this committee in order to

carry out the fiill organization of the
club, such ballots to be filled out and re-

turned to the secretary-treasurer and the
result to be made known through the
sporting papers as soon after the returns

as practicable. Offers of cups unsur-
passed bv any specialty club in America
were made by members present, assuring

the success of the club beyond all doubt.

All interested are cordially requested
to communicate with the secretary-treas-

urer. H. D. Kendall,
Secretary-Tirasurer.

Lowell, Mass., April 8.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write
plainly.

SALE.S.

CHARLES F. HEIRESOFF, JR., Bristol, R. I.,

has sold Mollie Glekdynb, Irish setter
bitch, whelped July 1,1, 1888 (Glenmore—
Nell), toGIendync Kennels, Bristol, R. I.

J. J. 8CANLON, Fall River, Mass. has sold Lulu
v., Irish setter bitch, whelped September 1,

i
1889 (Champion Tim—Lulu III), to Glendyne

I
Kennels. Bristol, R. I.

GLENDYNE KENNELS, Bristol, R. I., have
sold Irish setter dog Razzle, whelped Jan-
uary 38, 1890, to Charles Gayton, Bristol, R. I.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS have sold collie
bitch Flo (Maney Trefoil—Jakyr Dean), to
Charles W. Boger, Philadelphia, Pa,

L. S. Hl'DSON. Lansing, Mich., has sold one-
half interest in pug dog Lord Clovkr (Ch.
Loris—Ch. Diamond) to George Gillivan,
West Jefferson, Ohio.

A. E. PITTS, of Indianola Kennels, Columbus,
O., has sold to Thomas I. Ballantine the pug
bitch Money (14,916), Lord Nelson—Terra
Cotta.

JAMBS F. HALL, Philadelphia, Pa., has sold
Lady Rosalind, rough coated St. Bernard
bitch (11. 919), to Nashville Kennels, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

LiL, rough^roated St. Bernard bitch (13,345), to
Mr. Thomas Carroll, Germantown, Pa.

J. OTIS FELLOWS, Homellsville, N. Y., has
sold English mastiff dog Ginoer to G. B.
Bailey, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Captain Muldoon, Irish water spaniel, to S.

W. Roberts, Albuquerque, N. M.
A, E, PITTS, Columbus, Ohio, has sold Money,

pug bitch, whelped June 10, 1889 (Lord Nel-
son-Terra Cotta), to Thomas I. Ballantine,
Peoria, 111.

Maitd Clover, pug bitch, whelped May ig,

1H89 (Lord Clover—Puggie), to Michael Hil-
gert, St. Joseph, Mo.

KuHRANCV, pug bitch, whelped Deceml>er 20,

1889 (Champion Kash—Daisy), to Mrs. E.
Tyler, .St. Paul, Minn.

Bell Boy, pug dog, whelped January 20,

1890 (Champion Kash—Daisy), to Mrs, E.
Tyler, St. Paul, Minn.

Daisy, pug bitch, whelped August 7, 1886
(Champion George—.Sweep), to Seminole
Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lady THt-KMAit, pug bitch, whelped March
15, 1888 (Silver Shoe—Dixie), to Eberhart
Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.

TEMPEsr, pug dog. whelped January jo, 1890
(Champion Kash—Daisy), to Mr. Jackson
Connelly, Columbus, O.

REGENT KENNEI.8 have sold the fox terrier
bitch Oxford Nora (9347), to M. W. Taylor,
Philadelphia, Pa.

VISITS.

F. L. CHENEY'S red Irish setter bitch Daisy
(Champion Chief—Leigh Doane) to A. S.

T.

Swan'sBrrklky II (Champion Chief—Cham-
pion Gussie), March 6, 1890.

1. BALLANTINE'S pug bitch BRADFORD
Gypsey (Tristram—Bradford Midget)- to
owner's Thoe (Santa Claus—Victoria), March
39, 1890.

R, B. DUNCANS pug bitch CozziE (Pudgie—
Beauty), March 30, 1890, to Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Bradford Ruby II (9710).

O, D, EISENHARD'S pug bitch NsLLiB E.
(Champion Kash—Puss 5.), March 19, 1890, to
Bberhari Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II
(97»o)-

J. B. McDonalds pug Wtch Bonnie, to Bt>er-
hart Pug Kennels^ Doi-glass II

February 15, 1890.

(n.804).

H. J. BRAMLAGE'S pug bitch Toppv, March 3,

1890, to Eberhart Pug Kennel's Bradford
RtjBv II (9730).

EBERHART PIG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
pug bitch Lady Thi-rman, (13,098) (Dixie

—

Silver Shoe), February 33, 1890, to H. E. Pitts'

Champion Kash.

J. W. PISTOR'S pug bitch Nellie, February 1,

1890, to Eberhart Pug Kennels' DotrcLASS n
(11,804).

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug bitch EAST
Lake Virgib (Champion Bradford Ruby

—

Puss B.), Februarj' 2, 1S90, to Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Sir Lokis (15,545).

EDWARD REISSIG'S pug bitch Daisy, January
18, 1890, to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford
RnBY II (97J0).

JOSEPH WARBURTON'S pug bitch NoRRlNE,
January 27, i8go, to Eberhart Pug Kennela'
Bradford Ruby II (9720).

A. W. ALBRIGHT'S pug bitch;LADY Bonaparte
(12,849), January 3, 1890, to Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Douglass II (11 804).

HOMER DAVIS' pug bitch
,
January 16,

1890, to El>erhari Pug Kernels' Bradford
Ruby II (9720).

M. L. JACKSON'S pug bitch T0P8V, January 17.

1890, to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford
Ruby II (9720).

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug bitch LADY
Thora (Santa Claus—Alwah), Novemt>er ai,

1889, to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Boycott
(11,803).

I. H. ROBERTS' (Philadelphia, Pa.) Irish setter
bitch Lady Flora (Begorrah—Leigh Doane)
to M.WeniersTiM(Bii—Haiel), February 36.

JAMES L CARRS (Orange. N, J.) Irish setter

bitch Bi'.LLC (Chief ) to Max Wenzel's
Tim (Biz—Haiel), February 20.

I. H, HITCHCOCK'S (Sing Sing, N. Y.) Irish
setter bitch Belle (Glencho—Tara) to Max
Wenzel's Tim (Bii—Ha«el), March 13.

DR. L, M.THOMPSON'S (Mahanoy City, Pa.)
English setter bitch Winnie Rakk (Count
Rake—Winnie Davis) to P. H. U'Baiinon's
Revkrdy (Gaths Mark— Rosa). February 14.

C. SMITH'S (Philadelphia. Pa.) Irish setter bitch
Elchoeen Jessie (Elcho, Jr.—Pequot Jessie)

to E. Maher's Larry S. (Chief—Luray), Fe»>-

ruary 6,

M. L. JACKSON'S pug bitch Queenie to Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II (9720),

April tio.
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comiueud this to our readers as character-

istic of its writer, and as illustrating the

entire lack of principle aud the complete

fulness of purpose in his methods.
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NOTES IN PASSING.

The fanciers of the Indian Game are

taking great pains in making up the

standard of the variety. There may be - - - .^^^^ Hammonton to

war in the camp before the work .s com^
,

hose g ^^ .^^^ ^^^
nlotfil hut it will be of words and the »Py """ ""^ '"

• • j .pleted, but It w"' '
I merits of broiler growmg as an industry,

best arguments will be the v ctors. One
^ J ^^^^^^ ^^ .^

American breeder interested in the stand- ms oni> a s ..

»%

If we may judge from the reports of

ard asks tlie English breeders of the

variety through the Fanciers' Gazette for

connection with another and paying

business, and when theories give place to

TUBERCULOSIS OR ROUP.

Transmissible fi-om Man and ft-om

Animals to Man Again.

Tuberculosis in poultrj- has been here-

tofore universally known by the name of

roup, or diphtheritic roup—names erro-

neously applied to some more or less ex-

ternal manifestations of its presence. Up

to a comparatively recent time I was in

I

ignorance of the true nature of roup so-

I

called, and I am not ashamed to avow

that at one time I considered that roup

advice ana uiai
^ Germantown Telegraph upon what •

, „ „„„„(., similar to diphtheria in

continents shall be uniform. He says: in a manner similar to diphtheria in

human beings. The numerous post-

mortems that I have made where death

was due to tuberculosis, and further in-

vestigations by myself as well as by

others, have now, however, convinced

me that in dealing with roup we have

only one of the sequence of symptoms

which mark the presence of that terrible

scourge of mankind, ruminants and do

I
the Germantown Telegraph upon what

. ; he found there as follows :

" Will some of those who are familiar
|

with, and interested in the Indian 1 «

game, kindly answer the following ques-
1

^^ ^^^
tions:jsl. What IS considered the m^^^^

y^^^ 1^^^^^^ YoVhave
desirable ^\°^"^'P^^\!^^^

of lac ng^s I

repeatedly assured us that some succeed
game hen ? 2d. Which st>le ot lacmg is

|^ ^f -^ y^^^ j ^ad an idea that all

cons.dere.l Preferable « /'^^g\«„J""^„V
«

1
was success at Hammonton. Let me tell

abou the ?"t«''^^«f^.°r*^Ve other > I I you what I learned : After I left you at
doable lacing, one within «»« otJier

.
1

,
y

NJcolai. He
find that the standard issued by \he In- your 'arm 1 caiie i^ p^ ^„„.g. „.

'^'""^V."" ^'ttr^nrafan !it5i^ ho^e amf h\sT.tif selH^^ some „,estic poultry. It is. therefore, high

3il^anle^S^h^sb^enT,rS^^^ He is enterprising and shows
| ^^^^ .^at we we,^ fully alive to its

Srsu'lT^a^utd'^^r this variety, it is
|

prosperity^
S^^rZ^k^lTl^ctZ ' 'dangerous nature. It kills more of the

very- desirable that the con|mitteesho«W
^'^^/'^^J^^Z L^lerdoUr" clear human race than any other disease; for

have the fullest information^ f^^^^^^^^^^

^^^ Hopping's place came one death from smallpox there are fifty

?he AmeriSn aXhe En'^l^^^^^^^^^
He seemed discouraged. He

..^,„, ^^t^.^ular disease. Yet very little

fh^nwToT'onfltlw^^^^ «'^^
! fn'known 'Mr^°H s^nTcommo^^t^l notice is taken of it compared to the

the breeding should l>esohd for the same unknown^ Mr^H^
"o dampe""^n Ihl \

scare caused by smallpox. More poultry

points in bolh ^«""^r^*'/« l*'?^^^'^^?" Ciness in consequence of his loT Mr.
\
are killed by it than by all the other dis-

fresh'tr^d" may kn^rthafbvTtfS |

Jacol.' place followed. Mr. Jacobs is a : ,,^, ,, ^,,,,y, ,hey are subject. It is now

ductio^itewm.^^^^^^^^^ an admitted fact that tuberculosis is

^qnS^^hichhe has^^^^^^^ man to the inferior

miicV\'ffi">l7.,jf '^'^^^^^!*'
.^f"^^^^^^^

I must admit that I
!
animals, and it is regarded as equally

Ui'e allolrquls io s '^h^^^^^^^^^ ,„
I

have no faith in that, especially after see-
i ,„,, ,hat it can be transmitted back

;:;^^;;rrS^tial h^ior^ mto t^ ZrvlSl^^'ic^^t^adS I

a^aiu iVom animals to man. Notoriously

standards upon this breed, which other-

wise perhaps may conflict."

«
; the yards outside, and thus be sure that

This holds asuKKestiou the memoers ,
uo anciu.ain w^-.a.^.. ...-

.""""irj
'

inis uoiiis a »iiKK"i
1 ^^^^ ^^ watch that experiment. It does

of other specialty clubs may consider to
,^^j g^^^, natural, but I may be wrong.

their profit. Why not consult with the

thalife we found in mose mai nau men
, 7"; «f tnlwirulous

freedom But Mr. J. has great faith, so ! is it the case that the flesh of tube.culous

great that next year he will tear down cattle, as well as the milk from infected
, ... 1 K„ „..„.*».„.

^^^^ ^^^^ convey the contagion of

tubercle to man. Ht-ucc ilic Snal r.ujxjrt

._ .
, auce and. indeed, paramount necessity,

not seem natural, but I may be wrong,
j.^^. ^^^^^^ supervision of cattle, cattle

Mr. vSeeley's place is next door. Only a ,,,,„,,^ p,^ The flesh of uoultrv whichmeir prum. •» -v ""' lui . vjttitj =. p.a,.^ •<. ...—
_. --"-' - sheds, etc

soecialtv clubs abroad with the purpose few hundred chicks were on naiid, and

irview of an international standard, and Mr. S. informed us he lost over 2ocjo with
^^^^.^,^ ^j,^„ ^^j^,,

sncus, cit. iu«; tf^a,. ^. ,— ,. ..----

.^„ . have the disease is also dangerously in

Mr. S. informed us he lost over 2ocx) with
f^^ij^.p ^jj^n eaten. A wide vista is thus

"national sianuarii, aiiu a.... v^.
r, ; ,, , ...,,i..->. ..

, u„. u fact the roup. He attributes the cause mainly ^,,„| out showing the imporUnce to
each country thus break up what is fast

, ^^ ^^^.
H^

^^^^ ^^^ ^^ i,^,,^ ^^^^^ j^^j ^he ^nkilid of either curing or stamping
becoming too prevalent a practice to he 1 j j:.,„„„„ i» ;= „ f„w„-

of benefit for either—each side becoming

the market for the refuse, the disquali-

fied of the other ?

»

out this insiduous disease. It is a fortu-

. - -,.
I
nate circumstance that human beings

is next to the largest place in town. The
| ^^^ ^^^^ equally susceptible, or there

chicks were real lively, not as spry as we
1 ^^y^^^ certainly be no outcry alK>ut over-

I
have seen them, but better than the

papulation. Poultrv keepers need not

roup- ~
'I ijext called upon Mr.Browning. This

is next to the largest place in town. The

average. There seems to be some sys-

i

tem practiced on Mr. B's ranch, and he

speaks encouragingly. He had some

Pres.sey"8 plant we found the yard

crowded; the first place at which chicks

were raised in open air. The system

]
must l)e a success for the chicks were the

hardiest and liveliest in the town. Mr.

I Pressey explained to me the value of open

I air, and his practices are up to his tho

A suggestion made by Mr T. J. Denne

in the English Stock-Keeper as '° '^' ;^;^-;,-^\;Ch^-^oss\^, aVx>ut on an
treatment of carriers when returned from

! ^^^^^^^ .^.^^^ f^^mer years. At Mr.

exhibition is equally applicable to im-

ported birds or those purchased from a

disUnce. He says: "After return from a

show, when they perhaps have been de-

layed on the return journey, they may

sometimes want something to revive . .

them A few drops of homoeopathic ries. I believe ma theory when we see
them. A levk 11 I

^^vmiP a nian successfully practicing it. Mr.
arnica in their drinking water, say one

^.^^^ p^j^^^ ^^^^ business in glowing

drop of the jx dilution to twenty of
, p^jjQ^_jjo ^uch so that at first I thought

. .,
he had something to sell. In this, how-

ever, I was mistaken. He has remark-

able hatches, but does not have the suc-

cess in brooding he should have. How-
ever he has no sickness, and equals the

average. At Mr. McMillian's place I

saw a fine lot of broilers. Mr. McM. \ye-

lieves in fresh air, and his stock, in con-

sequence look rugged. He reoorts his

success this year ahead of all former

years. He has a disadvantage, however,

that would be a gootl excuse for failure.

The soil is very heavy, and damp for

several davs after a rain. But he is care-

ful, pushing and persevering and paid by

success

water, will do much to revive them.

« *

In answer to " What is faking? " Mr.

Denne claims that cutting the under

madible of carriers to prevent it be-

ing bent down by the pressure of the

strong and growing upper is not to be in-

cluded in faking, nor is it dishonest to

shorten the upper madible of an open

Ijeaked bird, nor again when the upper

mandible is extra thick and the arch very

high, is it wrong to file a V in the crown of

the arch to weaken it, so the point of the

upper beak is lifted, and the beak given

the chance to grow as it should. And,

all because "length of face is of so

much importance to a carjrier that the

fancier has no inducement to shorten the

beak beyond the point necessary to keep

it in good shape and comfort to the

bird."
* *

Mr. P. H. Jacobs, in another column,

comments in characteristic style upon

the Association of the Judges. The

"good wine needs no bush," and we

»
» «

We have known for some time past

that a revolution in Haninionton matters

was pending, but Mr. Jacobs told us at

Trenton it was to result in ducks becom-

ing the staple of trade. We think now,

however, it will turn upon methods Mr

Drevenstedt was first to advocate and

which others are not slow in adopting.

Hammonton will continue to be a source

of supply for the New York market, but it

will not be of broilers from outside eggs

reared upon the no air plan.

, Poultry - .

on their own account fear the disease

when treating affected stock, for there

must be a recepti%-ity—inherited or cre-

ated- to favor the invasion of the disease.

The following facts regarding the man-

ner in which poultry are attacked by it

makes this very clear. At different

periods of life different parts of the body

are efl"ected. In young chickens, besides

the membranes of the mouth and nose,

tubercle nearly always attacks the bowels,

being usually deposited in the mucous
membrane of the upper part (duodenum)

and in the blind tubes (caca). A diphthe-

roid exudation of a creamy yellow color

is not infrequently met with m these

tubes, especially in chickens, occasionally

forming a conical plug, which completely

chokes it. In consequence of ulceration

having previously taken place, these

plugs sometimes contain blood coagula.

This will occur when healthy chickens

are attacked, the disease being trans-

mitted by an afi"ected brood hen, by the

ingestion of contaminated food or water,

or in some other way. When this is the

case, the mucous membrane of the mouth,

nasal passages, and the whole alimentary

track, are almost simultaneously involved.

Here there must l)e a peculiarly receptive

condition, or predisposition, to favor

such rapid development of the disease.

In this case the secretions are thickened

occasionally, causing the nostrils to be

completely blocked, air to Ije forced

through the lachrymal ducts, and froth-

ing bubbles to api)ear in the comers of

the eyes. Air bubbles will be found in

the salivary mucous in the mouth, espe-

cially under the tongue, where dirt com-

mences to collect, and when the wind-

pipe is affected, frothy bubbles are some-

times seen at the corneas of the mouth.

The papilla of the mucous membrane are

slightly enlarge<l. The membranes of

the mouth become rather white, and a

close examination reveals miliary ulcer-

ation, though to detect it slight magni-

fying power is sometimes required . This

form of the disease is almost universally

known as roup. In half-grown chickens

tubercle is seldom deposited in the bowel,

and in adult fowls it is of rare occurrence.

All animals are not alike susceptible to

tubercular disease. In the goat, for in-

stance, it is very rarely found. Ducks

and geese, too, and other water-fowl are

peculiarly exempt from it. and few cases

are met with, even among those which

are kept rather closely confined. The
temperature of each animal and the kind

of food eaten, no doubt, has much to do

with this. In hot seasons, too, the dis-

ease is much more prevalent than at other

times. There can be no doubt as to the

food exerting a very powerful receptive

influence, causing the disease to assume

primarily virulent, localized and even

circumscribed forms, for instance, as it

does when known as "comb disease."

Fowls, owing to their normal tempera-

ture, are very susceptible, more especially

when kept under conditions that tend to

a lowered vitality. Some breeds, too.are

much more susceptible than are others,

especially the Asiatic varieties and the

Polish. Houdans and Dorkings; while the

game varieties, Leghorns and Ilamburgs,

resist the disease to a great extent after

they have passed chickenhood.

In fowls, in nearly all cases, the mem-
brane of the mouth is the seat of the at-

tack. On this white spots appear (miliary

ulcers) which gradually enlarge, and

change in color to a dirty yellow. These

sometimes coalesce and a diphtheroid

false membrane is formed, which covers

completely the underlying mucous mem-
brane, and partially destroys it for the

time being. This form of disease is

known as diphtheritic roup. The de-

posit is sometimes so great that it causes

the death of the fowl by suffocation,

owing to the presence of large cheesy

masses, which give off an abominably

offensive odor, blocking up the entrance

to the windpipe. From the mouth the

disease soon spreads to the naso-pharyn-

geal membranes, and occasionally a de-

posit takes place on the inner surface of

»jj5. •.viGd»^i"e. forming a jierfect cast of

that tube; at other tunes 'it attacks the

windpipe in isolated patches. Portions

of this diphtheroid coating frequently be-

come detached in pieces large enough to

block up the windpipe and cause death

by suffocation, which is a not infrequent

occurrence.
When the windpipe is attacked in this

way the fowl may be noticed arching and

twisting its neck in a peculiar manner,

more especially when eating its food.

Ultimately the liver, spleen, mesentery

and other parts of the body are attacked,

especially the surface of the peritoneum,

on which irregular excrescences are pro-

duced. The liver is sometimes enlarged

to an enormous extent in consequence of

the presence in it of small masses of tu-

bercle distributed throughout its whole

substance, while in other cases it is found

in large nodular masses, apparently af-

fecting only portions of the liver.

The spleen appears to be affected in a

similar manner to the liver. Attached to

the mesentery, nodular masses are occa-

sionally found varying in size from less

than a pea to upwards of two ounces in

weight. The lung is very seldom the

seatof actual deposit, though subiect to

in lamination set up by the disease.

Masses of tubercle are very frequently

deposited in the glands about the head

and neck, and in the lachrymal duct,

when it can be seen bulging out under-

neath the eye.

In that most virulent form known as

comb disease, small nodular swellings ap-

pear upon the comb and face, and the

deposit sometimes takes place in the eye

itself. In comb disease, by an ulcerative

process, the cuticle involved is soon de-

stroyed, and a yellowish discharge comes

away in consequence of the tissue around

the nodule sloughing. New nodules

soon form around the original sores, and

the disease rapidly extends to the neck

and wattles. As the discharge becomes

dry, yellow crusts are formed which give

off a very offensive odor. The inside of

the mouth is soon affected in the s»anie

as when the disease is known asway ".. "..- -

diphtheritic roup. In old fowls that are

tuberculous—that is, fowls in their sec-

ond year and upwards—flattened oval

bodies, of a yellow color and very hard,

are frequently met with in the intra-

muscular tissue. They are in shape

somewhat like a pumpkin seed, but very

small. g
Young chickens occasionally die on
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very rapidly, owing to the disease caus-

ing inflammation of the bowels, conges-

tion of the liver, or inflanimation of the
lungs, and very frequently there are no
marked symptoms to be seen beyond
moping, and drooping of the wings. If

carefully examined the mucous mem-
brane of the mouth and throat will be
seen to be very pale, or to have a bluish

tinge, and frothy bubbles will usually be
found underneath the tongue, owing to

the thickening of the mouth secretions.

The chicken will also be very feverish

and its head hot. They will sometimes
struggle on for several weeks before they
succumb, especially if the weather and
other environments are unfavorable to

the development of the disease.

TREATMENT.

In that form known as comb disease

there is not much chance of any kind of

treatment,as it is one of the most virulent

forms of the disease, spreading as de-

structively as the prairie fire, until the

whole of the fowl's system becomes in-

involved. This virulence, in my opinion,

is not due to the disease itself, but de-

pends on the condition of the body of

the fowls attacked. I have found that

fowls attacked in this manner have been

fed upon highly carbonaceous food, such
as potato and maize, and very frequently
with animal food as well, thus saturating
their system with fat, aud rendering
them highly susceptible to the disease.

If treatment is to be attempted, tether
the fowl's le^s together in such a way as
to permit of its walking, but not so that
it can raise either foot to scratch the af-

fected parts, which would cause them to
bleed, and thus aggravate and assist in
spreading the disease. Give roup pills

night and morning; and, at the same
time, even if the mouth does not appear
to be affected, as a precautionary meas-
ure, wash it out with sulphate of copper
lotion. For an external application,
with which to bathe the comb and other
affected parts, add ten drops of car-
bolic acid to the lotion. In all cases un-
suitable food is a predisposing cause;
therefore, when treating for the cure of
this disease, never lose si^ht of this fact.

When attempting a cure, if the fowls are
not too ill to eat, feed almost entirely
upon grain, always avoiding Indian corn.
An abundant supply ofgreen food is abso-
lutely essential, and, therefore, must be
supplied.

Another predisposing cause is their
sleeping in close, impure air, not suffi-

cient attention being given to the amount
of cubic feet of pure air required by
them. Most books on poultry keeping
recommend warm fowl-houses as condu-
cive to winter laying, and poultry keep-
ers, acting upon this advice, close up
every crevice, and even the opening
through which the fowls pass in aud out
is by many closed up, so that no air can
pass through at night. In such a case,
no matter what means of ventilation
there may be at the top of the fowl
house, the air at the bottom must of ne-
cessity be impure. Latterly, I have kept
fowls in pens fully exposed day and
night—that is, in shed-like pens with
wire fronts—when treating them for
tuberculosis, with results that have been
to me rather astonishing.
The first case I thus exposed was a

black Hamburg pullet suffering from
diphtheritic roup. On pointing out its

condition to the owner, he lef? it with
me to kill or otherwise dispose of it in
any way I thought proper. As an ex-
periment 1 placed it in a pen about eight
leet by three feet, with a wire front. The
snow actually drifted into the pen, and
the fowl's drinking water was occasion-
ally frozen during the day. No evil re-
sults followed, but on the contrary, the
fowl was ultimately restored to health,
and I have some chickens, apparently
quite healthy, that were hatched from its

*KKS. Since then I have never placed a
fowl in a warm pen when treating it for
tuberculosis. Cold, dry air in the lul)er-
culosis of human beings is the most
recent mode of treatment; patients who
can afford it are ordered to pass the
winter abroad in high altitudes with
sunny exposures. This condition is most
conducive to the destruction of the
bacillus.

When the matter is considered it will
be seen that the fowl that is continually
exposed really runs less risk of inflam-
mation (which is frequently an immediate

cause of death in creatures suffering from
tubercular disease) than one that has to
come out of a warm house into the cold
raw morning air, or is otherwise liable to
sudden exposure to currents of chilled
air. Disease revels in filth as well as
creates it, therefore sick fowls and their
runs, etc., cannot be kept too scrupu-
lously cleau. The feeding, and especi-
ally the water vessels should constantly
be cleaned, so that all droppings, feathers
and even emanations from them may be
immediately cleared away. The best
plan is to well lime wash the vessels, and
then scrub and rinse them in clean
water. The discharge from the nostrils
of a tuberculous fowl must of necessity
contaminate the water each time the
fowl drinks; and, therefore, the following
tonic and antiseptic solution, added to
the sick fowl's drinking water, is of great
service as an aid to cure : Place a pound
of loaf sugar in an iron vessel without
any water, and bum it until of a very
dark brown color, then stir in a quarter
of an ounce of sulphate of iron (green
copperas), two ounces of sulphate of mag-
nesia (Epsom salts), four ounces of sul-

phate of soda (Glauber salts), and half
an ounce of chloride of sodium (common
salt, and sufficient boiling water to make
one quart. One tablespoon ful of this
tonic should be added to each pint of the
sick fowl's drinking water. When fowls
are not ill, if given of half strength, it

will cause an increase in the yield of
eggs, owing to its stimulating the di-

gestive system.
In conclusion, my uuqualified advice is

to kill off all bad cases in preference to
attempting to cure them, especially
those that do not show signs of improve-
ment under treatment. There is yet
another aspect of the disease to be con-
sidered, that is its power of remaining in
the system for a very long time without
showing itself in an active form. Mor-
bid anatomy proves that within the body
tubercle spreads from part to part, at-

!

tacking only those parts most suitable
for its growth, and as I have already
shown, at different periods of life certain
parts appear to be more ready to receive
the disease, e. g., serous membranes,
joints (especially the largest joints in the
body), and the large internal organs.

Tubercle, deep-seated in the tissues,

may lie latent for a considerable time,
until through some cause the system be-
comes lowered, or until elements are im-
ported into it favorable to the develof)-
ment of the bacillus. Each nodule of
tubercle is a focus from which general
tuberculosis may result, and these
nodules becoming eucysted, the disease
is sealed up in the system, and remains
inoperative (latent) for a longer or
shorter time. These nodules may be
found in the lymphatic glands, and are
so small as to readily escape notice un-
less specially searched for.

Very many cases have been brought to
my notice where a purchased fowl has
caused a whole yard to be infected and
to die off rapidly, while the fowl that
caused the mischief remained apparently
healthy. Here the importecf bacillus
finds suitable soil. Frequently a hen is

purchased for sitting purposes in which
the disease is present, though the fowl is

apparently well. However, in the chick-
ens, sooner or later, tubercular disease
is developed, though possibly not recog-
nized as such, the cause of death being
usually attributed to some resultant
symptom, such as diarrhoea.

If recognized, the disease is then fre-

quently considered to be hereditary, aud
this view of the case is especially likely
to be taken if the eggs have been pur-
chased. He is more than a bold man
who will attempt to point out, with any
measure of assurance, in the case of
chickens, the cause of tubercular disease
appearing among them. It is this in-

sidious non-development of symptoms
that makes the disease so formidable; for

one is too liable to remain in a happy be-
lief that the disease has been stamped
out, when all the time some portion of
the stock is harboring it in a latent form.
I have throughout this article endeavored
to show the predisposing causes; avoid
them, and the disease, when latent, may
die out of itself.—W. Vahle.

—The buff Cochins were among the
most carefully judged birds at New York.
Johnson was impartial and honest.

—

Poultry Keeper.

[Aud yet a winner of 3d was crooked
in back and had a wry tail.

—

Ed.]

INSBC?rS OP THE LOPT.

Some Are Marauders Wliile Others

Exist Only for Good.
There are certain and sundry inhabi-

tants of pigeon lofts whose room is far

preferable to their company. I allude

to the various kinds of lice to which
pigeons are subject, either naturally or

though carelessness or ignorance on the

part of the pigeon keeper. Some of

these insects attach themselves to the

bodies of pigeons, others inhabit their

nests or are to be found in nooks and
crevices in the pigeon house, only occa-

sionally, and that generally at night

time, sallying forth to torment and worry
the pigeons. Insects of the latter sort

are of two kinds, one easily banished and
destroyed, the other only checked for a

time, to reappear in greater force unless

constant vigilance be observed to pre-

vent their incursions. The vulgar terms

by which these creatures are known are:

I. The flea; 2. The mite.

The flea is usually found in the nest;

it sucks the blood of squal>s, but seldom
ventures to assault fully fledged birds.

Should it ever do so its presence is im-
mediately detected by the restless de-
portment of the bird attacked by it.

Fleas have the greatest repugnance to
insect powder; therefore, whenever I de-
tect the presence of these gymnastic
performers I sprinkle the nest and its

immediate vicinity with that powder,
and that with marvellous eS°ect. Of
course clean out nest boxes of all their
contents into scalding water or burning
fire. In every case the warm reception
provided by one or all of these modes of
attention is such as to rid the place of
the acrobatic acquaintance for some con-
siderable period.

The mite is quite a different personage.
So persistent are his attentions, and so
erratic his appearances that he and his
may not only lay claim collectively to
the title of "legion," but amongst his
own fry is doubtless regarded individ-
ually as being a great warrior—in short a
mighty man of valor. How are we to
deal with these liliputian magnates ?

Well, first find them; you will detect a
mighty few .adorning the ears and head
crowns of the poor little squab pigeons.
A small cluster will be detected at the
base of the neck, and some stragglers
beneath the win^ joins. To prevent an
immediate repetition of these excursions
or pleasure parties, apply a little olive
oil to the spots on which they delight to
frolic. F"or a while those who have not
been buttered to death will avoid such
oily localities, and if you have patience
to wait till the morning you will find
beneath the nest bowl or box a blood-
red circuit of many mites, or perhaps
heaps of them gathered up in the form
of currants here and there around the
nest, expending their energies in keep-
ing each other warm. At once assist

their endeavor by placing the bowl or
box into a scalding pan of water, and,
notwithstanding all their numbers, you
will accomplish a more wonderful feat

than did an historical personage with the
jaw-bone of an ass. By his feat he slew
his thousands, you will have slain tens
of thousands of the veriest little tor-

mentors of the pigeon race. Such is my
practice, and I find it effectual for a
season . Next season they come again in

hot weather, and receive as warm a re-

ception, for I consider it unfair not to
give equal attention to giant and mite
alike who presumes to assault the gentle
dove. Some people sprinkle sulphur in

the nest pans and in the feathers of adult
birds; this is partly successful, but I pre-
fer to see the former plan adopted.
Hence my practice; it gives more trouble,
it is true, but it is also more efficacious.

The mite does not attack adult pigeons.
There is one other kind of insect that

is found upon pieeons, but that so
rarely as to be regarded rather as the re-

sult of accident than to a chronic state of
things. I refer to the tick. It is fortu-

nate that its advent in the pigeon-house
is of rare occurrence, for it is the most
terrible of tormentors to which the
pigeon can be subject. It is generally
the result of the visit to the loft of a stray
flat fly sometimes seen on horses. Should
this fly deposit an egg in the pigeon nest,

it leaves behind it the most merciless of
suckers. The parent birds, if attacked,
will leave the nest, and by a variety of
antics quickly draw the fancier's atten-
tion, who, by a close inspection of the
birds, will soon find the evil beast and
crush him to death. With the poor
squabs it is different; unless some acci-
dent should draw attention to them they
generally perish. But a watchful fancier
may be trusted in this matter to keep an
eye to his pets and save them from such
tormentors.

There are besides these other insects
which belong solely to the pigeon tribe
and cannot live on any other tx>dy ; in fact,

if a pigeon dies while carrying on it any
any of these kinds, the latter perish, not
being able to sustain themselves on any
other body or under any other circum-
stances. Insects indigenous to pigeons
are of two kinds—one pertaining to the
feathers, and the other to the skin of the
bird; of the former there are two varie-
ties, of the latter three.

I shall first allude to the feather insects.
This is their proper appellation, a more
objectionable term being only applicable
to the undesirable creatures to be spoken
of later on. Feather insects are of two
shapes, one long aud very thin,generally
to be found in the web of the flight and
tail feathers; they travel to other portions
of the plumage when the bird is reposing;
their eggs are rows of small flat glisten-
ing specks, to be found solely on the soft
downy feathers running along the base
of the flights). These insects, unless al
lowed to accumulate to an unreasonable
extent, are beneficial rather than the
contrary to the pigeon, for they live on
the downy fluff at the lower part of the
feathers, thereby affording relief to the
birds by removing ere the hot weather
sets in the superabundant provision for
warmth seasonably provided by nature
for the colder period of the year. The
other kind of pigeon feather insect is

round, or rather, slightly oval in shape;
it is also flat in body. This creature is

never found in the flight or tail feathers,
but as a rule inhabits the hackle, rump
ntiH thiorVi nliininfr**- itQ t-Aocriti fnr «kv«a*^o - t^- - "o -
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ence, I hesitate not to say, is to supply a
similar relief to the pigeon as the former
kind does, by devouring the fluff of the
lesser feathers. These insects do abso-
lutely no harm to any bird kept in a
reasonably clean condition, but, like the
former, if allowed to seriously accumu-
late it will become necessary to take
means to lessen the population; should
such necessity arise, I would advise the
use of camphorated chalk; dust the
powder carefully into the neck, rump and
thigh feathers; it will have the effect de-
sired, as the insects will be sufficiently

diminished in number to prevent all

harm.
We now come to the skin insects,

which, without further ceremony, I will

—on the principle of "calling a spade a
spade"—designate lice. These are natural
to every living creature, but need not be
its companions for a day if properly
checkmated on the grand principle that
"cleanliness comes next to godliness."
I am happy to say that though I keep a
variety of pigeons most liable to be the
custodians of these abominable parasites,
because of the shortness and thickness
of their beaks, I seldom if ever find one
of my own bred and kept birds tenanted
by the pigeon louse. Should one of
these abominations even presume to
{KMsess the person of one of my ptis, J

am instantly made aware of its advent by
the short "coo-coo," and the stamping
foot of the irritated and indignant party
thus impudently assailed; the intruder
being found is ejected before it can get
out of reach.

The pigeon louse is the most general
of the vermin common to pigeons. When
full grown it is about the size of the head
of a pin—it is very agile in motion, and
therefore somewhat difficult to catch
unless by the application of some kind of
fluid or powder; its favorite place of
abode on the pigeon is on the tender
parts, just alxjve and below the vent;
here, sometimes, scores are to be found
clustered together. The best mode of
destroying them is to put a little benzo-
liue in a cup, soak a camel-hair brush in

it, and abundantly anoint the parts
named, and also the base of the neck, be-
tween the shoulder blades with the
liquid. When you have done this hold
the bird over a white cloth and the in-

sects will soon fall off the body and may
be destroyed. You will have to repeat
this operation two or three times before

L— -^
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the pigeon will be quite free from the

lice. After this you must look to the

feathers round the neck of the bird

affected; there you will find numerous

little eggs sticking to the plumage—these

feathers should be carefully plucked oflF,

one by one, and thrown into the fire. In

five weeks they will all have re-grown.

Sometimes eggs are also to be found on

the softer and smaller feathers near the

vent; treat these in a similar fashion. If

these insects are allowed to increase

fireely, they will, eventually, eat off the

skin from the flesh on the most tender

parts; the birds will mope, desert their

nests, etc., and sometimes even die from

the wounds of these veritable pests.

Therefore one cannot be too diligent in

using every available means to prevent

such loss and suffering in his loft. Some
use insect powders; but I have invariably

found the benzoline plan the most effica-

cions. I should observe that if benzoline

is freely used it sends the pigeon operated

upon into a kind of stupor for a few min-
utes, and also causes it to roll about as if

intoxicated, but both these effects are of

very short duration and need cause no
alarm. The capers the birds cut on such
occasions are even rather laughable, and
as the birds are under the effects of a

kind of stupor, I believe they experience

no pain during the performance, and cer-

tainly derive much after comfort from it.

Frequently a regular line of holes

appear on the web of the flight and tail

feathers; these are the result of the bites

and suction to which the blood quills

have been subjected to by lice; it is well,

therefore, to keep a close watch between

the larger feathers as they are in process

of growth, now and then inserting a thin

camel hair brush between the blood

quills, and not infrequently you will find,

either on the brush or on the flights and
tail feathers, some of the larger of these

abominations endeavoring to effect their

escape. Your aim will be of course to

prevent this.

Look over young pigeons well, for

they are terribly tormented by lice—

I

have not infrequently observed them
bolt into the ear holes of the poor help-

less squabs, and what the irritation and
pain must be to it one can well imagine.

I believe many a healthy squab actually

dies in an hour or two from the misery

to which it is subjected by these torment-

ors. What their use is, I am at a loss to

divine !

Now and again another insect is found

on the pigeon, generally at the base of the

neck feathers. This is a yellowish creature

resembling in size and shape a small can-

ary seed; the head is all but invisible,

below it are half a dozen small legs, the

fat elongated body being the major part

of the animal's composition. I am 01

the opinion that this is a species of body
maggot, the off-spring a rotteu feather.

It is a tormentor also, and should be care-

fully guarded against by the occasional

use of camphorated chalk.—Rev. F. W.
Lumley, in the Feathered World.

SITTING HUNS.

Importations.

Mr. J. D. Nevius, of this city, reports

to us the arrival per steamship Ohio on

the loth inst., one trio buff Cochins, one

trio partridge Cochins, two solid black

Japanese bantams, six red and six white

Malay bantams, all for Mr. M. S. Sprout,

of the Gray Stone Poultry Yards at Car-

lisle, Pa. A number of the birds are

noted prize winners.

The same consignment held for the

Swarthmore Yards at Swarthmore, Pa.,

one trio buff Cochins, one light Brahma

hen, winner of many prizes abroad, one

pair very fine plain red Malay bantams,

and one cock (Crystal Palace winner) and

three hens cuckoo or dominique ban-

tams. The Uiirty-one birds all arrived

in fine condition.

—A plea was made to school children to

contribute one egg each for a hospital at

Harrisburg, Pa., and the result was a

collection of 5000 eggs.

—A homing pigeon owned by Mr.

Isaac Sweetsir, Portland, Me., let go in

Montreal at 10 A. M., Sunday, was in its

loft at evening.

Must Not Be Allowed to Do Jtist

as They Like.

Some people say that the hens should

be allowed to come off' the nest when

they like, and not be taken off' at all. It

often happens that with such the result

is an unfavorable one. If allowed to do

so, some hens will sit in the nest four or

five days together, and not have a parti-

cle of food or a drop of water. I have

known birds that have been left t« them-

selves during the term of sitting, come

off the nest at about the nineteenth day

quite exhausted. Some of them have

died, being worn out. This is a sad

climax to the hopes which have been

raised while expecting a nice brood of

chickens.

But something even worse than this

may occur when the hen is left entirely

to herself to get off' and on the nest.

When more than one is sitting in a

house, and the various hens get off", they

do not always return to their own nests;

and supposing one hen remains on her

eggs, the others are sure to want to get

on this nest, which causes a fight, result-

ing in a good many of the eggs being
broken; so that if we suppose two hens
are sitting in the same house and they

are allowed off at their own will, one if

not both of the sittings of eggs will be

spoiled. It is not an unusual thing to

find one sitting of eggs getting cold, and
both the hens quarrelling over the other.

When there is only one hen sitting and
no other birds have access to the run, I

do not say that it is not as well to let the

hen alone, but at the same time I do not
recommend this system, as I find it so

much better to take the bird off" every

morning, and then see that she goes

back again to her proper nest.

The nests should be made so that the

hens can be fasieneu in, so iual Luej' can-

not get off, nor any other hen disturb

them. If this plan is carried out, fifty

hens can be sitting in one house. A
piece of old bagging should be nailed be-

fore each nest. This admits air and
light. Should the bag be too thick to

admit air and a little light, a few small

holes should be made in it, but not large

enough for the hen to get her head
through, for if too frisky she may try to

get out. Some nails or pegs should l)e

placed on the bottom of the nest out-

side, so that the bags can be fastened

down when the hen is put back on her

nest It is well to lift each hen off early

in the morning. When a hen is first set,

give her a goca feed of com and some
water. If she has come from a distance

she must be handled very carefully. Put
her in a coop to feed her, and be as gen-

tle as possible, if not she may become so

wild as to break her eggs when placed on
them.

In many cases when a hen sits very

close an egg gets under her wing and
when taken off the nest it rolls down and
is broken. When taking her off, there-

fore, hold her two legs in one hand and
then let her wings rest on your wrists.

.\fter a hen has been lifted off gently for

a few times she quite understands the

proceedine.
Sitting nens should always be supplied

with a dust bath and plenty of fresh

water. They should be fed on hard com,
such as maize, and barley. Both these

grains have a large amount of heat in

them. When sitting hens will not eat

the grain readily they should have a little

metd mixed up or some dainty piece to

tempt them, such as a piece of meat or

bread. If inclined to nave diarrhoea,

some dry rice should be given.

If sitting hens are not taken care of

they lose the heat from their bodies, and
they are not able to bring out the chick-

ens, as the temperature of the hens has a

good deal to do with the chickens. Some
people think that if a hen sits three

weeks on her eggs it is all that is re-

quired; but not so, for there are thou-

sands of eggs spoilt each year through
the sitting hens not having sufficient

heat in them. When it is a very cold

morning only allow the hens to stay off a

short time. For the first week or ten

days she should not be off longer than

ten minutes. After the tenth day she

may be off for fifteen or twenty minutes.

In mild weather the hen may stay off"

longer. In the summer hens are often

off* from three to four hours and it does

not in any way affect the eggs.

When the sitting hens fight they should

be tied up by the leg. Sitting hens often-

times are very savage, and will knock
each other about dreadfully. When the

chickens are hatching it is well to take

them out of the nest; if not, a number
of them will be trod on. Or it may hap-

pen that the eggs are not all hatching

at the same time, and some of the

chickens are several hours older than
the others, and if the chickens are left

they get out of the nest, and in some
cases the hens follow suit and leave the

other eggs, which are only partly hatched.

Take the chickens out of the nest as

they are hatched, and put them in a box
which has some cotton in it, and which
has been previously warmed. They will

keep nice and warm in this; in fact, they
will do without a fire altogether if some
flannel is wrapped around the box. They
can be kept in the box all night, and
then the next morning take the hen off

the nest and let her dnst herself and have
a good feed and stretch her legs. Then
when the chickens are given to her she

will not eat up their fo<w as she would
otherwise have done.
The hen, I should have said, should

not be taken off" the nest the day she is

hatching; if so, she will trample some of

the chickens to death, as it upsets the

hen to hear some of the chickens chir-

ruping. All the strongest chickens can

be put with the hen after she has

been fed, leaving the weakly ones in the

box until they gain strength. Put one
or two of the chickens in first, and then

let the hen walk in of herself W^ait un-

til she settles down, and then put the re-

mainder in. If all the chickens are put

in at once the hen will very probably
step on some of them before she settles

down.—W. Cook in Poultry.

The Menace of the Judsres.

A dangerous organization has been

formed, and it will some day be a thorn

in the side of the poultry associations.

It is the organization of what is termed

the judges. Just who made these judges

any wiser than others, or what they

know that others do not know, is not

easy to discover, but they are beginning

to feel that they are something better

than the common herd, and propose to

have a little "royal arch chapter," which

confers honors on some poor individual

who may imagine these aforesaid judges

were Solons of wisdom and who were

wise in their generations.

One person even went so far as to offer

a resolution at the meeting of the A. P.

A., to allow judges to be licensed, the

new candidates to be put through a little

star chamber exercise, called examina-

tion, but as the plum was not fully ripe

it was not pullea. The proposition is so

absurd that it is surprising how any one
was found bold enough to even suggest

it, for the first point made was—who are

first to examine the judges—as some of

them need examination, and that badly.

The self-conceit of some of these men
is astonishing. We have known them,
unsolicited, to begin to show breeders

how to judge, the breeder humoring
their self-conceit yet inwardly regretting

that audacity could find no limit.

They begin to believe that they know
something not yet discovered, when in

fact the matter of judging and scoring is

simply child's play, and has no mystery
about it at all.

This wing must lie watched. It is a

menace to the A. P. A., and the begin-

ning of the wagging of the dog by the

tail. It is a dangerous firebrand and will

lead to disrupture.

The first thing that should be done is

to prevent them from serving on the ex-

ecutive committee, as it is a fact that

their votes on the location of the meet-

ing of the A. P. A. largely depends on
the inducements offered in the way of

"jobs" to judge, and this is a bull that

must be taken by the horns.

We have no object in view in this ar-

ticle other than the benefit of the Amer-
Poultry Association. Its usefulness de-

pends on its freedom from rings and
"wheels within wheels." Let us all

start out for united work.—Editorial in

Poultry Keeper.

Blue Rooks as Homers.

It probably may be interesting to

elicit information of how far the blue

rock can be utilized for homing purposes.

I am led to start this subject not from

any great personal investigation, but

from a long-cherished opinion that there

are a great many characteristics in the

blue rock that could be well made useful

to the flying fancier. A thoroughbred

rock reared in the dovecote of some farm

where generations of his race have bred

is, par excellence, the keenest, fastest,

cleanest-made specimen of the genus

Columba that flies. There is no pigeon

that can touch it on the wing. Often do

they come from shooting-grounds near

here, rushing with their cut tails in

among my flights of homers like flashes

of lighting, round they wheel, sail on flat

expanded wings, down on the house in

an instant, taking in the whole situation

in a minute. If hungry, as too fre-

quently the case, they rush through the

trap and bolting wires like rats, waiting

for no coaxing or showing the way, feed,

and if you but go in sight, up in a

moment, and with unerring precision

and memory go straight for the place

they came through, exhibiting, as I have

before said, those qualities which tend to

make a good homer.
Now, has this wild breed of pigeons

been adapted to, and worked into our

composite modem homer, and to what
extent ? About forty years ago I bred

and flew a cross between blue rocks and
dragons, not the half-bred carrier dra-

gons we now so frequently see at shows,

but the small, compact, clean-cut, not

large wattled, hard-wear-and-tear bird

that I hope yet to see some descendants

of in shows yet to come, when fashion

drops her freaks and fancies and reverts

from the unreal to the real. Well, I

tried this cross-breed, but, probably from
in tVi*. ar+ rtf raitiincr— o»

irith

but ^ried success. Sometimes they flew

as sharp as needles and as fleet as the

wind, other times they got home days

after. They were restless, bad breeders,

and so untamable that I lost patience,

and gave them up for a cross between the

dragon and long-faced beard. I may add

that in 1872 the late Mr. Barber, of Spit-

dfields, told me that he had ordiers

through his agent in Antwerp, to send

over several dozens of real blue rocks, as

the Belgians were going to work the

breed into their birds.

It is certain that the blue rock beak,

eye, and head often more or less appear,

or seem to appear.in many of the Belgian

homers. These characteristics show
strong in a prisoner I now have that I

got abroad with a first-rate authenticated

pedigree.—W. H. Cottell, in the Stock-

Keeper.

Return of the Swallow.

It is well known that swallows return

yearly to the same nest from North

Africa, where they go to winter. Accord-

ing to the Martinet, an inhabitant of St.

Omer noticed on the 6th of April a

swallow which had returned to its last

vear's nest, and which had a piece of rib-

bon attached to one of its feet. He
waited until night, and caught the bird.

The ribbon had this inscription on it:

"Le bonjour a mes amis de la France,

Joseph Cardon, Tunis, 5 Avril." This

swallow, leaving France on the 5th of

April, arrived at St. Omer on the follow-

ing day. The distance from Tunis to St.

Omer is about 1 100 miles.

On the Free List.

Nobody can accuse Mr. Philander Wil-

liams of any wrong action at the New
York meeting of the A. P. A. He took

no part in the debate, opposed no one,

and assisted to make the show a success.

Mr. Williams has made mistakes hereto-

fore in accepting the advice of Conger
and Pitkin, and no doubt he now rejoices

that the A. P. A., by a direct vote, has

refused to longer recognize these worthies

other than as privates, as it lifts a heavy

load from his shoulders. The A. P. A.

will now be a strong association.—Poul-

try Keeper for April.
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PIGEON FLYING.

THE PRIZE OF HONOR.

For Distance in the Day.—The
Conditions for It.

Again Mr. George W. Childs offers an

incentive to American homing pigeons

to do better work, in a cup, value |ioo,

to be known as

"The George W. Childs Cup for 1890."

The conditions for this prize are like

unto those governing the George W.
Childs cup for 1889 :

To be held for each increased distance

covered in the day from the opening of

the season. May 15, to its close, October

I, and to !« awarded in October of the

year in which the existing record is

broken, when the bird or birds making
the best record for distance in the day

during that season will be declared the

absolute winner.

« •

The conditions are the same but what

a difference in the work to be done! A
year ago the record for the best day's

work by an American homing pigeon

was 510 miles in 14 '/j hours, from the

south-west, made in 1884, and 502 miles

in 13 14 hours, from the west, made in

1886. Now it stands at 525 miles in less

than iih. 25m. and in average speed ex-

ceeding 1350 yards per minute, and by

five birds, one of which, George W.
Childs, had not at the time of making the

journey seeu the first anniversary of its

hatching dav.
»

Other conditions governing the prize

are

:

1. Fanciers' Rules to govern.

2. The trials per bird from each station

in any one series of journeys shall not ex-

ceed two, and a new station shall not be

within thirty miles of one previously

flown from in competition.

3. Should the prize not be won through

the season, the bird holding it at the sea-

son's close shall be declared the cham-

pion for distance in the day through

that season.

« «

Other prizes for the season of 1890 will

be : I. For the best average speed for

200 miles or over; 2. For beating the

Sergeant Dunne record of 891 miles in

4^ days, and 3. Against the Alabama
record for distance from 1050 miles or

over.
«

» «

The conditions for all will be identical

with those governing the George W.
Childs prize for 1890. That is, each prize

will be held by the best eff"ort to win
it and will be awarded in October of

the year in which the existing record for

it is beaten . The value and the donors

of these prizes will be made known
in due season

.

»
• «

All of these prizes are for the best

work of which a homing pigeon is cap-

able, and, as the results in pigeon flying

are governed by the weather, and as

favorable conditions might not once
through a season be sufficiently extended
to avail for all, the competition is made

'

open through the sea.son to permit all to

compete under like atmospheric condi-

tions in having the choice for best days i

open to all alike. i

'

Being under the Fanciers' Rules there
J

are no limitations as to the membership
of the owners to anything, nor to the
number of the birds that may be en-

gaged. The only restrictions are those

necessary to the proofs of performance.

*
* «

Two other prizes are to be for limited

competition. One, 150 in gold, the Fan-
ciers' Prize, open to subscribers to The
Fancikrs' Journal, offered by a friend,

is for the best average speed for 200

miles or over during the season of 1890.

The other to be a subscription prize and
with two of Philadelphia's best known
fanciers at the head has not as yet had
its conditions named.

*
» *

The George W. Childs Cup for 1889,

won by the five birds of Roslindale,

Mass., in the journey from St. Thomas,
Ont, August 4, 1889, will be on exhibi-

tion in the window of the Messrs. Bailey,

Banks & Biddle, TWelth and Chestnut

Streets in this city next week and in

company with the life-size portraits of

the winners presented to Mr. George W.
Childsby The Fancikrs' Journal. The
week following the cup wilt be shown in

Washington, D. C, under the direction

of the Federation of Wa.shington fan-

ciers at place to be designated in the

next issue of The Journal, in connec-

tion with an engraving of the cup, in-

tended for the current issue but not re-

ceived in time. k. ,s. s.

THE COM.-QAZBTTB'S OUP.

A Training Journey fi"om Seymour.

Appeal to Pot Hunters.

Twenty-five homing pigeons entered

for the cup offered by the Cincinnati

Commercial-Gazette for the best journey

on June 1 from St. Louis, Mo., were lib-

erated in a training journey from Sey-

mour, Ind., at eleven o'clock the morn-
ing of the 1 2th insL The weather was
only fairly favorable, the air being heavy
although clear and promising well. The
first return was Zulu, of W. F. Kisinger,

Bellevue, Ky., at 1.45 P. M.; distance

about 80 miles, average speed about 900

yards per minute.

Other returns were: One at 2 P. M.
and three others before 4.45 P. M. to the

loft of William Wagner, Newport, Ky.

Two at 2. 10 P. M. ; one at 4.30 P. M. to W.
B. Bmeckner, East Newport, Ky. Three
at 2.10 P. M; four at 2.50 P. M.; one at

each 4.05, 4.17, 5.40 and 6 P. M. to W.
Baudle, Newport, Ky.
The Commercial Gazette in calling at-

tention to the training for its prize race
begs of pot hunters and others owning
guns to spare the little travelers, and
concludes its appeal with: "Homers are
too valuable, too intelligent and too use-

ful in other ways to be debased to pot
pie or roast bird."

It might have added that at this season
when breeding and in train for racing it

is a waste of ammunition, as they are
entirely unfit for food purposes.

The Virtue Olub.

This club is one of the most prosper-

ous ill Philadelphia and under Mr.

Lane's direction is laying plans for the

season that must show good results. The
meml)ers have started their birds on the
road aud thus far have had good returns.

The new basket of the club is expected to

be the largest and most convenient ever
made and will be ready next week when
it will be on exhibition in some window
on Chestnut Street.

Beresford the "Winner.

Toronto, Ont., April 15.—The Aerial

Club had its race from Oakville on Sat-

urday. Each member was to fly one

bird and was not to have trained up to

Oakville this year. The first return was
Mr. James Wright's Beresford. The
other birds arrived soon after but time
was not taken as Beresford was the only
one home within the time limit.

HOMERS AND TUMBLERS.

The Former is Said to Owe "Worth

to the Latter.

If the homing pigeon,says Sky-scraper

in the Toronto Globe, is the bird of mar-

vellouii flight for speed and distance, the

bonafide working tumbler is the supreme
soarer into the realms above. And what-

ever relation there is between these two

birds, it must be remembered that it

takes a tumbler to make a good homer,

and it takes a homer to sport a tumbler.

Though the homer is to-day a most re-

markable bird; the sky-scraping roller is

none the less so.

Rollers, like homers, do not want any
coddling. Ifyou want to perfect their re-

markable qualities you must develop

them by attention, breeding, weeding
and steady work. At least that is what
my experience convinces me of The
lover of a kit of rollers will, by close ob-
servation, notice that they have their
humors, just the same as a human being.
At least they have seemed so to me. It

is a pretty sight to see a kit of rollers in

the sky when they are in flying and roll-

ing humor, and when the air is all quiet
and the sky is flecked with just sufficient

grey to see clearly to a great height To
see them gently circuiting and rising,

and rolling, and tumbling, and closing
up almost at every circuit made until

they reach apparently very close to the
ceiling of the sky, and circuit and waltz
around, and roll and tumble there, some-
times seen aud sometimes lost to view,
may be for thirty minutes to nearly two
hours. It may be that one or two or
more of that kit will get a little tire<l or
out of humor, then they will break out
of the kit and begin to descend, aud it

may be that the rest will follow them,
ana then the kit will be repaired again.
Thus they will descend some distance
and circuit and waltz about and tumble
and roll, just as they feel inclined, for a
l^norili rtf tiTTK*' n^rViai^tt oil of- otir^ q ft^vao'" -" » !•--—^- — " .-..

Will take it into their heads that they
have descended far enough, then out
they break from the kit, and up tbey go
flying and circuiting at their own sweet
will, remaining in the air long after the
others have come down.
The tumbler is a numerous family.

This family may be classed into two cli-

visions, the fancy and working family.

The working family may be classed
under three heads. F'irst, the tippler,

that turns over only once; second, the
tumbler, that goes over two or three
times; third, the roller, that may be
classed under two heads, short and long
rollers. The roll varies from half a
dozen turns down to forty feet, and
even more. A good roller gives a very
rapid spin and as suddenly stops itself.

I have fairly shuddered as I have seen a
valuable bird give a long spin, expecting
that it could not stop itself until dashed
to the ground or on the roof. Of course
it is not an uncommon occurrence to see
one roll to the ground, Owing to the ex-
tra work a well-trained kit of rollers have
to perform they cannot be expected to

keep on the wing so long as a kit of
tipplers. I have a small kit of rollers.and

most of them bred last year, that have
kept on the wing for over three hours. I

consider this great work for my first

year with rollers in this country. But
this is nothing to what kits of tipplers

have been known to do. For in matches
in the Old Country kits have been known
to fly over ten hours. But the birds

have to be thoroughly traine<l. For
long flying it is necessary to repair any
weakness in a kit. If one of the kit was
tippled it was a source of weakness to

long flying. So it is that a kit of tum-
blers t>ecomes a kit of long and high fly-

ers, with the tumbling quality eliminated.
So for a kit of rollers to fly even three

|

hours, ill addition to their rolling per-

formances, is a great work. But their !

work is generally from one to two hours.
|

Much more may be said of the peculi-
|

arities of this remarkable class of the
pigeon family. But enough is said to '•

show that the roller, of the tumbler
|

family, can be made a remarkably inter-
j

esting pet of by any lover of the bird
who has a little leisure time to give him
a thorough training.

He only wants your love to attend to
his wants and give him a daily airing in

the sky. Of course you require judg-

ment to guide you in getting good birds,
if it is your desire to get a good kit to-

gether, for there is as much difference
among the common working tumblers as
there is between the noble St. Bernard
dog and the mongrel.

Capital Oossip.

Washington, D. C, April 15.—At the

meeting of the Federation of Washington
Pigeon Flyers the Messrs. Frank Byrnes

and Samuel W. Taylor, of Baltimore,

were elected to honorary membership.
The meeting was a very enjoyable affiair

to all present, and a success in every

way.

The rules governing the first race have
been issued. This is to be flown May 4,

from Orange C. H., Va., 75 miles distant.

The business men of our city who have
presented the Federation with prizes for

the season's work, have the same dis-

played in their respective show windows
where they attract great attention from
passers-by.

One good work in which the Federa-
tion has engaged has earned many
thanks for it Since its organization
January 15, it has fonnd and returned to
the owners about twenty-five birds, a
very large number for the winter months.
This is the result of the rule by which

every member binds himself to report all

visitors to his loft to the Federation's
secretary.

At the last meeting of the Federation
the Messrs. G. R. Stebbins, V. B. Grant,

J. Hadley Doyle, W. I^. Bishop and
Professor Harry King were admitted to
membership.

Last Sunday the Messrs. G. A. Pick,
John Abel and S. W. Taylor, all of Bal-
timore,were the guests of the Washington
flying fanciers. They were met at the B.
and O. depot at 8.30 A. M. by the Messrs.
L. Turner, G. W. Phillips, A. Glorious and
J. A. Hoffer. Later these were joined by
Mr. Allan McClain, who placed a car-

riage at the disposal of the visitors.

After visiting the ditterent lofts tlie party
brought up at the rooms of the Fwlera-
tion, where pigeon English to an un-
limited extent was indulged in. In
the evening all were the guests of Mr.
Phillips and were entertained with mu-
sic both vocal and instrumental, by
Mrs. Phillips and Mr. Fick.

The several clubs belonging to the
Federation had .started their birds from
Fairfax that morning, but such was the
interest in the visitors that time-taking
was not thought of Post.

Fall River Fanciers.

FallRiver, Mass., April 15.—The Sub-

urban Homing Pigeon Club of Fall River

has organized for the season of 1890,

with Mr. Samuel Hunt president, and

Mr. Fred Bowers secretary and treas-

urer.

It was decided at the last meeting of

the club to train birds over a westerly

course keeping on the forty-first parallel

as closely as possible. It was also de-

cided to have club races from 100, 200

and 500 (?) miles; all races to be under
the Fanciers' Rules.

Joseph Stafford will not train his birds

this season, having some 500 ducklings
that can gobble up mush as fast as he can
mix it, and it is no use to say pigeon to

Joe this season.

Henry G. Thurston will start about
sixteeu birds this season, and Bowers
will probably start about the same num-
ber, while Sam Hunt will look on and
laugh at the man that gets beaten.

The hawks or gunners have been play-

ing sad havoc with Fall River birds this

last winter, Stafford and Bowers having
lost some very promising birds including
the latter's Cutwing (record 500 miles)

and an imiwrted F;nglish hen (record 514
miles).

Boutelle, of Providence, made a

friendly call last Sunday and reports his

birds doing finely. Jimmie is very anx-
ious to give his birds a trial from 1000

miles, and if he and Bowers have returns

from 600 miles, they will undoubtedly
send their birds to that distance.

The Suburban Club is just starting its

birds and expects to have its first race

from 100 miles about May 30.

LONBSOUB.
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SCRAPPLE.
What a Comfort.—Sunflowers.

Luck of It.—Mealworms.

Gapes. Btc.

Memo. IVAai a Comfort.

B. says :

The crow! the crow! the great black crow!

He cares not to meet us wherever we go;

He cares not for man, beast, friend or foe,

For nothing wilt eat him, he well doth know—
What a comfort to feel like a great black crow!

The crow! the crow! the great black crow!

He loves the fat meadows—his taste is low;

He loves the fat grubs, and he dines in a row

With fifty fair cousins all black as a sloe—

Oh, it's jolly to fare like a great black crow!

Memo. Smell and Hearing More

Acute in the Blind.

S. says: A birdcatcher here has a gold-

finch mule that thrte years ago during a

moult lost the sight of both eyes, and is

now so blind that you can pass a stick in

front of it without any movement on the

part of the bird. To make up for the

loss of sight, the sense of smell seems to

have greatly increased. If butter and
sugar is very gently placed on the bars

of the cage, the bird immediately exhibits

attention, the head being rapidly moved
from side to side; it then hops across the

cage, and rapidly runs its beak up one

or two bars to make sure of the butter,

which it appears to relish. Groundsel is

also quickly found out, but does not ap-

pear to have so strong a smell as the but-

ter and sugar. I hacl some fresh sand

very carefully placed in the sand box,

making as little sound as possible, and
the bird went at once for it, probably

knowing that it was always kept in one
place. It also immediately washes when
given clean water. These experiments

are more quickly seen if the scent is

blown «>?•!*'" tnwnrds the bird. T may
add that its sense of hearing is very acute;

and as, besides there being apparently no
eyeball in either orbit, it never attempts

to leave the cage even when the door is

taken off, there seems no doubt of its

being blind.

Memo. How to Grow Sunflowers.

S. K. says: About one and a quarter

bushels of the white streaky variety are

required for sowing one acre. The soil

should be good, not too strong nor too

cold, well worked and well manured. It

will grow very well in a soil suitable for

potatoes. The crop will l)e greatly im-

proved by the addition of some kind of

potash, kainit, etc., at the rate of about

three hundredweights per acre, to be

drilled in at the time of sowing, about

April or May. The seed is dibbled in in

rows thirty inches apart. Four seeds

are put in, and the superfluous plants are

hoed out as soon as possible, to prevent

their spoiling one another. The average

yield is forty bushels per acre. Sunflower

seed is supposed to impart to poultry a

glossy plumage, and to increase their

prolificness. It is also an excellent food

for cattle, who eat it, leaves, stems and
all. The bark is used for paper-making,

and the stem, when dried, for fuel. The
ashes contain 10 per cent of potash.

Memo. The Good and Bad L uck of it.

D. M. savs: It is considered very bad
luck indeed to gather eggs and bring

them into the house after dark, and
many persons will not sell eggs at night.

Olliers consider that to ensure a proper

amount of laying on the part of their

heus it is necessary that the eggs should

be collected each day in the forenoon,

and be brought into the house about

noon. Eggs ought not to be gathered at

all on Sunday, and no hen must be set

on that day, or after dark of any other

day in the week. A hen must not be set

with twelve eggs under her; the number
must be either eleven or thirteen. Thir-

teen is the best—the most lucky number.
If the twelve eggs are sat upon the hen
will scarcely succeed in hatching them,

and if hatched the chickens will do no
good. This seems singular if we com-
pare it with the thirteen at table! A
custom was, fifty or sixty years ago, to

give a new-laid egg to a child on its be-

ing taken into a house for the first time.

Every care was taken that the egg

should be one laid the same morning,

and if possible within a few minutes of

the time when it was given. The giving

of an egg was "for luck," and to start

the child in life with something good
and useful.

Memo. Hens Still Go Barefoot.

D. M. says: In the springtime of the

year hens lay more eggs, and cackle a

great deal more than at other times.

The cock, too, thinks vastly more of

himself, crows more, and worries him-
self more. The reason of this extra fussi-

ness is: Family cares press heavily upon
her henship; she thinks she is not suffi-

ciently rewarded for her attention to

family matters, and thinks further that

her faithfulness should be recompensed
by being well shod; hence she complains:

An egg a day, an egg a day,

And still I go barefoot !

I've laid ten eggs.

And yet I go barefoot !

Shameful treatment ! But the cock is

equal to the occasion, and though he has

not been successful in fitting her hen-

ship with suitable shoes, yet shows that

he has done his best, for his reply is:

I've gone slip-slop

To every shop,

To seek a shoe

To fit your foot

—

Would you have my heart out

!

This is suflScient to appease her hen-

ship, and family affairs go on smoothly
afterwards. A hen who prates a great

deal (as they do before commencing lay-

ing) is said to be too idle to make her

own nest. Says she:

Make a nest, make a nest.

Cock a cock ca-a-a;

Make a nest, make a nest,

Cock a cock ca-a-a.

Her prating is to the cock, and is a re-

quest that he will make the family nest.

Memo. To Destroy Wasps.

P. S. says: I have for the last ten or

twelve years destroyed these troublesome
feeder* o" fruit with methylated chloro-

form, but this involves the necessity of

waiting till night when all are resting,

and is therefore troublesome. But pul-

verised "commercial cyanide of potas-

sium," one or two tablespoon fuls, may be

put into the entrance of the nest at any
time of the day, and if quietly done does

not in the least disturb the ingress of the

insects. They readily enter, never to go
out again, so that in twenty-four hours
everj' individual is destroyed. The ento-

mologist may then dig them up, or they

may remain; they can do no more mis-

chief I was curious to know the con-

tents of a large nest measuring nine

inches across, having eight tiers of cells.

I counted 3400 wasps, and five of the tiers

were full of purpae, which I did not count.

Such simple and inexpensive means I

consider a public benefit to be made
known as much as possible.

Memo. Gapes and the Remedy.

W. B. T. says: The cause of the disease

is the presence of parasitic worms in the

windpipt. These increase in size, and
apparently destroy life by interfering

with the breathing and due oxygenation

of the blood. Of the natural history and
development of this injurious and fatal

parasite very little is known. Ova are

developed iti the gape worms, which are

united in pairs; but of the conditions

under which these ova are preserved until

they are matured and reappear the fol-

lowing seasou, we are profoundly igno-

rant. As the disease is peculiarly local,

appearing in one spot whilst adjacent

poultry yards and farms are exempt from
its attacks, it has been surmised that the

ova are retained in the l>odies of some
terrestial worms or grubs, or that the

animals hatched from these ova pass

through their larval state therein; and
another theory has also been promul-

gated that the ova exist in the lice with

which chickens are infested, and that the

best method of prevention is anointing

the birds with mercurial ointment to de-

stroy the lice. The latter theory, how-
ever, is not generally accepted, and there

are very strong presumptions against it.

The treatment of gapes is not much tnore

satisfactory than the knowledge of its

development. One old remedy was the

senii-sufTocation of the young chickens

by placing them in a box with tobacco

smoke; but the birds themselves gener-

ally succumbed. Some years since I sug-

gested fumigation with turpentine or

carbolic acid. A few drops of the latter

may be volatilized from a warm brick

placed in a box with the chicken. Care-

fully performed fumigation, especially

when carbolic acid is used, is fairly effi-

cacious, as the vapor of this powerful

chemical is peculiarly fatal to the lower

forms of animal life. This year 1 have

had recourse to the very old practice of
;

removing the worms mechanically.

Wrapping up the chicken in a handker-
chief, to prevent struggling, the mouth
is opeued, and a loop of thread passed

behind the tongue, which is pulled for-

ward, exposing the slit of the larynx, or

opening of the top of the windpipe.

Holding in the right hand a stem of^ fox-

tail grass, from which the scales (florets)

have been stripped, the rough top is

pushed down the windpipe, and rapidly

twisted between the finger and thumb.
On pulling it out it will be seen to be

co\'ered with a brown grumous pulp, the

result of the destruction of the worms,
which are easily destroyed by the slight-

est touch. Care must be taken that the

grass stem is passed the whole length of

the windpipe, as the worms are usually

numerous at its lower part, where it di-

vides into the two bronchi, going one to

each lung. This is easily managed by
measuring the full length of the neck
with the grass stem Ijefore inserting it

in the pipe. I know of no more effica-

cious remedy when the disease has once
appeared, and can only reiterate the old

proverb that "prevention is much better

than cure," and suggest the adoption of

fresh, untainted ground for the hatching

o{>erations of next season.

Memo. Coltsfoot for Rabbits.

B. says: Coltsfoot is given to rabbits

by one of the leading fanciers, and first

prizes are taken at many of the leading

shows by his stock. How I learned this

was by a man asking ray permission to

gather it, and on inquiring what he
wanted it for he told me to feed his rab-

bits, and he used to gather a sackful at

the time. He assured me there was no
fear of rabbits becoming pot-bellied by
eating it, and I should think it would be

very valuable il careJuliy dried for winter

food.

Memo. Duck Rearing in China.

F. says: Duck hatching by artificial

means is a family secret, handed down
from father to son. There are now only

three or four representatives of the fam-

ily which possesses the secret; each work-

man and employe is bound under heavy
penalties not to divulge the facts that

may come to his knowledge. I have,

therefore, not been able to collect so

many details as I could wish; but the

following are a few facta I have gleaned.

The first operation is selecting the eggs,

which devolves upon men who do nothing

else. They gain such skill that one man
is able to examine and select six thou-

sand eggs in the course of a day. The
work is not carried on in winter at all,

but only during the eight summer
months. The selector sits on his hams,
with three baskets before him. In the

first are the eggs to be examined, in the

second he places the eggs he rejects, in

the third the eggs he accepts; each egg

is turned round in his hand, and if there

is the slightest defect in the shell it is at

once rejected. If there is no defect in the

shell, it is held up to the light, and, if

clear, is accepted; if there is the least

cloudiness it is rejected. No egg over

seven days old is employed. The average

rejected is from five to ten in a huiidred.

The eggs accepted are then taken into a

dark room, in which are braziers of burn-

ing charcoal, the heat of which is modi-

fied according to the weather; about 85°

Fahr. I should reckon to be the heat of

the room itself. The eggs are placed in

baskets with a cover on them. These

baskets are placed on a cylindrical close

wicker-work stand, without Ijottom or top,

the bottom of the basket just fitting into

the top of the stand. Underneath the stand

is placed a small stove, so that the heat in

the basket is much greater than the heat

in the room; it varies from 96° to 106°.

The eggs in the baskets are not laid in

single layers. It is the duty of special

men to continually turn them round, so

that all the eggs have equal turns at the

bottom of the basket, which of course is

the warmest part. The newest eggs are

placed in the baskets nearest the door,

which of course are cool, say 90° or so;

for the first three days they are shifted

once a day, or even oftener, to hotter

baskets, which are in the centre of the

room; thence they are shifted more grad-

ually into cooler baskets, till in about
twelve or fourteen days, according to the

weather, they get to the last baskets,

whence they are taken to another room
arranged in a different manner. In this

room there are shelves about ten feet

long and four feet broad, covered with

cotton wool about an inch deep; the hot-

test shelves, about 94°, are furthest from
the door. On these shelves the eggs are

laid in single layers. As they are re-

moved from the other room, they are

then daily shifted to cooler shelves, till

about the twentieth day they arrive at

the coolest shelf, or one nearest the door.

They are next put in a basket close to an

open door, the room being so arranged as

to be in partial darkness. By this basket

sits a man who keeps taking the eggs in

his hand, shaking and looking at them.

Occasionally he breaks an egg and pulls

out the duckling, hauls its head from
under its wing, etc., throws it into an-

other basket fiul of young ducklings in

a heap; the duckling looks stupid and
dazed. Sometimes the egg is broken by
the young duck; the man sometimes re-

leases the bird, and sometimes alter ex-

amining him, puts him back in the egg
baskets. For the first day the young
ducks are not fed; afterwards they are

fed every two or three hours. I am as-

sured that the ducks reared here by the

artificial process are as strong and healthy

as those hatched naturally, and fetch the

same price. This is not the case at

Chekiang; there the ducks reared arti-

ficially do not fetch half the price of the

others. Whether this is owing to differ-

ence in process or diversity of climate I

do not know. The eggs are bought here

for 7 cash (7-24thof a jjenny) each; on an
average 8 per cent of the selected eggs

produce ducklings. The young ducklings

sell for 20 cash each. The establishment,

which employs nine men, has turned out

nearly io,ooo ducklings in a single day;

1000 a day is the average.

Memo. Snuffles of Rabbits.

F. C. says: Snuffles in an advanced

stage may generally be considered as an
outward »>'d visible sign of a diseased

condition of the lungs^ which sceptics

can easily prove by opening a rabbit that

dies when sufiering badly from this com-
plaint. To successfully treat, early at-

tention is necessary, and three points

must lie observed— first, they require

warmth, but the air they breathe must not

be vitiated, and there must be a continual

supply of fresh air, hence the importance

of thorough ventilation. Secondly, the

nostrils should be syringed twice a day

with a ten-grain solution of sulphate of

copper to one ounce of water, with one
drop of sulphuric acid added. Thirdly, a

little sulphur in some moist food, such as

a mixture of middlings and clover, can

be given once a day, alK>ut as much as

you can take up on a dime. Avoid barley

meal, neither give peas. We have never

found salt of any service in this com-
plaint. For green food, give liberally if

It is dandelion, chicory, or cow-parsley.

Hay, of course, they must have, and few

oats, and we need hardlv suggest a strict

observance as to cleanliness. We have
cured many that were really very bad
cases, and alleviated almost hopeless

ones by following out what we here

advise. Among other causes this com-

plaint is chiefly engendered by Ending
to shows in Ijoxes too small, then the

sudden change to the open show pen,

back again to the box. which we wonder
are not more frequently their coffins.

Then when at home, and in a hutch, fre-

quently at a high temperature, and with

the addition of a few wrappings in front,

who is to wonder at snuffles, or anything

else ? We are not, of course, alluding to

any especial case, but what frequently

comes under our notice. But breeders

and exhibitors have here obviously a

preventive in their hands which, in the

long run, it would pay them to observe.

Memo. Rats.

S. A. says: We clean our premises

of these detestable vermin by making
white-wash yellow with copperas aiia

covering the stones and rafters in

the cellars with it. In every crevice in

which a rat may go we put the crystals

of the copperas and scattered it in the

comer of the floor. The result was a

perfect stampede of rats and mice. Since

that time not a footfall of either rats or

mice has been around the house. Every

spring a coat of the yellow wash is given

to the cellar as a purifier and rat exter-

minator.

CAGE BIRDS AND PETS.

WAXBILLS AND FINCHES.

The Cages, Food and Care Re-

quired for the Different Sorts.

All things considered, it is questionable

whether it is worth while to attempt

to breed the tiny waxbills and many

of the finches— the failures are so

numerous and the attention required is

more than the majority of people can

afford to give—whilst specimens of nearly

all the species imported may be purchased

at a less cost than would be incurred in

rearing them. Only those amateurs who

are really desirous of carefully studying

the habits of their pets, and who are

possessed of great patience, should under-

take to breed these "wee birdies."

If, however, the ambition to breed has

seized upon the amateur, he should

observe one or two simple rules. First,

let him select his stock carefully. Perhaps
a pair of parson finches and a pair of
zebra finches will be most likely to yield

him satisfaction. Let the parsons be
supplied with a German canary cage, a
few small feathers, and the fibres of aloe

or Manilla hemp, cut into lengths of
about six inches, and they will speedily

set to work nest-making, the result in all

likelihood being a brood of valuable

young birds. The pretty zebra finch is

even more easily bred. A couple of
these charming birds will be contented
anywhere. Only give them the material

and the opportunity, and they are sure

to build a nest—a slovenly structure it

may be, but. if let alone, it will soon be
the home of a family of little pearl-grey

birds with black beaks, which will grad-

ually change to a yellowish brick-red;

then the chestnut ear-marks of the cocks
and white lower body will appear—

a

sign tliat the young birds are themselves
III 101 uiccuiu^. yjxxi icducia luusl u^
careful to purchase zebra finches, not
zebra waxbills. which are often passed ofif

on unsuspecting purchasers for the
finches. Cordon bleus and that charm-
ing little African finch the Combassous
are more likely to fail as breeders in or-

dinary hands. The amateur had better

leave them until he is able to ensure a
higher temperature and more attention
than is required for those first named.
The birds intended to breed should be

placed in separate cages. For waxbills
and tiny finches the cage should l>e at

least one foot three inches high, one
foot six inches long, one foot deep. F'or

singing finches, parsons, etc., a cage twice
to three times these dimensions is neces-
sary. The breeding cage should contain
a small wicker cage, with or without a
basket inside, and a bundle of birch
sticks loosely bound, in ca.se they wish to
build in them. Strips of grass, bass and
paper, cotton, wool and small feathers
may be provided for nesting material.
The birds must be well supplied with
fresh or scalded ants' eggs and chopped
mealworms, or in all probability they
will not have fertile eggs. They should
also have in addition to the sprays of
millet seed soaked millet, prepared by
pouring on cold water, and leaving it for

twenty-four hours; then strain it through
muslin and rub with a cloth. Enough
only for one day should be prepared at
once. Fresh chickweed should—we might
say must—be kept g; owing in the cage
in a shallow pan, as a little earth is good
for the birds, and they will want it when
the young ones are hatched. They should
also have fresh ripe fruit, such as apples,
pears, figs, cherries, grapes, cut in tiny
pieces, elder or haw berries, plaintain,
etc.

The breeding cages should be hung
facing the light, away from the window,
because there is always a draught in the
window, and as high up as possible,
always taking care the birds are not sub-
ject to foul air or the noxious fumes of
gas. When they have become accustonie<l
to their cage it is desirable to allow the
birds to fly about the room occasionally,
letting ttiem return to the cage when
hungry, but not catching them. This
will improve the health of the hen, and
increase the likelihood of a strong brootl.
The best food will be found to be a

mixture of canary and millet seed, of
which there should always be a supply iu
the cage. Be careful that the seed is of

the best quality, and let the husks be
blown away twice a day. As a treat

spray millet should be given frequently;
what there is in this seed that is so at-

tractive we cannot say, but the birds will
leave every other seed for it, and it has a
very good effect upon their health, keep-
ing them in high condition and beautiful
plumage. Dried ants' eggs should be
given in moderate quantity two or three
times a week, especially during the
moulting and breeding seasons. These
should be scalded before being given.
A delicacy of which these tiny pets have
a great appreciation is the green fly,

which gardeners look upon as such a
pest. Nothing seems to attact the Afri-

can singing finches and waxbills like a
leaf covered with these flies, or one or
two of the grubs so destructive among
the roses.

The seeds £ nd flowers of grass, ground-
sel, and chickweed may also be given
with advantage, and the amateur will

find both pleasure and instruction in

watching how his various pets look for a
pounce upou their favorite tit-bit. Their
tastes vary, as do those of their keepers.
The singing finches prefer the grubs and
green fly, the manikins chickweed,whilst
the parson finches and others named
enjoy either grass, or anything else green
and moist. Care should be taken that
the green food is not left to get stale and
offensive in the cage. A piece of cuttle-

fish bone should always be placed within
reach, as the birds derive real benefit
from it, and half a dozen small rush
nests should be hung in the corners of
the cage, in which or on which the birds
may rest and shelter.

Bathing is another most important
point in successful bird-keeping. Some
writers have advised the withdrawal of
facilities for bathing iu the winter season;
but our own experience does not favor
this advice. We give every day—sum-
mer and winter alike—a shallow pan of
cold water every morning and evening,
and there is a race between the orange-
cheeks and black-and-white manikins
which shall have the first plunge; the

spla.sh and duck themselves and their

neighbors once seen is never forgotten.
All the birds named above enjoy the
bath greatly, but each species has its

owti way of approaching it. The sing-

ing finches are generally content to stand
upon the edge of the bath and receive
the splashings made for them by the
orange-cheeks. They will occasionally
step in, but are quickly out again, appar-
ently afraid they should get too wet.

The chocolate manikins also are, as a
rule, content to bathe by proxy, although
they make a much greater demonstration
of preening their feathers than others
which have actually revelled in the bath.

Birds fed and treated as above have in-

variably taken prizes whenever shown,
often amid the keenest competition.
Always remembering to make haste

slowly, the amateur may, as bis expe-
rience widens, add to the collection the
gentle, graceful, and decidedly hand-
some St. Helena waxbills, neither shy
nor bold, but quite confiding if properly
treated; Cordon bleus, lovely birds, but
somewhat delicate, requiring more care
and attention to keep them in health
than any we have previously named.
Diamond sparrows, or spotted-sided
fiuches, are desirable additions to a col-

lection, both on account of their beauti-

ful plumage and their general habits.

They are rather inclined to be aggressive
in their behavior, but more from a love

of mischief than from a really quarrel-

some disiK>sitioh.

Before quitting the subject of breeding
and feeding I would add that crushed
cuttle-fish bone, egg shells and mortar
are necessary in every cage, in addition

to clean, gritty, red sand. Of the egg
food there is really no necessity for using
any other than what may be made at

home as follows: Break the yolk only of

an egg into a soup-plate, set it to dry on
the hob or in a cool oven, then scrape off

the plate and chop very fine. If kept in

a tin with a closely-fitting lid, this will

not turn sour. If boiled egg is used the

yolk and the white should lx)th be given.

Egg-binding is the rock on which too

many hopes are wrecked. Several causes

tend to this. Extreme youth, old age, or

exhaustion after successive broo<ls will

cause egg binding. Sudden changes of
temperature, fright, interruptions whilst

laying, want of chalk, confinement in too

small a cage, too much or too stimulating

food developing internal fat—any or all

the above causes will tend to produce
egg-binding. A good preventive may
l)e found in the soaked seed already
named, to which may be added a piece
of very finely-chopped fresh mutton suet.

Attention should also be paid to main-
taining an equal temperature, especially
during the spring and autumn, say 66°

Fahr. If, notwithstanding every precau-
tion, a hen bird is attacked the treatment
must be prompt and decided; to hesitate

is certain death to the bird. A drop of
sweet oil should be administered at the
beak and at the vent,and sweet oil should
be smeared gently over the swollen lower
part of the body and above the tail . The
bird should then have a vapor bath with-
out delay. A jug or any other vessel

with a narrow mouth will serve for this

purpose. This should be filled with boil-

ing water, and covered with fine muslin,
the bird being held closely over it for

half an hour or more. The hot water
should be renewed if necessary. Imme-
diately after this treatment put the bird
into the nest in a warm cage, and leave

it in peace. All foreign birds are more
liable to egg-binding than our native
songsters, but this remedy will generally
be found successful. The treatment
may have to be repeated, as a hen once
attacked seems always liable to a recur-

rence of the complaint.

The best birds for cage breeding are
crimson finches (Australian and African),

cut-throats, zebras, bronze manikins,
Bengalese silver bills, diamond fiuches,

nonpareils, Australian grey waxbills,

avadavats, and singing finches. It must
not be inferred that these are all equally
easy to manage. Gedney says: "There
is no instance recorded of Australian
crimson finches having been bred in

confinement;" but in this he is in error,

for Mr. Wiener has recorded his success
in breeding these lovely birds.

The following birds will build but sel-

dom rear their young in cages: The com-
mon African waxbill, the best known and
smallest of the waxbills; zebra waxbills,

very pretty and engaging birds; orange-
cheek waxbills and lavender finches.

The importance of light to these small
foreign birds during our long winter
nights can scarcely be over-estimated.

We believe that more deaths occur
through the lengthened fast entailed by
the darkness than from almost any other
cause. If the birds are kept in cages in

an ordinary living room this may easily

be avoided by leaving a small lamp so
fixed that the birds can see their way to

the seed tray, or if the family do not re-

tire until about midnight, and someone
is stirring again about six in the morning,
there will be no danger.

All these small birds should be kept in

pairs, otherwise their owner will never
realize much of the charm of foreign

bird-keeping. Their affection for each
other, their never-wearying devotion to

their mate, their pretty devices to attack
and keep attention, are a constant source
ofpleasure and surprise.

The African singing finches are always
sprightly, always on the lookout for tid-

bits, and are capable of being tamed so
as to take anything from the hand or

mouth of the one who feeds them regu-
larly. The cock of one pair will leave

the cage the moment its door is opened
and hop contentedly about the plants in

the window in search of the green fly or
other dainty morsel.
When tired he returns voluntarily to

the cage. Lately having added a couple
of Norwich cock canaries to the aviary,

we were anxious to see how the strangers
would be received. The black and white
manikins, who had previously "ruled
the roast," eye<l the new-comers with
strange, inquiring glances,aud we looked
momentarily for a battle royal ; but the
scrutiny appeared satisfactory, and the
canaries were allowed to pass in peace.

The reception accorded by the little sing-

ing finches was, however, of the most
astonishing character. They assumed an
attitude of determined unfriendliness;

the cock persistently raced the unfortu-
nate canaries round and round the cage,

and every time he succeeded in getting a

bite sang his little jubilant song of vic-

tory with all the power at his command.
Since then both cock and hen have been
pugnacious to such a degree that the
canaries' lives are almost unbearable.
They do not appear to have the least

idea of turning upon their diminutive
persecutors, although they are in the best

health and condition.

[TO BB CONTIMUSO.]

THE EARS OP THE LOP.

The Influence of Heat Upon the

Development.

[continued from page 237.]

Artificial heat is so generally associated

with stoves—either gas, coal, oil, hot

water,or some such similar arrangements,

which have for their immediate object

raising the temperature—that few accept

in its full sense the fact that the genera-

tion of animal heat plays an important
part in the development of length 6f ear.

and more especially with those bred with-

out the aid of heating apparatus. It is

here that foods rich in sugar and starchy

substances act as fuel to be consumed in

the lungs, in conjunction with the all-

important vital oxygen. Now, in order

that this generation of animal heat should

go on regularly and continuously, it is

highly essential that a continual supply

of oxygen should be kept up. This is

accomplished in two ways. First, by al-
lowing a free current of air to pass
throughtherabbit-honse,whichmustbeso
arranged as to prevent any direct draught
to the inmates; and,secondly, by littering
the rabbits down or giving them in their
food articles rich in oxygen. Here lies

the sequel of specimens being reared in
ill-ventilated nouses, or having their
hutches enveloped in various coverings,
and. in my opinion, fully explains the
why they can Ije reared outdoors, for the
superabundant oxygen here prevents the
ill effects likely to arise from their being
kept on a large amount of litter, for it is

not at all unusual to allow those speci-
mens reared without heat to remain in
the hutch they were kindled in for two
or three months without being cleaned
out ! But, afler all. is not this a species of
hot bed artificial heat ?

We all know that the varieties of the
fancy rabbit other than the lop have a

when kept in hot rabbitries, and many
opine that this is entirely the result of
warmth, but I sometimes think it is in a
measure due to some remote cross with
the lop—in fact, I have bred from com-
mon nurse does very short in ear put to

a well-concentrated lop buck specimens
about twenty and one-half inches in

length, and in four months; but, with
all the heat, I have never been able to

exceed it. The same result has been at-

tained by others. With a kuowledge of
these facts, then, I come to the conclu-
sion that it is more due to the influence
of a well-concentrated strain than mere
heat that develops the ear in those speci-

mens that have not this feature concen-
trated in them.

In the case of breeding lops, however,
as I before remarked, I consider the best

condition under which they can be
reared is in a rabbitry heated to between
60° and 70°—not higher if you can possi-

bly avoid it. I like a moist atmosphere,
and recommend, where funds allow, its

being fitted up with hot water. If gas or
oil is used it is desirable to place twice
daily a saucer of clean water over it to

evaporate, to counteract the dryness of
atmosphere, and in all cases have ven-
tilation thoroughly under control.

Actuated by information certainly not
derived from practical experience, the
author of what was up to a year or two
since the only work having any preten-
sion to represent the fancy, gives it that

the method adopted to develop and pro-

duce the extraordiuary length of ear in

the lop, was to twice daily, when the
young were but a few weeks old, take

them on the lap, and subject their ears to

species of rubbing and pulling combined
before a fire. Now we don't deny that

there are many who even now fancy
there is something in it, but my own ex-

perience proves beyond the shadow of a
doubt that the ultimate length is not in-

creased thereby. Neither do I find

those whom I know adopt something of
this nietho<l produce lops with greater

ear dimensions than those who I am sat-

isfied do not, and while l)eing deeply
mindful of the old saying, that "a man
convinced against his will, retains the

same opinion still," opine that to at-

tempt to convince these "humane" indi-

viduals would \x fruitless lalwr. There
exists, however, among the general
public who visit rabbit shows an opinion
that some such means are resorted to;
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these we ask to at once disabuse their

minds till they have something more tan-

gible than hearsay as their authority.

Where, let me ask, would be the
scarcity of specimens that have this

grand point in the lop fully represented

if some such mechanical means could be
resorted to to produce it ? How is it that

those well-known lop-eared breeders that

have all the faculties at their command
don't produce more long-eared speci-

mens than they do ? It is not that they
are out of the taucy, or that they are not
trying their utmost to attain premier
honors at their own especial clubs. No;
the solution of this query lies in the fact

that either by bad luck with their does,

or disposing ofjust those particular rab-

bits tney ought to have kept, concen-
trated specimens that they have proba-
bly been months, aye, sometimes years,

in producing, their chance of breeding
the "special article" is disposed of simul-
taneously. The reverse of this, and it

can easily be proved, is what I have re-

commended—to make sure before you
part with a specimen that it is not just
the one you may want to use.

To show that excessive temperature
and "hand working" will not produce
results, take the following case, which
occurs in this month:—A twenty-three
inch doe, got by twenty-four inch buck,
six young, three on the doe, and three
on nnrse, both splendid mothers. Heat
75 to 90°. Result, when four weeks old,

longest twelve inches, hand working in-

cluoied.

This is a fact, and is no singular in-

stance, and equally good (or bad) results

could have been obtained without any-
thing like such excessive temperature;
and as to the hand working,it will proba-
bly prevent their ears from ever develop-
ing properly.
There is one valuable lesson that can,

however, be deducted from this especial
cross of the lengths of the rabbits named.
It frequently happens when a cross of
this description ts made the results are
not apparent in the litter, but by breed-
ing from the progeny the best specimens
-*- 1 1 ii— .._t. .
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thira or fourth generation.

In coaclusion the only treatment the
yonn^^ of a lop should receive by the
hand is: If when they come out of the
nest the ears do not fall properly in their
place, such as both being carried on one
side, take them out of hutch, and with
the thumb and finger gently for about a
qoATter of a minute work the offending
ear into its place. The most obstinate
ear can be trained into its place if taken
at this age. Continue it twice a day till

it lops properly, and no longer.—Fan-
ciers' Chronicle.

ROBIN REMARKS

That Exhibitors VT^Ul Fake.—His
Rules for Mating.

Baltimore, April 14.—I wish to say

to Mr. Black Saddle that I have read his

article dated April 9, and I am not in the

least offended by it. What I said in your

paper of March 22 was not intended by

me nor did I expect all tumbler fanciers

to accept it in preference to such author-
ity as the Peristeronic Society.

There may have been a bird marked as

the standard requires, but I declare on
my honor that I have never seen one out-
side of an exhibition cage, nor have I

seen more than one there, which was a
short-faced tumbler, and we all know that

a little faking is expected of exhibitors.
But I don't intend to quarrel with Mr.

Black Saddle, who, although a stranger
to me, is one whom I most sincerely
esteem, and I wish him success in breed-
ing up to the standard and long years in

which to enjoy his darlings.

In my last letter I told to the best of
my ability how I housed and fed and
cared for my pets. I will now try to tell

how I select my breeders.

I would not mate a dingy or dull

colored bird, but I always select those
birds whose plumage is deep col-

ored. If I cross the colors I mate red to
yellow or red mottle, black to black or
black mottle. If I wish to rear booted
birds I always select a booted hen to

breed from, as I have found this the
surest way to get them. While I much
admire blue birds I would not have one
in my loft for the reason that if blue
blood gets into your birds it is impossible
to breed it out. There is notning, I

think, that so much disheartens a breeder
as to find that his birds, though they
may be otherwise beautiful, have a tint

of blue above the oil gland or in the
flights.

I never try to breed first-class birds
from inferior birds, but mate good birds
all the time.

If by chance a long roller appears in

my flight I lose no time in getting rid of
it. My object is to have birds that will

turn double or at most roll a couple of
feet, as I think they are the most inter-

esting, and are lessliable to get lost or to
injure themselves by striking against
chimneys or house tops. Robin.

Atherton; vice-presidents. Philander
Williams, E. C. Aldrich, J. Dowell. Jr.,

G. V. Fletcher, W. E. Shedd, H. A.

Mansfield, Louis A. Shaw, Frank I^.

Fish, E. Butterfield, C. A. Wheeler; cor-

responding secretary, Newton Knapp;
recording secretary, R. S. Mackintosh,
Jr.; treasurer. N. B. Perkins, Jr.; auditor,

Fred A. Hondlette; executive committee,
A. C. Hawkins, E. J. Sanderson, C. A.
Batchelder, G. A. Fletcher, C. M. Weld,

J. C. Sharp, H. H. Burnford.

IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS.

Derby Reds vs. Cheshire Pyles.

An Old-time Fighter.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 15.—In a

recent issue of The Journal, is an

article about the games of the late Earl

Derby, claiming he possessed the cham-
pions of bis day.

The late Admiral Rous in his evidence

before the Royal Commission in regard

to cruelty to animals and games in par-
ticular, said : "I would freely travel a
hundred miles before my breakfast to see
a main of Derby reds and Cheshire
pyles."

" I do not claim for the Cheshire pyles
that they never were beaten, but I do say
that no better birds ever lived. We have
in our family relics of their prowess, one
in particular, an eight-day clock, with
Old Charlie, as he was in life, on the panel
of the door. This was won in a main of
thirteen birds, when the bird to win must
fight five battles in the one pit on the
same day. The contestants were drawn
in pairs, with one a bye. He met the
fresh bird in the second round and again
in the third, being drawn first lx>th times,
so he proved himself a good one.
He also won a second main of the same

kind and was the winner of seven battles

besides, in tact he won so many iigbts

that he was afterwards barred from all

contests. His owner had over a hun-
dred birds in constant training and
always handled them himself. It may
seem incredible, but of the scores of bat-

tles in which he engaged he never had
but one bird that got beat in the pit.

Some of your readers may have known
him. Charles Sproston, alias " Old
Charley Carden," and a greater lover of
the sport never lived. He did not fight

his birds for the money value, as I have
an old snuff-box that he won for a prize,

and there are copper kettles and silver

spurs that are still kept in the family as

mementoes of his past.

But the fighting bird has given way to
the show bird ana the "Cheshire" comes
to the front pretty often at the big shows.

I do not write this with any antipathy
to the Derby reds, but I do claim that the
Cheshire pyle is without a peer.

Cheshire.

Books for Fanciers.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
lxx)ks on receipt of published price

:

American Kennel. Surges % 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kenuel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Diseases of the Dog. Dalxiel 80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 3.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition.
Hammond 50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 3.00

BngHshe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .... .50
English K. c; S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book. Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Pox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.25
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date so

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont. . .50
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPliulimmon, 1.25
Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.15
1 tic Ciic^uiiuuu. St(>uciicii|$c, 4^ ^njlllttii» ^.uu

j

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; Illustrated .... .25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prise dogs; in leather 7.50

Vouatt on the Doi; 2.50

CAGE BIBDS.

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations ij.oo

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

PUBLICATIONS.

TRY ITFOR ONE YEAR
If tni« only of the c

WHceificiis OAzerre.

an f.liutraledDQoathly mag
•zlne (Srvoted to ihe Krand
Mt, taaaltlilest. moat maoly
sport Id tiM world.—CTCIinc

« Ul2e«lman?

r jroo ar* or notjroa are sura to tM iut«r
satad m oar paper. Too can't balp it. lU aketcun.
poems and storlaa ara lnn> -wtlns to all. Thev arv
par* and iMaltbmi 10 tbdr Iod«. Tbry breatb*«(
(TMn flatds and sbaidT lanM, and ar* a constaot
buptrvr of a lor* o( aaiora.

Tu ooHTloce yoo tbat bar panar U all wii clalnr
torit Id every partlcularUyoa will send yournani*
and address we will eend,Tou a eample copy *v*»*»
Umb If 70a waat to try It for a year, ai yoa surei >
will. U will cost yoa oDiy cso o«ca«*.

Cheap Ertough, Isn't It? ^

UBiaik ctfiaitMiuis to clos bakibk.
AddreH the PalMlaher —

. BEN L DARROW,

^I?e |+omir\| Gxcban^G.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of "The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancieis." |i
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GKRMANTOWN, PA

am
Lawrence Luck.

Lawrence, Mass., April 14.—

1

having good luck with my young birds,

and expect to have a good strong team of

them for work this fall. Our club de-
cided to fly under the Fanciers' Rules
this season and will start between
seventy-five and a hundred birds. As
we have the stock of the leading fan-
ciers of the country we expect to accom-
plish something respectable.

Ben Eastwood.

Hard Luck.

Philadelphia, April 12.—I beg to

inform you that one of Nellie Bly's

youngsters was killed in a fight between
the old ones and the other egg didn't
hatch. Nellie Bly's mate is Ben Hur. I

wish to claim the name of Nora for XC
200 and St. Elmo for XC 201.

Frederick Marth.

Loft Register, fur fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical P&con Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pifcon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

POULTRY.

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch * Le« i .00

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9-00

Profltable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prise birds and other engravings. . . . 3.00

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00
Domestic Poultry. Saunders 30
The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Aaao. • i.oo
Duck Culture. Rankin jo
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet ... .50
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

MI8CBLLAITBOU8.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50
Childhood's Pets; Stories of Dogs, Cats,
Chickens, etc. aoo pictures. Olive Patch 1.25

Art of Training Animals, illustrated . . . 25
Perrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 50

AMKIIICAN KEXNKL CLUB

5tud ^ook.
Blanks for registering in the official Stiid Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the clulk, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize list*
of the different shows. Stud Book regLstratkms
and numbers of each month's entries aad all
%...«..... 1 .. „f .«:.:-. » . .. .

tiou, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

« >>

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPKR IS

THE STOCKKEEPER
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEOXS,
RABBITS, <;A«K-BIRI)>», &V.

It is the recognized Knglish organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best Engli.sh stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, |13.I5,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London.

England.

Massachusetts Association.

Boston, Mass., April 10.—The annual
meeting of the Massachusetts Poultry

Association was held at Young's Hotel

this afternoon, Mr. W. B. Atherton in
the chair, when these officers were elected
for the ensuing year: President, W. B.

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BREEDER OF

EH-GUSSWIGTOBBnS,
(all colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years
myself my birds previously took ist and 2d in

each color everywhere I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won
more prizes than all other stockscombined,which
is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL
THEM TO OTHERS. SUmp for reply.

KSTABLISIIKI) 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig--

eons. Rabbits. Cat.s, Cavies and Cage Hiitls.
Articles by the Leadiu); Authorities. Letters,

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists^
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable In advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada.
$2.10.
Address P»t>t-Office Orders and communications

to the /"a«r/c>.t' (Jazfllf, IMnW-nA, ^lo 57 Impe
rial Buildings, I.udgatc Circus, i^ndoii, E. C.
England.

THE POULTRY CRITERION
An illustrated monthly magazine devoted tu.

poultry. Sample copy free. Address

THE POri.TRy CRITERION,
Bloom ingdale, In<t,

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number,
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco. Sayre. Pa. 56

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Cnlumhatian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the t>est advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a ve«r.

VOL. 4. NO. 16.] THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL. »Si

INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machino in

loss than throe months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout
the United States and Canada, and Europe. It

has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-

ing the past eight years anais the most success-

fuimachine before the public to-day.

James RanUin,
50-63 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

PUBLICATIONS.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

DOGS.

Advertiu»UHtt wUh»ut ditplay inurted under
this headingJmr i cemttper wordfor each inuriion.

St. Bernards.

-Bv B. WATERS.-

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells
you how to train a dog properly, ana how to
handle a dog after it has bieen trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Prairie §fate Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGR,
General Agent,

Compassville,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

Fanciers' MMinir CooiDaiiy

32 S. Third St., PhiladelphU, Pa.

IMPROVED EXCELS I OR
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

•loipl*. Perfect WkuA SeUVreKulistlnc.

nnndreds In sue-
iceuful optration.

,

I Guaranteed to hatch
I
as laree p«roentage
of fertile et/KH hk any

I other hatoher. Send 6c. for'
new Illuntrnted Catalogue.

Cireulara Free.
CEO. H. 8TAHL,

'•••'••«"'" QUINCY, ILLINOIS.

Mtocollaneons.

DOGS.
Advertisement without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Basset Hounds.

WILL EXCHANGE for best offer of fox ter-
rier bitches pair imported pedigreed Bas-
set hounds (Krooks and Babette), winners
of 7 first prizes. M. W. Taylor, 2706 N.
Broad St., Philadelphia. 57-it

Black and Tan Toy Terriers.

FR SALE.—St. Bernard brood biUhes. Key-
stone Kennels, uao Carson Street, Pitts-
burg, Pa. 57-^

MENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phce-
nixvlUe, Pa. 53-64

^TMMAH*

F
I

'R SALE.—A fine Irish terrier pup,
months old. Address Chestnut Hill
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ken-

RISH TERRIERS by Roidyn Denni»-Breda
Tiney and Roslyn Eileen. Address Chest,
nut HiU Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Varloos.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

' entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Pandera' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOBTAIL Sheep Horn.
Apply to W. Wade
ton. Pa.

The perfect (arm dog.
or Charles Rosaer, Hul-

TO EXHIBITORS AND BREEDERS.-A
pair of black and tan toy terriers, winners;
giving up breed; |8o. W. Ahier, 19 Simon
Place, St. Heliers, Jersey, England. 57-58

Bloodboands.

?OR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Conn. 56^

Collies.

FR SALE.—scotch colUcs, all age*. For
circular and price enctoae stamp. W. A.
Weckham, Tipton, Iowa. SS-S7

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayiass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
TrefoU out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

O

tf

Tlioroiiglilired Lire Stock Eidiange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all \-arieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Importbd. iNPOkMATlON GiVBir.

Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

Edward S. Schrxiid,
Succeaaor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

8INGINQ BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FiSH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price liat.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

S6-60

MYRON WOOSTER'S Poul-
try in front rank, taking first

premium in late New York
show ; score, 9b. Rose and
single comb White Leghorns,
Plymouth Rocks, White Dork-
ing, White Minorcas. Rouen
and Pekin Ducks. R C. B.
Bantams, Jacobin Pigeons.
Stock and eggs for sale, |2

for 13.

M. W008TER,
HOMER, N. Y., Boa 9.

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

»i by mall. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

OAMK BAIiTAMg.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md.

Mastm.

SEARS' MONARCH'S young half brother,
grand head, immense bone, invaluable for
breeding, no faults, low. J. H. Day, Jr.,
Saybrook, Ct. 53-57

THE WACOUTA KENNELS, Omaha Neb.,
have for sale English mastiff puppies and
grown dogs of the best pedigreed and prize
winning strains. Can furnish fawns or
brindles and guarantee satisfaction. Ad-
dress Dr. George B. Ayers, Omaha, Neb.

»-56-57

KLECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices, "rh* Raiir.i»ra"i>..K.

phia
ng c
, Pa.

The Fanciers'^Pub-
32 ^uth Third St., Philadel-

-r^EDIGRBBS carefully revised to insure cor-
r^ rectness, and printed in an attractive form,

at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

-T^DIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

\^ cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or jo
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 South Third St..
PhiUdelphia, Pa.

OYAL MANGE cure guaranteed, by mail,
$1.00. Local agents wanted. W. L- John-
son, Evansville, Ind. 57-58

\T. BERNARDS and pugs. Choice young
) stock for sale. Stud dogs and brood

bitches. Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster,
Mass. 57-tf

R

POULTRY.
Advertisements withitut display inserted under

this headingfor t cents per wordfor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Addreaa
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Bro'wn Bed Games.

ONB TRIO to score over 92^ or no sale.
Price I15. J. A. StoveU. Philadelphia, Pa.

So-tf

Kno ft>r Hatoblns*

-YXTHTTE WYANDOTTE eggs,
J1.50

pe;
Oraers snippecl

er 13.

Pointers.

FOR SALB—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very
fast will take to the briars with any set-
ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother. Will be sold at a reasonable
price. Address P. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th
St.. Philadelphia, Pa. c

ROBERTSON, by Robert le Diable, out of
Malite, both field trial winners; two and
one-half years old. Parily broken and fit

to show. Price I60. Worth $75 easy. Ad-
dress J. H. Winjlow, P. O. Box 1247, Phila-
delphia. 54-tf

Setters.

FR SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third, Setter Derby Central field
trials. 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1203
Broadway, New York City. 55-11

A GRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.
Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel
phia, Pa. tf

WW. TITUS' Kennel offers some fine
black, white and tan setter pups, six

* months old, by Lufra's Mark (Gath's
Mark— I,ufra) ex Bessie, by Walter—Sue.

54-56 Address W. W. Titus, West Point, Miaa.

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE —Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch.
Princess Mona (13,345); rich orange, correct
white markings ana black shadings; took
honors at New V'ork 1890, only time shown;
price, $75. Also stud dog Marquis of Staf-
ford (11,866), sire to above bitch; >d, Phila-
delphia, 1889; 3d, Baltimore, 1890; price fiv).
Botn dogsare in perfect health and condi-
tion and are sold for no fault. Fairhill
Kennels, 2848 North Eleventh Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. a-57-58

&
Y y Stock as good as any

three days after receipt. Trios |io, cocks
W. Coffin, Ashland, Camden County,

J- 56-57

Inonbators.

^tAHE Thermostatic Incutwtor, a strictly firat-

I class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. las. B. Warner, 19 Park
PUce, New York City. 50-76

White Lieshoms.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
W}randottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and t>est display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. jo-63

Various.

plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisli
~

, 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

ELBCTROTYPBS of anyrariety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
ing Co.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks
and white created white Polish bantams.
Menthop KcnneU, Phoenixrille, Pa. 53-64

Blondlnettes.

W
BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all

times. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.
l-_ 50-75

Homing Plseons.

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter oicorrespondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All atock firat-daaa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor g centsper wordfor each insertion.

Homlna Plffeoos.

W

B

M. C. HACKETT, Baston, Pa., breeder of
homing pigeons. Having purchased the
Barrett birds, now owns Leslie P., record
as youngster from 540 miles; Othello.one of
the winners of the 1888 Childs' cup, 525
miles; Volunteer and Pathfinder, brothers
to Ned Damon and sons of Silver Chief and
Lady Florence. Youngsters with '90 bands
for sale. Circular. 54 tf

Owls.

IRDS of the above variety for aale at all time*.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

^5»-73

Parlor Perfbrmlns Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all Hairs
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Rullleneoks.

WILLIE EISENHARD, Mertztown, Pa.,
dealer in fancy rufiaenecka. No fancy
price. 57-it

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Boraentown, N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

GA. PICK. 1300 il. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

* colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Importea
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati. O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusiviely. 86

Various.

LL KINDS of birds and
i Big Bird Store, CleveUnd, O.

WUaos's
96

J-

T-\A.NTAIL PIGEONS.—Scotch, English andH Peerless Whites. No other color bred. The
finest stud of fans in the entire West or
South. No second-class birds. Prices from
I2.50 to $25 per pair. Bred for thirty years.
Frank M. Gilbert, Evansville, Ind.

B.FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies ot all colors. Only
the beat stock kept. A few bird* of each
variety for aale. 58

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THKO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutau Street,
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbita, etc. Write for
whet you want. Reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. S16-68

ANTED.—Catalogue of fancy pigeons. Ad-
dress Ira D. Latshaw, Box 52, Royersford,
Montgomery Co., Pa. •-S4-S9

ILLIAM EHINGER, JR., 1307 North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For aale the fol-

lowing fancy pigeons: Magpies, owls,
turbits, jacobins. Write for what you
want. Prices reasonable. Si-3-5-7

w
w

Ensllsb Pheasant EflSKs.

I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-

ant eggs, $3 per dozen. Birds Tor sale. N.
L. Rockwell, Sanford Station, Conn. S7-tt

Guinea Pigs.

GUINEA PIGS of the finest quality, from
prize winning stock, for sale at %2 a pair.
John Palmer, Jr., 34 Broadway, Cambndge,
Mass. a-57-60

Docks.

ROWLAND, Woodbridge, N. J., won first

on Pekin duck at the late Yew York show;
21 pounds per pair. 55-^7-^4

German Hare.

FR SALB, CHEAP.—A fine lot of Cermaa
hare. Also eggs from my high-scoring
barred Plymouth Rocks. %3 per 13; I5 per
65. Send for hare catologue. Charles P.

56-59 Myers, Doylestown, Bucks County, Pa.

Artists and Engravers*

ngraving<i made from photographs
The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

SPECIAL engravings made
of dogs. The Fanciers'
South Third St., PhiladelphU.

FINTINOcsUuatesgiven for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Schcd
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
Ushing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber ft

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
ocst animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publiahing
Co., ja South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock. 1^
JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....

MURIAL. blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen .

SPARK, red checker hen gs

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

ANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Jxjsx^ Out. ...••_

PRICE 50C. ^

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CONTAININO A COMPI-ETE DE8CRIPTION OF THE

RECOGNIZED Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTED ENGLISHHGEONS.

I am closing out the following liigh-cla»a

Imported Birds at $4 per bird, $8 per pair:

ONE CARRIER HEN, j

THREE PAIRS OWLS,

ONE COCK POUTER. TWO PAIRS HOMERS.

ONE BLUE HEN NUN. TWO PAIRS POUTERS.

ONE BLUE HEN TURBIT. ONE PAIR BLACK MAGPIES.

TWO HEN ARCHANGELS. I ONE PAIR VELLOW MAGPIES,

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

ONE BLUE HEN FANTAIL.

THREE YELLOW HEN TURBITS,

TWO PAIRS BLACK BALDPATES,

ONE RUSSIAN HEN TRUMPETER.

The above bird, ar* youne. vigorous, high;clas. bird,_importedj,ne^
rr^hilh-cUs^ s^'^

"^ It EnBlish loft

land 7re

these out The price

)us, high etas, birds 'mportea one year as^-^_^ ---
Many of them are winners and all are l>>8n-.c'J'? "^^•""' > • . :..:..~ ..„ ih> fanrv and wish tO ClOSC(Elected from the beat English lofts. M^ny °' ;"'^"\,^"^„rvinrup°the fancy 'and^wish to clone

men. ~»««|^i^n ^England ^rom^J.^^to^ljo^^^^^^^^^ „, .J^^,,^, ^,^, ^u.

sell feed and water pans, show cages, wire netting, etc.

WILLIAM A. BRUETTE,
BULLED-BRUETTE KENNEL,

lEHVERSON. WISCONSIN, U. S. A.
57-58

>
-

SmWBME & CLOTHIEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHIIiADELiPHIA, PA.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Oold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

PUln and Oraamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOn HATCHING.

SEJVD FOR PRICE UST.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

H. W. VAHLE.
}i9 Market St. and 46 North 9th 8t.,PhUadelphla.

»5-76

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

I haTe^ret'omuwmie'it^ Urae vti al twUlcs . veiy liuty, C J- FESHAli., rresiaeni.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1890.

Mr. M. Robbins.-Z>«.. 5.y,-l have u^
>-;lKt°Vn^iSaWe^'n':^"re"j;iS^

fectinp and killing lice and U is """ceUed. ' ~°^ l'^
*'

'^^d ^^^ valuable fowls that were

ruSro'^Vn-eli'^-^'haTitr^

SK^v^i^iur^a^t^ph^^^^^g^^i^-^^ ^-i- iit^

l^'^-^wor'pa%T/n^^?th"e?1hrt^^t^^^^^^^^ ft"Th^e"a^rt^riho^uld be L every stable. Re-

•pect^ully, DtCHAS.ScHLOSSEB Veterinary Surg^n
^ ^ j^

ySs^S-t^^AlSstArL roVa^'SI^Xn^grUL^^^^ CO.. :o laa^^th

Street, New York City.

ONLY ONE

UUALiXV

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Doga boarded and conditioned for bench show.

KLM STATION.

Montgomery Co., Pa.
«4-75

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL PIGEONS.
" "^

No Otter Variety.

.189

My homers are tested as record birds and m
parents of bird» with records from 500, 5*5 and
TOO miles. I have fiftv pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stock of 1S89 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with SportiiiK Life bands. Cam give

a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-^5

TO THE FAHCIERS' PDBLISHM COIPm.

HO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enelo9ed find Two Dollars and Fifty Centt for which send "Tho

Fanciers' Journal" for One fear.

mAME '

AQORESS —

H. A. BRIDGE,
BRBBDBR OF

Lililit Bralmias, Plymontli Rocb and

Wyanilottes.

COLUMBUS, O.

%\hm Kennedy & Curtis ^W.n N«»» wmf

and up.

Qnallly not excelled.
PaiUfactinn guaran-
teed.

H.C. NORTON,
Oermantown, Pa.

708 MARKET STREET. PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

UKALKRS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

n>3BIRDf\MANNA
'f ivk. n.i«>.<K<.n.tnr I _ X the Cftnarr Breeder! 01The Great Secret of

theHani Mouiitaln,Oer
win restore the song of
vent their allraenta and
mndltton. ItmakeeoaBart
•beddlnjrfeathen. Benf

Bird ;

Sd

Cftnarr Breeders of
many. Bird Kaniia
Cage Birds, will pre-
keep thnm In good

sRing, oTpn while
mallon reeelptof
Dlrectlont free.
St.. Pblla., Pa.

-ANI

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's Celebrated Dog Cakes-^^^

^^^EErQioyer's laiDerial Dog Remedies

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of

wire work for chicken houses and other pur-

poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,

46-58 MOUNDBVILLB, WEST VA.

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, $1 PER
bushel. JNO. MBRCEU, Learaan Place, Pa

ninO Chesters. Berkshires, Poland*. Fox

rlbO. Hounds, Beagles.ColIies.Setters.W.C.lB-

BONS a CO..W. Chester.Pa. Send sUmp for cir.

^^Kd for S^^^^^

JNSOM&Siuiv

VOL. 4, NO. 17.)
WHOLE NO., 68.; PHILADELPHIA, APRIL 26, 1890. / PER ANNUM, f«.6

t SINGLJI COl'Y, So

I

INDIAN GAMKS.
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FIELD TRIALS. FIELD TRIALS.

SECOND ANNUAL DERBY
-OF THE-

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB.

POINTER DERBY
f $400 to 1st.

\ 200 to 2d.
( 100 to 3d.

f $400 to Ist
SETTER DERBY \ 200 to 2d

[ 100 to 3d

DERBY WINIS^ER—f400 ADDITIONAIi.

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 15. 1890.

589-60 C. H. ODELL, Sec'y, Mills Building, New York.

IN THE STUD.

AdvertisemetiU inserted under thts heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

tl-SO: tS-to for 11" month; $15 for three months;

$2)i for six months, and (so for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

THE KENNEL.

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

follou-ing rates: One inch, single insertion. Si 50;

Si 40for the month; SiS Jor three monthi; $i8for

ttx months, and $50for the year.

DICK

CWIVELER
IRISH SETTER

(8410.)

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

$'50; $5 40 for the month; $15 for three months;

$28 for six months, and $50 for the year.

SETTERS & pomTERS
DESMOND 11

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont

tfjo; $5.40 for the month; $is for three months;

ftS for six months, and S50 for the year.

Rough-coated Collies

Champion Scotilla - - -

Maney Trefoil

The Squire, the English cham-

pion, sire of Bendigo, Maney
Trefoil, etc., will serve ten (,io)

bitches
After which his fee will be - -

Fee.

$50
$50

535
B50

LJ
Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-wiuniiig dams

}3iLL5it)E Kennels,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

J

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

WIMMER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

MEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terras,

extended pedijcree and full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

X77 STATE Street, Chicago, III.

50-101

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $25-

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO-GEM.) FEE. $25.

B. F. LEWIS. Boi J3,

Merion P. O..

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-

bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derbv at the Philadelphia

field trials 1H88, and on the bench has won, first.

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. 1888 and first, challenge cUss, PhUa-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of furness.

Record: ursian'd special al Fii.lnuC.p.'is. :-;-5;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog

is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, Jss-

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25

CARLTON PERO
Princess Charlotte II

class' at London. Ont., when
A grand dog in the field. Fee

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, fas-

All approved bitches sent to us to be servwl

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB.
Carb W. H. Weiss,

Frbemansburg, Pa.

Champion Dublin Scot, sire

of more first prize winners than

any other collie in America - $35
Charleroi II $30
Roslyn Wilkes (by Champion

Scotilla ex Bertha) $25
FOR SALE :

Pups by almve dogs out of first-class bitches

;

also a grand lot of Gordon setters and Irish

terriers. Address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

^^
Philadelphia, Pa.

44 & 46 DUANE ST., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. 4 TREAS.

We manufacture ten thou-

<ind styles of dog collars, har-

iies.ses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

24-75

_ Winner
umerous prizes in puppy classes in England

last year and winner of second

By Sir Tatton-
01 numerous pr

ici
prize, puppy

dition.

PNGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES

Black white and t.iii setter by Gladstone—
Bryson's Sue. Hull brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and

Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer

and a bench show winner.

Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Suriureoii,

IJO:l HUOADWAY. NKW YORK.5»-7o

THOROUGHBREt) • PUGS

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE

BOB H.
^

-PRICES VERY LOW-

out of coni Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle
Boyd Winner of third in All aged Stake, East-

ern Field Trials of i88«. beating such noted dogs

as Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and

others. Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from

life by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,

5S8 North 18th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Address
M.

Ashmont St.,

57-69

S. THAYER.
Dorchester District,

Boston, Mass.

50-63

53-78
,
Pa.

43-94

POINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.

POINTERS IN THE STUD.

Westminster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the aliove dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER. Supt.,

^y.jf Babylon. L L, N. Y.

Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest orxler. He is also a high class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J H. WINSLOW,

54-tf P. O. Box IJ47, Philadelphia, Pa.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
>• short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's Winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have prove! hini the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
ereater prize winners than all others liviiig.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

studfee»75. j.wiNCHELL,
FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

TABLE OP CONTENTS.

Fixtures.

Dog, Poultry and>og,
"rririals

Page.

Pigeon Shows, and Field
259

5OINTER IN STUD.

JJORKSHIRE lOV TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.

LEBANON

The celebrated English and American prize

winner Describe*! 111 show reports as ^best

York-hire in America " Two photographs from

life 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings

free. Reliable young stock for sale.

50-75

P. H. COOMBS.
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me,

BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD; Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE. $50.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnl)lisliin£ Conipauy,

3j S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

FIXTURES.

Dogr Shows.
April 23-26.—First dog show of the Schenec-

tady Kennel Club, at Schenectady, N. Y. G. A.
Rosa, secretary.
May 6 to g.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club,at Los Angeles,
Cal. E. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries doseMay I.

June 3-6.—Cincinnati Kennel Club, at Cincin-
nati. Ohio. George H. Hill, superintendent.
Sept. 2-5—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary
,?*£',: 9.'° '2—Toleilo Kennel Club, Toledo,
a. Charles E. Rowland secretary.
Sept. 23-26 —Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes.
chairman

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Fleltl Trials.
Nov. iT^-Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atOUerburn Springs,

reta
'

'-"^'^'' *'^'^"l"K'> Springs, N. Y, scc-

t,l\'^' Vr.S'^''."^ annual field trials of the Cen-
H f^"i''.Cr,',*'*CIub, at Lexington, N. C. C.« Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

1891.

riJo"^ ''"?''?'"*' annnal field trials cf the Pa-cinc Kennel Club, at Bakersficld, Cal. H. H.
""Kgs. secretary.

ern »i.L~J'"r'* annual "eld trials of the South-

Marfetta Ga.
'^^ "• '«"'"»'> '^"etary.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P O Walker, West Peru, Me.-See advertise-

ments of St. Bernards, in this issue.

M R., New York ClTV.-Send for register
numbers at any time. There is no charge.
M. N., New Orlea.vs, La.-They may be ^Id

as zebra waxbills, but will probably prove to be
«bra finches. The former are very rare.

L. B., Allentown, Pa.—Mr. N. G. Temple,
*^op»,n,ra..i9 secretary of the State Poultry As-

W»W '
*^'*''*'* '''" ^'''^ reference to mera-

B R. D., Newark, N. J.-See the articleupon insect, in the loft in last week'. iMue.

Don't "grease the hen" else the oil-w>aked feath-

ers will close the pores of the eggs, and kill the
contents.

O. L. K., Milwaukee, Wis.—The size of the
basket would depend upon the number of birds
tob- shipped. The bottom is best made of cane
or willow. Address Morton Clark, Paterson, N.

J., for the dimensions, etc., of a shipping box
that is better than any basket we ever saw.

A Subscriber, Chestnut Hill, Pa.—Rock
salt should be in every pigeon loft. Birds that
have been without salt may take too much when
first given them again, but nature will soon ad-

just matters. Some prefer a piece of salt cod-
fish nailed to the wall within reach of the birds.

Salt is necessary to the digestion. Oil of fennel
dropped upon the head and neck of the fowl will,

it is said, drive the lice away. It is al.so said that
twigs of elder will attract the lice from the birds
when the elder may be burned.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece shows the Indian

games as bred by Mr. G. T. Whitfield,

Market Drayton, Eng.,one of the largest

purveyors to American yards of the va-

riety. The original of the cock it is said

won 2d at Birmingham and 3d at the
Palace in 1888. The hen won ist at

the Palace, Birmingham, Manchester,

etc. The yards of the Messrs. C. A.

Sharp & Co., at Lockport, N. V., have
many representatives of this stock. We
are indebted to the Fanciers' Gazette for

the original of our delineation.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS,

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Last week the American Field very

kindly sent us their special cablegram,

announcing the result of the Kennel
Club's show so far as Mr. Belmont, Jr.'s,

fox terriers were concerned. The mes-
sage arrived after we had gone to press,

but we had the forms lifted and the news
inserted. It was a neighborly act on
your part, Dr. Rowe, and we fully appre-

ciated it.

•*•

Here is a wrinkle from abroad. Our
bench show managers would do well to

adopt it: "At Manchester I saw some-

thing new in prize cards. The prize

cards were printed as usual, 'First Prize,'

etc., but below 'first prize' there was a

hole in the card thus:

FIRST PRIZE.

Large numbered cards were given to the

exhibitors as they entered the ring, and
on the judge awarding the prizes the

ring steward took up a first prize card,

and, asking the exhibitor for the card he

had Ijearing his number, he slipped it in

at the back of the prize card, and then it

appeared as

FIRST PRIZE.

917

This was handed to the exhibitor, who
hung it up over his dog as he tied him
up. Thus the prize cards were up as soon

as the dogs were benched after the judg-

ing."

Irish terrier fanciers in Scotland are

not to be left out in the cold any longer,

so have formed a Scottish Irish Terrier

Club. There are now fanciers enough of

this variety in Scotland to make a club a

success.

••*

J. H. Currier,the agent of the woman's
branch of the Society for the Prevention

of Crttelty to Animals, visited a piggery

near the North Penn Depot, Philadelphia,

on Saturday, and there found a poodle
dog dragging itself about, having had
both his hind legs cut off by a mowing
machine some twelve months ago. The
animal was shot.

* •

We take the liberty of publishing an
extract from a letter written to us by
Mr. Thomas J. Ballintiiie, as it is of

more than passing interest. Mr. Ballin-

tine writes: "I am very much interest-

ed in the breeding of pet dogs, and have
already several good specimens of pugs.

I took to them chiefly because they were
almost universally reviled in this section,

as the embodiment of brainless stupidity.

I first bought a pup of the Bradford

Ruby strain and trained her to kill rats,

breaking her to obey signs rather than

language. The result was so gratifying

that I was encouraged to breed pugs in a

small way in order to develop a taste

for good stock in place of curs."

*
« *

Our numerous readers who have here-

tofore believed a pug to be good for

nothing, will now see how mistaken they

have been.
«

« »

Rat catching pugs reminds us that

some years ago Mr. Wade stated that

English niastifiFs would not catch rats.

We owned a mastiff bitch that developed

into a capital ratter. She was rather un-

wieldy, but still remarkably active, con-

sidering her size and weight.

*
« •

"There is no dog," says Professor Bur-

ton, who has a troup of cleverly trained

dogs, "which can't be taught a trick of

dogs that learn quicker than others, and

more tricks. I am always asked how I

teach dogs these tricks. Well, there is

no trick about it that I ever knew. It

takes patience and judgment and kind-

ness. I seldom use the whip, and never

in giving instructions. In fact, I have to

be very cautious. The other day two of

my family got into a squabble. I sepa-

rated them, but with trouble. In doing

so I had to cut one of them with the

whip. That fellow is heartbroken. He
has had the sulks ever since. He won't

eat and he won't act. I've got to send

him away for a few days. A dog should

be at least a year old before training. I

select different breeds for different acts.

The greyhound is a natural leaper. The
spaniel is a trickster. The spitz is a

clown, the black and tan is the acrobat."

•
»

"Under ordinary circumstances the

average dog will learn his tricks in five

weeks. Then the test comes when he

goes on the stage the first time. Talk

about people having stage fright ! I've

known dogs when brought on the stage

for the first time make a break and run

away and tremble like a frightened child.

When they get used to it, though, they

like the stage, and the more applause

they get the better they act. You may
think that is stretching it, but it is a

fact that trick dogs do better if they are

applauded, and this is especially true if

the applause comes from children.

•
• «

"These trick dogs know their places

on the stage and take their cue from my
looks. They are as eager for the show to

l>egin as children are eager for play.

This, I think, is instinct, for anybody
could go on the stage with them if he

knew the words to speak and the motions

to make, and the dogs would go through

the same programme they go through

with me. They never forget a trick. I

laid off some months ago and sent the

dogs to the country. I had a vacation of
several weeks—me and the dogs. When
I returned to the stage with them they
went through every part without a break.
There is good feeling between the mem-
bers of the present family. They are
healthy and full of fun. There isn't a
cynic in the lot."

«

Mr. W. Stewart Diffenderffer is re-

building his kennels and will get together
a fair string of St. Bernards.

*

We are sorry to learn Mr. Diffenderffer

may loose his rough-coated puppy Lord
Baltimore. He has distemper and quinsy
and is a perfect wreck. He is the largest
dog for his age, eleven months, in
America, measuring 33;^ inches at the
shoulder.

«
»

As. Mr. P. H. Hackf, Pittsburg, Pa., is

about introducing the Ji.irzoi or Siberian
wolf-hound into this country and will

start a kennel of this breed, a little in-

formation regarding them would be quite
apropos, consequently we publish two
articles about them in this issue.

•
* •

It was questioned if these animals
could catch a wolf. In an interview Mr.
Hacke stated that at the last coursing
match at St. Petersburg, a bitch from the
Imperial Kennels named Lebedka ran
down a full-grown wolf, pinning it firmly
till the huntsman rode up to secure it.

W. H. Weiss, of Bethlehem, Pa., writes
us: "It is with great sorrow that I notify

you uf my uiisfurtuae in the loss of my
Irish setter bitch Champion Nellie. She
died Monday afternoon between 3 and 4
o'clock from heart disease. She seemed
perfectly well about 3 o'clock when I fed

her. She was lively and very playful and
ate a hearty meal. A short time afterward

I took some friends in to see the dogs
and found her dead. Upon the veterinary "s

examination it was found that her heart

was covered with thick clots of black
blood, and her liver was twice the natural

size. Nobody knows what a loss it is to

me, as I prized her very highly."

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Sports-

men's Club and Bench Show Association

held April 16, the following officers were
elected: President, Dr H. J. Groesbeck;

vice-president, J. Shelley Hudson; secre-

tary, George H. Hill; treasurer, J. W.
Utter. The name of the club wat
changed to the Cincinnati Kennel Club.

The club will hold a show in the Music
Hall building, June 3-6. Premium lists

will be ready in a few days. The build-

ing is splendidly adapted for a bench
show, with plenty of light and good ven-

tilation.

We call the attention of our readers to

the communication in this issue from Dr.

Foote, who states his views in an able

manner. We would be pleased to receive

opinions upon these views, as they are

worthy of careful consideration, and a

thorough discussion of them may bring

out some practicable plan whereby the

dog show interests in this country may
be encouraged and advanced.

••#

Mr. John Poag, owner of the St. Ber-

nard dog Watch, is now importing the

bitch Sunrise. She is in whelp to

Keeper.
*•

Mr. R. B. Sawyer has bought the bull-

dog bitch Graven Image.

V
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCE.

HE GOES INTO FOX TBRRLERS.

BY HIBERNIA.

Do you know that before I attended

the bench show two years ago at the

Madison Square Garden, I had always

supposed that dog fanciers were a most

disreputable class. Of course I knew

some very nice folks who kept dogs, but

the people who bred them I thought

were counterparts of the men whom I

often saw standing on Broadway with a

basketful of puppies which they offered

for «ale, and leading the supposed dam

by a string.

Year before last a friend of mine who had

some dogs at the show gave me a season

ticket, and my sole employment being to

kill time, I visited th« Garden early and

often. In the catalogue I noticed the

names of several very swell people as

breeders of some of the canines on the

benches. And when I saw two or three

well-known representatives of New

York's Four Hundred leading dogs into

the rings I concluded that instead of be-

ing vulgar, dog breeding was the proper

caper. So then and there I made up my

mind to go into it.

The prices, too, at which the greater

number of the dogs were valued in the

caUlogue made dog breeding very allur-

ing to me. I was dependent on a maiden

aunt for my living, and the amount of

i>ocket money she allowed me kept nie
* .- .. — 1-«_-« ... ••U.r.U .^ritltrfk 111-
away iroiii luc apuciv «•« ..»».^." ——•— - —
tended me to soar. I had tried the many

light and pleasant occupations which

gentlemen in my position olten use to

mcrease their income with but little suc-

cess. The stocks I bought and sold on

margins, and to do which my limited

means compelled me to patronize the

vulgar bucket shops, always went the

wrcMJg way. The short horses I invested

in newr materialized, as the tips given me
by my friends showed they ought to. In

poker I always had good luck in a "kill-

lime game," but when the stakes were

worth playing for 1 was always a loser.

The tigers 1 bucked usually left deep

scats on my pocket book, and the pigeon

sweepstakes 1 have been in always swept

away my spare cash.

Many a lime as the result of some ol

the above ways of increasing my cash on

hand 1 have been compelled for weeks to

dine at the lunch counter of a beer saloon

and smoke a pipe in secret when I fell

the need of tne soothing effecU of to-

bacco. . , ^ J
My aunt allows nie a stipulated sum

every month and no entreaties would pre-

vail on her to ever advance me any money

on account. She always keeps an eye on

my jewelry and when she knows I am
especially'hard up takes occasion to daily

ask me the lime in order to see if the

proper article is appended to my watch

chain

.

^ ....
So you see I had two objects m going

into dogs—one because it was a fascinat-

ing pastime, the other that it promised to

increase my cash assets.

It appeared to me at the bench show

the breed most patronized by society

people was the fox terrier, so I made up

my mind that this was the sort to take

hold of. I looked carefully at all the

prize winners, but for the lile of me I

could not see their superiority over some

of those who failed to get a mention, so I

made up my mind that 1 would be

guided in my selection of bitches by

their pedigrees. I would breed as nearly

on the blood lines of the winners as 1

possibly could.
, . ,. j

It was some days -after the show had

closed Ijefore 1 summoned up sufficient

courage to broach the project to my
aunt. It was necessary lo have her in-

terested so that 1 could get the required

capital to buy the stock to start with.

Somehow or other my aunt had but

little confidence in mv schemes. It was

only last summer that 1 induced her to

give me a thousand dollars to buy an in-

terest in some horses. She was very

angry when she discovered that my own-

ership in the horses extended only so far

as the chances of their winniag races

were rated by the book-makers.

It was at a dinner at my aunt's home
on the shore road near Fort Hamilton

that I opened the subject.

"Aunt Bess," I said, "I'm tired of do-

ing nothing and I would like to start in

some business."

"1 am not surprised you are sick of

idleness," she replied. "Goodness knows

you never inherited your constitutional

tired feeling from your father. Why.
when lie discovered that his intimacy

with Tweed would likely be misconstrued

even the detectives admitted that the way

he got his effects together and left Amer-

ica was the greatest piece of hustling on

record. Poor man, if he hadn't been so

ambitious he would have been living

here now instead of an exile in a loreign

land." And then she added, "What sort

of business do you want to go into—not

horses, I hope?"
"No, indeed," I replied," this time it

is a real bona fide business that I can

carry on right here. I want to breed

pedigreed dogs."
"Dogs !" she exclaimed, dropping her

knife and fork and staring me in the

face. "Are you going insane? I don't

know what you mean by pedigreed dogs,

but if they are anything like the kind

whose battles are described in the Sunday
papers ahead of the religious news, the

breeding of them is outrageous and ought

to be stopped by the police."

Then I pulled out the bench show cata-

logue, explained my project in full and

showed her the names of Mr. Belmont.

Mr. Livingston and other prominent

New Yorkers. In fact, I grew so elo-

quent over the subject that I convinced

her that it would be a good idea to let

tne try my hand at breeding aristocratic

canines.
"Well, anyhow, there will be no harm

in it," she finally said. "You will have

Something to occupy your time and keep
r. .l._ -:. .. K„* T ,^«,i'* Ko-

you awa^ iiuui mv «.ivj, "»«•. » v.^... . .

—

lieve there will be any money in it. You
can build your kennels near the stables,

but mind I won't give you the money;

have the bills sent to me and I'll pay

them."
The very next day I began the erection

of the kennels.and having a carte blanche

from Aunt Bess, I put them up after de-

signs of my own and in quite an elabor-

ate style. There was ample accommoda-

tion for twenty brood bitches and innu-

merable puppies.

The next thing to do was to secure

tenants for my kennels. In this matter

J endeavored to lie exceedingly careful.

As I before mentioned fox terriers were

iny fancy and I concluded to be guided

in my choice entirely by pedigrees, be-

cause I thought that in this way, know-

ing, as I did, nothing about the breed, I

would be less likely to go wrong than if

I trusted my own judgment as to the

merits of the animals I bought.

So I secured all the canine literature I

could find that treated on the fox terrier

and sets of the American and English

Stud-Books. Thus equipped I carefully

scanned the advertising columns of the

doggy papers. The first bitch offered for

sale whose pedigree pleased me was ad-

vertised like this:

beagle's, and when one of them stood

upright, as it sometimes did when she

got excited, she was a picture— for a

comic paper. From the old scars scat-

tered irregularly over her head and body

I had no doubt she was "full of grit.''

In fact, if I had been in that line I should

not have been afraid to match her for a

good round sum against an Irish friend

of mine's fighting bull terrier. It was

evident she would throw large litters too

—if the puppies resembled her.

Some few days after her arrival I wrote

to the former owner the following letter:

Mv Dear Sir: i

The fox terrier bilch reached here safely. She
j

is all you staled in your advertisement and more

—much more. In fact I think she is loo much

fox terrier for the price you asked. There is one

thing you forgot to state and that is her fond-

ness for hens and the tails of cows. As I wished

her only for use in a private family and not to

hunt foxes or for use in the exciting sport of

dog fighting. I hope you will see your way clear

to take her back. She has also developed a lik

ing for little children's legs which their parents

naturally object to. I consider that the exercise

taken in my efforts to get her jaws unfastened

from the caudal appendage of a thousand dol-

lar Jersey cow is worth to me at least half her

purchase price, so if you will remit $25 and allow

me to return her I will be satisfied.

Respectfully.

CHAUNCEV FtTZ-POODLE.

To this letter I received the following

reply:

DEAR Sir:

I am sorry the bitch does not please you, but

as there were no misstatements in the advertise-

ments I must decline to take her back. She was

sold only for a brood bitch. If you will breed

her to some celebrated stud dog and her puppies

fail to turn out satisfactorily I will then make

you a present of her and refund your money.

What do you expect anyhow for $50 ? Look at

the breeding of the bitch ;
can there be anything

better ? I attribute your dissatisfaction rather to

your ignorance of the breed than to the faults

of the bitch. Yours truly,

It was evident from this letter that the

fellow never would return my aunt's

money, so I made the best of a bad bar-

gain and let the matter drop. The pedi-

gree itself came in a l)eautifully written

hand on a fan-shaped certificate. No
one could ask for a larger line of an-

cestry, but I made up my mind that in

my next deal I would get a bitch that

had a few good points even if her pedi-

gree was not so elaborate.

Next week I will tell you more alKiut

my experience in getting together my
kennel of fox terriers.

SIBERIAN WOLF-HOUNDS.

Another Lengthy Discussion on This

Much- Discussed Breed of Dogs.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

For elegance of shape and high stand-

ard of quality the Siberian wolf-hound

surpasses any breed of dog which claims

England as its native home. With so

aristocratic a bearing it is difficult to un-

derstand how it can enter into successful

combat with a wolf. vSo much is this ap-

parent that it recalls a remark once made

by one of our oldest and most respected

judges, when descanting upon the merits

of a champion deerhound which is now

in America, as to its capability to per-

j

form the duties of its calling. Says Mr.

Lort: "A deer might catch him, but he

could never return the compliment," so

might be said of the dog in question with

regard to his killing a wolf.

To arrive at some idea of the superb

portion of a first-class specimen of the

1 Siljerian wolf-hound, or Barzoi, as it is

' called in the land of its birth, a sym-

I

metrical greyhound of the highest qual-

! ity must be carried in the mind's eye;

{
add to this a couple of inches in height

and length in proportion, with a long but

flat or slightly wavy coat beautifully col-

ored with lemon or orange and white.

Those who embraced the opportunity of

visiting the dog show at the Crystal Pal-

ace which has lately been held, had the

treat of seeing the finest collection of

these graceful hounds that has ever been

got together in this country.

The Hon. Mrs. Wellesley headed the

list of prize winners with Krilutt and

Pagooba. two magnificent specimens, the

former having previously ^-i-— «~»

FOR SALE.—A fox terrier brood bitch,whelped

1887 by Champion Soandso out of a daugh-

ter of Champion Whatyoucallhim. She
has nice black and tan markings, has a

fair head, ears not quite right, but the best

of feet, legs au'l coat; she is oversme, but

her combination of fashionable blood

should make her a va uable brood bitch,

especially as she is a sure raiser of large

litters, she is full of grit and a good killer.

Price J50.

The man who advertises like this, I

thought to myself, is honest. He states

her bad as well as good points. I will

buy her. So I sent on Aunt Bess' check

for the price asked.

A few days afterwards when I came

home for dinner I was greeted by Aunt

Bess with: "Filz, your dog has arrived.

I thought you told me that fox terriers

were small."
"So I did, and so they are," I answered.

"Well, the one that came to-day looks

like one of the foxhounds we saw last

fall down at Babylon."

On examination I found that the bitch,

as the advertisement had truthfully

stated, was oversize—in fact, she stood

about sixteen inches at the shoulder.

The ears, too, were evidently "not quite

right," as they were about as large as a

NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: An informal meeting was held by

the undersigned, and it was decided to

organize a specialty club, to be known as

The National Greyhound Club.

A meeting will be held at the Metro-

politan Hotel, New York, Monday, May

5, at 8 P. M., for the purpose of adopt-

ing a constitution and electing officers.

The object of the club shall be the im-

provement of the breed of greyhounds

in America.
It is contemplated making the dues

small, in order that all who are interested

in the breed may become members and

have a voice in the management of the

club.

You are respectfully and earnestly re-

quested to attend this meeting, either in

person or by proxy.

N. Q. Poi'E, 241 Park Place, Brooklyn.

J. H. Watson, 79 Downing St., Brooklyn.

L. C. Whiton, 115 Broadway, New York.

C. L. Griffith, 82 Front St., New York.

H. W. Huntington, 148 S 8»h St., Brooklyn.

NF.w York, April 17. i89o-

The Dog and the Bone.

From Judge.

A dog carrying a bone in his mouth,

came to a plank across a navigable river, the

name of which is not known outside of the

River and Harbor Bill. Perceiving in the water

the reflection of the bone, and supposing it

to be another bone, he instantly dropped

the one he was carrying, and plunged into the

stream after the second one. InsUntly perceiv-

ing his error, he dove to the bottom, recovered

his bone, and went on his way rejoicing. Moral

—Dogs can swim.

taken first

_ ._ . „. A^n T><ilf>o»» Olvmnia
Ul 1/.CS <»». it*.. A....«.« -—— --, - -J • r

and Moscow. In speaking of the color,

it should have been mentioned that some

Siberian wolf-hounds are of a darker

shade than lemon or orange mingled

with white, although the lighter hue is

the more picturesque in appearance.

Krilutt Is a beautifully-proportioned

hound, with great muscular development,

and is to his species what a thoroughbred

horse is amongst his race. Lady Charles

Innes-Ker also exhibited some excellent

animals, and the Duchess of Wellington

sent two very fine specimens, whilst

Count D'Espianasse was very highly

commended with one which was bred at

thejardin d'Acclimatatiou in Paris.

The ornamental appearance of the

Siberian wolf-hound entitles it to rank

high as a companion, more particularly

for a lady, in which capacity it shines to

greater advantage than carrying out the

duties which devolve upon it in perhaps

the most gloomy region of the world.

Nature, in forming this graceful dog,

evidently intended it to act as a foil to

the otherwise uncanny surroundings of

its native land.
.

Another of the wolf-hound trilie is the

Pyrenean hound, which is more often

designated the Pyrenean sheep dog, as its

business is to lead the mountain sheep

and at the same time to protect them

against the depredations of wolves in the

districts where Ihev and other marauding

animals exist. With the exception of

the color, the Pyrenean is distinctly dit-

ferent in character to the Siberian wolf-

hound It is more massive in build,

shorter in the legs, with a shorter head

and broader skull. The coat is more

dense, and woolly in texture, but there

should »>e no disposition to curl. In ap-

pearance it is something like a small ana

snipy-faced St. Bernard ; in fact, the style

of dog which might be expected from a

cross Ijetween a collie and a St. Ber-

nard.
, ,,

It is matter of history that the rougn-

coated St. Bernard owes its origin in

part to the Pyrenean wolf-hound, whicn

was brought into use as a cross with the

few St. Bernards which remained at tne

Hospice after the breed had Ijeen nearly

exterminated by an avalanche. It won

this account that the smooth-coated ^l

Bernard is looked upon in Switzerlana

with greater favor than the rough.

Two very fine specimens of the rr
renean wolf-hound were shown at tne

Crystal Palace—Miss Marie Forst s &i.
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Sauveur, who obtained first prize and cup

in the class for foreign dogs, and Miss

Agnes Bodley's Congleton Bruno, who
took second honors, the latter having

been a large winner at all the principal

dog shows in this country.

There is yet another foreign breed of

wolf-hound, which resembles the Sibe-

rian hound very much in character. This

is the Circassian, sometimes called the

GrlofF wolf-hound. It differs slightly in

color, and is somewhat coarser in build

than the Siberian. M. Zambaco once
exhibited a very fine dog, named Donia-

voy, of this breed at the Crystal Palace,

but by the side of his Sil)erian confreres

he showed a decided want of quality. Of
this dog M. Zambaco writes in "British

Dogs," by Hugh Dalziel: "The Circassian

Orloff wolf-hound is the cousin of the

Siberian Barzoi, but it has a few special

characteristics which clearly show it to

be a distinct variety. The coat instead

of being wavy, as in the northern animal,

lies flat on the body, though it is about
two inches long. The hind pait of the
front legp, the thighs and the lower part

of the tail are heavily feathered; the

coat is longest about the breast and neck,
forming a sort of frill. The legs of the
Circassian dog are proportionately longer
than those of the Siberian, the head is

shorter, and the forehead not so sloping
back between the ears; the eyes are more
ojjen; the color is dark fawn or black.

This hound is swifter than the Siberian,

and perhaps more intelligent, though
both are suitable as companions; their

aristocratic demeanor and most graceful
attitudes make them the richest orna-
mental hound of the hall and the draw-
ing-room."

Mr. Hugh Dalziel adds: "As supple-
mentary to the particulars given by M.
Zambaco, I may say that the color of the
Circassian is very distinct from the white,
and but lightly spotted Siberian, it being
always dark; that preferred is dark,
tawney, or black antl fawn on back and
other upper parts shading off into a
creamy fawn, almost white on belly,

lower tliiehs and limbs. The Circassian
hound is believed by some of its breeders
to be the Siberian transported to the
southern mountainous regions, and
altered in color and minor characteris-
tics by centuries of climatic influence.

'This theory seems, however, to be
purely conjectural, whilst the structural
affinity of both Circassian and Siberian
hounds with our deerhounds and grey-
hounds suggest all of them as variations
merely, and alike descendants of the
same parent stock, and the little light
history throws on the subject points to
the greyhound of the old Celtic tribes as
the origin of all."

RUSSIAN DOGS OF GREYHOUND TYPE

Mr. Wade's Interesting Letter to the
Stock-Keeper on. the 8ubje<'t.

To the Editor of the Stock-Keeper.

Sir: I purposely refrain from giving
a name to the above breed. Mr. A. J.

Rosseau, of St. Petersburg, who seems to

have devoted much time to them, unfor-

tunately wastes his ink on impressing on
us that the dogs must, shall, and will be
called "Barzois." For one I will not
perpetrate any such nonsense. Call them
in Russia what you choose, but when
they become English dogs, are bred,

owned and shown in England or Amer-
ica, they lose their nationality, and
there is no sense in retaining such a bar-

barous name. Why not call them "Bar-
maids" at once ? The most learned and
accomplished President the United vStates

ever had, John Quincy Adams, used to
say that when French words liecame
American they must take out naturaliza-
tion papers, so he boldly spoke of "eclat,"
spurning the "claw" with refreshing in-
dependence. As to what the name
t ll,,''^'

"^y ^ suggest that "wolf-
hound" has a disagreeable smack, and it
seems that hunting wolves is by no
nieans the common use of the breed—
although Mr. Rosseau's statement that
tney are never used for this purpose
»eems controverted by the evidence of
Ml- Walter Winans, the Illustrated Dra-
matic and Sporting News, and the
Kussian correspondent of the Fanciers'
Gazette. The dogs are most unquestion-

ably of the greyhound family, and are
natives of Russia. Why not call them
"Russian Greyhounds" and be done
with it ?

However, names are of but little

weight, and the principal thing is the
dog itself, and right here we are struck
by the difficulty that nobody seems to
know what the correct type of the dog is.

Mr. Rosseau and M. Zambaco leave us
in the dark as to this, wasting their ink
on fighting over the name. Mr. Rosseau
incidentally says that there are two types,
the long and short haired (according
some horrid "harsh northern jrutterals"

to each breed), and he sends pictures to
the Fanciers' Gazette of short-bodied
dogs, while we see many long-bodied
ones. Which is "typical?" Now, as
the promise is that the breed will be-
come a popular English one, why not
drop out of sight all Russian nonsense
and establish an English type of the dog.
one that the skill of the nation of fan-

ciers will soon make a fixed and definite
one ? To this end I suggest the forma-
tion of a specialty club for the breed; let

this club prepare a standard for the
breed, and chiefly let them provide a se-

lection of the dog and bitch they con-
sider the finest, the type to be copied,
the "stof to win; let likenesses of this

selected dog and bitch be prepared,
showing each in as many points of^ view
as possible, and let every admirer of the
breed fasten this selected type in his
mind's eye and breed to it.

As I detest beating round the bush, I

will come out with it and mention Kri-
lutt's name. By consent he seems the
finest dog you have; take him note his

merits and consider where he can be im-
proved ; distribute his pictures and com-
ments on it, and learn to breed to it ; do
the same with the selected bitch, and how
long will it be until a type is established
that will breed true ?

Mr. Rosseau says in Fanciers' Gazette
of February 7, that Russian breeders
have been trying for seventy-five years
to separate the two types (that he sticks

iniDossihle jaw-breaking names to'».

which is simply saying that the breeders
don't know their business; during that
time the English breeders have turned
the type of the mastiff back and forward
several times; the pointer is a totally dif-

ferent dog, the spaniel has l)een sepa-
rated from the compound of field span-
iel and Irish water spaniel, illustrated by
Bingley in 1809, into most varied and
definite types, and, parenthetically, the
"long and low," "longer and lower,"
"longest and lowest" hobbies have
danced all over the Spanish horizon.

Such breeders will experience but lit-

tle difficulty in breeding dogs of the type
of Krilutt. Czar. Ivan. Ivan Romanoff,
etc., and discarding such wire-haired,

broken-faced, shelly, short-bodied beasts
as Rival, Zerry, etc.

I vote for a long-bodied greyhound, up
to thirty inches to thirty-two inches at

the shoulder, long, very fine coat, "feath-

ered" like a setter, a long narrow head
straight in profile, with eyes not on the
top of its skull; kick out wiry, short
coats, shallow chests, bad joints, short
l)odies, big ears, and sickle tails, atxl

make the breed—as it can easily be—the
loveliest in caninedoni. While I cannot
take part in person in the work of such
a club, I will be glad to help in the only
way I can— in purse. Let me suggest
one point to l)e kept in view; don't
bother about wolf hunting, hare coursing,

or any kind of use; aim entirely at the
chien de luxe; I hate "fancy" when she
meddles with dogs of real use, and "use"
is an ass when it dabbles with dogs for

"pretty." W. Wadk.
HULTON, Pa., U. S. A.

DR FOOTE'S MOTION.

IRISH SETTER CLUB MEETING.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : A special meeting of the Irish

Setter Club was held at the office of Thh
Fanciers' Journal, 50 Broadway, New
York City, Saturday, April 19, 1890.

Present, Messrs. W. L. Washington, Max
Wenzel, Louis Contoit, Dr. H. Clay
Glover, B. L. Clements and Wm. H.
Child. Mr. Washington presided in tlie

aljsence of the president. A new consti-

tution was adopted, and it was decided to

offer |2oo in prize money for competition
among Irish setters at the Eastern Field
Trials of 189a

"Oakview."

He Says It Was Not Thoroughly Un-

derstood.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: There has been a good deal of

uncomplimentary notice made of my
motion in the Boston meeting of the A.

K. C. associates. The motion does not

appear in the secretary's report in just

the shape I intended it should, and I am
further at a disadvantage in my reasons

for offering the motion not being re-

corded. In the first place, I want it to

be understood that I am heart and soul

with the A. K. C. I want to belong to

the associate organization for the same
reason that three or four hundred others

belong, and that is that I may receive a

17 job lot of A. K. C. merchandise for

I5; and what I want more than all else

is to see the dog men of this country,

who are doing nothing for the general

kennel interest as members of clubs that

hold bench shows, unite in some effort

that will have a practical and beneficial

object. I did not presume for one moment
that the associate organization cotild

carry out the propositions of my motion
so far as they affected the A. K. C, and
the suggestion that I can resign if I don't
like the state of affairs is hardly called
for. What I proposed was that the senti-

ment of the members should be sought
on the following : The disbandinent of
the associate organization, the offering of
the Gazette, Stud-Book and two registra-

tions to all who would annually pay %^
to the A. K. C, and the formation of a
general club—call it national dog club, if

you please—with annual dues of ^25, for

the purpose of holding or supporting
bench shows; this club to have a repre-
sent.ition in the k. K. C. to the extent of
one delegate for every fifty members. If

the associates had lieen allowed to ex-
press their views on the subjects, and the
sentiment should be in their favor, it

would be perfectly proper for our dele-

gates to brinjj the matter before the A.
K. C. for their consideration.
Now, my reasons for offering this

dreadful motion are the following:
There is no interest taken in the present
associate organization, barely enough to
elect officers and delegates, and I see no
reason in the world why every one who
will send I5 a year to the A. K. C.

should not enjoy the privileges now con-
fined to the associate membership. So
far as grievances are concerned, anyone,
associate member or not, should be at

liberty to call the attention of the A. K.
C. to any irregularity in kennel or bench
show matters. It is folly for the A. K. C.

to ride on such a high horse that it can
only act upon matters brought to its at-

tention through an associate delegate.

Just as reasonably might a police officer

see a burglary committed, but do nothing
until the victim made complaint; and
then refuse to take interest unless he
belonged to the political party in power.
I.,et every one with a grievance have the
right to attention from the A. K. C, and
let all who send in I5 receive the I7
worth of advantages, and see how long
we will have an associate organization.

It has not enough else to live for to

keep it alive.

Now for the third proposition. I

claim respectful attention, associate or-

ganization or no associate organization.
How many kennel clubs are there in this

country that find their shows self-sup-

porting, and, if not so, have sufficient

liberal and wealthy memlx:rs that are
willing to make good an annual deficit ?

It is all right for us who take no active

part in kennel clubs and shows (beyond
exhibiting) to clamor for more shows
and more lil^eral premiums, but how does
it strike you to jump in and stand a
share of the expense and responsibility.

There is a large amount of money in-

vested in high-bred dogs, yet there is but
a few weeks in the year when they can
be seen outside of their kennels. Shows
are of great advantage to kennels both in

advertising and creating a demand for

stock. Club after club is formed in one
section and another ; one or two shows
are held in a town and expenses perhaps
cleared. The next time bad weather or
other unfavorable circumstances causes a

deficit of a few hundred dollars. A few
members of the club have to stand the
loss. Discouragement follows, and that
is the la.st of bench shows for that local-

Supposing we had a national dog club
in sympathy with the A. K. C. and its

rules that had a membership of one hun-
dred and annual dues of I25. This
would supply an annual insurance fund'
of I2500 that could be used with proper
safeguards in helping clubs in small
cities, making good deficits and holding
shows in cities where shows have not
yet been held. Clubs might be asked to
pay a certain sum for such insurance,
and if a show should result in profit, the
national club might expect a certain
percentage of such profit.

A prominent member of the Associate
Club suggested a stock company being
formed with shares of Jio each, this com-
pany to insure local clubs against loss to
a limited amount and to share in their
profits, the stock to be assessable annu-
ally to a certain amount, or if the com-
pany should come out ahead at the end
of the year, a dividend should be de-
clared.

I find many prominent dog men in
sympathy with my ideas and ready to
join such a movement, and while I have
presented the subject in a crude Shape,
It would require but a little considera-
tion on the part of some of our repre-
sentative dog men to develop it into a
practical and well-defined organization.
I would like to hear expressions front
others through your columns. Many
are too ready to pooh-pooh a new idea.
Disregard this and it may be but a few
years before we will be confined to three
shows a year—New York, Boston and
Chicago. Respectfully,

H. T. FooTE, M. D., V. S.

New York, April 14, 1890.

BREEDING ST. BERNARDS.

A 8mooth-C'oated Sire and Dam Pfo-
(iuc-u u i..itter uf itouifa-Coacs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
.

•'

Sir : My attention was called lo a cir-

cumstance in the breeding of St. Ber-

nards which I believe has not a parallel

in this country.
' The owner of a smooth-coated St. Ber-

nard bitch whose dam and sire are both

smooth coats breeds her to a noted smooth-

coated dog. the dog's dam and sire also

being smooth coals. Naturally the owner
of the bitch expects a litter of smooth
coats and in fact he registers six or seven
of them as smooth coats when they are
quite young. Time passes and one of the
puppies is entered at a bench show, not
as a smooth, but as a rough coat, and a
rough coat he certainly is beyond all

question. I understand that the balance
of the litter living have also a strong
tendency to develop into "roughs."
Now if roughs can be bre<l in this way.

why cannot a rough-coated bitch and a
rough-coated dog, both being from rough-
coated stock for several generations, be
made to produce smooth coats.

If anyone knows of any such case they
would confer a favor by informing me
through your valuable paper.

Yours truly,

St. Bernard Breeder.
New York, March 31, 1890.

ENGLISH KENNEL CLUBS SHOW.

The entries for the London show, held

this week, are as follows:

Bloodhounds ....
Mastiffs
St. Bernards . .

Newfoundlands. . .

(".rent Danes . . .

Iri.sh woUhounds .

Deerhounds ....
Foreign dogs ....
Samoyede sledge
dogs

Greyhounds ....
Pointers
Setters
Retrievers 85
Beagles 36
Sheep dogs 108

Old Engrish sheep
dogs 17

Basset hounds . . 49
Dalmatians 12

Poodles II

29
51

43
J7
8

24

4

Bulldogs 5
Bull terriers .... 20
Airedales ...... 31
Spaniels 69
Fox terriers .'

. . 142
Welsh terriers ... 31
Dachshunds .... 70
Bedlingtons 19
Irish terriers .... 43
Black and tan ter-
riers 18

Skyes '.
. ao

Scottish terriers . . 36
Dandies 44
Schipperkes .... 9
Pugs xt
Toy spaniels .... 34
Italian greyhounds. 4
Toy terriers . . . . ao

Total 1452

—A dog has the third time stopped a runaway
horse in Pari*. What If he had been muccled 7
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Complete List of the Prizes as

Awarded.

A Financial Success, Wliich No Doubt

Made All Feel Happy—Visitors

Treated Like Princes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The first annual bench show of

the Buffalo Kennel Club was held at the

Caledonian Curling Club Rink April 15,

16, 17 and 18, and we are pleased to state

it was a financial success.
|

The building in which the show was
|

held was not all that could be desired,
|

but under the able management of Billy

Tallman everything moved along

smoothly. Spratts Patent benched and

fed the dogs, and the show was disin-

fected with Sanitas disinfectants, suffi-

cient being used to answer the purpose,

yet not enough to make it offensive.

Visitors were treated like princes and

will ever remember the jolly good time

the club showed them.

The judges. Messrs. Davidson and Ma-

sou, gave entire satisfaction. The dogs,

having been already thoroughly criticised

in these columns, will be passed over.

We merely send you a full list of

awards as follows:

[R., reserve, V., very his;hly commended; H.

highly commended; C, commended.]

Mastlfn«—Challenob. doos (Mr. Mason).

I. Scars' Monarch, Wyoming Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Countess of Dunsmore, Wyoming Kennels.

OrEN, DOG8.

I. Mode, Hugh Falconer.

a. Minting Minor, John Massey.

V. Zulu, W. S. Treniaine.

H. Ashmont Major, H. J Behrends.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Merion, F. J. A. Beier.

J. Beaver, Eliiabeth C. Marshall

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Withheld.
1. Shelburne Crank, Hugh Falconer.

H. Grimsby Caution, W. B. Forbes.

Boosh-coated St. Bernards (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENOE, DOGS.

I. PUnlimmon, Jr., Wyoming Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Lady Wellington, Wyoming Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

( Tristan G., E. H. Greincr.
'•( Penokee. Inxjnois Kennels.

V. Pilgrim. Hospice Kennels,

c. Duke, Henry Neu.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Lady Valentine, Iroquois Kennels.

V. Lady Isabel, J. M. Gallagcr.

H. Lady Bernie, Iroquois Kennels.

PrPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. MounUin Queen, O. W. Volger.

1. Mount St. Elias. Iroquois Kennels.
V. Lady Isabel, I. M. Gallagher.

Hesper 11, John Van Velsor.

H. King Lear, E. A. Rockwood
Angelo. E. A. Rockwood.
Nebo, E. A. Rockwood.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Champion Hector, Hospice Kennels.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

t. Thisbe, Wentworth Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Watch, John Poag.
2. Dud, T. H. Groves.
V.Chang, Jr., J. I.. Crosthwaite.

H. Cato, Jr., J. M. Gallaher.

, OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Countess, Iroquois Kennels.
a. Alpine Queen, Wyoming Kennels.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Gem of Contocook, O. W. Volger.

a. I^dy Bedivcre, Iroquois Kennels.

Newfoundlands (Mr Mason).

OPEN, DOGS A.VD BITCHES.

I. Prince George, John Marshall,

a. New York Lass. John Marshall.

H. Captain, Ivan Fux.

Deerhounds (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Clansman, John E. Thayer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Wanda, John E. Thayer.

OPEN DOGS.

1. Hillside Warrior, John R. Thayer.

a. Duncan, John E. Thayer.

V. Jap^, Gtiatav picischmann.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Highland Lassie, John E. Thayer.

2. Brazen, John E. Thayer.

Greyhounds (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Balkis. H. W. Huntington.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Harmony, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Conspirator, Devon Kennels.
2. HazeThurst. Hornell-Harmony Kennels,

v. Glenboig, Ide and McCoy.
H. Hector, W, H. Robertson.

Gip. Andrew Spiess.

c. Can't Tell, T. J. Fitisimous.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Miss Rare, Rookwood Landseer Greyhound
Kennels.

2. Spider, Playford Kennels.
V. Fannie M., Hornell-Harmony Kennels

Pointers (Mr. Davidson).

CHALLENGE. DOGS (55 'bs. and Over).

I. Graphic, Charles Heath.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 Ibs. and ovcr).

I Revel III, Charles Heath.

OPEN, DOGS (55 lbs. and over).

1. Duke of Vernon, L. Gardner.
2. Graphite, E. R. Bellman.
R. Tempest, J. H. Winslow.
v. Lord Graphic. John R. Daniels.

H. Hornell Sam, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES (50 Ibs. and over).

No entries.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (under 55 lbs.).

I. King of Kent, Edward F. Dexter.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES (under 50 Ibs.).

I. Sally Brass II, Charles Heath.
R.Stella B., E. R. Bellman.

OPEN, DOC.s (under 55 lbs).

1. Forest King, John Marshall.

2. Lauucelot, Charles Heath.
R. Naso Pe»hall, W. Hepsley.

v. Hickory staunch. E. R. Bellman.
Biug of Kippen, James Summers.

C. Rake Brava, H. M. Walker.

OPEN, BITCHES (uuder 50 lbs.).

1. Fan N., J. A. Heether.
2. Nella B., E R Bellman.
R. Haidee, John Marshall.
v. Flirt C, Peter German, Jr.

H. Bloom, Charles Heath.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Belle Faust II, Playford Kennels.

KnccIiBh Setters (Mr. Davidson).

No challenge class entries.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Sir Tattou. W. H. Weiss.

a. Shot, Thomas Fitzsimmons.
V.Dan R., Edward Armstrong.
B. Billv Nye, Dr John T. Pitkin.

C. Pete, Frank C. Reid.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Chautauqua Belle. Harry Yates,

a. Countess Daisy, Playford Kennels.

V. Blink Bonnie, Philip Walfender.

H. Delle Gladstone, C. G. Wiiichell.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Hazel Kirke, R, R. Moore,
a. Jessie Kirke, K, R, Moore.
V, Shot, Playford Kennels.

Irish Setters (Mr. Davidson)

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Elcho, Jr., Dr. William Jarvis.

R.Dick Swiveller, George H. Covert.

CHALLENGE, BITQUES.

I. Laura B., Kitdare Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Henmore Shamrock, F. L. Cheney.
2. Joe F,, Three Leaf Kennels.
V. Darragh Pat, Hudson River Kennels.

C. Dan, Dr. P. A. Poole.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Ruby Glenmore, liildarc Kennels,
2. Jennie, James Conlisk.

R. Nino, F. H, Perry.

c. Effie Elcho, William Denny.

PUPPIES, DlXiS AND BITCHES.

1. Polly Sarsfield, Seminole Kennels.
2. Phil Sheridan, Philip Statter.

H. Tramore, Glendyne Kennels,
c. Gyp, Edgar E. Chivers.

Gordon Setters (Mr. Davinson).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Little Boy, Dr. S. G. Dixon.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Rose, W. S. Hammet.
OPES, DOGS.

1. Dixon, T. E Ashmead.
2. King Item, H. F. Smith.
V. Tyras, Dr, H, G, Matzinger.
H. Simcoe, Joseph Yorke.
c, Rexmont, K. H, Morris.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Queen Ann, Playford Kennels.
2. Countess Roxie, H. F. Smith.

rUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Ben, F. Carter.
2. Don. R, Carter.

c. Don, Manson Fiske.

Field Wimnlels—Over 28 lbs. (Mr, Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Newton Abbott Don, J, P. Wiltey.

BLACK—Open, dogs.

1. Samson, Andrew Laidlaw,
2. Withheld,
H, Bosco, C, F, Howard,

open, BITCHES.

1. Ladv Abbott, J. P. Willey.

2. Ace of Spades, W. T. Payne.
V. Miss Bend 'Or, R. P. Keasbey,

LIVER—Open, ikkis and bitches.

1. Newton Abbott Skipper, W. T, Payne.
2, Napoleon, Andrew Laidlaw.
V. Bridford Lady, W, T, Payne.

ANY COLOR OTHER THAN B LACK OR
LIVER.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Adonis, George H. Bush.
2. Withheld.
h. Tom, Wm. Blanck.

Cocker Spaniels (Mr. Mason).

challenge, DOOS.

I. Jersey. J, P. Willey.
R. Brantford Red Jacket, C. M. Nelles.

challenge, bitches.

1. MissObo II. J. P. Willey.

BLACK—OPEN DOGS.

1. Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. King of Obos, Geo, Bell.

V. Black Duke, Woodland Kennels.

H. Dono, J. G. Mitchener.
Dick S., W, S, Brooks,

OPEN, bitches.

1. Novel, Geo. H. Bush.
2. Be-sle W., Geo. H. Bush.
R, Sensation, J. W. Buntling,

V. Fashion, Geo. H. Bush,
La La, F, F. Dole.

H. Madame Obo, Geo, Bell,

ANY OTHER COLOR THAN BLACK,
OPEN, DOGS,

I. Hornell Dick, Hornell-Harmony Kennels,

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. La Tosca, G. H. Whitehead.
2. Mollie, Thos, J, Fitzsiraons,

R. Lady of Learning. J P, Willey.

V. King Pharo's Sister, Woodland Kennels,

Clumber .Spaniels (Mr, Mason),

CHALLENGE, DOGSOR BITCHES.

I. Bromine, Bale and Geddes.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1, Lass of Beauty, A, L. Weston.
2. Nancy Belle, Andrew Laidlaw.

Irish Water Spaniels (Mr. Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1, Patsy O'Connor, Joe Lewis.
2. Handy Andy, J. F. W. Ros'.

V. Biddy Shaughran, J. F. W. Ross.

PUPPIES, DOGS (any variety).

1. Samson, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. Dono, J. G. Mitchener.

PTPPIES, BITCHES.

1. Uno, J. G. Mitchener.
2. Hornell Bertha, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Collies—Open, dogs (Mr, Mason).

1. Sir Walter Scott. Schoelkopf & Co.

2. Bruce, Schoelkopf & Co,

V. Scotch Laddie Don, Seminole Kennels.
Gen, F. A. Bell.

H. Trix, C. W. H. Sharp,
nPPV niTCHRS.

I. Bonnie's Baby, J. P. & W. W. Gray,

a. Cres.sic-8 Mint, J, P, & W, W. Gray.

H. Princess Ida, Schoelkopf & Co.

Queen Bess, Schoelkopf & Co.

Dachshunde (Mr, Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Black Prince, Iroquois Kennels,
a. Withheld.

Basset Hounds (Mr, Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Bertrand, C. B. Gilbert,

a. Chasseur, C. F. Stafford.

Beagles—CHALLENGE, DOGS (Mr. Davidson),

I, Royal Kreuger, Hornell-Hormony Kennels,

R, Little Duke, C. F. Judson.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Lou, W. D. HuKhes.
R. Myrtle, Homell-Hannony Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Racer, Jr., C. F. Judson.
a. Van Buren, Van Buren Kennels.
R. Madcap, Van Buren Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES,

1. Florence, Van Buren Kennels,
2. Whisper, R. A, Smith,
R.Joan W., Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
V. Betty, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
H. Pearl, Playford Kennels.

Bulldogs—Challenge, dogs (Mr. Mason),

I. Harper, R. B. Sawyer.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Monarch VI, Retnor Kennels.
2. Oswego, Retnor Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Naiad, W. J. Comstock
2. Lena Langtry, Retnor Kennels.

Bull Terriers (Mr, Mason),

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Royal Rose, C. A. Stevens.

OPEN, DOGS,

1. Diamond King, Retnor Kennels.
Harvester, W, Mariner.
Duffcrin, W, J, Bryson.

OPEN, BITCHES,

Attraction, W. Mariner.
Miss Bendigo, George E. Potts.

Rose. Andrew Gerlock.

Fox Terriers (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Raby Mixer, John E. Thayer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES,

I . Richmond Dazzle, John E. Thayer.

OPEN. DOGS.

1. Blemton Volunteer, Oriole Kennels.
2. Reckoner, John E.Thayer.
V, Richmond Crack, Oriole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Rose Canina, John E, Thayer,
2, Blcinton Coniedv, Oriole Kennels,
V, Hillside Model, John E. Thayer,

Blemton Rapture, Oriole Kennels,
Meersbrook Nan. John F, Thayer.

H, Princess Louise, G, W, Pangborn,
Empress, Wheeler & Davey,

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Hillside Rascal, John E. Thayer,
a. Blemton Comedy, Oriole Kennels.
V. Oriole Venom, Oiiole Kennels,

2.

V.

I.

a.

V.

Black and Tan Terriers (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Buffalo General, A. W. Smith.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Rochelle Knickerbocker, Miss A. L. Ballou.

2. Dick, Rochelle Kennels.
V. Buffalo Albert, W. B, Taylor.
H. Viper, International Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Rochelle Nadjy, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Gipsy Queen, International Kennels.

V. Buffalo Girl, Playford Kennels.

Scottish Terriers (Mr. Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES,

I. Rosie,"john H, Nailor.

Dandle DInniont Terriers (Mr, Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Rosie, John H. Naylor.

Bedllngton Terriers (Mr. Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Hornet, International Kennels,
a. Blue Gown, International Kennels.

Irish Terriers (Mr. Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Kathleen, E. Lever,
2, Mars. W, J, Comst(jck.

Skye Terriers (Mr. Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.

Yorkshire Terriers (Mr. Mason).

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I, Bradford Harry, P, H, Coombs.

OPE.N, DOGS.

1. Tooms Royal, North Fields Yorkshire Ken-
nels, , , .

2. Fishpond Gem, North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels.

V. Lancashire Ben, P. H. Coombs,

OPEN, BITCHES,

1. Daisy, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

2. Venus, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels.

I'ugs—Challenge, do<is (Mr. Mason),

I, Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

OPEN, I>OOS.

1. Little Jewel. A, L. Quilson,

2. Puck, Fred P. Kirby.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Beauty III, Plavford Kennels.
2. Midget, Playford Kennels.

V. Myrtle, Dr. M, H, Cryer,

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

H. Puss-in-Boots, Seminole Kennels.
Stingo, George Bell.

Toy Spaniels (Mr. Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Toronto Charles, A, Trebilcock,

2, Topsy, Joseph Yorke.
V. Ruby, Joseph Yorke.

Clydesdale Spaniels (Mr, Mason).

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES,

1, Clydesdale Loris, C A, Shinn,
2, Clydesdale Lady, C, A, Shinn.

Schlpperkes (Mr, Mason)

DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Midnight, W, J. Comstock,
2, Darkness, W, J, Comstock.

Miscellaneous (Mr. Mason),

DOGS AND BITCHES,

I. Orson (old English sheepdog) W. M. Cleaver

ken:nel. register.

We make no charge for entries in this

column ; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.^ SALES.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

have sold Chesuasset Taffv (Santa Claus—
Victoria), whelped June 3, 1889, to D. W.
Pardee, Brooklyn, .N. Y,

VISITS,

J G TOMSON'S fox terrier bitch PuritaX
Maiden (I5.i3<)). to W. T. McAlee's Telford
(Raby Mixer—Temptation), April 15.

Maizeland Phvllis (9345) to Telford, April

17-

A. W, HARRINTON, JR'S Gordon setter bitch

Belle (Shut—Belle) to Beaumont Kennels
Champion Beaumont (Ronald III—Cham-
pion Floss), April 10,

E H MORRIS' Gordon setter bitch SalmoST
(Heather Harold—Belmont) to Beaumont
Kennels' Champion Bkaimont (Ronald III

—Champion Floss), April 17,

J. SHELLY HUDSON'S English setter bitch

Bohemian Girl to his Dad Wilson, Febrn-

Dixie, English setter bitch, to his Dad Wll^

SON, February 22,

DoLLiE S., English setter bitch, to his DAD
Wilson, March 14,

E. S. READ'S FCnglish setter bitch Lucv U,, lo

J. Shelly Hudson's Dad Wilson, January M.

RICHARD MERRILL'S English setter bitch

Rosebud to Dad Wilson, January 16.

ALBERT A, IJOCKN'S English setter bitch

Dashington Flora to Dad Wilson, 4'ebru-

ary 15

JOHN ROMES' English setter bilch Fatima to

Dad Wilson, February J8.

JOHN A HUNTKRS English setter bilch DAlSt

Hunter to J, Shelly Hudson's Ben Hill,

March 20,

R. B, CARRUTHERS' English setter bilch Kat«
Q. to Ben Hill, April a.

A DOGGY MAX'S DIVERSION.

He Takes a Day OflF to Follow in Isaac

Walton's Footsteps.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The opening day of the trout

season in this part of the state was a very

unfavorable one. The wind blew raw

and cold from the northwest, and the fly-

ing clouds hid the sun during most of

the day. Toward evening the wind was

not so high and the fishing better for

those who did not become discouraged

with their ill-luck in the early part of the

day.

The warm weather of last week started

the trout from the deep dark pools,where

they have wintered, for their feeding

grounds. Naturally very hungry, they

took everything that came within sight

that looked good to them, and where

they had not been molested before the

season opened they were not as shy as

they will be later on when the streams

get low.

The fishermen were out in full force, of

all sizes and ages, from the little fellow

often or a dozen summers with his cord
line and big hook and the biggest worm
on it that he could find, to the old vet-

eran with more delicate tackle, but in

many cases fewer fish at the end of the
day unless he was mean enough to in-

duce some little fellow to trade his fish

off for a lot of worthless flies (that he
could not use himself, and only took
along for that purpose), or maybe a half
a dollar, which looked big to the boy who
never had that much money at one time
before, but it was small business on the
part of the man.
The writer, who has not missed the

opening day for a number of years—ten
nt l^a^t—ciartefl op Mo^i'Ie^ sfternoou or
evening with a friend for a favorite spot
on a well-known stream in Carbon
County.
We reached our destination about dark

and were kindly received by the family
who were expecting us. After a hearty
supper we sat down to smoke and talk
over the prospect of the coming day. It

was quite warm when we started from
home, but before we went to bed the
wind changed and began to blow from the
north and got quite cold. This was a
damper on us, but as wc had started out
on other opening days when the snow
was two or three inches deep in the morn-
ing we could not have much worse luck,
so we retired hoping for better weather
in the morning. We were out of bed by
davlight, but as it was about as cold and
disagreeable as a morning in November,
in fact, it reminded us more of shooting
weather than of fishing, we were in no
hurry to leave our warm quarters. Over-
coats and gloves were the order of the
day, and we went to the creek bundled
up in as much clothing as we wear in
midwinter.
When we arrived at the old saw mill

we stood around in the sun until our
"host" assured us that he could "catch a
half dozen any time at the head of the
dam," and proceeded to demonstrate the
fact by g iiig there and landing one
about eight inches long. "Joe" (our host)
is an old fisherman, and before we could
get jointed up he had taken two more
about the .same size. These fish were
taken with a fly. as were the whole of
our catch, no oiie of the party using a
bait during the day. The writer has not
taken a trout with a worm for years, and
don't think he ever will again. It is all
well enough for lx)ys who fish for the
fish and not for the sport, but it is too
much like "grounding game birds" for a
true lover of the sport.

It is not necessary to say that we were
soon in the stream bv the side of "Joe,"
and to our great surprise and delight fish
after fish was taken in that cold blustery
weather—so cold in fact that our fingers
l)ecame so stiff that we could scarcely
take the fish off the hooks. We caught
them on the "Hats" in shallow water at
the head of the dam, not in the main
channel. It was a rare thing to get a
rise where the water was deep.

.yj^ l>ad rare sport while it lasted. One
01 the party took two good-sized fish at
one ca.st, and lande<l them both. But we
Old not have that kind of fishing all day,

and if the greatest care had not been
taken it would not have lasted ten min-
utes. The fish were feeding in shallow
water (not over two feet deep) that ap-
peared to be several degrees warmer
than the main stream, and at times the
wind did not strike this part of the dam,

!
then we were obliged to hide in Inishes

[

along shore or stand perfectly still along-
1
side of a stump of a tree until another
puffof wind struck us and made a "riffle"
on the surface. Had we continued to
cast during the time the surface was
as smooth as glass and about as transpar-
ent, the fish would have l^ecome fright
ened and taken to deeper water, but by
getting in our work while there was a
ripple on the surface and remaining
perfectly quiet when the surface was
smooth, we had good fishing for an hour
or more.
Many veteran fishermen left the stream

in disgust to-day. with less than a dozen
trout; others no doubt fared better if they
struck the right place and knew enough
to take advantage of their position. We
took dinner with Joe and left soon after
for home, fully satisfied with the day's
sport. Our catch did not run large, but
we took a few that measured ten inches.
Fully one-half the fish we caught were
put back, being too small to take home.
We had enough, however, for supper and
breakfast after making some of our sick
friends happy. The 3ies used were "red
fox," "brown hackle," "black gnat" and
dark lead wing flies with bright yellow
and orange bcKlies.

P. S.—Since writing we have heard of
some good catches made to-day on "Mud
Run." One party had seventeen pounds,
all good-sized fish. The question is, how
many rods did it take to catch them and
how much did they cost ? l. E. W.

Lehigh Valley, Pa., April 15.

THE KATIE NOBLE DISPUTE.

Another Letter from Mr. Taylor in Re-

ply to St. Cloud.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In a plain, straightforward man-
ner I replied to the unwarrantable attack

on my bitch Katie^Noble and challenged

St. Cloud, or as he now signs himself,

Ivouis Contoit, to a race. This challenge

he dares not accept, but has recourse to

the spiteful weapons of a faint-hearted

man. I believe I made my meaning
clear to all fair-minded sportsmen. I re-

fused to allow him to puff his dogs at the

expense of my bitch. He must first

will a little thunder for his own dogs be-

fore he seeks to trade on Katie's.

His reply clearly shows that it was not

a race that he was after ; race was not in

his programme. He wished to call the

attention of a trusting public to his own
dogs and cast about for an excuse. He
lighted upon Katie's picture and started
his little boom which has, much to his
surprise and chagrin, proved a boome-
rang. You have simply treed the wrong
coon, Mr. Contoit. Your rancorous re-

marks about what you choose to term
my bungling of the English language
simply show your hand. I fancied that
I had a man to deal with when I replied
to you, and you had the consideration
due a foemaii worthy of my steel, but
now instead you have my sympathy.
Your erratic behavior is simply that of
an overgrown boy. Suppose I did
bungle the English language, which I

am not just now prepared to admit, is

not a lack of education a matter for

pity and not one for condemnation?
However the fact remained that to you
my meaning was as clear as crystal—you
had no time with Katie Noble. As for

your statement that I take pleasure in

seeing my name in print is as ridiculous
as it IS spiteful; you have this second
fact staring you in the face, that the
controversy was none of my seeking. I

simply replied defending my own. Many
of Katie's admirers at the same time ex-
pressed their opinion of the matter.
At the time of my reply you were

to me a totally unknown quantity. Since
that time, however, I have received a
numlier of communications putting me
on to your methods. I learn that you
are the party who proposed to show
your dogs at the last New York show

and, fearful of their defeat, wrote to a
gentleman whom you knew as a promi-
nent breeder and exhibitor of Irish set-
ters, advising him not to show his (logs,
as you proposed entering yours. Out of
a feeling of pure friendliness you would
save him his money and the chagrin of
defeat, as your dogs would surely knock
him out. You advised him to keep his
dogs at home. The prominent breeder
appreciated your friendliness and fore-
sight, but as he knew the value of
"proffered advice," he paid no attention
to it and sent his dogs to the show with
the result—well, gentlemen, just look
up the report of the show for yourselves.

Perhaps, St. Cloud, you would like me
to publish a few of these communica-
tions. It will afford you an opportunity
of learning what the world as well as F.
G. Taylor thinks of you and your
methods. I offered to send you one of
Katie's photographs on receipt of your
name and address ; at the same time I

will enclose a few of these letters for
your edification.

One word more, Mr. Editor, which is

the last you will hear from me on this
subject, unless it should be to enclose a
forfeit should St Cloud take up my
challenge. He claims to have been long
ago ennuied by having seen his name so
often in print. It bored him so much
that he chose to take the noni de plume
ofJob Lot—I mean St. Cloud. Pardon
the slang, Mr. Editor, but it clarifies my
meaning to this fastidious gentleman

—

we are on to "the congratulatorv notices
in the leading magazines and tfaily pa-
pers of a great metropolis."

All that tempest simmers down to this
teapot: E. H. Morris wrote an alleged
magazine article, which was printed in
the February number of Outing and for
which Ix>uis Contoit, otherwise St.

Cloud, made one illustration, and that
one of his own bitch, Bessie Glencho.
The consideration was probably that the
bitch should have the notice and puff at
the expense of other dogs. For the
proof of this statement read the text, giv-
ing a description of the bitch. In order
that this bitch should have undue prom-
inence the name of the Champion Irish
-setter bitch Laura B. was purposely mis-
spelled.

Laura B. is a beautiful bitch and if an
illustration of a champion bitch was to
be given, that honor and place was by
right hers and not for Bessie Glencho.
The latter has been defeated by Laura B.

and is not fit to be mentioned in the
same breath. I do not take occasion to
cavil at the character of the illustrations.

I am willing to admit of their excellence.
St. Cloud is probably a good judge of an
Irish setter and has carried out faithfully

in his illustration his preconceived no-
tions of what an Irish setter should
look like. He followed the maxim,
"that if you want a thing well done do
it yourself," and made the cut of his own
bitch. That he has succeeded in getting
a pleasing effect no one will doubt—as
flattering perhaps in its beauty as that
of Katie's was misleading in its plain-
ness.

Now for the flattering notices in the
daily papers of a great metropolis. I am
furnished with a clipping from the Wil-
liamsport Breakfast Table, in which is

given a most charming account of the
(logs of the St. Cloud Kennels. The
writer is lost in admiration. What
wonderful dogs these must be—on paper
—and to think of it, the writer slates
that St. Cloud refused one thousand dol-
lars for Bessie Glencho. This seems
rather odd when we recollect the adver-
tisement of the Job Lot in the American
Field. He only asks three hundred dol-
lars for that bitch. Suppose St. Cloud
tells us who inspired that article.

St. Cloud winds up his reply to me by
saying that we are now "quits. " By all

means. As he does not care to toe the
scratch with his dogs, this will end the
matter. I trust it has taught the gentle-
man a lesson never to jump on another
man's dog in such an ill-advised manner
and then charge him with beiug vaiu of
seeing his name in print.

I am frank to confess that I am always
pleased to read a favorable mention of
my dogs, but never have seen them
paraded at the expense of others. We
are not all blase, like Mr. Contoit, and
tired of seeing our names in print. Life
is sweet to us and thank Heaven ! Gin-
ger is still hot in our mouths.

Francis G. Taylor.
Philadelphia, Pa., April 21, 1890.

A NEW CLUB FORMED.

The Chesapeake Bay Dog Club w.-ts

formed in Baltimore last week with these
officers, who will serve until the next
bench show is held bv the Maryland
Kennel Club, at which time the club will
hold its annual meeting: President, Ed-
ward L. Bartlett; vice-president, J. Ol-
ney Norris; secretary, James F. Pearson;
treasurer, T. Meredith Jenkins. The
delegate to the American Kennel Club
will I* J. T. Norris. The Board of Gov-
ernors is composed of J. D. Mallory, J.
Swan Frick, W. T. Levering, H, Mal-
colm and J. T. Norris. A scale and a
descriptive list for judging of the dogs
were adopted, which, with the exception
of a few minor changes in the scale, are
identical with those formulated by a
committee composed of James F Pear-
son, Isaac T. Norris and Harry Malcolm,
in September, 1885, and adopted then by
the American Kennel Club. The follow-
ing is the scale list forjudging the dogs:

„ J . Points.
Head, including ears, lips and eyes i^
Neck .,......: ; 6
Shoulders and chest 14
Back, quarters and stifles

\ 14
Legs, elbows, hocks and feet 14
Stem JSymmetry and quality '. i
Coat and texture 16
Color 14

Total ^
The descriptive list is as follows:

Head, broad, running to nose only a
trifle pointed, but not at all sharp; eyes,
of yellow color; ears, small and placed
well up on head; face, covered with very
short hair; neck, only moderately long
and with firm, strong appearance;
shoulders and chest, full lil>erty, with
plenty of show for power and no ten-
dency to restrictions ofmovement; chest,
strong and deep; back, quarters ancl
stifles, fully as much if not more power
than forequarters, and be capable of
standing prolonged strain, and tendency
of weakness must be avoided.
Ducking on the broad waters of the

OllAQOrw»oV^ na«. i«i«..^1..Aci ^f «{n«A.. /V..«;*.»j-— — ^*^^j ... . V. . hw .Av w..«a%,.j a<s«.««<|C

heavy tides and seas, and in cases of fol-

lowing wounded fowl a dog is frequently
subjected to a long swim. The legs,
elbows and hocks should therefore be
short, showing both bone and muscle,and
with well weblied feet, of good size. The
fore legs should be rather straight and
symmetrical. It is to be understood that
short legs do not convey the idea of a
dumpy formation. The elbows should be
well let down, and set straight for devel-
opment of easy movement. The stern
should be stout, somewhat long, the
straighter the better, and showing only
moderate feather. Tlie Chesapeake Bay
dog should show a bright, lively, intelli-

gent expression, with general" outlines
g(Kxl at all points. In fact, be should be a
dog worthy of notice in any company.
The coat and texture should be short
and thick, somewhat coarse, with ten-
dency to wave over the shoulders, back
and loins, where it is longest. It must
be nowhere over one and one-quarter to
one and one-half inches long. That on
flanks, legs and lielly should be shorter,
tapering to quite short near the feet.

Under all there should be a short woolly
fur, which should well cover the skin and
readily be observed by pressiig aside the
outer coat. This coat preser\e. the dog
from the effect of wet and coKl, and en-
ables him to stand severe exposure, a
shake or two throwing off all water. The
color should nearly resemble wet sedge
grass, though toward spring it becomes
much lighter by exposure to the weather.
A small white spot or frill on the breast
is admissible.

Color is important, as the dog in most
cases is apt to be outside the blind, con-
sequently too dark a color is objection-
able. The deep liver color of the spaniel
makes a much greater contrast, and is

therefore to be avoided. The weight
should l>e about sixty pounds. Too large

a dog is unwieldy anil lacks quickness
of movement. Bitches are usually smaller
than the dogs, but necessarily so.

After the adjournment of the meeting
Mr. J. D. Mallory, told of a dog which
he owns that is a sailor and pilot as
well as a ducking dog. He knows
every rope and piece of rigging on Mr.
Mallory's yacht. He helps get the Ixiat

under way, stands by aiui takes in slack
and coils it, and after putting everything
ship shape, goes forward as lookout dog.
He has not been taught to steer yet,

though he is auxious to try his paw at it.

W. S. D.
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NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. John Snell in an address before

the Mid-England Poultry Association the

2d inst., spoke very frankly of the faults

of the Minorca of the present and the

tendencies of the English breeders of

the variety. His words hold a sugges-

tion that should not be unheeded by our

importers. After a brief sketch of the

history of the Minorca, he said:

"From some cause their size is sadly

on the wane; whether we may attribute

this to in-breeding, over stimulatnig

foods, or other causes, I must leave to

others more experienced and competent

than myself in these matters. Size, to-

gether with a sound red face is a sure

foundation to work upon; I do not sav

they are the only points to be considered,

but I do contend they are the primary

ones; we cannot, however, ignore the

fact that while we have lost in size, we

have made great headway in style."

••

Of that most important point, white in

the face, he said

:

"I fear this defect will not be eradi-

cated as long as fanciers persist in breed-

ing stock with such immense lobes, and

our judges, by their awards to such

exhibits, encourage the same. If the

standard issued for this variety is a

recognized one (and I have never heard

that it is not so), let us loyally carry it

out. Any exhibit showing distinct traces

Of white in face has no claim to consider-

ation; the defect is fatal."

He was very urgent upon those present

to "Use your best endeavors lo sUuip

out this detestable white in face; breed

only from specimens with sound red

faces. I know from experience it is a

matter that will not easily be accom-

plished, but perseverence will not go un-

rewarded."
« *

The South Carolina fanciers in urging

the claim of their capital city as the place

for holding the grand-and-all-pull-to-

gether show for next season and of the

national associations, gives as reasons :

•
• *

That it would give new life to the

breeders there and awaken new interest

in a department of industry for which

the South has exceptional natural ad-

vantages, and which now languishes only

for lack of knowledge of instruction

and encouragement. And,

•
* *

It would bring together the prominent

breeders of the country and their south-

ern customers, whereby mutual confi-

dence and closer relations could be estab-

lished between them.

Then, too, these southern gentlemen

have so arranged dates and connections

that a complete circuit could be made

with only waits enough l)etween to rest

the V)irds and give time to reach the neart

station. That is, the show at Charleston

would open the season, and the birds of

the East for it could go to it by steam-

ship at a very low rate. Close upon the

Charleston the Georgia show at Augusta

would open. After Augusta, New

Orleans, then those desiring to return

by water could avail themselves of the

annual State poultry show at Greenville,

S. C, the week following.

«
« *

New York City may be the one place

upon this continent where breeding

stock can be exchanged for gold, but we

(JouH H, an4 with things in general in

the rut into which they have fallen there,

it seems the last place at which to make

the venture profitable. We believe the

circuit of the southern shows, if northeni

fanciers would turn out in force and take

their best birds along would prove to be

several limes better.

with greater honor to the fancy than he

has done.

» *

*
» •

To be sure there are some who could

not take their best birds there, the com-

parison there would be between the rep-

resentatives of their stock—their best-

already in southern yards would be too

marked !

*
•

The poultry interest throughout the

South deserves some attention from the

North, and much compensation also for

the indignities offered it in the inferior

stock sent to it. The fancy is new there,

and in fact the real beginning is not yet

made. As in the West, certain of the

northern fanciers answered the demand

there was with birds which must

otherwise have gone to the shambles.

These birds, in the absence of an illus-

trated standard must needs be taken at

the seller's valuation and with the seller's

promises, made for such purpose, that

whatever the characteristics of the birds

themselves their blood would tell a first-

class standard story.

Bred from and both breeders and

progeny placed at their true valuation by

judges who had no stock to sell and were

therefore unbiased, the majority did

prove to 1>e standard birds—but as illus-

trating the disqualifying clauses, with

the consequence that some owners retired

in disgust, while others, unwilling to be

beaten, were force<l to make a new start.

This is a certainty and the question is,

must change be made in office of secre-

tary and treasurer also. Mr. Twells, the

present incumbent has filled the position

acceptably and has the good will of the

entire membership of the poultry fra-

ternity. The feeling as expressed to

us is that no one could fill the office

more acceptably, or with fewer to have

preferences, and "if change is made it

will be for political reasons;" "to settle

with the East for a deal elsewhere."

Only two others have been named to us

as possible candidates: H. S. Babcock, of

Providence, R. I., and J. A. Devenstredt,

of Hammonton, N. J., either of whom
would no doubt be the popular candidate

if Mr. Twells was less a favorite or were

"t'other dear charmer away."

* «

In another column will Ije found the

testimony of one who has tested eggs

sent by the English parcels post. It

will be seen by it that this system is so

admirably adapted to the purpose of ship-

ping eggs for hatching by mail, that the

cover of the lx>x can be nailed down and

yet the eggs hatch I Hasten the day

when American fanciers can enjoy like

benefits.
*

• *

The query comes up every year as to

the number of birds that should make up

a breeding pen and with the fanciers

about equally divided for more or less.

Mr. W. Cook, well known as a practical

poultry breeder advises from the side

of the ""more" and gives tlic "less" as a

reason for infertile eggs. He says in a

late issue of Poultry :

*
• «

••

The poultry fancy in the South is prac-

tically at its beginning, but when once

fairly under way and with practical poul-

try keeping as the outcome, there will

be no need to "protect the hen," as the

source of supply will be within our own

domain and with a surplus for the

"hlawsted foreigner" that will in some

measure compensate for the good gold

sent abroad each year for new blood.

The increased supply will not keep

prices up, to be sure, but will bring two

of the most valuable food products that

now rank as luxuries and serve to mark

the holidays of the ordinary life, within

the reach of the multitude. A matter of

much greater moment to us as a people

than keeping the price up to favor the

fortunes of the few.

* *

It is rather early to talk of the next

meeting of the American Poultry Asso-

ciation, but the action of the fanciers of

South Carolina, and the measures they

have taken to impress the fancy at large

with the importance of it, has opened the

subject for discussion, and with the claim

uppermost that taken vSouth, neither

East nor West can feel at a disadvantage.

»
« »

The next meeting will be of unusual

importance inasmuch as it is known that

there will be change of president. The

action limiting the term to two years

having been taken at Buffalo in 1889.

We may say, in passing, however, that

we believe we voice the multitude in the

regret that Mr. George W. Mitchell must

be transferred from the chair to the

board of advisers by this, since no one

could fill the office of president with

greater satisfaction to all concerned nor

"111 many places last year I knew of

cases where there were thirty hens run-

ning with one cock, and throughout the

whole season they averaged ten chickens

out of every thirteen eggs set. I do not

say every one hatched out a strong

chicken, but in most cases they did. I

have known twenty hens, in many cases

where only one co<k is running, breed as

many chickens as thirty hens running

with four cocks. In some cases there

have Ijeen chickens out of every egg. If

the cock IS allowed to run with two hens

it is very seldom many of the eggs are

fertile. To test this a poultry keeper

should take two cocks hatched from the

same parents, and put one to run with

four hens and the other with twelve. Let

both pens of birds have their liberty. The
eggs should be set at the same time from

lx)th pens, and in nine cases out of ten

there would be more chickens out of

eggs from the pen where the twelve hens

were running than from that where there

were only four. I found throughout the

country that last year was a very bad

one for fertility, and invariably where

there were a good many hens running

with one cock the results were lietter

than when one cock was running with a

few hens."

THE HOUDAN FO"WL.

Excellent as Layer and Table

Fowl.—Its Fancy Points.

The Houdan can confidently be recom-

mended to the ordinary poultry keeper,

and deserves the attention of the breeder

who goes in for eggs and table qualities,

equally as much as the care of the fancier

who breeds for exhibition. The claim of

the Houdan as a general utility fowl is

considerable; it must be ranked in the

first class as a layer, perhaps not as an

early one, but when once operations

have commenced the large bright-looking

clean white egg is produced for a long

period with commendable regularity, and

when laying ceases the hens, although

two or three years old, are most excellent

eating. The eggs are generally fertile

(early in the season excepted), the chick-

ens hatch out strong and well; their

nobby little heads give thtm a most pic-

turesque appearance; they grow rapidly,

feather fast, stand the confinement for

artificial fattening, although ordinary

food on a good run suffices to rear them

fit for the table at an early age, when

their thin white skin, juicy delicate meat,

and small bone place them in a front po-

sition. The adult fowls enjoy good

health, have somewhat large appetites,

but are active foragers; they are loose in

feather and moult easily, stand cold, but

suffer from damp and wet, their crests

and Ixjards (if large) getting bedraggled

and clotted with dirt; hence a clean grass

run is desirable.

The Houdan, then, enjoys the peculiar-

ity of being a good layer and a good table

fowl. As a layer it can compete with the

Andalusian, Hamburg, leghorn or Min-

orca; as a table fowl it is much superior

in size, quality and appearance. Perhaps

it may be objected that the Dorking

possesses the same excellences, but

the Houdan lays the larger egg, and,

being a non-sitter, continues longer doing

so. It is also hardier and easier to rear.

In fact, the good qualities it undoubtedly

derives from the old English breed have

been improved upon by our Gallic neigh-

bors.

The Houdan of the farmyard is

spreckled in color, has a small, often

untidy, crest, a medium sized Ijody; the

cocks frequently show colored feathers

in their hackles, while their combs are

beyond description. Happily such speci-

mens are becoming scarcer, as a better

class of bird is becoming more common,
derived from the "culs" of the exhibitors'

yards, which, possessing pure blood,

leave the impress of their parentage

in their progeny " " "'"' -'»=="•

Pyle Not Pile.

H. P. C. says: It was at my suggestion

that Mr. Babcock changed the spelling of

the word "pyle." This word, like

"pied," owes its derivation to the varie-

gated plumage of the English pye or

magpie. The change in orthography is

believed to have been by the following

steps: "Like apye," "pye-like," "pyly,"

"pyle." The word has no connection

whatever with the idea of "piled," and

this is the best reason in the world for

making the change and avoiding that

confusion. The term "pyle" has been

translated into foreign languages associ-

ated with the idea of massiveness.

—Last year from repeated matings of

the collared dove and short-faced tumbler

Mr. H. B. Donovan, Toronto, was unable

to report any success whatever.

^.. ^.„„-..^. However, this class of

Houdans bears a closer resemblance to

those originally imported than the

prize-winner of the present, which shows

a great improvement in shape, style,

crest, comb, color and size.

To discuss all the poinU of an exhibi-

tion Houdan would exceed the limits of

this article, so a general description must

suffice. The first sight of cock or hen

should give an impression of size and

massiveness; the breast should be broad,

prominent and full, standing out rather

than receding; a big Dorking body is

wanted, so far as shape is concerned,

Dorking legs and feet, not necessarily

white in color, blue or black mottling be-

ing in no wise objectionable; the tail

should be full and ample, carried slightly

away from the body, giving the bird an

evenly-balanced appearance; the back

must be broad and quite straight, the

neck strong and rather thick—the crest

makes it look shorter than it is in reality

—the bright bold eyes are almost hidden

by the muffling, which, like the l)eard,

should be abundant, although lately the

improvement here has been small.

The whole carriage of the bird should

be noble and active,and in size the larger

the better, providing there is no coarse-

ness. The plumage of the Houdan
should be a rich glossy green-black,

sprinkled or mottled with pure white

(free from feathers of any other color)

in the proportion of three to one, the
majority of the feathers being black, the

remainder black tipped with white, giv-

ing the bird, as the late Mr. Teebay once
said, "the appearance of having run
through a snow-storm." The feathers

of the crest are usually whole-colored
and here the white ones may exceed the
black. Formerly the Houdan was much
lighter in color, wholly white feathers

preponderating, then there came the
biras which hit the happy medium, and
now the darker hue is preferred; but
although black should predominate, it

must be evenlj' speckled or broken up by
white. There must not be any wholly
black patches, e.g"., a quite black breast

or neck or back. As there is a strong
tendency after moulting to revert to the
lighter shade, birds of the year are ex-
pected and allowed to be darker than
their parents.

Thus far one general description serves
for both sexes, but the comb and crest of
male and female must be considered sep-

arately.

The comb is in duplicate. In the
cock it should be large; in the hen very
small. The cock's comb (though large)

must not be ungainly in size, but be in

proportion to the rest of the fowl ; the
shape should resemble the half oj)en

wings of a butterfly basking in the sun.

In the centre there should be a thin roll

of comb—the butterfly's Ixjdy—and the
large leaf or wing spring from either side
of it. This comb must stand well up,
and be quite straight on the head at the
root of a stout beak—by no means may
it lay flat to the head. It should be even
in outline, smooth and level on the sur-

face, free from spikes or hollows. The
crest feathers are long, and should rise

perpendicularly to the head for quite
one third of their length, and then fall

gracefully backward without any inclina-
tion right or left, so that, looking at the
cock from the tail, the crest-feathers
amalgamate evenly with the back of the
neck. The crest must be full of feathers,
each falling backwards, and present an

ing crests, wherein some feathers come
forwards, others stand upright or are
twisted, are rapidly going out of fashion;
but, on the other hand, a type of crest is

sometimes seen in which the feathers lie

close and smooth to the head without
any preliminary spring upwards, and are
almost hidden by the comb, giving a
cowed and sneaking look to a bird which
should lie full of nobility. These flat-

looking crests are not much admired,and
result from the attempts to produce the
even crest in the hen which remains to
be described.
The Houdan hen once had a large

round bushy crest, full of loose feathers,
which trembled at every turn of her
head; some stuck outwards, others hung
down on either side like an umbrella, but
of late the crest has grown much firmer;
it is not quite so round in outline as the
cock's, lieing a little elongated at the top;
each feather has its place and also an im-
perceptible tendency to incline inwards,
giving a smooth even surface. The larger
these smooth crests are, the better, but a
small even neat crest is preferable to the
large wild rough one. Both in cock and
hen the crest must sit quite straight on
the head, and be full and round without
any hollow at the centre of the back.
The comb of the hen should be very
small, of the neat leafy type, each leaf
being on its proper sfde, with a tiny
central protuberance.
The production, preservation and im-

provement of these numerous points
surely entitle the Houdan to the breed-
er's care, while the difficulties to be met
with leave plenty of room for the new
fancier to try his skill; he must expect
to find some of his chickens with straw-
colored or red feathers in their hackles,
combs of various types, with rough crests,
misplaced extra toes, or even outside
spurs. On no account should any of
these lie bred from, but sent to grace the
table, where the annoyance caused by
these defects will soon Ije banished by
the tasty mouth fuls they afford.

Goo<l results are obtained by crossing
the Houdan with almost any breed.
Special mention may l)e made of the
cross of the Houdan' cock on Brahma,
Dorking or Langshan hens, which pro-
duces, large fast growing, and with the
Langshans, small-boned cockerels and
hardy, good-laying pullets. The cross-
breeds usually carry small crests, or
mere tuOs, and the hfth or extra toe.—
The Stock-Keeper.

POULTRY -WON'T PAY
When Left to Shift for Itself, but

"Will if Given Good Care.

A celebrated surgeon once said there

were three things possitively essential to

a successful surgeon, the first was pa-

tience, second patience and third pa-

tience; and it is surely no less necessary

in poultrj' raising than in surgery.

If your chickens die one year of

cholera and lice, just call out your first

requisite patience and goon, for the next

year it may be roup and cholera, when
you will need your second patience, but

do not give up in despair, for the next

year may bring a variety in the form of

gapes and canker, and then your third

essential will come into play. The
question is often asked what is the matter

with our chickens, they don't lay?

Another will say, we have had bad luck,

more than half of ours died of cholera.

Roup has thinned out another man's
flock, and as it goes through all the dis-

eases the chicken family is heir to. If I

was to make a careful canvass of any
country neighborhood in regard to the

chicken question, the verdict of half the

farmers would be chickens don't pay.
Now, why is this ?

We will call on some of those that have
told us so emphatically and we will find
they do not examine their surroundings,
the trees in which their chickens roost,

their nesting places, nio<ie of feeding, the
time and kind of feed. In the morning
after they have attended to their horses
cows and their other stock, and perhaps
gone into the house to warm, it suddenly
comes to the mind that the chickens were
forgotten. Thev go out to the com crib,

shell six or eight quarts of corn that is— 1.1 .,.. -.„..« .1 t_ ^ :* ..^.

it helter skelter out among the shoats
and chickens. Then the hurry and scurry
liegins and the big and strong tramp upon
and crowd out the weak. In a minute
the com is all gone and the fowls hunt
the sun side of the barn or the hay stack,

hump themselves into little bunches and
patiently wait for the sun to warm the
icy corn in their crops, for they have not
got warmth enough in their own bodies.
They stand round all day until it is time
for them to get more zero com, then they
are kicked out of the barn, hog pen and
wagon shed, and compelled to fly up into

nature's great chicken house, the apple
tree.

There is another class of farmers that
will tell you that their poultry don't pay
simplv l>ecause they don't know any bet-

ter, ^hey fare sumptuously every day
on poached, toiled and fried eggs,
omelets and puddings, and on chicken
done up in the various ways known only
to the art of cookery, and because he only
occasionally takes a basket of eggs to
market, he says his poultry don't pay.

Poultry is and always has been the
most neglected of all farm stock. It is

an idea prevaleutamongfarmers that any
place is good enough for the chickens,
the exception being when some one more
humane sees fit to build comfortable
houses for his flock, when he is set down
upon bj^ his neighlwrs as either a lunatic

or a crank. Now it has been demon-
strated by those who have kept a strict

account that poultry does pay, in fact

that no other branch of live stock pays
so large,! percentage on amount ofcapital
invested.

Now let us as farmers look at this

poultry business from a business stand-
point. The careful business-like dairy-
man who tells you that he made his cows
produce ^50 worth of butter apiece last

year is not guessing at it ; he has figures

to show you just what his cows cost to

feed them, and the exact number of
pounds of butter they protluced. Now
let us do the same with our chickens.
Storeboxes are cheap. Get a good
big one for wheat, a smaller one for oats

and let the corn Iwx be smallest of all.

Put in so many bushels of wheat, oats

and com, charge the chickens with it,

and then feed according to the size of
your boxes—that is, more wheat than
oats, and more oats than corn, and feed

regular. Have some place under cover
in which straw or leaves can be scattered

three or four iuches deep. In this throw

the grain and let the birds scratch it out,
thus giving them exercise and warming
up. A hog is never happier than when
it is rooting, nor a chicken than when it

is scratching, but, it is encouraging as
well as beneficial for the old hen to occa-
sionally find a grain.
Next provide yourself with a l)ook,

and when the old hen lays the egg Ije

honest and give her credit. Let this l)e

the first lesson in book-keeping or keep-
ing of farm accounts for the boys and
girls; give them an interest in the busi-
ness, thus encouraging them to take bet-
ter care of the broods.

If I could go through this great coun-
try of ours and persuade every farmer to
open an account with his poultry, charg-
ing them with all they cost, and giving
them credit with all they produce, they
would then see the profit there is in a
properly cared for flock. We would
then stop this enormous importation of
eggs, thus taking from our American
farmers over six millions of dollars an-
nually.

Finally I would say, be kind to the pa-
tient, plodding, scratching old hen.
Don't shoo her every time she comes in
sight, or club her every time she gets in
the garden and scratches out your peas;
it is her nature, she can't help it. Give
her the same kind, careful attention you
do your cows, and she certainly deserves
as careful attention, and as careful hous-
ing as the more highly respected hog.

—

W. H. Kerr in Report of Pennsylvania
State Board of Agriculture.

Homoeopathy for Chickens, Etc.

From the Homoeopathic Envoy.

Spongia will cure the roup in chickens

almost every time.

Aconite, or if it fails, euphrasia will

cure sore eyes in hens.

Ipecac [Xhc homoeopathic form) is the

principal remedy for diarrhrea in fowls,

or, if the trouble be known to be the

result ot faulty feeding, give arsentcum.

Should these fail resort to chantomilla.

In head distemper, when hens lose

their bright looks, crouch about in cor-

ners and die readily one after another,

close examination will show the skin

around the anus to be colored a high-red

with black spots. This malady is con-

tagious, and has a character similar to
inflammation of the spleen. This plague
is mostly observed during hot weather.
Separate the sick and give them nux
voviica, homreopathic form.

In white comb, the comb becomes
slowly covered with a whitish dust,

which seizes the wattle and then passes
into the skin of the neck, the feathers of
which die off. Give sttlphur for a day
or two and then change to staphisagria,
which is the main remedy.

In itch the body is covered with itch-

like eruptions. Administer sulphur for

three days, then follow with staphisagria.
For pip, feed on soft food and give

spongia.
For gapes, try spongia, and if it fails

give corallium ruorum. The dose twelve
pellets of medicine in the drinking water.

INDIAN GAMES.

The A. P. A. to Go South.

Ch.\rle.STON, S. C, April 15.—At a

late meeting of the Executive Committee
of the South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, held at Columbia, S.

C, the following resolutions were offi5red

by the President and adopted :

Whereas, It is the unanimous desire
of the members of this Association that
an exhibition be held in the city of
Charleston, January 13 to 17, 18^1, in-

clusive, and that the said exhibition \it

entitled the International Poultry and
Pet Stock show.

ThKRKKORE, BR IT RE.SOLVKD, That
the American Poultry Association be,

and is hereby cordially invited to hold its

next annual meeting in the citv of
Charleston during the week of said In-

ternational show.

Resolved, That the American Colum-
barian Association and all kennel and
specialty clubs be, and are hereby, also
invited to hold their annual meetings in

the city of Charleston at the same time.

Ross A. Smith, President.

Benj. McInnes, Jr., Sec'y.

The Standard of the Variety as

Adopted in 1886.

Head and Neck.—General appearance
of head rather long and thickish, not so

keen as in English game, nor as thick as

in Malays, yet somewhat beetle browed,

but not nearly so much as in the Malay.

Skull broadish. Neck medium length

and slightly arched.

Beak.—Horn color or yellow striped

with horn, strong, well curved, stout

where set on head, giving the bird a
powerful appearance.

Whole face.—Smooth and fine in

texture, including deaf ears; throat not

so bare as in English games, being dotted

over with small feathers.

Comb (in undubbed birds).—Irregular

pea comb, the more regular, however, the
better, small, closely set on to head, deaf
ears small, and wattles very scanty.

Eyebrows.—Slightly beetle-browed, but
not giving such a cruel expression as in
the Malay; eye full and bold, of yellow
color.

Neck.—Medium length and slightly
arched.

Hackle.—Short, just covering base of
neck, twisted hackle objectionable.
General shape.—Very thick and com-

pact, very broad at shoulders, the shoul-
der butts showing prominently, but the
bird must not be hollow backed, body
tapering towards tail. Elegance is re-

quired with substance.
Back.—Flatfish, but the bird must not

be flat-sided, broadish at shoulders.
Breast.—Wide, fair depth and promi-

nent, but well rounded. Wings short
and closely carried to body, well rounded
at j)oint, and closely tucked at ends, car-
ried rather high in front.

Legs, feet and thighs.—Legs very
strong and thick. Thighs round and
siout, but not as long as in the Malay.
Feet strong.
Shank.—Medium length and well

scaled. The length of shank must be
sufficient to give the bird a gamey ap-
pearance, but in no case should it be as
long as in the Malay, or in any way
stilty.

Toes and nails.—Toes long, strong,
straight, and well apart, the back toe low
and nearly flat on the ground. Nails well
shaped.

Cock's tail. —Medinm length, with a
few short, narrow secondary sickles and
tail coverts, Carriage of tail drooping.
Tail to be close, hard and glossy.

Size and weight.—Large.
Weight in cock eight to ten pounds, or

more for adults.

Weight in hen five and a half to seven
pounds, or more for adults.

General appearance of both sexes.

—

Powerful and broad, very active, sprightly
and vigorous. Flesh to be firm in hand-
ling.

Plumage.—Short, and cannot be too
hard and close.

Carriage.—Upright, commanding and
courageous, the back sloping downwards
towards the tail.

COLOR.

Cock.—Breast, under body, and thighs
a green glossy black. Neck hackle
green glossy black, with brown crim-
son shafts to feathers. Back, saddle
and saddle hackle a mixture of rich green
glossy black and brown crimson, the
former color predominating greatly.

Wing bow chestnut with metallic green,
glossy black wing bar. Tail green glossy
black.

Hen.—Ground color chestnnt brown,
with beautiful lacing of medium size of
metallic green glossy black, this should
look as if it were embossed or raised.

Shank in both sexes yellow or orange,
the deeper the color the better. Face,
deaf ears, wattle and comb a rich red.

—Vice-Consul de VeuUe says of the
trade of Le Mans, France, for 1889, that

the decrease in the export of eggs (198,-

000 dozen as compared with 236,000
dozen in 1888) was caused by the Paris
Exposition, during which prices in Paris
were higher than the English markets,
and induced merchants to favor the home
trade. The department is mainly com-
posed of small farms, and the value of
the poultry exported last year was
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The George W. Childs Cup for 1889 of

our engraving is about one-third the

size of the original. The face, as will be

seen, bears the name of the prize and its

object. The reverse has the inscription :

Awarded to Henry Wagner, Roslin-

dale, Mass., for the journey of the

five birds, George W. Childs (J H 16),

the Public Ledger (H 470), Young Benny

(H 478), St. Thomas ( 169) and S. O.

Ferry (H 198), from St. Thomas,

Ont., August 4, 1889. The start was at

5.15 A. M., and the birds were in the

home loft at 4.40 P. M. Time out, iih.

25m. Distance, 525 miles. Average

speed, 1350 yards per minute.

« *

The cup has been on exhibition in the

window of the Messrs. Baily, Banks &
Biddle, at Twelfth and Chestnut StreeU

during this week, and next week will go

to Washington to be in charge of the

Federation of Washington Pigeon Fan-

ciers.
*

« •

There seems to be an uprising and a

threatened upheaval in pigeon flying

matters in New York and vicinity with

the intent and purpose of abandoning

new fangled ideas and getting back to

the ways of the old days when the "Hud-

son Club of New York and vicinity"

combined in its members the flying fan-

ciers outside of Newark, and arranged

races in which Newark was pleased to

compete and sometimes prove the win-

fanciers, came recently together for the

purpose of reviewing the situation in the

flyiug fancy in this vicinity. There are

manv of course in favor of flying under

the management of the "Federation of

American Homing Pigeon Fanciers" dur-

ing the coming season, but there are also

on the other hand, many who decline to

do so, for reasons best known to them-

selves.

"There are also many in this vicinity

whom we may regard as desirous of ideu-

tifymg themselves with an organization

established for the full protection of the

record for this vicinity exclusively; the

furthering of the interest in the sport,

and mainly, whereby all lofts within a

reasonable radius of say twenty miles

from the New York City Hall, may fly

their birds together, on the same day,

from the same point, in one liberation,

and thus render the competition more
keen, more inviting, and in every sense

more satisfactory than it has been in the

past in the several small clubs, or in the

clubs, and so on. The Interstate Con-

courses are a humbug, and a careful sur-

vey of the flying country our birds pass

over from New York southwest to say

500 miles, coupled with the knowledge

that it is a well-known fact so many con-

flicting and changeable directions of

wind and weather and atmospheric con-

ditions can, and do exist in a single day

over the course, will convince any intel-

ligent fancier that to render the compe-
tition keen and equitable, and satisfac-

tory to all flying centres such as New
York, Newark and vicinity, Philadelphia

and vicinity, Boston and vicinity, Wash-
ington and vicinity, etc., etc., they should

fly distinct and alone, and let the voice

of the majority in each separate vicinity

determine its policy, its flights and its

particular interests.

" We wish to do away with individual

flying in this vicinity, or that of small

clubs on diffierent dates; and furthermore

we are of the opinion that much if not

all complaints from Federation members

ners.

» »

The days when Mr. Rover had his

headquarters in William Street with Mr.

Von Moers close by, when the height of

Mr. Verrinder's ambition was to beat

Van Opstal and when, on any bright

Spring morning Mr. Husson and his

monster basket could be seen covering

the disUnce between the Cortlandt Street

elevated station and the ferry; when Mr.

Whiteley neglected business to watch for

the Londoner and the Robin ; when Mr.

Conover's wild ventures upset all pre-

viously held theories ; when Little Fritz

and Little May were workers, the Duffer

was growing his flights, the old Brewery

was the Sunday trysting place, and 78

Cortlandt Street was week-day head-

quarters !

«
« «

Those were indeed pleasant days and I

doubt if there is one who had part in

them but that regrets their loss and that

the ambition, the greed and personal

spite of a few should have been allowed

to bring about the changes that have

come so near to being the ruin of the

reputation of the sport.

The change at present is progress; will

not be to the old order of things, except

in centering the interest of the vicinity,

by bringing all within one association,

and upon the plan of the organization that

as the Federation of Homing Pigeon

Fanciers of Washington is giving such

satisfaction to all concerned and is doing

so much for the honor and credit of the

sport in its vicinity

The efforts of those at work for a simi-

lar organization in New York and vi-

cinity are best explained by the circular

letter they are sending out and from

which I copy as follows:

*
• *

other details of countermark ing. ship-

ping, and the appointment of timers to

the various coops engaged.
"The advantages accruing to the flying

fanciers of this, or any other pigeon fly-

ing centre, in organizing into one large

flying club, are many, and such an or-

ganization we would like to start as an

experiment, and we mean to do so. We
certainly have the material here, and if

we can only enlist the co operation of a

number of the best men hereabouts, we
feel sure this vicinity will illustrate to the

fancy the truth and force of our state-

ments after one season's trial. To review

briefly the situation, our object is to

form one large club for this vicinity ex-

clusively, in many respects similar to the

large and successful clubs abroad, with a

large and convenient club room, and
semi-monthly meetings in New York
City. , .

"Membership limited to fanciers resi-

dent, and whose lofts are within a radius

of twenty miles of the New York City

Hall. Dues. $1 per month; membership

fee, 15. Officers: President, first vice-

president, second vice-president, treas-

urer, secretary, assistant secretary, and a

race committee of a necessary number of

fanciers from each flying section—say

Brooklyn, New York, Jersey City, New-

ark, etc., all elected annually, and form-

ing the executive committee and direct-

ors of the club.

"Charter members to be enrolled with-

out meml>ership fee, and clubs can enter

as a body, and their flying equipment

taken at a valuation equitable to all in-

terested.

"Records protected by timers supplied

by the competitors exclusively.

"No salaried officers.

"All shipments from club rooms m
New York City, and in drawing up Race

Rules and By-laws embody all that is de-

sirable in those of the Federation and

our best clubs.

"One fine cup prize annually for old

birds from 500 miles. One fine cup prize

annually for young birds from 2cx) miles.

All omcr jiimivs 1." '"- u.,^. -^« -/

diplomas, and pool prizes at so much
entry per bird, participation in all the

pool prizes being optional.

"As soon as club tunds would warrant

it. employ convoyeur to accompany and

liberate birds and' care for them.

"All members distances to be adjusted

by a competent surveyor.

"Average velocities to win.

"If the responses received are suffi-

ciently encouraging, a large meeting

room in New York will be at once se-

cured, and a meeting held at an early

date, when the question can be discussed

in all its bearings, and the organization

formed in ample time for the old bird

flyinj; season over the southwest course

for 1890.
, . . r a:

"All nominations and election of offi-

cers to be ill open meeting, and measures

adopted whereby any personal differ-

ences between fanciers may become

healed,and their occurrence in the future

rendered not alone remote, but in noway
possible to endanger the successful

working and progress of the club. This

may seem impossible to many and as

promising too much, but we think is

none the less possible, providing all bind

themselves in the proi)er spirit and as

willing to abide by the decision of the

majority in the club.

"New York, March 30, 1890.

"We, the undersigned homing pigeon

interstate contests that have taken place,

or in the Federation concourses, as now
proposed.
"We think an association established

in this vicinity, and for this vicinity

alone, will do much towards increasing

the interest in our sport and end consid-

erable wrangling. We have many fine

lofts, and very many excellent fanciers

in our midst, and yet, year after year, a

portion remain inactive, whom we feel

sure are only awaiting a suitable oppor-

tunity to measure their strength against

each other in friendly rivalry.

"An association on the plan of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers, or flying as has l)ecn cus-

tomary by its membership, does

not, in our judgment, fill the bill.

Some fly on this day. and others

on that ; some as individuals, and
|

others in light competition in their small I

as to not getting their birds counter-

marked and shipped, and others too nu-

merous to refer to here, will be removed

by making all in this vicinity toe the

same line and fly in a united competition

on the same dates and over the same
course.

" In an organization flying a regular

schedule of races similar to any one of

the small clubs, the Race Secretary has a

prescribed course to follow, instead of

being at the l^eck and call of any single

individual who wants to fly from this

point or that, on this day or some other

day, and so on, and therefore this will

also remove considerable of the dread

and objections that now exist with re-

gard to filling the office of Race Secre-

tary, for any ordinary intelligent fancier

can make all necessary arrangements

with the liberators, and with the assist-

ance of Race Committee, carry out all

»
« *

The signatures to this are: W. S.

Hopkins, Francis Whiteley, James W.

Honsel and W. Johnson, of Newark; M.

B. Maguire, T. Fred Goldman and T. J.

Clark, of Brooklyn and S. Von Moers,

New York City.

•%

To those who believe in arbitrary rules,

in set days and all sorts of unnecessary

restrictions, such an organization will

be all that can be desired, but, as is well

known, I do not believe in it. My ex-

perience has shown me that an organiza-

tion covering such an extent of territory

and when its object includes date mak-

ing and limitations of race work, it must

be short lived.
«

An organization open to all the fan-

ciers of a vicinity and limited to them is

necessary, but it should be for co-opera-
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tion in securing reduced rates for pur-

chasing supplies at wholesale and for

combined effort against evil or for good,

but, exceeding this, there will always be

a feeling upon the part of the vanquished

that other arrangements than those to

which we even may have agreed to in

the beginning would have given him suc-

cess. Three or four in an immediate vi-

cinity may associate and agree upon
dates and stations and general arrange-

ments, and by making concessions and

admitting exceptions when the rules are

not agreeable, good feeling may continue

to exist, but other than this, the changes

there are in clubs and associations at

each season's close, and the annual

wrangle with which each winter is made
interesting, is the argument against any
other association for flying than such

small local affair.
«

* *

« •

The pigeon flyer may scoff at the asser-

tion that he makes his records to sell his

birds by, but the fact remains that the

majority are very glad to have sufficient

income from their birds to pay running
expenses, and, in endeavoring to make a

sale they detail performances which they
surround with the best appearances pos-

sible.
*

• «

Purchasers nowadays have l)ecome so

educated in the intricacies and possibili-

ties of pigeon flyiug that club records

are worth no more than individual

claims. It is proven record—disinter-

ested management that is enquired for

and is given the price. And, no as-

sociation of fanciers in a vicinity or in

several vicinities combined can make a

difference. The association is to act as

the individual, and for all practical pur-

poses remains as the individual.

* *

To attempt to follow old country and,

more cspeciallj', Belgian ways in Anier-

can flying is absurd, inasmuch as the con-

ditions of each are as wide apart as are

the countries and the language. Pigeon
flying in Belgium is nothing more or less

than gambling, and which the authorities

permit because it is impossible to check
it. Pigeon flyiug with us must be kept
free from this—must be kept as a gentle-

man's sport, an amusement sanctified by
home associations and home influences,

or it must become that other extreme—

a

pot house sport. There is no middle
place for it.

racing and not for appearance. You can
therefore readily understand the diffi-

culty there would be in judging them,
which we think it would not be advis-

able to do." The petition suggests that

"medals shall be offered for best and sec-

ond best display by any one club or sev-

eral individuals collectively."

* «

Still another argument against such

an association for race work is that its

claims for performance could not be ac-

cepted by another vicinity, since all its

arrangements being within itself, the

management is interested and is as the

individual for himself. When Newark,
in the old days flew as a club, its claims

were for most excellent work, but its

claims were never accepted. And when
the same birds were entered under dis-

interested management and proved no
better than the rest, these claims showed
even worse in the contrast.

The better plan would be to exhibit

the birds as homing pigeons with claims
ofwhatever work they or their ancestors

have done. .\nd for the society to offer

prizes to be competed for during the

race season following the exhibition,open
to all lofts whose owners were in anv way
represented in the exhibition. A great

deal of interest might be created by the

liberating of homing pigeons at noon of
each favorable day from the fair grounds.

Also by opening a booth for message
service. "Messages by air line to any
part of the city." The birds to carry the

message to its home loft, to be delivered

from thence bv Tjoy.
»

I am glad to see this protest against

the judging of the homing pigeon by its

appearance. The rule of "pretty is as

pretty does" is the only one applicable.

The handsome, "typical" birds are but
rarely in the baskets for the distance

journevs.

* *

A letter from Mr. D. R. Cameron, of
Kingston, to Mr. H. B. Donovan, relative

to the proposed militarj' message service

throughout a section of Canada, says :

1
"At Quel)ec three lofts are preparing

'• for the work, at Ottawa another, at

I

Windsor one is to be formed, also at

Peterboro, and the School of Infantry at

Fredericton, N. B., is moving in the mat-

ter. Here I have some birds to form a link

in the system. A suggestion is that the

Department of Agriculture shall establish

lofts in connection with their poultry

yards, on the model farms, wheu great

assistance might be rendered at a nomi
nal cost."

»

I Mr. Fred Baucknian, secretary of the

Queen City Homing Club of Toronto
publishes the following appeal through

the Canadian press:

"We are having serious trouble with
our homing pigeons with men going
around the country with guns, shooting
at anything with wings. Several of our
birds have returned from journeys shot
in the wings and legs. We have also
heard of men shooting as many as six
birds a day, banded and stamped with
owner's names, and never heard from
them. Should any shooter chance to
read this and happens to shoot any
stamped birds, he would do us anil

others a great favor by drooping us a
postal card." e. S. S.

The Com.-O-azette Prize.

The distance airline from the observa-

tory in St. Louis to Mt. Adams, Cincin-

nati, is announced as 309.7 miles.

The Commercial Gazette says: "The
training stations are as near to the air-

line as is consistent with the railroad

connections and facilities for shipping

the pigeons. These stations are Home
City, Lawrenceburg, Osgood, North

[

Vernon and Seamour, already flown;

^

Sniithville, Swiss City, Sullivan, all in

j

Indiana; Willow Hill, Edgewood, Green-
I ville and Troy, in Illinois, to Ije flown be-
' tween now and the ist day of June, when
.
the race will take place.

"Thus far the flights have been most
' successful, both from the point of speed
' and from the number of birds returning.

I

Some difficulty has been experienced
through gunners along the route who

!
shot down the birds, unconscious of their

I

value from another point than that of
I

food value. In fact, the birds are useless

[

as food, their long flights making their
muscular development powerful enough
to test the grinders of far stronger ani-

;
mals than men.

;

A number of the birds in training for
the race were liberated from a station
about 1 10 miles from home. The birds
of W. W. Brueckner, East Newport, Ky.,
let go at 11.35 A. M. were home at 3.25
P.M., one "Willie B.," having left his
tail feathers on the way. The birds of
the Messrs. Bandle and William Wagner,
Newport, liberated at 10.30 A. M. arrived
part at 2.15 P. M., others at 2.20 A. M.
and 3.55 P. M.
Mr. William Kissinger, of Bellevue,

has had the hard luck to have a number
of his best birds stolen. The advertise-
ment of the loss offers |io for information
that will lead to the conviction of the
thief or thieves.

Otto Zabel ; race secretary, Fred T.
Towers. The object of the club is to en-
courage long distance flying.
The race lor this year's birds will be

from Green Bay, about 113 miles, the
entry to be limited to birds wearing the
'90 band.
The direction and station for the old

bird race is not yet agreed upon,although
the probability is that Champion, 263
miles, will be the starting point. The
Fanciers' Rules will govern all contests
of the club.
Should the present favorable weather

continue the campaign will soon be
opened. Towers.

Challenffe to Philadelphia.

To the flying fanciers of Philadelphia:

I will fly my loft against any two of
the best lofts in Philadelphia or vicinity

1
from Columbus, O., or from 100 or 150
miles beyond on the line Chicago, for not
less than #250. I, of course, to have time
allowance for the difference in distance,
which I would be willing to have at the
start so that the first bird home would be
the winner. Francis Whitely.
RosEViLLE, N. J., April 18, 1890.

Oanital Onnnirt

» •

Pool selling was attempted years ago
in Brooklyn, and with that experience I

am surprised that an attempt is to be
made to revive it.

•••

The homing pigeon fanciers of Toronto
sent a petition to Mr. H.J.Hill, man-
ager of the Industrial Exhibition, "that
you give us space in your exhibition and
also a place in your prize list." But
they asked that the class for the variety
should not be as for other pigeons inas-

much as "the flying bird is bred only for

Homer Oaug'ht at Sea.

The Ijoat "l"avorite," of Peterhead,

William Buchaii, skipper, brought in to

Peterhead a live homing pigeon, which
alighted on the craft ninety-five miles ofil"

land the day previous in a rather ex-
hausted condition. On its leg is a ring
on which are stamped "L. F. C. 232S,
1889." On one of tlie wings is stamped
"J. W. .\dams, 7 Grant Street," and the
name of the place, which is indistinct,
but which may be Grantoii. The wing
has No. 1 2 also upon it. The pigeon is

lieing cared for until it is claimed.

—

Perthshire Constitutional and Journal.

Milton, Mass., Flyers.

The Milton Hill, Mass., Homing
Pigeon Club claims dates for its journeys:

May 17, North Adams, Mass.; 24th,

Schenectady. June 7, Syracuse, N. Y.;
2ist, Batavia. July 9. Buffalo, N. Y.;
19th, London, Ont. Mr. A. H. Ladd is

secretarj'.

Washington, D. C, April 24.—Pre-
parations are being made by the Federa-

tion Management for the visit of the

George W. Childs Cup to our city next

week, to exhibit it in some prominent
place.

Pigeon news is on the increase here.

Last Sunday the Alpha, Post and other

clubs had their entire flights at Calverton,

Va., 44 miles and some very good time
was made. The Messrs. Wallace, Stock-

man and Miller have already had their
1890 hatched birds at this station.

The Messrs. Ringgold and Colburn
were at Covesville, Va., 120 miles, last
Sunday and expect to reach Liberty, 175
miles this week.

Mr. H. C. Hile will have a large lot at
Calverton on Saturday.
While passing through Pomery Street

the other day I noticed in tlie rear of Sec-
retary Turner's house large scantlings
and every appearance of a large building
being erected, and found a large and
handsome loft in process of building.
Judging from the appearance of things
and the plans it will surpass anything of
its kind m the District. I will send a de-
tailed description of it later on.
The membership of the Federation now

numbers fifty, the latest additions being
the Messrs. Charles Whittington, A.
Hecheimer, C. L. Roth and F. L. Moore.
This is a very good showing for the lie-

giniiing of seven.
We had a visit last Saturday morning

from Mr. Ralph French, of Brockton,
Mass., and were sorry he could not stay
over to meet all of the boys.
The first race for '90 birds will be from

Covesville, Va., 120 miles, July 20, for
the handsome training basket offered by
Mr. Edward S. Schmid.
Andy Glorious nowadays carries a

smile that extends from ear to ear. What
it means I have not Ijeen able to find out,
l)Ut it is probably something in which
the " Duke of Sorrell " conies in for a
share. May the Duke and Andy have
many happy returns. Post.

Milwaukee Flyers.

The Milwaukee Flying Club was or-

ganized the 19th inst. with these officers:

President, William I'rette ; vice-presi-

dent, L. Ristow ; secretary and treasurer,

TUBBROUliOSIS.

! In Fowls Its Chief Point of At-

I

tack Is the Liver.

FCONTINVED from PAGE 249.]

The germs (bacilli) of tubercle are,

like other micro-organisms, present

almost everywhere, and wherever they
find a suitable site; and a temperature

favorable for their growth they very

rapidly become developed, their aggre-

gate being termed tuberculosis, which is

very frequently spoken of as being
hereditary. If it is so in the case of ovi-

through the egg, which would possibly ac-

count for some of the disastrous hatching

results that one hears of from time to time.
Scientists have (so far as I am informed)
as yet failed to discover the bacillus of
tubercle in eggs, and I am more dis-
posed to believe in inherited weakness
predisposing the subject to contract the
disease by contagion than in the actual
transmission of the disease itself.

Chickens hatched from the eggs of
tuberculous fowls would probaoly be
very liable to contract the disease. This
they would most certainly do if not kept
under circumstances that would tend to
make them healthy and vigorous. By
careful attention to surroundings, such
as ventilation (if kept in confinement),
food, and specially to protection from wet
and inclement weather, fowls that must
otherwise inevitably perish from a weakly
constitution may be reared to maturity
that would be pronounced perfectly
healthy. Moreover, if bred from, no
hereditary taint or predisposition to tu-
berculous disease would show itself in
the progeny.
Chickens hatched from the eggs of

healthy fowls are almost certain to con-
tract the disease if they come in contact
with the contagion. More esjjecially is

this the case when they are reared under
conditions that have a devitalizing eff"ect,

such as being kept in a close or damp at-

mosphere, overcrowded, without suffici-

ency of nitrogenous food, green food, or
exercise. There is no doubt at all, in my
mind, as to the effect of certain food-
stuffs in predisposing fowls to contract
certain diseases. Potato, Indian com,
and Indian corn meal, owing to their fat-

tening properties favor the development
of such diseases as fatty degeneration of
the liver, heart, etc.; so will most soft
foods, such as meal made from the lower
grades of cereals, when fowls are too ex-
clusively fed on them. In this cause and
effect are so very evidently connected
that it cannot escape the notice of any
experienced poultry keeper who studies
the management of his stock.

I do not mean to infer tliat potato,
Indian corn, or soft food are unsuitable
when they are judiciously used, or em-
ployed for a temporary purpose. In fact,

fowls on a farm sparingly fed once a day
with soft food or Indian com look and
appear to do well, keeping fairly free
from disease.

[to BE continued.]
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SCRAPPLE.
The Gapes — Roup — Oats and

Disease— Goingr Light.

Squab Ducks.

J. W. R. says:

My doctern is to lay aside

Contensions, and be satisfied;

Jest do your best, and praise er blame

That Toilers that counts jest the same.

I've alius noticed great success

Is mixed with troubles more or less,

And it's the man who does the best

And gets more kicks than all the rest.

Memo. The Gapes.

P. says: Some yearsr. »»>=.. —^ .— ago M. Pierre
j

Meenin, president of the Entomological

Society of France, wrote a pamphlet "On

the Gapes Disease in Gallinaceous Birds
]

and on the Parasite which Causes the
|

Disease." The essay was, indeed, writ- ,

ten to compete for a prize offered by
j

Lord Walsingham, and was awarded that

prize The object of the donor of the

prize was to benefit the raisers of game

and poultry, especially pheasants, which .

are in many places decimated, and in-

deed far more than decimated, by this

plague. The essayist says: "In 1877 and

18-8 the pheasant preser\'es in the forest

ofFontainebleau were ravaged by gapes;

we saw the disease arrested and totally

cured when a mixture was given consist-

ing of yolk of egg, boiled bullock's heart,

stSe bread crumbs and leaves of nettle,

well mixed and pounded together with

pounded garlic in the proportion of one

clove for ten young pheasants. The

birds were fond of this mixture. Great

care must be taken in cleansing all drink-

ing vessels, which should be filled with

clean fresh water twice a day. There is

no difficultv in accounting for the effi-

cacy of garlic. From time immemorial it

has been known to be an excellent ver-

mifuge, and it is at the same time a

volatile, escaping by means of respira-

tion thus reaching the trachea iWind-

pipe), where the syngamiis Igape worms)

lu-r lodged. In addition to garlic, we

experimented with assafoetida. «

e

have used this as a powder with an

equal part of powdered yellow gentian,

niixed with the pheasants' paste in the

proportion of half a gramme (equal to

71/ grains) per head every day. To

f^her carry out this treatment a solu-

tion was mixed with their water, the fol-

lowing quantities to one litre (equal to

one pint and three-quarters^: vSalicylate

of soda, 15 grains; distilled water, 1500

crains. This treatment stopped the dis-

ease in a few days at M. de Rothschild s
^

preserves when the previous mortality

was 1200 pheasants per diem. .\s a dis-

infectant for the ground watering with a

solution of sulphuric acid. 12 grammes

to a pint of water is recommended.

Memo. Value of Poultry Droppings

as Dressing.

R G says; In the following from the

Toumal des Campagnes, it is understood

that ten kilos equal twenty-two pounds.

"The manures wasted in the farms reach

every year to a considerable amount.

One buys fertilizing matter, while one

abandons what one could gather. There

is no farm, however small, which does

not include a poultry yard. Poultry

droppings are of first rate auality; still

if one asked the majority of farmers what

they do with it they would be embarrassed

to answer. For certain agriculturists a

cock or hen can give per year from hve

to six kilos of manure, a pigeon from

two and one-half to three kilos, a duck

from nine to eight, a goose eleven kilos.

According to M. Borch these figures are

far from being accurate, and in support

of his assertion he mentions an ex^^ri-

ment made by a great poultry breeder

who reckons that a cock and hen ought

to give not only from five to six kilos

per year, but fully one hundred and

twenty-four kilos. This figure seems to

us very high, and we believe that it can

be reduced to the half; none the less, it

is proved that poultry gives far more

manure than was supposed. Indeed, it

must not be forgotten that a fowl con-

sumes annually the value of 170 kilos of

fodder. The grain they get has h/rf

been converted in its equivalent of fod-

der According to Wolf one hundred

kilos of fresh droppings contain :
Water,

k6 kilos; organic substances, 25.50 k.;

Lhes, 8.25 k-; nitrogen, 1.63 k.; potash,

0.86 k.; lime, 2.40 k.; magnesia, 0.74 k.;

phosphoric acid, 1.54 k.; sulphuric, 0.45

k.- siliceous, 0.35 k. Pigeons' manure

has still more value than that of fowls. It

contains less water and is richer in nitro-

gen and in phosphoric acid. In compar-

ing it witli farm manure it is found that

1000 kilos of poultry manure is worth

three times more for nitrogen, five times

more for phosphoric acid, one and a half

more for potash than that of honied

cattle. It is then very important to take

good care of poultry manure, and if one

does not choose to mix it with that of

horned cattle one ought to make a com-

.post with it under cover in mixing it

with four or five times its value of earth

and adding plaster. One thus obtains a

manure worth at least as much as the

best guauo."

Memo. Eggs by Parcels Post.

S F says: I have sent a great number

of eggs by the parcels post and never yet

have received an answer that they have

been broken or even damaged. The plan

I take is the following : I get an ordi-

nary wooden box, about three inches

deep and large enough to hold as many

eggs as I wish to transmit. I then lay

about half an inch of bran in the bottom

of the box, roll the eggs in newspaper

(separately), put them into the box above

the bran, then put bran in between them

as tight as possible not to let them shake,

fill the box up with bran (as much as I

can put in), then nail down the box

tightly so that it cannot get open.

Give Plenty of Room.

XI =.»T=. Where there is but one

poultrj' yard for both breeding birds and

chickens it is almost impossible to rear

the larger kinds successfully. The old

birds peck the chickens and rob them of

their food; even if we manage to give

them aside enough to eat they are not

happy, and experience has shown us that

chickens will not thrive unless they are

happy and free. It is a common thing to

see half-grown broods penned up in mis-

erable Wired runs, v»ui»«. "•>- "^""-.

—

occupying the large yard. This is a

mistake; chickens cannot thrive or grow

in such a place. We do not advise any-

body to attempt to rear uiore than a few

chickens for the table, all to be killed off

by the time they are four months old,

unless there are two distinct riiiis vyith

separate houses for them. Indiscrimi-

nate mixing of the sexes, too, after they

are three months old is an evil. Their

separation, however, requires judgment

We have often known cockerels pine if

taken from a free range and placed by

themselves even in a large enclosed run.

If separated at eight or ten weeks old,

and at first specially well fed, they gen-

erally soon become reconciled to change

and Continue to grow. We would, how-

ever, rather have a really growing and

fine brood ranging at large mixed than

divide them to be put in small runs.

and diarrhoea, and hundreds of birds are

lost annually through neglect in this

matter.

Memo.

J. H. says:

Memo. Fresh Ground.

C says : Few fanciers realize the im-

portance of changing chickens to fresh

ground from time to time, and of thinning

out all useless birds as soon as possible.

We have always found our own stock

most successful in the years when we

have most ruthlessly killed all indifferent

specimens; indeed, absurd though it may

sound, we are often really pleased to find

good reasons for discarding some of our

chickens when numerous, as we know-

well that the remainder will benefit by

their room. A change, too, of ground

will often give a fresh stimulus to growth.

Common sense is very necessary for such

judicious changes as for all other things.

Where there is variety of ground much
good may be done by selecting it accord-

ing to weather. In a dry season we take

our most promising chickens to rich

damp pastures and orchards, in a wet one

to dry and sunny banks with dusting

places protected by rocks.

Memo. Cats May Spread a Disease.

P. says : On Monday last at Darton

Local Board meeting, the clerk reported

that Dr. Bruce Lawes, an inspector con-

nected with the Local Government Board,

had been down from London and in-

spected the district to inquire into the

cause of the deaths of twenty children

from croup and diphtheria, mentioned m
medical officer's report. The clerk said

he accompanied the inspector, who found

that in three cases the disease had been

communicated by cats going from house

to house, and in more than one case

where children had died cats had died

also.

Memo. Poultry Going Light.

W V says: Very frequently during the

summer thriving birds, especially cock-

erels, suddenly become debilitated and

"go light." Often intense heat has this

effect, and liberal stimulating food under

such circumstances aggravates the evil.

Shady places should l>e provided m hot

weather, and green food ad libitum al-

lowed. Uttuce and radish tops are verj-

useful. When the atmosphere is charged

with electricity, as in thunder weather,

it affects poultry considerably, especially

laying hens. Immediately a bird droops

tlie food should be changed. A little

raw meat chopped small may be given

with advantage, and, medicuially. two

drops of tincture of perchloride of iron in

a teaspoonful of water, morning and

nieht For general purposes I strongly

recommend the following prescription,

which I have used for several years:

Tincture of perchloride of iron, two

drachms; compound tincture of gentian,

two drachms; lime water, two ounces;

eggslieaten, two ounces; cod liver oil,

four ounces. Shake thoroughly up into

an emulsion, and give two teaspoonfuls

three times a day.

In scrofulous tendency or hereditary

weakness the above is an excellent stock

medicine, and may l>e given to young

chickens in ten drop doses mixed with

the food. It is often valuable in diarrlura

and especially so during moult. In hot

weather the strictest cleanliness should

be observed in limited runs, and all food

be perfectly fresh. .Stale food, and par-

ticularly if acid fermentation has oc-

curred, is a consunt source of dysentery

Memo. Squab Ducks.

P. says : It is generally best to put

those hatched first in flannel in a snug

but not too warm corner until all

are hatched. Coop the hen out as soon

as all are »uui>^ cuv/uj," ^^ • — •• --

on chopped eeg, bread crumbs, chopped

grass or onions; also rice boiled in milk.

Afterwards give oatmeal porridge and

middlings. If they are later on to be

allowed access to water give them a

shallow vessel of water to paddle about

in but see that it is so shaped that^they

can readily get out. Many young ducks

are drowned or chilled. Squab ducks

are best reared without water for swim-

ming.

Memo. I*igeon Nurses.

J H. says: The more delicate breeds

of pigeons and some which from the

character and shape of their l)eaks are

ill adapted for feeding their young ones,

require to be supplemented by a supply

of nurses to take charge of the young-

sters These are generally chosen froin

amongst the hardier breeds, best suited

by their nature and disposition for the

task imposed upon them, or are common
pigeons specially bred for the purpose.

T-he change of "the young pigeons to

their foster-parents is sometimes effected

while they are still in the shell, some-

times when they are about eight days old

and have consumed all their own pa-

rents' "soft food," as the natural secre-

tion upon which the young pigeons are

at first fed is called. If the change is

made while the birds are still in the shell

it must be only between birds whose

eggs were laid within a day or two of

each other that an exchange is effected

as otherwise the supply of soft food will

not be ready for the youngstei-s when

they make their appearance. Again, if

the transfer to the foster-parents be made

when the birds are a few days old care

must be taken that they are transferred

to birds whose own offspring are, if any-

thing, rather younger than their fos-

ter-children, and who will thus be able

to supply them with soft food adapted to

their digestive organs.

Memo . A reca Nutfor Roup.

P says- A has found the areca nut-

largely used for the cure of worms in

dogs—to lie a specific for roup. The nut

is grated and given in small ([uantities,

mixed in soft food to the affected birds.

He says it is largely used by game -keep-

ers fbr pheasants.

Memo. For Roup.

T B says: Get some blue vitriol from

a chemist,' put a piece about as large as a

chestnut in a cup of water, let it dissolve,

and then put the corn that you are going

to feed the fowls with in a bucket. Pour

this vitriol water over it. then get a stick

and stir it up well until you think it has

got all over the corn. Let it stand for

five or ten minutes, then give it to the

fowls. I may say that I had this remedy

given to me from one who has bred a

great many fowls, and five I had were

very bad with the disease, and it cured

them.

Memo. For Scab of Canaries.

B. R. S. says: I have from time to time

had many birds afflicted with this nasty

and troublesome disease. At one time I

had a very valuable Belgian cock bird,

which lost every feather off his head,

neck, back, and thighs. The skin was

covered with a sort of white hard dry

crust. He looked a bonny object; m
fact, it was quite pittful to see him.

At last I determined to consult a medical

friend, who was also a fancier, and be-

tween us we hit upon a course of treat-

ment which effectually put an end to my
troubles. When I got the disease stopped

the bird moulted quite through and was

as well as ever at the end of the moult-

ing season, and took many a first prize

in his new suit of clothes. The follow-

ing is the course I pursued—viz., I put

the bird into a large flycage. covered the

front with thin calico, placed it where it

got the benefit of the morning sun. gave

it a bath every other morning, gave no

seed but the finest Spanish canary, a

plentiful supply of watercress fresh

daily; and for drinking-water, to a wine-

glass of water I put from twelve to fif-

teen drops of the juice of a lemon. I

also anointed the parts affected with

pure olive oil morning, and evening.

Memo. Squab's Feathers.

F C says: Nature has encased the

principal flight and tail feathers of this

pigeon in an outer quill as a protection

to them while growing. When these are

in a sufficiently forward state they burst

through the enclosure. It, however,

sometimes happens that the birds them-
-_i.^.„ »t,yQ.jirii u'ea^tiess of the constitu-

tion'or w^nt of vigor, do not break this,

in which case it may be well to draw the

feathers through the thumb nail and first

finger, but as the young ones are only a

month old we would certainly not inter-

fere with them at present.

Memo. To Breed Mealworms.

S. K. says: In order to have a constant

supply ofmealworms.some pots or jars are

filled with wheat, bran, barley or oatmeal,

sugar paper and old bits of leather par-

ings, mixed. Place in these jars some

mealworms, and let them remain for

three months; occasionally let a woolen

wrapper steeped in beer be drawn over the

jars when many of the worms change

into small black beetles, which again

lay eggs and thus plenty of worms is the

result. They propagate very quickly.

Don't keep them in a very dry place.

Meal worms are among the best of ani-

mal foods for young chicks, and the

most inexpensive, as a fewpetuues worth

of material will produce thousands.

Memo. Food for Nightingales.

H H. savs: The fact of my not having

eaten a Christmas dinner for the last

eighteen or twenty years without the

cheering song of the nightingale to en-

liven that festive occasion, I think gives

me authority to speak on the subject. I

have observed that all writers on the

nightingale advocate such food as ant's

eggs bullock's liver or heart, scraped

carrots, blanched almonds, etc. The

whole of the above I believe to be quite

unnecessary. My mode of feeding has

been simply raw beef and hard-boiled

egg Take a slice of beef, scrape a por-

tion off with the edge of a knife, and

mix with hard-boiled yolk of egg and a

little water; it may be done in five min-

utes, but must be fresh every morning.

Memo. How to Prepare Sharp Grit.

W. H. B. says: Mr. Cook says: "I find

flint stones broken up are the best, but

they are hard to break, and fly about so

much." The way I break up my flints

or small round pebbles is as follows: I

have a large round cast-iron mortar,

bell-shape, such as are used by chemists

but much stronger, and a long iron rod

with a lump at one end to smash the

stones or ovster-shells; the mortar being

deep prevents them flying about. I also

find It exceedingly useful in smashing

small bones to a pulp for chickens.
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CAGE BIRDS AND PETS.

THE ROBIN.

Its Familiarity and Pretty "Ways

As a Cage Bird.

"Hail, Robin Redbreast ! friend of man are thou,

Beloved and familiar from the day.

Now long time past, when from the bleeding

brow
Of One in agony thou didst assay

To pluck the crimson thorns, and thy fair breast

Was stained a ruddv hue for evermore,

In token of they love and fealty. Best

And brightest member of the feathered choir,

I love thee dearly, and would gladly see

Thy merits recognized more fully; I

Will not believe that thou canst cruel be,

And thy detractors boldly 1 defy

To prove their vain and baseless calumny.

But fierce, or mild, a friend thou hast in me."

This charming and familiar bird is de-

servedly one of the greatest favorites

among our native songsters with all

classes of the community. When I was

a lad it used to be considered "unlucky"

to touch its nest; and as for keeping one

of them in a cage, that was a horror not

even to be thought of, so that if a half-

starved red-breast, as sometimes hap-

pened, made his way into the house dur-

ing a severe frost, and installed himself

in the kitchen or the pantry, nobody

dreamed of detaining him a moment
longer than he himself wished to stay. I

remember with what qualms of con-

science I abstracted one of his speckled

eggs from a slovenly nest built among
the jessamine that grew against the side

of the house, my excuse being that I

wanted it to complete my collection; but

I don't think it was missed, for the robins

went on sitting, and eventually reared

four fine young ones, instead of the five

that would have uccu iii iLc UcSt had I

not stolen the other egg. But now he is

held in no more respect than the sparrow,

and figures, poor little fellow, as a cage

bird, where he seems very much out of

place.

I suppose one reason why the robin

used to be held in such esteem was his

association with the sorrowful ballad of

the "Babes in the Wood," whom he aud

his friends covered over with leaves when
they had slept their last sleep, poor little

things, beneath the greenwood trees,

where their cruel uncle had caused them
to be abandoned: that, and the other
scarcely less mournful history of "Poor
Cock Robin," who was done to death by
that irreclaimable vagabond the sparrow,

have no doubt largely contributed to

surround him with the halo of romance,
not to say sanctity, that stood him in

such good stead when England was
"merrie Eugelonde." aye, aud down to

very much later years.

Now, however, we have changed all

that; the proverbial schoolboy knows
perfectly well, even granted that two
children died of cold and hunger in the
new forest, that the robins had no more
to do with hiding their poor little re-

mains beneath the fallen leaves than had
the sparrows or the thrushes, or any of
the other birds that were, no doubt, un-
moved spectators of their agonies. While
as to the master sparrow killing a robin,

it would be much more consistent with
the natural order of things to represent
the latter as the wanton aggressor and
slayer of the former.

Yes, indeed, our old-fashioned idea of
the goodness and tenderheartedness of
the robin redbreast is not a whit more sub-
stantial than moonshine, for he is an
inveterate little tyrant, and shows no
mercy even to his own kin, but fights

and fights until he is either beaten or
conquers; and very often in one of these
duels one of the combatants is slain, and
occasionally both succumb to their in-

juries. I regret, too. to say that the hens
are as bad in this respect as their mates,
and a little couple that have lived to-

gether in harmony during the summer,
and have perhaps reared a brood or two.
will commence to bicker, and from words
come to blows, as soon as the cooler
breezes of autumn have weaned their
thoughts from notions of connubial bliss.

It is melancholy to have to record that
the young robins are as belligerently in-

clined as their elders, and that even "in
their little nests" they do not agree, as

good old Dr. Watts was of opinion they
did; and that as soon as they are able to

feed themselves they are driven away
from the scene of their birth by their own
parents; and should one of them after-

wards meet with its father or mother, or
one of its brothers or sisters, it sounds
the war trumpet at once, and the death
or flight of one of the adversaries alone
puts an end to the combat.

A friend of mine, in the autumn of
1888. bought a nest of young robins and
their parents aud turned them all into his

large garden aviary, where, as the
youngsters could not yet quite feed them-
selves, they all agreed pretty well for a

time; but, by and bye, a change came
over the spirit of their dream, and each
began to think that the rest of the party
were de trop in the enclosure, the conse-
quence being that a circular duel com-
menced, and ended in the slaughter of
all the robins but one, the eldest of the
sous, who, when he had put an end to

the rest, flew up to the highest branch in

the aviary and intoned his song oftriumph
with a heartiness that so provoked my
friend that he summarily put a stop to

the music by knocking the warlike min-
strel down with a well-aimed blow, that

laid the young rascal lifeless at his feet.

Notwithstanding this terrible domestic
tragedy, my friend so desired to have
some robins that he bought another lot,

not related, as far as he knew, to each
other, aud liberated them in the aviary,

where another series of pitched battles

took place; whether the combatants were
more evenly matched than in the former
case, or the advancing winter had cooled
the ardour of the fighters, my friend

could not tell, for none of them were
killed outright, though several were a
good deal damaged; each then took up
a position in the aviary, and an armed
neutrality was agreed upon between
them, which was afterwards maintained
until the spring, when, some of the party
being females, a couple or three weddings
took place, nests were built, eggs laid

and some young ones actually reared,

but these were subsequently brained by
the bachelors of the party, if not, indeed,

by their own parents.

So much for the illusion in which I

was reared of the loveable nature of the
robin redbreast, which is really somewhat
more pugnacious than a game cock
where its own species is concerned, for it

will live quietly enough with other birds,

even those most closely related to it, as

hedge accentors, Pekin robins, and
American bluebirds for example,ofwhich
it takes not the slightest notice, though
Bechstein asserts that it will breed with
the accentor, which, however, none that

I ever possessed—and I kept the two
species together for a long time—ever
evinced the least inclination to do; and
I fancy the assertion is a mistake on the
partof the grand old German, whom we
must excuse on the score of the dark age
in which he lived, and the example af-

forded him by worthies still more ancient
than himself, for did not Homer nod
sometimes? Well, at least he is currently
reported to have done so.

However objectionable robin may be
out of doors among his fellows, he makes
a charming pet in the house, for he soon
loses all fear of his jailors if the latter

treat him with common kindness, aud
not only will he take a fly or a mealworm
from between the fingers, but he will

perch on the hand, or on the head, of the
person who feeds him, and when thus
familiar, may even be trusted to return

to his cage if allowed to fly in the garden.
Talking about cages, it is the gravest

mistake to keep a robin in a small one,

for he is an active, lively little fellow.and

almost incessiutly on the move, so that

l)y constant rubbing against the bars of
his prison he wears away the ends of his

wing and tail feathers, and becomes a

sorry-looking object, instead of that thing
of joy a wellplumaged bird, with bright

eyes and merry song, is and should al-

ways be.

The cage should be square in shape or

Eerhaps oblong, say three feet in length

y two broad and eighteen or twenty
inches high. There shouhl be two
perches, one higher than the other, so

that the bird may hop freely from one
to the other and yet not touch the wires

when turning round. There should be a

movable drawer in the cage, which should
always be well covered with sharp grit.

or if that is not obtainable, dry garden
mould from which the little fellow will

be able to pick out small stones, which
he will swallow to enable him to digest
his food with comfort and so keep him-
self in good condition. The cage may
be of wood and wire only in front, or the
front and ends may be of wire, but the
back aud top should l)e wood. The food
should be placed inside in a glass or
china vessel or vessels, and the water
outside with a spout reaching into the
cage. As he is fond of washing, the bath
should be hung every day in summer
and about twice a week in winter on the
outside of the door—a precaution that
will keep the inside of the cage from
being wetted when the bird splashes
about, which he is fond of doing, often
making himself so wet that he is unable
to fly on to his perch.
The robin, as I have said, when wild

lives almost entirely on insects and
worms except during the autumn, when
he helps himself to a few currants and
berries of various kinds, to which his
labors during the rest of the year assur-

edly entitle him, but in the house his
diet must perforce be more or less arti-

ficial. In winter time when hard pressed
he will thankfully swallow bread crumbs
or even a few seeds, but he could not
long exist on such meagre fare, and his
natural diet must be imitated for him if

he is to survive in the house for any
length of time.

Ants' eggs are a standing dish, and
may be supplemented with small earth-
worms, black beetles, and as many in-

sects as can be procured, such as gentles,
which, if obtained from flies late in the
season, may be preserved in sand all

through the winter by keeping them in a
cool place—a cellar for instance, and a
little bread and milk will always be ap-
preciated, especially if sweetened; but
great care must be taken that the milk
does not become sour; or a little scraped
beef may be substituted for it. On such
a dietary a robin will live and sing, in

perfect health and condition, for eight or
ten years in the house—a longer lease of
existence than he could have hoped to
eujoy out of doors.
The female robin may be distinguished

by the paler color of her breast, aud the
smallness of the red markings on her
face, as well as by being somewhat less

than the male, whose carriage is bolder
and more erect. The young of both
sexes, until after the first moult, are very
unlike their parents, showing no sign of
red, but are spotted with dark brownish
grey spots on a dirty yellowish grey
ground, so that by inexpierienced per-
sons they have been taken to belong to a

different species.

The robin rejoices in many and vari-

ous scientific names, but that by which
he is perhaps best known is Erithacus
Rubecula, which was bestowed upon him
by Linnseus. At the "Zoo" he is formed
into a distinct genus; other naturalists

have called him Sylvia rubecula. Mota-
cilla rubecula, Erythica rubecula, the
latter word having reference to the ruddy
hue of his face and breast.

Notwithstanding his defects of temper,
a tame, well-fed robin is one of the nicest

pets that an^-one can keep, whether in a
cage or aviary, for few birds become
tamer, and he will sing at night as freely

almost as a nightingale, not only when
the gas is lit. but even in the dark, if he
hears anyone moving about, and he will

very generally warble in the moonlight.
—W. T. Green in Feathered World.

[TO BK CONTINUED.]

THE EARS OF THE LOP.

A Bird's Appetite.

It has been calculated that to keep a

red breast up to his normal weight an

amount of animal food equal to an earth-

worm fourteen feet in length is required

daily. Taking a man of average weight

and measuring bulk with the red breast

if he ate as much in proportion he would
require a sausage nine inches in circum-
ference sixty-seven feet long every twen-
ty-four hours.

—A gentleman saw our note of the
use o{ corallium rubrum (trit.) for asthma
of canary birds and gave a dose of it to

his canary which, while not afflicted with
a.Hthnia, had not sung for two years.

Shortly after taking the remedy the
bird's voice returned to it and it has sung
merrily since.—Homoeopathy Envoy.

The Influence of Heat Upon the

Development.

[continued from page 253.]

What is it you feed your lops on to

produce such beautiful ears ? is the type

of query that every breeder has addressed

to him in some shape or form when he
has succeeded in producing an extraordi-

nary specimen. Now I assert (always

providing any good food is given) that

the actual food has very little influence

on the result obtained, and I qualify this

assertion with the remark that long-

eared rabbits have l>een and are being

produced uuder my own observation by
almoEit every description of sustenance,

varying from oats and water only, to the

administration in small doses of port

wine ! New as this latter article of diet

may be to many, it is nevertheless a fact

that a certain old lop breeder in London
used to give it. I do not think his suc-

cess was due to its use, however; but

what I particularly wish to be under-

I

stood is, that the magnificent specimens

which are the admiration of visitors to

our exhibitions are not produced by any

special method of feeding. We may
perhaps contribute towards the develop-
ment of the species, providing the ma-
terial is already there.

In feeding lops (otherwise for ear) it

should be impressed on the memory,
however, such substances as generate
animal heat may be found useful. Fore-
most of all stands out milk. It is, there-

fore, a good plan, as early as the young
come out of the nest, to accustom them
to it twice a day. I need hardly call at-

tention to the great importance of a
good milking doe; it is the very soul of
rabbit-keeping, and much as it assists in

conjunction to administer milk, this

does not supply the place of a good doe.

It may not be out of place here to re-

mark that a doe who is notoriously bad
in this respect can be considerably im-
proved by administering milk all the
time she is carrying her young. A mat-
ter of equal importance is the number a
doe is allowed to rear. After three or
four weeks two is the most she should
have. It is the <juality we want, not
quantity. In addition to milk I give my
does and young ones just as much as

they will eat in early morning; and again
in evening a mixture of biscuit mid-
dlings, to which is added a good hand-
ful of the leafy particles that fall from a
truss of clover, occasionally varying this

with tea leaves. The great object of
either is to break up the particles of mid-
dlings or meal, which in itself is of a

clammy character, and hangs round the

roof of the rabbit's mouth. About nooa
I give them—say from about five weeks
old—grey peas, previously baked for

twenty-four hours, after whicli as much
green food as they will eat, giving al-

ways at same time a good handful of

clover or hay; a few oats may also be
given. Take care on each occasion you
feed to note if any is left from previous

meal. If such is the case reduce supply.

Repeat this feed last thing at night; and,

as a whole, this method will be found
equally beneficial to weaned or matured
specimens, except that peas should only
be given on special occasions to rabbits

not growing.
Individually, I am no advocate for an

ever-varying dietary table, but prefer ad-

hering to that regime which I have found
by experience answers most successfully.

This will, of course, vary with the dis-

trict and the individual feeder, and can

no more be written down as definite than
can the amount of food a given rabbit

will consume. A little and often is, in

my opinion, the sequel to success; and
condemn in toto the • method (it is not
feeding) adopted by some of throwing in

a quantity of green food, hay and oats

enough to last in some cases two or three

days. Such is expensive in the highest

degree, inasmuch as being totally un-
productive in results.

I contend that rabbits require but few
oats where good sound green food and
clover can be given them, and especially

with the mixture of middlings, etc.,

recommended. Although many people

argue that when kept in hutches they are
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in an artificial condition—no one dis-

putes this—but what we must not lose

sight of is the fact they are still rabbits.

In actual practice. I abstain from giving

any food tliat interferes with what nature

dictates, and need not add the multi-

olicitv and varied character of the roots

and vegetable diet they would thus for

themselves obtain; but simply present

for consideration of the breeder the fol-

lowing fact: That with the mixture of

middlings and clover herein mentioned,

their appetite for green food roots, is

considerably increased. Finally, when

oats form the staple food it wiH be not

only desirable, but beneficial, to give a

little water twice daily.

In conclusion. I am perfectly aware ot

the intense heat many subject their young

specimens to, and am also aware that

some few who are ignorant of the physio-

logical structure of the head and ears of

the lop. do attempt to lengthen their

ears by working and pulling them. With

regard to the subject of heat, I would

ask- How can its greatest advocates sup-

port or explain the fact that they are no

more successful than those that adopt

moderate means ? I was last week in a

rabbitrv where the the temperature

throughout the past winter has not been

less than 80°, during which a 24-inch was

bred Now. in this self-same litter there

were one 23-inch, and two scarcely over

20 inches, and yet all were kept under

precisely the same conditions. this

breeeder keeps some dozen breeding

does personally superintending their

feeding, and brings some forty years' ex-

perience as a lop breeder to bear on the

Mint, and yet he is no more fortunate

than the majority of other breeeers !
I

could bring, not one. but hundreds of

cases of a similar character

I have previously remarked that hot

rabbitries, like hot matters generally,

are frequently deceptive in the result,

and while I prefer an indoor method ot

breeding lops, I advocate—because my
own experience and observation proves

it that 65" to 70" produces coiistituf.cn

ally and for ear development, the best

results all other conditions, of course,

being present. It is these other condi-

tions that embrace the real root of ear

production, viz., blood or strain, which

18 in reality the selected stock used for

breeding which possess these elements in

advance of their predecessors. In other

words, the rule to ije laid down and

strictly observed is to never use a buck

or doe shorter in ear than the parent

that produced them, unless they have

been produced under very adverse cir-

cumstances, such as weaned when very

young, or brought upon a "bad mother,

for be it distinctly understood a good

milking doe" is a very important factor

in ear development.
, . .

It will thus be seen that although

length of ear cannot \x produced to order

by a given day, month or year—providing

there is no hitch either by death or sale of

what ought to have been kept— its pro-

duction, and legitimate production, is

within the reach of all who choose to ex-

ercise sufficient intelligence. Their pro-

duction is not due to excessive heat or

any system of ear-pulling. A study must

be made of the subject, as with every

other course of life, and by its compre-

hension and application so will the re-

sults accrue.

Passing on to the next point, any

pulling or rubbing the ears during growth

not only does not increase its dimensions

but by injuring its delicate blood vessels

positively pro<luces the very opposite re-

sults. 1 say nothing about knots and

other abominations that appear in ears

90 treated, and although such usually are

apparent on long-eared rabbits, it is due

to the ignorant efforts to get them longer

than any extra length that has been

gained thereby —J. Jennings.

Vogel, L. Thorn, Los Angeles; W. H.

Svnie, Pasadena.
'The dates for the next exhibition is

fixed as December 9-12. The superin-

tendent of the show is to be Mr. W. U.

H. Jones, Pasadena.
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[CONTINimO FROM PAGE 235.]

The keeping of domestic pets removes

that feeling of cruelty and indifference

to the lower animals which is implanted

in many, and which, if allowed to grow

up, liecomes the ruin of those so un-

fortunate as to possess it. It is wonderful

how kind a feeling those who have reared I

and kept domestic pets have to all the
]

animal creation. The possession of pets
|

tones down all our roughness, and makes

us of a more lovable disposition, and far

more kindly in our ways than if we never

had experienced the pleasure of breeding

and keeping the=e pets. Wherever you

fiud a fancier you will find a man not

totally bad. There is always a warm

corner in his heart if you only take the

trouble to look for it.

These associations by fostering the

desire to breed improved stock increase

the food supplies of the people in the

enormous increase of eggs laid by the
j

prize strain of fowls, and also by supijly-

mg us with a far superior flavored flesh
j

in certain breeds of poultry, which is l)e-

coming more and more appreciated

daily. The keeping and breeding of any
|

kind of domestic pet is a very agreeable ,

change from our usual avocations, and

when such avocations have rendered us

tired in mind and body, and we feel

somewhat depressed, on having a look to

the wants of our charge we feel invigor-

ated and more in harmony with the

world than Viefore. and thus we dispel

that melancholy, the result of anxious
t : •^....cnotir.tifi Tluis the havniir

of some hobby gives pleasure to thou-

sands.

An African Owl.

Ashmont .

Hammond

American Kennel. Burges

Book of the Dog. Vero hhaw ...
Breeders' Kennel Rtcord and Ace t Book

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait. .••;•••,••;
Dogs. l>isea»es of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson

Dog Training, Principles of.

Doe Training vs. Breaking. -

Doe Training and Points of Jmlging ;
new

and enlarged edition. Hammond . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo

Dogs Their Management and Treatment

in Disease. By Ashinont . . .....
Knglishe Dogges. Kepnnl of 1576- • •

Kiivlish K C^ S. Book, Vol. I •

F ll sh K C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each

Eu| isK K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to Xlll each

Fox Terrier, I<ee, 14 portraits and lUustra-

Fox Terrier. Breeding and Hearing ;
col-

ored portrait. Dalziel. . . . . .

GloverTAlbum, Treatise on Canine Dis-

Ou?T'rize bogs.' By Charles H. Ma*^
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly /ooo

dogs with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables •••••••
Modern Training. Handling and Kennel

Management by B. Waters. . ... ...
Pedigree Record Book, Joo pages, filth gen-

eration ;;.;.,.'..
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date .•.•••..•.:,
Practical Kennel Guide. bUbles . . ...
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. MiUan J.'

St. Bernard, history, reanne, breeeding,

points, etc ; col'd portrait orplinlimraon.

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog.bv Idstone .• j ' '. ' ••.

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Ijiverack

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ... .

Typical Dogs; portraits from lile 01 31

prize dogs; in leather

Youatt on the Dog

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover

,- ,:..„ „'.,'H'rncr«. Bird* Binckston. Sways-

^"laiid and Wiener. 56 colored plates and

other illustrations ;•.••»,"
Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechsteui. New
Edition „• ' ' L' '

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby. .

t.oo

8.00

3.00

1.00

.Ho

2.00

•50

3.00

50
1.00

50
.75

3.00

•50

5.00

4-50
4-5°

i.»5

I 00

•50

10.00

300

2.50

2.50
.60

50
•75

1.00

1.25

2.50

1.25

1.25

5.00
2.50

2.75

.25

7.50
2.50

.50

•75

15.00

1.50
1.00

A monthly magazine o''."''"^".'"*"" ^"'*,^-
ingthe breeding, care iiiid t>-»'"'%°f

»{??i'^"
PiGFOss. The official journal of The Feaera-

tion'of American Homing Pigeon Fanciets. ft

per year, .\ddress

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GKRMANTOWN. PA.

AMERICAN KEXNEI. CI.UB.

Stud gooK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con_

tains the iudgcs' reports and certified prize lists

of he difterefit shows. Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each months entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BKST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY. PIGEONS.
UABltlTS, C AtiK-BlUl>>4, &i .

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest "rculatioii ofany pa^

ner of its class American breeders will find the

(>est English stock adverli.sed in its columns.

ANNUAL SIBSCRIPTIUN, •3.15, .

office: 139 & '40 Fleet St.. K. C, London.

Englaud.

Lob Anareles, Cal.

At the second annual meeting of the

Ivos Angeles County Poultry Association

twenty five members were present and

these officers were elected to serve the

ensuing year : President. James T. IJrown

;

Treasurer, C. T. Paul; Secretary. John

D Mercer; Vice-Pre-idents. William

Niles W. VV. Thurston, Charles Collins,

Henry Guvot, A. Stout, W. Nelson, Ed-

ward Medl'er, Los Angeles; K. C. Clapp,

S Tyler, Pasadena; C. H. Kellcy, Red-

lands; L. M. Grider, Downey; James

Fullerton. Orange; Executive Commit-

tee H W. Wilson, Frank Dowler, Otto

Mr. Henry Erdman. of this city, in re-

porting the visit of the Messrs. George

Ewald and H. E. Lackman, of Cincinnati

to his loft, says:

•Mr. P^wald took particular notice of a

small white African owl cock which

when I caught and showed unto him he

very quickly fell in love with, aud made

me an offer' which I accepted. I truly

proclaim him a- fine, well-bred bird, and

I will endevor to explain his properties.

His beak is short, thick and down faced,

but his upper mandible docs not hook

over the lower, a fault which is very

often found especially when the other

properties named above are present; our
j

American breeders don't look quite

enough to this point from whence the

bird derives its name.
His skull is spoiled through a bump at

the back of head, which makes it look

rather flat. This is a deformity. Yet,

he has a wide short head, making hini

look rather full. His beak wattle is

smooth, full and evenly divided, that is,

just the same on one side as tiie other,

and rises gradually from the point ol

beak towards its back, and is evenly

filled in all around, termed convex. His

gullet is full and deep. His frill is not

as full as the standard calls for and as is

very seldom found in any of the three

varieties, except the whiskered.

His size is small compared to the true

English variety, yet I have seen them

smaller than he is. His breast could

have been a trifle broader, although fair.

His neck is short and thick and well

proportioned. His wing butts are well

tucked in; his tail and flights short and

fit close upon the sides. His feathering

is tight and close. His legs are short,

which makes him low set; his thighs are

hardly visible. He is very compact and

neat in si- ape and his carriage is very

upright. His eyes are very full."

Mr. Erdman rather takes pride in the

honesty which will speak as frankly of a

bird's faults as of its good qualities.

Would there were more like him !

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow. Caridea and

others so colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts ^' ,••• •

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, loo pages. By Dr. I. . S. Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis W right

Pineon Standard (new) . .

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetroeter

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POULTRV.

8.00

2.00

1.50

• 5°
5.00
•50

KSTABMSHKT) 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons. Rabbits. Cats, Cavies an3 Cage Birds

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable »" af,''a"«;'

One year, post free, Vniled States and Canada,

*^Address Post-Office Ordersand communications

tolheFa«fi>"' Oar^//^, Liniited, M to S7 I'JiP^

rial Buildings, Liid«ate Circus, London, E. C.

F^nglaiid.

An EKg-J"arni. H. H. Stoddard ...
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plate»

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
Duck Culture. Rankin . . • 1

Poultry Book. W. B. Teeetmeier 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir ,.' n i'

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Poultry Yard. Miss WaUs . . . .
..

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. .

Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. K. Diehl.

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . ; • •

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philosophy of judging. By Babcock,

Felch S> Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper

RABBITS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus .

Rabbits for Ftxhibition. Pleasure and Mar-

ket. R l>. Edwards

MISCELLANKOrS.

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated*
Ferrets. By Sure Pop ••••,;.•
Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. .

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ;

il-

lustrated ,•••.• ;. V..' J
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals

•50

500
•30

.50

900
I ..so

..SO

2.00

.50

• J.S

I. .SO

1.00

1.00
5.00

I 50

1.2.S

2 00
.2.";

50

•50

1.50

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOR POULTRY.
UK) lb.

lUU
Bag va.oo

KM) 3.00
S.<M)
2.UO

Bone Mfnl. - - ler

(irauulaUHl Hone,

Scriipi*, - - -

CnU-Itt', -, - - -

OuMlied Flint, -

Cru«liw> oyster
^^^^ ,^ ^^

Setd'Ior**onr New Price List and Samples. All

!!rders shipped proinply by freight on receipt of

^""^^
C. II. DEMinVOLF & (<).,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.
42-93

JOSEPH GAVIN,
8 Province Court, Boston, Mass.,

BREKDKR OF

flT THE ^ailONSL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WB WON

BfiHTY RFGl'I.AR prizes and the GOLD
SPFCIAI S a id CUPS. The GRANDEST
RV^:ORD eve won by ANY BREEDER at

a NATIONAL SHOW. >N»»AN GAMF.
vrc.<. «io ner \v. $» per 30. RED CAIS.

ANDAI lis ANS and
'^ WHITE WYAN-

toTTES, $3 per .3; %S P" ^- ^''^ '"^ ^'''"-

logue. _ __ . ^^s.
C. A. SHARP i CO.,

5062 LOCKPORT. N. Y.

PIGEON NEWS.
Sub»crit>e for Thf American Columharian, Buf-

falo N Y It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper in

America devoted exclusively to high class, fancy

and homing pigeon*. Only fifty cents a year.

(all colors).

Although I have not shown any for two years

myself my birds previously took ist and 2d in

each color ever>'where I exhibited.

Birds sold to other fanciers by me have won

more priresthan all other stockscoinbined.which

is sufficient guarantee that I not only breed a

large number of prize winners, but I SELL

THKM TO OTHERS. Stamp for reply.

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL PIGEONS.
*"***"

No other Variety.

$10.00 a piir

and up.

Quality not excelled.

Pttilsfaotion guaran-

teed.

H.C. NORTON,
Germantown,?*.

*
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INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

RABBITS.

-i-LOPS-i-»

DOGS.

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout

the United States and Canada, and Europe. It

has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-

ing the past eight years and is the most success-

ful machine before the public to-day.

James Rankin,
50^3 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

> I I . . . ^^

MY ENTIRE STOCK OK { <
. /

Lop-Eared Rabbits

For sale, consisting of four bucks and fifteen

docs. They measure from 19 to 21 inches earage.

ten of them going 20 and over ; only two as little

as 19. I never could buy or hear of any native

bred lops at all equal to them. Am about to sell

my home and will have no place to keep them.
Would sell them at once in one lot at a very low
price for the quality.

THOMAS W. WESTON,
58-it 81 Scovill Ave., Cleveland, O.

DOGS.

Adiiertisemenls without display instrled under
thts heading/or i cents per wordfor each insertion

Advertisements without display inserUd under

this heading/or i cents per word/or each inurtum.

Terriers.

IRISH TERRIERS by Roslyn Dennis—Breda
Tiney and Roslyu Eileen. Address Chest,

nut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. tf

Torksblres.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 cenUper word for each inurtum.

HomlUK Plflreons.

$15
WILL BUY a handsome Yorkshire ter-

rier dog pup, 6 months old. 3801 Wal-
lace street. West Philadelphia. 58-it

Varloas.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 3>7 i»th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

' homing pigons. Prices for youngsters •
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Readv, 450 miles; Uucas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, yio

miles. All stock first-class.

Jacobins.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs,
Apply to W. Wadepply t

n, Pa.

The perfect farm dog.
or Charles Rosscr, Hul-

Black and Tan Toy Terriers.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the

1890 show, New York City,

for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-

est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETKIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

TlO f:xhibitors and bref;ders.-a
pair of black and tan toy terriers, winners;
giving up breed; $80. W. Ahier, 19 Simon
Place, St. Heliers, Jersey, England. 57 58

Bloodhounds.

TW. TUGOLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

Owla.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.
50-75

FOR SALE—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Wincheli,

Fair Haven, Conn. 56-60

Bulldogs.

ANTF:D.- Bull terrier or bulldog pup of

good pedigree. Eka, Box 157 Flatbush.

N, Y. 5Sw

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pul)-

tishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhUadel-
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-

rectness, and printed in an attractive form,

at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50

cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

OYAL MANGE cure guaranteed, by mail,

$1.00. Local agents wanted. W. L. John-
son, Evansville, Ind. 57-58

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

B
IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N, J.
50-75

Ponters.

W

A CHICKEN
NEEDS CAtlEFUL ATTENTION . AND IF SICK. CAN BECURED
ol PIP. CHOLERA. CANKER. BrtONCHITIS. CATARRH,

SCALY LEGS. SORE FEET. GAPES, the various forms

OF ROUR
and the othnr Ills to which FOWLS and FANCY BIRDS

lisblc "'JiCKLY 2!*d >>!th «liaM RiMnsa. BY USINu

a scientific and practical compound which has ptown

to bo the only positive remedy ever ottered to poultrjmen.

If your druggist does not have it. send us 3

rafS^S'Postal Note. P. 0. or Express Money Order
"^"^

for 50 Cents, and get a bottle by mail prepaid.

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY.
173 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK

COR. CORTLAND.

W
Cocker 8panlels.

ANTED.—A thoroughly broken black
cocker spaniel (made) of gotxl pedigree and
not over two years old. Must be guaran-
teed as to field work. Write naming lowest

cash price, to avoid dickering, to William
Ledyard, Box 616, Bath, Me. B ,58-59

R

C. WEBER, Mahwah, N. J., will sell his

entire stud of imported high class Scotch
• pouters at very low figures to any one
purchasing the whole lot. There are alxmt
25 birds of all colors. """ •;-—--- —
application.

Full particulars am
5860

Satlnettes.

POULTRY.

Collies.

Advertisements without display insert'd under
this heading/or 2 cenlsper wordJor each insertion.

Brooders.

O

tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as

follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-

lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of

Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of

Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylai-s, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney 'Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out ot Metchley surprise. Aduress
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

MIscollaneons.

Tlioroiiglilirefl Liye Stoci Exchange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Given.

Horses, Cattle and Docs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICF:, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. DHL, Proprietor.

Bdward S. Schtnid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

FOR SALE—The l»eautiful pointer bitch

White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very

fast will take to the briars with any set-

ter- has had but one litter and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent

mother. Will be sold at a reasonable

price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. i8th

St., Philadelphia, Pa. c

THOROUGHBRED POINTER PUPPIES.

Bench show and field qualities combined.

B\ Pommery Sec. (Graphic—Lady Vinnie)

winner of 16 firsts and special prircs,

out of Larnock Elsa (Bang Bang— Rose)

winner 2d, Columbus, 1889. Whelped Feb.

26, 1890. Prices reasonable. Address Wm.
H. Hyland, North Tarrytown, N. Y. 58

Pnss.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,

description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Brown Red Games.

BIRDS of the above variety lor sale at all times.

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.
50-75

Swallows.

I A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Baltl-

r more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
• colors, with and without white bars plain

•nip and full head. He is a true fancier,

keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-

proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can t>e found.

Tomblers.

ONE TRIO to score over 92)^ or no sale.

Price 1 15. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa.
50-tf

ExohanKe.

WILL EXCHANGE WHITE MINORCAS
for Pekin Bantams or light Brahmas. J.

C. Singles, Strickersville, Chester Co., Pa.

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-

ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. JO-T*

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,

Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Tnrblts.

FOR SALE.—Nice lot of turbits in solid col-

ors. P. Powell, Cimon Heights, Pa. 58.59

Varlons.

FINE YOUNG BITCHES and pups at reason-

able prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-

caster, Mass. 58-tf

SMALL Pt'G BITCH, bred to prize-winner;

also F;nglish greyhound bitch, cheap. B.,

care 62 Cortlandt street, New York. 58-it

Setters.

AGRAND lot of Gordon setters for sale, cheap.

Address Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadel

phia, Pa. '

CHOICE IRISH SETTER PUPPIES for sale

bv H. R. Gebhardl, Miamisburg, Ohio.
'

58-59

FOR SALE.-Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third. Setter Derby Central held

trials. 1889. Address H.Clay Glover, uoj

Mlnoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-

cular containing list of cups and prizes

won; also catalogue of other leading varie-

ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.

Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

Pea Fowls.

, EO. E. STEVENSON, Clark's Green Lacka-
r wanna County, Pa., sells Pea Fowls at J6
^ per pair. 58-»t

\Vhlte Leghorns.

ALL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's

Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

JB FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-

more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobint,
• swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only

the best slock kept. A few birds of each

variety for sale. 5*

PRINTING estimatcsgiven for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-

phia. Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutau Street,

Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy

pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for

what you want. Reasonable prices. Sat-

isfaction guaranteed. 56-68

ANTF:d—Catalogue of fancy pigeons. Ad-

dress Ira D. Latshaw, Box 52, Royersford,

Montgomery Co., Pa. s-54-59W
SnsUsh Pheasant KgKS.

Broadway, New York City.

St. Bernards.

55-t

CHOICE highly-bred pups on sale,

set Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.
Chequas-

58-lf

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band ''egis-

tered, each 2WC. OjK-n b.inds for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

.SE.\n FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 295,

PHILADKLPHIA, PA.

POINTER rUPPIES.
Book your orders now for puppies by Beaufort

H, sireof the winner of the Pointer Club Pro-
duce Stake for 1890.

GEO. W. LOVELL,
56-59 Middlel>oro, Mass.

FOR SALE —Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch.

Princess Mona (13.345); rich orange, correct

white markings and black shadings; took

honors at New York, 1890, only time shown;
price, $75. Also stud dog Marquis of Staf-

ford (1 1,«66). sire to slwve bitch; 2<1, Phila-

delphia, iShig; 3d, Baltimore, 1890; price $250.

Both dogs are in perfect health and condi

lion and are sold for no fault. FairhiU

Kennels. 2848 North Eleventh Street, Phila

delphia. Pa. a-57-58

FOR SALE —St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
stone Kennels, 1220 Carson Street, Pitts-

burg, Pa. 57-64

MENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phce-

nixville. Pa. 53^4

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes sUnd at the head. The lead-

ing strains of America. Winners of the

grand special for largest and best display;

best male and l)e!.t female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.

Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50<»

AM NOW Uking orders for F:ngli8h pheas-

ant eggs, irper dozen. Birds for sale. N.

L. RcKkwe^l. Sanford SUtion, Conn. 57-"

Varlons.

Terriers.

FOR SALE,
months old -
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

A fine Irish terrier pup. seven
Address Chestnut Hill Ken-

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-

plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING, estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks
and white crested white Polish banUms.
Menthon Kennels, Phoenixville, Pa. 5364W

Guinea Pigs.

GUINEA PIGS of the finest quality, ..

prize winning stock, for sale at $2 a Mir.

John Palmer, Jr., 34 Broadway, Cambridge,

Mass. a -57-60

Dnoks.

ROWLAND, Woodbridge, N. J., won first

on Pekin duck at the late Yew York show;

21 pounds per pair. 55^-7-64

German Hare.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 2 cenlsper wordfor each insertion

Blondlnettes.

BiIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all

limes. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.

J.
50-75

Homlns Ploeons.

FOR SALE.—My lofl of forty homing pigeons,

bred from some of the l>esl birds in this

country Some with Federation bands.

Address L S. Clark, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Penna. 5»-t«

FR SALE, CHEAP—A fine lot of German
hare. Also eggs from m\ high-scoring

barred plymoulTi Rocks. $2 per 13; »5 per

65 Send for hare catologue. Charles P.

56-59 Myers, Doylestown, Bucks County, Pa.

Artists and Engravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3*

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, I-abels, Tags, etc. TheFanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-

phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber H.

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the

best animal photographers in America

whereby we are able to make special term*

for our subscribers who want photographs

of their dofS. The Fsncjers'^ Pubnshmg
Co., 3a Sosth Third St., PhlUdelphia, Pa.

w,
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WILUIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C. red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....
MUKIAL,. blue checker hen

• MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker heu

MICHELSON, blue checker hen .

LOTTIE, blue checker heu

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, reil checker heu J gS

Orders for youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Pish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR IIATCHIXG.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

25-76

THE

SPORTSMEIV'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND KKPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEniCl.\l-.S.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

•\pBIRD
TbetlrcBt.Serrftof

(beBartx MountAin.Oe'''
will rentorc the song of
Tent their allmnnts and
oondltlnn. Itmakeaoanarl
•haddlna feather*. Sent
\\e. Soldbr all dnuKtaU.
Bird Food Co.. ttON. Sd

MANNA
the Oananr Breedan of
many. Binl IfaoDa
Cage Birds, will pre-
keep them In good

#hlle
Iptol

Dlrectloni me,

e* Ring, even
"0

hlle
mallon receipt of

St., Fhlla., Pa.

JLIST Out. . . . . ._^.

PRICE 50C.
ir**ifc«***«***.»

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ArH)rTKI> BV TIIK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CoNTAIMNr, A COMI'I.KTK UKSCRll'l ION OK THK
RKCWiN'IZKIl VaRIHTIKS OK PlUKONS.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sriil prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTED ENGLISH PIGEONS.

I am closing out the following high-class
Innported Birds at S4 per bird, $8 per pair:

Wll H«»UT A SI.VdLK EXCEITION

THE LARdEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

ONE CARRIER HEN,

ONE COCK POUTER,

ONE BLUE HEN NUN,

ONE BLUE HEN TURBIT,

TWO HEN ARCHANGELS,
ONE BLUE HEN FANTAIL, •

THREE YELLOW HEN TURBITS,

THREE PAIRS OWLS,

TWO PAIRS HOMERS.
TWO PAIRS POUTERS,

ONE PAIR BLACK MAGPIES,

ONE PAIR YELLOW MAGPIES,

TWO PAIRS BLACK BALDPATES,

ONE RUSSIAN HEN TRU.MPETER.

The above birds are young, vigorous, high class birds imported one year ago and were
(•elected from the best English lofis. Many of them arc winners and all are high-class speci-
mens costing in England from |i2 to $50 per pair. Am giving up the fancy and wish to close
these out. The price, (4 a head, but little more than represents cost of importing. Also, will
sell feed and water pans, show cages, wire netting, etc.

WILLIAM A. BRUETTE,
BULLED-BRUETTE KENNEL,

57-58 JEFFERSON. WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion, Non-Poisonous, cures mange and all skin diseases; also cholera and
roup. Kills fleas and lice, and is the cheapest and most powerful disinfectant known.

New Jersey Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., May 27, 1888.—Marshall Robbins.—/>ea»- Sir.—

I

have tried Pasteur Pine Lotion and found that it is the very best Mange cure that I have ever used.
I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J. Peshall, President.

Pamrapo, N. J., Jan. 6, 1S90.

Mr. M. Robbins.

—

Dear Sir:—I have used your Pine Lotion in and about my henneries for disin-
fecting and killing lice and it is unexcelled. I consider it invaluable and recommend it to all poul-
try raisers as a cure for Cholera and Roup. I should have killed several valuable fowls that were
suffering from the disease had it not been for the Lotion. I put a small quantity into a small pail
of water, allowing them to drink nothing else until cured. Respectfully, J. C. Avery.

Graduate N. Y. College of Veterinary Surgeons, late House Surgeon of the Williamsburg Vet-
erinary Hospital

; 343 Pleasant Avenue, New York, August 21, 18S8.—Mr. Robbins.—/>a»- Sir:—
Your Pine Lotion Is the best article for healing sores on animals and for disinfecting stables I have
ever used. It is also very cheap, and as a first-class Antiseptic Dressing in any case of Ulceration
Sores. I would pay any price rather than be without it. The article should be in every stable. Re-
spectfully, Dr. Chas. Schlossek. Veterinary Surgeon.

We can refer to thousands who are using The Pasteur Pine Lotion. If you cannot get it in
your locality send to MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager, Reliable Manufacturing Co., 70 East 13th
Street, New York City. 47-59

SmWBEEE & CLOMEB

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHIIiADEIiPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

.189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

MO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents icr \khich ter.d "Tie

Fanciers' Journal" for One fear.

NAME —„„,,..._ t i._.

ADDRESS '.

:

" 0lk^ ONLY ONE

rl^
gUALITY

Ifflk
—OF—

JH^ BREEDING

wKSSSi STOCK

WtjffSnav and that the

^Kv
BEST

Money can

^QRI^ ^ Secure.

Uj IHLo.

56-fio

MYRON WOOSTERS Poul-
try In front rank, taking first

preniiiitii in lote New York
show : score. 96. Rose and
single coinl) White '.eghorns,
Plymouth Rocks. White Dork-
ing. White Minorcas. Rouen
and Pekiii Ducks. R. C. B
^nntams. Jacobin Pigeons.
Stock and eggs for sale, $2

for n.
M. W008TKK,
HOMER, N Y., Box g

(^l^icRen j^lests

y^ORM
|i by mail.

POWDER
FOR DOGS.

MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

UAME BANTAMS.

Maile of wire, cheap, strong and
durable, are in great demand. . .

POULTRY 4 PIGEON CAGES.

DOG CAGES TO EXHIBIT STOCK IN

WIRE WINDOW GUARDS and all kinds of
wire work for chicken houses and other pur-
poses. Write for prices. W. B. ALLISON,

46-58 MotJNDSViLLE. West Va.

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, |i PER
bushel. JNO. Mercer, Leanian Place, Pa.

PIGS.
Chesters, Berkshircs, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagles.Collies.Setters. W.GIB-

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md. ' BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-matea birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-^.S

Spratts Patent

Dog Cakes,
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

ffBeware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRAITS
X

PATENT.
SPKCIAI.TIKS FOR PUPJ'IES AND LADIES'

I'HTS.

DOG SOAP, Certain dtalh to flens. and

MEDICINES '»' all canine di.seases.

COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINC,"
(Po.st free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars Iroiu

m'llATI'S I'ATENT (America), LIMIT' 11.

239-245 East .s6th St., New York City. 4469

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

24-75

BLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

VOL.. 4, NO. 18.1
WHOLK NO., 60.;

PHILADELPHIA, MAY 3, 1890.
PER ANNITM, ta-SO.
SLNOLE COPY, 5o.

ENGLISH MASTIFF CHAMPION BEAUFORT.
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FIELD TRIALS. FIELD TRIALS.

SECOND ANNUAL DERBY
-OK THE-

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
r $400 to 1st.

POINTER DERBY \ 200 to ad.
(, 100 to 3d.

f $400 to 1st
SETTER DERBY \ 200 to '2d

(. 100 to 3d

DERBY WINNER—f400 ADDITIONAL..

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 15, 1890.

58^9-60 C. H. ODELL, Sec'y, Mills Building, New York.

BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

CINCINNATI KENNEL CLUB.

FOURTH ANNUAL DOG SHOW.
MUSIC HALL BUILDING, CINCINNATI, 0.

JUNE 3, 4, 5 AND 6, 1890.

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MAY 20.
FOR PREMIUM LISTS, ETC.. APPLY TO

GEORGE H. HILL, SUPT..
596o-6t NO. 6 FAST FOURTH ST.. CINCINNATI. O.

IN THE STUD. ^
Advfttiifments insettfd HHtUr this hfoding at the

folloun'Hg ralfS: One inch, single insertion . $ijo;

JS.4o/or the month; S15 Jor three ntonths; tl&for
tijr mmiths. anif ffo /hr the vear.

IN THE STUD.

DICK

sWIVELER

Advertisements inserted under this heading at
the foltouiing rates: One inch, single insertion,

St-SO; Ss 40 for the month; t'S for thre£ months;
SiS for six months, and $$0 for theyear.

SETTERS & POINTERS

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

S1.S0: Xs-/" yo'' '*""<"•'*• S'5 /"' /*'« months;
Us for six months, and tso for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

IRISH SETTER
(8410.)

WmHER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

HEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For Unns,

extended pedigree and full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago, III.

50-101

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE. $25-

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE. $25-

B. F. LEWIS. Box 13,

y^jfi
MeHon P. O.. Pa.

y
ORKSHIRE IOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English iinrt American priie

wniner Described in show reports ns "best

Yorkshire in America.' Two pholofrrnphs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
fre«. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
30-75 I Exchange Block. Bangor. Me.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. OXallaghan,
England, by H'risco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1X88, and on the f)ench has won. first,

Philadelphia: first. Troy; first. Albany; first.

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Alli.ster—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Out., 1889. and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee. $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee. $25.

CARLTON PERO
Bv Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at Loudon, Ont.. when out of conaition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee. $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game bv Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee. 125.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will l)e kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not pruving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Wkiss,

43-9* Freemansbitko, Pa.

PINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.

At Stud and for Sale.

COLLIES.
AT STUD

:

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50

Maney Trefoil $50

The Squire $50
Roslyn Wilkes $25

Charleroi II $30

Scotilla II $15

FOR SALE:

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp) and a
grand lot of joung pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.
AT stud:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

^AA A^kJ AA^V^A AAA A.^ A^ Ak A^ Al A^ A>* A.^ »> i

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadtrlphia

)01NTERS IN THE STUD.

Westmmster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $50.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt.,

47-tf Babylon, L I, N. Y,

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rales: One inch, single inseiliont

f'-SO: SS-fo for thf month; tlS f" three months;
tiS for s,.v months, and S50 for the year.

ENGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Glad.stone's Buy and
Dan Glad.stone. Breeze is a fielil trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.

'OX Terrilers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

IJiLLsitiE Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

Tlioronglilireil Live Stoci Eichange.

All Vfti/^a rtf f >t/\»-*-,i»<»M-»r*»H li\-.» «lrw^V Koillrllt

and sold on commission only. A sptcially made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken: mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock 1mi>ohteo. Information Given.

Horses. Cattle and Docs

Boarded and cared for. Kepreseiitatioii guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fun Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE. 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake, East-
em Field Trials of 1888. beating such noted dogs
as Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from
life by Schreiber & Sous.

P. G. TAYLOR,

Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran again.st English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M..

Simonides and Dad Wilsim, Jr ) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches. $25. Field trial

winnersand the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW.

54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia. Pa.

50^3

658 North 18th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have prove t him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the .sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stud fee 175.

J. WINCHELL,
5i-io6 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

pOINTER IN STUD,

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials. 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798
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Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the Eng-

lish Mastiff Champion Beauford. No
dog better deserves the title of champion

than this one, who is the winner of many
first prizes, and has never been beaten.

Having won the O. E. M. Challenge Cup

six times, he is barred from further com-

petition for it. He is also the holder of

the A. M. C. Challenge Cup.

This grand dog was whelped July 29,

1S84, and was bred by Dr. J. S. Turner.

His great value lies in his wonderful suc-

cess as a stud dog. A glance over the

English show catalogues for the last three

or four years will show a surprising num-

ber of winners that are sired by him.

Beauford is a fawn dog with black

points. He is by Beau out of The Lady

Isabel, by Crown Prince out of The Lady

Rowena, by Rajah out of Nigress; Crown

Prince by Young Prince out of Merlin ;

Beau by Prince out of Belle, by Big

Ben out of Juno ; Prince by Rajah out

of Queen.

We have given the pedigree above as it

appears in the Stud-Book, but do not

think any well-informed man believes

that Young Prince was the sire of Crown

Prince. It is now generally conceded

that this honor belongs to The Emperor,

was by The Shah, out of Countess.

about holding a show in the near future.
|
"Mr. Belmont's pair, Blemton Rubicon

It was finally decided to postpone theshow ' and Blemton Racket,both sons of Rachel

until next spring. No definite time was (by Regent and Lucifer respectively),

set but it will probably be in March and these are much alike, both well-built,

during the week directly preceding ilie nicely-bodied terriers, but neither of

Chicago show.
*

• *

them nice in head, where they are short

and wrong in shape of skull."

Among other important business, the

name of the association was changed to

the Cleveland Kennel Club. The officers

«
• *

The New York Pasteur Institute was

opened on February iS, and from that

of the past year were re-elected with the I date to March 31 thirty people applied

exception of Thomas Axworthy and 1 for relief. Of these nine were treated,

Major J. M.Taylor. H. A. Bishop was and are ai present in good health. In

elected vice president and A. Smithnight three cases hydrophobia was assumed to

director to fill these vacancies. C. H.

Munhall was elected delegate to the A.

K. C. Seven new members were ad-

mitted to the club.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY 3, '890.
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THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

From our American exchanges, states

the Stock-Keeper, we gather that un-

pleasantness has arisen around the action

of the German judge who went all the

way from Europe to officiate at one of

their shows. We must say that our

Trans-Alantic cousins do not hitherto ap-

pear to have had much luck with their

judicial importations, whether from the

Contineut or this country.

*
• *

We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The F.\NCiKRS'

Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

• READERS OF ThE FaNC I ERS' JOURNAL
CORRESPONDING OR VISITING WITH AD-

VERTISERS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY

MENTIONING The Journal.

FIXTURES.

Dogr Shows.
May 6 to 9.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club.at Los Angeles,
Cal. E. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries close

May I.

June 3-6.—Cincinnati Kennel Club, at Cincin-
nati. Ohio, George H. Hill, superintendent.

Sept. 2-5.-Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.-Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-18.—International Dog Show of the

Dominion of Canada Kennel Cluh, in connection
with the Industrial F^xhibition at Toronto, Can-
ada. H. J. Hill, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 17—Twelfth annual field trials of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.
Dec. I—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N, C, C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

181)1.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-
citic Kennel Club, at Bakersficld, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.

Hct). 2—Third annual field trials of the South-
ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

G. N. M., Baltimore, Md.—Theo and Wat-
kins both made the journey from 526 miles, re-

turning next morning.

W. W. W., New ORLEANS, La—Your loft is

probably too dry. It frequently happens so in

the South and West. The most effectual remedy
reported to us is to cover the 6oor several inches
deep with sawilust and wet this down. Some-
times a daily washing out will answer.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Chestnut Hill Kennels' collie bitch

Roslyn Torfrida arrived on Monday from

England. She is in whelp to Christo-

pher.
»

» *

A well-known English fancier writes

Mr. P. H. Coombs :
" What a nice kennel

paper you have in Fanciers' Journal,

among the best published anywhere."

*
• •

We are sorry to learn that Mr. L. W.
White, whose entertaining letters on field

trial training have l)een quite an interest-

ing feature of The Journal, has been

quite ill. His friends will be pleased to

learn he is now on the mend and will
]

shortly continue his communications.
I

« *
j

Mr. White writes : "Consolation has
j

just died. He was without exception the

best dog I ever handled. I never expect

to get a better, and if I get as good again

I will be lucky. I have one bitch by him

living, presented to me by Col. O'Dell

some time ago."

« #

A dealer in this city recently shipped

to Huntsville, Ala., six Ulmersor Great

Danes. They are to Ije used as guard

dogs at a convict camp near that city.

» *

There is a very interesting article on

another page entitled "The Tongue of

the Hound." The writer however makes

some statements to which we take excep-

tion. His statement that the English

hounds alone have musical voices we lie-

lieve to be wrong. The I'rench Griffon

has a tongue quite as clear and bell-like

as a foxhound. He also states that the

Basset has the sharp bark of an ordinary

dog. The Bassets that we have hunted

after, descendants of old Champion Ne-

mours, had voices sweeter and more mu-

sical than any beagle we ever heard.

*
• •

The Cleveland Bench Show Associa-

tion held a meeting last week to decide

Mr. Irwin, late of the Referee, is to

have charge of Mr. A. H. Moore's ken-

nels, located on his stock farm at Col-

mar, Montgomery County, Pa.

»
• •

Mr. Ferris Thompson, of New York,

has bought Mr. F. Redmond's celebrated

smooth fox terrier Director, winner of

many prizes in England, and we hope
t.» —.11 ..n.^ + ^*.,«o \y%a a«if*tf«»ttfifiil r»arA#>r nn

this side.
*

• «

Mr. Herbert S. Bevan, Lamar, Miss.,

has purchased the setter bitch Nancy

Sykes, an exceptionally well-bred one,

she being by Count Rapier, the sire of

Bob Gates, and out of Twin Maud, the

dam of Roderigo and Jean Val Jean.

•
• •

A meeting of the Kansas City Kennel

Club was to be held on May i, and we

suppose at the meeting, if convened, it

was decided whether or not a show would

be held in that city this Fall.

•
• «

Probably a western fall circuit of dog

shows this year will be about as follows:

Detroit, St. Paul, St. Louis, Omaha,

j
Denver and Kansas City.

«
» *

111 the .Stock-Keeper just at hand we

have the rei>ort of the late Kennel Club's

show. That part relating to Mr. Bel-

mont's fox terriers we quote as follows:

"In the smooths, Mr. Redmond, if some-

what slow in his judging, was certainly

extremely careful, and his decisions

seemed to be well received. In chal-

lenge dogs. Result, although entered in

the catalogue was absent, and Dusky

Trap, Huntou Prince and Regent, the

three present, were placed in the order

named. The winner looked fairly well;

in head and expression he wins easily,

and is good in outline and coat, but in

legs, and particularly feet, he is decid-

edly inferior to Hunton Prince, who

must, on the whole, have pressed him

pretty closely; Regent shows age. In

challenge bitches Vesuvienne won,

rightly beating Rachel, who has gone a

bit wide in front, though we question

whether at her l)cst she would ever have

l)eaten the winner."
«

« •

In the open class for dogs Mr. Bel-

mont's two other entries which both re-

ceived H. C. are criticised as follows:

exist from the results of inoculation from

other aiiitnals with the spinal cord of the

rabid dogs. Four of the patients were

from New York City, three from Long
Island, and one each from Maryland and

Arkansas.
*

• *

The Bulletin Medical, March 26, 1890,

reports that in the year 1889 there were

treated at the Pasteur Institute 236 per-

sons from the Department of the Seine

(Paris) alone, supposed to have been

bitten by rabid dogs. Of these persons

three died after treatment. During the

same periotl three other persons died of

hydrophobia in Paris.

*
• *

Mr. Percy C. Ohl informs us that Mr.

Henry Hulman, Jr. , Terre Haute, Ind.,

has purchased the celebrated field trial

dog Gath's Mark at a cost exceeding |8oo.

This dog was offered some months ago

for |16oo, since which time his produce

are doing so finely, and his services are

in such demand that he is claimed to be

a cheap dog at the price he was sold for.

• *

Mr. Ohl also reports the sale of Mr. C.

Fred Crawford's English setter bitch

Blue Nell to a gentleman in Providence,

R. I. Mr. Crawford imported Blue Nell,

paying I500 for her. She won first at the

Carlisle, England, show when the Stock-

Keeper called her "an exquisite bitch of

the highest quality, with a lovely head,

grandly-placed ears, the best of legs and

feet, aud a sweet mover, with a style sec-

ond to none." The bitch has won two

firsts in this country, the only times

shown.
» «

Mr. C. C. Hunt, of Palmyra, N. Y.,who

has been on an extensive shooting tour

through Alabama and Florida for the

past four months,stopped in our office on

his way home, greatly tanned and look-

ing hearty as a buck. He expects to re-

turn again in about two weeks.

*
« «

We notice that Mr. W. H. Weiss, East

End Kennels, Bethlehem, has purchased

the Irish setter bitch Leigh Doane III

from Mr. Wm. H. Child, Philadelphia.

She should strengthen his already strong

kennel of Irish setters, being the winner

of third in the Philadelphia Kennel Club

Field Trial Derby, 1887.

•
« •

Ben Lewis dropped in to see us yester-

day. He says he takes a string of dogs

to the Cincinnati show.

.%
Mr. R. H. Alliert, Hoboken, N. J., has

purchased the English setter Belthus,

sire of Rockingham.

• •

We understand that another member of

the Philadelphia Kennel Club has pur-

chased a field trial winner. Will give

the particulars next week.

It is reported that the Siberian wolf-

hound Rival, who was injured some time

ago, will never recover.
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GOTHAM GOSSIP.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from tkie Doggy World.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Jocrnai..

Last week you omitted to make allu-

siou to Meersbrook Maiden's trip across

the pond, which by this time has become

pretty well circulated. She sailed last

Saturday on the Catalonia from Boston

in charge of Mr. Thomas, the manager

of Mr. Syraond's well-known kennel of

Yorkshires, he (Mr. Thomas) having a

commission to buy a couple of white

English terriers for his chief, as well as

some more Yorkshires.

Maiden's history is unique and one not

likely to be forgotten in the annals of

dogdom. Prior to being injported here

she won no less than twenty firsts m
England, defeating the well-known win-

ners. Champion Pearl, Champion Prince

George, Champion Kenwood Queen and

many other celebrities, yet on her ar-

rival here she was considered so moder-

ate that another bitch who accompanied

her was assigned the role of Meersbrook

Maiden, the real one being only deemed

fit to be entitled a second rater.

It will also be remembered that the

presumed champion, who in reality was

somebody else, developed or was sup-

posed to develop a white chest, which I

have good reason to believe she always

had, even when she was given into the

hands of Dr. Foote's commissioner, and
^.^•.o.<iA*.ot^io cscitement arose therefrotn

both here and in England, and not until

the two bitches had been examined by

Messrs. Gresham and Mayhew was it

thought possible the two had been

changed about, but such was the case,

though the owner and those who had

compromised themselves would have

none of it, until a few mouths afterwards

Dr. Foote received positive identification

of the two, which put beyond doubt the

blunder which had been committed.

I re-open this (to put it mildly) ex-

posure, because I notice how careful

other contemporaries ha%e been in avoid-

ing it, and no matter whether they

burned their fingers or not, it is in my
opinion too good an expose to be miased,

whenever opportunity offers. However,

all's well that ends well, and now the

real Meersbrook Maiden reigns supreme

in this country and is acknowledged by

those who only a year ago ridiculed her

pretensions. Perhaps this is the last

time I may have to make allusion to a

subject which does not stand in a credit-

able light to some of our canine mag-

nates.

Maiden not only returns to England

for the purpose of "downing" its present

champions, but also to consummate the

nuptial ties which her owner has arranged

through Mr. George Raper, and I have

reason to believe her intended will reveal

himself in Champion Prince George, the

best black and tan of his day, and a

worthy mate for so beauteous a maiden,

who, by the bye, must assume a fresh

name after this.

As I previously remarked, Mr. Sy-

monds has determined to procure two

white English terriers, a piece of news

which is very pleasing, if somewhat stale,

for it is about time these really beautiful

dogs should receive recognition on this

side, as they are as game as a pebble, and

as elegant as—Mr. Winslow, which, in

my opinion, is saying a good deal. If

only two good ones come over here I

think the success of the breed will be

assured. But for goodness sake. Mr.

Symonds, how many Yorkshires c/o you

want ? I hear already that the brush and

comb manufacturers are running out of

stock.

I am sorry to see Rachel and her two

sons did so badly at the E. K. C. Show,

though knowing the judge's pet "fad," it

is quite comprehensible ; in fact though

pluck}' and very sportsmanlike on their

owner's part, it was bad policy to show

Rachel and Rubicon under Mr. Red-

mond, who musi have, I may say, "ultra

fronts." Knowing both Rachel and Ve-

suvienue and allowing for improvement

in the latter, I cannot reconcile myself to

the fact that the winner beats her older

rival, whose merits I will always cham-

pion, and only in coat and front can it

be where the white bitch scores, and un-

less George Raper tells me to the con-

trary, I shall consider it so. Most of the

English papers say Rachel's gone in

front. This has been written of her ever

since her first appearance, the monotony

of which has certainly had a rest for a

year or two, but I was in hopes the old

crustated chestnut concerning her defeat

would not be revived.

Of Rubicon I think the "critiques"

take very little notice, giving him

no credit for his "finish" and general

"class," and I am sorry to hear he is al-

ready on his way home, so that there is

no rbanreof his redeeming what I feel

is a somewhat false impression. Nat-

urally with his front it could not be ex-

pected he could do anything under Mr.

Redmond, but I confess I thought Racket

would be more successful under this

gentleman, and whatever has been said

to the contrary, I still think him like

Hunton Prince, except of course in

markings. Dusky Trap was fortunate in

not having to meet Result in the chal-

lenge class, and probably it stuck to him

when he defeated Hunton Prince; at

least such are my sentiments, as well as

those contained in a private letter from

the other side, which, by the bye, speaks

in very discourteous teriiis of both Ru-

bicon and Racket. Though the former

is now on his way back, I do hope before

Rachel returns she will have another op-

portunity granted her of meeting Vesu-

vienne, and then under a man not quite

so stuck on front; this without intending

anything irreverent to Mr. Redmond.

I hear Toledo will not be able to give

a show this fall, owing to the fair falling

through. This continuous withdrawal

of bench shows is not only becoming

monotonous, but if a proportionate de-

cline goes on much longer owners will

be considering themselves lucky if they

get the pleasure of a show a year. Tlien

whatever will happen to Little Boy and

Beaumont and the many others who are

anxious to throw down the gauntlet at

every opportunity ?

Buffalos are said to be almost extinct,

and if many nmrc sad incidents are to

be recorded in liull dogs, that breed also

will have to rank amongst "acquisitions

of the past." Dimple succumbed before

her arrival at the Buffalo show, and poor

little Naiad, who won first through this

sad misadventure, could not survive the

return journey. I hear Frank Dole took

her out of her box at Albany in an insen-

sible condition, from which the poor lit-

tle thing never recovered; and when one

includes the bull terrier bitch Millstream

d)'ing from the same cause, one fci-ls too

sad to write any further on the subject.

A more pleasanter task is having a

"go" at W. \V., of Hulton, Pa., who I

see "effuses" in the Stock-Keeper on

Russian wolf-hounds. I would not be

quite so venturesome, perhaps, was not

my identity so thoroughly concealed

under a nom de plume. He advocates

this breed being built .on the lines of a

long-backed greyhound. (ireat Scot,

\ BENCH SHOW FOR DETROIT.

The Mlc'hljjjin Kenuel Club to Glre

One In September.

Editor I'ancikrs' Joirnal.

Sir : Please announce through your

columns that the Michigan Kennel Club

will give a bench show in connection with

the Detroit International F^xposition, at

Detroit, Mich., on September 2, 3, 4 and

5, KS90.

The Exposition Association will erect

a permanent building, expressly for the

imagine a dog°rcseiubliiig a long-backed dogs, with a benching capacity of 650

greyhound being considered beautiful, dogs, and the Michigan Kennel Club will

offer such regular and special prizes that

It is safe to predict every bench will be

filled.

The building for the dogs will have
every modern comfort and convenience

;

ample room, very wide aisles, perfect

ventilation, large judging rings with ex-

ercising yards both inside and outside the

and designated by our vivacious meni1)er

from Hulton a "chien de luxe." It would

never be his "looks" that gave him that

name, though it might immortalize God-

papa Wade for doing so. No, sirree.

The beauty in the Russian Sil>erian Or-

loff-Circassian-Persian-Barzoi wolf-hound

is to be found from his symmetrical building, that in case of storm the dogs
, ... ... 41 J » . can l)e exercised inside, while with the
build, and If you or any other devotee to

^^^^,^, ^^^^, ^^^^,,^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^-^^^^ ^f ^^^^
"fancy" are going to weave idiosyncrasies . . . -

on as yet an untampered with breed,

may you see blue devils and black, crawl-

ing spiders for the rest of your "natural."

H. W. Lacy, the weekly editor of the

Turf, Field and Farm, is in high glee.

As his patience of silting from 6 A. M.

until 6.30 P. M. on Monday last, prac-

ticing the gentle art, was rewarded with

two " Tom Cads" and three eels, such a

capture I consider worthy of chronicling,

as it almost eclipses the unbeaten record

of the loaves and fishes. At the same

time his voice was so indistinct and hoarse

whilst narrating his wonderful luck that

I concluded "Tom Cads" and eels were

not the only catches he could record.

By this time the annual meeting of the

New Jersey Kenuel Club will be a thing

of the past, as 1 hear Thursday last was the

day fixed for so important an event. I do

hope and tru.st the secretary and treas-

urer, whoever is the responsible person,

has rendered a correct debit and credit

account. If not, its president, Mr.

Peshall, will \ye having the correction of

too many falsified receipts of dollars and

cents oil his hands.

Have the heavy wagers which de-

pended on the result of Meersbrook

Maiden beating Buffalo Lass under our

only "Charles" been satisfactorily set-

tled ? If so, I failed for one to partici-

pate in the suppers, champagne, etc.,

which were to be furnished on a most

lavish scale, and must forever feel

aggrieved if I have unhappily missed

—

the name must never be divulged—ren-

dering his promised comic song.

BriTTLK.

they can have the advantage of a large

grass run outside.

All the express companies will have
branch offices on the grounds and de-

liver dogs right at the bench show build-

ing, where they will be received and
looked after with the greatest possible

care by the officers and committees of
our club. As our show will be held the

week preceding the Toledo show, dogs
can be shipped, either by train or boat,

direct to Toledo. As our grounds and
buildings will both be ample, exhibitors

can, if they desire, keep their dogs at the

exposition grounds until the Monday
following the show, when they can be
sent to Toledo in time for the show open-
ing there the following Tuesday. Our
preminm list will be rca<ly to mail in

due lime and will contain ample provi-

sion for every recoguizeil class of dogs.

M. V. B. Saunders,

Secretary Mich. Kennel Club.

DktroiT. April 14, 1890.

TOOK FIRST PRIZE.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir; In looking over your paper of

26lh inst. I noticed that in open bitches

at Buffalo, N. Y., my last sale (Countess)

was a first prize winner. Being a breeder

and not an exhibitor it afforded me a lit-

tle pleasure to finally have one of my
dogs fall into the hands of an exhibitor.

Out of all the dogs sent from my ken-

nels—and there have lK*en some fine ones
—this is the only one that has found tlie

show bench. I have been temj)led to ex-

hil)it, but exhibiting and breeding healthy

animals can not l>e carried on with any
degree of success by the same kenuel. It

is also rarely ever that a good show dog
produces fine offspring compared with a

well-bred one of no particular show <|uali-

ties which is permilted to live a natural

life. Very truly yours,

MuNTHON Kennels.

Ph(EN1xviw.K, Pa., April 28, 1S90.

A DOG WELL UP ON GAME.

ofHe Will Stand at the Very Name
the Article.

From the Week's Sport.

We were sitting around a stove in

Pamlico Lighthouse spinning yarns. Dogs

were the subject of conversation and

each sportsman exercised his imagina-

tion in telling of the wonderful intellect

of his respective dog. When they all

got through but one. Bill Wagner, of

Washington, arose. "You see that dog

lying there, gentlemen ? Well, he hasn't

the human intelligence of your dogs, but

still he is smart for an animal. Just
before I came on this trip I had to go to

the Webster Law Building to see my at-

torney, and I'r.so oUowed me there. The
passage is a hundred yards long in that

building, with lawyers' shingles hung
over the doors on both sides. All at

once I saw Urso come to a »iead stand, as

if he had run on a big covey. There he
stood like he was carved out of marble.

I looked around, thinking there was a

tame bird in the building; but no. there

was nothing of the kind. In my be-

wilderment I happened to look up, and
there, painted in big letters on a sign,

was: 'A. Partridge, attorney-at law.'
"

The Dog Had Forgotten Him.

Burglar John Hart, who lives at Forty-

sixth street and Second Aveiuie, New York City,

round himself in a heap of trouble when he

broke into the saloon of Krilz C.lassetter, R47

IMrst Avenue-, early yesterday morning. He had

just Kot inside when a bliKKlhound jumped at

him. .'ieiziuK a sawdust semper he fought the

doK as best he conld. They made so much noise

that two p ilicenien were attnicled to the place.

Hart saw the two policemen looking at him

througli the Klass door, Knocking the dog off

as he jumped at him, the bii gl;ir managed to

work his way into the hall, where he speedily

fell into the hands of the police, lie was held

for trial in the V.irkville Police Court yesterday.

Hart sail he knew the dog was there, but when
living in the house had made friends with the

animal The dog, however, had forgotten him.
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SPECIALTY CLUBS.

The Various Breeds of Dogs That Are

Without a Protective Body.

BY R. F. MflYHEW.

[continued.]

I'm afraid this subject must not only

have become monotonous to your read-

ers, but also wearisome, therefore to the

best of my ability I will make my re-

marks on other sj>ecialty clubs as short

as possible, the more particularly because

the same reasons for improvement or

otherwise are to be found in every in-

stance. At the same time it is only fit

that allusion should be made to the few-

breeds which still exist without any

protective l)ody, and with them I will

commence this the grand final of my
somewhat lengthy effusions.

As far as I know the linglish setter is

untrammelled by any body determined

not to let it take care of itself, and in ad-

dition to this breed would be included

the Gordon setter, bloodhouud, deer-

hound, greyhound, beagle, Pomeranean,

Maltese, Italian greyhound and perhaps

another breed or two that I may have

overlooked. It must be admitted that a

good percentage of the above are not,

never will be and never have been popu-

lar, whilst in the case of the greyhound

he has a big association looking after

the legitimate purpose for which he was

intended, and as in the case of the setter,

and I would include the pointer and

spaniel, it cannot be considered fit that
bodies should be formed for their ad-
vancement on the show l>ench.

The greyhound, above all dogs, is bred
for the purpose of sport and sport only,

and even those people who are success-

ful on the bench with this breed mate
their prize winners in the hope of pro-

ducing a Waterloo champion and not a

Kennel Club show winner, and the num-
l)er of beautiful hounds running with
success goes far to prove that in any
variety it is preferable to breed for utility

instead of fancy.
The greyhound is a strong illustration

of this as.sertion, for although owners
have confined themselves to produce
"speed, determination, stamina and in-

telligence" irrespective of looks, yet un-
intentionally they have given us the
most beautilul and the most symmetrical
of all breeds of dogs. Theirs is an in

stance in which practice and experience
have utterly routed theory, the latter a
factor of which specialist clubs are prin-
cipally composed.

In the case of the setter the only bodies
which can l)e said to hold a protective
right are those which hold field trials,

and these could not in the sense in whicli
the term is applied be called specialist

clubs. Yet this breed seems to have
taken well care of itself, and though 1

have seen it stated to the contrary, there
are probably more good-looking speci-

mens to-day which are fairly goo<l fielil

dogs than at any previous time and cer-

tainly a greater number. Again, point-
ers, ihougtj now revelling in the delights
of a specialist body, have not enjoyed
that pleasure sufficiently long to have
had a real taste of its sweets, therefore
the numerous good ones to the fore now
cannot come under the banner of its

a.ssociation.

With regard to these two breeds, it is

contended that bench shows are a de-
terrent to the practical uses for which
they were intended. This, to a certain
extent, is true, but there are one or two
things to be consiilered before commit-
ting one's self to this view. In the lirsl

place, a great majority of youngsters
produced are not up to bench show form,
and given every puppy that survives the
ravages of disease, is put into the break-
er's hands, the natural inference wouUl
l)e that some of these who do not possess
the requisite beauty for show purposes,
would be likely to show more aptitude
for field purposes than the beauteous
ones wlio are in a large minority. I

thiuk it will be conceded by those who

look on dog shows with aversion, that
field trial and bench show winners have
to a very great extent similar blood
coursing through their veins, especiallv

with regard to pointers, therefore it is

hardly fair to abuse exhibitions Iwcau.se

the very small minority of good lookers
do not beat the stupendous majority of

bad lookers. Also I am afraid, setters,

on account of thei taking looks, etc.,

often get into the hands of men who ad-
mire them solely for their beauty, and
consider a few months of their youth
with the breaker sufficient to satisfy the
natural proclivities of the dog.

From this one may infer that setters

have less opportunity of cultivating their

taste than pointers, at least such has al-

ways been my impression. Furthermore,
many owners have no ambition for their

dogs to become brilliant, but rest satis-

fietl as long as they do the ordinary-

work, which their (the owners) own
private use requires of them. Thus it is

iiardly fair to assert that l>ench shows are

ruinous to field dogs, especially when
one considers the performances of such
dogs as Naso of Kipjien, Duke ofHessen,
Lass of Bow, Woolton Game and many
others that I could name were I better

posted on the records of field trials. But
I am drifting from my subject, as well as

getting a little out of my depth.
In speaking of greyhounds being bred

for utility and not looks, one pould
hardly place setters and pointers on the

same footing, but rather compare them
with the production of foxhounds, in

which type and sortiness are studied as

well as hunting qualities, the only differ-

ence with respect to the latter ijeing that

pointers and setters are not bred so stu-

diously for the field. At all events, it is

a somewhat curious thing that, consider-

ing the craze for specialty cluljs, as well

as the popularity of the setter, such a

body has not yet been provided for them,
though the Lord forbid any such blessing

being showered uiwn them.
Theirs, I am afraid, with the excei)tion

of deerhounds and bloodhounds, is the

only striking case I can bring to Ijear in

which a breed has existed, and, 1 might
say, actually thrived, without the inter-

ference of any body, but 1 think it is

sufficient evidence to show that breeds

can and do improve, even w-hen only
recognized by bench show-s. Especially

is this to be seen when deerhounds and
Idoodhouuds have been so unfortunate as

to suffer the same neglect, for in the

former the number ot good ones that

generally make their appearance at Bir-

mingham would a few years ago have
i>eeu considered a show in themselves.

As for bloodhounds, the small compass
upon which breeders have to work should
rather tend to a decrea.se than an increase

of good ones, but now, instead of one
Roswell, or one Rollo, we have several

that are capable of being worthy repre-

sentatives of the old champions.
Beagles a year or two back came as near

as a toucher of having the blissful pro-

lection of a club, but somehow or another

the scheme fell through That they are

and have been on tlie decline is indis-

putable. The chief cause I think was
owing to the preference owners gave to

harriers, the bigger and robuster hound
certainly being f.ir more useful for general

all round purposes ; also, those who own
iheui at the present time have rolhing in

common with dog shows, hence but few-

good ones make their api>earance. The
other breeds which drag on an existence

without the specialist's aid, and remain
in statu quo, speak sufficiently for them-
selves, without any reason Ijeing re-

quired.
The remaining varieties, (ireat Danes,

Newfoundlands, collies, bulldogs, all ter-

riers, pug^, toy spaniels, etc., are all re-

spectively under the wing of some circle

or another and most of them have cer-

tainly made great headway.
In the case of the smaller breeds, such

as pugs, toy spaniels, etc., improvement
must be assignetl to internal feuds and
the petty bickerings so characteristic

with the owners of this department of the

canine world, and, in fact, in no case

can I lind good done by specialist bodies,

except where the house has been divided

agaiubt itself. Wherever the "una sen-

teutia" sentiment pervades the sacred

precincts of any ol these august bodies,

there will be found the blind craving for

one special feature of which I have
spoken previously. In fact, a specialist

club is only of use when Mr. Jones, the

secretary, looks upon Mr. Snooks, the

president, as a numskull, and Robinson,

who sits next to Brown on the commit-
tee, swears that the latter's dogs are rank
bad ones, and his (Robinson's) the only
decent ones in the country.
For a specialist club to be of Ijenefit to

a breed either the meml>ers must possess
that eras ignorance which necessitates

the dogs taking care of themselves; or
else internal jealousies or the breaking of
the Tenth Commandineut must permeate
the whole soul of the members collect-

ively. When anyone of these noble
characteristics exists in a club, then two
things certain must happen, the eventual
disbandment of the august body—if any
pieces are left—.md the progress of the

breed.
Perhaps it would not be out of place

here to mention about the only specialist

body that not only goes on its way re-

joicing, but can look on its work with
complacency. This is the Newf(>nn<l-

land Club. Many may not know it ex-

ists, but if any reader doubts me I rcier

him to its secretary in England, who
may send a reply between now and the
millennium. Such is the happy state of

this body that they may hold a meeting
next month, and they may hold it in the
next decade. There is no telling; it is so
sublimely Rip Van Winkleian in its

business transactions that the breed has
certainly thrived under its active man-
agement.
When everything has been simmered

down, the froth, fat, and other unneces-

sary ingredients having been extracted, a

specialist club takes one of two courses.

Either each and every member pats the

other on the back, and contemplates

the "great" work he and his brother
philanthropists are accomplishing, or

else each and every meml)er assures

himself he should be president, vice

president, committee, treasurer, secre-

tary, judge and what not all boiled into

one. In the one case, that of "you
tickle me, I'll tickle you," the breed inva-

riably goes to the wall; for reasons read

previous numljers concerning the breed-

ing for one particular craze. In the

other, the breed improves for the simple
reason that non-agreement as to what
should constitute a perfect specimen en-

courages the production of individual

theories, therefore, if one man's ideas

are utterly wrong, there are others await-

ing the opportunity of coming forward,

and under such circumstances the cor-

rect one is bound to rise to the top. On
the other hand, in the "tickle me circle,"

individual merit or correctness has no
show at all, for it is immediatel)' tabooed

by the majority w-hich have sworn to

worship one particular fetich, and wild

horses wouldn't tear them from their re-

solve. So that if a breed must have a

specialty club, of the two evils, give me
the one in which difference of o])inion

and occasional feuds exist. It cannot
do half so much harm as the unruffled

—

well, soft-soaped but utterly selfish or-

ganization.

Bench shows bear the brunt of the

evils caused by these specialist bodies,

and had the latter never existed, it is

fair to presume every variety would have
seen better specimens to-day than ever

existed before, and until breeders awake
to the fact that they would be better

without the fetters which enchain them
to certain fixed laws, they will lie in-

creasing the tendency to produce "apol-

ogies" for what once were dogs.

P. S.—Since writing the above I have
discovered that the Gordon setter has a

protected power. Also that the New-
foundland Club has changed its secre-

tary. No longer will it be able to have
just one more " forty winks."

MASTIFFS.

A Few C'ommenta by Mr. Wade Ilela-

tlve to Mr. Mayhew's Notes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Permit me a few comments on

Mr. Mayhew's valuable notes on mastiffs

in your Journal.

Mr. Mayhew seems to have forgotten

that the Old English Mastiff Club is not

the original club of the breed, but that

it succeeded the " Mastiff Club " of

which Mr. Wynn was Hon. Secretary

and, I think. Lord Caledon was president,

chairman or whatever the headship is

called. It was for this club that Mr.

Wynn prepared the only scale of p«ints

ever set up other than that in Stone-

hfenge, and this scale it was that allotted

forty-two points out of a hundred to

"head." As to Mr. Green's Nelly, her

cross of bloodhouud must have been

pretty far back, for she was of old blood

of Mr. Green's, and except her grand-

sires. Bill George's old blind Charley and
Martorelli's Sultan, her ancestors were

of the most fashionable blood. One of

her grandams was Davie's Di, an animal

most constantly found in pedigrees.

Parenthetically, the same may be said of

Lady Canute, dam of Jack Thyr, as of

Mr. Green's Nelly, as she is a most
frightful savage and said to be a miser-
able "specimen."

Mr. Mayhew admirably hits it in his
reference to the charming expression of
Old Turk, and he might have said the
same of Alston's Colonel and Mi.ss

Hales' Lion (I judge from their photos),
and it is curious to note what utter and
miserable failures all engravings of these
ilogs have been, everyone failing to catch
the peculiar majesty characteristic of the
photos. Through Mr. Mayhew's kind-
ness, I have a most charming picture of
Miss Hales' Lion with the toy terrier

Lady sitting with the most impudent of
airs, l)etween Lion's fore legs, a picture
that discounts Laudseer's " Dignity and
Impudence." This photo is among those
you advertise ; lovers of art in dogs
would do well to get it.

Mr. Mayhew mentions Ilford Caution
and Imperial Chancellor, litter brothers,

and further down their litter sister Ilford

Cambria, but he forgot to note the utter

lack of resemblance between the three (all

of whom were impwrted to this country).
It seems incredible that the beautiful Il-

ford Cambria (who died in my possession
whelping to Baldur), with her "Colonel
head," admirable l-ocks, great elegance
all over and as active as a cat, could l)e

a litter sister of Ilford Caution's. For
a true mastitt, thorougtily ol the olden
type, she can never be su» passed.

Lord Ronald was an elder brother of
Beaufort, who died young. Was he ever
shown ? Beaufort's litter brother Beau-
lincoln is in this country somewhere.
Is "Lyon" the correct spelling of the
sire of Modesty ? I have always seen it

"Smith's Lion."
The dam of Modesty was the pedigree-

less Smith's Countess, so Cambrian
Princess cannot get into "The Official,

Sir !" until she wins her way in ! What
a "goak ?".

In mentioning Jack Thyr Mr. Mayhew
omits to note his remarkable breeding
by Orlando ex Lady Canute, one of the

only litter the almost perfect King Canute
ever got, and out of a bitch by Colonel

ex a Pluto bitch. Has his litter brother
.\lonzo ever got stock ?

The Lottie that Mr. Mayhew mentions
was by Big Ben ex Drui<less by Druid, a

conjunction fully sufficient to account
for any quantity of coarseness, but she

ought to have thrown more brindles.

She was the dam of Ida, who was the

dam of Negress by Colonel, who was the

dam of Lady Rowena, dam of Orlando.

By the way, it is curious to note how
Colonel utterly extinguished brindle

blood, no matter how deep it was in the

blood of the bitch, the progeny were all

fawn. I think it was Mr. Rol'inson who
told me that Colonel never got a brindle

pup. After Mr. Mayhew is done with

mastiffs I would be glad to see Mr. Rolin-

son review them. No other man save

Mr. Exley had as wide an acquainlauce

with the bree<l. Mr. Mayhew leaves

nothing to be said as to the most mis-

chievious effect of "head, header, head-

est" on the English mastiff, and that his

excoriations may not miss the raw spots

needing their stimulating effects, I have
taken measures that nearly every mastiff

man he has mentioned shall get copies

of your Journal. So, "Brittle," get

your skull cap fortified ;
your head will

need your hand to keep it.

Yours truly,

W. Wade.
Hulton, Pa., April 12, 1890.

Fashion's Slave.

Lug«y.—Coin' into the circus business, Pugsy ?

Pugsy.—Naw ! I put my tail up in papers last

night, and it curls so tight this morujiug I cau't

get my hind feet, on the grouud.

4
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FiTZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCE.

BUYING AND SELLING.

II.

BY HIBERNIA.

After teasing me for three or four

days, Aunt Bess, seeing that I was very

much chagrined at my first experience in

buying a dog, said :

'• Cheer up, Fitz ; a bad beginning may
make a good ending. The kennels are

built and you must find tenants for

them ; so try again. This time see the

dog before Inij-ing. But you must get

rid of that bob-tailed brute or she will

get us into trouble. Mrs. Robinson

thinks seriously of sending her little

boy—the one that was bitten on the leg

—to Pasteur for treatment, but it is only

a scheme to go abroad."

So, after giving away "First Invest-

ment," as I re-christened the fox terrier

bitch, to the man who gathered the slops,

I went up to New York to the rooms of

the American Kennel Club. Telling my
wants to the genial secretary, I learned of

a gentleman who had several bitches to

dispose of on account of going to

Europe. He lived close to New York, so

I immediately went to see him and

bought them very reasonably. There

were six of them, all very nice, and one

that would whelp inside of a week.

The next day they are shipped to me
and I put them in their new quarters.

Aunt Bess was kind enough to say that

they were very pretty little creatures in-

deed, and she thought I had secured a

bargain.

No one but the novice in dog lireediug

can imagine how anxiously I awaited the

arrival of the expected puppies. One
morning when I visited the kennels at

an early hour (Ijefore I went into dogs I

used to rise at 10 o'clock, now I got up
at 6) and found seven beautiful puppies
my delight knew no bounds. They were
the cutest little things imaginable, all

nicelj' marked and strong and healthy.
After they were ten days old it oc-

curred to me that their tail.-? ought to be
cut, so I hunted up a man who made a

specialty of this sort of surgery and
arranged for him to come to the ken-
nels.

" Well, sor," said he after looking the
puppies over, " how do you want the job
none—with a razor, scissors, or bit off?

"

I told him I was willing to leave it en-
tirely to him.

"Bit off makes the cleanest job," he
said, and, removing his coat and hat, he
tied a piece of strmg around the tail of
each pup at the proper length. Taking
a pup up in his hands he opened his

mouth, mserted the tail between his

teeth and shut down. There was a sharp
squeal, a spurt of bloo<l and the puppy
and the greater part of the tail parted
company forever. Calmly spitting out
the severed end he proceeiled with
another. My stomach, never very strong,

went back on me at this juncture, and I

had to retire to the back of the barn and
part with my breakfast. If biting off tails

makes the "cleanest" job I never want
to see the other ways of doing it, as I

considered it the nastiest operation 1 ever
heard of.

After telling me to cut the strings on
the tails the next morning and pocketing
his fee the professional tail biter left. It

was several days before I could eat any-
thing with relish, and I have never since
been able to go oxtail soup, once a favor-

ite dish of mine.
The p\ippies thrived until they were

eight weeks old when they began to have
voracious appetites and after every meal
their stoniaclis assumed that bloated ap-

pearance noticeable in the habitual beer

lif:ifii(.tr. ,S«mething evidently was
yvro^g, for the fatter they got in the
fttoniach tii^ thinner titey got in other
parts of their anatomy- Their coats, too,

pecame coarse and scaring. I called on

Doctor Glover at his office in New York
and described the symptoms.
"The trouble is worms," he said.

"Give them this medicine according to

directions, and they will come around all

right. One dollar, please."

After dosing them with the medicine,

the worms were evacuated in pairs, trios

and battalions. I really believe the ag-

gregate weight of the worms passed was
as much as the puppies themselves. Re-
lieved of these parasites they improved
rapidly, and in two weeks were in excel-

lent condition, so I inserted the follow-

ing advertisement in the Sunday World :

FOR SALE.—A gentleman who breeds dogs
for pleasure has nioic first-class fox ter-

rier puppies than he cares to rear. Will
sell a few at moderate prices. Apply at

Monday morning I established myself
at the office of the kennels and waited
for purchasers. The first callers were
two ragged boys with a vicious looking
brindle bull terrier.

"Say, mister, does yer want to swap
one of yer pups for this dorg?" one of

them inquired. •

"No," I answered, sharply.

"Wot then will yer give ferhim?" In

quired the other.

"I don't want to buy him or trade for

him," I replied, picking up the morning
paper and fjeginning to read.

"Well wot are yer running a dog ken-
nels fer, if you wont buy or swap?"
queried the first boy.

"This dorg 'uU lick anything yer got,"
chimed in the other.

"Get out of here," I shouted, spring-

ing up and opeuing the door. 1 ad-

vanced towards the pair, but an ominous
growl from the dog warned me it would
not be healthy to carry out my intention

of kicking the little imps into the street.

"Be mighty keerful, mister," said the
boy with dog backing out of the door,

"if yer touch me or my pard, I'll sick the
dorg on you, aud when he oust gets a

holt a mule team can't pry his jaws
open." And from the looks of the beast I

believed him. After a few taunts a1>out
Vw&.nnr ufroifl tr\ ttiatr»tl r\t^t* r\f m\' /lr»fTG
"-•—ft — -' • - "•.' —-o-
against theirs, the trio departed.
The next visitor was a shabbily dressed

man with a cunning face.

"Good morning," said he, briskly. "I

saw your advertisement, and though I

don't care for a puppy, I do want a grown
bitch. "Have vou any for sale ?"

As I had made up my mind to always
sell if I could make a fair profit, I showed
him all my bitches, quoted their prices

and described their breeding.
VVhile I was doing this he peered

around in the most inquisitive inHuner,

opening closet lioors, looking into boxes,

etc.

"Are they all you got?" he queried
after I had showed him the lot.

"Yes," I answered.
"Sure you haven't any down cellar,

around the stable or up at the house,"
he persisted.

"What the thunder are you driving at
anyhow," I shouted, my anger rising.

"Now don't get mad," he suavely re-

plied. "The truth is, I have lost a fox
terrier bitch, aud seeing your advertise-

ment I thought you might have come
across her. That's all; good daj-."

He was gone Ijefore I could recover
from my astonishment in time to give
him a parting kick, which his impudence
so heartily deserved.

In a short time there was a ring of the
door bell, and on opening it I admitted
a stylishly dressed lady and gentleman.
They had called to see the puppies.

"Oh, they are just too cute for any-
thing. Don't you think they are lovely,

Charlie?" she cried, taking one up in

her arms and hugging it.

"And are they born with such short
tails?" This to me. I explained to her
they (the tails) at birth were of the regu-

lar length, but were amputated to make
them look cobby and stylish.

"They are just like those of Mr.
Hoey's we saw at Long Branch last sum-
mer," she continued. "I'll die if you
don't buy me one, Charlie. How much
do you charge for the males ?"

I named the price. The young lady
turned to me with a beseeching look and
said:

"Now, honor bright, which puppy do
you think the best ? And pardon me, but
are you the gentleman himself or the

gentleman's coachman ? You won't, I'm
sure, feel hurt because everyone knows
it is often impossible to tell a coachman
out of livery from a gentleman."

Assuring her that I was the "gentle-

man himself" I picked up the pup I con-

sidered the best and handed it to her.

Here for the first time her escort opened
his lips, and saying, "Come here a mo-
ment, Minnie," took her to a corner

where they held a whispered conversa-

tion.

Returning to me the gentleman took
out his wallet and handed me the money
I had asked for the puppy. I wrote him
a receipt and gave him a pedigree which
I had had neatly printed. Then the

young lady advanced, and putting down
the puppy I had selected, picked up the

least promising one of the litter and said:

"Really, now, do you think this the
worst of the lot?"

"I most assuredly do," I replied em-
pliaticallv.

"Well,' then, I will take him," and
hugging it tightly in her arms, she and
her escort left.

At first I could not understand such
strange actions, but finally it dawned
upon me that, like many other people,

they had little faith in human nature.and
thought in recommending a particular

puppy I was endeavoring to work off the

poorest first.

Highly elated with my sale, which was
really more than I had paid for the dam,
1 ran up to the house and showing the
money to Aunt Bess, cried:

"Now, Auntie, this is what I just got
for one puppy. Don't you think there is

money in dogs ?"

"If you can raise all that are lx>rn and
sell them at such prices no doubt there

is," she replied.

THE I).\LMATIAN.

The Standard as Adopted by the Dal-
matian Club of KnKland.

The standard adopted by the Dalma-

tian Club of England on March 26 is as

follows:

The Dalmatian in many particulars

much resembles the pointer, more espec-

ially in !>ii6C, buiiu ami uUliiiic, tiiOUgii

the markings peculiar to this breed are a

very important feature and very highly

valued.

1. In general appearance the Dalma-

tian should represent a strong, muscular

and active dog, symmetrical in outline

and free from coarseness and lumber,

capable of great endurance, combined

with a fair amount of speed.

2. The head should \ye of fair length,

the skull flat, rather broad Ijetween the

ears, and moderately well defined at the

temples, /. e., exhibiting a moderate

amount of stop, and not in one straight

line from the nose to the occiput bone, as

required in a bull terrier. It should be

entirely free from wrinkle.

3. The muzzle should lie long and

powerful, the lips clean, filling the jaws
moderately close.

4. The eyes should lie set moderately
apart aud of medium size, round, bright
aud sparkling, with an intelligent ex-
pression, their color greatly depending
on the markings of the dog. In the
black-spotted variety the eyes should be
dark (black or dark brown); in the liver-

spotted variety they should be light

(yellow or light brown).

5. The rim around the eyes in the
black-spotted variety should be black; in

the liver-spotted variety brown, never
flesh colored in either.

5. The ears should be set on rather
high, of moderate size, rather wide at

the base, an<l gradually tapering to a
rounded point. They should be carried

close to the head, be thin aud fine in

texture and always spotted, the more
profusely the better.

7. The nose in the black spotted va-

riety should always be black; in the liver

spotted variety always brown.
8. The neck and shoulders.—The neck

should l)e fairly long, nicel3' arched,
light and tapering, and entirely free

from throatiness. The shoulders should
be moderately oblique, clean and muscu-
lar, denoting speed.

9. Body, chest, back and loins.—The
chest should not be too wide, but very-

deep and capacious; ribs moderately
will sprung, never rounded like barrel
hoops, which would indicate want of
speed; the back powerful; loin strong,

muscular aud slightly arched.

ID. Legs and feet.—Of great import-
ance. The forelegs should l)e perfectly

straight, strong an<l heavy in bone; close

to the l)0(ly; forefeet round, compact,
with well arched toes (cat-footed), and
rough, tough elastic pads. In the hind-
legs the muscles should be clean though
well defined; the hocks well let down.

11. Nails.— In the black variety, black
and white; in the liver spotted variety
brown and white.

12. The tail should not l)e too long;
strong at the insertion, and gradually
tapering toward the end; free from
coarseness; it should not be inserted too
low down, and carried with a slight

curve upward, but never curled; it should
never be spotted, the more profusely the
Ijetter.

13. The coal should be short, hard,dense
and fine; sleek and glossy iu appear-
ance, but neither woolly nor silky.

14. Color and Markings.—These are
most important points. The ground
color in both varieties should be pure
white, \"ery decided and not intermixed.
The color of toe spots in the black va-

riety should be black, the deeper and
richer the black the better. In the
liver-spotted variety they should be brown
without admixture of black. The spots
should not intermingle, but be as round
and well-defined as possible, the more
distinct the better; in size they should
be from that of a sixpence to a florin.

The spots on head, face, ears, legs, tail

and extremities to be smaller than those
of the body.

15. Size.—Dogs, fifty-five pounds;
bitches, fifty pounds.

STANDARD OK EXCEU-ENCK.

Head and eyes 10

Ears 5
Neck and shoulders 10

Body, back, chest and loins 10

Legs and feet 15
Coat 5
Color and markings 30
Tail 5
Siie, symmetry, etc 10

Total 100

K ENNEL, RKG ISTEIi.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made iu the following form. Write

plainly.
VISITS.

J. B. ELLISON'S pointer bitch Brv.n Mawk
Mono to J. H. Wiiislow's Tkmpkst, April 29,

iSyo.

EDWARD LEVER'S Irish terrier bitch Sanpv
(Dennis—Sandycroft Vim)to Lewis & Jarrelt's
HfRNSiDE (Garryowen—Mollie), March 23.

MR. I. SHELLY HUDSON'S Rakes Bess. Eng
lish setter bitch. April 25, to Dad Wilson.

MR W. F. McBRAIRKR'S Queen Groi-se, Eng-
lish setter bitch, April 19, to Dad Wilson.

CfRRY & PARK'S (Season, 111. I. collie bitch
Vixen (6042) to H. J. Warners Queechv,
April 19, 1S90.

Crathie (49,19), to H. J. Warner's Queechv,
March 27. 1890.

W. B. ROGERS' (Jefferson, Pa.) Irish setter bitch
Rei> Rose (Biz—Lady Clare) to Kildnre Ken-
nels' Sarsfiei.I) (Garryowen—Currer Bell

II), March 21.

WHELPS
GLENDYNE KENNELS (Bristol, R. I.), Iri.sh

setter bitch Sedan, by Chester D. Herald—
Nancv. whelped April 24, 1890, eleven, seven
dogs, by ()' Donovan Russa by Snrsfield-Nino.

EBERHARl" Pl'G KENNELS (Cincinnati, O).
pug bitch Lady Thurman (13,098) whelped
April 24, 1890, five, two dogs (one dog dead),
by Champion Kash (10,592).

MR. 1 SHELLEY HITDSON S Bohemian Girl,
English setter bitch, whelped April 16, three
dogs and four bitches, by Dad Wilson.

MR. A. A. BOGAN'S English setter bitch.

Dasiiinc. Hlora whelped April 16, four dogs
and four bitches, by Dad Wilson.

MRS. H. SMYTHS' rou<{h-coated St. Bernard
bitch LoRAiNE (Six puppies, two dogs) by
James F. Hall's Marucis ok Stafkord (ii,-

856). March i, 1890,

EBERHART PIG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

pug bitch East Lake ViRr.iK (9727), whelped
April jt (five, three bitches), by llieir imported
Sir Lohis (15,565). Two bitches have since

died.
SALES.

MR. W. H. CHILD. Oakview Kennels, Phila-

delphia, has sold to Wni. H. Weiss, East
End Kennels, Bethlehem, Pa., Irish setter

biich Leigh Doasf: III (5839).

NAMES CLAIMED.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinnati, O).
claim the name John Bull for pug dog
wheped March, 1SS8, by Champion l.oris—
May yueen.

MR, E. LEVER, Philadelphia, Pa,, claims the
names:

VoHTir.icKN II for black and tan terrier dog,
whelped September 20, 1889, by Champion
Viirtigern— l.iicy.

Stella, for black and tan bitch, same litter.

JAMES F. HALL, Philadelphia, Pa., claims the

name Ai.ri.NK Ben for rough-coated St. Ber-

nard dog. whelped Aiigu.st 17, 1889, by Mar-
quis of btaObrd— Hecla.
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THE TONGUE OF THE HOUND.

The Noticeable Result of Cultivation

That Separates Hounds from Dogs.

From the Saturday Review.

The tongue of the foxhound, uttered

as it is in the wilds of a hunting country,

resounding in the \alleys, awakening the

echoes in the clifTs, chiming over the up-

lands or making the woodlands ring with

music, far from the madding crowd,

away from the music hall or stage play,

is one of the most melodious and spirit

stirring strains that can be heard in the

world of sound. How came he by this

tuneful tongue? It is as distinct in

melody from the bark of a dog as any-

thing well can be that is similar in its

kind. We all know that a hound is not

a dog, except as he may be so classified

by the zoologist. But whence did this

fine tongue come ?

Darwin tells us that the dog never

barked before he was domesticated, and

considering that the fox is classified with

the dog it is rather surprising that he

should say so, for the fox in his wild

stale undoubtedly barks. The bark of a

fox is exactly that of a small terrier,

though a little shorter and not shrill.

But whence ilid the fine tongue of the

hound come ? Who says the English are

not a musical nation ? Mr. Baring Gould
declares that they are, but that their

minstrels were suppressed by Henry VIII

and his stem daughter Elizaljeth. It is

odd that the English hound, alone of

hounds, should have this melodious
tongue. Tlie Basset hound has a com-
mon bark, no better than a spaniel's, for

he is French; j'cthe is in personal appear-

ance very like the bt agle of Bewick's
pencil, whose tongue was melody itself.

It must have been of the beagle that

Shakespeare wrote:

With ears that sweep away the morning dew;

Crook kneed and dew lapped like Thessaliau

bulls

;

Slow in pursuit, but matched in mouth like

bells,

Each under each. A cry more tunable

Was never holla'd to, nor cheer'd with horn.

There was a feeling for music in those
days. Shakesjieare was a hunter, bred
in the purliesof the forest, and the charm
of forest music must have possessed him,
for whose verse was ever so musical as

his ? How is it that the Basset hound
speaks the speech of a comniou dog, and
the b-agle of old sang a chaui ? How is it

t!iat the dachshund ofGerman origin talks

like a dog, and the Ijeagle, harrier and
foxhound intone their praise of nature ?

In the early days of hunting the stag or
rather tlie hart—a name iniproj)erly gone
out of use—was the duel beast of the
forest, and the pride, pomp and circum-
stances of the glorious chase attended his

taking and his death. But the hart was
shot by an arrow from tlie i)Ow, and the
stricken deer was run down by gaze-
hounds—hounds at gaze

—

Why. let the stricken deer go weep.

The hart ungalled play.

To run a quarrv with hounds having
tongues to proclaim the track of his foot

was an afterthought, and probably had
its origin in running the hare with
beagles. .In the vast forests of Europe a
line hunter on the scent of an ungalled
hart would l)e lost to all eternity. It is

in England alone that the culture, which
may lie almost called a cult, of this

hound's tongue could have grown into a
sort of passion. Aud it is the much
scorned fox-huuliug squire of the last

century, undeservedly scorned by the
votaries of another culture tliffereut from
his, whose fine taste may l>e detected in

the tongue of his hound, in his olil man-
sions, iu his gardens, his parks, his

woods and in country life as it is followed
iu England, who took pains to produce
the foxhound.
The hound has Ijeen bred by him for

very many generalions. It must have
bee:i long ago that the hound's tongue
took his lancy, for no hound ever con-
descends to a common bark now. Such
a vulgar ihiiig must have been bred out
of hini for generations on generations.
In 80 called puppy shows nowadays,
when young hounds seut into the keu-

nels are judged on their merits in shape
and form, tlie tongue is not heard or
judged any more than the pace or hunt-
ing qualities can be there judged. But
no one for an instant would doubt that

the hound would have his or her tuneful

tongue soon to be known to the hunts-
man's ear as surely as, or more surely

than the form, style and color are known
to his eye. The hound's tongue is a

curious fact and must have been the re-

ward of careful breeding, we !-ay, in Eng-
land, where heredity has been so much
the gui<le of man, to enchant the musi-
cal ear of a musical nation.

In huniing it was a necessity that

hounds should be heard, and that the
tongues of the hounds should vary,

that the huntsman should know
the tongue of truth from that of the

youthful babbler, aud go to it. It

would seem that this wild and beauti-

ful cry from the woodlands has arisen

partly from the necessities of the modern
chase, but surely also from the musical
instincts of the hunting man of England.
Nimrod, in

'

' The Horse and the

Hound," quotes Addison's knight re-

turning a hound that had been given to

him as an "excellent bass," whereas
the note he wanted was a "counter
tenor." Aud this is a hint how the

s^quires of bygone times valued the

tongues of their hounds. The variety of

note in a pack of foxhounds is very ^reat.

but it is all musical, and stirs the spirit of

the man, and even of his horse, to deeds
of daring that the fascinating cry may
not die awav in the distance and be lost

to him left In the rear.

ST. CLOUD vs. TAYLOR.

Let Us Hope This Is the Windup of

the Irish Setter Controversy.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : With your kind permission and

that of your readers I should like to

make a few remarks about the many false

statement which r. G. Taylor has lately

made regarding myself.

Mr. Taylor says he read iu " The

Breakfast Table " that I had refused

|iooo for Bessie Gleucho. I say this is

false ; he read no such statement He
says he has evidence that I wrote to a

certain breeder of Irish setters and told

him not to show in New York as I in-

tended to show there and would defeat

him and wished to save him the loss of

his money, chagrin of defeat, etc. I

pronounce this absolutely and unquali-

fiedly false. I never wrote such a letter.

The statement would be ludicrous were

malice not so evident. Another state-

ment of Taylor's is that I caused the

name of a certain Irish setter bitch to be

uiisspeiled. This is as false as the rest,

and goes in the same category, and if 1

furnished a picture of Bessie Gleucho
that she might appear in her rightful

place in Outing, then Dr. Jarvis fur-

nished one for the same reason. Dr.

Meyer furnished two and Frank Wind-
holz ditto.

When 1 spoke of papers and magazines

of a great metropolis I had no reference

to a town out in Pennsylvania, nor to

an article in Outing, which had not one

word in reference to myself. If Mr.

Tavlor will look up the files of the New
York Herald, Times, Tribune, Truth,

Journal, World, etc., as far back as 1880

lie will better understand me. I was un-

aware that a man could write an "ar-

ticle," have it published in a magazine,

aud then it became an "alleged" maga-

zine article, i)Ut with teachers like F. G.

Taylor we learn something new and

startling everv day. When Mr. Taylor

states that Laura' B. Uefeated Bessie

Gleucho he is misinformed. Last spring

Nellie defeated Laura B. at rhiladeljjhia,

aud Bessie Glencho defeated Nellie at

Newark in 18S7.

He alsosa. s Bessie Glencho is not fit to

be named in the s:ime breath with Laura

B. In the first place, I doubt if he has

ever seen my bitch ; but if this is really

his candid opinion, I am as much pleased

as if he hail Ijestowed upon Bessie ihe

most extrav.igant nraise. Adverse criti-

cism on my dogs does not cause me to

become so violently enraged as it seems

to do the owner of Katie Noble. Mr. Tay-

lor sees an article on the Irish setter in
" The Breakfast Table," taken from a pri-

vate letter by me to a gentleman without
the slightest suspicion it would ever fiiul

its way into print. The editor of "The
Breakfast Table," to make it prove at-

tractive, preludes it with a short history
of some of my dogs. In large type, my
name appiears as having furnished a de-
scription of what a well-bred Irish setter

shoidd be. Then, with owl-like gravity,

he requests me to state who tl-.e article

originated with, omitting to state that he
saw my name a half-dozen times in the
one column alone. If Mr. Ta\lor would
write more what he thinks, and with less

<lesire to ring in the name of his bitch

ami to bamboozle this " trusting public "

he harps so much al)out, he might pro-

duce something more like the impression
his large bump of self-esteem as.sures

him he does.

Mr. Taylor asks us to look at the result

of the New York show. My two bitciies

won third and fourth, both heavy in

whelp. Last year under the same judge
my fourth prize winner won first, and
the first prize winner of this year got
fifth. Reports of show stated: "Bessie

Glencho, fourth, handicapped by being
heavy in whelp." Mr. Davidson, 1

think, even Mr. Taylor will admit, is a

good judge of an Irish setter. Very
well, Mr. Davidson assured me that he
considered Vida. winner of third, one of

the grandest bitches in America, and said

he came near giving her first, so that i>

different again, isn't it ? Now I would
like to ask Mr. Taylor who inspired him
with this great solicitude for the reputa-

tion of Laura L. ?

You say you will publish those com-
munications if I desire it. I hold you to

that. I do desire it.

St. Cloud.

New York, April 28, 1890.

[We have condensed the above letter

somewhat as the subject matter is no
longer of general interest.

—

Ed.]

TWO DOG STORIES.

PUBLISHERS NOTES

Edward Anschutz, 206 South Third
Street, Philadelphia, sends us his new-

price list just out. Mr. Anschutz is the

agent in this city for Spratts Patent, and
he handles that well-known firm's exten-

sive line of goods, in addition to a gen-

eral assortment of sporting goods. At
present Mr. Anschutz is being kept busy
supplying anglers with the necessary

tackle to lure the wary trout.

Messrs. Kennedy & Curtis, 708 Market
Street, Philatlelphia, report a booming
trade in the latest improved blue rock

trap ami pigeon. Shooting clubs in this

vicinity are all adopting this trap, hence
the extraordinary demand for it. It's a

big card for this enterprising establish-

ment.

H. W. Vahle, 46 North Ninth Street,

Philadelphia, is also out with a new
descriptive catalogue. Fine bred poul-

try, water fowls and pigeons are Mr.

Vahle's specialties, besides which he

carries a big line of cages, etc.

Toronto Dog Show.

Editor Fancierb' Journai-.

Sir: Kindly insert the following under

your list of dog shows to be held during the

present year. September 15 to 18. International

Dog Show under the auspices of the Dominion

of Canada Kennel Club, in connection with the

Industrial Exhibition at Toronto, Canada. The
show will be duly advertised in your paper as
soon as the premium lists are ready.

II. J. Hill,
Manager aud Secretary.

Toledo Dog Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The Tri-State Fair, on whose
grounds we expected to hold our t>ench show

(luring their fair, have decided not to jjive a

fair tTiis year. On this account we will be
obliged to give up our bench show.

Toledo Kennel Club.

Training the Dog.

From Judge.

Dilhmar.— "Why are you fishing for that dog

with those trousers, Taber?"

Taber.—"Well, you see, they are like the one»

my daughter's new mash wears, and when 1 let

the dog loose, he'll know whom tu tackle."

Both About Terriers, but One Is a Fox

and the Other Irish.

From the Stock-Keeper.

A Liverpool friend told us two good
dog tales, and, being possible, and even

true, they arc belter than the usual

'Anecdotes of Dogs." The first was
about a fox terrier of the frail sex, who
had passed her giddy youth without the

shadow of a suspicion falling on her fair

fame ; she carried her spinsterhood into

the years of discretion, still disdaining

the blandishments of the gay dogs who
gallantly offered their services, only to

have them declined with a haughty curl

of the lip. But as the birthdays began to

arrive too quickly, like others of her sex

have done before, she began to meditate

and to consider whether single blessed-

n-ii& was not too blessed after all ; but

alas too late ! the well-bred lovers of her

own class had made other engagements.

At this time a vagrant dog arrived on the

scene and pressed his suit, and she, like

Byron's heroine, " vowing she would
ne'er consent, consented," and made
happy the cur of low degree.

The consequence of this mesalliance

were several puppies, proofs of the ill-

assorted union, and liefore their little

eyes could be opened to the enormity

of their existence they were deprived

of it. The Ijereaved mother, fall of
the parental instinct, wishing to rear
some living thing, made overtures to
a cat who had a litter of kitt ua, but
she was spitefully repulsed. The fol-

lowing day another cat increased her
kind, and the fox-terrier either wor-
ried or bullied her into giving up her
own flesh and blood. At all events, the
bitch and kittens disappeared, and the
wretched feline sought them fruitlessly

high and low. The bitch's owner joined
in the search, but though the fox-terrier

often appeared about the premises, she
could never be traced to where she had
hidden the kittens, of which nothing was
seen till some four weeks had passed,

and then one day the master witnessed
ihe astonishing sight of Mrs. Fox-terrier

entering the yard wearing a self-satisfied

and proud air, foUoweil by her litler of
kittens, that were running along behind
iter witli their tails curled up and mewing
noisily.

tiic next tale also refers to a time when
the ladies were m the straw. They were
tliree Iri^h terrier wives who fouml them-
selves in that interesting condition that

made it certain they would be worse be-

fore they got better. Being amialde in

general teniperainent, and also well-dis-

pose<l to each other, their owner thought
he might trust them to occupy one and
the same loose Ihjx. The ladies became
mothers at alwiit the same time. Kate
ha<l four "little dears," Nora two. and
Gaily two. Their master wisely odiged
Kate by taking away one of her pu| s

and giving it to Nora, who received it

without any signs of tlispleasure, and
treated it as one of her own. Now
comes the curious part of the affair.

Gaily, who had but her two to rear,

.seemed discontented aud jealous, aiui

when Nora left the loose box to take a

little fresh air. Gaily ran across and stole

lier adopted puppy, placing it with her

two. Nora, of course, missed it on her

return, said nothing al>out it, however,

but when Gaily left her 1k)x for a ramble
jumped up and fetched back tlieo<lil pup.

And so HJis game proceeded daily ; when
Nora left, on her return, she would find

Gaily had got the pup ; when Gaily got up
Nora fetciied it back. Iwo strange points

are here to be noted— first, that Kate, the

real mother, never troubled her head
arK>ut her pup ; and, secondly, that when
Nora and Gaily were dnily carrying it

backwards and forwards they never made
the mistake of taking one of the others.

The sequel to the transaction whs that

the adopted one thrived so well under

this double caie and aittntion of two
mothers that he grew too large an<l ex-

ceed* d the standanl of weight allowed by

the Irish Terrier Club. Moral : It would
lie iietter to cry over spilled milk than to

give the pup too much.
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POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. James Ferguson. Boston, proniises

to be the tumbler fancier of the Hast,

and to own a collection that shall rival

that of which Cincinnati is proud, or

those of which Baltimore and New Jersey

make their boasts. Mr. John Laudon,

secretary of the Birmingham, Kng.,

Tumbler Club, has already sent four lots

of birds to Mr. Ferguson, and has the

order for the fifth, to consist of red, blue

and black saddles. Mr. Ferguson was at

one time a fancier of homing pigeons.

•
• •

A Stock-Keeper of late date says:

"Last week Mr. John Frayn shipped from

Liverpool two consignments of Indian

games, one a cock and four hens, the

other a cockerel and four pullets, to New
York. This makes over one hundred

birds of the variety despatched by Mr.

Frayn to New York during the past

twelve months, besides many Malays.

We are pleased to find these useful birds

are in snch demand, especially as we

were the first to recognize their good

qualities."

« •

Show Antwerps have never found favor

with American fanciers, the few birds of

the variety that are in this country hav-

ing been brought over by those who
learned to love them in England, where

no other is second to it in the number of

those fancying it. The English .Ant-

werp Club lately endeavored to decide

upon a stantlard for the variety and a

number of ideal birds were t)efore the

meeting 10 iiiustrate points iu quebliou.

The action taken was to recognize the

short-faced, the medium and the long-

faced. The measurements for each were

fixed as, the short-faced not to exceed

one and one-half inches; the medium not

to- exceed one and five-eighth inches;

the long-faced to be over one and five-

eighth inches.

•

The secretary of the Pennsylvania

State Poultry Association, Mr. N. G.

Temple, Pocopsin, Pa., reports the follow-

ing appointments of county representa-

tives: John Stone, for Chester County;

W. I. Scott, for Clarion County; Jesse

G. Darlington, for Philadelphia County,

and A. C. Treicliler, for Lancaster

County. Mr. Temple will favor at least

two changes in the by-laws for action at

the annual meeting, one to increase the

number of the executive committee and

to give each county two representatives

(vice-presidents), instead of one. The

executive committee will have its first

meeting in May, and probably at Read-

ing.

* «

The Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock

Association with capital stock of fcaxi

was lately organized in New Orleans

with these officers: President, George

W. Sentell, Jr.; vice-president, Ed. A.

Bom; secretary, A. E. Shaw; treasurer,

William Laughlm; directors, CM. Fair-

child, George A. Miller, R. V. Winship,

Omer Villerre, George G. Greetier, J. L.

Beer, E<1. A. Bom, George W. Setitell,

Jr., William Laughlin and A. E. Shaw.

The object of the association is to en-

courage the breeding of pure-bred poultry

and dogs, and to give a grand exhibition

in New Orleans next winter.

»

This association, we Ijelieve, includes

those who tried so bravely last winter to

create an interest in the fancy in New
Orleans. It is well known that the effort

was financially a failure but not that the

cause for it was in the death of Mr. Jef-

ferson Davis and because of which all

places of amusement, etc., were ordered

closed. The promise of success for the

show was good and but for this damper,

unexpected and not to be provided

against, would have been fulfilled.

The Buffalo, N. Y., Express lately in

giving a history of the Royal Arcanum,

published an excellent portrait of its

grand secretary, Mr. J. Y. Bicknell, the

president of the American Judges Associ-

ation. In comment upon his work it

said :

"J. Y. Bicknell was bom in Oneida
county in this State in 1835. He
was a charter member and the first

regent of the Pioneer Council of the

Royal Arcanum, organized in this city on
March 29, 1878, and known as Buffalo

Council, No. 66, which was the third

council of the order organized in this

Slate. He was one of the past regents

who met at I'tica, February 19,1879,10
organize the Grand Council of New-

York, and has been an active memljer of

the Grand Council ever since. Five

years ago he was elected grand secretary,

and has been re-elected from year to

year, and since his election to that office

he has seen the order increase within

this jurisdiction from 112 councils with a

membership of 9,000, to 154 councils and
a membership of over iS.ootx His
promptness, efficiency and hard work per-

formed as grand secretary have been a

prominent factor iu placing New York,
etc., etc."

• *

At this time of year, when, if ever, the

food of the loft should be of the best

quality, it is the fact that inferior stuff,

is, as a rule, the best that is to be had.

The following suggestions from the Fan-
i

ciers' Gazette may not be out of place to

tjiose who buy grain in quantity for

storing and N\ ho hope to find the last of

it equal iu quality with the first.

•
* *

"Among the most fruitful causes of dis-

ease in pigeons is, without doubt, the use

of inferior and damaged foo<l. Grain
should not t)e given too new, and most
descriptions may l)e coiisi<lere<l in their

prime at about two years old. On the

other hand, it is sometimes otTered for

sale too old, and consequ «itly so hard as

to be almost impossible of digestion, or

so worm eaten from want of proper hand-
ling as to l)e practically devoicl of nour-

ishment. To keep it in good condition,

it may l>e either placed in bags or spread

out on a svooilfu flwir. If the former

course is adopted, the bags should be

well shaken up now and then ; and if the

latter, the stock should \ye turned over at

similar intervals, as, if allowed to remain
untouched for any considerable length of

time, it is almost certain to become
worm-eaten. The storage selected should

of course be thoroughly dry, and, if no
place fulfilling this requirement is avail-

able, we strongly recomniend the pur-

chase of smaller quantities as required,

for a very little dampness will quickly

produce mould and consequent musti-

iiess—attributes which are capable of

causing a very considerable amount of

mischief, esi)ecially among young birds.

We visited a loft not very long ago where
the inmates were dying off in dozens.

We were asked for our opinion as to the

cause, but the arrangements appeared
perfect in every detail until the lid was
taken off the corn-bin, and the secret was
there."

«
« »

In connection with the paper in

another colutnn by Dr. H. E. Owen upon

the peculiarities of the Oriental frills, we

commend to our readers the comments

of Mr. Joseph Smith as made to the Fan-

ciers' Gazette upon the Orientals at

Liverpool,where he lately acted as judge:

"I do not propose to report on the

classes or my awards.that having already

been done at the proper time, but I may
lie allowed one or two comments on
special features that struck me as worth

ORIENTAL FRILLS.

A Plea for the Preservation of the

Characteristic Points.

I shall say nothing in the way of gen-

eral description, as to size, shape, car-

riage, etc., leaving fanciers to read the

article of Mr. Caridia in Fulton's book,

of the Messrs. Ludlow, Joseph Smith and

others, and the description in the various

standards

The subject to which I wish to call the

special attention of fanciers of Oriental

frills is the relative iniportance of feather-

marking to head and beak properties,

and here I wish to say emphatically that

I greatly prefer a large,wide skull, thick,

short beak, and down face to any other

style of head; that I recognize it as an

nothing. The. superior quality of the

blondinettes over the satinettes was most
marked. This should not be. The
satinettes and sub-varieties are very

beautiful, and should be preserved in all

their grandeur of form and markings,and
I commend this fact to the notice of

breeders. Black-laced blondinettes are

rapidly improving; they are tmly ^rand
in head properties, but much remanis to

be accomplished in the perfecting of

lacing. I have frequently heard it ex-

pressed how easy it is to get the lacing,

but somehow those who tell us fail to

demonstrate their theory by showing us

the article produced. From being now
fully recognized and appreciated, I

would warn breeders that if they do not

use more effort to improve and perpetu-

ate really good lacing and arrow pointing,

one of the most beautiful attributes of

these exceptional varieties will be lost.

Oriental Turbits are rapidly gaining in

favor, their exceptional head properties
. • r 1

helping them greatly in the estimation of ideal,and that all my importations of late
^

the" fancy; but again I would here point

out,every other property has deteriorated

to form, and whde no specimen can be
Ijeautiful in my eyes so long as it is ac-

companied by glaring faults, so would I

point out that until you impart a proper
lustre to the color, and eradicate that

ever-recurring fault of short and uneven
flights, there remains a deal to do before

this sub-variety will l)e highly valueil.

# *

Holly, well known to our readers as

one of the most practical of fanciers, in

reference to Mr. Cook's theory as to the

cause for infertile eggs as quoted in the

last JduRNAL does not agree to it but

lays the blame entirely to injudicious

feeding. He says:
j

"In- my opinion the most important
condition for the fertilization of eggs has

been omitted, viz., condition of the birds.

If the birds be kept in too high condi-

tion the greater number of the eggs will

be unfertile, some of the fertile eggs will

iiave germs so weak a.>» io pci isii a few

days after the commencement of incu-

bation, and if chicks l)e hatched they

will not be worth keeping. If the birds

be in too poor condition most of the eggs

will be fertile, but the chicks of weak
condition. If the birds be kept in breed-

ing condition, that is neither loo high
nor loo low, nearly all the eggs will i)e

fertile and the chickens strong. Due al-

lowance being made for life, vigor,

weather, etc., it does not matter as re-

gards fertilization whether five or twenty
birds run with the male bird. To give

a case in point. .\ young fancier had a

pen of prize buff Cochins, cockerel and
five hens. He seated 1 20 eggs and only

got five chickens. 1 had cautioned him
about overfeeding. I went to see the

birds, and remarked, "You have got

them into too high con<lilion." He re-

plied. "They are not fat. I have been
very careful in the feeding." "All the

same they arc not in breeding condition

or the eggs would l)e fertile. Cut their

grub one-third, and in ten days all the

eggs will be fertile." He did so. About
a fortnight later I had a dozen eggs for

a silling. I had twelve strong chickens

from the eggs; by regulating the quan-
tity of foot! only the change was pro-

duced. Anyone can prove it. Overfeed
a pen of birds to a small extent, and un-

fertile eggs will l)e the result. Cut the

food, and fertile eggs will in from five to

ten days be laid."

have been made with a view to improve

nienl in that direction. This expression

of views must dispose finally of the vari-

ous statements to the effect that I "leave

head and beak to take care of them-

selves," that I "pay no attention to any-

thing but plumage," that "the precious

band on the tail is everything, and the

head nothing," etc.

Now as to my real opinion. If this pa-

I)er was addressed to a committee of

naturalists my task would be a very easy

one. As the case stands I feel the ne-

cessity of a few general words on the

subject of classification. In the first

place when classifying varieties or species

in any of the products of nature, search is

made' for some striking peculiarities

which exists in a given specimen, and

that point is fixed upon as the one de-

termining in what group the specimen

shall be classed. For example, in vege-

table life, certain jdants have the seed

placed upon the back of the leaf. These

constitute the great lainily of ferns. Let

us suppose a )>otanist on a government
exploring expedition entering a territory

on which man has never heretofore set

foot. He finds a plant hitherto unknown
and of course unclassified. On examina-

tion he finds that the plant is in seed and

that the seeds are placed on the backs of

the leaves. It may be a tree. It may be

a trailing vine. It may l)e an acjuatic

|)lant, or growing in any way or looking

like anything whatever. What is it?

How shall it \>e classified ? Send a speci-

men to every botanist in the world, and

the immediate and unanimous answer

will be "It is a fern." The reason for

the answer will be localise ferns have the

seed on the back of the leaf and no other

plants have.
I In the same way if a new animal be

discovered and it is observed to chew the

I cud. it is a ruminant or of the cow

family. If it has the front teeth bevelled

and sharp like a chisel it is a rodent or

of the same family as the squirrel and rat.

Now, in placing the Oriental frill in

its proper class we have first a bird,

then a pigeon of the domestic class.

Then we may say that in general style

it is more pioperly to be classe<l in the

turbit group than with any other variety

of domestic pigeon. If now we attempt

to distinguish it from the turbit group,

what are the characteristics that will

separate it, not only from turbits but

from all other varieties as well ? Cer-

taiiilv thev are not in the head and beak.

My claim is that the points which are

characteristic of the Oriental frill, dis-

tinguishing it from any and every other

variety of fancy pigeon, are all in the

plumage.
.\s to the plumage then. In all the

satinette family (except that rare bird,

the black satinette) and in all the blon-

diuette excejit the black-laced we must

have three colors. But other pigeons,

notably the almond tumbler, are tri-

colored. .Satinettes and blondinettes

—When Mr. Entwisle, the well-known

breeder of bantams, removed from Baw-

try to Wakefield, having determined to

remove the whole of his poultry breeding

paraphernalia to his new residence, it

was necessary to provide ample means of

transport, which was done by the aid of

the railway officials and resulted in a

well-laden train of sixteen railway vans

and trollies and in addition, of course, a alike except the barred varieties of the

saloon carriage for the use of himself,

his family and meml^ers of his house-

hold.-7-Stock-Keeper.

—"It will require 60,000 cars to haul

off the Kansas wheat." How many hens

would it take to save all that trouble?—

I'eathered World.

latter must be laced on the wings. Here

we may have the fish scale style of lacing

or the arrow-pointed. I prefer the former

as being rarer, more difficult to produce

and more peculiar to Orientals than the

former. This lacing, however, while

differing from that in other varieties, is

found ill ice jiigeons and some other

birds, so that neither tricolor nor lacing

absolutely separate Orientals from other

pigeons, although tri-color and more
especially lacing are of great importance.

We do find, however, one point which
all the Orientals have, viz., a white spot

near the end of each tail feather, form-

ing, when the tail is spread, a band ex-

tending across the whole of it. Has any
other bird this marking? I think not.

With the many intentional and uninten-

tional crosses which take place in the

lofts of fanciers breeding several varie-

ties, I am fully aware that I cannot prove

this belief, but I am so confident of its

tmth that I am convinced that any bird

showing it has had at some time, no
matter how remote, an Oriental ancestor.

.\nother thing is also worthy of our

attention. This white band is the exact

contrary of what we usually see in other

birds. If the tail band varies in color

from the rest of the tail it is almost in-

variably of a darker shade. If this is

true, that here we have a marking com-
mon to all Oriental frills and existing

in no other varieties, then we are forced

by the principles of classification to con-

sider the tail marking the most essential

property in the Oriental frill. After

this I would place in order the lacing

and the tri-color. We may ridicule this

property and exalt others, but I do not

see how we can escape the conclusion.

Our best authorities tell us that they

are ignorant as to how the satinette was
produced, but l)elieve that it came from
a cross with some w ild pigeon having a

white tail-band.

I now know that such a bird exists in

Eastern Europe having myself seen them '

while traveling there last year, and I
'

would have given much to have procured
one. I still hope to obtain one some day.

However, I was near enough to one of

these birds to see that it was in general

shape, like most wild pigeons, long and
slender, with long snaky head, but with

a perfect white band extending across

the tail as distinct and sharp as the band
on the turkey or grouse tail. Blondinettes

were obtained by crossing satinettes with
owls and turbits.

Now I wish to plead for the preserva-

tion more especially, of these plumage
pccuiiarikics. i.Ci. us iuppcsc cin cx^rc.c
case. A fancier has a stud of laced blon-

dinettes for example. Their marking is

gootl but their head projierties are in-

different. Knowing that he can improve
these by crosses with owls, he breeds on
that plan for a few years, at the end of

which he has a loft full of birds with

heads and beaks as near perfection as

can be hoped for, but with little or no
tail-marking; with no white spots on the

flights, and with the lacing on the wings
nothing but an indefinite sort of checker
such as may be seen on homers and
street pigeons. Of these he enters a

single bird in a show to compete before

a judge known to give all his preference

to head properties. This bird has a

grand head, wide skull, thick, short,

beak, down-face; perfect we will say in

head. It has not a white spot on any of

the tail or flight feathers and almost no
lacing. What is this bird ? I will not
say that, but I :i'i/l say that it is not an
Oriental frill, because it has none of the

characteristics of the variety. The bird

of the other extreme would have perfect

tail and flight marking and would be
brilliantly laced, but with narrow skull

and long slender beak. Now I will not
say that I might not prefer the general

style of the first bird as a pigeon, but in
:

a competition of Orientals I would award
the prize to the second. My supposed
case of a loft is by no means so much ex-

aggerated as might appear for I have
visited a number of lofts where the con-

ilition of things was pretty nearly what I

have described. It is quite noticeable

again that laced blondinettes depart
more from the true marking than sati-

nettes. Is it not reasonable to suppose
tiiat this is because of the greater pre-

ponderance of alien blood in the blondi-

nettes in their early production and be-

cause there are more owls of a color suit-

able for a cross with them than with sat-

inettes ?

Now let us suppose further, that the

preference for head properties has finally

resulted in the total loss of our peculiar

marking. Do we want it back again ? If

we do, then there is nothing left for us but

to go to eastern iMirope again and begin
afresh with the wild pigeon of that re-

gion ; but for the improvement of head
properties there is always available stock
in the owl and turbit groups.

In conclusion I would call attention to

the statement made bv Mr. Caridia,

in Fulton's book, that these birds when
first introduced into England had rather

narrow heads and slender beaks and
did not please very well on that account,
but that their heads were being gradually
improved. .\lso please note that latterly

Mr. Caridia, Mr. Jos. Smith and others

refer to the brilliantly marked and laced

birds formerly seen but now much rarer

than on their first appearance in Eng-
land.

These remarks must be regarded as

danger-signals by those who would pre-

serve these beautiful pliiniaged pigeons
(in my view the most beautiful of all in

plumage) from extinction.

Let us by all means do all we can to

improve head and l>eak. If it is necessary
to occasionally introduce an owl or tur-

bit into the loft, well and good, though I

am afraid of it ; but let ns not forget

that we have made the cross and let us

get back at once and marry our young-
sters to an over-marked bird with a

good head. Henry E. Owkn.

Connecticut Hens All Broke Up.

The Connecticut hen is losing her am-

bition. First, the legislative wise men a

year or so ago declared, after two weeks

of profound deliberation, that she

mustn't scratch any more in the neigh-

bor's garden, and they made a law com-

manding her to stay at home, the penalty

for violating the statute being a fine of I7

and costs to be imposed on her owner.

As there is no money in hens in this state

unless the neighbors support them, the

impertinent statute nearly broke the gal-

linaceous heart. Now eggs have gone

away down in price. Eggs are worth

only a penny apiece in all parts of the

state. Probably the price has not been
so low before since the Revolution. At
Plainfield Junction the other day a far-

mer tramped into market and actually

got 14 cents a dozen for a basket of eggs,

but he was in luck, or else the shop-
keener was not shrewd. A rusty native

watched the dicker, but said nothing
until its close, then he drawled: "Paid
tew much fur them eggs, squire; back iu

the country apiece I kin get yer all yer
kin shoulder fur 10 cents a dozen." In

Norwich eggs are worth 12 cents a dozen,

but the country storekeepers.half adozen
miles away, buy them at wholesale or re-

tail for S and 10 cents. The reason for

the decline in prices is overproduction,

for the old Conneticut hen, broken in

spirit and all run down physically, hasn't

resolution enough to stop laying. She is

rolling out eggs at a great rate, and some
people think eggs will touch a lower

price yet. Far sighted men consequently

are killing their fowls.—New York Sun.

"The Troubles of the Just."

Mrs. Thomas Carlyle, writing from

Craigenputtoch, in 1831, of her trials and

tribulations as a poultry fancier, says :

"My cousin, did you ever watch a goose

hatching, or a turkey, or any hatching

thine ? If not, i'ou can form no adequate

conception of the hopes and fears which

at present agitate my breast. I have a

goose sitting on five eggs—a rather

flighty sort of character—quite a goose

of the world in fact, who from time to

time drives me to the brink of despair

by following her pleasures whole hours

with the other geese to the manifest

danger of cooling her eggs. I hover
about the nest during these long ab-

sences with a solicitude quite indescrib-

able, and it will end I believe in my sit-

ting down on the eggs myself. My
turkey again sits like a very vegetable

;

indeed, she could not well do otherwise,

being secured under an inverted crate
;

but she is a born idiot, and I dread that

the offspring will be all creatures of weak
intellect also ; nay, more, that one by
one they will be overlaid or otherwise

die from neglect' like Rol)ert's little

daughter. 'The troubles that afflict the

just,' etc. "Now this comes of having
the world !' as Carlyle's grandmother
said when by some miracle she found
herself in possession of an entire gold

guinea an(l was at her wits' end where
on -ill the earth to secure it from thieves.

When I had no stock I was comparatively

tranquil."

FOR PROFIT AND PLBASURB.

Breedingr for Either Is Both Inter-

esting and Useful.

Mr. Lemoine, in the Journal de I'Agri-

culture, says: Poultry may be divided

into two classes, the fowl for pleasure and

the fowl for profit.

In the cLjSs "for pleasure" are to be

found the greater number of the phe-

nomenal specimens to be met with at the

shows. This class also contains a num-
ber of almost unknown and very rare

birds of foreign origin, and lastly, some

breeds which, though better known, are

more curious than useful and more amus-

ing than productive.

The amature delighting iu this cate-

gory seeks principally to amuse himself,

to satisfy his taste for the rare and the

beautiful, and perhaps to gratify his

amour-propre. He is a collector, who
leaves the question of profit on one side,

and dreams only of self-gratification.

What he desires principally is beauti-

ful plumage, graceful carriage, the variety

of form, and richness of color. In a word,

he must have his gallery of poultry as

others have their gallery of pictures. Do
they lay well ? Do they hatch ? Do they

afford a savory dish for the table? These

are questions regarding his poultry which

concerns him least. He is an artist first,

then producer if may be. We do not

speak ill of him for this; a great interest

attaches to these experiments, to these

attempts at acclimatization, often unavail-

ing, though sometimes crowned with suc-

cess, to these delicate crossings but now
and then rewarded. The amateur loves

the art for its own sake ; but there hap-
pens sometimes unexpected and useful

results, and in certain cases not far from
the agreeable.

the scale of the fancier world we meet
the proprietor, who, owning a small

property, loves to have beautiful poultry,

the birds of breeding about him. He
does not mean to speculate, but thinks
beauty in the yard should not detract

from excellence on the table. He has
visited the exhibitions, and gained knowl-
edge, he has bought some specimens
which do him credit. But he claims to

have not merely show birds, but some fine

animals which will stock his yards and
afterwards furnish his rati. Some ama-
teurs of this class are very successful,

but it is only with care, patience, and
perseverance that success is gained.

Others again are discouraged through
losses, errors, and misapprehensions. Cer-

tain breeds require particular attention,

and perhaps the sutyects chosen do not
agree with the climate or the soil, so that

it is necessary to begin again. There are

also the lectures of the jealous, the croak-

ers of evil, and those who criticise any
novelty, to be withstood. " Beautiful

pullets, indeed ! but what return will

they bring you ? They cost you so much
dearer than in the market," etc. The
cook concerns herself in the case, and
plainly prefers the merchandise of the

retail dealer to the best poultry. The
gardener's wife also comes to the charge.

Has she not the feeding of the poultry,

the plucking of the birds for the table,

and the general superintendence of the
poultry-yard ? She will soon prove to

you that it is not profitable. And so are

not our sincere congratulations due to

the proprietor who has had the strength

to resist all these little conspiracies of
which he has well-nigh been the victim.

We believe that we have sufficiently

indicated the fowl "for pleasure," and
would now proceed to consider the profit-

able fowl.

The question then is. What is the

fowl "for profit?" It is the fowl which,
if anything, is expected to produce the

fowl which is only considered from a

paying point of view. For this the

brilliant plumage, the graceful carriage

and other charms are not essential, but

fertility and robustness, the qualities of

being a good layer, a careful mother,
and lastly, plump and tender when
brought to table. But we would point

out that these good qualities need not

preclude the good qualities of form, for

not only are they compatible, but they

accord with and commaud each other.

A good hen is in general a beautiful hen,
and vice versa.

What is the sign then to distinguish
the profitable class of poultry ? There
is no absolute rule to this effect, but by
eliminating all phenomenal and uncom-
mon specimens there will remain the
native birds an<l foreign breeds which
have been acclimatized and consequently
have acquired the right to be considered.
To choose between them, however, is a
matter of experience. Then there are
some imp)ortant questions to consider in

regard to the soil, the space at one's dis-

posal, the climate and the care and time
one is disposed to give to the jwultry.

That done, we say at once to the pro-
prietor, the breeder and the farmer,
"Cast your eyes around you, seek in

your own country, in vour own province
for the dominant breed of poultry, which,
notwithstanding repeated crossings and
adulterations, yet retains so man}- of its

primitive characteristics as to be easily
recognized. Adopt, then, as soon as
possible some of the best specimens and
proceeding with them, carry out from
generation to generation a rational se-

lection with the idea of establishing in

your poultry its primitive form and
color. By these means you will gradu-
ally acquire a breed of poultry fulfilling

all requirements, healthy, robust and
fertile, and being reared on a soil and in

a climate suitable to their constitution,

they will require the minimum of care
and trouble and will give the maximum
of return in proportion to your efforts.

You will then have the fowl 'for profit.'
"

In conclusion we repeat that breeding
either for pleasure or profit is both in-

teresting and useful ; we cannot repudi-
ate the one or the other. Neither is

wrong ; the one is the complement of
and exercises a happy influence on the
other. The amateur, persevering and
adventurous, creates new types and fur-

nishes examples and models. Exhibi-
tions are his field of battle. The pro-
ducer profits by the lessons to be gained
from the amateur ; he sees his poultry
gradually improve
orfcmincr Inrcrpr ino - -- - o - -

earlier at maturity,
seat of his success.

under his care, be-
fratn** otiH arrtvintr

The market is the

Give Clover for Egrgs.

F. M. M. says : I use a water-tight

feed box sixty-four feet long, four wide

and two high. Into this box put five

bushels of cut clover, cut in half-inch

lengths, and three baskets of ground

feed, one-quarter each of com, oats,

wheat bran and buckwheat middlings

and bran if I have it. I thoroughly mix

the clover and ground feed, then wet with

hot or cold water, or I steam the whole

mass. It is better if mixed with cold

water and allowed to stand twelve hours,

when the fermentation will have com-

menced and it will be just the right

warmth for the morning feed. This

should be fed in rack trough, constructed
so the fowls cannot get in with their feet.

In the winter season fowls eat this with
great relish and it is all consumed. F>en
in summer, when grass is abundant,
nearly all the clover will be eaten. For
egg-production, and a healthy feed, noth-
ing will equal the clover mixture. The
second growth clover is the kind used, or

first cutting if all clover without other
grasses. In mixing, a spade, shovel or
garden fork can be used. This amount
of grain or clover will make one good
feed for one thousand Plymouth Rocks
or Leghoms, or five hundred bronze
turkeys. I also use boiled potatoes in

connection with the clover, when they
can be obtained at a low price. Mash
the potatoes and mix with the clover and
grain. F^or a second feed, which should
be given at noon in winter, I use com,
oats, and wheat, or wheat screenings if of
good (juality. The ponltry house floor

should be bedded with six or eight inches

of straw, and into this the grain should be
scattered, and by roosting time their

crops will be full. Oats in the sheaf are

scattered on the floor, and the fowls

thresh them out and seem to enjoy the

work. Cut corn fodder is a good substi-

tute for clover when clover cannot be
obtained, and nearly all the leaves and
smaller portions will be eaten. Give
fresh water in abundance and a good
supply of eggs will be the result.
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POINTS OF THE JACOBIN.

John Frame Describes the Jacobin

of His Fancy.

The head I should like on a jacobin is

that of the owl. accompanied, of course,

with a stout short beak inclining down-

wards, which has the advantage of l)eing

more easily covered by the hood and

chain than the mousey face. The eye

should be pearl; and as to the color of

the eye wattle, a point to which some

fanciers attach great importance, I con-

sider it is not worth consideration.

Further than that, I would just prefer

the red eye wattle on blacks and yellows

for the sake of the contrast. The throat

should be the same color as the body;

if white it is called low-cut or swallow-

throated. The thighs should have the

perfect color of the body carried right

through to the vent. The flights should

be ten in a perfect bird, but seven is

considered quite good enough. I can-

not define the size of a perfect jacobin,

but the ideal one is a very small bird,

•with all the feather that a large one can

carry.

The legs should just be suflficiently

long to keep the tail and flights well

clear of the ground, and should be free

of feather. In shape the jacobin should

be a long thin-shonldered bird, standing

over a lot of ground, and when g: asped

in the hand should be soft like a bundle

of wool. Birds of this stamp often look

big.and I have seen some of the smallest-

bodied birds in a show often reported

as too big and coarse.

Having glanced at color, flights,

thighs.etc, I now proceed to hood,chain,

carriage, and mane, the properties that

really make the jacobin. I yield to no
fancier in keen appreciation and high

admiration of prefection of the pomts
. . . . . .1 lA 1 .. T J_ t
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hood, as to form a full crest, in place of

the notch, which is seen in poorly feath-

ered birds formed bv the parting of the

feathers. This is Mr. Fulton's descrip-

tion of the mane, and it is so good that

I cannot improve on it. A perfect hog
mane, well arched and every feather in

its place, is a fine finish to a jacobin, but

1 cannot place it on a par with chain as

some do, because I consider that good
hood and chain with fine carriage will

make a good, if not a perfect jacobin,

even if the mane is almost absent or

twisted. And if a bird having a perfect

hood, chain and mane, and another

equally good in hood and chain, but de-

ficient in mane, were put before me, I

should of course give the perfect-mane

bird the preference; but if a bird were
grand in mane and deficient in hood,

though perfect in chain, I should have

no hesitation in placing before it a bird

perfect in hood and chain, if it had al-

most no mane at all.

TUBERCULOSIS.

A...

hesitate for a moment to call them minor
points—simply the pawns in a game of

chess, in which the hood would be the

queen.
The feathers which form the hood—the

first point, and the one which gives

character to the jacobin—spring from the

back of the skull, and should arch over

the back and crown of the head in a

solid mass, free from notches or horns,

caused by feathers growing from below,

and should grasp as it were with an even

and unserried front the skull over, and

if possible beyond, an imaginary line

drawn from the front of one eye to the

same part of the other. It is very sel-

dom that such a hood is plastered down
close to the skull, as the quantity and

elasticitv of the feathers make it in-

dependent of a rest. It is the short

scantily feathered hood, which clings

limpet-like to the back of the head, and

is as often as otherwise a combination of

nature and art, but whether only one or

both it is of but little account when the

perfect one is to Ije seen.

The chain should be very deep and

free from raggedness, and should meet
well under the beak, and be carried as

low as possible down on the breast, and

should stop there, exactly at the same
point on both sides. To meet the hood

It should not beat round the eye, but

simply bury it. It will be very oftep

found, however, that a bird with a good

hood, accompanied by a great depth of

chaiu over the eye, will have an imper-

fectly finished chain on the breast, one

side stopping shorter than the other.

This 1 consider far less important than

the depth at the eye, as ui this point,

and the good hood, are involved the

burying up of the head and beak. I

have bred several birds with fair hood,

and wonderfully deep m feather at eyr,

with the chain meeting quite perfectly,

and stopping exactly at the same point,

and the feathers of such quality that the

chain looked rather like a solid carved

piece of work than a mass of feathers.

Again, with a chain of this character

there is a strong tendency to peak hood,

as the feathers, instead of meeting and

merging in the hoo<l, continue their

course and form horns which drive the

hood feathers up out of their place.

The mane is formed by the feathers

which grow towards the back growing

out so full, and so falling into what we

may call the sweep of the chain and

THE INDIAN GAMES.

Well Meriting the Great Favor

They Have Received.

Mr. O. K. Sharp, Lockport, N. Y.,

whose firm has been one of the largest

of our importers of the variety, says:

This new aspirant for popular favor in

America can really claim its origin in

England, for, whatever may have been

its antecedents it is to the English

breeders the credit should be given of

bringing it to its present standard as an

all-round fowl. Though it has been

prominently before the American public

for only one year, it may safely be said

that no other breed ever met with such

popular favor iu so short a time. As a

meat bird it first gained its popularity in

England, but we have found it not only

a very superior meat bird, but also a

*~l»».4;^ ^<.M0«.o1 «.»ii*.T-*rvc<» fourl anf\ w'p

believe it will eventually be recognized

as the leader in this line.

The male is a large framed bird stand-

ing well up; eye large an<l flashing; neck

rather long and tapering; botly wide,

good depth and very broad in front; legs

well apart to give width to body. Back

very broad at top, tapering towanl tail

and flat on top. Color of neck and back

hackle, brown crimson and green black.

Secondaries nut brown, the wing bow a

mixture of green black and brov\u crim-

son, the former predominating. Tail

composed of short secondary sickles,

and in color lustrous green. Beak horn

or yellow, yellow preferred. Legs,

orange.
In the female we have a beautifully and

verv delicately marked feather tjeing

double pencilled and in color nut brown
and intense green black ; the colors

alternating.

This plumage should cover the entire

bodv of the female though on the neck

hackle and thighs it will be less distinctly

marked, and, perhaps, in a mea.sure. lack

the double pencilling. As to plumage
they may rightly claim to be handsome,
but to show" their real lustre and beauty

they should be seen iu the bright sun-

light.

Ihey are also a fowl that has more
real beauty than is apparent from a casual

glance. To obuin a full idea of the

beauty of the markings they must be

handled and the plumage looked into.

The Indian is the largest of the

family of games ; adult cocks weighing

nine to twelve pounds, hens six to eight

pounds. They are good layers, without

doubt the equal of the Plymouth Rock,

and are also kind and good mothers.

That tliev are to become a very popular

fowl in America is already admitted.

Though fine specimens are now scarce

and prices consequently high, we do not

anticipate lower prices next season, as

the present demand by far exceeds the

visible supply and the heavy demand in

England has operated in such way that

we liave in both countries more buyers

than sellers. That the variety well merits

the popularity it has so far attained is be-

yond question, and though a year ago we
had strong faith in the future, we must

confess that our wildest hopes have been

exceeded and we can now only surmise

how far up the ladder of chicken fame

they may climb during the coming year.

In Fowls the Chief Point of Attack

Is the Liver.

[continued from page 267.]

On farms fowls do not, as a rule, have

to breathe and rebreathe impure air, for

they ramble pretty much at will during

the day, and roost about in trees or open

sheds at night. Quite recently I in-

spected a fine flock of young turkeys in

the west of England, which appeared to

be perfectly healthy, but the lady who

owned them told me that she had lost

several when they were very young from

a disease called "the pip." On being

told this, I caught and examined some of

them, and found that they had symptoms

of tubercular disease still hanging about

them. Therefore, it is more than proba-

ble that her losses had resulted from that

cause. The deaths had taken place

while the young turkey chicks were

closely penned, and had ceased soon

after the young birds were at liberty to

roam about and sleep in the open air.

As I have already said, the disease was
still hanging about, and when the flock

is penned up for the purpose of lieiiig

fattened a rapid development of the

disease, resulting in a considerable per-

centage of deaths, may be expected, if

the birds are not quickly disposed of,

owing to their having to breathe and re-

breathe tainted air.

Poultry-keepers, who keep their birds
|

in close warm houses—which is done, as

a rule, under the impression that the

egg-basket will l)e better filled in winter

—create in them thus a predisposition to

contract disease. This is done very gen-

erally with the result that the object

sought, viz.. new laid eggs in winter, is

defeated by the very means adopted to

attain that end.
This disease is peculiarly insidious in

its mode of attack, and a bird may be

fatally affected Ijefore the presence of

the disease is even suspected. This is

the case when tul>ercle is deposited in

the liver and other internal parts. Here
I may remark in passing, that tubercle

in human beings selects as its favorite

site the lungs (Phthisis or "consump-
lion"). but in the leathered tribes the

organ most usually and seriously affected

is the liver. When the disease is once
firmly established in one of the organs,

such as the liver, even if it admits ol

cure, it leaves the subject with a more or

less impaired constiluiion, which renders

it valueless for stock purposes. VVhen
taken in time, or when the disease is lo-

cal, and admits of surgical or medical

treatment, the disease may be perma-
nently and effectually cured.

So far as I am aware no agent has

been found that will destroy the bacillus

of tubercle without at the same time de-

stroying the tissue upon which it thrives,

and consequently endangering the life

of the subject. I am. however, of opinion

that there are drugs and chemicals that

will render the soil (if I may apply the

term to denote living animal tissue) un-

lit for the development of tubercle, and
as a consequence the bacillus gradually

loses its potency and eventually becomes
inert.

My reasons for holding this opinion re-

garding the action of certain drugs and
ciiemical sulwtaiices are practical, lor 1

have had under my own care very many
tuberculous fowls and pigeons, which 1

have permanently cured by these means.

For example, when the fauces are alone

involvetl, as a caustic, or in solution as a

lotion or mouth wash, I have found sul-

phate of copper superior to anything

else that I have tried. Not only does it

remove the stench almost immediately

from roupy fowls or ulcerated foul-

smelling hurfaces, but it acts as a tonic

and stimulant to the parts affected.

Foul ulcers in pigeons and poultry are

much more quickly healed il they are oc-

casionally touched with a crystal of sul-

phate of copper (bluestonel which can

tor this purpose be fastened in a quill or

the split end of a stick. I N\ill not stop

to enumerate the advantages atlendin>;

its internal administration as well as of

other drugs, but take up individual cases

in detail to illustrate iiiy own methoil of

treatment.
I. In a case of tuberculosis (roup) fol-

lowing a cold in the head (which is, of

course, a very common occurrence), ow-

ing to inflainniation being set up with

consequent superficial ulceration of the

membranes of the nose, the bacillus finds

a suitable site ; and as the increased

temperature attendant on the inflamma-

tion favors its development, if not

arrested il soon spreads to neighboring

tissues, and the fowl becomes tubercu-

lous all over. To arrest and cure the

disea.se wash out the mouth and nostrils

night and morning with a solution

of one-fourth of an ounce of sul-

phate of copper dissolved in a pint of

rain water, being careful not to let any
appreciable quantity pass down the fowl's

throat. The mouth must be thoroughly

cleansed with the lotion; it is no use to

merely apply it with a feather. For

cleaning the mouths of grown fowls I

find a partly worn soft tooth brush, or a

small piece of flannel fastened to the end
of a stick very suitable. While the

mouth is wet with the lotion close it, and
with the forefinger of the right hand
make gentle (quickly repeated) pressure

upon the nasal passages, from the eye

downwards. This, with the air pressure

from within, will tend to force the lotion

in and clear out the decomposed mucous
loaded with infective gerais, nearly

always to be found in the nostrils of

roupy fowls. This is a very important

point, and must not be overlooked, for

the nasal passages form a nest for the

bacillus of tubercle from which syste-

matic infection must in time take

place.

II. In that form of tuberculosis known
as diphtheretic roup, the lotion and pills

must be used, and it will generally be

found necessary to remove the diphthe-

roid false membrane, or cheesy-looking

tubercle usually found attached to the

mucous membrane in the ueighl)orhood

of the windpipe, with a stroiijj quill or

pointed piece of wood. This will usually

cause the parts to bleed. To arrest the

bleeding, and in all cases of diphtheritic

roup, paint the affected parts with the

following application : Strong solution of

perchloride of iron, one part ; oil of tur-

pentine, one part ;
glycerine, six parts.

vMiaKC well lOgciutl niH-U usm^ .1..

III. Masses of cheesy-looking tubercle

in the glands about the' head and face, in

the joints, the feet, and at the anus
should, if possible, be remove<l ;

for, if

allowed to remain, they may be the cause

of general infection. To remove these

cheesy masses, cut down on them and
remove by enucleation, or with the point

of a quill, and use the application given

above, or paint the cavity with tincture

of iodine.—W. Vale in Feathered World.

English Importations.

The English Board of Trade reports

give the number and value of eggs im-

ported during five years as follows :

Year ThouRands. Value.
1805.' i.ooj.7t>8 /"2,93'.'J8

i8h6 I,035.i7' i»4".<>J0

1887 l,oyo.o8q 3'*5.0»'

ih88 l.i.6,;93 3.<*3'07

1889 I.I3'.649 3.m.8'3

Thus, during the last five years Eng-
land has received from abroad the enor-

mous quantitv of 5,386.489,000 eggs, of

the value of /14.063. 528, 'which money,
instead of remaining in the country, as it

well niigh; have done, has gone into the

pockets of the foreign producer."

The supply for 1889 came from :

Great hundreds
(each 1 20 • gus). Value.

Germany 2 99^.'«5 jC^i-90'
Vrance 2.95o.5«* i.ih'.iSS

Belgium i.Hi7.3'3 S^S-oS?

Olher countries 1,649.855 4»i.5'9

The Stock-Keeper, in giving these fig-

ures, says :

" The greater value of the French eggs

over the German ones is doubtless owing
to the longer time the transport from the

latter country takes.

"The importation during this period

shows a steady increase from 1,002,788

thousand eggs in 188510 1,131,649 thou-

sand in 18S9. These figures do not com-

prise the total consumption of eggs in the

United Kingdom ; we could not even

venture to hazard a guess of wh'at the

numbers are. There is, however, ample
fooil for reflection for our farmers in

these statistics, and they ought to turn

the question seriously over in their minds
whetuer they could not make the keep-

ing of poultry on a large scale for egg-

producmg purposes pay as well as their

foreign competitors, who do so in spite of

being hanilicapped by heavy freights,

and by at least two middlemen's prohts."
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PIGEON FLYING.

YOUNG FLYING PIGEONS.

Too Many Birds Become a Tax
and No Longer a Pleasure.

The Belgian lofts rarely contain over

25 pairs of adult birds, and oftener less

than more. The fancier alludes to his

birds personally, and as he knows that

his success depends almost entirely upon

his acquaintance with each individual

bird, whether breeder or flyer, a greater

nunilier than he could keep in mind
would prove a tax rather than a pleasure.

The oversight that is given would

scarcely be credited. The flyers are all

carefully watched as they fly about and

as they return from training journeys,

this not only to know which is first to

return, but the manner in which it enters

its loft and the condition in which the

exercise leaves it. Thus, some will throw

out a bird that is an habitual late comer,

or one that seems always fatigued, or to

become weared easily. Once, he will

consider as due to temporary indisposi-

tion, but when to be dilatory is shown to

be characteristic, the bird is doomed.

It is from this close insight and remorse-

less culling that the good results are

ensured.

It can be easily seen that to pursue this

course there must not be many birds

else the mind will l)econie confused, and
as it loses its grasp upon the subject lose

the interest also, and finally be satisfied

with giving good care and trusting to

Inck for the result.

This oversight is of greatest import-
ance in the time of incubation. It is

well known that the sole nourishment of
the young bird in its first days is a
liquid secreted by the glands of the crop.
If by any means this secretion is not
utilized, it accumulates and hardens, di-

gestion is interfered with and the bird
becomes ill. The crop is distended as if

with food, the feathers stand out and the
bird finally dies. Any pigeon is of
course liable to this disease, but the fly-

ing pigeon is peculiarly so. since breed-
ing birds are frequently sent for jour-
neys and must remain two or three days
away, while journeying to the starting
point or wailing for favorable weather.
Thus the old birds have no way of re-

lieving themselves of the accumulation
in the glands of the crop, and evil fol-

lows. Some say disease called ia ladre,
is developed; a sort of scurvy, wherein
the entire skin is covered with an erup-
tion, or this may show but slightly out-
wardly, and by forming internal deposits
cause the decline of the bird. These de-
posits are more frequent in an affection
to which I give the name of arthrite, an
illness to which voyagers are more liable

than others.
If for any reason the eggs do not

hatch, then the owner should give the
parents a young bird from another nest
to rear. This should be as young as pos-
sible and should be placed under the hen
as quietly as may be and at night. Some-
times there is no young bird at hand, or,

again, the ohl birds will not accept the
changlings. In such case remove the
birds from the nests to a cage, and for a
day do no not give food, but only water.
The cock may be returned to the loft
after a day, but the hen should be re-

tained a day or so longer, and be fed
very sparingly after the first day. Then
if she appears in natural condition she
may be given the freedom of the loft. If,

however, she seems stupid and refuses
food, give her a little olive oil and a
couple of pills, one each night, of pow-
dered rhubarb, made by grating the root
and rolling it into a pill the size of a pea.
If this fails then examine the crop. If
there are hard lumps of undigested food
an oj)eralioii will be necessary. This
consists in making an incision near the
upper part. Through this remove the
contents, then close the suture, sewing
from within outward, taking care that
the feathers of the skin are not drawn
into the edges of the wound. When the
crop is thoroughly emptied wash out
with weak alum water to diminish the
luflammation of the secretory glands.

In cases where the eggs are bad or for
any reason no j'oung follows the period
of incubation, if the parents are birds of
merit and are entered for the races soon
to lake place, it is absolutely necessary
that they should have young pigeons
given them to nurish. It is upon such
circumstances often that the success of a
season depends. If one can not do this,

then better withdraw the parent birds
from the competition, otherwise it will

take them long to return, or they may
not be able to return at all.

In a well ordered loft, there are usually
three or four pairs upon which the hopes
of the season rest, and there are also the
doubles of these which are more or less

sacrificed for these more valuable pairs.

To explain, let us suppose that a good
pair of birds is about to go nest, and that
another pair not entered for the journeys
is to lay at about the same time. If the
eggs of the better pair do not hatch they
should lie given at least one of the pair of
young from the other nest. When the
race birds are up>on the road, the young
should \yc returned to the original nest,

to be given again to the voyageur uixjii

its return.

Some birds are in a measure incapable
of rearing young, while others are exces-
sively devoted. We frequently hear of
a bird that is of no account as a breeder
of record stock and that is worthless as a

record bird on its own account, but that
is kept '

' because it is such a good
feeder." The breeds with short beaks
are generally bad parents. Those also
with fine necks, where the throat curves
in at the gullet giving a narrow a;so-

phagus are poor nurses. The best are
undoubtedly the cross of the English
bird and the native Antwerp. Many
keep these birds solely as nurses for the
young of their valued pairs.

The young, one intends to rear should
have special attention. When the eggs
are below the average size, do not set

them, as they show physical weakness in

the parent bird, and the young will not
survive to reach maturity. The best
hatchintrs are of the spring, when every-
thing is favorable to incubation. It is

then the natural season. The young
should not be handled, and only a
minimum of cleaning should be given to

the the nest while they remain in it.

The young pigeon is an insatiable eater.

If allowed to become hungry or chilled,

diarrhoea follows. Should the parents
l)e sent away, even for short journeys,
the young are liable to l)e attacked by
the adult birds of other nests, and to be
trampled upon and scalped.

Some leave the breeding birds unlim-
ited food. I prefer feeding them at

regular hours, say three times a day, giv-

ing the food for the early morning the
night Ijefore, where the feeding parent
may find it in the very early morning
without difficulty. In the early part of
the year this is especially necessary, as

the rapid digestion of the youngster has
emptied its crop long before daybreak.
The young hatched after the first of

July will only moult off in part, and will

have, until the next autumn, the large

feathers of both wing and tail. These
feathers will lack the lustre of the others,

and be of less size. The autumn hatched
birds often succeed better than those of

the same pairs in the spring, in being
more robust and of better growth. If

one could only have patience to wait un-
til they monite*! properly, they would
then show themselves to lie no less

brave or beautiful than those hatched in

May. I like to see the young bird of
thirty days able to leave the nest when
food is scattered, and, after picking up a

portion, to fly again to the nest to get

the remainder of its food from the

parents, also, to see it follow its father

in light flight, and to watch him avoid it

as if to show that it was time for it to be-

gin to look out for itself.—From the

French of Dr. F. Chapins.

Brooklyn and Newark.
At a recent meeting of prominent

pigeon flyers held in this city, the Em-
pire Flying Club, of New York and

vicinity, was organized with the follow-

ing officers : President, Francis White-

ley, of Newark ; first vice-president, M.
B. Maguire, of Brooklyn ; second vice-

president, W. S. Hopkins, of Newark

;

treasurer, S. Von Moers, of New York
;

secretary, T. Fred Goldman, of Brooklyn
;

race committee for Newark and vicinity

—F. Whiteley and J. W. Housel ; race

committee for New York and vicinity

—

T. F. Goldman and S. Von Moers. A
constitution and by-laws was adopted,

together with a complete and strict race

rules for the protection of the records.

Many enthusiastic and excellent flying

men were present, and some twenty odd

enrolled their names as charter members
of the organization. There are a num-
ber of names in the hands of the secre-

tary, to be elected at the next semi-

monthly meeting, to be held in this city

on May 7. when the roll of charter mem-
bership closes.

The club starts out under very favor-

able auspices. The Board of Directors
are old and experienced flying fanciers,

who are determined to build up a large

and enjoyable organization of pigeon fly-

ers for this vicinity exclusively, the mem-
l)ership being limited to fanciers whose
lofts are within a radius of twenty miles
of the New York City Hall. The club is

an entirely independent one, owning no
allegiance to any national federation of
pigeon flyers, and also for the protection
of the flying record ; nor will its consti-

tution and by-laws permit the introduc-
tion of any outside influence in the gov-
erning of its flights or management. It

recognizes no authority or management
but its own Board of Directors and race

From distances of 100, 150 and 200
miles the different sections of New York
and Brooklyn and Newark will fly inde-

pendent of each other, under the super-

vision of the club secretary and Race
Committee, coming together in united
competition from distances of 300, 400
and 500 miles aud beyond.
Ample funds have been subscribed by

the members, and a perfect flying equip-

ment will be procured by the committee
appointed forthwith.

The president, Mr. Francis Whiteley,
has presented the club with a fine cup, to

be flown for, and also a sujierb steel en-
graving club diploma. There will also

l)e other prizes and pool entries on the
distance races, and an official club seam-
less band for the banding of young birds

each year.

The club will meet in this city on the
the second and fourth Wednesdays iu

each month. The memljership fee is I5
and monthly dues %i

.

—New York Sun.

—The other day Mr. Coalston at Had-
|

diiigton bought a youn^ pigeon in Tra- I

iient and took it home in a Ik)x. To his
j

surprise next morning the mother of the

pigeon was waiting outside desiring ad-

mittance to her olTspriiig and refused to
,

be driven away. This is a curious in-

stance of the sagacity of pigeons in find-

ing their way to unknown places.

—Should a rabbit 1)e seen running at

the mouth give it a liberal dose of ground
alum. Keep this remedy always at hand.

Toronto Flyers.

Toronto, April 25.—The Messrs.

Wright and Lamont had some grand fly-

ing last Tuesday, the 22d from Burlington

a distance of 33 miles. The time in 35

minutes. This gives most wonderful

speed, and the gentlemen say they do

not know that it has ever been beaten.

The wind on the day of the journey was
very light, blowinjj from the south-west,

and the speed at times must have been
over a mile a minute. Both gentlemen
are very much elated over the wonderful
}>crformance. Nine of their birds also

flew from the same place on Saturday,
and it was raining during the whole
trip. Every bird showed up, but, of

course, no speed was made on account of
the wet weather. These flights are for

training purposes; the Ariel Club races

do not Ijegin until May 10.

Jacobins from Abroad.

Cincinnati, O., April 29.—It may in-

terest you to know that I have received

four grand jacobins Maughan stock by

the steamer City of Chester, one pair

blacks, one red cock, one yellow cock.

These crossed with my own and other

fine selected birds gives me a grand col-

lection of jacks. I have thirty pairs
mated, and twenty-six of the thirty are
on eggs.

I only wish Mr. Hoskins had parted
with that 2d prize red jack cock at New
York. I offered him |ioo cash and he
refused, and only an '89 bird at that.

The best of all the jacks in the world,
and I have seen more than any two jaco-
bin breeders together. He is the grandest
bird that ever was hatched. My offer
remains open still.

I have also added eight grand English
imported owls to my loft, all wearing the
the '88 English band.

George Ewai.d.

The Pennsylvania State.

PocoPSON, Pa., April 28.—The effort

to organize a Fennsylvani.-i state poultry

association has t>een crowned with suc-

cess, a permanent organization having
been formed at Harrisburg March 12,

when a constitution and by-laws was
adopted and officers were elected for the

ensuing year. A copy of this constitu-

tion, etc., will be mailed to all. by M. S.

Sprout, president, or N. G. Temple, sec-
retary, who desire to become members,
upon receipt of address and stamp by
the secretary.

M. S. Sprout, President.

N. G. Temple, Secretary.

» «

The California Club.

The California Homing Club began

training April 13, with a journey from

San Jose, 42 miles. The next journey

will be May 4, from Parajo, 70 miles.

Other dates and stations are: May 18,

Soledad, io8^ miles; June i, San Lucas,

140 miles; July i. San Louis Obispo, 195

miles; August i, Santa Barbara, 272

miles; 20th, Los Angeles, 340 miles.

The dates are not at all suited to the

atmospheric conditions of the Pacific

coast, as they will bring the journeys

into the season of fogs and contrary

winds. The season for work, that is,

the season in which the birds will do
their liest work, begins as soon as the
rainy season has fairly opened. The air

then if at all suitable is clear and the
pressure is that in which the best speed
18 to be made.

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of John R. Hunsberger,

Chestnut Hill, Pa., to J. ChrisloflFerson,

Chicago, III., the '90 banded homing
pigeons, J. R. H., loi, 102, 103, 105, 107,

"3. "4.

From the loft of Theo. P. Green,

Woodbury, N. J., homing pigeons as fol-

lows: I. To F. Fritz, Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa., two pairs Nos. 82-97 and Nos. 118,

119. 2. F. Lawrance, Chicago, 111., Nos.

Ill and 116, T. P. G. 3. To W. H.

Sheldon, Middlebury, Vt., Nos. 230, 306,

T. P. G. 4. To James W. Spear, Wood-
bury, Nos. 53 and 227, T. P. G. 5. To
Captain F. L. Lessard, Quebec, Ont.,

Nos. no, 117, 112 and 123, T. P. G.

Tipplers at Leicester.

The annual Easter handicap took place

on April 8, and proved to be the best on

record. The birds were started at 6.30

A. M., and the following is the result

with the starts added as reported by the

referee to English Poultry:

No. Name. Start. Total. Birds
M. H. M. flown.

, f Ross 75 13 .S6 5
\ Brindley 75 I3 56 5

3 Walton 25 «3 «4 5

4 Warner scratch n 55 6

5 WelJs 60 la 30 7
6 Agar 45 10 30 6

7 Beechy 65 12 35 .5t

*Dead heat. fTwo birds missing; disqualified.

The Journal Pays Its Advertisers

Baltimore, Md., April 24.

—

Thb
Journal sold all my birds for me the

last time I advertised in it.

George N. Hoffman.

LJ«kJ 14...H.L. iJMJJ
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SCRAPPLE.
Poultry Mites—Sparrows Have

Qapes—Roosts for Carriers.

Oriental Breeding.

Memo. Green Stuff in the Aviary.

J. H. V. says: April is the best month

for planting all kinds of green stuff in

aviaries. The various shrubs, grass, etc.,

all starting in growth about the same

time are not so much injured by the

birds. The ground should be well ma-

nured and watered when required, as the

incessant nibbling of the birds is not

conducive to growing. The sweepmgs

of a hayloft make the most useful grass

seed sown thickly,as the birds pick about

itandeat many oftbe seeds. Some few

seeds will start growing—that is, suppos-

ing that the aviary is large enough and

not too many inhabiUnts, most aviaries

being overstocked, which prevents both

successful breeding and beauty to the

aviary. Mignonette seed might l)€ mixed

with the grass seed. The common wild

yellow flag or iris is an ornamental edg-

ing round the water supply and is seldom

destroyed, also the water docks and

reeds. These last two require yearly

planting. Butcher's broom is never

toully destroyed, and is the best ever-

green dwarf shrub that I have ever been

successful with, ray present plants having

been in the same aviary for ten years,

quails, which I do not now keep, doing

the most injury to this plant. The com-

mon elder keeps fairly during the sum-

mer but the birds are cruelly hard upon

it peeling off the bark. This plant

u'kes a lot of killing. The wild convul-

vulus or bindweed, the gardeners' enemy,

is never killed and tries to grow. Rasp-

berry canes attempted to come up a sec-

ond year but were soon killed. Rape

seed will sometimes grow, especially if

the aviary is not overstocked with birds,

but it is not very ornamental or lasting.

Redpoles, siskins, bullfinches, and ca-

naries are the most mischievous to plants,

doing damage entirely for their own
pleasure, insect-eating birds doing the

least injury.

Memo. For Poultry Mites.

J. C. N. says: Last summer, in the

busy time, the hen house was neglected

and the mites swarmed all over the

house, even in the roof I did not know
what to do. My wife said to try potato

water, for that will kill lice on cattle.

The first time there happened to be very

little water left in the pot, but I scat-

tered it the best 1 could, not expecting

any great success. In a day or two

after I was ready to give them another

dose, and begun first to examine, and

found they had been killed almost en-

tirely. I gave them the second dose. I

have never seen any since.

Memo. To Test Eggs.

S K. says: A simple method of testing

eggs for fertility, after forty-eight hours

to Tour days of incubation, is to hold the

egg lengthwise carefully between the

forefinger and thumb of the right hand

in front of a strong light in such a posi-

tion that the entire flame is shaded from
• the eyes by the hand and the egg. With

the forefinger and thumb of the left

hand the egg is rapidly and steadily

turned about one-quarter round. The

ferm turns with the egg towards the eye,

ut floats slowly back to the top, and

can readily be seen in all but the most

opaque yellow-shelled eggs after forty-

eight hours' incubation. Yellow eggs

require a quicker eye, and are more diffi-

cult to be certain of at so early a stage,

but can generally be reliably tested at

seventy-two hours. In cases of doubt

the egg can be marked with a pencil and

tested again later.

Memo. Treatmentfor Roup.

P. Y. says: When I see a fowl sneezing

or head swollen, I mix mustard and vine-

gar to the consistency of thick cream.

Then taking a slentler quilled feather

(one of the lesser tail coverts is the best),

dip it into the mixture, and opening the

beak of the fowl, insert the quill end of

the feather into the aperture at the roof

of the mouth (place it well forward to-

wards the end of the beak) and run it

towards a point midway between the nos-

tril and the eye; the quill will come out

at or near the corner of the eye, and may

be pulled through the passage from the

eye to the roofof the mouth. It may be

well for the 1>eginuer to practice on the

heail of a dead fowl, when the passage

referred to may be easily found, and

once learned is never forgotten. This

clears it of all obstructions and (by the

action of the mustard and vinegar) re-

restores it to a healthy action, thus carry-

ing off the discharge which causes the

swelling. If the head is badly swollen,

it is well to drop a little coal oil at the

base of the comb, letting it run over the

whole head until it is well saturated. I

have never been obliged to make more
than one or two operations of this kind

before the swelling would entirely disap-

pear. Then by administering some
simple tonic, the fowl would entirely re-

cover, and in a few days go to laying

again. I had the cure from a man who
has bred pit games for nearly thirty

years, and who says that since he used

this treatment he has never lost a case of

roup or swelled head.

Memo. Sparrozas Have Gapes.

W. I. savs: On Thursday evening last

I noticed' a full-fledged young sparrow

sitting on my garden fence suffering, as I

thought, from gapes. The next day I

found one, probably the same, lying

dead. I took out the windpipe, and
found it full of the gape-worm, from

which the bird must have died. As this

is the first time I ever noticed a bird so

small as the sparrow suffering from this

disease, I thought the circumstance

worth noticing in your columns.

Memo. Roosts Jor Carriers.

S. K. says of the carrier loft of Mr.

Hansen, at Thornton Heath: When I

came to the house where the youngsters,

along with a few old birds,were confined,

I noticed all the perches had small blocks,

like those used for pouters, fixed on

them, about a foot apart. On asking the

reason for using these blocks. Mr. Han-
sen informed me that he found that they

prevented the birds fighting. The birds

were sure to get on lo Llic blocKS iu prci-

ereuce to the rail, and when on they

were sufficiently far apart to prevent

them getting at each other. Even if one

did get down, the one on the block soon

overpowered the other.

Memo. Shinoivarataos, Shirafuzi and

Sakawatao.

riage than Dorkings. Both sexes have

very large combs, that of one of the male

birds measuring seven inches in length,

and is verv heavv in substance and well

serrated. 'The cock has "a fleshy, cruel-

looking head. His conib is erect, that

of the hens large and pendent. The
comb, face, lobes and wattles are red,

the beak white, and the legs, which are

very ma.ssive, of a light blue shade. The
cock's tail is not so long as the Shino-

warataos. The sickles, however, are

much broader, and indeed the whole
bird is of a far heavier type. The best

male bird of this variety is.unfortunately,

suffering from the close confinement,

which with his huge comb prevented him
from getting his proper share of food, but

the second one is in good condition.

Memo, niack Russians.

J. A. vS. says : In plumage they are a

rich glossy black throughout. The head

and neck look very large owing to the

heavy beard and muffle together with the

very heavy feathering on the neck. The
comb is a double rose of tough consist-

ency, which makes it comparatively frost-

proof The wattles are very small and
nearly hidden in the beard. The body is

deep ' and full and, like the excellent

Houdans, are much heavier than they

look. The skin is a beautiful yellow,

shanks are dark lead color shading to

yellow. They are acknowledged by all

who have bred them to be the best of

winter layers and very good iu this re-

spect all the year around. The cocks

average seven and a-half to eight pounds
and the females six pounds. The Rus-

sians have qualities that should make
them very popular as a farmer's fowl in

the northern latitudes, as they do their

own incubating and make excellent

mothers. They are odd, ornamental and
of a very quiet disposition, and thrive

well in confinement, a fence four feet

high being sufficient to turn them. The
greatest draw-back has been to procure

non-related or new blood, but the breed

is certainly worth the effort and outlay

necessary io jjiocUic it, aiiu it is uouiiu

to occupy a prominent place with our

best breeds.

P. says: Mr. Gerald Waller brought

from Japan with him, in 1884. three va-

rieties of Japanese fowls. The Shino-

warataos are in size and style about the

type of a cross between Dorkings and

games. The plumage of both sexes

much resembles that of colored Dork-

ings, the cock, however, showing a good

deal of red on wing-bow, and some also

mixed with the black of his breast. His

tail, which is the chief feature, is four

feet three inches long, and is said to

have by no means reached its full length.

In the Yeddo Museum there is a stuffed

specimen of the breed with a tail four-

teen feet long. The main quill feathers

are long, but it is the sickles, which

numljer about twenty and are very fine

in texture, which attain the marvellous

length referred to. The sickles of this

variety are narrow and almost resemble

ribbons. The saddle hackle is very long

and fine and almost touches the ground.

The tail is carried low. and most of it, of

course, lies on the ground. The hens

have rather lonjjer tails than ordinary

fowls, and the tail coverts reach the end

of the tail and have something of the

type of a game cock's sickle about them.

The comb is single, small, neat and well

serrated and carried upright in both

sexes. The face and lobes are red, the

beaks white, and the legs slatey blue

These birds varieties next described, are

much valued in Japan, where they are

rare. They are chiefly kept in the vil-

lage of Shinowara. from which they

take their name. They are bred by the

native fanciers, who keep the cocks

nearly all their time on perches, so that

they cannot turn round or damage their

tails. They are taken down for about

ten minutes twice a day for food and ex-

ercise on a clean floor.

The vShirafuzi are white in plumage

throughout. In all other respects they

resemble the Sliinowarataos. The Saka-

wateo are much larger than the others,

and are a distinct breed, perfectly new
to this country. They are as large as

good-sized Dorkings, and in color much
resemble the silver greys. They have,

however, a somewhat more upright car-

Memo. Concerning Oriental Breed-

ing.

H. P. C. says : In breeding the sati-

nettes and blondinettes you cannot suc-

ceed without possessing the absolutely

necessary materials which are required

to get form and markings. l"or example,

there are certain established strains

which reproduce perfect fine-laced young.

There are also strains which reproduce

on their young a kind of flakey marking
with l)eautifully contrasted tints of pur-

ple, blue and creamy-white, and those

who are fortunate enough to possess

these foundations of the laced varieties

are quite safe because they also possess

the form. Just before I left Kngland a

great fancier of Orientals wrote me that

another great fancier, with equally large

stock of very fine specimens, had not

bred during that season a single young
bird worthy of a show. This did not sur-

prise me at all, because of all breeds I

must say that the blondinettes and sati-

nettes are the most tricky, and one must

prove his stock before he can use it suc-

cessfully. It is a well-known fact that

on account of their past anyhow match-

ing by the poor fanciers who possessed

them here, there are many very fine

chance-bred specimens which are capable

of producing the most eccentric-colored

young. I have seen a perfect-peaked

bluette bred from a pair of laced blondi-

nettes in a pen where no satinettes of

any kind existed, and I have seen also

laced blondinettes bred from satinettes.

I'ancicrs in general have their own likes

and dislikes. I have mine also, but I

am compelled to tolerate the tints which

do not please me as much as my favor-

ites. l)ecaiise nothing can I* accom-

plished without them. I allude to the

brown-tinted which, with an occasional

plain-headed one, are an al)solute neces-

sity.

Memo. To Kill Fowls Painlessly.

H. says: Hang the bird up by the legs,

using a soft thick cord, grasp the head of

the bird with the left liancl, having the

thumb over the top of the skull across

the eyes; depress tlie head somewhat so

as to curve the top part of the neck, then

with the nail on the index finger of the

right hand feel for the joint between the

skull bone and first bone of the neck; in

the middle line he will find a depression,

then with a sharp-pointed penknife in

the right hand, still holding the bird's

head firmly with the left hand, thrust

the blade of the knife through the de-

pression between the skull and first bone
of the neck into the brain, directing the

point of the knife just above the level of

the eyes, about a quarter of an inch

under the left thumb, then make a little

side movement of the knife to break up
the brain . To bleed the bird withdraw

the knife from the skull but not from the

opening in the skin, push the blade

across the neck, keeping the blade close

to the bone, then cut upwards, but not

through the skin; the chief artery will be

severed. Do the same on the other side

of the neck. Hold the head of the bird

the whole time, the blood will flow

freely through the one opening in the

skin. There will be more or less mus-

cular movement, but the consciousness

of the bird will be destroyed at the first

thrust of the knife. A sharp-pointed

iron skewer may be used instead of the

knife to break up the brain.

Memo. Tha'tl Play wi' th' Cat till id

Scrats tha.

P. G. says : Cats is varra treacherous

things to bother wi', for though they'll

come up to yo' porrin' an' rubbin' ther-

sels agean yo', an' yo' strooak em
as nice as owt, they're sure to torn on

yo' an' swear at yo', an' spit at yo', an'

scrat yo', too ; an' ther's mouy a lot as'll

stert o' play in' wi' th' cat ageean, an'

they ged another scrattin'. It's just

same o through life; ye'U nooatis lots o'

young fellas as meddlse wi' bettin' an'

geds scrat, an' then they hev another do

at id, an' get scrat ageean. Aw sup-

pooase id does look nice, th' idea o'

puttin' a shillin' on a boss an' drawin' a

hundred peawnd iv th' boss wins ;
but

th' boss dofsn'd win, an' cont'd win

ninety-nine times eawt o' ev'ry hundred;

but shad doesn'd mek a bit o' difference,

becos id tnav win, so deawn gooas

another shillin'. Ay, well, pigs mayfly
some day, but ther's no signs o' ther

wings spreawthin' yet, as far as aw con

sec.

Memo. 7'he Signs of a Good Hen.

M. h. Says: These are the signs by

which you can tell a good broody hen :

She is of a sweet temper, and when
placed lightly on her nest she looks very

delicately at the eggs, tucks in her feet

and with precaution moves the eggs to

suit herself. In the larger breeds the

best broody hens are to be found in the

Dorking, Langshan, Brahma and Cochin,

and in the smaller breeds, bantams and

Nagasakis, which are precious for pheas-

ant breeders. When a breeder has a lot

of hens he finds at a certain epoch of the

year almost daily some broody hens, but

we would advise him to put the trial sit-

ting off for a day or two and to put sev-

eral on the nest at once. The advantage

of this system is that at the end of six or

seven days one is able to look at the eggs

and to retain those which are clear.
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Memo. Dark vs. White Eggs.

C. B. says: I am firmly convinced that

the theory of brown eggs being better

than white is as first-rate moonshine, and

that which frequently reveals the views

of those who think that they can tell the

sex that is to emerge from a given egg

by the shape tl ereof ; for I look upon the

hen as a most consistent person, who,

having started with a particular shape,

invariably sticks to it. I am not dis-

posed to believe that some lay all cocks

and others lay hens. I think the reason

for preferring dark to white eggs dates

back to English buyers who made the

dark colored eggs their choice as being

probably home-raised and, therefore,

freshest, the imported eggs being almost

invariably white.

Memo. Cross Redcap and .Spanish.

J. A. W. says: I have never seen any

mention of a breed we have in Yorkshire,

namely, redcap an4 black .Spanish; I

mean a first cross. Redcaps are splendid

layers, but the eggs are not large. Black

Spanish are layers of large eggs, and

when crossed together they are very

hardy birds that produce great quantities

of large eggs. In my humble opinion—

and 1 have kept a many different cross-

breeds of fowls—they are the best and

most profitable cross that anyone can

keep. The birds are a glossy black with

rose combs, and are of good size; in fact,

they are handsome fowls, are non-sittere,

will Ijear confinement well, and they will

have to lay all the year round that beat

them.

CAGE . BIRDS AND PETS.

RABBIT FARMING.

The Movable and Fixed Hutches.

The Value of Each.

There is no reason why under certain

circumstances and with proper attention

rabbit farming should not prove a remu-

nerative undertaking. In its favor it

may be said that it does not demand of

the farmer a knowledge altogether un-

connected with his ordinary occupation
;

it can be undertaken without any very

great preliminary cost ; it is equally feas-

ible in the mild climate of the south and

the bracing air of the north ;
its success

does not altogether depend upon favora-

ble seasons; and, lastly, the rabbit breeder

has not long to wait before he turns some

of his stock into money. It is also a fact

that, while there is an increasing demand

for rabbits as articles of food, they are.

for some reason or other, growing scarce

—a circumstance that would of itself in-

sure the rabbit farmer plenty of custo-

mers. The tempting element of profit

lias for years been held out as an inevi-

table companion to the pleasure of rabbit

lieeping, though hitherto, from various

reasons, the profit has lieen infinitesimal,

or more likely non-txistent. Previous op-

erations, too, have only been on a small

scale, for the keeping of a few rabbits in

hutches, with the possibility of being

able to indulge in a rabbit pie from your
own store once a month, is a very differ-

ent thing from farming rabbits to an ex-

tent permitting of a large weekly con-

signment to the dealer. Rabbit farming

may take place in either of three ways :

Rabbits may be bred in a warren, in

pens, or in movable hutches. The two
former systems have been tried and
found wanting ; we need not, therefore,

discuss them, as we are now only con-

cerned with breeding in hutches.

To Major Morant belongs the credit of

the experiment of breeding rabbits in

movable hutches, with the object of

approximating the conditions of their

confinement as nearly as possible

to those of the wild state. That
gentleman has patented a hutcli

that has a bottom of galvanized wire

netting ; and the hutch being placed
on the ground, the herbage protrudes
through the wire floor and is eaten by
the rabbits. The hutches are moved
twice a day, so that cleaning and feeding
are accomplished at a single operation ;

and Major Morant affirms that the ma-
nure put upon the land by the rabbits is

of the greatest service. Such are the
outlines of what may prove to be the
system of the future ; and the great
question is. Will it pay ? That is, can it

be carried out on a scale large enough to

return as profit a sum that would be 01

substantial service ?

Rabbit farming is only at present in its

infancy, and, so Jar as regards the most
suitable kind of hutch, the best kind ol

hutch, the best kind of rabbit to put in

it, and the food to be given, our corre-

spondents are not yet agreed. The Mo-
rant hutch is 6 ft. by 3 ft., and holds a

dozen rabbits. The breeding hutches are
somewhat smaller.
The rival hutch is formed simply of

planks and wire netting, but it has a
wooden floor—a mistake I think. In
truth, however, there is more of a battle
l>etween systems than a controversy
about hutches ; for, whereas it is a fea-

ture m Major Morant's plan that the
hutches should be moved twice daily.
His rival thinks that, on the score of
economy of labor, convenience and
safety, it is better that the hutches should
be kept stationary near the farmer's
house than moved all over the farm.
This, of course, would involve bringing
all the food to the rabbits, and that sys-
tem of feeding might or might not prove
as cheap as Major Morant's plan, which
permits of rabbits picking up a good
deal of what would otherwise be wasted.
Moreover, the land would not get the
full benefit of the manure if the hutches
were kept in one place.
Although Major Morant's system has

much to recommend it, there are. at the
*^me time, several objections to be
faced. For example, when the rabbits

are fed on land at a distance from the
house, how are they to be protected ? As
rabbits become scarce in woods and
hedgerows, poachers are not likely to

overlook the opportunity offered them
by some hundreds of rabbits Ijeing con-
fined in hutches in the open, and un-
guarded. A watchman could be pto-
cured, no doubt; but this would l)e an
extra cost, and the combined efforts of
three marauders might suffice to silence

even the bravest custodian. Then there
is the question of vermin to l>e con-
sidered. Major Morant's hutches stand
on the ground, and a very slight uiieven-
ness would give a weasel, stoat, or rat an
excellent chance of getting in and play-

ing mischief with the balance sheet.

This might, of course, be remedied by
men with spades; but, as the hutches are
moved twice daily, the additional cost

must be taken into account; and it must
Ije remembered that, for every ^i ex-

pended weekly in labor, a guinea's worth
of rabbits must be sold every week to

pay the cost and realize a profit of one
shilling.

The question has been asked whether
the keeping of rabbits otherwise than in

warrens can stand alone as a separate in-

dustry ? This depends upon the system
adopted. If the hutches are kept in one
place it is just possible that rabbit breed-
ing might stand alone. Nothing more
than standing room would be required;
the expense for rental would therefore
be small, though, as all food would have
to be bought, this item would be heavier
than if it were grown on the premises
and eaten by the ralibits, as in Major
Morant's system. We are, however, in-

clined to agree with Major Morant as to

the dangers of keeping rabbits in fixed

hutches. On the movable hutch plan
we do not see how rabbit farming could
stand alone (nor was it ever meant to do
so), because, so much more land being
required than the hutches occupy at any
one time, the rental would be very much
higher. Major Morant has not yet told

us how many rabbits or hutches we may
keep to the acre, nor how long a time
must elapse before the hutches may oc-

cupy a given spot a second time; but as

each hutch measures six feet by three
feet and has to be moved twice a day, it

is clear that fifty-four square feet of
ground are required daily for each dozen
rabbits. If, then, rabbit farming \>e car-

ried on unaccompanied with farming
operations, the land not being actually

fed off by rabbits must lie uncultivated,

which means that it would not be turned
to the best account; and can anyone sup-

pose that the profits would be large

enough to cover such waste of oppor-
tunities? If they were, why .should not
the land be utilized ? It seems to us.

therefore, that if a man rents land with
the primary object of carrying out rabbit

farming on Major Morant's system, he
must in self-defense indulge in farming
operations at the same time. But a man
who is only a farmer by the accident of

his being a rabbit breeder, is in a very
much worse position than he who breeds

rabbits, because he already has a farm.

The latter is pretty well certain to be the

better farmer of the two, and there is no
reason why he should not be equally as

good a rabbit bree<ler as the other. That
being so, who is the more likely sort of

man to make rabbit fanning pay ? Clearly

the man who has a farm, and who could
find the necessary labor in the persons of

himself and family, without going to the

expense of hiring any extra hands. Next
to him conies the farmer who. though
content to sujjervise geiierallj', would
not take any active share in the work.

In this case labor must be paid for, by
which the profits will be reduced. In

neither case, however, would there be

anything to pay for rent. Ix)oking to

the fecundity of rabbits, the price given

for them, and the cheapness of their

keep, we cannot help thinking that, un-

der tlie conditions indicated above, rab-

bit farming might l>e made remunerative.

—London Field.

—If a canary has a fit, plunge it for a

moment into cold water, but don't leave

it till you see that he resorts to his water-

trough for drink, and for three successive

mornings after give a drop of nitre in his

water. One of the most dangerous dis-

eases to which a canary is subjected

is the small white bladder that

forms close to the vent of the bird
;

soften by applying very fresh butter and
sugar.

YOUNG CANARIES.

The Cause of the Great Mortality

Anaongr Weaned Birds.

When a hen begins to rob her young of

feathers, it is as much for the purpose of

furnishing her nest as for sucking the

sweet juices from the young quills, and

she will take a few feathers from the

cock as soon as look at him. But when
the young birds in the flight cage begin

plucking it means persecution of the

most cruel kind, and the object of their

attentions soon presents a most woe-bt-

goiie appearance from the bleeding

which follows the abstraction of half

formed quills as fast as they grow. The
only way to stop this proceeding once '

begun is to remove the depredators be- 1

fore the practice becomes general, and

to isolate the plucked ones until a fresh
'

growth of feathers shall cover their

nakedness.
|

If a table was compiled showing the
proportion of young birds that die at dif-

[

ferent ages 1 think the great number
|

will be found between four and eight
weeks old, when the young are begin- '

ning life on their own account, without
much experience as to what it may be
prudent to eat, drink or avoid. Every
nest should be matured before being
turned into the flight, and there the ut-

most supply of soft food should not ex-
ceed a sprinkling on the cage bottom, in

picking up which the birds will also get
enough sand to carry on the grinding
process in the gizzard.

Too much attention can not be paid to
the animal economy after the food has
passed the gizzard, but I think too little

thought is given to the wonderful mill
which first grinds the food. With all the
care in managing the soft food the
breeder can give, disorders of the lx)wels
will nocor^ niifl the svmntonis nViniilH be
closely watched that the matter may be
attended to in time. I can not go into
every detail, but doubtless shall touch a
point in the experience of every beginner
when I say that among the young birds
which are seemingly past all the troubles

of infancy there will sometimes be found
one which, in place of its usually trim
condition and sprightly demeanor, puts
on a ruffled form of feathers, seems rest-

less and unhappy and out of sorts, and
ends by seeking comfort in its troubles

by tucking its head under its wing.
If disturbed, it does not at once pull

itself together and look as a healthy bird

ought to look, but it appears weary and
listless, and has a sort of you-have-waked-
me-too-soou-I-must-»lumber-again look,

and puts the matter into practice by at

once tucking in the head again. Now
there, is all the difference between young
birds taking a healthy nap after dinner
and this kind of thing. Young birds do
spend a deal of time in sleep, but this is

not sleep. Catch the bird at once and
blow up the feathers of the breast, and
the probability is that, in place of being
full and plump, it will show signs of
wasting, the bone already presenting a
sharpened edge ; the abflomen will also

be more or less swollen. The fact is that

in most cases the little glutton has l>een

taking more soft food than is good for

him, and has disordered tiis inner man.
F'or bird doctoring consult more elabor-

ate articles than these, though my can-

did opinion is that bird diseases are very
little understood. In this case, however,
the best thing to be done is to get rid of

the nasty stuff with which the intestines

are charged, and this may be done by
administering a drop of castor-oil. by
opening the Ijeak and dropping it well

into the throat from the point of a blunt
stick. It will soon take effect, and the
bird be then put on ground seed or whole
seed if it can manage it, and kept warm,
it will soon be all right again. Heat acts

like magic on l>iras, and all patients

should be stood within range of the
warmth of a fire and without the range of
the cat.—W. A. Blakston.

—If a canary is thin and out of con-
dition, restless at night, and continually
pecking itself, search the body for ver-

min known as "redmites," and if any
are found give the bird a bath of tobacco-

water, say quarter of an ounce to pint

and a half of water. Thoroughly cleanse

the cage before returning the bird."

• THE ROBIN.

Its Food Throufirhout the Year.

An Unsocial Bird.

[continued from page 269.]

Its length is five and three-quarter

inches, of which the tail measures two
inches and a quarter, the beak is five

lines long, horny brown ; the base of the

under mandible and the irides black

brown, as also the shanks, which are

eleven lines high; forehead, cheeks,

under part of the bdHy of a deep orange
red ; the upper part of the wing coverts

of a dirty olive green ; rump, sides and
vent paler ; the sides of the neck and of
the breast of a beautiful bright grey ; the
pinion feathers and tail feathers dark
brown, margined with olive green.

The female is rather smaller ; not so

orange red upon the forehead
; paler on

the breast ; the feet a fleshy brown and
usually wanting the yellow spots upon
the wing coverts ; but very old females

have also yellow markings there.

There are also white and variegated

varieties. When in confinement if the
wing and tail feathers are successively

plucked out at any other thne but tnonlt-
mg, these feathers will be replaced by
white ones. With these the birds look
very pretty ; but, these feathers being
very tender are easily broken.
During their migration these birds are

found in multitudes in every hedge and
bush, but in summer chiefly in large
woods. They return from their migra-
tion about the middle of March, and
then wander about in the hedges for a
fortnight or three weeks before they re-

sort to the woods. In October they hunt
through all the bushes, and then slowly
migrate again ; but some remain as late
as November, and a few even throughout
the winter, but their life is usually sac-

rificed by these delays. They draw near
barns and houses, and are soon caught,
either by men or cats. If at this season*

they are brought into a warm room they?
die almost immediately ; but if intcor-

duced first into a cold room, and by d«>
grees into a warmer one, they live as
well as those which were caught in the
spring or autumn.
The robin is very contented if allowed

to have the range of a room and will live

from eight to twelve years. He is a very
unsociable bird and will not permit a
companion to live with him.
The food in January is insects, worms

and chrysalids; February, insects, worms
and woodlice; March, chrysalids and
worms; April, moths, eggs of insects and
cockchafers; May, grubs and beetles;

June, flies, moths, spiders and worms;
July, moths, butterflies and woodlice;^

August and September, the same and
worms; October, worms and chrysalids;^

December, chrysalids, grubs and eggs of;

moths.
In confinement they feed upon alll

kinds of insects, earthworms and berries,,

when once familiarized, which is easily,

effected by an earthworm or two, or at

few meal worms. They even become
satisfied with anything that is thrown to

them, and are particularly fond of fresh

cheese.

They daily require fresh water, both
for drinking and bathing. In the latter

operation they make themselves so wet,

that not a particle of color is to be traced

upon them.
They build twice a year, the nest being

placecf near the ground, in moss, in the
fissures of rocks, under the roots of
trees. The nest is badly built, consisting

externally of moss, and lined within with
blades of grass, the hair of animals and
birds' feathers. Its favorite place is in

those spots where its nest can be covered
by roots or moss, and prefers to have its

entrance in front.

The female lays from four to seven:

eggs, the ground color of which is yel-

lowish white, with scattered reddish yel-

low spots and stripes at one end, appear-

ing like a ring. The young are comr-

filetely covered with yellowish dowot.
ike young chickens, and then change toi

grey, with each of the small feathers hav-
ing a dirty, yellow margin. It is after

the first moult that tliey obtain the
orange red. They are reared nponi

roll steeped in milk, and are hung close

to the nightingale, of whose song they

I
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acquire several notes, which, introduced

into their own, forms a very agreeable

melody.
, . ^

They are subject to dysentery, but a

few spiders, ants' eggs and meal worms

will usually cure them of consumption.

In the spring when they resort to

hedges and bushes, sticks are passed

transversely through the hedge and

covered with limed twigs, and then by

gently beating the bushes they are driven

to the limed twigs. The robin is accus-

tomed to perch upon every low twig that

sticks out of the hedge; hence they can

better look around upon the earth for

worms. They can %lso be caught by

means of baring a spot of ground, plant-

ing it with limed twigs, and using baits

of earth worms and meal worms.

The pretty colors and great tameness

of robins recommends them as a cham-

ber bird. They become so familiar that

they will perch upon the table and eat

from a plate and the hand. They are

besides exceedingly lively, in constant

motion, hopping "hither and thither,

bowing continually. To the amateur

they are rendered attractive by their

peculiarly melancholy song. In the

cage they sing louder and better than

when freely flying about the room, but

they also pipe very beautifully, even

when they are not confined in a cage.

If living in the country they may be

accustomed to fly in and out of the room,

not only when reared young, but also

when caught adult, and this more easily

than any other bird.—Geo. J. Barnesby.

RED CAPS.

stand a lop-tail, should be carefully ex-

amined, as (if there be no defect in the

back as well) the chances are (as is often

seen in the Hamburg) that it is difficult

for a nervous bird to carry it straight in a

show-pen.
A. E. Wragg, secretary Red Cap Club:

The comb of the redcap should on

no account be diminished in size. Mr.

Hutton allows that a finely-serrated

comb greatly enhances the beauty of the

redcap fowl' but appears to think that

this cannot be attained except at the ex-

pense of size. From experience I am, on

the contrary, quite certain that this can

l)e done; and there is no reason why it

should not that I know of. If it l)e al-

lowed that the comb large and full of

work is more handsome than

layers. I am quite sure that many so-

called redcaps that are exhibited at the

present time are half-bred Hamburgs. I

have hatl thirty years' experience in

breeding redcaps, so my opinion ought to

be of some little value. There is noth-

ing like getting as near perfection as you
can in everything, and if we keep the

breed distinct it greatly adds to their

value in every respect. There is a very

great discrepancy in the ruling of judges

in this particular fowl. I exhibited a very

good cockerel at Sutton, with very grand
serrated comb, and two or three small

spikes besides the leader, to which the

judge gave first prize ; also first at Mans-
field. At the latter place an exhibitor

went to the judge after the prizes had
been awarded, and asked him what he
thought of the small spikes. The judge

PU BLICATIONS.

%

the flappy

comb, full of wide gaping hollow^ why
;epH?^it wa^'jVst the right sort of a bird

go in for the latter .' Let us breed the K
^^i.jbitor seemed to differ from him,

handsomest, by all means. Now, there
, ^^ ,^j^ .^^.^^ ^„ ^^^^

are two shapes o) comb in vogue-one
|

«
After that I showed the same

almost round, the other longer and heart- j .^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
shaped. Mr. Hutton fancies the round

,

°^™,_,„ uirA... VwfJ^ «,ul did not take
one to be handsomer than the other;

|

some fanciers again are of the contrary
|

opinion. To my mind one is quite as
!

ornamental as the other, provided they

Precis of Three Opinions Concern-

ing Their Properties.

Enoch Hutton: 1 have always found

that the largest combed varieties of fowls

are the best layers, and this variety is no
escotion to fip rule, the immense de-

velopment of comb being its leading

characteristic, and anything that tends

to curtail this member naturally helps to

deteriorate the value Oi the fowl.

In my opinion this variety should be

kept absolutely clear of the Hamburg,
but I have had my suspicions of late that

aid has been sought from the Yorkshire

golden spangles of the cock breeding

sorts, with the object of improving the

comb and the marking of the body, and

which, however desirable in either case,

has a tendency to lessen the value of the

varietv as a distinct breed of fowls.

That a finely-serrated comb adds to the

beauty of the bird can not be doubted,

but to atuin this at the expense of the

size of comb is in my opinion, a mistake.

The "leader" is one point in the first

part of the standard, but what I would

suggest here is either to dispense with

thw portion, and thus have a neat round

rose or square comb, or else admit the

latter class of comb also, giving no ad-

vantage to the leader, and adopt this

class of comb as well as that with the

spike. I have seen specimens of the lat-

ter class of comb, and to my mind it is

more striking by far; the grand object of

distinction between this variety and the

Hamburg is thus fully obtained, and this

is a point that needs to be seen to. In

point of comb as a leading feature, I

think not less than twenty-five points

should be allowed.
"Earlobes and wattles, bright red."

Everyone of experience knows the diffi-

culty in the soft-feathered varieties of

sustaining such a state of perfection, the

whole tendency of all of the Hamburg
family being to develop white earlobes,

so that (however red in youth) when the

bird is put up to feed for the develop-

ment of comb, a slight disfiguration with

white will follow in most cases, and so,

while allowing much for a pure red face

and ears, combined with a large comb,

such defects should be so counted and

not made disqualifications.

Another point of disqualification, in

my opinion, needs a little allowance and

consideration, and that is '•round

backs," which I understand to mean wry

backs', a round or well-risen back being,

in my opinion, a great advantage over a

flat back, which curtails the room for the

lung, and so renders the fowl more deli-

cate ; and further, all breeds with heavy

head-gear, such as the Polish, for in-

stance, have a tendency to this defect on

account of the extra strain on the ver-

tebra. . . •

Squirrel-tail is an al)omination in this

breed, but a wry tail, by which I under-

are regular, well set on "the head, and
well carried. During the Easter holidays

I have had a large number of visitors to

inspect my breeding pens, and nearly

all of them seem most struck with a

cockerel having a long oval comb, full of

work, with long spike. This kind of

comb can be carried much more comfor-

tably by the bird than the other, which

is rather apt to fall over towards the

eyes, owing to its greater breadth, thus

obstructing the sight of the bird. 1 think

most fanciers will allow that a comb
1

looks much more finished with a nice
j

straight leader than without one. I
|

have always bred for this, and have

found very little difficulty in obtaining

it, not one bird in fifty being minus a

leader. The kind of round combs re-

ferred to by your correspondent have, I

may sav, generally a cluster ol ieaiiers,

which 'look, to my eye, far from orna-

mental.
I am exactjy of Mr. Hutton's opinion

that the redcap must be kept quite dis-

tinct from the Hamburg, and 1 do not

believe that any such crosses as he sus-

pects have ever been resorted to in order

to obtain leaders or Inrtter spangling, for

the simple rea.son that there is not the

slightest necessity for it.

With regard to the red ear-lolies, some
of the very best birds with seemingly

faultless lobes will often show a little

white in centre, or a little paleness. I

have a two-year-old cock in one of my
breeding pens this season, winner of nu-

merous firsts and specials, one of the

finert birds of this variety I ever saw.

He is at the present moment as red

as blood in the ear lobe, and does

not show the slightest trace of white.

When he was being exhibited sotne

months he Ijegan to appear quite white

in centre of ear-lobe, caused simply by

being penned up. ""

the same birds as before, and did not take

a prize. I think that defect in wattles

and earlobes should not be made disqual-

ifications, unless they are too pronounced.
There is a great diversity of opinion

amongst judges respecting the backs of

redcaps. For myself, I do not think it a

very important point.
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white ears" are a disqualification. I

take this to mean that perfectly white

ear-lobes should throw a bird out alto-

gether, but that it should only lose

slightly in points supposing it showed
but a small portion of white in ear-lobe.

I must say that I al>oniinate round-

backed birds. Of course, if very slight

indeed, it is immaterial for show, but is

bad for breeding, as if there is the

slightest tendency to this defect in the

breeding pens, most of the progeny are

certain to have the defect in a still
j

greater degree. A bird with very round

back, if not disqualified, should lose

every point for symmetry, liecause the I

defect utterly spoils the shape. I like a

good straight back, and am confident

that birds so bred are both stronger and
hardier than those with round, or a ten-

dency to round backs.

As to the merits of the breed as an eco-

nomic fowl, they only require to be

known to t>e appreciated. Our American
cousins have quickly discovered this, and

openly acknowledge them to be the

greatest egg-producers of all the non-

sitting varieties, and essentially a fowl

for utility and commercial purposes. One
large poultry farm, to which I lately

exported thirty-five breeding birds, bred

no less than 600 redcaps last season, and

so pleased are they with the variety that

they have entirely cleared out and dis-

carded all their stock of Leghorns and
Minorcas to make room for them.

JOSIAH Oliver : I entirely agree that

the largest combed varieties are the best

nge V... ...^ ^"B -„-
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Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
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INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout
the United States and Canada, and F:urope. It
has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years ana is the most success-
ful machine before the public to-day.
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lesses, locks, leads, brushes,
jombs. bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.
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PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SAlT)

PRICES VERY LOW
Address

57-69

M. S. THAYER,
Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

Boston, Ma.ss.

White, Black, Red and Yellow
p.ANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 1 pair
rmg^,.

un<l up.

Qaalliy n"t excelled.
BailRfactiun guaran-
teed.

H.C. NORTON,
Germantown, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, everv band regis-
tered, each i]4c. Open bands 'for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SF.W) FOK SAAiP/.F..

MRS. E. S. STARR, Box 195,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POINTER PUPPIES.
Book your orders now for puppies by Beaufort

H., sire of the winner of the Pointer Club Pro-
duce Stake for 1890.

GEO. W. LOVELL,
56-59 Middleboro, Mass.

DOGS.

Advertisemmls wilhout display inserted under
this heading/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

* Bloodhonnds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. 1,. Winchelf,
Hair Haven, Conn. 56-60

Cocker Spaniels.

WANTED.—A thoroughly broken black
cocker spaniel (made) of good pedigree and
not over two years old. Must be guaran-
teed as to field work. Write naming lowes.
cash price, to avoid dickering, to William
Ledyard, Box 616, Bath, Me. B 58-59

Collies.

O

tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Fluiry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyu Clara, by The Squire out of Koslyu
Gayla-s, by Champion :-cotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Mauey
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise, Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Foxhounds.

CHAMPION RANGER, black, white and tan,
seven years old, by Toraiice—Roxey II, win-
ner on the bench and in the chase. Also
Fly, black, tan and white, by Champion
I)....!.... r^. ...... 1— .... %•— ... .00- „•

shown, but thoroughly trained on foxes.
Price for both, |ioo. W. H. Weiss, Free-
mansburg, Pa. 59-tf

Gordon Setters.

»OR SALE.—Four grand young dogs bv
Heather Harrold. Address Chestnut Hifl
Kennels, Cbestuut Hill, Philadelphia.

Irish Terriers.

FOR S.\LE.—Some fine youngpups by Koslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

Pointers.

FOR SALE—The beautiful pointer bitch
White Rose by Champion Bracket—Cham-
pion Rosa, three years old; well broken
afield, being of high courage and very-
fast will take to the briars with any set-
ter; has had but one litter, and that by
Graphic, proving herself an excellent
mother. Will l>e sold at a reasonable
price. Address F. G. Taylor, 558 N. 18th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pugs.

FINE YOUNG BITCHES and pupa at reason-
able prices. Chequassct Kennels, I.an-
caster, Mass. 58-tf

Setters.

A FEW CHOICE Irish Setter pups for sale

;

parents field trial and bench show winners.
F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass. b-5s-63

CHOICE IRISH SETTER PUPPIES for sale
by H. R. Gebhardt, Miamisburg, Ohio.

58-59

FOR .SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central lield
trials, 1S89. Address H. Clay Glover, 1^3
Broadway, New York City. 5S-tf^

St. Bernards.

CHOICE highly-bred pups on sale. Chequas-
et Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 58-tf

FOR SALE.—St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
stone Kennels, 1220 Carson Street, Pitts-
burg, Pa. 57-64

ENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phoe-
nixville. Pa. 53-64

TROJAN HECTOR (12.765), smooth-coated,
orange and white markings, by Ch. Hector—
Bernie ; considered the be.st son of Hector,
21 months old. Winnings (only time
shown)— First and special in puppy classes
at New York and Philadelphia 1889. Price
(cost), J200. W. H. Weiss, Freeman sburg,
Pa. 59 tf

ARWICK JR.. rough-coated, by Lord War-
wick—Jess; .0 months old; white, with
orange markings. He will l>e a grand dog
when fully developed. Price (cost). Iioo.
W. H. Weiss, Freeniansburg. Pa. 59 tf

M

W
Varlons.

r-jOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The per.ect farm do
ply to W. Wadec "

'

ton. Pa.
J3 Apply to W. Wade or Charles Kosser, Hul

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingJor t cents per wordfor each insertion.

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, PhiladeTf hia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers"Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
in|( Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, niailecf postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserL'd under
this headingfor » cents per tuordJor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Addres.-
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Brown Red Games.

O

I

NE TRIO to score over 92j< or no sale.
Price $15. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa.

50-lf

Bxohanse.

WILL EXCHANGE first premium B. B. R.
and pile game bantams for pigeons or of-
fers. T. K. Cairns, West Haven, Coun.59-tf

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Minorcas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-
cular containing list of cups and priies
won: also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

AVhlte LiCffhoms.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
iug strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50^52

White Wyandottes.

CHARLES S. PROCTOR, Peoria. III., breeder
of white wyandottes of the highest stand-
ard type. All birds in my yards score from
90 to 95 points by Barker, Pierce and Com-
ings, and I btlieve them to be mated to
produce the best possible results. Eggs
$2.00 per 13, I3.50 per 26. Satisfaction guar-
anteed in every case. I cheerfully solicit a
share of your patronage. Write for par-
ticulars, mentioning this journal and en-
closing stamp for reply. b-59

Varlons.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks
and white crested white Polish bantams.
Menthon Kennels, PhcEuixville, Pa. 53-64

w
PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.
y 50-75

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, 1 West Fayette
Street, Baltimore, Md., breeder of white,
black and blue fantails, has for sale a few
choice birds in each color. Prices reason-
able. 59-6»

Homlns I'lireons.

OUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D, C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miler; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock fimt-dasa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted tinder
this headingfor t cents per word for each insertion.

HomlnflT Plffeons.

FOR SALE.—Mylofl of forty homing pigeon*,
bred from some of the t>est birds in this
country. Some with Federation tianda.
Adaress L. S. Clark, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Penna. 58-tf

Jaooblns.

T W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performlnar Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N, J.

50-75

Pouters.

W C. WEBER, Mahwah, N. J., will sell hi*
^
entire stud of imported high classScotch
pouters at very low figures to any one

purchasing the whole lot. There are about
25 birds of^all colors. Full particulars on
application. 58-60

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
^

more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white l>ars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Iiuportea
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine s
stock as can t>e found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Turblts.

FOR SALE.—Nice lot of turbiU in solid col-
ors. P. Powell, Clifton Heights, Pa. 58.59

Various.

ALL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson'*
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

JB. FRANZ, 1921 Fairraount Avenue, Balti-

^ more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobinr,
swallows and magpies ol all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of each
variety for sale.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, laliels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutau Street,
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what you want Reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 56-68

ANTED.—Catalogue of fancy pigeons. Ad-
dress Ira D. Latshaw, Box 52, Royersford,
Montgomery Co., Pa. s-54-59

£nKllsh Pheasant B^SS^.

W
I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-

ant eggs, $3 per dozen. Birds Tor sale. N.
L. Rockwell. Sanford Station, Conn. 57-tl

Guinea Pigs.

GUINEA PIGS of the finest quality, ftt>m
prize winning stock, for sale at $2 a pair.
John Palmer, Jr., 34 Broadway, Cambridge,
Mass. a-57-60

Ducks.

^ ROWLAND, Woodbridge, N. J., won first
* on Pekin duck at the late Yew York show;
* 21 pounds per pair. 55-6-7-44

German Hare.

FR SALE, CHEAP —A fine lot of Germas
hare. Also eggs from my high-scoriag
barred Plyniouin Rocks. %2 per 13; I5 per
65. Send for hare catologue. Charles F.

56-59 Myers, Oovlestown, Bucks County, Pa.

ArtlHts and Kngrravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3s
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Pnce Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pul>-
lishing Co., 33 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
t>est animal photographers in America
whereby we are able tu make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubriahinR
rn. ,.. Oraith TWtH «• PMIddelrh)*, Ps

w
TaxtdcrmlBts.

DO VuU WANT stuffed birds or animals in
group or single ? Good work cheap, Wm.
L. Weaver, taxidermist, Millersburg, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIKFTAIN. blue checker cock, 81

1

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMV C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock ....

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . .

LOTTIK. blue checker hen

BLACK BKSS, black checker hen

SPARK, red checker hen

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 8outh Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Just 0»Ji"

, PRICE 50C.
*•••**•*•*•*'

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS.
FANCY PIGEONS.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AIKJITED BY THK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Comi-i.kte Desckiption oi- thk

KKCooNiZBn Varieties of Pigkoss.

CHARLES TAULMA/V. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from ihi.s office on re-

ceipt of price.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF DOGS, HORSES, POULTRY.

I have recommended it to several parties. Very truly, C. J Peshalu. i-resiaei.i.

Pamrapo. N. J.. Jan. 6. iSgo.

Mr M Robbi„s.-/>.a, 5/.:-I have used y-- Pj- ^oticn^j^.^lj^^'^^^i;.!;;;';"! ^^'^

fecting and killing lice and it .s ""^.^"
'>f / ^^''^d have killed s^^^^^^^ valuable- fowls that were

=^^Ki^^i^rSa^^eph^-^s£^n^^^
|^res"rwoJ,V*pa%7p^ri^»'i"e;!'!h\Vta^w^

'"> -ry stable. Re-

3Si^H~iS^S^SBrL^^e^^.cJL^ -^«^
Street, New York City.

wiTHtar A sixc.Li: l.xckimiov

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

8TMWBREE & CLOMEB

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

P11IL,AJ)KLP1IIA, PA.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fl«h Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages. Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGG8 FOR HATCHING.

S£ND FOR PRICE UST.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHINQ COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

NAME.

ADDRESS

-

H. W^. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St.,Phil*delphii«.

2576

-AN!

AMMUNITION.
AC.KNTS FOR THH SALE OK

Kennedy & Curtis I

^'"t"'" ^^=*=

THE BIHD THEO.

Made of wire, cheap, strong and
I durable, are in great demand. . .

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,
|

DEALERS IN
!

POULTRY & PIGEON CAGES.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS —»og cages to exhibit stock in—
—

WIRK WINDOW GUARDS und all kinds of

wire work for chicken houses and other pur-

poses. Write for prices. W. B. AI.UISO.N.

Mv homers are tested as record birds and as

parents of birds with records from 500, SfS ?nd

700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
..1. c* .:..» t IFa V,n.i.la Oati ir.v(.

irom me aoovc »iut.k >ji n^-v •""- -• -•- --: -

vounRsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. ^"-^44-95

46-5S MOVN-DSVILLR. WBST Va.

Anst U'S Celeliratcr Og Cate
Modern Training.

--
Glover's ImperialM Reiedies Handling, and

MVRON WOOSTERS Poul-

try in front rank, taking first

premium in late New York
show ; score, 96. Rose and
single comb White Jxghoms,
Plymouth Rocks, White Dork-
ing White Minorcas. Rouen
and Pckin Ducks. R C. B
Bantams, Jacobin Pigeons.
Stock and eggs for sale, |2

'^"'^'^

M. W008TKII,
HOMER, N. v., Box 9.

ORM POWDER

•\pBIRD
' Tlie Great Secret of

,

the H»ru llount»ln,aer

,

will restore the song of

Tent their allmenta >na
ooodltlon. Itmakeeoanart
•h«d«UDCfeatHer«. Swit by

the OanaryBrMder* of
^many. Bird Hanna

Cage BIrda, will pre-
keep them In good
easing, even while
mallon recelptof
DIreotloDs free.

,8t.. PhUa, Pa

FOR DOGS.
MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It lells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Spratts Patent

Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

•* Beware ofworihiesi imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
specialties I'OR puppies and LADIES'

pets.

DOG SOAP. Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES f"f a" canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OH DOG DOCTORlN<i."

(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Hull particulars from

S1*HATT8 I'ATENT (America), I.IMIT'D,

J39-24.S Ksst .s6th St., New York City. 44 69

Address

IROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY. $1 PER
bushel. JNO. Mercer, Leaman Place, Pa.

Fanciers' MMiiig Conmany,

3a 9. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

OAMB BANTAMS.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnioo. Frederick, Md.

moo Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox

rlub. Hounds, Beagle-,».onies,Settera.W.GIB-

BONS & CO.,W. Chester,Pa. Send sUmp for dr. ' J4-75

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

VOL. 4, NO. 19.1
whoij: no., «o.; PHILADELPHIA, MAY 10, 1890. PER AXNUM.fa.SO.

SINGLE COPY, 8c.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
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FIELD TRIALS. FIELD TRIALS.

SECOND ANNUAL DERBY
OF THE

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
f $400 to 1st.

POINTER DERBY \ 200 to 2cl.

I 100 to 3d.

r $400 to 1st
SETTER DERBY \ 200 to 2<1

( 100 to .3d

DERBY WITTTTER—$400 ADDITIONAIi.

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 15, 1890.

58-9-60 C. H. ODELL, Sec'y. Mills Building, New York.

BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

CINCINNATI KENNEL CLUB.

FOURTH ANNUAL DOG SHOW.
MUSIC HALL BUILDING, CINCINNATI, 0.

JUNE 3, 4, 5 AND 6, 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MAY 20.

FOK PREMIUM USTS, ETC.. APPLY TO

GEORGE H. HILL. SUPT.,
S9-«o-6l NO. 6 EAST FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI, O.

IN THE^STUp.
AdvertuenunU inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, $!,$<>:

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rata: One inch, single insertion,^^for the month: f'SM three months; mfor
, f, ^ f^ y^^ ,^^ month; tij

'
M three months';

ttx months, and Sso/or the ye^
, fjjr^„^ months, and fto Jor theyear.

DICK

sWIVELER

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

IRISH SETTXER
(8410.)

W/f/HlER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

MEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Xim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedigree and full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago, III.
50-101

I
RISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $35

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE, |25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

33-78 Merion P. C, Pa.

y
ORKSHIRB TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prixe

winner. Described in show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, JO cent*. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
jo-75 t Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

Red Irish setter, bred by Kev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won firat prize in the Derbv at the Philadelphia
Geld trials 1888, and on the Sench has won, nrat,
Philadelphia; first Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, %3S.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is • won<lerful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Some pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, (25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at I.,ondon, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent lo us to be served
will be kej)t free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss.

43-94 Freemansbcrg, Pa.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at 1 Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertion. ' the following rates: One inch, single insertiont

$'50; tS-40 for the month; fis for three months; ' $1.50; ts/o for the month; S'S fo* three months;
$38 for six months, and Sso for the year. $m for six months, and fso for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

At Stud and for Sale.

COLLIES.

AT STUD

:

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
The Squire $50
Maney Trefoil $35
Roslyn Wilkes ----- $25

Scotilla II $15

FOR SALE:

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp) and a
grand lot of young pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.
AT stud:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KEHNELs,

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia

NGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone

—

Bryson's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win-
ners Lillian. Sportsman, Gladstone's Bov and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner ofthird in All-aged SUke, East-
em Field Trials of 1888, beating such noted dogs
as Joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from
life by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,

50-63

558 Nortb 18tb 8treet,

PblladelpIUa, Pa.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR .

t- short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Stud fee I75.

J. WINCHELL,
.ss-"* FAIRHAVKN, Vt.

poiNTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of >

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, ^15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW,

S4-lf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

pOINTBR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
479*

poiNTSRS IN THE STUD.

festiinster Kennel Clnli's

NASO OF KIPPEN,
FEE $50.

LAD OF BOW,
FEE $60.

Puppies for sale by the above dogs. Address

JAMBS MORTIMER, Supt.,

47-tf Babylon, L I., ». Y.

CT. BERNARD AT STUD

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—Gemma I {9765) ; Red Boy by
Kondor (S. S. B. 103)—Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-
sin's Turk—Bellone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.
Address J. H. GACLT.

60-72

1745 Frankford Ave., Phila., Pa.

Or T A. PVLK,

Choates P. O., Del.

THE KENNEL.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

53->04

yiLLSlDE HENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.
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_ THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The .Spanish Student.

A few days since we paid a visit to the

famous Chestnut Hill Kennels. Our

journey from the station to Mr. Harri-

son's farm was one of exceptiouai enjoy-

ment. Driving along the well-kept

silvan lanes we were greeted, upon arriv-

ing on the brow of each hill, to pano-

ramic views, strikingly picturesque;

while the pleasing fragrance of the early

blossoming trees and the pure bracing

ozone in the atmospliere had a most ex-

hilarating effect on jaded and tired

nerves.

*••

Upon our arrival we were first shown

the stud of thoroughbred horses just im-

ported by Mr. Harrison. Large, strong-

limbed and courageous, they are just the

animals to carry a man across country,

never flinching at any obstacle in the

shape of fence or ditch that may be en-

countered.

• •

At the kennels we found Mr. Jarrett iu

his cosy little office ready to receive vis-

itors, and he showed us all that was to l)e

seen.

The main building is a perfect speci-

men of kennel architecture. Entering by

the main door we step upon the asphalt

paving, which is the floor of this large

apartment. On either side of the room
are ranged a series of small compart-

ments, in each of which are quarters for

one or two dogs. In these compartments

are benches upon which the dogs sleep.

neat and clean. For the accommodation

of puppies small buildings are scattered

about some distance from the main

building, in which are to be seen various

litters of collies and Irish terriers of all

ages. One man attends to these puppies

exclusively, so that disease may not be

carried from the old dogs to the

youngsters.

• «

It is hardly necessary to say anything

about the dogs, their reputation is world-

wide. Our weakness for Irish terriers

will be an excuse, to specially mention

the typical and characteristic Roslyn

Murphy, who will certainly develop into

one of the very best in this country. He
is just the proper size for a stud dog.

•
• «

The international bench show of dogs

in connection with the Industrial Exhi-

bition in Toronto next September will be

in charge of the following gentlemen:

Messrs. John Massey, J. Maughan, H. B.

Donovan, C. W. Postlethwaite, W. S.

Jackson, John Wilson, J. Mitchener,

Robert Junor, J. E. Kirk, J. Henderson,

C. H. Nelson and Capt. Harston. Mr.

Postlethwaite has been elected chairman

.

Messrs. Jackson, Wilson, Maughan and

Massey will prepare a prize list to be

submitted at the committee meeting on

Tuesday npxt, when a superintendent

will be appointed and judges chosen.

*
« *

Mr Phister, Cincinnati, Ohio, well

known as a breeder and importer of

greyhounds, has just received from the

Avondale Kennelsof Colonel J. T. North,

at Eltham, England, one of the most

important shipments of greyhounds re-

cently brought to this country. .Several

months ago Mr. Gil Robinson, the

famous showman, started for England,

and Mr. Phister, his intimate friend, gave

him a commission for a fine greyhound

bitch, to be brought with him upon his

return from Europe. In stipulating the

size, measurement, color and pedigree,

Mr. Phister, without the slightest sus-

picion that Mr. Robinson would ever be

thrown in contact with so famous a

breeder and distinguished a gentleman

as Colonel North, specified that the dog

selected was to be sired by FuUerton,

Greentick, Troughend, Gay City, or some

other of the famous dogs in Colonel

North's string of "long tails."

•••

Neither Mr. Phister nor Mr. Robinson

knew at the time that Colonel North

never condescended to sell a dog. How-

ever, armed with the descriptive paper in

regard to the much sought for animal,

Gil found his way up to Bamum's show

at Olympia, and in conversation with

Mr. James Bailey and Mr. George O.

Starr, the general agent of the show, the

dog question was broached, as naturally

it was uppermost in Gil's mind, having

been a burden to his thoughts ever since

he left America. "Why," said Mr. Bailey,

"I will introduce you to one of the great-

will just give Mr. Phister a dog, and if

you will bring Mr. Robinson down to

Eltham to-morrow I will pick him out

one of my very best."

.*•

Doors open from each one into a small est greyhound men in the world. Colonel

yard outside the structure. The other North, the owner of some of the most

end of the building contains the cooking

and storage rooms, alrove which are Mr.

Jarrett's sleeping and sitting rooms, both

of which have large windows opiening

into the lofty kennel hall, from which can

l)e seen the dogs in their kennels.

famous

among
courser

Grath."

Waterloo Cup winners, and

them FuUerton, the grandest

since the days of Master Mc-

Mr. Starr also offered his aid

Mr. Robinson eagerly availed himself

of this opportunity, and at the appointed

time, together with Mr. Starr and Mr.

Bailey, prepared to start for Eltham.

Word was then /eceived by wire that

Colonel North had been taken down with

the grippe, but Captain Carvick, his sec-

retary, assured Mr. Robinson, through

Mr. Starr, that the dog would be sent to

Mr. Phister with the Barnum show. Mr.

Robinson, however, fearing to be disap-

pointed, went immediately to Farnworth,

England, near Manchester, and pur-

chased for Mr. Phister the famous

courser. Master Farnworth, the winner of
j j^r

four cups and the great Wormseley

Stakes at Manchester. After his return

to this country, both he and Mr. Phister,

after waiting patiently for the return of

the Barnum Show, had about given up

all notions of the promised dog, when

last week Mr. Phister received a tele-

gram from New York, saying that the

steamship Spain had just arrived in port

with ten greyhounds from Colonel

North's kennel, consigned to him. Upon

examination, however, is was found that

three of the dogs had died aboard the

ship, and ont of the remaining seven Mr.

Starr kept one, especially selected by

Colonel North, and the four bitches were

at once expressed to Mr. Phister, and

are now in his kennels at Walnut Hills.

In the lot are three half-sisters to Ful-

lerton, and without question there would

have been some direct descendant of the

famous Waterloo winner but for ike fact

that he has as yet never been breU.

bad condition. She is one of the best

brood bitches in P^ugland, and is well

known in this country as the dam of Mr.

Crowell's recently imported puppies.

Diva was in whelp to Sir Bedivere. Mr.

Teague's recently imported bitch Zenith,

has proved not to be in whelp. Sir Bedi-

vere puppies seem to be hard to get hold

of.

»
• *

The entire building is enclosed by a

large yard, l>esides which there are sev-

eral other large exercise grounds.

« *

It is needless to say everything about

the establishment is kept scrupulously

and the result was that Mr Phister's

most flattering paper upon the greyhound

question was presented to Colonel North,

the very last man upon earth whom it

was expected to reach. The Colonel

glanced it over, and smilingly remarked:

"Well, this man knows what he wants, at

any rate," and still further pleased with

the high mention of his own dogs, he

turned to Mr. Starr and said : "Well, 1

• «

Zenith is a beautiful coated, good-

bodied bitch with great quality, and is

quite a valuable addition to our St. Ber-

nards.

• *

Mr. George W. Glazier's English mas-

tiff bitch Madge Minting whelped four-

teen puppies, ten dogs, to Ilford Chan-

cellor. This is certainly a big card for

Moore.
«

» *

Mr. Percy C. Ohl has sold to Mr.

George J. Harley, Brooklyn, N. Y., the

well-known English setter Champion
Modesta, by Jester—Mojeska.

Mr. G. A. Fletcher, of Milton,

has sold the Collie Moonshine, by Scot-

son—Moonlight, to Mr. William Rust, of

Berling Manor, Kent, England, who has

sold the collie bitch Rubric, by Wolf-
Golden Fairy, to Mr. Fletcher.

•
« •

Mr. W. Stewart Differderffer's St.

Bernard puppy Lord Baltimore, that has

been so very ill recently, is now reported

to be picking up flesh again quite rapidly.

•
« *

When Mr. Henry Hulman, Jr., received

Gath's Mark last week the following dog-

gerel was tacked on the crate :

The premium list of the coming bench

show of the Cincinnati Kennel Club, to

be held June 3-6 is now out. There are

102 classes provided for and the pre-

miums average about |io and $5 for first

and second prizes iu the challenge or

open classes
;
puppies will receive ribbons

only. Many special cash prizes are

offered. Persons in this vicinity wishing

to enter dogs can get blanks at this office.

Those not wishing to go can put their

dogs in the case of Ben Lewis.

•
» »

The beagle field trials will show up a

large number of gun-shy dogs if their

owners enter them. The prizes of the

trials are to be |ioo, f50 and I25, with $s

entrance. A system of points will di-

vide the events. Hounds will be slipped,

and the first to start the rabbit, best

trailer and best under fire will get the

award.
»*»

The Stock-Keeper, commenting upon

the defeat of the fox terrier Rachel, says:

"She has not yet got over her voyage,

but her position in the prize lists points

to the great improvement that has been

made in the breed since she was in Eng-

land before."

St. Bernard breeders, writes Mr. A. R.

Crowell, in his vicinity are having hard

luck. Mr. E. B. vSears lost the entire

litter of Lady Janet by Hesper, while Mr.

Henry Ingalls only succeeded in saving

one puppy out of a litter by Scotch

Bonivard—Messina. Rev. W. H. Wall-

bridge's (Contoocook Kennels) well-

known smooth Burton Belle only whelped

one puppy to Parson, and it rlied of

pneumonia. Mr. Richard Barry's re-

cent importation, the rongh bitch Diva

by Plinlimmon, whelped prematurely on

board and is reported as being in very

Please handle with care, and water and feed

This noted dog of range and speed.

Cruelty to animals is the unpardonable sin;

Avoid it if you wish heaven to win.

There is another place that is known full well,

In the tinr^yised book its name is hell;

So ifyou would avoid this and win the other.

Treat Gath's Mark as you would a brother.

[Signed] JAS. N. Maclin.

» »

The English National Field Trials are

now Ijeing run at Shrewsbury. The en-

tries for the puppy stakes were twenty-

two pointers and the same nunil>er of set-

ters. The pointer puppy stakes have

been finished with the following result:

Rev. W. J. Richardson's liver and white

bitch Rompish, by Molton Banker

—

Milton Ringlet, won first prize. A. P.

Heywood-Lonsdale's liver, white and

ticked dog Tyke, by Ightfield Dick—

Perdita, second. D. R. Scratton's lemon

and white ticked bitch Nepthys, by

Gough—Nannie, third, and James

Bishop's liver and white dog Brave Duke

of Salop, fourth.

* «

At a meeting of the Philadelphia Ken-

nel Club, held in their club rooms Tues-

day evening, it was decided to hold

their annual field trials December 15.

Entries for the Derby close July i, and

for the All-aged and Members' stakes

October 15. Judges have not yet been

selected. The trials will be held at Deat-

onsville, Amelia County, Va. This place

is twelve miles below the place selected

by the Eastern Field Trials Club.

*
* •

Mr. W. Hammall, Toronto, Canada,

has returned from a trip to England,

bringing with him two bull terriers Ben-

digo II and King. The former weighs

thirty pounds and the latter forty-two

pounds. The dogs will be placed in the

stud. Mr. Haminell also brought over

the Yorkshire terrier Nancy.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCE.

3utiaiNa HT a gENCH . §how.

BV HIBKRNIA.

III.

Like all beginners, I had not been

breeding fox terriers more than six

months before I thought I knew all

about them and set myself up as an ex-

pert. I could Ulk learnedly about

"character," "good front," "nicely car-

ried ears," "correct texture of coat," and

various other expressions used by the

fancier, and which so non-pluses the un-

initiated aud himself too, sometimes, I

believe. I joined a kennel club aud be-

gan to write for the sporting papers and

even sent criticisms on the fox terriers

at some of the shows I attended. It was

not until an article of mine appeared in

which to illustrate a bad point in a fox

terrier I drew attention to some fellow's

dog and as a salve to his feelings stated

that the dog was wonderfully good other-

wise. This "taffy" failed to have the de-

sired effect, and the way that man went

for me in public print was outrageous.

"Cowardly scoundrel to attack an inno-

cent dog behind a nom de plume,'' was

about the mildest epithet he used. I be-

lieve yoU can attack the character of a

man's wife with greater impunity than

you can the bad poinU of his dog. In

the former instance he may give you a

horse-whipping, but even that I consider

preferable to a word-lashmg ni a public

paper.

Aunt Bess got hold of one of the papers

containing the article on me.

"Fitz," she said, "I thought you told

me that dog fanciers were gentlemen."

"So they are," I replied, "until you

say something bad about their dogs."

"Why," she continued, "what was said

in the papers in regard to your poor

father's sudden departure for Europe

and his enforced residence abroad was

mild compared to this published letter

about you for stating that a dog's ears

were badly carried."

The attack had this effect. I sprang at

once from obscurity into notoriety. Fan-

ciers were so used to this sort of commuJ
nication that the hard things said about

me rather raised than lowered me in their

estimation. As one of the members of

the club said:

"You must have trodden on one of

W 's favorite corns—he fliuches so.

I really never believed before that you

knew much about fox terriers, but hang

me now if I don't think you're a first-rale

judge."
On the strength of this paper reputa-

tion I began to assume an miportance at

the club that I never had before. All

matters concerning terriers were referred

to me, and it was hinted that at the next

annual election I would be the favorite

candidate for president.

Shortly after my star as a fox terrier

expert began to rise I received the fol-

lowing letter

:

C. FiT7,-PoonLE, ESfl.

Mv DEAR SiK : From the editor of the Kennel

aud Sports we have obtained your name as one

of the principals in the now famous fox terrier

controversy. It is the unanimous wish of the

members of our Bench Show Committee that

you judge all breeds of terriers at our forth

coming show. We will pay all expenses. Wire

aa a reply. Very respectfully,

, Secretary.

Here was the opportunity of my life.

At that time I considered myself fully

equal to the task and thought I knew
more than I know I know now. In high

glee I showed the letter to Aunt Bess.

"Of course you will accept," she said.

"Cheek is worth more to a man than

brains in attaining success even in dogs."

Having been introduced to Mr. James
Mortimer, and knowing of his vast ex-

perience as judge, I journeyed down to

Babylon for a little advice.

"It is perfectly simple," said Mr.

Mortimer after I had explained the ob-

ject of my visit. "As the dogs come
into the ring sort out the rank bad ones

—they will be in the majority—and put

them in a corner. Then go over them
again carefuUv to be sure you have made
no mistakes and send them back to their

benches. Out of the balance left select

your first, second and third prize winners

and then distribute your 'mention cards'

as liberally or as miserly as you choose."

The modus operandi was certainly very

simple providing a felRiw knew how to

place the best dogs correctly.

Monday morning ofthe following week
found me in the smoking car of a train

Ijound for the city where the show was

to be held. To while away the time I

was reading a copv of the Forest and

Stream (my favorfte paper, Thk Fan-
ciers' Journal, was not giving any at-

tention to dogs at that time).

A nice looking young fellow with

sparkling black eyes, and a raven mous-

tache took the unoccupied seat next to

me. After eyeing me for awhile, he

said:
"1 l)eg your pardon, sir, but I see that

you are reading a doggy paper. Are you

going to the show at W ?"

"I am," I replied.

"In what classes are you showing?"
"I am not showing at all," I answered.

"I am going to judge the terriers."

"AhT indeed," he said; "then this is

Mr. Fitz-Poodle." With that he intro-

duced himself and we entered into a con-

versation about dogs and doggy people.'

After awhile he said:

"By the way, I've a couple of very nice

fox terriers in the baggage car that I

would like to show you. I think they are

sure winners and I would like to have

your opinion on them."
"Are they entered at the show," I

inquired, "because if they are, it would

hardly be the right thing to look them
over before they come before me in the

ring. And besides, I added, I may see

faults that might escape me when I

judge them."
luis staggered him and he saia no

more. Arriving at my destination I

called at the rooms of the club that were

to give the show and was royally wel-

comed. Surreptitiously securing a cata-

logue I excused myseK on the plea of a

bad headache and went to my hotel

where I carefully studied the entries. In

my classes they were not large, so I did

not apprehend any trouble m satisfac-

torily placing the awards.

At ten o'clock next morning I was on

hand at the hall, and shortly afterwards

fox terriers were called. As I stepped

into the ring, judge's book in hand, I

certainly made an impression. I was
dressed in the height of fashion, the offi-

cial ribbon was pinned on one lapel of my
coat, and on the other was a button-hole

bouquet. I wore gloves, as I had seen

judges do before, although how anyone

so fiandicapped can tell the texture of

a dog's coat is more than I can imagine.

The precedent had been set, so I followed

it. As I stooped down to roll up the

bottoms of my rather loud trousers to

keep them out of the sawdust I heard

one attendant remark to another :

"Why is it, Billy, they alius get dudes

tojudge fox terriers?"

"Give it up," replied the individual

addressed as Billy.

This somewhat disconcerted me, but I

recovered my composure before the

champion (there were no challenge

classes in those days) dogs were brougfit

in. As there was only one entry in tfie

dog and in the bitch class I had no trouble

in awarding the blue ribbons. In the

open dog class I must admit I got things

slightly mixed. There were so many of

them that looked alike. I remembered
Mr. Mortimer's advice, so I picked out

those I considered the worst and had

them taken into a corner of the ring.

While looking over the balance one

vicious little demon that I was patting

on the head, bit me on the calf of the leg.

This raised a laugh from the crowd about

the railings and I lost my head. I was

no more responsible for what I did after-

wards than if I had been the inmate of

an insane asylum. I ordered all the

dogs out of the ring which I had first

picked out as the best, and distributed

the ribbons and cards among the measley

lot of culls that were bunched in the

corner. The ring steward looked aston-

ished, the handlers muttered loud and

deep, but the thing was done and could

not be helped. I have saved a clipping

from a criticism in one of the sporting

papers on the show. Here is was is said

about fox terriers:

"In the fox terrier ring a new judge

made his denouement. In the champion

classes, as there was only one entry in

each, no errors were made. In the open

bitch and puppy classes he did his work

fairly well, but in the open dog class the

judging was most remarkable. We ad-

mire Mr. Fitz-Poodle for sticking to

type, although we do not admire the type

he stuck to. We do not believe that

pricked and semi-pricked ears, bow legs

and woolly coats are desirable points in

fox terriers. The judge has some excuse

for his peculiar awards inasmuch as one

of the dogs in the ring, brimful of fox

terrier quality, bit a good-sized piece out

of the calf of Mr. F.'s left leg. It must

have been very painful, and we extend

our heartfelt sympathy to him for the

wound, although we cannot allow our

sympathy to interfere with our criticism

of his egregrious blunders."

I thought at the time that this was

rather rough criticism on a judge who,

minus a couple ounces of flesh, had hero-

ically tried to get through his classes with

a bloody handkerchief tied around the cal f

of his left leg. This, too, with visions of

future hydrophobia floating through his

brain, for the dog was evidently mad or

he would not have bitten me. In judg-

ing other breeds of terriers I did not trust

to my individual judgment at all, but was
guided by the number of prizes the cata-

logue showed they had won. The one

with the most important list of winnings

got first, and so on. The papers all said

I did remarkably well in these classes.

As I had never before seen several of the

breeds that I passed judgment on, I was

very glad to have given such universal

satisfaction.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB.

Details of the Meeting Held In Boston

LASt Saturday Evenlnje.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The would-be members of the

National Beagle Club met at the Quincy

House, Boston, Saturday evening. May

3, and completed the organization of the

club.

Mr. W. S. Clark occupied the chair.

Mr. F. W. Chapman, secretary pro tem.,

read the minutes of the last meeting.

The constitution was then voted upon,

the substance of which is that the Na-

tional Beagle Club is organized for the

purpose of improving the beagle in

America, both on the bench and in the

field. The officers shall consist of a

president, three vice-presidents,secretary,

treasurer and an executive committee,

consisting of the officers of the club and

three active members chosen by the club.

All officers will l)e elected annually. Can-

didates will be nominated at the quarterly

meeting preceding the annual meeting.

A copy of the nominations will lie mailed

to each member and the officers elected

by mail vote. The initiation fee will lie

|2; annual dues, %i, payable semi-annu-

ally in advance.
Applications must be made on blanks

furnished by the secretary, signed by two

memljers of the club, referred to the ex-

ecutive committee and voted on by the

club.
, , ,

The following officers were elected by

ballot: President, O. W. Brooking; first

vice-president, Mr. V. K. Keith; second

vice-president, Mr. W. P. Whilniati; third

vice-president, Mr. W. F. Rutter: secre-

tary-treasurer, F. W. Chapman; Execu-

tive Committee, Messrs. II. V. Jameson,

W. S. Clark and W. A. Power. In ad-

dition to the officers the following parties

paid their initiation fee and were enrolled

as charter members: Messrs. K. C. Bar-

rett, W. Stewart Diffenderffer, A. Russell

Crowell and H. H. Brown.

A vote of thanks was given to Mr. Dif-

fenderffer for his kind offer of a valuable

piece of silver plate to be awarded at the

club's first annual field trial. The secre-

tary announced the receipt of fifteen ap-

plications for membership by mail. The
meeting adjourned at 1 1 P. M.

At the present writing the club prom-

ises to be a thoroughbred. It is named
national with the full intent of niakinj^

it true to its name. Members in Cali-

fornia have equal rights with those of

Massachusetts. NamuuoiT.

GERMAN DOG OR GREAT DANE?

What Is the Proper Name.—A Subject

That Merits Discussion.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Alluding to my communication

published in the American Field of Jan-

uary 4 and a reply to it by Dr. H. Walker,

the Hunde-vSport remarks : "It is time

for our Nationa:! Doggen Club to send

an explanation to the American fanciers

about the Deutsche dogge (only proper

translation German dogge)." That is

perfectly right, and I hope the German

National Doggen Club will soon state

that and give rea-sons why the name

Deutsche dog was adopted in 1880 and is

the only one under which the breed has

been entered in their shows since then.

Vero Shaw was misled by Herr Gustav

Lang's assertion that the bree<l is called

German mastiff in Germany, which is

entirely erroneous, and the members of

the German Mastiff Clwb in Chicago

made a mistake in adopting that name.

In a few catalogues of German breeders

we find cuts of German mastiffs which

resemble the English mastiffs, but are in-

ferior to the latter. The Germans do

not care much about the mastiff and com-

monly call him butcher dog. There will

be only one class for mastiffs at the

great International Show at Berlin, May
15-18, while there are fourteen classes for

German dogs, as follows: Six for

brindles, one for dogs over two years,

one for dogs one and two yeais old, one

for puppies six to twelve months old, and

three corresponding classes for bitches;

one for fawn dogs and one for fawn

bitches; one for gray dogs and one for

gray bitches; one for spotted, white or

black dogs and one for bitches of the

same color; one for dogs and one for

bitch puppies of the last mentioned

colors, six to twelve months old. New-

foundland* will have four classes. St.

Bernards ten classes and the Danish dog

(not dogge) only one class.

Mr. A. Hoeppner's statement in the

American Field of February 1: "In re-

gard to the name of German dog, I wish

to say that in 1880 the German sports-

men concluded to do away with all such

names and styles as Ulmer dog, Hatz-

rude, Danish hound, etc., and call their

dog. with points laid down,Gemian dog,"

is correct; he only mistook the name
Danish hound for Danish dog. But he

is wrong in saying that "the meaning of

the word dog they understood as mas-

tiff." Dog is the German appellation

for a large, heavy, strong, short-haired

species of dogs with blunt, broad muzzle,

including the Thibet dog, bull dog, Eng-

lish dog (mastiff), Cuba dog, box dog,

Japanese dog and German (Danish) dog.

The mastiff" is also called English dog in

Germany, but to draw from this the con-

clusion that the German dog is a mastiff

would be just as proper as the syllogism,

the Atlantic Ocean is a water ; a fish-

pond is a water ; ergo, a fish-pond is an

ocean. But I think there is no reason to

believe that the breed in question will

ever be called German mastiff in this

country in general, and in other coun-

tries the name will probably never be

adopted. Neither will the name boar-

hound 1)e used to any extent even in

Englanil, notwithstanding the improper

duplex name Great Dane or Boarhound

Club. „,. .

The question then will l)e: What

should the name in England and in this

country be, (ireat Dane or German dog?

From discussions in sporting papers and

numerous letters sent to me. 1 am con-

vinced that a wish is prevailing to agree

on one name for the breed. When I

stated my reasons for calling the dogs

German dogs to the officers of the Marj;-

land Kennel Club, they told me that it

was too late to classify them so in their

premium list, which was then just

printed, but they were classified Great

Dane (German dog) in their catalogue,

as I stated in my letter of March 29.

Next year they will classify them as

German dog (Great Dane) and omit

Great Dane afterwards. If the fanciers

of this breed agree on one name, there

will be no difficulty to have the dogs

classified under the adopted name in

any show.
Mr. M. Riego, honorary secretary

Great Dane Club of England, differs with

me and asserts that "neither the Great
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Dane nor the Deutsche dog, although

both the same according to the schedule

of points, have anything in common with

the Ulmer dog, which still exists in Ger-

many and may be purely German, which

the Great Dane is not." I would like

to know where Mr. Riego got such an

idea. Ulm is a city in the kingdom of

Wurteniberg.Germany. For a long time

the best specimens of dogs have been and
many of the best are still raised in

Wurtemberg, and until 1S80 they were
generally called Ulmer and Danish dog
in Germany. The latter name is still

used for a lighter.smaller, inferior strain.

That the Germans themselves have used

the English name Great Dane is an er-

roneous assertion of Mr. Riego. He re-

marks that the original nationality of the

dog is obscure; of course a nation or

nationality of any dog is obscure, but ob-

scurity and confusion will only be in-

creased by the use of different names,
and especially that of Great Dane. For
in Denmark, especially on an estate

called Broholm, a species of dogs has
been raised for more than forty years

similar to the English mastiff.bnt smaller

and lighter,called the Broholm or Danske
Hund (Danish dog), which is, however,
very little known and appreciated be-

yond the limits of Denmark. The Danes
fi.ted the points for their dog at Copen-
hagen in 1886. About five years ago the
"Gartenlaube," a very good authority

on all it publishes, remarked that the
German dog had gone to the dogs in

Denmark.
It would evidently be a vain attempt

to search for the "original nationality"

of the German dog in Denmark, and it

seems obtrusive if England wants to

stand godfather and force a name which
even the Danes do not want to accept on
a breed they do not consider theirs.

"The Great Dane has been known and
extensively kept throughout Europe for

centuries," says Mr. Riego, "and was
most common in Spain at the commence-
ment of this century." Shall, therefore,

his countrymen who, with "their innate

negligence," bred them so that the dogs
were "next to valueless," be entitled to

choose ft name for the l^rppd ? or tVip

Belgians and French, because Le Sage
speaks of this dog as the Danois at the
commencement of the last century ? And
I don't think the English name Great
Dane is the proper one, because Syden-
ham, Edwards, Richardson and Youatt
refer to the breed as Great Dane. What
has been done in Denmark, Spain, Bel-

gium, France and England for the im-
provement of the breed ? In all these
countries there are very few first-class

specimens, and they have been imported
from Germany not many years ago or
bred from those importations.

j

From a logical standpoint the English '

have the privilege to use the English
name Great Dane for the breed as much
as the Romans had according to Quin-
tilian to call a grove lucus a tion luiendo.

How many specimens worth mentioning
were raised in England more than half a
dozen years ago ? Just because the Eng-
lish did not raise that breed, and very
few of them are interested in it now, Mr.
Riego seems to maintain that the Eng-
lish name Great Dane is proper, it or a
similar name having been mentioned
long ago by some French or English
writers who probably gained all their

knowledge of the breed merely from
what thev had heard or read about it.

Now, fellow dog fancier, please explain
through the columns of this paper what
shall the name be ? Let us write pro and
con until we agree on one name.

It is well known that the German dog
was the favorite of the German nobility
centuries ago. In the beginning of the
sixteenth century Duke Ulrich of Wur-
temburg was dethroned by his enemies
aud found refuge in a cave near the
castle of Lichtenstein, where he escaped
several murderous assaults made against
his life through the vigilance, sagacity
and courage of his dog. About the same
time the German Emperor Charles V,
and alrea<ly in the fourteenth century the
German Emperor Weiizel had German
dogs as their constant companions. It

may be positively asserted that this
noblest species of the canine race has
been carefully raised and brought to its

present slate of perfection only by the
Germans. Germany is the home of the
dog, and the Germans only have the
privilege to be proud of their national
dog and call him their German dog.

J. H. H. Maenner.
Baltimore, Md., May 6, 1890.

NAMING THE DOG.

WHAT SHALL WE CALL HIM P

A REFORM CLUB BADLY NEEDED.

F«K Thk Fancikkk' Journal.

History does not tell us whether

Shakespeare ever owned a dog, but if he

did it is quite evident he did not have

the canine race in mind when he gave

life to the well-known and ofl-repeated

expression "What's in a name ?" While
a rose may smell just as sweet by any

oilier name, we beg leave to take excep-

tion to calling this beautiful flower by
any other name, for "pretty is as pretty

does," and as with the rose so with every-

thing else. In looking over the list of

awards of the Westminster Kennel Club

Show this spring I perceived the neces-

sity of a reform club the object of which

would be the suggestion of suitable

and sensible names for dogs that are sup-

posed to represent the efforts of the best

breeders in the country. I confess to a

weakness in the abiding faith of Oscar

Wilde's theory. While to many it may
seem a hobby, there is more truth than

poetry in testheticism and is by no means

ear so much, but it does not sound like a
name that should l)e given to this beauti-
ful and commanding breed of dogs.
Why not call hiniAlci? Then we have
the Yorkshire Prince Ai. If he was .\i

why is he not placed first ? It would be
far better to simply call him Prince A.
Again we have the bull dogs Badajos,
Quasimodo, Carisbrooke and Quil)eron,
aud the bull terrier Chasseur, the Dach-
shund Superbus II, the Bedlington ter-

rier Polly Warkworth, the Russian wolf-
hound Ivan Romanoff, the Irish terrier

Nevermore Gessela, the fox terrier Vitel-

! lius and hundreds of other registered
under similar names,but these will suffice

to show my meaning. It must strike the
doggy man rather strangely to go over
the list and count the larger number of
dogs with names that seem utterly out of
place. It is like naming the baby. We
do not want a common name; it must l>e

something different from those of our
neiglil)ors, something that we think will

carry with it honor and glory. But in

this how often are we mistaken, to prove
which recall to mind the names of men
who have become great. So, too, with
the dog. lyook at the famous winners on
the bench. In nine cases out of ten they
have short and pretty names, such as

Plinlimmon, Ben I,emond, Cambriana,
The Squire, Scotilla, Roslvn Clara, Bene
Silk, Maney Trefoil. Hornell Bertha.
Bessie, Lord Nelson, Bob Ivy, Myrtle,

We preaent to our readers a cut of the medal of the St. Bernard Club of America. The head on

the obverse will readily be recognized as representing the one of Otho. It in from a photograph of

the late champion, and rests on the centre of a Swiss cross, the arms of which are protruding, giv-

ing the medal a very uniqe shape. On the reverse are two sprigs of Edelweiss, the immortelle of

the Alps, with space for the name of the winner. All the members of the club have been furnished

with a handsome photo-gravure of the medal. We also have the club to thank for a complementary

photo-gravure.

PUGS THAT CATCH MICE.

to be laughed at. Did you ever go into

a restaurant where the cups they set be-

fore you were half an inch thick. To me
this loses all the good taste the coffee

may have possessed and I turn from it in

disgust. This is only in explanation of

my theory.

To go back to dogs, let us look at

some of the names. Of course many are

sweet-sounding and "doggish," but the

majority are simply horrible and no
more suited to fill the mission intended

than is the half-inch china cup a suitable

and appetizing receptacle for a delicious

cup of coffee. Let us start with the out-

landish and out-of-place name of the

collie Sans Souci Young Ben Nevis. For
length of name this carries off the ban-

ner, and as for beauty we will have to

pass it by. If the dog is ever to win a

first prize he will have to chew off a few-

handles to his name, for the ladder to

fame on the bench could never carry

such a load. To get down to a few shorter

names we will dwell upon those that

answer to such as Linkwood John Bright,

Linkwood Lady Marguerite, Bcverwick

Discordance, Meadowthorpe Heather

Boy, Meadowthorpe Douglass Fleming,

and the Newton Abbotts, whose name la

legion. If there is one name among this

list that lays claim to pleasing sound

their length should debar them from

competition. Seldom does a dog with

a name too long for it to carry ever

come to the front.

Now for some of the still shorter ones,

but none the less horrible in sound.

There is the St. Bernard Alciphron, the

name of which docs not grate on the

Othello, Cleopatra, all winners of first or

second. There are many other names
that might be mentioned to advantage,
but these will suffice to catch the drift of

my sentiment. For short and sweet
names we recommend the names of the

winners in the Great Dane and American
foxhound classes at the New York show,
everyone of which has the true ring

about it and no doubt strikes the doggy
man in the right place.

In conclusion we would merely sug-

gest that a club be formed to discounte-

nance and discourage the outlandish

names that are given to dogs who might
soar much higher in the realm of liench

shows if they had sensible names. Give
your dog a name that is both pleasing

and that has a "doggy" ring in it. Surely

the "woods are full of "em," and any
man so utterly at sea for the want of a

sensible name could not do Ijetter than
send his request to Thk FanciKRS'
Journal office and I am sure he can be

accommodated. So much for names.
And what do the breeders of dogs think

of the suggestion ? H. w. s.

A Kour-Footed Policeman.

One of the most valuable members of

the New York police force is a thoroughbred

water spaniel named Leo. He belongs to Ser-

geant McNamara, and knows a thief by instinct.

His latest capture was that of a colored burglar
who had in his possession a bundle of stolen

furs. Leo glanced nt the fellow in passing, con-

cludc<l he was a "bad man," stiicd him by the

seat of the trowsers and held on till the arrival of

a blue-coated officers, who took the prisoner to a

station-house.

The Remarkable Intelllirenoe Th*t
Many of Thene Uoic8 Hhow.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I was interested in the notice

you published from Mr. Ballentine's let-

ter in late issue as to pugs. I have a

bitch. East Lake Virgie, of the Bradford

Ruby strain, who is a " crank " in catch-

ing mice. She spends her time looking

for them and has caught as high as six in

one day in my store. I never trained

her for it ; it comes naturally. I caught

thirteen in a trap (new French trap)

lately, and my clerk let them all out in a

room and she caught all but two, that got

away, in a few minutes. When I meet a

person who thinks a pug has no sense or

intelligence, I pity the person and hope

no dog will ever be so unfortunate as to
have him for a master.
Every dog of any breed is intelligent

;

when you find one that is not, it Is the
fault of the dog's master, not the dog.
Take a young boy or girl and let them
!ay around, never speak or notice them,
and they will turn out stupidly.

I am breeding pugs because I have
found them intelligent and a faithful

friend (as all dogs are), and, like Mr.
Ballentine, I took it up as a hobby be-
cause so many |>eople wrongly think
them stupid. Dogs have so much more
sense than many people you meet.

Very truly,

Al. G. Eberhart.
Cincinnati, ()., April 30, 1890.

THE INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.

.S|tU<udld (jroiinds Se<'iirod—Selection
of the .ludfces.

EniToR Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The following-named gentlemen

have l)een selected to judge the Indiana

Kennel Club's Foutth Annual Field

Trials, l)eginiiing Monday, November 3,

at Carlisle, Ind. : Dr. J. B. Alexander, of

Louisville, Ky.; Mr. Gib D. Jay, of Ko-

konio, Infl., and Mr. M. R. Williams, of

Denver, Col.

The club has secured ample grounds

where there are plenty of birds. The

hotel and livery accommodations at

Carlisle are first-class, and the prices will

be liberal in the extreme.
Although the entries for the Derby do

not close until June i, several have al-

ready been received. Every indication

points to the most successful meeting the

club has ever held.

The running rules have been thoroughly
revised, and we think they are about per-

fect. The Committee on Rules had in

view the sole object of giving each dog
sufficient time to show what there was
in him, and to enable the judges (with-

out being handicapped) to give the prizes

to the best dogs. You will see by a

perusal of the rules (a copy of which I

enclose herewith) that we do not recog-

nize any dog as a runner-up.

P. T. Madison.

THINKS WELL OF "THE JOURNAL."

TheComlniar Bench Show to be Held In

Cincinnati Next Month.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The more I see of your paper the

more I wonder how I ever got along

without it. Our coming show, June 3 to

6, promises to be a grand success in

every way. I have received many letters

from dog men, saying they would send

tlieir dogs if I would handle and care for

them. As I am enthusiatic in dogs—

a

regular "dog crank," and wanting to do

my share towards the show, I have con-

cluded to receive and handle for my
friends any dogs they may send me and

will treat the dogs and their owners-
righl. Shall enter my own string of pugs

(about eleven), but will have plenty of

good assistants to help me.

Fraternally yours,

Al. G. Eberhart.

Cincinnati, May 3, 1890.
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GOTHAM GOSSIP.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Journai..

For downright assertive impudence

commend me to the Special Commis-

sioner of the American Fiehl, and all

who have not read his highly enlightened

discourse on the Blemton fox terriers as

they appeared in England should do so

at once. "Rachel is not only inferior to

one or two of her own countrywomen,

but is an utter failure as a producer," so

speaketh this oracle. How far he is

right will be seen when in one litter to

Regent she produced Reason, Raillery

and Rational, the latter, bar size, being as

good a dog as one might wish to see.

Her next effort presented Rubicon, who,

as I said last week, is not so bad as he is

painted. After that to Lucifer she gave

us the good-bodied but plain-headed dog

that was shown at Philadelphia—his

name does not occur to me at present—

and her last trial of matronly duties was

rewarded with Blemton Racket, proving

not unworthy of such attentions.

Thus in the four litters which, as far

as I know, are the only ones she has

had, the first was accountable for three

winners, and the rest one each. And

when it is considered that the last two

unions were with a dog who possessed a

totally different type, it is not to be

wondered that every infant she bore was

not a champion. Still this does not

do away with the fact that she is the

"only" champion bitch who so far has

had a winning son everj' time she had

young, and considering she has scored a

clean wipe-out record—unapproached by 1

any other lady of equal celebritj—our

contemporary's Special Commissioner

must be written down an ass, "and don't

you forget it" (for last sentence see his

own contribution). But I will dismiss

discussing this lady, as to criticise her

seems to me nothing but rank blasphemy,

for in my eyes (prejudiced, perhaps) she

shall be "beautiful forever."

But mention of her progeny recalls a

story concerning Reason, too good to

be missed. He had won under .\stley

at a seaside show, where nearly all the

big fox terrier kennels were represented,

his win greatly annoying one of our ac-

knowledged crack judges, who openly

proclaimed his (Reason's) great lack of

merit. The following day Mr. Clark

(Reason's owner) had to go to the secre-

tary's office, which was in a small tent

some sixty or seventy yards from where

the dogs were benched. Happening to

take Reason with him he chained him to

a rope "outeide" whilst he transacted

his business "inside." He had not been

there a minute before he heard the well-

known voice of the afore-mentioned ac-

knowledged crack judge: "Doesn't he

wear well, Disher; he looks better every

time I see him." Disher gave an un-

compromising grunt.

Crack judge: "I always admired him.

I gave him his first ist prize, you know."

Mr. Clark, emerging from the tent:

"No, you didn't, R s."

Crack judge: "Oh, yes, 1 did; and he's

better now than he was then."

Mr. Clark: "That's not Regent, that's

his moderate son Reason, who was so

wrongly placed first yesterday." Cur-

tain ! Blue fire !

!

I will not swear the above to be a ver-

batim account of what happened, but it

is as good an imitation as memory will

allow.

Mr. Mortimer looks like having his

hands full next fall, as I hear he has

already been engaged to judge the non-

sporting classes at Cincinnati (Major

Taylor taking the sporting division), and

Ottawa has made overtures to him to

take their "hull" show.

A correspondent asks me if the Ameri-

can Stock-Keeper is an annual publica-

tion? Can any reader elucidate the

problem ?

My worthy friend J. W. a week or two

back, drew attention to the case of the

beagle bitch Belle of Woodbrooke in the

Forest and Stream, and as no one seems

to consider the matter of any imporUnce

I cannot refrain from reviving the sub-

ject. Everyone knows she was shown in

the challenge class at one show and the

open at another without any objection

being laid in either case. Now, without

wishing to appear in the light of a "dis-

content," I would like to know if no

private individual, either through negli-

gence or ignorance, objects to a challenge

class dog winning in the open, or vice

versa, is it not the duty of the A. K. C.

through their secretary to do so ? If not,

why not ? Also, if not. what the dickens

was the A. K. C. formed for ? Is it not a

protective body, not only formed for the

prevention of fraud but to deter com-

plications which would \x sure to arise

did it not exist. It is not Belle of Wood-

brooke's case individually that I kick

about, but the whole principle of the

thing, for at present the jurisdiction of

the A. K. C. amounte to this : You can

do whatever you well please; show a

winner of twenty firsts in the open class,

and as long as the other owners don't

kick we shall still blink our eyes and

bask in the shadow of our grandeur,

complacently murmuring "something

attempted, something (un)done."

Another pomt which seems to me
should be the .Secretary's duty, but if it is,

is more honored in the breach than the

observance, is that of allowing one and

not a dozen dogs to be registered under

one name, and without going into any

deep research of catalogues, I will men-

tion a case which casually came under

my notice. In Great Dane bitches at

New York a Flora was given second ; in

a similar class at Boston a Flora received

letters of some sort or another, but they

are not one and the same ; in fact, very

dissimilar ; the New York bitch being a

very fair typical one, whilst the other is

but a moderate specimen. This is both

rough on the good bitch and misleading

to the public, nor should the A. K. C.

forget that it is running the risk of

becoming the instrument of fraud, I

also in the same breed noticed either two

Neros, two Hectors or two Caesars ;
in

fact I would not swear there were not two

of each name. At all events, such a state

of things should not be permitted to go

on much longer, and if it is, I for one can-

not see the sense of owners paying their

" quarters " in order to comply with a rule

which is not observed, a rule which I

would remind the A. K. C. comprises a

great percentage of the component parts

of the basis and foundation upon which

it is built, and a rule which above all

others should be lived up to in the

strictest possible way. I do not for one

moment think it is given the cold

shoulder, or purposely neglected, but if

it isn't possible for the Secretary to pay

the strict attention to it he ought to, then

the club should provide him with the

assistance necessary to carry out

" strictly " such an important part of its

constitution.

I read in last week's Turf, Field and

Farm that Messrs. McMurray & Fish-

er's sulkies are the best ;
also that

according to the Pope Manufacturing

Company of Boston, Mass., Messrs.

Cushman & Deuison's "Pocket Oiler"

is undoubtedly the neatest and cleanest.

I do not doubt the correctness of these

assertions, nor can I gainsay the import-

ance of such disclosures, but I do fail to

see what particular benefit is to be de-

rived from Messrs. McMurray & Co.'s

sulkies, or Messrs. Cushman & Denison's

"pocket oilers" as regards one's kennel

apurtenances. Kennel notes of the fu-

ture: Item I. Good morning, have you

used Pear's soap? Item 2. Messrs.

Bones & Jobinson say Carter's Little

Liver Pills are the best. Item 3. Adelina

Patti says: "It is matchless for the com-

plexion," etc., etc., ad infinitum.

The National Greyhound Club, the

National Greyhound Coursing Club, the

National Greyhound Club of America, or

the National Greyhound Coursing Club

of America, one or the other, has ex-

tended its privileges to W. W.'s (late of

Hulton, Pa., now of Specialta, Espagnol),

long-backed or sway-backed pets the

O—f-B—i-C—n-S—n-R—n-P—n ,ut-tischu

hounds, the said W. W. having availed

himself of its (the club's) privileges.

"We" (orthodox style ) must congratulate

the club on such an acquisition, at the

same time reminding the older members

they will have to look to their laurels

else this young enthusiast will be carry-

ing all before him, nor can "we" allow

this opportunity to pass without wishing

W. W. every success in his new and

somewhat wild career."

From the above paragraph it will be

seen that the Greyhound Club must

change its name, and the only thing I

can see for it is "The National Grey-

hound, Russian, Barzoi, Orloff, Circas-

sian, Siberian, Persian, Pyrannean

Wolf-hound Club of America." I do not

think any further extension or addition

is necessary, nor will I charge anything

for my suggestion

A letter discussing the chances of

Meersbrook Maiden on the other side,

has come to me in the darkest, coldest

wettest-blatiket fashion, for therein I am
informed she has no "earthly," as there

are 'severial " that can beat her. The

same scribe also offers to send me fox

terriers galore at ten pounds apiece to

smother anything here, but, he contin-

ues, that as they cannot win in England,

it is useless sending a dog here without a

record, as they would stand no chance.

I am not particularly susceptible, but I

do think my correspondent might have

veiled his sarcasms, no matter how thin

the material he used.

Another great sensation in England's

terrier world ! Mr. Toomer had bought

out a real highflyer from all accounts, at

the last Midland Fox Terrier Show.

What with this youngster and his brother,

who won at the Agricultural Hall,

Clattox, Monte Christo and others,

breeders on the other side are making it

hot for one another, and will no doubt be

only too glad to send some of their forth-

coming champions to this side, where

fresh blood is so needed, and " don't you

forget it."

•v.: g g g .v«

Mr. Terry tells me that all Woolten

Game's litter by Duke of Hessen are

dead. This is much more disappointing

than the usual decease of grandly-headed

youngsters, as both on sire and dam's

side they were bred not only for Ijeauty

but utility. lu fact, 1 was looking for-

ward to this combination to upset the

greatest setter crank's theory into a

cocked hat, and now the setter devotee

has another three clear years in which
Uio l^oof r1r\rra Xi-ill K*» ttintt*" who rail Upt

out of hip sight in the quickest possible

time and are found pointing in Lapland

or the North Pole hundreds of years

afterwards, the discovery of their po-

sition after such a lapse of time being ac-

counted for by the extreme frigidity of

the climate, and they will presumably be

presented to the British Museum as

archieological studies "in the time 1)efore

Adam."

i

-m'
Rabagas is to return to F:ngland, and

is expected to arrive there by May 20, in

order to take the place of Mr. Raper's

Champion Rustic Model (who it will be

remembered died a few weeks since) in

his team at the forthcoming Bull Dog

Club Show. I do not know whether he

(Rabagas) has been used at all over here

at stud; if not, I am sorry, as though not

up-faced enough, or sufficiently out at

shoulders, he is far more preferable as a

sire than the orthodox pinched faced no-

cushioned dogs, who are the rule and not

the exception.

All the bobbery in the English Bull

Dog Club, which at one time was assum-

ing a very serious aspect; indeed, it may

do so even now, has at all events had a

salutary effect for at least five minutes,

as I hear the cockney element are mak-

ing concessions to their previously ex-

cluded country brethren, which it earn-

estly intended will heel up many bad ex-

coriations under which the "bumpkins"

had long suffered, suffered with such a

sublime submission, that the ruling ele-

ment began to ride a little too rough shod,

but now, all is honey and witching har-

mony. But if the countrymen don't get

as many plums as they think they are

entitled to, good-bye forever to the

present club as a universal one, for I am
told that another will be formed where

injustice, rowdyism, and self-aggrandize-

ment will always be unknown quantities.
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I received a tremedous shock last

week on opening the "only Fanciers'

Journal." Whether it was an Egyptian

mummy, mummified cat or the picture of

an elongated half-bred walrus and kan-

garoo, depicted on the frontispiece I

know not, and up to date I can only dis-

cover its, his, hers, or their name to be

Beaufort. What Beaufort I leave to a

more vivid imagination, but if ever such

a reptile or insect did exist let us all

join in gladly song and joyous praise

that the earth on which we at present

subsist has become sufficiently sensitive

to eradicate such monstrosities. If any

libel case result from the aforementioned

frontispiece, let all understand that I,

the only Brittle, will be an assentient

witness
—"for a consideration."

gfi>£ ggg^Q.s

Mr. Mercer, who, I would remind

readers, is suffering considerably from an

affection of the eyes, which all doggy

men will I am sure hear with the deepest

regret, is selling off his dogs. Whether
he is parting with Johnnie—the only

Johnnie—wholly or iu small pieces I

know not, but news already comes to

hand that a fabulous sum has been of-

fered for the big toe on his right fore-

leg, also that Mr. Wade has started a

limited liability company in order to se-

cure him or one of his sons to cross with

Elsie, as by this means he considers

long-backed wolf-hounds can be pro-

cured with a greater certainty. "We
(orthodox) wish Mr. Wade every success

ill his new venture, and would warn our

cousins across the pond to look to their

laurels." Brittlb.

FORM OF THE IRISH SETTER.

The TeuJency Nowaday* Is to Breed

Smaller Hogs Than Formerly.

EorroR Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : '''he comments which have been

made by Mr. Serjeantson and others

have attracted attention to the form of

the Irish setter, and it is interesting to

view the question from an American

standpoint. This is all the more so as

no allusion has been made to one very

important characteristic of the breed,

viz., the shape of the head.

Mr. Seijeantson's criticism on the long

legs of the Irish dog, judging from the

imported specimens, has less weight

when applied to the foreign bred dogs

than it would have if applied to our

American ones. It is true we have short-

legged ones, but the short leg is com-

bined with a short body, making a com-

paratively small dog all round, and this

type is now being encouraged by some of

our judges. Decidedly long-legged ones

do appear, but they are Ijeing bred away

from, and certainly the dogs brought to

this country do not at all support Mr.

Seijeantson's a,ssertion that "they are

still bred too high on the legs."

I think our American-bred dogs will

also support the Rev. O'Callahan that

straight hind legs are not peculiarly

a fault of the Irish dogs; indeed I

believe the Llewellin setter shows

it more markedly than the Irish.

A correspondent of the American

Field (W. T. Towns, in the issue of

March i, 1890) proposed modifying

the standard of the English setter,

and among other changes suggested

endorsing a straighter hind leg as

.«...*.. :*..4^/-^*^..a f\f (it>^A mialitv tVian

the well-bent stifle. Mr. Moore's

article evidently shows the need of

having an Irish setter standard that

defines more definitely the proper

size of dog to breed for. The state-

ment of Mr. vSerjeantson that the

Irish bitches are too small applies

probably with even less force to

American than to foreign ones.

The descendants of Glencho are

very numerous here, and the bitches

of his get, I think, taking the aver-

age, have been of rather large size.

Certainly in this respect they would
please Mr. Serjeantson ; they are

not camels, but upstanding, moder-
ately large bitches of good phy-
sique.

Such a bitch was exhibited at the New
York show. Her most prominent faults

were a little coarser coat and a little

greater size than the judge fancied, and
she was not given even a mention.
Such treatment will only tend to dis-

courage the exhibition of any but small
bitches.

The Rev. O'Callahan refers to Darby
II. His size,which is comparatively small,
may be in some people's eyes his greatest
fault, but it was evidently favorably
viewed by the judge that gave him sec-
ond prize. The preferences of a judge
should always be taken into consideration
in estimating the quality of the class
judged. I have no doubt that the Rev.
O'Callahan, had he been judging, would
have found some dogs placed Ijeneath
Darby II which he woula have regarded
as better. Unless super-excellence places
a dog "away and beyond" in advance of
his competitors, judging is still largely a
matter of opinion. The diversified
character of the criticisms which appear
in the dog show reports in the sporting
journals demonstrates this. He may be
right in claiming that Irish setters in
KnglanJ are better than our own, but the
specimens brought over give him no
grounds for such a claim.

The imported dogs that have come
under my notice have been so woefully
lacking in head properties that we can
not help Ijelieving that the type they
show must be more common there than
here. The type of head we are accus-
tomed to, which, in view of its apparent

' rarity abroad, I will venture to call the
1

American type, is that which old Elcho
stamped on his get. Elcho, Jr., has it,

Bruce had it,and many of the descendants
of old Elcho still show it. It is a long,

i lean head, well domed and long, clean
cut muzzle. We look in vain for such a
head on any of the recent importations.
The head of the imported dog is too
wedge-like, broad between the ears and

1 short in the muzzle. Occasionally when 1

j
there appears to be an attempt at leaii-

I ness we see a bad bitch-like head on a
! dog's body. Dr. Jarvis may not be so
far out of the way as the Rev. O'Callahan
thinks after all. Send us over some of

I

the good ones that we may see for our- i

selves. Things have got to such a pass
in this country that when we desire to

1

I avail ourselves of the field qualities of a

I

strain outside of the Elcho blood we can
, only do so by sacrificing the point which

,

in the Irish setter, next to his color, is

the most typical of the breed, and that is

his long, lean, bony head.

!
In conclusion, I lielieve the tendency

.

now is to smaller dogs than formerly,
j

I and any that show an inclination to I

i

lumber or over-size are almost ignored by >

the judges. A comparatively small, racy-
built animal is what is aimed at. Ever

i
since the famous race iu which the small '<

F^nglish setter Lit outran and outlasted
the larjjer dog Grousedale, there has been
an inclination to avoid large dogs and

I

encourage small ones. I understand the
I Memphis and A vent dogs are rather

j

small in size, and Irish setter men seem
inclined to favor the same type, at least

to some extent. G. G. D.

him to Mr. G. Bell, of Toronto. Mr.
Bell knew a good spaniel when he saw
one and was smart enough to snap up 1

Jersey, and just as soon as Mr. Bell was
ready to sell him I bought him, and '

I have never yet regretted it. If I know
anything about cockers I certainly think
Jersey the l>est cocker now being shown,
barring Miss Obo II. If I did not think
so I would not keep him, as I have some
very temptiug offers for him, but the dog
is so perfect and such a well-bred one
that I really think he is going to help
improve our cockers, and judges will

recognize his qualities.

"These are my honest comments on
the dog, and I think they are en-
dorsed by our best judges of span-
iels."

THE DOr, AND THE BOOTBLACK.

He Kn«!W- IIuw to Make Trade for Hint

Master.

An English officer, wfio was in Paris in

1815, mentions the case of a dog belong-

ing to a bootblack, which brought cus-

tomers to its master. This it did in e

very ingenious, though scarcely honest,

manner. The officer, having occasion to

cross one of the bridges over the Seine,

had his boots, which had been previously

polished, dirtied by a poodle dog rubbing

against them. He, in consequence, went
to a man who was stationed on the

bridge and had them cleaned. The same

PANTING OF DOGS AND MEN.

COCKER SPANIEL 3ER5EY.

H^/yyER TEN FIRSTS, FIVE SECONDS
AND SIX SPECIAIS.

The above illustration is the cocker

spaniel Jersey, winner of many first and

second prizes, and has won the special

silver cup given by the American Spaniel

Club twice. This cup must be won four

times to become the property of the

winner. He is owned by Mr. J. P.

Willey, Salmon Falls, N. H.

The artist, Mr. Tallman, has made a

life-like picture of the dog, showing

faults as well as his strong points.

Jersey has a very heavy, clean-cut muz-

zle, dark and well-set eyes, ears well set

and nicely carried, is good in skull, body,

legs and feet, and just the right length

for a cobby, strongly-built working little

cocker. He has a gooil flat coat, which
is black in color ; weighs about twenty-

five pounds and stands about twelve

and one-half inches at shoulder. He is

faulty in being a trifle full under the

eyes, and his front feet are inclined to

turn up at the pastern points.

Mr. Willey writes of Jersey: "I sold

the dog when six weeks old and at the

New York show in 1888 would gladly

have given a long price to have placed

him in my kennel, as I then considered

him the most promising youngster out.

It was not till he was shown at Philadel-

phia and got V. H. C. that his owner sold

circumstances having occurred more than
once, his curiosity was excited and he
watclied the dog. He saw the dog roll

himself in the mud of the river, and then
watch for a person with well polished

boots, against which he contrived to rub
himself. Finding that the bootblack was
the owner of the dog, the officer taxed

him with the artifice, and, after a little

hesitation, the man confessed that he had
taught the dog the trick in order to pro-

cure customers for himself. The officer

being struck with the dog's sagacity, pur-

chased him at a high price and brought
him to England. He kept him tied up
for some time and then released him.

The dog remained with him a day or two
and then made his escape. A fortnight

afterward he was found with his former

master, pursuing his old trade of dirtying

gentlemen's boots on the bridge.

The Dlfflcnlty Readily Cured by tbe

Use ofBryonia.

Robert T. Cooper, M. D., in Homoeo-
pathic Review, says: It can hardly be

supposed to interest your readers to

know that I possess in ray dog a Jidus

/4rrAa/fi, but when I inform them that

this dog has witnessed the suns of fifteen

summers, and that calculating a year of a

dog's life to be equivalent to (at least)

five of a man's, my dog must be a pa-

triarch; and since, moreover, I am given

to understand that my dog is, with his

sister (supposing her earthly existence

unterminated), the last of his breed—^the

loup-loup breed, an extinct variety of

dog—their interest cannot fail to be

rouied. But the entertainment will, I

doubt not, be still further enhanced

when I declare that the combined influ-

ence of antiquity and obesity has grad-
ually shown itself for some five years in

an increasing difficulty of breathing on
the part of this interesting remnant of
an intelligent race. Now when old age
and obesity combine to make a dog
pant, the best laid schemes of dogs and
men "gang aft a-gley," and the panting
continues till death parts breathing and
dog. And so I thought it would be with
my dog, till a friend informed me of a
canine fancier in Dublin who cured all

such difficulties with bryonia. Accord-
ingly I procured some special pilutes
of bryonia, third decimal, and gave
him a few doses, three or four at a
time of these agreeable medica-
ments, and was surprised to find in

a week or two a most noticeable
difference in the breathing of my
valued quadruped.

The improvement was not due to

suggestion either ; for although I

have a very good opinion of my
dog's intelligence, this belief is not
such as would lead me to ascribe to

iiiiii a susccpU'uihly iu luc luuucucc
of this newest method of treatment.
He is, naturally, a believer in drugs,

when the bases of these consist of
sugar of milk, and he evidently does
not require any suggestion to make
the remedy tell with full effect.

While this pulmono-cardiac ca-

nine regeneration was proceeding,

a lady of seventy-two asked me to

prescribe something for her panting
l)reathing. After walking a short

distance continued panting comes
on, and whenever she enters a shop
she has to sit down and remain
silent for a minute or two, notwith-

standing the polite lx)w gnd "what
may I snow you, madam," of the

disposer of merchandise. I had no
difficulty in assuring my lady friend

that all she required was to be treated

like a dog, and like a dog she was treated,

with the result that the second dose of

bryonia, third decimal, relieved her

breathing.
There probaMy is no remedy more

valued in chest affections among homoeo-

pathic practitioners than bryonia, and

yet I am not sure that this exact condi-

tion has ever been pointed to pathojje-

netically or symptomatically as indicative

of bryonia, namely, where enfeeblement

of lungs and heart, gradually increasing

with age,conspires to weaken the breath-

ing power8,and where the symptom pant-

ing breathing is present upon the slight-

est exertion.

THE CINCINNATI SHOW.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The judges announced by the

Cincinnati Kennel Club for their show

to be held June 3-6, are Major J. M.

Taylor for setters, pointers, fox hounds

and beagles, and Mr. James Mortimer

for all other classes. Inquiries for pre-

mium lists are numerous and the pros-

pects are the show will be a very fine

one. George H. Hill. Secretary.

Cincinnati, O., April 3, 1890.

Hounding Him On.

"The rumor that horses are being con-

verted into beef tea and dogs into sauMges i»

decidedly unpleasant."—Lloyd's.

Butcher—"Now, then, you younjf warmints,

get away from here with your noise " Boy-
"^Garn : if yer says anything to me, I 11 tell the

plecceman yer sassages ain't got a muiile on

—Funny Folks.

i

* •

! Somewhat Confused.

A preacher, now a canon and ex-

Bamton lecturer in the University of Oxford,

took as his text the words from Ecclesiastes, "A

living dog is better than a dead lion." By a slip

o( the tongue he gave nut the text, "A living lion

is better than a cfead dop;," hesitated a moment,
blushed and corrected himself thui :

"I mean •

dead dog is l>etter than a living lion "

Kennel Contlnned on Pa^e aO«.
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POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

An error in footing the score card of

the Plymouth Rock hen, entry 496, New
York show catalogue, placed it as 3d,

with score- 93 '4. The actual total was

94 "4 and was discovered by the owner,

Mr. J. H. Thompson, Jr., Patterson, N.

Y. The card was returned to Mr. Rack-

ham and by him forwarded to Mr.

Fonda, chairman on judging and scores,

who in turn forwarded it to Mr. B. N.

Pierce, the judge. Mr. Pierce identified

the card, recognized the error and ac-

knowledged the total outs as 5I4 and the

true score as 94 '4^. This places the bird

as winner of ist, also of the Hawkins |io

in gold offered for the best bird

.

•
* •

In another column will be found a

precis of two expressions of the stand

against the Judges' Association taken by

the Messrs. I. K. Felch and P. H.Jacobs,

a pair that is soon to become a trio by

the addition of Mr. Bayley Fox, late of

Michigan, but at the present a brooder at

Hamraonton. The action of Mr. Felch

in this matter is well understood, is char-

acteristic: The idea did not originate

with him, his sanction for it was not so-

licted, and if he couldn't have one glory

he would have another by opposing it.

And that of Mr. Jacobs is like unto it.

» *

It is indeed a sad commentory upon

the value of the Standard as a guide for

the judges, that they, the judges, are

obliged to stop to hold counsel and to

consider whether it means what it says

or something else ! But, that it is neces-

sary they should there is the proof in the

action taken by the American Poultry

Association at its last meeting, to issue a

supplement to the Standard to correct

the errors of that Standard.

*

Again, the pair and probable trio have

each a personal feeling. That of Mr.

Felch is against Mr. J. D. Nevius, the

one with whom the idea of the Associa-

tion of Judges originated. Ostensibly

because Mr. Nevius is not a member of

the American Poultry Association and

yet presumes to act as a judge, and dares

to ask what the American Poultry Asso-

ciation has got to do with it anyway.

Ostensibly, we say, but, actually, Mr.

Felch has at times been a law unto him-

self, and Mr. Nevius knows it. We
imagine that the connection of the name
of Nevius and Judges' Association struck

cold terror to the heart of Mr. Felch

when he heard of it, and, as he

avowedly "expected to be disciplined "

by the American Poultry Association be-

cause of his issue of the Philosophy of

Judging in the face of the veto at Buffalo,

so he did not dare to be even present at

this judges' meeting, lest the ghosts of

the past be called up and his course be

questioned. He dared not enter into it

and so long as it existed it was as Mr.

Jacobs so plainly put it, "a menace" to

him, and he would down and out

with it.

• »

Mr. Jacobs' aggressiveness is actuated,

first, by his desire to follow in line with

Mr. Felch and beam with the light of his

reflected glory ; next, to show that in his

flop he has come down flat for the Amer-

ican Poultry Association, and, finally, his

personal feeling against Mr. J. Y. Bick-

nell. As we have said, and as is well

known, Mr. Jacobs fights not for prin-

ciples but because of prejudices, there-

fore whatever he is against is the gainer

by his opposition.
*

« «

A traveling industrial school is the

latest endeavor of the Irish Industrial

League to assist the laboring classes to

new sources of income. One subject will

be poultry keeping, and the instructor

will be required to have a practical

knowledge and be an apt illustrator of

the processes of cramming and capon-

ing. The League, Poultry says, has

already had application from the poultry

raising districts for instructors in these

particulars.

* »

Breeders of "buffs" may find the word

to the wise in the following from the

pen of the canary fancier, Mr. J. North,

in Poultry : ,

"I am under the impression that the
feeding for color system will shortly
undergo a complete revolution, that every
description of pepper, flowers, saffron,

etc., will be superseded, but in the event
of any hitch occurring in the new-found-
out process it is as well to be prepared
with other means of developing color,

and for this purpose I should advise
fanciers of the color school to procure
and sow some seeds of the dwarf dark-
leaved and dark-flowered tropoeolum.
Sow in boxes and transplant into beds, or
keep in pots for windows if you have no
gardens. Feed the birds on as man^
flowers as you can get them to eat. This
information was given to us just before
last Christmas by a very successful feeder
and exhibitor of Norwich, and probably
he will think I am divulging his deep
secret, but a noted crest fancier at Ports-
mouth will remember that I discussed
the matter with him six months pre-

viously."

It is not generallv supposed that

crooked breast is transmissible but that

it is rather an accident due to local and
individual conditions. But it is rarely

looked upon as a sign of excellence in

the specimen wearing it. This is what
Mr. J.Wilson Ryan, of Dublin, claims for

it. He says:

"From my own experience I do not be-

lieve the crooked breast is as a rule he-
reditary, but that it is often a sign of good
quality in a bird, especially in such
breeds as the Langshan. When a cock
erel of fine bone is growing too quickly,
the weight of the body is too much for

the breast-V>one; and then, if he takes
to roosting before firmness is established,

this deformity is the sure result. I have
not had many crooked-breasted birds;

but at this moment I have a really fine

Langshan cock; the eggs from the hens
with him were particularly fertile, and
of those chickens reared I did not see a
single crooked breast, although his is

very bad."
*

« •

A suggestion that should not pass un-

heeded is made by "Kingsley" in the

Feathered World in reference to carriage.

Almost all understand the value of this

proi>erty although but few realize how
much habit induced by surroundings has

to do with it. Kingsley says:

"Carriage,or form, is of so much import-
ance that, no matter how carefully bred,

good in color and marking a pigeon may
be, yet, wanting this, it is useless as a
show specimen, and is also rejected by
the breeder. And yet many young fan-

ciers, while they take all the care possi-

ble of feather and condition, no pains
whatever is taken to get form or to keep
it, they thinking the bird will get this

quality from its parents, and like the
spendthrift with his inherited wealth,
considers it will last forever. With
many varieties it is about as easy to lose

form as condition, although it may take
a little longer. Knowing this, great
care should be taken that the surround-
ings are conducive to the form of the va-

rietj' kept. A very striking case touch-
ing this subject came under my notice

the other day. While on a journey to

the seaside I called on a gentleman fan-

cier and begged a look at his stock. The
favor was readily granted. Carriers are

one of his hobbies and some very good
ones he has; but they might have been
much better if due attention had been
paid to form. The pens were formed as

a lean-to, with the roof verj' slanting,

very suitable with plenty of room; each
pen had three perches across, one near
the top at the back, with room enough
for the birds to perch without touching
the roof. It could be seen at a glance
along the pens that this was the favorite

resort, and that, bird-like, although they
want the highest place, yet they must
look out to the light, and to do this they
had to stoop. The result is, the head
was carrit^d too much forward and the
birds had a greater tendency to be down-
faced than usual.

*
* «

As a committee on ways and means
we commend the pigeon prize hunter.

The latest in faking is the making up of

a fan's tail, the instructions and pattern

of the back board used being offered for

sale. The instructions read as follows:

"Wash the tail with warm water and
soap with a little ammonia added, and
when partially dry place the pasteboard
at the back of the tail in a position that
will enable you to make the desired cir-

cle. Fix it there by tying it to the cen-
tre feather of the tail, then take the
outside feathers and bring them within
two inches of each other at the bottom,
tie them there, then spread the remainder
out to see how wide or close to lace them
so as to leave no gaps. Then begin at

the second bottom feather and proceed
upwards. After lacing them all properly
in, bend the outsides of the pasteboard to

wards the bird's head, the opposite to
what is termed scoop-tailed. Then
fasten a double piece of yarn to the out-
side of one of the sides ofthe pasteboard,
and cross it over to the other shoulder of
the bird and fasten it round with a loop,

so that you may tighten or slack it at

pleasure. Then proceed the same way
wilu llic ullici aiuc Ii yuui uiiu la vtiy-

tailed you can cure it by drawing the tail

past the perpendicular to the opposite
side to what the tail inclines. It is

not necessary that the feathers be laced
in at the very bottom, but just as near as
is handy. It is necessary to have some
one to hold the bird while you put the
card on. .\fter havin? l>een on for

about a week you may take it off, and if

it has been properly done a perfect tail is

the result."

In Pittsburg alongside of the Lutheran

Church there is being buiit a strong cov-

ering over the pavement, and at each

corner it is labeled "Look out, danger-

ous." Over one hundred feet above

there is also danger—but not to the hu-

man family. For years the tower has

been the home of pigeons. They have

lived up there in great contentment. Now
their home is to be destroyed, for the

tower is to come down. It is almost

pitiful to watch the poor pigeons while

the men are preparing to do this work.

They fly about, get in squads upon tbe

roof and crane their necks to see what is

going on up in their home. In a few

weeks they will be compelled to emi-

grate to some other church steeple.

P. A. of O.

The Poultry Association of Ontario,

Can., has these officers for the ensuing

year. President, J. J. Masson, Bowman-
ville; vice-presidents, William Barber,

Toronto; William McNeil, London; treas-

urer, Joseph Jeffrey, Bowmanville; secre-

tary, J. M. Hern, Bowmanville. Direc-

tors, A. Bogiie, Ivondon; J. Cole, Hamil-

ton; G. Chamberlain, Guelph; W. R.

Knight, A. Hobbs, and J. B. Archibald,

Bowmanville; L. A. Congdon, Dunville;

J. Main, Boyne; J. C. Rykert, St. Cath-

arines. Auditors, H. B. Donovan, J. Dil-

worth, Toronto. Delegates, W. Fox, J.

Dilworth, Toronto; G.McCormick, J. H.

Saunders, Ivondon.

THE SOUTHTVESTERN OLUB.

A New Poultry Orgranization for

the South, and to hold a Show.

Memphis, Tenn., May 2.—A meeting

of the poultry and pet stock fanciers of

this vicinity w.is held in this city last

evening and resulted in the organization

of the Southwestern Poultrj- and Pet

Stock Club, with these officers to serve

for the ensuing year: President, J. T.

Farguson, Memphis. Vice-presidents, J.

L. Robinson, Henderson, Tenn.; John L.

Eichburg, Memphis, Tenn.; W. G. Jar-

ratt, Brownsville, Tenn., A. E. Shaw,

New Orleans, La.; R. D. Goodwin, White
Station, Tenn.; Samuel Schultz, Clinton,

Ky.;John R. Godwin, Memphis, Tenn.;
Ross A. Smith, Charleston, S. C; H. A.
Kuhus, Atlanta, Ga. ; P. E. Gregory, Bir-

mingham, Ala.; Charles R. Raymong,
Austin, Tex.;

J.
H. Morrisy, Fort Smith,

Ark.; E. Willis, Shannon , Miss.; R. L.
Bone, Springfield, Mo.; Messrs. J. H.
Allen and Robert Gates, of Memphis.
Treasurer, Joseph Mette, Memphis.
Secretary, W. H. Crockett, Sardis, Miss.;

assistant secretary, M. K. Anderson,
Memphis. Superintendent of show, J.
F. Hurley, Curve, Tenn.
The following series of resolutions was

then unanimously adopted:
Rksouvkd, That this association be

known as the Southwestern Poultry and
Pet Stock Club, holding for its object the
improvement of thoroughbred poultry
and to create a wider interest in the
breeding of poultry and all kinds of pet
stock, by holding annual exhibitions at

such time and place as the executive
committee may deem best.

2. That we adopt the constitution and
by-laws of the Southern Poultry Associa-
tion, and that the secretary be instructed
to have said constitution printed in con-
venient form and furnish each member
with a copy, and also to send out as

many copies as he may think best to

those interested, solicitmg members to

this club.

3. That the article relating to member-
ship fees be so amended as to read as

follows: The regular membership fee

shall be f5, payable on liecoming a mem-
ber ot this association, and annual fees

$2, payable January i of each year.

4. That each member paying the regu-

lar memliership fee of I5 shall l>e entitled

to a one-page advertisement in our regu-

lar annual premium list, free of all other
charge.

5. That the first annual exhibition of

this association shall be held in the city

of Memphis from January 28 to February
1, inclusive, 1890.

6. That it is the sense of this meeting
that the members of this club be urged
to turn out in a body and patronize the
Interstate Fair, to be held next fall, and
give a large display of poultry and pet
stock, and we recommend the appoint-
ment of an expert judge to pass upon
the poultry and pet stock exhibit; also

that the fair association appoint Mr. J.
F. Hurley as superintendent of this de-

partment of the Interstate Fair.

A resolution was also adopted consti-

tuting the president, secretary and as-

sistant secretary and superintendent the

Executive Committee.
Mr. Hurley then offered a resolution

of thanks to the press of the city, Messrs.

Gates and Allen, of the Commercial As-

sociation and Farmers' Exchange, re-

spectively, for favors and interest mani-
fested in the undertaking; also to the

Farmers' Exchange for the use of their

rooms.
The matter of aid from tbe people of

Memphis in securing necessary means
for the poultry exhibition next January
was discussed, but as the sum required

as a guarantee is only $t(xx3 it was thought
there would be no trouble on that score.

THE HOUDAN.

Fair Notes.

Mr. Hoagland will be superintendent

of the poultry department of the next

Orange County, N. Y., fair.— |8oo has

been set apart as prize money for the

poultry classes at the fair to l)e held in

Wilmington, Del., September 1-6.—The
Mt. Holly, N. J., fair will be held this

year in September, one month earlier

than in previous seasons.—The Inter-

state at Trenton has made no change in

its dates, and therefore this year gives

Mt. Holly the lead.

Quiok Growth and Feathering,

but Wants Time to Mature.

From the result of various crosses lie-

tween the Houdan and other breeds, I

feel quite clear that the Creve is the older

pure breed, and has had much to do with

the origiu of the Houdan. The points

they have in common are many, and

years since they still further resembled

each other. Possibly a cross between

the Creve and some fowl of the Sultan

type, which breed, be it noted, has five

toes.originated the Houdan, and probably

the Dorking has been used subsequently.

Of the various crosses with the Houdan

that I have tried, by far the greater pro-

portion of chickens come quite or nearly

black. Some years since I crossed a very

light silver Polish cockerel, very short of

lacing,with an almost white Houdan hen,

quite a typical Houdan of the French

type, and the result was as fine a lot of

Creves to the eye as one need wish to

see, excepting for the presence of the

fifth toe, which, if I remember rightly,

most of the chickens had. This was

strong proof of the Creve element in the

Houdan.

We see sometimes at the shows very

dark birds with very dark legs and feet.

Many think these the result of a recent

Creve cross. In this I think they are

quite mistaken; it is simply the result

of a preference for dark birds in the

breeding pens. I am quite sure no
breeder of^ experience would use the

cross. We should gain nothing, except

perhaps a trifle in size, the Creve being a

larger fowl, and lose a lot in head points.

A leaf-comb, more or less perfect, is now
absolutely essential in a show-bird, and
this we should at once lose by a Creve
cross. The Dorking cross, I believe, has

comparatively receuiiy been used. One
bird in particular, a few years since that

was placed high in the prize list in the

cock class, at the Palace, Birmingham,
and some other shows, had quite a col-

ored Dorking hackle, and showed other-

wise, more particularly by his want ofmore
Houdan character about his head, very

recent Dorking blood. Had a breeder

been judging, I much question if this

bird would have had a card.

Houdans though of quick growth and
feathering require time to get to their

full development. Cocks and hens

through their second adult moult, on
the average are finer fowls than younger
birds, and the cocks are generally longer

in feather. Chickens no matter how well-

grown they are, are always dwarfed by
adults, and in a mixed class, old and
young birds competing together, have no
chance. Cockerels in particular look

very insignificant by the side of cocks,

and it requires much knowledge of the

breed to detect the promise of future ex-

cellence in some unnoticed youngsters.

It is often difficult to determine if pullets

are likely to moult out good in color as

hens. As a rule it is the very dark birds,

almost black, in fact, that make the good
colored hens, but I think we are improv-
ing in this direction. I have had a few

pullets a year or two since that were good
in color as pullets,and they have moulted
out as hens quite the correct thing. This
is, however, a point that breeders have
yet much to do in . The uniform selec-

tion of birds of well-broken green black

markings, with no purple reflections, for

stock purposes, will no doubt ultimately

give the desired result. It should not lie

forgotten, if young birds on lioth sides

are bred from, that they may be darker
in color than adults, as young birds al-

ways get lighter in color with age.

A few remarks as to selection of stock

for breeding may not be out of place. I

like, for preference, a lightish cockerel,

provided the black about him lie a good
green black, to put with dark hens, and
the result is a large proportion of good-
colored birds. I prefer putting a cock-
erel to hens, rather than a cock to pul-

lets, though all my winning chickens
this past season have been bred this latter

way. Of course, good vigorous two-year-
old stock on both sides gives excellent

results.

Crest I consider in the cock of great

importance, and should never use a

small-crested cock unless the hens were
unusually large in that point. As re-

gards comb, I look very carefully at the

hens, as they influence this point very
materially, no matter how good the cock
may be in this respect. Good well-

formed feet in the cock is of the first im-
portance, as on this point I find their in-

fluence very potent. Size! undoubtedly
comes more from the hen than the cock.

Of course, when first-class specimens on
both sides are put together, as in all other
breeding, the best results are to be ob-
tained.

April and May hatched Houdans I find

do better ultimately than those hatched
earlier. I am quite sure that nine-tenths
of the winners I have bred have been
hatched in one or other of these months.
Houdans being a very quickly maturing
fowl, those hatched in February and
March are full out in September ; and by
the time the Palace comes, they are

mostly in deep moult, or look so faded
that they have no chance with the
fresher, later hatched birds. In the early

part of June I break up the breeding
pens, putting the cocks up in small, dry,

well protected houses and runs, and there

they stay till they are quite through the
moult and fit for the show-pen.

Perfect dryness is absolutely essential,

as, if the new feathers get soiled by
damp, no subsequent washing will get,

so to speak, the bloom on the feather

again. The hens I let moult out on
clean grass runs. A good plan during
the moulting process is to wash the birds'

heads and crests with a soft sponge, and
ample lather, made with Calvert's or
McDougall's carbolic soap, H per cent.

This freshens the bird up wonderfully,
and does them a lot of good. It destroys
the little parasites that always annoy
birds so amply feathered about the head
as the Houdan; and, Iwsides, makes their

heads sweet and clean, and the crest

feathers come out much better than if

there be no wash.
During the moult I feed much in the

usual way, giving the birds that are

penned up a Jittle animal food twice or

three times a week as an extra, and they
t. - . _ -r r 1. r 1 .-,.
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day. If I find a cock bird flag a bit to-

wards the end of the moult, I give him,
on dry days, a run by himself on a fresh

grass run; and this nearly always puts
him right.—S. W. Thomas, president

Houdan Club, in Fanciers Gazette.

Illinois State Association.

The Illinois State Poultry Association

was lately organized in the city of Peoria

with these officers for the ensuing year:

President, S. F. Flint, Peoria. Vice-

presidents, Frank L. Sewell, Chicago;

Rev. John Hughes, Table Grove; C. F.

Churchman, Decator; D. T. Heimlich,

Jacksonville; Ira Gregory, Lexington,

and Daniel Robertson, Palmyra. Re-

cording secretary, George W. Knusman,
Peoria. Corresponding secretary, J . W.
Burton, Peoria. Treasurer,Philip Smith,

Peoria. Executive committee, George
E. Sylvester, Charles S. Proctor, H. C.

Bestor, Albert Gillig andJ.W. Burton.

Superintendent, Charles S. Proctor.

One object of the association is to hold

an exhibition in Peoria (or one week
opening December 19, with B. N. Pierce,

I. N. Barker, F. L. Sewell and F. W.
Hitchcock as judges. All prizes will be

cash.
. .

Minnesota's Show.

POULTRY DISEASES.

Success Depends Upon Keepingr

Clear of Oontagious Diseases.

Every breeder of poultry should be his

own medical adviser. He must in any

case depend altogether on himself. For,

to say nothing of the expense of consult-

ing a physician, an expense that in the

case of fowls puts it out of the question,

he will find that very few of the medical

fraternity know much of the health,

condition or anything at all about the

disorders of his stock. They despise the

whole subject, or where this is not the

case have rarely the time and patience to

devote to the treatment of a sick fowl.

Besides, the whole safety of the poultry

breeder, from a financial point of view,

depends upon his keeping entirely clear

of destructive epidemics. These he must
learn to detect at their first approach so

that he can remedy the difficulty before
the disease has assumed a contagious
and ravaging character. Many a fancier

has given up, discouraged at the dam-
age suffered from a run of roup or of
cholera,when a little technical knowledge
would have detected and checked the
trouble at the earliest stages.

To get this ability does not require a

profound study of medicine, if you have
had this so much the better; but here, as

in most other things, many of the "prac-
tical points" lie on the surface, are easily

acquired and require mainly care and
attention, with a knowledge of the
structure, appearance and habits of fowls

when in health.

This last is quite important. Most
fanciers will indeed consider that they
know their fowls well enough, but many
a beginner does not. He ought to handle
and study his stock to learn the feel of

good healthj' muscle, the appearance and
degree of moisture of the eye,the warmth
of the skin, the look of the skin about
the vent, the contour and position of the
u^MAo t%*%A a^ rtn Tf ii#> hss not HC^uired

a sharp eye for these things his fowls

may get quite ill before he finds it out. A
knowledge of the right condition of the

liver, the gizzard and the rest of the di-

gestive organs, their shape, size and
color will sometimes settle the question

as to the nature of a fatal disease.

Secondly, he ought to have some gen-

eral knowledge of the whole subject of

poultry diseases and some particular de-

tails ready to hand, such as careful study

may give him. It is not needful that he
should rememl>er all that he reads, even
professional men do not do that, but

some details are to be remembered,
others noted and others hunted up when
wanted. He ought to know well the sub-

jects of general hygiene and of several of

the diseases of more insidious approach,

at all events, cholera and roup. He
ought to know the outlines of the treat-

ment, but not all the doses and details;

these can Ije looked up at need.

In studying the symptoms of diseases in

general, or any disease in particular, the

main principle is that noone case is going

to be exactly like another, and that no
case, therefore, is going to be exactly as

you find it laid down in the books. A
diseased body is like a machine out of

repair ; there may be a little more of

this wrong or a little more of that, or a

little of this and a little of that together.

One wrong thing, too, brings on another

in its train. What the oljserver must do
to find out the main or beginning

MiNNEAPOUS, Minn., April 30.—The

Minnesota State Poultry Association at

its adjourned meeting held in this city

last evening, elected these officers for the

ensuing year: President, W. A. Gates,

St. Paul; vice-president, G. D. Holden,

Owatouna; secretary, Franklin Benner,

Minneapolis; treasurer, Charles Miller,

St. Paul. Directors, C. A. Whitehead,

Rochester; H. V. Poore, Bird Island; D.

W. Cassaday, Minneapolis; L. R. Swift,

St. Cloud.
It was decided to hold a show in this

city during the week lieginning February

2.
' Mr. Franklin Benner guarantees a

subscription of I500 or more and will

provide a suitable hall, rent free. He
also offers a wrought iron table, value

|i5, as a prize for the best trio of Ply-

mouth Rocks shown at the exhibition.

IS

trouble. Now, whether he shall first

treat the main trouble or some secondary

one is not always a matter of rule. Gen-
erally you will at once direct your treat-

ment to the main difficulty, but if your

patient happens to l)e greatly exhausted

in consequence, say of roup, you may
find it better to stimulate a little before

you can give much roup medicine. For

this reason you cannot treat disea.ses ex-

actly like a parrot by following fixed

rules
;
you will have to use some com-

mon sense in studying the symptoms and

try to discover what is the matter need-

ing most attention just now.
Again, in examining a sick fowl you

must examine systematically and not in

a haphazard way, so that on finishing

you cannot say whether you have really

examined the whole or not. Examine
one organ after another, one function

after another in some regular and definite

order and assure yourself fully of the

condition of each before proceeding to
the examination of the next.
Sometimes some little study will be

needed to make up the diagnosis. Some-
times you can best make it by consider-
ing together the symptoms of several
fowls attacked at once ; sometimes you
can arrive at a probable conclusion only
bv what is called the process of exclu-
sion by saying, "It is not this, it is not
that, therefore it must be thus and thus."
Finally, when you cannot certainly
ascertain the nature of the disease, you
may turn your attention to removing
anything that you may find wrong as,

for instance, lice ; and sometimes you
will find that this simple thing was after

all the real cause of the malady.
The main difficulty in determining

special diseases is likely to be met with
in the case of roup and cholera, to detect
these at their first approaches and to dis-

criminate between them and simple ca-

tarrh, or diarrhoea, or dysentery. This
cannot, however, be certainly done, and
the best method of proceeding is to in-

stantly put suspected fowls by themselves,
and especially if it be the season ofthe dis-

ease in question. Consumption also can-
not be detected very easily, if at all ; but
this is a matter of very much less con-
sequence, as the disease is not con-
tagious. Vermin also do damage some-
times to such an extent as to mislead the
observer, who looks for some deeper-
seated constitutional trouble.

Locally, it is sometimes hard to dis-

criminate between the various causes of
lameness, particularly between a rheu-
matic or gouty bird and one weak in the
legs or paralytic.

Debility is a common sympton in many
diseases, and also constitutes a disease
by itself ; the cause of it is often hard to
discover. The various forms of debility

frequently puzzle the student of disease,

as they embrace many different organs
and functions.

Finally, inflammatory diseases of the
crop, proventriculus, and gizzard do not
give clear special indications ; but these
are not common, neither are they im-
portant.—Poultry World.

The First Dorkinsrs in America.

A. B. Allen says : I visited England

in 1841, and in looking over the poultry

there, the Dorking struck me as being

the shorthorn of barn-door fowls—that

is, the best for general purposes, and I

resolved to take some of them back to

America with me. I accordingly selected

two cocks and half a dozen pullets, and
got them safely to my farm in the State

of New York. These were of brilliant

variegated plumage, chiefly brown-
spangled, and partridge colors of the

darker shades and the cocks black-

breasted. They had shortish white legs,

five toes, and both single and double

combs, the bodies were pheasant-shaped,

long, round and full, with deep breast

like a shorthorn ox, the head was fine,

and well set on to a small, clean, grace-

ful neck; they were thickly feathered,

hardy and thrifty; excellent layers,

steady sitters, and careful nurses. Well
fatted, the hens weighed six to seven

pounds each,the cocks nine to ten pounds;

when caponized they came up to twelve

pounds. They were the best table fowls

I ever ate. They had white skins and
flesh, with little offal. So far as I have
been able to ascertain, I was the first im-

porter of the Dorking fowl into America.

Subsequently, many other importations

followed. Some of these were of larger

size than mine, but possessed the same
characteristics. They varied in plumage
from light or silver to dark grey, par-

tridge colors to brown-spangled and al-

most black. Pure white Dorkings were

also imported; but instead of being small

like bantams, they were nearly as large

as the colored, yet not quite so hardy.

I never saw any with yellow le^, or a

yellow tinge on the hackle. Their plu-

mage was pure clean white, the skin and

flesh also white. In fact, they were very

handsome birds. I wish this superb

breed of fowls could l)e revived in Eng-

land as I first found them, and then kept

clear of all outside crosses whatever. A
cross from such Dorking cocks can im-

prove many other breeds of poultry, bat

no other cocks crossed on iJorking hens

can improve their produce, in my hum •

ble opinion. At least such as I have

seen on this side of the water are lamen-

table failures.
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THE JUDGES' ASSOCIATION.

In Comment Upon the Attack of

the Meears. Pelch and Jacobs.

E. P. Cloud in Poultry News: The

"broiler king," in his paper for April,

makes a very savage and unwise attack

on the Judges' Association. He says it

is "dangerous," "a thorn." "a fire-

brand," and many other wild, reckless

epithets. He helps the "father of the

score card" to blow out. They probably

concocted the little scheme at New York,

where they were as thick as hops. He

brings in the resolution offered in the

A. P. A. to license judges. What has

A. P. A. resolutions got to do with an

entirely separate organization ? They

mix things all up in an endeavor to make

out an apparent case against a perfectly

honest association. Such endeavors call

forth a strict condemnation from all fan-

ciers.

To sum the whole situation up they

both see the good work ahead that the

Judges' Association will develop and

perfect, and they resort to petty jealous-

ies because they are hangmg on the

ragged edge. We view their attacks as

a popular means to obtain notoriety;

and which will be most effective for the

Judges' Association.

As we stated in the beginning, the

Judges' Association was formed for the

purpose of social intercourse and an ex-

change of views. It does not propose to

nor will it antagonize any other organiza-

tion. It has a ^rand work ahead of it,

and it will achieve that work.

B. N. PiBRCE in Fanciers' (iazette

:

Although the organization of the Judges'

Association has been received by the

poultry fraternity with much pleasure

and many words of encouragement, still

it hss an en^mv and his awful tramp and

dingling equipments are resounding in

the air.
,

On arriving in New York last February

we were importuned to attend an infor-

mal meeting of fanciers, having in view

the organization of a poultry and pigeon

judges association. It was claimed

that poultry judges were at a loss

to know what to do with cer-

tain disqualifications and defects

owing to the many interpretations placed

upon them, which had caused breeders

and exhibitors to lose their faith in the

value of the standard, in the honesty of

judges and in the pleasure of the thor-

oughbred poultry business.

Such an association was formed, and

was largely attended, and steps were

Uken making it a permanent organiza-

tion, having elected its officers and per-

formed such other business incident

thereto.
This association does not intend ana

has not attempted to alter, amend or

revise any standard law, but on the other

hand, it seeks to protect and foster the

SUndard and to make it of great value

as a guide to poultry breeding by discuss-

ing it, and harmonizing the views of all

as to the interpretation of the law laid

down therein, and every step or action

Uken by it at New York, was within the

line of justice and fairness, both to

breeders and to the American Poultry

Association, and what is more, nearly all

the members and officers of the American

Poultry Association were present and

took part in the deliljerations, which fact

of itself is proof that its action was in

keeping with justice and fairness.

Three resolutions, passed at that meet-

ing, have been criticised, which were as

follows:
. , ,. ,

Resolved, That the Standard disqual-

ification relating to the feathering on the

outer toe of Langshans be construed by

the members of this Association to mean
that such toe shall be feathered from the

shank one-half its length.

RtaoLVED, That the clause in the

Standard of Perfection relating to the

disqualifications in light and dark Brah-

mas which reads: "Outer toes neither

feathered to their extremities nor well

covered by the shank feathers" be con-

strued by the members of this association

to mean: If outer toes be not feathered

to the outer joint the specimen shall be

disqualified.

Resolved, That two points be cut for

absence of middletoe feathers on Cochins

and dark Brahmas, and one point for the

same defect on light Brahmas.

The criticism to the latter is not well

founded, as rto rule or custom has been

violated, and no change has been made.

"The usage of the past six years" is ad-

mitted by the opposers of the Association,

to be the "Common law" in the matter.

Common law is known to be the unwrit-

ten law, and unwritten law for the jiast

six years has been to discount dark

Brahmas and Cochins two points for bare

middle-toes. If there has been any ex-

ception to this rule it has never reached

our ears. This unwritten law was in force

at the time of the Standard revision of

1883. and must have been so understood,

if not, why did the old and renowned
poultrj- judge, Mr. I. K. Felch, when it

was clear that middle-toe feathering was

to become a requirement on light Brah-

mas, consent to it. provided the defect

"be cut one point?" And be it known,

that this incident was the beginning of

the practice of excepting light Brahmas

from the general rule, and by tacit con-

sent they have been cut one point for

such defect since that time, and for the

benefit of breeders and new judges, the

measure of tliis open and plain defect

was placed in the form of a resolution.

There can be no such thing as analysis

by any common sense theory in compar-

ing one section with another under the

present Standard, or arriving at percent-

ages bv comparing defects in shape with

those of color. If there is any consist-

ency in it, then Messrs. Felch and Bab-

cock have struck the wrong trail by re-

commending a scale of points based on

the system of fives or tens, as there is no

reason in assuming that one section is as

great in value as another. But leaving

that system out of the argument, the

present Standard represents the same

sections in various breeds with different

values from a fancy or standard point of

view, and the analysis for one could not

be used for that of another. For a like

reason the measures of defects in one

class or breed is necessarily different

from that of another, and the discount

must be made proportionate 10 the an-

noyance of the defect to breeders and

the likelihood of its prevalence. Further,

a new requirement may be added to cer-

tain sections of a breed, such as middle

toe feathering, or a specified color for

eyes, etc., and a new rule established for

judging and valueing the same,therefore,

analysis will fall, and the only satisfac-

tory system which can be adopted in

such cases, so as to have all judges act

in harmony, is by argument, which can

be readily done in an association of the

kind under consideration. The cutting

of a bare middletoe of a light Brahma
but one point, at this late day, illustrates

the fallacy of analysis. The defect is an

obnoxious one, so much so that a light

Brahma male with this defect is rarely

found in the show room or breeder's

yard, and where is there a reputable

breeder who will admit that he using a

male of this breed for breeding thorough-

bred light Brahmas? Such specimens

are usually condemned to the butcher's

stall, and the same may be said of dark

Brahmas and Cochins. Now, if one

point is a heavy or reasonable cut for a

defect which is instrumental in designat-

ing nine-tenths of such specimens, as

only worth their weight for meat, then,

by analysis, one can hope to place at

least nine-tenths of all the stock pro-

duced from fancy fowls at fancy values

in other words, nearly all would be good

for breeding purposes.

It is true that the value of perfect

color of back on a dark Brahma female

is four points. If a specimen should

have such an enormous color as require

a deduction of two points, (50 per cent)

it should render her unfit for any pur-

pose other than the butcher's stall or to

be sold as common stock, provided the

color in other sections is equally defect-

ive Think of it. a fowl with a color

just one-half good enough ! Hence we

say attempts to arrive at the measure of

defect by comparing toe-feathering with

color of back is insignificant and irra-

tional—the drawing of comparisons be-

tween such points means nothing, but

let both specimens Ije equally defective

in color, one having good toe-feathering

and the other no feathering, "drop a

nickle in the slot" and see how the ma-

chine works.
The Judges' Association will take up

all breeds and the manner of scoring

them, and general discussion will be

found to be beneficial to all concerned.

Mr. I. K. Felch says: "When I got to

New York I found an association

formed, full fledged, and discussing the

Standard. I thought the course a hasty

action; and as I had not settled in my
own mind what course should be pur-

sued in the matter, and had no definite

formula myself to offer, and as I could

not acknowledge any other association

than the American Poultry Association,

and no law to control me as a judge

save that of the American Standard of

Perfection, and as there was no definite

action or rule for action for this judges'

association, and as it was in the full blast

of legislative action, I thought it wise to

see its constitution and by-laws before I

committed myself to iU dicUtion."

It is quite potent that Mr. Pelch wishes

to destroy the Judges' Association by his

attempts to animadvert it at the very out-

set, even before he has seen its constitu-

tion, and such rules as may be adopted

to govern. Why did he decline to attend

the meetings? Would he not have ap-

peared more faithful as a " public ser-

vant " had he delil>erated in the meet-

ings and offered his testimony in oppo-

sition to the formation of such an

association, and exposed the insult and

injury he assumes to have been offered

the American Poultry Association? A
man can get in " his work " more plausi-

bly, and, possibly more effectually, under

the guise of an "honest public servant,"

by appearing in the public prints in

labored and studied articles, rather than

attempting to defeat straightforward,

determined men in their efforts to bring

about a harmony of ideas, and to render

to the poultry fraternity something for

the better and not for the worse.

PIGEON FLYING. TO MAKE XJP A LOFT.

OUR ILLUSTRATION.

Our frontispiece is the portraits of the

Plymouth Rocks winning ist prize and

challenge cup at Cambridge, ist and cup

at Oxford, Birmingham and Knowle ;
1st

and special at Coventry, Egham. Hay-

wards, neain ami i.»c»u^ ,
«ov -w ^^.^

Tredegars, Herfrord, Walsall, Hednes-

ford Rugeley and Bangor, besides stand-

ing well at the Palace. The birds were

bred by Mr. J. H. Peace, who has been a

fancier of the variety for the past five

years. We are indebted to the Feathered

World for the original of the plate.

m

Guineas as Guards.

Mr. K R. vSpaulding. Jaffrey, N. H.,

disputes the assertion that guineas are a

protection for the poultry yard against

hawks. He says they are "the most

cowardly and vicious of the feathered

tribe, are first to hide in a hole when a

hawk approaches, and are terribly cruel

to birds that are weaker than they are."

It was not supposed that the guineas at-

tacked the hawks, but that their cow-

ardly nature caused them to be contin-

ually on guard and to give the note of

alarm which even the youngest chick

would understand and seek covert upon

hearing.

Brown Leghorn Club.

The American Brown leghorn Club

was organized in New York City Febru-

ary 19, and has these officers for the en-

suing year: President, J. Forsyth,

Owego, N. Y.; secretary and treasurer,

E A Pierce, Indianapolis; executive

committee, J. Forsyth, W. N. Croffut.

Binghamton, N. Y.; Mr. Barnes, Owego,

N Y • T. Wixson, Ingersoll, Ont.; Ross

A. Smith, Charleston, S. C, and C. C.

Montague, Amherst, Mass.

ON THE WINO.

The first prize to be flown for will be

the I50 in gold, open to all subscribers to

The Fanciers' Journal, offered for

the best average speed for 200 miles or

over made between May 15 and October

I, the Fanciers' Rules to govern. The

first to compete for it will probably be

the birds of the Messrs. Blood and

niggle, from Orange C. H.,Va., 200 miles

and weather permitting upon the 15th.

If in this journey their birds do as well

as they did May i from that station they

will place the speed at figures those who

come aaer will nee<i good weather and

good birds to beat. The journey referred

to was for training, but the owners are

assured that the average speed was close

upon 1475 yards per minute.

,*»

Mr. Work in training, it is said, had

his birds in the vicinity of Baltimore on

that day when the hail rivalled goose

eggs in size. I am told that his losses

were heavy.
« •

The Virtue Club of this city will be

ready to try iU new basket on Sunday

from Washington. The training thus far

has been almost without loss and with

the returns in goo<l time. Mr. Conway

was to have started his birds Thursday

but the bad weather prevented. His

training will \x from Chester, Magnolia

and Washington, and he expects to be

ready to go with the club to two hundred

miles in time for lil)erating the 17th.

The club's basket is considered the finest

in which the American birds have as yet

traveled.
*

» »

Mr. Theo. P. fireen, Woodbury. N, J.,

has one hundred birds now on the road

and will start thirty more, veterans, later.

He reports the birds in excellent con-

dition and coming finely.

«
» »

The Hub Club. Boston, will not begin

training until the middle of the month

and has named Decoration Day as the

time for Pratt's Junction, the 40-mile's

station. The Milton Club's birds did

Pratt's Junction last Saturday. The Hub

members have been taught patience by

experience and their example is a good

one to follow.
•*»

The Bedford Club, of Brooklyn and

New York, l)egins next week. Ite birds

are in good trim, and. given good

weather will make a good showing.

E. S. S.

The Montreal Association.

The Montreal Poultry and Pet Stock

Association has these officers for the en-

suing year: President, C. G. Philpots.

Vice-presidents, W. H. Ulley, A. F.

Dames, John F.ddy. Secretaries, J. H.

Cay ford and R. G. Foster. Treasurer,

H. Beckham. Executive committee,

C H. Currier, Thomas Hall, A. Joyce, J.

R. Lowden. A. Lindsay, Dr. T. W. Mills,

Dr. C. McEachran, H. C. Piice, A. Rod-

deck and D. Sharpe.

Capital Gossip.

Washington, D. C, May 7.—The

first race under the management of the

Federation of Washington fanciers came

off^ on Monday. The start was to have

been on Sunday, but rain prevented.

The birds were left go at Orange, Va., at

7 27 A M. The first return was lyottie

Mav, reported at 9- 27 A. M. by Mr. B.

F. Miller. The distance about 75 miles.

The average speed about i loo yards per

minute The second returns were to W.

L. Bishop and Mr. Hile, both at 11.50 A.

M All the rest of the 27 entered were

reported by 10 o'clock . The race was for

the scarf pin offered by the Messrs.

Voigt and Haas. The next race is ar-

ranged for May 11, and will be from

Covesville. Va., 120 miles, for a pair of

shoes ofi^ered by Mr. Jacob Bool.

Mr. Ed. Voigt is the latest convert to

pigeon flying, and has recently received

some very fine birds. PoST.

.

—When the Messrs. Sharp & Co, of

Lockport, N. Y., receive the 35 Indian

games lately cabled for they will have

imported 1 10 birds since February.

The Qualities Required in a Good

Homer—How to Produce Them.

There are several ways of making a

start in pigeon flying. For one, the be-

ginner will be seen visiting his friends in

search of squealers, and his impatience

will not permit him to rest until he has

as many pairs as he has places to put

them in. In his mind's eye he sees him-

self a winner in the races. The chances

are great, and with such excellent stock,

why should not fortune smile upon him

as upon others? This enchantment is

soon dispelled and he may consider him-

self fortunate if he has any birds remain-

ing at the season's close. It would have

been wiser to have acted more leisurely

and to have been a mere looker-on in the

sport of the first year. And, instead of

getting a pair of birds from each of a

half-dozen lofts, to have obtained three

or four from one, and as many from

another, and by means of the two lots

which he should have taken care not to

cross, he should mate up together those

of the same origin, thus keeping the two

distinct. In stocking his loft he would

have found suflicient compensation for

the privation in renouncing the races.

He should keep the two breeds sepa-

rate, first, to test each for himself, next,

to get an abundance of material with

which to have the two strains and a third

made up of crossing young of the two.

This takes more time and patience, but

is more certain to lead to a good result.

Others, when occasion offers, buy out a

loft. Success is here the exception, also.

One must know his birds to l)e able to sary

use them at their best, and one cannot
purchase this knowledge, nor can one
give it, since it is sometimes intuitive,

and what one appreciates from the knowl-
edge having grown upon him, the other

cannot understand. Not only is obser-

vation necessary to success, but the

fancier must also possess tact and dis-

cernment if he would properly conduct a

loft, and one cannot at once bring these

properly into play in a collection pur-

chase<l in its entirety from another. And,
good fanciers are as rare as good birds.

Chance may sometimes throw a good
bird, and if the owner knows how to

manage it he may succeed during many
years, and his whole collection gain
honor thereby. But if age or accident

puts this bird out of service, the success

will disappear; it may be for a long time.

When a pair throws good youn^ it

should be kept entirely for breeding.

But often one or the other has distin-

guished itself in the races, and the hope
of fresh laurels induces the owner to risk

it again for a "last time," but these times
return again and again until the bird is

lost, and with it the source of good
progeny. There should be more pru-

dence. The wise fancier has learned to

sacrifice the present rather than the
hope for the future.

It often happens that certain matings
are productive of good, while the same
birds mated otherwise produce inferior

stock. It is this that the fancier must
keep in mind and look out for, mating
according to proven results. Neverthe-
less, changes should not be too frequent.

A pigeon can be changed from good to

bad by the annoyance of changing its

box or its mate. The good bird more
than any other holds to its habits; it is

an instinct which we have to a certain

degree developed in it; it is to seek its

own loft and box and mate, that it

niakes its longjonrueys. One can easily

understand how compelling a bird to be-

come accustomed to change will weaken
this attachment and how it might tend
to develop a love of change. If a bird
loses this love of place he will visit the
neighboring lofts ; or, if pressed by
hunger or thirst, will associate with other
birds entering a loft, or, drinking from a

fountain that is not his. A secret of suc-
cess is to respect this inclination of the
homing pigeon,giving it always the same
loft, the same l)ox. and the same com-
panion; giving it the least possible idea
of change.

It sometimes happens that the whole
of the birds in the lofl recjuire to be re-

generated, thus disease has shown itself

too often or the strain has shown itself to

be poor in the meagre number of prize

its young. Under such cir-

it is necessary to either
winners in

cumstances
change the
cross.

The first is seldom practiced since it is

no small matter to make a beginning
again, and to be condemned to remain
for seasons, maybe, an idle spectator;

thus the second measure is resorted to.

Two ways present themselves to effect

this. The one by tested stock obtained
from a reliable fancier who selects ac-

cording to the purpose, or to use untried

stock. With this, it is necessary to act

with great prudence else valuable time
will 1^ lost. The best method is to select

one or two pairs of a chosen strain, and
in testing their young choose the most
vigorous and likely for making the de-

sired cross.

It is admitted, that cross breeding con-

sidered generally, is advantageous to a

race so that it is considered as a means
of amelioration. In order to realize the

greatest benefits, in fact, to go at once to Verviers,

the root of the affair, it is necessary to
"'"'•—

"

know for what excellences to look in the

male and what in the female. This can-

not be absolutely known since tempera-
I ment, constitution, age and strength have
also their influence.

It can not be denied that the instinct

of orientation has arrived at its present

state of perfection only through develop-

ment. It remains to be seen how this

has been effected. The pigeon liberated

at a distance from home must exercise

the faculties of orientation to regain it

and the repeated exercise strengthens

and develops them. Thus those we now
Eossess are not the produce of chance,

ut of judicious perseverence.

During the years of development a

large number of birds have, without
doubt been lost, and pairs have been
broken up and crossing has been neces-

This practice would not under
any circumstances have been resorted to

with fancy pigeons. Thus, if a pair had
been broken up an alien type or strain

I niighi have l>ecii uscu, uut it yvoUiu iiavc

been quickly worked out by inbreeding.

To find out the value upon the mental
organization of crossing and inbreeding

we have only to compare the two types.

The voyageur is the type of vigor and
intelligence and it is physically and in-

tellectually proportionately developed.

Thus it has the sight to guide and the

strength to foll9w the impulse of the in-

stinct. The fancy bird attracts by the

beauty of its shape or the variety of its

colors', but its merits end here. It has

neither courage nor memory. Left to it-

self it is incapable of providing for its

most imperious wants and must certainly

perish if^ man does not interfere to pro-

tect. Their reproductive powers are also

limited and the despair of their fanciers,

since it is only by the most assidious

care that they are perpetuated.

As I have said, the voyageur is the

type of vigor and intelligence, both its

physical and intellectual faculties being

developed in a like de^ee, but this is

due to the care of man, is the result of a

superior intelligence, and the qualities

are lost if this oversight and care ceases.

The pigeon is subjected to many in-

fluences which do not enter into consid-

eration. Thus, the condition of the lofl,

the quality of the food, the composition

of the water, these may act upon one lot

and not upon another; thus the damp is

more hurtful to the young than to the

old. Thus notwitstanding all care, a

point may easily escape notice, or in our

zeal we may over-do and injure, or

through ignorance we may neglect.

If the amateur has succeeded by perse-

verance and knowledge in forming a loft

which satisfies him in every respect can

he hope to maintain it? Experience

answers, no. Sooner or later he will per-

ceive something amiss and to the lacking.

That is, the strength <liininishing or the

intelligence at fault, or sometimes both

to be failing. And from year to year the

decline becomes more apparent. This can

onlv be attributed to these invisible in-

flue'nces. Whatever we may do we can-

not meet all disadvantages, since we do

not always realize the causes, or, have

the means for relief.

We have seen that the physical and

intellectual must be at equilibrium; thus

the instinct of orientation or the keen

sight are worthless unless^ backed by^

strength, and strength is

the impulse is
*

when in conseguence of the adverse in-

fluences to which we have referred that

this equilibrium is destroyed, that the

bird no longer equals the expectations of

its owner. It is well just here to rcnieni-

breed or have recourse to a j
her that faculties easily acquired are

easily lost. It is the part of crossing to

ameliorate these causes and by bringing
fresh blood to build up that which is lost.

The different conditions to which different

lots of birds are exposed give different

degrees and sorts of development. Thus,
birds of one lofl may have in excess

what those of another may lack or have
lost. The union of the two will have its

compensations, and the equilibrium be

restored. Some would discard the weak
and mate excess with excess, but from
this too often the faults or weak points

of both are apt to be in excess in the oflf-

spring. The system of compensation is

surer.

There are three known types of the

voyageur, the Antwerp, the Liege and
the English.
The fancy for pigeon flying was most

in favor at first in Antwerp and
and in the commercial

relations of the fanciers of the

two cities pigeons were frequently ex-

changed. The Antwerp is a pretty

shaped and rather long faced bird, with

well develop>ed wings and white eyes. It

was remarkable for oeing able to remain
upon the wing for a long time. The
Verviers bird is smaller and noted for its

instinct of orientation and its persistency

in seeking its home. The cross of the

two gave a bird of excellent character but

of no distinct characteristics of shape or

color. About forty years ago the English

dealers bought up immense quantities of

pigeons for the London trade, but certain

amateurs desiring to have birds which
had not passed through the hands of the

dealers purchased for themselves and
frequently sent their own flyers in ex-

change. These birds pleased the Bel-

gians by their strength and vigor, and
the cross of them was tried to our great

satisfaction. For a time they were all

the rage. The new variety was the me-
dium of the two extreme types, inherit-

the form, plumage and intelligence of

the Liege. It is this bird that was the

foundation of the best Belgian lofts of

to-day.
Of the three types, the English is tall,

robust, and high on its feet. It is close

feathered, with the wings long, the quills

stiff, but the web narrow. The head is

small and narrow, with enormous beak

and eye cere. The eyes are keen and

bright, and the flight is noisy. The
Liege bird is a third smaller. Its body is

short and thick, its legs short, its wings

crossing at the roots of the tail, which is

narrow and folded close. The eye cere

is a single line of membrane. The plu-

mage is full and close, with the web of

the feather broad. The flight is noise-

less. The new form is easily recognized

by the longer head and the partially de-

veloped cere.

Good results have not always followed

the cross with the English bird. Some-
times the young are stupid. They are

perfect in form and plumage awakening

in their owners the greatest hopes, only

to have been lost at the first training.

—From the French of Dr. F. Chapins.

Place the Blame "Where It Belongs

The English Stock-Keeper says: In

our issue of October 22, 1886, we publish

a portrait by the well-known artist Mr.

R. H. Moore, of Mr. Logan's celebrated

blue chequer homer cock, a noted winner

in his day, at the same time we gave
some particulars of the bird's perform-
ances. A few days since we received a
copy of the California Cackler, which
contains an exact facsimile of the por-
trait above referred to,the only difference

being that the Cackler's picture is

printed in blue and black, while ours is

naturally in black and white, reproduced
from Mr. Moore's drawing. There is

yet another difference, however, which
renders the piracy more palpable and in-

excusable, viz., the fact that the Cackler's
man has had the impudence to erase our
artist's name from the picture, and also

the name of our engravers (the Direct
Photographic Engraving Company, Lon-
don), and to substitute two other names
as those of artist and reproducer. The
editor also publishes the following men-
dacious description of the bird and his

performances, and the mode in which
the so-called portrait was produced:

"Homer Soledau.—Good engravings
of pigeons, and particularly homers, are
quite rare, and we therefore take consid-
erable pride in presenting our readers
with not only a good but a life-like

picture of a homer. We are indebted to
two of our coast fanciers for the produc-
tion of this beautiful etching. The bird
is Mr. F. E. Magee's celebrated homer
Soledad, the winner of several races the
past season, and named for the little

town of Soledad,located about ill miles,

air line, south of San Francisco, and
from which place it returned home in

three hours and four minutes. To Mr.
E. T. Neben, of San Francisco, is due
the credit of producing the etching di-

rect from a flash-light photograph, which
can only be done when all conditions are

favorable."
The two pictures have been seen and

examined by many experts, and no
dniihts ran possibly exist as to the one
being an exact reproduction of the other
in every minor detail, even of the most
trifling characters, and the very faults

and accidents are there. We do not
envy our friend the Cackler whatever
credit it may have obtained by such sharp
and clever (?) means.
[We think the Cackler is innocent in

this; that it gave place to the work of Mr.
Neben upon his own representation. Mr.
Neben is well known in the East as adept

at colored work,and in his interest for the

sport at the West presented the plates to

the Cackler, and if a reproduction, he is

alone answerable.

—

Ed.]

of no avail if

lacking to direct it. It is

Indiana Pigeon Society.

A meeting of Indiana pigeon and pet

stock fanciers was lately held in Indian-

apolis and the Indiana Pigeon and Pet

Stock Association was organized with

twenty charter members. The oflicers

elected for the ensuing year are : Presi-

dent, A. E. Dorsey ;
vice-president, Frank

Erdelmeyer ; secretary, W. M. Tarlton
;

trea-surer, W. F. Churchman ;
executive

committee, C. H. Schrader, Chas. ShulU
and R. S. Castenholtz. The purpose of

this association is to advance the interest

in pigeons and pet stock, and for the

protection of breeders. The meetings

will be held the first Tuesday of each

month, when papers will be read and the

subject of pigeons and pet stock will be

discussed. The membership is open to

all fanciers and breeders in the State of

Indiana.
•

Importations.

By steamship City of Rome, to Dr.

Edward Moore, Albany, N. Y., a large

lot of Birmingham rollers,Archangels and

swallows. No expense or trouble was

spared by the agent of Dr. Moore in ob-

taining the best that was to be had.

Transfers of Stock.

From the lofl of Theodore P. Green,

Woodbury, N. J., homing pigeons as fol-

lows: I. To Preston L. Dewey, Wilming-
ton, Del., Nos. 3. 8, 10, 107, 108, T. P. G.

2. To G. E. Murtagh, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Nos. 121, 141, 113 122, T. P. G. 3. To
H. M. Pancoast, Pitman, N. J., Nos. 93,

99, 120, 124, 139, 140, T. P. G. 4- To
John Ross, Woodbury, N. J., Nos. 140,

141, T. P. G.
From the lofl of A. B. Hoskins, Glen

Riddle, Pa. To W. Harry Orr, Reading,

Pa., jacobins. One pair each red, yellow,

white, blue and black.

From the yards of W. P. Leggett, Salt

Point, N. Y. To George H. Northrup,

Raceville, N. Y., the entire lot of bUck
minorcas.
From the yards of C. A. Sharp & Co.,

Lockport, N. Y. To Irving Crocker,

Seneca Falls, N. Y. One pen (seven

birds) Indian games.
From C. H. Johnson, East Chatham,

N. Y. To C. E. Rockenstyre, Albany,

N. Y. The entire stock of Japanese,

white Polish and white rose comb ban-

tams.
•

The Lynn Club.

LvNN, Mass., May i.—The homing
club of this city held its second annual

meeting last evening at the residence of

vice-president C. H. Kimball. The
Western course was selected for the

season's flying, Oneida, 250 miles, to be

the prize of honor station. All of the

officers were re elected for the ensuij^

year. After the meeting the birth^^
cake prepared by Mrs. Kimball WM
eaten.
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SCRAPPLE.
Such a Blunder Made Ben—Ttirn-

ing the Eggs—Chicken Pox.

A Cholera Oxire, Etc.

Memo. Such a Blunder Made Ben.

L. B. B. says :

There were two tittle chickeus hatched out by

one hen,

And the owner of both was our little Boy Ben;

So he act him to work, as soon as they came,

To make them a house and find them a name.

As for building a house, Benny knew very well

That he couldn't do that: but his big brother

Phil

Must be handy at tools, for he'd been to college,

Where boys are supposed to learn all sorts of

knowledge.

Phtl was very good natured, and soon his small

brother

Had a nice cosy home for his chicks and their

mother

;

And a happier boy in the country just then

Could not have been found than our dear little

Ben.

Hut a Mamt for his pets it was harder to find.

At least such as suited exactly his mind ;

No mother of twins was ever more haunted

With trouble to find just the one she wanted.

There were plenty of names—no doubl about

that—

But a name tha». would do for a dog or a cat

Would not answer for chickens so pretty as

these

;

or else our dear boy was not easy to please.

These two tiny chickens looked just like each

other

;

To name them so young would be only a bother.

But with one in each hand, said queer little Ben

;

x" I want this one a rooslet and that one a Afn."

Benny knew them apart by a little brown spot

On the head of the one that the other had not

;

They grew up like magic, cawh fut rcaiiicicd

chick,

One at length was named Peggy and the other

named Dick.

Benny watched them to closely not a feather

could grow

In the dresa of those chickens that he did not

know ;

And he Uught them so well they would march at

command,
Wy up on his shoulder, or eat from his hand.

But a funny thing happened concerning their

names.

Rushing into the house one day, Benny ex-

claims :

"Oh, mother! Oh, Phil ! sucha blunder there's

been—
For f^gy's.the roosUr and Dick is the hen .'

"

Memo. Concerning Laced Fantails.

J. C. L. says : The question of laced

fanUiis competing in a class of fantails

has been broached. The fan tail is a

widely-spread variety in this country,

having one or more classes at nearly all

shows. The laced variety, a compound

of the lace pigeon, or of the old French

spoon-tailea laced fantail and the com-

mon fantail, has at present not the slight-

est chance of competing with success in

a fanteil class at a good show. By-and-bye,

when it becomes more numerous—for

several fanciers are directing their atten-

tion to it—it will doubtless be provided

with a class of its own ; but, in the mean-

time, if shown at all, it can only be

shown in the variety class. The pecu-

liarly-formed feathers of the laced fan-

tail are out of place in a fantail class, be-

cause the tail feathers of a fantail ought

not only to be abnormally broad and

long, but closely webbed, except at the

ends, where they ought to Iw frizzed.

Such frizzing, however, must be com-

posed of several unequal sets of fibres

adhering together, so as to fortn some-

thing like a pattern.

Memo. Turning the Eggs.

T. C. says: A most successful worker

with hydro-incubators in Denmark, who
had previously carefully watched the

movements and habits of the hen when
sitting her eggs, not clearly compre-

hending the instrtictions for working the

incubator, noted that the hens he

watched did not turn the eggs for the first

ten to thirteen days. He therefore,when

working his incubator, did not turn the

eggs during the first portion of the time;

OS there is nothing so sure as success, he

hatched out seventy-eight healthy chick-

ens from a drawerful of hen's eggs—six
clear—two bad, four in the shell. Miss

S. informed me she had equally good re-

sults by only turning the eggs once in the

twenty-four hours. In Siam, and in the

Malay Peninsula, when the eggs are de-

posited in the jars of fermented matter

for the first ten days, I do not believe

that they are moved every day.

Memo. A Roup Cure.

P. M. says: Scrape off with the knife

from a bar of common soap as much as

you may require, and work into the same

as much red pepper as it will take. Give

two pills the size of a hazel-nut. If one

dose don't fix them a second one the

next day will.

Memo. Chicken Po.x.

J. W. says: This disease is character-

izeti by small ulcers appearing on the

face, head, and, sometimes, the neck.

They ripen and form into dry scabs when

the matter has been absorbed or dissi-

pated. It is contagious, but not very

dangerous. A simple ointment of sul-

phur and lard often cures it, but the

sores should be washed with castile soap

and warm water. A lotion of vinegar

and chloride of potassium, put on with a

feather, is cooling and healing. Carbolic

ointment is also good, and so is an oint-

ment composed of a drachm of sulphuric

acid with an ounce of lard. In using the

ointment, avoid putting any near the

eyes. Acetic acid is also recommended
for touching the denuded parts. A
feather, or camel's hair pencil, is best for

applying the liquid.

Memo. Combs.

A. C. says: It has l)een contended by

several authorities that good laying

qualities are to a certain extent accom-

panied by large combs. This means not

only that the large combed breeds are

as a rule better layers, but that the larger

in cc>»"b individuals of a particular breed

are, as compared with others of the same

breed, the better are their laying quali-

ties. I am inclined to think that this

view is a just one. The Minorca and

kindred varieties, the redcap, and several

other large combed breeds are undoubt-

edly amongst the best layers,whilst birds

with small combs in proportion to their

size, such as cochins, are but indifierent

layers. It must be borne in mind also

that the very small comb of the Cochin

is a fancier's point, and there is little

doubt that a pursuit of great fineness of

comb in this breed and the Brahma has

tended to diminish the laying qualities

of both varieties. Another point worthy

of remark is, that many French judges

consider smallness of comb as an indica-

tion of good table qualities. There is no

doubt that in poultry, as in cattle, for

example, the union of good table quali-

ties with good egg or milk production

respectively, is extremely difficult to at-

tain. It is easy enough to get good lay-

ers, or good table fowls, but to get a

combination of lx)th is a problem which

can hardly be said • to have been solved

in a satisfactory manner. Our neigh-

bors in France have made utility their

study hitherto, and at the Paris poultry

show, a leading French exhibitor in

looking over the La Fleche classes with

me explained the awards on the ground

that the prizes had been given to the

birds with the smallest combs, as this in-

dicated good table qualities.

Houdau is considered a grand table bird,

along with the Crevecoeurs and La

Fleches, but these breeds have dark legs

and are not appreciated in this country.

The French depend upon quality of flesh

and full breasted carcass, while Ameri-

cans base their judgment entirely upon

the color of the legs of the fowl, whether

it be goose, duck or chicken, the turkey

alone being excepted.

Memo. Possible Cause 0/Emphysema.

J. A. S. says: I had three cases of em-

physema occuring in my light Brahma
chickens. The first case began on the

back of the neck and extended along the

back. I pricked the swelling several

times with a large needle, expellinjf all

the air, and the chicken seemed lively

and ate well, so awaited the result, but

as it did not get better killed it. The
second case was taken in the legs, which

were distended to such an unnatural

size that the bird could hardly walk.

The third was taken in crop and across

shoulders; but after the experience of the

first case I killed the last two as soon as

found them. The three birds were well

feathered, nearly the size of a partridge.

I have been breeder and exhibitor for

some years of each variety of Cochins,

Dorkings, and Brahmas, and never in the

whole of mv experience had such a case

before. The chickens being hatched in

an incubator. I thought that was the

reason, or that it might be my clumber

spaniel getting herself in practice for the

coming season, as, after she was tied up,

I did not have any more cases.

Memo. Select the Skinnyfor Caponing

T. C. says: This branch of poultry-

keeping has l>een much followed lately

and with marked results, especially with

turkeys. The experiments tried in sev-

eral establishments last year warranted

the work being done on a large scale

this season. It is found that tx)ultry

which has been fed very high and has a

great deal of flesh over the ribs are not

nearly so successfully operated upon as

poor young stock, where there is- not

not be fed as it may be afler once fairly

set to growing. A chicken six weeks old

is rarely injured by its food; it will eat

and eat, and its powers of assimilation

resemble those of an ostrich. But the

little chick cannot safely be fed so liber-

ally; its appetite needs to be stimulated,

not by feeaing bountifully at all times,

but by a regular, sound, spare diet. We
don't advocate starvation, but insist that

to feed well is to feed regularly and not

too much at one time. A chick that

cannot go at its feed with a keen appe-

tite should not be fed till it is hungry,

and, as with the older kinds, very

hungry, not too hungrv, just hungry

enough. As to what kind of food, to put

it briefly, any kind of grain except com,

any king of soft food that has been

cooked, and the preference to that

which the chicks relish most. I will

make short work of lousy chickens by

asserting that no chickens were ever

killed by vermin where the coops were

kept clear of lice. The little chicken

coops where the chicks rest at night

need the same cleansing and attention

given to the larger hen houses. No one

needs to be told how to do it—lice will

not find a harbor in a hen coop with a

dry sanded floor and every crack filled

with whitewash, or it may be cheaply and

effectively lined with tarred paper. As

to exposure, it is the province of poultry

journals to give suggestions regarding

the care of chicks, but it cannot build

coops; their owners must do this, and

the man or woman who neglects to pro-

vide good, dry, rainproof, well venti-

lated shelter for the young birds may
well write to us that "My chickens are

dying," but should never ask what ails

them.

Memo. Yellow vs. Dark Legs.

P. C. says: Just why the Americans

prefer the breeds with yellow legs is not

known, but that they reject the best

table fowls and select the inferior, by

judging from the legs and color of the

skin only, is a fact. They do not reiect

the turkey, however, which has dark

legs, yet they pass the Langshan chick-

ens by, and that, too, when the Lang-

shan is the only fowl that has the same

color of legs and skin as the turkey, and

which approaches nearer to tlie turkey

in other respects than any of the yellow-

legged breeds known. In England no

attention is given the color of the legs,

and skin, but if there is any preference

at all, it is for the white skin and light

legs. By breeding for quality, instead of

color, the English produce the Dorking,

which is one of the best table fowls

known, possessing plenty of breast meat,

with but little offal. In France the

such a large totiliiig ui <at

Memo. A Cholera Cure.

P. A. B. says: Dissolve a teaspoon ful

of crystalized carbolic acid in a quart of

water and thicken with commeal until

of the consistency of dough. Feed to

the hens, giving them but little, if any,

water to drink. Turkeys will not eat

when sick, and it must l>e forced down
them, but it will cure them surer than

any other remedy. It is excellent in

cases of roup.

Memo. A Sovereign Remedy.

P. C. says: Every chicken house

should have its hospital, and a place in

it where the diff'erent remedies in com-

mon use are at hand. For the cure of

roup or flesh wounds nothing we have

tried exceeds in value a mixture com-

posed of one ounce iodine, one ounce

chicken oil and one tablespoon spirits of

terpentine well mixed. Where the skin

is lacerated, it works like magic. If ap-

plied in small quantities to the head and

vent it will dispell the large head lice. As

a rule, I believe the merits of spirits of

turpentine is poorly understood by the

majoritv of breeders, as a sovereign

remedy" for the many diseases that arise

among the fowls both old and young.

Its merits can not be over-estimated in

the cure of gapes, indigestion, rattling

and hard breathing. A few drops each

week in drinking water assists greatly

in producing vigor and growth. Its

healing and cleansing nature is beneficial,

and oftentimes restores the digestive or-

gans to their proper condition.

Memo. To Feed Young Turkeys.

H. D. says: Many consider hard-boiled

eggs the l)est food for young turkeys, but

for a number of years I have found the

following recipe so successful that I

should »>e afraid to try any other: Into a

shallow pan placed over the fire pour one

pint of sweet milk, and into this drop
t...,x o.rrr<i ,r<»11 Iwafrii aiid stir tlie mix"

ture until it boils and assumes the con-

sistency of jelly. It should be made
fresh every day, and in warm weather

kept in a cool place, to prevent its be-

coming sour before evening. After the

first few days, and the young turkeys

have learned to love the custard, it

should be seasoned with a pinch of black

pepper, which acts as a tonic and helps

to keep them wann in cool weather.

When they are ten days or two weeks

old, the custard, after it is thoroughly

cooked, may be thickened with the crumb
of soft egg-bread, and after the turkeys

are a month old I put a pan of fresh milk

on the stove, and when it comes to a

boil I break the egg-bread into it, and

let it cook until it is thick.

Memo. The Why and the Where/ore.

P. B. says: As to what ailed them, I

will state that nine-tenths of all the my-
riads of chickens that die of disease

each year are killed by one of three

things: Lice, poor feeding or exposure.

It is necessary, so long as there are—and
there always will be—beginners to set

forth the why and the wherefore, to iter-

ate and reiterate the methods by which

he can rear chicks with a small per cent

of loss from disease. If we keep back

the evil trio of vermin, poor feed and

bad quarters, we give that ounce of pre-

vention worth so much more than all the

cures of poultry doctors. In the first

place, then, the chick is the result of

what it eats. When it is young, say for

the first month from the shell, it should

Memo. Plants Insects Do Not Like.

H. R. says : It has been shown by re-

peated experiments that the nasturtium

planted about the trunks of apple trees

infested with the woolly aphis {shizoneura

lanigera) will eventually rid the trees of

this pest. The insects are much reduced

in number the first year, and all disap-

pear the second season, if the planting is

repeated. The roots of the black hen-

bane (hyoscymus niger), iplaced \n grau-

aries will drive away rats. The lepidium

ruderah\ a plant belonging to the same

genus as the garden peppergrass, will

free beds of bugs. The common tansy

(tcnacetum vulgare), used as a litter in

the kennel will rid dogs of fleas. The

ox-eye daisy [chtysanthemum leucanthe-

mum) mixed with the litter of stables will

drive away flies from the horses. The

fresh leaves of black elder (sambucus

nigra ) will rid cabbages of caterpillars.

The castor oil plant (n'cinus communis),

has been successfully used to protect the

grapevine from injury l)y moles. The
buckwheat (/agopyeum) protects cab-

bages and radishes from the flea beetle.

The leaves of the chamomile (anthemts),

rubbed upon the skin of horses protects

them from the annoyance of flies. A de-

coction of leaves of the walnut [juglans),

answers the same purpose. In addition to

these may be mentioned that a decoction

of the leaves of the coniinon burdock

{lappa officinalis), appears to have con-

siderable value for protecting the roots of

cabbages and onions from injury by mag-

gots, and of the strawberry plant from

the damage by the white grub (lachnos-

terna fusca).

CAGE BIRDS AND • PETS.

THE AVADAVAT.

Both Sexes Are Singers-How
Treat Them in the Aviary.

to

The common avadavat (Aegintha

amandava) is so well known as almost

to need no description ; still, there are

yet a few people to be found who

are unacquainted with a little bird some

three inches in length that changes the

color of his coat at least twice in a year,

we may say that when in full color and

of mature age the whole of the upper

portion of the body is clothed in a garb

of golden brown, more or less shaded

with dark blood-red or dark golden red

tints. The wings are brown, the tail

black and the remaining jwrtion of the

body yellowish brown, marked, especi-

ally on the wing coverts, breast and

belly with very regular crescentic-shaped

white spots.

The female is dark brown above and

yellowish brown on the under surface of

her body, but the rump is yellowish red.

The beak in both sexes is red, and there

is a reddish yellow ring round the eyes,

which are dark brown.

The above is the avadavat, male and

female, in full color, but as it moults

twice a year it seldom retains the full

splendor of its bridal attire for any

length of time.

They are very friendly and sociable

birds and have a pretty little song, that

of the female being only a trifle less

sustained than that of her mate. Most

of those that are imported into this

country come from Bengal and the
.4t._. ..»..._ :c.oc

where they are found in great abun-

dance, feeding principally on millet and

small seeds of various kinds, as well as

little insects, especially flies and minute

spiders.

As they are very small, gentle and

not at all destructive, they are one of the

very best kinds of birds for a conserva-

tory, where they will keep the plants

free from insect pests and multiply their

species very readily. Although instances

are on record where the avadavat has

bred in a cage and in an unbeated aviary,

these are the exceptions, for as a rule it

does not go to nest unless placed in a
position where it can enjoy a minimum
temperature of 65° or 70°.

In a wild state the nest, composed of
grass and fibre, and lined with hair, wool,
feathers, and the down of plants, is

placed in a low bush near the ground. It

IS globular in form, and rather longer
than a cocoanut. In captivity, however,
they not un frequently avail themselves
of an artificial foundation for their domi-
cile, such as a Ilartz canary cage or a
little basket, or even a cocoanut husk
with a pretty large opening. VV'e have
seen the nest placed on the ground in a
conservatory, and imagine that such a
position is o.ten selected by these birds,

which appear to have a predilection for

thick underwood, and rarely ascend to
the higher branches of even moderately
sized trees.

When the young leave the nest they
are of a dirty whitish brown color, with
yellowish marks or spots on their quills

and wing coverts, and their beaks are
black. There are usually two or three
broo<l8 in a season, but where the sur-

roundings are favorable there may be as
many as five or six. The eggs, which
are white, are about the size of a pea,
and vary in number from three to seven.
There is another variety or species of

the avadavat found in the vicinity of the
Persian Gulf that far exceeds the ordi-
nary kind in size and brilliancy of color-
ing. It is not nearly as frequently im-
ported as the other, and appears to l>e of
decidedly more delicate habit. It is dis-

tinguished from the commoner avadavat
by the scientific appellation of Amandava
punicea, or Aegiutha punicea, and is alto-

gether a handsomer and more showy-
looking bird.

In common, however, with its better-

known congener, it will, if exposed to a

low temperature, liecome balti, or even
lose all its feathers with the exception of
the large quills of the wings and tail,

presenting, of course, in such a condition
a most miserable and forlorn appearance.
It is astonishing, though, how soon a
course of heat will rectify this miserable
state of things. Place the little creature
in a warm conservatory, or otherwise let

it be kept in a room where the tempera-
ture is not allowed to fall below 68° or
70°, and, in addition to its ordinary food
of canary seed and millet, supply it with
some inga seed, ants' eggs, and aphides,

an<l you will almost see the feathers grow
upon the poor little shivering l)ody,

which will Ijecome plump and well cov-

ered, providing the bird has not been
allowed to get extremely debilitated by
its prolonged exposure to cold.

When kept in an ordinary room ava-

davats should always be provided with a

little rush nest basket, to which they will

retire on the approach of night, and in

which, packed as tightly as possible, they
will keep themselves snug and warm dur-

ing the long, cold, weary nights of

winter. It has been advised, and I

rather approve of the plan, to provide
small captive birds with a light during
the cold season, in order that the little

creatures may be enabled to fly down and
have a feed every now and then, for four-

teen or sixteen hours of darkness mean a

very long fast for these little bodies, and
the enforced abstinence no less than the

cold contributes to their frequent bald-

ness, for they are too weak when their

feathers naturally fall out to reproduce
them.
There are recorded instances where the

avadavat has paired and produced mules
with other small foreign birds, the
bronze-winged mannikin, for instance;

and there is no doubt that for persons
who have a liking for monstrosities, as

mules undoubtedly are, there is a wide
field for experiment presented by this

and kindred species. Whether the game
would be worth the candle is a question

the experimenters must decide tor them
selves. I scarcely think so.

In old books on natural history the

European siskin is frequently called the

avaduvade, which led one correspondent
of mine to maintain that mules had been
produced between the avadavat and the

canary. I need scarcely say that such a

union is almost impossible, and that,

even if it took place, there is no proba-

bility of anything but sterile eggs result-

ing.

Another little bird, undoubtedly be-

longing to the same family as the ava-

davat, has been recently imported in

considerable numbers from the East

Indies, and is called the green avadavat

by English dealers; the scientific desig-

nation is aegintha formosa, and a very

pretty little bird it is, but delicate, de-

cidedly delicate, and therefore, although

cheap, not to be rashly invested in by
amateurs who are not blessed with a su-

perfluity of cash.

Like the common species, there are

two varieties of the green avadavat.

those more frequently seen being of the

same size as an orange-breasted waxbill,

to the female of which they bear a con-

siderable resemblance, but the larger

variety is about the size of a silverbill

and is dark green above, yellowish green

on the under surface of the body and
has the sides marked symmetrically by
wavy lines of blackish gray that almost

meet in the centre of the breast. Both
sexes are outwardly alike, the female

having the wavy breast lines a trifle less

distinct than her mate. The beak is

coral red.

As I have not been able to get these

birds to live for any length of time I

cannot say much about the habits or

mode of nidification. I presume they

are largely insectiverous in their diet

;

but, though I provided them with ants'

eggs and aphides, and they had an
abundance of fur moths at their disjHysal,

they all soon drooped and died, appar-

ently from inanition. Their favorite

food is spray millet, hut I doubt whether
it is sufnciently nutritious to maintain

them long in health. It is really a pity,

for there are few prettier or more en-

gaging little birds offered to the amateur.

Like the common and the Persian

avadavat, the green is a sweet singer

and has quite a loud and well-sustaiued

song. Both sexes have musical talent,

and the female is little, if anything, in-

ferior to her mate in this respect.

BELGIAN HARES.

How They May be Bred.—Pecu-

liarities of the Variety.

There are three ways of obtaining

these useful animals—by "manufacture,"

by purchasing from other fanciers, and

by importing from the country suggested

by the name. We will glance first at the

manufactured article. A good type of

the Belgian hare may be produced in the

foliowine way:

Procure a nicely shaped halt-lop doe.

Ivct her have a rich ruddy color, lengthy

head, with Roman nost;, long front legs,

with fine bone. Such an one will gener-

ally have a nice full eye. Next obtain

a common grey buck with short erect

ears, having an abundance of black

beading or ear-lacing. Pair him with

the half-lop, and the result will be very

fair Belgians. Now these youngsters

will be deficient in the ticking, which is

such an important feature in this variety

of rabbit. To establish this, procure a

common black buck rabbit with short
erect ears, and cross him with these
youngsters. You will then find that the
ticking will make its appearance. Select

the fittest and interbreed for a genera-
tion or two, and you will have estab-

lished a Belgian hare strain of your own.
If color becomes somewhat deficient,

a half-lop cross similar to the first will

revive it. It should be borne in mind
that thick heavy ears must be avoided.
Now Belgian hares of the alxjve com-

pK>sitiou are numerous. Fanciers often

ask me, how is it that black ones fre-

quently appear in litters of young Bel-

gians ? How is it that some will have
one ear dropping ? And how it is that

the unsightly dewlap spoils the appear-

ance of half the Belgians which grace
our show pens? The "manufactured"
article will go a long way towards
answering such-like queries.

Those who are fond of experiment
should try the crosses detailed above,and
success will reward their labors if intelli-

gence is used in making the selections.

The imported Belgians are, as a rule, bet-

ter in shape than the English production.

They exhibit less dewlap, but are lighter

in color and exhibit little or no ear-lac-

ing. Generally speaking, they make a

very goo<l cross with the English type,

and I would strongly advise those who
have a gootl dark strain of hares to im-

port one occasionally for change of blood.

In mating for breeding take care the

buck is of a dark shade—that is, heavily

ticked, with good ear-lacing, front legs

clearof white, hind legs fairly well col-

ored. Breeding from a light-colored

buck is of very little use, as the color of

the progeny is greatly influenced by the

sire. I have rarely found a sire, deficient

in any of the points enumerated above,

produce stock worthy of the show pen.

The Belgians seem to have a tendency to

breed lighter—that is, to deteriorate in

color; hence the necessity of breeding

from dark stock. Let the does have the

same dark points as the buck, if possible,

but a white bar on the front feet or light

hind legs may be allowed to pass if the

buck is good in those points.

The main difficulty which presents it-

self to a young Belgian fancier is pick-

ing out the best youngsters from a litter.

This variety of rabbit takes about eigh-

teen months to arrive at its best form, so

if a mistake is made in the choice of

youngsters a considerable time is wasted

before the error is seen,and consequently
there is a good deal of leeway to make
up. It took me several years to be able

to do it, for my only tutor was experi-

ence. When the youngsters attain the

age of five weeks you can then select the

best specimens. Discard the light,

washed-out, fawn-colored ones. They
make very good rabbits for "turning

out," but are of no use for exhibition,

and it is unwise to breed from them, for

their progeny become lighter in color

and show white feet, and often white

stars in their foreheads. If there are any
black ones, as a rule destroy them; but it

will be wise to occasionally keep one or

two of these, if does, and breed from
them. This will keep up the ticking.

At the alx)ve age young Belgians of the

right type will toreshadow their future

appearance. The ruddy color will l)e

seen, the black ticking will peep through

their coats, and their ears will be well
beaded or laced. Leave that type of
youngsters with the doe until at least

eight weeks old. At this age they will

haVe become quite pale in color, and the
only sure guide to their future beauty
will be the ear-lacing. If they are de-
ficient in this latter property do not keep
them with any idea of rearing for exhi-
bition, or disappointment will be sure to
follow. At about nine weeks old they
commence their first "moult." At four
months they are well through it, and
will then show a fair amount of ticking.
In the autumn they moult a second time
and assume a darker shade. Not until

the second autumn moult does a Belg;ian

show its l>est form. It is then the color
and ticking is fully developed; and if

any fancier is the lucky possessor of a

really good one, a successful show career
is now his reward for all the trouble be-

stowed on his specimen. Even after this

age I have known them to improve be-

yond exf>ectation. One of our Belgian
fanciers had a marked example of this

latter improvement. He parted with a
doe at a good figure, believing she was
then exhibiting her best points. Af\er
her next moult she proved to be the best
Belgian hare that had tteen exhibited for

a long time. Prize after prize she won.
Nothing could lower her colors, and the
lucky possessor had the satisfaction of
seeing her at the head of the list at all

our leading shows.
Although late in arriving at their best

form, the Belgians have an advantage
over most other varieties of rabbit—that
is, they can be exhibited with success
much later on in life. Unlike the Him-
alayan, for instance, they do not pale off

in color, and, unless exposed to too much
sun, keep up their color to the last.

In all the published Belgian standards
I have seen with regret that color and
ticking have taken precedence of shape
and character. Personally, I consider

this wrong. To produce a good hare-like

shape is vastly more trouble than to pro-

duce color and ticking, and in my esti-

mation the most difficult point to pro-

duce »uoulu cciliiiiity icCcivc luc uiBt

consideration

.

I have visited shows and seen heavy
dull-looking animals at the head of af-

fairs, simply because they have possessed

nice ruddy color in conjunction with
good even ticking. Racy hare-like shape
has been entirely wanting.
Does present this latter characteristic

in a much greater degree than the bucks.

They have finer heads and generally a

nicer cast of body; hence they stand a

much better chance of gaining a prize

than the bucks. As a general rule the

latter should only be exhibited when a

class is provided for them

.

SCALE OF POINTS.

Shape and character.—Body long.back arched,
stern rounded, Roman nose, thin at the
muzzle, and a general alert appearance . . aj

Color.—Reddish brown throughout (belly ex-

cepted) 15

Ticking.—Uniform throughout of a chocolate
black, no white hairs 15

Bars.—Inclined backwards, not to exceed 5
inches, well laced at tips 10

Feet.—Fore feet long, thin, well-colored and
ticked.no white bars; hind feet fairly col-

ored and stouter io

Eye.—Bold, large and round to

Size.—From 7 to 9 lbs 5
Condition 10

Total too

APHIDES.

Abundant "WTien Not Wanted but

Difficult to Rear.

Having been asked as to the best

method of propagating the aphis or

green fly, I have been led to consider the

matter and find it is much more easily

said than done.

Of course when one docs not want the

aphides the wretched tilings are bound

to make their appearance in the conserva-

tory, and there to increase and multiply

at their own sweet will with a rapidity that

is well nigh marvellous, for in twenty-

four hours of their birth they are great

grand parents at the very least, and not

the less wonderful part of the business

is that they are all females ! the winged
males generally only making their ap-

pearance in the autumn, and being very

few in number in proportion to the wing-

less creatures that at other seasons are

perfectly self-suEBcient.

Parthenogenesis, as this extraordinaiy

proceeding is scientifically termed, is
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one of the most startling phenomena

that the student of natural history has

to learn and endeavor to explain. When
first announced, the discoverer became

the object of as much envenomed abuse

as if he had said that canaries could be

reared without egg-food, but it was a fact

nevertheless, and is now universally ad-

mitted. . . , -J 1

But to the point. How to breed aoliides?

Really the question is a very difficult

one- but I fancy something after this

fashion: Get a few plants, say of cin-

eraria, and put them into a gardener s

propagating frame, with an atmosphere

that shall neither be too moist nor too

dry and there you are—in theory, that

is to say. but practically I have found it

quite another matter; the aphides will

not be made slaves of, but quickly dis-

appear when you want to keep them to

reappear as swiftly when and where they

are not wanted.

It will be perceived that, like many
other simple matters, the breeding of

aphides is fraught with difficulty, not in-

superable, however, and, no doubt, with

perseverance it might be satisfactorily

accomplished. I think cinerarias, cal-

ceolarias, ariculas, and rose bushes would

be the most likely plants to select for

the purpose, and if the frame or green-

house is kept warm, not too moist, and

close, the aphides might be persuaded to

lend themselves to the intentions of the

correspondent who wants to know how

to breed them. True, I have failed, but

there is no reason why another should

not succeed, and I shall be glad to h««r

the result, whatever it may be.—W. T.

Greene in Poultry.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
May 6 to 9.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club.at Lob Angeles,

Cal. K. K. Benchley, secretary. Entries close

*'fune 3-6.—Cincinnati Kennel Club, at Cincin-

nati. Ohio. George H. Hill, superintendent.

—Michigan Kennel Club,Sept. 1-5

Mich. MTV. B. Saunders, secretary.
~ Kennel Club,

Detroit,

Toledo,
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo

0., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.

Scot. 1V18—International Dog Show of the

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, in connection

with the industrial Exhibition at Toronto, Can-

ada. H. J. Hill, secretary. ......
Sept. 23-J6.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred oeddes,

chairman.
. , , r »•. r. _

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-

bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,

B. C. Lynes, secretary.

kenkeIj register.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.^ ^
VISITS.

The Wabash Valley Aasociation.

The Wabash Valley, Ills., Poultry As-

sociation has these officers for the ensu-

ing year: President, O. H. Wood; vice-

president, James R. Harper; treasurer, J.

c\ WnnA- .••/.nrjiina Qerretarv. C. C. Har-

per; corresponding secretary, W. F.

Chipman. The fourth annual exhibi-

tion will be held at Mt. Cannel, 111, Jan-

ary 5-9. 1891.

J-

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tlioroiislilired Liye Stock Exchange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought

and sold on commission only. A specialty maUe
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and

toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-

broken; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and

Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Iicformation Given.

Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-

teed Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree

Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE. 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

PUBLICATIONS.

A monthly magazine of information c

r,<rik« hropflinir care and training of
'

concern-

ing the breeding^ care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The officUl journal of ''The Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancieis. Ji

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

THE KENNEL
Continued fH>m Page S9S.

CLUB MEETING.

The Massachusetts Kennel Club Meet-

ing Last Monday Kvenlng.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Massachusetts Kennel Club

held its annual meeting Monday evening,

and elected the following officers : Presi-

dent, Robert Leslie; vice-president, A.

M. Babb; secretary, D. A. Williams;

treasurer, W. P. Phinney; Finance Com-

mittee, E. B. Sears, R. L. Newcomb and

Warren H. Beede. The club voted to ar-

range for a Jgraud bench show, to take

place early next spring, and elected the

following committee : Robert Leslie, W.

H. Beede and D. A. Williams, of Lynn;

e! B. Sears, of Melrose, and W. S. Clark,

of Linden. , .. , ,

The Board of Directors of the club are

to consist of the officers and the . Com-
mittee on Finance. Arrangements for

the banquet, which will be held in Cadet

Hall, May 13, are almost complete, and

everything poiuU to a most successful

affair. The clnb is in a flourishing con-

dition and has a membership of forty-six,

with every probability of an increase

during the summer. Namquoit.
——

Subscription Agents Wanted

We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'

Journai,. a liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

Readers OF The Fanciers' Journal

CORRESPONDING OR VISITING WITH AD-

VERTISERS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY

MENTIONING The Journal.

LAIDLAW'S liver cocker bitch Maida to

Rideau Kennels' Bob Obo (Champion Obo-
Nellie), March u, 1890.

F KIRK'S Sussex spaniel bitch Bridford
RUBY (Ilridford Dallion—Bridlord Brida), to

Rideau Kennels' Bob Obo, April 6, 1890.

DR WESLEY MILLS' red cocker bitch Bi.ondie

G. (Pete Obo—Bijou), to Rideau Kennels

Bob 0»o, April 12. 1890.

F H CUNNINGHAM'S black cocker bitch

Little Girl (Guy—Flora), to Rideau Ken-

neU' Bob Obo, April 13, 1890.

RIDEAU KENNELS' black cocker bitch Tiney
Oho (Obo. Jr.—Princes* Tiny), to Rideau

Kennels Bob Obo, April 7. 1890.

RIDEAU KENNELS' fox terrier bitch Olydib
(Grit—Fury), to A. A. Macdonalds Blemton
TRUMP, April 10, 1890.

B W PALMER'S black cocker bitch Wood-
stock Flirt (Tippo-Toronto Jet), to Rideau

Kennels' Obo, Jr., April 16, 1890.

RIDEAU KENNELS' black cocker bitch Flora
Kay (Obo, Jr.—Princess Tiney), to Rideau
Kennels' Bob Obo, April 25, 1890.

.^- . m.T-. .^»*i.TXTT?f U' Klttrilr t*r\f\r^T Hitcll

Martha Washington (15.876). to Rideau
Kennels' Bob Obo, April 26, 1890.

C E LIVING'S black cocker bitch Cleg (Hector

—Black Meg), to Rideau Kennels' Bob Obo,

April 28, 1890.

RIDEAU KENNELS' Rideau Flossie (Cham-
pion Obo-Gipping Floss), to Rideau Ken-
nels' Bob Obo, May i, 1890.

DR JOHN A. HARTMANNS Lily Dale (6301),

liver and white pointer bitch, by Croxteth—
Midget, to Champion Nick of Naso, March

Chloe (7966), liver and white pointer bitch, by
Champion Tammany-Bertie, to Champion
Kino OF Kent, March 12, 1890.

Countess G., by Champion Gladatone—
Countess, to owner's Sau Ray, Jr. (569').

April 7, 1890.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

DUK bitch Smokie, Leo II (88S9)—Dimple

(89018), was bred to their Bradford Ruby II

(9727), April 30, 1890.

MR. T. J. TYRRELLS' (PhUadclphia) fox terrier

bitch New Forrest Russet (New Forrest

Rustic—Gay), to William T. McAlees' Tel-

ford (Raby Mixer—Temptation), May i, 1890.

C B DUBOIS' (Nashua, N. H.) English setter

Marchioness (Dashing Rover—Ranee) to F.

G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone-

Sue), April 24, 1890.

GEORGE JACKSON'S English mastiff bitch

Boss Lady Clare (8836) Boss—Bess, April 16,

1890, to Prince Caution (16,745).

GEORGE JACKSON'S English mastiff bitch

Beech Grove Gabriel (13,386) Bob Ingersoll

—Betsy Trotwood, April i, i8go, to Prince
Caution (16,745).

GEORGE JACKSON'S English mastiff bitch

BEECH GROVE GERTRUDE, Beech Grove

Toby (n 389)—Beech Grove Gabriel (13,386),

April 26," i8^, to Beech Grove Conquest.

NAMES CLAIMED.

WM H CHILD. Oakview Kennels claims the

name Erminie lor black, white and Un
beagle bitch, whelped February 12, 1S90, bv

Tony Weller (541 i)-Merrybell (9819); breed-

er, owner.

DR. JOHN A. HARTMANN, I.atrobe, Pa.,

claims the names:

PRINCE OK Naso for liver and white pointer

dog puppy, whelped August 5, 1889, by
Champion Nick of Naso— Lily Dale.

LILY naso for liver and white bitch, same lit-

Bessib Naso for liver and white bitch, same

Lulu Naso for liver and white bitch, same
litter.

EBBRHART pug kennels, Cincinnati O.,

claim the name Smokie for pug bitch,

whelped February 16, 1888, by Leo II (8889)—

Dimple (8908).

DR F O GROSS, Philadelphia, Pa., claims the

name Mona for an Irish setter bitch by

Champion Warrier—Sally.

WHELPS.

F G. TAYLOR'S English setter bitch Katie
Noble by Count Noble—Queen Meg. whelped

April 25, 1890, six (three dogs) by Breeze

Gladstone.

GEORGE JACKSON Beech Grove Kennels

Beech Grove, Ind., English mastiff bitch

Birdie Caution (14434). whelped May i,

1890. ten pups (six dogs), by Prince Beaufort

iilfi9»\-V\ata\a (11,796). Champion "-—f"-*

05.I3O).

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

kennel.

American Kennel. Bur|[e8 $ 3-'

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw . . ... . . »'

Breeders' Kennel Record and Ace t Book.

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait ;
•

Dogs, Diseases of. Daliiel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson ........
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ;
new

and enlarged edition. Hammond
Dogs, Management of Mayhew
Dogs, Their Management and
in Disease. By Ashmont •••••••

Englishe Dogges. Repnnt of 1570 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I • • •• •

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each

English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XIII,each

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions .:••• i
•••••

i

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ,
col-

ored portrait. DaUiel
Glorer's Album, Treatise on Canine Di»-

i6mo .

Treatment

.00

00
3.00

1.00
.80

2.00

•50

3.00

50
1.00

•50

•75

3.00

•50

500
4-5°
4-5°

1.50

AMERICAN KENNET^ CI.ITB

OOK.Stud B
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

ofthe different shows. Stud Book registration.i

and numbers of each month's entries and nil

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

•50

Our Pri»e Doga. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criUoamaof nearly 7000

dogs with ^i illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7.50, leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. SUblea . . . . . .

Modem Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters. . . . . . .

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration y >;,•,• .V
Pocket Ee^?''' R«-or<i' full leather. . . .

Points (^Judging; new edition, correct to

date .-, • • -..w,
Practical Kennel Guide, stables .....
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan .• • \_- • j'
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; cold portrait otPhnlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog.by Idstone .• • : ' ^ •.

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated

Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

pnie dogs; in leather

Youatt on the Dog . . . .• •

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations •••••.• • •

'S-oo

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition .•„••' L ' '

Native Song Birds. George J. Barnesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. 5. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts ,•.:••••

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght .

Pigeon Standard (new) . . •,

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POULTRY

.

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard . . ...
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wnght._ 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
Duck Culture. Rankin . • , ;

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir . _.- .. — •,-. ?~

300

2.50

2.50
.60

.50

75

1. 00

1.25
2.50

1.25
1.25

5.00
2.50

2-75

• 25

750
2.50

•50

• 75

.50

•75

1.50
1.00
•50

50

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIUDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-

per of its class. American breeders will find the

best English stock advertised in its columns.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »;J.15,
Office: 139 & 140

England.
Fleet St., E. C, London,

The Fanciers' Review
CHATH.-VM, N. Y.

A 16-PAGE POULTRY PAPER.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS, 35 CTS.

FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

Send 10 cents for three different numbers for

examination. Single copies free.

Kennel department by F. B. Ziinraer. Pigeon

department by E. E. Quick.

Fanciers' printing a specialty. Send for sam-

ples. 50-55-59

8.00

2.00

I 50
•50
500
•50

•50

5.00

•30

•50

Profitable Poultry Keeping
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts

Stephen Beale

Lewis Wright,
any Plantagenet . . .

J. E. Diehl
I. K. Felch.

Beaufort

Practical Poultry Keeper
Poultry for the Mi
Poultry Dix:tor.

Poultiy Culture. „ ,. .

SUndard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Poultry for the people. Columns • •

Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-

ing. Comyns
RABBITS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus .

Rabbits for Exhibition, Pleasure and Mar-

ket. R. O. Edwards
MI8CELLANEOD8.

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Ferrets. By Sure Pop ,•,••
FerreU; Their Breeding and Working. .

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ;

il-

lustrated ,••;. ,,,•. ..^i

Glimpses of Animal Life ;
the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terras of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, United States and Canada,

Address Post-office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers- Gaielte, Limited, 54 to 57 Ii"pe-

rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.
England.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and

game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, fi.oo; single number.

10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, hayre. Pa.

1.50

•50
2.00

•50

.25

I •.so

1.00

1.00
500
•50

•.SO

1-50

1-25

2.00

• 25
50

.S"

1.50

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper in
• • to high-class, fancy

fifty cents a vear.
America devoted exclusively t

and homing pigeons. Only

FOR POULTRY.

^ORM
)i by mail.

POWDER
MOORE BROS

FOR DOGS.
, AltMiny, N. Y.

Bone Meal. - - I'er

Granulated Bone, "

Ground Beet
Scraps, - - -

Calolte, ----..
(•ru«ho<l Flint, -

<:ruslie<l t>y»ter
SbellB, - - - "

Send (or our New Price

KM) lb.

100

1(H)

800

200 ,

List and

Bag, «a.oo

s.oo
8.00
8.00

8.0<>
Samples. All

sella lor our rncw i i «.*. ...n. ,..™ .^ , ^-

oilers shipped promply by freight on receipt 01

P"*^'-
C. H. REMPWOLF A CO.,

York C'homical Works, York, Pa.
42-93

PIGS.
BONS & CO

Cheater*, Berkshlres, Po'f"<!*• "l^*
Hounds. Beagles,Collies,Setters.W.GIB-

W CheBter,Pa. Send stamp for dr.

INCUBATORS.

MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

Jess than three months.

Thonsands of them in operation throoghout
the United States and Canada, and Europe. It

has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years andis the most success-
fuimachine before the public to-day.

James Rankin,
5o«3 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

Prairie Sfafe Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1S90 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compasaville,
50-62 Chester Co., Pa.

Mtscellaneoas.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

58-70 1898 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

24-75

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
cumbs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

* THOROUQHBREt) PUPS

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE^

PRICES VERY LOW
Address

•57-69

M. S. THAYER,
Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

Boston, Mass.

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEO BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2%c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

CHA8. SCHMENNER,

511 W. BIDDLE St.,

Baltimore, Md.
,

Short-face bald in all

colors ; also, short-face
solid colored tumblers a
specialty. Tne best qual-
ity of breeding stock
only (Gaddes stock). A
few pair of each for sale.

DOGS.
AdvertisemenU without display inserted under

this headingfor 1 cents per wordfor each insertion

Bloodhonnds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt. 56-60

ColUes.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Fa.

Fozlioiuida.

CHAMPION RANGER, black, white and tan,
seven years old, by Torance—Roxey II, win-
ner on the bench and in the chase. Also
Fly, black, tan and white, by Champion
Bugler—Gypsv, bom May 10, 1887. Never
shown, but tfioroughly trained on foxes.
Price for both, $100. W. H. Weiss, Free-
mansburg, Pa. S9-tf

Gordon Setters.

^OR SALE.—Pour grand young dogs by
I Heather Harrold. Address Chestnut Hill

Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pupa by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill kennels.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Maattflb.

FOR SALE —Salva (6S53) Champion Ilford
Caution—Bess. She la not only a typical
mastiff, but a brood bitch of the greatest
value. Her first iiiicr by aears iuouarch
produced Wyoming Duke with the grandest
mastiff head bred in America, and Wyo-
ming Connt, a noted Eastern prize winner.
She 18 perfect in disposition and as a watch
dcMf.

Pl'PS. one dog and two bitches (Sears'
Monarch—Salva), whelped February ii,

1890. These pups are very promising.
The Jacobite (16,335) Sears' Monarch-

Maid of Athens, whelped August 22, 1889.

Immense in bone and of great promise.
Will sell at very reasonable prices, as I

wish to close at once to make bull dogs a
60-61 specialty. H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass.

Pnss.

FOR SALE—Pug puppies from registered
stock. Also toy black and tan puppies.
Prices reasonable. Frank Stapp, Hope,
Indiana. 60-it

FINE YOUNG BITCHES and pups at reason-
able prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. s8-tf

Setters.

AFEW CHOICE Irish Setter pups for aale

;

parents field trial and bench show winners.
F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass. l>-59-63

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field

trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
- - -

-
i-tr

.. U..0, auw^. ..uu. ..«. **. ^.

Broadway, New York City. 55-1

St. Bernards.

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No other Variety.

$10.00 a pair

and up.

Qnallty not excelled.
8al i Hfaction guaran-
teed.

H.C, NORTON,
Germantown, Pa.

M

DOGS.
Advertisements withont display inserted under

this headingfor t centsper wordfor each insertion.

CHOICE highly-bred pups on sale. Chequas-
set Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. s8-tf

I-*OR SALE.—St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
"^ stone Kennels, 1220 Carson Street, Pitts-

burg, Pa. 57-64

FR SALE.—St. Bernard dog; took a prize at
Buflblo dog show. Henry New, 21 1 Genese
Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 60-61

ENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phce-
nixville, Pa. 53-^

TROJAN HECTOR (12,765), smooth<oated,
orange and white markings, by Ch. Hector—
Bemie ; considered the best son of Hector,
21 months old. Winnings (only time
shown)—First and special in puppy clas.ses

at New York and Philadelphia 1^. Price

7 (cost), f20o. W. H. Weiss, Freemansburg,
Pa. 59-tr

WARWICK JR.. rough-coated by Lord War-
wick—Jess ; 20 months old ; white, with
orange markings. He will be a grand dog
when fully developed. Price (cost), $100.
W. H. Weiss, Freemansburg, Pa. 59-tf

Various.

A

Various.

PEDIGREES carefnUy reviled to inaure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
int; Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

X.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor s centsper wordfor each insertion.

-pjOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The per.ect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosscr, Hul-
ton. Pa.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelt hia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel
phla,

Brooders.

OLBNTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Aadress
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O. 50-62

Sxohanae.

I
'WILL EXCHANGE first premium B. B. R.
and pile game bantams for pigeons or of-

T. R. Cairns, West Haven, Conn.jg-tffers.

Inonbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every ptarticular. Auto-
matic in the regulation ofthe heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
PUce, New York City. 50-76

Mlnoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-

cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.

RaceviUeT Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

Wblte Legrhoms.

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best leniaie at the great Mew
York show. Address for circular, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 30-62

White Wyandottes.

CHARLES S. PROCTOR, PeorU, III., breeder
of white wyandottes of the highest stand-
ard type. Eggs $2.00 per 13, J3.50 per 26.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every case, b-60

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of anyvariety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. 'The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., 31 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks
and white crested white Polish bantams.
Mentbon Kennels, Pbuenixville, Pa. 5364

ANTED—Information as to where bantam
eggs of any kind can be obtained, and also
a catalogue of tumblers and Birmingham
rollers. Address F. H. Sanyer, 14 Salem
Street, Wobum, Mass. d6-62

W
W

PIGEONS.

Advertisemenls without display inserted under
this headingfor j cents per wordfor each insertion

m BartM.

BAILY, Ardraore, Pa., oilers three red
cocks, two black, one dun hen; firsKlass
birds. 60- It

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all

times. Bunting Hankins, Bordeutown, N.

J. 50-75

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, I West Fayette
Street, Baltimore, Md., breeder of white,
black and blue fantails, has for sale a few
choice birds in each color. Prices reason-
able. S9-6»

Homing: Pliceons.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this hitdingjfor s centsper wordfar e»ch insmHum.

G

Jacobins.

PRIZE WINNERS—Finest imported stock;
all colors. F. Baily, Ardmore, Pa. 60-63

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

EORGE W. GOULD, Jr., Newtonville,
Mass., breeder of homing pigeons. Young
birds for sale bred from birds with records
of two, three, four and five hundred
miles. d-60-62

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

' homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a

matter of correspondence. In the breeding
lofl are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Readv, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock nrst-class.

p*OR SALE.—My lofl of forty homing pigeons,
bred from some of the best birds in this

country, Some with Federation trands.

Address L. S. Clark, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Penna. 5*<-tf

±^

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Boraentown, V. J.

50-75

Parlor Perltonnliv Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown. N. J.

50-75

Pouters.

Y^OR SALE—Black pointer dog;
by Poyneu's Bang—Jean; dam, Princess It,r

W

Sire, Bangor,

by Nat— Princess. John Sanderson, care Dr.
S. G. Dixon, 2015 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia. 60^5

C. WEBER, Mahwah, N. J., wiU sell hU
entire stud of imported high class Scotch
pouters at very low figures to any one

purchasing the whole lot. There are atraut
25 birds ofall colors. Full particulars on
application. 58-60

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-78
.

Swallows.

, A. PICK. \m n. Washington Street, L-..

p more, Md., Drceder of Swallowaoatljr, ofall
* colors, with and withont white bars, plain
snip and fiill head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stocK of birds, and has steadir^ im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 5ii W. Biddle
Street, Baltimore, Md.—Breeder and fan-
cier of short-face; solid and bAld-head
tumblers, all colors; has a few of the
Gaddess stock (the best) for sale. 60-63

/-aHARLESLIENHARD. 4.^8 W. Court Street.
l^ Cincinnati, O., breeder ot flying tumblers^^ and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A"

J.

LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

WihKm's
96

B. FRANZ, 1921 Fairmount Avenue, Balti-

more, Md., breeder of carriers, jacobins,
swallows and magpies ot all colors. Only
the best stock kept. A few birds of eacn
variety for sale.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SCHEIN. 619 S. Charles Street. Baltimore
Md.—Dealer in all varieties of fancy and
common pigeons; also breeder of high

class featherra legged tumblers. Prices
reasonable. 60-it

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North EuUw Street.

Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for

what you want. Reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed.

Bucks.

M

EVERETT I. NYE, Wellfleet, Mass., from 350
Pekin ducks can furnish fresh fertile eggs
in quantity at short notice. Premiums at

Boston, Quincy and Worcester. 60-63

Kncllsli Pheasant EaK".

I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-

ant eggs, $x per dozen. Birds for sale. N.
L. Rockwell, Sanford Station, Conn. 57-tI

Guinea Plas.

GUINEA PIGS of the finest quality, from
prize winning stock, for sale at $2 a pair.

John Palmer, Jr., 34 Broadway, Cambridge,
Mass. a-57-60

Bxobaiitfe.

BLACK-BREASTED red game fowls or eggs
for Kodock camera. C. H. M., Box 844,
Hudson, N. Y. «o-rt

Artists and Bnaravers.

r>PBCIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 33

c:5 South Third St., Philadelphia.

FINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
Dcst animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' PubUshing
Co., 3S South Third 8L. Philadelphia, Pa

Taxidermists.

Do YOU WANT stuffed birds or animals in

group or single ? Good work cheap. Wm.
L. Weaver, taxidermist, Mille.sburg, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons y

miles.CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

DOUGLASS, red checker cock . . . .

MURIAt, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

MICHELSON, blue checker hen . . .

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BBSS, black checker hen . .

SPARK, red checker hen

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

1-INE BREP FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Pish Globea, Aquariums, etc.,

PUdn and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOB HATCHrN^O.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
}i9 Market St. and 46 North 9tta St.,Philadelphia.

25-76

A DOG
is shMqw Mibisct to diseas« ami disabling iniurie$.CURE
fcim in th« laaat possible time and tha most thorough

manner, by the use ot

a balsam praparad on sclenUfic principles for the cure of

DISTEMPER
I
MANGE I kAR CANKER

PNEUMONIA SORE FEET STRAINS
RHEU MATISM | WORMS | SPRAINS, Etc

6e( It frtrni Druggists, Oun Dealers, and

THE PANTHERAPEAN COMPANY.
173 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK

COR. CORTLANDT.

fjT THE (^HTIONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR prizes and the GOLD
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDEST
RECORD ever won by ANY BREEDER at
a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
EGGS Jio per 13; J?o per 30. RED CAPS,
ANDALUSIANS and WHITE WYAN-
DOTTES, $3 per 13; Is per 26. Send for cata-
logue.

C. A. SHARP & CO..
5o-6a I.,OCKPORT, N. Y.

Jxjsx Out.

t***«********
PRICE 50C. \

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BV THK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complbte Description ok the

Recognized V.\rietie.s of Pigeons.

CHARIIS TAUWAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

The Pasteur Pine Lotion

FOR MAN AND ALL ANIMALS.
Is a powerful and cheap disinfectant and antiseptic.

Is a quick healer of wounds, cuts, sores and all skin diseases.

Is a positive cure for mange on dogs.

Is a sure exterminator of fleas.

Is a sure exterminator of lice.

Is a sure cure for chicken cholora and roup.

Nothinft l>etter for scalds, bites, stings, sprains, bruises, corns, swelled feet and legs, rheu-
matism, lumt>ago, piles, chapped hands, chill blains, toothache, etc.

This article is not poisonous, not corrosive and harmless to handle and should l>e in every
house. It is warranted to do all that is claimed or money refunded.

It is the cheapest article to buy, as it dilutes with water 100 times its bulk. Send for cir-

cular and testimonials. If you cannot get it at your druggist send to RELIABLE MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY.

MARSHALL ROBBINS, Manager,

60-72 70 East 13TH St., New York City.

_ „„ 189

TO THE FANCERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

HO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two IMIannnd Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Tear.

NAME --

ADDRESS

kROKBN FLINT FOR POULTRY, Ji PER
\ tmshel. JMO. MKHCXm, Lcaman Place, Pa.

THE

SPORTSMEN'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arnns, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of tl*e Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGE.WT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

56-60

MYRON WOOSTER'S Poul-
try in front rank, taking first

premium in late New York
show ; score, 96. Rose and
single comb White Leghorns,
Plymouth Rocks, White Dork-
ing, White Minorcas. Rouen
and Pekin Ducks. R. C. B.
Bantams. Jacobin Pigeons.
Stock and eggs for sale, $2

for 13.

M. W008TER,
HOMER, N. Y., Box 9.

GAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

—By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in n way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnWisliiiig Company,

3s S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OK ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU LICE ^l^.'AVii'nTiMA
aoifi«, wuuutJx.tiurnMtVr. i>f-^tiovf« bad HtncllH : a dlsJn*
ferlMnt. non |iniiioii4iii.. 1 Initt i> mnki-* !0 train. rrir«$L
Korkiiiiiham Poiilirv Psrm, Prnpn. A Mfic". No. Eppln(,
N. II. (IRO (j. I>nw, Orii. AKTt. S< lid fur clrvulJLrer PlgS,
Poultry, l>og< aail Btrawbeiry plant*.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LAR&EST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STRAWBME & CLOMIi

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHIT^ADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

1 ri t, UIKU I H to.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1S89 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send (or Price List. 44-95

Spratta Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

t^Beware ofwortMess imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES-

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for «11 canine diseases.

•COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINO,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPIIATT8 PATKNT (America), LIMIT'D,

»39-»45 Hast 56th St., New York City. 44-69

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

a4-75

KLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

VOL. 4, NO. «0.)
WHOLE NO., ei.; PHILADELPHIA, MAY 17, 1890. PER ANNUM, VS.SO.

SINGLE COPY, 60.

DEERHOUND CHAMPION CHIEFTAIN
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BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

CINCINNATI KENNEL CLUB.

FOURTH ANNUAL DOG SHOW.
MUSIC HALL BUILDING, CINCINNATI, 0.

JUNE 3, 4, 5 AND 6, 1890.

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MAY 20.

FOR PREMIUM LISTS, ETC., APPLY TO

GEORGE H. HILL, SUPT..

g^g, NO. 6 FAST FOURTH ST.. CINCINNATI, O.

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

fr.So; $s.40 for the month; t'S /<"" ""^" months;

$2S for six months, and fjo for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

IN THE STUD.

Advettisfments inserted under this heading at the

following rales: One inch, single insertion, fijp:

$< 40for the month: SiS tor three months; SlSfor

nx months, and JSofor the year.

DICK

sWIVELER

IRISH SETTER
(8410.)

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the follojving rates: One inch, single insertion,

fi-so; is 40 for the month; $1$ for three months;

.for six months, and Sio for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

WINNER FIRST. CHALLENGE CLASS,

NEW YORK. 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedigtf "= ^nd full list of winning* ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT IOwner),

177 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

50-101

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEB, $25-

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERKGO-GEM.) FEE. $25

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

jj.^g Merion P. O., Pa.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines lK>th field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials ifWS, and on the bench has won, first.

Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. 1888 and first, challenge class. Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee. J35.

SIR TATTON
English setter bv Sir Allistt-r—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia. 1889;

first and sp<-cial at London, Out.. 18S9, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tattoii. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tattou— Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of gecoud prize, uuppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.
Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cark W. H. Weiss,

At Stud and for Sale.

COLLIES.

AT STUD :

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50

The Squire $50

Nlaney Trefoil $35

Roslyn Wilkes $25

Scotilla II $15

FOR sale:

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp> and a

grand lot of young pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.

AT stud:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

EJNGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

43-9* Freemansburo, Pa.

y
ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described in show reports as "best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from

life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
50.75 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

rINTER IN STUD.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winnerof third in All-aged Stake, East-

em Field Trials of 1888. beating such noted dogs
as joey B., Cassio, Toledo Blade. Roger and
others. Fee for either dog, $25. Photos from
life by Schreibcr & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,

558 North 18th Street,

50-63 Phllndelphia, Pa.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, I25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW,

54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

IRISH TERRIER IN THE STUD,

SHAMROCK
(No. 9138). By Slasher—Sheila. Fee, ©10.

Address L. A. RICE,
61-86 Hotel Lafayette, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

yiLLSiDE Kennels,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

INCUBATORS.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from on» machine in

less than three months..

Thousands of them in operation throughout
the United States and Canada, and Europe. It

has been steadily increasing its pfipularity dur-

ing the past eight years aiidis the most success-
f.,f »Marf*l»in.* b'**'^*"'' •^i*' mihlir to-dnv

50^3

James Rankin,
SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Classified Advbrtising, without display, t»o
ctuts per word tor every insertion.

STUD AND BREEDERS' CARDS, $1.50 per lUCh

for single insertion; $5.40 for one month, $15 for

three months, J28 for six months and $50 per
year.

Displayed Advertisino, $3 per inch for first

and $2 per inch lor subsequent insertions.

Advertisements must reach us by Thursday to
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f SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Chanipion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

gtudfee»75.
J.WINCHELL.

ss-««*
FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

POINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD; Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE. J50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4798

CT. BERNARD AT STUD.

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—Gemma I (9765) ;
Ret* Boy by

Kondor (S. S. B. i03)-Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-

sin's Turk—Belloue.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT,
1745 Frankford Ave.. Phila.. Pa.

Or T. A. PYI.K,

ChoatesP. O., Del.60-72

tAfORM POWDER

$1 by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORK BROS, Albany, N. Y.

niPO Chcsters, Berkshires. Polands. Fox

rluO. Hounds. BcHgles.Collies.Setters W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester,Pa. Send stamp for rir
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Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the deer-

hound Champion Chieftain, the property

of Mr. John K. Thaver, Lancaster, Mass.

Mr. Charles H. Mason in "Our Prize

Dogs" descriljes Chieftain as follows :

"Skull excellent in every direction. Muz-

zle very long and powerful. Kars too

large and not well carried. Neck long,

beautifully arched and immensely mus-

cular; the l)est wc have ever seen on a

deerhound. Chest deep and ribs well

sprung. Loin equal to any we have

ever seen, being wide, deep, nicely arched

and very powerful. .Strong, muscular

shoulders, well placed. Forelegs straight

as gun barrels and strong, but we would

like to see a liliic moic buuc, c»(wi irfiiy

in

Minnie, took second and Mr. A. P.

Heywood Lonsdale's Phouess, by Wood-

hill Bruce—Lucy, and his Jan, by Wood-
hill Hruce—Lucy, divided third and

fourth. Devonshire Daisy was awarded

the special prize for the best pointer or

setter puppy.

» *

The Acton Reynald Stakes for single

aged pointers or setters resulted as fol-

lows : In pointers Baron O. Dickscni's

Rustem, by Sussex Don—Ringlet, first.

Messrs. V. C. Lowe and A. Bertrand's

Belle of Bordes, by Young Bang—Polly,

second. In setters Mr. R. LI. P. Llew-

ellin's Satin Bondhu, by Dashing Bondhu

—Duchess Placid, was first, with Dr. G.

A. Wood's Fred, by Prince—Moll IV,

second. The special for best pointer or

setter went to Satin Bondhu.

*

The Cloverdale Stakes for braces,

j

pointers and setters, all ages, was decided

i

thus : First prize, Mr. F. Bibby's setters

' Randolph, by Tory II—Border Nell, and
' Sabot, by Slap Bang—Fleet. Second

I

prize, Colonel C. J. Cote's pointers Polly

]
Jones, by Carlo—^Jennie Jones, and Jen-

nie Jones, by Young Dick—Di Vernon.

»
» «

The Kennel Club Field Trials, says the

Shooting Times, were held on the Saver-

nake estate on Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday, by the kind permission of

Mr. Money Wigram, who hires the

shooting from the Marquis of Aylesbury.

The entry was a particularly good one,

there being considerably more competi-

tors than last year. Sixteen entries were

made in the Derby Stakes for pointers,

and ten tor setters, whilst the Ail-aged

& Turner's pointer Devonshire Nero, by

Molton Baron—The Village Star.

the pasterns. Feet typical, lx;iug of stakes had twelve nominations. Mr. S.

E. Shirley and Mr. W. Arkwright were

the judges. The awards were made this

year for the first time on the spotting

system, no decisions being made till

each stake has been run through once,

when those that the judges consider have

done the 1)e9t work are called up again

for further competition. It will be

seen that this plan is superior to the heat

system, when it is possible for the second

l>est dog in the stakes to l)e beaten by

the winner and put out altogether. By

the new order of things it is considered

that the prizes are more likely to go to

the dogs that best deserve them.

nice size, thick through the soles, with

toes well closed. Hindquarters of tre-

mendous strength, with great length

from hip 'lones to hocks. The only im-

provement we could suggest would be a

trifle moie bend in stifles and hocks.

Tail of nice length and properly carried.

Coal excellent both in length and text-

ure. An exceptionally grand dog. We
have seen almost every prominent deer-

hound which has 1)een exhibited since

186S, among the number Mr. H. Chaworth

Musters' old stand-by, Torrum, that made

a name for himself at Birmingham nearly

twenty years ago (1869), but we do not

remember having seen a better one than

Chieftain.

"It is l)ecause we consider Chieftain a

few points better than any other deer-

hound we have ever seen that we have

twice given him special prizes for best

dog in a large number and variety of

classes. Some persons may have thought

that we overrated this magnificent speci-

men, but none have venturetl to deny his

just claim to be considered one of the

very best of his breed ever seen on a

show bench. In selecting Chieftain for

illustration in this work we place l)efore
, ,, t^ l-

our readers not only the handsomest of I^aisy, by Prince Rupert II-Devotishire

his race, but a dog pure in blood and as \

Pan, second, and Mr. C. C. Elhs Dar-

successful in the stud as he is svmmetri

»
• «

In the pointer Derby first prize went

to Mr. Barclay Fields' Fordcombe I/Uck,

by Gough—Larkspur; second prize to

Mr. F. Wade's Kent Pear, by Taw—Kent
Fairy; third prize to Mr. E. C. Norrish's

Sandford Lark, by Saddleback—Whim.

» •

Winners in the Setter Derby were

Mr. T. Lauder's Sweep the Green, by

Monk of Fumess—Kate Auburn, first;

Messrs. Bulled and Turner's Devonshire

cal and typical in foiin.

trey,

third.

by Dan Moriarity-Little Nell,

« »

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

1 thought it but a frieiully part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish .Student.

In the F.nglish National Field Trials

the Setter Pujipy Stakes were decided as

follows : Messrs. Bulled and Turner's

Devonshire Daisy, by Prince Rupert-
Devonshire Fan, won first. Sir R. Sut-

ton's Benham Jewel, by Bradford Ben —

A pointer, Fordcombe Luck, beat the

setter Sweep the Green and accordingly

won the Derby.
«

»

The All-Aged Stakes, sweepstake for

all aged pointers and setters was decided

as follows : First prize, Messrs. Lowe

& Bertrand's pointer Belle of Bordes, by

Young Bang—Polly; second prize, Mr.

T. Lauder's setter Earle of Moira, by

Jack—Little Bess; third prize. Sir Thomas

Leunard's pointer Polites, by Priam-

Duchess; fourth prize. Messrs. Bulled

• »

The Paris Kennel Club Field Trials

have been concluded and the following

were the awards : All-Aged Stakes, for

wide ranging dogs of all breeds and all

countries. First prize, Messrs. O'Halloy

& Count de Robiano's pointer Young
Priam; second, M. Barreyre's pointer

Boy Dan; third, M. Navett's pointer

Bendigo of Kippeu; fourth, Marquis de

Vibraye's pointer Trim. All-Aged Stakes

for medium ranging dogs of all breeds,

but broken in France : First prize, M.

Barreyre's pointer Boy Dan; second,

Chenil Mandarin's setter Bella Manda-

rine; third, M. Duval's Irish setter Toe;

fourth, Marquis dc; Vibraye's pointer

Trim. Short-Ranging Stakes : First

prize, M. Guerlain's griflFon Garcon; sec-

ond, M. Barbon de Roosteren's pointer

Master Floe; third, M. Boulet's griflFon

Diavolo V, whose owner also took the

special break prize. Rain fell in torrents

on Tuesday, and partly spoiled the fun.

«
• «

From the New York Sun we learn

that E. H. Morris is in trouble, having

been lodged in jail on Staten Island on a

charge of arson.
»

• •

Why not arrange international field

trials for beagles ? The Stock-Keeper is

"amused and more than astonished" at

the reason the American Beagle Club

gives for dropping the "English" out of

the club name. The club says:

The reason for doing so is that the

beagle hound in this country (.\merica)

has so far outstripped his English

brother' it is a far h*»ttpr hrefd^ nnd is

clearly entitled to that distinction. It

plainly shows American brains, and in

energy can outclass any of its old country

competitors when put in fair competi-

tion, even in canine matters.

«

The Stock-Keeper asks: Would the

American beagle egotists be disposed to

make a match of their best couple against

a picked couple in the old country, we

wonder? We think they could be

obliged.

• •

Mr. George Bell, Toronto, Canada, will

send to the Cincinnati Bench Show two

cockers to be handled by the Eberhart

Pug Kennels.
• *

A prize of ten guineas will l)e awarded

to the best Gordon setter competing in

the Derby at the coming trials of the Eng-

lish Kennel Club. Owing to the short

notice many Gordon breeders were unable

to send entries. It was therefore decided at

a meeting of the Gordon Club to offer a

like prize for the next years' Kennel

Club Field Trial Derby. A prize for all-

aged dogs is also in contemplation.

»
« •

Last week, says the Stock-Keeper, we

referred to the objection for deafness

that had l>een lodged in an American

show against the bull-terrier Beryl (late

White Wonder), said to have been im-

ported from Mr. Hincks, of Birming-

ham. It seems that at the time the

protest against Beryl was lodge various

experiments were tried to test the tlog's

hearing. Among other plans a pistol

was fired, but J. W., in Forest and

Stream, who has the misfortune to be

deaf himself, repudiates that as a fair

trial, saying that "anything which causes

a jar or concussion is no test. This dis-

cussion has quite as much interest for

English exhibitors as for our American

friends. Our Kennel Club rule No. IX,

runs :
' Should a dog appear to be deaf it

shall be in the power of the judge to

disqualify, unless he is satisfied that such

defect is temporary.' Who is to satisfy

the judge ? Not the owner, surely, as his

testimony would t^ open to a suspicion

of partiality. Then, we presume, the

show's own veterinary surgeon would be

called in for an opinion. As the mem-
bers of that profession all over the

country M'ould very likely apply various

and different tests, and entertain as

many opinions of their efficacy, we
thought it would interest our readers to

know the opinion of the Kennel Club's

veterinary surgeon, Mr. A. J. Se*ell.

*
* *

"We accordingly wrote to him asking

how he would proceed were he requested

to give an opinion in such a case. Mr.

Sewell replies as follows: 'I should have

the dog removed from the show to a

quiet place, either a yard or a fair sized

room, and then if possible get the owner

to stand some few yards right behind

him,and call the dog by name,or whistle.

If either of these means did not succeed

in attracting attention I would make tise

of a good loud whistle; this failing, I

would try to attract attention by making

a noise with a whip; this also failing, I

should declare the dog deaf. I have

sometimes tried a dog by letting oflF a

pistol, taking, of course.care that the dog

did not see the flash, but this is seldom

necessary.'
"

« «

Mr. Hincks has sold many dogs iu this

country, and we hope he will give the

particulars aljout this dog.

»
• *

The vStock-Keeper gives Mr. Hopkins

the following send-otl :
• Yesterday at

twelve mid-day, Mr. German Hopkins

steamed out of Waterloo Station on his

return journey to the land of the Stars

and Strijies. He leaves us a gladder and

a wiser man, for the object of his •visit

has l^een achieved. He has seen many

men and many dogs, and has lieen able

to take the bearings of the English fox

terrier fancy as it now is. He has seen

that time and type wait for no man, not

even Ger-man. He was a bit sucked

under at the Kennel Club and Midland

shows, but he means to strike out and

come to the surface again.

•
* *

"With that object he has left Rachel

in Mr. Vicary's care to be mated with

Venio. One of the little team he brought

over, Mildred, by Lucifer-Marguerite,

was sent to Rev. Mr. Fisher as a present

from Mr. Belmont. The puppy Racket

has gone back already."

tr «

Mr. Michael Flinn, Jr., of the Glen-

dyne Kennels, will have his Irish setter

bitch Sedan trained for the Irish setter

field trials.

* *

Clergymen were to the front at the

late English Kennel Club show. Rev. J.

O'Callaghan, Rev. C. T. Fisher and Rev.

T. Nolan figuring among the winning

owners.

Mr. A. R. Crowell has discovered in

Linn the finest specimen of a Newfound-

land he ever saw, barring perhaps Prince

t^eorge. The dog weighs one hundred

and ninety pounds and stands thirty-two

inches at the shouhler. He has excellent

bone, measuring sixteen inches in girth

ofibrearm. He has a fine skull, small

ears and a beautiful perfectly flat coat.

This dog is the property of Mr. Thomas

Twisden. Never was shown and doubtless

never will be.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCE.

THE DISflPPOINTEt) EXHIBITOR

'em, but we uns calls 'em bulls. Well, I

wasn't at the show yisterday when the

jedjjing was goiu' on, but nie boy Bill

took Terror in the ring and didn't ^et a

thing. Now I don't perpose to be bilked

out of the three dollars I paid to enter

the dog. If I'd a bin there meself there'd

ha' bin some fun."
After looking the fellow over I was

very glad he was not there or I would

BY HIBKRNIA.

IV.

When I first went into the fancy I

wondered why on the second day of a

show you never saw any of the judges

except of course such calloused individ-

uals as Messrs. Mason, Watson, Morti-

mer, Davidson, etc. The new judges

always wrapped their cloaks about them

and stole silently away as it were. I did

not wonder any more after judging. I

discovered the cause. It is that terrible

pest, the disappointed exhibitor. Banquo's

ghost was a slight affliction compared

to this. There was only one Banquo,

and he had but one ghost, while the dis-

appointed exhibitor exists in myriads.

He met me first at breakfast the morn-

ing after I judged, and I saw him at in-

tervals averaging not longer than fifteen

minutes until he drove me away from the

show. The worst of it is there are

usually three of him to every dog—the

man who bred it, the man who shows it

and the man who handles it. All of

them insist upon giving you a piece of

their mind whenever they meet you. It

has now been nearly two years since I

judged and I never meet a party of doggy

people without running afoul of the dis-

appointed exhibitor who wants to know
"why it was I placed Violet over Daisy at

the show in W ?"

As I related above I met the first dis-

appointed exhibitor at breakfast. Get-

ting rid of him, I hurried down to the

show intending to look over my classes

to see if I had made any grave mistakes
except in the open dog class (I knew I had
made a mess there), but I had not walked
down the aisle a dozen steps before dis-

appointed exhibitor No 2 approached me
and poured his tale of anger into my ear.

Before I got through with him there were
a half dozen around me, and I fled in

self defense to the room where liquid re-

freshments were dispensed Invited to

help a small party drnik a bottle of wine,

I began to breathe more freely. But my
hopes of peace were soon shattered, for

one of the party soon said: "Mr. Fitz-

Poodle, don't you think you erred in

placing Dick over Billy, etc."

This sort of thing kept up all day. No
matter where I went I was pounced upon
by the disappointed exhibitor until at

last, thoroughly worn out, I sought the

seclusion of my room at the hotel, giv-

ing the clerk instructions that I was not

to be disturbed no matter who called.

W^hen I paid my bill prior to taking a

train I found six cards and sundry notes,

all from disappointed exhibitors asking

me when it would be convenient for the

writers to meet me, as they were desirous

of knowing my reasons for slighting

their dogs.
To give an idea of the sort of person-

age the disappointed exhibitor is I will

give two instances which happened to

me. They represent the extreme types.

The first is the vulgar, disappointed

exhibitor who turns up at every show,and
every judge has come in contact with

him.
In my case he was dressed in a cordu-

roy suit and wore a flannel shirt with no
tie. He looked like a bruiser and his

physical qualities commanded respect.

You had to treat him politely or run the

risk of going home with a highly orna-

mented eye. He had a vicious-looking

business bull terrier, all scarred up and
with a very curious patch of brindle over

the left eye.

"Be you the judge, sur?" he inquired.

"Of what class ?" I answered.

"I don't know wot yer mean by class,

but lie you the judge of bulls ?"

"No," I replied, "but I judged bull

terriers, and I suppose that is what you

mean, judging from the dog you have

with you."
"I believe that's wot you judes call

likely have been in a worse scrape than I

was when the fox terrier bit me.
"If you have any complaints to make,

go to the committee. I have nothing to

do with it; my decisions have been made
and cannot be changed."

"Well," he continued, "I want yees to

tell me why me dog didn't bate thim
white blokes that got the prizes ?"

Quite a crowd V>egan to gather round
us. and not wanting to create a scene by
refusing to answer his questions, and be-

sides it was evident the fellow really be-

lieved that the judging was a swindle, I

explained to him that his dog was a bull

and terrier cross, and that to win a prize

a show dog must have a long, lean head
and be all white, or nearly so.

The more I explained the madder he
got, and before I had finished he pulled

out a greasy roll of bills and counting
out five twenties, shouted :

"Be hivens ! it's a put up job, but

yees can't bilk me. Here's a hundred
that Terror can lick any tarrier in the

show, and I'll give two pounds over-

weight."
I turned on my heel and walked away.

I did not want' to fight, and t knew I

would have to if I stayed any longer.

The Irishman shouted after me :

"I knew yees was afeard. I tell yees,

and put it in yer pipe and smoke it, that

the scars on this 'ere dog's body is a bet-

ter test of merit than any prize or medal
yees gave to thim dafe curs yees call bull

tarriers."

Wonder if there was not a little grain of

truth in the Irishman's last utterance ?

The fashionable disappointed exhibi-

tor is usually a lady, or rather two of

them, as they generally travel in couples.

It was their first show and their pet did

not receive a mention.
They approached my very politely and

the sytokes, woman said:

"I beg your pardon, sir, but are you
the judge of fox terriers?"

"I have had that honor," I replied,

raising my hat. They were very pretty.

"Would it be too much trouble to go
over to where Sweety is—she is our fox

terrier—and tell us why she did not get

a prize ? We really know nothing about

dogs, but we want to learn, oh, so badly,

ana Sweety is such a dear little thing."

"Nothing would give me greater pleas-

ure," I answered, and accompanied them
to where Sweety was benched. She was
about six pounds weight with upright

ears and a coat whose natural texture

had been destroyed by a daily bath in

soap and water. She had a blue ribbon

around her neck and had" evidently been
sprinkled with perfumery.
"Now," said one of the young ladies,

see how beautifully she is marked, so

much prettier than the one that won first

prize and who has ugly little spots all

over it—don't you think so ?"

I explained that in judging, marking
playes no prominent part in the points

of the breed. Then I showed them the

bad points of Sweety.
"She is," I said, "too small and toy-

ish."
"Too small !" they both echoed, and

one continued, "Why that is one of the

nicest things about her. I wouldn't let

one of those big brutes lie on my lap.

And her head, don't you think a hand-

somely curved brow like Sweety has is

much nicer and shows much more intel-

ligence than the flat skulls of the prize

winners?"
"It might, but it is not a desirable fox

terrier point," and I added, "your dog's

ears are not carried exactly right."

"Oh, my !" replied one, "do you like

those ears' that look as if they had been

starched and ironed down close to the

head ? Why I think ears like .Sweety's,

which are carried upright, are much pret-

tier. Now, honor bright, don't you?"
As I conscientiously could not agree

with my fair questioner I did not reply,

but continued with my criticism.

"Sweety's feet are too open and her

legs
••

"Sir !" shouted teth ladies.

I saw I had made a mistake, so to cor-

rect it I said :

"I beg your pardon, ladies, but while

the term limb is u.sed in referring to that

part of the human anatomy, it is perfectly

proper when speaking of a dog to use the

word legs
"

But both ladies had turned on their

heels and started away. I heard one say

to the other, and she said it so loud that

I felt sure it was intended for me :

"Dog men are all alike ; they're all

naughty. I'm sure if I had Vieen as

brazen-looking and talked as familiarly

to the judge as the horrid woman who
got the yellow ribbon. Sweety would

309

have won a prize, too.

THE NATMALBKAGLE CLUB

List of Officers and Charter Mem-

bers--The Constitution.

.\n Earnest Invitation Extended to the

Owners and Breeders of Beatles

to Join This Oruanization.

A WONDERFUL MANGE CURE.

.Mthough Mr. Ohl Cannot Remember
ItH t'ontentii. It Cured His Mogn. I

Editor Fanciers' Journal. '

Sir : As the mange is getting more
[

and more prevalent every year in spite

of the patent sure cures and the other

cures which are known to every kennel-

man throughout the country, it may l)e

of interest to your readers to know there

is a mixture that will not only speedily

kill the parasite, but it jienetrates the

skin sufliciently to crack their eggs and
prevent their hatching. It will speedily

stop all irritation and heal all the sores

like magic, all within twenty- four hours'

time and with but one application.

Now to the mixture and how I made
the discovery. Last summer I had some
two hundred dogs on hand and a great

many of them had the mange. One
mastiff bitch was particularly a bad case.

Mange cures were galore around the

kennels. All kinds purchasable or made
from sure-cure recipes were tried, but

nothing seemed to stop the progress of

the parasite. "Man is monarch of all

he surveys," 'tis said, so it is perhaps on

account of the invisibility to the naked
eye of the parasite that they owe their

success in this world.

But now to the parasite. If I could

only remember all of my preparations,

for the mixture I speak of that was ap-

plied to the mastiff"' and made a perina-

nent cure by one application in the time

specified above was a mixture of all these

cures mixed together and to them was

added some whale oil soap, black sulphur,

camphor, Persian insect powder, some
powdered arsenic and some cotton seed

oil. With this preparation the subject

was thoroughly dosed.

I want it understood that this animal

was suffering with as bad a case of mange
as I ever saw, but in twenty-four hours

after the application you could hardly

believe it possible that it was the same
bitch. Every sore had healed and after

being washed she looked, with the excep-

tion of being minus her hair, like a per-

fectly healthy bitch, and continued in

good health, and not the slightest trace

of mange has ever appeared since.

Oh ! could I only remember what those

preparations were and what they con-

tained. But, alas, I cannot; so this great

and only sure cure must pass into history

unknown. It affords food for thought,

and that man may yet be monarch of

even what he cannot survey who again

discovers this infallible remedy.
Readers, if I could only get this up

and then have Ivan Romanoff and

Peshall's Jimniie with the mange and

cure them. My ! oh, my ! what an aif.

it would be. Yours truly,

PERCY C

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I would like to extend through

the columns of Thk Fanciers' Journal

an earnest invitation to all interested in

the running, breeding and exhibiting of

beagles to join the National Beagle Club,

a club formed for the improvement of the

breed both in the field and on the bench.

.\11 who join us will be advancing their

favorites to the front ranks of sporting

dogs, where they belong, and, being a

member, can compete for the valuable

silver and other special prizes that have

been offered for our first semi-annual

field trials, which will be run some-

time next Octoljer or November. We
have placed the invitatii>n fee and dues

so low that every owner of a Ixjagle can-

not afford to omit joining and sending

some of his dog to our trials. Any in-

formation regarding the club can be had

by addressing yours truly,

F. W. Chapman, Secretary.

Melrose, Mass., May 8, 1890.

The following are the charter members
of the National Beagle Club, organized

April, 1890:

W. Stewart Diffen-
IJERFFKR,

JoH.v Chapman,
O. H. Cl.AI'P,

Gkohue p. Uerrv.
h. h. downell.
R. A. Smith,

J, R. Hekbk,
R. J. Stephenson,
R. K. Rowley,
John J. Wilson,
William Ledvard,

Harry S. (;ilbert.
E. R Watkois.
K c Hahhktt.
K. W. ClIAl-MAN.
W. P. Whitman,
H. E. Kf-ith.
W. F Rl'TTER,
W. S. Clark,
H. H. Brown,
H. V. JAMIESON,
O. W. Brooking,

I A. R. Crowell,
W. A. Power.

Ohl.

New York, May 10, 1890.

CHEEKY INDEED.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I desire to call attention to dog

purchasers through the columns of your

valuable paper to a Mr. Burr, of Middle-

town, Conn., who has the cheek to use

the cut of my Irish setter Claremont

Patsy on his letter head without credit-

ing the name of the dog or its owner and

without permission from me. The read-

ing of his letter head would naturally

cause his correspondents to infer that tlie

cut accompanying it was his dog.

I purchased the original cut when I

purchased the dog, and the same is my
projjerty, and I resjiectfully ask Mr. Burr

to desist in its use and quit trying to

masquerade and advertise his dog under

false colors. Yours truly,

F. H. Perry.

Dks Moines, Iowa, May 9.

OEFICERS.

O. W. Brooking. President.

h\ E. KETH, First Vice-President.

W. P. Whitman, Second Vice-President.

W. F. Ri TTER, Third Vice-President.

F. W. Chapman, Secretary-Treasurer.

Executive Coniniittee: W. S. Clark, Dr. W.

A. Power, H. V. jAMiESos.in addition to the

foiegoing officers; eight in all.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

This association shall be known as and

called "The National Beagle Club."

ARTICLE 11.

The object of the club shall be to pro-

mote the improvement in the field and on

the bench of tlie Beagle Hound in

America.
ARTICLE III.

Section i. Applications for member-

ship to the club must be presented in

writing to the Secretary, signed by at

least two members of the club and by

Secretary referred to the Executive Com-
mittee for investigation, to be balloted

for at next meeting.

Sec. 2. A person to be a member must

be recorded in a book provided

purpose by the vSecretary

for the

The date of

t member, also the time

to be such shall be re-
his becoming
of his ceasing
corded.

ARTICLE IV,

Sec. 3. Any member can resigii from

the club by sending his resignation to

the President or Secretary in writing,

and upon the acceptance of such all his

interests in the properly oflhe club ceases

from the dale of such resignation.

Sec. .4. Any member whose dues shall

remain unpaid for two mouths after the

same have become due shall cease to be a

member and forfeit to the club all claims

and benefits to which he would have

been entitled as a member, PruviuED,

That the lixeculive Commillee may con-

sider his case, and upon sufficient cause

shown reinstate him to membership

upon payment of his dues.

Sec. 5. Any member acting contrary

to the provisions of the constitution or in

violation of the by-laws or rules of the

club or in any way that may tend to the
injury or destruclion of the club or neg-
lecting his duty as an officer or a mem-
ber or being convicted of crime in a
court of justice may be expelled and shall

forfeit to the club all monies paid, all

property, claims and benefits to which he
would have been entitled as a member of
the club.

Sec. 6. A member can be expelled
only by a vote in favor of his expulsion
of two-thirds of its meml>ers after thirty
days' notice has been given to him per-
sonally of the charges against him, when
action will be taken thereon by a vote.

article v.

The officers of the club shall
three V'ice-presi

IRISH SETTERS.

Sec. i.

consist of a President,

dents, a Secretary-Treasurer and an Ex
ecutive Committee, said committee to
consist of the above-named officers and
three active members chosen by the club.
Sec. 2. Any office vacated during the

year shall lie filled by the P^xecutive Com-
mittee.

ARTICLE VI.

Sec. I. Nominations for officers shall
be made at the (juarterly meeting previ-
ous to the January meeting and a copy
of the names of the nominees sent to
each member of the club.

Sec. 2. .\n election of officers for the
club to serve one year shall take place at
the January meeting of each year, and
the majority of the votes cast for a can-
didate shall elect him.

ARTICLE VII.

Sec. I. There shall be quarterly meet-
ings of the club held at Boston, Mass.,
in January, April, July and October.
Sec. 2. Members unable to attend these

meetings may vote by mail by sending
ballot to the Secretary previous to the
meeting for election.

BY-LAWS.

ARTICLE I .—PRESIDENT.

It siirtil be liie duty of the president to
preside at all meetings of the club, to
enforce the observance of the by-laws,
and he may vote on amendments to the
constitution or alterations of the by-laws,
also on the expulsion of a meml)er, but
on all other matters shall vote only in
case ofa tie and then give the deciding
vote.

ARTICLE 11.—VICE-PRESIDENTS.

It shall be the duty of the vice-presi-
dents to preside in the president's absence
according to rank as elected, first, sec-
ond and third vice-presidents.

.\RTICLE HI.—SECRETARV-TREA.SURER.
It shall be the duty of the secretary-

treasurer to have charge of all official
correspondence, to keep copies of all let-
ters sent by him and file such as he may
receive and to correspond at the request
of the President or Executive Committee
oil all matters appertaining to the object
of the club. To keep a record of the
members, their admission and discontin-
uances. To collect and receive all
monies due the club and keep a correct
account of the same. He shall pay all
orders drawn on him by the Ivxecutive
Committee out of the funds of the club
111 his hands when countersigned by the
President and to present a report of the
condition of affairs in his department
every three months to the club.

ARTICLE IV.—EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The Executive Committee shall make

all purchases ordered bv the club, audit
the accounts of the Treasurer and report
the same at the time of the annual elec-
tion m January and transact all business
not otherwise provided for. They have
power to appoint sub-committees for any
special purpose and to delegate to such
sub-conimittees the powers and functions
o< the committee relating thereto. The
president shall be the chairman of the
•^-xecutive Committee.

ARTICLE v.

The initiation fee .shall

,

"^
V".'

P'».vable at the
the club.

be two dollars,

time of joining

ARTICLE VI.

The annual dues shall be two dollars,
Pa.vable semi-annually in advance.

-sidings.
"ubiect TT.? »;<ri>«ung .society recently had for a

...!->'
.

Is It proper to sound the r in dorg?"

An Interesting History of the Origin

and Breeding of This Famous Uog.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Unusual attention has been drawn to

these handsome dogs during the past few
months from a variety of circumstances,

pleasant and otherwise, and a few re-

marks on the breed from a standpoint

suggested by recent controversies will

doubtless be acceptable to all lovers of
the red dog. The pleasant circumstance
referred to is the unanimous verdict of

the press as to the admirable performance
of Mack's Little Nell, Henmore Sure
Death and Henmore vShotover at the Irish

Re<l Setter Club's field trials in Sep-
teml>er. That performance showed
clearly to all sportsmen what has always
been known to lovers of the Irish setter,

viz., that he possesses working qualities

of the very highest order. It is to be
hoped that the youngsters entered for

the Kennel Club's Field Trial Derby will

give further proof in public of the sound-
ness of the reputation enjoyed by Irish

setters among all those who have shot

over them regularly.

After the Omagh trials came the Bir-
mingham awards, which no fellow could
understand if he took ordinary canons
for his guide. To take only the chal-
lenge class competitors, there could
hardly be two opinions among setter men
as to the relative merit of Kildare and
Hector, the former being undoubtedly
oneof the most typical specimens of the
breed now on the bench. How Mr.
Lort arrived at his decision will doubtless
remain a mystery. Mr. Sargeantson's
later award in the class for field trial

winners was more in accordance with re-

ceived ideas, although Master Sam, good
dog and thorough workman as he is,

does not belong to the front rank of
bench winners.

In the midst of the trouble brought
about by the Birmingham awards came
Mr. Sargeantson's sweeping indictment
in the Kennel (razette of setters in gen-
eral and of Irish setters in particular.
This gentleman complains of^ the long
leg of the Irish dogs, and of the small
size and lightness in bone of the bitches.
He seems to admit that a long leg is

natural to the Irishman, but suggests
that breeders should by this time have
done something to shorten it. He does
not, however, say why breeders should
have endeavored to improve on nature's
handiwork in this respect. The work
required of a sporting dog on the moun-
tains and in the bogs of Ireland is much
more severe than that which is experi-
enced on FvUglish or Scottish moors, and
it is perhaps safe to say that the long leg,

natural to the Irishman, is es.sential to
the proper performance of his natural
work.
The origin of the Irish setter is lost in

the mists of the past, but he is doubtless
descended from the brown or liver-

colored "setting spaniel," common in

Ireland in former times. The dog of
to-day, both in size and in color, is

doubtless the outcome of careful selection
and judicious mating, carried on through
many generations by keen sportsmen.
The wet bogs and rough mountains of
Ireland call for a powerful, long-legged
dog, and that is what the Irish nimrods
of the past produced. Among those who
foniierly had noted kennels of red setters

were the I^ords De Freyne, Dillon, Lis-
more and Waterford.
Plunket was the first Irishman to make

his mark at field trials. He came out at

Shrewsbury in 1870 as a puppy, and his

performance was so good that Mr. Pur-
cell Llewellin gave /"150 for him. Later,
the same year he won the All-aged stake
at Vaynol, his performance there lieing

described by competent judges as fault-

less. The following year he was again
first at Vaynol, and first in braces with
the noted Countess. At Southampton
he was beaten by Captain Venner's
Dandy. At Vaynol in 1872 he ran in the
braces with his son Marvel, and showed
excellent work, but they were penalized
leu points through Marvel ffushing birds

that Plunket was pointing. This gave
first place to Countess and Nellie, who
had also done splendid work and who

made no mistake whatever. Mr. Sar-
geantson thinks Plunket one of the best
Irish setters he ever saw, a special recom-
mendation in this gentleman's opinion
being that he was short in the leg. In
the opinion of Plunket's breeder, how-
ever, this shortness of leg was a fault,
and almost the only fault found in
Plunket in his day was that he was small
and bitchlike.

Long legs and straight stifles are two
great faults in Irish dogs according to
Mr. Sargeantson. Long legs are, as we
have seen, natural and therefore not a
fault. It is somewhat difficult to deal
with the charge of straightness in stifle,

because it is almost impossible to make
any comparison with the dogs of the
past in this respect. The writer recently
saw Ganymede, who was then but a
wreck of his former self, and no sf>ecial
notice was taken of his stifles, for, after
all. stifles are not everything. This
omission is, however, regrettable, for
while Ganymede was winning his laurels
his well-bent stifles frequently caught
the eye of the reporter, as may be seen
by reference to the sporting press of that
period.

Grouse II, a twelve-year-old sister to
Ganymede, is still living, and although
very fat and very grey, could still hold
her own on the bench. She also has
well-bent stifles, and these two veterans
will enable us to institute a comparison
between past and present winners.* The
union of Frisco and Grouse II has given
us a score or more of dogs of the highest
excellence. Amon^ these the Desmonds,
the Winnies, the Fingals, the Taras, tlie

Moriarfys (Dan and Fan) and the Shan-
dons are all well known, as are also
Drogheda, Ossory and Champion Ave-
line.

Aveline's performance in the field has
equalled, if it has not excelled, that of
Plunket, and her owner has recently
stated that Mr. Llewellin (some time
owner of Plunket) declared Aveline to
be the best Irish setter he had ever seen.
She has repeatedly taken prizes for which
setters of all breeds were eligible, and Mr.
Llewellin'sjudgment has been repeatedly
and fully endorsed by other well-known
judges. We have heard of but one fault
in her, and that is that all attempts to
breed from her have failed.

Shandon II is a very typical dog, hav-
ing indeed the long leg proper to the
Irishman, with the well-bent stifle char-
acteristic of the strain. Mated with
lona, a daughter of Ossory and Ventry,
this dog has transmitted in a marked de-
gree the good properties .so conspicuous
in himself. He is sire of nine of the
youngsters entered for the Kennel Club
Derby, and these will doubtless give a
good account of themselves at the projjer
time. In any case it will be seen that
those bred at Borstal have the substance
and lx)ne which the present race are said
to have lost altogether and stifles that
will compare favorably with those of any
setter shown in recent years. The
writer is unable to say anything about
the youngsters bred at Henmore for the
simple reason that he has not seen them.
Champion Kildare is the l)est known

living specimen of another notable strain.

He is by Ganymede out of Hebe, and is

cS good a setter as breeders need ever
wish for. His sire and dam are brother
and sister, and their first union was acci-

dental. But the litter resulting from this
union contained Tyrone and Geraldine,
and Hebe was afterwards bred to Gany-
mede repeatedly, although most of the
progeny died young. Geraldine II, who
made so great a sensation at Olympia
last year, is by Ossory out of Champion
Geraldine. It would be difficult to find

a fault in her, although she is on tlie

small side. Her owner believes that
bitches should lie small, so this is no
fault in his estimation. We have dealt
thus fully with Mr. O'Callaghan's dogs,
partly l)ecause this gentleman is our old-
est breeder of this variety, and partly be-
cause of the very high quality maintained
in his kennels through many genera-
tions. It is not a question of bringing
out a good one now and then as an ex-
ceptional case, but practically all are
good, and each generation of each strain
has its champions. No other kennel,
past or present, can show such a record
in this variety, although there are other
kennels with plenty of good dogs for

bench or field.

We have only space for a few remarks
on the qualities which mark these dogs
in the field. No day is too long for

them, no work too hard; but the fire and

the energy which make it possible for the
red dog to go through anything to serve
his master have always militated strongly
against them in field trials. As a rule,
they do not stop in the running long
enough to settle down to work, for they
start in such style that they are usually
put out very quickly as being wild and
headstrong. That it is possible by pa-
tient training to overcome this tendency
to run wild at starting has been fully
demonstrated by the work of the Irish
setters at Omagh last year. Dr. Salter
ill his Gazette report of the trials, paid
high tribute to the working qualities ot
most of the Irishmen present. One ot
his concluding notes will make a very
suitable ending for this brief tribute to
the many sterling qualities of these dogs.
He says of the meeting generally:

"It has certainly done one thing, and
that is to establish the Irish setter, when
properly broken and handled, as equal
if not superior to the best strains of Eng-
lish setters and pointers. I have always
looked upon them as headstrong and
very difficult to break, and I still believe
them to be so, and they are at best
but indifferent backers; but for pace, en-
durance, cleverness and game-finding
sense (when broken) give me an Irish
setter, such as Henmore Sure Death and
Mac's Little Nell. Wirreen, Little Pixie,
Henmore Shotover, Woodbine are all
above the average, the latter being per-
haps the best natural backer of all the
Irishmen. I am not sure that backing
is not the weakest point in the armour
of both Sure Death and Mac's Little
Nell. I did see Sure Death, however,
back occasionally without compulsion,
but if it occurred it escaped my notice in
any of Little Nell's trials. This maybe
partly explained, as I said before, by her
great turn of sj>eed and remarkable
game-finding power, which seldom al-
lows an opponent to get a point from her.
But I noticed in the trial with Pixie,
when the latter stood her bird at a very
long distance. Little Nell sheered off to
the right, either not seeing her or pre-
tending not to see her. and then coming
round to the wind some fifty or sixty
yards nearer, she pointed the same
covey at a different angle. A less clever
dog would not have escaped a penalty of
refusing to back; but here it could not
be proven against her, and so she scored
her point. In the Irish braces it would
have been a near thing between Wood-
bine and Sure Death against Mac's Little
Nell .md Pixie, and taken some time to
play out had all been on their best be-
havior. I don't know anything that
would be more interesting than to have
half a day right off at these two braces
in succession."

THE WIND UP.

otThe LAst Gun Fired and the Smoke
the Battle Clearlne: Away.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In heading up the violent reply

of St. Cloud you expressed the hope that

it would be the wind up of the contro-

versy. As the controversy was none of

my seeking I am satisfied that your love
of justice will prompt you to allow me
space for my closing remark. Frankly,
sir, I regret that I paid any attention
whatever to St. Cloud and gave him such
undue prominence.

Regarcjing the truth of my statements,
I can prove every word that I have
written. I have all the newspaper clip-

pings, reports and letters snowing St.

Cloud in his proper light. Ifany ol your
readers take enough interest in this
matter to address a ])ersonal letter to me
to that effect, 1 will enclose this most in-

teresting matter to him, or if St. Cloud
himself is desirous of having my state-

ments substantiated to his entire satis-

faction, I hereby extend a most cordial
invitation for him to call upon me—I live

at home—and I shall t>e most happy to
convince him and show him the errors
of his way. Thanking you for the cour-
tesies extended me in this matter, I have
the pleasure to be

Yours very truly,

Francis G. Taylor.
Philadelphia, May 12, 1890.

—If Mary had that lamb to-day

To rightly be in fashion's way,

She'd no doubt trade it for a pug
With curly tail and tum-up muf

.
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GOTHAM GOSSIP.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

The second defeat of Rachel at the

Midland show at Birmingham is still

more crushing than her previous one, for

no Vesuvienue appeared at the latter,

Sentence and Brockenhurst lottery behig

the two ladies to overcome my favorite,

and this under a judge for whom I have

the deepest respect, viz., Mr. J. J. Pitn.

Under him I would have bet long odds

on Mr. Belmont's crack, and that she

must have been dead out of form is the

only way to account for two bitches who

cannot compare with her in style and

class being placed over her, especially

when "style," "character" and "quality"

are the attractions which Mr. Pim looks

for. Sentence, the winner, the last time

I saw her was certainly growing strong

in skull, which gave her jaw a somewhat

spikey appearance, and her expression

was then common and dog-like. She

also had shrunk away in bone above the

pasterns, which made it lack the desir-

able uniform strength, and at that time

she certeiuly wasn't in it when it came to

back ribs,set on ofstern and hindquarters.

As she was then matured, the only im-

provements she is likely to have made

would be strength of bone, which had

probably shrunk—as it often does—from

matronly duties, and a better depth of

ribs, but allowing for the two advan-

tageous developments, I do not see how

they make her even apijroach Rachel,

Brocliennursv i^on.v.i> » >•""•» • ---

the last time at Birmingham in 1888,

when she was shown much too fat, and

though a useful stamp, could never be a

"Rachel." In head she was extremely

like Richmond Dazzle of to-day, only

stronger, her shape and general outline

resembling Dazzle, but on a bigger scale;

nor is she so good in shoulders as the

Utter, at least that is my impression with

3000 miles between them. There is no

terrier over here that I've seen to re-

semble Sentence; in fact, she is a style of

her own, or 1 might say of her breeder,

Mr. Southwell, her most marked charac-

teristic being of the extreme racy stamp,

with plenty of daylight underneath.

ingthe " I-told-you-so " prophecy, but,

unfortunately for their assertion, two

men less likely to give decisions from

selfish motives could hardly be found.

The former has been here and I think

leflmore friends than enemies, and as for

Mr. Pim, he wouldn't give a continental

to be either the King of England, Pope

of Rome, or President of the United

States, nor do they or the great majority

of owners on the other side run their

kennels like a dry goods store, but have

sufficient love for the canine race to

breed and own a champion irrespective of

debit and credit balances.

I purposely make allusion to this sub-

ject because it seems to be the prevailing

impression among the majority of own-

ers here that such a selfish prejudice

does exist in "Ingaland." though I am

perfectly well aware it is amongst those

who either consider their dogs to be a

long way the best in the world, or those

who don't give the thing a thought and

take for granted whst the owners of "the

only good ones in existence" say.

Therefore it is to those who have given

credence to the idle assertions of the

"owners of the best" that I address my-

self and assure them that nothing could

be more erroneous, for I have yet. to see

the country which judges its dogs on

such a sound and unprejudiced basis as

does England, and I say this without any

intention of disrespect to judges on this

side. Breeders like Messrs. Belmont,

Thayer, Rutherfurd, etc., are perfectly

well aware of the "thoroughness" of

most new men who pet ofllcially on the

other side, and to them these allusious

may appear trivial, but so often of late

have I heard the (to my mind) unrea-

sonable line of argument taken up that I

seize this opportunity to refute it, the

more especially since the defeat of the

Blemton Kennels was assigned to "mar-

ket motives," and, mind you, the min

who propounded such a theory never, I

believe, owned a fox terrier in his life,

though he has had winners of another

breed.
rev- ^^^ :v^-

Belle of Woo<lbrooke was after all dis-

qualified, but from what I can gather the

A. K. C. did not "directly" lodge the

objection, as it was through the West-

minster Kennel Club that she was de-

prived of her success. That this was

right goes without saying, but the means

otWr? This is of course presuming the scrutiny, and I blush to say, won; I in

? 1 lb has 'offidar notice. But, on
'

the natural order of events, took h,m

rLtrhand.iftheint::a^^^^^ - his bench at the same t„ne

Z::^^," then he who notifies must
,

hanging up a
_

mackmtc^. ^i;^^^
either take the A. K. C.s name in vain,

provided he quotes or misquotes that

body as his authority, or if he writes per-

sonally, then surely on his shoulders

must rest the burden of accusations.

Put in whichever light one chooses, the

A. K. C. does not appear in a very en-

wearing, on the partition behind him.

The next class in which I was showing a

bitch was not quite finished before it

came on to rain, so I asked a friend if he

would go to the dog's bench, and get

my mackintosh to which he kindly con-

sented. The excitement and probability

^i^.,:^):Tl^:s l^,o..ro. handimg another winn. m pretty

toenfocetheshowexecutiveto become! keen competition made me forget all

•°oWectors'' and it so uses it, then Land- I about my friend's mission until the

sXtcture of the monkey employing awards were completed and - adpurn-

the cat to draw the hot chestnuts would Inient found necessary. Then I be

be a fit ing e" sign to float o'er its do- thought me of my request, when I saw

maL a dif it isLt so empowered it is the friend coming towards me minus the

running the risk of an individual making; object, but with a most injured cast of

use of Its nan.e without authority. The countenance, which was at once x^

sLer the secretarv has free power and
|
plained by his blanking me blanking the

X:l his duty as well to ol^ect in
|

dog and bilking
^^J-^;

^^ ^^

the club's name for descrepancies of this

sort, the sooner will that official be act-

ing up the proper usages of his office.

At present it seems to me that the po-

sition of secretary to the A. K. C, which

is not nearly expansive enough—im-

primis—he has not the "absolute" con-

trol of registrations (I mean in the way

of accepting them), from which must

arise many complications and unpleas

was badly bitten. I am sorry to say, by

the youngster, who it appears had let

' him put his hand on the article of ap-

1 parel, but had seized it directly he had

', commenced to withdraw it. This was

i excusable. I know, but under any cir-

I

cumstance this dog was an incarnate

furv on the licnch.

cc«U'

The case of lieorge Raper having the

first joint of his first finger bitten off is a

arise niHiiy tuiin^i»*-'*v»v»«-- —— — r- m^^ j^*— _- - ^
n u '

antnesses Then he can't object to a dog peculiar instance of "kindness being re-

winning in the challenge class when it ^-arded by ingratitude, though undoubt-

is onlv in the open, and vice versa. '

edly the ingratitude was not mtentional

\lso he can't accept an objection or
j

but the outcome of abject terror. A

misconduct against either an associate or clumber spaniel was found in its box a

outsider for if he did it could not be the Lynn show with the cham wrapped

brought before any one of the ' few ^'

committpps in which the .\. K. C.

abounds. In fact, as far as 1 can see. he

can onlv accept registrations—if they are

around the jwor thing's thighs so lightly

that the parts were all swollen and il was

suffering such torture no onedareu toucu

it but George Raper, coming up at the

can onlv accept rcK'^^""-"-"'" v..~_, — ,1^ ,,m ,^.^u.^. —

^

,

not sent to a show secretary beforehand
]
ti,„e, took pity and safely dtsentangiea

-edit the Kennel Gazette, call meetings the chain, after which he naturally went

_bv order-and fulfill the general hum-
1 to pat it in the hopes of quieting it, upon

drum duties to be found in any office. He
j

^-hich the Clumber, from sheer friglit 1

is a great deal too hand-tied by system, a am sure, all but bit the first joint of his

system which has so many different com- fi„ger off, G. R- »ow going about with

mittees and different processes for meet- part instead of a whole one.

ing different cases, that I think in justice --S'<«--

to the A. K. C. and its supporters, Mark
j ^^^ English Kennel Club field trials

Twain's sketch entitled "The Great Beef
^^ ^^^^^^j g,,^^ f^^^, all accounts

J _- t r^M A. \17Viat
should be added to its li-

From the foregoing paragraph it will

be seen that in my opinion Rachel must — , ;
^ ^ ^jth. In con-

have been dreadfully off color to succumb -Plo ^^
I

^^^^^^ ^^ ^ .^^ ^^_ ^,^^^^^^_

to Sentence and Lottery under such an

admirer of character as is Mr. Pim. At

the same time I have written on their

merits and demerits, etc., in order to

serve another purpose Ijesides that of

discussing their respective positions,

which is this : On several occasions lately

versation the other day with Mr. Vreden

burgh he said it was not the province of

the A. K. C. either through its secretary

or otherwise to lodge objections in cases

of this sort, if such is the case, and I sup-

pose he knows more about the rules than

I do. The sooner he is empowered to do
which is this: On severa occasions.aie.y

^.^^ ^^^^ ^ ,^^^ jj^^j.

I have heard discussed the possa>il.ty of «« t
.^^ „, squirminj

American dogs not l^eing able to get fair

treatment should they venture on the

other side. The first time such a sug-

gestion was mooted I looked on it simply

as the ravings of a lunatic and treated it

as such, but since the defeat of the Blem-

ton Kennels the topic again came under

my notice in a more forcible light in

that two well-known doggy men, who

should certainly have known better, were

discussing in the " I told-you-so " style

the reason for Mr. Belmont's meagre suc-

cess in England. The tenor of the whole

thing was "that it wasn't likely Ameri-

can dogs would win in England when

they (Englishmen) had so many they

wanted to sell, l^ecause if American dogs

were successful, where would be the de-

mand for imported specimens ? " On the

present occasion Messrs. Redmond and

Pim have had the opportunity of fulfill-

hood of chaos, confusion or squirming

cropping up in this direction. It appears

Belle of Woodbrooke was disqualified by

an objection of the W. K. C. at its own

show through the intimation—official or

otherwise—of the A. K. C. At least so I

understood it. Now, the W. K. C. show

is held under A. K. C. rules, and if one of

them is broken it seems to me much

simpler and more reasonable for the A.

K. C. to directly object to any transgres-

Contract

brarv.

Mr. Seers' defense of Hesper iu last

week's Turf, Field and Earm would do

well to be studied by the vituperative

and verv florid writers who are more the

exception than the rule, and 1 hope his

just rebuke to W. W.. of Hulton, Pa.—

I

mean Espan-will show that gentleman

or lady (whichever Espau may lie) that

he or she was handling a subject a little

too hastily, though it was without ma-

licious intent. Of Hesper I know some

thing, not only having witnessed his sue

cess at Warwick as a puppy at the first

time of asking, but also having ha.l my

hand in his mouth at another show—

Streatham—where I thoughtlessly patted

him when asleep. For this I never

blamed him nor never will, as it is ex-

pecting too much even of a dog's amia-

bility to stand continual caresses which

prevent him from any rest whatsoever,

and many are the cases I could name in

his defense. My favorite dog, who was

as amiable as possible at home, was a

were not particularly brilliant. What

valuable blood Woolton Game possesses

is shown by Fordcombe Luck, a younger

.brother, winning the pointer Derby.

' Also Sweep the Green, the winner of the

setter Derbv. is by Monk of Furness. He

I

was afterwards defeated by Woolton

Games brother in the extra prize for the

1
best of the two breeds. Trip of Kippen,

who it will be remembered. Messrs.

Hitchcock and Low ran last fall on tlm

side unsuccessfully, competed m the All-

aged Stakes without getting into the

money. This is the first time the Ken-

nel Club has adopted the spotting sys-

tem.
.w ^ ^ ^ .*

after
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accomplish its object by intimating the

show executive to protest.

Besides, if it isn't the A. K. C.'s prov-

ince to openly object on its own account,

by what trick of necormancy does it be-

come empowered to advise the club

which is under its control to do so, and

how does it reconcile the one with the

and

a son of his who until his first appear

ance on the bench I never dreamt would

hurt a worm-in the shape of humanity

—was a veritable cuss during such tunes.

I well remember the first time I showed

the aforementioned son. It was under

canvas, the rings being out in the open.

After he had undergone the judge's

The Spring trials in Germany,

commencing satisfactorily on Monday,

the 21st ult.. finished up disappointingly

the next day. In fact, so bad was the

scent the dogs did not seem to be able to

locate their birds, and first and second

prizes were withheld. Amongst the com-

petitors I see was a grandson of Nasoo

Kippen. The only Griffons that con.

peted were two belonging to »«

Korttals, Falko, a February puppy. «^_

ting equal third in her stake, and Guene

running second in the .Mi-Aged, the>

having competed on the first day.

*^' % !^ (J

"""*

Please allow me to correct an error in

last week's letter. Talking of Woolton

Game's pups I am made to say "K-^^^J^

headed" youngsters. It should «-"

"grandly-bred." Also I talk about the

Cincinnati show being in the fall. I see

it is held in June.

I regret to write of the death of Mr.

Charles, of Neath, an exhibitor for years

on the other side. His name and that of

his brother's was long associated with

greyhounds, and when I state they at one

time or another owned such well-known

winners on this side as Lancashire Witch,

'Balkis, Memnon, Mother Demdyke, etc.,

readers here will well understand my
drawing aitention to his decease. He
must not be confused with one of the

Messrs. Charles, of collie fame, who, it

will be remembered, died some few

months back, and whose kennels I be-

lieve Mr. Mitchell Harrison has lately

purchased.

Ere these lines are in print Mr. Hop-
kins will once more have returned to these

shores with what success everybody well

knows, and i/his face does tioi wear the

usual felicitous smile it will not be owing

to fox terrier reverses, but rather to the

boisterous treatment of an over-sensitive

liver, which is of such frequent occur-

rence to venturesome travelers by sea.

He leaves a daughter of Lucifer and
Marguerite with the Rev. C. T. Fisher, as

a present from Mr. Belmont to that gen-

tleman. At least so I gather from the

English Stock-Keeper. Both Lucifer and
Marguerite belonged to the former prior

to their importation, which should make
the gift still more acceptable. Would
that he (G. H.) were bringing all the

great English cracker-jacks one has

heard so much of lately, with him,

though I am hourly expecting to hear

of sensational purchases in fox terriers

from a kennel other than the Blemton.

Mr. Jas. Watson will judge at Ottawa.

This, I believe, is authentic.

Brittle.

DOG NOTES.

*,*The western towns are going in for
dog shows with a vengeance. Another
town is heard from in Illinois. This
time it is Peoria which contemplates
haying a bench show sometime this fall

it is tliought in September. Peoria is the
largest city outside of Chicago in Illi-

nois and a show should be a success
especially with such men as Charles E.
Bunn at the helm. Mr. Bunn is an ad-
mirer of the mastiff and lately imported
Onnor.de. He is also a first-class judge
of beef cattle and has judged several
times at the great fat stock shows in
Chicago.

*#*Now that so many shows are ex-
pected to be held in the West this fall,

would it not be well for the officers of the
different clubs to write each other and
try and form a nice circuit. For instance :

Let Peoria start the ball. Peoria to St.
Louis, St. Ivouis to Kansas City, Kansas
City to Denver, Denver to St. Paul,
St. Paul to Milwaukee, Milwaukee to
Rockford. This could be all done with-
out traveling over the ground two or
three times as is the general rule.

John H. Naylor.

—A colored chicken thief in Atlanta.
Ga., was assisted in his rascally work by
a dog, which would go into coops and
catch the chickens and bring them out
to his master. The assistant was a big
woolly animal, and, the police learning
this, kept watch for such a dog. knowing
that his master would be along, and S0611
the pair fell into the clutches of the law.

Readers of The Fanciers' Journal
corresponding or visiting with ad-

vertisers wii.i, confer a favor by
MENTIONING The Journai,,

NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB.

Copy of the Constitution of the Organi-

zation as Adopted.

Following is the constitution of the

National Greyhound Club, whose object

shall be the improvement of the English

greyhound, deerhound and Russian grey-

hound in America :

ARTICLE I.—NAME.
Section i. This club shall be known

as the National Greyhound Club.

ARTICLE II.—OBJECTS.

Skc. I. The purposes of the club shall
be the improvement of the breed of Eng-
lish greyhounds, deerhounds and Russian
greyhounds or Barzois in America, and
the securing of satisfactory regulation as
to all contests on the bench or in the
field in which the dogs of members of the
club may participate, and also the en-
couragement of sports in which such
dogs may take part.

ARTICLE III.—OKI'ICERS.

Sec. I. The officers of the club shall
be a president, a first vice-president, four
vice-presidents, a secretary, a treasurer
and a board of directors, as hereinafter
provided for.

article IV.—ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The directors and four vice-presidents

for the first two months shall be the di-

rectors chosen at the meeting of the club
held at the Metro]X)litan Hotel. New
York. May 5. 1890, and such directors
as shall V)e elected by them to fill vacan-
cies or to complete their number dur-
ing their term of office. They shall have
entire charge of the affairs of the club for

that time and shall elect all officers of
the club and the members of all standing
and other committees.
On the first day of July, 1890, there

shall be held a meeting of the club at
which nine directors and four vice-presi-

dents shall be elected by ballot, such bal-

lot to be by marking the names on a
complete list bv sinule ballot, and may
be cast in person or by proxy, or other-
wise as the directors may determine. The
directors thus elected shall divide them-
selves by lot into three classes of three
each, whose terms of office shall expire
respectively at the end of one, two and
three years. At each annual election to
be held on the first Tuesday in each July,
thereafter, three directors and four vice-

presidents shall be elected who shall hold
office for three years. All officers shall

hold over until their successors shall be
elected.

ARTICLE V.—MANAGEMENT.
The Board of Directors shall have con-

trol of all the affairs of the club. They
shall elect a president, first vice-presi-

dent, secretary and treasurer from their

own number. They may appoint an ex-
ecutive committee and such other com-
mittees as they shall deem wise, and con-
fer such duties on them and fix the
number of the quorum of each as they
please. They may from lime to time
change the amount of initiation fees aud
dues, or remit the same in spiecial cases;

may establish the method of acquiring
and holding property, aud making dis-

bursements; may fix the hours and man-
ner of holding the annual election, and
the number ofmemljers requisite to form
a quorum at meetings of the club.

They shall have power to drop, sus-

pend or expel members as hereinafter

provided. They may elect memliers
and may make rules and regulations on
all questions not determined in this Con-
stitution or the By-Laws. They shall

cause full reports to be made of the af-

fairs of the club at all annual meetings
and may fill all vacancies that may occur
in their own body; they shall examine
all bills and when found correct audit

and order the Treasurer to pay the same.
Any director who shall absent himself
from three consecutive regular meetings
of the board, without being excused,
shall be deemed to have resigned his di-

rectorship, and his place shall be consid-

ered vacant.

ARTICLE VI.—DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

The President shall preside at all

meetings of the club aud of the Board of
Directors. He shall be an ex-officio

member of all committees and shall call

a special meeting of the club when so re-

quested in writing by five mcmljers of

the club or as hereinafter provided in

Article VII ; or may call such special

meeting or a special meeting of the
Board of Directors at any time at his own
option.

The First Vice-President shall perform
all the duties of the President in case ol

his absence. It shall be the duty of the
Secretary to keep the minutes of the
meetings of the Board of Directors and
of the Executive Committee, as well as
of the annual meetings of the club; to
conduct the correspondence of the club;
keep the stud and record book of the
club, and perform such other duties as
may pertain to his office. It shall lie

the duty of the Treasurer to receive all

moneys, membership fees, entrance fees
and annual dues and make a written re-

port of the -state of the club at each
meeting of the Board of Directors. The
Treasurer shall take charge of all prop-
erty Ijelonging to the club and pay all

audited bills. In case of the al>seuce of
the Secretary or Treasurer the Board of
Directors may appoint some one tem-
porarily to fill his place and perform his
duties.

ARTICLE VII.

Candidates for membership may be
nominated by any member and shall be
elected by the Board of Directors by
ballot, but an adverse vote of one-third of
the directors present shall defeat a candi-
date. Any memljer in good standing who
shall wish to withdraw may do so t)y re-

signing, and shall thereupon relinquish
all right in the properly of the club.

Menil)ers shall pay an initiation fee ot

five dollars and annual dues of five dol-
lars. The initiation fee shall be payable
upon notice of election, and annual dues
shall be payable on the first day of July
iu each year. The first one hundred
members of the club shall be admitted
without payment of initiatiou fee, but
their annual dues for the first year shall

be payable upon notice of election. All
notices mailed to addresses recorded on
the club books shall be valid for all pur-
poses. Any member neglecting to pay
uis dues, tines or obligations ol any sort

to the club for the space of one month
alter they are due shall forfeit his right
h\.« Aaa ^ «A* •j^.a t.rft« • u casav* «**ki^.A v/b«x. AAA\^kA\At >

notice may be dropped by the Board of
Directors. Any memL»er guilty of conduct
detrimental to the iuteiests of the club
may be expelled by a two-thirds vote ot

the Board of Directors, but iu case ol

such expulsion, the member expelled
shall have the right to appeal to the club.

Such appeal shall be heard at a special

meeting of the club to be called by the
President on the demand of the member
expelled, seconded by at least two tneni-

beis in good standing. Any member ex-

pelled or dropped Irom the club shall

lorfeit all right 111 its property and Iran-

chise. Any member may become a life

member by the payment of one hundred
dollars, aud iu such case shall not be
liable for initiation fee or annual dues,

but shall be subject to the provisions as

to expulsion.

ARTICLE VIII. —AMENDMENT.S.
This constitution may be amended at

any regular or special meeting of the
Board of Directors by a vote of two-thirds
of all the members of ihe board.

AN ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.

An OrKaulzatlon Meeting to Be Held
In Boston Next Friday.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Several gentlemen interested in

the English setter met at the office of

the American Stock-Keeper on Friday,

May 9, at 6.30 P. M. It was voted that a

club be formed for the improvement of

the breed, and that a grand organization

meeting be held in Parlor G, Quincy
House, Boston, Friday, May 23, at 7 P.

M. A committee of three was appointed
to prepare a constitution and by-laws,and
it is hoped that all sportsmen and breed-

ers of the English setter will l)e present

to join the club as charter members.
Those who cannot attend will please

send their applications for charter mem-
bership to secretary pro teni. Nearly all

varieties of dogs have sp.cialty clubs to

champion their cause, and it is a mystery
to many why the P^nglish setter men
have remained inactive so long. Here is

a long looked for opportunity, antl we
earnestly hope for the hearty co-opera-

tion of all. For further information ad-

dress the secretary pro teni
.,

H. H. Brown.
Melrose, Mass., May 10.

THE CINCINNATI BENCH SHOW.

Prospects of a Succesitful Exhibition
Next Month.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The prospects are that the Cin-

cinnati Kennel Club's fourth annual
bench show, to 1)e held here June 3 to 6,

will be a magnificent success. A large

number of entries have already been re-

ceived at this early date (^May 9), and
inquiries for premium lists are numer-
ous. Should there l)e six or more entries

in classes made for dogs or bitches only,

the class will be divided. Music Hall
building. in which the show is to be held,
is centrally located and splendidly
adapted for the holding of a bench show,
being all on one floor, with ample light
and ventilation Spratts Patent will

bench and feed the dogs. There are
good hotels directly opposite the build-
ing for the accommodation of exhibitors
and visitors. Entries close Tuesday,
Mav 20. Premium lists can be had upon
application to

Geo. H. Hill. Superintendent,

No. 6 East Fourth St.

Cincinnati, O., May 9, 1890.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The Cincinnati Kennel Club
since its reorganization is daily getting
healthier. Our best business men are
joining and we expect soon to number a
hundred active members.
Our prizes are liberal (are now work-

ing up a fine lot of specials), and we hope
our eastern friends will send on their

dogs. We look for such a success as to

warrant us in giving a show each year.

Remember that entries close May 20;

any mailed that day will get in.

Music Hall is one of the best buildings

for a bench show in the United States,

splendidly ventilated and cool even in

summer. Fraternally yours,

Al. G. Ehhrhart.
Cincinnati, May 11, 1890.

MORE MICE-CATCHING PUGS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I see that Mr. Eberhardt has

pugs that are given to vermin hunting.

It does not seem to be an uncommon
trait in the breed. I have two at present

that will start out of an apparently sound

sleep if the word "mouse" is emphasized

in their vicinity. I also find that they

will kill wounded birds of any descrip-

tion.

The activity of a pug in chase of a

mouse is incredible to anyone who has

not observed it One of the brightest

and most capable trick dogs I ever saw

was a pug. He was owned by a traveling

fakir, who attended the Illinois State

fair last fall and who refused to sell him

at any price. This dog was well bred, as

he showed all the points of a pug save

that the carriage of his ears was faulty.

I also observe that you mention our

poultry association. A few of us are

now at work on a kennel club. It is a go,

as we hope the intention is to give a

bench show under American Kennel

Club rules this fall. We will n a ;e the

first one similar to the Cincini ati s'low

as regards premiums, etc. Yours iruly,

Thos. I. Ballantine.

Peoria, 111., May 12.

A CORRECTION.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In your issue of to-day under

"Names Claimed" you have the name

Mona out of Warrior and Sally. It

should be out of Laura. Champion War-

rior and Sally. And sire, Elcho. Jr., El-

cho and Norecn. Please rectify aud
oblige, very respectfully,

F. O. Gross.

Philadelphia, Pa.. May 10.

Kennel Continued on Vmgti 8t8.
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Three subjects find interest with our

poultry fanciers at this present: Charles-

ton, S. C, as the next meeting place of

the American Poultry Association, the

future of the Indian games and its club

and the proposed exhibition of Ham-

monton industries.

» *

The first, Charleston, seems decided as

no one who has not a personal reason

can say why the South should not for

once at least be the trysting place of the

represenUtive poultry breeders, and if in

the South, why not Charleston. The ad-

vantage which must result from a better

acquaintance and from bringing sellers

face to face with buyers—and the stock

they have sold, are incalculable.

simply the development of a bony struc-

ture with little flesh, but depends largely

upon the abundance of meat produced.

The Asiatic fowls will in this tmie make

as much weight, but there will be a

much larger proportion of bone, and

when dressed for the table they are lean

and skinny in comparison with the In-

dian games. The pure bred fowl is,

therefore, a very desirable one for those

who rear chickens for the table."

•%
That the Indian games fancy in Amer-

ica shall increase and wax strong seems

a foregone conclusion. First because the

bird is worthy and is in good hands
;
next,

because it comes to us with a reputation

for all round excellence already estab-

lished, and, finally because of the meas-

ures taken for ite protection, its sUnd-

ard when presented to the American

Poultry Association for acceptance will

have as all others should, the endorse-

ment of all breeders of it, and with the

association of the breeders and fanciers

of it as the board for appeals in whatever

may come up concerning it.

••»

This reference to the rational proceed-

: r tu^ TnHian tranies' breeders in

making up their standard of the variety

leads us to another thought and to the

wonder why these standards are not

more exact iti detailing and determining

particulars ; why they are not made to be

word pictures ? The letter of a Minorca

fancier to Poultry will give an idea to

the specialist clubs for their work of

standard making. The writer of the

letter, Mr. J. Morrison, of Dingwall, N.

B., says :

" In the Minorca club standard it is

stated that ' the comb of the cock is to be

large and evenly serrated.' I think the

standard ought to have mentioned the

word deep as well as even, in the case of

the serrations, as the serrations may be

even and not deeper than those of a small

hand saw. I think the comb ought to be

evenly and deeply serrated, with long

spikes wide at the base and tapering to

the points ; the number of spikes ought

to be fixed or limited, and points taken

off where the numlier is greater or less

than the standard. I would also like to

have the distance from the beak to the

first serration fixed. I would not ap-

prove of the comb being too large, as in

many cases it leads to Umpering with the

comb and cruelty on the part of unprin-

cipled exhibitors. vSome hens have a

double fold in the comb ;
it bends or

folds over, say, to the left, then falls over

and drops to the right side of the face.

I would like to know if this is objection-

able as a comb such as this cannot be
' arched.' The tail is to be ' full.' Docs

this mean that the tail is to lie spread out

about four or five inches wide, as in some 1

of the Hamburg heu tails ? I have seen

beautiful Minorca hens shown with tails

clipped or drawn close together till only

about two inches wide, which I think

looks very well."

But, to return to our subject

—

• *

Of the Indian games Mr. H. S. Bab-

cock, one of the earliest of our fanciers

of it, and one of the first to publicly en-

dorse its good qualities, says of the

thoroughbred:

"I have found that wl.en bred pure it

makes great weight up to the time it is

two mouths old, outgrowing most of the

heavy varieties, aud this weight is not

Of the cross he says:

Last season I mated an Indian game
cockerel with some partridge Cochin

pullets to breed fowls for my table. At

six months of age I had chickens heavier

than their mothers, full meated, and

with flesh of the most delicate color and

delicious qualitv. In appearance, except

for the feathered shanks, the chickens

more closely resemble the Indian game
than the partridge Cochin. I am not of

those who believe that the best layer and

the finest table fowl can be united in one

bird. I may have once had such an

opinion, but I certainly do not hold it

now; yet the truth compels me to state

that the Indian game has surprised me
by being a much better layer than I ex-

pected it would prove to be. It does not,

indeed, belong in the class of great lay-

ers, but it will crowd some of the best

general-purpose fowls pretty closely. It

IS within the bounds of exact truth to

cla.ss it as a fairly good layer. My ex-

perience justifies this, and the recorded

experience of others fully sustains an

equally strong statement. •

*
» »

But, it seems all are not fair that

flourish, and,

"The public needs to be warned against

many so-called Indian ^ames in this

country, for with its growing popularity

the fowl has to contend with counterfeits
falsely

the shows of the past with one exception

have been treated as if they were (irand

Opera or some other sort of entertaiu-

ment for which the taste had been culti-

vated and the appetite whetted therefor.

A show either at the Academy of Music

or at Horticultural Hall holds failure in

the very thought of il, but in quarters

suited to it would prove another matter

entirely

.

Now the exposition of the Hanimon-

ton's industries should not be limited to

ordinary show time, even the Chicago

ten days toward which Western birds

look with such dread, will not suffice.

An exhibition of this sort to be of real

value should be a month long; long

enough in fact to have a second lot of

eggs, set a week after the first, mature

and develop. There should be time for

a practical illustration of incubator and

brooder work, with lectures to show the

progress, and daily reports to the press.

•%
To accomplish this need not lie so very

expensive. Chestnut Street below Broad

has several unoccupied buildings which

could be obtained for a month's

time at very reasonable rates. Given

two good show windows that could lie

filled one week with poultry of different

varieties, and other weeks with pigeons,

rabbits, etc., and variously fitted to show

the well appointed yard, loft or rabbitry,

and with it duly advertised what was to

come next, and if the price of admission

was within reason, there would be no

i

lack of attendance and consequent gate

money.

THE OOXJRTB PATTE.

The Different Descriptions fW)m

I

Three Sources.

M. J.xcyUK, in I^e Poulailler: The cock

weighs about three pounds aud three

I ounces, the hen about two pounds and

two ounces. Both arc so short in leg and

low in carriage that they waddle like

ducks, and their fluff trains along the

ground in spite of all their efforts to

raise themselves on their legs.

The comb of the cock is double and

has a small crest behind it. The plu-

mage is throughout a mixture of white

aud dense black, with the exception of

the tail, which is bronze black; the

sickles are long and ample; the feet are

black.

The hen is very like the cock, and her

very long tail forms a strange contrast

with her legs, which are so short as to be

almost invisible.

This species lays very well, and sits ad-

mirably. It furnishes us with excellent

birds which come early to maturity, and

which in former times were much es-

teemed and destined for the tables of the

rich in the spring when most fowls are

not very tender.

*

of various kinds. Pit games,

called Indian, which have not a drop of

itK^ian gflnii» hlood in their veins; crosses
,

of Indian games upon some other breed
j

A poultry show in Philadelphia is au

made bv American dealers; lace-breasted
, j^sg^^ed failure, but we believe one under

birds imported from Kngland as pure
„„„„„„„ton direction and to show the

Indians, which they may or may not be

but inferior specimens, if they are pure-
all these will be palmed off on the un-

suspecting buyer as the genuine breed,

greatlv to his detriment and to the injury

of this verv valuable fowl. The best that

the buyer can do is to fight shy of cheap

prices at present, for no man can pur-

chase first-class birds in England and

pay their carriage to this country, and

then sell them or their eggs at low prices,

and not lose money by the transaction.

Few men intend to do business of any

kind at a loss. They are sometimes

comiielled to do so, and then they sub-

mit, but there is no compulsion in im-

porting Indian games aud selling them

in this countrv. 'Buy of reliable breed-

ers' is an indefinite, but after all the

best, rule which can at present be given."

.\ud, for siich we refer to the adver-

tisers of the variety in our columns.

»

The third topic, the exposition of the

industries of Hammonton now lieing

worked up is worthy of more than passing

comment. As will be seen by reference

to another column, there is a committee

with the matter in charge, and next week

a decision is to be arrived at.

«
* «

This committee proposes to hold the

exposition in Hammonton, but we think

they would serve the purpose they have

in view in the exhibition, which we take

to be to interest and educate the public

iu broiler rearing, and to show the vari-

ous systems of incubation and rearing in

practice in Hammonton, not by quarter

Hammonton direction and to

practices in which Hammonton has its

pride, carried on lines we have indicated

would be a financial success, and the

good that would result from its lessons

thus forced upon the people, would be

immeasurable. .\t Hammonton il will

Ije a failure, and Bridgeton is precedent

for our opinion. With one as with the

other the out of the way location limits

the support to the vicinity or to outsiders

already interested. In the city hundreds

would go to such a show as we have oul-

1

lined, first out of curiosity, then for in-

1
terest, and finally as purchasers.

»
« »

The two papers upon the black mottle

I to be found in another column, appeared

in the English Feathered World of dif-

ferent dates. Both are full of sugges-

tions that will lie useful to Ijeginners with

other varieties, especially at this season

when the pans hold both eggs and peep-

ers.

The Baltimore Columbarian Society is,

we hope, to be the first of many similar

associations. The object it will be seen

is like that of the Peristeronic and City

Columbarian Societies abroad, to increase

the interest in-fancy pigeons by bringing

their breeders and fanciers into closer

relations, and to educate both the ex-

hibitor aud the breeder by holding

monthly exhibitions in which the stand-

ard for the varieties shown can, with the|jia^Li«>«- 1" «.M..."-^ , -J 1 aru lor viic vmicLi^a o**v^«.« ^«.., .-—
ing it in Hammonton and expecting the < specimens before them, be discussed un-

*-;« •« *r^ *% lit aVi*^ni<>t hut bv I « 1. 1 i*u., — ..:«».. «.« ai-#» tr*lr1mountain to go to Mahomet, but by

bringing it to Philadelphia, to the audi-

ence it desires to have for it.

* »

Now, at the first word of a poultry ex-

hibition in Philadelphia there will 1)e an

array of facts and figures to show why a

show to he a success should be held else-

where and almost any elsewhere, but

derstandingly. The society we are told

has its club-room in a desirable locality,

and will provide all that is worth having

in current literature pertaining to its

specialty for the delectation of its mem-

bers. The names of those associated in

its management are a sufficient guaran-

tee of its purpose and its future effective-

ness.

M. LE-MOINK: The courte patte is of

medium size and of a very common type.

Its flesh is of good quality. It is a very

good layer and a good but not early sitter.

Its plumage is uniformly black. It has

whUe earlobes and long wattles. It

stands very low on its feet, which are

large and black. The cock has a large

single comb, which is upright and ser-

rated.

A. CoMVNS: Our birds weigh from

four and one-half pounds to three

pounds, and are by no means as large as

tj.» .. i.iM.in.g rno\i at Paris two years ago,

whicii would have easily scaled six

pounds. This bird was, however, con-

siderably larger than any other at the

show, so that we may fairly, we think,

place the weights at about five pounds

for cocks and three and one half pounds

for hens. The shape and carnage are

unique, and are, of course, materially

aff'ected bv the short legs, from which

the name is derived. In a good speci-

men one is struck equally with the ex-

treme shortness of the legs and the great

length of the body. In no other breed

that we are acquainted with is the length

of the Ixidv so great as compared with its

depth, while the carriage is more like

that of a duck than a hen. The legs are so

short that the ample plumage almost

touches the ground, and the l)ody is car-

ried so horizontally that the breast is

nearly as close to the ground as the fluff

is The breast is full and the back al-

most level, so that the bird has the ap-

pearance of being very solid. An up-

right carriage or any shortness of body

is a great defect.
. r •

1

The plumage is very ample anrt tairiy

close and is black with brilliant green

aud purple metallic reflections. The tail

is large, and should be earned perpen-

dicularly. The comb of the cock is sin-

jrle of 'moderate size, evenly serrated,

and erect; that of the hen droops to one

side. The face and wattles are red. The

earlobe should be white and smooth but

this point appears to be very difficult to

attain, especially with the cocks. \Vc

have only seen one cock with an earlobe

which could be called white, and we fear

this will prove a great stumbling block

in the way of the breed here.

The feet, as also the legs, are black,

aud should be free from feathers The

feet look large in consequence of the legs

being so short, but they are really rather

small than otherwise. We regard feath-

ers on the legs as a great defect. H ev

indicate a cross with some feather-leggea

variety, and- should be mercilessly re-

^To^^nuch for appearances Now as to

the qualities and habits of the breed. We

find them mo<lerately goo.l layers 01

CKgs. which are very large for the size 01

the birds, and are much like those of a

Spanish hen. They are K^od sitters ana

the shortness of their legs adapts Ihem

especially for rearing chickens of tiie

more delicate varieties. 'Ihc old b rd»

seem hardy,but we have found the cUic*

ens difficult to rear, especially early in I

the season. We have not been able to

spare any for the table, but from the pe-

culiar conformation of their breasts,

which are much flatter than those of any 1

other variety, we consider them specially

suitable for the table where great size is

not desired. They develop with fair

rapidity. When they have become ac-

climatized we expect better results from
them, both in regard to laying and rear-

ing the chicks than we have yet attained.

We have seen it stated that they are

non-flyers, and as easily kept in as Asi-

atics, but this is quite a mistake. Even
the old birds will cross a six-foot fence,

while the youngsters are quite as light

on the wing as any breed we are ac-

quainted with. The cocks are very

lively and have a j.tunty air about them
which is very attractive—they seem to be
brimming over w'ith -conceit.

BLAOK MOTTLES.

Some and

THE RUNTS.

PigeonsDesirable Both as Fancy
and as Food.

First, there are four principal varie-

ties of runts the Spanish, Maltese,

Smyrna, and Leghorn.

The Spanish, or pigeon Romain, as it

is known in FVance, are the largest kind,

the cock weighing a little over 2 pounds

sometimes 2}4 poumls. but they very

rarely exceed the latter weight. The
hens weigh somewhat less than the cocks,

and it is a good one that exceeds 2

pounds. They are smooth-headed,clean-

legged, and of various colors.

Silvers and blues are g^erally the

colors exhibited, and both invariably ; that are

have white rumps. Whole-colored or
sound runiped birds are scarce, and con-
sequently more valuable.

It is often stated that they are bad
breeders and feeders. I don't find either
statement correct, as mine keep time in

frequency of nests with my Antwerps.
except in the winter months, when I sep-
arate them.
By some they are considered ugly and

only fit for pies, but I maintain that
good specimens are handsome.
The Maltese are smaller than

Spanish, the cocks weighing up to
pounds, while the hens seldom exceed i

pound and 6 ounces. They are short
thick-set birds, with full projecting
chests, smootli-heade<l. and clean-legged.
Colors various, including some w-hole-

colored whites. They are hardy, close
sitters, and good

Points in Breeding
Rearing Them.

The black mottle is one of the hand-

somest and hardiest of the short-faced

tumblers, and is especially adapted to

city lofts, more than can lie said of the

white tailed and flighted varieties. And,

again, it retains its beauty, one may say

for life, which the almond does not.

It is about ten years since I first be-

gan to try for short-faced black mottles,

and at that time I had a few short-faced

whole-feather blacks, pretty round-

headed birds, but not to be compared

with the almond variety in that respect.

Becoming possessed of a flying black

mottle cock, nicely marked, but much
too pleasant-faced for the show pen, I

matched him to the shortest hen I had,

and by good luck bred two mottles the

first year, the heads being much im-

proved. Following this uj) I tried an
almond bred dun hen. Again I had
good luck, for although I did not get

mottles from this cross, I obtaim d a very

nice headed hen of a good whole black
color. Subsequently I tried a kite hen,

but this was a failure. The young ones
were all a very bad color. This year I

! am trying a red, although I think there

I can be nothing better for the purpose
than a good headed dun, for, as I have
already shown, by this latter cross a good
black may be obtained the first time of

asking.
Speaking of reds, is it not a little re-

markable that mottles of that color, also

yellows, are seldom or ever bred ? Those
occasionally

the

They
breeders. On this ac-

count the commoner kinds are sometimes
kept as nurses for the larger variety.

The Smyrna are smaller than the
Maltese, weighing about one pound six

ounces to one pound ten ounces. They
are feather-legged, and Moore says he
has seen feathers on their leg[s measuring
four and one-half inches in length. In
color they are generally red, sound-
rumped. and have upright carriage.

The I.^ghorn are the smallest, weigh-
ing less than the Smyrna; of peculiar
shape, long-necked, and short-tailed.

The latter appendage is usually carried
almost erect, giving a characteristic ap-
pearance to the birds. They are hardy,
free breeders and capital nurses.

Moore, in his "Columbarium," also

mentions the Friesland, which, he says,

came from a place of that name. They
are of midilling size, and all the feathers

are reverted, remarkable only for their

extreme ugliness.

At present no one seems to know any
other points to bree<l to except weight
an<l color; and I beg to submit the fol-

lowing as a basis for a standard for the
Spanish runt, a perfect bird a hundred
points:

Weight J5

UeiiKth, fruni tip orbeak to end of tail 25

Color, aoiiiKl-niiup 25

Carriage , 35

Runts are very desirable pigeons to
keep, as the commoner young ones are
exceedingly useful for the table, and of
course much larger than ordinary
pigeons. Again, good birds always com-
mand a ready sale at fair prices, as there
are so few oircitd in any of the periotli-

cals or in any other way.
They should not Ik; kept in too limited

a space with smaller varieties; lieing so
very powerful they are apt to do mischief.
—Malteser.

seen 111 the show
pen are generally unsound in color,

either in tail or flights, and are simply
agate mottles, probably obtained by
chance in the endeavor to breed almonds.
There is a chance for a few good fanciers

to work these colors up, and it would
not be a very difficult task to produce
them as good in color aud marking as

their long-faced brethren.

Contrary to the theory sometimes put
forward that a large or motherly-looking
hen mated with a small neat cock is the

best way to produce small neat offspring.

I find the reverse to be the case, size in-

variably coming from the female side,

and 1 think it is so with nearly all stock,

at least such is my experience. In mat-

ing, the deficiencies on one side should

be made up by the other, thus a whole
feather to one rather gay. Color is a

great point to maintain; it does not pre-

sent any great difficulty if care is taken

in the matching. In this respect I find

the dun color useful, and especially so if

the dun is bred from two blacks.

Some of the best colored birds I have
got have been bred from dun on the one
side. One of the most troublesome faults

is the frequency with which an otherwise

good bird is spoiled by a blaze on the

forehead; yet, I believe this blemish can

be bred out, many of my stock being en-

tirely free from it.

Sometimes it happens that when young
birds are hatched the parents have not

got the soft food ready for them. This

has been the case with me this season

with three pairs, and I think is attribut-

able to the cold, east winds. In such case

I take a little new milk in the mouth and
put the little squab's beak between my
lips, and it will at once commence suck-

ing it down. In this way I have kept

them going for forty-eight hours, and
generally by that time the old ones are

ready to feed. I am indebted for this

idea to that resj)ected fancier, Mr. Gellett,

who, however, advised the white of an
egg in addition to the milk, and heated

sufficiently to make it set slightly, but I

have found the simple milk to answer
the purpose, and it is much the handiest.

As to feeding, during the lireeding

season I use wheat and dari to a great

extent, also Indian peas, and I am adding
lentils this year, and so far, the result is

satisfactory.

Tares I have dropped entirely for the

pa.st three years; Indian peas are cheaper,

and I think the birds like and thrive the

better for them. Millet seed I find very

useful when the old birds are lagging in

their duty to the youngsters, who often

obtain a cropful when they would other-

wise go hungry if it was withheld.—B. M.

Have, if possible, a wired aviary for

an outer flight, and an inner place for

nests, boxes, feeding and watering, and
as a l)eginning buy only good birds.

Nevertheless, as first-rate birds are ex-

ceedingly scarce, I may say, set up four

pairs, thus: As good a pair of black mot-
tles iu head and beak, and other tumbler
points, as can be procured; bnt never
mind how gay in markings the hen is, if

only the tail and flight feathers are black;

thev may even be slightly grizzled with
white next the quills in the flight feath-

ers; let the cock be nearer the standard
markings, but it really need not be an
exhibition bird in marking. From a

pair of gay mottles—the hen particularly

so—my two best prize birds of about
twenty years ago were bred—birds which
won many first prizes and a sectional

cup. .

Also let a second pair be matched thus

—a black mottle cock of good short-

faced tumbler points to a red agate mot-
tle tumbler hen, or a red mottle tumbler
hen, or even a red whole-feather hen. If

the agate is used,perhaps the cock might
he allowed to be deficient in mottle
markings, or, as a last resource, might be

a black if mottle bred. A third pair may
be tried thus—it is, however, merely a

trial—a red agate mottle tumbler cock, as

sound as possible in the red, and with the
white confined as much as possible to the
shoulders, or shoulders ana back, mated
to a black mottle tumbler hen, very gay
iu markings, but with the flight and tail

feathers sound black. And lastly, as

good a black mottle cock as you can pro-

cure (and if a grand colored bird is ob-

tained of a raven black hue, perhaps head
and beak will not be over good), matched
to a very good head and beak dark kite

hen.

From any of these pairs exhibition

birds might be bred; the young of some
of them would be very useful to interpair

with one another. Old vetches, some-
times called old tares, and dari are good
staple food; a little English wheat in dry,

warm weather; a little hempseed once or

twice a week; canary, rape, millet now
aud then ; a few small maples when there

are no chickens, and a handful of small
Indian corn once or twice a tortni^bt.

Feed three times a day. The birds

should have access to clean sand, to a

LUlt old mortar, and to a lump ot rock
salt. If squabs require to be fed soon
after hatching, use warm milk given
from a ball india rubber syringe with a

lx>ne nozzle. If large squeakers require

to be fed, use maples well soaked in

boiling water, given warm but not too

hot, and administer a little warm water
as well. Let the clear, cold water for the

old birds be given in open jars, changed
three times a day, or in a fountain

changed once a day.

I am one of those who take the view
that cleaning should be daily. I have
been into a loft where the oppression of

closeness was profound. Of course nests

should not be interfered with; two nests

will rear one set of youngsters. Change
the nest when the squeakers are about
three weeks old, or even more.
For mating a hamper is superior some-

times to a matching cage, as it prevents

more completely the attention of the

birds l)eing diverted from each other.

The length of time taken in mating two
birds is very various according to circum-
stances. It may take a month where one
of the birds has a predilection for some
other bird. It may take place in a very

few days.

I have assisted a little one from the

shell, using a very blunt penknife as

long as there is no sign of bleeding.

This should only be attempted when
there is apparent difficulty in the hatch-

ing. I have moistened the shell in warm
water by dipping halfa-dozen times, no
dip being over the bird's head. I have
fed a little one still iu the shell from a

tablespoon ful or so of wann milk, with

about four drops of brandy in it, by put-

ting the end of a knitting-needle dipped
into this mixture to the beak about eight

times.

I have no space to enlarge on the

question of^ feeders, and shifting the

young of them, or allowing the feeders

to sit upon one egg l)elonging to the

short-faces, and the short-faces on the

other. In this latter case, when the

short-faces become tired of their little

one, let it join the other chick under the

feeders. If the egg under the feeders

comes to nothing, let them immediately
have the other egg; or, if it is hatched,

the squab.—R. M.

IN UNION, STRENGTH.

The Indian a«me Club of America

Ready for Members.

At the American Institute during the

New York show, February, 1S90, repre-

ludian gamesentative breeders of the

met iu convention and formed an associa-

tion to be known as the "American In-

dian Game Club," the object of this club

being the advancement of this noble fowl,

the preparation of a standard whereby

they may be systematically judged and

by a united effort secure for the fowl

separate classes at the American shows.

At this meeting the following officers

were elected to serve one year:

President—H. S. Babcock.

Secretary and treasurer—O. K. Sharp.

Executive Committee— F. W. Gaylor,

C. A. Bowman, Irving Crocker.
Committee to Prepare Standard—O.

K. Sharp, H. S. Babcock. J. Y. Bicknell,
F. W. Gaylor, J. H. Drevenstedt.

It is the desire of the founders of the
Indian Game Club to make it the largest

and strongest specialty club in America.
Every breeder of Indian games who

has stock of known purity, whether he
breeds them extensively or only for

pleasure, should join this club, and in

every honorable way work for the ad-
vancement of this noble fowl.

All petty strifes and individual differ-

ences should be cast aside, aud all work
in harmony for the general good of the
breed. This was the expressed intent of
the founders of the club.

It is also intended to make it truly
American, as implied by its name, and
we hope to have every breeder and fan-

cier of the Indian game in the Union,
Canada and Provinces with us, in our ef-

fort to place this breed upon the top of
the ladder.

To enable all to join, the admittance
fee and yearly dues have l)een placed low.
Meml>ership fee |i. Yearly dues 50
o*?|its *>QVQr>1i? at ^Tld rvf yi^nr

Send your application, acconvpanied
by $1, to the secretary', or anv officer of
the club. O. K. Sharp,

Lock PORT, N. Y.

HAMMONTONS SHOW^.

An Incubator and Brooder Exhi-

bition in Prospect.

Hammonton, N. J., May 12.—A poul-

try show in Hammonton in December is

almost a certainty. A number of promi-

nent business men are determined to see

the thing go, and, without solicitation

money has been offered by merchants

and others.

The Messrs. J. H. Drevenstedt. B. A.

Fox. B. Warrington, President W. H. H.
Bradbury and Secretary M. K. Boyer
compose a committee to get up a plan of
permanent organization and to solicit

contributions.
It is understood that this exhibition is

to have a prominent display of broilers,

eggs and fancy poultry, and a full exhi-

bition of all the incubators manufactured.
In the latter class it is proposed to let the
incubator speak for itself, and experts

will not be allowed to start twelve hun-
dred eggs to get four hundred fertile

ones to make a big hatch at the show.
In short, it is proposed to make this

purely a poultry industrial exhibition,

and it will be the first of its kind ever
held in America. The next meeting of
the Hammonton poultrymen will l>e held
May 24.

-One of the curious things in the pro-

vision business is that eggs laid by fowls

iu Holland and Germany get to New
York in less time than from some of the

Western States, and are actually cheaper
than fresh eggs laid in this country. The
low price is not on account of the panf)er

labor of foreign hens, but because the

dealers refuse to rate the foreign eggs as

better than "limed eggs." They are,

however, sold by the retailers as fresh,

and are really in gocni or fair condition

when sold. They come packed in boxes,

and being smaller than American eggs,

are generally mixed with them and sold

at the ruling retail prices.—New York
Herald.
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ORO'WTH OP POULTRY.

Extracts fVom the Report from an

Experiment Station.

The report from the poultry depart-

jnent of the Dominion experimental

farm as given in the Canadian Poultry

Journal is interesting reading. Relative

to the young stock it says:

On the chickens hatching, they are al-

lowed to remain under the hen for twenty-

four hours, until completely "nest-.ripe."

With the mother they are then placed in

coops of improved pattern specially de-

signed for the poultry department. The

mothers are confined to the coops, but

the chickens can run at large or return

to brood at pleasure. The coops become

the homes of the chickens until they are

removed in the fall to winter quarters.

On the chickens feathering sufficiently

to keep themselves warm by nesting to-

,er at night (generally at the age of

four or five weeks), the mother is re-

moved to her quarters in the poultry

house to resume laying, and each colony

of chickens is returned to their own

coop without hesitation. The coops are

so arranged that on being closed for the

night the inmates are secured against all

enemies in the shape of rats, weasels,

skunks, etc., while proper ventilation is

not lost sight of In rainy weather a

double roof on each coop is drawn for-

ward and made an excellent shelter. It

could also be used as a shade in the hot

season. Care is taken to prevent lice on
the chickens. These pests are insidious

and deadly foes to the young chicks and
can not be too energetically guarded
against.

A great deal of this precaution can be

well observed at the time of setting the

hen, by ridding hci ijuuj oi an sucii

tenants. In the early summer of the

year 1888, two methods of feeiling newly
hatched chickens were tried, viz., the

dry (hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs)
and the wet (bread and milk), but with

one or two exceptions in the past year

the bread and milk system was adopted,

and with excellent results. This methml
is particularly adapted to farms where
large quantities of butter are made and
there is plenty of curdled milk .to feed.

The bread was put into milk, squeezed

nearlv dry and so fed. It contained

moisture enough to do for drink, and in

consequence water was not given to the

chicks until they were several days old.

Sour milk was left for them to take when
desired and was always enjoyed with

great relish. Feed was given as fre-

quently as they would eat and as much
as they would take.

Too much importance cannot be at-

tached to the fact that the first few weeks
of the chicken make the future fowl. A
chicken half starved, or stinted from

any cause in the first five weeks of its

existence never regains the loss after-

wards. Chickens for table use should be

pushed from the day they are first able

to eat. As the chickens grow up the last

feed in the evening was gradually

changed to wheat and crushed corn, and
pains was taken to see that every chicken

went to its coop with a full crop. The
bread and milk gave way to shorts,

cornmeal, ground oats, bran and other

suitable materials mixed in boiling water

with a handful or two of ground meat

to the chickens which could not get

grasshoppers or other form of insect life.

The mortality among the earlier chickens

did not reacli beyond five per cent.

The growth made by chickens of dif-

ferent breeds is as follows: Plymouth
Rocks. Cockerel, hatched April 7, at

one month weighed i lb. 6 oz. ; at two

months, 2 lbs. 15 oz.; at three months
and five days, 4 lbs. 2 oz. Twenty-four

days later the same weighed 5 'i lbs., and

August 15, twenty-two days later still,

7 lbs. I oz. Octol)er 18, when the bird

was six months and eleven days old, its

weight was 8V lbs. Another, of the

same variety, hatche<l May 30, showed

8 lbs. 4 oz.,when weighed Octol>er 30, five

months from day of hatching, making
the average gain i^' Uw. per ntonth.

Brahmas. Four pullets hatched May 2,

made different averages. One grew at

,1jhe rate of I lb. 2 oz. per mouth, weigh-

ing 7 lbs. at the end of October. Another
at same date weighed 6 lbs. 8 oz. A
cockerel hatched May 21, weighed 2 lbs.

15 oz. on August 2r.

Buff Cochins. Two cockerels hatched
May 21, weighed 3 lbs. 6 oz. and 3 lbs

4 oz. when three months old, making
progress at the rate of i lb. 2 oz per

month.
Wyandotte chicks hatched May 2,

weighed 3 lbs. 7 oz. ; August 21, gaining

I lb. 2 oz. per month. Eleven Wyan-
doltes hatched July 13, did not make
such rapid progress during the hot

term, weighing on August 20. only 13 oz.

But, September 23, they weighed i lb.

5 oz., and October 23, 2 lbs. 14 oz.

Houdans hatched May i, showed a

gain of I lb. per month. Game cross.

Two cockerels of a cross between^a black

red male and black Minorca hen.at three

months weighed 3 lbs. 7 oz., and 3 lbs.

4 oz.

Chickens cross between Plymouth
Rocks and Wyandottes batched in the

incubator June 19, and reared in the

brooder made 1 lb. 2 oz. per month ; a

white Plymouth Rock making i lb. 6 oz.

per month.
The difference in progress can be more

easily seen by the following table:

BREED Lbs. Ozs.

Plymouth Rocks i "
Brahma Pullet 1 02

Hrahma Cockrrel i 00

Wvaiidotles (laced and white) i 02

BuffCochins i o»

Huudans 1 <»

Game Minorca Cross i 03

Incubator hatched chickens ....!! p*

THE COM.-GAZETTE RACE.

The Trial From 01ney--Pfl8ter De-
termined on the Start.

Cincinnati. O., May 8.—Eight birds

entered for the Commercial-Gazette prize

to be flown for June 1, from St. Louis,

Mo., were liberated yesterday from be-

fore the Adams Express building in

Oltipv Til The first start was the two

birds of W. E. Brueckner, of East New-

port, Ky., at two minutes past eight

o'clock. The birds immediately rose to

the height of about three hundred feet,

and after one hasty glance about them
turned their beaks to the east northeast

and hastened to get out of sight.

Within two minutes of their release they

had disappeared in the horizon, bearing

directly for home.
The second start was of six birds, five

owned bv William Bandle and one by
William Wagner, toth of Newport, Ky.
The six rose from the basket together,

and while five turned immediately toward

the east the sixth, Mr. Bandle's Canton,

liecame frightened and hit against a tele-

graph wire, probably injuring itself, as it

has not arrived at home.
The returns were : Sam Brown, owned

by Wagner, at 4.50 P.M.; Tippecanoe,

Stayer and Col. B., of Bandie, at 4.50 P.

M.,' May Belle, his fourth bird, arriving

next morning; Durfee and Holliday, of

Mr. Brueckner, started at 8.02, coming
the former at 5.30 P. M., the other next
morning.

Mr. Pfister,of the Commercial-Gazette,

who has the arrangements of the race in

charge, says: "We are very much afraid

that before the final flights from St.

Louis we won't have any birds left. The
trouble is we began training too early in

the season, and the birds having learned

the locality are now Ijewildered and lost,

owing to the rich foliage now so luxuri-

ant through Southern Indiana and
Illinois." A second loft of twelve

birds from the loft of Mr. Farr, of

this city, has been started. These will

be sent to only two trial stags: North
Vernon, 50 miles; then from 150, and for

their third journey, St. Louis, 310 miles.

The start in training for the race was of

159 birds. But owing to the host of

duck shooters only eight or ten remain.

But Pfister is of the sort who never .say

die, and the race will have to come off if

only a single bird remains and he must
follow him from vSt. Ivouis with a hickory

pole.

PIGEON FLYING. _
ON THE WING.

The ill luck that has attended the

training for the Commercial-Gazette Cup

will l)e generally regrettetl, but it was not

unforseen. I do not think the birds were

lost because of the changes incident to the

change of season, but is due to birds of

prey and pot hunters. The training be-

gan by far too early, and the many
journeys to which the birds were sent

were not only unnecessary, but were a

needless exposure to the dangers of the

way. The second lot of birds are being

properly trained and will no doubt be in

at the finish.
*

If in training it is remembered that the

only lesson for the birds is to know what

is expected of them, and that this can be

taught in a few journeys in the vicinity

of home, the rest is easy.

«

The Lowell Club would seem to be

making the same mistake in having so

many stations, and as each within sight

of the other there is no opportunity for

testing the homing faculty. It should

be rememl)ered that every journey is an

exposure to gunners, birds of prey and

accidents by the way. Therefore these

should not be more numerous than is ac-

tually necessary, first for showing the

bird what is required of it, and next to

get it into flying condition. E. s. s.

DISTANCE FLYINO.

—The Eastern Ontario Association

paid |82 as secretary's fees, f303-92 as

prize money and has $27.98 in the treas-

ury. Without the government grant of

$300 it would have been in the condition

of the majority of American poultry show
associations—out of pocket.

Certain Belgian Journeys—Rating

by Averatre Speed.

The degree of development, instinctive

or intellectual, to which the homing

pigeon has been brought, is well worth

the attention scientists are giving to it.

Forty years ago when the distance be-

tween Paris or London and Brussels had

been covered by air line, the little

traveller was carried about the streets in

triumph, its owner was serenaded ant\ its

renown was spread afar. One speaks less

to-day of a pigeon which, liberated in the

morning on Spanish soil has traversed

all France, and is at home at evening in

its loft in Belgium. This great change,

however, is not wholly due to the im-

provement in the bird, but in a great

measure, to the increased facilities for

transporting it from home to the point

of liberation.

In the early days of Belgian sport and

even within the experience of many who

are still active fanciers of it, the birds

when sent away were carried in little

boxes bound together and strapped to a

man's back, enduring through a fort-

night a painful imprisonment, l)efore

reaching the stage to which they are now

carried by rail in two days' time.

Some students, of the wonderful prop-

erties of the homing pigeon, in order to

explain its power of orientation, claim

that it always directs itself towards the

north; that its instinct does not differ

from that of other migratory birds which

in their periodic journeys follow an anal-

ogous direction. It is true that the

pigeon in a wild state is einlowed with

this instinct which in autumn causes it

to abandon the tenii>erate regions for

I
wanner climes, which it in turn aban-

1

dons at si)ring to reappear in its native

place. This habit disappears under the

influence of domestication. One never

sees the least tendency in the pigeon,

even in a stranger bird, to quit the lott at

autumn, nor is there the uneasiness

which with the approach of the season

for migration aflects birds, even those

reared in confinement, of migratory na-

ture. One can not assimilate the instinct

of the pigeon to that of the migratory

bird. The forces or faculties impelling

to the action are each as wonderful as the

other, but are of a different nature.

The pigeon regains its loft not only in

directing its flight from the south to-

wards the north, but also from all possible

directions. St. Sabastian, Audi, Biltxja

and Lyons, have been successful race

stations, so also have Milan and Nice,

Liverpool, Birmingham, Hull, London
and Dresden from the east. If from the

south is preferred by the Belgian fanciers

it is because of the greater facilities of

transportation, for the greater extent of

country without obstructions and the

direction of the wind. Through Spain.

France and Belgium the prevailing wind
is westerly, and extremely favorable to

the birds in not only direction but in be-

ing impregnated with humidity, which,

without obscuring, tempers the heat of

the sun. Thus it is likely that birds lib-

erated in the north would return better

with a moderate wind from the south

than with a north wind which would
seem to carry them to their lofts. This

opinion is confirmed by the fact that the

birds in quitting our country for the

south choose opposing winds, whereas
when north winds blow they shelter

themselves in the woods and forests, so

that our west winds are doubly useful in

their direction and their quality.

As to the configuration of the soil.

From Bayonne to the Belgian frontier is

one vast plain, whereas the east of

France is very mountainous. The influ-

ence of the lay of the land may l>e shown
in two races, one from St. Sebastian,

Spain, to Liege, 615 miles; the other from
Perpignan, Irance, to Verviers, about 525
miles. The start was August 7, 1862, at

almost the same moment. One bird ar-

rived at St. Sei)astian, the greater dis-

tance, the same day, and filteen others

returned the next. From Perpignan the

'first return was at 8 A. M., of the 8th,

but it was six days after that the six-

teenth was reported. The birds were of

equal quality and the only explanation

ot the difference in result may lie in the

immense plain covered by one, and the

country bristliuvf with the peaks of the

Black mountains that was Ijefore the

other.

The actual time of return in the St.

Sebastian race is not known and that it

is not is greatly to lie regretted. The
competitors did not expect their birds

that day since so great a distance had
never before been covered until lertainly

a good part of the next morning had
passed. M. Felix of Chenee had gone
to bed when he thought he heard the call

of his favorite pigeon in its loft situated

just over his bed-room. There, to his

great surprise he found the bird in its

accustomed place calling its mate. He
went immediately to Liege to the club

house of the society organizing the race

where the arrival was inscribed at 10.22

P. M. Some at first attempted to assert

that the bird had escaped before its males,

but these were silenced by the early ar-

rivals the next morning. At evening all

of the prizes had been won.
The races to Belgium from extreme dis-

tance have never borne such satisfactory

fruit as to warrant their encouragement.

Several years ago one hundred and fifty

birds were liberated in Madrid, 800 miles

from home. There was hope at first of

returns, but as days passed and none

were reported all were given up as lost.

Not over a half dozen all told were ever

reported. The first race from Rome,
Italy, 750 miles air liue, was in 185b, and

arranged by the club Saint lisprit, of

Liege. The entry was 125 birds. The
start at 4 A. M, July 22. The first re-

turn was to M. Defoux, of Nanieur, at 4

P.M., July 29. The second to M. I'ran-

guinet, of Huy at 1 1 A. M., July 31. Tlie

third came in August 3 to Nainur, and

was followed by one each day until the

8th. Twelve birds in all were home Sept.

The second race from this station

The departure from
j
scending once decided ought not, appar-

ovaiion. The hampers

13 -

was organized by the same society . 1 he

entry was one hundred and eighty birds,

all old and experienced prize winners,

the majority being from ten to twelve

years of age. The start was July 22,

1868. The first return was .\ugust 3 at

1.55 P. M., and owned by M. Heyne, of

Ougree. The second returned the same

evening to M. Dreeze, of Ualheni; tlie

third the next morning. In all, ten were

reported.

In the next race from Rome, in 1878,

the entry was i loi birds, tlie flower of

Belgian lofts. These had none of the

difliculties of transportation against

which the participants in the first race

had to contend
Brussels was an

loaded upon three trucks draped with

the colors of Belgium and Italy and

crowned wiih flowers, preceded by a

band of musicians were drawn through

the principal streets on the way to the

depot. When in the public square a halt I arrive at midnight, and I

was made while all the national airs were nize it initil I ha taken

irds received the accla-played and the birds receiv

mations of the many thousands assembled

to see them off. All through the day an

indescribable enthusiasm prevailed, and

at night there was a festival at the illu-

minated rooms of the society having the

journey in charge. By an arrangement

with the French authorities there was
neither delay nor change in transit. The
start was at 5 A. M. June 23. The first

return was to the German lolt of M. Cas-

pard Hentz. Aix la Chappelle, at 1.40 P.

M., July 2. The second was to M. Ray
of Anderlect, Belgium, at 12.40 P. M.,

July 4. Twenty-eight birds were home
on the 2ist, and only about fifty ever re-

turned. The next year the venture from

Madrid was repeated when 483 birds were

started 4 A. M. June 14. The first return

was to the loft of M. Massart, of Jupille,

at 8.59 A. M., June 21. Time, seven days,

five hours. Three days later four others

were at home, but only ten ever returned.

In order to adjust differences that con-

tinually arose in regard to distance, allow-

ances, etc., it became necessary to have

what might l)e called the"unit of velocity"

of the pigeon. To obtain this, twenty of
j
^f towns in the north will be stopped in

eiillv, to admit of question inasmuch as

an arrival outside of the fixed time is not

a rt-ason for modification. Pigeons may
arrive at any time, as often at nine and
ten in the evening as three and four in

the morning. I had one of my birds

did not recog-
it in hand. I

have always supposed it was frightened

from the place it had selected as shelter

for the night, and, once upon the wing
it continued on until it arrived at home.

Ace pting the night time or period of

rest as now regulated in the majority of

races, to be from 8 P. M. to 4 A. M., this

limit must not be arbitrary else serious

complications may arise. Thus, a bird

arriving at 8.30 P. M. should not be

accounted as having returned in sixteen

hours. Or, a bird might arrive at its

home in Ghent at 7.5(1 P. M., and another

in Antwerp at 4.10 k. M. The twenty
minutes would give the greater average

speed to the latter from the greater dis-

tance to l>e covered. The fancier who
had gone to bed joyful at the success of

his bird would be greatly chagrined if he

must give his laurels the next day to an-

other competitor. The .Antwerp bird

could have flown within the hours

named, that is, after S P. M. and before

4 .\. M., and in either case would have
taken a greater time to cover the distance,

thus giving it a lower average speed.

It will very ofter happen that the birds

The

CAPITA Ii NOTES.

Childs Cup in a

the most remarkable
giuin were selected.

races flown in Bel

I'roni the sum of

their velocities it was found the average

speed was 1066 metres per minute. This

was taken as the basis for adding to or

taking from the result, as the places

their course by the approach of^ night,

and be obliged to seek shelter, whereas
those of southern towns scenting their

lofls, so to speak, will redouble their ef-

forts to arrive at home, and thus put

themselves in a place of safety, and
were more or less distant from the central

j
tiierefore receive the prizes. Each has

; given the same proof of courage; ayepoint in the races, but was discarded as

unjust after a short trial. In 186S M.
Georges Gits, of Antwerp, advocated as

an improvement that the velocity of the

first bird to return to Brussels in a race

open to all Belgium should be taken as

the unit of measure for that race; Brussels

being selected Ijecause of its central posi-

tion and its birds being entered in almost

all of the races. This, at first thongbt,

appeared irreproachable, but upon trial

it also was found to be objectionable.

While this problem of adjustment was

at the height of discussion, VEpervier

published the result of a race from Berlin

to the Prussian provinces of the Rhine in

which the winners were placed, not ac-

cording to the time of arrival, but ac-

cording to the average speed. This was

obtained with all the exactness desired

by dividing the distance flown by the

time taken. According to informatiou

given me this idea of determining the re-

sult by the average speed, now in such

general use, is due to M. F:rnest Schmer-
feld, of Elberfeld, and was employed for

the first time in 1869 on the occasion

mentioned above.

If the distance covered in one minute,

or the time recjuired to cover a given di.s-

tance is taken for comparison, the calcu-

lation will always furnish the data neces-

sary for the classification of the winners.

This method possesses the greatest ad-

vantages, in fact, places all competitors

upon an equal footing, and thus can be

made the general rule with certain lim-

itations which shall be applicable to all

races, whether from great distances or I

less, and whether the weather is favorable
]

or otherwise. No matter what the situa-
1

tion the relative conditions of the com-
petitors remain unchanged.
The simplicity of the computation is

also a rect>ninieiidation to its adoption,

since it is only required to know the ex-

act distance lietween the liberating station

and the home loft and the times of start

and arrival, these conditions must be

known whatever method may be em-
ployed, to arrive at a conclusion.

When a race is concluded, that is, all 1

of its prizes are won, within the day of i

the start there can be no difficulty in the
]

adjustment. It is only when the race
\

remains open to or beyond the second

day that questions diHicult to meet may
arise.

If a bird does not arrive until the

second day the hours of the night must
necessarily be deducted, as time in which

it is well known that pigeons do not wil-

linglv continue to journey. But, by

what' rule can the duration of the night

be fixed ? It will of course be less as the

davs grow longer; that is, decrease in

Mav and June and increase through the

three following months. The adoption

of this double series, ascending and de-

more, those which had to stop out and
resume the journey the next morning are

unquestionably exposed to the greater

danger, and, even with equal velocity

ought to receive the prizes in having
maintained that velocity for a greater

time. The bird which has flown all of

one day must possess great spirit to re-

commence the journey at dawn of the

next. Ah I if our poor birds could tell

us the pain that this excess of flight and
effort ckvelojjs in the stiff limbs, perhaps

we should lie less willing to put their

fidelity to such severe tests.

In justice, the result of one day should

l)e independent of the events of the next,

and the' hours of the night should be re-

duced to naught in calculating the ve-

lecity.

Thus there are circumstances when the

velocity may not be regarded as the abso-

lute rule. Where atmospheric conditions

are contrary or where the races are

lengthened the average speed obtained

by the calculation can not be the fact.

When the forces of the pigeon begin to

weaken it must stop to seek for food,

when thirsty it must seek water, and still

one wishes to base the calculations upon
the distance covered and the time out. If

the bird was two or three days out the

result would be impossible, since such

velocity, or rather slowness, as two or

three hundred metres per minute is in-

compatible with the flight, since it would

be impossible for a bird to maintain itself

in the air if it did not advance more
rapidly. The plan which commends it-

self is,' as we have said, to confine the

adjustment bv velocity to the day of

liberation, an(f, after that, to decide by

time allowances according as the locali-

ties are unequally distant from the start-

ing place.

The localities on the southern frontier,

wherever they may be, will always enjoy

certain advantages on account of near-

ness to the starting point; the last stage

of the journey is evidently the hardest

and with Ihe greatest dangers. If the

bird of the north must stop out for the

night, not only is it menaced by many
enemies in its strange and unprotected

shelter, but who shall aflirm that in its

exhausted comlition the bird will find

its bearings in the morning. It will not

l)e in the same condition as when, with

all its faculties intact.it l>egan its journey.

Rest will not have satisfie<l the cries of

the stomach, and hunger, one says, is a

bad counsellor.—From the French of Dr.

F. Chapuis.

George "W

"Washington "Window.

Washington, D. C. May 14.—The

George W. Childs Cup for 1889, won by

the Wagner birds in the journey from St.

Thomas, Out., has been on exhibition

here at the jewelry store of the Messrs.

V'oigt & Haas during the past week and

has attracted great attention. The gen-

tlemen whose window has been graced

by its presence have offered another

prize, a diamond badge, to be flown for

in September from 100 miles, the entry

limited to 1890 hatched birds.

The second race under the manage-

ment of the Washington Federation was

flown last Sunday, from Covesville, Va.,

1 20 miles distant. The start was at 8

A. M. The first bird reported was

Schmid's Harry S. at 10.58 P. M., closely

followed by the birds of the Messrs.

Turner, Wallace, Glorious and others.

Mr. Ed. Voigt, of tlie firm of Voigt &
Haas, has during the past week begun

fitting up a large and fine loft in the top

story of his residence which shows that

he intends making the beginning at

once. It is to have a zinc floor, run-

ning water, the most approved nest pans,

electric bells, etc.

Mr. Allen McLean has just finished

a new style detaining trap and has invited

the boys to come over on Sunday to in-

spect it.

The Messrs. Ringgold and Colburn re-

port their Longchance and Southern

Girl as home last Sunday morning. One
had been shot in the breast, the other

through the wing. By this it seems that

the pot hunters are still about.

The race for the Honorary Members
badge comes off the 18th inst., from

Amherst, Va., 150 miles.

Mr. Hile had some of his birds at

average speed of 1233 yards.

What is the matter with the birds of

the Monumental City? Visitors are re-

ported at almost all of the Washington
lofts.

The Post Club has added to its roll the

names of the Messrs. J. A. Hoffar and

Ed. Voigt as active members.
The Capital Club has lieen given a

gold medal by Mr. Charles Volland, to

be flown for from Orange, Va., 75 miles,

June 22.

All of the local fanciers are quietly

getting their 1890 hatched birds into

working trim and ere long they will be-

gin training for the fall races.

At the meeting of the Federation held

last Monday Mrs. E. S. Starr, of The
Fanciers' Journal, was unanimously
elected to honorary membership.

a(\er all the others had been gone for

some minutes.
Their flight was very rapid, and they

started off towards different points of the

compass, evidently seeking the right

track, but always returning to their start-

ing point and then flying in some other
direction till they had decided which was
the correct course to follow. This is the
third time the birds have been sent out

this year. May 3 they were sent to

Nashua, twelve miles; May 7, to Thorn-
ton's Ferry, eighteen miles. The
journeys that are to follow are May 14,

from Hooksett, 39 miles; 17th, Tilton, 69
miles; 2i3t, Ashland, 82; 24th, Warren,
loi miles; 3i8t, Mclndoes, Vt., 126 miles.

June 7, West Burke, Vt., 152 miles; 14th,

Sutton Junction, 200 miles; 21st, Mon-
treal, 250 miles. The prize of honor
races are from Warren and Montreal.

The distance to b« covered in the journey
of to-day is about 28 miles.

California Flyers.

San Francisco, Cal., May 5.—The

first prize of honor race to the Pacific

Coast Pigeon Society lofts was flown

yesterday. The entry was G. T. Marsh,
6 ; E. G. Kolnig, i ; G. H. Ueniarnel, 2 ;

A. N. Bayley, 4; F. E. Magee, 10. The
start was from Pajaro, at 9.27 A. M.
The prize winning returns were : 1st,

G. T. Marsb's Irene at ii.i^yi P. M. Dis-

tance, 74 miles, average speed, 776-9
yards per minute. 2d, A. N. Bayley's

Comnio<lore ; average speed 740.5 yards.

3d, F. E. Magee's Little Duke ; average
speed, 645.4 yards.

The next race will be from Soledad the

17th inst.

The Milton HUl Club.

The first journey of the season in

which the birds are countermarked will

be flown to-day, weather permitting,

from North Adams, Mass., to Milton,

Mass., air line about 100 miles.

The entry is owned, Elton Clark 8, M.
f;. Richardson 6. G. E. Waener I. J. H.
Ladd I. The birds with one exception

wear the "89 band. The record to be

beaten is the 1343 yards per minute made
by Van Opstal, owned by John Abel,

Baltimore, Md., in the journey from
Cuml^rland, Md., June 30, 1880. Dis-

tance 1
1 3. 7 miles.

—The poultry department of the com-

ing Toronto Induftiial Exhibition offers

over |2oo in prizes more than last year.

The Lowell Birds.

Manche.stkr, N. IL, May 12.—A lot

of some fifty homing pigeons was re-

ceived by Frank M. Rollins of this city

by express this afternoon from the

Lowell, Mass., Homing Club, with the

request that they be liberated at 12.30

P. M., unless the weather should be

foggy or rainy, but not to let them go

after 3 o'clock in the afternoon. As the

weather was rainy, the birds were not

started until 2 o'clock, in obedience to a

dispatch from Lowell, which also stated

that the weather there was clear. The
birds were taken in the large basket in

which they were sent here to the roof of

the opera house block and soon as the

cover to the basket was turned back, the

birds shot into the air towards the south-

east and continued to fly around in cir-

cles for some considerable time; the

weather being foggy, they evidently had

considerable difficulty in getting their

Ijearings. They finally divided up into

several groups and each described a large

I

circle in its flight, going down towards

home apparently as far as Bedford and

I

then returning and going several miles

north of the city hall. Finally, all the

scattered groups took a final start for

I home. The largest group, numl^ring
nineteen, did not take an apparent de-

' cided start for home for nearly a half

1 hour from the time of their liberation,

A Detained Homer.

The British steamer Prior, Captain

Graham, which arrived yesterday from

Boston to load for Cuba, has on board a

carrier pigeon, which came on board at

noon on Monday, when the ship was off

Atlantic City. Pilot George H. Wallace,

who came around in the Prior, says the

the bird was completely exhausted when
it landed on the ship, and was captured

with ease. To one of its legs is attached

a silver ring, and the Captain will hold

the bird until it is claimed.

Dunnville.

The Dunnville, Out., Poultry and Pet

Stock Association has these officers for

the rtisuin^ year : President, L. A.

Congdon; vice-president, S. M. Clemo;

secretary, J. H. Smith; treasurer, R. H.

Marshall; executive committee, J. B.

Clark, J. Mehlenbacher, W. Mawhinney,

M. Culliton, A. Stevens, C. H. McCrae
and James Clemo. The association to

raise funds to make good the obligations

of the last exhibition will give an enter-

tainment at the local opera house last-

ing three days, beginning the 22d inst.

The Virtue Club

The Virtue Club will have its birds lib-

erated in Orange, Va., to-morrow, weather

permitting. The entry is owned by the

Messrs. Lane, Adams, Repshur and

Conway. The Lane birds have made the

journey from Washington, the others

having flown only from Magnolia.

Transfers of Stook.

From the loft of Theo. P. Green,

Woodbury,N. J. To William E. Russell,

Quebec, Can., the homing pigeons reg. 2

and 88 T P G, from the nest of Theo and

the hen No. 258,
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SCRAPPLE.
Draffon vs. Dragoon — Siberian

Rabbits—Ventilation and

Oleanliness—Qapes.

Memo. Dragon vs. Dragoon.

S. M. says : The dragou is a worthy

1

bird, and is deserving at least of a fixed

na-ne yet some people call it the dragoon

and others the dragon. Mr. Fulton says,

speaking of the dragon : "The very

name has been much disputed over. It

is generally pronounced dragon m pigeon

circles, and hence many have argued that

it should be spelt accordingly. I have

not done so, because in the first place

both the word and its sound, so spelled,

are barbarous and devoid of meaning.

And, again, the old books conclusively

show that such was not the original spell-

ing- and, finally, because the kindred

names of carrier and horseman given by

the old fanciers to birds more or less

alliefl_and the horseman very closely

so—show l>evond doubt the idea which

lay at the root of all three names alike—

VIZ that of a mounted messenger.''

It is with the statement that the word

dragon is barbarous and devoid of mean-

ing that I disagree, and hope fairly and

in good spirit to disprove them. In my
humble opinion the name dragon is dis-

tinctly traceable to an origin far from

barbarous and with plenty of meaning

Mr. Fulton allows that Manchester and

Newcastle have had great connection

with the breeding of the drag.jn—which

was some time since one of if not the

chief of flying pigeons, and may Uiey not

also have had a great connection with

the name of the bird also ? Manchester

and Newcastle are in the north of Eng-

land where some strange dialects are

spoken and where certain things have

names that would be as Greek to the

majoritv of Englishmen. The school-

boys' plaything, the ordinary paper kite.

IS—like itie old ui«g,cpii was— a very gco-

flyer and, as has been proved, is far from

barbarous(although the Chinese do use it),

having been the origin of many scientific

discoveries and engineering effects. Now
we come to the point. In Lancashire,

Yorkshire, Cheshire, and Derbyshire

(att bordering within a few miles of Man-

chester\ and probably in other northern

counties including Northumberl nd, the

common dialectal name for a toy kite

is a "dragon.'' Hence we may suppose

that the long-sounding word dragoon

was shortenedby the economic northern-

ers into the, to them, far more appropri-

ate word dragon. As I have already

said, while a kite is a good flyer, neither

a horseman (a rider), a dragoon (a horse

soldier), nor a carrier (a goods remover

in the north) can fly at all. As the de-

mand for the northern birds increased,

and they spread over the country, this

name went with them, and so gained

strong hold on many minds.

Memo. For Egg-bound Canaries.

A. says: Whenever I find a bird egg-

bound I put her in a tin vessel the size

roundof a jug, with holes perforated in

the bottom, over which I place flannel

and with something that allows air toler-

ably freely tied over the top, then put

the whole thing over a jug containing

boiling water and let the steam rise

around her, taking care that she does

not get too warm. I have saved the

lives of three birds by so doing and

never hesitate a moment when I find a

bird suffering from egg-binding. It is

wonderful to see the relief afforded in a

very short time. I find it far preferable

to giving a bird a warm bath. I think

the remedy worth writing about and

hope I do not too much encroach upon

your space.

Memo. How lo Kill Painlessly.

F. S. B. says: I keep the bird I intend

to kill apart from the others for one

whole day, just giving it a few crumbs of

bread and a little water, keeping it in a

dark confined place. The following

morning, as earlv as convenient, I take

the bird and fasten the legs together

rather lightly with a piece of cord or

tape, then let the bird hang its full

weight tail downwards, grasping the

head firmly in the right hand ;
give it

three or four rapid swings round, and

the neck, especially in younj; birds, is

instantly broken, causing immediate

death. As soon as this is done hang the

bird up with its head downwards. Keep
the head still in the hand to keep the

neck straight, then with a penknife or

other sharp instrument pierce it just be-

low where it is separated. This can be

easily felt with the thumb and finger.

If pierced at once the bleeding will be

quite as free as if stabbed through the

mouth, and the flesh quite as delicate.

In my opinion this method is by far the

best and most humaue. but of course if

not done with proper care may prove as

futile as any other means.

Memo. Parrish's Chemical Food.

P. says: The formula for this is : Phos-

phate of iron, ten drachms ;
phosphate

of soda, twelve drachms ;
phosphate of

lime, twelve drachms ;
phosphoric acid,

glacial, twenty drachms ; carbonate of

soda, two scruples ; carlwnate of potassa.

one drachm ; muriatic acid and water of

ammonia, sufficient quantity of each

;

powdered cochineal, two drachms ; suffi-

cient water to make twenty fluid ounces ;

sugar, three pounds, troy weight ; oil of

orange, ten minims. Dissolve the sul-

phate of iron in two ounces of boiling

water and the phosphate of soda in four

ounces of boiling water. Mix the solu-

tions and wash the precipitated phos-

phate of iron till the washings are taste-

less. Dissolve the phosphate of lime in

four ounces of boiling water, with suffi-

cient muriatic acid to make a clear solu-

tion
;

precipitate with water of ammonia
and wash the precipitate. To the freshly

precipitated phosphates as thus prepared

add the phosphoric acid previously dis-

solved in the water. When clear add the

carbonates of soda and potash and after-

wards sufficient muriatic acid to dissolve

the precipitate. Now add the cochineal

mixed with the sugar, apply heat, and

when the syriip is formed, strain and

flavor it. Each teaspoon ful contains

about one grain of phosphate of iron and

two and one-half grains of phosphate of

lime with smaller proportions of the.

alkaline phosphates, all in perfect solu-

tion.

P. says: We have lieen washing out the

mouths of several birds more or less out

of sorts with lime water and have found

it most useful in clearing away quasi-

diphtheritic growths. It is quite harm-

less and apparently very grateful to the

sick birds. Those who wish to be their

own chemists can prepare their own lime

water by placing a lump of fresh lime as

large as' a cricket ball in a pail of pure

water, stirring up, allowing to settle and

drawing off the clear liquid with a

syphon. The water will only absorb a

certain proportion of lime.

Memo. Siberian Rabbits.

T. H. D. says: Whilst at Calcutta in

1S76 1 saw several in the animals mar-

ket, two of which I purchased for three

rupees in the hopes of bringing them to

lingland. The natives assured me that

they frequently had this breed for sale,

some being even larger than those I

bought, which weighed, the buck nine

and one-half pounds and the doe eight

and a quarter pounds. Their wool was

of a beautifully fine texture, of great

length and abundance, their hind feet l)e-

ing woolled similar to a heavily booted

Cochin or Brahma, which I consider

added to their beauty and value consid-

erably. Their ears were very short and

rounded at the apex, and eyes of a light

pink color, full of simplicity of expres-

sion, with a dreaminess therein that be-

spoke at once their amiability and good

nature. Their markings were like those

of the Himalayan, being well defined.

One feature I particularly admired was

the front of tlieir faces, which was thickly

woolled, and when parted had the appear-

ance of a frill like that of a turbit and on

either side of their cheeks the wool

formed a perfect Elizabethan hood. Soon

after our ship sailed clear of the Bay of

Bengal I was enabled to bestow more
attention on my "pigmy menagerie,"'

and in the various dog watches devoted

the time in making a little four-wheeled

wagon, to which when completed bun-

nies were attached, preceded by one ofthe

crew with a piece of turnip or some such

relishing bait, and it was surprising how
in time they became accustomed to their

little trappings and would follow at my
heels as well as any dog. Their mis-

chievous companions (monkeys) heartily

enjoyed the scene by marching in con-

cert along the rail, anon leaping slyly to

the deck, pulling their wool or upsetting

the equippage and then retreating to a
j

place of safety, chattering with feigned
;

glee over the little deviltry committed.

At meal times, too, they would sit on

their hind legs, rest their fore ones on my
legs, similar to a dog in the attitude of

begging and would heartily enjoy the

small pieces of soaked biscuit given

them. They were very hardy^ capital

sailors and learned to walk the deck in

moderately rough weather with compar-

ative ease. From a conversation that I

had with an old native of Calcutta I am
led to assert this breed to be distinct of

itself and not originally descended from

the Angora and Himalayan, as ofttimes

stated.

Memo. To Breed Budgerigars.

P. says: A spare room or corner is

better than a cage for breeding budgeri-

gars. I'se the husk of the cocoanut for

the nest place, fixed or suspended by

wire in a corner of the room at the end

of a truncated entrance way, which could

Ije formed by using cork bark, or bring-

ing into requisition the stump of a tree

hollowed out. Fix here and there tree

branches for perches. The ends of the

husk should be cut off, and a flat piece of

wood placed to one of the apertures, so

that you can examine what your birds

are doing when occasion requires it. If

your fittings bear a rural appearance,

none the worse for budgerigar breeding.

Canary and millet seeds are the proper

diet until they have young, when soft

food may be given. Be sure the birds

are cock and hen. Many keep two cocks

together without the knowledge of dis-

tinguishing the sexes.

Memo. Ventilation and Cleanliness.

R. T. says: A matter in connection

with the rearing and housing of poultry,

which has been more neglected than any

other, is ventilation and cleanliness. It

has often appeared to me, speaking after

a long poultry experience, that, in a

common way, poultry houses, coops and

rearers seem to be constructed so as to

prevent the possibility of fowls or chick-

ens getting tresh air, or iigiit and clcau

accommodation. Fowls "of the air" be-

come, for a great part of their lives, pris-

oners in filthy dens. Numerous diseases

sweep off scores at a time of fowls thus

housed, and owners cannot understand

the cause. A paternal government steps

in and forbids too many human beings

being lodged in small-sized filthy rooms,

and thus l)eing effectually poisoned. Our
feathered friends should have equal con-

sideration in this respect from their

owners and then one-half the so-called

diseases of poultry would cease to exist,

and strong, healthy and profitable birds

become common. From the smallest

coop to the largest hennery the points to

be observed are: Ample capacity for the

numbers housed; provision for change

of air constantly and without draughts

when the houses or coops are shut up

for the night; good shelter at all times

from rain and cold winds; and ready ac-

cessibility for frequent removal of filth

and for frequent washing; paint or tar

all coops and houses outside, and white-

wash inside; all inside fittings should be

removable without trouble, for thorough

cleansing; see to these things whether

you make your own fixtures or buy them
from others. Scientific education is now
spreading among farmers, and even

among the poorest of our rural popula-

tion; It ought to be, and no doubt soon

will be, that all persons in connection

with the rearing and breeding of stock of

all kinds should be able to understand

for themselves what is recjuired for their

housing and accommodation.

white tail. I paired him with his

mother, and bred from them several

youngsters which already had from

thirty to thirty-two tail feathers. Third

generation.—Next spring the old hen

was again paired with her son, bred from

herself and her own son. From these I

obtained some produce of remarkable

beauty, amongst which was a pair of

yellows with thirty-eight white tail

feathers. Fourth generation.—The fol-

lowing year I paired for the third time

the mother with her son (great-grandson),

and from them bred some grand speci-

mens With forty tail feathers, but all

were white like their mother except the

last pair, bred at the end of the season,

which were yellow with white tail like

their father.

Therefore, in spite of successive pairing

of mother to son, grandson, and great-

grandson, the breed remained healthy,

vigorous and undegenerate.

Memo. Queer Ideas They Have in

Derbyshire.

CAGE . BIRDS AND PETS.

RABBIT POODS.

Memo. A Case 0/ Inter-breeding.

P. de la R. says: It is a common prac-

tice with breeders of fowls and pigeons,

when they wish to re-establish a breed of

which they only possess a single speci-

men, to cross aiicl re-cross the half-breds

with the pure breed until they obtain the

result they desire. Some years ago I

myself tried an experiment with fantails

which was completely successful. I had

a pair of yellow fans with white tails

which had only twenty feathers in their

tails, and I desired to improve the breed.

First generation.—I paired the yellow

cock to a superb all-white hen with forty

feathers in her tail, and from them I got

youngsters with twenty-four and twenty-

six leathers in their tails. .Second

generation.—The following year I chose

from amongst the produce of the fore-

going pair a young yellow cock with

L. S. savs: Keepers of fowls tell me
that cock birds in the last moulting sea-

son cast their feathers in most cases fully

three weeks before the hens; and the

weather we have had since quite bears

out the truth of the rhyming saying—

irthecock moults before the hen.

We shall have the weather thick and thtii;.

If the hen moults before the cock,

We shall have weather as hard as a block.

A neighbor of mine confirms this, and

says his male bird was getting well into

feather again before his hens began to

moult. Our folks say: "If the hens

gather on a rising ground, and trim

their feathers, it is a sign of rain." And
"If the cock stays on the roost longer in

the morning than usual, and crows there,

it is a sign of wet." A custom prevailed,

years ago, in country places and lone

farmhouses in Derbyshire, for girls to

peep through the keyholes of house doors

before opening them on St. Valentine's

Day; when, if fortune was good to them,

and they saw cock and hen in company,

the omen was so favorable that it might

be taken for grauied llic ucisuii iiiost in-

terested would l^e married before the year

was out.

Memo. Sex of Eggs.

M. A. says : Tlie following is from a

little l)ook by a tliinker in fowl-keeping:

"The sex of eggs depends more upon the

time at which they are laid than upon

their shape. The latter theory doubtless

had its foundation in the fact that if long

eggs are selected in early spring, with a

view of hatching cockerels, or short

ones later in the season, with a view of

hatching pullets, l>oth experiments may
prove suceessful; both results, however,

depending entirely upon the time the

eggs were laid, instead of upon their

shape. There is so much difference in

the shape of eggs from different hens

that the selection of the long or short

ones from a promiscuous lot of eggs with

a view to the sex, would only lead to

disappointment, and yet if a batch of

eggs from one hen are kept separate

their comparative lengths would be an

indication as to which had l)een laid

first, and, therefore," to their probable

sex. From the early eggs in any batch,

irrespective of sea.son, cockerels are more

likely to he produced, while more pullets

may lie expected from the last eggs of a

batch."

Memo. The Faverolle.

R. G. says: The Faverolle is the pro-

duce of a cross between the Houdaii and

the Brahma. After having purchased

some Houdans from Messrs. Rouillier

and Arnoult.I inquired of them if I could

not breed faverolles myself. This was

their reply: "As you have some nice

Brahnias, you will, of course, be able, by

crossing them with Houdans, to obtain

faverolles. This breed is good sized,

good layers, and very good sitters." I

did this, and have only to congratulate

myself on the results. I have two faver-

olle hens, and they are perhaps the two

best layers I have got. During Novem-

l>er last, when they began to lay, being

then six months old, they laid upwards

of fifty eggs, and they have not stopped

laying daily all through the winter up to

now, and they show no sign of ceasing

yet The cockerel which I parted with

was a magnificent bird. They run alter-

nately with Houdans and light Brahnias.

The same can be obtained by any breeder

as long as he possesses some pure Hou-

dans and gooa Brahmas.

TS.ed.ge Parsley, Dandelion, Celery

and Grasses Contrasted.

One of the most popular foods for the

rabbit amongst "things that grow green"

is the feathery or fern-like leaf and stalk

of the common ornament of hedgebanks

during the summer months—the hedge

parsley (torilis anthriscus). This plant

is a very healthy one as a food for the

rabbit, and may be used extensively

during the months of May, June, July

and August. The leaves and stalks may
both be used. After August it never

seems in a healthy condition, and by the

end of September the flower has died off

and the leaves show a decided tendency

towards natural decay.

Another and more general name for

hedge parsley is that of cow parsley.

This plant bears a small while flower

—

or, rather, a collection of them—on the

top of a tall stalk. Hedge parsley must

not Ije mistaken for, or confounded with,

hemlock {conium maculatutn), another

and somewhat similar plant of the um-
belliferce tribe. Hedge parsley has a

triangular-shaped stem, which is of a

bright light green and rough to the touch,

whilst that of the hemlock is a darkish

green, has red spots on it, is quite round

and smooth. The latter, too, is not

pleasant to smell, but the former has a

very agreeable and woody odor. The

hemlock, as most rabbit feeders know,

is a deadly poison for the rabbit. The

Latin name of the hemlock has nothing

to do with coney; coniutn alludes, I be-

lieve, to the cone-like shape of the red

spots on the stem, and the maculatutn to

the spots themselves, from macula, a

spot. This tome in mind may prove

useful in some hour of doubt as to the

identity of the one plant or the other.

At times, if given too freely, or insuf-

ficient be the supply of dry food, hedge

parsley is liable to produce scours in the

rabbitry, particularly amongst the occu-

pants of the nursery. When feeding on

this particularly juicy plant allow plenty

of goo<l sweet meadow hay.
Garden parsley, the favorite garnish of

our cold joints, which is to be found in

almost every garden, may be given to the
rabbit once and again, but not as a regu-
lar food, owing to its being of a rather
heating nature. The curled double
parsley is mostly preferred in the kitchen,
but the single-leafed is undoubtedly the
better for the rabbitry.

The well-known perennial dandelion
(leontodon taraxacum), which is some-
what closely allied to the chicory, is of
great utility to rabbit feeders. It is com-
mon to almost all parts, but flourishes

best in moist pasture land. The leaves
are in a fit state for being gathered from
early in April until the end of Septem-
ber. The roots of the larger plants may
be grubbed up and stored for winter use
in the same way as chicory roots. The
leaves are very bitter to the human
palate, but are greatly relished, as are
the roots, by bunny in all stages of life,

and instead of being too bitter they ap-
pear to act as an excellent tonic or pick-
me-up. There exists a popular opinion
amongst rabbit fanciers that this plant is

liable to engender a discharge from the
kidneys known as "red water." This ife

a pure fallacy, I am very greatly inclined
to believe. I have used dandelion freely
for many years, and as yet have found
no result otherwise than highly satisfac-

tory ones.
Celery {a/>ium graveolens), which is so

popular as a human vegetable uncooked
and cooked, is a most useful addition to
the short list of other things which can
be obtained in a green state for the rab-
bitry during the winter months. The
plant in a wild state is never eaten by
man, and is not relished by the rabbit.
It has an excessively unpleasant odor
and taste. As a rule the parts which
are taken to the rabbitry are the green

leaves, the outer stalks, and the stump.
Celery contains a small amount of a
sugar which is known as "manna-sugar."
The following is an analysis of the best
parts of the plant:

A.NALYSIS OI- CELERV.
Ozs. in

lib.

Water 14)^
Albuminoids Vi
Carbohydrates (starch) >^
Carbohydrates (sut^r)' ^
Fibre ^
Ash Trace

Celery is always supposed to be a heat-

ing food. That such is not the case will

soon \x seen. Celery is much relished

by all rabbits, and often they can be got
to partake of this food when everything
else offered is refused.

Watercress (nasturlum officinale) is

not often used as a food for the rabbit.

Unless it is very young it is rather too
warm-flavored a plant to suit the palate

of Master Bunny. The chief nutriment
in this plant lies in the ash, in which it

is rich.

Rabbits are not particularly fond of
grass as a food. During the summer mine
always have a handful all round from the
lawn mower, once a week at least, and
often get some among their hedge-
gathered food. Grass contains more
nutriment than is commonly supposed,
and this accounts greatly, no doubt, for

rabbits in a wild state being able to get a
living offsparsely covered warren laud. In

alluding to grass I refer to the ordinary
"meadow grass," which includes a large

number of specimens of the graminece.
In the agricultural world this collection

of grasses is known as the "natural
grasses." Twenty or more different

grasses can be found on a good average
meadow. The following is an analysis

of a good mixture of these grasses :

ANALYSIS OK MEADOW GRASS.
Ozs. in

I lb

Water iJJi

Albuminoids ,vii

Carlxihydrates 2}i
Hat H
Fibre and chlorophyl %
Ash H

Among the richer of the grasses is the

meadow fescue [J'estuca pratense), the

smooth meadow grass {poa pratensis), the

rye grass (lolium perenne), the oat

grass (aira cwspitosa), and the florin

grass (agrostts alba). The soft brome
grass (bromus mollis), and all the bromus
family, together with many daisies,

stinging nettles, etc., are signs of inferior

soil, which, of course, results in inferior

qualities of the component parts of the

better grasses. A great deal niiglit be

written concerning grass footls, but

space will not admit.
The "green" clovers stand next on the

list, and combined with them are the

"artificial grasses." The well-known
broad or red clover [tri/olium pratense),

the pink, the handsome crimson clover

{trijolium incarnatum), and the more
old-fashioned white clover {tri/olium

repens), are all very excellent for the

rabbit, in moderation ; during late April,

May, and even June they are in season;

they show a very good percentage of nu-

trition—about three-quarters of an ounce
to the pound of albuminoids, and also au

excellent proportion of sugar.

[TO BK CONTINUED.]

Fancy Mice.

In pairing for piebalds I put a black

buck to a white doe, or white buck to a

black doe (supposing black and white are

wanted). Allow these to throw one litter,

then pair with self colors, viz., black to

black and white to white. In the first

instance you will most probably obtain

all self-colored youngsters, some white,

some black; in the second you may obtain

two-thirds piebald and one-third self

colors.

The doe goes twelve days with young,
and the litters vary in number from four

to twelve.
I find mice thrive best on bread and

milk, not too wet (once a day only), oat-s,

and millet seed. By way of a change a

bit of potato now and again, and an oc-

casional nut or two.

As regards cages, mine are designed

more for the health of the occupants than

for ornament. The wheel I have a great

objection to, as it has so great a tendency
to give them sore feet.—A. H. C.

LOVE BIRDS.

An Interesting Account of an At-

tempt to Breed Them.

The red-faced love birds are the hand-

somest and most charming of the varie-

ties to be had of dealers. In the adult

bird the front of the head and throat is

of a bright red, while the same parts in

the hen usually incline more to orange

red. Eyes black with a pale ring. The
body of both is a rich grass green,

deeper above than beneath, the wing
primaries being almost black, while about

the vent the green fades nearly into yel-

low. The tail, if spread, shows a hand-

some red stripe, then a narrower band of

black, and is tipped with yellowish green,

but when closed its beauty is scarcely

noticeable, as the two centre feathers

and tail coverts are plain green. The
rump is bright blue. In the male the

outer edge and under coverts of the

wings are black mixed with a few tiny

blue and yellow feathers. In the hen

the edge is distinctly yellow, and the

under wing coverts greenish grey. This

is the only certain test of sex, as the red

tints on the head vary with the age of

the bird. The feet and claws are grey
and the beak red.

The west coast of Africa is ^he source
of supply for these birds and from thence
great numbers are imported every year,

but they are very delicate when they first

arrive, and many die within a short time.

Others again seem unable to recover
their natural gaiety in captivity and if

kept at a low temperature or amid un-
congenial surroundiugs, sit listlessly side

by side and keep as much as possible

out of sight so that many persons who
have been tempted by their beauty to

buy them, now grow weary and condemn
them as stupid aud uninteresting. Those,
however, who have the good fortune to

obtain a really healthy pair and are able

to keep tliem warm, shielded from sud-
den changes of temperature and free

from disturbances will find their merry
ways and quaint gestures very attractive.

When given a large cage to themselves
and provided with plenty of rotten wood
to gnaw they soon gain confidence and

I become quite lively.

I With every movement the many-col-

j
ored tail is coquettishly spread and furled

like a fan, and as they fly about uttering

their shrill call notes, or hang head
downwards basking in the rays of the
mid-day sun, or to catch the drops from
a passing shower, as they love to do, the
combination of vivid red, green, blue

and black renders them a striking and
Ijeautiful ornament of the aviary.

Unfortunately, it is a rare occurrence
for these birds to wish to go to nest in

captivity, and it is doubtful whether en-

tire success has ever been achieved. Last
year a pair in my possession displayed a

strong desire to breed in a cage six feet

high, in which the nesting box wa.s fixed

close to the ceiling and covered with
pieces of rotten wood. Here they worked
away most industriously, biting up the

wood, the hen at intervals going into the

box to see what progress had been made,
and calling to the male to join her; a

lively discussion would ensue inside,

after which both birds resumed their

task. From time to time, however, one
or the other would gently pull its com-
panion's flight feathers, and this was al-

ways the signal for a regular game of

romp. After pursuing each other from
perch to perch, one would suddenly
twist so as to hang head downwards be-

neath it, while the other remained atove,

and a mock combat would take place

amid excited calls, one of the claws be-

ing continually waved about like a hand.

I have rarely seen either bird lose its

temper on such occasions, and the pair I

am speaking of had a habit when tired

out of sitting close together, each with

one claw clasped in that of the other in

the prettiest way imaginable, but which
I have not noticed with any other birds

of the same kind. During the season of

courtship such work and play, with the

intervals of caresses, the love song and
dance, and the feeding of the hen by the

male, which depends entirely for water
and food upon the supply provided by
her consort (though she makes au excep-

tion in favor of fruit), so fill up the day

that they can scarcely find time for
their usual nap at noon. The love dance
of the male is quaint, and consists in
strutting backwards and forwards on the
bough,- his head drawn up to its full

height, and the wings slightly raised, so
as to show their velvety black lining in
front and the blue rump behind. The
song is insignificant but rather pretty,
and is kept up during this performance,
and also nearly all the time the birds are
at rest.

My birds fell into a moult at this stage,
and no eggs were laid. Probably this
was due to weakness on the part of the
hen, as she suffered frequently from at-

tacks of sickness and diarrhoea. To
overcome this a few drops of Parrish's
chemical food were added to the drink-
ing water for some months. This was
certainly of use, but as the bird relapsed
each time the food was discontinued, for
several days 1 tried a weak solution of
citrate of iron, which proved effectual, as
the bird had no fresh attack after.

A Russian gentleman gives in the Ger-
man leathered World an interesting ac-

count of his experience with a pair of
these birds which went to nest, though
unsuccessfully, several years in succes-
sion from July to September, but unfortu-
nately the poor little hen died of egg-
binding. He say.s: "Their whole char-
acter seemed transformed, and their ac-
tivity displayed their lovely plumage to
such advantage, that even the most ex-
acting amateur must have been satisfied."

Although it used to be believed that
the death of one of these birds necessa-
rily involved that of the mate—hence the
name of inseparables—further observation
has proved this to be an error. My per-
sonal experience has been that the hens
are much longer lived than the males,
but that widowed birds either mope con-
tinually or keep up such a constant shrill

lament over the lost one as to become
very troublesome. In disposition I have
found them amiable towards each other,
but extremely jealous and quarrelsome
with their companions. Others complain
that the hens are greedy and inclined to

tyrannize over the male. Allowance
must always be made for individual pe-
culiarities, but on the whole I consiaer
all the male love birds sweeter-tempered
than the hens, and less inclined to attack
other birds. It is not quite safe to allow
widowed blue-winged and red faced hen
love birds to share the same cage, unless
it be a very large one; as though they
will feed each other from the crop, the
red-faces are liable to sudden gusts of
passion, and at such times will fiercely

attack the tiny companion aud be very
likely to injure her. They agree much
better with the grey-heads at all times,

and a very strong friendship was formed
between two such birds in my posses-

sion, which had long shared the same
room as happy wives.

After some months of widowhood this

grey-head frequently visited the red-

faced bird, which on account of the
feebleness of old age lived in an open
carrot's cage, and finally took up her
abode with her friend. Later, little heaps
of leaves and scraps of paper were piled

up in one corner of the cage, which
were cleared away several times Ijefore it

occurred to me that the grey-head was
anxious to nest. A new male was at

once provided and placed in sight, and
lest by mischance he should bestow his

affections on the wrong bird, the red-

faced one was removed. This did not
answer at all. Both hens displayed such
grief at the separation tliat at the end of
several days I brought back the second
widow. In the meantime, however, the

grey-head had commenced laying, and a

great struggle ensued between her affec-

tion for her friend and maternal devotion

to the egg. After kissing and caressing

the one she would return to the other,

then restlessly begin carrying fragments

to each cage in turn, and was evidently

so harrassed by these conflicting claims
that I tood advantage of her absence in

search of nesting material to place the

friend outside the cage which contained
the egg. Great was their joy at finding

themselves once more together, and soon
the grey-head led the way into the cage

and tlie very corner where the egg was
deposited. Here, clinging side by side to

the bars, the great event was fully dis-

cussed; after which they climbed up to

the seed pan, and if ever two nice old

ladies have appreciated a cup of tea aud
a chat, so as surely did these two birds

enjoy their bird gossip and the half di-

gested morsels they so lovingly ex-
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changed ! Need I sav that they were not

again interfered with, to their entire con-

tent > The one set steadily below, and

ith other on the perch, exchanging

friendly chirps occasionally, while, dur-

injj the absence of the grey-head, the

red-faced bird kept watch over the eggs,

callinj? loudly if the other remained

away longer than usual . As for the un-

fortunate male, his ill-timed intrusion

was never forgiven or forgotten. After

a long and extremely stormy courtship

his attentions were accepted to some ex-

tent, but he was never allowed to enter

the nesting box, and it was not until both

he and the red-faced bird had been re-

moved bv death and a fresh male pro-

vided that the eggs proved fertile.

The food should be millet, canary seed

and oats. Fresh ripe figs, apple and

green millet in the ear are favorite deli-

cacies. Some individuals are fond of

bathing, other never seem to wash at all.

If they show a desire to nest it must be

remembered that they require a steady

high temperature, and the slightest dis-

turbance will cause the loss of the brood.

As the presence of nesting grey-heads

has been found to inspire them with con-

fidence, it would be well to keep a pair

within sight or hearing. Budgerigars

or blue^winged love birds would not be

so viitable, the fornien have been tried

without avail. Should they succeed in

hatching their eggs, the same seeds must

be given soaked as well as dry, and egg

foods, ants' eggs, and mealworms oifered.

—J. Cassirer.
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The Show Homer.

A committee of eight composed of the

Messrs. Christmas, Cotton, Day and

Janes, of the south of England, and the

Messrs. Armstrong, Higham, Turner and

Wilson, of the north presented the fol-

lowing as its report upon the standard

for the show homer:

Head and beak of an unbroken curve

from back of head to tip of beak.

Beak, of medium length and substance,

measuring from one and one-quarter

inch to one and three-quarters inch to

the comer of the eye.

Eye, pearl or red, bright and well set,

with a wild appearance.

Cere, fine and hard (dark preferred).

Neck, not too long, thick at liase. tap-

ering well to the throat, which should be

well cleaned out.

Body, of medium size, short and wedge
shaped; back broad, flat, and straight,

good depth of keel. Chest broad, shoul-

ders strong and well carried, with straight

breastbone and vent bones well up.

Feather, Flights short and broad,

well overlapping each other to the end.

Tail not too long well drawn together,

and well carried.

Condition, hard and firm.

Color, sound thoughout, in

clear and distinct.

Legs of medium length, clean, strong,

and well set.

Carriage, a bold, upstanding, and
workmanlike appearance.

It was moved by Mr. Wilson, seconded

by Mr. Day, and carried, that there be

100 points allowed, as follows:

Be*k 8

Hc*d and throat 18

Eye
Cere
Neck
Bodjr
PMther and condition
Color
Ug» 3
Carriage 8

Total ....'. 100

Baltimore Oolumbarian Society.

Baltimore, Md., May 13.—The al>ove

named society was organized April 18, by

the Messrs. Ernest Gill, president; Dr.

W. W. White, vice-president
; John D.

Abel, secretary ; G. A. Fick, treasurer

;

S. W. Taylor, C. W. H. Burns, Thomas
I^ Cuyer, Executive Committee; T. S.

Gaddess, Charles P. Powell, Charles

Schmenner, George W. Cunningham ad-

ditional members.
The object of the society is the further-

ance of the pigeon fancy in this section,

and the holding of monthly shows open
to metnlwrs only.

The meeting nights are the first and
third Fridays in each month.

John D. Abbl, Secretary.

RUSSIAN WOLF-HOUNDS.

More Light Thrown on the Origin and

Breeding of This Dog.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I don't understand what is wrong

with "Brittle's" mental equipoise. Were

it somebody else I would suspect that his

centre of gravity had been shifted by the

late English fox terrier judging, but

"Brittle" is properly too confident in his

own opinions of the breed to be elevated

by that endorsement. You haven't heard

of any boot toe devotions on his part

lately, have you? Taken altogether, I

think he was just seized with a severe at-

tack of "larking" me.

But after all, when it comes to length

of body of the R.-C.-P.-O.-S. wolf-"or-

any-other-man"-hound, I am right, and,

more than that, I can prove it. First,

, 'Brittle" and everybody else who cares

for being sensible must admit that there

is no defined "authoritative" type of the

breed. Fancy has not shed her smiles on

it to the bedarkening of all other light.

As the Russians have been pegging away

at the breed for seventy-five years and

still have rough and smooth coats in one

litter. It is evidently hopeless to look to

the land of Nihilists for any "authority."

They have not been bred in England
long enough or enough attention paid

them for the inevitable English type to

be evolved, and until /he nation ol fan-

ciers develop a type there is no use in any
fiddling round aLout "the real thing,"

"the true type" or any other will o' the

wisp.
Now, in such pictures of the breed as I

have seen, greater length of body in pro-

portion to height than is characteristic

of other divisions of the greyhound
family seems to be largely in the ma-
jority. Hugh Dalziel has paid more at-

tention to the breed than any other doggy
writer, and he notes this extra length of

body. Such English greyhound men as

I have heard from mention this as a

common characteristic of the breed. So
I am safe in assuming that this is not a

characteristic uncommon in the breed

and therefore not incongruous.
Then comes the question as to whether

it is a desirable feature, one to be bred

into or out of the breed ? This is neces-

sarily a matter of taste and individual

opinion, as questions of practical use

hardly come into consideration, there

being no wisdom in breeding expensive

dogs for wolf-hunting when there is

every reason to believe that the cheaper
deerhound answers just as well, and
therefore I consider the breed purely as

an ornamental one. There is a way in

which anyone with the least artistic

ability can present the question to them-
selves in a very clear light. Take Vero
Shaw's picture of the greyhound Lauder-
dale, or better still, the illustration of

the greyhound reproduced in the Ameri-
can Kennel Register from Bingley of

1809 and carefully trace it. Then add
about the feather and long coat of a

setter, and if you do not produce a

stilty, shoved up, disproportioned looking

animal, your taste and mine do not agree.

Now to remedy this defect cut the trac-

ing in two vertically just back of the

ribs; insert here about one-tenth of the

height; refinish the picture and you will

be surprised to find that all the lost ele^

gauce of the greyhound is restored.

There is no use in quoting Darwin,
natural laws or anything of that kind as

pertinent to the question. Darwin was
not a "fancier." Fancy animals are

not products of nature, but are as un-

natural as a double rose; nor can I see

where nature had a hand in the 'long
and low" spaniel, the bobtail sheep dog,

the undershot mastiff, the tapir-snouted

collie, the dachshund, basset or modern
St. Bernard. So, "Brittle," if wc are go-

ing to have a campaign on this issue, let

us first define our boundaries. Them's
mine.
"Modern St. Bernard" suggests to me

a fact that has just recurred to my mem-

ory. I have always maintained that the

dog of the Hospice of forty or fifty years

since and the English mastiff of the same
day were practically identical, citing

Colonel Gamier, Mr. Lukey, Mr. Wynn
and others in support of my position, but

until within a few days I had forgotten

that my own knowledge supplied an

instance most positively confirming my
views. About forty years since my uucle,

then residing near Sheppardstown, Va.

(or Maryland), had a large red fawn

bitch, short-coated, very massive in

build, large in skull and long-faced, but

otherwise thoroughly of mastiff type.

Now this bitch certainly came from Mt.

St. Bernard, or the immediate vicinity,

as she was brought over by a tourist, a

man of high character, who said she

came from "Mt. St. Bernard," but of

course this may have applied to the dis-

trict, not to the Hospice. This bitch was
bred to tlie big black dog commonly
called a Newfoundland, and threw some
puppies like herself, some parti-colored

and some all black, our family getting

one of the black ones. Although I was

young at the time, all the circumstances

came as fresh as though they were of

yesterday when the bitch was accident-

ally recalled to my mind. How the

English and Alpine dogs came to be so

nearly identical I do not presume to

guess, but that they were seems beyond
question. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HiJt,TON, Pa., May 10, 1890.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
May 6 to 9.—Second annual bench show of the

Southern California Kennel Club,at Los Angeles,

Cal. E. K. Beuchley, secretary. Entries close

May I.

June 3-6.—Cincinnati Kennel Club, at Cincin-

nati, Ohio. George H. Hill, superintendent.
Sept. a-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O.. Charles E. Rowland, secretary.

Sept. 15-18.—International Dog Show of the

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, in connection
with the Industrial Exhibition at Toronto. Can-
ada. H. J. Hill, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,

Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-

retary.
Dec. i:—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.

H. Odell, Mills Building. New York, secretary.

18D1.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Bruuby, secretary,

Marietta, Ga.

KENNEL, REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS.

CLINTON CLARK'S (Des Moines, Iowa,) Irish

setter bitch May Quke.n to F. H. Perry's
Prince Ninon (Sarsfield-Nino), May 3 and 4,

1890.

C R HOWHN'** (To*""!^. Wrie ^ Iriwh o^'fler hitch
~ bELLATGlencho, Jr.-Nellie C.l, to F. H. Per-

ry's Clarkmont Patsy (Frisco-Nellie IX),

May 8, 1890.

F. L. CHENEY'S Irish setter bitch Bizreena
(Champion Nimrod-Bizorahl, to his imported
Henmorb Shamrocic (Muskerry- Avoca),
April 26 and 77, 1890.

WILLIAM FLOOD'S Irish terrier bitch Sandy-
CRoKT Vim to L. A. Rice's Shamrock. April

27, 1890.

MR. ROBINSON'S Irish terrier Jii-T to L. A.
Rice's Shamrock, May 10. 1890.

L. A. RICE'S Irish terrier bitch Fannah to his

Shamrock. April 29, ifgo.

H. HULMAN, JR.'S, English setter Nannie S.

to his Oath's Mark, May 10, 1890.

MR. P. LORILLARD, JR.'S, St. Hklen, Eng-
lish setter bitch. May i, to Dab Wilson.

DR. O. G. DAVIS' List Noble, English setter

bitch. May i, to Be.n Hill.

MR. H. C. BRADLEY'S ViCK D., English setter

bitch, May 2. to Dad Wilson, Jr.

MR. J. C. Dl'NCAN'S OKONITE, F^nglish setter

bitch, May 11, to Ben Hill.

SALES.
C. R. BOWEN, Toma, Wis., has sold the Irish

setter puppies WiNNEBAiiO MAn«E and WiN-
NERAOo Rosco, whelped March i8, 1890, by
Diclt Swiveler—Nellie Glencho. to F. H.
Perry, Des Moines, Iowa.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS have sold their

pug bitch Trottie. whelped September 3,

ib89 (Rochester—Tautrums), to Charles G.

Payne, Frankfort. Ky.
WHELPS.

WM. H. CHILD'S Irish setter bitch Betsey '

Leigh (5824), whelped May 12, two puppies,

by Fly.

F. L. CHENEY'S Irish setter bitch D.\ISY
(Champion Chief—Leigh Doane}, whelped on
May II seven (four dogs), to Alden S. Swan's
Berkley II (Champion Chief—Champion
Gussie).

KICKAPOO KENNELS' (Wahpeton, N. D.) pug
bitch Narka (9732). whelped May i. i8go. five

puppies (two males) by Lord Clover (14,005).

W. G. BRUNT'S pug bith Fussie (Fritz—Tiny),
whelped April 16, five (three dogs), to Saxon
(Tom Thumb— Fussie).

H. HULMAN, JR.'S English setter bitch Tem-
TEST. whelped nine, to W. Wells' Dover.

H. HULMAN, JR.'S English setter bitch Ri;by
Girl, whelped six (two dogs), to Memphis
and Avcnl Kennels' Roderigo.

MR. J. SHELLY HUDSON'S IJixiK, FCnglish set

tLT bitch, whelped April 26, five dogs and six

bitches, by Dad Wilson.

MR. GEORGE H. WELL'S Dolly S., English
setter bitch, whelped May 12, one dog and
three bitches, by Dad Wilson.

NAMES CLAIMED.
W. G. BRUNT. Baltimore, Md.. claims the

names:
Sunrise for apricot fawn pug dog pnppy,
whelped April 16, 1890. by Saxon—Fussie.

SfNSET for fawn dog, same litter.

IKMA for silver fawn bitch, same titter.

TiSA for silver fawn bitch, same litter.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati. O.),

claim the name Sir Loris II for pug dug
whelped April 3, 1890. by Sir Loris (iS.MS)—
East Lake Virgie (97.'o).

Queen Loris for bitch, same litter.

Voi'NQ Loris for dog, same litter.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of publisheo price:

kennel.
American Kennel. Burges
Book of the Dog. Vero tihaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dogs. Diseases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

D<^, Their Management and Treatment

i.oo

3.00

1.00

.80

2.00

.50

3.00
50

1.00

50
• 75

•50

500
4.50
4.50

1.50

•50

Englishe Doffgcs. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book. Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to Xlll.cach
Fox Teriier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions
Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

Our Prize bogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, J7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait of Plinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25jiortraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. I^verack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather
Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary Birds. Paper cover

Cloth
Canaries audCage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bcchstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby.
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams . . .

The Canary. O. J. Bamesby
PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . a.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 5°

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

J-50
.60

•50

•75

1.00

l.»5

2.50
J-35

1-25

500
a.50

2.75
.»5

7-50
a.50

50
•75

•50

•75

»^5o
1.00

•50

•50

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer.
poultry.

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book oT Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wooa cuts. By Harri-

son Weir
Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Vvatts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plaiitagenet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. K. Diehl
Poulliy Culture. I. K. Felch
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philosophy ol Judging. By Babcock,
Felch » Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Poultry for the people. Coniyns
Fancy Poultry, Part 1 ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns
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•50
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J.50

•50
3.00
.50
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1.00

1.00
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.50

•50
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Vol. 4. NO. 20.] t^HE F'ANClEkS* JOtJRNAU
PUBLICATIONS.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancieis." li
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KENNEIi CliTTB

Qtud Qook.
Blanks for registering in the ofiSciat Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' rejxirts and certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS,
UABBITS, CAtJE-HIIlDS, &C.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofaiiv pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »;j. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

EST^VBLISHKD 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats. Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazelle, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. AH prog^ressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number.
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre. Pa.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Cotumbarian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the l>est advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclu.sively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifly cents a vear.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tlioronglilireil Lire Ml Eichange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock t>ought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken: mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information GrvEN.
Horses. Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation gruaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NF:W YORK,
PERCY C. OHL. Proprietor.

prairie §tate Incubafor

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for l>est incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Coropassville.
S0^6a Chester Co., Pa.

310

MISCELLANEOUS.
IvBQ BANDS

FOR ALL VARIETIES OP PIGEONS
Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each aHc. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per 100 lb. Bag, |13.00
OranulatrKl Bone,
Ground Beef
Scraps, - -

Calflte, - - .
CriiHlted Flint,
CniMhed Uyttter
8hellB,

lUO

100

StOO

800

8.75

8.00
S.UO
8.0U

„„^..„, - - »„„ " 8.00
Send lor our New Pnce List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMI'WOLP <fe CO.,
42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

DOGS.
Adverliuments wilhoul display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Bloodhoanda.

FOR SALE.—A choice Utter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,
Fair Haven, V t.

Collies.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Mctchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Fluiry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyu Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyii
Gayla-s, by Champion scotilla out of Young
Meg. by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

R SALE—Scotch Collie 11 months old. For
pedigree, address C. D. Losher, N. German-
town, N. Y. 61-it

O

tf

r
FoxhonndB.

/'CHAMPION RANGER, black, white and tan,
\^ seven yearsold, by lorance—Roxey II, win-

ner on the bench and in the chase. Also
Fly, black, tan and white, by Champion
Bugler—Gypsy, bom May lo. 1887. Never
shown, but thoroughly trained on foxes.
Price for both, $100. W. H. Weiss, Free-
mansburg. Pa. ^\f

Gordon Setters.

V^OR SALE.—Four grand young dogs by
J^ Heather Harrold. Address Chestnut Hill

Kennels, Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.-Some fine young pups by Koslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels
Chestnut Hill, PhUadelphia.

FOR SALE—A male pup six months old, from
prizewinners. Address C. F. Sullivan, 114D street, South Boston, Mass. 6i-it

Mastlflb.

6o^5i

OR SALE.—Salva (6853) Champion Ilford
Caution—Bess. She is not only a typical
mastiff, but a brood bitch of the greatest
value. Her first litter by Sears' Monarch
produced WvomiiigDuke with the grandest
mastiff head bred^ in America, and Wyo-
ming Count, a noted Eastern prize winner.
She IS perfect in disposition and as a watch
dog.
Pups, one dog and two bitches (Sears'

Monarch—Salva), whelped February 11,
1890. These pups are very promising'.
The Jacobite (16,.vr.5) Sears' Monarch-

Maid of Athens, whelped August 22, 18H9.
Immense in bone and of great promise.
Will sell at very reasonable prices, as I

wish to close at once to make bull dogs a
specialty. H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass.

FOR SALE—A choice English Mastiff bitch
three years old. Address G. L. Gilling
ham, Moorestown, Burlington Countv
N. J.

*
6.-63

TWO PEDIGREED Mastiff puppies, whelped
March 21, 1890, by Wanamakcr's Tiger
(imported)—Kenwood Sultana. Are good
in color, healthy, and will make very large
dogs. 3207 Spring Garden Street, Phila-
delphia. Pa. 61. It

DOGS.
AdvertisemenU without display inserted under

thu headingJor 2 cenUper wordfor each insertion.

St. Bernards.

M
FOR SALE —St. Bernard dog; took a prize at

Buffalo dog show. Henry New, 21 1 Genese
Street, Buialo, N. Y. 60-61

ENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Phoe-
nixville, Pa. 53^4

ST. BERNARD PUPPIES, by Marquis of
Stafford, General Butler and Celtic Rector.
Swiss Mountain Kennels, East Washing-
ton Lane, Germautown, Philadelphia.
P"- er-it

TROJAN HECTOR (12.765). smooth-coated,
orange and white markings. bvCh. Hector—
Bernie

; considered the best son of Hector,
21 months old. Winnings (only time
shown)— First and special in puppy classes
at New York and Philadelphia 1889. Price
(cost). |2oo. W. H. Weiss. Freemansburg,
Pa. 59-tf*

ARWICK JR., rongh-coated, by Lord War-
wick—Jess; ;o months old; white, with
orange markings. He will l>e a grand dog
when fully developed. Price (cost), $100.
W. H. Weiss, Freemansburg. Pa. S9-tf

Varloos.

W

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The per.ect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-
ton. Pa.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
inj; Co.. 32 South Third St., PhUadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia. Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, 1 West Payette
Street, Baltimore. Md., breeder of while,
black and blue fantails, has for sale a few
choice birds in each color. Prices reason-
able. 5,.6i

Homlnir Plsceons.

CLAYTON HACKETT. Fourth Street. Baston,
Pennsylvania—Breeder of long distance
homing pigeons. Stamp for circular. 6i-tf

GEORGE W. GOULD, Jr., Newtonville,
Mass., breeder of homing pigeons. \ ounjK
birds for sale bred from birds with record?
of two, three, four and five hundred
miles. d-6062

IT
J OUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
« Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter ofcorrespondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and geveral pairs, joo
miles. All stock flrat-clasa.

Jacobins.

* W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

O-wls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75.

Parlor Performlns: Tumblers.

POULTRY.
AdverUsements without dieptay insertfd under

this headingfor 2 cenUper wordJor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer. Cardington, O. 50-62

Exchange.

I
WILL EXCHANGE first premium B. B. R.
and pile game bantams for pigeons or of-
fers. T. R. Cairns, West Haven, Conu.s^^tf

Incubators.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times..
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown. N. J.

5i»-7S

Pouters.

FOR SALE—Black pointer dog; Sire. Bangor,
by Poyneu's Bang-Jean; dam. Princess H,
by Nat— I'rincess. John Sanderson, care Dr.
S.G. Dixon, 2015 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia. 6oii

Sstlsettee

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown. N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

A. KICK. i»oo N. Washington Street, Balti-
^
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white iMirs, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as noe a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Mlnoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-
cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

ArVhlte L«Khoms.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. Biddle
Street, Baltimore, Md —Breeder and fan-
cier of short-face; solid and bald-head
tumblers, all colors; has a few of the
Gaddess stotk (the best) for sale. 6o-(,i

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati. O.. breeder ol fiyiug tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
&rand special for largest and liest display;
est male and best female at the great New

York show. Address for circuUir, P. O.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50^2

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutaw Street,
Baltimore. Md.. dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what^ou want. Reasonable pricea Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 56-68

Ducks.

Various.

Puss.

FINE YOUNG BITCHES and pups at reason-
able prices. Chequasset Kennels. Lan-
caster, Mass. 58-tf

Setters.

AFEW CHOICE Irish Setter pups for sale;
parents field trial and bench show winners.
F. L. Cheuey, Pittsfield, Mass. b-59-63

FOR SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1S89. Address H. Clay Glover. 1203

i-t£^Broadway, New York City.

St. Bernards.

55-1

CHOICE highly-bred pups on sate. Chequas-
set Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 58-tf

FOR SALE—Puppies from champion bred
st.ck. Pricch Ii)w. Rex Maximus at stut.'
feej^j. The Helvetia Kennels, Mansfield
Ohio.

FOR SALE —St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
stone Kennels, 1220 Carson Street, Pitts-
burg, Pa. 57-64

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRED Plvmouth Rocks
and white crested white Polish bantams.
Menthon Kennels, Phocnixville, Pa. 53-64

ANTED—Information as to where bantam
eggs of any kind can be obtained, and also
a catalogue of tumblers and Birmingham
rollers, Address F. H. Sanyer, 14 Salem
Street, Wobum, Mass. d6-62

w
w

EVERETT I. NYE, Wellfleet, Mass.. from 350
Pekin ducks can furnish fresh fertile eggs
in quantity at short notice. Premiums at
Boston, Quiucy and Worcester. 60-63

Fnarllsh Pheasant Egss.

AM NOW taking orders for English pheaa-
ant_egg8, |3 per dozen. Birds for sale. N.

ckwell.
I

L. Rock
,
Sanford Station, Conn. 57-tt

Artists and Fnarravers.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements teithout display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.
J 50-75

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-'
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber «t
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able lo make special tenna
for our subscribers who want photographs,
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ Pubfishing.
ro.. f»«»«ni»» t»,)t»1 «».. phtinilriphti, p„

W.

Taxidermists.

DO YOU WANT stuffed birds or animals In
group or single? Good work cheap. Wm.
L. Weaver, taxiilermist , Millersburg, Pa.

if

11

m
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 81 1 miles.

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILUAMS, blue checker hen,

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen .

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

blNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Jusx Out.
PR'CE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY TRE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing A Complete Description of the
Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAUIMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

SmWBME & CLOMF
MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHIIM.DEIiPIIIA, PA.

Kennedy & Curtis :
Modern Training,

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food. etc.

EGGS FOB HATCHING.
SEND FOK PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

»5 76

IMPROVED EXCEL 8 I OR
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

Slnple, PerTect cuid aeir-rcKolatlac

MxrilgvtD I>C[lSl<r!)tNCU»T«i)

Hundredii In »nc-l
»cjH>Hfu! np«-ratlon. 1
IQuitrantetHi to hatcbl
ras larve iwrrentacel
of fertile (<ir(jf. as Hnv' ,other hatcher. Send Be. for Jnew Illustrated Catalogue.!

ClrcDlurs Free.

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's Celelirateil Dog Caies ^^^

Handling, and

Kennel Management

-By B. waters.-

Gloyer's Imperial Do£ Remeilies

• THOROUQHBREt) PUQS «

«

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE.

la invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
o plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Panciers' Pnlilisliing Company,

it .S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Address

.sr-fiy

-PRICES VERY LOW

M. S. THAYER,
AshmontSt., Dorchester District,

Boston, Mass.

.^mJr, 9^°- "• «TAHL,
im»9»»m»mmthH<tnr. QUINCV ILLLLINOia.

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

58-70 1898 BROADWAY, KfEW YORK.

CHA8. 8CHMENNER,

511 W. B1UD1.G St.,

Baltimore, Md.,

Short-face bald in all
colors ; also, short-face
solid colored tumblers a
specialty. The best qual-
ity of breeding stock
only (Gnddes stock). A
few pair of each for sale.

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

—of—

BREEDING

STOCK

and that the

BEST

Money can

ll
Secure.

u. tUKU IHtO.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock or 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTA IL PIGEONS.
No Other Variety,

$10.00 a piir

and up.

Quality not excelled.
Baiisfaoticin guaran-
teed.

H.C. NORTON,
Oermatitown, Pa.

MEDFORD PANCY GOODS CO,

24-75

44 & 46 DuANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREA8.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, It-ads, brushes,
combs, hells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baslcets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

Edward S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

BROKBN FLINT FOR POULTRY, $1 PER
bushel. JNO. Mercer, Lcaman Place, Pa.

OAMB BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

^T THE ^flTIONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

I2^yy J^^^'^}-''^ P"""" ""d 'he GOLD
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDESTRECORD ever won by ANY BREEDER at
?,,,^^T'ONAI' SHOW. INDIAN GAMEEGGS fio per 13; $20 per 30. RED CAPS
n^-}^^^l'^;*N« »»'' WHITE WYAN:pOTTES, fc per 13; Js per j6. Send for cata-
logue.

C. A. SHARP 6l CO.,
50-6a LocKroRT, N. Y.

Spratts Patent

Dog Cakea,
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

^^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADlEb'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death lo fleas, and

MEDICINES Tnr all canine diseareF.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORIN*;,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPRAITS PATENT (America), LIMITTI,
»39-»45 Kast 56th St.. New York City. 44 69

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION.

'4-75 Montgomery Co., Pa.

VOL.. 4, NO, a 1.1
AVHOLK NO., oa. { PHILADELPHIA, MAY 24, 1890. PER ANNUM, f«.50.SINGLE COpVTso.

SCHIPPERKE DARKNESS
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IN THE STUD.
.Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion. S'^o;
i^.4o/or the month: SiS /or three mwmths; $38/ornx wtonths, and tso/or ike year.

DICK

WWIVELER
IRISH sEnrrKR

(8410.)

JNTHE^TUD.
,.'*<i}>e>;l>^-'ents inserUd under this heading at
the /ollo-unng rates: One inch, single insertion,
f'-so; tSfo /or the month; S/5 /or three months:fx /or stx months, and JTjo /or the year.

.SETTERS & POINTERS

!N„T"E STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the /allowing rales: One inch, single inserlioM.
f'S"; Xs-to /or the month; t/S /or Three months;

<r six months, and tso /or theyear.ti^%r

THE KENNEL.

DESMOND II

l¥/i/if£R FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

HEW YORK, 1890.

BEATING

Blarney, Xim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,
extended pedigrir"' tnd full list of winnings ad-
dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

So-ioi
III SIAIK aiKEBT, CHICAGO, ILL.

TRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $25

ENGLISH SETTER.

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE, J25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-78 Merion P. O., Pm.

MORKSHIRE lOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

wmner. Described tn show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photogrraphs from
lUe, 50 cents Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
EngUnd, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field tnalB 1888, and on the bench has won, first,
Philadelphia; first Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class. Phila-
delphU 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and specUl at Philadelphm, ibSo;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
18 a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHiNG KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, J25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, %2$.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

"^

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

43-94 Fkebmansbvro, Pa.

gNGLISH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryaon'sSue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and
Dan Olad.stone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake. East-em Field Trials of 1888, beating such noted dogs
as Joey B., Cassio. Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for either dog, $25. Enclose so cents
in stamps for photo of either dog from life,
mide by Schreiber & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
ISLAND HEIGHTS,

50^3 OcBAN Co., New Jersey.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

~\

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiiiiiSiDB "Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

INCUBATORS.

PINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.

I SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A* short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort s winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
naitifTever known. He is the sire of more and
ir*".^..P"*' winners than all others livinif
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

SuS fee? **"''* ^"^' ^*'°'°8™P'"' '5 "«"»•

J.WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

poINTER IN STUD.

Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by
Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of
third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where
he ran against English setters entirely and the
other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,
Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the
highest order. He is also a high<la88 show dog.
Fee for ten approved bitches, J25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, I15.
Address j. h. WINSLOW,
54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
flrrt at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, l5o.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47-«•

CT. BERNARD AT STUD.

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy-Gemma I (9765); Red Boy byKondor (S. S B I03)-Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Siirai-
sin's Turk—Beltone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address j. H. GAULT,
60-72 Gaul and Adams St., Phila., Pa.

At Stud and for Sale.

COLLIES.
AT STUD :

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
The Squire $50
IManey Trefoil $35
Roslyn Will<es $25
Scotilla II $15

FOR SALE:

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp) and a
grand lot of young pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.
AT stud:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Chestnut Hill, PhiladelphU.

THE
MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

/ess than three months.
Thousands of them in operation throughout

the United States and Canada, and Furope. It
has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years and is the most succcsii-
ful machine lieTore the public to-day.

James R«nkin,
50-63 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

Prairie §fate Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
.shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFKTRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
50-6J Chester Co., Pa.

JRISH TERRIER IN THE STUD,

SHAMROCK
(No. 9138). By Slasher—Sheila. Fee, f10.

Address L. A. RICE,
61-86 Hotel Mfayette, Philadelphia, Pa.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(i3,4J6) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.
*'" Tremont, N. Y.

ftistor^ anci Description

-WITH-

l^eminiscences
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..FOX TERRIER...
BY

I^aWbON liEE,
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Second Bdition. Price Postpaid, I1.50.
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has within the last six weeks been taught
to speak intelligibly. This is the only
well authenticated case of the kind that

I

has ever been known in the world. The
faculty of articulate speech was acquired
through the sense of feeling.

PHILADELPHIA. PA., MAY 34, 189).
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solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
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Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is Mr. W. J.
Comstock's Schipperke Darkness, winner
of first prize at the late Westminster
Kennel Club's show. He is considered
a very typical specimen of the breed.

In our issue of January 18, 1890, we
published an interesting article on this
breed of dogs, by Mr. tJeorge R. Krehl.
We advise our readers to turn back to it,

for they will find it worth perusing.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— TVie Spanish Student.

J. W. in Forest and Stream this week
writes about Mr. Mitchell Harrison's re-
cent purchase of Mr. Charles' collies,
saying he (J- W.) was just an hour too
late to announce this "exclusive news"
last week. Our readers will remember
"Brittle" did announce it in our last is-

sue. The writer knew ol the negotiations
<or some time, but was not at liberty to
give it publicity.

«
* •

Mr. J. Shelley Hudson has had taken
some excellent photographs of Dad Wil-
son, An engraving of the dog made from
one of the photographs will decorate the
title page of the Cincinnati bench show
catalogue.

•
It will l>e remembered we recently

published several items of interest about
the deaf, dumb and blind girl Helen '

Keller, who so much enjoyed her visit to
the Boston Dog show. Her many doggy
friends will be pleased to learn that she

«
» •

Senator Spooner, wife and son visited
the Chestnut Hill Kennels last week and
purchased the collie dog Roslyn Exile,
first in puppy novice class at tlie late
Boston show.

»
»

A correspondent of the Stock-keeper
writes that he has an Irish terrier said to
be 5;<>ra^«<?-footed, and he wante to know
what he can do for it. The paper advises
him to take it to the law courts and get
it patented.

*

We know of another person who has a
good thing. A beginner in dog breeding
writes a contemporary that his kennels
are entirely free from mange, distemper
and other ills that dog flesh is heir to.

Probably ere this some of his dogs are
free from hair too, as we have been in-

formed his stock at present is not in

that excellent condition he would have
had us l>elieve he could always keep
them,

»•
Irish terrier men will lament the death

of Killiney Boy (E. K. C. S. B. 9696). His
bloo<l flows in the veins of nearly all, if

not all, the Irish terriers in America. His
end, says the Stock-Keeper, was thor-
oughly characteristic of the game little
n\A r'Vxnw^ /~\» .U.. -.-..1. ..1.:. « ....-.V ..^^^. ,_,., i,.v ../til uikiiuu lie lacKieU
single-handed two of his own progeny
and their dam. The odds were too much
for the best-plucked one in the breed,and
when to that disadvantage the little dog's
fourteen years are added, it is no wonder
that he got the worst of the discussion
and died from its effects two days later.

There is a lot of the old Roman spirit in

these fighting Irishmen, and if "Roman
is to Roman more hateful than a foe" so
does a dare-devil dearly love a shindy
with his own kind and even kith. Could
Killiney Boy have chosen his form of
death we are certain that he would have
wished no more effective exit than this,

for to use the words of the poet

:

but Playboy had perfect drop ears. Be-
sides many other prize dogs, Killiney
Boy sired Mogue, Droleen (dam of Brick-
bat), Piper, Fury II, etc. In fact, there
is hardly a winning Irish terrier of the
day without the blood of the Boy in his
veins.

the Irish setter special at the Eastern
Field Trials we wrote to Mr. Max Wenzel
for the desired information.

The Fanciers' Gazette has interviewed
Stanley as follows :

At this moment the name of Stanley is
on every lip. We have heard from him
in his speeches of his journey up the
Congo; of his days of seemingly never-
ending toil in the great forest of Equa-
torial Africa; of the pigmy races not far
removed from man's progenitor, the ape-
of the plains and their peoples; but in all
we have no word of what our readers
take also an interest in—the dog. We
have had the honor of Mr. Stanley's ac- !

quaintance in years gone by, and on
meeting him again this week we asked 1

him on l)ehalfof our readers the types
of the dog he had met with in' his
march for the relief of Emin Pasha.
Without any hesitation Mr. Stanley stated
that the dogs of Equatorial Africa arc
the same all through—the Pariah. 'On
the Congo we have the Pariah, the pigmy
races have the same, and on the plains it
IS still the Pariah, but of a heavier build."
Here Mr. Stanley intimated the usual
height of the dog by placing his hand at
a level at which the dog would stand

—

that of a collie. "Are these dogs used
for hunting?" "Yes, for gazelles ami
small antelopes." With this answer we
were content, as the mass of people who
were coming up to shake the traveler by
the hand left us no option but to give
place to them, but at the same time we
imagine that Mr. Stanley has given us
some information which, under other cir-
cumstances, would have been withheld
from the public.

»
« *

"Hibernia" gives a column of bright,

breezy American kennel chat in the Stock-
Keeper this week.

* •

Mr. Wenzel informs us the conditions
are none other than to make the regular
entry with the secretary of the Eastern
Field Trial Club. The two special
prizes of 1 1 25 and 175. given by the Irish
Setter Club, will go to the two best Irish
setters, which setters also take their
chances with the English setters to win
the regular prizes.

*
« •

According to the new system inaugu-
rated, no heats will be run save the first,

after which the judges will pick the best
dogs and run them for the prizes.

•%
For the Irish setter specials they will

also pick the best dogs and the prizes will
be decided in one or two heats.

••.

Mr. Wenzel writes: "It strikes me
rather funny that so many Irish setter
men are looking for some especial favors
all the time on the part of other clubs.
I believe and advocate that our Irish
dogs should go right in with any other
breed, and if they can not win because
they are inferior, it is the only way for
us to see for ourselves where they are
lacking. We will have to show good
ones only, and it will benefit the breed if
this arrangement will keep the poor ones
at home."

«

To every dog upon this earth.

Death cometh soon or late.

And how can dog die better.

Than facing fearful odds !

None are so blind as those who will

not see. The Stock-Keeper says: We
have no idea who the correspondent of
Turf. Field and Farm is who signs him-
self 'Espan.' " In the next paragraph
we read: "Mr. U. S. A. Wade says in his
own country he is looked upon as 'a

chronic hedgehog.'

"

Quite a coincidence that these two par-
agraphs should appear together, isn't it .'

Also that "Espan" should be "a chronic
hedgehog" in Volapuk.

• «

« *

In no other variety can one dog be
more faithfully described as the pillar of
the breed than Killiney Boy. A glance
at the stud books will show that the
breeding history, and almost the bench
history, of the Irish terrier commenced
with Killiney Boy. Of course there were
giants (literally) in the land before
his time; there were the Champions
Sport and Sporter, and other good show
dogs, but none of them left their mark
on the pedigrees of the breed like Kil-
liney Boy. •
The Boy had a sweet terrier head,

beautifully cut, and clean as a thorough-
bred's, and when the fire lit up the eye
it was time for other dogs to remember
appointments. He was cropped, and his
coat was red and hard; he was a small
dog, and his chief fault was his wideness
in front. He won his share of prizes,

but his fame will rest on his stud record,
which commenced with great eclat when
that wonderful litter of champions out of
Erin, a bitch who was in every way his
compeer, made its appearance on the
bench. Of these young ones, Poppy,
Pretty Lass and Pagan II were cropped,

The third annual field trials of the
Pointer Club of England have ended
with the following result: In the Pointer
Puppy stakes Colonel C. J. Coate's Polly
Jones, by Carlo—Jenny Jones, won first;

Mr. Ward's Kent Pear, by Taw—Kent
Fairy, took second; Mr. Barclay Field's
Fordcombe Daisy, by Lake—Dingle, was
third; Mr. Aug. Richard's Rapid Bang,
by Amor-Belles of Bordes.secured fourth;
Mr. R. J. Lloyd-Prince's Welch Crab,
by Crab—Joy. and Mr. E. C. Norrish's
Sanford Lark, by Saddleback—Linda,
were respectively first and second re-

serve.

It seems to us Mr. Wenzel is about
right on this point. The only way to
prove the abilities of the Irish setter is to
run him in the open trials, and let him
show just what he can do. Irish setter
men would have taken this sportsman-
like method of demonstrating the good
qualities of their favorites long since,
were it not for the general impression
that an Irish setter had "no show"
owing to the prejudices of "English set-
ter judges" against them.

«
* •

No doubt this was true when a solitary
red Irishman ran in some of the big
trials, but now that the Irish Setter Club
has taken the matter up, and its members
will enter quite a string of dogs, there
can be no excuse for those who keep
their pcU at home, for it will generally
be supposed that the slay-at-homes were
lacking in some essential points which
go to make up a good field dog.

«

« «

In the All-aged Stekes Mr. A. P. Hey-
wood-Lonsdale's Clio, by Plum—Cassan-
dra, and his Ightfield Eaton, by Ight-
field Dick—Duke of Westminster's Bess,

were first and second prize winners in

the order named. Baron O. Dickson's
Rustem, by Sussex Don—Ringlet, was
third, and Messrs. F. Lowe and A. Ber-
trand's Belles des Bordes, late Belle of
Trinsted. by Young Bang—Polly, took
fourth. Polly Jones won the special cup
for best dog in the trials

.

«
• «

Having inquiries from Irish setter men
as to the conditions for the running of

By way of encouragement to the Irish
setter men we give what the Fanciers'
Gazette has to say about Irish setters in
the late Kennel Club's field trials:

"Whilst on the subject of the Kennel
Club field trials, we can not omit oflFer-

ing a word of praise to Mr. C. C. Ellis
for the support that he gave the meeting
with his fine team of Irish setters, he
having entered four in the Derby, and
one in the All-aged Stakes. Irish setters,

from their excitable disposition, are sel-

dom able to compete on eyen terms with
English setters, but Mr. Ellis stepped
from the Jieaten path on this occasion,
and Very nearly landed the coveted honor
of defeating the Englishman, which, but
for a mishap at an important point in the
stakes, was within his grasp. The dog
that represented his colors so ably was
Dartrey, a son of his favorite bitch Mac's
Little Nell, who did so well in Ireland
last year

; then his sire, Dan Moriarty, is

a rarely well-bred one, being own brother
to Rev. R. O'Callaghau's Shandou, Fin-
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gall II and Aveline, the last-named
having been a winner in the Derby stakes
a few yeais ago. Dartrey, who obtained
the third prize last week, is an exceed-
ingly fine goer, and shows great style

when standing to birds; he is also steadier
than most setters of his breed, and has a
fine nose. We shall expect to see him do
well in the future, and in the meantime
congratulate Mr. Ellis upon having bred
80 good a dog."

• •

The Shooting Times makes the follow-
ing comment : "A writer in an American
(New York) paper says: 'Mr. Peshall
passed through Philadelphia last week,
and Mr. Wiuslow and I did our best to
convince him that /Aere was no differ-
ence between a greyhound coursing a hare
and a setter or pointer hunting quail.

A good hour's work thrown away.' So
we should think. None but a man igno-
rant of the very first principles of field

trials and coursing could argue that
coursing a hare and pointing a quail are
similar things."

gation, protection and preservation of
game and fish. A beautiful club-house
will be built in the park this summer.

«
« *

Some vicious person or persons have
been poisoning a number of dogs in

Peekskill, N. Y., among them a number
of valuable ones. Judge Barton's Eng-
lish setter Mollie, Albert Paulding's pet
Rofie, R. R. Finch's Toby, an<l Dr. P.
H. Mason's spaniel Trix were among the
victims. The most valuable dogs seem
to have been singled out. The people
are trying to discover the perpetrators.

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

GOVERNING THE

gULL Dog (^LUB of ?]MBRICfl

*
• »

• *

Dr. Dixon has purchased the well-

known Gordon setter Leo B. by Little

Boy—Lady Pilot.

A new sport, London Truth says, has
been inaugurated at Leeds, where, the
other day, a pair of fox terriers were
"articled for I125 a side to pick up and
return a ball thrown fifty-one times over
a mark fifty yards away, the one com-
pleting the task in the shortest time to
be declared the winner." One of the
dogs did it in 18 minutes i 4-5 seconds,
but th« other beat him in 17 minutes
41 2-5 seconds.

«

• *

The Wilmington Fair Association of
Wilmington, Del., has applied for mem
bership to the American Kennel Club
and proposes giving a dog show during
the first week in September. The entrance
fee will be %2 and the premiums in the
more important classes will be f8, I4 and
a diploma

; in other classes fc, I3 and
diploma, and in the minor classes $4, %i
and diploma. A liberal list ..f specials
will also he given. The well-known collie

fancier, Mr. Frank R. Carswell, will, we
suppose, have the management of it. and
his many friends will see that it is a
success.

The police picked up a hunting dog the
other day in Fort Worth, Tex., on the
collar of which was inscribed: "H.
Malcom, Richmond House, Paducah,
Ky." Of course the dog must have been
a Gordon setter.

» •

Mr. Harley sends his English setter

dog Dan Gladstone to California, and will

shortly follow him to that paradise of
sportsmen.

•%

The Michigan Keniiel Club's premium
list is now in the hands of the printer.
There will be I2300 given in premiums,
and the specials will amount to about as
much more.

*
• »

It is said the Irish water spaniel is

coming into quite common use as a gen-
eral sporting dog in Wyoming, Colorado,
Nebraska and Iowa.

• «

From the New Jersey Agriculturist we
learn of a heretofore unknown judge of
dogs. "Mr. E. P. Cloud makes a
specialty of judging swine and dogs at
large fairs, and as an expert judge of the
latter he has no superior."

*
« •

The Bright Creek Park Association,
composed of wealthy Philadelphians,
has recently Iwught a largie tract of
land in Monroe and Pike Counties, in
this state, to be used as a private hunting
and fishing ground. It covers an area
of several thousand acres, and is con-
sidered the finest hunting and fishing
ground in the east. Adjoining it is the
Blooming Park Association's hunting
park, which is owned by a syndicate of
New York sportsmen, and stretches over
40,000 acres of land.

The ofl[icers of the association are:

President, Dr. W. W. McClure ; treas-

urer, E<lward H. Frismuth, Jr.; secretary,

Richard M. Hartly. Other members
are: Banker Henry L. Townsend, Wil-
liam F. Davis and Theodore Cramp. The
object of the organization as specified in

the charter is the maintenance of a pri-

vate park for the cultivation, protection
and preservation of forests; the propa-

from the breast of man he is the play-
mate of the babe, the companion of the
man, and the guardian of the defenseless
woman during the absence of the master
from home. The dog is a true hero,
never selfish always affectionate. His
friendship is never affected by the pros-
perity nor adversity of his master.

» *

"The Almighty," says Walter Scott,
"who gave the dog to be the companion
of our pleasure and our toils, hath in-

vested him with a nature noble and in-

capable of deceit. He forgets neither
friend nor foe—remembers, and with ac-

curacy, both benefit and injury. He
hath a share of man's intelligence, but
no share of man's falsehood. You may
bribe a soldier to slay a man with his
sword or a witness to take a life by false

accusation, but you cannot make a dog
tear his benefactor. He is the friend of
man, except when man justly incurs his
enmity."

* •

What a dog may be to a household
Mrs. Barrett Browning has expressed
most eloquently in the following lines:

Yes, niv pretty sportive friend,

I.ittle i.s't to such an end
That I praise thy rareness I

Other dogs may be thy peers,

Haply, in those droopings ears
And this glossy Tairness.

But of thee it shall be said

This dog watched licslde a bed
Day and night unweary—

Watched within a curtained room.
Where no sunbeam broke the gloom
Round the sick and dreary.

Other dogs in thymy dew
Tracked the hares and followed through
Sunny moor or meadow—

This dog only crept and crept
Next a languid cheek that slept.

Sharing in the shadow.

And if one or two quick tears

Dropped upon its glossy ears,

Or a sigh came double

—

Up he sprang in eager haste,

Fawning, fondling, breathing fast.

In a tender trouble.

I. The name of the club shall be "The
Bull Dog Club of America."

II. The Bull Dog Club of America is

established with a view to promote the
breeding of pure bull dogs, to define pre-
cisely and publish a definition of the true
type, and adopt a standard by which bull
dogs are to be judged ; and by awarding
prizes, supporting shows, and taking
steps to do all in its power to protect and
advance the interests of the breed.

III. The management of the club shall
be vested in au Executive Committee of
seven members, and they shall be elected
annually at a general meeting of the club.
Four members of the Executive Com-
mittee shall be considered to couslilule a
quorum.

IV. All vacancies occurring in this
committee shall be filled by a majority
of the members thereof.

V. The Executive Committee shall an-
nually elect from its members a presi-
dent, vice-president and secretary-treas-
urer.

VI. Any officer or member may at any
lime for violation of duly or actions det-
rimental to the welfare of the club, be
removed by a majority of the members
of the committee aud such vacancies may
be filled as hereinbefore provided.
VH. The Executive Committee may

from time to time make regulations lu
accordance with the powers herein given
or on matters not herein specially pro-
vided for.

VIII. The interpretation of all rules
shall be given by the Executive Com-
mittee.

IX. The number of members of the
C.Uii Siiaii be iiuiileu to rifiy, but lUlS
number can be increased by a majority
vote of the Executive Committee.
X. The President of the club, or in his

absence the Vice-Piesident, shall preside
at all meetings of the club, or of the
Executive Committee, and shall have
power to call all special meetings.
XI. The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep

a complete record of all meetings of the
club or Executive Committee, aud of all
matters of which a record shall be or-
dered by the club. He shall have charge
of the correspondence of the club. He
shall collect and receive all moneys due
or belonging to the club, and receipt
therefor. He shall deposit the same, in
the name of the club, in such bank or
banks as shall be designated by the Ex-
ecutive Committee. His books shall at
all times be open to the inspection of the
Executive Committee, and he shall report
to them at every meeting the condition
of the finances of the club. He shall,
under instructions from the Executive
Committee, draw up a statement of the
receipU and expenditures of the club,
and any other matters of interest to its
members, and mail such report, with a
full list of members, to each and every
member of the club two weeks before the
annual meeting. All accounts of the club
shall be audiied by the Executive Com-
mittee. On the election of a member he
shall send him a written notice of his
election, with a printed copy of the rules
and standard of the club, aud request
him to pay his entrance fee and annual
dues. He shall notify officers of their
election or appointment, and shall issue
notices to members of all meetings. He
shall keep a role of members of the club
with their full addresses. The fiscal
year of the club shall terminate upon the
30lh ofJune of each year.

XII. Every candidate for membership
to the club shall Ije proposed and sec-
onded by two members of the club by
letter, giving full particulars as to pro-
fession, residence and qualifications for
membership.and his name, with that of
his proposer and seconder, shall be en-
tered upon a Ixjok designated for that
purpose (the same to be kept by the Sec-
retary treasurer), at least ten <lays before
the balloting. The names of all candi-
dates for membership shall Ije sent to
each and every member of the Executive
Committee at lea.st seven days before the
balloting, and it shall be the duty of the
members of the Executive Committee to
examine carefully into the character and

qualifications of every candidate for
membership.

XIII. Balloting for members shall be
held only at meetings of the Executive
Committee. To elect any candidate
four votes must be cast, and one black
ball will exclude. Candidates whose
names have l>een laid over for two suc-
cessive meetings of the committee can-
not be brought up again lor action for
the period of six months.
XIV. Every person shall, withiu thirty

days after due notification, pay to the
Secretary-Treasurer his entrance fee and
annual dues, and shall then, and not be-
fore, be a member of the club. In case
of failure to comply with the above rule
his election shall be void, at the discre-
tion, however, of the Executive Commit-
tee.

XV. The interest of any member in
the property or privileges of the club
shall cease with the termination of his
membership.

XVI. The Executive Committee shall
have the power, by a two-thirds vote of
the whole committee, to forfeit the mem-
bership of any member of the club for
conduct on his part likely, in the opinion
of the committee, to endanger the wel-
fare or character of the club. Thirtv
days' notice of such contemplated action
shall be sent to the member or members
against whom charges are preferred, giving
a detailed staleuieut of such charges, and
notifying the member or memt)ers to ap-
pear before the committee to answer the
same. Such member or members to
whom the above notice has been sent
can be su.ipeuded from the privileges of
the club by a two-thirds vote of the Ex-
ecutive Committee, pending their action
in the matter.

XVII. Notice shall be mailed to each
member when his annual dues are pay-
able.and should such dues remain unpaid
for thirty days after the regular notice
has been given, he shall ct-ase to be a
member oi the club, exct-nt in ra^e? of
absence from the country,* which shall be
left to the discretion of the Executive
Committee.

XVIII. The initiation fee of the club
shall be fifteen dollars, except in case of
persons joining the club previous to June
30, 1890, iu which case there shall be no
initiation fee. The annual dues of mem-
l)ers shall be ten dollars, which sum
shall be payable on or before June 30 of
each year.

XIX. Any member or memljers of the
club may resign by giving due notice to
the Secretary-Treasurer in writing; but
no resignation shall be accepte<l if the
nieml>er or members shall be indebted to
the club for dues or otherwise, or if there
be any charges pending against them.
XX. The club can be dissolved by the

action of two-thirds of the members, and
in case the club be dissolved, all cups
and special prizes shall be given into the
charge of the American Kennel Club, to
be held by them in trust, and to be ap-
plied according to the original conditions
appertaining to the same. Should, how-
ever, the club be reorganized to the sat-
isfaction of the American Kennel Club,
all cups and special prizes shall be re-
turned to them.

XXI. The annual general meeting of
the club shall be held during the spring
show of the Westinin.ster Kennel Club,
and six members shall constitute a quo-
rum for the transaction of business.
Members not in attendance will be priv-
ileged to delegate their votes by proxy,
or by written order of consent addressed
to the President.

XXII. A special meeting of the club
shall be called by the President upon a
written request o'f five members of the
club.

XXIII. The order of business at the
meetings of the club shall be as follows:

1. Roll call.

2. Reading of the minutes.
3. Rei>orts of the Executive Committee

and officers.

4. Communications.
5. General business.
6. Election of otTicers.

7. .Adjournment.

XXIV. The prizes offered out of the
funds o( the club, and cups held in trust
by the club, shall he open to competition
at shows held under the American Ken-
nel Club rules. The choice of said shows
shall l)e left to the discretion of the Ex-
ecutive Committee, except that no prizes
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shall be given by the club for competi-
tion at any bench show where the class
known as "the round-headed bull and ter-
rier" is recognized.
XXV. All complaints or suggestions

as to the niiuiagement of the club must
be made in writing to the Executive
Committee.
XXVI. These rules can be amended

only by a two-thirds vote of the members
present at a regular or special meeting.
Thirty days notice shall be given to all
meml>ers of the club of any contemplated
amendment or change of these rules.
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THE BASSET HOUND.

THE PUG DOG.

A "Writer Who Favors Breetllns Back
to the Old standard Size.

J. H. Lock in the Fanciers' Gazette.

Doubtless the pug was crossed with
the bull dog for the purpose of adding to

wrinkle, and with it came increase in

size and undershot mouths. They have
also been crossed with the Japanese pug,
frotn whence we get the spaniel type of
face and heavy ears. The first pugs I

remember certainly could not have ex-
ceeded ten pounds in weight, and all had
short blunt muzzles, nothing approach-
ing a bull dog or spaniel type. I am
speaking of many years ago; but if we
come to a later date, say twenty-five
years ago. there were plenty to be found
from eight pounds to ten pounds each.
I remember Charlie Strugnell telling me
nearly twenty years ago that his stock
sprung from the Shepherd's Bush dog. I
went to see the dog. aud found his owner
had several, the largest of which was the
dog, certainly not more than ten pounds.
I have owned many during my experi-
ence which weighed from eight pounds
to ten pounds each, not weaklings, but
strong healthv nm/«s

An Interesting History by the Great-

est Living Authority on the Breed.

From the Stock-Keeper.

Count le Couteulx de Canteleu has
written a very interesting book under the
title of "Manuel de Venerie Francaise,"
treating on sporting dogs and shooting
and hunting matters. For the benefit of
our readers we give a translation of the
article on Basset hounds, on which breed
the noble author is the greatest authority
living.

Count le Couteulx says: "I need not
not describe the general appearance of
the Basset hound, a hound with a body
and head identical with these of the large
variety, but with crooked legs, or such
short, straight legs that the body appears
to be resting on the ground. De Fouil-
loux and Selincourt both attribute their

Basset hound. Besides, at that time, our
breed of French hounds was almost un-
known in England.
"The Gascons, the Saintongeois, etc.,

were unknown, and even to this day
many English sportsmen do not know
them at all. This, however, can be easily
understood, when one knows, as I do,
many French sportsmen are not ac-
quainted with them either, or even deny
their existence and good qualities."

SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

CLINICAL LECTURES.

mo IMPORTANT CASES THAT WILL BE OF
BENEFIT TO DOGGY MEN.

BY ALEXANDER GLASS, V. S.

origin to Artois or Flanders. This breed,
which some thirty years ago was almost
lost (so much so that everybody was on
the lookout for Basset hounds without

with one under eight pounds, at fourteen
months old. a little pinched iu face, but
otherwise a beautiful specimen; and I
have its sister under ten pounds.

I have often remarked that if breeders
wished pugs to become the favorites they
at one time were, they should breed back
to the oil! standard of size, and there is
no reason why thev should not succeed-
in fact, since the Pug Club commenced'
giving prizes for small pugs, a great im-
provement has taken place that way, as
many beautiful little specimens may now
be found in the possession of breeders
and exhibitors

; specimens which, if
mated judiciously, would in three or four
years produce a marked change for the
better. I have been amused with the
fear which nianv entertain of breeding
from small bitches—a fear by no means
warranted. The dam of Ring. Ting and
Ring Ting was named bv me at first
Niiie-pounder, as that was her weight
and the dam of the two before referred
to weighed only nine pounds.
Another mistake manv make is to

suppose that a successful stud dog must
have been a prize taker. The first pugs
I exhibited were the produce of unknown
pugs, and from that strain many beauti-
lul pugs sprung. In 1S75, when the
Kennel Club had but one class for pugsmy Gyp, a young bitch, took first ; and
her brother, a puppy, took third at the
previous show. From that strain on the
female side came the Tuni Tunis; but the
sire of the Tum Tunis, as every fancier of
the period knew, was as coarse a dog as
you could well find, still he possessed
Uiat type of head which told immensely
in his stock, the very purpose for which
he was selected. I do not mean by this
to say that a hrst-class prize-winner is to
be despised; on the contrary, but breed-
ers should not lose sight of the main
oDject they have in view in selecting a

Vl^: A* ^*'" ^^^^^ '" >''*"' 's''"^ of April
25 to Champion Loris. I would remark
mat, having judged him upon different
occasions, I l,ave inquired his weight
and I don't think he ever exceeded sev-
enteen and one half pounds, and when in
his prime would have been, I should
iniuk, sixteen pounds

Absent Mindcdness.
Prom the American Grocer.

Young Callow-I say. fellow, I'm in great
lurry. Give me two pounds of dog biscuit.
Clarkson (formerly in gents' furnishing goods)
««•. "ir; for yourself, sir ?

being able to find any), has been com-
pletely reproduced by myself aud Mon-
sieur Lane. Their origin is about the
same, only I always endeavored to keep
my strain a fairly small size, whilst Mon-
sieur Lane has always bred coarser and
bigger ones.

"The two families of Basset hounds
which we have thus resuscitated are to-
day well known and much esteemed, not
only in France and England, but even in
Russia. In England they have even the
signal honor of having classes provided
for them at dog shows. These hounds
are tri-color. smooth-coated. snm«>tim^G
ticked; the head is pretty long, that of
the female generally narrower and
longer than that of the male; ears pretty
long, longer in Monsieur Lane's strain
than m mine. They have either crooked
legs or very short straight ones. As
much as possible I only breed from
straight-legged hounds, because by
crossing with crooked-legged ones it is
so easy to produce hounds who can not
walk at all.

"These hounds are very hardy, some
are indefatigable; they have a great
depth, excellent health, and are easily
reared. They are very obedient, hunt-
ing very well in packs, and rally easier
than Bassets usually do. They repro-
duce themselves absolutely alike, which
proves that the first hounds that I used
were pure-bred. The Basset hound is
very hardy, and perfect for shooting
over. Very plucky, he can be used for
hunting all sorts of animals. Having
usually a fine throat he gives tongue
loudly, and four make as much noise as
a whole pack of other hounds. As they
usually go at a slow pace on account of
their formation, the game does not get
frightened at their pursuit, and, playing
in front of them, can lie killed much
easier; however, our Basset hounds are
also quite fast, and could take a hare.
"The country of Vendee used to pro-

duce, aud still produces, verj- remarkable
Basset hounds. They are of medium
height, with straight but short legs,
medium-sized ears, wire-haired coat and
silky undercoat; white, with yellow or
greyish spots, or entirely grey; they are
very well built, and not too long. These
Hasset hounds are very fast, and when
hunting iu a pack can kill their hare
easily in two or three hours. The va-
rieties of Basset hounds are infinite.
.\mong others I may mention the little
Hasset hounds (Dachshunds), of the
Black Forest, and of the Vosges, black
marked with tan and reproducing them-
selves very level as to form. Unfortu-
nately there are more bad ones than
good ones.
"Twenty years ago Basset hounds were

unknown in England, and at the first dog
show in France the English were ex-
ceedingly astonished to see this type of
hound, which they did not know. Since
then they have imported principally
those of the Black Forest, mine and those
of Monsieur Lane. In old English
works on dogs, which have been trans-
lated into French, almost all translators
have rendered "beagle" and "Basset;"
however, the beagle is far from being a

CASE NO. I.

BENEFITS OF SULPHUR.
Probably one of the most amusing

things you will meet in practice will be
the wide-spread faith there is in the
prophylactic power of a piece of stick or
fused sulphur in the dog's drinking
water. Often you will be entertained
with the recital of the numerous cures it

has made. As sulphur is entirely insol-

uble in water it is easily understood these
cures must be due to some other cause,

probably that of the greatest of all med-
icines—Nature. If sulphur is to be used
at all it should be given in the form of
flour or sublimed sulphur, and then
sprinkled on the food. It is readily taken
in this way, as it has little or no taste.

Another method is to roll it in a little
butter. It is very useful as a slight
laxative in over-fed animals having little
or no exercise, especially those having a
tendency to red eczema during the sum-
mer months. Give a small ninob to a
half teaspoon ful according to 'the size of
the animal once every third day during
May and October. This simple treat-
ment will often prevent an obstinate
case of red eczema, so often treated as
mange, and with numerous preparations
rubbed on externally, thus treating an
effect when the true "cause, the blood, is
overlooked entirely. In other words, re-
move the cause—the impurities in the
blood—b^' giving an alterative, and the

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culle*

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

Last week's American Field publishes
a letter from Herr Monsieur, Signor, Von
or Mr. (I am not quite certain how a
gentleman in Russia addresses another
in that country of sublime universal
suflTrage) A. J. Rousseau, which is noth-
ing short of a "holy terror" when Elsie
the renowned has to be considered. The
aforesaid gentleman proclaims our only
Elsie to have no connection whatever
with the breed with which other people
associate her, if I except the remark
of his Imperial Highness the Grand Duke
Nicholas to Prince WasilchikoflF. Prince
Gslitzine (the chiefof the Imperial Hunt),
Prince Trubetskoi, etc., whoever the
ct ceteras may be— "It (Elsie's photo)
looks as if it had a touch of the Barzoi
in it!!!" So forever the momentous
quesMon of Elsie being a Barzoi is settled,
and the problem now resolves into
whether she is a Siberian, Persian, Cir-
cassian, Orloff or Pyrannean, the de-
termination of which may be definitely
settled when Elsie and her children and
all who read this have retired absolutely
from this world, which to me, as I write,
is composed of nothing but the ceaseless
tinkling of bells on tram car horses,
hooting whistles of ferry boats and crank-
ing, screeching, jaw-twisting sounds of
elevated railroads, which, not to put too
fine a point upon it, is demnition annoy-

effects Will cease.

CASE NO. IL

.AMPl TA T/.\'G DEH'CLA IVS.

We have here a small Yorkshire ter-

rier, a pet dog in every sense of the word.
On examination the paw, or I should say
above the paw, is found to be very pain-

ful and swollen. The cause is due to the
fact that the dew-claw by continued
growth has made a complete circle aud.
burrowing its way into the tissues, acted
as an irritant,causing a large amount of in-
flammation and swelling. The first thing
to do is to cut the claw with a pair of
fine pinchers, such as jewelers use to cut
wire; never attempt to cut the claw with
a knife or a pair of scissors. It must be
done with an instrument that will do it

with one clip. .\ny .sawing movement,
such as the latter, would cause intense
pain from the pointed end of the claw
working into the raw flesh. One pre-
caution to use is not to cut the nail too
close to the base and injure the lione or
core of the claw. First clip it clear of
the flesh, and once out of the tender
fle.sh it can be handled with ease. On
looking at the end of the claw it will be
seen that it is either hollow or filled with
a cheesy material; snip off a small piece
(about one-sixteenth of an inch) at a
time until the centre seems solid, but it

is l>est to leave it a little long than to
cut it too close,as it makes a very painful
wound. The sore needs only to be
bathed with warm water two or three
times; the irritation being removed, it

heals up in a few days. In small wounds
the animal is the best one to take care of
them. The popular idea that a dog can
take care of his own wounds holds good
in this case, but it is generally the very
opposite in large wounds. At another
time I will ^ive you some general sug-
gestions as to the care of wounds.

By a Skye Breeder.—The fashion In dogs is
changing, Let its alters reach the bkyca.

The same Russian authority's remarks
concerning Mr. Wade and our mutual
friend, Thomas Tattler, otherwise Free-
man Lloyd, may be worthy of reproduc-
tion,part of which is certainly deserving
a gilt frame—"But everybody felt for
Mr. Wade

; in fact, I showed them Mr.
Wade's letter to me, to prove that he was
a real amateur and that he had been
done." • • I fancy that he (F. L.)
must have got his opinion of a Barzoi
from the mongrels sold in Paris as Si-
berian, etc., etc., wolf-hounds (shades of
Zambaco who would only part with his
noble specimens for a black Pomeranian '

when he found money wouldn't buy
them). The " real amateur" is deserv-
ing of attention, as is also " that he had
been done."

To further continue the subject, I feel
I owe apologies to Mr. Wade for infring-
ing his rights on this breed, but I cannot
allow the illustrations to pass unnoticed.
On page 464 of our Chicago contempo-
rary is depicted Elsie—alone in all her
panting glory. On page 465 is the scintil-

lating-named "Opromiote," as well as
the explanatory suggestion "Yasva."
Elsie has already been summarily dis-

missed by our Russian authority, there-
fore we will gaze upon the two genuine
articles. Opromiole looks as if he had
had a very cold bath, which he swears
never to take again. His shoulders are
pitched into his head and his hindquar-
ters and loin lielong to some other insect.

He is also undoubtedly out at elbows.
Yasva is entitled to the deepest sympathy,
for her shoulders are so upright that
it is impossible for her to move with-
out pitching on her head occasion-
ally. Her loin was a secondary consid-
eration when she was bom. Her hind
legs as depicted were intended for the
body of a bad pouter pigeon. If no one
believes me, let them put their hands
over all the picture except part, of th^
t«ll and the first and mcqi^ tbighft.,

i^j
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Pictures, I know, are rot, but one's at-

tention is purposely called to these as

being beautiful, ^tc, as well as compari-

son being made between these "grand
specimens" as produced and the ignoble

Elsie, who, by the bye, I hope I'm not

championing, as I confess I don't admire
her—according to portraiture—any more
than the two poor things who are evi-

dently suffering from acute cramps in the

stomach. If the pictures of these two
are the beau ideal of his Imperial High-

ness, and those Princes (if there are any
surviving) who still withstand the ravages

of nitro glycerine, then the sooner some
secret society blows up the Czarowitz

or Royal Kennels the better, and the

more likely am I to become a member of
its organization.

N. B.—I hope there's no extradition

treaty which touches upon the above

sentiments, as putting my own feelings

on one side, my wife, as yet, is not de-

sirous for me to enter the somewhat
chilly realms of Sil>eria, though she may
sometimes wish me in a more sultry hab-

itation.

The Stock-Keeper this week publishes

about a column of "American Chat"
from Hibernia, I mean from America,

under the nom de plume of Hibernia.

One paragraph of his is, to say the least,

misleading. I refer to the Billy Graham
case, for he implies that, owing to Mr.

Peshall's intervention the A. K. C. was
so prejudiced they didn't give a just de-

cision. In the first place, Mr. Peshall

had nothing whatever to do with bring-

ing the case before the A. K. C, as on
and before his arrival the iauer was a

perfect stranger to William, who en-

trusted the whole thing to Mr. Mayhew
during his (William's) trip to 'Frisco.

Also, though the A. K. C. is not infalli-

ble, yet it has never approached that

stage of imbecility when petty jealousy

surmounted justice and common sense,

and even supposing their verdict was not

as it should have been, it is the height

of absurdity and childishness to assign

dislike to one individual as the cause.

But the mere fact of Hibernia saying Mr.

Peshall "took the matter up" is suffi-

cient to squash whatever semblance of
truth there is in his assertions, and in

his next batch of notes I would suggest

"romance," "fiction " and "wild asser-

tions" be kept for a more obscure paper

than the Stock-Keeper.

From the Stock-Keeper I gather that

Mr. F. Hilton Green, of Montreal, is

imjK>rting the wire-haired bitch Diana,

and when I state she is by Brittle, no
small wonder I chronicle such a purchase.

She "was" a good one as a youngster,

having plenty of type and character, but

whether she has continued to maintain

her youthful beauty remains to be seen.

I remember showing her for her owner
at the Kennel Club show at the Alex-

andra Palace in 1889, where she won
first, her sister getting second, and
another daughter of Brittle third, but she

looked as if she might get big and a bit

coarse in shoulders. We shall see—if

the fates permit.

It is with the deepest regret 1 hear of

the death of Mr. Hind's (formerly Raw-
don Lee's) fox terrier Gripper. When
shown some twelve years back he was

considered too small; in fact, he was

generally called "the gentlemanly Grip-

per," but when I state at his smallest he

was sixteen pounds, readers may imagine

the size that was then fashionable. His

was a case of a real good dog, never get-

ting bis dess^rta, and the last time I saw

him some two years back, in spite of age

the terrier type and character was all

there, and though he hadn't a tooth in

his mouth, his greatest delight was to go
on a ratting expedition.

Talking of rats reminds me of the cor-

respondence in your columns regarding

pugs showing a pleasure in killing ver-

min. That this is nothing out of the

common I can vouch, as I well remem-
ber, the pugs my mother had being per-

fect gluttons at the game, and they

wouldn't have missed going with the

man if he had the ferret bag with him
not for the most sumptuous repast that

could be placed before them.

Kingston, Canada, and Yonngstown,
Ohio, must be added to the list of fall

fixtures, which reminds me that Albany

has not yet been reinstated. Among the

non-recipients of prize money is, I be-

lieve, Mr. Smith, of Buffalo General

fame.

I don't know whether horses have

anything to do with my notes, or, for the

matter of that, in what particular direc-

tion they (the notes) are applicable to

Gotham if oce excepts my living in

such a noisy razzle-dazzle place, yet for

the sake of euphony it shall be chronicled

I honored the Brooklyn track with my
presence to witness the Handicap pro-

vided by the society. There I saw Mr.

Fred Hoey plunging violently on Eric

for old association sake, even though

Mr. Cassatt had cast his stable to the

winds. Then I met Mr. August Belmont,

Jr.. whose only remark concerning

Rachel's defeat was "that they (England)

must have changed the type," which is a

more charitable one than I could make.
Meeting this gentleman caused me to

back his father's colt St. Charles—from

superstitious feeling—and bang went a

solid good five-dollar bill. Dr. Rochelle

Foote had a pile on Fordham for the first

race, which he tried to get back on
Tattler afterwards, the latter lauding

him fairly in the "consomme." Charles

H. M., who has been working out a sure

system for the past three months, was
not present, nor has he yet ventured on
his newly found El Dorado.

On Saturday the last foal of Maggie
B. B. (Iroquois', Pardee's and other good
one's dam) was sold to the Dwyer Bros,

for I3600. By Imp. Woodlands (sire of

the real good Cracksman), he is a grand
chestnut, with good bone, beautiful

shoulders, and a nice top, and was cer-

tainly worth the money. The same firm

also bought a grand filly by Reform out

of Mejara (dam of Spinaway, who is the

dam of Strideaway) for Ji6oo, but the

cheapest of the lot (the Erdenheim, of

course), was a filly by Tom Ochiltree out

of Buxam by Imp. Bonnie Scotland, who
was sold to Mr. Rose, of California, for

I375. How my mouth watered to buy
her, as I feel sure she will make a win-

ner. But enough of horse. One gets
" quantum .sufficit " on the tinned meat
and Frankfurters to last for a bit, so I

apologize.

Wonders will never cease. Mr. Morti-

mer was in the city last Monday, but not

I believe to assist Mr. Ohl in re-discover-

ing his mange cure.

The Lynn people, instead of working
themselves inside out, as well as jeopard-

izing their pockets to the same extent,

stood tbemaelves a sumptuous repast on

the 13th inst. After the usual toasts, Mr.

made a thrilling speech on the

advancement of the club during the past

year, concluding with the remark that if

the dog interests were continued in the

same proportion for the next twelve

months, there was every likelihood of

them holding a show sometime or other.

But, joking apart, I hope next year will

again see them in the "circuit."

Mr. Czarowitz Wade's letter last week
should be answered, but I hope he will

excuse me not doing so in this issue, as

time flies.

Mr. Redmond, in his notes in the Eng-
lish Kennel Gazette, I am pleased to see,

does not follow in the footsteps of the

"Special Commissioner" and others, by
giving the old chestnut of "gone in front,"

hut/rankly admits that Rachel is as good
now as ever she was. Bless you, Mr. R.,

for not taking the beaten track, but how
in the dickens does it come about that

Vesuvienne has better ears ? They are

smaller, certainly, but "oh, the carriage

o' them."

Though Mr. Moore's picture on the

Stock-Keeper's front page gives a false

impression as to the size of the airedale

portrayed, I would recommend admirers

of terrier character to give it more than

a passing glance, as could one keep such

character in one's mind's eye it would
be pretty hard to go wrong on "terriers."

Kennel Club meeting of some sort or

another next week I believe. Readers

must not be astonished if a great canine

magnate's room is preferred to his com-
pany and very likely warned off for life,

but further particulars when things have
more eventuated, as in giving details I

might lose my^-equipoise.

Everyone will be sorry to hear that

Mr. Peshall has been compelled to un-

dergo a painful operation on his nose,

caused by a long and continued attack of

hay fever. I believe it has been success-

fully performed, and he expects to be

around again in a short time. This will

account for his prolonged silence,though
I believe the debit and credit balance of

the A. K. C. has never once ceased to oc-

cupy his attention.

Mr. Wilmerding, so well known as one
of our best spaniel judges, was thrown
from his horse last Monday, and is, I re-

gret to hear, confined to his bed, but just

how serious the mishap is I am at pres-

ent unableto say. Brittlk.

THE PEORIA KENNEL CLUB.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir : We have organized the Peoria

Kennel Club with the following officers :

Valentine Jobst, president; Charles E.

Bunn, vice-president; Thomas I. Ballan-

tiiie, secretary; Lem H. Wiley, treasurer;

Executive Committee, Charles L. Corn-

ing, chairman, and Messrs. H. C. Bcslor,

F. O. Minor, Will O. Clark and George
H. Hotchkiss.

Our intention is, as I informed you a

week ago, to get up a bench show, and
we have made application to the American
Kennel Club for membership. As soon
as we secure membership in the A. K. C.
we will get to work on the premium list

and arrange for dates and advertising.
I notice Mr. Naylor's suggestions in your
newsy paper, and they will be acted upon
at once. We are a trifle new in the busi-
ness, but Peoria is a great show towft and
the centre of a very rich territory. An
exhibition here will afford breeders and
kennel owners an exceedingly good
chance to advertise, and we can reason-
ably look for a large number of entries.

The show will be dated to suit the Detroit
and Canadian meetings and everything
will be done in first class form.

Respectfully,

Thos. I. Ballantine.

COLLIE CLUB STAKES.

The Contest I>eclared Off and Entry
Fees to Be Returned.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir : In consequence of the small

number of nominations for the second

section of the Collie Club Stakes for

1890, the Executive Committee has de-

clared the contest off and the entry fees
to be returned.

In future the club will have one grand
competition and not undertake to divide
the stakes in two sections unless a propo-
sition to have an eastern and western sec-
tion, the latter to be judged at Chicago,
should meet with favor. The club has
quite a number of western memtiers.
Please note a change of address.

J. D. ShoTWEIX, Secretary.

Orange, N. J., 113 Highland Ave.

EASILY EXPLAINED.

Why a Dog Took the Place of a Set-
ting Heu.

From the New York Hernld.

"Speakin' of the dog show," said the

man in the slate-colored trousers, as he

set down his glass, "reminds nie of an

astonishing proof of canine intelligence

which came under my observation in the

year 1879. I was at that time resid-

ing in Binghamton, Broome County,

N. Y., and had a considerable amount of

live stock, some poultry and a superb
setter dog. I tell you he was a fine

animal. I never see a dog with such
gentle ways. Gentlemen, you could
have pulled enough hair out of that dog
to stuff a sofa pillow and he wouldn't 'a'

bit a bald-headed baby. One day he was
runnin' around the yard and somehow he
playfully snapped the head off of a hen.
Cientlemen, I never knowed how he did
it, but somehow or other that dog found
out she was a settin' hen, and blamed if

the critter didn't go and sit on them
eg^ himself till he hatched out nine
chickens."
There was a significant silence as the

man in the slate-colored trousers finished
and toyed suggestively with his glass.

"How do you explain such a remark-
able occurence ?" at length inquired
the man on the end.

"Setter dog, gentlemen," and then the
man in the slate-colored trousers said he
reckoned he'd see if the World's Fair bill

was dead again and strolled away.

—The shepherd do^f is not a game animal,
though he is progressive ewe-cur.—Terre Haute
ExprcM,

Blemton Rubicon and Dusk} Trap.

Editor F'anciers' Joi'rnai,.

Sir: In the reports of the late New-

York bench show, yours was the only

paper that stated that Dusky Trap won
well in the challenge class for fox ter-

riers, and also that Blemton Rubicon
was "domed in skull and wide in front."

The result of the recent kennel club

show in England endorses that opinion

to the letter, for there Dusky Trap beat
such dogs as Regent and Huutou Prince,
and Rubicon only received H. C. in the
open class. All other reports stated that
Blemton Rubicon should have been
placed over Dusky Trap at New York,
one even stating that he (Rubicon) was
the l)est dog in this country to-day.

Their position at the English show, how-
ever, under such a well-known competent
judge as Mr. F. Redmond, speaks for

itself, as to whose judgment is correct,
also all the reports of that show coincide
with my opinion of Rubicon.

Yours truly,

E. Bardoe Elliott,

New York, May 15, 1890.

LOS ANGELES BENCH SHOW.

The Second Annual Exhibition of the

Southern California Kennel Club.

From the Breeder and Bportsnian.

The second bench show of the South-

ern California Kennel Club began at Los
Angeles on Tuesday, April 6, at 140 and
142 North Main Street, in a well-situated

hall, opening directly from a thorough-
fare. The hall was of ample size, with
convenient annexes in which to cook
the necessary food for the dogs, and an
ample yard wherein to exercise them.
The only criticism to be made upon the

hall was that the light might have been
better. The club was organized on May
7, 1889; was made a member of the

American Kennel Club on September 18,

1889, and is officered as follows: Presi-

dent, H. T. Payne; vice-presidents, J. F.

Holbrook, J. E. Preston; secretary, E.
K. Benchley; treasurer, E. B. Tufts;

Bench Show Committee, J. F. Holbrook,

J. E. Preston, C. E. Font, J. H. Keifer,

Tony Bright; superintendent, H. W. Wil-
son; veterinary surgeon, J. A. Edmonds.
The first show given by the club in

1889 was given in conjunction with a
poultry association, and it was observed
at that time that the dogs attracted the
crowds, and were the main source of rev-

enue, as is usually the case in such com-
bination affairs. This year it was re-
solved to give an independent dog show,
and the first day already passed gave as-
surance that the idea was a wise one.
The receipts on Tuesday were I150. On
Wednesday nearly twice that amount.
All departments of the show have been
managed with the utmost discretion, and
the success of bench shows in Los An-
geles is assured. Several prominent San
Franciscans had animals on exhibition,
among them Mr. A. B. Truman, Mr!
Eugene Roy and Mr. J. B. Martin. The
show was attended by the fashionable
people of the city and vicinity, and was
i/ie thing of the day, even to the extent
of attracting visitors from such ultra su-
burbs as Pasadena and San Gabriel, Mr.
Robert T. Vandevort coming from the
former and Captain A. B. Anderson and
lady from the latter.

The officers of the club were all on
hand and alert to meet all possible in-
quiries and needs. The superintendent
was Mr. W. H. Wilson, and a fine one he
was; courteous prompt and firm. Presi-
dent H. T. Payne, Vice-President J. F.
Holbrook, Secretary Blenchley, Directors
Tony Bright and C. E. Pout and Veterin-
ary J. A. Edmonds must all be praised
for effective service and constant atten-
tion.

Of the average quality of the dogs
shown, too much can hardly be said,
when the conditions under which the
show is considered. Excepting the six
or seven San Francisco entries, the ex-
hibit was purely a local one, and it

speaks loudly for the local fanciers, that
one hundred and thirty dogs of good
breeding and points can be gathered in a
city of only one hundred thousand inhab-
itants, while San Francisco, with its
three hundred and fifty thousand dwel-
lers, drawing upon all sources, can
bench but two hundred and fifty dogs.
The leading exhibitor is Captain A. B.

Anderson, whose dogs are all of excel-
lent quality and well shown. He has
mastiffs, St. Bernards, pointers, collies,
fox terriers and pugs on .show. Grey-
hounds were strong, both in numbers
and quality; some splendid fox hounds
were benched, the best yet seen at a show
in California. English setters were very
good and Gordon setters were excellent.
The awards were as follows :

Mastinb—Dogs.
t. Araando, Mrs. Dorothea Lummis,
3. Richland Commodore, A. B. Anderson.
3. Turk, A. J. Ellis.

BITCHES.
I. Atella A.. A. B. Anderson.
J. Daisy, Monroe Short.

PTTPIES, DOGS.
I. Woden, C. D. Willard.

St. Bernards—Bitches.
I. Dido II, A. B. Anderson.

Newfoundlands—Poos.
I Withheld.
a. Ponto, R. L. Medler.

3«7
Great Danes—Doos.

1. Withheld.
2. Kaiser Wilhelm, Miss Keyea.

BITCHES.
I. Christiana, Chas. Schmidt.

Harlequin Great Danes—Dogs.
I. Tiger, W, LeM. Wills.

BITCHES.
I. Clio, W. LeM. Wills.

Deorhounds-DoGs.
I Captain, Mrs. Jos. McLoughlin.

Greyhounds—Dogs.
1. Leo, J. W. Gordons.
2. King, H. Preston.
3. Spring, Robert Heaney.
R. Victor, Vallev Hunt Club,
v. Dash. I. W. Hazelett.
H. Raymond, Valley Hunt Club.

BITCHES.
1. Dina, C. F. Holder.
2. Topsy, J. W. Hazelett.

BITCHES, P17PPIE8.

I. Deno. J. W. Fordon.

Foxhounds—D0G8.
1. Melody, Valley Hunt Club.
2. Moro, Ben Davis.
3. Chase, Ben Davis.

BITCHES.
1. Queen, Valley Hunt Club.
2. MoUie, Ben Davis.
3. Music, Valley Hunt Club.

Pointers—Dogs (over 50 pounda).

1. Billy v.. R. T. Vandevort.
2. Rush II, J. B. Mason.

DOGS (under 55 pounds).
1. Kan Koo, E. K. Benchley.
2. Strictly Business, J. W. Hazelett.
3. Shot, John H. Schumacher.

BITCHES (over so pounds).
1. Queen Croxteth T., A. B. Truman.
2. Gypsy, S, D. Sanbome.
3. Zanettall.S. A. Bennett.

BITCHES (undvr 50 pounds).
1. Patti Croxteth T., A. B. Truman
2. Babette, M. E. Taber.
3. Amie, E. K. Benchley.

PUPPIES, DOGS.
1. El Rio Rey, A. B. Anderson.
2. Stricly Business, I. W. Hazelett.
3. Young Scout, C. E. Fout.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
I. Susie Post, A. B. Anderson.

£nicllsh Setters—D008.
1. Tom Pavne. T. F HnlhrorvV
2. Prince c!harles. Godfrey Fritz.
3. Prince Alba, Mrs. J. A. Edmonds.

BITCHES.

1. Princess Nellie Elgin, Harry Rose.
2. Los Angeles, H. T. Payne.
3. Nellie K., Tom Keefe.
V. Sybil II, J. B. Mason.

PUPPIES, IX>GS.

I. Prince Theo, Tony Bright.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
I. Jolly Fay, H. F. Payne.

Irish Setters—Doos.
1. Mike T., A' B. Truman.
2. Don D., W. R. Davis.
3. Duke Alexis. E. B. Tufts.

BITCHES.

1. Lady Elcho. A. B. Truman.
2. Rosalielle, E. J. Roy.

PUPPIES, DOGS.

I. Sham Rhue, E- J. Roy.

Gordon Setters—Dogs.
1. Duke, B. A. Breaky, Jr.
2. Rover, L. R. Darrow.
3. Santa Anna, West Coast Kennels.

BITCHES.

1. Lady Lufton, Mrs. B. Cawston.
2. Pnncess Nell, H. C. Katz.
3. Burton I..ass, J. J. Hanford.
V. Nun, John Machell.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.

I. Belle, Jack Rush.

Irish Water Spaniels—Doos.
1. Captain Muldoon.L. W. Roberts.
2. Barney, Geo Klotz.
3. Dick, Theodore Friese.

BITCHES.

I. Rose, John C. Cline.

Cooker Spaniel—Bitches.
I. Snowball, G. H. Hamstadt.

PUPPIES.

1. Lad, Jno. Machell.
2. Lass, John Machell.

Field Spannlels—Bitches.
1. Chick, D. D. Wheeler,
2. Queen, B. H. Heineman.

Retrievers—Dogs or Bitches.
1. Roy, C. Milligan.
2. Major, W. F. Nordholt.

Collies— Dckjs.

I. Laddie, A. B. Anderson.

BITCHES.

I. Juno, Mrs. E. B. MacVine.
Bull Terriers—Challenob.

I. Little Nell, Clarence A. Barnes.

Fox Terriers—Doos.
I. Blemton Vesuvian, C. A. Sumner.
a. Regent Jock, A. B. Anderson.
3. Blemton Shiner, J. B. Martin.
R. Rags, Bolton & Chadwick.
V. Tatters, Bolton & Chadwick.

BITCHES.
1. Golden Patch, A. B. Anderson.
2. Folly, Edward Malin.
3. Trixsey, A. B. Anderson.
V. Hart's Nannie, Roswell Hart.

PUPPIES, DOGS.

I. Blemton Shiner, J. B. Martin.

PUrPIES, BITCHES.

I. Golden Lily, J. B. Martin.

2. Warren Truthful, C. A. Sumner.
3. Clochette, Dan McFarland.

Black and Tan Terriers.
I. McGinty, C. F. Manning.

Scotch Terriers.
1. Monkey, Cap. Janes.
2. Tatters, C. S. CampbeU.
3- Pepper, S. Tyler.

PUPPIES.
I. Shorty, Cap. Janes.

Toy Terriers.
I. Midget, John Homer.

Japanese Spaniels.
I. Frou-Frou, Mrs. Alex McBear.

Pugfs—Dogs.
1. Bobby, A. B. Anderson.
2. Mops, C. Krempel.

bitches.
I. Patti, Mrs H. E. Bieweud.
3. Bella, Chris. Krempel.

Spits.
1. Withheld.
2. Fanny, Morris Fitzgerald.
3. Flossy. Mi^. K. Short.

NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB.

The following are the officers and mem-
bers of committees of the club to serve
until July i of the present year :

President—N. Q. Pope.
First Vice-President—L. C. Whiton.
Vice-Presidents—Dr. N. Rowe, D. C. Luce, M.

Phiste, Dr. Van Hummel.
Secretary—H. W. Huntington.
Treasurer— L'. M. Bates.

Board of Directors—N. Q. Pope, L. C. Whiton,
J. H. Watson, H. W. Huntington, L. M. Bates,
C. L- Griffith, Dr. F. J. Haoshow, W. B. Growtage
and C. D. Webber.
Committee on Admission-H. W. Huntington,

H. W. Lacy and M. Phister.

Committee on Pedigrees—For Greyhounds, J.
H. Watson, C. S. Mixon and H. C. Lowe; Wolf-
hounds, W. Wade: Deerhounds, J. E. Thayer.
Committee on Publication—L. C. White, C. D.

Webber and L. N. Bate.

Committee on Entertainment—C. L. Griffith,

D. C. Luce and W. B. Growtage.
It was moved and seconded that fhr fmir \'i<:<^.

presidents should be ex-officio members of the
Board of Directors.

H. W. Huntington,

Secretary National Greyhound Club.

A CROWS CUNNING.

Unequal Fight Between a Wounded
Crow and a Hunter's Dog.

An incident showing the cunningness
of a crow was witnessed by a hunter near
Holland, Mich., a few days ago. He
shot at a crow and broke the bird's wing
whereupon it was attacked by the hunt-
er's dog. The crow caught the lips of
the dog with its bill while with its claws
it hung to the dog's hide. The dog
could not shake the bird off aud ran

howling through the woods until the

crow let go its hold and fell to the

ground, apparently dead. Afler sniffing

at the bird the dog ran back to its master,

who was sitting on a log watching the

performance. The hunter also thought
that the bird was killed, but what was
his surprise to see the crow get up and
walk away. The dog again attacked it

and the same thing was gone through a
number of times, the crow feigning death
until it thought its enemy gone, when
it would get up and try to escape. At
last it seemed to dawn upon the dog that
the crow was fooling him, and he
grabbed the unfortunate bird by the
head and shook it until dead. The
hunter says that during the unequal
fight the crow exhibited much more
cunning and bravery than the dog.

FIXTURES.

Dog Sho-ws.
June 3-6—Cincinnati Kennel Club, at Cincin-

nati, Ohio. George H. Hill, superintendent.
.,Sept. 2-5—Micfiigan Kennel Club, Detroit,
Mich. M. V. a. Saunders, secretary
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Keunel Club, Toledo

O.. Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-18.—International Dog Show of the

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, in connection
with the Industrial Exhibition at Toronto Can-
ada. H. J. Hill, secretary.
Sept. 23-26—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at OtUwa, Canada. Alfred Geddea.
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn..
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 17 —Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atotterburn Springs
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.. sec-
retary.
Dec. I —Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Islington, N. C C
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

1891.
Ian. 19—Eighth annual field trials cf the P«-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H H
Briggs, secretary.
Pen- 2—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary
Marietta, Ga. "

KENNEL REGISTER.

MR. OHL'S MANGE CURE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Mr. Percy C. Ohl's very humor-
ous communication re "A Wonderful
Mange Cure" in your issue last week
reminds us that not all men are "mon-
archsofwhat they survey." We know
of a good cure for loss of memory, as well
as mange. It is called Hippothera. We
see it advertised in The Fanciers'
Journal and can recommend it.

Yours truly,

B. S. OSBON.
New York, May 21, 1890.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS.

J. O. GABRIEL & H. LONGNECKER'S pointer
bitch Newi Market (Robert le Diable—
Ternr), to Hempstead Farm Keunels' Duke
OF Hessen (Luck of Hessen -Blarney), April
6, 1890.

CHARLES S. SIDLER'S (Acme Kennels, Mil-
waukee, Wis), pug bitch Lady Snvpplbs to
Champion Kash, May 7, 1890.

DR. F. W. KITCHELS black spaniel Mv Ladv
Betty to A. C. Wilmerdiug's Champion
Doc, March 19, 1890.

WILLIAM WEST'S black spaniel Queen Obo
(Obo II—Blackie HI), to A. C. Wilraerding-s
TMAvrfON Doc .'l.'^ril :" ;S

—

ROWLAND P. KEASBEV'S black spaniel bitch
Miss Ben dOr (Young Obo—Champion
Newton Abbot Lady), to A. C. Wilmerding's
Champion Doc, April 22, 1890.

CHARLES HEATH'S black spaniel Bess (Black
Pete—Dorris), to A. C. Wilmerdings Cham-
pion Doc, April 25, 1890.

JOSEPH R. DENNIS' black spaniel DoLtv
{Compton Monk—Ethel), to A. C. Wilmer-
ding's Champion Doc, April 28, 1890.

MARCUS M. HILL'S black spaniel High Rock
Pink (Black Duck—Bijou), to A C. Wilmer-
ding's Champion Doc, May 10. 1890.

WILLIAM BARNES' bUck spaniel Hazel Obo
(Obo II—Althea), to A. C. Wilmerdinr's
Champion Doc. May 14, 1890.

SEA MOSS KF.NNELS' (Gleiicoe, 111.) Irish
water spaniel dog Conn to the followinir
bitches:

A. M. HHFLETOWN'S (Toledo. O.) Irish water
spaniel RosiE, January, 1890.

C. H. BOHANNON'S (Chicago, III.) Irish water
spaniel Biddy. March, 1890.

H. D. GARDNER'S (Milwaukee, WU.) Iriah
water spaniel Mollie, March, 1890.

SEA MOSS KENNELS' Irish water spaniel
Queen Slash. May, 1890.

SEA MOSS KENNELS' Irish water spaniel bitch
Sea Moss, May, 1890.

WHELPS.
MR. HENRY POPHAM'S (Perth Amboy. N. J.)black spaniel bitch Gvpsv (Black Prince—

My Lady Betty), whelped April 29, 1890; two
bitches and one dog by A. C. Wilmerding's
Champion Doc.

MR. G. CANNIFF'S pug bitch Flossie (Silver
Shoe—Zadie), whelped May 8, i8go; seven
(four dogrs) by Champion Kash.

MR. A. E. PITTS' (Indianola Kennels, Colum-
bus. O.) pug bitch Nun Nicer, whelped May
13, 1890; eight (six dogs) by his Champion
Kash.

SALES.

GLENDYNE KENNELS (Bristol, R.I.) have sold
their Irish setter pup Traymore, whelped
November 2, 1889, by O'Donovan Rossa—
Lulu III, to Wm. McNeil, Winslow, Ariz.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinnati, O.)
have sold Royal Dude, pug dog, pedigree
unknown, to Mrs. H. A. Spaulding, Chi-
cago, 111.

W. WEISS has sold the St. Bernard dog War-
wick, Jr. (Lord Warwick—Jess), to Fred
Kirby, Philadelphia, Pa.

DEATHS.
GLENDYNE KENNEI^S' (Bristol. R, I,) Iriah

setter bitch Li'LU V (champion Jim-Lulu
III) died May 18, 1890.

NAMES CLAIMED.
GLENDYNE KENNELS (Bristol, R. I.) claimtf

the following names

:

O'Donovan Rossa, Vh... for Irish setter dog,
whelped April 24, 1890, by O'Donovan Rosaa

Lismore, for dog, same litter.
Clonmel, for dog, same litter.

Frank Hurd, for dog, same litter.
Thurman, for dog, same litter.
LiDDiE RoesA, for dog. naraelitter.
Grip W., for dog, samt litter.

Winnie Davis,Tor bitch, same litter.
Kitty Rossa, for bitch, same litter.
Molly Rossa, for bitch, same litter.

PbogieJIossa, for bitch, same litter.
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POULTRYAN°PIGEONS,r°.*^'^*^ "P°° * "^^^^ ^^'^ *" employ a

skilled worker to go from one yard to

another. There is a knack in caponing,
and such as possess it rarely lose a bird
in the operation, and there is scarcely a

perceptible check in the growth because
of it. There are also bunglers, and those
who have lost by their operations are the
ones who condemn caponing as a cruelty

and a losing game.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The interest there is in Ijoth practical

and fancy poultry keeping throughout
the South must be gratifying to those
who have the national good at heart as
well as to those who are seeking new
customers for their surplus atock. The
promise now is for shows at Memphis,
New Orleans, Montgomery and Charles-
ton, in fact the dates are claitned, and
with the series so arranged that all may
be visited and without any great waste of
time between. The arrangements thus
far made for these exhibitions are based
upon common sense and must prove
satisfactory to all concerned. The
chance which each centre offers for the
sale of birds is an incentive just now for

breeders to do their best as they must
know that with the competition the ar-

rangements and inducements will call

out, their best will be required.

*
• •

The seasonable suggestion for both the
p6uUry house and the pigeon loft is, look
out for vermin, keep clear of it by being
continually on guard against it Where
do the lice come from is asked and asked
again, and the question is not always ans-
werable. Under certain conditions they
would seem not to have been brought but
engendered. One day the yard and loft

and bird is apparently free from them;
but the next all three may be alive with
the pest and the certainty of more to

come.

*\
The first work must be of prevention.

If a strange bird is to lie added to either

flock or flight, examine it thoroughly and
even if clean, place it in quarantine for

stock it may carry in the nit. If unclean,
either cleanse or kill it, and either way
»ee to it that the pest is not spread by it.

Size, shape of body, and carriage are
essentials to the making up of a gootl
bird."

»
» *

* •

*
« «

The smudge is the best remedy for the
atmospheric condition in which vermin
come of themselves into exi.stence. A
smudge should therefore be used fre-

quently to clear both house and loft. An
excellent way of doing this is to paste up
every chink and crack. Then put dishes
containing chloride of lime about, pour
sulphuric acid on these, and make all

possible haste to get away from the
fumes of it. Do not permit the birds to
return to their quarters until the whole
has been well aired.

*%
Caponing has come to be as much a

part of poultry keeping for profit, or, in

other words, for market, as is fattening,

and is more generally practiced than is

generally supposed. The advance in

value as a food product is close upon
fifty per cent, and poultrj- rearers are
asking themselves why they should not
make this

; that is, why, if rearing a fowl
for market they should not strive for in-

creased weight of a quality that will

bring increased price.

*
« •

Fancy poultry breeders nowadays do
not risk reputation by selling disqualified

or as well be stock upon the plea that
blood will cover a multitude of sins, but,

the culls both male and female are oper-

ated upon and in due time passed over to

the shambles, to fetch almost as much
per head as their fellows that are
entered in the show lists. Many breeders
are able to and do operate upon their

own stock, but the common practice is

for the fanciers aud breeders of a vicinitv

They have the vS. P. C. A. abroad, it

seems, and it has lately made its ex-
istence known to poultry breeders by its

prosecutions for dubbing of game fowls,

and with victory perched upon its ban-
ners. But, one S. P. C. A. in particular
has lost respect for itself in finding the
operation to be a cruelty only when
practiced by those unable by lack of
means to defend themselves. The Fan-
ciers' Gazette comments upon this:

"As to the rights and wrongs of that
process we do not now need to enter, but
we want to point out that convictions
are now and again recorded against
game fowl breeders, but we believe with-
out exception they are against poor men,
who are, perhaps, least guilty of all, if
guilt there be. Why does not the S. P.
C. A. lx)ldly have the matter settled once
for all, by prosecuting some man who is

not only able to pay the fine, but appeal
and carry the matter to the highest
courts? Recently a well known game
exhibitor wrote the society, saying he
intended to dub some of his fowls on a
certain day, and inviting it to send an
in.spector to be present Here was an
opportunity to be seized, but no notice
was taken of it. And why ? We can
only assume it was because the writer
was able to fight the thing out, as he
would have done. If the S. P. C. A. is
earnest in its desire to stamp out dubbing,
why does ii uoi go aix)ut it in a fair
fashion, instead of attacking poor men ?"

#%
In answer to the suggestions for mak-

ing up the Minorca standard to which
we referred last week, Mr. A. G. Pitts,

president of the English Minorca Club,
says :

" Mr. Morrison says that the standard
does not clearly define as to whether the
comb shall be deeply serrated or not, but
that it may be understood to mean that
the serration niav not be deeper than the
teeth of a hand saw. No person who
knew anything of a Minorca could put

;
such a construction upon this part of the
standard. I shall be pleased very briefly

I to give my ideas as to what the standard
on this point really means to convey.
Comb shall be evenly and boldly serrated,

I

blade and spikes proportionate

—

e. g.,
blade two inches high and spikes two
inches long ; not as is often seen, blade
one and one-half inch high and spikes
two and one-half inches long, or vice
versa. Mr. Morrison considers the num-
ber of spikes should l>e fixed or limited,
and points taken off where the numl)er is
greater or less than the standard. I can-
not agree with him on this point, as a
spike more or less is not of much conse-
quence. From four to seven is the
recognized number. I am in favor of
five. Mr. M. would also like the dis-
tance from the beak to first serration
fixed. I think points of this kind can be
safely left to the discretion of our poul-
try judges, most of whom are fully com-
petent to discriminate lietween a perfect
and imperfect comb. I may add that the
front of comb should not come to the
point of Ijeak by half an inch ; also that
a clean straight comb free from thumb
marks and twists rarely grows too far
over the beak. It's the uneven twisted
front comb, as a rule, that overgrows the
beak. The same remarks as to serrations

I

applv to the hen. Comb should have a
single fold

; a double fold is most objec-
tionable. Tail to be full does not mean
to spread like a fan ; it should taper off
towards the top. In fact I am greatly in
favor of the hen's tail being, as Mr. Mor-
risoji descrilKJs. clipped or drawn to-
gether, or what is commonly termed a
whip tail. In conclusion, allow me to
say that although comb is one of the chief
things iu a Minorca it is hot everything.

The poultry show at Montgomery, Ala.,

under the direction of the Southern Ex-
position Co., will open November 4. The
ofiicers are: President, W. F. Vandiver;
vice-president, P. B. Bibb ; secretary, H.
C. Davidson; treasurer, A. T. Hannon;
general manager, J. C. Cheney; directors,

W. F. Vandiver, B. Wolff, P. B. Bibb, J.

E. Worswick, D. Fleming, M. C. Scott, J.

C. Virden, Jas. Gallagher, C. G. Aber-
crombie.

* •

The Exposition Co., in announcing
the date of this Montgomery show, says:

"The South is the field of the future for
poultry farming. It has everything in its
favor. Farms are cheap, the soil is most
suitable, and the climate for rearing
early exhibition stock and breeders is
perfection. The demand for prize bred
poultry will exceed the expectations of
the most sanguine. Come or send your
poultry. Hitherto the taste for pigeon
culture has been almost unknown

; but
we are a progressive people, and like our
cotton, tobacco, and other busy indus-
tries, this state can now boast of the
largest and best constructed pigeon loft
in America, and numbers of fanciers
ready to buy, so it will pay any breeder
to send his best pigeons."

«
« »

This about the largest and best con-
structed pigeon loft is probably true,

coming from such a source we must ac-
cept it, but we don't exactly recall the
owner of it, or see how it should have
been gotten together, both house and
birds, and the rest of the country know
nothinsf about it

!
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*
« «

The latest of fads for the hen house is

the eucalyptus nest egg. This, a per-
forated white glass egg containing a
sponge soaked in eucalyptus oil, is said
to be an unfailing insect exterminator.
There is virtue in the eucalyptus. Years
ago we kept poultry of various sorts in

Oakland, Cal. Some roosted in one place
and some in another, but those iu the
house under an eucalyptus tr e were
always the healthiest, finest and most
prolific. Our hens, in fact, all California
hens in the early days, had the habit of
dropping off suddenly. Apparently well
one moment and dead the next. Our
losses were few in comparison with those
of our neighbors, and we attributed it to
the liberal use of eucalyptus leaves about
the nests and an occasional handful in

the drinking water. The best remedy
we ever used for roup was strips of the
Spanish wash bark (quillaya), to be found
at every grocery. Or, in cases of urgent
need we broke the bark over their nostrils,

starting them at sneezing and making
the beginning of relief by cleaning the
air passages of the accumulations of
mucus.

POULTRY FOR IRELAND.

The Progrress Made in the Dublin
Freeman'8 Good Work.

It will be remembered that a year ago
Mr. Edward S. Brown, as agent for the
Dublin Freeman travelled the length and
breadth of Ireland spying out its facilities

for poultry keeping as a national in-

dustry, and inquiring what was needed to
make poultry keeping a profitable pur-
suit for the laboring classes.

The report rendered showed the need
to be of thoroughbred stock of certain
varieties, and these both fowls and eggs
were solicited as donations from both the
English aud American breeders.

In a late issue of the Fanciers' Gazette,
of which Mr. Brown is the head, there is

reference to the work accomplished as
follows:

"In the autumn of 1888 I ventured to
appeal to poultry breeders for gifts of
stock birds and eggs, to be distributed in
Ireland, with the object of improving the
poultry amongst the peasantry of that
country. The response was far and
away beyond my anticipations, and about
150 birds with some 50 sittings of eggs
were placed at my disposal, iu many
cases the donors most generally paying
cost of carriage. Some of the railway
companies aided by carrying the birds
free.but as the various gifts were acknowl-
edged at the time, I need not now give
any further lists.

"My object now is to brieflv indicate
the results of this distribution." It would
take several columns of space to give all
the letters I have received, but I may
make a few quotatious which will be
representative of the whole. It will be
remembered that the birds were placed
out all over the country, under the over-
sight of various persons, who undertook
to see that the conditions were observed,
ant\ it ie frr»»ti fVi«»tf t-*^**^^

•%
The new Columbarian Society of Bal-

timore promises to bring the pigeon fan-

ciers of that city into closer and pleas-
anter relations than have existed for

some little time past A personal letter

regarding it says: "We have fifteen act-

ive and ten honorary members. I pre-
dict there will not be much jealousy and
bickering, as those who attempt it on
personal lines will get the grand bounce.
Mr. vSani W. Taylor proposed Mrs. E. S.
Starr and T. Fred Goldman ["When
shall we three, etc."—Ed.] as honorary
members and they were elected. The
meetings are exceedingly pleasant; the
Messrs. Taylor and Abel are the only
chronic kickers, but they are workers
and we forgive them."

One distributor in County Mayo writes :

" Last year I placed the two white Leg-
horn cockerels m two different districts
about four miles apart. In one of these
districts (more enliglitened and industri-
ous than the other) the eggs for hatching
were exchanged and sold to the number
of 763. In the other district (^less indus-
trious), owing to ignorance, only sixty-
four eggs were availed of. Lists were re-
turned to nie with the names of the peo-
ple and the number of eggs to each.
Total eggs hatched, 827. The par-
ties report that all eggs were fer-
tile, and not one chick died of "pip."
Pullets hatched in March and April
began to lay in harvest, some as early as
August, and have continued to lay all
winter up to date. One woman reports
that some of her pullets, during the win-
ter when eggs were dearest, laid as much
as six out of the seven days. The late
hatchings, which were the majority, did
not do so well, they are only beginning
to lay now. All over the country for
miles and miles the news has got abroad,
and the desire for eggs for hatching this
sieason is expected to be very large. I
have this year placed the cocks again
about four miles apart. One of them I

exchanged with a man who did so ex-
tremely well last year. His breed of
hens IS known to be good, and the
change will keep the blood pure. He
wauls to fully replace his old stock which
was only about half replaced last year as
a cautious experiment He has now
proved the superiority of the new breed
and is now most enthusiastic to have
all his poultry changed. And so with
others who have Ijeen astonished to learn
of pullets laying so all winter. Another
reason for placing a bird with him this
year is, a greater number of people know
where to go for eggs and have confidence.
The cock that was with him last year I

have placed with another man, who has
about forty hens, all good layers and free
from disea.se. Many of the poor people
had suffered greatly by the death of their
poultry, and the difficulty of rearing
chicks was acknowledged to be increas-
ing. 'Hie beautiful white broods of
healthy chickens last year to be seen
almost everywhere has at last revolution-
ized their tardy notions.
"A parish priest in County Cavan says:

J am glad to be able to say that the birds
have done splendidly, and have been of
the greatest benefit to the district. The
persons who have charge of them are
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most agreeable, and I think there is not
a house within a radius of three miles
where some of the eggs have not l)een
got and hatched, and the voung birds of
the mixed breed, many of which I have
seen, are very fine. I shall continue to
keep an eye to the cockerels.
"Another recipient in Countv Cavan

wrote: The results have proved most sat-
isfactory, and the persons to whom the
fowls were ^iven have been most ener-
getic in their efforts to introduce the new
blood in the different localities; some of
them exchanging as manv as fifteen and
seventeen sittings each. It is gratifying
to see how many have taken advantage
of the opportunity afforded them of im-
provement in this branch.
"A parish priest in County Kildare in-

forms me that he set up vards of his own,
and gave out the eggs last sea-son, dis-
tributing in this way 107 sittings, or iwi
eggs in all.

"Yet another recipient says: I beg to
say that the fowls sent for the improve-
ment of the breed of poultrv in this lo-
cality are doing exceedingly well, and
are of the greatest benefit to the district
The persons in whose charge I have
placed the birds have had no sinecure in
keeping them, for their houses were regu-
larly besieged, day after dav, bv appli-
cants for the exchange of 'eggs.

'
I think

there is hardly a house within a radius of
over two miles where some of the eggs
have not been procured and hatched, and
the young birds, many of which I have
seen, are very fine.
"These will be sufficient to indicate the

great good done by these birils. Where
eggs were given the results will be seen
later on. and if those who were so gen-
erous in their gifts could learn of the
gratitude shown, they would feel amply
repaid. I have not ventured to ask for
gifts this year, but one previous doner
who desires to be nameless, has just
written offering more for that purpose,
which I have accepted with great pleas-
ure. If any are disposed to follow this
example, or to crive cockerels '- •'•- --•-

tumn,* 1 shall gladly acV'as t'heVr "al-
moner."

3^9
ter and more willingly by being allowed
to get properly hungry. When they are
three weeks or a moiuh old I give them
ground maize and barley meal mixed to-
gether, good dry barley, Indian corn;
and small potatoes and parings boiled,
continuing this varying food up till
Christmas, and then " fasten them up to
fatten—a plan I certainly dislike, as they
will not eat nearly so we'll when confined
as when loose and at libertv, and there
fore do not come so weightv and well-
conditioned.
They are undoubtedly profitable things

when cared for. and pay me handsomelv
even when I have to buv every particle
of focKl they consume; whereas on farms
where they have the corn droppings and
the stubble runs the cost of maintenance
IS much lessened —R. Hapgoo<l.

SEASONABLE SUaOESTIONS.

Turkey Rearing.
There is more skill and attention re-

quired for rearing turkeys successfully
and profitably than most people, and
farmers especially, generally imagine.
They are very peculiar birds to deal
with. At the proper time of the year,
when the eld ones show signs of laying,
suitable nests are made, and a little perse-
verance makes them to lay therein.
Always remove the new laid eggs each
day, leaving a false nest egg to keep the
hen to the nest. Some will lay about
thirteen, others twenty or more. If two
hen turkeys lay at the same time, and the
total eggs come to a little over two dozen,
pnt eighteen under one of them, turning
the other hen to lay again, and place the
remainder under a common fowl at the
same period, transferring the youngones
when hatched therefrom to the hen
turkey with her brood, knowing from ex-
perience that turkeys never get on so
well with a common hen as with a
mother of their own kind. A turkey
constantly covers and cuddles her little
ones when they are very voung, an at-
tention they stronglv requi're, whereas a
hen wanders too much, tiring the little
things till many of them drop and die
Or, should three hen turkeys, and they
all lay together, set two of them on the
whole of the eggs if not too many, letting
the third go for further laying. When
first hatched thev should be fed with
bread soaked with milk or cream, then
after a day or two an egg boiled hard and
chopped into dice, a little Ixjiled rice
sometimes, or a bit of cheese curd, if it
can be ^ot; then some bread and barley
meal mixed with milk; and further oil
with barley meal and ground maize, and
occasionally with a plate of oatmeal por
ndge, warm, in which has been melted
part of a common candle, or a lump of
dripping. This is a great treat to them,
and they never fail to devour it raven-
ously, and it is an excellent change of
diet for them. A good start is everythingm rearing turkeys. I find it unwise and
useless at any age to feed them more
than three times a day; they will eat bet-

The Roseoomb Orpington.
The single comb Orpington was

shown for the first in America at the
show of the Massachusetts Poultry As-
sociation, held last season at Boston, but
the rosecomb is yet to come. This va-
riety is described by Mr. W. Cook, its

originator, as "a breed which stands
right away from all the rest, as there is

no other large breed of black fowls with
rosecombs iu England. The black
Hamburgs are small birds, with white
ear-lobes, and lay white eggs, whereas
the rosecomb Orpingtons lav brown
eggs. I am often asked which of the
two varieties of the Orpington are the
best to keep. My answer is, that it is
more a matter of fancy, as they differ so
very slightly as regards their useful
qualities. The rosecomb lay rather the
most eggs, but they are not so large in
size as the Orpingtons. The weight of
eggs produced in a vear does not vary
the quality of the flesh is equal, and also
the fowls' appearance, except that thev
....^. ... k.,v. iiiaiici ui iiicir comus
Many people, I find, have an idea that
the rosecomb varietv have black Ham-
burg blood in them, but this is altogether
a mistake.
"About fifteen years ago there were

some Langshans imported into England
with rosecombs. These were mated
with Langshans with the orthodox
single comb, but many of the progeny
came with rosecombs. No notice was
taken of this, and manv were killed and
eaten. Fortunately I got hold of a few,
and bred from them, and I bought as
many as I couhl about the country, until
I had a nice flock together. Then I
crossed them in the same manner as I
had done to get the single comb variety,
using the rosecomb Langshan instead of
the others. I wi.sh my readers to under-
stand that the rosecomb is obtained by a
freak of nature, and not from any exist-
ing breed of fowls. These freaks of na-
ture are called 'sports.' All poultrv
keepers who have had experience in
breeding rosecomb breeds of fowls know
that they do not all come with rosecombs
although their parents all possessed rose-
combs.
"The rosecomb Orpington is not an

exception to this rule, and being a
newly-made breed, it can scarcely be ex-
pected, when an old-established breed
like the black Hamburg throws birds
with single combs; of^ the cockerels
also, a few come slightly mismarked
with red feathers^ instead of being black
throughout, as they should be. Some
people think it strange that the cockerel
should thus come mismarked, but it is a
frequent occurrence that when two
black breeds are mated together their
progeny will throw red feathers in their
hackles and saddles. The rosecomb Or-
pington cock should be black through-
out, with a splendid green gloss upon
the plumage, broad in the breast, and
with a nice flowing tail, carried well
back, black beak well curved, dark or
hazel eye, the former preferred, and a
neat rosecomb, clo.sely fitted to the head
with a short spike at the back, red face
and ear-lol)es, blark legs with white toe-
nails, four toes on each foot, sole of the
foot should be white. The hen should
match the male bin! in all points, only
the comb and tail are smaller. The
chickens are very hardy, and can be
brought up in small runs, and often they
lay at six months old. No one that has
tried them is disappointed with them as
they fill the egg basket when the snow is
on the ground."

Follow Natural Methods and Trust
the Result.

I have already alluded to the greater
fertility of the eggs and constitutional
vigor of the chicks when the hen lays in

a concealed place as under a hedge, the
egg being placed on the ground and ex-
posed for three weeks in the open air to
the influence of the weather and the al-

ternative of temperature by dav and
night in addition to being warmed up
each time that the hen adds another
egg to the store

; nevertheless, it usu lly

happens that every one of these eggs
produce a healthy and vigorous chick,
which is more than can be said of those
carefully collected day by day, placed
one end upwards in a box with bran,
and protected from any alternations of
temperature.

The eggs laid by hens having a free

range not only produce more vigorous
and healthier chicken than such as are
laid by others in small runs, but they
are much less apt to be clear or sterile.

A hen at large obtains worms, seeds, a
variety of fresh green vegetables, and
above all breathes pure air, whereas
those in confinement are deprived of all

these natural articles of diet and are
compelled to eat their food off ground
tainted with their own exc.-ement, and
to breathe the air rendered impure by its
exhalations.
Too much care cannot be taken to

avoid giving the fowls tainted food; this
is often done by the stupid plan adopted

I
by many thoughtless owners of always

1
feeding the fowls in the same place. It

I

saves trouble if the com given to the
Jowls IS always thrown down in the
same spot which is usually near the
door of the hen house. When a large
proportion of the grain falls upon the
lowl dung which has accumulated on
the ground and becomes tainted, the
grains so soiled are at first refused by
the fowls, but eventually eaten when
the birds are severely pressed by hunger.
I may ask what result would be expected
if children were fed in a similar manner,
and if it is surprising that chicken
cholera, typhoid, and tuberculous dis-
eases should prevail amongst fowls com-
pelled to feed in such a way }

Wheu corn is scattered on the ground,
it should never be put down in the same
place as that recently used. The proper
plan is to throw it far and wide in the
grass; not a grain is lost. The searching
for it furnishes occupation and amuse-
ment to the fowls, which in place of
overloading their crops with a large
quantity of dry, hard corn, a state of
things that could not occur in nature, pick
up their food, grain by grain, in a much
more wholesome manner.
But as to the hatching eggs. It may

be asked. What should be done with
them? The answer which leads to the
greatest success is, "Leave them alone "

There is little doubt that the interference
with the hen at hatching time which
IS practiced by many fowl keepers is
much more injurious than useful. The
hen, if at all wild, settles down firmly on
the eggs, crushing the shells of those
that are chipped and flattening the
membrane on the outside of the chicken,
so that it is impossible they should
emerge from the shell.
Then, again, any attempt to enlarge

the opening made by the chick is usually
attended with loss of blood and weaken
ing of the young bird. Nature is not
such a bungler that she wants assistance.
The chicken should be left alone under
the hen for at least twenty-four hours;
by this time the whole of the yolk pre-
viously outside the body will not only
have been drawn into the intestines, but
will have been duly digested, and the
little chicken will have become strong,
active and vigorous, and ready to feed
for itself. The senseless practice of
cramming some whole grains of barley
down the throats of the newly hatched
birds could only be paralleled by forcing
a rumpsteak and porter down the throat
of a new-born child.
The hen and chicks when removed

should, if the weather permit, be placed
out in the open in a dry, sunny spot; if

the coop is left unclosed, and surrounded
by a ring of wirework, the chickens do
much l>etter than if the hen is shut up
and can not scratch for them.
The first food for the chicken should

be egg, not boiled hard and chopped up,
but beaten up raw, with an equal bulk
of milk, and then cooked into a soft cus-
tard by a gentle heat With regard to
grain, I believe that a little fresh canary
seed is about the best that can l)e given-
crushed grits I do not like, as the con-
tents of the seed are exposed to the air
the germ is killed, and the whole sooti
becomes pungent to the taste, and not as
wholesome or nutritive as fresh living
seed. If the hen has the opportunity of
scratching for the chickens, she will not
drag them about if she herself be very
well fed. The young birds will then get
worms, insects and grubs, which are far
better than any artificial substitute. So
important did the old breeders of game
fowls for the cockpit regard this natural
dieting for the purpose of giving stamina
and constitutional vigor, that they would
not allow a hen to rear more than a
limited number of chickens.

If crushed or ground corn be u.sed.
such as oatmeal or barley meal, great
care should be taken that it is fresh and
sweet otherwise whole corn, such as
dari or small wheat, is preferable. One
year I tried the experiment of avoiding
the use of ground food altogether, and
never had a finer lot of chicken. They
had a little egg and milk, with canary
seed, for their first meals, then bread and
milk and dari, followed by tail wheat
and barley, with sound oats in the husk.
I fail to see the utility of ignoring the
use of the grinding organ known as the
gizzard, with which nature has supplied
the chicken —W; B. Tegetmeier m the
London Field.

A Cheap Coop.
When I want a coop, what I do is to

buy a large tea chest, take all the nails
out where the lid has been, then get a
piece of one and one-half inch stuff two
feet long by six inches wide, cut it in
two diagonally, and fix one piece on
either side of the top of the box. Take
the lid and part of the bottom (which I

always take off, as I like bottomless coops
best), and with the nails I extract I fasten
these pieces on as a roof, which has thus
given to it a good fall for rain to run off.
I generally lap the roof about three or
four inches over both front and back;
then I fix aud nail on a piece to fill up
the aperture at the top in front, and lay-
ing the box on the side which forms the
back of the coop, I saw a piece out of the
opposite side about sixteen or eighteen
inches square, and nail a piece across the
bottom of the aperture, and then nail on
three thin upright slips, about two and
one-half inches apart which I fix fast
The spaces between these bars allow the
chicks to run in, and vet the bars only
extending to a part of the front leave the
rest of the coop sheltered from sun and
rain. I next cut a piece about twelve
inches square out of one side to make a
door. This I han^ with a piece of old
leather alx)ut two inches wide and as long
as the door is high. To fasten the door
I put a small piece of wood crosswise on
the outside of the door opposite the
hinge. Through this piece of^wood I cut
a small slot sufficiently large for a staple
to pass through; then with a stick or bent
nail the door can be fastened securely.
My coop is now nearly finished. Nothing
more is requisite except to put something
on the roof to keep out the wet If I
cannot find a piece of felt, old canvas,
or floorcloth, I use brown paper well
tarred, and I then have a coop which
cannot cost much if I throw in my time
and trouble, which really is not much to
speak about. I find it much harder to
get the chickens properly hatched to
put into the coop when finished. The
tea chest coop is sound and strong and
very convenient, and will, I dare.say, last
for years.—S. M.

—Mr. C. A. Ballon, Worcester, Mass.,
lately imported a dark Brahma cock
from the yards of Mr. James Loriner,
Monifeeth, Scotland.

—Mr. A. A. Halliday, Bellows Falls,
Vt, has purchased the entire collection
of white Langshans from the yards of I
F. Knok, Buffalo, N. Y.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Early iu April the word was passed

among pigeon flyers that through cer-

tain combinations and influences a mir-

acle had been performed: The express

companies had reduced their rates upon
birds sent for racing purposes ! and, the

three, through whose agency it had come
about, and their association were candi-

dates for canonization. And, to which
all were agreeable if the report should

prove to t>e true.

Close upon this came the announce-
ment in the Homing Exchange:

"Good news to Homing Pigeon Fan-
ciers. A boom to the sport everywhere."
As prefatory to the following editorial,

which I copy verb, et lit.

"Just two years ago a committee, com-
posed of Mr. Jno. Sheppard and J. C.
Bockius, equipped with letters of intro-
duction from Mr. D. S. Newhall, asst.

sec'y of the Penna. R. R., waited upon
Mr. J. H. Rigney, supt. of the Adams
Express Company at Phila., to petition
for a single rate of expressage on hom-
injj pigeons shipped for Ulceration. The
claims made were, 'that the (then) pres-
ent high rate (double first class mer-
chandise rates) was jeopardizing and Jersey Homing Club, N. J.. Jos. R. Hus

computing the rate to be charged the
gross weight is of course taken, and as a
matter of fact the weight of the baskets
and tins frequently exceeds that of the
birds.

"H. The homing pigeons are not
shipped for profit but are liberated on ar-
rival at destination, instructions to that
effect being plainly marked on the
basket; and this society does not ask for
a reduction in the rate of transportation
of birds not shipped for liberation, and
will support the Express Companies in
denouncing any violation of this rule.

"III. The fanciers are willing to agree
to ship the birds strictly at owner's risk.

"IV. We claim that the transportation
of homing pigeons has become a business
of sufficient magnitude to be worthy of
consideration, and beg you to give the
matter of a reduction in rate the benefit
6fyour careful and impartial delibera-
tion, and grant our request, which con-
cession we think must eventually benefit
all concerned.

Signed,

"John Shepherd, Phila., President of
the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers.

Wm. Verrinder, Jr., New York, Secy.
J. C. CoNLEV, Phila., Race Secretary.
Fanciers' Club, Gtn., Pa., A. H Kruger,

pres.
; J. C. Bockius, secy.

Ariel Club, Phila., Francis G. Schreiber.
P. H^. Krouse Club, Phila., Wm. Mac-

Mullin, secy.
Geo. V. Cresson Club, Phila., William
Hunter, pres.; Geo. Hornberger, secy.

hindering the growth of the sport in the
United States, and that the future of the
sport in this country would depend
largely upon the facilities offered by the
Railroad and Express Companies in the
proper transportation at a cost commen-
surate with the service performed.'

"After hearing the committee, Mr. Rig-
ney promised to lay the matter before the
different connecting Express Companies
(,for at that time there was no TraflSc
Committee to whom tr» r«»f»»r the ad'USt-
ment of such matters), but the report
was unfavorable to the change, at least
at that time.
"Our suggestion at the time was that

the Executive Committee of the Federa-
tion take the matter up and appoint a
committee who would leave no stone un-
turned until they had convinced the
'powers that be' of the justice of their
demands. Again, in our issue of July,
1889, we suggested (iu answer to a letter
by Dr. Johnson, complaining of the ex-
orbitant rates) that the matter be taken
up at the Annual Meeting. In the mean-
time a Traffic Committee, composed of
representatives of all the Express Com-
panies, had been formed, to whom all

matters of adjustment of rates are re-
ferred, and Mr. Verrinder, with keen
foresight, made a motion at the Annual
Meeting that a committee be appointed
to present our claim for single express
rates to the TariffCommission. The Pres.,

John Shepherd, appointed Messrs. Geo.
T. Morgan, Jas. Work and J. C. Bockius
as the committee, and the following peti-
tion was framed and circulated for signa-
tures :

"To the Tariff Committee of the Ex-
press Companies of the United States:—
We, the undersigned, representatives of
the various clubs composing the Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fan-
ciers, respectfully present the following
statement in relation to the transportation
of baskets containing homing pigeons
shipped for competition in races, and pe-
tition your honorable body to give the

son, pres.; Wm. Verrinder, Jr., secy.
Hudson Homing Club, N. V., G. K.
Bradshaw, pres.; Jos. S. Iversen, secy.

I olunteer Club, Broo^\yu, N. Y., C. R.
Doane, pres.; G. W. Pangborn, secy.

/Cings Co. Club, Brooklyn, N. Y., L,. W.
Spangehl, vice-pres.; Geo. E. Smith,
secy.

Brooklyn Club, N. Y., Jacques Nickels,
pres.

GermantoTtm Club, Pa., Thos. Brooks,
nr#»« • Tno. S. Hart sec".

Quaker "City Club', Phila., Paul W.
Krouse, pres.; Warren C. Geary, secy.

Star Homing Club, Phila., J. H. Arm-
bruster, pres.

; J. W. Markley, secy.
Sterling Homing Club, Phila., Frank

Devlin, vice-pres.; H. A. Lippincott,
secy.

Behnont Homing Club, Phila., Jas. A.
Stovell, pres.; Geo. T. Morgan, secy.

Newark Five Club, N. J., Geo. H. Bower-
man^ secy.; Thos. Bowerman, T. F.
Pittinger, W. B. Garrabrants, Benj.
Holder, Ben. Elwell.

Roseville Club, N. T-, Wm. Johnson.
Plainjield Club, N."j., F. R. Stevens.
Peekskill Club, N. Y., Will. E. Flockton.
Highland Club, N. Y., G. W. Robertson.
Columbia Club, N. J., Fred. Boesch.
Fred. J. Carter, Boston, Mass.
Washington Club, D. C, Volney Eaton,
pres,; Walter J. Fry, secy.; R. B. Cav-
erly. Race Secretary.

Potomac Club, Washington, D. C, Basil
A. Ringgold, pres.; Wm. S. Colburn,
secy.

"The above petition was presented in
proper form to the secretary of the Traffic
Committee by the secretary of the Feder-
ation, Wm. Verrinder, Jr., and its re-
ceipt duly acknowledged as follows :

New York, March 22d, 1890.

"Mr. W. Verrinder, Jr., Secy. Federa
lion of American Homing Pigeon
Fanciers, i and 17 Cooper Institute,

N. Y.

Pear Sir:—I beg to acknowledge re-

Nkw York, April sth, 1890.

Mr. W. Verrinder, }k., Sec'y Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon
Fanciers, Cooper Institute N. Y.

Dear Sir

:

—Your petition for a modi-
fication of the charge on Homing Birds
was considered at a session of this com-
mittee, held in this city on the third
inst., and I was directed to inform you
that it was decided to carry them for the
various Homing Pigeon Clubs located
throughout the country at "owners' risk,
in heavy, topped baskets with sufficient
food and water for the trip; minimum
charge 50c. per basket; the same charge
to be made on baskets full or empty, at
Merchandise rate."

Trusting that this will meet with your
approval, I remain.

Yours truly,

W. J. Hancock, Sec'y.
(Copy.)

"While the committee appointed at the
annual meeting of the Federation have
worked most zealously in the interest of
the above matter, leaving not a stone un-
turned for the accomplishment of the ob-
ject; too much credit can not be accorded
Mr. Dan'l S. Newhall, assistant Secretarv
of the Penn. R. R., A. M. Wood, Phila.',
Pa., and to Sec'y Verrinder and Vice-
President Spangehl, for the very hearty
and efficient aid rendered the committee
to secure a favorable recognition of their
reasonable demands, in behalf of Homing
Pigeon flyers in the United States; to
Wm. Hoey. Esq., Supt. of the Adams
Express Co., the committee are also in-
debted for valuable assistance rendered.
That the sjwrt will take on a new life

and pigeon flying become more popular
than ever, there is not the slightest
doubt. We look forward to the best
year in the history of our fancy. May
expectations be more than realized."

order from headquarters

vance.

is cash in ad-

*

And another result of this meddling is,

birds are now at owner's risk whereas in

times past there was some degree of re-

sponsibility resting with the express com-
panies.

« *

subject your consideration with a view to ceipt of petition from your Federation,
decrease the rate charj^ed for such service
over your several lines. At present,
double first-class rate is charged, and in
advocating the privilege of securing
transportation for single first-class rate,
we present the facts given below in sup-
port of our plea, and we urge its adop-
tion, feeling satisfied that this concession
on your part would so stimulate and
encourage the fanciers that the shipment
of birds for these races would at once be
considerably increased, and in a short
time more than doubled.

"I. The conveyance of homing pigeons
diflfers from that of other live stock inas-
much as the birds require no attention
en-route. They are shipped in heavy,
flat-topped baskets, which are fitted up
with long metal water and feed cans, and
the same are filled by owner before ship-
ment, and contain ample nourishment
for the birds during their journey. In

relative to the request for modification of
Express rates.

A meeting of the Traffic Committee of
the Pvxpress Companies will occur the
latter part of this month or the early
part of the next, when we will take pleas-
ure in presenting your petition to that
body for such action as it may seem
proper to take. Yours truly,

W. J. Hancock,
General Supt."

Wells, Fargo <2f Co's Express.

"April 5th, Mr. Verrin ler received the
following official communication which
explains itself:

"TRAFFIC COMMITTEE—EXPRESS
CO'S.

Adams.
American.
National.
Pacific.

United Stales.
Wells. Fargo & Co.
Northern Pacific.
Southern.

Just what this committee imagined it

had gained it is difficult to guess,but that

it was sincere in being self-gratulatory

and therefore believed it had gained some-
thing is evident, and that the traffic com-
mittee had by a twist and turn upon
words bewildered this committee into

expressing its gratitude is equally evi-

dent.

The fact is, the committee had best

never have been appointed, the petition

had best never have been presented, and
the tariff committee had best never have
taken it into consideration, for the state

of things brought about by the meddling
is very much worse than before, and
those who are at liberty to give expres-

sion to their thoughts .upon it, are using

beautiful language, and even then fail to

do it justice.
«

* •

This new ruling in plain English
means: No basket of birds will be taken
for less than fifty cents. Single or mer-
chandise rates will be charged upon
basket and birds alike. That is, upon
basket and birds going, basket returning.

The way bills accompanying the baskets

say: "Collect for return the same as paid

when shipping." This is a gross injustice

inasmuch as the birds are traveling home
by another line, and when shipped the

baskets are heavier in the filled up
water tanks and fee<l boxes.

*
• •

That is, the expense of shipping this

season is the same it has been, since,

instead of paying double rate when the

birds are shipped, and then and there

settling all accounts for the shipment, the

owner must pay single rate and the lib-

erator or whoever at the other end of the

route receives the birds and must return

the basket, must pay the same amount
as was paid by the shipper. And, it must
be prepaid. No "charges to follow" will

be accepted by the express agents and no
sort of guarantee will be taken. The

#*
Strange as it may seem, the double

rate in being double was not an injus-

tice. The birds although all-important

made up a very small part of the ex-

pense of the shipment. The weight was
in the basket, hamper or whatever con-

tained them. These baskets were large,

and required more room than ordinary

matter inasmuch as the shipping was
through warm weather when the air of

the car in which they traveled was none
too good at best, and if packed as ordi-

nary goods would have been, that is sur-

rounded on every side with close pack-
ages and more a-top, there was liability

of suffocation. With the express com-
pany responsible extra care was given,

and extra care and extra space had a

money value.

* *

With single rate the baskets would
practically be returned free. Now if

pigeon flying was the affair of a few or of

one locality, this might be done—and so

it was in the early days when New York
City was the centre of the sport and the

membership of the Hudson County, the

Brooklyn and the Newark Clubs held a

large majority of all engaged in it. It

was only when the interest increased and
bade fair to Ijecome overwhelming that

..'«' cX|.«rcss companies protCCtCiA LiiciQ-

selves by increasing the tariff. It has

therefore been a poor argument these

'seekers after glory have used when they

have promised increased business to fol-

low a lower rate. The fact is, the express

companies do not want the business, but

from drivers to presidents declare it to

be an unmitigated nuisance, and threaten

to so far increase the tax as to drive it

into other channels or put an end to it

entirely. The agents who so kindly act

as liberators have almost to a man com-
plaints to make of ungeutlemanly con-

duct from a certain class among those

sending birds, treating them as if it was
a favor to permit them to bother with
their birds, sometimes not only not send-

ing the fee but accusing them of detain-

ing or doing away with the birds that

did not arrive at home.

«
» *

The hope for the future lies, not in im-
possibilities: obtaining a less rate from
the express companies, but in so far in-

creasing the sport that, as in Belgian and
German flying, pigeon flyers may have
their own cars and be granted certain

rights of way. But, first this Federation

of Homing Pigeon Fanciers must "cease

from troubling," must discontinue the

practices that have turned so many in

disgust from pigeon flying and caused so

many lofts to be dismantled.

» *

Mr. McLean in the very interesting de-

scription of his detaining trap asks if I

ever knew of another of the kind. I

have not, and it seems to me as if this

"youngster" has settled a question that

has long vexed pigeon flyers: "How can
we have our birds automatically timed ?"

This tells which is first bird and the time
it passed the bobs. Suggestions are in

order ! Will Mr. McLean give exact di-

mensions and the cost of the arrange-

ment, including an eight-day clock ?

«
» •

The new Dominion message service is

n

m

}
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the topic across the border, and the pre-

cautions that are being taken are deserv-

ing of success. Major General Cameron,
Kingston, Ont., who has the matter in

charge is desirous first of obtaining the
names of all loft owners throughout
Canada. Of these he intends to ask :

I. How many homing pigeons do you
keep ? 2. Do you fly them ? 3. Do
you deal in pigeons ? 4. Would you like

to become a member of the Dominion
Messenger Pigeon Association ?

»
• «

The interest this new venture is awaken-

ing will probably be followed by a de-

mand for birds both old and young from
this side. There are those in the Do-
minion who have bought birds from
American lofts and been badly sold in

the operation. One of these, Mr. David
Gairdner, Jr., in view of this cautions
would-be purchasers:

"Now that the new Dominion Mes-
senger Pigeon Association is alx>ut to be
organized, among its members there will
nodoubt be a large number of inexperi-
enced gentlemen who are liable to be de-
ceived in procuring their initiative stock.
I would like to warn all parties against
the disreputable practices that are in
vogue among a certain class of pigeon
men. I term them pigeon men because
1 do not consider anyone a fancier that
keeps pigeons mainly from a financial
standpoint. The homing pigeon in ap-
pearance is very deceptive, having no
particular points that are generally
known, and therefore enables those
parties to sell to the inexperienced a
bird which is nothing short of a common
pigeon, or what is known among the
pigeon fanciers as "mongrels." This be-
ing the case, I would advise all intend-
ing members of this new assrwintion to
use the greatest care in the procuring
of their breeding stock. There are a
great number of "homers" in Canada
and the States, but only a very limited
number are of good quality."

e. .s. s.

George "W. Ohilds Cup for 1800.
To be held by each increased distance

covered in the season of 1890. and won
when the existing record for distance in
the day is broken.

A.S IT STANDS.
Date. Home.

May 18. Virtue Club. Phila.
Start
Orange.

Distance,
j

200 miles.

CAPITAL NOTES.

The Detroit Federation.

Detroit, Mich., May 19.—The I>e-

troit Homing Club has dissolved by mu-
tual consent of those interested. This
action does not imply that the homing
interest is lessening, but rather the con-
trary, as the members immediately pro-
ceeded to organize the Detroit Federa-
tion of Homing Pigeon Fanciers with the
following officers: President, C. .\. Park-
inson; vice-president, C. Wagner; secre-
tary and treasurer, C. H. Gale. There
will be but little flying done with old
birds, as the stock of all of the members
except Gale and Wagner is as yet limited
to youngsters.

The Belgian Club, the Detroit Carrier
Pigeon Club began its old bird races on
the 15th Mist, from forty miles. The first
return was reported in four hours forty
minutes.

There were several more returns next
day and quite a number are yet to be
heard from. Certainly not a' very en-
couraging Ijeginning.

Pall River Flyers.

Fall Rivkr, Mass., May 19.—The
club has its birds from New Mil ford, Ct.,
and will send to Newburg some day this
week. The first race will \yc on Decora-
tion Day from some station in Lat 41°
about 200 miles from home. Sam Hunt
has a promising bird that has already
done New York twice this season, and it

need not be a surprise if he tries it for
the J50 in gold, open to subscribers to
The Fanciers' Journal. If he does
his stations will be at the southwest.

Fall River fanciers have to send their
birds for the new course through Provi-
dence, and at Rockv Point, Anthony and
Plainfield it is late in the afternoon be-
fore the birds are let go. This makes it
hard on the flyers for their first journeys
and with bad weather too the baskete
were not over-crowded verj* long.

The Honorary Members' Badge
Won by Thunder.

Washington, D. C, May 21.—The
race for the honorary members' hand-
some badge was flown last Sunday from
Amherst, Va. The start was at 8 A. M.
The first return was Mr. Harry Sell-
hauBcn's Thunder, in loft at 12.28 P. M.
Average speed 986 yards. Other returns
were to L. A. Schmid at 12.30 P. M. ; B
F. Miller at 12.30!^, with birds to the
lofts of the Messrs. Wallace, Bishop,
Turner, Glorious and vStockman follow-
ing close after. The distance air line is

about 150 miles. The badge is a very
handsome bar pin with the words "Hon-

i

orary Members' Badge" above, and be-
low the words Amherst, Va., 150 miles.
From the bar suspended by a small chain
is a wreath with a typical homer in the
centre. Harry says he will keep the

j

winner at home now. as it is the first that
ever returned from any distance to his
loft.

Monday evening, Mr. Sellhausen in
honor of his first victory as a pigeon
flyer, invited the fanciers to his rooms
where from eight o'clock until day dawn
they made merry and proved Harry to be
a first-class host. The parting wish was
for many more victories to l)e honored in
like fashion.

Next Sunday the race is for the prize
offered by Messrs. Saks & Co., the cloth-
iers. The start is to be from Rocky
Mount, Va., 205 miles.

Mr. Voigt has had the misfortune to
lost several youngsters in trying to settle
them.

Mr. Samuel L. Roth is becoming quite
a fancier and before long we hope to hear

I

more from him.

j

The Messrs. Phillips, Hoffar, Campbell
and several others are keeping very quiet,

I

but all have their eyes on the diamond
I

badge. As this is to be flown for from
150 miles and is limited to 1890 hatched
birds, they come in for a share.

Mr. Win. Mahr, Jr., it is said has left

i

for his new home in Cincinnati, O.

j

Captain Weedeu, of the Zoo, reports

I

having good sport with his birds.

Mr. N. R. Woo<ls has shipped his flight
of seven birds as far as Rocky Mount,
205 miles, and reports fine time, and a.s

yet no loss. He is quite an enthusia-stic
chicken fancier and has several fine pairs
of Sumatra games, black red and rose
comb bantams and pit games. The col-
lection this gentleman is getting up for
the Smithsonian Institute is progressing
wonderfully and the subjects look fine.

The race for the upholstered chair,
kindly donated by Mr. Julius Lansburgh,
the upholsterer, will be flown on the 25th,
from Greensboro, N. C, 324 miles.

The number of stray birds reported to
the vSecretary by members of the Feder-
ation of Washington Fanciers is sur-
prisingly large. Mr. Stockman reported
seven in a single day, and with others in
his loft from other days, he has a house-
ful. His loft has been named the Way-
farers' Inn.

out, 5h. 58m. Distance, 199.2 miles.
Average speed 979 4 yards per minute.
McFadden's Atlantic at 1.57'/^ P. M.

Time out, sh. 57 '/^m. Distance, 199. i

miles. Speed, 979. 7 yards.
Lane's Black Nan and Maid at i .30 P.

M. Time out, 6h. 27 m. Distance, 199.

i

miles. Speed, 904.5 yards.
Tlie first return to the Repsher loft

was Start, on Tuesday the 20th inst.
At evening Adam had all at home and

McFadden had five
; Lane had five, four

of them hens.
The day was not favorable for pigeon

flying, the wind being against them over
almost the entire course, and the atmos-
phere was heavy.
The next race will be from Danville,

Va., the 25th inst., weather permitting.
The entry' 21 birds.

The Empire Oity Olub.
The Empire City Club of New York

and vicinity had its first fly with timers
from Havre de Grace, Md. The entry
of the Newark section was owned by the
Messrs. Whiteley, Honsel, Johnson and
Hopkins. The start was by Mr. R.
Seneca at 6.15 A. M. the 17th inst. The
atmospheric conditions were favorable.
"^^^ only returns timed were at 9.29 A.The
M. to the loft of Francis Whiteley at
Roseville. Average speed 1 183.7 yards
per minute. The next journey will be
from W'ashington, D. C, the 24th inst.
The entry of Brooklyn birds was from

the lofts of the Messrs. Maguire, Gold-
man, Rustin, Clark and Prior. The
start was at 6.25 A. M. the i8th ; atmos-
pheric conditions rather unfavorable.
The first returns to each of the lofts
timed were :

Distance Av. Speed
Owner. In Loft.

Goldman io-33H
M. B. Mag^uire . . . 10.34
Ph. J. Maguire . . . 10.34
J Prior 10.49
T. I Clarke ir oJ
W. S. Rustin .... 12.02m

Miles.
137.8

'37-6
1376
"37 -8
!»"*»

137-0

Varda.
9760
97»-9
972.6

9190

714-4

The next journey will be from Wash-
ington, D. C, the 25th inst.

The MoLean Trap.

Washington, D. C, May 19.—i saw
in the issue of last week a notice of my
new detaining trap, as your correspond-

I

ent calls it, and thought a description of

I

the thing might not be uninteresting.
"DeUining" is hardly the name for it

but I have got no better to offer.

The trap is put in the loft, with out-
side just as any other homer trap has
There are three holes in line. In front

ofthe centre one I have a box made out
of galvanized wire, and tl,is is my trap.When this trap is set for birds on the
road the two side holes are closed, centre
hole leit open. The first bird home has
to go through centre bob wire, which
closes up after bob wire drops and at thesame instant the two side entrances openand a clock stops. This trap will work
the same and detain the first bird or not
at option of owner. I have a clock
attached that stops the instant the first
bird goes through centre bob wire. Also
a padlock and key that the race secretarv
can lock up the place and the owner o'f
loft cannot tamper with the clock. All
birds home after the first can go through
side wires into the flying loft. The trap
can be lefl open so as not to stop the
clock, and birds can go in as if the trap
was not in place, or in winter, all holes
can be closed tight to keep out the coldNow you smile and say trap crank Butcome and see it work. Did you ever
hear of anything like this before '

I am a youngster in the homing busi-
ness

;
was hatched in 1890; about eight

weeks old, but have been away from loft
before.

Allen B. McLean.

The Belgian Club.

Toronto, Ont., May 15.—A new club,

the Belgian, has been organized in this

city. The officers are : President, J.
Dilsworth

; secretary and treasurer, James
Wright; race secretary, A. De Laporte.
The additional members are the Messrs.
C. Wagner, W. Barl>er, A. F. Banks, h!
B. Donovan and John Bond.
Mr James Wright was appointed a com-

mittee of one to prepare the rules for
governing the races. The races of the
Industrial Exhibition to be flown the first
week in September, will be under the
management of this club. The prizes
offered are: Silver and bronze medals for
each 200 miles and 300 miles ; silver and
bronze metals for home and home races
between each London and Toronto and
Guelph and Toronto. All competing
birds will be shown the second week of
the exhibition when the awards will be
made. The board of arbitrators is J. B.
Donovan, Allen Bogne and T. H. Smelt.
The entries close August 16 ; entry fee,
25 cents per bird.

The Kings Co.
The first race of the season of the birds

ofthe Kings Connty Cliih nf Brockl-n
was flown the i8th inst. from Havre de
Grace, Md. Distance about 138 miles
The start was at 7.15 A. M. The first
returns to the lofts timed were:

^ Av. speed

L.W. Spangehl j,.,, ^John Cadoo „_^ J^JJ
J. H. Waljen \\% '^^
\. Schardtng „^ "^^
H. F. Aten ,, X. X«7
"Cappel •.: -..Wf, 1^1
The nextjourney will be from Wash-

ington, D. C., the 25th inst.

The Virtue Club
The twenty-nine birds of the Virtue

Club, of this city, the first ofthe year to
be flown under the Fancier's Rules, were
lil)erated at Orange, Va., last Sunday
morning, the 12 hens leaving the basket
at three minutes past 7 o'clock, and 17
cocks at 8 o'clock. The entry was •

JMcFadden, 13; W. Repsher,' 3 ; John
Adam, 5 ; Frank Lane, 8. The Lane
birds had previou.sly flown from Wash-
ington, D. C, the others only from Mag-
nolia, Md. *

The first returns to each loft in order
of average speed were:
Adam's Red Devil at 1.58 P. M. Time

The Milton.Club.

The Milton, Mass., Club had its first

fly all together the 17th inst. The start

from North Adams at 8.25 A. M. The
entry was Elton Clark 8, M. G. Richard-
son 4, G. H. Wateon i, A. H. Ladd i.

The only returns timed were those to
the Ladd loft at 12.30 P. M. The Messrs.
Clark and Watson found their birds at
home at one o'clock. Mr. Richardson
did not visit his loft until 3.30 P. M.,
when three were at home. The distance
is about 1 10 miles. The next journey
will lie from Schenectady the 24th inst.

I

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft ofJoseph Gavin, Boston,
to W. Harry Orr, Pa., twenty pairs wing
turbits, among them the winners of ist

and 2d at the late New York show, also
the white turbits that won ist and 2d
honors.
From the loft of A. B. Hoskins, Glen

Riddle, Pa., to W. Harry Orr, Reading,
Pa., one pair each red, yellow, black and
blue jacobins, all very fine birds.

The Blood Ten.

Ten birds owned by Mr. John Blood, of
this city were countermarked the even-
ing ofthe 21st inst, to fly from 200 miles
in competition for the Fanciers' prize
and to beat the Virtue speed and break
its hold upon the George W. Childs cup.
The start is to be the first favorable

morning after reaching their destination.
The record to be beaten is the 1439
yards per minute made by Little Jim in
thejourney from Washington to Brooklyn
in 1885.

---.
.

The Difirgle Flyers.

Five birds owned by Mr. John Diggle,
of this city, were countermarked the
evening ofthe 19th inst, and sent to be
liberated from a station in North Caro-
lina, about 425 miles from home.

!

The journey is in competition for The
Fanciers' prize of I50 in gold open to
subscribers to The Fanciers' Journal,
also for a hold upon the George w!
Childs Cup, for distance in the day. The
birds reached their destination the even-
ing of the 20th in good condition but
were not started next morning as the
atmospheric conditions were not suitable.
The birds did Orange, V^a., in close upon
1400 yards jier minute. The record to be
beaten for 425 miles is 1476 ^ards per
minute made a year ago.

—In 1889, Mr. Alex. De Laporte, of
Toronto, had two birds liberated in
Windsor, 205 miles; both returned. Later
one of the two made the journey from a
station in Michigan, 270 miles from
home.

—Mr. John Pyper, Belfast, sent thir-
teen jacobins, reds, whites and yellows
to Sydnev, N. S. W., by the Australa-
sian, the 8th inst.
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SCRAPPLE.
The Mookee Pigeon—Boston-Fed.

Faking Fantails—To Move
Broody Hens.

Memo. 7'Ae Mookee Pig;eon.

O. says
: By far the most distinctive

and characteristic feature of this variety
is the motiou of their head, wliich is
precisely as in the fantail, and uot in the
least degree less. This description, how-
ever, will bear adding to, for while the
fantail in 'shakinu" throws its head I

back and downward, the inook:;e holds!
its head very erect, and, if uiivtl ing, in-

[dining a little forward. Moreover, the
)

mookee 'shakes" with a sharper and I

quicker motion, conveying the impres-
sion that the bird is in a state of intense

|

excitement and thoroughly on the qui
vive, and by comparison the performance
of the fantail seems but the outcome of
shyness and timidity. As to the beak,
both mandibles are alike in color, which
is pale flesh, often called white. The
white on the head is defined bv the line
which divides it from the color of the
body, and commencing immediately
above the crest extends across the eve,
as quoted by Mr. Young, to just under
the lower mandible. Of the flight feath-
ers considerably more than two are
white, I think nine, or at least six.
There are other colors; I have seen and
possessed them, but certainly that most
frequently met with is black.

'

The wattle is white and smooth. The
I

head is massive, and, viewed in profile
inclined to be "Romany." The cere is
red; eyes, pearl; neck, short and thick;
the body, bulky; back, broad; breest,
very wide and full; wings, very long and
carried low; tail, long, the thighs, short,
and the legs also short and free from
feathering. There are runts of all colors;
but it IS amongst the grizzles and black-
barred blues that the largest and best
specimens are found. The whole-colored
reds, yellows and duns are usually of a
less size; but they redeem this inferiority
by the beauty of their plumage, which is

]

well lustered with metallic reflections on

I

the neck. Although the wings of these

I

pigeons are almost a yard in extent, thev
I
have an exceedingly labored flight, anil

;
never take exercise in the air; it also

I

often happens that specimens of extra
size cannot raise themselves more than
one or two yards off the ground. Heavy
and clumsy, the runt, in addition to the
failing it has of frequently breaking its
eggs and neglecting its squabs, is also
exceedingly pugnacious; the cocks can-
not bear any other pigeon of their own
sex to be within sight of them, and live
amongst themselves a cat and dog life.
These pigeons are, therefore, only re-
markable for their great size, and I have
failed to find in them one single qualitj
to recommend them to the fancier. Thev
are bad breeders, eat double the food o'f
an ordinary bird, and, in a loft where
there are other pigeons, prove a horrid
nuisance.

then put into a wire frame made specially
for the purpose, which holds them in
position until hardened. The frame is
then taken off, when the feathers retain
their artificial position long enough to
be sent to a show and return.
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wing. Instead of this framing being a
foul mark, as was formerly imagined bv
some, it is the mark from which this
pigeon derives its name. The stork may
have been derived from the swallow, but
the white wing coverts make it now a

Memo. To Move Broody Hens ^^""y f'istinct variety. It can not by any
means be allowed to compete in a class
of swallows.

-The FANCIERS' JOURNAL.

Memo. Boston Fed.

P. says : Those who would like their
pigeons to look their very best at the
winter shows can make them do so by
feeding them on beans. These must be
old and perfectly sound. For owls,
jacobins, lurbits, etc., only the very best
and smallest tick beans are suitable.
These have the effect of making a pigeon's
— —— , fc.w— ». Muv» ftMkiLtvrua. X UC

fksh of bean-fed pigeons is so hard as to
be quite uneatable, and many shades
darker in color than that of birds nour-
ished with a softer diet. Sudden changes
of diet are bad for all kinds of pigeons,
and they should be gradually accustomed
to any food that is novel "to them. It
takes some old birds a fortnight to learn
to pick up beans.

Memo. Voun^ Rabbits.

L. says: Young rabbits when born are
entirely devoid of fur and also of sight.
In this they differ from the hare entirely,
the young of the larger species coming
into the world in a far more advanced
state. You..g Himalayans and Angoras
are a pinky white, young silver grays are
black, young silver fawns are fawn and
young Dutch are light and dark with
marks plainly defined, but all are help-
less and bliud. Many interesting experi-
ments have been made in the way of
crossing hares and rabbits, but it has
never yet been accurately determined
what is the result of the cross, and tience
no data ran be given as to the first ap-
pearance of the young ones. Their
mother's milk forms their onlv nourish-
ment for the first fortnight, during
which time they lie huddled together ap-
parently oblivious of all sanitary laws as
to ventilation, and seeking to obtain
warmth by nestling as close together as I

possible. As they grow older they lose
some of the helplessness which all so ad-

|

mire. Curiosity is a great feature in '

their character, and as soon as ever their
strength will permit they will be seen to
emerge timidly from the nest and look
round the larger room. It is no use en-
deavoring to drive them out; in fact, any
interference does more harm than good.
Encourage with kindness, and remember
that this IS the time when you can win
the affection and confidence of the little
ones.

Memo. Runts for Table Purposes.

P. de R. says : Runts are distinguished
by their size, which exceeds that of all
other known domesticated pigeons.
They are a very ancient race, and are
probably alluded to by Pliny. The most
notable characteri.stic of the breed is
size, and the larger this is the more the
bird is valued. The runt has a beak
thick at the base, and of medium length-
the beak is flesh-colored in the reds and
yellows, and black in black and blues.

L. M. M. says: I have never found
them break their eggs or desert their
young. If they have plenty of room I
do not consider them pugnacious. There
are none equal to them Tot the table for
size and flavor. As they are nearly

I

double the size of other breeds it would
I

l)e extraordinary if they did not eat more
than "ordinary birds." I allow they are
very lazy and do not forage for them-
selves, but do not stray, and therefore
are less liable to accidents or loss. I
^couiUiend iUiiis for iai>ie purposes.
They are singularly free from the usual
diseases of pigeons, very hardy, grow
quickly, and if kept seperate from other
breeds and plenty of room I am sure he
will find no difficulty in breeding them.

Memo. Cats; Their Peculiarities.

H. W. says: Studying closely the
habits of the cat for years, as I have, I
believe there is a natural antipathy to
being taught or restrained, or tnade io do
anytuing to which its nature or feelings

j

are averse, and this arises from long-con-
tinued persecution and no training. Try,
for instance, to make a cat lie still if it
wants to go out. You may hold it at
first then gently relinquish your grasp
stroke it, talk to it. fondle it until it
purrs, and purrs with seeming pleasure
out It never forgets it is restrained, and
the first opportunity it will make a
sudden dash, and is gone. There is an
innate timidity, the offspring of long per-
secution 111 the cat that prevents, as a
rule. Its performing in public. The cat
IS called kat in Danish and Dutch, katt
in Swedish, chat in French, katti or
katze m German, catus in Latin, gatto in
Italian, gato in Portugese and Si)anish
kot m Polish, kots in Russian, kfti in
Turkish, cath in Welsh, kath in Cornish,
catua in Basque.gaz or kats in Armenian.'

j

Memo. Operationfor Crop Binding.

I

W. B. says: Having a crop l>ound pul-
let I thought I would try and save her
I secured her legs, then lx>und a cloth
round ler to confine the wings. I then
made an incision, i inch long, through
the skin on the right-hand side of the
crop, then an incision half an inch long
111 the crop, and to my great sur{)rise I
found ten periwinkle shells, l>esides
swollen corn. I then rinsed the crop out
with warm water, gave a dressing of
sweet oil, and sewed up first the crop and
then the outside skin, placed her in a
warm basket, and in half an hour gave
her some warm bread antl milk. The
periwinkle shells were as white as if they
had been burnt. I kept her on soft food
for three days and then lil)erated her
with the others. She is all right now
and laying well. I found this operation
much more simple than I expected.

W. C. says: Broody hens ought not to
be put in anything large for transit, or
they will knock themselves about and
get tired, and often refuse to take to a
fresh nest. The best way of carrying
them is to put them in a thin bag; they
can then breathe easily, they do not hurt
themselves or yet tire them. Fowls
should not be held or carried by their
lejjs with their head hanging downwards;
this tires and injures them. Hens that
are to he moved from their own nests
ought always to be set at night, after it is
dusk or dark.

Memo. Pale or Rich Colored Yolks.

G. \V. The color of the yolk depends
upon the nature of the birds; the food
has nothing to do with it.

T.J. B. The breed of the fowl has a
great deal to do with the color of the
eggs.

H. J. C. I have kept fowls for nearly
thirty years and never noticed peculiarly
pale yolks (though of course hens differ
in this respect), except when hens have
l-)een kept in close confinement without
green food, though under these circum-
stances I have several times noticed it,

and think it may be usual. The flavor
of these yolks when cooked was poor.
Once I had six hens confined in a very
small grass run (nearly bare), and sup-
plied constantly with as much mangold
wurtzel as they would eat. The eggs
from this pen had olive-colored yolks.
After the birds were allowed their lil)erty
and the mangold stopped the olive yolks
were no longer laid.

Memo. The Silky Fantail.

M. says : A fantail is specifically a
fantail. There is no other pigeon in'ex-
.-vw.^v.v, ,,i,ivu icsciiiuics iiic lauiaii in
any way, its carriage, motion and tail
are unique. Has the lace fan the typical
tail, the motion and the carriage of the
breed ? If so, it is a fantail pure and
simple, and there can be no excuse for
its exclusion from the fantail class. If
the fact ol its feather being loose in the
web instead of firm disqualifies it as a
fantail, why not allow the color to do
the same, and exclude the saddlebacks
and others which are varied by the color
of the feather ? A whiskered owl is an
owl, as a shell-crested turbit is a turbit.
If a class is given for fantails, and a
white-laced fan wins, it appears to me
that no moral law could disqualify it, as
no legal tribunal would. Does it answer
to the name given in the schedule ? It is
a fantail, and it is white. It has every
characteristic of the variety, only it has
something more which enhances its
beauty. Again, supposing, as has hap-
pened, a couple of classes are given, one
for whites and another for any other
variety, what should the lace' fantail
fancier do ? 1 raised this question some
time ago, when the fan went into the
variety class and won. If its silkv feather
disqualifies it for the white class, which
I do not admit, then in the name of
justice why should it go into the any
other variety fantail class? If it is denied
that it is a real fantail pigeon, well and
good; but until it is proved that it is not
so, we must all respectfully bow to the
decision of the majority; that it ought to
compete against fans will always be my
opinion.

Memo. To Disinfect a Bird Cage.

J. B. says: I have found the best disin-
fectant for a bird cage to be a strong .so-
lution of hot water and salt, and let it
run all over the woodwork of the cage
taking care that it enters into all the
crevices, and then thoroughly dry it. It
was told me by a very old breeder who
never knew it to fail. Neither quick-
lime or carbolic acid is good for small
birds, and as to breaking up the cages
that is absurd and needless.

Memo. The Stork Pigeon.

R. P. says: The stork is the German

Memo. Faking Fantails.

S. says: In some parts of .Scotland
tails are fraudulently made. They are
steamed until soft and pliable and are

toy Mr. Ludlow describes as the fairy
and that is sometimes called the spot or
fairy swallow. The stork has colored
frontal sjKit. colored primary flights, col-
ored leg and foot feather from the hocks
down, and a colored edging at the wing
butts, forming, as it were, a frame to the

Memo. Home-made Bird Cages.

W. T. G. says: Not only useful but ele-
gant cages may be made out of candle
and soap boxes, and are far preferable in
every way to many of the breeding cages,
offered for sale. A small saw, a plane,'
a hammer, a few nails, a piece of fine-
meshed wire, and a little paint—nothing
more is needful to effect the transforma-
tion, save a little natural ingenuity, lack-
ing which the breeder had better buy his
cages ready-made. For my part I liiake
mine, and I venture to assert that they
would not disgrace any bird-room, how-
ever "well regulated."

Memo. Madagascar Love Birds.

X. N. savs: I have found them per-
fectly hardy; and though I should not
call them very gootl-tempered or per-
fectly inoffensive, still I think them as a
rule less mischievously inclined than
budgerigars. They are most free to go
to nest; and herein lies the chief diffi-
culty with them, for within a few days of
being turned into an aviary they will lay,
and after a prolonged sitting on eggs,
which prove unfertile, will leave them'
only to at once lay a fresh batch, and
probably succumb to egg-binding in the
process. In this way I lost three hens
before I succeeded in getting a brood
after rearing which the fourth followed
the others from the same cause. The
young ones remained in the nest for a
very long time after being apparently
fully fledged, and continued to be fed by
the cock for a still further time after
leaving it. I have never seen the process
of taking the material to the nests, but
.._ .». .„_„», v..^.., Lw >j«. cumpuBcu oi strips
of leaves, and in each case with me they
have been placed at the end of boxes
about eighteen inches long and six
inches broad and high, intended for
large parrakeels. The voung, being
aviary-bred, might, I hoped, be as tame
as budgerigars under similar circum-
stances, but I find them as wild or wilder
than their imported parents, which reii-
<lers them less attractive than with their
pretty plumage and quaint movements
they otherwise would lie.

Memo. To 'Tell the Sex of Finches
and Linnets.

B. says: Get a cock and hen goldfinch
along side of each other and study the
difference in color closely. In most
cases the black on the top of the head of
the cock is of a jet-black color, and the
shoulders of the wing also, while the red
at the side of the head goes beyond the
eye, wliich is not so in the hen, for in
general the black is of a rusty color, and
the other colors are much duller in ap-
pearance. vStill, at certain seasons of the
year the color is brighter than at others,
and a hen is often mistaken for a cock
by ordinary judges. In linnets the cocks
are much brighter than the hens, the
white in the wing rnnning down to the
quill. On the breast the feathers are
slightly tinted with red, except in what
are called stony-breasted linnets, in
which the bars are paler in the breast,
and are called marble-breasted. Mules
are more difficult to judge, and a great
many make a mystery of telling the sex;
as far as my experience goes, I have al'
ways found the cock birds are larger,
and as soon or before they can feed
themselves they begin to warble to them-
selves with their heads under the wing;
you can hear tlitni make a twittering'
noise and see the upheaving of the body
as if they had something the matter with
them. Some profess to tell them in the
nest, but I do not think there is much
reliance to be attached to this.

Memo. Pigeon Droppings.

F,. W. says: The analysis of pigeon
dropping taken from a' church steeple
gives the following result

:

Percent.
^'"''^^

10.99
Organic and volatile matters. . . 56 65

^'." • • '3336
Nitrogen , „
Phosphoric acid j „.

'"'•'"' '.'.'•'.'.'.
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CAGE BIRDS AND . PETS

BY THE WAY.
The fact that swallows have been

trained to return from a distance and
have served as message bearers satifactor-

ily, and that birds have been known to

return year afler year to the same nest-

ing place, adds new interest to the already

interesting house swallow, and we com-
mend the bird to our younger fanciers as

well worth watching and, if possible, ex-

perimenting with.
«

« «

It is said that under certain treatment,

the particulars of which are not as yet
made known except in the results, the
bird "is surer to return than is the

pigeon, and in speed which the pigeon
cannot equal" so that the experiments
already made will lead to a thorough test

of its capabilities for military message
service abroad.

* *

When the swallow comes is the rule

for the opening of the Belgian flying

season, and when it goes, the weather is

no longer fit for it and the lofts are put
into winter trim. With us it is the com-
ing and going of the fish hawk that prop-
erly defines the limits of flying, and which
if observed fewer birds would be sacri-

ficed to hawks and sudden changes of
weather.
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THE HOUSE SWALLOWS.
Spare Them for Their Value as

Destroyers of Insect Life.

The family of the swallow {himnden-
idae) is a large one, although but few of
its members are commonly known.
The chimney swallow {hirundo ruslica)

is the variety with which all are most
familiar. This is in length from tip of
bill to tip of tail rather more than eight
inches, the tail of a full-plumaged male
bird taking up somewhat more than half
this. In the female it is shorter; her
color, too, is less I)right. The bill is

black and short, and very broad at the
base. This enables it to give a very
wide gape. The whole of the upper
parts, as well as that of the breast, are a
fine bluish black, with a purplish tint.

The forehead and throat rich brown, un-
derneath white, with a brownish tint,

wing coverts the same color as the back,
flights black. The tail is composed of
twelve feathers, and forked, the two
outer being about twice as long as the
inner ones, and are black, with the ex-
ception of the inner webs, which are
partly white, only the two centre feathers
are black throughout; the remaining
four on either side of these have a white
spot on each about half an inch from the
tips, wliich, when the tail is filled out,
forms a beautiful white line across the
tail, intercepted only by the two central
feathers. (Swallow-tail coat, swallow or
dove-tail in joinery, an outwork of two
redans in fortifications, and the swallow-
tail butterfly allude to this class of ap-
Pe"flage). The legs are very short.
The time for it to arrive is uncertain,

but one jwint we may depend upon, and
that is, not till we see insect life in mod-
erate quantities do we see many swallows,
and, as the milder weather matures more
readily this sphere of life, so with it
comes the birds. The usual district
selected for its stay with us is among the
habitations of man, especially near some
river, pond, or, in fact, any piece of
water, generally in the country, hence
Us name (rustica). The nest is at times
built ill the chimney, as its common
name also implies, but barns, sheds,
caves, etc., are quite as often chosen, and
1 have known them to build in a well-
used coal store, where dust, smoke and
steam were constant; also in a shed over
some gas purifiers, where the vajiors, ris-
ing direct from these chambers during
the cleaning of them out, must have

sorely tried both old and young, but even
here the young were matured. Accord-
ing to the present construction of chim-
neys we need hardly be surprised that
the apparent preference of the swallow
of our day seems adverse to his ancestors.
Small pellets of mud, securely fastened
together with occasional pieces of hay or
a leaf, form the cup- .haped shell of 'this
nest; it is open at the top, and after
snugly lining it with the softest of feath-
ers, etc., in this they lav five or six white
eggs.

They usually breed twice during the
season. They are most assiduous in
feeding their young who for some time
after leaving their nest are entirely de-
pendent on the old birds for their food,
not being either strong or expert enough
to catch for themselves. It is very in-
teresting to watch them being fed on the
wing. In this they meet each other, as
It were on the crest of a wave, the course
taken by each bird forming a quarter
circle. Whilst in this position there is
a second halt in mid air, and the food is
cleverly deposited in the young one's
niouth. The food is captured whilst the
bird itself is on the wing, and the large,
full eye must be most powerful, as the
speed with which they take one insect
after another while in swift flight can
only be fully credited by observation.
They are simply ravenous after the may-
fly when in its short season and wi'll
easily pick them off the water or any flat
surface.
They take both their drink and bath

while on the wing, the first by just dip-
ping their beak and the latter by a
deeper dip of the brea.st while they skim
the surface of the water. I have often
hooked them foul while fly-fishing, but
this has been done when drawing the
line from the water. They will one after
another dart at your fly as it is being
cast, but on nearing it they will quickly
turn from it, their sharp vision detecting
the artificial. Still I have heard of them
taking even this, in which case I thmk
the fly-maker deserves congratulation.

If captured while busily feeding it will
be found that not only will they have
numbers of flies, etc., in their crops, but
small specimens will l>e found adhering
to the inside of the mouth. The numbers
they take during a day must be some-
thing enormous, as they are nearly
always on the wing and apparently feed-
ing. Toward the end of the season thev
congregate in osier beds to roost with
others of the family, and it is here I have
often watched the wild hawk attracted
by so great a number of small birds toward
evening intent on making a good meal,
but his attentions are almost certain to be
frustrated

; for the usual result of his ap-
pearance is that he is chased by the flock
and so bewildered by the sharp flights in
front of, over him, now as though strik-
ing direct at him, and taunting him with
every conceivable device, that although
the birds themselves are individually so
small, when in such a mass the hawk is
at last perfectly cowed and beats a hasty
retreat, to find his food in quieter regions.
Nevertheless, from the frequent visits of
the hawk, and from having on several
occasions found the feathers of these
birds left by the hawk, I am bound to
conclude that sometimes the little fellows
carry their pluck too far, and therefore
fall to prey.
The swailow usually leaves about the

end of October when they may be seen
collecting in great numbers. Some will
have us believe that a certain quantity
of them remain with us dormant during
the winter, but I have never once met
with any specimen so doing, and am not
inclined to entertain this idea without
trustworthy proof; they certainly lay by
no store, nor have they a superabundance
of fat, as the bear, dormouse, etc., to
keep them during the five months of
winter. No doubt some of the late
young ones stay very late, in fact till in
sect life is too short to sustain them,
then die This may also be the case iii

birds that have had their wings partly
disabled. Most extraordinary tales are
told, too, of their having been fished up
in nets, but like the superstitions of some
of our country people as to the fact that
a broken limb is sure to follow the kill-
ing of these birds, and no luck will enter
the house if a nest is clisturbed, these
must all be received for what they are
worth. Considering the.se birds do so
much good it is a pity ihey are killed so
indiscriminately for practice by our
lovers of the gun. Let me ask them to
spare the swallows.

RABBIT FOODS.

Lettuce and Sow Thistle of Less
Value Than Meadow Grass.

[CONTINLTED FROM PAGE 317.]

Green sainfoin, vetches, the rye ,

grasses, lucerne, comfrey, etc., are all
j

very good for rabbits, and may certainly ;

be given freely, but watch for symptoms
of scours. These "green meats " are
often brought round to houses and sold
in bundles for horses and other cattle, and I

may then be purchased for the rabbitry,
but beware of fermentation having set in.

Always untie the bundles, and loosen '•

over the contents and in that way insure !

I against "heating," for green of this de- I

j

scription a little turned will soon upset

I

the stomach of a weakly rabbit. Be sure

I

and give plenty of dry food with this
early summer green fodder.

The lettuce {lactuca saliva) is a very
old acquaintance of the rabbitry, but I

am of the opinion that the sooner the
acquaintance is cut the better for all con-
cerned. I know few plants so liable to
cause diarrhoea in rabbits as this, particu-
larly when at all wet or sour. The outer
'eaves of a fully grown "cos" lettuce may
always be given to a Joe with young, as,

being of a particularly succulent nature,
they must certainly assist in the produc-
tion of the lactic supply. The Ijest way
to obtain a fresh, juicy and crisp lettuce
is that of pulling a plant up, roots and
all, in the heat of the day and just when
the plant is drooping for want of moist-
ure to withstand the drying rays of the

Do not cut off the root, ' in asun. Do not cut off the root, but
f»rM-*l crvr>* cfnv.f1 *l.r. *.1....t- ;.. _ ^ .

fresh water. When it seems thoroughly
refreshed proceed to dress as is required.
A quicker, and, I think, equally effica-
cious plan is that off cutting off" the root
under water, if the air is not allowed to
get to it, the freshly cut end of the plant
will quickly draw up the moisture. This
method of reviving is a better one for
the table than for the rabbitry, as it is
necessary to put nearly the whole plant
under water, but in the other way of
management the leaves need not be made
wet at all.

That the lettuce contains but a very
poor amount of nourishment will be seen
trom the following analysis:

Oz. in

Water \%
Albuminoids

'

vt
Carljohydrates f/

Y."} ; ..• •
; , •

•••'..... ".tra^^
hibre —
Ash

ncluding leaf-green

barely %
The milky juice of the lettuce is com-

monly supposed to conUin some opiate
quality; it this is really the case, the nar-
cotic IS in such small quantities that I am
sure it would require the juice from
twenty lettuces ol an ordinary size to
produce any morphine effect on either
man or poor small-brained Bunny.
Chicory (cichorium intybus), also

known as succory and wild endive, is
one of the most convenient and useful
plants that can be grown for the use of
the rabbit-keeper. Chicory is a plant
with which we are all more or less ac-
quainted, not, perhaps, in its green state
or its green parts, but with its root when
dried, giouud, and sold as "pure coffee."
It is generally mixed with coffee on ac-
count of its cheapness, and also liecause
it improves the color of the coffee when
made, and imparts to it a bitter flavor,
relished than otherwise, by some coffee
epicures. Chicory is grown for the sake
of its root. Professor Johnston tells us
that in Magdeburg several thousand
acres are devoted to its culture. What a
cornucopian home for Bunny ! No
rabbit fancier who has a few yards of
garden to spare should fail to grow some
chicory; being of a persevering nature it

grows out again as ofter as picked off,
which is a great point in its favor. It
thrives best in a light .soil, but will grow
in almost anything that is of the earth
at all earthy. Sow it in the spring, and
wait until it comes up. Like parsley
and some other plants it seems as though
it were never coining up, but just as all
patience isexhausted, the tiny seedleaves
make their appearance. The plant grows
a good height, and it is well to let it

fully mature before the first picking is
made from it. After three years (in the
autumn) pull the plants up, use the
green tops at once, but store away in a
dryish place the rooU for winter use.
An hour in a fairly hot oven soon after
being pulled and washed will very likely
prevent decay, etc.
Do not be afraid of sowing too much

;

if this is not a case of the 'more the
merrier," it is certainly a case of the
more the l>etter, but all things in reason
of course. I keep a strip of land one
yard wide and twelve yards long covered
in it. This I find sufficient in a general
way, with other green, for about thirty
rabhits. Do not let it be too close or it
will not flourish. Feed the ground with
a little weak manure water, made of
manure from the rabbitry. The plant is
not at all an unsightly one, and shows a
pretty flower in the summer. Being
bitter the leaves of this plant are very
appetizing; they are good for rabbits at
all times—in youth or old age, in sick-
ness or in health. Three cheers for
chicory ! Long may it flourish.
Sow thistle (sonchus arvensis), a pet

enemy of the farmer, and one which can-
not easily be eradicated from soil that
has for any length of time been unculti-
vated, is a plant that with the greatest
confidence may be recommended to those
who have the selecting of food for the
rabbitry. I doubt its containing much
nourishment, but it is usually juicy and
fresh, and always seems very greatly
relished by rabbits of all ages. Sow
thistle is to be found in cornfields, on
banks around woods, on mounds of earth,
or in fields which have been once
ploughed and then allowed to go un-
cultured.

Comfrey is grown on many farms as
fodder. At times this plant is used in
the rabbitry. It is easy to grow, and
likes, I believe, a light soil. About three-
eights of an ounce of albuminous matter

.- — ^„.. (JV.I.UX4 ncigui, anu
nearly one ounce of hydrates of carbon.
Groundsel (senecio vulgaris), a weed

common to almost every garden, field,
and piece of waste land, seems to be "in
season" nearly all the year round. To the
human eye this plant has no great poinU
of attraction, but the rabbit seems to con-
sider it a delicacy. I have known
groundsel to be taken by a rabbit when
all other green foods obtainable at the
time have been rejected. It would not
be worth the while of anybody to grow
this plant for use in the rabbitry.

Endive, spinach, beet tops, turnip
tops, mangold tops, potato haulm, sorrel,
and dock, at all times find their ways to
the feeding troughs of rabbite, but I
have long since had them on my list of
things to »)e avoided. Most of them are
of too watery a nature, and they all seem
to upset the digestive arrangements of
rabbits. Of these the dock {rumex
obtusifolius) and the endive (cichorium
endivia) are the nearest approaches to
sound and useful fjods, and mangold
tops, potato haulm, and sorrel (rumex
scrutatus) are the least useful. Mangold
tops, are almost sure to produce scours;
and sorrel, containing a certain quantity
of oxalic acid, which is a poison, should
always be avoided.
The leaves from most of the fruit trees

and plants (including plum, peach and
strawberry leaves) may be given to rab-
bits, but they should only l>e resorted to
in cases of necessity. They contain very
little useful alimentary matter.
The use of sun dried foo<ls in the rab-

bitry is very general, but perhaps not so
much so as it might to advantage be.
Hay and clover may be considered to be
to rabbits what bread is to man.
The analyses of these foods show them

to contain a large percentage of what is
here termed fibre. The fibre is chiefly
composed of lignose, a sul)stance of a
woody nature, the word it.self being de-
rived from the Latin lignus, meaning
woo<l. Fibre, it will have been noticed,
is a component part of nearly every food
treated on, and an analysis given of, in
these chapters. In the human this fibre
passes from and through the digestive
organs almost unaltered, the gastric juice
not being powerful enough to dissolve
the woo<ly, stringy matter, but the rab-
bit, in common with the majority of the

I

herbivora, contrives to extract all pos-
j

sible nutriment from this fibre. In a
certain intestine, the ctrcum, which is a
small one in the human, but large in the
rabbit, and containing a stomachic fluid
of which lactic acid seems the potency
lignose meeU its master—x. e., if it ha*

ii
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successfully withstood all the gastric

powers it has met with before reaching
the caecum; this, however, may not be

—

in fact, is not—on account of the pecu
liarities of the juice, in this atl ae sac

intestine, but is owing to the fact of the

food remaining for a considerable time
in this particular intestine, which in the
rabbit, may be compared to the crop in

fowls, or the paunch of the cow and
other ruminating animals.

It must not for one moment be sup-

posed that the internal arrangements of
the rabbit gain much for their trouble of
dissolving the fibrous matter of their

food ; the nutriment contained in lignose
can lie but inferior at best, but neverthe-
less, half a loaf, it has often been re-

marked, is better than none, therefore
the fibre in the analysis given should
not be considered entirely in the light of
waste.

Practically there are only three sun-
dried food of which rabbits partake,
figuratively there are some dozens. The
three consist of hay, clover and straw;
and the many of the varieties of the
named three. Hay is, of course, grass
that has been cut down and dried ; but
as the word grass merely is the represen-
tative name of a large family of green
blades and stalks (an unbotanical but fit-

ting description), it would 1^ a most
difficult and almost impossible matter to

say of what hay is actually composed.
Since the fact of no two samples of hay
really being alike, this fodder must be
treated—that is, bought and used—by a
kind of instict, which should develop by
practical experience. Meadow hay must
be judged by several points, the chief of
which is a nice pleasant meadow odor.

Samples which emit a highly saccha-
rine and almost suffocating smell should
be avoided, as this scent ^aldehyde, as it

is termed) is a proof of the hay having
been stacked in a wet or green condition,
become heated and undergone an incor-

rect fermentation. Signs of thistles and
tttVymr «v0»r1c in liov t«»«H ^f\ n\\f\\Kr ii«fo*-ir»»*" "• — J — • • ..^-

quality. The color of good hay should
range somewhere between a dark olive
green and a greenish yellow. A dark
Drown color shows that the stack was
once near firing—a bad sign. Hay need
not be too close ; being sold by weight,
solidity is no advantage. To make really

good hay, grass should be cut just as it

18 coming into flower.

The following is an analysis of a very
good sample

:

Oz. in
lib.

Water aW
Albuminoid! 1%
Carbohydrates 7
Hat J4
P'bre 3K
A«h \^

Clover IS a more nutritious food than
hay, but not a great deal more so in

comparison with the price. The follow-

ing is an analysis of a good sample of
white clover, which kind,taken all round,
is the best

:

Oz. in
lib.

Water 3%
Albuminoids jj^
Cart>ohydrates 6
Fat %
Fibre 34^
Ash iji

Straw is more oden given to rabbits
for litter than as a food, but it does not
make by any means so poor an article of
diet as is commonly supposed. This
special dry food is better given either in

the form of chaif, mixed with cut hay, or
else it should only be given when better
matter is not attainable. The straws are
rich in carbonaceous matter, but their
main feature is the ash they contain, oat
straw yielding about five and one-half
per cent of this necessiary. More on the
subject of straw ash will be said in an*
other chapter. Barley, bean, oat and
wheat straws may be counted amongst
the best. Sainfoin is usually placed far

before meadow hay. It contains more
albuminous matter. It is rather inferior
throughout to white clover.—Tibbar in
Poultry.

—^J. M. Rice, an Indiana farmer, is try-

ing the experiment of raising wild geese
and ducks. He has a half dozen of each,
which he has on ponds on his farm.
They were caught on the Kankakee
River last fall, and he keeps their wings
clipped. They have become very tame,
but it remains to be seen whether they
will become thoroughly domesticated
and will breed.

HIGH FLYERS.

The Antiquity of the Variety and
of the Sport.

Few fanciers are aware of the great

antiquity of this breed of pigeon.

"L'Histoire de la Nature des Oiseaux"

tells us that in 1555 there was seen in

Paphlagonia "a very new thing—viz.,

pigeons which fty so high in the air that

they were lost to view, but retmned to

their pigeon-house without separating."

No mention is made of these birds tum-

bling in their flight,and we may feel sure

that had they done so to any considerable

extent the fact of their so doing could

not have escaped the notice of the ob-

servant ornithologist. Neither does Al-

drovandi, who wrote in i6io on the

flight of pigeons, make any mention of

birds that tumbled. But Willughby,

who wrote in 1676, had seen tumbling

pigeons, and speaks of them as small

pigeons "which show like footballs in

the air." John Moore, the father of

English pigeon literature, wrote in 1735

in his "Columbarium" as to flying

tumblers, "They will rise to an immense
Height in the Air, so that sometimes the

Eye can scarcely follow 'em. I have
frequently lost sight of them, tho' they
have been almost perpendicular over
my Head, and the Day has been very
clear and serene; yet by a fix'd Regard
ofthe place where I lost 'em (for they
never ramble far like the Horseman, and
if good when they are us'd to each other,
a Flight of a Dozen will keep so close
together, that you may cover 'em all with
a large handkerchief ) I have at length
perceiv'd 'em, but so small that they ap-
pear'd no bigger than a Spartow. At
this Height they will keep two, three,
four and sometimes five Hours together,
nay I have heard it frequently asserted,

that there have l)een Pigeons of this

breed, which have flown nine hours;
when they are up at their Pitch, the bet-
ter Sort seldom or never tumble, choos-
ing rather to afford you that Diversion
when they are more in Sight, tumbling
very often at the first beginning to rise,

and again when they are coming down
to pitch."
There can be no doubt that various

out-crosses are now l)eing tried in order
to increase still more the powers of
flight, and what I may perhaps call the
flying instinct of these pigeons. The
old-fashioned English high flyers of
twenty yeacs ago used to tumble, and
even roll as they flew, but these were
repeatedly crossed with some non-tum-
bling breed till the present type of bird
was produced which seldom or never
tumbles at all, but which flies nearly
twice as lon^. I think that the cuniulet
or volant might still be introduced with
advantage into many existing strains of
high flyers. Mr. Kerrick, of Bruges,
thus descrilies them: "The true bred
volants are either black, white, or white
with a little red on their necks and
bodies. They have even whiter p>earl

eyes than tumblers, and the black pupil
of the eye is extremely small. They are
most extraordinary birds to fly high, and
have been known to keep on the wing
nine, ten and eleven hours at a stretch.

Their heads are not what is termed
'mousey,' but are more elegant shaped
than tumblers. The best are clean -legged
birds, but occasionally they are to be
seen with feathered legs; but these are
probably cross-bred. Two birds will fly

together as well as a flock, which I do
not think is generally the case with tum-
blers."

Round Cages Are Bad.

No greater misfortune can happen to a

bird than to be put into a round cage, as

it is quite impossible for it to get any
healthy exercise, the very shape of the

cage being such as to render it impos-

sible to put the perches in a proper po-

sition for the bird to do so. Equally bad
is a small cage. Next come the wretched

little bits of skewers for perches. The
perches instead of bein^ atwut the diam-
eter of a lead pencil, as is frequently the
case, should be nearly twice that diam-
eter, oval in section, with the broad side

uppermost. Notice the formation of a

canary's foot, and the reason will be
evident.
No perch should be less than three-

eighth of an inch broad if the bird is to

stand with any degree of comfort. I have
never known a bird with a broad perch
suffer from cramp in the leg, but birds
with small perches to stand on always do
so sooner or later. Week by week the
muscle of the thigh becomes more
strained, the cramp increases, the bird
loses his appetite, grows thin, and soon
dies. For a bird to be in good health
it is absolutely necessary for it to jump
backwards and forwarns, with a clear
jump between the perches of seven
inches, for the bird to bring into action
the muscles of the stomach, to promote
healthy digestion. This is quite impos-
sible in a round cage, as the bird can
only jump upwards (which is an action
only ofthe hip-joint and the ankle); and
then he must jump sideways, as the
perches, owing to the shape of the
cage, are crossed over each other. Won-
derful exhibition of ignorance this in-

deed, both of the cage maker and its

purchaser, worthy only of an idiot, to
think that a bird under such conditions
could' either be healthy or happy !

The foregoing remarks apply equally
to small cages, only in a less degree.
The result is that ninety-nine out of every
hundred birds kept in a round or small
cage die of enlarged liver, as post-mortem
examinations constantly prove. A cage
should not on any account be lesis than
twelve inches long, eight inches wide
and twelve inches high for a bird to be
health}', nor a perch less than three-

eighths of an inch broad. All round
cages should be utterly destroyed. I

would sooner kill all my birds at once
than condemn them to the utter misery
of dragging out a few months' wretched
existence in a round or small cage.

Olover and Corn.
Clover and corn ! Clover and corn !

Best combination that ever was )>orn.

One needs the other

As you need a brother

To rub up your weak points

And tone down your strong; pointK.

Clover makes lean,

Corn will make Tat,

Find us a better

Arrangement than that.

One digs below,

One mounts on high,

One works the earth,

And the other the sky.

Clover and corn ! Clover and corn !

Best combination that ever was born.

—Rural New Yorker.

Black LeRhorns.

Black l^/Cghorns are non-sitters, great

foragers, not liable to disease and cost

but little to feed. They produce a larger

percentage of fertile eggs and more than

the heavier and more quiet breeds. The
chicks mature early and when five or six

weeks old make excellent broilers, and
when four to five months old will dress
five pounds to the pair. Their flesh being
vellow they sell quickly in the market
Yhe pullets begin laying when four and
five months old and do not stop until

the middle ofthe moulting season. They
are a very stylish bird, with handsome,
glosfiy black plumage, large bright red
comb and wattles and pure white ear
lobes, making them all that can be de-
sired as to looks.—A. W. J.

We Sell Another One Out.

Cambridge, Mass., May 15.—My ad-

vertisement in Thk Journal has sold all

of my stock of guinea pigs and I am re-

ceiving more letters every week. I shall

therefore be obliged if you will withdraw
it for the present.

John Palmer, Jr.

ODDS AND ENDS.

—Two firms of Manhattan, Kan., '

shipped during April 125,000 dozen eggs
and three tons dressed poultry.

,

—Mr. W. F. Brace, formerly of Bay
'

City, Mich., and secretary of the Michi-
gan State Poultry Association, has re-

moved to Victor, N. Y. 1

—The Mohawk Valley, N. V., Poultry
Association holds its annual meeting in

Amsterdam to-day and afterwards dines
at the residence of Mr. (ieorge Van
Derveer. 1

—Mr. H. A. Bridge, Columbus, Ohio,
|

will superintend the show opening in 1

New Orleans, January 20. The judges
I

engaged are the Messrs. Felch, Cum-
mings, Owen and Peer.

—The Wissman's African Exposition
outfit now collecting at Hamburg in-

cludes a hundred homing pigeons. The
young of these will be trained to home
to camp wherever located.

—Mr. W. S. Wray, of Thurlow, Pa.,

says on May 2 a blue homing pigeon
while flying over was struck by a spark
from the Bessemer converter and died in

a few minutes. The bird had the letters

M. T. ou its wing.
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Alt kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on commission only. A specialty made
of choice dogs including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken

; mastiffs, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Oreat Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Givbn.
Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
PERCY C. DHL. PaopRiETOR.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each i%c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to tie used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS B. a STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
AdvertUementi tnthout display inserted under

this headingJor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

St. Bernards.

^ORM
fi by mail.

POWDER
MOORE BROS.

FOR DOGS.
, Albany, N. Y.

PIGS.
Chesters. Berkshire*, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagle8,ColIies,Setters.W.GIB-

BONS & CO., W. Chester.Pa. Send sUmp for dr

DOGS.

TROJAN HECTOR (12,765), smooth-coated,
orange and white markings, by Ch. Hector—
Beruie

; considered the best son of Hector,
21 months old. Winnings (only time
shown)— First and special in puppy classes
at New York and Philadelphia 1889. Price
(cost), |20o. W. H. Weiss, Freemansburg,
Pa. 59.t(^

WARWICK JR., rough<oated, by Lord War-
wick—Jess ; 20 months old; white, with
orange markings. He will be a grand dog
when full^ developed. Price (cost), Jioo.
W. H. Weiss, Freemansburg, P«. 59-tf

Various.

PIGEONS.
Advertisementt without display inserted under

thu headingfor t centsper word for each insertion.

Homtnar Ptoeons.

Jog.
»ul-

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor t cents per wordfar each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell
Fair Haven, Vt

.

Bull Dogs.

CARISBROOKE (11563) by Lion—Thespian ;

whelped August 6, 1888. Won V. H. C. at
Boston, Chicago, Rochester and Baltimore.
Will make a winner next year. Price $125.
E. Sheffield Porter, New Haven, Ct. 62-it

Collies.

^RDERS BOOKED for collieOKucKs nuuKKD lor come pups Dred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Mane^ Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefod out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

BxoluuiKe.

TXTILI. RRT.T, or exchano-e for hrolcn Wng-
yy lish Setter, pointer dogby Bang—Vandalia;

broken on quail. George H. Thompson,
Ezton, Chester Co , Pa. 62-it

Foxhounds.

CHAMPION RANGER, black, white and tan,
seven yearsold, by Torance—Roxey II, win-
ner on the bench and in the chase. Also
Fly, black, tan and white, by Champion
Bugler—Gypsy, born May 10, 1887. Never
shown, but thoroughly trained on foxes.
Price for both, |ioo. W. H. Weiss, Free-
mansburg, Pa. 59-lf

BOBTAIL Sheep D(
Apply to W. WaSe or Cha'rles Rosser, Hil
ton, Pa.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelfhia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pul)-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MR. OWENS. 2627 N. Second St., Philadel-
phia, Pa., has just returned from England
with the finest lot of Prince Charles and
King Charles Spaniels and Yorkshire ter-
riers ever imported. 62-63

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREB Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Thiixl St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

CLAYTON HACKETT, Fourth Street, Easton,
Pennsylvania—Breeder of long disUnce
homing pigeons. Stamp for circular. 6i-tf

GEORGE W. GOULD, Jr., Newtonville,
Mass., breeder of homing pigeons. Voung
birds for sale bred from birds with records
of two, three, four and five hundred
miles. d-60-62

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 i2th Sreet, N. W.
^

Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter ofcorrespondence. In the breeding
lofl are: Blue Gowu, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uucas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-class.

Jacobins.

>RIZE WINNERS.—FinestPRIZE WINNERS.—Finest imported stock;
all colors. F. Baily, Ardmorc, Pa. 60 64

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

Owls.

BIRDS of the abo\'e variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankios, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

POULTRY.
Adverlisements without display inserLrd under

this headingfor » centsper wordJor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat. Best and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price,
description and testimonials. Addressand
Geo. S'. Singer, Cardington, O. 50^

BIRDS ofthe above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N, J.

50-75

Pouters.

FOR SALE-Black pointerdog; Sire, Bangor,
by Poyneu's Bang—Jean; dam, Princess H
by Nat— Princess. John .Sanderson, care Dr.
" '" Dixon, 2015 Chestnut Street, Phila-S.G.
delphia. 60-65

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

S'fvallows.

Incubators.

Gordon Setters.

v^OR SALE.—Four grand young dogs byM Heather Harrold. Address Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE —A handsome broken thorough-
bred. Fine opportunity to secure a grand
dog cheap. Address J. M., Box 916, Phila-
adelphia, Pa.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

WANTED —Irish
lbs., hard coat, rocky build.

terrier bitch not over 18

Address B.,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. 62-tr

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation ofthe heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send (or descript-
ive circuUr free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Mlnoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-
cular oonUining list of cups and prizes
won: also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

lYhlte Lieerhoms.

K

Mastlfb.

FR SALE—A choice English Mastiff bitch,
three years old. Address G. L. Gilling
ham, Moorestown, Burlington County
N. J. 61-63

Pass.

MNE YOUNG BITCHES and pups at
able prices. — —
caster, Mas*.

FI.-Mti vuuxNu mictms ana pups at reason-
able prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-

58-tf

Setters.

AFEW CHOICE Irish Setter pups for sale

;

parents field trial and bench show winners.
F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass. b-59-63

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 18S9. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

FOR SALE.—A lot of handsome Irish red set-
ter puppies from seven to fifteen months
old by Elcho, Jr., St. Cloud, Olenmar,
Kelso, Royal Ruby and Shan More, out of
thoroughly broken prize winning bitches.
St. Cloud Kennels, 1934 Prospect Ave., 'Tre-
mont, N, Y. c. 62-64

NAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
grand special for largest and best display;
best male and best female at the great New
York show. Address for circular, P. o.
Box 444, Fabius, N. Y. 50-62

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

. ulea, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

GA. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
^ more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pifeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of biros, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now •• fine a
stock as can l>e found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. Biddle
Street Baltimore, Md—Breeder and fan-
cier of short-face; solid and bald-head
tumblers, all colors; has a few of the
Gaddess stock (the best) ibr sale. 60^3

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

TWELVE PAIRS of performing tumblers.
Jio. J. Ellis, 256 Pine Street, Camden, N. I.

62-it

Various.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

w

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE.—St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
stone Kennels, 1220 Carson Street, Pitts-
burg. Pa. 57-64

MENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. PhOE-
nixville. Pa. 53.64

TWq YOUNG well marked rough-conted
bitches, of fine pedigree, bred to fine im-
ported dogs. Prices right. Chequasset
Kennels, Lancaster, Maas. 62-tf

and white crested white Polish bantams.
Menthou Kennels, Phcenixville, Pa. 5364

WANTED—Information as to where bantam
eggs of any kind can be obtained, and also
a catalogue of tumblers and Birmingham
rollers. Address F. H. Sanyer, 14 Salem
Street, Wobum, Mass. d6-62

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Entaw Street
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what^ou want. Reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 56-68

Duoks.

PIGEONS.
Advertisemenls without display inserted under

this headingfor j cents per wordfor each insertion

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all
time*. Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N.
J- _^ 50-75

Fantalls.

* VERETT I. NYE, Wellfleet, Mass., from 350
^ Pekin ducks can furnish fresh fertile eggs

in quantity at short notice. Premiums at
60-63Boston, Quiiicy and Worcester.

Snarllsh Pheasant Egss.

I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-

ant eggs, $3 per dozen. Birds Tor sale. N.
L. Rockwell, Sanford Station, Conn. 57-tl

Artists and Enirravers.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, I West Payette
Street, Baltimore, Md., breeder of white,
black and blue fantails, has for sate a few
choice birds in each color. Prices reason-
able. 59.6a

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 62-tf

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 12
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pul>-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ Pubflshmg
Co., XI South Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Taxidermists*.

DO YOU WANT stuffed birds or animals In
group or single ? Good work cheap. Wm.
L. Weaver, taxidermist, Millersburg, Pa.

V:.
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Homing Pigeons y
CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock. 811 miles,

DAN WILUAMS. blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

Orders for youngrsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

lo South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jusx Out.

**•*••••••*•• PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOrTBD BY TRB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complbtb Description of the
Recognized Vakibties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from tbia office on re-

ceipt of price.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

XND all OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE URGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

180

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

MO. Si SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Tear.

ADDRESS

mmmi & emu
MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

PHIIiAIIELPHIA, PA.

^THE

SPORTSMEN'S Modern Training,

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquanums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BOOS FOU HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE.
J19 Market St. and 46 North 9th St. .Philadelphia

'5-76

White. Black, Red and Yellow
pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No otlier Variety.

$10.00 a piir

iinil u|i.

Qnaliiy n"t excelVd.
Satisfactjiin guaniii-
teeU.

H, C. NORTON,
Germs- town, I'a.

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES
j

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. WATERS.

la invaluable to ever>' owner ot a dog. It tells

jrou how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has l)een trained in a way
»o plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $3.50.

\ Money can

Secure.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlilisliing Company,

3J S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

THOROUQHBREt) » PUGS « «

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE.

PRICES VERY LOW-
Addreiw

FOR POULTRY.
Bono Monlj - - Per 1(N> lb. Bag, «.3.00fJriinulHted Bone, " lOO • a ISGpoiuuI Boot
Scraps, . . _ ' 100

(alolt«<, . - - - " S0f) <i

Crii«h«Hl Flint, - " 800 "

C;rnMh«Ml Oynter
Mholls. ..... 800

Send (or our New Price List and Sampled. All
order* shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price, ^

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,
4a-93 York Ctaeniloal Works, York, Pa.

.I.OO

8.00

a.(M>

57-69

M. S. THAYER,
Aahmont St.. Dorchester District,

Boston, Mass.

CHAS. SCHMENNER,

511 W. BIDDLB St.,

Baltimore, Mi>..

Short-face bald in all
colors ; also, short-face
solid colored tumblers a
specialty. Tne best qual-
ity of breeding stock
only (Gaddcs stock). A
few pair of each for sale.

4^
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG . DISEASES

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY ti PER
bushel. jNo. Mbkckr. Leaman Place. Pa.

GAMK BAXTAMS.
Or. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick. Md.

Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surjfeon,

58-70 liiOa BUOADAVAY, NEW YOIIK.

HEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

jQf
M-75

44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I BREMER, PRES. A TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, coupliogs.blank-
ets. whips and baskets for
dog». Write lor catalogue A.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

aUGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalog^ie and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington. D. C.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mateil birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sportius; Life bauds. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

^T THE (^flllONflL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR prizes and the GOLD
SPECIALS and CUPS. The GRANDESTRECORD ever won by ANY BREEDER at
a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAMEEGGS $10 per 13; $20 per 30. RED CAPS,
ANIJALI SlANS and WHITE WYAN-
pOTTES, $3 iwr 13; |5 ptr a6. Send for cata-
logue.

0. A. SHARP & CO.,
S0-*« LOCKKJRT, N. Y.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Pood in

the Market.

*^Beware ofworthless imitations, sameshape

,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OP DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, aSc.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars (torn

SPRATTS PATENT (America). LIMIT'D,
»39-»45 East 56th St., New York City. 44-«9

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION,

*4-75 Montgouery Co., Pa.

vol.. 4, NO. ua.
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SUNBEAM. PRETENDER.

BUFF COCHINS.

ACHIEVEMENT.
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IN THE STUD.
AdvtrHsewients inserted under this heading at the

foUcnving rates: One inch, single insertion, $i,so;
tS.eoJor the month; $1$ for three months; $28for
stx months, and tso/or the year.

D ICK

IRISH SETTER
(8410.)

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this headirig at

the foUmving rates: One inch, single insertion,
t'-So; fSio for the month; frj for three months;
US for sue months, and tio for theyear.

SETTERS & POINTERS E^^'

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,
f'so; S5-40 for the month; $1$ for three months;
Us for six months, and igo fo*" the year.

THE KENNEL.

5LISH SETTERS AT STUD.

DESMOND 11

WINMER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

MEW YORK, 1890.

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desnnond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,
extended i>edigir'= <ind full list of winnings ad-
dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

So-ioi

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
PEE, »25

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE. $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-78 Merion P. O., Pa.

JJORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated Ku^lish and American prize

winner. Described in .show reports a.s "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
* short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prire winner.s than all others living
Mastiff breeders should make the moat of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents
Stud fee I75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

po:INTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth K^stem Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

firat at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4798

Red Irish setter, bre<l by Rev. R. O'Callaglian,
England, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the PhiUdelphia
lield trials iS«8, and on the bench ha.s won, first,
Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,
R(x^hester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. .Stud fee, Ixs.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumes*.
Record: Hirst and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Out., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
18 a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte 11. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy cla.s.ses in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Fuiuier, fuii brother to Woolton (iame by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us \o t>e served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cark W. H. Weiss,

3-94 FREEMANSBtntO, Pa.

rINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of
third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where
he ran against English setters entirely and the
other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,
Siinonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the
highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.
Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial
winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.
Address j. h. WINSLOW,
54-tf P. O. Box 1247, PhiladelphU, Pa.

gT. BERNARD AT STUD.

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—Gemma I (9765); Red Boy by
Kondor (S. S. B. io3)-Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-
sin's Turk-Bellone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT,

60-72 Gaul and Adams St., Phila., Pa.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone

—

Brys<iii's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
nets Lillian. Sportsman, (.ladstone's Boy and
Dan GladHtune. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a t>eiich show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

B.jyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake. East-
ern Field Trials of 1888. beating such noted dogs
as Ji«y B.. Cassio. Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for either dog. $js. Enclose 50 cents
in stMnip!- fcr photo of either dog from life,
mideby Schreiher & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
ISLAND HEIGHTS,

50-63 Ocean Co., New Jersey.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

*"ii«.Ar,.

At Stud and for Sale.

COLLIES.
AT STUD :

Fee.

Champion Scotllla - - - $50
The Squire $50
IVIaney Trefoil $35
Roslyn Will<es $25
Scotilla II $15

FOR sale:

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp) and a
grand lot of young pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.
AT STUD:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

JRISH TERRIER IN THE STUD,

SHAMROCK
(No. 9138). By Slasher—Sheila. Fee, »10.

Address L. A. RICE,
61-86 Hotel Lafayette, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

ftistory and Description

-WITH-

JR18H SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(IJ,I3I) CH KI.CIIO—.NOKKEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCIIO—.MAVOURNF.EN.
Puppies by the aliove dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
6»tf Tremoiit, N. Y.

reminiscences

-OF THE-

...FOX TERRIER..
BY

Hflwt)ON Lee,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

Illiistations by Arthur Wardle.

Seco.nd Edition. Price Postpaid, Jt.so.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

5.1- 104

yiLLSlDE HeNNELS,
LANCASTER. MASS.

mCUBATORS.
THE

MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

/ess than three months.
Thousands of them in operation throughout

the United States and Canada, and Europe. It
has been steadily increasing its popularity dur-
ing the past eight years and is the most success-
ful machine before the public to-day.

James Rankin,
50-63 SOUTH EASTON, MASS.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,

63-tf Chester Co., Pa.
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THE KENNEL.

Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'

Journal. A lil>eral cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

Readers of The Fanciers' Journal
corresponding or visitinc, WITH ad-
vertisers WILL confer a favor BV
mentioning The Journal.

FIXTURES.

DofK Sh<>-«v>i.

June 3-«.—Cincinnati Kennel Club, at Cincin-
nati. Ohio. George H. H II. superintendent.
Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O., Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-18.—International Dog Show of the

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, in connection
with the Industrial Exhibition at Toronto, Can-
ada. H. J. Hill, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred (ieddes,
chairman.

Oct. fr^.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atotterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.
Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington. N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building. New York, secretary.

IHUl.
Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

Our Illustration.

The bufi" Cochins of our frontispiece

may be called typical birds of their

variety, having taken first honors in

strong competition and at standard
shows : Cock, ist at Hristol. Worcester
and Liverpool in 1889. One hen, winner
of 1st and cup at the Palace in 1887 and
1888, the other ist and cups at Bristol

and Liverpool, also ist and champion
cup at Worcester in 1889. The three
birds were bred by and are the property
of Mr. c;eorge H. Proctor, Durham, Kng.
We are indebted for the original of our
plate to the Fanciers's Gazette, London,

OIIRRBNT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We go to press a day earlier this week
on account of Decoration Day falling on
Friday.

*
•»

We have received quite a complete cata-

logue on the English mastiff from Mr.
George Jackson, whose announcement of
dogs for sale will l)e seen in our adver-
tising columns.

«

The National Coursing Association

meeting held at vSt. Louis recently re-

sulted as follows : In the Derby (sixteen

dog stake) John Russell's Bar Maid won
first, Alfred Haigh's Nip took second, L.
G. Tandy's Miss Beatrice won third and
Edward Burgess' Spring fourth. The
prizes in the Lacled stake were awarded
as follows : First went to W. A. Burgess'

Dick Kline, second to T. O'Keefe's
Surprise, third to Charles Clarke's Handy
Andy and fourth to T. O'Keefe's Let-

Me-Go.
*
»

To entirely do away with the appear-
ance of cruelty the dogs were muzzled.
It is said "the dogs are not disturbed in

the least by the muzzles, and when reach-

ing the hare mitss him over with the

same satisfaction that they do in the kill

on the open."

This muzzling the dogs strikes us as

being absurd. We agree with Turf, Field

and Farm, which has this upon the sub-

ject : "On the sco-e of cruelty, ami in

deference to the delic.ite feelings of the

ladies who attend the meetings of the

National Coursing Club, the greyhounas
are muzzled. Now does it not strike

these squeamish people that they might
also give a thought to the greyhound ?

How can a dog do his work properly

—

and especially a greyhound who must
necessarily depend on a free passage for

his breath—with a muzzle on ? As far as

we can see, and we have talked with
others on the subject, a true test of the

greyhound's capabilities can not be

arrived at under these circumstances.

What racehorse owner would run his

horse with a muzzle on ? and the same
pertains to the greyhound. Coursing in

this way may be very pretty ami all that,

but it strikes us that the advantage is all

on the side of the hare, and for real

coursing merit is no test, but in warm
weather must be agony to the dog. Any
one who has run greyhounds knows the

extent to which a greyhound will open
his jaws to get his wind after a punishing

course, and any curtailment of the priv-

ilege must be positive torture."

*
* •

The Des Moines, Iowa, dog men are

talking of organizing an association, to

be known as the Des Moines Kennel
Club, for the purpose of holding liench

shows. Mr. Frank Perry, of that city, is

"kicking like a steer" because a recent

law has made the dog tax JI3. No won-
der the dog men there are agitated and
angry

.

the late English National Field Trials,

second in the Pointer Puppy Stake, and
third and fourth in the .Setter Puppy
Stake. At the Pointer Club's trials he
won first in the All-aged Stake.

The entries for the Eastern Field Trials

Derbj- closed May i, with eighty-four

nominations, which is an excess of twen-

tj'-three over that of last year.

* •

Mr. A. P. Heywood-lA)nsdale has sent

six entries for the E. F. T. Club Derby
;

three pointers and three setters. It will

b« rcmemt^red this gentleman won at

»

We do not think Mr. Heywood-Lons-
dale's dogs will be so successful in this

country, where rapid and extensive rang-
ing

. o for so much in a dog's favor with
the -dges. English dogs are accus-

tonit 1 o comparatively limited enclos-

ures or fields and consequently hunt
closer, pottering over their work. The
American-bred dog is brilliant but not
thorough, while the English dog does his

work in a business-like and effective

manner.

* *

Still, with these English dogs in our
Derby, it will 'oe of exceptional interest.

The dogs being youngsters, they may
adapt themselves more readily to their

surroundings, and notwithstanding the
disadvantage of their early training, turn

up as winners. We admire their owner's
pluck.

« »

The English doggy world is very much
annoyed at a recent decision of a county
court judge, one Mr. Barber. A show
committee at Matlock Bath only paid the
prize money in part and some of the ex-

hibitors sued the committee. The
learned Mr. Barber, says the Stock-
keeper, took the view of the de-

fendant's solicitor, who pleaded that

his clients were not bound to pay tiecause

they had not taken enough money to en-

able them to do so. In other words,
a winning exhibitor's chances of get-

ting his prue is to depend upon the
success of the show. The show people
did not appear to have shared his Honor's
confidence in their position, for they
made an additional payment in court,

and the plaintiffs then expressed them-
selves satisfied.

«

It is refreshing to see that the com-
mittee was more conscientious than its

friend, the judge.
*

• «

A few decisions similar to this one of
Mr. Barber's if made in this country,

would put an end to bench shows
here, for scarcely a kennel club in

America has made money on bench
shows. The Philadelphia Kennel Club,

for example, has lost I7000 in giving
shows.

«
• «

It speaks well for our bench show com-
mittees that they have never tried to get

out of paying prizes by such a miserable

subterfuge.
«

• »

Mr. G. O. Shields' book, " The Amer-
ican Book of the Dog," is now in press.

Mr. Shields has been a.ssisted by thirty-

nine writers on canine matters. The
book is to lie profusely illustrated.

#••

State Treasurer H. K. Boycr has pre-

sented to Senator Delamater the Irish

setter pup Congo by E. Maher's I.,arry S.,

out of I. H. Roberts' Lass.

«
« *

Mr. Louis Martin, of this ciy, lost a

;f5()o collie last Sunday. He took his

dog Stratagem out for a walk and had
just turned him loose for a run when
two street cars approaching confused the
(log, and in avoiding one he was run
over by the other, breaking his back and
otherwise injuring him, from the effects

of which he died in a few minutes. Mr.
Martin ran to his dog as soon as he
was hurt. He happeued to plac« his

hand on an injured part when the animal,
in his deatli agonies, suddenly turned his
head an<l caught Mr. Martin's left hand
Ijetween his teeth, inflicting a lacerated
wound which caused much pain and
nearly made him faint.

•

The Chestnut Hill Kennels' collie bitch
Mavis strayed away from the kennels on
April 24, and is still missing. She is a
dark sable in color, half of one of her
ears is off, and when lost she wore a col-

lar with the address C. Hinckley, I^a,
Mass. It is hoped some of our readers
may come across her and give informa-
tion as to her whereabouts to her owner.

* *

We have received a cute photograph
from Beverwyck Kennels. In the upper
left hand corner stands the fox terrier

Beverwick Tippler. In the opposite cor-
ner is a coon. Below these we have the
'same old coon " chained to a stake and
the terrier held by a lead, both in fight-

ing attitude and anxious for the coming
fray. Under this we have the two to-

gether, the terrier with his teeth in the
coon's throat while the coon is hugging
the dog for all it is worth. By the bye,
this roon looks very much like a Penn-
sylvania opossum.

» •

We understand that Mr. W. Weiss is

about selling his English setter Sir
Tatton. In the future Mr. Weiss will

breed Irish setters exclusively.

• •

The Chestnut Hill Kennels are having
sent over from their English kennels
three bitches in whelp to Christopher.

One is a lull sister to Purity, the dam of
Wellesbourne Charlie, now considered
the best youngster in England ; one is

the well-known bitch Active, and the
third is a granddaughter of Charle-
magne. One or two of the bitches will

be sold in whelp to Charlemagne, or
orders will be booked for the puppies.
As these are all that will be sent over for

the present, we expect there will be a
lively scramble among collie men to get
some of this grand stock. Those who
do not act promptly will be disappointed.

*
« •

We are sorry to learn that Mr. W. L.

Washington's Irish setter bitch Ruby
was shot last Sunday night by some un-
known person. Mr. Washington has
offered a reward for the arrest and con-
viction of the malicious shooter.

«
• »

"I didn't play ball on Sunday when I

was your age." said J. H. W. to his son
Bumside last week. "No father," replied

the precocious youngster, "I suppose
you had not the time, as you exercise

your dogs on that day."

• *

We have complaints from New York
readers that they cannot buy The Fan-
ciers' Journal from somettf the news-
stands. This should not be the case, as
the American News Company supply the
dealers of that city, and readers will con-
fer a favor if they so inform any dealer
who has not our paper on sale.

•
• •

In the future The Fanciers' Journal
will be on sale in New York and other
Eastern cities on Saturdays.

«
• •

In the daily pajiers we learn from a
cable message that among the awards at

I

the meeting of the Animals' Protection

j

vSociety on Tuesday, was a handsome col-

lar to a dog named Bacchus, who has
stoppet^l many runaway horses by seizing

,

their bridles, and thus preventing a great
numlMr of accidents.

tilii

; i
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

ABOUT STOLEN DOGS.

BY HIBERNIA.

Wheu I returned from W-

THE FANCIERS' JOXJRNAI^.

after

judging, Aunt Bess greeted me with:

"FitE, we have had bad luck since you
have been away. Some one has stolen

one of your dogs."

On investigating the matter I found
that my choicest bitch, a daughter of
Raby Tyrant, in whelp to Mr. Belmont's
Lucifer, had mysteriou.sly disappeared.
She was seen in her yard at noonday, but
when my man went around at dusk to

feed she was nowhere to be found. I

had great expectations of this coming
litter of puppies, and consequently was
much upset by her mysterious disappear-
ance.

The next day after my return the fol-

lowing stereotyped advertisement ap-
peared in the prominent New York and
Brooklyn newspapers:

LOST.—Fox terrier bitch, even marking of
, black and tan on head, rest of body white-

answers to the name i>rBess. Lil>eral re-
ward and no questions asked if returned
to C. Fitz-Poodle, Shore Road, Ft. Hamil-
ton. t,on]{ Island.

Three days passed and no answer and
no callers in reference to this advertise-

ment, so I adopted new tactics to get

back my bitch.

I coaxed a friend of mine who lived in

Rroolclvn tn allow Qje the CSS of bis

name. Then I inserted the following
card in the papers :

wANTED.—A fox terrier dog or bitch. Must
be evenly marked black and tan. and a
good disposit on. Apply between 4 and 6
P. M. at No. Third Avenue. Brooklyn.

The idea of this advertisement was
that the party who had stolen the bitch

would think here was an opportunity of
quietly getting rid of her. 1 worded the
advertisement "dog or bitch" purposely
to throw him off his guard, and the ad-
dress of the advertiser was many miles
away from where she was stolen. So
nicely a bailed trap, I thought the
shrewdest of professional dog thieves
would tumble into, but he didn't, as I
found later.

My friend, whose name I had used
came down in hot haste to see me the
next day after the wanted card was
printed.

"Fitz," said he, "for heaven's sake,
take out that advertisement about the
fox terrier."

"Then," said I, "you have got back
my bitch."
"No, I haven't," answered he, "but if

the advertisement is not discontinued I'll

be mobl)ed by my neighbors. Do you
know that an hour before the time speci-
fied in the advertisement when 1 would
receive canine callers, the street was
blocketl with people accompanied by dogs
of all sorts and sizes. The first man who
rang the bell had a mastiff, and I told
him that I had advertised only for a fox
terrier. 'I know that,' said he, 'but I

thought if you would not get a terrier
to suit you, perhaps you would like a
mastiff.' But that's the way the thing
kept up. My wife's distracted, the neigh-
bors frantic, and if you have any respects
at all for me, please order the advertise-
ment out. I'll do anything I can to help
you get back your bitch—except to stand
sponsor for a 'dog-wanted advertisement.

"

I promised to do all he requested, and
then asked :

"Was there no fox terrier offered that
looked like mine?"
"Come to think a)x>ut it, I believe your

bitch was offered, but I did not see her,
and I was so excited that I did not use
my customary discretion."

" What a shame !
" I ejaculated.

" That it was," answered he, " but such
a deluge of dogs had completely demor-
alized me. A tough-looking customer
without a dog, rang the bell and accord-

ing to my instructions to the servants in
regard to all who wanted to talk on ca-
nine subjects, he was ushered into the
library- where I had taken teniporar>'
quarters."
"Good morning," savs he. "I see

you advertise for a black' and tan marked
fox terrier. I have one."

" Is it a dog or bitch ? " I inquired.
"It's a bitch," said he.
" Is it all white except the markings

on the head ? " I questioned.
"It is," he replied.
" And is one ear slightly pricked ?

"

In a second I saw I had made a mis-
take. I had questioned too closely. His
suspicions were aroused and with "No,
its ears are all right," he backed towards
the door. Before I could call an officer I
had to rush to the assistance of my ser-
vant, who was endeavoring to put out a
man with a bull terrier who insisted upon
having an audience with me and who
was shouting at the top of his lungs : "If
the gentleman could see this 'ere tarrier
he'd prefer him above all the fox tarriers
as was ever bom !

"

"And now, Fitz," he concluded, "I
feel siire the fellow whose conversation I

have just detailed has your bitch, and
I've thought of a scheme to get her
away from him."
He then explained the plan in full and

the next day I inserted another card in
the papers reading as follows:

OST OR STOLKN—Fox terrier bitch, evenly
marked black and tan on head, rest of
t)ody white. Missing since May 15 from
kennels on Shore Road near Ft. Hamilton.
$100 reward and no questions asked Ad-
dress by letter only.

L'

Inside of forty-eight hours I received
the following letter:

Dbar Sir: I seen yur advertizment in the
World to-day. I have a fox tarrier bich as
answers the disripton I am sur she is yourtj.
You can hav her on payiu the |ioo but if ther is

any munke bisness as I hav rason fur belivin
you tride befor than gode by to yur dog as you
wil never se her. Pint a meetin plase an bng no
cops as if you do you wil se no dog.

RiCHAKD SMrrH,
New York Post Office.

To this letter I sent a very meek
answer, stating all I wanted was to get
back my bitch, and that I would meet
him at the station of the elevated rail-
road, Brooklyn side, and would be ac-
companied only by a friend. In three or
four days after I received a reply stating
that my correspondent would meet me.
Accompanied by my friend (the con-
coctor of the plot) I visited the meeting
place at the stated time.
We had not f>een there more than five

minutes before my friend nudged me
and whispered: "There he is ; now don't
forget, I'm to be the spokesman."
The individual alluded to, who was

getting off one of the bridge cars, was
about the most perfect specimen of the
New York tough that I had ever seen.
We immediately went up to him and

my friend said:
" Good day, sir. I see you can keep an

appointment to a minute, but where is

the dog? "

"You don't spose I'd bring her till I
saw the boodle," he growled.

" And you don't suppose I will give up
a hundred dollars until I get my hands
on the bitch. But to satisly you I will
show you the money," said my friend,
producing two fifty dollar notes. "If
the bitch is mine the money is yours," he
added.
To make a long story short we accom-

panied this rascally dog thief to his head-
quarters in New York city, and in a filthy
cellar among a dozen other canines (evi-
dently all stolen) was my favorite bitch.

" There she is," said the dog thief
" Where ? " inquired my friend.
"Why, here," repeated the rascal,

undoing her from a staple in the floor to
which she was fastened and bringing her
to us.

" That isn't my bitch," said my friend.
" 'Taint your bitch," echoed the fel-

low. '• Well, then, whose is it ?
"

" Why, she is mine," I chimed in, tak-
ing her up in my arms, " and I'll take her
with me."

" You uns 'ave done me up nice," was
all the (log thief could answer. He made
no serious objections to our departure
and only mildly threatened to "get even
with us."
This is how I got back my stolen bitch

and there are niaii}- things in my experi-
ence as related above that can be used to
advantage by my fellow fanciers who in
the future may have a dog stolen

.

MASXIFFS.
Preface to a Report of This Breed at

the Late Kennel Club's Show.

H. K. E. Van Doome in the Kennel Gazette.

I have now for nearly twelve years at-

tended the principal mastiff shows, and I

have never yet,judging from awards given,

been able to find out how a judge could
be what some exhibitors are pleased to

call "consistent with type." There are

almost as many specimens of the breed
as there are individuals, all claiming to

be "typical," which would really mean
"perfect," for to be truly "type" means
trtily "perfect."

The great contention as to this "con-
sistency" seems always to have run be-

tween heads and bodies, and then again,

in head points, arises the difference as to

the short, blunt, bluff, but level-toothed
face. If I were asked to decide this dis-

pute, I must confess that I should have
to plead ignorance. An animal with
head and body well formed makes an
award ea.sy

;
a specimen with both head

and bodv bad does not make rejection a
case of difriculty. but when it comes to a
case of less quality in head than in body,
or vice versa, the judge must give each
subject a special consideration, taking
each on its own merits, comparing and
combining according to the points he
should allow or withdraw.

It is here that he will often be taxed
with "inconsistency," because he bases
his ultimate decision on very small dif-
ferences, resulting in a point more in
favor of body in one case, and a very
small advantage in favor of head in
another case. Having thus, in one in-
.stance, preferred "body" to "head," and
in the next instance "head" to "body "

^^v^l^.v. .. ... .-,0^ <T iici c i.-) ly pc .'^ well,
there is no complete "type." because
"absolute type" is "perfect head or per-
fect body," whereas good type is good
head on good body. * * *' B„t i^^^ j
stand before a good head and not a good
Ixxiy, or a good body and not a good
head * * * at which, striking my
balance of judgment, I give preference
to that dog with more type of head than
Ixxly, and in the next case, striking my
appreciation again, I find it slightly in
favor of body. Thence, what is consid-
ered as "inconsistent judging" is, for all
that may be said, more consistent when
we consider the points which the one
gains where the other loses.

Take for an example the two bitches
Holda (20.779) and Frigga (20,7311. Both
have good bodies and limbs ; both have
long ears ; both have good skulls ; but
Frigga beats in eye and foreface, Holda
being long in muzzle and Frigga short.
• * * But Holda mo- es so gracefully
and is so perfect in body that in this
case I awarded the cup to Holda. This
may surprise .some exhibitors, as I fancy
it is generally believed that as far as style
of head goes I incline for the short, broad,
bluff, undershot muzzle.
That such is the ca.se I must confess,

provided it is accompanied by breadth
under the eye and carries that width
evenly through to the end of the muzzle.
I would almost say let him be as under-
shot as he can lie as long as he does not
too absolutely bull dog like show his
lower teeth

; but for all that width and
depth must go with the type. The length
or shortness of the muzzle I would not
consider so tnuch if that shortness or
length were full even from the eye to the
snout.
The late Rev. J. B. Rowe, one of the

great and leading authorities on mastiffs
some twenty years ago, and who used to
be not an unfrequent visitor to my ken-
nels, always professed himself a strong
adherer to the underhung style of muzzle,
which is now spoken of and condemned
by many as the "modern bull dog tvpe."

In a long letter in the Field, under
date of January 9, 1869, on "Mastiff
Breeding," to which letter the then (n.,;
very inexperienced) editor of the paper
appended the following foot note : "We
commend this admirable letter to the
attention of breeders."—F'n. The Rev.
Father Rowe writes : "I believe that
none of our present dogs can be traced
back al)ove five or six generations. Now,
as none can be found without some slight
strain on their pedigree, we must select

that cross which partakes most of the
true character of the ma.stifiF, and this is,

I believe, the bull dog ; and further, in
this "admirable letter" he repeats: "Of
all stains, if stain it must l)e called, fear
the bull dog least, for it will keep up the
character of the dog, if it lessens his
size

; and this opinion he must follow the
line cut out by Youatt, who says : "The
head considerably resembles that of the
bull dog, but with ears dependent."

Besides this, I would like to further re-
fer mastiff critics to many opinions ex-
pressed in the Field about the same date,
almost all of them advocating " under-
shotness." How- then can the accusa-
tion that the short bluff, broad, under-
shot muzzle is a " modern bull dog type "

be substantiated ? How differently the
leading organ of sport judged then from
its reports of to-day :

" Quantum mutatus ab illo,"

and yet Stonehenge knew what he was
about.

I want a mastiff to possess a bluff,
blunt, short muzzle, not to excess, of
course, but he must be broad under the
eye and carry that width right down to
end of the snout. That is where Jack
Thyr so admirably excels. I once
brought three very representative mastiff
men together in my house, the late
Father Rowe, Mr. Nichols, and a gentle-
man who we all consider as knowing
mastiffs better than any other man living.
In the course of a most interesting con-
versation they unanimously agreed that if
a mastiff had all good points, but fell

away under the eye in a more or less con-
siderable degree, he could not be upheld
as a good type of the breed.
Upon the above line of principle I have

entered the ring to-day for my 4iiaiden
performance ofjudging mastiffs.

CINCINNATI'S BENCH SHOW.

The Entries Close With a Total of Two
TTiiniitw^i sn<l Nlnet^* 2^c'*^.

Editor Fancif.rs' Journal.

Sir: The entries for the Cincinnati

Kennel Club's fourth annual show, to be
held June 3, 4, 5 and 6, closed with two
hundred and ninety entries, as follows :

Basset hounds . . . . i

Dachshunds 4
Beagles 10
Smooth fox terriers . 14
Irish terriers 1

Bedlingtons .... 2
Scotch terries . . . . i

Dandle Dinmonts . . i

Skye terriers i

Yorkshires 2
Toy terriers, other
than Yorkshire . . 2

Pugrs 25
King Charles spaniels 4
Italian greyhounds. . 7
Miscellaneous .... 2

Total 290

Respectfully,

Geo. H. Hii,!,, Supt.

Cincinnati, O., May 28.

Mastiffs 10

St. Bernard.H 18

Newfoundlands. ... 2

Great Danes 7
Deerhounds 2
Greyhounds 6
Foxhounds 24
Pointers 31
English setters. ... 42
Irish setters 25
Black and tan or Gor-
don setters 12

Collies 4
Irish water spaniels. 3
Cocker spaniels . . . ib
Poodles 5

'

Bull dogs 2

Bull terriers i

'BRITTLE,' 'BILLY' AND HIBERNIA.'

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: "Brittle" is surely under some
misapprehension as to Mr. Peshall's con-
nection with Mr. Graham's "beat" case
before the A. K. C. I met "Billy" on his

way to California and talked the matter
over with him, and I have exactly the
view of the case that "Hibernia" has
stated, and I have never exchanged
a word with "Hibernia" on the subject in
any way. I entirely agree with "Hiber-
nia" as to the effect l)efore the A. K. C.
court of Mr. Peshall's connection with
the case, I care not how "absurd" or
"childish" it may lie. With the very
best wishes to "Brittle." I would urge
him not to be quite so "brash" ("brash"
and "brittle" l)eing synonymous, you
know-). Yours truly,

W. Wadk,
HuLTON, Pa., May 27, 1890.

—A good story is told of Mr. Iloworth, M. P.,

the author of a voluminous worknn the Mongols.
A lady, on being introduced to him, at once
turned the conversation on to dogs, and put so
many ((tiestioiis to him that Mf. Howarth was at

last fain to declare that he knew nothing about
them, on which his fair interlocutor promptly
remarked, "Why, I thought you had written a
history of the mongrels !"

r

THE GREYHOUND

FULLERTON.

A Prize Dog That Brought a

Fortune to His Owner.

WINNER OF THE WATERLOO CUP.

Considered bv Far the Best (ireybound

in the World.

On Wednesday, February 19, and two
days following, the annual meeting of

the National Coursing Club was held at

Altcar, near lyiverpool, England, and the

running for the National Cup was on the
grounds at the Gore House Carrs. The
winner in an exciting competition was
Colonel North's dog Fullerton, which
last year divided this prize with Trough-
end, his kennel companion.
To the uninitiated it may be necessary

to state that this great prize—the Water-
loo Cup—which is the highest ambition
of every coursing man to win, is com-
peted for by sixty-four dogs. Thus in

the first two rounds for the cup, there are

thirty-two courses.

The thirty-two beaten dogs afterward
compete for the second prize stakes, the

Waterloo Purse. The defeated sixteen

dogs in the second round of the Cup
Stakes, in like manner compete for the

third great prize of the Cup meeting, the
Waterloo Plate. It will he seen that the
running through of these three stakes

involves the coursing of one hundred
and three hares. Thus, in undecided
coursing, the whole numlier may amount
to about one hundred and twenty hares.

The night previous to the coursing the
woods and spinneys are scoured by the

keepers, and the hares driven out to the
I

open, where they are coursed. The laws
regulating coursing have l)een varied in

form, but in spirit they are, as framed
by the National Club to-day, identical

with the first FvUglish law. formulated by
the Duke of Norfolk, in the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, and these were founded
on rules established by long traditions.

The first English coursing club was
established by Lord Orford. an enthusias-
tic courser, in 1776. These institutions

have steadily increa.sed ever since, and
now, all of any standing are represented
by, and in fact from the National Coursing
Club, a body representing all of the
coursers of Great Britian and Ireland.

The club numbers sixty-four individuals,

and under its auspices the great event of
the year, the Waterloo Cup, known as

the " Blue Riband of the Leash," is an-

nually run for on Lord Sefton's estate at

Altcar, ten miles from Liverpool. At the

last meeting there was a daily attendance
of nearly twenty thousand spectators,

most of them genuinely interested in the
events, many of them directly so, and all

of them keenly appreciative and very
much in earnest.

The style in which some thousands of
people face<l the snow on the second day
proved that they were influenced by gen-
nine enthusiasm for the sport, and the
whole meeting was an immense success,

entirely free from any objectionable

feature. Colonel North's success at

coursing has been perfectly phenomenal
for a beginner. In 1.S8.S, his first year,
he supplied the runner up for the cup.
Ivast season Fullerton and Troughend di-

vided the first and second for him, and
now the former has. as the I.K)ndon Il-

lustrated and Sporting Dramatic News
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says, simply "romped through" the

stake once more. Before a course had
been run not more than 9 to 2 could be
obtained against the winner, and this

would be a record were it not that loo to

30 was accepted about Master McGrath
in the year in which he met with his only
reverse.

The betting on Fullerton 's individual

courses were very remarkable and worth
quoting. He started at 5 to 1 on, 75 to

20 on, 7 to I on, 9 to 2 on, 5 to i on, and
It to 2 on respectively, so that it was
fairly buying money to support him, yet
Colonel North won on him fiio,ooo.

"Taking his performance as a whole,"
says the same authority, "it was bril-

liant in the extreme, and he is doubtless
the l)est greyhound that has been out for

years past, and in our opinion the tiest

greyhound in the world to-day." His
speed is terrific, and he led each of his

opponents by several lengths. Only
once, indeed, was his success in jeo-

pardy, and that oddly enough, was in his

course with Monkside, which, as was
shown by the betting, was considered the
greatest certainty of all his six spins-

He led to the hare by a good four
lengths, and came around nicely for the

DEATH OF DUKE OF LEEDS.

>rr. Joeck«l, Jr.'s Cli, RouKh-ooated
St. Bernard Passes In His Checks.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I regret to announce the death
of my rough-coated St. Bernard Cham-
pion Duke of Leeds. He was bom May
I. 1881, and died very suddenly May 18,

being a little over nine years old.

He was imported by Mr. E. R. Heam,

I

of Mr. Sidney W. Smith, as the most
I promising young dog in England, and
was considered the best dog of his day in

America. Merchant Prince was the only
dog placed over him and that by only
one judge. St. Bernard people generally
did not approve of the decision. Mr.
Smith, who formerly owned both dogs,
said the award was wrong, for Duke was
the better dog. Many others, including
Rev. J. C. Macdonna and Mr. Charles H.
Mason expressed themselves to the same
effect.

I am sorry he was not in condition in
February, as I should have shown him at
New York to determine how he compared
with the later importations.
He was more than an ordinary show

dog. He had a l)eautiful disposition, and
as many times as he has been exhibited
he never showed the slightest indication
of ill temper. Mr. Heam has said: "Duke
never had an evil thought."

second point. Monkside took the third,

and getting on to some heavy plowed
ground, the crack Fullerton seemed all

abroad for a short time. Indeed, had
the course ended at one }x)int. the award
would have gone against him. However,
the good hare stood up long enough to

allow Fullerton to put in some telling

work, and he had a nice balance on hand
when his opponent killed.

With this exception, none of his trials

were ever in doubt for a moment, and
his display against Gladiola and Down-
pour were exceptionally good. In the

final contest Ijetween Fullerton and the

bitch Downpour the running was very

close, but the victory was very decisive.

P'ullerton's first appearance, when a

puppy, was at Haydock Park. Septem-

ber, 1888. On that occasion he ran up
to Greengage for the Haydock Derby,

in which he beat many others. On De-

cemljer 15, 18S8, at Mr. Dent's sale, at

Rymill's Repository, Barbacon, London,
he was sold to Colonel North for 850

guineas, or 1(4250, but still he remained

under Mr. Dent's charge and was trained

by him for the Waterloo Cup. He was
bred out of Bit O' Fashion, by Green-

stick, two of the most famous dogs in

England,—Montgomery Phister.

He was the highest ideal of a St. Ber-
nard. When I heard of the intention of
the Boston Show Committee to invite
the blind children and have .specimens of
the different breeds brought into the ring
for them to feel over I remarked that a
better dog than Duk*; could not be found,
as anyone could handle him with perfect
safety.

He was dignified and as courageous as
he was gentle ; slow to show resentment,
and never sought a quarrel ; would never
attack another dog, but if attacked would
fight like a good one.

I was awakened by his barking one
night a couple of weeks ago, and I found
him under ray window. The barn door
had opened, and as soon as I fastened it.

he showed plainly he was perfectly satis-
fied and I heard nothing more from him
that night.

He was a grand dog in every respect,
and I shall never see his equal again.
I loved him as Mr. Peshall loves Old
Jinimie.

I moved to Bloom field May i, and it

was a week or so before my fences were
in good order. In the meantime Mr.
Duke had strolled through my neighbor's
garden. I apologized and requested a
bill for damages. My neighbor replied :

"Don't ever trouble yourself about that
dog. Duke is a perfect gentleman and
walks through the garden without dis-

turbing a single plant. He has not done
any damage." Yours truly,

W. H. JOECKEi., Jr.

Bloomfield. N. J., May 28.

CLINICHL LECTURES.

HOH^ TO CUKE THE TROUBLESOME EPI-
LEPSY IN YOUNG DOGS.

BY ALEXANDER GI,ASS, V. S.

This dog, a fox terrier, the owner tells

us, was unusually bright and lively when
he took him out this morning, but after

going a few squares he suddenly began
to cry and run up against a wall and
then fell on his side, his legs working
and his jaws champing until the saliva

worked into a foam. After a little while

the jerking of the limbs stopped. He
then suddenly got on his feet and
attempted to run away. Fortunately the

owner had taken the precaution to tie a
string to his collar and held him or he
would have ran away. He also seemed
dazed and did not recognize his voice.

This animal has had an ordinary fit or

epilepsy. The best treatment iu small

dogs such as the terrier class, is to take a
large towel (one that will absorb plenty

of water) and wrap him tightly in it,

leaving the head free, of course ; then

tie the bundle fairly tight, for such it is,

and dip it in water. Allow it to remain

for a few seconds, then let it drain off.

Now put it on a chair or in a comer and
leave it for three hours at least. One
precaution to use is see that the towel is

fairly tight around the neck so as to pre-
vent him getting his front legs out. In
wrapping him up, although you mu^t not
wrap him too tightly, do not be the least

backward about making it fairly snug, so
that he cannot move his legs freely. He
will struggle at first, but if he is wrapped
well in a few moments he will take it

very quietly.

rne object of this cold pack, for such
it is, is first to produce a chill of the skin.

This is followed by a heat, which draws
the blood to the skin, relieving the brain
and spinal cord. The owner asks if it is

not caused by worms. This brings up a
subject that requires a little explanation.
The unfortunate worm that inhabits the
dog is credited with a vast amount of
harm it never does. There is no doubt
we often see small pot-bellied puppies
that are full of worms, but with young
dogs from three to twelve months, espe-
cially city dogs, the great trouble is too
much rich food and too little exercise.

These two things kill more young dogs
than both worms and distemper put
together. I might also add another
cause of the mortality among young dogs
is the various strange and noxious com-
pounds the average dog owner puts into
his animal.

If he would only use a little com-
mon sense and recollect that a young dog
is precisely like a young child in all its

various ailments ; but no, he must consult
some friend who will give him some vil-

lainous compound worthy of the charle-
tanism of the Middle Ages. The more
ingredients it contains and the more
bulky, the t>etter it is considered. This
stuff is then poured into the poor brute.
But to return to the case in hand, ad-
minister a slight laxative such as a tea-

spoonful of syrup of buckthorn twice
daily for three days. The American
buckthorn is more regular in its effects

and should be used ; that is, the syrup cas-

cara segrada. At the same time put the
animal on low diet for a few days. Give
also moderate exercise, but not in the
heat of the day, and in a few da3rs be will
be all right.

'

A Dog on Trial for His Life.

Boston, April 19.—Tow.ser, a setter

dog belonging to Nathan Simmons, a Castle
Street saloon keeper, was before judge Curtis in

the Municipal Court Friday, on tnal for his life.

The dog bit Helmoth Hesse, who sued for dam-
ages and demanded that the dog be shot because
he was savage. To impress the court with
Towser's law-abiding and righteous disposition,

he was put through his paces in court. Towser
walked on his hind legs, lay down and feigned
death, shouldered h stick like a soldier his gun.
whined in imitation of singing, stood against the
wall on hir> head with the assistance of hiis proud

and finally captivated the judge and
ilh

proprietor
caused the spectators' to break forth with ap-
plause by tripping gracefully on two legs upon
the judge's bench and offering his paw to His
Honor The court thus convinced awarded
judgment to the defendant. I :
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

laterestini; Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Corresjjondcncc Fanciers' Journal.

1 see Brockenhurst Quick, the smooth
fox terrier, is coming over here, and that
a "large" price tempted his owner on
the other side. .As regards the "large"
price, that I should say is simply a mat-
ter of degree, and would remind readers

there are "large prices" and "large
prices." Brockenhurst Quick once had
the honor of coming under nie in a
judicial capacity. I mean I was in the
judicial capacity, not B. Quick, and he
came out triumphant under such a trying
ordeal, but this was only at a small show
where competition might certainly have
been keener. He is on the big side

—

decidedly so—and is or was quite a fair

dog until one comes to his hindquarters,
which will not quit • bear a critical ex-
amination, but fanciers on this side will,

I Huppose, have the opportunity of seeing
him and then they can judge for them-
selves.

I hear Meersbrook Maiden has arrived
on the other side, and also see a letter

from Tom Ashton, her late owner, in the

precedent. It appears, in 1888, I think,

Mr. Wilmerding was appointed delegate

for the New Jersey Club, and as he was
unable to attend at one of the meetings

appointed at 44 Broadway, his club called

a special meeting of its own for the pur-

pose of selecting Mr. Peshall to act for

them, which he did, everything being

considered in order. On the present

occasion he is refused the power to act

under what appears to be superficially

the same circumstances, but when one
enters into the two cases there is a great

specific difference in that, so far as one
can gather, his last appointment was only

ratified by the secretary and appointed

delegate of the interested club and not

by a special meeting of the committee.

The latter, for all I or the secretary of

the A. K. C. know, may have met and
confirmed Mr. Peshall's power to act, but

as he (the A. K. C. secretary) was not

notified to this effect, and only received

an intimation from Mr. Malcolm and the

secretary of his club acquiescing in the

former's (Mr. Malcolm's) transfer, the

two cases of appointing a "proxy dele-

gate" cannot be considered analogous.

The question now arises, has the ap-

pointed delegate the right to substitute

someone else, provided it is with the con-

Fanciers' Gazette, offering Dr. Foote or |

^""^"^ of'h's secretary ? This, as far as

his agent any advic- which might \>e ac-
ceptable concerning her. Up to ten days
ago she had not ventured in competition
against any English rivals, but I should
not be surprised to hear of her throwing
down the gauntlet at Gloucester on the
28th inst.. or she might taVp in Coventr-
which is all on the way and just previous
to the former show. As yet I have heard
nothing as to the happy husband, or, for

the matter of that, what particular dog
Dr. Foote's agent has secured for him.
but I do know that he (the agent) has
full license to buy the best that can be
obtained, which probably accounts for
the delay.

Since writing the above I have learned
that Meersbrook Maiden is to be bred to
Broomfield Turk.

Dustpan's, Ashpan's, Espan's, or any
other "Pan's" remarks in last week's
Turf, Field and Farm connecting me
with Mr. Mayhew is a piece of unwar-
ranted impertinence, which I would very
strongly stigmatize did I not believe

—

from information received—he was suf-

fering from aberration of the mind. For
this reason, and this only, do I forgive

him.

The meeting of delegates of the A. K.
C. which came ofTlast week instead ofthis,
as I had previously intimated, was not
without an incident, and one which will

have strong precedent hereafter. It ap-
pears Mr. Malcolm, who is the appointed
delegate for the Maryland Kennel Club,
was unable to attend, and, owing to this,

appointed Mr. Peshall his representative,
i
sters like myself to think they havea

which appointment was confirmed by ' look in, even against a "twelve years' ex-
the secretary of said club. So far, so perience"—it was "seventeen " the last
good, but when Mr. Peshall presented I time I saw you, James. This reminds
himself at 44 Broadway the Executive me that my revered friend, H. W. L.,
Committee was at once convened to in- cannot consider this paper even a cir-

I can see, cannot be done, which in all

reason is correct, for it could not surely

be allowed unless the club so interested

called a si>ecial meeting in order that

they might not suffer through " the un-

forseen." So that supposing (and I liave

every rea.son to believe such was the

case) Mr. Peshall was appointed in this

unorthodox manner, no process in the

world could have allowed him to act, no
matter how anxious the \. K. C. might
have lieen for him to do so. On the other

band, even if he had been duly and le-

gally elected, the A. K. C, through its

Executive Committee, has power to refuse

his appointment if it deems fit, so that

in either case the A. K. C. was not in any
way diverging.

Of course, had Mr. Peshall . u the

Maryland Kennel Club's origina. selec-

tion and then refused, things would have
been much more serious than th :y are

at present, but as it is, the A. K. C. could
not by any hook or crook accept him as

the delegate of the appointed delegate

without the ratification of the latter's

committee. Proxy voting is at all times

a dim'd unsatifactory arrangement, and
the more the A. K. C. fights shy of it the

happier will be its reign, though at the

present time there's a great deal more
proxy business going on than is good
for it.

I amsorryj. W.'s "twelve years" penal,

I mean press, work, which is about the
same thing, should have been so thrown
away as to make him miss a certain item
for the Forest and Stream by just sixty

'minutes, though it is gratifying toyouug-

" canine magnate " being warned off was
a failure, things having been arranged

satisfactorily. At the same time I take

this opportunity of proclaiming to all the

world, including Irope, Erope, llrope,

Arope, Hultou, Pa., and America, that the

canine magnate referred to was in no way
connected with Mr. Peshall, who, I am
pleased to say, is guile another hemis-

phere, though I do not for anything want
to see him (Mr. Peshall) in any other

than his present one, unless I, Jimmie,
etc., are there, but if he does not look

better than he did the other day I shall

not be able to congratulate bis present

one on its salubrity.

It is not a very curious thing that Mr.
Phister lost three greyhounds in trans-

portation, but it /5 a curious circumstance
that Dr. Foote should become possessed

of one said to have lieen bought from a

stoker on l)oard an P^nglish vessel, soon
after Mr. P.'s arrival, also that the said

stoker was supposed to have been on one
of the ships that brought over part of

Bamuni's show, but as the three which
Mr. Phister was minus, died on board, of
course he cannot be one of these. How-
ever, if anyone has lost a blue and white
greyhound. Dr. F^oote would feel happy
if he, she, or it communicated with him.
Perhaps there are two more greyhounds
kicking about New York that arrived the
same time. Who knows ? Who can tell ?

Dr. Rowe was at the A. K. C. meeting,
and though I have not the pleasure of
knowing him personally, he was pointed
'out lo uie afterwards in Brooklyn.

So little is known of "Barzois" here
that it is quite refreshing to be able

to chronicle an authority on this side.

Yes, there is one who knows all about
them, for he has "friends at the court."

Whether police court or otherwise has
not yet l>een ascertained. I also hear for

the first time that Mr. I.averack, of setter

fame, was a reverend. English confreres

please note, as I know it will be news to

his countrymen. Brittle.

A Bright Boy,

A has .Angeles Sunday School teacher
was telling her little tioys about the temptation
and showing how it sometimes came in attrac-

tive attire. She u.sed ns illustration the paw of a
eat. Now, said the teacher, you have all seen
the paw of a cat ; it is as soft as velvet, isn't it?

Yes'em, from the clnss.

And you have seen the paw of a dog ?

Yes'em.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.

Official Proceedings of the Special and

E.\ecutive Committee Meeting.

A special meeting of tbe .American

Kennel Club was held in New York May
22, 1890, President Belmont, Jr., in the

chair. Present

:

Associate Meml>ers, J. L. Anthony and A. P.

Vredenburgh.

American Beagle Club, H. F. Schellhass.

American Pet Dog Club, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

American Spaniel Club, Jas. Watson.
Massachusetts Kennel Club, K. Leslie.

Mascoutah Kennel Club, J. Mortimer.
Pointer Club of America, G. W. LaRue.
Virginia Field Sports As.sociation, J. S. Wise.

Westminster Kennel Club, T. H. Terry.

St. Bernard Club of America, J. Lohman.
Collie Club of America, H. B Cromwell.

Mk. Peshall: I desire to move that no quo-
rum appearing, this club do now adjourn.

The Pkesioent : I rule the motion out of

order, as Mr. Peshall has not been admitted as a
delegate, and is not now a delegate of the club.

Mr. Peshall : I am here representing the

Maryland Kennel Club. This is a meeting of

the club. I rise as representing the Maryland
Kennel Club, and I move you now that the

meeting be adjourned.

The President : I refuse to euterialu the

motion

.

Mr. Watson: I move that the club adjourn

in order to call a meeting of the Kxrcutive Com-
mittee to take action upon the credentials pre-

sented to the American Kennel Club.

Mr. Peshall : Mr. President—

The President : I cannot recognize you as a

delegate.

Mr. Watson's motion seconded and carried.

meeting of the executive committee.

The meeting of the Kxecutive Committee was
then called to order. President Betmont, Jr., in
the chair. Ssme clubs represented as recorded
at the special meeting.
Thf PuRSinK^iT The ehnir nlles that tli*

delegates of the a.ssoctate meml)ership do not
come under Section II of the Constitution, Article
IV, and recognizes Mr. Anthony as a delegate.
The minutes of the last meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee read and approved.
The secretary's quarterly report was read as

follows

:

MaV2i,i890. Gentlemen : I have to submit,
applications for admission to the American Ken-
nel club from the following cluhs and associa-
tions : Voungstown Kennel Club, of Voungs-
town,Ohio ; the Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, of New Orleans. La ; Northern Illi-

nois Poultry and Pet Stock Association, of Rock-
ford, 111. ; Wilmington Agricultural and Indus-
trial Association, Wilraincrton Del. ; the Ches-
apeake Bay Dog Club, of Baltimore, Md. ; the
Eastern Greyhound and Coursing Club of New
York. The "applications of these clubs were re-
ceived in due form, and time, as provided for In
our constitution, and action at this meeting is
desired. The application <)f the Eastern Grey-
hound and Coursing Club was withdrawn, and
an aplication from the National Greyhound
Club has been substituted.
The application of the California Kennel Club,

which has been in abeyance since August 15,

1889, has l)ecn renewed, and action at this meet-
ing is urged. The facts in this matter can be
briefly- stated as follows : At the September
meeting of this club the application was laid
over until the next meeting with instructions
that vour secretary should put himself in corre-

j

spondence with the Pacific Kennel Club, one of
I

the meml>ers of the American Kennel Club, re-

I

questing it to advise this club, its opinion as to
the expediency of two cluhs from the same
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city being admittetl to membership. The reply

Well, although the cat s paw seems like vel-
I
from the Pacfiic Kennel Club was that negotia-

vet, there is nevertheless concealed in it some- I
Ijons were pending towards a consolidation of

thing that hurts. What is it ?

No answer.

The dog, when angry, bites ; what does the cat
do?
Scratches, said a small l>oy.

Correct, said the teacher approvingly. Now
what has the cat got that the dog has not ?

U'histen, replied the boy.

.\ Traveling Dog.

Mr. P'dward Cook, after having lived
some time with his brother George at Tugsten in

Northumberland, went to America, and took
with him a pointer dog, which he lost soon
afterward, while shooting in the woods near application, and thus afford it an opuortunitv to

.f^,^ir 'oORc any ol'jeclion. This he did, and received a

the two clubs, and asked that action might be
delayed until the matter should l)e finally set-
tled. In this the California Kennel Club ac-
quiesced. February 27, i8go, notice was given
Vour secretary that the Pacific Kennel Club
would consolidate only iipon the following terms:

First. The name Pacific Kennel Club should
be retained.
Second. That the moneys now in the Califor-

nia Kennel Club (about Jioo) should be placed to
the credit of the Pacific Kennel Club and used
for the purpose of paying off a portion of their
debt.
Third. That the members of the California

Kennel Club upon entering the Pacific Kennel
Club should assume their pro rata of the debt of
the Pacific Kennel Club.
These terms were rejected and the application

for admission was renewed. Your secretary ad-
vised the California Kennel Chi!) that he would no-
tify the Pacific Kennel Club of the renewal of the

quire into the legality of his being em
powered to act, with a negative result

This decision has caused a great deal of in Turf, Field and Fami concerning "we home,
discussion pro and con, and as I consider were the only one who mentioned Mr [other.

Baltimore. Some time after, Mr. George Cook,
who continued to reside at Tugsten, was alarmed
at hearing a dog in the night. He admitted it

it one of vast importance, I hope readers Harrison having bought Mr, Charles'
will forgive me if I enter into it at greater

length than would seem warrantable.

To start with, I will take one of Mr.
Peshall's contentions, which is that of

cumstance, at least so I would gather '"'" "'^ ''""'* '*'"' f""'"' 'hat it was the same

from his self-congratulatory par. last week I 'l'"'
',""";" ^."/^ l",""^"

'^".'^ ^'."' '° ^'"'"^'^ ^^^
' '^ dog lived with him until his master returned

when they mutually recognised each
Mr. Cook WHS never able to tiace by

what vessel the dog had left America, or in
what part of England it had been landed.collies, etc." What have you done to H.

W. L. that he should treat you with such
"contemptuosity ?"

My note last week concerning a certain

reply protesting the admission of another club
from San Francisco, a copv of this protest was
duly mailec', to the applicant, and a reply to the
protest signed individually bv the five officers
and twelve members of the Executive Commit-
tee of the California Kennel Club has been re-
ceived, in which they state that thev have fifty
members in good standing. They desire to hold
annual bench shows, and earnestlv ask for ad-
missions. All the correspondence iii'this matter is
here on file and will be read if desired.
The Southern California Kennel Club, of Los

Anieles, Cal., has held its second bench .show—— ana promptly complied with all the require-

-Sir Walter Scott, upon the death ofoneof hi. 1 Hlfl'i-H^.'IlTi ''"'^""'K"
Kennel Club by-^sending

.,-. ij .u . .u r, ^
"";'"'" marked catalogue and registrations, With fees to

pets, said that the misery of keeping a dog is his cover same, within ten days of the close of the
show "•----

I

I

1

dying so soon, but thefl, he adds:
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days after the show had been open, otherwise
there would have been no misunderstanding and
the show would have been strictly under Aineri-
ican Kennel Club nile«. t:nder these circuni-
.stances. and also in view of the prompt busi-
ness-like way that they have conducted the sec-
ond show, your secretary would respectfully
recommend that the wins of the show of 1^ be
recognized by this club.
The American English Beagle Club notifies

this lub of its change of name to the American
Beagle club, and the Cincinnati Sportsman's
Club of Its change of name to the Cincinnati
Kennel C ub, with requests to
changes upon our r< cords ' s such changes are
made by resolution, such action la solicited at
this meeting.
A c immunication was received dated March n

1S90, from Mr. Robert Leslie, callintt-Ttttution to a
violation of Rule ji by 'he New Kmrlnnd Kennel
Club in neglecting to publish in its premium
list the li.>l of recognized shows and askin? im-
mediate action by the American Kennel Club to
have such a serious cr'or rectified. A copy o*"
this letter was forwarded to the Bench ShowConimmce of the Ni« F.nirl itid Kennel Club
a.skirg an expl.ination. which was complied
with by Mr. E. H. Moore, he assuming all blame
in the matter and satisfactorily explaininir the
omission by stating that upon receipt of the
electrotype plates of the rules from this office
they were taken to the printers, he supposing
that said list of recognized shows were included
in the plates, and lie di not discover the error
until afterthe premium lists had been printedandmailed when his att»-ntion was called to itby the president of his club As the plan of the

i^l?.!.1"""i
•^'""'' Club supplying the rules inplates was something entirely new the over-sight on the part of the New England Kennel

^I'^JJ?" .""'"r"' The catalogue was published
correctly in this respect
Your attention is called to an entrv in the

w nin^'f-"[,'^^
Mnscoiitsh Kennel Club of Mr.Willmm C. Hudson's Irish setter Kenmore. Yoursecretary asked said club to explain why it hadaccepted the entry of a dis<,iiMlified man and re

ceive<l a reply that their entries closed FehruaA-
7. and that after the catalogue had been printedMr. Hudson wired the superintendent of hisdisqualification and asked for the return of his

^r'"*"'*^"'^/"'^.-, This was done, and the dogsamsequently did not compete hut it was tSo

f,dU"«'"'K "I"'
"" '-«=''<>«"'• The entry in the

I, S K
•'^'' ,!^"'* "'a'-'"-'! <lisqualifi«^. The

wnir m""^
thus satisfactorily explained, there

t^h Ke„^,l"l7-T
"''««7".«»a?hed to the Mascou-

te^i^s^mr^^";"''""'/'?""'^'^"''^""-'" "'^ raat-

rMwL.^- *""?''""' ''""''^' violation of therules. By the action of the Advisory Committeeat Its meeting. Aoril 7 the case of Graham vs

HciIh';* "r"" ""'V^'''
•'"•' ^°"'- secretary w^s d':ricted to forward to Mr Graham the amount of

^ it:,""**!?-,',"- r
''^''^' """ ^""' "'"« Jo^'-'aO-ix. 1^90. A bill of exchange wnc maiio^ t^ <-„

whloif^I'
l""'

,?"J*
Mr. Daniels was notified,' Towhich he replied tnat he desired to be put onrecord ns "considering the action of you" cim-

rharp'doVdiare;"'""' ^ ""'"'' '° '''^•'""-' "'"'

W^Smul'Ti?"' '*?""^' '-"''1*' •'«'' "'" paid Mr A

r?,Tlo^il? ° *^^"'"'?' "P «" 'he 2oth inst. Saidclub has been notified of this arrearage, to which
h^J^l"' fi^V' '^."'"^ *" ''""'' No other clahnhas been filed against the club

Hni,!; 7^ Ti
f'*"^'^'^'"K "f Baltimore. Md., file<l a

r„ .^'^f"''^ J?""'
''°8^» The same was published

=L •
" T Drake, of St. Paul. Minn., a^ain.staflowingsaid prefix. This corres,>ondence willne read, and vour action at this meetine is re-

T^r^^; ^- ""; Westminster KennelClifb show
wT .1 P"r^,"f fifty dollars was offered for thebest setter w-th a field trial record, which was
Ro^er^'^Th"'

I. Gardners English setter dogKoger. The award was protested by .Mr. MaxWenzel. he claiming that his Irish "setter dogTim was elisrihle to compete This protest was
rlZ7^ "'"^ the prize was awarded to Tim. Mr
nnH^r*:? "PP^;':!' /^rom this decision to this club

Jl . 7ii
"'' "^ P'-hriiarv iS, 1890. and deposited

nnJw " "" '"'n"'Le'l.bv the rules. The case isnow before you to decide It is suggested thathis club should adopt a list of "recol^iized fie?dinals, a w-m at any one of which shall be con-

nMffw7« S-" '"^7^}":^^" » ''^''' ""'a' record. TheBuflhlo Kennel Club has served this club with anotice o( the siispeii«inn by it of Mr Edwin HMorris, under Rule .\.\V for the following rea-

n IT ,
.?"' ^•o'"'"'« --ntered four dogs at said

Biiffnlo Kennel Club show, sending his check fortwelve .lollars to cover entry fees Said checkwas protested and retured with $1 41 charges.The amount has never l>een made good byMorris. The siispenston has been confirmed
penrtinjf your action, bv President Belmont Irand notice to that effect has been sent to Morris'
address. (Signed)

,
Secretary.

If he lived i

show Under date of March u, 1890, the presi

for fifty years, and then died, what would l.ecome a^"t^tl^'Sat','hl"let™r'^d";.:l?s"s".\ ""«[ Ihe
°' ""*

I
time of its fint show did not arrive until two

A. P. Vredenbiikhh
Adopted.

Mr Wise
: I move we go into this matter of

credentials of delegates.
Motion seconded and carried.
The secretary stated that credentials were pre-sented by Mr. I.ohnian, of the St. Bernard Ken-

nel (.lub: by Mr. Watson of the Southeni Cali-
lornia Kennel Club, and Mr. Pe.shall, of the
Marvlaiid Kennel Club.
The credentials presented by Mr. Watson to

represent the Southern California Kennel Clubwere then read, and Mr. Wise moved that .MrWatson be accepted as representative of theSouthern California Kennel Club, provided his
credeniials were amended so as to conform with
the rules.
Mk. Watson : Forthepresent I will withdraw

the credentials of the Southern California Ken-
nel Club and represent the Spaniel Club.

1)11 motion, .Mr. Lohinan's credentials beinir
reffular, were accepted.

.K^lJf '^T''''!''"''*of C. J. PeshaU to represent
the Maryland Kennel Club were read.Mr Leslu; : I move those credentials be ac-
cepted.

-Wr Antiio.nv
: I rise to a point of order thatme club having appointed Mr. Malcolm for the

year i8y), had no right in the absence of the
resignation of Mr. Malcolm to send another dele-
gate.
Mr Lkslie : Mr. Peshall responded to the roll

call f„r (he Maryland Kennel Club, and he was
recognized.
The President

; He was not recognized. HeChose to occupy the floor in spite of ray refusal to
recognize him
Mr. Wise- This is a question of power with

n>e. On the 5th ol April, iSyo, this Maryland

Kennel Club met, and it elected a delegate and
duly authoiized him for twelve m nths to repre-
sent itasadeUgate, and his name isH. Malcolm,
and he stands here as the duly authorire<l repre
sentative of that club for twelve months. Of
course if there is a resignation there is a vacancy,
but it is the principle of law that a delegate has
no power to delegate his authority.

The Pkesipent : 1 desire to state lor the in-
formation of the meeting that that was the
ground <m which I ruled. When I first saw the
certificate, if such it can be called— I had not

itiAl-.. «,.r-h I

""^ of "thefore-I saw that Mr p. shall had no
"hano.^'^" r" '

""'hority to represent any club here. I did not
have an opportunity of stating so when I ruled
because Mr. Peshall did not wish to take my
riiliuK, and I to silence his interruption was
obliged to go on with another motion in order
that the meetin? might proceed.

I think it is very indelicate that Mr. Peshall
should remain in the room during this discus-
sion, so long as the Chair has ruled that he is
not a member or delegate. It is clear that the
certificate he presents is not a valid one in any
sense. It sUtes clearly that it is but a suhstiiii-
tioii, and the constitution does not recognize the
possibility of a substitution. If nothing had
been said about Mr Malcolm in the certificate I
certainly should have been obliged to recognize
Mr. Peshall no matter whether the regular dele
gate previously appointed had resigned or not.
In this case he is not sent here as a delegate, but
as a sub.stitute. It is so distinctly staled iu the
so-called certificate.

Mr. Watro.n : I very much regret that this
discussion has come up in this shape. I think
we all know what this means. This is personal
animosity to Mr. Peshall.

Mr. Anthony : In order to cut short all dis-
cussion I withdraw my point of order, and I

now move that as Mr. Peshall is not a persona
grata to the members of this club for reason you
all know, he be not accepted as a delegate to the
American Kennel Club.
Mk. Watson ; I object with regard to myself

to any such motion being put to flie meeting.
Motion secouded.
The PtfEsiUENT (resigning the chair to Mr.

Terryf Concerning .Mr. Watson's .statement that
this action is the result of personal animosity, I
think perhaps I am the one to i-<plv to that, as
my feeliiies on the subject would probably l>e
interpreted as personal. They are not at all, I
readily believe that the party is not worthy of
my personal feeling on the subject.
Mr. Peshall has written all sorts of letters and

articles in the papers again.st the American Ken-
nel Club. What his motives were is for you to
decide. It was in the main an attack upon the
financial conduct of the club, niid after an in-
vestigation of the books was made and after
the financial condition of the clubas reported by
your officers was endorsed by a committee ap-
pointed to investigate and report, he did not ac-
ce*-*t tHn* ^*'d ^•'^c.i^^ed th"''!*!!? o*- ** ...-..; — ..

latln^ its accounts as lo make it appear tha? U
was in a better financial condition that it really
was, and accused me of having conic to the
assistance of the club with money, which the
accounts show I did not. although I offered to
do so ill the event of its Iiecoming necessary.
The statement made by the American Kennel

Club through its officers that such a.ssi.stance had
not been given was not believed, and every effr)rt
was made on the part of Mr. Peshall lo have the
public, and the dog men in particular, believe
the financial statement of the .'Vnierican Kennel
Club was a false one, and that the accounts were
open to tne accusation of mismanagement. I

consider on this ground that no one taking that
position should be received here as a delegate be-
cause it is saying practically :

" I don't believe in
your club " That is one ground.
There is another ground, and that is that it

was published in all the papers that a suit was
going to be brought against the American Ken-
nel Club to take it into court in order to prove
these fal.se entries, as it is claimed. That was
published everywhere. Some of the delegates
being frightened went so far as to write and ask
all .sorts of details, etc.. until it became such a
nuisance that we consulted counsel on the sub-
ject, and were advised that even delegates had no
right to inspect the books, and I had occasion to
write a letter to the delegate of the Massachu-
setts Club saying that the books could not remain
open any longer after the committee had passed
upon their accuracy.
We are willing to do anything and answer any

questions that anybody may reasonably ask, but
this inces.saiit pecking became not only tiresome
but insulting. For instance, it I as your presi-
dent should make a statement here that I did
not give any money to the club, I should expect
to be believed, and if I am not to be lielieved I

am not fit lo be your presidenl. These .slale-
inents were made.' That suit referred to was
never brought, was never intended to be brought
and never could be brought umler any process of
law. The parties intending lo engage in it

would have been shown up in a ridiculous light.
On the two jfrounds 1 have stated, I maintain
that Mr. Peshall is not fit to represent any club,
nor fit to sit in this room after the accusations
he has made, excepting as a private individual.
The stHteiiient that there is personal animosity
here is all nonsense, but if we have any respect
lor ourselves as an organization we should not
receive anybody in it who speaks and writes
against it in such a manner.
Mr. Pesham. I ask to be heard.
The CHA1K.VIAN : I cannot rtrcognize you
Mr. Leslie : I move the delegates grant to

Mr. Peshall the right of being heard.
Mr. Lohman : I have never met the gentle-

man, nor do I know anything about him, but I
believe we ha\-c bylaws and a constitution to
govern us at these meetings, and I don't think
we should depart from them now.
Mr. Anthony's motion that Mr. Peshall be not

recognized or admitted as a delegate on the
ground that he is not a persona grata (under
Art. .\II Sec. 21 to the majority of the delegates
was then put and carried by the following vote :

AYES.

.American IVt Dog Club.
As.sociate delegates (j voles),
Ma.scoutah Kennel Club.
Pointer Club of America.
Virginia F'ield Sports Association.
Westminster Kennel Club.
St. Bernard Club of America.
Collie Club of America—9.

.\nierican Beagle Club

.American Spanii 1 Club

.Massachusetts Kennel Club—3.

The treasurer's quarleriy report"wa8 read las
follows

:

~

May 21, 1890. Gentlemen: I beg lo submit
the following report ;

Receipts from all sources from January
I lo date Is 358 -12

Expenses for aamejperiod 3..I17.16

Balance on hand $2,041,16

The following clubs have not yet paid their an-
nual dues for the current year : Chattahoochet
Valley Exposition Company, Connecticut Stale
Kennel Club, Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation, German Mastiff or (jrcat Dane Club
Syracuse Kennel Club. Hartford Kennel Club
By resolution at the last meeting these clubs

were given thirty days in which to pay this
year's dues, under the penalty of being dropped
from the role of membership. They were duly
notified of this resolution, and have failed lo
respond. Exception is made in the case of the
German Mastiff or Great Dane Club, which by
an oversight, I neglected lo include in my report
at the last meeting and consequently did not
communicate with.

(Signed)
A. P. Vredbnburgh, Treasurer.

Adopted.
The minutes of the last meeting of the Advis-

ory Committee was read and motion made lo ac-
cept thiem.
Mr. Watson moved that sections six and seven

be stricken from the minutes of the Advisory
Committee held April 7, 1890.
Motion seconded and lost.
The motion to accept was then put and carried.

Mr. Watson : I give notice that I will make a
motion at the next meeting which will give the
Advisory Committee the power of suspension
which they have not at present.
The following clubs, candidates for member-

ship in the American Kennel Club, were elected,
their applications being in proper form : Youngs-
town Kennel Club, of Youngstown, Ohio ; tne
Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association, of
New Orleans, La.: Northern Illinois Poultry and
Pet Slock As.s( ciation, of Rockford, III.; Wil-
mington Agricultural and ludustrial Association,
of Wilmington, Del.; the Chesapeake Bay Dog
Club, of Baltimore, Md.;the National Grey-
hound Club, of New York, and the California
Kennel Club, of San Francisco, Cal.
The question of recognizing the wins of the

Southern California Kennel Club, of Los Angeles,
Cal., was then brought up, and Mr. Anthony
moved that as the rules and the secretary's letter
did not reach the club until two days after their
show of iH.Sc(, and as they complied as near as
possible with those rules, that these wins be
recognized by the American Kennel Club.
Motion seconded and carried.
The request of the American-English Beagle

Club and the Cincinnati Sportsman's Club to
have their names changed upon the records to
" The American Beagle Club " and "The Cincin-
nati Kennel Club" were ou motion granted and
the secretary instructed to make the changes de-
sired.
Ou motion Mr. W. T. Levering, of Baltimore

was granted the prefix Dundee for his Chesa-
peake Bay dogs, against which a protest had
liecn filed by Mr. H. T. Drake, of St. Paul, Minn.
Concerning the special prize of I50 awarded by

the Westminster Kennel Club to Mr. L. Gard-
ner's English setter dog Roger, which was pro-
tested by Mr. Max Wenzel on the ground that his
Irish seller dog Tim was eligible lo compete, and
which protest was allowed, and the prize
awarded to Tim, from which decision Mr. Gard-
ner appealed, Mr. Watson offered the following
resolution :

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this com-
mittee that the term "field Inal record" applies
only to public trials for competition open lo all
and that the appeal by Mr. L. Gardner in the
case of the special prize for the best setter with a
field trial record be sustained, and the prize
awarded to his English setter dog Roger.
Resolution seconded and carried.
In regard to the suspension of Mr. Edwin H.

Morris. Inder Rule .\.\\", of which notice was
received by the American Kennel Club, the secre-
tary state*! that .Morris had deposited wilB the
club J14, which covered entry fees and protest
fees on protested check. That he had wired the
Buffalo Kennel Club to withdraw the suspension,
and he had left extra money to pay wire charges
on return He further .stated that under the
rules there was one of two things to be done,
cither the suspension had lo be removed, or Mr!
Morris would have lo be disqualified.
On motion of Mr. Watson the .suspension was

removed.
The Secretary : At our last meeting a resolu-

tion was adopted giving clubs in arrears thirty
days to settle their accounts/ otherwise they
would be dropped from the roll. I have sent
notices tothat ettVcllo the following clubs: Chat-
tahoochee Valley Exposition Company, Connec-
ticut Slate Kennel Club, Elmira Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, Hartford Kennel Club and
Syracuse Kennel Club. The German Mastiff or
Great Dane Club I overlooked, so I do not think
that club comes under the resolution.
On motion of Mr. Watson the clubs named

were dropped from the roll.
t.)ii reoucst of Mr. Leslie the secretary read the

charges brought by Mr. Leslie against the New
England Kennel Club.
Mr. Leslie : I think this is a serious breach ol

the rules, and something should be done lo pun-
ish them for such a breach. I move that the
New England Club be suspended for the term of
one year for non-compliance with the rules in
not publishing the rules of the bench show.
The Secretary : I think that would be very

unjust. This is the first year that we have
altenipte<l to furnish the niles for the dif-
ferent clubs. After the rules were amended I
got them up with all the latest amendments. 1

had electrotype plates made of them the proper
size for catalogues and premium lists, but I did
not include the list of recognized shows for the
reason that they are changing all the time. In
sending these plates to the Boston Club, Mr.
Moore very naturally supposed thev were in-
cluded, and did not know of their absence until
after the premium lists were printed. To penal-
ize the Boston Club for an error of that kind I

think would be a great mistake.
Mr. Leslie's motion seconded.
Mr. Anthony : I move to lay it on the table.
Motion seconded and carried\
.Mr. Li.;slie : I would like an explanation from

the secretary why one delegate should be re-
fused lo investigate the report of the treasurer
on the books, an<l another delegate in a few
weeks afterwards be permitted lo do so. I should

like to know if there is any distinction ; whether
one man is favored over another.
The Secretary: Ifvouwillbe kind enough

to slate the particulars i will answer you.
Mr. LE8LIE : I made inquiries about the treas-

urer's report, etc., and I was refused permission
to investigate it. Mr. Watson, a few weeks after-
wards, comes from the Forest aud Stream, and
he investigated the treasurer's report and the
books were thrown open lo him.
The secretary slated that considerable corre-

spondence had passed between them in which
he stated in substance he had invited Mr. Leslie
to call at the office at any lime and the twioks
were at his disposal, and that he was ready to
answer any question he asked. That in reply he
had received an insulting letter from Mr. Leslie.
He then wrote to Mr. Leslie that he asked the
president of the club about the matter, and that
he had received positive instructions from him
to positively decline to make any further state-
ment of the finances other than the published
ones which were duly examined and audited by
the committee appointed by the American Ken-
nel Club for that purpose. That he should
strictly carry out the instructions of the presi-
dent.

'^

'fHE Secretary (continuing): Mr. Wataon
had wnllen me about the same kind of a letter
as Mr. Leslie's fir.st letter, asking for certain
amounts in my accounts. I wrote Mr. Watson
to the same effect as I did to Mr. Leslie, that!
had no time to do it. I was very busy at the
time. I invited Mr Watson to come here at the
office and look at the books. Mr. Watson sent
another letter in which he wrote three or four
questions, which I answered, and again invited
him to come here and look at the books. He sentme word he would come in the first lime he waa
in town Mr. Watson did come in after I had
wntten lo Mr. Leslie. Mr. Watson had been in
the meantime elected a member of the Stud-
Book Cominittee. He had a perfect right to thoae
books, just as I had or any other officer. Mr
Watson will bear me out in what I say, that he
responded lo my inviution and looked at the
booka.
The secretary called attention to the communi-

cation in reference to a special prize offered by
the SI Bernard Kennel Club for the best smooth-
coated St. Bernard dog. An entry was made bv
Mr. r. B. Lee. It came out subsequently tha't
.Mr. Lee did not own the dog entered by him,
which was awarded the prize, but that the dog
l>elonged to his wife. Therefore the dog was dis-
aualified. The question now is what is to lie
one with the cups which were offered as the

prize ?

Mr. Anthony moved that there tieing no reserve
number, and that the judge not having been re-
quested to re-judge the class, the American Ken-
nel Club considers the cups the properly of the
St. Bernard Club of America.
Motion seconded and carried.
A cominiiiiicMtion was rend from tho Oo'^'>*<

Setter club asking that the percentage of blood
be raised from 62H to 87^ per cent.
On motion the matter was referred to the Stud-

Book Committee.
Adjourned.

(Signed) A. P. Vredenburgh,
Secretary.

The Terrier Was "Light On Breast"
From the Stock-Keeper.

That a simple tyke can be made the
subject for the production of some /i^-A/ reading
is shown by the following which appeared in
the South Wales Daily News :

A DOG with a I,IGHT.

A gentleman has found a "terrier dog," and he
describes it as "light on breast." He does not
say whether it is a port light, a starboard light, a
masthead light, or an electric light, but simply
"light on breast." As he states that the dog
will be sold unless claimed in three days it is

evidently a "terrior"— I mean terror—to the
household. But where on earth does a dog carry
its lights? 1 always imagined near the liver.

But this canine craft has only one light, which
is contrary to the laws of nature, as well as the
Board of Trade, unless it be a pilot dog. Then
the color of the light is not staled, and how long
it burns without being trimmed, and in the ab-
sence of those details I cannot poaaibly tell

whether the animal belongs to me. Possibly in
its wanderings it has appropriated a bicycle
lamp, but then it is not stated whether the dog
extinguishes it at sunrise. I should like to know,
loo, whether this breast illuminant is available
for pipe lighting, for that, of course, would add
lo the value of the "terrier." Maybe the dog is,

like Diogenes, possessed of a lantern, and goin^
about looking for an honest man . Should this

supposition be correct, the advertiser is ac-
quainted with the dog's opinion of him. Hbw-
ever. there will lie plenty of people to claim the
"terrior" if the light is of candle power.

a stoty
He says

;

" Beware of the Dog."

From the Feathered World.

A genial chatterer corrects
which appeared in these columns.
' By-lhe-bye, the story of 'Beware of the Dog' in
a late number was wrongly told. It is in the
preface of one edition of Tom Hood's works. He,
then very ill or nearly dying, went with a friend
to Brighton. On the way from the station he
saw a notice

" ' BeumteofOte dog !
•

It was obvious that there was no dog in the
question, and that the notice was merely a tramp
scare. Hood got apiece of chalk from a neiglT
boring shop, and scrawled on the board under
the notice

" fVh^r4!l>tthtdog}'
A close paraphrase truly I

"

tH

II

f|

Kennel Continued on Paare 880.
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NOTES IN PASSING.

A new wrinkle in the incubator and
broiler business is taking in hatching.

This is being practised successfully by
Mr. E. W. Twining, in his houses at

Yariiley, Pa., and may lead to an increase

of the plant and the doing away of the

sitting hen entirely. Mr. Twining, when
his season's work closed, filled one of

his machines to accommodate a few of

his farmer neighbors, charging one cent

each for the eggs set, and the rumor of

it getting abroad "he soon had his five

machines running at full capacity and
eggs waiting. The chicks are taken from
the machines by the owners of the eggs

and are reared in brooders at home. The
report is of larger percentage from the

eggs and of chicks reared, and a better

growth of chick than by natural

methods.

•%
Mr. Twining has made broiler raising

pay ''and never better than this year."

Squab ducks have hitherto helped to

swell the profits, but the great difficulty

there has been in the past of getting

fertile duck eggs decided him to grow
his own producers, and this season all

dncks set have been pure stock and for

breeders.

•••

Another source of income has been to

provide instructors and artists in picking

and packing for those who have the

broilers, etc., grown and ready to ex-

change for coin, and do not know what
to do with them.

There has always been a difference in

the Langshan camp, always a wordy war
in progress. But things, it is said, have
now, in the American Langshan Club,

passed from the "you're another " stage

and are going into court. Report says "Mr.
Mortimer is thoroughly mad and will

bring suit against Mr. Halliday." But,

apart from this there seems to be a gen-
eral fracas brewing. Mr. Halliday com-
plains because the special he offered for

the New York show was not awarded to

his bir's, and Mr. Smith, to whom it

was awarded says he can afford to be
generous, the score of his birds warrants
it, and Mr. Halliday may keep his old

prize. Then, the California Cackler, rep-

resenting the breeders of the variety on
the Pacific Slope, says :

best prizes," and "that judges seem to

think more of their own opinion than of

the vast weight of evidence in favor of

the originality of the fowl."

»
* *

Advice from Hammonton is, "no show-
here this winter. The people want a

show and would help one along, but un-

fortunate differences among the poultry
men will prevent. The idea of a show
as given in Thk Journai, two weeks ago
has the hearty approval of Mr. Pressy and
all others I have spoken with and it

would not be at all surprising if it all

happened: A show in Philadelphia under
Hammonton direction. It is certainly

the right thing to do."

« *

A meeting with reference to the live

stock department of the world's fair was
held in Chicago the 15th inst. The com-
mittee appointed on poultry is Harvey
Cass, B. N. Pierce and Philander Wil-

liams. The general expression in regard

to the exhibition of live stock in connec-
tion with the world's fair is : i.st, that

the live stock department of the fair

shall be held as part of one single exhibi-

tion and within the same enclosure and
not separate from it as has been the rule

in previous exhibitions of this kind.

2. That ample room and comfortably

and conveniently arranged stalli?, pens
etc., be provided so that all kinds of live

stock may be exhibited at one and the
same time. 3. That the number of any
one breed which may be shown
in competition tor the same prize

shall be limited to two entries by
any one exhibitor, and no nnimnlH not
regularly entered for competition shall

be given access to the exhibition grounds.

4. That premiums shall be upon as liberal

a scale as may be warranted, and the
classification be such as to provide for a

separate showing and separate awards for

each and every recognized distinct breed.

In answer to the question—"Would
stockmen prefer forty acres in the heart
of the city (Lake Front) or 140 acres ten
miles away," the forty acres in the city

was the choice.

were privileged to be present, the report

showed that the club's prize for the pre-

vious year had been offered for the best

owned by a member, and, to even up
matters the prize of the current year had
lieen offered to the Iwst bred by a member.
The secretary, whose work this last was,

was censured in most scathing terms for

so restricting the competition that

scarcely more than three could enter the

competition and for so placing the prize

that it might and would be likely to go
to a bird of less quality and lower score

than would win the regular prizes of the
clasrf! Further conmient is unnecessary.

« •

• *

" A few jealous breeders in the East
are making an effort to write down Cali-
fornia white Langshans, and are using
P. H. Jacobs as a tool to accomplish what
they are afraid to do openly. It is well
known that Mr. Jacobs is no fancier
(although well posted on broiler raising),
and is therefore easily misled by design-
ing persons. One of the above men-
tioned jealous breeders is lauded to the
skies for keeping clear of impure stock,
' such as comes from California ; ' while
in fact, we are informed that all the pure
white Langshans he has came from this
State, the balance of his stock coming
from Fisher and other breeders of mon-
grels. In this connection, we may say
that we have correspondence to show
that white Plymouth Rocks have lieen
used to make white Langshans by a
breeder in New York ; and also, that the
white birds imported from England with
a great flourish of trumpets, ' whose eggs
are worth one dollar each,' are nothing
more nor less than badly bred white
Cochins, ' knock-kneed and ungainly.' "

• «

Abroad.the war is between Miss Croad,

who has fought so long and so valiantly

for the original and true type, and the

judges and fanciers for permitting "half
Cochin specimens to be tolerated at

shows, and actually to be awarded the

Mr. Geer, in the Southern Fancier,

says : "A man who borrows birds and
exhibits theiq as his own is sailing under
false colors, and, an award won by this

means might be justly termed obtaining
money under false pretense." Then, he
asks, "what can be the motive of a man
that would do this thing ?"

»
« •

The motive—object—is to advertise

his stock, and, we would like to know
wherein it is greater harm to bonow
birds to make a showing with or to buy
up birds for exhibition purposes to serve
the same end. :t is these purchased birds
that are to be the telling card for the
stock that is to be sold, and yet, the two
have no relation whatever. The buyer
of prize winners is such because of his

inability to grow prize winners from his

stock, and yet he advertises that stock
because of the honors brought to his

yard by those prize winners. We do not
refer to those who do not attempt to

rear birds but who advertise and whose
orders are filled from the same yards in

which the prize winners are grown. This
is fairly legitimate, at least no one is

harmed"thereby. But, we do mean those
who yearly buy individual birds, wliere-

ever they can get them, and, regardless of
breeding, so that the appearance is fair

and the prize winning sure, and solely to
sell their stock of less value by.

r
• •

At a meeting of a club at which we

A breeder of the Langshan who has
made the characteristics of the different

varieties a study, says :

"I find that, the pure Langshan is
lively, nervous, easily frightened even as
chickens, good layers all the year round,
sit very seldom, but when they do they
are very cautious both with the eggs and
chickens. The half-bred tskes after the
Cochin, is quiet, phlegmatic, easily
petted, only good layers in winter, cluck-
ing all the rest of the year, and both
with eggs and chickens very awkward.
They also run into fat very much in con-
finement, which the Langshan seldom
does.

»

EARLY LAYERS.

Extracts from the Report from an
Experimental Farm.

[continued from page 314.]

Of the four Plymouth Rock chickens
hatched April 7 three were pullets. The
early development and laying of these
puiiets is worthy of note as showing
what care and good feeding will do. One
of the pullets began to lay August 28,

four months and twenty-one days from
date of hatching. The second pullet

laid three days after the first and the
third a short time after. A number of
pullets of the same precocity would give
a supply of eggs when the older stock is

moulting and eggs are becoming scarce
and dear in consequence. !

The following will show the number of
eggs laid in twelve months, l)eginning i

January i, by nine of the best known of
the standard breeds. It must be borne
in mind that the majority of the layers
were pullets and that none of the laying
stock were forced as much as they might 1

have been for the reason that the greater
number were to l)e used as breeders in

the spring. .'Vs the sitters became broody
they were given eggs, and the number
of layers were correspondingly reduced.

I

Twice during the later portion of the
winter the buff Cochins, Leghorns, Min-
oicas and Houdans were stopped laying

'

on account of eating eggs. A certain
number of hens were sick, some died, '

and some were sold. In the months of
August, September, October and part of
November but few eggs were laid, be-
cause the hens were in full moult.

BHEEI).
15 White Leghorns gg,
10 Plymouth Rocks

! . 467
s Brahinas

! 27s
8 Illack Minorcas

• . 104
S Black Hambiirgs ,72
5 Biift' Cochiii.s '.'.'.'.'.'

ill
10 Houdans
i Wvandoltes [j;

5 niritfos '.'.'.'.'.'.
3S1

spectively. The ten Houdans laid 43 in
January, and 56, 77 and 92 in March,
April and May, respectively. The Wy-
andottes during the first five months laid
28, 12, 13, 10 and 24, the balance of the
III to their credit being strung out
through the remaining seven. The five
Dirigos it will be .seen did better than the
eight Brahmas or the five buff Cochins
and almo.st as well as the ten Houdans.
Their greatest numbers were in January,
April and May, when the scores were 49,
41 and 87 lesjjectively.

The result desire<l was to have the hens
lay when eggs were high in price, and the
sitting breeds hatch chickens when the
price was l)elow eighteen cents per dozen.
The early pullets should begin to lav
when the older hens are in moult and
new laid epgs are becomin)^ scarce and
high in price, as was done in the case of
the three Plymouth Rock pullets hatched
April 7. A point to be considered is, that
all the laying stock had limited runs
compared with what one or two breeds
could enjoy on a farm where a poultry
department is made a source of revenue.
From time to time the eggs laid by the

different breeds were weighed singly and
in dozens, as follows :

Single Egg. Per Dozen.
OZS. LBS. ozs.

Plymouth Rock hens . . . i^
do pullets. . .

Wyandottes, hen
do pullets .... 2

White I eghortis. hens. , . 2^
do pullets . . .

Brahma hens 2%
do pullet-s

Buff Cochins, heus 2^
do pullets. ... 2

Black Minorcas, hens . . . tH
do pullets. . 2

Black Haraburgs, nens. . .

do pullets.. .

DiriKos, hens
do pullets

Brahma Minorcas, pullets..

II

09
OQ
07
10
08
tl

09
II

08
II

09
06
04
to
08
14

Total
•3199

With the Leghorns the greatest num-
ber of eggs were laid in March, .\pril
and May, when the figures were 210, 162,
and 166 res|)ectively. During these
months the Plytnouth Rocks laid 67, 95and 54 ; the Brahmas 39, 70 antl 66 ; the
Minorcas, 51. 51, 52. The Haniburgs'
best three months were in January, March
and August, when the figures were 53, 59and 65, the next best Ijeing July with its

45 eggs. The buff Cochins laid 36 eggs
in each March and .\ugust ; in April and
May the number being 49 and 25 re-

It will be noticed from the above that
the pullets from the Brahma-Minorca
cross laid exceptionally large eggs. The
hens have turned out larger than either
tlic civciagc Biahuia or Minorca hen.
Then eggs were mostly weighed in Feb-
ruary and March. Some of the eggs from
white Leghorn hens, laid in the begin-
ning of March, were remarkably large, as
those who saw them on exhibition in the
poultry house may remember. Taking

I

two of^the largest of these Leghorn eggs,

I

one weighed two and one-half ounces and
the other two and one quarter. The

,
lesser weight has been put down, as best
representing the weight of the majority.

;

Several crosses were tried with grati-

[

fying success in most cases. A cockerel
of a cross, between a black red game cock

I

and Brahma hen, made a very handsome
large bird. Hatched May 30 it weighed,
when killed I>eceinber 19, seven and a
quarter pounds. The cross between the
same biack red game cock and black
Minorca and white Leghorn hens re-

I

suited in plump birds, game-shaped and
showing the markings and many of the
characteristics of the male parent. One
cockerel is so well marked as to be easily
mistaken for a brown red. Several of the
pullets of the white Leghorn cross, with
same male bird, are very little different
from the pure black red game. All
the game cross pullets ought to make
excellent layers, and when they begin to
lay their record will be carefully noted.
The cross between a Plymouth Rock male
and Wyandotte and Houdan hens did not
make as large birds as anticipated. The
four Plymouth Rock-Brahma crosses
(males)of the year before turned out to
be suitable marketable fowls, weighing,
when killed, eight pounds seven ounces,
eight pounds three ounces, seven pounds
fifteen ounces and .seven pounds six
ounces, respectively. The females of this
cross matured into goodly proportioned
fowls, laying large eggs. In the experi-
ments made through two .seasons no
cross has rivaled the pure Plymouth
Rock, the nearest approach being the
Plymouth Rock-Brahma.

—The Bowman ville, Ont., Scoring
Club is a new association and has these
officers for the ensuing year : President,
John \V. Dutton ; vice-president, Fred.
Brown

; .secretary, J. S. Moorcraft ; treas-
urer, W. R. Knight.

—A resolution was adopted at a late
meeting of the Langshan Club to expel
any member who owns or offers for sale
stock having in it the Fisher blood, and
that any person owning such stock shall
be ineligible to membership.
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Standard for the American Fancy.
The Engrlish Standard.

The committee of the Indian Game
Club having the standard for the variety
in charge is composed of the Messrs. O.
K. Sharp, H. S. Babcock, J. Y. Bicknell,
F. W. Gaylor and J. H. Drevenstedt.'
This committee is a unit in one resolve,
even if at variance on the color question,
and that is the standard when accepted
by the club shall not need revising, but
shall represent the typical bird toward
which all breeding shall tend. It was
thought at one time that the club would
accept the English club's standard, but
this It was found was not explicit enough
to suit the American fanciers of the
variety, in fact could be read to mean
several things, and it was agreed to build
from foundation.
Mr. Babcock to open the matter for

discussion offers a standard as follows :

DlSgUALlKICATlONS.
Decidedly wry tails ; crooked backs

;

duck foot ; laced breasts on cock ; any
artificial coloring ; trimming or plucking
foul feathers.

STANDARD WEIGHTS.
Cock, nine and one-half pounds

; hen,
seven and one-half-pounds.

Cockerel, eight pounds
;

pullets, six
pounds.

SCALE OF POINTS.
Carriage g
Weight ,0
Condition g
Beak, head and eyes—shape 4, color 4 ] . . . . S
Comb, wattles and ear-lobes gNeck—shape 4, color 4 ! 8Back-shape 4, color 4 . . . H
Breast—shape 5, color 5 ...'.'

.
.' 10

Body and stern—shape s, color s . . . !
' 10

Wings—shape 4, color 4
..'.''

S
Tail—Shape 4, color 4 8
Thighs, shanks and feet—shape 4, color 4. . . B

Total
~

THE MALE.—FORM.
Beak, head and eves—Beak, stroncr

well curved, stout where set on head,
giving the bird a powerful appearance.
Head, rather long, with medium breadth
of skull, which should slightly project
over the eyes. Eyes, full and with a
bold and fearless expression. F^ace,
smooth and fine in texture.
Comb, wattles and ear lobes—Comb (in

undubbed birds), irregular pea, the more
regular the better, small and closely set
on head ; in dubbed birds, tht work
should be smoothly done, leaving the
head free from ridges and bunches.
Wattles, very scanty, in uudubbed birds.
Ear lobes, small.
Neck—Medium in length and slightly

arched. Throat, doited over with small
feathers. Hackle, moderately short, just
nicely covering the base of the neck.
Back—F'lat, broad at shoulders, narrow-

ing to the stem, and straight on top from
hackle to tail.

Breast—Wide, of fair depth, well
rounded at the sides and projecting for-
ward but slightly beyond the wing fronts
when the bird is standing erect.
Body and stern—Body, well rounded

at the sides, keelbone straight. Stem,
well tucked up underneath.
Wings—vShort and closely folded ; the

fronts standing out prominently from
the body at the shoulders, and the points
well rounded.

Tail—Of medium length, compact and
close, folded when the bird is standing at
ease and carried at a slight elevation.
Sickle feathers, narrow, hard and taper-
ing. Coverts narrow, hard and fine.
Thighs and shanks—Thighs, round,

stout and moderately long. Shanks,
moderately long, but not stilty ; stout iii

bone and smoothly scaled. Feet, large,
clean and flat, the toes long, straight and
well spread, the hind toe set low and ex-
tending backward, the nails strong and
well shaped.
Plumage—Short, hard and very glossy.
Bo<ly in hand—Firm, compact, muscu-

lar.

Carriage and style—Very erect, up-
right ana commanding, giving an appear-
ance of vigor and activity.
Size—Large ; the larger the better,

other things equal.

COLOR.
Beak, head and eyes—Beak, horn color

or yellow striped with horn. Head,
black

; eyes, yellow.
Comb, wattles and ear-lobes—Rich red.
Neck—Hackle, green glossy black,

with brown-crimson shaft to each feather.
.Back—Green-glossy black and dark

crinison-red intermixed, the black greatly

predominating. Saddle, like the back
but with a somewhat larger proportion of
dark crimson-red.

Breast—Rich glossy black, free from
other color.

Body and stern—Black.
Wings—Shoulders, green-glossv black

and dark-crimson red intermixed, the
black greatly predominating. Wing
fronts black ; wing bow, green-glossv
black and dark crimson-red intermixed,
the black greatly predominating. Wing
coverts, foraiing the wing bar, metallic
black. Primaries, black, except a very
narrow edging of bay or chestnut on the
outside of lower web. Secondaries, up-
per web black, lower web about one-third
black next to shaft of feather, the re-
mainder l>eing bay or chestnut.
Tail— Black

; sickle feathers and tail
coverts, lustrous black.
Thighs and shanks—Thighs, black

;

shanks, rich yellow or orange. Feet,
rich yellow or orange.

THE FEMALE.—FORM.
Beak, head and eyes—Beak, strong,

well curved, stout where set on head,
giving the bird a powerful appearance.
Head rather long, with medium breadth
of skull, which should very slightly pro-
ject over the eyes. Eyes, full and with a
bold and fearless expression. Face,
smooth and fine in texture.
Comb, wattles and ear-lobes—Comb,

irregular pea,the more regular the better^
very small and closely set on the head.
Wattles very scanty. Ear-lobes, small.
Neck—Medium in length and slightly

arched. Hackle, moderately short.
Back—Flat, broad at the shoulders,

narrowing to the stem, and straight on
top from hackle to tail.

Breast—Wide, of fair depth, well
rounded at the sides, and projecting for-
ward but slightly beyond the wing
fronts when the bird is standing erect.
Body and stern—Body, well rounded

at the sides, keellmne straight. Stem,
well tiiclfpH iin underneath.
Wings—Short and closely folded, the

fronts standing out prominently from the
iKMly at the shoulders and the points
well rounded.

Tail—Rather short, compact and close,
folded when the bird is standing at
ease, carried at a slightly greater eleva-
tion than that of the cock, due to the
slightly less erect carriage of the bird.
Thights and shanks—Thighs round

and stout and moderately long. Shanks,
moderately long, but not stilty, stout in
bone and smoothly scaled. Feet, large,
clean and flat, the toes long, straight and
well spread, the hind toe set low and ex-
tending backward, the nails strong and
well shaped.
Plumage—Short, hard and very glossy.
Body in hand—Firm, compact and

muscular.
Carriage and style—Erect, upright and

commanding, similar to that of the male,
but not quite so erect.
Size—Large ; the larger the better,

other things equal.

COLOR.
Beak, head and eyes—Beak, horn color,

or yellow striped with horn head, black
eyes, yellow.
Comb, wattles and ear-lobes—Rich

red.

Neck—Hackle, glossy black, with a
golden-bay or cinnamon-brown shaft to
each feather near the base of the neck,
the greater part of the hackle being solid
black.
Back—Ground color, golden-bav or cin-

namon brown, each feather laced with
one or more lacings of lustrous black,the
lacings following the contour of the web
of feathers.

Breast—Ground color, golden-bay or
cinnamon-brown, each feather laced with
one or more lacings of lustrous black, the
lacings following the contour of the web
of the feathers.

Body and stern—Body, ground color,
golden-bay or cinnamon-brown, each
feather laced with one or more lacings of
lustrous black, the lacings following the
contour of the web of the feathers. Stern
black.
Wings—Shoulders, bow and coverts,

golden-bay or cinnamon-brown, each
feather laced with one or more lacings of
lustrous black, the lacings following the
contour of the web of the feathers. Pri-
niaries, black, except a narrow edge of
irregularly penciled goldeu-bay or cinna-
mon-brown upon the outer part of the
lower web. Secondaries, upper web
black, lower web black next to shaft of
feather, with a broad margin of irregu-

345

larly )>enciled golden-bay or cinnamon-
brown.
Tail— Main feathers black, except the

two upper or deck feathers, which are
irregular penciled with golden-bay or
cinnamon-brown. Coverts, golden-bay
or cinnamon-brown, laced with one or
more lacings of lustrous black, the lac-
ings following the contour of the web of
the feathers.

Thiifhs and shanks—Thighs, black,
though lacing upon them is not to be
considered objectionable. Shanks, rich
yellow or orange. Feet, rich yellow or
orange.
The standard of the English Indian

Game Club is :

GENERAL APPEARANCE OF BOTH SEXES.
Powerful and broad, verv active,

sprightly and vigorous ; flesh to be firm
in handling

; plumage short and cannot
be too level and close ; carriage upright,
commanding and courageous ; the back
sloping downwards towards the tail.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Head and neck—General appearance

of head rather long and thickish, not so
keen as in English games nor as thick as
in Malays, yet somewhat l)eetle-browed,
l)ut not nearly as much as in the Malay

;

skull broadish ; neck, medium length
and slightly arched.
Beak—Horn-color, or yellow striped

with horn
; strong, well curved, stout

where set on head, giving the bird a
powerful appearance.
Whole face—Smooth and fine in text-

ure, including deaf ears ; throat not as
bare as in English game, being dotted
over with small feathers.
Comb (in undubbed birds)—Irregular

pea comb
; the more regular, however,

the lietter ; small, closely set on to
head

; deaf-ears small and wattles very
scanty.

Eyebrows—Very slightly beetle-browed
but not giving such a cruel expression
as in the Malay.
Eye- Full and bold

; of yellow color.
Neck—Medium length and slightly

arched.
Hackle—Short, just covering base of

neck
; twisted hackles objectionable.

BODY.
General shape—Very thick and com-

pact ; very broad at shoulders ; the
shoulder-butts showing prominently, but
the bird must not be hollow-backed

;

body tapering towards tail. F^legance is

required with substance.
Back— Flatfish, but the bird must not

be flat-sided ; broadest at shoulders.
Breast—Wide, fair depth and promi-

nent, but well rounded.
Wings—Short and closely carried to

body ; well rounded at point and closely
tucked at ends ; carried rather high in
front.

IvCgs, feet and thighs—Legs very strong
and thick ; thighs round and stout, but
not as long as in the Malay ; feet strong.
Shank—Medium length and well

.sealed ; the length of the shank must be
sufficient to give the bird a gamey ap-
pearance, but in no case should it be as
long as in the Malay, or in any way
stilty.

Toes and nails—Toes long, strong,
straight and well apart ; the back loe low
and nearly flat on the ground ; nails well
shaped.
Cock's tail—Medium length, with a

few short, narrow, secondary sickles and
tall coverts. Carriage of tail drooping.
Tail to be close, hueci and glossy.
Hen's tail—Rather short ; carried low,

but somewhat higher than cock's ; well
venetianed. but close.

Size and weight—Large ; weight in
cock 8 to 10 pounds or more for adults

;

weight in hen 5;^ to 7 pounds or more for
adults.

COLOR.

MONGRELS VB. PURE BRED.

for Matlnir

Cock— Breast, under body and thighs,
a green glossy black ; neck hackle green
glossy black with brown crimson shafts
to the feathers ; back .saddle and saddle
hackle a mixture of rich, green, glossy
black and brown crimson, the former
predominating greatly ; wing bay chest-
nut with metallic green, glossy black
wing bar

; tail green glossy black.
Hen—Ciround color chestnut brown,

with beautiful lacings of medium size,
lacing of metallic green glossy black.
This should look as if it were embossed
or raised.

Shank in both sexes yellow or orange,
the deeper the color the better.

Face, deaf-ears, wattles and comb a
rich red.

A New Olassiflcation

for Bgrers.

It has been proved by scientific experi-
ment and observation that thrtiughout
the animal and vegetable kingdoms high
development, close breeding and luxuri-
ous feeding conduce to sterility. The
pure breeds have been bred solely for

their omamental points, they have been
carefully tended, closely bred, and lux-
uriously fed. Yet it is asserted over and
over again that these birds are the best
layers. The proof, occasionally a bird
(with a lot of " breeding back " in her
composition), has laid a large number of
eggs. Proof positive to the contrary

—

the entire absence of the eggs of pure
breeds in the markets and the birds them-
selves on the poulterer's slab.

Breed for feathers and hope ; hope on
forever for eggs and meat. Yoke the
racehorse to the farmer's plough ! My
methotl of proceeding is the exact oppo-
site to the above. I breed for eggs

—

care little for feathers and points. I
breed up, not down. I classify all birds
in three divisions : ist, those of white
blood—white legs, skin, flesh, and fat

;

2d—black or blue-black legs, darkish
skin and meat, whitish fat

;
3a, yellow

—

yellow legs, skin, flesh, and fat.

The best winter layers I find are those
of mixed blood, in the proportions of
about half black, quarter each yellow
and white. I endeavor to breed about
five pounds weight, moderately long and
thick fibrous legs, very broad and deep
in the chest to allow the lungs free play,
the flesh on the thighs, breast, etc., firm
and fair in quantity, thus showing tone

be lined in summer with four to six
ounces, in winter six to eight ounces of
fat. Feathers close-fitting and clean,
the "bloom" very bright.
To maintain a bird in good health,

what may l>e called the elementary con-
stituents of the food should be in such
proportions and quantities as to supply
all the wants of the bird's system. If
there be excess or deficiency in any way,
impaired health is the result. To illus-
trate this point clearly : It is well known
that birds fed freely on dry corn or grain,
and confined in small runs soon become
very fat. Their flesh wastes away. After
a time the few eggs they lay are shell-
less, their feathers fall off till at length
they become mere bags of bone and fat.

Simply because in all kinds of com and
grain there is an excess of the fat-fonn-
ing material, and to obtain a sufficiency
of flesh-and-bone material a large quan-
tity of com must be consumed. The
organs of digestion and assimilation be-
come clogged with the fat material. At
first it is stored in the form of fat or
voided in the dung, but in time the cease-
less efforts of the several organs to get
rid of the fat cause exhaustion, fatty de-
generation of all the ti.ssues of the body
ensue, and finally death.

I find from long-continued experi-
ments (I have about 200 hens), with all
kinds of food from horseflesh to bran,
that the elementary constituents of the
food should be—for my five-pound mon-
grels in fair weather, temperature 50°, in
these proportions. In every one hun-
dred pounds weight there should be six-
teen of the flesh-forming, sixty fat, four
bone and shell, ten husk, and allow ten
for the water contained in the grain or
pulse. Daily average quantity in a dry
sta^e, three ounces to each hen.
As these proportions are not to be

found in any kind of grain or com
either whole or simply ground, the mil-
ler with his sifting machine plays an im-
portant part. The miller, after grinding
wheat, sifts from the flour the following,
counting from the flour outwards, ist.

Fine sharps or boxings—almost as fine as
coarse flour—it contains in large propor-
tions phosphate of lime and gluten, or
flesh-forming material. 2d, Coarse sharps,
similar to the line, but of less value ; it

contains less phosphate of lime. 3d,
Fine pollard, composed chiefly of gluten
and silica or flint, very little lime and
indigestible husk, valuable chiefly for
giving bulk to the more concentrated
food contained in the fine sharps. 4th,
Coarbe pollard and bran, useless for poul-
try feetfing.—Poultry. ill
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The Craze There Was Conceminer
Them—The Varieties.

The name by which the Cochin China
fowl was first known was Shaughaes, a

title given at that time to all birds from
the Celestial Empire. The first recorded

importation took place in 1845, though
about two or three years before then
specimens of the breed had been seen

by officers of Ixjth the army and navy in

China. In the year named her Majesty
the Queen received several birds of this

breed, and exhibited these at the show
of the Royal Dublin Society in the April

of 1846. At a show held at the Zoological

Gardens, London, in 1845, prizes wer«
especially given to Malays and other
Asiatic breeds, but none of the Shang-
haes or Cochin Chinas were exhibited,

which would not have been the case had
any been in the country. In works on
poultry, published in 1842, there is no
mention of the breed, nor in another work,
issued in 1847, is there any description of
them, showing that at these times they
were unknown; but, as already stated,

when once imported they very rapidly

advanced in popular favor. The example
of the Queen, no doubt,would have much
to do with this, and the novel appearance
of the fowls, with their feathered legs,

buff and partridge plumage, quiet de-
meanor and scimitar-shaped tail feath-

ers, made them entirely distinct from
any race of domestic [wultrj- then known
in this country. The production soon
extended the numbers of the fowls, but
yet not equally to the demand, and those
who were fortunate enough to nnwess
imported birds, really made little for-

tunes out of the sale of eggs and chick-
ens. As is always the case, much ex-

aggeration took place. The large size

was greatly magnified, and the hoarse
crow was said to be nearly as loud as the
roar of a lion, ^e all know how this

sort of thing goes on, but it accounts for

the mania which, though it passed away,
left a permanent interest in poultry that
has steadily increased up to the present
diy, and is still increasing.

It seems strange that this mania should
have been respecting this breed. It can-
not be said to be a first-rate layer. The
eggs are very rich in flavor, with a high
color, which always makes them popular;
but they are small compared with the
size of the hen, running about nine to
the pound. Cochins are most indefati-
gable sitters. As soon as they have pro

namely, buff or cinnamon (which are
simply two shades of one color), par-
tridge, whites and blacks. The two first

named, the buff and the partridge, are
the most popular, the former especially
being largely exhibited, and at such
shows as Birmingham the number and
quality are really wonderful. They are,
from a purely exhibition point of view,
the most svnmietrical and perfect of all
breeds of «lomestic poultry. Of the four
varieties the partridge and the blacks are,
we think, the best layers.—Fanciers' Ga-
zette.

i I

Scotch Dumpies.
The Scotch dumpies is a breed of

fowls closely resembling the Dorking in

form, symmetry and quality of flesh.

The average weight of the full-grown
male bird is from six to seven pounds,
and of the female from five to six pounds.
The legs are singularly short, not exceed-
ing two inches in length from the hock
joint. The comb is generally single,

erect, and well serrated ; the lx)dy round
and plump, and the tail ample. As layers

and sitters they have great merit. Tney
are gentle>and quiet when hatching, and
subsequently prove attentive mothers,
their short legs enabling the chickens to
brood well under them even when stand-
ing up. They are perfectly hardy, and a
good variety, well adapted for the table.

Their eg^ are larger than the usual of
the P^uglish market egg.
The results obtained by crossing these

birds with other breeds are thus described
by Mr. Hewitt : "It is well known that
most of our larger breeds have a tendency
to become leggy. In the dumpies we at
once obtain the best possible cross that
could be desired for correcting this evil,
as the shank Ixine of well bred birds
rarely exceeds a couple of inches in

proportion to

PIGEON FLYIISIG.

Qeorge "W. Childs Oup for 1800.

To be held by each increased distance

covered in the season of 1890, and won
when the existing record for distance in

the day is broken.

AS IT STANDS.

Date.
May 2.1. J. Diggle.

Home.
Phila.

Start.
Concord.

Distance.
iiSi4 miles.

AS IT STOOD.

May 18. Virtue Club, Phila. Orange. 200 miles.

The Fanciers' Prize.

Open to all subscril)ers to Thk Fan-
ciers' Journal. For the best average
speed from 200 miles or over in the sea-

son of 1890, previous to October 15.

AS IT STANDS.

Dale.
May 23.

Owner.
J. Diggle.

, Distance.
428"/^ miles.

Av Speed.
1011 yards.

ON THE WING.

k&«*-«^AA

duced a dozen eggs they want to sit, and
whilst this quality is very useful at times,
it is very annoying at other seasons'.
Cochins have certainly the merit of lay-
ing well in winter, due probably to their
profuse feathering, which prevents undue
evaporation of heat. Young chickens
are tender and fairly good on the table

;

but when older they cannot be regarded
as good in that respect. The flesh is at
all times very yellow, and more largely
developed on the thighs than on the
breast. This is due to the fact that

Au^ak til

their apparent size, the
flesh on their wings, breasts and nierr>'-
thoughts being largely developed. Their
superior qualifications for the spit have
urged a few persevering amateurs to
commence a series of crossings for the
purpose of improving our table fowls
and the produce of such an experiment
I will describe. A buff Cochin hen run-
ning with a dumpy cock produced chick-
ens that proved very weighty birds, but
which were not by any means distin-
guished for their beauty. Their chief re-
commendation consisted entirely in the
twofold excellence of their being inex-
haustible layers, and as almost intermin-
able sitters. They were very careful
mothers of their chickens, and tended
them much longer than thoroughbred
Cochins would have done.
This cross exhibited a coarse, unseemly

head, with a large, flagging, heavily-ser-
rated comb, and very long loose wattles.
In color they were mostly grizzled, with
white about the wings, the ground lieing
rich buff ; they proved invariably silver-
hackled ; the body, too, had a somewhat
freckled appearance, and they were not
feather legged ; the color of the legs was
white. It was, therefore, next to impos-
sible to detect their actual lineage by the
eye, more particularly as they stood
somewhat higher on the legs than the old
Cochin mother.

In the other case the dumpy was
crossed with a very superior darkly-
feathered robin-breasted grey Dorking
hen. This cross was exceedingly satis-
factory ; the chickens were very neat

Cochins are not flyers
; they have only

| clean-looking birds, no way reduced iti
small wings, whilst very large ones would
be required to support such a heavy
frame. As it is one of Nature's rules
never to develop that which is not re-
quired, the muscles of the breast are
small, whilst those of the thighs and legs
are larjje. The weight which Cochins
attain is very good indeed. Adult
cocks range from twelve pounds to fif-

teen pounds, hens eight to eleven pounds
and cockerels and pullets two to three
pounds less. They are very hardy, and

actual size Ironi that of their Dorking
parent, but rendered much lower on the
leg

; from their extraordinary dumpiness
they did not look so heavy as they really
were, but an appeal to the scales told im-
mensely to their advantage. Manv pos-
sessed the additional Dorking toe, and
showed a very close approach to the most
usual form of this variety, but they lacked
apparent size ; it was 611 handling that
their great weight became evident. Their
plumage was irregularly speckled, and

can stand almost any place and soil, but even the second cross with the Dorking
they do l)est on short level grass, for the did not materially diminish this eyesore!

spoiled
I

They did not lay anything like so well,
foot-feather gets broken and
when on long grass or rough ground.
We know some breeders of exhibition
Cochins who pay as much attention to
the gra.s8 in their runs as can be given to
any lawn, and it undoubtedly pays them
to do so. The chickens are easy to rear.
Cochins are divided into four colors,

nor did they prove of the strong, rude
health that characterized the half-breed
Cochins. They laid but little better
than Dorkings. Divested of their feathers
they were specimens worthy of any
board, and this characteristic constituted
their great advantage."

The weather, thus far this season has
been against speed until to-day, the 28th

iust., when if birds are out and watchers
in place the Inquirer record will be
closely touched upon if not beaten.

There is a great misunderstanding as to

good pigeon flying weather. Some want
the wind with the birds while others ask
that it may be off the quarter. Some
want clear sky, while others say it must
be slightly overcast. While wind and
sky have much to do with pigeon flying

it is only as they bear a relation to other
conditions. It is the weight of the at-

mosphere, pressure I believe the signal

service people call it, upon which every-

thing depends, and the weight which
gives the best speed is that of the clear-

ing after a storm.

»

If I was flying pigeons whether for

their exercise or for record breaking I

would not name dates for the distances,

but I would have my birds ready for

shipping when bad weather gave promise
of the good that must follow. The
records show the speedy journeys to

have been made upon such days, and
such only. There is only the danger of
the start being made Ijefore the clearing

has really begun and the birds flying into

fog, haze and depressing influences in

the home vicinity. This has happened,
but is easily to be guarded against.

•
• «

I am led to mention this connection of
weather and speed by the wonder that

has been expressed by all concerned in

the flying of this season to date, that

with good birds the returns are not better.

The fact is, the returns are excellent and
the birds are really to be accounted more
worthy than if the speed had been a mile
to the minute.

» »

A journey in which the best speed is a
half mile to the minute has either been
from a distance greatly increased over
the air line measurement or it has Ijeen a
battle with difticulties, and in either case

means good work. If from an increased
distance, then to have covered it there
must have Ijeen good speed made at some
time, and there was also exercise of tact

and the homing faculty since the air line

course could not have l)een followed. If

the course has been air line, then there
has l)een a great resistance, a laborious

journey, inasmuch as otherwise the bird

could not sustain itself in the air without
great effort, if traveling at such velocity.

Great speed is actually nothing to the
bird's credit since where speed is pos-
sible the atmospheric conditions are such

that flying calls for the least possible ex-
ertion, is a delight. A bird has nothing
behind it to urge it on, and what wonder
is it if when the air is heavy and it is only
with difficulty that the bird works its

way, that it tarries and seeks the shelter

of some wayside loft, to resume the jour-

ney when the traveling is better. There
have been days when the sky was clear,the

f air was still and there was apparently no
reason why good time should not be
made, but in which the birds have re-

fused, positively refused to fly, but have
settled upon the housetops and spent

their time preening their feathers. Even
messenger birds have refused to seek the

home that was scarcely two miles away
and with little ones waiting for the soft

lood that must have proven a burden.

When driven up it was only to alight as

soon as possible. The reason was in the

state of the atmosphere being such that

flying was an impossibility. That there

can l)e such a condition is to be seen in

the action of wild birds in the season of

migration when,as is well known, ifcertain

atmospheric conditions prevail they will

stop journeying and hide iu the bushes,

showing their sense of their danger, their

inability to seek safety from their natural

enemies in flight by the care they take

in that hiding.
*

• *

.\nother fact in connection with the

weather that is not fully appreciated is the

I limited area of similar conditions at this'

season. And again the limited duration

of favorable conditions, as a rule, in the

course from the southwest, owing to the

warm southern air coming into the colder

northern regions through a tract with sea

upK>n one hand and mountains upon the

other, giving the result in a distance

journey of very good speed to the birds

fortunate enough to have arrived at home
before the storm crossed the course and

kept the remaining birds out until the

morrow. E. s. s.

The Diggle Five.

The five birds of Mr. John Diggle, of

this city, countermarked the 19th inst.,

were liberated at Concord. N. C, at 5.25

A. M. of the 23d. The first return, and

the only one the same day was XC194 at

5.51 P. M. Time out, 12 h. 26 m. Dis-

tance 428 '-2 miles. Average sfieed ion
yards, winning first place for the George
W. Childs cup, the distance being the
greatest covered this season to date, and
for the I''anciers' prize the speed lieing

the best as yet made.
The bird has been named Little Nell.

She was the smallest and youngest of the
entry ; having been hatched June 4,

1889, she is not yet a year old.

A return next day was 209 COB, Lady
Washington. Both birds were in good
condition. The last arrival made the
journey from 200 miles last season.

The liberator says, "Only four birds
went away. The fifth, XC 195, seemed
to be out of condition and returned to

the basket. Will be let go later on."

The Virtue Club.

An error in computing the allowance

between loft and telegraph office gave

time in loft of the bird of Charles Adam
as 1.58 P. M., whereas true time was 1.55
P. M. This would make the average
speed in the race from Orange, Va.

Time Out. Distance.
Min. Miles. Speed.

Adam 355 igy.2 987.7
McHadden 357^ 199.2 979.7
Lane 387 199.1 904.5

The Lane birds have honors as first

hens.

The second race was from Danville,
Va. The entry was 21 birds owned, W.
Repspurs i

, J. McFadden 7, J. Adam 5,
F. Lane 7, C. Conway 1. The cocks were
let go first in this journey, leaving the
basket at 6.45 A. M., the 25th inst, the
hens following a half hour later. Both

4
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lots made a fine start says the liberator,
the cocks going away immediately, the
hens making a single circle. The weather
was very fine, the wind being light from
the southeast." The weather nearer home
was bad and the birds that returned are
to be accounted as good ones.
The returns the same day were, Keno

and Atlantic to the loft of McFadden at
5.18 P. M., and 5.24 P. M., respectively

;

Cricket, Nancy I^ee, Black Nan, Polly
and Maid to Lane shortly after. Later
returns were Promise and Sunol to Mc-
Fadden, Lady Adam to Lane and Helena
and Red Devil to Adam. The latter,
winner in the race from Orange, carried a
severe breast-wound, having evidently
been in the clutch of a hawk. The air-

line distance covered was about 321
miles. The next journey will be from
about 400 miles.

start was good. But, nearer home, as
evidenced by the . work of the Newark
birds from Washington, the conditions
were adverse, and although the work
was excellent considering the weather,
the speed record was not brokeil. The
first returns were timed at 2 P. M.; dt
evening seven were at home. The 'air
line distance covered is about 200J4 miles,
making the average speed 802.9 yards
per minute.

The Empire City Club.

The birds of the Newark, N. J., Section
of the Empire City Flying Club of New
York and vicinity were liberated on Mon-
day from the Signal Office. Washington,
D. C, at 9.55 A. M., but owing to fresh
easterly winds prevailing over the entire
course, the journey was a very trying one
for the birds and but slow time was made.
The returns timed in order were as fol-

lows.

Owner. In Loft.
F. Whiteley 4 vi
J. W . Hoiisel 5.^6
William Johnson . . .5.53

Distance
Miles.

»97-2.T

196.97
19940

Average
Speed.
Yards.

828.5

752.0

734-2

There were also returns to the Hopkins
loft, but in the al)sence of the official
timer, no record was taken.
The birds of the New York division

were to have l)een lil>erated on Sunday,
but having been held over bv reason of
unfavorable weather the returns were not
timed.
The next journey will be all together

To Newark, N. J.

The birds of the Newark Five were
liberated in Wilmington, Del., at 10 A.
M., the 24th inst., by Mr. Samuel F.

Betts. The entry was 69 birds, owned,
Thomas Bowerman 7, Ben Elwell 11, Eli
Morton 10, W. B. Garrabrants 11, Theo.
F. Pittinger 12. W. L. Jenkins 6, W.
Bennert 12. The first returns to each
loft were in average speed as follows :

In Ix>ft. Av. Speed.
Tho.s. Bowerman 12.56
Ben Erwin 12-55
Eli Morton 12.59
W. Oarrabrant 1.03
T. H. Pittinger 1.06

156.i yds.

The air line distance is about one
hundred miles.

987 6 yds
9785 yds-
977.2 yds.
9,58 2 yds.
942.6 yds.
930 7 yds.

Hurrah for Our New Clnb !

Baltimore, May 28.—We have a
new pigeon club in Baltimore which I

think will shortly make its influence felt,

as it is composed of some of the very best
men in the fancy

;
gentlemen who prize

their honor more than pelf and who will,
I am sure conduct the affairs of their
club in all honesty and fairness, which is
something that not only we of Baltimore
should l)e proud of but is something that
should be a cause of general rejoicing
among pigeon fanciers throughout the
land. What our city has sadly needed for
years is a club formed of gentlemen, who
are in every sense of the word fanciers,
and who are willing to give their time
and attention to their chosen hobby.

I anticipate some good things in the
way of pigeon literature from this club,
as several of its members are gentlemen
of literary training

;
|jeiitlenien who I am

sure from long experience as fanciers and
breeders will be able to tell us more
things about the pigeon than we have
ever dreamed of Wishing our club the
fullest success, I remain, Robin.

The Milton Club
The second race of the Milton, Mass.,

Club's birds was from Schenectady, N.
Y., the 25th. The entry was 13 birds
owned, Elton Clark 7, M. G. Richardson
4, G. H. Watson i, A. H. Ladd i.

The start was at 5.55 A. M. the 25th
insl., conditions favorable. The first re-
turn was Blue Boy aud Red Whizzer to
the Richardson loft at 1.15P. M., his
other two being found home at 4 P. M.,
The first to the Clark loft was four to
gether at vwP. M. Mr. A. H T,a<ld'«
first return was at 6 P. M. The air line
distance covered is about 150 miles.
The next journey for the birds will be

June 7 from the vicinity of Syracuse.

The Baldwin Breeders.

Mr. A. P. Baldwin's breeders at his
loft in Newark, N. J., include the parents
of all the birds that have made the jour-
ney from kxxj miles and over except the
father of the bird Montgomery, second to
return from 1050 miles. Mr Baldwin
says, my best return for numbers sent
was from Washington, D. C, 195 miles.
Thirty-seven sent and thirty-six at home.
The only hen, Amoux, with record for
over 750 miles was bred by Mr. Baldwin.
Its record was from Pensacola, l'"la., to
Newark, 1020 miles. Shortly after this
journey was made the Hunt bird Alabama
made the journey from 1050 miles, and
Mr. Baldwin overlooking the fact that
Montgomery had the record as cock
whereas Amoux held it as hen, not to be
out-done sent the bird to exceed the dis-
tance and from which she never returned

To Elizabeth, N. J.

The birds of the Messrs. Kiggins and
Tucker, of Elizabeth, N. J., were let go
in Havre de Grace. Md., at 8 A. M.,
May 21. The only returns timed were to
the Tucker loft at 1 1 A. M. The air line
distance is about 126 miles, giving an
average speed of 1 232 yards per minute.
There was no one on the lookout at the
Kiggins loft, but the birds were seen
therein at u.05 A. M. This time would
give an average speed of 1198 yards.

Lost.

Walden, N. Y., May 24.—A red
checker cock marked X3531 or X3553, the
latter I think, is out from the start in

Cornwall on the Hudson several weeks
ago. If alive, and its whereabouts known,
I will take it as a favor to be informed
thereof "An honest man's the noblest
work of God." G. F. Anderson.

To Lancaster, Pa.

The Lancaster, Pa., Club had its fly

from Washington, D. C, the 27th inst.

The start was from the Chief Signal Office
at 9.15 A. M. The first return was to
Henry Groff at 12.18 P. M. The second
Thomas Humphrey ville at 12.21 P. M.
The prizes were a gold and silver medal.
The next journey will be early in June.

Fall River Flyers.

The first journey for record to Fall

River, Mass., lofts will be, if weather
favors, ou Decoration Day, from Oneonta,
N. Y., from the club's baskets and from
Hightstown, N. J., to the loft of Samuel
Hunt. The distance for each is about
200 miles.

Discussion Meetings.

Brooklyn, N. Y., May 21. -The Kings
County Poultry and Pigeon Association

held a discussion meeting last evening
at its headquarters in Uhion Mall, and,
with biit one or twO exceptions, every
available seat wds occupied.

It has large sectional coops with com-
partments 12 by 12, in which to put the
birds while waiting their turn to be
judged. The judging is done in a cage
three feet square, open on all sides and
top.

There were about thirty specimens up
for discussion last evening, and among
them some good birds. Mr. O. Stiefel

brought his crack red magpie cock, which
won not a few prizes before Stiefel got
him. He was rated as a second-class

bird, Ijeing too short in beak and a trifle

too coarse, but otherwise a grand mag. His
blue frillback cock was the one which
he imported with twenty pairs of German
toys some six weeks ago. This bird is a
hustler and was rated as first-class, good
all over. A silver wing turbit hen in the
Stiefel collection was disqualified, being
very poor in head and having feathered
legs and feet.

"Antwerps," otherwise homing pigeons,
were taken in hand and the question
arose as to whether they should be
judged for feathers or record, and putting
the question to a vote it was decided to

judge for fancy points, feathers.

Louis SchaflFer's smoker cock was
rated as second-class. J. T. Cid, Jr.'s, red
checker was second class. Mr. Bou-
mann's silver, second class. This bird
was a grand specimen but had red bars.

Boum nn is
.
going to dye the bars

black, he says, and beat Schaefier next
fall.,

Mr. Willits showed a blue cock and lost
first class on account of his bird being
without his tail feathers, the loss of which
he explained as follows: 'The bird sat
on my back fence and a boy saw him and
not me. Well, the boy grabbed his tail
and got the feathers, but I got the rest of
the bird. That's the kind of Antwerps I
breed."

^

Mr. J. T. Cid, Jr., had a very fair young
black dragon ; beak a little off, but will
make up into a grand bird. This was
ranked hrst-class. Willets showed his pet
pouter cock, a solid white, "without a
black speck in him." This bird was
good in all except that its legs were too
short, and it was rated second-class.

Secretary Quick was on hand with some
of his "jewelry" pigmy pouters, tum-
blers, balds, barbs, nuns, and turbits, all
of which were rated first-class excepting
an Isabella pigmy hen, which would not
get up aud show herself.

After the discussion was over the mem-
bers and friends were served with a lx)un-
tiful lunch which was greatly enjoyed by
all present.

1 hese discussion meetings are holding
the fanciers together. We propose to
hold one each month. The fanciers in
this city were lying dormant last fall, but
we are pulling up a good shape now
thanks to the efforts of Secretary Quick.
Brooklyn holds some good fanciers and

I think if the few hustlers we have now
with us will follow in liue, we will have a
good strong association. We are in good
condition to-day and members are being
added at each meeting. Some of the
" boys " are importing good birds from
over the water.

the angle betweeh the coilrse of the wind
and that of the pigeon. It will be seen
from this that the direction and velocity
of the wind Ijeing known, it ought
to be possible to calculate the time
of a pigeon's flight from a givetl
place with almost railway precision.
Such A possibility could not fail to be of
enormous advantage to the commander
in an army in time of war, but a pigeon is
not a locomotive, which can have its
force renewed on the way, and, like every
other creature propelled by its own mus-
cular energy, its speed must decline in
proportion to the distance gone over —
Ciel et Terre.

The Blood Birds.

Ten birds owned by Mr. John Blood,
of this city, were liberated in their first

journey for record in Orange, Va., at 6.40
A. M., the 24th inst. The air was clear,
with light wind from the south and the

Home and Home.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 27.—A home

and home race, air line, has been arranged
to engage five birds of George Burnham,
of this city,and five of Robert B. Caverly,
of Washington. The air line distance is

about 490 miles.

The Speed of the Homer.
The normal velocity of a homing

I

pigeon in calm weather and for short dis-

tances is al)out 1210 yards per minute.
With the help of a moderate wind the
bird may attain a speed of 1540 yards,
and with a very strong wind blowing in

the direction of its flight 1980 yards per
minute have been attained. The wind,
as it is favorable or adverse, is to be reck-

oned upon to the extent of a half in the
pigeon's velocity. When the wind is
blowing obliquely to the bird's flight, its
effect will be du^ctly proportionate to

The Standard Homer.
Of the standard homer Mr. Singleton

Green says:

The make and shape of a homer is of
the first importance. The chest should
be wide,shoulders large and well formed,
neck moderately stout, of fair length,
body tapering from shoulders to set on
of tail. The tail should be narrow, well
drawn together, and not too long. Legs
moderately long, feathered only on the
thighs. The bird should stand up well
and possess a bold appearance; size me-
dium. Many a bird has been thrown out
of the prize list for just one fault, viz.,

undersize.

A bird with a white beak should meet
with disqualification in any class. Se-
lect birds with beaks as black as jet,

moderately stout, and about one and
one-half inches from end of beak to cen-
tre of eye. Light or horn-colored beaks
spoil a good bird's appearance, and are
most objectionable. The beak wattle
should be small, white a.s pos.<)ih1«> which
will lend a very pleasing contrast to a
dark eye cere.

A bird to look well should certainly

possess a good head. This should be
moderately wide, forehead very full and
prominent, curving round to the l>ack of
the head. Always avoid flat skulls and
pinched foreheads in show homers.
The less eye cere a show homer possesses

the better; this should be black in color.

Birds of this description are always racy-

looking, and appear hardy. Never at-

tempt to cross with birds that have red
eye ceres, as they always appear delicate

compared to birds with black lace. The
eye is an important point in the homer.
This should be bright and large, stand-
ing well out of the head, and as to color,

nothing looks so well as a brilliant red
eye. Many fanciers have a liking foe

light eyes, and a good many of our show
homers have light-colored eyes.

The color of the eye is not of very
great importance, providiuK the eyea
are either red or light. Avoid odd eyea,
and yellow eyes give the birds a soft,
sickly appearance.
The flights should be wide—one and

one-fourth inch is an excellent width,
quill strong, the flights should not taper
at the ends, the squarer they are the bet-
ter.

As regards color, I fancy a black
checker myself, but I should not throw a
good blue, silver-dun or red checker out
of the list simply because they were not
black checkers. A good, sound-colored
bird, whether blue, silver-dun, etc.,
should receive what they merit, no mat-
ter if all the rest of the class are blue
checkers. I like to see a blue homer
with a blue rump, and 1 like a checkered
homer all the better if he possesses a
checkered rump.
Condition is a very important point.

However good a bird may be in make
and shape, if he is soft and loose in
feather, low in condition, then he will
handle badly, and thus his chance of
success will Ije thrown to the wind.

Importations.

Mr. J. D. Nevius, Slrathmore, Pa., re-

ceived by the Steamship Ohio in her last

trip a trio of each buff and black Pekin
bantams which he r! linis are tlie finest
birds he ever saw of the varieties.

'HII
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SCRAPPLE.
PlfreoD Houses—Cure for Roup.

Gapes—Ear G-um of Rabbits.

The Floor of the Rabbitry.

Memo. Pigeon Houses.

O. E. says : It should be the work of
one person frequently to go into the
pigeon house to see that all is right ; the
birds will get accustomed to him, and
then not disturb themselves when neces-
sary operations of cleaning, etc., are be-
ing done. We may add one more hint
for those who have not studied the habits
of pigeous, they do not perch in trees,

and seem to prefer houses away from
trees. Ifany words of ours should help
to rescue our old English dovecot from
ruin or misuse, and cause it to be re-

stored to its proper pur{K).se, which, we
I

believe, may easily be made profitable as
it certainly is most interesting, we should
indeed consider ourselves not to have
written in vain. There are not, how-
ever, many nowadays who have manorial
dovecots to restore, and as few who have
the money to build new ones. Other
methods must be devised for housing
large flights of pigeons. A little architec-
tural taste might make it a very pretty
object at moderate cost ; and being raised
above the surrounding buildings it would
gfive a fine view of the movements of the
pigeons. Of course, all the afore-men-
tioned precautious to keep out vermin
must be sjjecially seen to when the pigeon
house is connected with any other build-
ing, the roof of which might be a step-
ping stone for cats or rats. The cheapest
of all cotes wherein to house a consider-
able number of pigeons, and the most
feasible in most country places or home-
steads, is made by cuttmg off one end of
a hay loft or granary. A few holes are
made in the gable end, a ledge is put
under them within and without, and a
portion of the building is partitioned off

for the pigeons' u .e. Such lofts are gen-
erally dry and easily accessible ; they
can, too, be made warm for delicate
breeds by ceiling, and inside wire divis-

ions for matching pairs or protecting
youug birds, are easily run up, but from
their connection with the rest of the
building it is almost impossible to make
them rat proof It is in such places as
these that we have known all the worst
disasters to flights of pigeons from
noisome animals. We have found broad
zinc nailed tighly round the wall of con-
siderable use in a large brick pigeon
house of our own, in which rats formerly
descended from the rafters, and by de-
grees made themselves little steps in the
angles. One or two which came down
just after the zinc was put up never went
up again, and no others have since in-

vaded the place. It may be a useful hint
!hat if a brick building be constructed
or pigeons the walls should be solid.

The buildings of our,own, which we have
mentioned, were constructed for other
purposes ; the walls are double for dry-
ness. Rats made their way into the
hollow between them to the roof and be-
gan to descend inside as we have related.
We are convinced that in nine cases out
of ten it is more satisfactory, and in the
end more economical, to build a detached
house specially for the pigeons than to
tack one on to old buildings.

Memo. Ear Gum of Rabbits.

S. K. says: The smaller varieties are
usually the more liable to wax in ears, or
ear-gum, from the fact of their ears be-
ing erect. To cure: dissolve in half-pint
of hot water—and use it so—a piece of
common washing soda about the size of
a walnut and. holding the ear upright,
pour it in and let it remain for some few
minutes; treat the other ear the same, of
course using fresh solution. Repeat this
several times, removing with a quill any
loose particles. About three applications
are generally efficacious. If the ear is

sore after Ijeinj^ cleansed anoint with zinc
ointment till it has healed. The Ijest

varieties for breeding depend on the ac-
commodation. Dutch and Himalayans
do well if space is limited; Silver-greys if

there is a little more space ; Angoras
where one does not mina a little extra
attention ; Belgian hares must have
Inrge hutches, and lops a rabbitry, where
artificial heat can be introduced in severe
weather, though in the summer they do
fairly well out of doors if protected from

wind and rain, which in a lesser degree
applies to all varieties of the domesti-
cated rabbit.

Memo. Gapes.

G. W. says: I will freely give you and
your readers the benefit of my experi-
ence in preventing gapes in chickens. I

feel sure the chicks get it from the
water. The worms or parasites can not
be seen by the naked eye, but with a
glass you can see hundreds floating in
the water. Instead of going down the
chick's throat with the water they stick
to the windpipe and grow larger and
strouger.so that the bird can not breathe,
which ends in death. My remedy to
prevent the parasites from living is to
take a lx>x of lime from a supply we al-

ways keep for the gardens, and go round
all the chickens' water-pans and wash
them out, and putting fresh water and a
lump of lime the size of a walnut to a
pint or three half-pints of water. See
that the lime makes the water a little

puddled, as by that yow know the lime is

good. The water will soon settle clear,
and the chickens drink it freely. It will
also strengthen their stomachs. This
must not be done one morning and
stopped for a week; it must be done
regularly, never missing one morning all

through the season. Some people say,
"I never give my chickens water, and
they get gapes." I fully believe they
get these parasites from drops of rain
hanging from their pens, or pools of
water or dew on grass, or any place they
get moisture from. My plan is to take
slacked lime and sow it over the grass
once or twice a week, or wherever the
chickens are running. Those who are
troubled with this dreadful malady try
this simple remedy.

Memo. As to the Bird Room.

A. B. says : One— I may say the
greatest—aunoyance to a canary breeder
IS the accumulation of insects in the nests
and about the crevices nf the cai»e« and
how to get rid of them entirely is a diffi-

cult matter. However, much may be
done by watchfulness and cleanliness in
keeping down the destroying enemy.
Nothing will sooner bring about a deteri-
orating appearance of a nest of healthy
young birds than an attack upon them
by the insects which rob the biros of their
blood, and turn them into a ghostly-look-
ing color. It is, therefore, necessary
that the nests should be changed two or
three times during the rearing of a brood—once just prior to the chipping, and
again when the young are four or five
days old, and again when the j'oung are
ten or eleven days old. By this means
the great bulk of the insects which ac-
cumulate in the under part of the nest
may be clean swept away. It is in the
latter part of June or July when the
changing of the nests is more ueces-
sary than during the first nest. The
dirty nest should be burned. Duplicate
baskets or boxes should always be at baud,
so that a nest could be formed as near
resembling the one the birds are in. The
nests are quickly made, the hollow being
formed either with a hard boiled egg at
hand, or one's own knuckles, and trim-
med up with a pair of scissors. Before
transferring the birds from the .stale

nests breathe in the new one, and having
carefully affected the change hang them
up, and if the hen should appear in any
way disturbed give her a fresh sprig of
fresh food to engage her immediate atten-
tion. I have made hundreds of fresh
nests in the way I have described, and
had good results. I have seen it recently
mentioned that the heel of an old shoe
may easily be converted into a nest, and
that the vermin will not breed in the
same. With such asserted happy results
it is worth while trying it. I nave used
insect powder puffed out from a hollow-
shaped box or ball on to and underneath
the young ones in the nest with consider-
able success.

Memo. Eggs and Eggs.

P. says : \ clear egg presents the
same general appearance at any period,
and is simply clear throughout, like a
newly laid egg; the yolk may in a strong
light be visible, and appear darker than
the rest of the egg, but this darkness is

towards the centre of the egg and quite
distinct from any develop lent of the
germ, which is seen just inside the .shell.

An a-ldled egg may be of two sorts

—

first, the yolk of a fertile egg sometimes
breaks and mingles with the white; in
this case the upper portiou of the egg, in
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whatever position held, presents a turbid
and mixed appearance, and if the egg be
moved about clouds of darker matter
will be seen to float through the white.
Second, there would appear to be cases
in which, though there is no perceptible
development of the germ, there is a false

development of the enveloping mem-
brane. This goes on for three or four
days, and ends in the formation of a
circle of blood of greater or less extent
just within and adhering to the shell.

This circle can readily be seen on examin-
ation.

Memo. The Cent. Egg.

D. M says : When a hen has laid
ninety-nine ordinary-sized eggs she lays
a very small one, which is called the
"cent, egg" or "cock's egg." This egg
is a peculiar one. It is very small, not
so large as a pigeon's. It contains no
yolk, but is full of albumen. The Derby-
shire folk say that could the "cent, egg"
be hatched, forth would come a cocka-
trice.

Memo. The Second Nests.

A. B. says : Duplicate nails or hooks in
a cage should lie provided. The hen
birds mostly like to continue their breed-
ing operations in the same place, and

cement; and I can not too strongly ad-
vise those who have trouble in rearing
young ones, or their stock dying mys-
teriously, to go thoroughly into this
floor business. If a drain is connected
with it, care must be taken that it is ef-

fifiently trapped. Personally, I prefer
all moisture carried with pipe from
hutches outside rabbitries, ana there dip-
posed of as circumstances permit.

Memo. Salad for Pigeons.

P. says: It is not everyone who knows
that the common chickweed of our
hedges is a capital salad for pigeons in
confinement and one much appreciated
by them. They are also foua of the
leaves of horse radish and the wild plan-
tain. The latter is amongst the varied
greenstuff used by birds at liberty in
feeding their squabs.

Memo. The Young Canaries.

A. B. says: Male birds especially are
often very mischievous to their offspring
by plucking out their tail and other
feathers soon after they have left their
nests. When this occurs, place the
young birds in a small wire cage apart
from the parents, and hang it on to the
front of the breeding place,supplying food

will commence to re-furnish' their old both for the old bird to supply the young
' "

" through the widest open wires, and like-
wise for tempting the young to peck at.

The placing of Uttle bits of egg food on
the ends of the perches or against the
wires affords a good lesson to learn the
young to peck. In a few days, when
you perceive the young feed themselves,
discontinue somewhat the proportion of
soft food by mixing a little crushed bis-

cuit with it,and also supply some canary-
seed, the cracking of which the young
soon find out the means of doing. When
the young canaries have got fairly on to

nests before the young are able to leave
them. When the young are approaching
a fortnight old, carefully remove the nest
on to the other nail or hook, but let the
change be effected gently, or a sudden
shake may cause the young to dash out
always, and there will Ije some little diffi-

culty in getting them to again settle
down quietly. Place upon the old hook
or nail a three-parts made nest, and give
the hen a very small portion of lining
material for her to touch up her nest for
the next lot of eggs. By doing so f)efore

,

the young come out of the nest you will
j

seed, which they will do at about the age
be providing a place for the hen's re-

quirements, and also be the means of
flinrdiiiir at/ninst \\\f tien r>1n«-li-irnr liot-

young for making her next nest. Noth-
ing looks worse than to see young birds
three-parts stripped of their nest feathers,
especially if the^' be choice bred and
promising birds, fit for moulting and get-
ting up for show purposes.

Memo. Rats.

S. A. says: A pigeon loft or fowl house
may be rendered secure against rats by
making whitewash yellow with copperas
and covering with it every part of the
building a rat can get at Crystals of
the copperas shouM also be placed in all

crevices and scattered under the flooring.

This requires to be renewed once every
year. Copperas, which is very cheap, is

an effective disinfectant, and it is doubt-
ful ifany of the many preparations for
disinfecting and decxionziug have any
more virtue than this has. A pound to
the gallon of warm water is the right
proportion, and besides being thus useful
to all keepers of live stock it may be used
with great advantage for the sweetening
of house and stable drains, etc.

Memo. Wheeler's Cure for Roup.

P. C. says: This is to take broniochlor-
alum and dilute it one-half with water.
Inject two or three drops in each nos-
tril once a day. Give each fowl, as a
drink, once a day, two grains of bromide
of potassium and one grain of quinine in

a tablesf>oonful of milk, or warm water,
forcing it if necessary. Keep the sick
fowls in a warm, dry place, where there
are no cracks in the walls to let in
draughts, and, aliove all, avoid top ven-
tilation, which allows the cold air to
blow down ou the fowls.

Memo. Twentyfour Hours in the Cold.

F. B. says: My arrangement for sitting
hens is a l)ox containing three nests,
with drop door the whole length of box.
I throw off three hens to feed at once and
upon their return to nest confine them
and take off three more. Alwut ten days
ago I discovered that I had carelessly al-

lowed two hens to occupy the same nest,
leaving our nest uncovered for a full
twenlyfour hours, out of curiosity I al-

lowed the hen to keep on the eggs, and
yesterday she came off with one chick,
leaving one dead one in the nest.

Memo. The Floor of the Rabbitry.

L. J. says; A fruitful source of disease
in rabbitries arises from brick floors,

flagstones or earth. There is only one
way a rabbitry floor should be con-
structed, and that is with Portland

of five weeks, further discontinue soft
food, and cage them off away from cold
draughts of air. I make a nile of dis-

continuing green food to the young when
they have left their parents. If you
have a spacious fly, so much the better,
for at six weeks old they can be turned
in, where they will increase their
strength with having access to a bath
and plenty of grit sand to fuss about in.

If the fly be whitewashed, all the better.
I have found canary seed alone more ad-
vantageous during the youth of birds
than an

J'
other kinds of seeds, but breed-

ing birds should be supplied with various
kinds, such as canary, hemp, rape, and
linseed, as such seeds not only engage
their attention during the somewhat ex-
haustive time of breeding, but furnish
them with certain constituents essential
to the maintenance of health and vigor.

Memo. For Rupture of the Liver.

W. H. says : The numerous cases of
death arising from hepatic hemorrhage,
as confirmed by post-mortem examina-
tion, induce nie to name the causes of
this lesion. These are scrofula or tuber-
culosis, which is decidedly the most com-
mon as.sociate ; englargement and con-
gjestioii of the liver

;
jaundice ; suppura-

tive inflammation, often associatea with
tulierculous deposit, but may arise from
a blow or other mechanical injury,
thrombus, inflammation of one of the
portal vessels, or pyaemia. Abscess due
to pyitmic inflammation frequently ends
in hepatic hemorrhage.
Kxcitement or violent exercise, as when

birds are chased, where an enlarged and
congested liver exists, will often give rise

to rupture of the organ.
In birds the liver appears to especi-

ally invite the deposit of scrofulous
matter, and, unlike the human subject,
softening sets in very rapidly, and per-
foration of a portal vessel or rupture of
the capsule of the gland is soon followed
by hemorrhage of a fatal type.

Indeed, the encroachment of the liver

in birds is often so excessive that it is

simply marvellous the creature lives so
long, and appears to the ordinary ob-
server in apparent health. I have more
than once removed a liver from a dead
fowl over half a pound in weight, in some
cases loaded with yellow caseous deposit,
in others siniply in a state of passive
congestion. Those who advocate stimu-
lating food, and pursue the objectionable
forcing system, should remember fowls
have livers, and which being, moreover,
organs of a highly vascular nature, are
liable to copious hemorrhage if a lesion

should occur, and which such injudicious
measures certainly predispose.

\

CAGE . BIRDS • AND . PETS.

BY THE "WAY.

Whatever may be said of the weather
this spring on other accounts it has been
all that could be desired for the bird
room, and whatever may be said to the
contrary, when the atmosphere is moist
the young birds part from the shell ftiore

easily, and as evaporation from within
the shell is lessened, the birds are larger
and, I may say, too, stronger than those
hatched either in hot dry rooms or later

dujing the hot dry days.
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The only thing to be feared from a
moist atmosphere is that because of the
lessened evaporation from within the
shell the contents will exceed the capac-
ity and suffocation will result.

•••

When the breeding cage is in living
rooms, especially when the warmth
comes from heat«r, furnace or gas-
burfting coal stove, the eggs will need to
be moistened. Some will slip the eggs
into the mouth for a few seconds, others
will slip them into tepid water. The
young hatched in such rooms are, as a
rule, small and more difficult to rear.

•
« «

Some hens will pick the feathers from
the young to reconstruct the nests. The
only way to prevent this is to give a new
nest when the young are about two
weeks old, and provide a little fresh nest
material, and give this new nest the place
of tlie one in use, putting the other close
by. Otherwi.se the hen if she must use
the old nest will be apt to drive out the
young before they are fit to leave and
will pick them quite bare to form a
cushion to lay the new eggs upon.

A. L,. M.

THE BRONZE MANNIKIN.

Its Love Dance the Only Distin-

eruishing Slsrn of Sex.

This little strong-billed African finch is

decidedly handsome, very sociable, aud
so hardy and prolific when kept either in
bird room or cage, that he well deserves
his position of general favorite.

As the name denotes, the head, neck
and breast of this bird are bronze, and a
patch of the same color crosses each
shoulder. The under side from the breast
to the tail is pure white, with a narrow
margin on each side of alternate black
and pale grey stripes, which are carried
across the rump, and also form the upper
and under Uil coverts. The back and
wings are rusty brown ; tail black

; legs,

feet and lower half of beak slate blue
;

upper half or beak black. He is a trifle

larger than the African grey waxbill.

Both sexes are exactly alike in plumage,
so that, though the trained eye of the
dealer enables him generally to distin-

guish the hen birds by the greater fine-

ness of the head and beak, he is liable to

error, and the only certain test is the
love dance and song of the male bird.

This love dance consists in jumping up
and down on one particular spot on the
twig or perch while uttering his low but
not unpleasant song, darting his tiny

tongue in and out at intervals in the half

quaint, half impudent manner so charac-

teristic of both the bronze and the little

black and white niannikins that .so nearly
resemble them. Should the second bird

attempt to sing, both will l)e cocks, for

the hen only responds by a tiny chirp,

pressing closer to her lord and preening
his feathers in return for the attention.

The bronze mannikiu is extremely
hardy, requiring no artificial heat even
while breeding, but as it is one of those
birds which sleep in hollows, a nest of
some kind should always l>e provideil,

into which parents and grown-up family
will crowd at night all the year round.
They have no great power of flight, and
the nest is often built only three or four

feet from the ground. The wicker cages
in which German canaries are imported
are preferred in the way of nesting ar-

rangements for all the tiny birds, though
a great variety of baskets, rustic boxes,
etc., are sold for the purpose.

To prepare this cage as a nest the seed
trough should be broken out and a bar
removed so that the birds can alight on a

rough perch or twig firmly fixed below
the opening and from thence slip into

nest without fear of treading on the eggs.

A slight sprinkling of insect powder in-

side will help to keep away red mites.
Over this a handful of fine hay should
be put and then, a cardboard lid having
been fastened over the top, the nest will
be ready to be hung up on the wall or in
the breeding cage. Into this wicker cage
the birds will carry a quantity of fine hay,
willow shavings, short lengths of bass,
etc., both birds assisting to weave the
whole into a round domed nest with an
entrance hole on one side. The inside
is not only warmly lined with feathers to
begin with, but each bird in turn, while
assisting in the task of incubation or
feeding the young, carries up a fresh
feather in his beak so that a clean lining
is provided for the youug daily until they
quit the nest. A cross brob<l which I had
last vpar hetw«»*>n a crvcV black and v.'hi*e

and a hen bronze mannikin were even
provided by their parents with an entirely
fresh nest in which, at the end of the
usual thirty-five days, the whole family
took up their abode. No cause except a
love of cleanliness was apparent to
account for this unusual proceeding.
About nine days are usually spent over

the task of nest-building
; the hen then

commences to lay either four, or, some-
times five, pure white eggs. In twelve
days the young hatch out, and a faint
chirping, which should grow stronger
day by day, ought to be heard as the
parents feed the young. On no account
must any attempt be made to peer into
the nest, as it frequently results in the
loss ofthe brood. Exactly on the thirty-
fifth day from the laying of the first egg
the old birds may be expected to bring
out at least one of the dusky nestlings,
and in a day or two more the whole fam-
ily will make their appearance, attired in

RABBIT POODS.

Corn too Patteningr—Wheat in Var-
ious Porms the Staple Pood.

[continued prom page 333.]

Indian corn has become a common
footl for iK)ultry and a good many people
give it to their rabbits, but I cannot say
very much in its favor after giving it a
long trial in my rabbitry.

Although not really rich in albuminous
matter, corn is fattening, owing to the
excellent percentage of fatty substance
it yields, which, as I have previously

stated, is partly fat-producing matter
when introduced into the body. Crushed
maize is the best to use in the rabbitry.

When buying whole maize choose that

which is largest and brightest The an-
alysis of com shows one pound to con-
tain:

Oz.
Water ^w
AlbuminoidB lU
CarbohydratCH . '. ioJ{
Fat '

,

Fibre . .

Ash . . .

chocolate-colored suits, with black beaks
They soon learn to be independent, and
at the end of a month commence to
assume the plumage of their maturity.
As many as four or five broods sometimes
follow in rapid succession.
The diet of these little finches should

consist of sound white millet seed, and
whole or crushed cuttle fish bone all the
year round, with half-ripe grass seeds in
the ear, lettuce or chickweed in summer
time, (ireen food in winter is not desir-
able. Pure but not ice-cold drinking
water, and a daily bath, are also neces-
saries. If they are intended to breed, a
pair should be selected free from out-
ward defects, such being likely to de-
scend to the young, or to result in weakly
broods. The toe nails should be cut
short. An occasional treat of insect food,
such as ants' eggs or small meal-worms,
will soon encourage them to go to nest.
While the hen is silting small quantities
of the various egg and in.sect foods must
Ije added to the usual diet, and soaked
millet given as well as dry. Cold water
is poured over a teaspoon ful or so of
seea overnight, strained away in the
morning, and the seeds rubl)ed pretty
dry in a cloth. The birds like a variety
of insect food, but in small quantities,
renewed as consumed in proportion to the
age of the nestlings. The birds shouhl
be fed either the last thing at night or
before 4 A. M. It is advisable to place
lettuce leaves upright in water during the
nijjht in cage or bird-room to insure
crisp green tneat at dawn, but during the
day green food should be laid in clay
saucers to keep cool and dry.—G. Cas-
sirer.

Com makes a better winter than sum-
mer food for rabbits, and should be used
when the green food giveu is of a poor
quality.

Millet is one of the cereal grains of the
panicum tribe. It may Ije used in the
rabbitry, but it has no special properties
from which could be derived any partic-
ular merits. As a rule it contains about
one ounce of actual nutriment iu one
pound.
Wheat [triticutn vulgare) is the king

of the cerealia, chiefly owing to the large
amount of nutriment it contains. A
very large percentage of the grain can be
iiiaiic iuLo liieiary niatter,and ihe amount
of actual loss is low compared with other
kinds of corn. The analysis of wheat
shows one pound to contain:

Oz.
Water ^u
Albuminoids (barely) 2
Carbohydrates n
••'at

; ;
." li

Fibre V
Ash '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

yi

Wheat is seldom given in an entire
state to rabbits, neither do they come in
for much of the manufactured flour, but,
nevertheless, such portions as are par-
taken of by rabbits contain a large

I

amount of the nutriment of the whole

I

^rain. The process of grinding or mill-
I ing wheat pro<iuces, to put it somewhat
' roughly, three distinct substances—viz.

:

flour, middlings and bran. Flour is often
divided under the headings of fine
flour, seconds, etc. Middlings include a
host of pollards, sharps, meals, tails,

j

tippings, etc., but of these I shall only
I

touch upon two—biscuit middlings, and
ordinary middlings. Bran, too, will be
considered as bran pure and simple, the
outer skin or covering of the actual grain,
totally apart from the husks or ears from
wJiich the grain is threshed.

Flour, I have already mentioned is not

j

a rabbitry commodity, therefore I pass to
the next most important flour -mill pro-
duce. Biscuit middlings, the use of which
I highly advocate, cannot always Ije easily

I

and rea<lily obtained, for very few ordi-
nary dealers keep it in stock. Every
flour-miller must make ii, an<l will always
be found willing to sell. Only a few years
ago biscuit middlings held the position
which the ordinary middlings now hold.

! Milling engineers could not, until a com-
I
paratively recent date, separate the flour
sufficiently from the bran, but now
by the means of what is known as a

j

" purifier" the greater part of the flour

I

is partetl from the bran, and, therefore,

;
what is now left, and known as "mid-
dlings," cannot l)e compared as regards
general properties with the old class of

I middlings known as "biscuit middlings."
' Middlings of all .sorts prove very supe-
rior to flour in all albuminous matter, but
inferior in the ever needful warnith-pro-
<lucing substances.
When possible use biscuit middlings

ill the rabbitry, but when imjiossible, or
rather inconvenient, use ordinary mid-
dlings. Mix with water, either warm or

I cold (use when cold), into a stiff dryish
paste. There are occasions when milk
may be used, but the use of that article
of foo<l will be fully treated upon at a fu-

ture date.

Bran may Ije given, prepared in the

same way as middlings, or the dry, mixed
with oats, or alone. When given in the
form of a mash, a little condiment may
be added to encourage the appetite.
Bran is very useful in bringing the coat
into exhibition condition.
Wheat scraps, sweepings, etc , are all

more or less useful in the rabbitry, and of
great utility in the poultry yard. Wheat
scraps when used for rabbits should be
cmshed. Groats, oats deprived of their
glumes, should not lie forgotten, in fact
they form ohe of the very l)est of cereal
foods, Ijeing very rich in nutriment.
They are more expensive than oats in the
husk, but the husk is next to utter waste,
therefore why not buy groats right out.
The following few directions may be

taken as a recapitulation of my notes on
the cerealia. Do not harp on one par-
ticular sort of grain, particularly if the
rabbits do not thoroughly relish it.

Make oats, groats, dari, crushed maize,
and crushed barley the staple dry foods.
Barleymeal, Scotch oatmeal, biscuit mid-
dlings, middlings, bran, and crushed
maize should be the usual foods; to 1 e
mixed with some liquid and given in the
form of a paste. Wheat scraps are in the
best form when crushed ; they are cheap,
and that is the chief point in their favor.
Give rice to animals which makes flesh
too fast Study the likes and dislikes of
every rabbit. In that rule lies a great
secret of practical rabbit feeding. When
feeding in the morning on food rich in
one substance, select tor the evening a
food of the reverse nature.

It is well to dole out the cereals with a
measure. Bins lined with tin are the best
receptacles for com of all sorts. If they
caiftiot be obtained use empty butter tubs,
but Ije sure and have lids on them. Mice
and rats cause great havoc in rabbitries

;

they spoil the food and give it a very
objectionable flavor, which rabbits par-
ticularly dislike. If possible evict these
lawless, looting, no-rent-paying tenants.— I'ouilry.

Rabbit Parmlngf.

Again and again have ridiculous state-

ments been issued as to the profits

to be derived from rabbit-farming, or
from turning pasture land into rabbit

warrens. Pamphlet writers have gone
into abstruse calculations to show that
cent, per cent, nay many cents per cents,

can be made in the work, and that any
man can make his fortune in a few years
by taking a piece ol land and converting
it into a warren. It has been pointed out
that a doe rabbit has six, eight and even
ten at a birth, and that she will, if al-

lowed, have litters six or eight times a
year. Farther, it is pointed out that

each doe will breed at the age of six

months, and be as prolific as its mother.
It merely requires a little sum in arith-
metical progiession to show how many
thousands, a hundred will at this rate
grow into a few years. The price per
couple can pretty easily be given, and the
profit calculated to a nicety.

All this is very nice, and the question
is : Why dout farmers at once start war-
rens on a large scale, and pay their rents
out of the profit made for one small field ?

Echo answers indeed. Why .' As a mat-
ter of fact, rabbit farming, although-
it may be made very profitable, is not
sure to pay. It is true that rabbits are
very prolific, and that left to themselves,
the increase will be enormous, provided
always that there is not a heavy loss from
disease, poachers, ravages of bucks,
severity of weather, etc. This proviso u
the gist of the whole thing, and on it

rests a great deal—in fact, everything.
There are certain matters which are

essential to success in rabbit farming.
One of these is, in my opinion, a dry soil.

I

Hundreds of rabbits die of rot and over-
drinking in their wild state. They eat

' wet grass and wet herbage, and often

I

drink freely as well. I l)elieve that when
I the disea.se gets hold of them, they have
I

terrible craving for water, which they
drink heavily, as if to deaden the pain
which they are suffering, whereas it

simply accelerates death.
I have recently been visiting one or two

warrens. One was a failure, and I believe
solely l)ecause of the damp nature of
everything. There was a stream of water
running through the warren, and all
around the grass, rank and coarse, was
eaten low, and the ground was lined with

11

rij

If
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excrement. It was little better than a
bog, and I quite believed my guide when
he told me that occasionally the brook
overflowed. It looked like it.

We came across several of the rabbits,
and got pretty close to some without be-
ing observed. None seemed very healthy,
and many had a dull heavy look about
the eyes, others having equally plain
signs of affected livers. No part of the
warren seemed sound and dry, and I ex-
pressed my surprise to the owner that he
had selected such a site. He did not
agree with me as to the cause, and said
that rabbit fanning would not pay.
Another farm I visited, still more re-

cently, was just the reverse. There was
no water at all for the rabbits, a point I

noticed at once. But there was plenty
of herbage and underwood ; and really
nothing more is wanted. The rabbits
were as healthy as possible, and the farm
bid fair to be a great success.
The soil here was chalky and sandy.

No better combination could exist, as the
two together seem well adapted for keep-
ing off damp. A hard rocky bottom is

always good, provided there is enough
soil for the growth of herbage. A heavy
soil is always bad. Clay is objectionable
especially, as being damp and sticky.
Above all things, before commencing a
warren, see that he ground selected is

drr, and that its situation and slope pro-
vide for' natural drainage. And don't
have a huge pond or an overflowing
stream in it.—Cuniculus.

THE KENNEL
Contlnned from Page B4M.

KBNNEIi REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS.

S. K. BABBITT'S collie bitch Gvpsib H to Chest-
nut Hill Kennels' Di-blin Scot,March 4,r89o.

J. P. MORGAN'S collie bitch Bertha to Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Champion Scotilla, April 18.
1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' Jakvr Dean to
their Champion Scotilla, April ja, 1890.

G. W. ROBKkTS' collie bitch Lark to Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Champion Scotilla, April 26.
1890.

J. S. CONRAD'S collie bitch GVPSIR to Chest-
nut Hill Kennels' Champion Scotilla. May
17. 1890.

J. P. GRAY'S collie bitch Bonnie Knowe, to
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Ciiamleroi II, March
32, 1890.

J. P. GRAYS collie bilch Ailsa to Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Chaklkroi II, March 29, 1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
Flurv III to their charlekoi 11, April 20.
1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
Pitch Dark to their Chaklkroi II, April 21
1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
RosLVN Parole to their Manev Trefoil
April 24, 1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch Bon-
nie Bess to their Manev Trefoil, April 28.
1890.

W. M. HAAG'S collie bitch Melissa B. to Chest-
nut Hill Kennel's Manev Trefoil, May iS
1896. '

'

HEMPSTEAD FARM KENNELS' collie bitch
Zulu Princkiw II to Chestnut Hill Kennels'
The SgiuRE, March 26, 1890.

FRANK DOLE'S collie bitch Fannv to Chestnut
Hill Kennel's The Squire. April 21, 1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
Mavis to their The SyriRK, April 5, 1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
Spoiled Miss to their The Suuire, April 26,
1890.

A. R. KYLE'S collie bitch Hebe to Chestnut Hill
Kennels' The Suuire. May 3, 1890.

H. M. PERRY'S collie bitch Lady Rutland to
Chestnut Hill Kennels' The Suuire, May 14,
1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
WBLLEsnouRNE Flihrv to their Koslvn
Wilkes, April 29, 1890.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch
RosLVN SoRFRiiM to their Christopher,
March 19, 1890

TIM nONOGHlE'S pointer bitch Sai.l II (Bob-
Imported Sail) to J. H. Winslow's Tempest

of(Beppo III—I^ss of Bow;, March

NAMES CLAIMED.
28, 1890.

KICKAPOO KENNELS (Wahpeton.N. D.) claim
the names

:

Domino for silver fawn, black points, png dog,
whelped May i, 1890, by Lord Clover ii4,oo,s)—
Narka (97321.

Dandelion, for like doj, same litter.
DrDr, for like bitch, same litter.
D0RI8, for like bitch, same litter.
Donna Clara, for stone fawn, black points,
same litter.

SALES.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS have sold
Sachem, liver and white pointer dog, whelped
May, 1885.

Two Gordon setter dogs by Harrold—Blos-
som, whelped September, 18R9, to Chas. Lea,
Chestnut Hill, Pa.

Irish terrier dot., whelped August, 1889, to
Robert C. Drayton, Philaaelphia. Pa.

Black, tan and white collie bitch, by
Scotilla—Flury III. whelped Dec. 2, 1889, to
A. A. Bogen, New Ulm, Minn.

White and sable colue dcxj by Metchley
Wonder—Roslyii Primrose, born Feb, 20,
1890. to A. A. Bogen, New Ultn, Minn.

Sable and white collie dog by Metchley
Wonder—Roslyn Primrose, born Feb. 20, 1890,
to C. Lee McMillan, New Orleans. I^.

Black and tan setter, by Heather Harrold
—Blossom, born Sept., 18S9, to C. B. Ulrich,
Reading, Pa.

Sable and white collie bitch, by Maney
Trefoil—Jakyr Dean, born October 17, 1889, to
A. Bogen, Philadelphia.

Brooklyn Exile, collie dog, born August 11,

1889, to Senator Spooner, Washington, D. C.

R08LYN Flirt, collie bitch, bom January 18,

1889, to W. N. Jennings, New Brunsvrick,
N.J.

WHELPS.
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bitch

Roslyn Clara, whelped April 29, 1 bitch, by
The Squire.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' colUe Roslyn
Gavlass, whelped April 29, 5 dogs, by The
Squire.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Roslyn
ToRFRiDA, whelped May 18,3 dogs, 2 bitches,
by Chriiitapher.,

A DOG'S FRIENDSHIP.

How He Rescaed His Devoted Partner
tirom a Watery Grave.

From the Spectator.

Some time ago I used often to stay

with a friend in Wiltshire, whose park is

separated from the house by a lake which
is about a hundred and fifty yards broad
at the narrowest part. Being extremely
fond of animals, I soon became intimate

with two delightful dogs belonging to

my hostess, a large collie, called Jasper,

and a rough skye terrier, Sandie. The
pair were devoted friends, if possible al-

ways together One aft'^mnrtTi I oalled

them, as usual, to go, and making my
way to the lake I determined to row
across and wander about in the deer

park. Jasper at once jumped into the
water and gaily followed the Iwat.
Halfway across, he and I were both
startleti by despairing howls, and stop-
ping to look back, saw poor little Sandie
running up and down the bank, bitterly
bewailing the cruellry of his two so-called
friends in leaving him behind. Harden-
ing my heart, I sat still in silence and
simply watched. Jasper was clearly dis-
tressed. He swam round the boat, and
looking up into my face said unmistak-
ably with his wise brown eyes: "Why
don't you go to the rescue?" Seeing,
however, that I showed no signs of in-
telligence, he made up his mind to settle
the difficulty himself, so turned and
swam back to forlorn little Sandie. There
was a moment's pause, I suppose for
explanations, and then, to my surprise
and amusement, Jasper stood still, half
out and half in the water, and Sandie
scrambled on his back, his fore-paws
resting on Jasper's neck, who swam
across the lake and landed him safely in
the deer park ! I need not describe the
evident pride of the one, or the gratitude
of the other.

A Setter That Knew His Business.

From the New York Sun.

Each of the four comers of Fourteenth
.street and Second Avenue held a crowd of
deeply interested men and women on last Sun-
day afternoon. Running to and fro in the very
height of enjoyment was a liver and white set-

ter dog of the purest brce<l. He was only a few-

months old apparently and had evidently never
been broken, but the instinct of his race was
strong within him. Fluttering about the street

and hopping to and fro, now in the trees,then on
the iron railing and again in the street, were a
hundred sparrows. The dog was amusing him-
aelf with them. He would run madly toward
a bunch of them until within fifty feet, and then
he would crouch and creep up with gentle foot-

steps until he got their scent and then he would
remain rigid. He did this scores of times, and
every time he did it the 'point" was perfect and
a marvel of beauty. It is not likely that every
one of the many persons who watched him was
fond of hunting, but the grace and beauty of the
brute held them. To the few who loved field
sports, and knew what pleasure there is in
shooting over a "point" the dog was a dream of
ioy, and it is likely that if his master had not
D«en near, some of these appreciative onlookers
would have fallen upon his neck and fondled
him.

Doggie Versus Piggy.
j

A dog and a pig were on board a ship
together on a voj-age. They were the best of

1

friends, eating their meals from the same plate.

Carlo, the dog, had a nice kennel, but the pig

had to shift for herself, and sleep on the bare
planks. Very soon she found the kennel to be
the best place, and at first was allowed to re-

main in it. One stormy night the dog made for

his bed. but was disappointed to find piggy
already housed, with no intention of removing.
A bright idea came into Carlo's head. He trotted

to the place where they were accustomed to eat

their dinner, lifted the empty tin in his mouth,
and placed it where the pig could see him pre-

tending to eat. The pig gave a grunt, as if her
mouth was watering, but the dog took no notice,

and continued his make-believe supper. The
pig could stand it no longer, and came out for

her ahsre of the dainties. The clever dog got
possession of the coveted place, leaving the pig
to recover from her surprise.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tlioroii£lil)reil Liye Stock Eichange.

All kinds of thoroughbred live stock bought
and sold on commission only, A specialty made
of choice do^s including all varieties of pet and
toy dogs, pointers and setters, broken and un-
broken; mastiff's, St. Bernards, wolf-hounds and
Great Danes.

Stock Imported. Information Otven.
Horses, Cattle and Dogs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-
teed. Pedigrees compiled and the Fan Pedigree
Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

OFFICE, 50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
PERCY C. OHL, Proprietor.

BOOKS FOB FANCIERS.

—Bismarck one day had been flouting Countess
Schuvaloff', and snubbing some other diplomatic
ladies; at last he retired, and presently the
Countess' Danish mastiff' was heard barking at
him in the courtyard. Countess Schuvaloff ran
to the window and exclaimed, "Monsieur le
Chnncflier, please don't bite mv dog. "

Dogs for Sale^

If you want to buy a good dog
kind write to the

of any

(WOODBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 137 S. 8th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

kennel.

American Kennel.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable.- Satisfaction guarateed.

6.1-1 14

TS&^iiMiGi'a

SCND rO« CIRCULAR*.
Th« Panthvrapcan Company, M«w York.

Burges |Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Di.seases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Doj Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs< Breaking. Haiuiuond .

Dog Training and Points oT Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I s-oo
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XIII,each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Mo<lern Training, Handling and Kennel
Mfltiflarmenl bv H Vl'af#.r«

Pedigree Record &ook, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastur, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather

Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

8.00

3.00

50
I.oo

•50

•75

2.00

50

4-50

1.50

I.oo

50

3.00

2.50
.60

•50

•75

1.00

1-25
1.50
1-25
1-25

5.00
2.50

2-75
•25

7.50
2.50

•.50

75

^he ftomir\^ 6xcl?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

cage birds.

Paper cover . .

E8TABI.,I8IIEI> 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
I2.10.
Address Post-Office Ordersand communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, i.,ondon, E. C,
England.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American I'utumltarian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the l)est advertising medium of any paper in
Ainerica devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy

Only fifty cents a vear.and homing pigeons.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bniitanis. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription prict-, $1.00; single number,
10 cents. Address C. L. Franci.sco, Sayre, Pa.

Canary Birds
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds George
J. Barnesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

pigeons.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. I.ewis Wright .

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POCLTRV.
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. I^wis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir g

Profitable Poultry Keeping. .Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Dichl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Exjierience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asao. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Habcock,
Felch 8f Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Poultry for the i>eoplc. Comvns . .

Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Brecdfngand Feed-
ing. Coinyns

RABniTS.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

Rabbits for Exhibition. Pleasure and Mar-
ket. R. O. Edwards

miscellaneous.
All Aliout Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-
tratetl)

Ferrets. By Sure Pop
Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. .

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; ii-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

•50

•75

1.50
i.oo

•50
•50

8.00

2.00
'•50

.50
5^oo

•50

50

500
•30

•50

1.50

•50
2.00

50
•25

1-50

•25
I.oo

1.00

5-00
•50

•iO

I-50

1-25

•I.S

2.00

25
50

•!>o

1.50

I

.
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THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL.
MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 25^c. Open bands for old binls,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR, Box 295.

Philadelphia, Pa.

351

DOGS.
Advertisements without dixplay inserted under

thts heading/or t cents per word/or each insertion

Foxhounds.

rHAMPION RANGER, black, white and Un,
seven vears old tiv Tnrano.i Dr,«A., rr ...;..v^

PUBLICATIONS.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB

3TUD Book.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
.Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
IIABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-per of Its class. Anierioin breeders will find the
l)est Knelish stork advprfiocH <i. ii- ^,^\..^„.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, t8. 18,"

""

Okkicb: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,
England. '

seven years old, by Torance—Roxey II, win-
ner on the bench and in the chase. Also
Fly, black, tan and white, by Champion
Bugler—Gypsy, born May 10, 1887. Never
shown, but thoroughly trained on foxes.
Price for both, $100. W. H. Weiss, Free-
niaiisburg, Pa. 59.tr

FXHOUNDS.— "
/»/ pufipy you sent I gave

another trial. I am more than pleased. I
have hunted with hounds /ortv years. North
and South, and never sa7i'

a'
belter behaved

one. nor one with so melodious and continuous
a tongue. He gives no short notes, but every
one IS long, loud and eager, and he keeps
whooping It like a Methodist preacher, when
the sisters are shouting amen. The first trial
I gave him on a /o.r. f kept an older hound
in hand and let the puppy go. He soon gave
tongue on a trail, ami a/ter 7t>orking it a
hat/ hour, routed the ted and hustled it over
the hills, when / let the old houndjoin him in
an hour's run. I am very much pleased with
him : he is quiet in a buggy, 01 runs along
the road and pays no attention to highway
dogs. // this \-oung hound had not been
hunted on /axes when you shipped him, then
I net'er sa7c a dog take to it so quickly.

OR. KENNEDY. Auburn, N. V."
The above refers to a green foxhound

puppy. We claim for the Pennsylvania
loxhounds that for actual field purposes
they are superior to any strain on earth.
We control and sell the surplus stock of the
majority of foxhound kennels In this
vicinity (there are more than fifty organized
hunt clubs within a radius of fifty miles
around Philadelphia). Prices moderate.
Send stamp for special list of foxhounds.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS.
63 tf 140 S. Sth St., Philadelphia.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserUd under

thts headingJor t cents per word/or each insertion.

8t. Bernards.

PIGEONS.

FOR SALE.—St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
stone Kennels, i2i.) Carson Street Pitts-
burg, Pa. 57^MENTHON KENNEI.S-SI. Bernards. Phce-
nixviUe, Pa. 53.^.,

ST. BERNARD PUPPIES, three months old
by Marquis of Stafford. General huller and
Celtic Rector Swiss Mountain Kennels
East Washington Lane, Gemiantown, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. 63-64

Two YOUNG well-marked rough-coated
bitcnes, of fine pedigree, bred to fine im-
ported dogs Prices right. Chequasset
Kennels. Lancaster, Mass. 62-tf

TROJAN HECTOR (12,765). smooth-coated
orange and white markings, by Ch. Hector—
Bernie

: considered the best son of Hector
21 months old. Winnings (only time
shown)— First aud fpecial in puppy' classes
at New York and Philadelphia 1S89. Price
(cost), $200. W. H. Weiss. Freemausburg.

_ P" 59-tr

VarloaB.

Advertitements without display inserted undet
thi\ heading /or I cenU pet word for each insertion.

Fantalls.

BOBTAIL Sheep Dogs. The per.ect fiinn dog.
AppljT to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hul-

Fox Terriers.

^OX TERRIER PUPPIES for sale out of thor-
' oughbred dead game stock. Geo. M.Rich-

ards, Binghampton N. Y. e63'68

For itele.

FR SALE—Imported white French poodle
very intelligent: no finer in America ; hair
dra^s on the ground when standing
terrier Ana Di#«litnf^nH i^.u>rl. t

DOGS.

Advertisements wilkout display inserted under
thts heading/or t cents per word/or each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.-A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus-Rosemary.

J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Benflrl«8.

63-1

1

„ „. Fox
terrier dog Richmond Spark. Jr by
Blempton Braggart (988^)—Richmond
•^P"*"^ \;w,y55), n biirt nriiltici. Will beilal
a reasonable price on account of removal
Address A. A. Cobb, Wilmington, Del.

A

Gordon Setters.

*OR SALE.—Four
_,

' Heather Harrold. Address Chestnut
Kenneli, CfacBtntit Hill, Philadelphia

grand young dogs by
Hill

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE.—A handsome broken thorough-
bred. Fine opportunity to secure a grand
dog cheap. Address J. M., Box 916, Phila-
adelphia. Pa.

Irish Terriers.

BEAGLES.— The beagles bought /rom you are
the finest on earth. J would not take a thou-
sand dollars/or the stock.

NA T. C. DR YDEN,
Howling Green, Mo.

I got the dog in the a/ternoon. I ivas
going to letyou know sooner, but thought I'd
wait and take her out on trial. I tried her
on New Year's day. and I'm very much
pleased with her. A friend 0/ mine has one
he paid Sfo /or, and everyone says he is the
best in the country. I have been out with him
several times, hut fit bet $10 the one you ienl
will beat him all to pieces.

ilENRY KOTHE,
,, , Jersey City, N./."
A finer rabbit dog than the one vou sent

me I would not ask foi . He killed j6 rabbits
in lioo days, and lost but three out of m. /
would not take fio for him.

Peter J. ri-rke.
Toledo. O."

The above all refer to beagles which we
have sold. Now is the time to buy if you
want the best selection in either puppies
for next Fall's hunting, or in broken dogs
If you want pedigreed stock, send for
"Special List, No. 12.' If you want them
only for riibbit hunting, .iiid care nothing
for pedigree, we ran furnish them at $20
each for broken, $15 for vear old, unbroken
and |io lor puppies, either sex. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. We believe we have the
largest pack of pure bred Rowett working
beagles in America. We have seven stud
dogs of good blood. Fee |io each. All are
workers.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS
140 S. Sth .St., Philadelphia.

FR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ANTED.—Irish terrier bitch not over 18
lbs., hard coat, rocky build. Address B
Box 916, Philadelph a. Pa. 62-tf

ton. Pa.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, «
South Third Stitet, PhiladeTt: hia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MR. OWENS. 2627 N. Second St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa., has just returned from England
with the finest lot of Prince Charles aud
King Charles Spaniels and Yorkshiie ter-
riers ever imported. 62-63

PEDIGREES careluilv revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

-r>EDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

J^ cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed nnsinsairl Th*
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 ^uth Third St.'
Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12 is now out. It conUins
the names of many celebrated champion
<logs and bitches now offered for sale for
the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of nearly
all breeds are offered for sale. Now is the
time of year to buy ^ood dogs cheap. List
mailed on application. Associated Fan-
ciers, 140 S. Sth St., Philn., Pa. 63-tf

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, 1 West Fayette
Street, Baltimore. Md., breederof white
black and blue fantails. has for sale a few
choice birds in each color. Prices reaaon*
able.

HITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for ciicular. Frank M. Gilbert. Evans-
vUle, Ind. 6, ,f

Hominic Pltreons.

w

CLAYTON HACKETT. Fourth Street, Kastdn
Pennsylvania—Breeder of long distance
h' inmg pigeons. Stamp for circular. 6i-lf

OUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier ofhoming pigons. Prices for youngsters u
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are; Blue Gown, 715 miles; Alwayi
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas. 450 miles; BUckHawk, 400 miles and several pairs, vxi
miles. All stock finH-elas».

L'

Jaoobtns.

)RIZE WINNERS.-Flnest imported stoclT
all colors. F. Bally, Ardmore, Pa. 60 64

T W TUtJGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
, and breeder of Jacobins. jo-io6

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at aH tiroek.
Bunting Hankins, Bordeutuwu, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing Tamblers.
' "« -

-

.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times
Bunting Hankins, Bordcnlown. N. j.

50-75

Satlnettes.

BIRDSof the above variety tor sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

SO-7<

POULTRY.

W

63 tf

Collies.

FOR SALE—Two young well bred collie
bitches. Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Fred-
erick, Md. 63^

I^OR SALE—Four nicely ninrkeil sable col-
"* orcd pups by Strenhon's Kex—Gyp Yacht,

six months old and eligible for registration.
Write for prices soon, as I must dispose of
them at once N. B. Reed, Princeton, Mass.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion .Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayla.is, by Champion .scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maue^ Trefoil out of l.uella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia Pa

Mastlflh.

FOR SALE—A choice English Mastifl^ bitch
three years old. Address G. L. Gilling
ham, Moorestown, Burlington County
N. J. 61-63

'

FINE MASTIFFS.-For sale-six dogs, two
bitches,whelped May i, 1890, Light lawns,
short, broad heads, true to type. Dam'
Birdie Caution (14,434); grand-daughter of
Champion Ilford Caution ; large, hand-
some and perfect in disposition. Sire,
Prince Beaufort, son of Champion Beaufort!
and full brother in blood to Champion
I^dyColcus. The pups combine the best
blo<xl known to the race aud are highly
creditable to their royal breeding. For
prices and illustrated catalogue, address

63-65 George Jackson, Beech Grove, Indiana.

Advertisements without display inseru-d under
this heading/or t cents per wordJor each insertion.

Brooders.

OLENTANGY BROODER, pat.^BeM and
cheapest. Send for circular giving price
description and testimonials. Address
Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, O.

Sirsllo^irs.

A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street. Balti
,
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure onlv. Iniporte<l
his ht(x:k of birds, and has'steadify im-
proved them until he hak now aa taoe a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

Pointers.

i;^OR SALE-Black pointer dog;
by Poyneu's Bang-Jean; dam, Pr'inceM li,'t Sire, Bangor,

by Nal— Princess. John .Sanderson, care I)r
S. G. Dixon, 2015 Chestuut Street, Phila-
delphta. e^7

Pnars.
~

FINE YOUNG BITCHES and pups at reason-
able prices. Chequasset Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass. lyg.tf

Setters.

lucnbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send (or descript-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

MInoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP. importer, exporter
and breeder. .Send for black minorca cir-
cular containing list of cups and prizes
won: also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of iH-st quality for fair price
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

AVhIte Legrhoms.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. Biddle
Street, Baltimore, Md -Breeder and fan-
cier of short-face; solid and bald-head
tumblers, all colors; has a few 01 the
Gaddess stock (the best) for sale. 6063

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street
Cincinnati, O., breeder ol fiying tumbler^
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

TWELVE PAIRS of performing tumblers.
*io. J. Ellia, 356 Pine Street, Camden, N.J.

Varions.

A'

O

tf

AFEW CHOICE Irish Setter pups for sale

-

parents field trial and bench ."how winners
V. L. Cheney, Pittsficid, .Mass. b-59-63

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H.Clay Glover, 1291
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

FIR SALE.-A lot of handsome Irish red set-
ter puppies from seven to fifteen months
old by Elcho, Jr., St. Cloud, Glenmar
Kelso. Royal Ruby and Shan More, out ol"
thoroughly broken prize winning bitches
St. Cloud Kennels, 1934 Prospect Ave., Tre-mon^N. Y. c. 6i-64

St. Bemarda.

FOR SALE.—Choice stock at reasonable
prices. Peninsular Kennels, P. (} Box <7
Detroit, Mich. c. 63-68

KNAPP BROS.' white Leghorns and white
Wyandottes stand at the head. The lead-
ing strains of America. Winners of the
frraiid special for Inrgestt and best display,
)est male and best female at the great New
York show. Addre.ss for circular P O
Box 444, Fabius. N. Y. 50^52

'

LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson'n
Big Bird Store, Cleveland. O. 96

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 41S North Eutaw Street
Baltimore. Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what^ou want. Reasonable prices. .Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 36-68

Ducks.

Various.

^ LECTROTYPp;s of any variety of Fowls sup-
' plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co., 33 South Third .St., Philadelphia.

)RINTING estimates gpven for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARKED Plymouth Rocks
and white en sted ivhite Polish bantams
.Menthon Kennels. Ph(enixville. Pa. 53-64

TAVERETT I. NYE, Wellfleet, Mass.. from 350t^ Pckin ducks can furnish fresh fertile ejoi
in quantity at short notice. Premiums at
Boston, Quincy and Worcester. 60-63

h
Bngrllsh I'heanant EgKs.

I

w
PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading /or i cents per word/or each insertion

Blondlnettex.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins,Bordeutown, N. J.

50-75

AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-
ant <Rgs. f I per dozen. Birds Tor .sale. N
L. Rockwell, Sanford St.ition. Conn. 57-n

ArtlHts and Kn^rravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
) of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisliing Co. u

South Third St., Philadelphia.

INTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Pnct J.isls, Sched '

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

K HAVE arrange*! with Schrtiber At
Sons, who are ackn wiedged to be the
best animal photogtH) hers in Amrrica
whereby we are «bUi. m<ke spec al terms
for our subscribers who wantu otographs
of their flMjs The Fanciers' Pub ....in.,
Oo.. t» South Tliirrt «i l'>i|l.., p]p p.

P"

W.

TaxIdermUts.

DO vou WANT stuffed birds or animals in
group or single ? Good work cheap. Wm
L. Weaver, taxidermist, Millersburg Pa
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 81 1 miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . . J

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Just Out. . .

.

•«•••«*••*•* PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description ok the
Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAIV. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIROS, REO BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquanums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

SGOS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOX PRICE LIST.

H. AAT. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St., Philadelphia.

25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow
pANTAiL PIGEONS.

No otlieF Variety.

$10,110 a pair

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY. .

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifiy Cents for mhich send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

Kennedy & Curtis Modern Training,

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

I

Handling, andDEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES. PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Aiistin's Celelirateil Dog Cafces ^ei^-

Gloyer's Iiperial Dog Remeflies

Kcnncl Management

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

SmWBME & CLOTHl

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PHIIiADEIiPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

« THOROUQHBRBt) PUQS

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE.

PRICES VERY LOW-

AddresK

57-«9

M. S. THAYER.
AlhmontSt., Dorchester Di.strict,

Boston, Mam.

und up.

Quality n'H excelled.
8ai isfactitiQ guaran-
teed.

H.C. NORTON,
Gertiia'^toM n, I'a.

' PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES

PRICE $a.5o.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlshing Company,

3»S. Third St, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHAS. SCHMENNER,

511 W. BiDDLB St.,

Baltimore, Mn.,

Short-face bald in all
colors ; also, short-face
.solid colored tumblers a
specialty. Tne be.st qual-
ity of breeding stock
only ir.addes stock). A
few pair of each for sale.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per 1GO lb. Bag, «8.00
Granulated Bone, " lOO S.75
Oronnd Beef
Scraps, - - - " 100

(•alolt*», .---•• 80O
f'riiBhe*! Flint, - " aoo
<;rn«h<Ml Oyster
Shells, - - - " «00

S.OO

8.00

8.<M>
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

c. II. nKMPWor.,F & CO.,
4»-93 York Chomloal Works, York, Pa.

BROKEN KI.INT FOR POULTRY, $> PER
bushel. JNO. Mp.rckr, Leaman Place, Pa.

Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Hurffeon,

58-70 1803 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.m
»4-75

44 & 46 DUANB St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. A TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogg. Write lor caUlogue A.

GAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnaon, Prederick, Md.

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

|i by mail. MOORK BROS , Albany, N. Y.

PIfiQ Chesters, Berkshires, PolandH. Fox
riUO. Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.W.GIB-
BON8 & CO.,W. Chester,Pa. Send sUnp for dr.

Ed\?varcl S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Scbmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIOEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

^T THE l^lflTIONHL ^HOW
AT NEW YORK WE WON

FORTY REGULAR prijtes and the GOLD
SPECIALS and Cirps. The ORANDEST
RECORD ever won bv ANY HRKKUKR at
a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN GAME
EGGS $10 per 13; $20 per 30. RED CAPS,
ANDALUSIANS and WHITE WYAN-
DOTTES, $3 per 13; $5 per z6. Send for cata-
logue.

C. A. SHARP A, CO.,
50-62 I..OCKPORT, N. Y.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
7110 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above slock of 18H9 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

Spratts Patent
Dog Cak:e»,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

^SfBeware ofworthless imitations, same shape

,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for alt canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORlN<;,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'I>,
a3»-245 East 56th St.. New York City. 44-69

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs hoarded and conditioned for bench show.

BLM STATION,

*4-75 Montgomery Co., Pa.
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JIN THe STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion. Sijo;
t^.iofor the month; tts Jor three months; USfor
tut months, and t^ofor the year.

DICK

sWIVELER

JNTTHE^TUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

*JJ°i. *•/" /<"" '*' nionth; f/S M three months;»S for SIX months, and fjo for theyear.

SETTERS «& pomTERS

INJTHE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.
t'-So; $s 40 for the month; t'S for three. months;
fiS for SIX months, and tso for the year.

THE KENNEL.

DESMOND

IRISH SETTER
(8410.)

WIHHER FIRST, CHALLEMGE CLASS,

HEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,
extended pedigfif * <»nd full list of winuings ad-
dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

5i>-ioi
177 STATE Street, Cbicaoo, III.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $J5

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE. $a5.

53-78

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.

nORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described ui show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
Enstland, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials i88«, and on the bench has won. first,
Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,
Roche.ster, i8H« and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, I25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy clas.ses in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
cla.ss, at Ix>ndon, Out., when out of conditionA grand dog in the field. Fee. $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $2$.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cask W. H. Weiss,

3-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

gNGUSH SETTERS AT STUD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
BInck and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Slake, East-
I em Field Trials of 1888, beating such note<l dogs
as Joey B., Ca.ssio, Toledo Blade. Roger and

I others. Fee for either dog, $2<;. Enclose 50 cents
1

III >t:iinps for photo of either dog from lifem ide by Schreiber & Sous.

F. G. TAYLOR,
ISLAND HEIGHTS.

50-63 Ocean Co., Nhw Jer.sey.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsiDE "Kennels,

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

PINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
' short time .

CH. BEAUFORT,
The proi)erty of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have i>roved him the best
ma.sliff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by
Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of
third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where
he ran again.st English setters entirely and the
other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,
Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the
highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.
Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial
winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.
Address j. h. WINSLOW,
54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

At Stud and for Sale.

COLLIES.
AT STUD

:

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50
The Squire $50
Maney Trefoil $35
Roslyn Wilkes $25
Scotilla II $15

FOR SALE :

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp) and a
grand lot of young pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.
AT stud:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Chestnut Hill, PhiladelphU.

Dogs for Sale

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

C^OODBURY K?ENNELS,

CITY OFFICE. 137 S. 8th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all di.seases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

ENGLISH^ D
^^—x^LOODHOUWDS
I have the only kennel of English Bloodhounds

in America and am the only importer and breed-
er. Mr Edwin Brough was the first exhibitor of
the Bloodhound in America, and we are the only
ones who ever have made an exhibit of a kennel
at the bench shows. He is the largest and most
successful breeder and exhibitor of England and
the only breeder whose hounds are and have
been constantly trained on man alone for gener-
ations. I have .some of his finest show dogs and
trailers and the dams of the best of England.My puppies are equal to any, and will win any-
where on the show bench or field in the strong-
est company. Prices much less than in England.
They are very intelligent, gentle, affectionate,
and their association and pure breeding fit them
particularly for a companionable dog. Photo-
graphs of my last litter of Rosemary's, 12 pups, 2
months old, 25 cents.

J. WINCHELL.

rINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE. $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4798

CT. BERNARD AT STUD

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—Cemma I (9765) ; Red Bov by
Kondor (S. S. B. io3)-Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-
sin's Turk—Bellone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschniid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT,

60-72 Gaul and Adams St., Phila., Pa.

'HAMPION

LITTLE BOY
(A. K. S. B. H106, Vol. V.) Winner of the special

at Toledo, for the best sporting dog in show.

WINNER I1NDBR

Major J M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson
Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Tracy,
Mr. fallman, Mr. Higgius, etc.

CHALLENGE LEO B.

Son of Little Boy and litter brother to Ashniend's
Dixon. (A. K. S. B. 17,388, Vol. VII.) Stud fee to
limited number of bitches, $20.

WAVERLY KENNELS,
JOHN SANDER.SON, care Dr. Dixon,

64-69 58th St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

64 Fair Haven, Vt.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) Cir. KLCIIO—NOREKN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. (ILENCIIO-MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the almve ilogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tf Tremonl, N. V.

SOME GOOD WOODCOCK DOGS.
Both setters aii<l pointers for sale at reason-

able prices. Prices from I50 to $100 each. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Write for particulars.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
64lf 140 South Eighth St., Phila , Pa.

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

$1 by mail. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

pIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
riUOi Hounds, Heagles,Collies,Setters.W GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester, Pa. Send stamp for cir

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.
Annual .subscription price, |i.oo: single number,
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Say re, Pa.
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Subscription Agents Wanted

We 'wish to appoint au agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit snh.scrijitions for Tin; I'anciers'

Journal. A liberal cash conunission is

offered on all new snhscriptioiis. Write

for terms to agents.

Rkadkksof The I'ancikrs" Journal
corrp:spondino or visiting with ad-

vertiskks will confer a favor bv
MENTIONING ThE JOURNAL.

FIXTURES.

l)oK Shows.

Sept. 2-4.—Midland Ceiitr.Tl Hair Association
Bench Show, Kingston, (Int., Canada. C. II.

Corbett, superinteiiileiit; K. W. Meek, S'jcretary.
Sept. 2-5.— Wiliuiiigtoii Fair AssiKJation lieiu h

Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington.
Del
Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.—Ti>ledu Keiiuel Club. Toledo,

O. . Charles E. KowIhihI. secretary.
Sept. i,<i iS.— Iiiternritiiiiiiil Dog Show of the

Dominion of Caiiad.1 Kennel Cliil>, in coiiiKction
with the Industrial Exhibition at Toronto, Can-
ada. H. J. Hill, .secretary.

Sept. 15-ig.—Grand secmid Annual Interna-
tional lleueli Show of d<igs in coiiiiectioti with
the Industrial p;xposiliiin. Toronto. C'liiada.
Canadian Kennel Club rules to guvi rn. C. .\.

Stone, secretary and superiiileiulent, Toronto,
Canada.

Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-
ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-y.—Ninth aiiiiiial dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at D.iiiluiry, Conn.,
B. (5. Lynes, sccrelarv.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-
ana Keiinel Club, at Carlisle, Iiid., I'. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Iiid., secretary.
Nov 10.—Second nniiuaf field trials of the

Cana<lian Kennel Club, at Clinthaiu, Unt., C. A.
Stone. Toronto, Uiit., .secretary.

Nov. 17—Twelfth annual field trials of the
F.asterii Field Trials Club, at Otterbnrn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., .sec-

retary.
Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington. N. C. C.
H Oilell, Mills Diiildliig, New York, secretary.

Dec. IS— I'hiladelplilii Ki iiiul Club's seventh
annual fieU'. trials at Dintousville, \'a.

IHJil.

Jan. ig.—F;ighlh annual field trials cf the Pa-
cine Kennel Club, at llakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs. .secretary.

Feb. 2.—Third :tniiiial fiehl trials of the Sonth-
trn Field Trials Club. T. M. Itriiiiby, secretary,
Marietta, (ia.

I'oiii-siniu'.

June ig-22.—National Coursing A-isiKi;\tiiiii

melting, at Kansas City. M. E. Allisiin, man-
ager, llutcliiiis<jii. Knii.'

Oct. 21 2,5. iMflb annual meet of the American
Coursing Club, at (.real lleiid, Kan. I. D.
Broiigher, secretary.

!

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the

hlnodhouiid liilch Duchess of Ripple

176^61. She was bretl by K. Nichols,

I and is now owned by Kdwin Brough.

She is by Trinibush II out of Patti, by
Champion Rollo out of Champion Diana.

Trimbnsh 1 1 is liy Champion Brutus out

: of Juno.

Duchess of Ripple is not only one of
I the very best bloo<lhounds ever seen, but

I she is particularly famous as the dam of

many first pri/.e winners, such as Bar-

bette, winner of the Fifty-guinea Chal-

lenge Shield; Burgho, Bayard, Banshee,

Bunker, Lady Diana and Bono, c nsid-

ered the best dog in England, although

not two years old yet.

At the last Manchester show Bono
took first in his class, won three specials

ami the cliJilk-nge cup for the best s])ort-

ing dog or bitch in the show, which
award was arrived at unanimously by the

six different judges of the various classes.

Duche.ss of Ripjile has won many
prizes herself, both in England and
.America. While she was in Mr. Win-
chell's kennels ^-he raiseil two litteru of

pups. She is a very careful man trailer,

and to illustrate her disposition and

I

show the temper of a well-bre 1 blood-

hound we (juote from Mr. Winchell's

1
letter: "The Duchess is one of the house

I
favorites and has her freedom at all

times. On one occasion she was lying

by the open grate asleep, dreaming
probably of her last hunt, when my lit-

tle boy, just commencing to walk, dis-

cnvcrf'd for the fir>;t lime tlial Iwr Ioii<r

ears needetl cropping. He managed to

get astride of her, and with a pair of

sliears in one hand and her long ear in

the other cominciiced operations much
to the disgust of Duchess, who resented

it only by howls of pain. When I ar-

rived I found him sitting astride with

shears in one hand and trying to get

hold of her bleeding ear with the other.

Nothing could have induced her to in-

jure him."

we submit to our readers for what it is

worth.

« »

His idea is that the delegates consti-

tute the origin of the A. K. C, and by
them all officers are elected and given

certain limited authority. Delegates

should have proper access to all accounts,

etc., the same as directors in any mer-

cantile corpwration . Any delegate using

the information thus deiived, to the de-

triment of the A. K. C, should be ex-

pelled. He understooil that the com-
mencement of the opposition to Mr.

Peshall was through his being refused

access to the books, which was wrong,

for neither the secretary nor any of the

officers shotild endeavor to dictate to the

p<iwer that created them, it being too

much like the "tail wagging the dog."

connection with and by the Industrial

Exposition Association promises, under
the able management of Mr. C. A. Stone,

to be the finest ever held in Canada.

*
* »

We have the first and second prize

winners at the Cincinnati show, but have

concluded not to pul)lish them until next

week, when a full report of the show, by
that popular judge, Mr. Mortimer, will

be given to our readers.

*

Foreign exchanges report the Berlin

Dog show a great success,
jf 10.000 being

taken in at the turnstiles. Exhibitions

of dogs cannot l)e held in Germany
without the sanction of the Government.

This not only adds to their prestige, but

gives a guarantee that they are promoted
by the right people and worthy of sup

jxirt. An interesting part of the pro-

gramme, says the Fanciers' Gazette, was

the badger and fox baiting, for which

prizes were given, for the dachshunds. A
temporary earth having been made, with

the batlger or fox snugly hidden away,

each dog was tried sitigly, when they

were expected to go withm a foot or two
of the prey, and bark until it was ascer-

tained in which direction they were to be

found. Some of the competitors did this

exceedingly well ; but others, objecting

to iK-'ing underground with so dangerous

a companion, retired without making any

sign.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

.Several of our readers have called at-

tention to "Brittle's" communication of

la.st week, claiming that he has niistm-

derslood the case of Mr. Peshall vs. the

•American Kennel Club. Tlie credentials

presented by Mr. Peshall read as follows:

Baltimori:, Md., May 20, 1S90.

.\. P. Vui:i>i:.MiiK(iH, Esu.,

.StTirliiry Ameiicmi Kmiirl Club.

Mv Dkar Sir: As Mr. H. Malcolm, Our dele-

gate, will not be able to be present at your meet
ing, we hereby appoint Mr. C. J. Peshall to act

ill his stead at your meeting to be held this day.

May 22. Yours very truly,

W. STKWART DiPPENnKRKPER.
Secretary.

* «

It seems to us previous rulings have

been that there could be no substitution

unless there was a vacancy, and we think

the refusal to admit Mr. Peshall would I

I

have been justified on these grouncls, for
j

if it was admissible to allow him to act

under the present circumstances it would
'

again open the obnoxious jiraclice of

I

proxies, which was a gieat drawback in

I the early days of the A. K. C.

I «
» »

In conversation with a gentleman for-

merly connected with the A. K. C, we
hail a new view of the jiresent condition

of the club presented to us, and which

* «

A new spaniel club has l)een formed in

California to be known as the Pacific

Coast Spaniel Club. The officers of the

club are as follows : President, Dr. A. C.

Daven|X)rt. Stockton ; Vice president,

James Kerlin, Oakland ; Secretary and

Treasurer, H. P. Rennie, Oakland ; Ex-

ecutive Committee, Joseph B. McVay,
San Francisco ; George W. Rennie, San

Francisco ; F. W. Hewlett, Oakland ; Dr.

Davenport, Stockton ; H. P. Rennie,

Oakland. H. H. Briggs, kennel editor

Breeiler and Sportsman, San F'rancisco,

was elected an honorary menil)er of the

club and the Secretary instructed to no-

tify Mr. Briggs of the fact.

« *

The members of the club have decided

to publish a paper to be called The
Spaniel Fancier, a monthly, solely iti the

interest of cocker, field, and other

standard-bred spaniels. H. P. Rennie,

Oakland, has been selected editor and

manager, and Dr. Davenport, of Stock-

ton, associate editor.

«
*

"The Canine World" is the title of a

new publication devoted to "man's liest

friend." It comes from Manchester,

lingland. The initial numlier, just at

hand, shows it to Ik; a well-edited, inter-

esting journal and we welcome its ap-

pearance.
*

» «

The second Grand International Bench

Show of ilogs to l)e held in the city of

Toronto from September 15 to 19, in

#
« *

The committee has made a good selec-

tion in the person of Mr. .Stone, secretary

of the Canadian Kennel Club, who is

now residing in Toronto, as secretary and
superintendent of the show. Mr. Stone
is a practical dog man in every detail and
thoroughly understands the management
of bench shows as evinced by the last

two shows managed by him in London,
Ontario, and in him exhibitors will have
sufficient guarantee that their dogs will

receive the best of attention whether the

exhibitors can attend in person or not
*

* •

The show will be held under the rules

of the Canadian Kennel Club, the only
rules in Canada recognized by the Amer-
ican Kennel Club. The premium list

will l>e ready shortly.
«

« «

The Judges appointed are Mr. John
Davidson for all setters, pointers, fox-

hounds and beagles ; Mr. V.. M. Oldham
spaniels, and Mr. C. H. Mason the re-

maining classes.
*

Mr. George Raper writes a New York
friend that he ha.s only raised seven bull

dog pups during the last eighteen

months notwithstanding he has had at

least ten bitches on hand during that

time.

Mr "K^f^rov Otil vt'br* cto**c ir\ "Mnt-AanA
- - - -J --- . -- ^ -- ....^...»^

shortly to purchase bull dogs and bull

terriers, will experience great difficulty

in obtaining gocnl brood bitches of the

former breed, as owners can not be in-

duced to part with them.

« •
Since the formation of the Bull Dog

Club of America there has sprung up
quite a demand for these dogs, which
can not at present be filled in America.

The difficulty of breeders in getting and
raising puppies will always prevent the

market from being over-stocked.

•
• *

Kennel editors are frequently asked to

express an opinion upon dogs brought

for them to see, so we were not surprised

last night when our door bell rang, and
we were asked to step outside and look

at a new dog just off the ship from South

Africa. As the animal stood in the moon-
light he appeared to be some kind of a

goat with enormous horns and ludicrous

antics. On nearer inspection we dis-

covered this diminutive specimen of

equHS asinus to measure but thirty-two

inches high . His weight was said to be

100 f>OHnds. The amusin* ens was four

years old, and the smallest donkey we
ever saw. He was surrounded by a

crowd of boys who were mischievously

poking him in the ribs, pulling his tail

and lifting his feet to see his .shoes. Sud-

denly Jack raised his sleepy eyelids, and
after giving us a wink, he ducked

his head and let fly both hind feet. For

a second they played upon the boys like

drum-sticks on a drum and when he re-

sumed his natural position on "all

fours," every lioy had been downed,

either by the donkey, or pushed over by

others. Jack brayed, the youngsters

howled and we enjoyed a good laugh.

«
« »

Mr. George H. Covert's Irish setter

bitch Stella IV, heavy in whelp to Kil-

dare, arrived at this port on Tuesday.

She was looking badly and sick, but will

no doubt soon recover from the effects of

her voyage.

f!l
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

He is Elected Secretary of a Club

BY HrBERNIA.

VI.

The annual election of the officers of
our local kennel club occurred soon after

my return from judging. My prestige

in the club at that time was most flatter-

ing. I was head and shoulders above
every other member. No one thought of
buying a dog without consultiug me. I

selected the stud dogs for them all and
picked out the choicest of the resultant

litters of puppies. This applied to all

the breeds fancied by the different mem-
bers of the club. I do not mind con-
fessing that outside of fox terriers I

knew no more of the points of dogs than
the majority of amateur specialty judges,

and that was—almost nothing. This,

however, did not deter me from passing
judgment on every canine that came be-

fore me and discoursing learnedly on
many prize winners which I had never
seen. But what of that? Every new
fancier does the same.

Well, at the annual election I was
unanimously elected secretary. I would
rather have been president, but the boys
said that position was simply a figure

head, while the secretaryship they wanted
filled by the ablest and best known man
of the club—to wit, your humble servant.

How could I decline a position offered

to me in such a complimentary manner.
The memljers now determined to give

a show, and in a little while a guarantee
fund of twelve hundred dollars was sub-
scribed. Of course we did not expect to
lose money on our venture, but it is

always the wisest course to be fortified
against possibilities.

A date was claimed, a hall secured and
the forthcoming show dulj- announced in
the doggy papers. The club appointed
committees on everything, but the com-
mittees would do no work, and the whole
labor fell on me. 1 had a natural in-
aptitude for work either mental or physi-
cal, and I would not a^ain go through
the two months of wornment and labor
that I did in connection with this show
for the sum that Mr. Belmont's stables
won last ;year. I lost fifteen pounds of
flesh durmg the ordeal, and Aunt Bess
says my mental faculties have not re-
covered my equilibrium to this day.

But what was I to do ? The other fel-
lows in the club were unknown to the
doggy world, and if the show was a fail-

ure all the blame would fall on me.
Every member of the Bench Show Com-
mittee had lots of suggestions to offer,
but no one would do any practical work.
They always had an engagement or some
other excuse whenever I asked them to
do something that would be really help-
ful to the success of the show. Fellows
whose only occupation was to kill time
suddenly developed a punctuality for
keeping business engagements that was
remarkable. Members without a relative
in the world, when I asked them to help
me, would have to leave to attend the
sick.

Let me reproduce as near as I can by
written wonls the meeting of the com-
mittee to select judges. This was the
largest committee we had. Almost every
member (at least every one who intended
to show a dog) insisted upon l)eingon it.

The meeting was not conducted parlia-
mentary.
Chairman : Will the meeting plea.se

come to order ?

JoNKS : Oh ! wait till Smith finishes
this story about bringnig a wild turkey
clear home from the F^a-steni I'ield Trials
and found out that it was only a common
one with its legs painted. I've heard it

before, but the other fellows haven't."
The chairjuan kindly grants the re-

quest, and when he knew by the forced
ha ha's of the listeners that the story
was finished, he proceeded :

"Now, gentlemen, our secretary tells

me that we must apfxiint the judges to-
night. The premium list must l)e in the
pnnter's hands inside of ten days and all
the judges have to l)e written to before
their names can l>e used, so I hope you
will proceed to business and stick to it

until you have finished."
Brown : I say, Mr. Chairman, would

it l)e out of order to let the janitor gel
some cigars and a case of l)cer. This
will enable us to get through the work
pleasantly and expeditiously.
Chairman: The Chair rules the

motion to be in order.
EvKRYBOiiY : I second ///<?/ motion !

Ch.\irman : Well, if everyl>ody sec-
onds it, there is no use asking for votes.
While waiting for the cigars and l)ecr

to arrive I arose and said :

"Mr. Chairman, it .seems to me that
the quickest way of getting through with
the appointment of judges is to lake the
last year's Westminster Kennel Club's
premium list and go systenialicallv
through the breeds as classified there,
beginning with St. Bernards and ending
with miscellaneous."
Chairman : I think this would be

the best plan, and we will do so if the
committee are in favor of it.

Everybody : Agreed.
Chairman : Well, then the first,judge

to be selected will be for St. Bernartls.
JONK-s: 1 name Mr. James Watson.
Greun : Oh, pshaw ! why don't you

propose someone who don't know any-
thing about the breed ; that is, if you ex-
pect to win anything with that knock-
kneed over-grown setter you call a St.
Bernard. Watson will turn her out of
the ring.

Jone-S: I'm willing to run the chances,
and I'll bet you supper for the crowd
that she gets placed higher in her class
than your ring-tailed greyhound does in
hert.

Grekn: I'll Uke you up. Gentlemen,
make a note of the fiet, and on closing
night of the show be prepared to dine at
Jones' expense.
Jones: Now, lellows

—

Chairman (Pounding vigorously with
his gavel): Gentlemen, this won't do.
We'll never get through at this rate.
Brown: I move we leave the St. Ber-

nard judge open and proceed to mastiffs.
Everybody: I second the motion !

White: I nominate Mr. Charles Ma-
son.

Black: vSay. that isn't fair. Your dog
is a son of Champion Nevison.
White: Do you mean to insinuate

that because I own a son of Mr. Mason's
dog, that the gentleman in a judicial ca-
pacity would award a prize on that ac-
count if my dog was not worthy of it ?

White: I insinuate nothing, but if
your dog won it would look suspicious.
JONE-S (sotto voice): I move we lay

Mr. Mason on the table and proceecl
with the next breed.

Everybody: I second the motion.
And so it went on from breed to breed.

Every one had a favorite judge to name
to which objection on one score or
another was made. Not a single judge
was selected until the pointer cla.sses
were reached.
Robinson: I move that Mr. James Mor-

timer be asked to judge these classes.
Smith KRS: I object.
Robinson: I knew you would and I

know why. Mr. Mortimer turned your
double-chested bitch out of the ring at
Pittsburg without a letter. Of course
you don't want the same thing to occur
in your native city where you have tried
to make your dog-ignorant friends be-
lieve you own one of the best pointers on
earth.

Smithers: Well.anyhow, the "double-
chested" bitch as you call her, Ijeat your
dog at our field trials. But that is not to
the point; Mr. Mortimer did pass over
my bitch at Pittsburg, and for that rea-
son I frankly admit I do not believe him
to be a comjietent judge.
CHAIR.MAN: Is that your only objec-

tion to Mr. Mortimer?
S.MiTHEHS: That is all, and it is a

sufficiently good one, I think.
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The selection of the remaining breeds
except miscellaneous met the same fate
as the St. Bernards and mastiffs.
When the miscellaneous classes were

reached I nominated a Mr. Dun kins as
judge. .\s none of the menil)ers had
ever heard of the gentleman and no one
had an entry, the motion was passed
without opposition.
We had gone over the entire list and

had selected but two judges. Everybmlv
had an axe of his own or one belonging
to a friend to grind.

After as much wrangling as there is in
the House of Representatives over the
Tariff bill the Chairman said :

"(ientlemen, I can see but one way out
of our dilemma, and that is to leave the
selection of the remaining judges entirely
to our honored secretary, Mr. Fitz-Poodle.
We all have faith in his honesty and in
his ability, and I liave no doubt but that
he will acquit himself of this task as he
has of all the others we have placed
upon his shoulders—with the utmost
credit to the club and to himself.
A motion to this effect was put and

unanimously carried.

TO ELEVATE THE ENGLISH SETTER

Constitution and By-Laws of the Eng-

lish Setter Club of America.

In response to a general invitation by
letter and through the press, several

gentlemen interested in the English .set-

ter, met at the Quincy House, Boston,

Saturday evening. May 24, 1890. After a

long discussion it was voted to adopt the
following

CONSTITUTION.
ARTICLE I.

This club shall be known as the English Setter
Club of America.

ARTICLE ri.

The object of this club shall be to advance the
interests of the Enelish setter in America, both
in the field and on the bench, to define and put>-
linli a descnption of the true type, and urge the
adoption of such type by breeders and competi-
tors at field trials as a standard by which all
English .setters shall be judged and to suggest to
all field trial a.ss<xriations and bench show com-
mittees the names of qualified and proper
j udges.

ARTICLE III.

Sectio.v I. This club shall consist of a presi-
dent, two vice-presidents, a secretary-treasurer,
and an executive committee of nine, including
the above named officers and an unlimited num-
ber of members.
Skc. 2. The officers shall be

Well, I will put the nio-Chairman
tion, then.
The motion was put and carried.

.Smithers' liitch had won first prize in
the Derby at our field trials, and as he
had bragged about it a good deal, the
other members were anxious to take him
down "a peg or two."
vSmithers : 1 won't show my bitch,

and I'll resign from the club.
But he was prevailed upon to recon-

sider this last resolution.

elected by the
memtiers of Hit- club at the annual meeting, and
shall hold office for one year ami until their suc-
cessors shall be elected.

ARTICLE IV.

The entire control and management of the
club shall be vested in the Executive Committee,
who shall have the power to ikcide all matters
in dispute nol provided for in the constitution
and by-laws of the club. Hive members of the
Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum.

ARTICLE V.

The admission fee for charter members ad-
mitted on or before July i, 1890, shall be five dol-
lars, which sum shall also include the annual
dues to July i, 1891. On and after July 1, iSoo,
an admission fee of five dollars shall l»e charged
together with the sum of five dollars as annual'
dues for the current year. The admission fee
.shall be payable at time of application for nieni-
iHrrship. The annual dues must be paid on noti-
fication of election.

ARTICLE VI.

Subscriptions, donations, admission fees and
dues shall, after payment of all expen.ses. l)e ap-
plied iiisuch niaiiiier as the Executive Committee
may determine in the purchase of cups and club
medals, or be given in cash prizes for competi-
tion by members of the club at an v field trial or
liench show held under the auspices of the club
or for general competition at any field trial or
bench show hcUl under A. K. C. rules, at their
option.

ARTICLE VII.

Jinlges at field trials and bench .shows (where
such judges have been recommeiidcfd by the club)
shall be requested to send to the Secretary the
names of such dogs as may show excellency of
merit in their work in the field, or as approach-
ing perfection in the type fixed by the club asthe
true standard by which English setters should
be judged on the bench, and there shall be kept,
and printed a regi.ster of the names, breedingi
color, and markings of such dogs as shall be
thus favorably mentumed together with their
special points of excellence as specified by the
judges.

ARTICLE VIII.

Executive Committee meeting shall be held at
the discretion of the committee or on a call
signed by live memlK-rs of the club. The an-
nual meetings of the members shall be heUI on
the first Tuesday in July of each veur for the
election of officers. Quarterly meetings shall be
held on the first Tuesday oi October, January
and April of each year. Thirty days notice
shall lie given each member of all meetings of
the club, and ten days notice to each member of
the Executive Committee of any regular com-
mittee meeting.
A general meeting shall be called at the re-

quest of any ten menibers of the club given in

writing to the President or Secretary thirty days
prior to lime named.

BY-LAWS.
ARTICLE I.

Sec. 1. The President .shall preside at all meet-
ings of the club and of the Executive Commit-
tee.

Si'X. 2. The Hirst Vice-president shall perform
all the duties of the President in his absence.
Skc. X The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep

the minutes of each meeting of the Executive
Committee and of the club: conduct the corre-
stMindeiice and have charge of and be responsi-
ble for all the l>ooks and papersofthe Executive
Committee. He shall collect and have charge of
all moneys belonging to the club, shall pay all
bills when properly approved and submit a re-
port thereof to the Executive Committee at every
meeting. He shall keep a book containing a
list of the members with their addresses, which
book shall at all reasonable times be open for
the inspection of members in good standing.

Si.;c. 4. All bills and accounts shall be audited
by the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE II—Okhkr ok BrsiNESS.

1. Roll call.
2. Reading of minutes.
,1. Reports and commutiicatioiig.
4. I'nfini.shed business.
5. New bu.siness.
6. Election of officers.

7. Adjourunient.

ARTICLE III.

This constitution and these
amended, altered or repealed
vote of the members present
special meeting. Notice shall
members of any contemplated amendment or
change thirty days prior to such meeting.

OFFICERS FOR 1890 AND 1891.

President—F. W. Whitlock.
First Vice-president—F. A. Frazier.
Second Vice-president—W. A. Power.
Secretary-treasurer—H. H. Brown.
Executive Committee—George W. Neal, T. C.

Crittenden, A. Russell Crowell, W. H. Case. John
Jarvis, in addition to the above officers.

CHARTER .MEMBERS.

F. A. Frazier, Lynn, Ma.ss.
W. A. Power, Boston, Mass.
C. V. DuiMMS. Nashua, N. H.
W. H. Cask. L<Kkport, N. Y.
H. H. Brown, Melrose. Mass.
T. C. Crittenden, Lynn, Mass.
W. C. Patterson, Lockport, N. Y.
A. Ri'ssELL Crowell. Lynn, Mass.
George W. Neal, Westville, Conn.
F. W. Whitixxtk, Watcrbury, Conn.
ToMv f4u\'T«s fiiHinri Ofchsrd M"*^*!
James'w. vi'dcjD, Poughkeepsi'e, N."y.
Charles K. Wk,sthrook, Newark, N. J.

A cordial invitation is extended to all sports-
men to become menibers and co-operate in the
elevation and development of the English setter.

by-laws may be
by a two-thirds
at a regular or
be given to all

MR. PERRY'S PATSY ANU MR. BIRR.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : "A sneer is a fool's argument."
Mr. Burr attempts to divert attention

from his cheeky imposition by
slurs at Patsy and ringing up
"chestnut" oifree advertisement.

The columns of the sporting

show that I advertise my stock

casting

the old

papers

when I

have any for sale, and their lx)oks will

show that I pay for it.

Mr. Burr knew the cut he is using was
of Patsy, and wrote me asking permission

to use it. That was a gentlemanly thing
to do. I told him he could use it if he
would properly acknowledge it—a thing
almost any other dog man would have
done, but Burr didn't. He knew the cut
appeared in the Forest and Stream and
applied to them and got his printing
done, and it contained the cut he knew
was claimed to be that of Patsy. This
was not the act of an honorable gentle-
man, and this is what I supposed I had a
right to complain of through the only
medium by which I could put my brother
fanciers on to the disreputable methods
of Mr. Burr, to wit, the sporting press.
As to whether Patsy resembles the cut

or not, I will say he will be shown in the
fall and spring circuit, and anyone inter-
ested can look at him and see' Some of
his get will run in field trial this fall and
will be shown next spring. Mr. Burr's
laughing at the joke he had discovered
sounded very much like "a fool laughing
at his own folly." Respectfully,

F. H. Perry.
DF.S MoiNES, Iowa, May 31, 1890.

Let Strange Dogs Alone.

Don't handle, poke, push and pull
them and then complain of being bitten, Mind
your own business and the dog in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred will mind his.

—The will of Mrs. Mary K. McDonald.who died
recently at Flushing. L. I., bequeaths |ioo toJDr.
Louis A. Stimson. with the request that he buy
himsell a dog.

THE BLOODHOUND.

Unrivalled for Nobility of Character

and Intellectual Appearance.

By F. Grcsham, in the Shooting Times.

F^oremost of all English breeds of dogs
the bloodhound reigns supreme. Unrivalled for

nobility of character and intellectual appearance

it stands alone as the king of the canine race ;

untainted by any cross with other dogs, it pos-

ses.ses a thorough-bred look, which portrays the

the purity of its blood. Its wonderful power of

scent is a quality which to it alone l>elongs, and
its courage and perseverance are of the highest

order. To quote the words of "Tickell;"

"O'er all the bloodhound boasts superior skill

To scent, to view, to turn, to boldly kill."

Much has been written about the origrin of the

bloodhound, but little learned, as it is one of the

first breeds spoken of in early literature, on ac-

count of its having t)een used in early warfare to

trace fugitives. The nearest approach to correct-

ness is, probably, that it is descended from a

cross between the St. Hubert hound, an animal
which was imported to this country during the

reign of William the Conqueror, and the Tallx)t,

or hunting dog, which existed before the Con-

quest. This idea is the more likely, as the St.

Hubert hound of the present day and the blood-

hound are so near alike as to suggest that they

are the same breed.

In the days when Ijows and arrows were the

weapons used in battle, the bloodhound was a

most u.seful addition to an army, and later on,

liefore electricity and steam were brought into

use, it was kept to trace criminals, slaveowners

generally keeping a couple or two to bring the

runaways back to work. But it must not be sup-

posed that the hounds of that period would bear

the most remote comparison to the noble animals

of to-day, which have, in the hands of experi-

enced breeders, by the process of selection, been

made perfect in the characteristic features of the

race.

With the advance of civilization, the intro-

duction of gunpowder, the establishment of the

police, the discovery of electricity and locomotive

power, and the abolition of the slave traile. have

consigned the use of the bloodhound to the his-

tory of the past. As an ornamental dog, it. how-
ever, remains highly prized, in some part ow-

ing to the knowledge of what it is capable of do-

ing when put to the test, occasional instances

even now being recorded of some important dis-

coveries having been made by this intelligent

hound. It is only a few years ago that a thief

was caught in Epping Forest by the in.stni-

mentality of a Woodhound. and about the same
time a hound chained up as a watch-dog in a

lanyard in Devonshire, on l>eiiig let loose, ran

the line of a man who had stolen some leather

for three miles, and caught him red-handed

with the goods in his possession. These are.

however, only isolated cases.and the bloixlhound

at the present time must be relegated to the use-

less, or more properly speaking, ornamental
division of dogs.

With England .so thickly populated there is

little chance of the bloodhound ever regaining

the position that it once owned as a canine de-

tective. The experience of last year, when one
was tried for the purpose of finding out the per-

petrator of the diabolical outrages which oc-

curred in the East End of London, is sufficient

evidence that in the crowded thoroughfares these

dogs are of no use. at the same time they still

pos!»ess the power to act under favorable circum-

stances which can be seen at the trials which
occasionally take place, when they are always
successful in following the clean boot.

The introduction of competitive shows, which
were instituted some thirty years ago. has been
the means of greatly improving the appearance
of the bloodhound. By bringing breeders to-

gether and comparing dogs one with another,

these meetings have introduced the desire
amongst exhibitors to possess the most perfect
specimens, and so each characteristic point has
been increased in excellence, until some of the
representatives of the breed may be now con.sid-
ered almost perfect. When reading the descrip-
tion of the bloodhound, which is here given,
those who are well versed in tiie matter must
not forget that they are in a very small minority,
and that the generality of people scarcely know
a bloodhound from a mastiff. It is for the in-

experienced, who have not had the opportunity
to peruse the many able treatises that have beeii
written on the various breeds of dogs, that these
lines are penned.

In appearance the bloodhound, as before
stated, IS m,ijestic, and exhibits nobility of char-
acter, calm and collected in its manners, dis-
playing scarcely any of the excitability which is

so apparent in most other dogs, and throughout
has an aristocratic bearing as if conscious of its

long descent and present status asthe head of
the canine race. The average height is about
twenty-.seven inches. The color black and tan.
liver and tan. or red. The two last named are
considered peifectly correct, but there can be no
doubt that the rich tan markings mi head, throat.
f>ellv, legs and feet, and stern with the black
saddle extending from the back of the head to
nearly the end of the stern has-e a more attract-
ive apiiearance than when liver supplies the
Filacc of the black or the hound is red all over. A
ittle patch of white is sometimes to be seen on
the chest, and the toes are occasionally tipped

with white, but any white at all ia a decided
defect and should be bred out as soon as pos-
sible.

The head, which in all breeds of dogs is the
distinctive feature, in the bloodhound is almost
extraordinary in its exaggerated properties. Its

size consists' in its great length, very narrow
from a front view but deep in profile ; the skull
is domed, the occiput being very pronounced and
rising up to a peak, the ears set low and very
long, lapping well together over the end of the
muzzle when drawn together and haii{{ing in
graceful folds when in repose. The eye is deep
set with a meditative expression, the haw being
very visible : the nose black and large, the
muzzle very long from eye to no.se. the upper
lips or flews hanging well down over the lower
jaw ; the teeth level. In connection with the
head there now only remains the loose skin or
wrinkles which cover the whole of the upper
part and cheeks, and which is considered the
most important point in the bloodhound. There
cannot be too much of this, and when the hound
is lying down or holds its head low the wrinkles
should fold over the forehead and eyes, so that
the latter can scarcely be seen ; quantities of
loose skin also should hang by the side of the
cheeks and beneath the throat.
The neck is muscular, slightly arched at back

and lengthy, and set into clean well-sloped
shoulders, back straight, loins strong and wide
with lengthy quarters and ribs well .sprung, the
chest deep with straight fore-legs showing good
substance of bone ana the feel well set up and
rounded at the toes, the hind legs well bent with
hocks near the ground, the haunches well de-
veloped, the stern set on high at the l>ase and
carried gaily but not bv any means high.
The coat I's short and dense but fine in texture.

The note of the bloodhound with its deep and
mellow chime possesses a charm which once ex-
perienced can never be forgotten.
The bloodhound, as a rule, is not fast when

runninit a line of scent, its particular forte beinjt
the ability to follow the trail with a cold scent ; it

resembles in its hunting the old-fashioned hounds
which our forefathers hunted with when it often
took several hours to kill a fox. These hounds
were more throaty than the staghounds and fox-
hounds of to-day. but could show a line down a
road or across newly-harrowed ground much
better than the more modern type.

It must be gratifying to such oreeders as Ma-
jor Cowan. Dr. Reynolds Ray. Mr. Holfod and
Mr. E. Nichols to see what good use has been
made of the old pillars of the breed which were
once in their possession—Druid. Regent, Ros-
well. Luath XI. Brutus. Baroness, Matchless,
Trimbush. Baron and Rufns are all names
which figure in the early pedigrees of blood-
hounds before Mr. Nichols broiight out that
wonderful litter by Rollo out of^ Diana, from
which most of the "best hounds of the day have
sprung Of the old standards Mr. Morrell,
who lately owned Rollo, and many others; Mrs.

well remembered, and Mr. Edwin Brough. al-

ways a large breeder, are still in the field, but
new names have filled the places of the others
and have brought fresh energy into play, and so
the bloodhound in this year of grace, iftyo. is as
well looked after as ever it was before.

It is. however, the immediate ancestors of the
grand hounds which are now before us that arc
of interest for the moment, and of these Rollo.
who was bred by Mr. Reynolds Ray. claims the
pride ol place. It was from him out of Diana, a
daughter of that grand hound Luath .\I, that
Mr. Nichols bred Mr. Beaufoy's Nestor. Mr.
Morrell's Maltravrrs. and other fine hounds, but
before this from Luath XI and Restless. Mr.
Nichols produced Napier and Hebe, both of very
high merit. Nestor has certainly done more for
the breed than any other hound of late years.and
Mr. Amphletl's Dscarll has also been of service.
Mr. Nichols Triumph, by Trimbu.sh out of Patti,
did better on the bench show than he has ever
done at stud. He. like Mr. Evans' Pharoah. who
sired some promising puppies, is now dead, and
about this time Mr. Tinker bred a couple of
useful hounds in Hector II and Helen II from
Nestor and his celebrated Champion Dido. Mr.
Brough was at the .same time busy, as also was
Mr, Morrell. but the best hit that was made was
when Daisy, a bitch, picked up at the Dog's
Home, was put to Nestor and produced Crom-
well and Nell Gwynne.two rather small animals,
but both possessing in other respects the high-
est characteristics of the breed.
Mr. Brough's Barnaby has fathered an exceed-

ingly fine animal in Mr. Tinker's Darby, which
is one of the best hounds now before the public,
and has carried everything before him on the
show bench. An important feature in Barnaby
and his son Darby is that they are made all over
as hounds should be with no greatly exaggerated
good points and other defective ones, but from
whatever point you look at them they arc thor-
ough hounds, such as an M. F. H. might look
upon with satisfaction. Mr. Brough has brought
out a magnificent specimen in Bono, who won at
Birmingham, by Rival II. a dog unknown to
fame, out of Duchess of Ripple, a sister to
Triumph. Mr. F. B. Cravan. who now ownes
Cromwell, has bred some good hounds, but has
so far been unlucky in losing his best young-
.sters. and also Nell Gwynne ; but with Koodoo,
one of the most perfectly formed bloodhound
bitches in his kennels. Cromwell and others, he
has a good team to go on with. Mr. J. E. Will)ey
owns a capital hound in Dignity, descended from
Nestor on both sides, ann this gentleman we
understand, has some good youngsters to bring
out. as also has Mr, Tinker, which he has reare<l

from Cromwell and Dainty.
Taken all round at the present lime Mr.

Brough undoubtedly has the finest kennel of
blootlnounds. considering the large niiiiiber

which he owns. Mr. Hmid Wright, with Hector
II. and a few others, should, however, always
keep his name to the front. Mr. W. E. Alcock.
of Bedlington fame, has a capital slud-<log in

King Lear, when good legs and feet with bone
and substance besides other gocnl properties are
required. Mr. Asiiuith. of Barnsley. and Mr.
Foster, of Ripple-vale, Deal, generally have a

good hound or two, Mr. Ravenscroft. of St.

Albans, also being an admirer of the breed. Dr.
Hales Perry, of Dorking, and Mr. (). Hills, of
I.eaiiiingtoti Spa,generally find their way into the
prize list, when templing" to try their luck, and
Mr. Garnet, who has lately purchased Champion
Duchess II. should have a good future befoie
him. One of the names which has dropped out
from show ring circles and which is much to he
regretted is that of Mr Mark Beaufoy. who has
lately been much interested in political matters.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

—In Egypt, in the olden time, there were re-

wards offered for stolen dogs 1

lnterestini;> Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Corre.spondence Fanciers' Journal.

I cannot quite reconcile myself to the

decision given by the A. K. C. concern-

ing a special donated by the St. Bernard

Club at, I presume, the last New York
show. I would remind readers that it

was won by a dog entered in Mr. Lee's

name, and afterward it comes out that

he (the dog) Ixflonged to Mrs. IvCe, upon

!
which he was disqualified, but as the

jtidge awarded no reserve, the A. K. C.

resolved that the cup be returned to the

donors. In the first place, it seems to

me the .\. K. C. was living up to its rules

with a vengeance when it disqualified a

dog on such a technicality as this, for

there may be many reasons why a

lady does not wish her name to appear

in print, nor is it ever yone of the gentler

sex who cares to have her name associ-

ated with dogs. Then don't show them
I can hear "severial" say. That'sall very

well, but if you have a husband, which

cotnmotlity is generally conceded to be

as a shield and protection, why in the

dickens should he not be used as such for

canine exhibitions, as well as anything

else.

I am not versed in the "Married

Woman's Property Act" in vogue in the

United States, but it seems to me that a

dog is as much a domestic luxury as is a

cake of the most odoriferous soap, and

in many cases where the husband breeds

dogs for competition, he invariably gives

some puppy or other which has taken his

wife's fancy to her, even though he al-

ways shows it in his name, which, by the

bye, is hers as well. Also, amongst

couples where domestic felicity rules

supreme, it is a generally understood law

that whatever is the wife's is the hus-

band's and vice versa ; and uuless excep-

tional circumstances present themselves,

such as a husl)and trying to take advant-

age of the name which the woman of his

choice has taken ; in fact, if he is surrep-

titiously deriving benefit therefrom, then

and then only do I consider notice should

be taken of the difference of meum and
teum l)etween a married couple.

That the k. K. C.'s decision was cor-

rect I cannot deny, but there are cases

with which it will have to deal where to

arrive at a just decision, leniency and

equity, will be a much bettor guide than

adhering to hard and fast rules, which I

would remind the \. K. C. were only

framed "to prevent fraud" and not "to

act oppressively on honesty of purpose."

It is this living up to fixed rules in

cases where leniency was required which

has got the luiglish Kennel Club into

such disfavor with many who are capable

of thinking for themselves, just as much
as on the numerous decisions which cast

to the wind all such rules, and though I

do not think the A. K. C. will be so

knavish as to follow the latter, yet this

St. Bernard case is ckisely treading on

the toes of the former, and as I am anx-

ious they should not fall into the pits,

which the much older body has shown

itself capable of, I speak as I do.

Such an association as the A. K. C, or

for the matter of that, the E. K. C, com-

bines not only a self-governing and non-

compulsorily acknowledged body, as

well as a criminal court, but also a court

of equity. And it is in never acknowl-

edging the latter where the E. K. C. has

shown its lack of rational faculty. I

would therefore beg of the A. K. C.

to remember well that its constitution

should contain a court of equity just as

much as one of criminal enquiry.

^^\^\*^

Having disposed of my ideas on the

disqualification of Mr. Lee, as well as

spoken—lucidly I hope—on atopic which
I have long wished to discuss, I will en-

ter into its second decision of rettiming

the cup (though it seems there was more
than one) to the donors. As no reserve

was given when awarding the special, it

seems only right that it should be re-

turned whence it came, but before doing
so would it not have been more in accord

with the circumstances to have written

the judge asking him or her if he or she

could re-award the special, even after

such a lapse of time, the lapse of time be-

ing, I presume, no fault of the other

competitors, but simply that of the A. K.
C. in not deciding upon the case sooner.

Because the A. K. C. does not or can not
promptly convene a meeting to decide

upon a case, I am unable to see why
anyone else should suffer, and I am in-

clined to think that all exhibitors who
are entitled to compete owing to this

disqualification have a |)erfect right to

demand the cup, and not be entirely de-

barred from the opportunity of obtaining

it, through circumstances over which
they can have had no control.

At the most there cannot be more than

have a right to compete, and it would be

a sorry judge who was unable to carry

these in his eye for a good space of time,

especially as there are so few shows here,

as well as taking into consideration that

the majority of less prominent exhibits

would not l)e required to tax the judge's

memory. To put what I mean more
forcibly I will quote an almost similar

case which happened to me on the other

side, and which shows the injustice of
awarding reserves in these cases. At the

Kennel Club Jubilee Show in 1887 a

special of ten pounds was given for the

best exhibit that had not won a prize up to

and previous to January 1 of that year. I

was showing a dog puppy who won sec-

ond in his class, and the one who beat

him was awarded the special over a bitch

who was given the reserve without my
youngster meeting her. Some time after

the show the winner was disqualified and
the special would have been awarded to

the bitch had I not objected for the

reason that my dog had never come in

competition with her, and it was decided

that the judge should be written to and
asked whether the dog or the bitch was

the better, with the result that I received

the special. This I think has a good
bearing on the case, and it also shows

how careful judges should be in giving a

reserve, for had I not been of a kicking

disp)osition, those ten golden sovereigns

would have gone to a bitch who was in

no way as good as my dog. From this it

will be gathered that reserves, when
given for specials, must also include all

those dogs that have been previously

beaten in their respective classes by the

winner, as in the natural order of things

they do not compete, though they may
be far superior to those who through non-

defeat contest, and I think it is a hundred

to one in the case in point, that had a

reserve lieen given it would have l)een

awarded without those competing who
had previously been defeated by the

winner.

Mr. Anthony's motion, which settled

m\
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the return of this special, is worthy of
reproduction. "There being 110 reserve

numljer, anil that the judge tioi /lavin^

been requested to rejudge the class, the
A. K. C. considers the cu|)s the property
of the St. Bernard Chib of America." It

is like the father of a family moving
"That there being no roast f>eef for din
ner to-day, and that as none of the
family have aske<l for it. we will dine 011

dry bread." No one could avoid the one
or the other, for in both cases there is no
option.

J. W. is nothing if not rational, and
for this rea^ju I venture to take him to
task concerning his paragraph a week or
two back in the Forest an. I Stream a»K)Ht
his appointment on the vStiul Hook Com-
mittee, and what a sinecure the whole
thing had been ever since; at the same
time he tenders a slight denial in not
having anything to do with the present
volume. I vas under the impression
when he was appointed to the office that
it related to the volume which will a])-

pear next year, and had nothing what-
ever t6 do with the one i.ssued a short
time ago. If this is so, and I think it

must l>e, he would have l)een greatly
overstepping the bounds had he revised
or corrected any part of the present edi-
tion, for that would l)e the duty of those
in office last year, and as the volume
upon which I take it he has to work is

not is.sued until 1891, there is plenty of
time yet for him to discover whether his
position is a sinecure or not. I shall ex-
pect next year's Stud-Book to l>e nothing
but "rixid exactness."

This reminds me that the rule concern-
ing prize winners I>eing admitted free
is now in vogue, and if J. W. has so far
had nothing to amuse him in the vStud.
Book line, why not start at once and
make a rough record of all winning dogs
up to <late. It will have to be done some
time l)efore the year is out, and if com-
mencetl now it would Ije an immense
saving of time. J. W. ought to reward
me for this hint, as I don't think it had
struck^him his duties extended thus far.

With regard to what Mr. Wade is

"polished " enough to term the Graham
"beat" case in last week's issue, I feel

compelled to say something, even if it

does not satisfy A/5 curiosity. In the
first place he says: "I (Brittle) must be
under some misapprehension as to Mr.
I'eshall's connection, etc. • * • j

(W. Wade) met Billy * » and Ulked
the matter over." Very kind of Mr.
Wade and no doubt "Billy," as he
(Mr. Wade) dul>s him, is extremely
obliged, but I still adhere to my previous
statement that Mr. I'eshall had nothing
whatever to do with the case in connec-
tion with the A. K. C, and if Mr. Wade
is not satisfied with my avowal, he can
write to Mr. Huntington, Mr. Vreden-
burgh. Mr. Graham or Mr. Peshall, any
one of whom will no doubt furnish him
with the particulars of which he is evi-

dently so tnnch in need. Perhaps it is

utinecessary to dilate upon Mr. Wade's
impression as gathered from Mr. Graham,
but I cannot refrain from observing that

he (Mr. Wade) is far cleverer than I gave
him credit for, if he fathomed everything
Mr. Graham told him. Furthermore (as

regards my "brashness") if Mr. Wade has
so long monopolized this particular char-

acteristic, there is no reason why some
one else should not contend with him in

this respect.

Young Doc, the winning black spaniel

at the last New York show, has been the

victim of a most malicious case of pois-'

oning, which, I am sorry to say, has re-

sulted fatally. It appears about three

weeks ago he was almo.st in the throes of

death from arsenic, but was happily
saved. A few days ago the same per-

sistent fiend put strychnine in his way,
which unhappily has ha<l such a sad
effect. Words unfortunately won't bring
altout his recovery, an<l the only thing I

can do, I regret to say, is to sympathize
most thoroughly with his owner, which 1

am sure all readers will do.

Readers may have noticed a ca.sc in

Kngland in which rolyphemus, the St.

Bernard, was awarded first at Edinburgh,
the judge afterwards altering his award,
which caused the owner to appeal first to

the Kdinburgh Conimitlet-, then to the

K. K. C, with a negative result in both
cases. He was not satisfied with this,

but took it to a court of law, which has
decided that the judge's decisioji was
final, nor could he alter it. There is a
good deal to say for both sides, but I

must refrain from discussing it, as space,

you know, etc. Still I am inclined to

think the law court right for once. This
utterly demolishes the English Kennel
Club's childish decisiou with regard to
the first prize collie at Ebbro Vale a year
or two back. In this ca.se (which is

worthy of a/ways being cjuotetl), the
judge gave first and special to a collie,

afterwards claiming it at ^20 or ^25 or
somewhere thereabout, but he discov-
ered it was a "dni/" atnl ti<%» a '!, ;»»>». >>

as he had been supposing all the time,
how or by what means I have forgotten.

At all events he wired the Executive
Committee to alter the awards, at the
same time repudiating his claim, and
after the owner had refused to accept the
dog on its return from the show, and the
whole thing had finally been brought be-

fore the E. K. C, they decided the judge
was quite right and he could alter his

awards, virtually, as often as he liked.

Without in any way suggesting this body
was prejudiced, I would also state that

the judge was one of the committee of
the E. K. C.

were in any way connected with the A.

K. C.

Since writing al)ont Mr. Lee's case, I

of faults. At one time it was cow hocks,
then straight hocks ; now it is curly
tails, fiat feet and, worst of all, light
eyes

! How show visitors can be ex-
pected to admire a dog whose counte-

liear there were no other conijictitors to ' uatice is entirely disfigured by light eyes
whom to award the specials. Vet from passes my understanding, and if mastiff

the motion of the A. K. C. evidently the
|

\^^-^, ^t. Cr^:^^£^motor, motee or movor, as well .is the cannot expect the breed to increase in
seconder, thought so, also the voters,

j

popi'l.'irity. That the color of a inastifTs

However, it in iu> way alters the liearing

of my argument
; in fact, I am only too

glad to have had an opportunity to air

my ideas re giving reserve for specials,

and I feel assured it can do nothing but

good, so with this I will rest content.

Bkittuk.

THE MASTIFKS OF T()-I).\V

The Points That Should He lired for.

Light Eyes .Not Desirable.

Uy Hynevor. in Fanciers' ("..tzcUc.

Will you grant me space to make a

few remarks on the mastiffs of to-daiy ?

There seems just now a very great ten-

dency to alter the fashion with regard to

the foreface of this dog, an alteration

that may or may not be desirable, but
which it would be well to discuss. 1

allude of course, to the elongation of the
muzzle that seems to meet with the
approval of some of our leading breeders.

This alteration of opinion is possibly

owing to many of our first breetlers hav-
ing in their kennels at the present time
dogs whose muzzles are certainly longer
than their owners seemed at one time to

admire, or than the muzzles of the dogs
Lliey once bieti. Ai the same lime 1 am
satisfied the change of view is cjuite un-
intentional on their part, and has pos-

sibly been brought about by this elonga-

tion of foreface l)eiiig so gradual a char-

actt'r as to escape the observation of any-
one seeing much of his dogs.

To make myself fjuite clear, let me
explain what I mean. When a breeder
gets a goo<l one, of somewhat longer (ace

than previous ones, he forgets that he
ever wanted anything shorter, and swears
by the type of the dog he has got. Now,
if shortness of face l)e desirable, then the

eyes is no indication of its temper I

readily admit, but the dog has still,

though most unjtislly, the character for
not Ijeing (jiiite perfect in that respect,
and anything giving a semblance of
truth, and certainly light eyes do, to so
lonl a slander on a noble breed is much
to be dei)lored. That mastiffs can be
bred without either large, light or goggle
eyes goes without the .saying, and it

sinijily reijnins (k'tennination to j.'et rid
of them. When one remembers the im-
provcnuiil that has taken ])lace in the
liinl)S of the mastiff, it is obvious any
other improvement is possible.
We now see but few really bad speci-

mens on the bench. Size has greatly in-
creased and the hocks greatly iiiiprovecl,
so that it seems time the slowly increas-
ing faults I have mentioned should lie

clucked before they are allowed to get
loo firm a hold.

In conclusion I may sav I should like
to hear the opinion.s—and I think their
publication would do good—of such
bree<lers as Messrs. Turner, Taunton,
Van Doorne, Piddocke, Woolmore, Cook,
etc., as to what sort of mu/zles we are
to breed for, as well as their views as to
tiie importance of straight tail.s, small,
dark eyes and cat-like feet. Apathy
would in time ruin the most popular
breed of dogs, and I therefore sincerely
trust some of our breeders will take up
their pens, even if they do so only to tell
me I am an alarmist and i>essiinist.

Whatever else I may be, I certainly claim
to be well meaning in bringing these
matters iorvvani and to have the welfare
ol the old luiglish niaslifl very much at
heart.

A HE.VCH SHOW FOR DETROIT.

Editor I-'ancfhrs' Journal.

vSir: The International Exposition
management are perfecting arrange-
ments for a bench show at their coming
oiiening in September next, the regu*
lar cash premiums amounting to jfz^oo

and specials to about $2inxi.

Ample si)ace has been set aside fi>r the
jogs with excellent ventilation and

reverse is not, and any approach to re-
I

facilities for exercise, bathing and
version to the so-called "old tyj)e" should swimniing, and closed outdoor arena for
be discouraged. On the other hand, if
the length of the muzzle of our mastiffs
be of no moment so long its strength (i.

e., width, depth and bluniness) be main-

exhibiting.
This exhibit can not fail to be an in-

teresting feature of the exposition, as a
number of years have passed since De-

tained, then I think it a pity it has „oi troit had a dog show; the doggy public
arc ripe for one. C. H. G.

KKXNKL HK<;iSTKK.

been long ago so stated by those govern
ing these matters. That a mastiff can be
even very short-face, without in the
smallest degree being puggv or bull
'loKgy. or whatever the correct expres-
sion may be, is undeniable, and the short "^* make no charge for entries in this
face certainly gives the dog more charac- I column; all we ask is that registration be
ter than the long one. I must, however.

\
made in the following form Writehasten to admit that no shortness of

'

muzzle can be any compensation for
weakness, although it gives the appear-
ance of strength. Still 1 must plead guilty
'- an intense liking to a short-facedto

mastiff, and should like to know if I am
to be unique in my ideas. That many of
our leading ma.stiffs, in whose heads,
taken point by point, it would be difticult

A letter from the secretary of the
Maryland Kennel Club compels me to

again refer to Mr. Peshall's unsuccessful

attempt to represent Mr. Malcolm as del

egate. It will be remembered I took the
ground last week that it was Mr. Malcolm,
backed up by the secretary only, who
authorized Mr. Peshall to represent them.
This it appears was erroneous, though
his (the secretary's) letter to the A. K.
C, which he has kindly forwarded nie,

is, as far as I am able to judge, not in

order, and leaves it rather an open ques-

tion in the pronoun "we" as to whether
he and Mr. Malcolm had decided for the
club, or whether a meeting had really

been held. Had he distinctly .said that a ,„ fi,„, ,, fe^^H", are almo.st wholly lacking
meetujg was held, then no ambiguity iu "character, I unhesitatingly affirm*:

j
sAMfKt. nARR^s Irish He...r hi.c.could have lieen placed on his meaning, a»d am sure this absence of what is pos- \

i-i.o».\ (K.>t)trts- nefforrnh—Roberts
but as it is he does not clearly say that I 't'^'^y

^'"^ '"°'*^ imixirtant of all points, is

the "we" was the executive of the Mary- L^L^.t-f^'^'am? w^U^^^lo;"''"^
'^'"^''

land Kennel Club, but leaves it to be in- , Indifference to the insertion of the thin
ferred. However, even were the whole

j

edge of the wedge is, in cases of what I

thing in order, if the majority of the A *"*>' Perhaps be allowed to term deterio-

K. C. decided agaiuat Mr. Peshall repre- TT' 1 .'"/T
^";""\V'"'K /'• ""t being

, ,
'^ *^ confined to the alteration that seems to

senting a delegate, I think they hatl a
]
be slowly but surely taking place in the

perfect right, an<l as far as I am con- muzzle, for it is but a very short time
cerned, I certainly do not think anyone '^'''''f ct'r'.v tails were looked uik.ii with

should be substiiuted for a regularly ap- P^f'^T *\"''7'''. '""1 ""^
^J^'

.^''^^ l''^"'

rw.i„»«^ ^1 . f f •. •
. •

»''""*** entirely ignore.l, and they must
pointed delegate, for if it is so, there is in consequence increase. That a very
no telling where such a laxity will en<l. large percentage of the mastiffs at the
It might eventuate into a proxy delei-ate

'^'*' Kennel Club Show carried them

plainly.
VI.SITS.

JCORRHCTION.)

SAMIKI- K. RAHIUTTS collif
IV, to Clustnnt Hill Kennels'
Miircli (, iS.jo.

M. \V. RKID'SiAmslerdiim, N. Y.) hlnck poodle
l>itch Ci.io (Kritz—Julie) to his Fritz (Styx-
Juliet) April 21, i8.jo.

tiitch Cyi-siK
Dublin Scot,

WHEI-PS.

Dimne 1 1 whelped
dogs, to Wenzcl's Ch. Tim.

April 27,

I<AI)V
I,ci{;h

twelve, seven

n. RIDGWAV S English setter bitch Al.i'lloN-
siNK (Ch. <;iadslone—Coonui.ssie) whelped
May ,(o. nine, .six dojts, to his King's Mark
(KiiiR Noble—Helle Helton.

S. K. R.MlHrrT'SciiIliebitehJ'.vrsiK IV, whelped
May s, eijjht. two dogs, to Chenlnut Hill
Kennels' Dublin Scot,

SAI,K.S.

KBKRIIART I-fC, KKNNKr.S have ».old png
doR R.)\,M, 1)1 I.K to Mrs. H. A. Spauldinir,
ChiciiKO, III

' "'

DKATHS
HIIKRIIAKT I'lC KKNNKI.S' pug dog YoUNO

Kast Lake Virgie), May 37;
I.ocis (Sir Koris
cause, worms.

appointing Tom, Tom Bob, and so on ad
must be admitted, as must also the fact oliceman: "Do you have to lake care nf the
of their l)eing a very ureat disfiifureuunl ''"K'' Nurse C.irl '-No. The misnus savs I'm

infinitum until none of the delegates
,

As a maUe7 of fac\.%-e have'cpidtliVics Ihc chi'K'''
"''^'^"*^"'^'^ i oi.iy look after

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

Famous Dogs That Will Compete for

Honors and Prizes This Fall.

Following is a list of the entries for the

Eastern Field Trials Club Derby to be run

at Olterbum Springs, Va., November 17.

The entries include 65 English setters, 12

pointers and 6 Irish setters, making a

total of 83 dogs.

Adam.—Black and white F^lnelish setter dog.July
25. i^ (Orlando—Royal Myrtle), Herbert
Merrtani. Weston, Mass.

Alpha.—Lemon and white F'nglish setter bitch,
March, iK8q (Delta-F^mpress Minnie), A. P.
Heywood-Lonsdsle, Whitechurch, Eng.

Ani>v.—Black, white and tan Bnglish setter dog,
March 23, 1889 (Jean Van Jean—Sheena Van),
Memphis & .\vent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.

Atlanta.—Black, white and tan English setter
bitch, March 27, iWty (Jean Val jean—Sheena
Van), I.. W. Smith, Morrison, III.

Bade Moore.—Lemon and white English setter
bitch, February 8, i88g, (Dick Roy—Caddie
M.), A. H. Moore, Philadelpha, Pa

Barmaid.— Black, white and ticked pointer
bitch. May 31, 18S9 (King of Kent—Hops),
Field Trial Kennels, Charlotteville, Va.

Beacon.—Liver, white and ticked pointer dog,
June 9, iSKg (Ightfield Dick—Polly Peachem),
A. P. Hcywood-Lonsdale, Whitechurch,
Kng.

Ben C—Red Irish setter dog, January 29, 1889.
(Glencho, Jr.—Nellie C), Joseph L. Crugom,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Bessie Hill.—Liver, white and tan English
setter bitch, June 9, 1880 (Ben Hill—Daisy
Hunter). Joseph H. and John A. Hunter,
Sanborn, Ind.

Bettina.—Black, white and tan English setter
bitch, April 27, 1H89 (King Dan—M'Liss C.)
KImwood Kennels, Fort Wayne, Ind.

BLIZZARD.—Black, white and tan English setter
dog, May 9. 1889 (Roderigo—Belle of Pied-
mont) Charlotteville Field Trial Kennels,
Charlotteville, Va.

Blue Daisy.—Black, white and tan F;nglish set-
ter bitch, January 12, 1889 (Gladiator—La..y
F'.i, George E. (iray, Appleton. Minn.

Bohemian Paul.—Black, white and tan English
setter dog, June 5, 1889, (Paul Gladstone-
Bohemian Girl), Francis S. Brown, Philadel-
phia, Pa,

Bold Biddv.—Black, white and tan English set-
ter bitch (raui Gladsiunc—Heiieoi'siaiinton;.
Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Tuxedo, N. Y.

Bonibel.—Red Irish setter bitch, June 29, 1889
(Chief—Bonnie), Max Wenzel, Hoboken,
N.J.

Buster.—Black, white and tan F^nglish setter
dog, March 12, 1889 (King Noble—Cricket), J.
I. Case. Jr., Racine, Wis.

Cardinal.-Black, white and tan English setter
dog, April 30, 1S89, (Roderigo—Bo Peep),
Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenii.

Cavote.—Black, white and tan F^nglish setter
dog, March 12, 188^ (King Noble—Cricket), J.
I. Case, Racine Wis.

Celeste.— Black,white and ticked F^nglish setter
bitch, April 27,1889 (King Dan— M'Li.ss C),
Elmwotxl Kennelr, Fort Wayne, Ind.

CoMO su Madrb.—B ack, while and tan English
setter bitch Apiil 27, 1H89, (Rotl-rigo—Maud),
Bert Crane, Cliicago, III.

Danube.— Black, white and tan English setter
dog, F'ebriiary 23, 1889 (Ben Hill—Isal>ella),
E'tgar Huidekoper, Meadville, Pa.

Delilah —Black, white and tan English setter
bitch, March 29, 1H89 (Jean Van Jean—.Sheena
Van), Memphis & Avclit Kennels, Memphis,
Tenn.

Dill.— Black, white and tan English setter dog,
April 27, 1889, (Toledo Blade—Dashing I..ady),

Pierre LoriUard, Jr., Tuxedo, N. Y.

FtoNA H.—Red Irish setter bitch. May 11, 1889
Elcho, Jr.—Roinaine), Dr. W. Jarvis, Clare-
mont, N. H.

Eaton.— Liver, white and ticked pointer dog,
June 9, 1889 (Ightfield Dick—Duke of West-
minster's Bess), A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale,
Whitechurch, Fing.

EliiTH.—Black, white and Ihii F^nglish setter
bitch, April 10, 1889 (Roderigo—Sue GIa<l-
stone), A. P. Heywootl-Lonsdale, White-
church, Salop, F;nK.

FoxiE MooRK.—Black, white and tan English
setter bitch, March 26, 1889. (Dick Roy

—

Mattie), A. H. Moore, Philadelphia.

Folly.-Black, white and tan F;nglish setter
bitch. May 15, i8.'i9, (R(KleriK(.>—Couiiless
House). Memphis & Aveiil Kennels, Mem-
phis. Tenn.

Gossip.—Blue belton and tan English setter
bitch, May 9, 1889 (Roderigo—Belle of Pied-
mont), Charlotteville Field Trial Kennels,
Charlotteville, Va.

JA.N.—Black and white F^iiglish setter dog, Feb-
ruary, 1889 (Woodhill Bruce—Lucy), A. P.
Heywood-LoiLsdale, Whitechurch, F.ng.

Ji'.NNV May.—Black, while and tan English set-

ter bitch. May 15, 1889 (Roderigo—Countess
House), Memphis St Avent Kennels, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

KiTTiE MooRB.—Black, white and Ian F'nglish
setter bitch, February |8, 1889, (Dick Roy-
Caddie M.), A. H. Moore, Philadelphia.

I.,EiiANON Bov.—Lemon and while pointer dog,
February 18, 1889 (Lebanon—Penelope), Leb-
anon Kennels, Lebanon, Pa

Lkhanon, Jr.—Lemon and white pointer dog,
January, 1889 (Lebanon—Virginia), Lebanon
Kennels, Lcimnon, Pa.

LucERC—Black, white and tan English setter

dog, April 27, 1889, (Roderigo— .Maud), Bert
Crane, Chicago, 111.

Maida.—Lemon and white pointer bitch, April
24, 1S89 (Dexter—Seldom). N. S. Simpkins,
New York City.

Maid or Kent.—Liver, white and ticked pointer
bitch, May 31, 18S9 (King of Kent—Hops),
J'ieia Trial KcnncU, CharlotleviUe, V«.

McGiNTY.—Liver, white and tan English setter
dog. June 9, 1889 (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter).
Joseph H. and John A. Hunter, .Sanborn, Ind.

Memphl—Black, white and tan English setter
dog, July 3, 1889 ( Roderigo—Flounce Glad-
stone), P. H. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.

MOPSA.—Black, white and tan Finglish setter
bitch, April 2, 1880, (Gath's Mark—Allie
James), Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Tuxedo, N. Y.

Namkk Chila.—Black, white and ticked Eng-
lish setter bitch, July i, 1889 (Count Howard
—Calico), Nainke Kennels, East Patchogue.
L.I.

Namke Chatta.—Black, white and ticked Eng-
lish .setter bitch, July i, 18.89 (Count Howard
—Calico), Nainke Kennels, F'a.st Patchogue.
L. I.

Namkr Mercedes.—Black, white and ticked
English setter bitch. July i, 1889 (Count
Howard—Calico). Namke Kennels, East Pat-
chogue, L. 1.

Namkr Olga.—Lemon and white English setter
bitch. June 6, 1889 (Roy Monarch—Saddle
Bags), Namke Kennels, East Patchogue,
L.T.

Namke Dutcha.—Black, white and tan FCnglish
setter bitch, March 31. 1889 (Roger—Chintz),
Namke Kennels, F^ast Patchogue, L. I.

Namke Wilfred.—Black, white and tan F;ng-
lish setter dog, February 25, 1889 (Gene

—

Belle of Allendale), Namke Kennels, F^ast
Patchogue, L. I.

Nellie Blv.—Orange and white English setter
bitch, June 9, 1889 (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter),
Joseph H. and John A. Hunter, Sanborn,
Ind.

Paula.—Black, white and tan English setter
bitch, April 10, 1889, (Paul Gladstone—Belle of
Stanton), Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Tuxedo, N. Y.

Pattl Bo.—Black, white and tan English setter
dog. June 5, 18.S9 (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian
Girl), T. M. Brumby, Marietta, Ga.

Pkarlina.—Black, white and tan FCnglish setter
bitch. April 27, 1889 (King Dan—M'Liss C).
FUmwood Kennels, F'ort Wayne, Ind.

Peg WoFi'iNGTO.N.—Biack,white and tan English
setter bitch. May 13, i8«9, (Ben Hill—Nora),
Francis .S. Brown, Philadelphia.

Penelope II.—Lemon and while pointer bitch,
February 18, 1S.S9 (Lebanon—Penelope), Leb-
anon Kennels, Lebanon, Pa.

Phoeness.—Black and white F^nglish .setter

bitch, February i, 1889 (Woodhill Bruce-
Lucy), .A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale, White-
churcli, F;ng.

Prairie Rose.—Red Irish setter bitch. June 2,

1889 (Brian Boroumhe— Biddy), George E.
Gray, Appleton, Minn.

Pruelania.—Black, white and tan F^nglish .setter

dog, June 9. 1889, (Jean Van Jean—Little
Gip), Bert Crane, Chicago. III.

Que Sera.— Black, white and tan F^nglish setter
dog, June 9, 1889, (Jean Van Jean—Little
vtip), iivr^ K-T^i..., V. .wca^ci. Alt.

Queen Sake.— Black, white and tan F^nglish
seller dog, June 9, 1889, (Jean \ .111 Jean-
Little Gip). Bert Crane, Chicago, III.

Queen Vick.— Black, white and tan F^nglish set-

ter bitch, January 3, i88g King Noble—Queen
Vashti), J. I. Case, Racine, Wis.

Rayon.—Black, white and tan F^iiglish setter
dog, March 29, 1889 (Jean Van Jean—Shuna
Van), Memphis St Avent Kennels, Memphis,
Tenn.

Razzle.—Liver and white pointer dog, April 24,

i8«9 (Dexter-Seldom), N. S. Simpkins, New
York City.

Razzle.—Black and white F^nglish seller bitch.
July 25. 1889 (Orlando—Royal Myrtle), Her-
bert Merriam, Weston, Mass.

Ready II.— Red Irish setter bitch, April 15, 1889
(Red Dash—Ready), Max Wenzel, Hoboken,
N.J.

Reveler.—Black, white and ticked English set-

ter dog, March 2, 1889 (Gaths Mark—E.sther).

W. n. Hill, Frankfort, Ind.
Rod Gladstone.— Black, while and tan English

setter dog, March 30, 18,89 (Roderigo— Pet
Gladstone), W. H. Perry, D.illas, Texas.

Rupert.— Black, white and tan F^nglish seller
dog, April 30, 1889 (Roderigo—Bo Peep),Men»-
phis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.

Sally Lima.—Black and while Engli.sh setter
bitch, March 13, 18S9 (Roi d'Or—Mildred).
Charlotteville Field Trial Kennels, Charlotte-
ville, Va.

Sam R—Black and white Finglish setter dog,
March iS, 1S89 (Dash B.—Daisy Hope), W. W.
Titus, West Point, Miss.

San-Ray.—Black, while and tan English aetter
dog. Septemlier 6,1889 (Orlando-Ray), Arthur
Diiane, New York City.

Sintram.—Lemon and white English setter
dog, April 2, if«9, (Gath's Mark—Allie

James), Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Tuxedo, N. V.
Susie Mooke—Black, white and tan F^nglish

setter bitch. February 8, 1889, (Dick Roy-
Caddie M), A. H. Moore; Philadelphia.

Tapster.—Liver and white iwjiiiter dog. May 31.
i8«9(Kiiigor Kent— Hops), Field Trial Ken-
nels, Charlotteville, Va.

The Ill-Used.—F^nglish setter bitch. May 31,

1889 (Ro<lerigo—Lufra Cro.ss). C. S. Cro.ss,

F^inporia, Kansas.
Tory Lieutenant.—Black and while English

setter dog, January 26, 1889 (Jean Van Jean-
Princess Helen). F". R. Hitchcock, New York
City

Tory Dorc..—Black,whiteand tan English setter

bitcn, March 13, 1889 (Roderigo— Belle of
Bridgeport). F. R. Hitchcock.

Tory Rem.— Liver and white English seller dog,
March 13, 1S89 (Roderigo— Belle of Bridge-
port). F. "R. Hitchcock, New York City.

Tory Captain —Black and while F'nglish setter

dog, October 23, 1889 (Wallace's Mac— Hun-
ter's Bride), F. R. Hitchcock, New York City.

Trap. Jr.—Lemon ami while F^nglish setter

bitch. May i, 18,89 (Ruby s Druid—Trap),
George V,. Gray, Appleton, Minn.

TVKR.— Liver, white and ticked pointer dog, Mav
22, 1889 (Ightfield Dick—Perditla), A. P. Hey-
wood-Loiis<Iale, Whitechurch, Fjig.

Vanity Fair.—Black, white and tan F^nglish
setter dog, March 30, 1889 (Roderigo—Pet
Gladstone). W. Wil.son, Atlanta. Ga.

William H.— Red Irish setter dog, April 15. i8Sg

Red Dash— Ready), Max Wenzel, Hoboken,
N.J.

Whyte B.—Black, white and tan F^nglish setter

dog, July 3, 1889, (Ro<lcriKO~Florence Glad-
stone), P. H. Brvson. Memphis, Tenn.

WoNNA Gi.ADSToNlE.— Black. while and tan Flng-
lish setter bitch. January 14, 1889 (Gun—Vic-

toria), R. H. Alberts. Hoboken. N. J.
Zio-Zag— Liver and white pointer dog. May 31.

i8»9(Kingof Kent— Hops), Field Irial Ken-
nel*, CbarlotUvUle, Va.

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB.

KcKulations, Rules for Running and

Instructions to Judges.

Rule i. The management of the meet-

ings for the Annual Field Trials shall be

entrusted to the Field Trial Committee
of the Club, and with them lies the in-

terpretation of all rules. They shall de-
cide upon all matters not provided for in

these rules.

Rulf; 2. The Judge or Judges shall be
selected by the F'ield Trial Committee, and
their names shall be publicly announced
as soon as possible after their selection.

When a Judge is prevented from attend-
ing a meeting or finishing it, the Field
Trial Committee shall appoint a substi-

tute.

Rule 3. For all stakes, the names, ped-
igrees, ages, colors, and distingttishing

marks of the dogs shall be detailed in

writing to the Secretary of the Club, to
l>e filed at time of making entry or en-
tries. Any dog's age, markings or pedi-
gree which shall be proved not to corre-
spond with the entry shall l)e disqualified,

and all such dogs' stakes or winnings
shall l)e forfeited.

Rulf: 4. The forfeit money must ac-
company every nomination, and the bal-

ance of the entrance fee must lie paid be-
fore the drawing.

Rule 5. The Field Trial Committee
may refuse any entry they may think
proper to exclude ; aud no person who
has Ijeen found, to the satisfaction of the
Field Trial Committee to have miscon-
ducted himself in any manner in connec-
tion with dogs, tlog shows or dog trials, or
who is a defaulter for either stakes or for-

feits in connection with either thereof,

or for money due under an arrangement
for division of winnings, or for penalties
for infraction of rules, or for any pay-
ment reonired bv a decision of the Club,

shall l>e allowed to compete in any trials

that may be held under the auspices of
the Eastern Field Trials Club.

Rule 6. Any objections to an entry
must be made in writing addressed to
the Secretary of the Club, and will he
acted on by the Field Trial Committee,
whose decision shall be final.

Rulf: 7. Immediatelji before the dogs
are drawn at any meeting the time and
place of putting down the first brace of
dogs on the following morning shall be
declared and posted in a conspicuous
place.

Rule <S. .-Ml stakes shall be run in the
order of the programme when possible.

Should, however, tlie competitors or their

representatives in the various stakes agree
otherwise, the order may, with consent
of the F'ield Trial Committee be changed.

Rule 9. Dogs shall lie drawn by lot,

and numbered in the order drawn. Each
dog shall run in the first series as a brace
with the next available dog in that

order. After the first series has Ijeen run
through, the Judges shall announce which
dogs they wish to see run again, and
order of running them. Discretion is

given the Judges to run the dogs as often

and in what order they think l)est, until

they are satisfied which are the best

dogs ; but they may announce the win-
ners any time after the second series,

provided the first and second prize win-
ners shall have run together.

Rule 10. If two dogs owned or

handled by the same person should come
together in the first series, the second
dog so owned or handled shall change
places with the first dog not so owned or

handled. This change shall be effected

in theorderof running if possible ; if not
possible then in the reverse order of run-

ning. If such separation is found to be
impracticable, or without benefit, the
running together of two such dogs may
be permitted.

Rule i i . The bye-dog in any series

shall run with a dog selected by the

Judges or alone as they may direct.

Ri^Lf; 12. Each dog must Ix; brought

up in its proper turn without delay ; if

absent more than twenty minutes, it may
be disqualified at the discretion of the

Judges.

Rule 13. An owner, his handler or

his deputy may hunt a dog, but it must
be one or the other ; and when dogs are

down an owner must not interfere with

his dog if he has deputed another person

to handle and hunt him, lu members'

stake every member must handle his own
dog.

Rin,E 14. The person handling and
hunting a dog may speak, whistle to and
work him by hand as he may deem
proper, but he shall be called to order by
the Judges for making any unnecessary
noise, or for any disorderly conduct

;

and if after being cautioned he persists

in such noise or disorderly conduct, they
shall order the dog to be taken up and
adjudged out of the stake. An opponent's
dog must not be interfered with or ex-
cited. In such case an app>eal should be
made to the Judges.
Rule 15. If an opponent's dog points

game, the dog must not be drawn across

nim to take the point, but if not backing
of his owTi accord he must lie brought
around behind the pointing dog. Do^
must be hunted together, and their

handlers must walk within a reasonable
distance ofone another.
Rule 16. If a dog be withdrawn, with

the consent of the Field Trial Committee
on the ground, from a stake on the field

or at any time during the holding of a
trial, its owner or his deputy having
authority, shall notify in writing, with
his name attached, the Secretary or one
of the Field Trial Committee of the Club.
If the dog belongs to either or any of
those officials, the notice must be handed
to one of the others. No owner or handler
shall be permitted to withdraw his dog
or dogs from a stake on the field or at

any time during the progress of a trial,

without the consent of the Field Trial

Committee on the grounds ; any such
owner or handler withdrawing his do§ or

dogs, without the consent of the Field

Trial Committee on the grounds, may be
debarred from any future trials, or be
penalized at the discretion of the Club.

Rule 17. If any person openly im-
pugns the actions or decisions of the

Judge or Judges, or otherwise annoys
them during the progress of a trial, he
may be debarred from future participa-

tion ill the trials, and ordered off the

grounds.
Rule iS. No person other than the

Judge, Judges or reporters will be per-

mitted to accompany the handlers of
dogs competing in anv heat, except own-
ers of such dogs running in charge of a
handler or deputy, and they shall be per-

mitted to accompany the stewards until

the finish of such heat, when they shall

retire until their dogs again come into

competition. Two persons are pro-

hibited from working one dog. If from
any cause the handler of a running dog
is disabled to such an extent that he can
not shoot, upon his request to the Judge
or Judges, he may select some person to

shoot for him, and the Judges may in

any case require handlers running dogs
to go through minutely the evolution of
shooting either a blank or shotted car-

tridge over any or every established

point, upon being ordered to flush a bird.

The handlers of the two dogs shall go to-

gether as if it were a brace of dogs, and
hunt said brace or braces in the trials as

in ordinary shootiug, so that the dogs
shall be on an equality as to ground, op-

portunities for finding, etc. Spectators

shall not be allowed nearer the handlers

of dogs running than seventy-five yards

at the rear. The privilege is granted
handlers to ask the Judges for informa-

tion or explanation that has a direct

bearing upon any point at issue, pending
such questions the dogs shall not be under
judgment. Dogs afllicted with any con-

tagious disease, or bitches in season, or
unduly attracting the attention of the

competing dogs, will not be permitted on
the grounds. Ilandlers shall not load

their guns until so ordered by the Judges.
Rule 19. Should the owner of a dog

or his representative induce the owner
or representative of another dog to with-

draw such dog for consideration or bribe

of any nature whatsoever, all prizes

won by either shall be forfeited upon the

facts being satisfactorily proved to the

Field Trial Committee. If, however,
either dog be withdrawn without consid-

eration, from lameness, injuries, or from
any cause clearly affecting his chance of
winning, the other dog may be declared

the winner, on the facts of the case be-

ing clearly proved to the satisfaction of
the Judge or Judges.
When more than two dogs remain at

the end of a stake, which is not run out,

stakes shall l>e divided; and in case of a
division between three or more dogs, of
which two or more belong to the same
owner, these latter shall be held to take

egwftl shares of the tot^l ampwot won by

ill

i
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their owners, aud in the division the
terms of any arrangements to divide
winnings must be declared to the Secre-
tary.

RULR 20. All protests, when practi-

cable, except as hereinljefore provided,
must l>e made and delivered to the Sec-
retary of the Club, or in case of his ab-

sence, to the President of the Club, or
in case of his absence, to a member of
the Field Trial Committee at or before
midnight of the date of running of final

heat.

TO OWNERS AND HANDLER.S.

ist. Kach and every trial is simply a
trial in the true sense of the woril and
not a competition in which the numl)er
of points made by either do^ will neces-
sarily count in his favor. The Club de-
sires handlers competing at the trials to

show tlieir dogs to their best advantage
and not hustle for points on scattered
birds, assuring them that each dog will

be given a thorough test, tioth as to his
iinaing and {K>iuting qualities.

2d. The Judges will give greater credit
to dogs showing the best natural quali-
ties, it being the desire of the Club to
have the best dogs placed to the front ir-

resftective of the luck which is supposed
to attend competitions of this nature.
The Judges will Idc requested to give
more attention to a dog's natural finuiug
qualities than has lieen done in the past
years, and the time save<l by weening
out the poorer dogs in the first series,

will enable them to thoroughly test the
best dogs in each stake.

3d. The Judges will be requested to
place to the front dogs showing the best'

natural qualities, viz., intelligent rang-
ing, desire to find birds independently,
bird sense and nose, or expressed in
fewer words, dogs showing the greatest
ability and desire to find birds. All dogs
must be thoroughly broken as a matter
of course. Handlers will be given time
to let a dog finish his cast before he is

ordered in a new direction. Under this
_.~4V. I „r —1-,_4;..~ »t,„ ...;„_„..._ :• :..

hoped and expected that the question of
luck will l)e entirely eliminated, and the
first, second and third liest dogs will be
surely ami accurately placed iu accord-
ance with their merits.

/.\'STKi'crioys ro judges.

The Judges shall give each brace iu

first series at least forty-five minutes and
shall order up the dogs as soon thereafter
as they have determined which is the
better.

Pointing fur, feather, reptile or scent
of game birds, if the Judges deem the
same excusable, shall not be considered a
false point.

The Judges shall give a dog ample
opportunity to discover whether he is on
a true point.

No assistance shall be given by the
handler to enable a dog to discover
whether he is on a false point.

Judges are requested to avoid as far as

possible holding a dog so long on a point
for the purpose of securing a back or
otherwise, as to enable the birds to run.

Dogs should l)e brought up to back only
when opportunity offers, without inter-

fering with the {jointing dog, and a dog
drawing on or pointing game shall be
afforded ample opportunity to locate the
game, it lieing left to the discretion of

_ the Judges to direct the opposing dog
to l)e belli in check.
Should a dog be held an unreasonable

time upon a point he should not be peual-

izetl for the resultant fault.

The numl>er of times a dog points,

backs, etc., shall not necessarily give

him the preference, but the Judges shall

consider the (juality of the iierformance

rather than the frequency of the occur-
rence.

In order to prevent handlers rushing
or unduly exciting the dogs, discretion

is given the Judges to try each dog of a

brace separately on single birds, the

competing dog being kept at heel.

Backing.—The Ju<lges are requested

to give no credit for backing unless it

appears to be voluntary.

Ranging.—The Judges are requested

to give greater credit to the dog that

maintains the most killing range through-

out, viz., wide or clo»e, as the necessity

of the case requires.

Obedience and Disposition.—The
Judges are requested to give greater credit

to tne dog that works promptly, without
noise or severity, and is obedient, prompt,
cheerful and easily handled.

Bird-Sense.—The Judges are request-

ed to give greater credit to a dog that
shows the greatest bird-sense. Bird-sense
is shown in a dog by his desire to hunt
for birds ; his selection of likelj' places
to hunt ill ; his method of hunting the
places ; his industry in staying out at his
work, and his skill in handling and point-
ing the birds after he finds them.

DEAfERn.

FAt.SE Pointing, Chasing, Breaking
In, Breaking Shot.—These faults shall
l>e gauged b)' the Judges in their discre-
tion. The seconcl chase, however, loses
any further opj)ortunity of competition
in the stake.

DEFI.\ir/0.\S.

Break iNG In—Is where a dog through
imperfect breaking, or from excitement,
leaves his position when the birds rise,

whether the gun is fired or not, and starts
to chase, but stops within a few feet from
where he started, of his own accord or
by command.
Breaking Shot—Is where a do^ runs

m, when a shot is fired, with the inten-
tion of getting to the bird, and does not
stop promptly at command.
Chasing—Is where a dog follows the

birds, either when a gun is fired or not,
to any extent to be beyond the control of
his handlers for the time being.

FIELD TRIALS OF THE P. K. C.

ORDER OF RdNNfNG STAKES.
MEMBERS STAKE.

MOSDA K, DECEMBER /.5, /*9o, HA. M.

Three purses. To each of first, second
and third one-ninth of entry fees of all

stakes after deduction of expenses an<l

the Item Prize to winner of first. I'or-

feit, |5 ; |5 additional to fill. Entries

close Octol)er 15, 1891).

derby stake.

open to all Setters and Pointers

whelped on or after January i, i,S.S9.

Three purses. To each of first, second
and third one-ninth of entry fees o{ all

stakes after deduction of expenses. I'or-

feit. Is; J5 additional to fill. Entries
close July i, 1890.

ali.-aged .stake.

Open to all Setters and Pointers of
any age. Three purses. To each of
first, second and third one-ninth of entry
fees of all stakes after deduction of ex-
penses. I-'orfeit, Is; I5 additional to fill.

Entries close October 15, 1890.

Note.—All dogs run in these trials

must be owned by meml>ers of the Club.
Meml)ers must own the dog entered,
lK)th at time of entry and of^ running.
All entries must be filled at 9 P. M. of
the night before running of stake.

Entry blanks furnished by an<l all cor-
respondence must lie addressed to

Francis S. Brown, Secretary,

608 Chestnut .St., Phila.

DOGS AS SCOUTS.

The C'urloiiH K.X|MM-lin«MitM Ht^lnif .Made

111 the Kri'MJ-li .Vriny.

The Ix)ndoii Standard a few weeks

ago published a curious account of the

experiments which are beii g made in

the French army for training dogs to act

as scouts, messengers and sentinels.

When a dog is on messenger duty two

men are detached from an out{>ost and

walk al)OUt a mile, their companion l>e-

ing led by his collar. One of the men
then returns to the starting point, and

the dog, whenever he is let loose, runs

back to the outpost with the message in

a bag tied to his back.

The sentinel dogs are said to scent

strangers 100 yards off, and directly they

do so begin to bark and growl. The
training necessary for the scouts is more

elaborate, as they have to be taught to

search fields and thickets, in which

soldiers dressed in foreign uniforms are

lying iu ambush. As soon as the ani-

mals find the enemy it is their business

to run back to their own friends, and .so

to report what they have seen.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

A good suggestion is to the credit of

the Fanciers' Gazette, .^fter comment-
ing upon "the carelessness or lawlessness

in the matter of fixing the dates of poul-

try and pet stock exhibitions" it says :

"Officers seem to forget that courtesy,
at least, should govern them in this mat-
ter as where one society fixes its ilate so
as to encroach upon that of another, that
more or less bad blood will be engen-
dered. The American Poultry Associa-
tion, in which all have a great interest,

should see to it that its date, no matter
with what society it may unite in hold-
ing its annual meeting, does not conflict

with that of any society of import-
ance ill the country, and to avoid this, it

should make it a condition, that the so-

ciety it may unite with shall harmonize
its date with other societies. There is no
propriety in assuming that liecause it has
fixed a date all others must change
theirs. Now, we have this to say : that
when a society has an established date,
year after year, it l)ecomes a matter of
importance too obvious to enumerate,
that it holds it, and to have it crowded
out by the annual meeting of the A. P. A.
is unfair. Then, again, when two large
societies are near each other, it should
be made a point that their dates be not so
near each other as to tend to injure the
patronage of either."

«
«

It is not only the A. P. A. and the

large shows where care and oversight is

needed, but it would help wonderfully

if the show dates of states and even sec-

tions of the state could be so arranged as

not to conflict. Members of the Light

Krahma Club present at one of its meet-

ings in New York City will remember the

story the representative from Ohio had
to tell for his vicinity, and the earnest

plea he made that the club would suggest

a remedy.
••

When the National Poultry Association

shall have materialized it will well l)c-

come it to assume this fixing of dates or

making up the national .schedule as one

of its reasons for existence. It is to

such an a.ssociatioii, the representative of

state interests, that the work projjerly

belongs. The American Poultry Asso-

ciation, an association of individuals, has

no call to attend to this matter, nor

would it have as an as.sociation of

specialty clubs.

This clashing of dates comes es])eciallv

hard upon the judges who can not l>e in

two places at one time, and to those ex-

hibitors who, making up a caravan of

the regular and odd varieties find a

profitable business in collecting the prize

money at the autumn and winter shows,

entailing, as it does, the expense of ad-

ditional attendants and even with the

l)est of management the missing of some
of the shekels.

*»
The representative of our government

at Stockholm proposes to introduce the

cajiercailzie and black game, two of the

most important birds of Sweden and
Norway, to this country, ami says of

them :

"The capercailzie is the largest of the
grouse family, the full-grown male
weighing from ten to twelve pounds. It

is extremely hardy, being found in large
numbers up to and lieyond the .\rctic

circle, even as far as the seventieth
parallel. It can endure the severest cold
and deepest snows of the longest winters,
often avoiding the bitterest cold by bur-
rowing into the snow, thus obtaining
warmth and shelter. This bird subsists
upon the buds and leaves of trees, the
needles of leaves of the pine and spruce,
yonng pine cones, clover and grass,
l)€rries of all sorts, seed aud grain, and

insects of every kind. In the depth of
winter a capercailzie has Ijeen known to
live for more than a week in the same
pine tree, subsisting entirely upon pine
leaves and young pine cones. It is pre-
eminently a bird of the pine woods, or
pine mixed with birch, spruce, maple and
other growths, and must have fresh water
near by—either a brook or a pond or a
piece of swampy ground. It is a local,
not a migratory bird, though sometimes
lack of food or other causes may drive it

to extensive wanderings. In its habits it

much resembles the American ruffled
grouse—though in size it is nearly ten
times as large. The black game inhabits
nearly the same region as the capercailzie.
It is equally hardy and can withstand the
cold and snows of the most rigorous
Northern winters. Its weight is about
three pounds—about the same as our
prairie chicken. The male bird is a lus-
trous metallic black in color ; hence the
name. He has, however, a white stripe
iu his wings, and his jet-black, outward-
curving tail feathers are much prized as a
hat ornament in the Tyrol.

••
"The black game is a bird of the

woods, but the birch is pre-eminently its

tree, though it is met with in mixed
growths of almost every variety. It does
not frequent the deep woods so much as
the capercailzie, but loves better the
borders of the forest and woods and
groves with frequent openings. It is

also fond of cranberrj' swamps, and in
swampy lands is often found miles away
from any forest.

»
* «

"Its food consists chiefly of the buds
and leaves of trees, berries and insects.

In summer the black game is very fond
of bluetierries, raspberries and cran-
berries; in winter it feeds principally
ujx)n the buds of the birch, hazel, alder,
willow and beech, and when pressed for
food will eat the young green cones of
the pine. This bird seems to lie etjually

fond of animal food, and readily eats
snails, worms, the larvio of ants, flies,

lieetles, etc. It is a more social bird
than the capercailzie, and comes out
more into the fiehls and clearings, and
nearer the abodes of man."

« »

The above may lie the bird at home,
but what would it l)e abroad. We of the

East have the sparrow, and farmers of

the West have the (juail and the pheas-

ant—and all to our sorrow. Our ad-

vice would l)e to try the effect of freedom

and plenty upon a few, when we can bet-

ter tell if more will Ije welcome.

*

The Live Stock fCxhibition .\ssociation

of Loudoun County, Va., has the pre-

mium list ready for its fair to l)e held in

Leesburg, Va., August 26-28. The
poultry department is advertised to be

in the charge of Mr. N. T. Jaiiney. The
premiums are |i each and offered for the

best pair of the standard varieties of poul-

try, turkeys, geese, ducks, guinea fowls

and pheasants, with a special of ^3 for

best display of poultry of not less than

five varieties. The officers of the society

are: President, C. Shuley Carter; vice-

presidents, Henry Fairfax and John H.
Alexander; secretary, II. C. Sellman;

treasurer, N. S. Purcell.

•••

Novice in the Southern Live Stock

Journal says of the Jamestown weed
(datura stramonium), best known as the

jimseii weed, if gathered while the foliage

is tender and whipped over the perches,

around the walls, into the nests and

scattered profusely over floors and

wherever chicks frequent and roosts are,

it will play havoc with all vermin.

•
• •

Mr. D. E. Newell says this is the most

prosperous breeding season in barbs he

has ever known. Ninety-three young-

sters wear the "9rj" band and of these

fifty are on the wing. Usually Mr.

New«ll has his summer residence in New
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Jersey with pigeon post between home
and business, but this year he will spend

in New York City and keep all of his

homers busy as nurses and feeders of the

barblets.

« »

Mr. H. I'\ Whitman, formerly so well

known as a fancier of Baltimore, writing

from California says: "I have been living

in Alameda, a l)eautiful little town just

across the bay from San I''raucisco for a

year, and my first act after buying my
home was to fit up a place for pigeons.

I then bought a few jacks of Crawford,

and lately bought the second premium
whites at New York. I am going to try

satiuettes and blondinettes I think, they

will do well in this climate. We have

quite a flourishing club ; have a nice

room and about fifteen members. Our

show will be held this fall, the last week

of the Mechanics fair. They have offered

us space in their large pavillion and we

will have the largest audience ever seen

at a pigeon show."

« #

The great numbers of Indian game

that have l)eeii sent to America this year

from the yards of John Frayn, have made
the name familiar to our fanciers, aud

what was learned by the representative

of the Fanciers' Gazette (Eng.) in a visit

to Launceston, source of our supply,

will have almost general interest. After

paying his respects to the variety, and

promising for it a "career of influence

which we venture to think is only in its

adolescent stage even now," the Gazette

man says :

the county to which we are indebted for

this breed, we took the opixjrtunity of

going to Launceston, whence come so

many of the specimens which have made
the breed aiul the breeder famous. .\t

St. Stephen's, which lies on the north
side of the lovely valley wherein the

town just named clambers up the south-

ern slopes, and within sight of the famous
old castle whose history links past aiul

present, and whose circular ruin presents

unique features in the architecture of de-

fensive strength, we found the home of

Mr. John Frayn. That gentleman may
be taken as a representative type of the

true fancier, one who has thriven with

the breed, for its success has been
his, and his efforts on l)ehalf of the

Indian game have met with the reward
they so well deserve. Mr. Frayn has

been a breeder of Indian game ever since

he was a boy, following in the footsteps

of his father, and his experience of more
than thirty years makes him one of the

oldest fanciers of this variety living. In

his early days it was a short, squatty

fowl, ginger in color. The great change
which has come over the breed is ilue to

crossing with the rich-plumaged black

Indian game, and not to Malay blood, as

many aver, .\bout sixteen years ago Mr.

Frayn began to pay attention to the

marking of the females. He owned one
famous hen, which was ten years old

when she died, and to her influence is at-

tributable the great improvement in the

direction named, her blood being para-

mount even to-day.

"vSo far as Mr. Frayn is aware.the origin

of the breed is due to direct importation.

His father secured the first specimens

from a farm in the west, which were of

the type already named. Later on Squire

Hay, of Redruth, received some of the

black Indian game, and these were then

added. As proving the purity of the

blood, a man now living near Launces-

ton, and who has spent much of his life

in India, returning some years ago, came
to see the stock at St. Stephen's, and ex-

claimed at once, "You have got some
true Indian game. I have seen hundreds

of them in India." These, then, form

the basis of the present strain, which
has for a long period been most carefully

bred. Ten years ago Malays were added

to the yard, aud in this variety great suc-

cess has also been attained, and many
prizes haviuji been won, including cups

at the leading shows ; and birds have

been claimed at big prices, two at least

having realized / 20 each. It is now just

about ten years ago that Indian game
l)egan to attract notice. Classes were
then secured by the offering of specials.

.\mongst the judges, Mr. James Dixon,

of Bradford, was the first to take them by
the hand, and to him great praise is due
for his recognition of their value. It

was a daring thing to give an Indian

game second in the Helston Show ; but

this he did, and he has ever since stood

their friend. Amongst the many binls

we noted at St. Stephen's we can only

mention a few. In one pen was a lovely

cock, the second Liverpool, first Chester-

field, etc., splendid in style, shoulders,

and color, mated with a grand lot of

hens, one of which is about the best in

markings we have ever seeu, save per-

haps the bird of Mr. Whitfield's bred by
Mr. Frayn. There was one hen, im-

ported from India, very rich in plumage.

In another pen we noticed a splendid

two-year-old-cock, very tall, with a strik-

ing head, aud a well known winner, his

record since he won first at Exeter last

June, embracing a gold medal, a cup,and
six other specials, in addition to many
first prizes. Here also was the pullet,

first at Windsor, Newcastle, Trowbridjje,

etc., at two of which shows we gave him
especial praise. It would be imjKJSsible

to mention all the birds we saw, some
scattered about the farms far and near,

for they are kept under natural condi-

tions, which explains their excellent con-

dition ; but from the promise given by
the old stock it is safe to prophecy that,

barring accidents, the lustre of the name
of Frayn will not suffer eclipse this com-
ing season."

«
* *

It is interesting to know that

Frayn is a breeder of Malays also.

Mr.

The lacing of the Indian game here

promises to prove a subject for discus-

sion and may prove a rock upon which

the .American Indian Game Club will go

to pieces—to come together again in a

little different shape. Mr. Irving Crocker

says:

"The English Standard describes very

minutely the ])luniage of males, but dis-

misses the more complicated markings of

the female, with barely three lines. It

says: "Ground color, chestnut brown,

with beautiful lacing of medium size of

metallic green, glossy black; this should

look as if it were embossed or raised.' It

is the variation between the English

Standard and the English birds of this

breed that have l)eeu imported into this

country, that has lead to the controversy

now going on in regard to this very sub-

ject. Fowls without a drop of Indian

game blood in their veins have l)een

judged bv it and pronounced Indian

games, wlien, in fact, they were a cheap
mixture of Malay and black red. As
stated the ground color of the Indian

game hen is chestnut brow 11 with an outer

lacing of intense black with a greenish

luster, and an inner lacing of the same
lusterous black and of an elliptical

shape. In the best specimens these

markings extend over the back, wings,

breast and under part of the body to the

fluff, which is solid black. The more
clearly defined this inner lacidg is,

esjiecially on the under part of the body
the better the breeding, many an other-

wise good specimen fails here. Second-

aries and tall covers have the bay portion

penciled with black, the tail and inner

web of secondaries are black, hackle

feathers black with bay shaft.

» «

"Such is a description of the female

Indian Game, as I have found it on the

best specimens in this country. I am
aware, as no doubt you are, that some
breeders take exception to that i)articu-

lar type, but a large majority favor it,

Mr. Babcock alone, I believe, claims that

the interlacing or penciling should be V
shaped. 1 have looked for this V shaped

marking on imjiorted fowls for which
almost fabulous prices were paid, without

success. C. A. Sharp iS: Co., of Lock-

Cort, are the largest importers of this

reed, aud I feel safe in saying that they

never had a specimen of this type. They
have specimen feathers from the best In-

dian Game hen iu Ilngland, owned by

their correspondent, G. A. Whitfield, aud

for which he has refused, I understand,

/"km, and the markings are as already

described. These V shaped pencilings

may not indicate impurity, but Indian

Game breeders will be slow to believe

that they are characteristic of the breed."

#%
The Fanciers' Gazette (,Am.) says of

this (luestion :

"We are in receipt of feathers from
fourteen fine specimens, probably among
the l>est to be found iu America, some
from C. A. Sharp & Co., Lockport, N. Y.;

II. vS. Balicock, Providence, R. I.; Adam
Thoiiijjson, Amity, Mo.; H. P. Clarke, of

IndianaiM>lis. Twelve of tliese show
double jjenciling on breast, the other two
have cliestnut red centres with single

black on the outer edge, resembling
breast feathers on golden Wyandotte
females. We notice, however, that the

feathers plucked from the wing-bows of

the two last mentioned had traces of the

double penciling. This similarity in

penciling would indicate that the true

Indian Game hen possesses the natural

characteristic of double penciling, more
or less developed in all female specimens,

and that it belongs to the breed. We are

assured by Mr. Sharp that such is the

case, and from Mr. Babcock : 'That the

single lacing makes a showier bird than

the reduplicate lacings,' and it is his

opinion that both styles of lacing should

be allowed."
*

# *

It is suggested that Mr. Babcock's

stock bearing the V shaped markings

will be out in the cold if the double pen-

cilling becomes the law, and there may

be a pergonal interest at stake. Indian

game breeders express no fear as to the

result aud unless the minority rule there

will be but one sort of jjencilling allowed

in this standard and that not V shaped.

Over-feeding-

Over-feeding with fat-forming food

causes most of the diseases of birds con-

fined in small runs. The usual dietary

scale for such birds is barleymeal and

sharps mixed with hot water, spices, etc.,

for morning ; meal and maize, barley,

wheat and oats for evening feed, as much

as they will eat greedily. Birds so fed

lay well at first, but soon become too fat,

lay double-yolked eggs, the liver becomes

enlarged and fat, scrofulous nodules are

deposited in it, and unless the birds die

from ruptured oviducts and ruptured

livers the deposit increases until the birds

die from exhaustion.

Now these scrofulous nodules can sel-

dom be removed, but if the disease be

not too far advanced a stop to their in-

crease can be effected by changing the

diet. Give barley and tick l)eans for the

morning feed, and equal parts of tick

bean meal and sharps at night, mixed
with a small cpiantity of sulphur and
salt. About twice a week give each fowl

in the soft food three grains of the car-

bonate of iron.

This disease, being caused by over-

feeding with fat-forming food, is not

hereditarv, because I have proved that

healthy birds confined in small runs and
improperly fe<l have contracted the dis-

ease ; have bred chickens from the birds,

and the chicks have lived and thrived to

old age.—H.

OHIOKEN OHOLBBA.

Precis of an Rxperience and Va-
rious Experiments.

W. Vale in Poultry: This disease of

comparatively recent times is unfortu-

nately becoming much more common,
cases cropping up in parts of the country

widely separated from each other. It

appears in an epidemic form, isolated or

sporadic cases lieing almost unknown.

These epidemics have hitherto baffled

the inquiries which have Ijeen carefully

and assi luously made by scientific men,

as well as by those whose very serious

losses could not fail to stimulate their

efforts to solve the mystery surrounding

their origin. It has appeared iu yards

into which neither birds nor eggs have

been imported for a very considerable

time, and where no other fowls were kept

in the immediate neighborhood. The
primary symptoms are not such as would

lead anyone unacquainted with the dis-

ea.se to suppose that it was of so fatal a

nature. At the same time, they are of so

distinct and marked a character that ob-

servant persons familiar with them can-

not fail to detect at once the nature of

the attack. When the disease is fully es-

tablished it does not admit of cure. I

shall therefore endeavor to describe the

primary symptoms succinctly aud clearly,

so that anyone wholly unacquainted with

the disease may be able to detect it in its

earlier stages, or at least to have his sus-

picions aroused. This is especially nec-

essary in order that prompt and energetic

measures may l>e adoptetl to stamp the

disease out, and so prevent its spreading.

The first thing noticeable is the bird's

disinclination to lake footi or 10 move
about. When it does there is a marked
stiffness about it, the legs being drawn in

with apparent difficulty. On being at-

tacked they generally remain in the

roosting house, and if turned out they
will creep in again, and into a corner or

nest-box. The crop usually contains

food which remains in it undigested,

while the power of assimilation of fluid

—Many breeders of Minorcas cut off

the combs of the cocks used for breeding

purposes. By removing the combs the

cocks are nuuli more active, and they

fertilize the eggs much better, but for

exhibition they are of course useless.

We recently saw more than one cham-

l)ioii cock minus his comb, surrounded

by a number of hens, whose eggs

proved to be unusually fertile,

Keeper.

had
-Stock

—ISo reward is offered for the arrest

and conviction of the miscreant who
killed or carried awav all but six of the

seventy Plvniouth Rock chicks from the

yards of Mr. W. E. Hall, Worcester,

Mass., last Sunday night. Only a few of

the birds are missing, the rest l)eing

found dead ami scattered alx)ut the

premises.

remains unimpaired, as evidenced by the

rapidity with which it is absorbed after

being injected into the crop, or when the

the fowl drinks. It does this with great

avidity. The droppings are watery,

slimy, and dark or greenish in color.

The eyes have a filmy, lustreless appear-

ance. As the disease advances, which it

does in some cases with great rapidity,

a deathly stupor takes possession of the

stricken bird, and if aroused it again

quickly falls into the same lethargic con-

dition, remaining in one place almost

motionless.
Later on the droppings change in color

to a dirty white, and on close examina-
tion are found to contain a quantity of

bile, and occasionally specks of blood.

Eventually the fowl sinks down with

its wings hanging powerless, and its beak
pressed to the ground. In this position

it sometimes dies, but more often con-

vulsions end the scene, the feet and legs

being finally outstretched, or as some of

my correspondents put it, "it died ap-

fiarently in a fit." The time that a bird

ives after it is noticed to l)e ailing varies

from about twelve to twenty-four hours,

but some cases linger on for two or three

days, and occasionally a bird is said to

have had an attack and to have recov-

ered.

When death is speedy the comb, face,

and wattles retain their natural color

throughout and even after death ; but

when the illness is somewhat prolonged

the comb and wattles l)ecome congested,

the comb turning almost black and the

face becoming pale and shrunken. To-

wards the last the breathing is very

labored, the lx>dy heaving convulsively

at every breath taken

.

The virulence of the disease and the

hopelessness of a curative treatment are

plainly seen when a post-mortem exam-
ination is made. In the majority of cases

that I have examined the spleen was
enormously enlarged and softened, of a

mahogany-brown color and creamy con-

sistence, so that when prehsed the whole
of its soft spongy tissue could be squf-ezed

out of its capsule. The liver was gorged
with dark blood, serum was effused into

^w
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its substance, and its tissues were com-
pletely ilisorgaiiizeil, to such an extent
sonjetimcs that it would not admit of be-

ing handled after its covering membrane
was removed.
The surface of the lungs, when ex-

amined l»efore removal was usually of a
peculiar greyish color, and on section

dirty brown gorged with blood and
frothy mucus. In some cases the bron-
chial tubes were filled with muco puru-
lent matter. In many instances there
were several minute extravasations of
blood in the muscles generally, and espe-

cially in those of the breast. The
kidneys were enlarge*! and softened. The
heart bag contained an excess of flui<l,

and the heart contained fluid blood, and
sometimes clots as well. The V)1o<k1 in

all parts of the Ixxly had become more
fluid than usual, such as is not apparent
in any other disease. The bram did
not appear to b* much affected, but in

some cases in parts pf the men»branes
there were minute congested spots. The
crop and gullet had usually a natural
apjiearance, and did not appear to have
participated much in the disease. The
bowel in its upper third contained an
inky colored fluid, and its mucous mem-
V>rane was stained of a very dark color.

On minute examination it was seen to
l>e very much inflamed, aiul more or less

ulcerated. As it was traced on towards
its outlet the signs of disease gradually
diminished. The upper part of the
bowel near the junction with the giz-zard

is evidently the first part affected, for on
killing a fowl when first attacked it is

the only place seen to lie diseased.
Therefore it may be inferred that the
germs ol the disease are first taken into
the fowl's system with its foo<i or water.
This is in accordance with the observa-

tions of Professor Cornil as published
in the Lancet, upon the bticillus of fowl
cholera found in. ducks: "An epidemic
lately broke out among the ducks of the
Jardin d'Acclimatation, when more than
eighty of thejn succumbed in a few days.
Professor Cornil, after having cslahlisfie<l

that the alimentation was the source of
the mabuly.searched for and cultivated the
pathogenic microbe. He found in the
bloo<l of the ducks which died a very small
bacillus, the culture of which on gelatine
is identical with that of the microlie or
the cholera of fowls descril)ed by M.
Pasteur. The anatomical lesions are
also the same as the alterations produced
by this microlje; aiul yet, observes M.
Cornil, this malady of the ducks is not
at all the cholera of the fowls, as the
bacillus inoculated kills only ducks. It

is inoffensive for fowls, pigeons and
rabbits, which, on the contrary, rapidly
succumb after the inoculation of the
choleraic microl)e.

"

It may be spread in a very simple way
—for instance, flies may be the means
of conveying the microbe about their
bodies, and strong currents of air con-
vey the flies for long distances, and in

consequence of the fowls eating theni the
disease may Ijecome propagated. While
there is little hope of any kind of treat-

ment yielding satisfactory results, noth-
ing should be left undone that would
tentl to prevent the spread of the disease.

As preventive measures, at once re-

move all fowls that are attacked to a pen
or pens specially set apart for their re-

ception, and avoid going into them as
much as |x>ssible. The rool, walls and
all parts of the fowl-houses in which the
disease has appeared, should l)e cleaned
down, the nest-boxes cleareil out, and the
floor swept up, burning the resulting rul)-

bish and dust. Next, tlionuighly lime-
wash every part of the house, nest-boxes,
roosts, etc., using freshly slaked lime to
make the wash, and acid some carbolic
acid or Jeyes' fluid to it. Then cover
the floor to a depth of at least an inch
with ashes or dry earth, into which some
freshly slaked lime has lieen mixed. No
unused food, excrement or anything of a
like nature that woulil l>e lial)le to con-
vey the disease must be brought away
from the fowls excejn to be burnt as di-

rected. When coming out of all pens
the sides and bottoms of boots should be
examined to see that nothing is alloweil

^o remain sticking to them, lest it be
ponveyed to other pens or on to grass,
and thus l)e the means of disseminating
the disease.

M. JouiN in La I'oussin : M. Pasteur
was the first to think the subject was
worthy investigating and it is to his
efforts that the evils attending it have
t^een overcome.

|n describing the disease be Bays ; "A

bird, the victim of the so called cholera
becomes nerveless, staggers, its wings
fall and its ruffled feathers make it look
like a ball. It seems to be overcome
with sleepiness and when roused it seems
to have l>een disturbe<l from sound sleep.

The eyelids soon close again and gener-
ally death overtakes it where it stands.
It may flutter for a few moments, but this

is rare; as the entire muscular system
seems to have lost force."

To these symptoms I add the true
asphyxia, as sho«n by both the labored
breathing and tliedark Cdlorof the comli,

and the white diarrhoea peculiar to tke
disease.

When the disease once breaks out it

makes the most terrible inroads in the
shortest time, and in spite of the separa-
tion of the healthy and affected birds. It

resembles an infectious fever in the way
it comes on and develops. It is in the
highest degree virulent, for it is only
necessary to insert the smallest <lrop of
blood from the diseased chicken into the
body of a healthy one to have its death
sure and preceded by all the symptoms
just described. The complaint is not en-
tirely conlitied to gallinaceous birds, but
inoculation will produce it in the rabbit,

dog and even in the horse. But there are
some animals which cannot be affected

with it by inoculation. If, for example, a
pig be inoculated with the blood of a
chicken sufreriiig from cholera, the ani-
mal's health will not in any way Ije

affected thereby, the sole result will be
the formation of a slight abcess at the
point of puncture. If, however, we pro-
ceed to insert in a chickeu, a pigeon or a
duck a drop of blood from this abscess it

will die in two or three hours.
Experiments in inoculation have en-

abled us to calculate exactly the progress
and duration of the malady, from the
moment when the jjoison is inserted into
the healthy subject until the nuMiient of
its death. M. Cornil says the first symp-
tom observed after its inoculation is the
bird seems to ciiiitract and to fall into a
kind of lethargy. Profuse diarrluL-a soon
follows and the bird dies in a lew hours.
In some cases, but very rarely, the dis

ea.se passes into a chronic stage. Death
ensues all the same, but after a much
longer interval. We must not therefore
conclude that the poison has spent itself,

for if a healthy chicken l)e inoculate*!

with the blood of one thus chronically
affected, it w ill soon die with all the symp-
toms of the acute disease.

The signs of disease which a post-
mortem examination reveals in the body
of a chicken which has died of cholera
are : The thin membrane of the stomach
is visibly affected with erosion and a
blood-stained fluii! ; the lungs are con-
gested, and the right cavities of the heart
are filled with an accumulation of black
clotted blood. The muscles, and partic-
ularly the pectoral mu.scles, are always
more or less affecte*!, becoming thick,
opaque and whitish and a fibrinous and
stringy fluid is formed in them. No pus,
but considerable thickening of the mus-
cular fibre is detected in them. The effect

is just the same whether the bird die of
cholera caught naturally or from inocula-
tion. M. Pasteur has as frequently in-

jected the poison into the blood as into
the digestive alleys

; the result has al-

ways been the same. We have thus seen
to certain demonstration that the disease
is a result of the introduction into the
system of a particular poison. In the
experiments describe*! it has the hand of
man which has *!irectly communicate*! it

from a diseased to a healthy bird. In our
poultry yanls, wliere the binls catch it

naturally, the sole cause of it ctmsists in

the presence of matter in a state of putre-
faction, which is introfluce*! with the
food into the digestive organs and from
thence breaks out into the deadly *!is-

ease.

The germ of the poison (le microhe)
having been found by microscopical ex-
amination, it remained to be proved that
its minute granulations were the cause of
cholera in chickens, and that they alone
could pro<luce it in a healthy subject. In
a word, the germ must be i.solated. With
this object M. Pasteur made some broth
from the muscles of a healthy chicken
and droppe*! into it one single <lrop of
bloo*l from a liviiijj chicken atVected with
cholera. He left it atone an*! observed
the mixture to undergo spontaneously
the following ino*lifications : The germs,
un*ier the form *>r granulations, re-

mained whole ; in a word, lived, while
the eleuients of bloo*l containing the
poisonouB drop gradually became weaker

and almost *iisappeared. A minute
(juantity of the mixture being ])ut into

some fresh broth made from a newly
kille*! chicken demonstrated the phenom-
enon still more clearly. The ofteiier this

was repeated the more did all elements,
save the poison germ, tlisperse and *iis-

appear. At last M. Pasteur ha*l got a

liquid harmless b\' it.self and only poison-
ous by means of the jjoison germ in it.

Professor Guerin asks : "What proof
have you that the inoculation by which
acute cholera is transmitted to a healthy
chicken is affecte*! by these granulations
which you l)elieve to be the poison germ
rather than by the fluid which contains
it ? Some other invisible element nii^lit

exist in it." M. Pasteur in reply said:
"Filter the litjuid am! inoculation with it

is harmless. In the operation the poison
germ remains in the filter ; the liquid

withoufit loses all its virulence." P'rom
this it follows that the germ is the only
active element of the disease.

P'or the cure of chicken cholera M.
Pasteur takes some broth ma*1e of noth-
ing but sinews of chicken an<l water ; to

this he ai!*!s a single drop of blood taken
from a living chicken suiTeriug from
cholera ; he then leaves the mixture en-
tirely exposed to the air for a time, vary-
ing acconling to the degree of attenua-
tion in the power of the poison he wishes
to pro*luce. After five or six months he
gets a poison of so reduced a power that
on inoculation it prcxluces a l>enignant
disease, which generally wards off the
mortal disease. The poison, when thus
reduce*!, has the surprising property of
preserving exactly the same power
throughout the various uses to which it

may be put.

The cause of the weakening of the
poison fluid must be sought in oxygen,
as no other agency but the air touches it

dining the months re(|uire I for the re-

duction of the poison. Experiment gives
us a certain proof of this. Shut up some
active poison iti a glass tube hermetically
sealed, and its virulence is preserved for

an in*lefiuite time
After having obtained reduce*! poison

apt to give a light ilisea.se inste."!*! of a
mortal one, and thereby to place the bird
forever out of the power of tlie latter, M.
Pasteur devote*! himself to the following
experiments :

"I take eighty chickens which have
never hat! the cholera either naturally
produce*! or communicated artificially.

Twenty of these I inoculate with the
poison in a very virulent state. They all

*lie*l. Of the remaining sixty I take
another twenty an*l inoculate them with
a single puncture, am! with the weakest
poi.son I have been able to get. Not one
of them dies. Are they, then, proof
against the virulent poison ? Only a
certain numlier of them are so. As a
matter of fact, if I inoculate these twenty
with the very virulent poison about eight
or ten of them, though they become ill,

do not *!ie—^far <lifferent to the other
twenty fresh ones, every one of which
dies.

"Again, I take another twenty from the
original lot and vaccinate them with two
punctures, the second made seven or
eight days aft^r the first, to see if this

inoculation makes them proof against
the virulent ])*iisoii. This time, in *lis-

tinction to the second experiment, uii*!er

whicli six or eight recovered, twelve or
fifteen live. Lastly, if I take the remain-
ing twenty aiul vaccinate them with the
re<iuce*! p*)isoii—not once, but three or
four times—though afterwards inoculated
with the virulent poison, not one will *lie.

In this latter ca.se the birds are brought
into a .state of inaptitude to take chicken
cholera.

"Generally speaking, when the first in-

oculation is iiisuflicient a kin<! of morti-
fication, more or less extended, appears
round the point of puncture ; but when
the inoculation leaves no traces *me is

almost warranted in concluding that
henceforth the bin! is impervious to the
disease."

M. Pasteur has observed that chickens
vaccinated with cholera are unlikely to
l)e trouble*! with throat ulceration. He
remarks that the poison *if the latter de-
velops slowly and with difliculty in a
fluid which has coiitaiiieil the poison
germ of cholera. There is, tlien,a clouble
a*lvantage in this iiioculatitm, an*! a
ilouble encouragemeut to bree*lers \.o

pnitect their stocks at one stroke from
the two most *lestructive disorders that
can visit them.
M. Duclaux on "l"ermentation and

diseases," bearing upon treatment of

this complaint, says: "When the disease

makes its appearance the run must be
cleared, an*l the healthy chickens sepa-

rated from the affected. Its course is so
rapid that at the en*l of a few days all

which take the poison die. Meanwhile
remove the dung, am! wash the poultry
house thoroughly, mixing a thousandth
part of sulphuric acid in the water, which
at once destroys the parasite. One may
then put those binls together again
which have no actual signs of infection,

but three coiulitions must be oteerve*!:

First, That the operation has been long
enough. Secoiul, That none of them are
affecte*! with the ilisease in a chronic
state, as it has before l>een descril>e<l

;

lastly, that they are only chickens on the
run, and no other farm animals." We
have Ijefore Ix^en told that chickens are
by no means the only creatures that can
take this disease.

It is necessary in approaching the
study of chicken cholera to distinguish
it from putri*! fever, which some writers

wrongly believe to be the same disease.

Amongst tlieni M. Toussaint, relying on
the resemblance in the symptoms and
progress of the two diseases, and upon
more than two huiidre*! experiments
which he has himself made, declares that
the poison germ which pro*!uces the
cholera is the same as that which prcwluce*

putrid fever. M . Pasteur does not agree
with this. Ir. the first place, the two are
easily *listinguishable through a micro-
scope. The cholera germ is very thin
ami r*)un*l ; the fever germ is much
longer. Besides, the signs of ilisease

which a post-mortem examination finds

in a creature which has died of fever are

not the same as those of cholera.

Dr. Gamaleia, a physician of Odessa,
Russia, has *liscovere*l the means of giv-

ing to the choleraic virus the essential

virulence which has been fouiul lacking
in the exjieriments of M. Pasteur an*! M.
Koch. liis nlethod is to inoculate a
euinea pin, aii*l with the virus to inocu-
late pigeons, whicli are shortly attacked
an<l die with the cholera. The cholera
microbe afterwar*! appears in their bl*x>d.

By inoculating pigeons successively with
the virus of one another it has l»eeu

fouiul that after the intro*luction of a few
drops the last died in from eight to

twelve hours, showing all the symptoms
of cholera. The same virus in smaller
*loses killed guinea pigs in an equally
short space of time.

With this virus, that had been proved
absolutely mortal, the experiinentalist

was able to establish the existence of a
choleraic immunity. It was <!one in this

manner: Two pigeons were inoculated
twice with the onlinary non-virulent
choleraic culture, the first time in the
pectoral muscles, the secom! time in the
abrlominal cavity. The virulent virus

that hail alreaily cause*! tleath in so
many cases was intro*!ucetl into the two
pigeons, an*! hail no effect whatever.
The fact that human beings can l)e inocu-
late*! with the choleraic virus and so re-

ceive ininiunity from the cholera was
thus coiisi*!ereil t*) l)e establishe*!.

The virus obtaineil from the treat-

ment of a series of pigeons has to be cu-
riously trcateil to render it in*>cuous.

It is cultivated in the onlinary manner
in bullion, which is afterward lieate*! to
120 degrees ceiitigra<le to kill the germs.
After this heating has been c*)iitinued

twenty minutes, there still remains a
toxic principle. F'our cubic centimeters
of it introiluce*! into the guinea pig
caused *leatli in from twenty to twenty-
four hours, with absence of choleraic
microl>cs in the intestines. A greater
*juantity has l>eeii found nece.ssary to

kill pigeons. If, however, the virus, to
the amount of twelve cubic centimeters,
is not intro*!uced at once, but during a
jx;riodexten*liiig over three or four ilays,

it *!oes not kiil them am! they have Ije-

come refractory to the cholera. It has
been shown that one-half a cubic meter
of the most virulent virus obtained from
pigeons can be iiitro*!uced witlujut *!anger

into the system by inoculation. Tlie in-

troduction of two cubic centimeters into
guinea pigs, if the operation extends
over two or three seances, is atteniled

witli no danger an*l gives immunity from
cholera.

Science, therefore, finds itself in the
presence of a practical method of vacci-

nation for the cholera. This inoculation
is effectetl with a virus that has been
sterilize*!—that is, deprive*! of its living

micrpl)e8,insteadof one that is technically
called "chemicaU''
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THE DORKING.

The Dark Variety is Giving Place

to the Silver Grey.

No breed has hel*l its own am! kept

stea*!ily improving through all the vari-

ous changes of fancy ami fashion like

the Dorking. I attribute this to its all-

ronn*l merits. Whether it be for the

table, egg basket, or exhibition, the

Dorking can be relied upon. With the

growth of the poultry fancy, many new

and useful breeds have in turn become

favorites, but tlin)Ugli all this the Dork-

ing has kept steadily improving. I say
|

improving, because although there are

those who tell us what wonderful binls

the old Surrey Dorkings were (am! I have

no reason to doubt they were very goo*l

in their day), still, if placed beside the

binls of to-day, either on the talde or in

the show pen, I fancy they would cut but

a sorry figure.

Again, we are tol<! the Dorking has

been spoiled by being bred f*)r exhibition

points ; this I deny, for from my own
experience I find they still hob! their

own where eggs an*! table binls are re-

quire*!. Anil I know that many of the

leading breeders still consider these

points in the binls they bree<! fnmi ; I)e-

sides, the points required are mainly the

same. Size will always tell with a Dork-
ing judge, but there appears to me no
reason why we should not at the same
time have uniformity of combs, color,

feet, etc.

Originating, as it did, in the county of

Surrey, and taking its name from the

town of Dorking, the breeil has spread

all over Great Britain, and seeing the

vast number that have Ikcu exported, I

might alm*>st say all over the »*)rld, anil

although j)rteiiers are stiii 10 be found in

Dorking of the different varieties who
can pro<htce capital birds, nevertheless

many of the most noted winners of the

present day are bre<l < Isewhcre. I think

this is one of the chief recoimiieii(latif>iis

of the breed—that tliey can be pro*!iiced

e*iually as well hi the north as in the

south ; with proper attention ;iiu! a gooil

run, any climale suits them.
Dorkings are not well aila])ted for too

close confineineiit; they ileliglit in lib-

erty. Nevertheless, they can be kept
anywhere where a small grass run is to

be ol>taiiied; but to fanciers, in towns
having only a van! for their fowls I

would not recommend them, although
many are kept under such c*)iulitions,

and often successfully. They will *lo

well in a garden or orchard, l)e it ever so

small, provide*! they are not overcrowded
and are well cared for ; but the more
liberty they can have the better they will

l>e found to do. I have often heard it

remarked that this variety requires a

chalky or gravelly soil, but this is oy uo
means necessary, a sullicient proof of

which can be seen in the yards of Mr. O.

F*. Cre.sswell and Mrs. Landoii, botli

situated on the clay in Herefordshire,

who have been amongst the most fortu-

nate in jjroilucing many goo*! specimens
during the past few years. I keep sev-

eral pens of my own birds on grass runs,

varying in size from one to tliree chains,

and fin*! them do remarkably well there.

These runs are divided by galvanize*!

iron two feet from the ground, to prevent
fighting, and .it the same time keep them
sheltered. Above this, four feet of wire,

making a six-feet fence, which is sufli-

cientlv high to pieveul them flying over.

Of the four kinds of Dorkings, the

dark or colored variety has, at all events,

till recently, been more extensively bred

tkan the others, but is now being pusheil

ver)' closely by silvers and whites, which
are daily becoming more popular. Till

recently a large am*)unt of "law" has

lieen allowed in the color of dark Dork-
ings, but efforts are now being made to

breed tly.Mii to a uniform standard, and I

am of opinion that a great improvement
in this respect may be exj)ected during
the next few years, rndoubtedly, the

main points are, and should l>e, size,

shape, etc., but as befor*^ stated, I see no
reason why these should not ruK hand
ill-hand with uniformity of coloi , F'if-

teen years ago we were told white in tail

was no ilefcct in dark Dorking; but!
think the time has come when it should

be looked upon as such; to my mind it

detracts very much from the appearance

of the bird. It is not my intention in

this short article to iliscuss every point

of the various varieties, but siim>ly to al-

I hide to such as I think may be a guide
. to beginners.

Mr. Crichton's dark cockerel, winner

I

of ist at the Poultry Club's show am! 1st

at the Dairy show last year is to my mind
I the nearest approach to a perfect dark

I

Dorking c<ick I have ever seen; the true

! "Dorking shape" is so particularly no-

ticeable, and he carries a jiair of sj)leii-

*lidly white, well-shape*! feet and legs;

in fact, is throughout a bird to bree<l up
to.

In the matter of feet there has cer-

tainly been great improvement in the

majority of cases, but binls with "sooty"
feet are still to l)e seen in both dark an*l

silver-greys. I certainly think this

should now be looked upon as much as a

<lisqualificatioii as it is in whites, where
it would not for a moment !>« tolerated.

Bumble-foot is often a source of great an-

noyance to D*)rking bree*lers, and I

think our leading juilges have taken a

step in the right direction <luring the

last year or two by passing over some
otherwise goo*l s^wcimens that were suf-

fering very ba*!ly from this *leformity,

which action has led to a great deal less

*}f it being seen.

Cr*x)ked breasts is another jwint upon
which there has Ixeii much discussion.

they were first shown in the any color

Dorking class, anil called "silvery" Dork-
ings. This well-kn<jwii breeder was an
early purchaser of these silvery birds,

and has bred a strain for many years,

which has been particularly noted for its

magnificeut hens, which have I)een many
times successful at the Palace and all

leading shows. S*>oty feet ar*" more com-
mon ill these than in the darks, and
occur more with the pullets than the

c*)ckerels. It is not uucommon to see

cockerels beautifully white in feet, with

their own sisters all more or less sooty.

—T.Pettipher in Fanciers' Gazette.

[to BK C*)N'riNUKD.]

GOING LIGHT.

The Condition of Birds That Died

of the Disease.

Ader a careful examination of the dead

bodies of a number of pigeons which had

*lied of this disease, I am Ijold enough

to venture an opinion on the subject.

The prominent signs to the unassisted

eye, are, accumulation of the food pro-

*lucts in the intestine, imperfect trans-

formation of the food for alimentary

purposes, spots of blood staining the

SILVER GREY DORKING COCK.

their medicinal treatment than we give
to our own species. The lower animalft

are entitled to all that science can give
them, and drugs, if given to them at all,

should l)e given with a proper knowledge
of the action we are to look for ; we
should know the medicine and its action
on the healthy body before we apply it

to the relief of sickness. The fullest de-

velopment of medical science in the
special and paramount detail of thera-

peutics which has yet been reached in

the scientific choice of medicines upon
the principles of their sj>ecific action on
each organ, or function, of the living

body ; it is known that there runs a nat-

ural "law fact" through the phenomena
of drug action, and that is that, given
the action of a natural sul)stance upon
any organ or function, when a large dose
of the drug is used, we find that the
smallest doses which have any distinct

action at all on the bcxly, exercise their

pi^wer in precisely the opposite direction

to that of the large *lose ; hence it ha»
become the practice of the new school

of doctors to note and carefully tabulate

the effects of full doses of drugs on the
living lx>dy, and, noticing what artificial

<Iisor*ler is produce*! by each drug, to

apply the opposite action of that same
drug to the relief of the same condition

when met as the product of natural dis-

ease. We look upon the action of the
large dose of any drug as our guide to

the therapeutic use of the opposite, or

small dose, in disease, since we know
that the latter is the "undoing" of the
former.
Now, there are several drugs which

produce the effects seen in the disease

we are considering. Phosphorus inflames

the mucus membrane of the intestines

and the air cells of the lungs in such a

way as to produce an artificial picture of
those iletails of the *lisease in question

;

perchloride of mercury inflames the same
structures, and, in addition, the upper
part of the alimentary canal, the mouth,
and nharynx—the crop of binls: and
bryony inflames the pleura, the peri-

toneum, aud the muscular structure of

the intestines. Acting upon these facts,

I have treated three pigeons suffering

from this disease with alternate doses of

phosphorus and mercury perchloride,

using bryony in place of phosphorus
when the lungs did not seem to be so

much affected! This solution of phos-

phorus is a convenient preparation. One
part of this is mixed with thirty parts of

rectified spirit, and one drop given every

four hours. The solution of mercury
perchlor. of the British Pharmacopoeia
one part to thirty of water, and one drop
for a dose every four hours alternately

with the phosphorus; or, if bryony is

used, the third decimal dilution, one
drop as a dose.

Drinking water should be wanned;
food, in small quantity at a time—small

grain, and softened by water. The bird

should lie kept very warm; a hot-water

tin at the bottom of the basket or cage

near the fire, and clean hay or sawdust
umler foot.—Surgeon in F'eathered

World.

Some maintain they are hereditary, while
others say they arise from too early

perching. I am convince*! they are en-

tirely different cases. The crook from
perching too early on a round or narrow
perch is simply a hollow in the centre of
the breast bone,such as you might almost
lay your finger in, and does not interfere

with tlie straight line of the l>oue from
front to back, whereas an hereditary

crook has a hollow in the side of the

bone, which is often so twiste*! as to com-
pletely spoil the bird for table purposes,

and siioul*! conseiiueiitly dis()ualify for

the show-pen. Many of these birds get

prizes awanled to them through commit-
tees putting too much work upon their

judges, who are coiise*iuently hurried,

am! have luit time fo handle the birds.

I am so thoroughly convinced that this

latter crook is hereilitary, from actual

proof, that I would not bret «! from the
best bin! ever seen if he had a breast of
this sort.

Silver-greys are found to be more uni-

form in color, and are very attractive-

looking binls ; but at present they are

perhaps not quite so large as the *larks,

but will doubtless ultim.itely be br*>uglit

i to as great a state of perfection in this

I
respect. They were originally a selec-

I

tioii of "silvery" col*)red birds from
among the darks, the latter in that day
being called "grey Dorkings. " Mr. Cress-

I well tells me he can recollect thera when

walls of the intestine, effusion of lymph

in the intestinal cavity matting the bowel

to the surrouiuling jjarts, an*! swelling of

the absorbent glan*ls. In some cases I

have found the lungs soli*!ified, and ad-

herent to the pleura, an*! a careful ex-

amination with the stetlioscope has given

to my ear the sound of minute crepita-

tion, and other signs of pleurisy and

pneumonia. The latter observations were

not Carrie*! out *)ii the dcatt birds.

The microscopical indications are con-

gestion round the parts of the intestinal

mucous membrane, which are concerned

in the absorption of the food pn}*lucts,

also some considerable inflammation and
bloo*l stasis in the muscular structure of

the intestines. The crop appears to take

]>art 111 the disease, an*! to lose its power
of propelling the foo*!. The absorljent

glands of the ab*loinen are congested.

The symptoms of the disease, observed

in the living bird, are quite as we should

expect to fill*! them, for tliey are those of

stanuition. The at)sor!>t'tils are at fault,

in addition to the intestines generally,

hence the birds are seen to eat often very

ravenously, and the cro|) gets over full.

Indeed, many birds die "crop-bound."

As to treatment, I cannot see that our

responsibility in the care of the lower

animals allows us to use less science in

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of John R. Hunsl)erger,

Chestnut Hill, Pa. To J. Christofferson,

Chicago, Ills., Nos. 118, 120, 121, 126, 126,

127, 128, 129 aud 130, J. R. H. All 1890

hatched.
From the loft of W. A. Kigging, EHza-

fjeth, N. J., to F. W. Seward, Jr..

Goshen, N. Y., the bird bearing regis-

tere*l band * 34 K.
From the loft of C. A. Richardson,

Brockton, Mass., to C. E. Rockenstyre,
Albany, N. Y., the entire stock of prize-

winning white crested white Polish Ijan-

tams.
•^«><

To Yardley, Pa.

The birds of the Messrs. V.. W. Twin-
ing and A. J. Cadwallader, of Yardley,

Pa., will be liberated in Orange, Va.,225

miles, weather permitting the morning
of the 8th inst. The losses have been so

light that the baskets for 125 miles

were uncomfortably full.

The Milton Club.

The Milton Club reports all at home
from the start in Schenechtady, N, Y.,

an*i the entry for the East Syracuse race

will l)e all sent for the first journey and
one bird M. G. R. 220 owned by M. G,
Richardson, late from South Framing-

bam, 30 mUe*,
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SCRAPPLE.
Black and Tan Rabbits—Moulting

of Canaries —Wild Birds In

Captivity—Dwarf Fowls.

Memo. To Breed Meal Worma.

F. C. says: For voting chicks and soft-

billeil birds notlliti^ can exceed the meal
worm in valne as antmal food. In order
to have a constant supply of fresh meal-
worms, fill some pots with wheat, bran,
barley, or oatmeal, and suj<ar paper and
old bits of leather mixed with it. F^ach
of the pots .shonlil hoM a gallon, and a
pint of mealworms are thrown into it,

and are lefl there undisturbed for about
three months, and only occasionally a
woollen wrapper steeped in beer is

drawn over it, when many of them un-
derjjo their usual metamorphosis, thus
becominx beetles, which a>;ain lay ej^gs;

and a constant supply of mealworms is

always at hand. They propagate very
rapidly. Of course in the first place
you will h:»ve to obtain your mealworms
to .set the ball rolling, and no doubt you
will succeed easily iii this manner by ap-
plying for some at a respectable bird
dealer's establishtnent FVom an old
flourmill in the country we have lieen
provided with an abundant supply by
the miller's man.

Memo. To Dwarf Fowls.

H. G. Says: Herr Koch was recently
led to make a number of experiments in

artificial production of dwarfs by limit-
ing the access of oxygen to the embryo.
Several eggs were coated over with var-
nish, all except an "air spot" over the
germinal disc, alnjut a fourth of an inch
in diameter. 0)f the embryos developed
on the fourth day, two were only a1x>ut
half the length of normal embrvos ; in
sOniC a vOiilpSriili Vvi S .SlTuux liCVCiUU-
meut of the head was remarkable. To
get more pronounced dwarf formations
other experiments were made, in which
the access of oxygen was still further
limited, the air spot being either reduced
in size or not situated over the germinal
disc. The result in all cases was a retard-
ation of growth, variable according to
the case. One embryo was only al)Out
one-forth the normal size, others were
hardly one-half; still others, two-thinls,
three-fourths. or four-fifths. Here, again,
there was in most c^s-s a remarkable de-
velopment of the head.

Memo. Das Siebenbuerger Nackthal-
shuhu.

E. V. M. says: They are sometimes
known as naked necks and I l>oldly as-
sert that there are as handsome birds
among them as are in any known breed.
The cock has a very large rose-comb,
underneath is a bunch of fine feathers
covering the top of the head like a
Scotch cap; wattles very long and large;
the whole of the neck bare of feathers or
hair, and of a deei) crimson color, and
near where the neck tertninates a thick
bunch of feathers. The naked neck fowl
is a very active bir<l. searching for food
from very early morning until late in the
evening, and wdl prove the easiest and
cheapest fowl to keep. F'or egg profhic-
tion It cannot be beaten; the hens lay on
an average of 200 to 250 eggs per annum.
The eggs are very near as large as the
Iveghorns. The majority of the hens
show no disposition to sit. but some of
them tlesire to sit once a year, though
but very few try it a second time. As
table fowls the naked necks are very de-
sirable, as even during laying they are
heavy, although they appear small, hav-
ing but few feathers, as not only the
neck is bare, but on the l)elly and under
the wings no feathers grow; therefore
they are easy to pick. Their meat is

juicy and fine tasting, but they are never
I'at except when cooped up and fattened
purposely.

Memo. Wild Birds In Caplivity.

B. says : .Soft-ineated birds, after l^-
iug caged a time, are found in many
ca.ses to go oflF their song, and do not
moult nroperly. The first symptom is

the bircls Ijeginning to sing huskily, and
then suddenly leaving off singing as if

t lere was a stoppage in the throat. They
bfounie subject to tits, gapes, tumors, loss
o feathers on the head and neck, and
eventually mope about, looking the very

picture of misery. The cause of this is

often insufficient attention paid to the
food box. The food l)eing mostly given
in a damp form, hangs to the side of the
wood box, and here a small parasite soon
commences to breed. These the birds
swallow, and these small parasites hang
to the throat of the binl, causing the dis-
ease, which if not checked in time, pro-
duces death. This causes the death of a
majority of the soft-nieate<l birds kept in
cages. I have had several brought to me
for advice and treatment. an<l in all cases
I have foun<l that either these parasites,
feeding too much on bread and hemp-
seed, and insufTicieut change of food and
little sand to assist digestion, have pro-
duced the sickness.

S. K says : There is always a risk at-

tending the breeding of wild ))irds in

captivity. A friend has succeeded in
breeding some voung thrushes in a cage
about two and a half feet long, with
other proportionate dimensions, which
cage was fixed in a retired situation out-
side a dwelling house well protected from
the north and from wet. The birds were
supplied with a large-sizeil nest basket
fixed in a corner of the cage an<l a mix-
ture of short twigs, hay, moss aii<l fibrous
material, such as may l>e obtained from
the roots of currant bushes, liroken into
fragments and thrown in the cage only
partly divested of the soil. With the
aliove materials the hen built a fair sub-
stantial nest, and after laying proceeiled
with the incubatory and rearing matters
in a manner l)eyond expectation. The
birds were fed with a variety of foo<l,

such as hemp, meal worms, meat, snails
and vegetables.

Memo. Cabbage as Rabbit's Food.

S. V. says: Several years ago I tried
cabbages as fooil for rabbits, but after
a short trial. I gave them up, l)ecause
thev caused swelling or bloating and
I also thought them cold and watery.
I have lately tried them again, starting,
T v«1tictcn\' u'itll o rrrakif «^,-a{,*.^1«..a nr*-*,*^..*

them, but I wished to see whether my
former opinion seeme<l to me one that I

could adhere, and I am *K)und to say I

did not find the same objection to them
as I had done formerly, though I still

prefer many other vegetables. But there
are times, unless one used them or .some
of their kindred varieties, it is hard to
say what green fotxl one could use.

L. says: Those who do not keep rabbits
think that of all the contents of the
garden none isso valuable as the cabbage;
those who have had however so little ex-
perience think very differently indeed on
the subject. Cabbage is not altogether
objectionable, but it causes a great in-
crease of the offensiveness of the ma-
nure, and many rabbit keepers never
use it. Young cabbage plants are nice
at times, and old bucks find great de-
light in attacking dry cabbage stalks
such as have been left for sprouts, but
for the generality of large leaves we care
little. More than any other vegetable
they are liable to l)e damp, and they har-
t)or eggs of insects in such a manner as
to defy detection. Moreover, they do
most unquestionably increase the smell
in a rabbitry, and this is one thing that a
fancier with a spark of pride about him
dislikes very much. So without re-
morse or regret I say to the cabbage tril)e,

"Stand aside."

Memo. Moulting 0/ Canaries.

S. F. says: For moulting general stock
procure a large box— I use an old wine
case—thiriy-six inches long, eighteen
inches in height, same in width, lime-
washed inside, and wire in front. This
makes a model moulting cage, entirely
free from draught.aud capable of contain-
ing Irom ten to a dozen birds. I supply
them with canary seed, and in a separate
tin as much linseed as they care to use,
with now and again a small (quantity of
good rape seed, a piece of boiled carrot,
or a small bit of apple. No hemp seed
or green focnl. In looking over the
stock, if you observe a bird soft, pant-
ing, and fevered, remove it at once,
and place it in a cage by itself m the
warmest corner available in your bird-
room ; wrap a cloth round the cage—no
matter if you leave him in semi darkness

;

give a pinch of maw seed, ami a lil)eral

supply of linseed. .\void giving egg
food. If this treatment does not put
matters right, catch the bird and pull out
a few tail feathers. These would not be
moulted out in the ordinary course of a
first moult, but I have known this prove
of great advantage in a nearly hopeless

case, the bird breaking freely into moult
after it had been done. It is a sure sign
of robust health when they break freely
into moult. A weakly bird will some-
times mope and drag on for a long time,
but a healthy bird should complete the
whole process within six weeks from
time of commencement.

Memo. Furniture of a Bird Cage.

R. P. V. says: I always use glasses to
put iny seed in, and tins and bottles for

the water; and these I clean well every
week with hot water. If they are not
cleaned a lot of slime collects all over
them, which is injurious to the birds and
makes the owner look lazy, for nothing
looks worse than dirty bottles and rusty
tins. I always see that my birds get
plenty of clean river sand and good clean
seed. . Always see that your bird gets
plenty of clean water; never let it re-

main at their disposal over a day, which
is another hint to keep birds in health.
Before pairing my birds I feed the hens
on canary, rape and inga seed. This
particular kind of seed is invaluable for
bringing hens forward to nest. I would
advise my readers not to overfeed their
birds with it, as too much is as bad as
poison, but give them about half a
teaspoon fill a day. I have had personal
proof of its <langer when given in too
large quantities.

Memo. Black and Tan Rabbits.

J. S. says: The black-and-tan rabbit ap-
peared without any intentional inter-

breeding, in a warren in Derbyshire. The
wild rabV)it is one of the lines of its

parentage, and what the other, or others,
may have been can not be stated with
certainty. I l)elieve it is the outcome of
a composite stock escaped and crossed
with the wild rabbit in a state of nature.
No one who has kept black-and-tans can
have failed to detect the Dutch element
in the rabbit's shape, carriage and gen-
#>ral cbarttrtiar Tbf*v Qt-i^ ver^' *^rone to
silver ticking, which suggests another
elementary source. Quite recently I

have had an Angora from a black-and-
tan doe. and it is certain that this char-
acter was not furnished by the buck. It

was either a "throw-back" to some re-

mote alliance of the black-and-tan, or
an independent manifestation of exuber-
ant hair growth. The latter is the less

probable idea, though possible. Black-
and-tans have up to the present time been
deficient in the tan element of their
marking, and it was in making a sugges-
tion as to the manner in which this
might be improved that I wrote the letter
suggesting that the tan might be in-

creased and made brighter by crossing
the black-and-tan with a Belgian. This
has been tried without much success, and
I now think that the desired end is more
likely to be attained by crossing with
fawn or buff specimens of the old Kng-
lish breed. I am doing this at present. I

would warn those who may be making
this experiment to avoi 1 silver fawns, as
they will inevitably ruin the progeny by
giving them silver ticking among the
black, which is a very bad fault with
black-and-tans.

Memo. Pigeon Bugs.

T. H. says : In the heat of the summer
these insects as a rule appear in all lofts,

and it depends upon circumstances
whether they are iti great numbers or
not. Their appearance may be attributed
to two causes—the nests not being kept
very clean, and to want of proper venti-
lation. The latter, I should say, is the
primary cause. The insects take posses-
sion of the nest, where they increase
rapidly, and annoy the old birds to such
an extent that they often leave their
eggs ; but should there be young ones
hatched they are sure to be killed before
they are three or four days old. The
bugs enter the ears and nostrils of the
young pigeons, which die of suffocation,
though (juite full of food. I recollect be-
ing asked to go and see a pair of pure
white turtle doves, fully half feathered.
They were pure white the evening before,
I was told, but were black by morning.
When I saw them they were in a sitting
position in the nest, quite full of the food
they ha<l got the evening Ixfore, but in
color black all over, cold and dead. I at
once saw they were covered by a mass
of these little black bugs. The dead
birds were the third pair hatched on the
same nest, which had not been cleansed
for a long time. These insects seem to
live on the droppings of the birds iu the

first instance, and they begin to prey
upon the young binl as soon as hatche(l,
and give them no rest till death takes
place. There is another insect of an
elongated shape, which may come under
the category of lice, and which lives

among the feathers of pigeons, and gets
between the vanes of the quill feathers.

They are found mostly on sick or delicate
liirds, and congregate in a ma.ss atn^ut

the neck and head, should the bird be
dying. As those lice seem to live on the
natural oil on the feathers of pigeons,
they are not so troublesome, and do not
perforate the skin as the bugs do, neither
do they enter the ears or nostrils of the
young. They arc only found on birds
lialf or fully feathered. Those latter I

pay no attention to. Should the birds
wjish, as mine do, they soon get rid of
this pest. But the bugs. So soon as they
appear I sprinkle the nest with insect
powder and put a little on the backs of
the young pigeons, though only a day or
two old. One application, as rule, has
the <lesired effect. But what I more gen-
erally use is a few pinches of snuff
(Tadfly's I/ond<iii brown). This makes
the insects skedaddle in style ; and as
they cannot live without the heat of a
nest in use, they soon die. There is no
doubt that insect powder is the most
deadly to inspects—invaluable to short-
faced tumblers, which are much troubled
with such vermin—even adult birds never
getting out to fly, and having little exer-
cise. Never allow a nest which has con-
tained young ones to l)e used a second
time, and give proper ventilation.

Memo. The Titlark, a Teacher of
Birds.

W. B. says : The titlark is a bird of
passage. The male bird always arrives
first, about a fortnight before the hen
bird, to select his situation, and there he
will remain until he can get a hen bird
to stop with him ere she comes over,
which is done by a screaming noise. As
soon as he is mated he wiii raise iiis song
to his utmost and will ascend in the air,

head foremost, al)out two hundred yards,
and come down the same, singing all the
time until he reaches the ground. Nature
has given them strong wings and white
legs, and they know well how to use
them. They feed entirely on insects.

They frequent sheepfolds in foreign
countries. When some have been caught
when they first arrive I have found large
sheep tick each side of the jaw all full of
blood. These vermin with their long
nose, like a pair of bellows, stick in the
jaw of the bird so tight that it is impossi-
ble for it to get them out by itself. I

have cut them in half with a pair of
scissors and let the long nose fall out by
degrees, which must have l)eeii a great
releasement for the jjoor bird. The birds
when caught have no notion whatever of
feeding themselves. Like all birds of
passage, they must lie taught to feed,

which is done by putting a few meal-
worms under a small glass with bread
rubbed fine, eggs lioiled hard and scraped
l)eef put round the outside of the glass.

They see the worms moving aliout under
the glass and in trying to get at them
pick up a few bits of the fooci, and when
once they have tasted it they soon devour
it up, for they are very ravenous birds.

They soon get reconciled to the cage and
commence singing. Their song is very
soft and melodious, and during the time
they are singing they move their tail up
and down. This bird can fairly be classed
the teacher of birds. The skylark, the
woodlark, the linnet, the canary, the
thrush and many other birds that can be
heard have some of this bird's song.
They generally moult twice in the year
and are of two colors, mealy and joiKjue.
I have kept them through the year, and
they have always told me when it was
time for their tribe to come to this

country by screaming night and day, by
flying aliout the cage for a fortnight, and
the same when they are about to leave,

which generally occurs about the end of
September. Their nests are very similar
to the woodlark and built on dry banks.
The nest usually contains four or five

eggs. They have two nests during the
season, but I would advise no one to
bring up a nest, as their song fnmi the
nest would not repay you for the trouble.
It is far lietler to get one of the early
birds that come over, and by wi.se treat-

ment they will keep in song until August,
which will afford ample time for the
young canaries, or larks, to take their
song. They will become very tame in

confinement.

^j
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CAGE . BIRDS AND . PETS.

BY THE TVAY.

The call of the Audubon Society for

the preservation of such of our wild

birds as are not protected by law, to lie

found elsewhere, niusl have the endorse-

ment even of those who unwittingly wear
the token of the offence. I say unwit-

tingly, since I know to many minds and
especially of the residents of cities, the

bird, the wings and the tufts (lisplaye<l as

millinery have no more connection with

the living bird than have the flowers that

in season take their turn upon the same
.shelves and counters have with the living

flower. The -one seems as artificial as

the other. I may say in this connection

that the general ignorance there is of the

birds of our country and of bird life in

general is a reproach to those who have

the education of our youth in charge.

«
« •

A secretary of the Audubon .Society

for the city of Brooklyn, N. Y., writes

of the work iu her district:

"While it is sadly true that the
slaughter of the birds is still continued
the world over, it is a gratifying fact that
owing to the earnest efforts of a few de-
termined souls, over two thousand men,
women and children iu thecity of Brook-
lyn, as meml)ers of the Audulwn Society,
have joined in the crusade against the
hideous abominable fa-shion which calls

for the slaughter of birds to provide its

material, and their work will go on until

the sentiment they have created shall
liecome universal, which makes it a dis-

grace for any woman, to whatever class
she may lielong, to be seen parading the
streets with the carcass of a slain bird
upon her lieail. Public sentiment will
accomplish that which the law seems
powerless to effect. This hideous fashion
has l>eeii a curse upon our civilization

and will forever remain a blot upon the
pages of the history of the present cen-
tury. Let every patriot who loves his
country raise his voice in condemnation
of this great evil, and encourage every
effort to secure its utter annihilation."

*
* *

I find there is the same effort making
abroail and ag.iinst the same ruthless

destruction for the gratification of man's

cupidity and woman's vanity. Miss

Emily Williamson, of Didsbury, in

writing against the slaughter of the

starlings in the fields on Brockley Rye,

says :

"In view of the enormous sacrifice of
bird life at present exacted by the mil-
liners, may I ask space to make known
to your readers the existence of a Society
for the Protection of Birds, which was
formed at the beginning of the present
year ? The sole obligation of members is

that they shall refrain from wearing the
feathers of any bird that is not killed for

purposes of foo<l, the ostrich only ex-
cepted. It is hoped that many women
will feel induced to join the society (to

which there is no subscription), and so
make some protest against the present
wholesale destruction of wild and sing-

ing birds."

»

The Daily News, of London, too, has

of late given column after column of ap-

peal for the preservation of bird life, and

last, hut by no means least, Punch, to

the tune of "Sing a Song for Sixpence"

says :

SiiiK a song of slaiiKhter,
Worthy oTtlic wild cat

;

Four aiicl twenty t)lackbirds,
Perched on a hat

;

Whin the summer's opened,
Klackbirds begin to sing

:

And by the genlle women's wish,
Tliey were shot a-wing.

The milliner in herrounting honse,
Connting onl her money

;

A swell dame in hir drawing-room.
Looking sweet as honey

;

I'nnch walked in his garden.
At the Antnmn's close

;

In sick despair with women fair,

Who were the bird' i worst foes."

A. L. M.

OUR NATIVE BIRDS.

The Whip-poor-will and Chuck-
Wills-W^idow.

The wliij)-poor-will receives its name
from the resemblance of its notes to the

worilswhi]) poor-will, which it utters with

such emphasis upon the first and la.st

syllables as to give force to the expres-

sion.

F'rom the first of May this call is heard

in Pennsylvania, and during mating and
building the wootls echo with it, each

male of the many that congregate

therein apparently endeavoring to over-

whelm its neighlKjr by the vehemence of

the vociferations. On dark nights this

ceases with midnight, but in the clear

moonlight it is to be heard at intervals

until daylight.

The favorite haunts of the species is

high, drj' and barren situations. The
food consists of insects caught in its

rapid, noiseless flight.

The eggs are laid upon the bare

ground, and the little shaf>eless nestlings

are scarcely to l)e distinguished from the

dead brown leaves with which the parent

bird surrounds them. It is said if the

young are disturbed the parent will re-

move them to a more secluded and secure

situation.

The plumage, as with all birds of the

night, is soft. The color of the upper
parts is dark brownish grey sprinkled

with black. The cheeks are brownish

red. The quill feathers and coverts are
dark brown with bars of light brown; the
three lateral tail feathers lieing white on
the tips. .\ yellowish white transverse1.-1*- — .-*».- f ... «-.» «

(lauii i» <t«.i09» Liic luic pal L oi llic ueCK.
The under parts are paler than the upper
and mottled. The length is about nine
inches.

THE NIGHT JAR.

The night jar sometimes called the

goat sucker is the luiropean bird that

corresponds most nearly with our whip-

poor-will in habits, but whereas the note

of the American bird as the sign that

summer has come, and Ijetokening the

clear, calm .still moonlight without, is

restful, and as Wilson asserts "extremely
agreeable lulling one to sleej)," that of
the night jar from the bad fame with
which the traditions have followed it is

heard with foreboding and dread. Aris-
totle accused it of flying upon goats and
suckling them, after which the animals
l)ecome blind, while White iu his Selborne
tells us that it is "fatal to weaning calves
in striking them with the distemper," at

least such is the belief of the country
people. In Italy it is supposed to com-
municate a deadly skin disease to cattle.

When in fact, this disease is caused by a
maggot beneath the skin and the poor
bird if it approached the beast at all it

was only to snap at some insect from
which the animal was gladly free.

The plumage of the bird is a mingled
grey, black, brown and yellow, the under
parts and tail being marked with zigzag
liars.

The eggs are marbled with white,
brown aiulgrey, are two in number and
laid upon the ground.
The night jar is not as noisy as our

whip-poor-will, and never utters its call

when upon the wing. Its footl is of in-

sects and is caught upon the wing.
A peculiarity of the night jar is the

pectinated claw of the middle toe. Some
suppose this to be of use in capturing its

prey, but others think it liears a relation

to the peculiar habit of the bird in jierch-

ing, when it does not grasp the branch
or twig but sits upon it lengthwise, in-

asmuch as the comb-like teeth are for-

ward not backwards as they would need
to be if for use in holding an unwilling
captive.

CHICK-W I i,i,s-wn)ow.

This is another of our native birds which
has its name from the call it utters. But
we of the North know but little of it as it

is rarely seen or heard uorth of Virginia.
The colors of this bird are very rich,

being a mingling of yellow and brown.
The wings are barred with yellowish red

and brownish black, the inner web of the
first three primaries lieing white.
Audubon tells of the bird as "roosting

in thehollowsof decayed trees, and when
surprised, instead of trying to effect its

escape by flying out, it retreats to the
farthest corners, ruffles the feathers,
opens the mouth to the fullest extent,
uttering a hissing kind of inunnur.
When brought to the light they open and
shut the eyes in quick succession as if it

were painful, they snap their little bills

alter the manner of the fly catchers and
shuffle alon^ as if extremely desirous of
making their escape."

In inculjation both parents sit alter-
nately. Aububon says : "If either dis-

covers that the eggs have Ijeen touched
it ruffles its feathers, and appears ex-
tremely dejected for a minute or two,
after which it emits a low murmuring
cry, scarcely audible to me as I have lain

concealed at a distance of eighteen yards.
At this time I have seen the other parent
r^ach the spot, flying so low over the
ground that I thought the little feet must
have touched it as it skimmed along.
After a few low notes and some gesticula-
tions I have seen each take an egg in its

large mouth and Ijoth fly off together,
skimming closely over the ground, until
they disappearecl among the branches of
trees. Should a person coming upon the
nest when the bird is sitting refrain from
touching the eggs the bird returns to
them and sits as liefore. This I have
ascertained from observation."

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY

For the Preservation of Our Na-
tive Sonf; Birds.

Within the last few years, the destruc-

tion of our birds has increased at a rate

which is alarming. This destruction now
takes place on such a large scale as to

seriously threaten the existence ofanum-
Ijer of our most useful species. It is carried

on chiefly by men and Ijoys who sell the

skins or plumage to lie useil for ornamen-

tal purposes—principally for the trimming

of women's hats, ix>nnets and clothing.

These men kill everything that wears

feathers. The binls of the woods, the

birds of the field, the birds of the marsh,

and those of the sea are alike slain at all

times and at all seasons. It matters not

if a bird l)e a useful one that devours the

hurtful insects which destroy the farmer's

crops, or a bright-plumaged songster

whose advent has been welcomed in

spring, and which has reared its brood

in the dooryard during the summer, or

a swift-winged sea swallow whose flight

along the sliore has often with unerring
certainty led the fisherman to his finny
prey—whatever it l>e, it must be sacrificed

to the bird-butcher's lust for slaughter
and for gain. Besides the actual destruc-
tion of tne tiirds, their numbers are still

further diminished by the practice of
robbing their nests in the breeding
season.
The objections to this cruel and wanton

destruction of bird-life are not senli-

meutal only. If continued it will soon not
only ilepnve us of one ol the most attract-

ive leatures of rural life, but it will

surely work a vast amount of harm to
the farmers by removing one of the most
efficient checks on the increase of insects.

The IockI of our smail birds consists
largely of the insects which feed on the
plants grown by the fanner. All through
the season at which this insect-life is

most active, the birds are constantly at

work destroying for their young ami for

themselves tens of thousands 01 hurtful
creatures, which, but lor them, would
swarm upon the farmer's crops and lessen

the results of his labors.

\ painstaking and ardent naturalist

not very long ago watched the nest of a
pair of martins for sixteen hours, from 4
A. M. till H P. M., just to see how many
visits the parent birds made to their

young. He touiid iu that time 312 visits to

the four young were made— 119 by the
male and 193 by the temale. If we sup-
pose only SIX insects to have been brought
at each visit, this pair of birds would
have destroyetl, for their young alone, in

this one summer's day, not far from 2000
insects.

To secure the protection of our birds

by awakening a lietter sentitnent,

Audul)on Society, named after the great-
est of American ornithologists, has been
founded. The objects it seeks to accom-
plish are to prevent as far as possible:
(I) The killing of any wild bird not used
for food. (2) The taking or destroying
of the eggs or nests of any wild birds.

(3) The wearing of the feathers of wild
binls. (Ostrich feathers and those of
domestic fowls arc especially exempted.)
Tne Audul)on Society aims esjiecially

to preserve those birds which are now
practically without protection. Our
game birds are already protected by law,
and in large measure by public senti-
ment, and their care may lie left to the
sportsman. The great aim of the society
is the protection of .\merican non-game
birds. These birds are killed for mil-
linery purposes. So long as fashion de-
mands bird feathers, the birds will be
slaughtered. If this enormous destruc-
tion of birds can once be put in its true
light before the eyes of men and women
and young folks, if interest be aroused
and sentiment created, the great wrong
must cease. To so present the case to
the people as to awaken this corrective
sentiment is the special work contem-
plated by the Audubon Society. The
methods adopted are very simple.
Pledges are furnished, subscription to
which constitutes membership, and cer-
tificates are issued to members. Beyond
the promise contained in the pledge no
obligation nor responsiliility is incurred.
There are no fees or dues, nor any ex-
penses of any kind. There are no con-
ditions as to age. The boys and girls
are invited to take part in the work, for
they can often do more than others to
practically protect the nesting birds. All
who are interested in the subject are in-

vited to send to the secretary of the Au-
dubon Society, No. 40 Park Row, New
York, for circulars and pledge forms.

the

Peather-Batingr Parrots.

It is very often supposed that the

parrot which plucks itself does so from
irritation induced by an improper diet.

Sometimes you may find such a case, but

I will venture to say not one in ten is

caused by irritation. It is almost always

the result of boredom, and is a trick, like

a child's trick of biting its nails. Hence
the great difficulty, almost impossibility,

of curing it.

The two causes may be distinguished

thus—If the bird is suffering from irrita-

tion it will more or less tear the flesh

too. Then a change of diet may be of

great use. But when the feathers only

are bitten or pulled out it is merely for

amusement, and the only chance of cure

would lie in making the feathers dis-

tasteful for a while, or in providing the

bird with amusement. The best plan, if

possible, would be to turn a bird loose

in a garden. I read that someone recom-
mended anointing the feathers with oil.

It would be nece.ssary to use caution in

doing this. I had a parakeet infested

with lice, and to cure it I covered the

feathers with salad oil. The bird died

the next day.

Improper diet is not so often given to

parrots as supposed. The bone which is

always assumed as the 'fons el origo

tnali" of the plucking, would be more
likely to prevent than cause it, and so

long as salt meat is avoided the more va-
riety there is in a parrot's food the better.

It is, too, a great mistake to lay down a
hard-and-fast law as to parrots' food. No
two varieties like exactly the same food,
and almost each individual has its own
special tastes. I had a double-fronted
Amazon that would take nothing but
seed and water; everything else it abso-
lutely refused. Some like bread and
milk, some like bread and water, some
will never touch sop. Anyone who
really cares about his parrot will find out
the bird's tastes in two or three morn-
ings, and it is as a rule well to follow
these. There is one thing very few par-
rots will refu.se, and that is peanuts, and
they are a great help in taming a bird.

People who wish to prevent their birds
plucking their feathers had better always
give then* either a piece of wootl to bite
or a reel to play with.

—

Y. G. Dutton.
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PIGEON FLYING.

George "W. Ohilds Cup for 1890.

To be held by each increased distance

covered in the season of 1890, and won

when the existing record for distance in

the day is broken

.

AS IT STANDS.

Date Home. Start. DisUnce.

May 29. J. Diggle. Phila. Concord. 428^4 miles.

AS IT STOOD.

May iS. Virtue Club. Phila. OranRC. 200 miles.

" 23. J. Diggle. " Concord, 428>5

The Fanciers' Prize.

Open to all subscriliers to The Fan-

ciers' Journal-. For the best average

speed from 200 miles or over in the sea-

son of 1890. previous to October 15.

AS IT STANDS.

Date. Owner. Distance. Av Speed.

May 29. J. Diggle. 4J8M miles. 1034.7 yards.

AS IT STOOD.

Date Owner. Distance. Av. Speed.

May 23. J. Diggle. 428!^ miles. loii yards.

ON THE WING.

I am frequently asked what shall be

done with stray birds, visitors, to a loft.

My answer invariably is. if the bird is in

good condition, give it foo<l. drink and

its freedom. If it has identifying marks

use a postal to notify its owner of its

stay with you and another to tell him

when it has taken wing for home:

"Speed the passing guest." If wounded

or sick give it the care you would wish

another to give to a bird of yours in like

condition and be satisfied with the thanks

that are your due even ii no owner is at

band to proffer them.

« «

Birds, and good ones, too, will often

tarry by the way, but, given their lib-

erty they will, when the spirit moves

them, Uke wing for home.

« «

In this connection I will say, that,

having heard that a number of strays had

been reporte<l to the secretary of the Fed-

eration of Wa.shington Fanciers by mem-

bers I wrote to him ask for a list for

publication, that those whose birds were

being held might write for them. The

answer was : "It was decided at the last

meeting, in reference to your request,

that instead of authorizing the secretary

to send a list of stray birds to date, for

publication, that, if any fancier, club or

federation that has lost any birds in

Washington, will send their list to the

secretary naming number on band, color

and sex, he is authorized to look the bird

or birds up, and forward them to their

owners. —-^.-

CAPITAL GOSSIP.

The Overcoat Made a Suit and

Won by Schmid.

Washington, D. C, June 4.—The

Association's birds were shipped the

evening of the 23d to Rocky Mount, Va.,

for the 200 miles journey, and all day

Sunday the owners and timers alike

waited and watched, but in vain. The
same thing all through Monday and

Tues<lay. The birds were not started

until Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock.

The race was declared off. The birds

were sent for their second trial the even-

ing of May 30, anil were started at 6.30

A. M. Sunday. The first to arrive was to

the Schmid I'ofl at 12.45 V. M. The re-

turns in order of average speed were :

t,. A. Schmid y^2 yards.

I,. A. Schmid 949 ],

W. I<. Bishop 909 „

J. H. Stockman ••"... 900

Miller St Wallace (tie) 89"

Wallace Kt Stcbhins (tic) «y>

The race was for the fine spring over-

coat offered by the Messrs. Saks & Co.,

but on account of the weather they

offered a handsome summer suit in ex

change, and Monday night was spent by

the toys in making the suit fit, .is it was

gotten a size too large.

Mr. Stockman's bird that returned

from Amherst, Va., with the crop torn l)y

shot, is as well as ever.

The George W. Cliildscup for 1889, on

exhibition in this city during the past

fortnight, was sent to its owner, Mr.

Henry Wagner, last Monday eveninjj.

We are all very proud over having had it

with us, a thing that has never been done

before by any club, federation or indi-

vidual.

The Messrs. Charles James, of this

city, and W. K. Birch, of Coresville, Va.,

were elected to honorary membership in

the Federation at the last meeting. Sev-

eral names are proposed for active mem-
bership and will be disposed of at the

next session. The present meeting room
is entirely too small for the regular at-

tendance every meeting night and a

change of quarters will be the topic for

next Fridav night.

Mr. Charles Rl)oa<les, foreman of the

Liberty Fire Company, of Reading, Fa.,

a well-known fancier, was our guest last

week.
Mr. N. R. Woods has a curiosity in a

homer that was bred from brother and
sister and, sent 75 miles for its first toss

arriving in good time.

Messrs. Ringgold and Colburn have

had very bad luck lately. They shipped

six bird's to Charlotte, N. C, 300 miles,

and only one returned. A few days

later came a letter from a small village

in North Carolina saying the writer had

noticed a flight of birds passing over and

fired into them, bringing down five

which proved to l>e the missing ones

from the half dozen. Among the

slaughtered was Long Chance, Southern

Girl. The gentlemen feel bad enough
about it, but find a sat4sfaclion in know-

ing it is through no fault of the birds that

they are out.

Our mutual frien<l George W. Phillips

(white flights) spent Decoration Day in

Baltimore in the company of the Messrs.

Taylor, Hartlove and others.

Clem Dorsev has a white barred swal-

low that left liis lolt five months ago and

the other day came home up the steps

and into the loft. Clem is so tickled over

this that he intends mating it with a

homer and starting jl breed to rival the

swallows that are to homeward fly in

French government service.

Whenever a federation race comes off

on a week day it is a caution to see the

fanciers all rushing down to the post

office where race secretary Frank

Reamer is in duty, to deliver up the

countermarks and get the time recorded.

It is a great sight

!

Dr. G. W. Strong, r.uffalo, N. V., will

have charge of the Columharian depart-

ment of the International fair to be held

in Detroit, Mich., August 26-September

5. This speaks well for the Doctor's

work a year ago.

were not tuned. Mr. Bowers, writing at

evening of next day says—giving coun-

termarks of four birds. 'My first arrived

at I ;5 I'. M. and my other two were

foumr in the loft at 5 F. M. My foiirth

was found in the loft this morning.

Thurston had no returns uj) to 4 F. M.

The next journey will be from about 300

miles the 10th inst."

One bird Reg. XC 347. owned by Sam-

uel Hunt, was lil)erated in Trenton, N.

J., at 12.^2 P. M. Decoration day, and

was in 'the home loft at evening. A
wager was laid that the bird could not be

let go in Philadelphia at 12 M. an<l ar-

rive home ;)t evening. To prove that he

thought it possible, this bird. XC 347,

was liberated from 32 South Third Street,

at i2.<)6 P. M., the 5th inst, but had not

been reported when our forms closed at

10 P. M.

the morning of May 23, four went away

at once and one returned to the basket

and was reported by the liberator as ap-

parently too much out of condition to

make the journey. Started at 5.42 A. M.

May 29, it arrived home at 5.57 P. M.
sanie dav. The air line distance covered

is 42SV2 iuiles. The average speed, 1036 >^

yards per minute, is the best to date for

the season.

—The Wagner birds were sent to

Miller's Falls the 3d inst.

The Virtue Club.

The third journey of the season for this

club's birds was from Concord, N. C.

The entry was J. McFaddeu 5, J. Adams

2, F. Lane 8, in all nine hens and six

cocks. The start was June 2, at 5.39 A.

M., for the heus and 6.39 A. M. for the

cocks. The returns the same day were,

1st, A<lam's Helena at 7.30 P. M. Dis-

tance about 426.9 miles. Average speed

about 904 yards per minute. 2d, F.

Lane's Black Nan, not timed. Distance

about 426.8 miles. Later returns were

Nancy Lee and Pollv to the Lane loft,

and Keno, .Vtlautic and Pearl to McFad-
deu, all June 3. June 4, Mr. Adams re-

ported Duke and 1 1 lie from Danville and

Wayward from Concord giving him all

sent in the first journey at home.
May 29, Mr. McPaddeii reported Pearl

home the 27th from Danville and Rep-

shur's King .Skip hotne the 2Sth from the

start in Orange two weeks previous.

.

The Empire Club.

The first all-togethei race of the Fhn-

pire Club was from Charlottesville, Va.

The entry was 84 birds owned by the

Messrs. Whitely, Hopkins, Johnson and

Housel, of Newaik, and Maguire, Gold-

man and Prior, of Brooklyn. The start

was at 7.30 A. M., June 2. The returns

in order ol average speed were :

Avernge
In Loft. Uistnncf. Specil.

Owner. 1'. M. Miles. Yards.

T. H. tloldmau .... 4.39 304.4 975 S

Whiteley 4i^ii 297 <jf>3.>^

Prior 4..M JO'l 4 95"-'

Housel 4-59 *J°** 9'»>

The next race will be from Rocky Mt.,

Va.. 4<x) miles, June 8.

INCUBATORS^

MONARCH INCUBATOR

2000 Chicks from one machine in

less than three months.

Thousands of them in operation throughout

the I'nittd SUilcs .nnd Canada, and Kurope. It

has been steadily incrcasinK its popularity dur-

ing the past eight ve.-irs and is the most success-

fulniachine before the public lo-ilay.

Jame» RanUin,
SOUTH KASTON, MASS.

Prairie §ta+e Incubator

Twenty-seven 1st premi-
uiiis awarded at the leading
sliows includiiiK first at the
iSiKJ sluiw. New York City,

lor best incubator in show
room. This was the j;reat-

psl iiinihator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McHKTKinGK,
General Agent,

Compassville,
63-tf Chester Co., Pa.

The Concourse.

The first race under the dircclion of

the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers was flown on Decora-

tion day, the birds of Philadelphia. Ger-

mantown and Camden lx;iiig liberated in

Orange, Va.; Newark, and vicinity,

Brooklyn and New York in Washington;

Peekskill in Oilentou and Providence in

Bonlentown. The air line distance to be

covered was about 2<k) miles. The start

wa.s,from Washington at 9.38 A. M., from

all other places al 9 A. M. The l>esl

average myteed was to Philadelphia lofts.

The arrivals of the first five birds lieing

in order as follows:

J. W. Markley J 3.S
J*.

M.

J. O Monro 2.35 5-6 H M.

J. Rolwrls a 39^. »; M
J. Shepher.l '•£,-^'* 1 M-
J. Shepherd 2.>W!/j V. M.

The best speed was about 1040 yards

jier minute.

To Providence Lofts.

Providknck, R, I., May 30.—Seven-

teen birds owned by the Messrs. W. H.

Goodby, Patrick Gallagher, W. Hayden

and W. Brown, were liberated in Bridge-

port, Ct., at nine o'clock this morning.

The winning relunis were timed as fol-

lows:
II M.

Gotxiby 'J "
Gallagher '^ "
Hayden
Brown .

12

12

PUBLICATIONS. _
AMKRICAN KKNNKL CLUB

Blanks for registering; in the offici.il Stud Hook
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the diflerent shows. Stud Hook registrations

and nuinl>ers of each month's entries and hU
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

The Suburban Club.

The birds of the Suliuiban Club, Fall

River, Mass., were to have been liberated

in Oneonta on Decoration day, but did

not arrive in time. The entry was I'red

Bowers 5, H. G. Thurston 2. The start

was, luiwers, at 6.55 A. M., June 1,

Thurston al 8.50 A. M. The returns

Mr. Alfred Calc was time keeper.

Oilier birds, seven owned by Henry
Williams, W. Goodliy, were liberateil in

Bordeiilown, N. J., about 207 miles, at

nine o'clock. The returns were, Wil-

liams al 3.15 P. M., Goodby at 3.20 P.

M. The average speed, about 970 yanls

per niiuule.
'-^f'

Newark and Jersey City Clubs.

The entry in the race from Washing-

ton, D. C, was W. B. Garraliranls lu.

Thoiuius Bowerman 6, C. A. Mahr, Jr.,

II, B. Holder 4. H. Walker 2, B. Klwell

10, W. Bennert 10, J. R. llusson 5. Tlie

start was at 9.30 .\. M. The returns in

order of average sjieed were :

ilarrnbrants at 3.19W P. M.
Bennert at '"^^

i^'
?.'•

Klwell at .V'sHi P.M.
Hol.ler at j.^a!-' I'- M
Ilowerinan at 3 23 ' »'

Mahr, Jr nt 3-23
J"
M

Husson at 32' 1 M.

KST.\I»MS1IF.1> IH7I,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

cons, RabbUs, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the I.endiiif; Authorities. Utters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Promjit and Re-

liable Reports, yueries .\nswered by bpccialisls.

lUu.slrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, liiited Slates and Canada,

$2.10. , . ,.

Address post-office orders and communications
to the /^'.ii/r/V-f-s' r/(i?W/c. I.iniited, 5.J I" SI Impe-

rial Buildings, I.udgate Circus, London, h. C,
Knglaiid.

The Dlgprle Hen.

Of the five liirdstiwnedby John Diggle

of this city liberated in Concord, N. C,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Thoroiiglilireil Liye Stock Exchange.

All kinds ol tborouglibrcd live slix-k bought

and sold on coininissiem only. A specialty made
of choice ilogs including all varieties of pet and
toy doifs, pointers ami setters, broken and un-

br<.k<n; mastiffs, St. Bernarils, wolf-hounds .ind

Great l>aiies.

Stock iMPoiiTKt.. Inkokmation Oivkn.

HoRSKS. Cattlk an» Docs

Boarded and cared for. Representation guaran-

teed Pe<ligrees compiled and the Han Pedigree

Blanks and Pocket Kennel Register for sale.

tlPIICK, S" BROAUW.AY, NKW YORK,
PIsRCY C. i)\\U. Pkoi-kiktor.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

I^EG BANDS
FOR AIX VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 254c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPl.F..

MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 295,

PllILADKI.HHIA, Pa.

pOR SALE.

"High-Class Setters."

English Setter Royal Sam.

(K. K. C. S. B. No. ly.669)

Winner every lime shown. First and cup, also
extra cup for the best setter of all breeds, at Bir-
mingham, iHKy— 127 entries Roval Sam is own
bruther to Ch. Sir Tatton and litter brother to
Ch. .Monk of Furness.
The English Field says Roval Sam is a straight-

coatc<l. good dog. He has much improved and is
a very (lifficult dog to get away from. He very
much resembles his litter brother Monk of Fur-
ne.ss, and it is <iuite an open question if he is not
now the better animal of the two.

English Setter Carlton Johnnie,

(E. K. C. S. B. No. 19,664)

Whelped December, 1R88, by Ch. Sir Tatton ex
Daisy Darling. Johnnie has only been shown
twice. He won second prize at Darlington when
only six months old and first prize at Birming-
ham, 1SH9. He has had the distemper and is
now in fine form and fit to show and win.
The Stock-Keeper says ; "Carlton Johnnie, a

rare young setter, good head, nice quality, good
legs and feet and a dog of distinct prorai.se."

Red Irish Setter Tim Finigan .

Two years old (Chief, 12, .586, ex Wee Kitty,
19.723), winner of first and cup at Birmingham,
iSSu, 40 entries ; first and cup at -Royal Show
Dublin, 72 entries, etc., etc. Tim is a beautiful
dog, fit to win in any company ; is well broken
and very fast.

The English Field says : "Tim Finigan was
placed first and later on took the cup. He is a
characteristic dog, well built, neut all through
and no lumber about him."
Also several well bred good bitches and young

dogs. For prices and particulars applv to

GEO. E. CARTMEL,
Eden Mount Kennels, Kendal, England.

WM. H. WEISS,
Ea-st End Kennels, Bethlehem, Pa. 64-67

<l »>

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER
.\NU

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY. PIGEONS,
nABBIT.S, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American bree<lers will find the
best F^nglish stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, lUi. 15,
Okkick; 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 1 cents per luord'for each insertion

Beaarles.

BEAGI.ES.—" The beagles bought from you are
the finest on earth, f umuTd nut take a thou-
sand dollarsfor the slock.

NA T. C. DK YDKN,
ftoivling lireen, Afo.

"/ got the dog in the a/lermion. I was
going to let you know sooner, hut thought I'd
until and lake her out on trial. I tried hri
on .'V^ti i'ear's day, and /'m I'ety much
pleased with her. .{ friend of mine has one
he piiui $jo for, and everyone says he is the
best in the country. I havebeen outwith him
several limes, hui I'll bet $10 the one you sent
will beat him all lo pieces.

hl.NRV KOTHK.
Jersey City, N.J."

** A finer rabbit dog than the one vou sent
me I uHiuld not ask for. He killed j« rabbits
in two days, and lost but three out of j^, I
would not take Jfs" /'" him.

/'/•; TJiR J. n I 'KKE,
Toledo, O."

The above all refer to beagles which we
have solil. Now is the lime to buy if you
want the best selection in either puppies
for next Fall's hunting, or in broken dogs.
If you want pedigreed stock. Send Tor
"Special I.isl, No. \i." If you want them
fiiily for rabbit hunting, and care nothing
for i)e<ligree, we can furnish them al $20
each for broken, J15 foryearold, unbroken,
and lio for puppies, either .sex. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. We believe we have the
largist pack of pure bred Rowetl iroikino
beagles ill America. We have seven stud
dogs of gotxl bliHMt. Fee )(,u each. All i.re

worker.s.
. ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

63 tr ||»S Kth St., Philadelphia.

DOGS.
Advertisements ivilhout display inserted under

this headingfor 1 cents per word for each insertion

Beagles.

VOR SALE. CHEAP.—Pair of broken Ijeagles.
P. O. Box 402, Norfolk,Splendid hunters.

Va. 64.it

Bloodhounds.

A choice litter whelped February
r* 2 by Belhus—Ro.semary. J. L,. Winchelf,
T>OR SALE

2 by B(

Fair Haven, Vt.

Collies

FOR SALF;.—Two young well bred collie
bitches. Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Fred-
erick, Md. 63-64

FOR SALF;— Four nicely marked sable col-
ored pups by Slrephon's Rex—Gyp Yacht,
six months old and eligible for registration.
Write for prices soon, as I must dispose of
them at once. N. B. Reetl, Princeton, Mas.s.

FOR SALE.—Young stock from prise win-
ning blood Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del. 64-tf

ORDFIRS B00KF:D for collie pups bre<i as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Ro.slyu
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefod out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Foxhounds.

FXHOUNDS.—" r*<r puppy you sent l gave
anidhei trial. I am more than pleased, I
have hunted with hounds forty years. North
and South, and never saw a better behaved
one, nor one with so melodious and continuous
a tongue. He gives no short notes, but every
one is limg, loud and eager, and he keeps
U'hooping it like a Methodist preacher, when
Ihe sisters are shouting amen. The first trial
I gave him on a Jo.x, I kept an older hound
in hand and let the puppy go. He soon gave
tongue on a trail, ami after working it a
half hour, routed the red and hustled it over
the hills, when I let the old houndjoin him in
an hour's run. I am very much pleased with
him : he is quiet in a buggy, or runs along
tlie road and pays no attention lo hightvay
dogs. If this young hound had not been
ituHf^it i.M Cr.v-fT "'.'he*f T'.v '.^r'**,"'.' .*;'.v; thcK
I never saw a dog take to it so quickly.

DR. KENNEDY, Auburn. N, Y."
The above refers to a green foxhound
uppy. We claim for the Pennsylvania
oxhounds that for actual field purposes
they are superior to any strain on earth.
We control and sell the surplus stock of the
majority of foxhound kennels in this
vicinity (there are more than fifty organized
hunt clubs within a radius of fifty miles
around Philadelphia). Prices moflerate.
Send stamp for special list of foxhounds.

ASSOCIATED fancif;rs.
63 tr 140 S. 8th St., Philadelphia.

Fox Terriers.

fc

NOX TF:rRIF;R puppies for sale out of thor-
' oughbred dead game .stock. Geo. M. Rich-

ards, Binghampton N. Y. e63 68

Gordon Setters.

VOR SALF^—Four grand young dogs by
' Heather Harrold. Address Chestnut Hill

Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis, Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ANTF;d.—Irish terrier bitch not over 18
lbs., hard coat, rocky build. Address B.,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. 62-tf

w
MHstim*.

FOR SALF;.—Ftnglisli mastiff pups. All ages.
By Berkshire Caution. Bitches in whelp.
a11 stock registered. Satisfaction guaran-

6467 teed. Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass.

F<JR SALF;—A choice English Ma.stifT bitch,
three years old. Address G. L. Gilting
ham, Moorestown, Burlington County,
N. J. 6i-«3

FINF; M.ASTIFFS.—For sale—six dogs, two
bitches,whelped May 1, 1890. Light fawns,
short, broad heads, true to type. Dam,
Birdie Caution (14,4341; grand-<laugliter of
Champion Ilford Caution ; large, hand-
some and perfect in disposition. Sire,
Prince Beaufort, son of Champion Beaufort,
and full brother in IiIockI to Champion
Lady Coleus. The pups combine tlie best
blcKxl known lo the race and are highly
creditable to their royal breeding. For
prices and illustrated catalogue, address

63-65 George Jackson, Beech Grove, Indiana.

Pointers.

FOR SALE— Black pointerdos'. Sire, Bangor,
by Poyneu's Bang—Jean; dam, I'rincesv II,

by Nat— Frincess. John Sanderst>n,care Dr.
S. G. Dixon, 2015 Chestnut Street, I'hila-
delphia. 60-67

I'llllCH.

href; valuable young bitches on sal%
one a daughter of Cryer's Othello, in
whelp. Cliequasset Kennels, Lancaster,
Mass. 64-if

T
Setters.

I^OR SALE. -Sam C. by King Noble- Cricket,
' winner third. Seller Derby Central field

trials, 1889. Address 11. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New Yoik City. 55lf

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for i cents per wordfor each insertion.

Setters.

FOR SALF;.—A lot of handsome Irish red set-
ter puppies from seven to fifteen months
old by F:icho, Jr., St. Cloud, Glenmar,
Kelso. Royal Ruby and Shan More, out of
thoroughly broken prize winning bitches.
SI. Cloud kennels, 1934 Prospect Ave., Tre-
mont, N. Y. c. 62-64

St. Bernards.

FOR SALF;.—Choice stock at reasonable
prices. Peninsular Kennels, P. O. Box ,'57,

Detroit, Mich. c. 63-68

FOR SALF:, CHF;aP.—Owing to a change of
hobby we offer a rare chance for disposal
of our imported rough-coated St. Bernard
dog Valetis, by Champion Valentine-Suze-
raine, winner of many prizes in F^ngland
and America. A bargain. For particulars
address Acme Kennels, 263 Twenty-seventh
Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 64-tf

FOR SALE.—St. Bernard brood bitches. Key-
stone Kennels, 1220 Carson Street, Pitt.s-
Imrg, Pa. 57.64

MENTHON KENNELS—St. Bernards. Pha:-
nixville. Pa. 53-64

ST. BF;rNARD PUPPIF:S, three months old.
by Marquis of Stafford, General Butler and
Celtic Rector. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
F;ast Washington I..ane,Germantown, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. 63-64

Two YOUNG well-marked rough-coated
bitches, of fine pedigree, bred to fine im-
ported dogs. Prices right. Chequasset
Keuuels, Lancaster, Mass. 62-tf

A

Various.

BOBTAIL Sheep Does. The per.ect farm dog.
Apply to W. Wade or Charles Rosser, Hifl-
ton, Pa.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Maile<l on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPF:s of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

. phia. Pa.

rDIGRF;ES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
nt l«rwl*.r«*f. T*ri/N»« The Fs?lCier"' p«.KH«*.-

ing Co., 32' South Third St., Philadei-
phia, Pa.

PF;dIGRF;f; Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per lOo. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen mailecl postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.. 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12 is now out. It contains
the names of many celebrated champion
dogs and bitches now offered for sale for
the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of nearly
all breeds are offered for sale. Now is the
time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application. Associated Fan-
ciers, 140 S. 8th .St., Phila., Pa. 63-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display insert,fd under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

UuekH.

EVERETT I. NYE, Wellfleet, Mass., from 350
Pekin ducks can furnish fresh fertile eggs
in quantity at short notice. Premiums at
Boston, yuiiicy and Worcester.

F ROWLAND, Woodbridge, N. J., won first

on Pekin duck at the late Yew York show;
21 pounds per pair. 55-^-7-64

EngrllHh Pheasant BgKS.

I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-

ant eggs, $3 per dozen. Birds for sole. N.
L. Rockwell, Sanford Station, Conn. 57-tl

Incubators.

A-p\HE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

i class machine in every particular. ' Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
nieiidations from users. Seiin lor descript-
ive circular free. Jas. K, Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

MInoi'cas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-
cular containing list of cups and prizes
won: also catalogue o( other leading varie-
ties. F^gs of liesl quality for fair price.
Kaceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

I'ea F«»wl«.

PAIR OF IMPORTED PEA FOWLS. YoUng,
healthy and in full plumage. P. O. Box
402, Norfolk, Va. 64-it

VarlouH.

[A LFXTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
H^ plied at low pricis. file Fanciers' I'ublisn-

iiig Co., 32 South Third St., Phila<lelpliia.

PRINTlNti estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads price lists, sche<l-
ules labels, lags, etc. 'The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., j2 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

HITE AND BARRF;I) Plymouth Rocks
and while crested wliite Polish luintams.
Menthoii Kennels, PhcL-nixville, Pa. 53 64

w

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 1 cents per word for each insertion.

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at alt
times. Bunting Hankins,Bordeutown, N. J.

50-75

OR SALE.—Six Blondinettes. I30 for the lot

if sold at once. Also one frillback hen, $5.

Chas. F. Wagner, 4 King SUeet, K. Toronto,
Ont., Canada. 64.67

Fantalls.

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, i West Fayette
Street, Baltimore, Md., breeder of white,
black and blue fantails, has for sale a few
choice birds in each color. Prices reason-
able.

HITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 62-tf

w
HomInK Plueons.

CLAYTON HACKETT, Fourth Street. Baaton,
Pennsylvania—Breeder of long distance
h^'ining pigeons. Stamp for circular. 61-tf

FOR SALE—Banded youngsters from tested
strains. John K. Ilunsberger, Chestnut
Hill, Pa. 6469.

OUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 i2th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready. 450 miles: Uucas, 450 miles: Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, sou
miles. All stock nrnt-olnm.

Jacobins.

L'

T
)RIZE WINNERS.-Finest imported stock;

all colors. F. Baily, Ardmore, Pa. 6064

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

OvrlB.

BIRDSof the above variety for aaleatall times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

SO-75

P»rlor Performing Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all time*.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. Tho«
Griat, Cleraeuton, N. J., formerly of Bir-
mingham, Bng. 64-67

Satinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety (or sale at all time*.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

5°-7S

SwaUows.

A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Batti

f-^
more, Ma., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps piKCons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has sleadi^ im-
proved them until he has now as nne a
stock as can be fouud.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A'

H

M

LL KINDS of birds and animals. WilsonV
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

G. SCHF:lDEN, 813 Gordon St.. Allen-
town, Pa., will .sell his entire collection
*of fancy pigeons, consistiiiK of Bruner
pigmy pouters and all the leading varieties
of German toys. Dr. Cook's strain of pig-
mies. My birds are second to none. 64-it

SCHF;iN, 619S. Charles Street, Baltimore,
Md., dealer in all varieties of fancy
pigeons, carries, pouters, owls, jacobins,

tiirbits. magpies, etc. Tumblers a specialty

,

From 75 cents a pair up. Large stock on
hand. 64- It

PRINTING estimates given forcirculars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, Ial>els, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. FXKARD, 418 North F;utaw Street,
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what you want. Reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 56-68

Artists and Engravers.

SPF;CIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisliing Co., jj
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTINti estimates given lor Circulars, Cards.
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Pric-e Lists, Sched-
ules, Lalwls, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with .Schreilier (k
Sons, who are ackm wiedged to t>e the
liest animal photogri, phrrs in Ann ricn
whereby we are able ti make spec al terms
for our subscrilM-rs who want pi olograplis
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelp .w, Pa.

w

ii
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Homing Pigeons

cp

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WIIvUAMS. blue checker cock.

JIMMY C red checker cock

MURI.\L., blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

LOTTIR, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . gS

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Jusx Out.

**•*•*•*•«••
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

WITHOIT A SIXCLE EXCEPTION

.s ..oP^Ko »v ra..:
, THE LARGEST STORE \^ AMERICA

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,
i

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

CONTAININO A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE

KECOrtNIZKl) VARIBTIKS OF PIGEONS.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send -'The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME —
ADDRESS .

TO DRY GOODS.

THE

SPORTSMEIVS

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EOOS roll ITATCIIING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. AAT. VAHLE,
319 Market St. and 46 North 9th St.. Philadelphia.

25-76

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLF;RY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND \fEDIClNES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern Training,

Handling, an"

STRAWBRIBGE & CLOTMli

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

1MIILAI>KIJM1IA, I'A.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Kennel Management

nv B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner 01 a dog. It tell

you how 10 train a doR properly, and how l-

handle ft doK atter it has hct-n trained in a w:in

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 a p&ir

and up.

Quality not excelled.
SaiiHfaotion giiaran-

teofl.

H.C. NORTON,
Oenimntown, I'a.

» « « THOROUQHBREt) PUGS

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SAlT)

Fanciers' PulsMiis Coiniiaiiy,

J2 S. Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

111. L 1 1 1 n I- (_).

My homers are tested as record birds and as

parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well mated birds

from the above stock of 1389 hatch for sale. Also

youngsters with Siwrtinjj Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

-PRICES VERY LOW

Address

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, •3.00
Oranulated Bone, • ItX) i-T>

ral.aJr' " ajjo
.. l-oo

tiMisiuMi Flint. - " a<M) a.oo
CruHhcMl Oyster

..

Shells, - - - •' 8O0
^ ^ ,

«-0»>

Send (or our New Price List and Samples. All

ordcra shipped promply by freight on receipt of

'''**
C. n. l>EMPWOI.F & CO.,

4J.93 York Chemical Workn, York, l*a.

M. S. THAYER,
AshmontSt., Dorchester District,

-^ Boston,- Mass.

CHA8. 8CHMENNER,

SFi W. KiiiDi.K St.,

n.M-TIMOKK, Mn.,

Short- face bald in all

colors ; also, sliort-facc

solid colored tumblers a

.specialty. Tne best qual-

itv of breeding stiK-k

only (C.addes stock). A
•few pair of each for sale.

€'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

58-70 l«9!l BnOAl>WAY, NEW YORK.

Edward S. Schtnid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

I

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIOEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illu.strntcd catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Spratts Patent
Dog Cakes,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

mi-Bewareofworthless imitations.same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIES AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES f"*" "" canine diseases.

•COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINO,"
(Post free, aSc.).

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

81'RATTS PATENT (America), I..IMIT'D,

239-245 East 56th St., New York City. 44-*9

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.,

?1t the (^IflTIONaL ^HOW

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, $1 PER
bushel. JNO Mbbcer, Leaman Place, Pa.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnaon, Frederick, Md.

C3
2475

44 & 46 DUANK ST., N. Y.

, BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.

We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-

nesses, l(s.ks. leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

AT NEW YORK WE WON
FORTY REC'.iri.AR prizes and the COLO
SPI'XIAI.S and CUPS. The (;RANI)EST
RECDKI) <ver won by ANY nRKEDER at

a NATIONAL SHOW. INDIAN CAME
Er,<".S $10 per 1,5; $2<i per ,(" RED CAPS,
ANDAI.USIANS and WHITE WYAN
I)f )T TES, J3 ixr 13; $5 per a6. Send for cata-

logue.

C. A. SHARP i CO.,
Iakkiort, N. Y.

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarde<l and conditioned for l)ench show,

ELM STATION,

24.75 Montgomery Co., Pa.

Copyright, 18S9, by the Fanciers' Publishing Company.

vol.. 4, NO. 'i4.)WHOLE NO., «5. f
PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 14, 1890. I*EU ANNl'M, 9S.A0.

SINGLE COPY, So.

ST. BERNARD ALPINE CHIEF
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IN THE STUD.

Advertiumentt inserted under this heading at the

toUtnving rates: One inch, single insertion, S/jo;

U^/or the month: Sis Jor three months; tafor
nx months, and $50for the year.

DICK

s
@

WIVELER
r=^ —rrr

IRISH SETTTER
(8410.)

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

$lJko; ts-f> for the month; t'S for three months;

tie for StX months, and fjo for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

mHilER FIRST, CHALLEHGE CLASS,

HEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Deamond II.

kow IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

ejrtended pedigif "= nnd full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Ownkr),

177 State Street, Chicago, III.

So-ioi

I
RISH SETTER AT STOD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, »i5-

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODKREGO—GEM.) FEE, JJ5-

B. P. LEWIS, Box 13,

53.78 Merion P. O., Pa.

y
ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described in show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
li(e, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
5i>-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

»-io6 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

poiINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
'

BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD. Divide<l fourth Eastern Field Trials,

18SB; winner of second Eastern Field Trial? and

firft at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEB. $50-

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia, first Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1SS9. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 priies and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as 9ir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes iu England
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at Loudon. Ont.. when out of condition.

A grand dug in the field. Fee, $35.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, I25.

All approved hitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

$>-5o; S5.40 for the month; t'S fo*' lltree months;
tig for six months, and tso for the year.

43-9* Bethlehem, Pa.

noINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dOg, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high<lass show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, I15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW,

54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

f SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
* short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
r»e property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Biufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

m^stiffever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeflers should make the most of this

grind dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stid fee I75. J.WINCHELL,

CT. BERNARD AT STUD.

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—Gemma I (9765) ; Red Boy by
Koiidor (S. S. B. 103)—Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-
sin's Turk—Bcllone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT,

60-72 Gaul and AdninsSl., Phila., Pa.

gNGLISH SETTERS AT 8TDD.

BREEZE GLADSTONE
Black, white and tan setter by Gladstone—

Bryson's Sue. Full brother to Field Trial Win
ners Lillian, Sportsman, Gladstone's Boy and
Dan Gladstone. Breeze is a field trial performer
and a bench show winner.

BOB H.
Black and white setter by Count Noble—Belle

Boyd Winner of third in All-aged Stake. East-
em Field Trials of 1888, beatin^r such notetl dogs
as Joey H., Cassio. Toledo Blade, Roger and
others. Fee for either dog, $25. Enclose 50 cents
ill stamps for photo of either dog from life,

mideby Schreil)er & Sons.

F. G. TAYLOR,
ISLAND HEIGHTS,

Ocean Co., New Jkrsey.

THE KENNEL.

IRISH SETTERS AT STL'D.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. KLCIIO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the al)Ove dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

• ST. CLOUD KP:NN ELS.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

At Stud and for Sale.

AT STUD :

Fee.

Champion Scotilla - - - $50

The Squire $50
Maney Trefoil $35

Roslyn Willces $25

Scotilla II $15

FOR SALE:

Several prize brood bitches (in whelp) and a
grand lot of young pups.

IRISH TERRIERS.
AT stud:

Roslyn Murphy $15

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

THAMPION

LITTLE BOY
(A. K. S. B. 8io6, Vol. V.) Winner of the special

at Toledo, for the best sporting dog in show.

WINNKR UNDER

Major J. M. Taylor, Mr. lohn Davidson.
Dr. Jarvis, Mr. fracy,
Mr. Tallnian, Mr. Iliggins. etc.

CHALLENGE LEO B.

Son of Little Boy and litter brother to Ashmead's
Dixon. (A. K. S B. 17,388. Vol. VII.) Stud fee to

limited number of bitches, $20.

WAVERLY KENNELS,
JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

64-69 s8th St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

SOUIE GOOD WOODCOCK DOGS.

Both setters and pointers for sale at reason-
able prices. Prices from $50 to $100 each. Satis-

faction guaranteed. Write for |»articulars

others lor sale.

62tr Tremont, N. Y.

64tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

140 South Eighth St., Phila , Pa.

^ORM POWDER ^^„ ^^^g
$1 by mail. MOORE BROS., Alllauy, N. Y.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSibE Kennels,
53- '04 LANCASTER, MASS.

L

Dogs for Sale

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

O^OODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 137 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Sattofaction guarateed.

63-114

GORDON SETTER

BEAUMONT
The only Champion Cordon Setter of England

and America. Fee, $50. For sale—Beautifully
marked puppies by Beaumont out of Champion
Madge, also by Champion Pilot out of Countess
Flo. Will book orders for puppies by Beaumont
out of Champion Bellmont.

BEAUMONT KENNELS,
65-68 159 West 34th St., New York.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-

brated champion dogs and bitches now offered

lor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the tune of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

6j-tr

ASSOCIATED FAMCIERS,

140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

DlPO Clicsters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rluU. Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.W.(;iB-
BUNS Sl C0.,W. Chester, Pa. Send stamp for cir.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.

Sept. 2-4.—Miilland Central I'air Association
Bench Show, Kingston. Ont., Canada. C. H.
Corbett, superintendenl; R. W. Meek, secretary.

Sept. 2-5.-Wilmington Fair Association Bench
Show. "T. D. ~ ""

'

Del
Brown, secretary, Wilmington,

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the rough-

coated St. Bernard dog Alpine Chief (A.

K. C. S. B. 9736).

Alpine Chief is the winner of six prizes

in keen competition. He stands thirty-

one inches at shoulder and weighs 170

pounds. He is well put together and is

typical throughout.

As we are limited in space this week
we refer our readers to the owner of the

dog, Mr. J. H. Gault, who will send stud

card, giving full particulars, to any who
write him for it. See his card "In the

Stud."

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O.. Charles E. Rowland, secretary.

Sept. 15-18.—International Doe Show of the
Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, in connection
with the Industrial Exhibition at Toronto, Can-
ada. H. J. Hill, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Grand .second Annual Interna-

tional Bench Show of dogs in connection with
the Industrial Expwitiou, Toronto, Canada.
Canadian Kennel tflub rules to govern. C. A.
Stone, secretary and superiuteiKlent, Toronto,
Canada.
Sept. 2J-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club, at Carlisle, Ind., P. T.Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10.—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont., C. A.

Stone, Toronto, Ont., .secretary.

Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the
F^stern Field Trials Club, at Otterburu Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga .Springs, N. V., sec-

retary.
Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.

H. Odell, Mills Building. New York, secretary.
Dec. IS.—Philadelphia Kciiiiel Club's seventh

annual held trials at Deatonsville, Va.

1«»1.

Jan. 19.— Eighth annual field trials (.( the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretarv.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunhy, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

Coil PslUK-

June 19-22.—National Coursing Association
meeting, at Kansas City. M. E. Allison, man-
ager, Hutchinson. Kan.
Oct. 21-25.— Fifth annual meet of the American

Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Broughcr, secretary.

I thought it hut a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

The refusal of the A. K. C. to admit

Mr. Peshall as a delegate from the

Maryland Kenuel Club is still the topic

of conversation in doggy circles. We
were rather misleading in our comment
last week when we said : "It seems to "us

previous rulings have been that there

could be nosubstitutioji tmless there was

a vacancy, and we think the refusal to ad-

mit Mr. Peshall would have been justi-

fied on these grounds."

*
* •

Previous rulings have nothing to do

with the present case. The constitution

of the "A. K. C. as adopted I)ecem1)er 6,

1888. Article XII, Sec. 2, reads :
" Each

member of the Association shall have

the right to be represented by one dele-

gate duly authorized and his appoint-

ment certified to by his club secretary.

* * * Uefore such delegate shall be

entitled to qualify in this Association,

they must be accepted by the Executive

Committee."
*

• *

The Maryland Kenuel Club held an

indignation meeting last week at which

their secretary was instructed to write

the A. K. C, whereupon he sent the fol-

lowing letter

:

Baltimore, June 6, 1890.

A. P. yredenburgh,Esq.,Secretary American Ken-

nel Club, AVa/ York City.

Dear Sir: At a special meeting of the Mary-

land Kennel Club, held on June 5, I was in-

structed to write yon to know why our delegate,

Mr. C. J. Peshall, was not duly received and re-

cognized at your meeting of May 22. Please

state where your actions were justified by your

constitution and by-laws and also send us copy

of the same. Kindly advise us prior to July 10,

when we have our next meeting.

Yours very truly,

W. Stkwart Dikff.ndf.rffer,

Secretary.
t

» «
.

Mr. Peshall's credentials werfe not dis-

putetl, the Maryland Kennel Club was

deprivetl of representation because the

Executive Committee saw fit to exclude

the club's delegate.

The question now agitating the minds

of the dog men who like to see fair play,

is: Should not the sentence "Before

such delegates shall lie entitled to qualify

in this Association, they must be ac-

cepted by the Executive Committee" be

stricken from the constitution ? I"or the

reason that each and every club has a

right to be represented by a delegate of

their choice, one whom they know ii'ill

properly represent them ; secondly, lie-

cause it gives the majority entirely too

much power, for they will hardly admit

at any time a delegate who may hold

opinions contrary to theirs.

«
» •

To prevent a delegate presenting a lot

of proxies at a meeting, a clause could Ix;
I

inserted in the constitution forbidding a
\

delegate representing more than one
1

club at a meeting.
|

» «
j

These matters require serious consid-

eration. At present the power given the ,

Executive Cominiltee may be much
abused by unprincipled men ; would it

not l)e better to curtail this authority

now before such persons try to get the

A. K. C. under their control ?

«
• »

Mr. P. Henry O'Bannon was in town

last Friday and had luncheon with Mr.

F. S. Brown. Mr. O'Bannon still con-

siders his English setter Reverdy the

greatest dog on earth.

*
« *

The date and place of meeting of the

English Setter club will be aunouuced

in next week's issue.

»
»

We understand upon very good au-

thority that the Cook Kennel of fox-

hounds instead of paying entry fees was

actually paid J 150 to exhibit at Chicago,

besides receiving money in regular prize

list and specials. We are informed Mr.

Cook was paid pk} by the Cincinnati

Kennel Club to show there. This is strik-

ing bench show committees with a ven-

geance, isn't it? Why shouldn't Ben

Lewis, with his long string of fine dogs,

come in for his share ?

«
« «

A certain pug exhibitor who had been

studying up the standard was puzzled
,.-.1 '<..<.n« "

'••J

feeding frotn the same trough with an

afHicteil animal. This was the danger in

this case, as all had fed from the same
trough. After inoculation the period of

incubation varies greatly. The shortest

period I know of was four days, and the

longest seven and one-halfmonths. This

uncertainty was also a source of danger,

as the period of incubation might extend

over an entire year, and it would be diflS-

cult to determine just when the pack had
passed the danger point.

judging this breed of dogs, and as this

exhibitor gave her credit for being thor-

oughly well posted as to the meaning of

all technical terms relating to the breed,

he asked her iu the most innocent man-

ner the meaning of the word ;»6 applied

to the pug. She, seeing that he was ask-

ing in goo<l faith for the information,

calmly looked him in the eye and

answered, "the rear passage." The ex-

hibitor's embarrassment can hardly be

imagined, particularly as an apology

would have been entirely out of place.

»
« *

We have received a note from Mr.

Percy C. Ohl contradicting the report

that he contemplated a trip to England

for the purpose of purchasing dogs.

»
« *

The Radnor Hunt pack of thirty well-

bred fox hounds, valued at |2ooo, have

been poisoned with strychnine, upon the

advice of Dr. Rush Shippen Huidekoper,

ex-dean of the Veterinary I>epartment

of the University of Pennsylvania, in

order to prevent the spread of rabies,

which has prevailed among the hounds

for five months past, and which is be-

lieved to be almost epidemic in the vi-

cinitv of Radnor.
*

» •

The disea,se was first noticed in a dog

last January after a well attended hunt.

The animal was killed, but another be-

came affected within a week, and he was

also promptly despatched. The dogs

were isolated, but the disease reappeared,

and Dr. Huidekoper advised that the en-

tire pack l)e poisoned, which was accord-

ingly done.

"The destruction of the whole pack."

explaineil Dr. Huidekoper, "was re-

sorted to as a precautionary measure.

If all had been isolated rabies might

have appeared in only a few, and then

again many of them might have liecn

afllicted. Rabies can l>e contracted

from the bite of a rabid dog or by

* •

"I have noticed that within two yean
rabies have been developing up along the

Pennsylvania Railroad as far as Glenloch,

around Chestnut Hill and down as far as

West Chester. Exclusive of the cases at

the Radnor Hunt Club I have had fifty

cases of rabid dogs and two horses in that

section, and I will be agreeably surprised

if there are not more cases in that loca-

tion within the next twelve months. It

amounts to almost an epidemic at pres-

ent, and a surprising feature of the mat-

ter is that so little precaution has been

taken to prevent its spreading. When I

was at the University I had cases of rabies

from Merion, Villauova, Wayne and
around that section. Most of the ani-

mals were killed. I have not heard of

any person lieing bitten.

•
« «

"I do not approve the muzzling of

dogs, as I consider it an unnecessary

cruelty. A dog in hot weather wants his

mouth open. The only satisfactory law

is to have every dog wear a collar, upon

which the owner's name and address
..t.»..i.i I... „......»..„^i »...i .»..»,— A^., «.:.!.

out a collar should be impounded. If a

dog should bite anyone the owner should

be compelled to pay all the doctoi's

bills. In a little while all the worthless

curs and snapping dogs would either be

impounded or destroyed."

•
* •

Mr. Mather, the master of the hounds,

says the pack was one of the finest in the

country, and can hardly be replaced by

money. "We were very sorry," con-

tinued Mr. Mather, "to lose our pack,

but we considered that we owed it to the

community to destroy them to prevent

the spreading of the disease. If the ani-

mals had escaped there is no telling

what the result might have l)een. By fall,

however, we shall have another pack, and

we hope to get the best animals that can

be had, either in Englanri or in this

country."
*
« •

The Radnor Hunt has not yet decided

which is the better dog, the English or

American foxhound, so they will again

stock their kennels with both varieties.

•
« «

Afker seeing Mr. Mather we met Frank

Smith, who was kennelman at the Radnor

Kennels when the rabies broke out there.

He informed us an American bitch was the

first to act in a peculiar manner, and the

following morniug she began to attack

the dogs. He first thought it merely ill-

temper and he thrashed her several times.

Nevertheless, afler leaving her with the

pack she renewed her attacks, and becom-

ing more vicious she would fly at their

heads, knock them down, and then try to

eat her victims. Smith, seeing some-

thing was seriously wrong, finally caught

the bitch and tietl her up. Three hours

after this she dietl in convulsions.

» *

Smith ran considerable risk in catch-

ing this bitch in order to tic her up, but

we have read of several instances where

oWners have tied up their dogs while

sufferiug from rabies, and although the
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dogs would snap at every dog that came

near them, they submitted themselves to

be made fast by their masters without

attempting to bite them.

*
* «

Apropos of this subject Namquoit in

the last issue of Forest and Stream states:

"By invitation of Dr. Warren H. Iteede

I have recently visited a number of dogs

attacked by a j)eculiar disease, answering

very nearly to that described by Dr. J. S.

Niven. Thinking that the dog owners

wish to know of such epidemics, I will

give a description of the disease from

my own ol>servations and those of Dr.

Beede, who is well known in this lo-

cality as a specialist in canine diseases

of some fifteen years' practice. The
owner invariably comes to the doctor

with the idea that his dog has a Iwne in

his throat and is choking, but investiga"

tion of more than fifty cases has failed to

find a bone as yet. The dog first Ijecomes

languid, then, as in Dr. Niven's experi-

ence, they lose the use of their hind-

quarters, the throat becomes very much
swollen and eventually the jaws become

paralyzed, the tongue swells and hangs

out of the mouth ; the dog can not swal-

low and the intense fever causes great

thirst, the poor sufferer plunging his

head into the water to the eyes. In sev-

eral cases the doctor forced down a little

water through a rubl)er tul>e, invariably

sending the dogs into fits; the bowels are

constipated, and the cases that I have

seen are at certain stages very restless.

Some of them bark a little, but in a very

unnatural voice.
«

* »

"One bull terrier that I visited had

been sick about two days. She was con-

stantly in motion, and would try to snap

at imaginary flies, and turn around until

she fell over from exhaustion or weak-

ness in the hindquarters. She appeared

to be entirely out of her head, and did

not recognize anyone ; the eyes were set

and the eyeball greatly inflamed. Most

all of the cases that have come under my
notice have 1)eeu cross and snappish

during the first stages of the <lisea.se.

One case in particular would chew any-

thing within its reach, tin cans, chair

legs, his kennel, or anything. Several

persons have l)een bitten by them, but no

bail effects have resulted from the bite.

In houses where more than one dog is

kept, sometimes l>oth dogs have it and

sometimes only one. It is not confined

to any particular variety, as black and

tan terriers, bull dogs, mastiffs and non-

descripts have all been affected and none

have lived over three days after being

taken sick. If this is not dumb rabies,

what is it
?'

'

A correspondent of Barnslxjro, N. J.,

informs us that seventeen dogs in that

vicinity have been killed to head off an

outbreak of rabies. They had been bitten

by a mad dog two weeks ago.

«
» •

The Canine World is certainly a lively

youngster. The second numljer is just

at baud, printed on belter paper and with

an ad<lition of four extra pages.

«
• *

Speaking of hounds, this paper intorms

us "that fish fooil is gaining ground very

rapidly as an article of diet, aii<l is being

used largely in some kennels. Hunts-

men are, as a nde, slow to depart from

custom, yet that horsebeef is less used

in kennels than formerly is a certain

fact, also that a change on to fish is l)ene-

ficial has 1)een proved l)eyond a <loubt,

and many huntsmen now speak very

highly indeed of it."

CINCINNATrS

BENCH SHOW.

Warm Weather Causes Suffering

Among the Dogs.

The Attendance Good in Spite of the

Heat--|udi{ing Finished the First

bay—Awards and Coaimcnts.

SPECtALLY REPORTED FOR "THE FAN-
CIERS JOURSA L"

BY JAMKS MORTIMRR.

The Cincinnati Kennel Club's fourth

annual show opened on June 3, a day

that will long be rememljered for its

almost tropical heat, which caused con-

siderable suffering to the dogs as well as

to the sweltering judges, exhibitors and
spectators.

The section of Music Hall in which the

dogs are Ijenched is admirably ailapted

for the purpose, being spacious and well

lighted, the roof l>eing almost entirely of

glass, but it was clearly demonstrated to

all who were present that June days, rare

as they may be in some climes, are all

too wann for an in-door dog show in the

sultry city of Cincinnati.

With Mr. George Hill assui)erintendent

it is superfluous to state that every detail

was thoroughly attended to, and the

show was managetl in an efficient and
business-like manner. The Bench Show
Committee were level-headed men of

affairs. There was a hearty welcome, but

no vulgar display of sh-am hospitality,

no "piloting" to noted restaurants, no
recherche lunches, whatever that may be

;

no extra dry, nor any some more itery

extra dry to put us in good humor and

add to the reminiscences of tlie occasion,

the rej)eated and nauseatiny recital of

which dished up in paragr.i, form or

otherwise naturally lends col« r to the

idea that the average dog shew scribe

doesn't know the satisfaction attending a

square meal except when he eats at the

expense of a Bench Show Conmiittee.

The l)enching and feeding were done

by Spratts Patent in their well-known

and efficient manner under the sujjervis-

ion of the well-known Murphy, whose

reputation as a caterer to canine api)e-

tites is well established, and the build-

ing was disinfected with Little's Soluble

Phenyle.

Judging was done in two spacious rings

and was, with the exception of awarding

a few special prizes, completed early on

the first day, Major J. M. Taylor taking

pointers, English, Irish and Gordon set-

ters, fox hounds and beagles ; all other

breeds falling to the lot of your corre-

spondent. Quality was well represented

in mastiffs, setters, fox hounds, grey

hounds, fox terriers, Italite grey hounds

and pugs, but collies aim^the different

breeds of long-coated terriers were indif-

ferently represented.

Prominent among the visitors on the

first day I noticed P. H. Bryson and J. M.

Aveiit, of Tennessee ; Whyte Bedford, of

Mississippi ; I. H. O. Denny, of Pitts-

burg ; Roger Williams, C. W. Paris, Tay-

lor Williams, J. Shelley Hudson and T. B.

Carnithers, of Kentucky ; Montgomery

Phister, General Shaltuc, Dr. J. II

Groesl)eck and Richard Calvin Hus-

tin, of Cincinnati ; Charles C. Cook, of

Canton, O. ; A. Iv Pitts, Columbus,

O. ; R. B. Morgan, of Akron ; B. F.

Seitner, of Dayton ; II. D. Goo<lman and

J. H. Naylor, of Chicago ; Jck' Lewis, of

Cannonburgh, Pa., and many others

whose names I have forgotten. The at-

tendance was remarkably good for such a

heated term, and it is to be hope<l there

will be a balance on the right side after

all expenses are paid.

My hearty thanks are due the commit-

tee, and most especially to mj' friend

Hill and Mr. FIberhart, who, umch to his

own inconvenience, acted as my ring

steward the whole of the day, thus ena-

bling tlie judging to be got through with

in almost record time. The following is

a list of awards:

[R., reserve; V., very highly commended; H.,

highly coniniehded; C, coinmemled.]

MaStlflh—ClIALLKNdlC, UOtiS.

I. Moses, Charles C. Cook.

OPKN, IHXiS.

1. Ormonde, Charles K- Bunn.
2. Grotslicck's Pluto, Dr. H. J. Groesl>cck.
C. Victor, Kichard C. Huston.

St. I^awrcnce Duke, O. H. Burrows.

OI'KN. IIITCIIKS.

I. NeuKlada, Charles C. Cook.
». DucnesK of York, Charles C. Cook,
v. Ilford C74iriua, Ur. H, J. Groesbeck.
I'rizes withheld in puppy class.

Il<>iii;h-(,'oat4Ml St. UernunlH—Uckn, nous.

1. Peter, H. W. & J. C.erstle.

2. Fred Golddust, George H. KoniK.
V. Juni K. Vulcan, A. llurford.

c. I'hoto, Pauiel Wolf.

OPEN, lUTCHKS.

1. Norwoo<l Bess, A. C. Slrobel.
2. Narka, K. B. & O. W, Pfau.
V. Clio, Charles Goeltheim.

HIIPI'IKS, IMM'.S.

I. Count Gilniur, K. H. Galbreath.
R. Don Cossack, Alta Kennels.

I'lIPl'IKS, IIITCHKS.

I. Queen ofLeniouut, George H. Ronig.

Sinuotli-coiitetl St. UuruHrdH—Opkn, ixxis.

1. Withheld.
2. JumlK), Joseph T. Carew.

OPEN, IIITCHKS.

I. Meadowthorpe Nora, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels. •

FUI'HIKS, IMXiS.

I, Dixie. Georare Wesslinif. Ir.

HUHPIKS, BITCIIKS.

I. Marie I^ouisc, Alta Kennels.

NewroundlHails—DotisoR ditchks.

1. Bruno, Mrs. R. J. Johnson.
2. Flora, John Kaestel.

<ii*«at l)aneH—Challknc-.e, doc.sor bitches.

I. Brock, August Trimble.

OPKN, IKMiS.

1. Meica, Herbert Nichiils.

2. Prince I,eo, J. W. Heitz.

u. Kaiser, John W. Sielieru.

OPBN, BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Junu, Dr. Maximilian Herzog.

pri'l'IES, IKKISOH BITCHES.

I. Bella Feava, Dr. Maximilian Herzog.

IHH'rhoiiiuIs—Oi'K.N, i>o<:s.

I. Forrum, Colonel W. B. Smith.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Thora III, Quaker City Kennels.

Groyhoiiiids—Challenc.k, nous,

I. Master Rich, Rookwood I<andseer Grey-
hound kennels.

ciiallen(;k, bitches.

I. Miss Rare, Rookwood I^nd.seer Greyhound
Kennels.

OPEN, IKXIS.

1. Bahazoun, Rookwood Landseer Greyhonnd
Kennels.

2. Conspirator, Devon Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Carmine, Rookwood Landseer Greyhound
Kennels.

2. Melotlrama, Rookwood Landscer Greyhound
Kennels. •

Speciai..— Best kennel of four entcre<l and
owned by one exhibitor—Rookwood Landaeer
Greyhound Kennels.

Foxhounds—Open, imios.

1. Champion Brave, Cook Kennels.
2. Champion Roderick, Cook Kennels.
V. Champion Dan, Cook Kennels.
Champion Watch, Cook Kennels.

H. Drum, Cook Kennels.
Slrtak. Cook Kennels.
Rover, Cook Kennels,

c. Champion I,uck, Cook Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Bernhardt, Cook Kennels.
2. Spotty, Cook Kennels.
V. Flying Kate, Cook Kennels.
May Queen, Cook Kennels.

II. Fanny, Cook Kennels.
Jet Cook Kennels,

c. Frances, Cook Kennels.

Si'KciAi..—Best pack of foxhounds, eight or
more, entered and owned by one exhilHtor

—

Cook Kennels.

8haKKy PoxhuiindH

—

Open, duc.h.

I. Pierce, A. B. Whillock.
i. Hard, A. H. WhitU>ck.

OPEN, BITCIIKS.

1. Clara II, A. B. WhitUx'k.
2. Patti, A. H Whillock.
H.Claude, A. B. Whillock.
V McHlesly. A. II. Whitlf>ck.

iMiry, A. II Whitlock.
Wary, A. B Wliillutk.

Special.—Best pack of eight or more, entered
and owned by one exhibitor—A. B. Whitlock.

Pointers—Open,Doos (55 pounds and over).

1. Chief, Major J. B. Downing.
2. Bang Beaufort, K. J. Carpenter.
V. I.uck of Idstone, Ufstone Kennels.

Trinket's Count, Dayton Kennel Club.
H. Don, J. Stimmel.

Leon, H. I.. Kyler.

open, BITCHES (50 pouiids and over).

1. Phantom. Idstone Kennels.
2. Nell 6f Idstone, Idstone Kennels.
V. I^dy Juno, Dayton Kennel Club,
c. Van Bang, Dayton Kennel Cluti.

OPEN, uoos (under 50 pounds).

1. Trinket's Coin, Dayton Kennel Club.
2. Tribulation, B. M. Stephenson.
V. Molton Baron, Bulled & Miner.
H. Otto Metor, H. L. Kyler.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 pounds).

1. Rol>ert's Trinket, Dayton Kennel Club.
2. Siberian Girl, Joe Lewis.
V. Patti Donald, H. L. Kyler.
H. I.ady Prince, Idstone Kennels.
C. Galena, John V,. Gill.

PUPPIES, DOGS OR BITCHES.

c. Bobby Burns, T. H. Carruthers.

Special.-Best kennel of four, entered and
owned by one exhibitor—Idstone Kennels.

Knielish Setters—Chalijjn<;e, ixxis.

I. Dad Wilson | . Shelley Hudson.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Ben Hur of Riverview, Wallingford & Wil-
liams.

2. Dad Wilson's Boy, J. Shelley Hudson.
R. The Corsair, B. M. Stephenson.
v.Dad Wilson, Jr., J. Shelley Hudson.

Chickasaw II, J. Shelley Hudson.
H. Sportsman's Boy,

J.
Taylor Williams.

C. Kentucky Dash, W. H. Wallingford.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Bohemian Girl, J. Shelley Hudson.
2. Lilly Hill, I Taylor Williams.
R. Florence Gladstone, Whyte Bedford.

V. Dixie, J. Shelley Hudson.
Nell Q., Dr. L. A Querner.

H. Pearl Bondhu, Will A. Neddermeyer.
Lucy U., Mrs. J. W. Utter.

PUPPIES—IHKIS OR BITCHES.

1. Noble Gladstone, P. H. Bryson.
2. Winnie W . T. J. Widrig.
H.SciotoGirl, J. Stimmel.
c. Craig Darragh, W. S. Katou.

Duke, J. R. Anderson.

Special.—Best keunel of four entered and
owned by one exhibitor—J. S. Hudson.

IHhIi Setters

—

Challenge, ikmis.

I. Mack N., W. N. Kuhne.
challenge, bitchbs.

I. Laura B., Kildare Kennels.

open, uoos.

1. Frank. T. S. Fish.
2. Scotland Chief, Seminole Kennels.
V. Nordeck, H. T. Chambers.

Rob Roy, H. T. Chamlwrs.
h. Sarsfield, Kildare Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Winnie 11, Kildare Kennels.
2. Little Neil, George H. Covert.
V. Fly Moore, H. T. Herndon.
II. Betsey I^igh, William H. Child.

Kitty O'Brien. Frank V. Andrews,
c. Kate IX, George H. Covert.

Special.—Best kennel of four, entered and
owned by one exhibitor—Washington Kennels.

Gordon Setten*—Challenge, i>ogs.

I. Champion Little Boy, S. G. Dixon.

challenge, bitches.

I. Rose, W. S. Hainmet.
OPEN, IMJGS.

1. Rob Rov, S. G. Dixon.
2. Rignald H., C. C. Hendee.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Meadowthorpe Blossom, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels.

2. Lady Pilot, S. G. Dixon.

Specials.— Best Kennel of four entered and
owned by one exhibitor—S. G. Dixon.

C'olllos—Open, dogs.

1. Koslyn Dandy, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Heekin's Bruce, James Heekin.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. I.,ady Bruce, Charles A. Christman.
2. Lucy D., H. C. Cunning.

Irish Water .Spaulols.

CHALLENGE, IKXiS OR BITCHES.

I. Patsey O'Connor, Joe Lewis.

OPBN, Do<;s.

1. Countess Bendigo, Joe Lewis.
2. Nora O'Donoghue, Mrs. George H. Hill.

Field Spaniels— Open, I)o<'.k or bitches.

1. Black Diamond, B.- F. Lewis.
2. Sam.son, Andrew Midlaw.
V. Lady Babcock, Neddermeyer & Sander.

<.'o<^kcr Spaniels—OpE.v, do<;s.

1. Brantford Red Jacket. Charles M. Nelle^.
2. Black Luke, Woodlawn Kennels.
V. Lady 01>o, Mrs. F. Smith.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Sensation, J. W. Bunting.
2. Marguerite, Woodlawn Kennels.
V. Perhaps. G. Bell.

PCPPIES, DUGS OR bitches.

I. Minstrel Bells, J. W. Bunting.

I>o<m1Ioh—Open, dogs or bitches.

1. Hans, Peter Schwan.
2. Prince, William Reiring.
V. Carlo, T. A. Snider.
II. Paris. Samuel G. Dixon.
c Cleveland, William Reiring.

Itiill l>oKM

—

Open, iiiMisuK hitches.

I. Joker, Mohawk Kennels.

T

I
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Bull Terrier*—f)PBN, doos or bitches.

I. bir Jack, K. H. Kes.sler.

Bassott Hounds—OPEN, dogs or bitches.

I. Babette, M. W. Taylor.

Iiachshnnds-Open. r>oGs or bitches.

1. Skelett, N. H. Davis.
2. Schenke, N H. Davis.
V.Gill, B. F. I.ewis.

c. Ruple II, Arthur Mills.

Beaieles—Challenge, dogs or bitches.

I. Little Duke, Quaker City Kennels.

OPEN, IKXiS.

1. Ross W., Joe Lewis.
2. Bradis Sport, A. V. Bradrick.

OPEN, bitches.

2. Fern B., A. V. Bradrick.

Siiiootli Fox 'r<irrler»—Open, ikxis.

1. Veronese. Fred Hoey.
2. Warren Laird, L. and W. Rutherford.

R. General Grant. M. W. Taylor.
V. Le Logos, Fred Hoey.
II. Raby Signal. A . K. Pitts.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Blenton Lulu. K. C. Reidin^er.
2. Warren Dainty, L. «t W. Rutherford.
H. Nancy Mixture, H. J. Linzer.

V. Rush. JfK' Lewis,
c. Luckv Bell, Lewis Gridiths.

Spot, Henry F. Lackman.
prppiK.s, ikk;sok hitches.

I. Warren Laird, L. «t W. Rutherford.

R. Le Logos, Fred Hoey.

Irish Terriers.

CHALLENGE, IMXJS OR BITCHES.

I. Bnrnside, Lewis & Jarret.

OPEN, IXMISOR BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Brannigan, P. C. Madeira.

Bedllnfct'On Terriers— D<)<is ok hitches.

1. Hornet, Nicholas Kelly.

2. Blue Gown, International Kennels.

S<-otch Terriers—Open, ihmisok bitches.

I. Meadowthorpe Donald, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels.

Dandle l>liinioiit»—open, dogs or bitches.

I . Meadowthorpe Reiver, MeadowthorjK! Ken-
nels.

.Skye Turrlers—Open, dogs or bitches.

I. Sir Stafford. Clifford A. Shinn.

Yorkshire Terriers.

OPEN, DOGS OK hitches.

1. Sip, James Farley.
2. Fritz II, v.. A. Hart.

Toy Terriers

—

Open, dogs or bitches.

1. Bonnie. Georpe Moerlein, Jr.

2. Mack, Miss Cora B. Davis.

I'liKs

—

Challenge, dogs.

I. Champicm Kash, .^. E. Pitts.

R. Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

challenge, bitches.

I. Bo-Peep II, Mohawk Kennels.
R.Vesta, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Nap, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

2. I/ird Clover, Hudson & Gillivan.

R. Little Jewell, A. L. Wilson.
V. Mark, J. Kngelhart.

F^berhart's Cashier, F;berhart Pug Kennels.
H. Sport, Herbert Knglehart.

C. Beauty, Julius Frieberg, Jr.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Rustic Queen, Harry L. Goodman.
2. Daisy, Seminole Kennels.
R. C.^s.slna, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

V. Sateen, Howard Kennels.
H. Hazel Kirke, Gale H. Hardy.
Lady Thora, El>erhart Pug Kennels.

pi'PPIES, dogs.

1. Mons. Dotsero, A. E. Pitts.

R. Gay, William Fisler.

PITPPIES, HITCHES.

I. Queen I.oris, Mrs. Al. G. Kberhart.

KliiK C'harles Spaniels.

OPEN. TKK'.S OR BITCHES.

1. Rena, Charles W. Sander.
2. lerrv, J. S. Roebuck.
V. Tags, Charles W. Sander.

Italian Orjjyhonnds—<5pen. dogs.

1. Prince, J. finglehart.
2. Roger, Charles L. Bird.

V. Romeo. Dr. A. J. Miles.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Victoria, J. Englehart.
2. Patti, Mrs. J. P. Hcisler.

V. Flossy, Henry F;ichler.

H. Daisy, J. A. Arinleader. ,

Miscellaneous.-Dogs or bitches.

(over 25 lbs.

)

I. Sport, B. H. Kaighn.

(Under 25 Ihs.)

I. Ko-Ko (Japanese sjianiel), Albert Meininger.

Best pug dog in challenge class. Champion
Kash. Best pug dog pup, Mons. Dotsero. Best
pug bitch pup. Queen Loris.

Best Italian greyhound dog. Prince. Best Ital-

ian greyhouncl owned by a lady of Cincinnati,
Patti. Best greyhound, Babazoun.
Best pointer puppy, Bobby Burns. Best Great

Dane, Melac. Best Irish water spaniel dog,
open class. King Slastis Boy. Best oxrker
spaniel dog, Brantford Red Jacket. Best smooth
fox terrier, open class, Veronese. Best shaggy
foxhound dog. Pierce. Best rough-coated St.

Bernard puppy. Count Gilmur.

u

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Best Irish setter challenge dog. Mack N. Best

Irish setter dog. Mack N. Best Irish setter bitch,

I.aura B. Best brace Irish setter bitches, I.aura

Band Winnie II. Best setter bitch, any breed,

Bohemian Girl.

Best Gordon setter with three of his get.

Champion Little Boy. Best setter or pointer

stud dog, Champion Little Boy. Best Gordon
setter, Cliampion Little Bov.
Best pug in the show. Clianipion Kash. Best

pug owned by a lady of Cincinnati, Queen Loris.

COMMENTS ON THE AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.

Moses was the only entry in the chal-

lenge class for dogs, and, looking better

than I ever saw him, w^s deservedly en-

titled to the blue riblxju. The bitch class

did not fill.

The well-bred Ormonde was easily first

in the open dog class. Like his sire,

Victor Hugo, he is a trifle long in muzzle

and he lacks the grand Ijone anil size of

his illustrious dam, Cambrian Princess,

but his well-formed head, small ears and
good expression will always attract at-

tention, and he should prove of great

value in the stud. Second prize was won
by Dr. Groesbeck's Pluto, a nice brindle,

good in size an<l lione ; massive skull,

with good ilepth of muzzle. He is very

straight in his stifles and hocks, lacks

wrinkle and is too light in eye.

The winning bitch, Menglada, might
have a little more lK)ne, but she excels

in Ijody and coat; has a lovely head and
is full of quality. Duchess of York, .sec-

ond, is full sister, later litter, to Mac, by
Minting out of Breeze, anil bids fair to

rival her sister. She has a wonderful

head and is as active as a cat. Ilford

Czarina, very highly commended, has

size and l)one in her favor, but is too

long and plain in head and not taking in

color.

All awards were withheld iu the puppy
class.

ST. bf;rnards.

The challenge classes di<i not nil. In

the open rough dog class I selecte«l Peter

for first money. He is a trifle long from

eye to end of nose, but has a lieautifully

marked head, gooil Inxly and Innie, is of

average size and sound on his pins. Fred
Gold Dust, second, is small, with nicely

shaped head which lacks blaz* and dark

shadings. goo<l coat and bone. His size,

or lack of size rather, is his chief fault.

Vulcan, very highly commended, was the

largest anil liest-headed dog in the class,

but he was in very poor condition and
moved badly. Photo, a rather nice

puppy by Enterprise, is fairly well grown,

but too spikey in head and wrong in

coat.

Norwoo<l Bess, the winning bitch, is,

with the exception of her head, entirely

white. She has a good body, sound
limbs and nice flat coat. She has a

lovely expression, but is scarcely strong

enough in muzzle, and her ears are set on
too low. Narka is quite her ec|ual, ex-

cept in eyes, which are too light and
staring. Clio, very highly commended,
can be very much improved in coat, but

her muzzle will always be too pointed

and her skull is narrow. The winning
dog puppy is a grand big fellow for his

age. I>on Cos-sack, the reserve, is a

February pup by Victor Joseph, very

promising, but too young to predict his

future with any certainty.

The smooths, with the exception of

Meadowthorpe Nora, the winning bitch,

and Marie Louise, the winning bitch

puppy, were an indifferent lot. Nora is

a grandly made bitch by Duke of Leeds,

and is as good as anything we have in

smooth bitches.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.

The winner, Bruno, was transferred

from the St. Bernard class. He is a well-

made dog with nice head, small ears,

good flat coat and very massive straight

bone. Second prize went to Flora ; coat

flat, but scanty and silky ; lacks charac-

ter in head
;
gooil size and Iwne for her

sex. Sultan, an immense fellow with

white muzzle, feet and tip of tail and
very curly coat, was dismissed without a

card.
GRF;AT DANES.

Brock, with a long list of winnings,

was the only challenge entry. He is get-

ting a bit throaty jind liegins to show age,

but is a well-made tall dog of the correct

type.
Melac, winner at Chicago m puppy

class, was the easiest kind of a winner

here. He has a grand bead and neck, is

a good mover, and as he has size as well

as youth in his favor he will prove a very
hard nut to crack when fully developed.

Prince Leo, second, is a little coarse
and open in his coat, and will never have
the quality or size of the winner. I gave
Kaiser a highly commended card for his

size and make, but I am afraid I gave
him more than he deserved.

Juno is small, coarse in stern and short
in head, and although she was alone in

the bitch class, a second prize (juite rep-

resented her value. Bella Feava, the
winning puppy, is well grown and very

promising.
DKF.RHOirNDS.

There was but one entry in either class.

Torrui", with the exception of l>ein^ a

little t ort in Ijody and straight in stifle,

is a ty . -.il specimen, with a capital coat,

very chi . rteristic head and the very best

of legs ind feet. • The winning bitch,

Thora III, is under-sized and almost too

profuse in coat. Her head, shoulders,

loin and hind<iuarters are good and she
is very symmetrical.

GREYHOUNDS.
The challenge classes were represented

by Master Rich and Miss Rare, both in

the very pink of coiulition, the former's

rich-colored coat shining like satin, and
every muscle perfectly develoi)ed. In the

open dog class Babazoun had no trouble

in beating Conspirator, good dog as the

latter undoubtedly is.

Carmine, the winning bitch, is a new
face and a very good one, Ijeinj^ excep-
tionally strong iu back and loin, with
well s])riing ril)s, deep chest and gootl

hindquarters. She is a shade short in

neck and a bit thick through her shoul-

ders, a fault (|uite excusable in a bitch of

her age. Melodrama is faulty in shoulders

and wide in front.

FOXHOUNDS.

The Cook Kennels made an excellent

exhibit of sixteen of their celebrated

hounds, first priz.e going to Champion
Brave, a very truly lormed one with no
lund)er, but light in timlier when com-
pared with the l>est type of English fox-

hound. Second prize was awarded to

Ro<lerick, and very highly commended
cards to Dan and Watch ; both had more
lione and substance than Ro<lerick and
were less throaty, the latter, a rich black

and tan in color, showed nearly as much
leather as a bloodhound.

First prize in the bitch class was
awarded to Bernhardt, and second to

Spotty, the latter sho\?ing the wear and
tear of her eight years of busy life and
maternal cares. Without going into a

further description the general excellent

quality may be well understood when I

say that every hound in both classes re-

ceiveil honorable mention.

SHAGGY FOXHOUNDS.

There were eight entries in the two
classes assigned to this strain, and they

were anything but shaggy, l>eing fine in

coat, a washed-out lemon and white in

color, and small and light in lx)ne almost

to weediness. Judging from appearances

I should say they had been bred in-and-

in too closely and were deficient in

stamina.
POINTERS.

Lad and Lass of Bow were absent. In

the open heavy-weight dog class first

Erize was awarded to Chief, a very coarse-

eaded dog with a nasty colored eye and
bad expression. He has thickened very
much in shoulders and is very l)eefy in

chest, but has a gootl body and stern,

and useful hindquarters.

Second prize went to Bang Beaufort,

wide in skull, not square enough in muz-
zle, but showing more pointer character

than the winner.
Trinket's Count, very highly com-

mended, is very much of the same stamp
as Chief. Both are entered in the cata-

logue as being by Croxteth out of Trinket,

the latter born April 3, 1886; breeder,

John Bolus, while the former is said to

have lieen hotw .\pril 4, 1886 ; breeder,

E. F. .Stoddard (a case for the Stud-Book
Committee).
Tempest was unnoticed. He certainly

was in very poor show form, l)eing low

in flesh and vlry and harsh in coat. That
this must have been the reason of his Ije-

ing dismissed without a letter I am con-

vinced, for aside from his lack of condi-

tion he certainly was of a higher type

than anv in the class.

Luck' of Idstone, very highly com-
mended, came next in point of quality

ami pointer character, and barring a

plainish head and rather short neck his

faults are not of a serious nature. He
has a good strong back and loin, well
set on stem, good stifles and hocks and
is a gamey, stylish mover. Vanity's
Bang is throaty and possesses the black
nose and very dark eyes of his sire.

Don, highly commended, is a weed and
might be closely related to the so-called

shaggy foxhound to which he Ijears v

striking resemblance.
Phantom, the winning bitch, is too

rounded in skull and very full in eye,

light in bone for her size, too round in

barrel and looks soft. For first place I

preferred her black and white sister,

Nell of Idstone, lietter in eye and expres-

sion, with more l>one, better shoulders
and formation of chest; a more work-
manlike looking bitch than Phantom.
The very highly commended I.,ady

June pushed the winners uncomfortably
close ; a rangy bitch, a bit plain in head,
clean neck, rather light in bone and not
quite strong in pasterns.

Trinket's Coin, the winning light-

weight dog, is another of the Croxteth-
Trinket litter with the same objection-

able features. He was fortunate in be-
ing placed over Tribulation, as there is

no essential point in which the latter is

not his superior, except perhaps in spring
of riljs. In my opinion Tribulation is

one of the l)est light-weight pointers we
have, and he should have won easily.

Next to him I preferred Molton Baron,
although he was scarcely in show condi-
sion. His head is just a trifle short, but
beautifully chiselled and his dark eye
and sweet expression are guarantees of a

perfect disposition. In outline and car-

riage of stern he leaves little to t)e de-

sired, but he might have more lx»ne, and
especially is this noticeable at the pas-

terns.

Roberts' Trinket, first in light-weight

bitches, is a little light in bone, also in

color of eye, nice head, clean neck, good
shoulders, outline and quality, a general

lack of substance lieing her chief failing.

Silnrrian Girl, second, has more sul>-

stance than the winner, but lacks her
nice symmetry.

Patti Donald, very highly commended,
is deficient in bone, round in barrel, light

in eye, and faulty in muzzle.

Lady Price (a duplication, Mr. Seitner
;

the name has already been claimed and
registered) is small, too small in fact

;

that and her oddly marked head and
faulty pasterns and feet will always keep
her in the background.
The only puppy entered was given a

commended card, which is perhaps as

much as he will ever lie entitled to.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Dad Wilson was the only entry in the

challenge classes. He was looking very

well and has improved sensibly in ribs

and loin, anil still retains the clean-cut

head, gootl neck and shoulders and grand
quality which characterized his earlier

show days.

The open dog class was properly headed
by Ben Hur of Riverview, a very rangy

dog with a beautiful head, lengthy neck,

goo<l shoulders, legs and feet and beauti-

ful coat and markings. He is scarcely

deep enough in back ribs, which makes
him look a bit light-waisted, and he is

light in second thigh.

Second prize was awarded to Dad Wil-

son's Boy, who tnay thank his rather

plain head for his position. He has ex-

cellent shoulders, chest, ribs, legs, and
feet and hindquarters, and was by many
preferred for pride of place, but the win-

ner is a higner type of setter and I

heartily endorse the decision.

The Corsair, very highly commended,
reserve, is thick in skull, and his expres-

sion is marred by peculiar marking. He
is also flat in loin, carries his stem badly

and is weak or looks weak in his pasterns.

He might have exchanged places with

Chickasaw II, a very good-bodied, sound
dog, but plain in head.

Sportsman's Boy, highly commended,
is not clean cut below the eye and faulty

in muzzle. He has capital shoulders and
good front legs and feet, but is straight

in stifle and light in quarters and second

thigh. Cincinuatus and Toledo Blade

were absent.

First prize in bitches fell to the lot of

the well-known Bohemian Girl, grand in

formation of botly and lione, but almost

too masculine in head.

vSecond went to Lilly Hill, a rather

light-lx)ned but symmetrical bitch of

good quality.

Florence Gladstone, reserve, is light la

H
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bone, under-sized and was shown too

thin. Dixie, very highly connnendcd,
has more substance but begins to show
age.
The puppy class did not introduce any-

thing very startling. NoMe Gladstone,

the winner, is too effeminate in head and
light in muzzle, well made in botly with
gooil legs and feet, but will always be
under-sized. Winnie W., second, is

weedy.
IRISH SKTTKR.S.

The challenge dog class brought out
Blarney, Dick Swiveler and Mack N., the
latter being returned the winner. He
was looking very much better in coat and
condition than at Chicago and undoubt-
edly l>eats Dick Swiveler in ril)s, loin and
hindquarters. Blarney was looking very
well, considering his age.

Laura B. was alone in the challenge
bitch class.

Prank, the winner in the opt-n dog
class, IS too. flat in skull and not clean
enough below the eyes, which are a shade
too light.

Scotland Chief, second, is flat ribbed,
long coupled and was shown in very low
flesh.

Rob Roy and Nordeck, very highly
commended, are good-bodietl <logs, but
too heavy in head.

Sarsfield, highly conmiendetl, is built
on English setter fines, a nice level little

dog that has earned his card in much
better company than he met (,n this oc-
casion.

Winnie II, first in bitches is a bit plain
in I ead, but good in body, coat, color
and bone, in fact, an excellent bitch that
will soon win her way into the challenge
class.

Little Nell, second, carried almost too
much flesh, head short and color a shade
light.

Kitty O'Brien, highly commended, was
not in good condition as to coat, but is

more correct in head than several placed
over her and when well shown can beat
them.

GORDON SKTTERS.

Champion Little Boy won in the chal-
lenge class for <logs, but Dr. Dixon has a
very good second string in Leo B., who
will creditably fill his sire's place when
the old dog in the national order of
things is retiretl.

Rose was alone in the corresponding
bitch class and is too well-known to need
description.

In the open dog class the Doctor
brought out another good one in Rob
Roy, by Little Boy out of I.^dy Pilot,

racily built with good head, shoulders,
legs and feet. In Ben Lewis' hands he
will improve in coat aiul condition, and
when thoroughly fit he will neetl some
beating. His markings are scarcely so
well <lefined, neither is he so good in

color of tail as he might l)e.

Second prize was awarded to Rignald
H., a heavy-skulled dog with a sour ex-
pression that was not commendable.
Meadowthorpe Blossom won in bitches

from Lady Pilot, whose age entitles her
to an honorable retirement.

COLLIES.

Collies were a very poor collection and
the less said or written atK>ut them the
better. The only one with any preten-
sions to show form was Roslyii Dandy,
about an h. c. dog in decent company.

SPANIE1..S.

Patsey O'Donoghue, familiar to all show
?[oers, was alone in the challenge class

or water spaniels.

King Slash's Boy, first in the open dog
cla.HS, lacks topknot.

Countess Bendigo was the liest of the
bitches, although some apprentice hand
had been titterating her tail to such an
extent that I came near disqualifying

her. Nora O'l>onogliue's head and ears

are both too short.

In the field spaniel class Black Dia-

mond, rather heavy in head, had such a

perfect set of legs and feet, good coat

and spaniel action, that I awarded him
first over Samson, a workmanlike dog,

too high on the leg and faulty in coat
and carriage of stern.

In the class for cocker ilogs Black
Duke's shyness in the ring again caused
him to play second fiddle to Branlford
Red Jacket, whose skull hap thickened
))erceptibly since 1 last saw him. King
of Obos was absent. Toady OIk) is goo<l

in head but very bad in front.

Sensation, the winning bitch, has also

gone thick in bkull, but retains her good
body proportions and coat. Marguerita
was quite unprepared for the show ring
and needed grooming. She is very light

in thighs and niovetf badly. Perhaps is

plain 111 head and out of coat. The win-
ning puppy. Minstrel Bells, is a nice one
and shoul(t do well if no ill-luck happens
him.

POODLES.

The winning dog Hans in size, length
of coat and color is as good a siiecinien

as has been seen at American shows, and
although evidently no longer a young
dog, is dirt cheap at his catalogue price.

Prince, secoii<l. has a wonderful coat but
it is mixed in color. The others were
quite out-classed by the winners.

BULL DOGS.

In the absence of Rabagas, Joker
walked over for the prize.

BULL TERRIERS.

Sir Jack, a new one, though hardly
first-class, will do to show again. He has
a very goo<l body and bone, could be im-

proved in eye, aii<l is a mere trifle weak
111 jaw, stern fine but carried a i>it high.

BASSETTS AND nACHSHUNDS.

Baliette, the only bassett hound, is well

known.
After so many classes with but one

entry, it was a plea.sant change to find

that there were lour dachshunds, two of
which, the bitch Skclett and her kennel
companion Schenke, were more than
passable representatives of their breed,

the bitch especially excelling in head,
l>o«ly, coat and bone. Gill, very highly
commended, is too light in bone and high
on leg. Ruple II was too coarse all

over.

BEAGLES.

Ross W., the winning dog, is plain in

head and conies very close to the stand-

ard in height ; he has a very serviceable

set of legs and feet
;
good rirw, ioin and

hindquarters ; coat good in texture, but
disfigured by an ugly scar over his loin.

Brad's Sport, second, has a very good
head, eye and ears well hung ; he is out
at elbow, and long coupled. Dan's
mother had evidently lieen frightened by
a dachshund. Dandy V was absent.

The bitch cla.ss was a very poor one.
First prize was withheld and second
awarded to Fern B, whose plain, com-
mon head and crooked pasterns scarcely
entitled her to such an honor.

FOX TERRIERS.

No challenge entries. Veronese scored
his last win in an open class. How he
will fare in the challenge cla.ss remains
to be seen. I am a great admirer of this

terrier, Ijecause I like terrier character
and there is no greater test than that he
was put to during the sweltering heat of
the hrst show day. When all the others
were seeking relief, some lying on their
backs, others on their sides, all panting
for breath. Old Foiler, as he is called in

the kennel, was up and dressed, always
on the alert, always keenly looking
round the corner of his stall, ever vi-

vacious and ^ood-natured. One could
tell his disposition at a glance. He is

faulty in outline, set on of stern and
hindcjuarters, but has a gootl Ixjdy, ca-

pacious ribs and strong loin, and good
terrier head and expression.

Next to him came Warren Laird,a nice,

level made youngster, with good, lengthy,
clean head, good shoulders, capital bone,
legs and feet. He shouUl improve in

coat and will with age acquire more ter-

rier character.

The reserve card went to General
Grant, who lasts well.

I^e Logos, very highly commended, is

a raw puppy and was not seen at his

best; he has a good head, neck and
shoulders, but refused to carry his ears
and was in very poor condition.
Raby Signal, highly commended, has

gone very wide in front and thickened in

head almost beyond recognition. Coat,
l)oiie and carriage of stern good.
The winning bitch, Blemtou Lulu, is a

cast ofi" from the Blemton Kennels, and,
barring a lack of size, no serious fault

can be found with her. In sha(>e and
make, head, ears ami expression she is

very good and the texture of her coat is

of the best.

Warren Dainty, second, is of l>ctter

size, very good in body and bone, a bit

doggy in hea<l ami soft in coat.

Nancy Mixture, reserve, and Rush,

very highly commended, are tenners, but
scarcely up to show form.
Warren Laird won easily in the puppv

class, Le Logos taking the reserve card.

OTHER TERRIERS.

Burnside, the challenge Irish terrier,

has made the circuit of the spring shows
and is well known. Brannigan was
scarcely good enough for a first prize,

too soft in coat, still he has a long ter-

rier-like head and character.

The Bedlingtons Blue Gown and
Hornet are well known ; so is Meadow-
Jlirope Donald, the "die-hard ;" Meadow-
tlirope Reiver, the Dandie Dinmoiit, and
Sir Stratford, the skye terrier.

The two Yorkshires were too large aod
faded in color, but good in length and
quality of coat.

PUGS.

The exhibition of pugs was one of the
most attractive features of the show, and
don't recollect seeing a better lot at any I

o( the large shows. Champion Kash
scored a win over Bob Ivy in challenge
dogs, and in challenge bitches Bo-Peep II

won from Vesta, not quite up to her best
form.

In the open dog class Dr. Cryer's Nap
gave the boys a surprise party. He has
wonderfully improved since Chicago, and
is now a very stylish little dog with a
good skull, nice little ears, graud body
and coat and correct size.

Lord Clover, second, has a good head
and wrinkle, but his ears are large, coat
open, coarse bone, and he looked below
himself in flesh and slack in loin. Little

Jewel has a good skull but is not a smart
shower.
Mark, very highly commended, has a

wonderfully well wrinkled skull and nice
eye, but is too large, faulty in carriage of
ears, good stern, faulty toe nails and
vent.

Elierhart's Cashier, very highly com-
mended, has made up in body and has
not grown too large. He is, however,
still raw and puppish.

Rustic Queen won easily enough in
the bitch class, with Daisy second and
Cassina reserve. The latter has a wonder-
ful head, too masculine for a bitch, is

lengthy in body and loose 111 carriage of
stern. She is by Othello out of Ruby
and should prove a valuable broo<l bitch.

Mons. Dotsero, the winning dog puppy,
is a very smart one by Kash, and the
winning bitch is well bred enough, but
almost too young to show.

SPANIELS AND GREYHOUNDS.

King Charles spaniels were up to the
average while Italian greyhounds were
better represented here than at any show
this spring.

Prince, the winning dog, except for an
injury to his tail, is a gem. Roger is a
size too large and flat in loin. Romeo's
head is too round and short and he car-

ried too much adipose tissue. Victoria,

the winning bitch, is perfect in color

and nice in size and outline. Patti, sec-

ond, has rather large ears, but nicely
arched loin and good stem. Flossy has
a l>eautiful head, good color and correct
size, but has a short, terrier-like stern

which detracts greatly from the elegance
of her appearance. Daisy is parti-colored

and almost apple-headed.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The miscellaneous class had two
entries, one a nice Japanese spaniel the
other a curiosity in dog flesh which at-

tracted a good deal of attention, beiug
devoid of hair on back, top of neck and
ears, like a Mexican hairless, while
underneath jaw, neck, legs and belly it

had a long growtli of silky white hair,

also a topknot of similar growth. A
veritable "What-is-it," whose breeding
would puzzle a "Bulger," an "Espan,"
or even a "Brittle" to determine.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

A Boy and His Uog Separated.

Kroni the Baltimore Sun.

George McKenzie, a bright lad aged
atioiit fourteen years, and his faithful companion,

a hiark setter, were taken into the central police

station here lately. The dog was separated from

his youthful master and locked up in the cellar,

while the I>oy was locked up in a cell. He had

been picked up on the .street as a runaway from

Pawtucket, Rho<le Lslaud. His mother had asked

the police to be on the lookout fur him. The
lioy and the dom had been together since they

lefl Rhode Island. They will be sent to Paw-
ticket at once. The t>oy was penniless.

Interestiniu; Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Uogg>- World.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Iournal.

Mr. Malcolm's letter in last week's

Turf, Field and Farm warrants more
than pa.ssing recognition, and I think had
it been a little more "tempered" would
have carried more weight In his first

paragraph he unwittingly bears out my
standing in Mr. Peshall's case in that

"he (,Mr. Peshall) was not properly ap-

pointed." I will quote his words: "As I

could not t>e present at the meeting, and

as has always been customary in the past,

I requested the secretary of the Maryland

Kennel Club to make out the credentials

for Mr. Peshall to act in my place." My
contention two weeks back was that Mr.

Malcolm with the consent of his secre-

tary had tiot the power to create another

to represent him as delegate, and only

by a special meeting of his club could

such credentials be in order, if they

could be so at all. With regard to hLs

words, "as has always been customary,"

he is of course alluding to precedent, but

as I pointed out then, this precedent was

in the case where a special meeting of a

club's executive had appointed another

delegate, and though the latter case held

water with the A. K. C, it is surely a bad

one to live up to. When a club appoints

a delegate for the year I presume it se-

lects one who it considers is in the posi-

tion to represent it when occasion re-

quires, and if he cannot do so that is the

he can not carry out the duties which

fall upon him, there is a very simple way
out of the difficulty by resigning and

having another appointed. Had Mr.

Malcolm resigned, and had the Maryland

Kennel Club appointed Mr. Peshall as

their representative for the remainder of

the year, then the A. K. C. would hardly

have dared to take the course it did, but

under existing circumstances in my
humble opinion it could not do otherwise

than it did. With regard to Mr. Mal-

colm's reference to his being allowed to

represent Mr. Alex. Brown, I take it to

be the case of a delegate being proxy for

another delegate, which is parallel to the

case in question.

I now come to that part of his letter

concerning registrations in the Kennel

Gazette. He says: "No longer should

we allow a Gazette with a twenty-five-

cent fee (the italics are mine) deceive

the unsuspecting public and leave them
under the impression that when their

dogs are simply listed that they are regis-

tered. * A great many listed at

our show here, if not for the parasite

Gazette, would have registered." Mr.

Malcolm, in making statements such as

these, is not only misleading the many
who are not thoroughly conversed with

the government of the A. K. C, but he is

also asserting that which is not true.

In the first place the twenty-five-cent

fee would exist were there no Gazette,

for the reason that it is compulsory to

pay that sum to the A. K. C. as a protec-

tion to owners who wish their dog to

have a name which cannot be assumed

by anybody else, and this rule, which is

the firmest foundation on which the A.

K. C. built itself, existed before the Ga-

zette ever saw light, and will exist

whether the Gazette continues or not, but

because such registration is published in

this organ, it does not follow that it is

the cause for such a vast expenditure,
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Far from it, for it is only the means by

which the A. K. C. lays before the public

a monthly statement of nomenclature,

which, before it existed, had no authentic

record except at 44 Broadway. As to the

desirability of a Gazette, that is for the

club to decide, but to accuse it of lieing

the cause of what was in reality a pro-

tective rule which first gave the A. K. C.

reason for existence, is both unjust and

misleading. Nobody is compelled to buy

the Gazette, but everyone must pay his

quarter before his dog can appear at a

show under A. K. C. rules, unless he is

extravagant and vainglorious enough to

prefer a Stud-Book numlier attached to

his dog's name, provided said dog has

the prescribed three generations.

With regard to the Stud-Book, Mr.

Malcolm would lead one to suppose that

owners paid the quarter registration fee

either through the idea that the appear-

ance of such in the Gazette was an ac-

tual acknowledgment of the dogs being

entered in the Stud-Book, or else that it

was a much cheaper rate of getting a

standing for them, and in either case a

detriment to the interests of the Stud-

Book. This I take it is unreasonable lor

in the first place, winners of two or one

(I forget which) will this year go in the

Stud-Book free, non-winners only being

charged ; therefore an owner would be a

great fool if he paid the extra cost for a

Stud-Book number, when there is a prob-

ability of his dog honorably gaining it

free of charge. Nor can I agree with

Mr. Malcolm when he says: "A dog

without a pedigree should not lie entered

in the Stud-Book." This would lie the

greatest injustice, for many of the best

representatives of their breed in England

have had an unknown parentage, and

though not having the opportuuitles as

sires that an illustriously bred one has

had, yet their names will be found in

pedigrees of late representatives. A
champion and fifty-guinea cup winner in

England to-day has unknown parents,

yet he has begot winners, and I am sure

his daughters will prove a great acquisi-

tion as dams in the near future. Ring-

wood, the champion beagle, has sire and

dam unknown attached to his name, yet

he is the sire of Blue Belle II, Primrose

Countess and another whose name I for-

get, all three being great winners. It is

not the fact of a sire and dam being un-

known which constitutes a mongrel. Far

from it. Indeed I think the boot is quite

as much on the other leg, when one con-

siders the many "absolute" mongrels

which come from parents who have a

Stud-Book numljer. Blood is thicker

than water, and until a dog without a

pedigree has proved himself worthless as

a sire, it is irrational to stigmatize him

with a slur which, perhaps, through neg-

lect, carelessness, disinterestedness or

what not on the part of his owner he

never deserved.

My idea as to what should constitute

the Stud-Book goes to <iuite another ex-

treme, for if I could I would have no

dogs except winners of a prize permitted

in It, and those who were not ecjual to

such an ordeal should remain under the

ban of what Mr. Malcolm calls and Mr.

Peshall whispers the "mongrel Kennel

Gazette register." In fact the English

vStud-Book is almost on the above lines,

as there every winner is duly entered for

the year he wins, whether the owner

likes it or not, and a breeder, though he

may have fifty non-winners, would stare

with astonishment if anyone suggested

his putting them in the E. K. C. S. B.,

no matter how blue-blooded they were.

By this means a dog with an E. K. C. S. B.

number has some position and standing,

but here, on the contrary, it has become

so customary to enter every four legged

animal with three generations at the

back of him in the A. K. C. S. B., that

the veriest brutes are made of some im-

portance or other, and to my mind this

"open to all" in the Stud-Book is lending

a fictitious lustre to animals which

breeders no doubt find very attractive to

purchasers, and which the latter, when

awakening comes, fail to appreciate, the

A. K. C. S. B. thereby losing both its

importance and prestige. Under the

three generation routine neither Watch,

the St. Bernard, nor Cambriana Princess

could adorn the Stud-Book, yet they are

two of the best representatives of their

respective breeds the country has ever

had, and here I think the A. K. C. is

greatly at fault in that all imported dogs

who have been winners on the other side

should be admitted to their Stud-Book

irrespective of wins here, or the required

three generations, for though I say it "as

shouldn't," yet a win in England is to my
mind of far greater weight than here—at

all events for the present.

Mr. Malcolm's allusion to "the mongrel

Kennel Gazette register," is, it seejns to

me, somewhat in the light of the pot

calling the kettle black, for if I remem-

ber aright, it was owing to his strenuous

efforts that the A. K. C. admitted dogs

with sixty-two and one-half per cent of

black and tan setter blood under the

_.:.-» «f \mt^r\nan (\f\ri\nn <«"tt«>r« nor

do I think anyone was more benefitted by

such au admission than Mr. Malcolm

himself. He also slightly contradicts

himself. In one place he says, referring

to the registry published in the Gazette:

"We should not permit this sapping of

the life blood out of the Stud-Book," and

further, "a dog without a pedigree should

not be entered in any book," and then

I. • » * the mongrel Kennel Ga-

zette register." If the latter is a mongrel

aff^air, and none should be allowed in the

Stud-Book, how can one reconcile "the

sapping of the life blootl" part of the

business ? For in his own showing the

Gazette is taking from the Stud-Book's

shoulders the dregs of which Mr. Mal-

colm has such an abhorrence.

Charlie Davis, the Greyhound, accom-

panie<l by a bitch, Maud Turrington.who

won second at the recent Gloucester

show, is coming over here. If I remem-

ber rightly, he is a big black and white,

with wonderful loin and hindquarters.

•OCj

The Chestnut Hill Kennels have been

having a picnic with its collies lately,

Christopher winning in the challenge at

Gloucester and Coventry, and Welles-

l)oume Charlie winning in the open and

puppy at Coventry, besides something at

Gloucester, and Wellesboume Lady was

placed second in the open at Coventry, as

well as something at Gloucester.

I am glad to see the Canine World is

more bulky than its first number, for this

week it has many more columns of Very

interesting chatty news, as well as about

half a dozen reports of shows. That the

executive mean well may l>e gathered

from the following answer to correspond-

ents :
"* * * but there'll Vie no

shooting from behind a hedge in this

journal." Good on yer, Mr. Canine

World Eililor. May you live long, etc.,

to enjoy such sentiments. Brittle.

A PARADISE FOR GAME.

So Plenty That the Most Avaricious

Sportsman Can Get His Fill.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Thinking that possibly a brief de-

scription of this locality would be of in-

terest to some of your subscribers, I have

concluded to write you concerning some

of the many advantages this section offiers

to the sporting fraternity.

This place, Cour D'Alene City, is sit-

uated upon one of the most beautiful

sheets of water in the world. Lake Cour

D'Alene, near the mouth of the Spokane

River. Its outlet is aliout thirty miles

from Spokane Falls. The lake is thirty

miles long and from one to four miles

wide. It is "chuck full" of the sptckled

beauties which at any season of the year

will afford the festive angler all the

amusement his heart can desire. At

present the fishing is just grand. The

spreckled beauties take the fly readily

and at all times. I have known a single

angler to bag forty pounds in less than

two hours within sight of his hotel.

The lake has two feeders, the Cour

D'Alene and St. Joseph Rivers. These

streams are as pretty as any in the world,

and like the lake, abound in trout. They
run through mountains and down val-

leys and present scenery as grand and
picturesque as the human eye ever be-

held. The mountains along these rivers

are full of bear, mountain lions, deer,

goats, wolves and small fur-bearing ani-

mals. There are also some bands of elk

m the topmost mountains near the head-

waters of the St. Joseph River. About

five miles north of Cour D'Alene the

great Spokane prairie begins, and there

is where ihe wing-suol uiius lUS gauic,

for the prairie chickens are numerous.

They do not appear to resemble the

prairie chicken that one finds in Mis-

souri or Iowa, but savor more of the

grouse specie. They are very gamey and

can carry off considerable lead. Grouse

are very numerous in the mountains, and

every thicket abounds in what the peo-

ple out here call pheasants, but which

are ruff grouse or partridges.

This is the best country in which to

train pointers and setters I ever saw.

The grass is tall and thick and affords

splendid hiding for birds which lie close

to a dog, a circumstance which is very

advantageous to a youngster.

The chicken season begins on the 15th

of July and closes January i. The open

season on deer, etc., b^'ins September

I and closes January i. There is no close

season on fish. In the fall after Septem-

ber 20 duck shooting is splendid on the

Pend D'Orville River, a distance of sixty

miles from this place. Within forty

miles of Cour D'Alene there are numer-

ous other smaller lakes, among which

are Hayden, Sucker, Hickey, Fish, .Spirit

and Priest Lakes. Every fall a party of

us go on a camp hunt to Priest Lake and

the Pend D'Orville River. On Priest

Lake carriboo are as numerous as deer

on the other lakes.

In conclusion I will say that I have a

kennel of good setters and am always

ready for a hunt and will take pleasure

in going out with any brother sport who
may find it convenient to visit this local-

ity. Septemlier is the best time to come,

for the close season is over then, and one

may hunt any kind of game. Cour D'

Alene is a pretty little city with a popu-

lation of eight hundred, and is well pro-

vided with first-class hotels. We have a

well-organized rod and gun club with a

great many crack shots in it. R. E. M.

Cour D'Alene, Wash., June 7.

COLLIE CLUB STAKES.

The Stake Not to be I>lvlded This Voar,
as Was Attempted In the Spring.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Collie Club Stake for 1891

will not be divided, as was attempted

this season, but the entire stake will be

competed for at the Westminster Kennel

Club Bench Show, the club reserving the

right, however, to select some other

show for a portion of the stakes if

deemed desirable.

Collies bom on or after July i will be

eligible to compete in all the stakes, pro-

vided the conditions heretofore published

shall have been complied with.

Entries for the grand Collie Sweep-

stakes, entrance fee $5, will close Sep-

tember I, 1890. It is expected that this

will be the most valuable stake of the

series, as any collie bom in the United

SUtes or Canada withm the specified

date may compete, whether owned by a

member or not. The Collie Club will

add |ioo to the Produce Stake, nomina-

tions for which will close at same date as

the sweepstakes. The fees for the Futurity

Stake having all bee* paid and all beinjg

entitled to compete, nominations for this

stake will be received up to the date for

closing entries at bench show. It is ex-

pected that the A. K. C. will add $50 to

this stake. The usual Stud Dog Stakes

will be omitted, but the club medal will

be offered as a special prize, to be awarded

to the owner of the best stud dog, to be

judged by two of his get, out of diffierent

dams, which may be the property of dif-

ferent owners. This prize is restricted to

dogs at public stud in the United States

or Canada, said dogs to be registered

with the secretary of the Collie Club.

Nominations of progeny to compete will

not he required, but owners may select

any present at the show which answer

the requirements specified above, the

same date of birth to govern as in the

regular stake.

This Club has contracted with the

Whiting Manufacturing Company for a

medal, which will be finished during this

month, that will be one of the best speci-

mens of such work ever offered by any

club. J. D. ShoTWELL, Secretary.

113 Highland Avenue, Orange, N. J.

PDBLISHBRS NOTES.

A Good Dog Memory.

From the Chicago Tribune.

Census Taker (in Texas)— "Yes, I've

got the name all right How many children

have you ?"

Native—"Sev- Let me see." (To wife)—

•'Nance, is it seven or nine ?"

Wife—"Right, o' course."

Native (indi(rerently)-"So it is. Eight."

(Proudly) 'And I've got eleven of the slickest,

purtiert, »crumptiou«e»t hunting dogs, by gum,

that ever treed a coon I"

Capons and Caponizing.—Under

this title we have a little book by George

Q. Dow, who has treated these important

and, as far as this country is concerned,

heretofore neglectetl topics in a conciae,

but remarkably clear and intelligible

manner. He has briefly stated the ad-

vantages to be derived from caponizing,

and shown how the operation may be

quickly performetl with but little danger

or pain to the fowl. The best breeds for

the purpose are named, the proper age

and size of the bird to be operated upon

are sUted, and a table and a set of in-

stmments designed by the author are il-

lustrated. Whde a teacher ia desirable,

the directions given in this work are so

explicit that anyone having confidence

in himself can quickly learn to perform

the operation in a satisfactory manner.

The after-care of the bird receives atten-

tion, and the method of dressing capons

for the market is duly explained. The
work covers the whole ground, and does

it well. That the general introduction

of the process of caponizing would im-

mensely increase the incomes of poultry-

growers and farmers is certain, and this

work should be gladly welcomed by

everyone who raises chickens, either for

home consumption or the market. The

book, in cloth binding, will be sent post-

paid for fifty cents per copy from this

office.

We have just received another invoice

of Rawdon I^ee's History and Descrip-

tion, with Reminiscences of the Fox
Terrier, with illustrations, by Arthur

Wardle. This is the new enlarged edi-

tion lately published. Price $1.50.

A cheaper book on the "Breeding and

Rearing of the Fox Terrier" by Dalziel,

we can supply at any time. Price |i.oo.

"^Kennel Continued on P»«* 8t».
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. W. Cook, the writer upon the

practical in poultry keeping for the P^ng-

lish fanciers' journals, says in a late issue

of Poultry :

"The hens ought k> be cleared off to
make room for the young stock. They
should lie the largest and oldest, and
should l>e fed on a goo«l quantity of In-
dian o«»rn, and three parts harley meal
and one of sharps, as nuich as the will

eat l)efore they go to roost. The hens
thns fed will get fat internally, but the
fatter (hey are the more money they
in<<ke. Some jieople wonder where all

the old hens go to. Those which are
very fat and heavy fall into the hands of
the Hebrews, while many of the smaller
ones are sent on board ship to be killed
for the passengers. There used to Ije a
wonderful trade in ol«l hens on l>oard
ship, but there is not so much at the
present time. Some of my readers will
ask, What do the Hebrews do with the
hens when they are old and fat ? As a
rule they will give more for a hen from
three to six years old than they will for
one as many months old, as they go in
for size and fatness. . I was told by one,
who does an immense trade with old hens,
that the fat is worth is. per lb. to them,
as they use it for past r v. This is a les-
son to people who throw all the fat away.
It is most remarkable what is utilized
and turned to good account by foreign-
ers. Take the I'rench for instance; a
family will make a good meal off the
beads, legs and gi/zar<ls of two fowls,
whereas we throw them away. They
stew them down and make s])lendid
soup of them. And what is more, should
it be an old fi>wl that contains a great
deal of fat internally, that also is thrown
on the dust heap by us. The fat of a fowl
makes light pastry, and shouhl never l>e i

waste<l. Some may ask "What are we to
do with the old fat fowls ?' I answer.
Find out when the Jewish feasts are held
and send the lowls to market at that time,
when they will command a splendicl
price."

«
» «

Tlie p:mpire, an English daily, upon
the same subject says :

"Very many people keep fowls, and but
very few make the fowls keep them. The
man who buys hall a dozen hens and ex-
pects fresh eggs for breakfast all the
year round is well known to us all. He
looks forward to a succession of fried
eggs, with the calm confidence of a
broo<ly hen who has undertaken to
hatch a china egg, anil when he reaps a
full crop orf" disappointments he retires
from the business with a powerful con-
tempt for hens, and a profound scepticism
about the profit of poultry keeping. We
can sympathize with him. We are trying
to run a kitchen garden and a poultrv
farm in a back yard. There is a differ-
ence of opinion Ijetween the vegetables
and the fowls, and the latter are always
starting on a foraging expedition across
the border. It occurs to us also, after
figuring up, that it often takes a sack of
grain to make one egg. Then, again, my
hens have no conscience. They will lay
for a month, and rest for the remainder
of the year. We merely refer to these
trials and troubles of the human race, in
order at the outset to emphasize the point
that poultry farming, like any other
branch of farming, or of business, <le-

mands care, system, and knowledge on
the part of those who would succeed.
Hundreds of small farmers in France,
Ix)mbardy and Holland make a living
from the hen, which the English farmer
(lespises as a noisy and troublesome
picker-up of worms.' The small holder
in England and the larger farmer sur-
renderthe ^ io,(x)()per<lay to their foreign
rivals iKJcause they cannot bring them-
selves to believe that anything can be
made out of little things. It is here un-
doubtedly where the foreigner has his
advantage. He lives frugally and makes
the most out of everything. The German
Hgriinlturist always make a good colon-
ist, t»eiause he takes as much pains about
his cabbage patch as he dOes al)out his
t^haat field, and gives as much care to
his potiltrv nf- he does to his caftle. With
all due re«pect to the energy of the Eng-
\uh farmer, he is uot as thorough. He
leaves the little things, the smafl indus-

tries, to flourish or fail at their own wild
will. I'oultry farming is considered one
of the little things here, and under that
notion England i)a\s away ^'6o,ono a

week."
«

Mr. P. C. Smith tells a thing or two in

the .Stock KeejH'r concerning tlie ship-

ping of English birds to American yards

that will be news to many of our import-

ers, and who in turn could give Mr.

Smith advice that would save Ijoth his

purse and his patience. He says:

"Our fast steamships will carry fowls to
America, and as their days for sailing are
certain the birds need not lie al>out the
port more than a few hours. They reach
America in eight or ten days, and they
suffer no more than they would do at one
of our good shows. The l>est way to ex-
port is through one of the express com-
panies. This is not only the cheapest way,
but the most convenient. Freight should
always l)e prepaid. A shipping coop
should be made as light and strong as
possible, anil should liave a place to .se-

cure the food from being daina)^ed liy

the sea-water. The food must l>e sent
with them, as we cannot depend on the
attention of the butcher on board, whose
duty it generally is to feed the fowls.
vSome instructions as to feeding may be
given, but these are generally neglected,
as most people think it an insult to l)e

told how to feed fowls. The coop should
be made with a iloor of light boards, four
uprights two feet in front, and two and
one half feet to the back. Laths should
be firmly nailed around the top of these
uprights so as to form a framework

;

then a few similar laths nailed on from
l)ack to front to form a roof. It is also
necessary to nail a lath ardund the bot-
tom between the u])riglits. It is now
ready for canvas, 'i'liis should be nailed
on firmly around the front, back, and
ends, and oilcloth should be used for the
roof. Before the roof is finished the
(ceding box and hopper must be put in.

This is very easily done. lake a small
ilacking box. nail it to the bottom in
one corner. Take three laths the length
of the upright where the feeding-l)ox is

placed, nail them together like a little

trough,and nail all firmly to the upright,
leaving the lower en<l of the hopper an
inch al>ove the l)ottoi;i oflhe feeding-box.
The hopper may lie large or small, ac-
coriling to the iiunil)er of fowls, (iraiii

should be put in to fill l>oth hopj>er and
Ikix, and as the fowls eat (rom ilie Ijox it

will come down from the hoi>j)er. Tut
in a two-fjuart can for water, and nail it

to one of the uprights. This is alioiit the
simplest ami l)est construction we have
seen. It must How be furnished with
haniiles ; if these be absent it is likely to
get rough usage. The best handles will
be a pair of laths one foot six inches
longer than the coop, nail one to the
back and another to the front half-
way Ijetweeu the top and lK)ttoni, leaving
them nine inches over at both ends.
Hollow out a place in each end for
the hand, and it will be ready for the
fowls. Paint in three inch letters on the
canvas on one end, "I'leas*? water."
On the other end put '•Tal>lc scrajis,

please." These inslriictions may l)e

neglected, but if they do no good they
can do no harm. When birds are sent
offm proper time, so that there is only
a wait in port of a few hours, they will
cross to America in good loim, even if

the ship's officials give iheiii no foo<l."

«
« •

This seems simple enought but if he
only knew it there are easier ways and
less expensive than in express charge,

and quite as sure.

» *

Of taking American birds to England
he tells another story entirely, and one
that gives the lie to the proverb which
declares that the dog will fetch which
will carry. His tale, however, does not
agree with that others could tell and only

proves that he is uot posted, or, to use a

comnioii expression, "doesn't know the

ropes." He says:

"In importing we have a different mat-
ter. The fast stenm^htps one and all re-
fuse to take live lowls The .State line
will take tliem to .\nuiica. and I i)re-

suuie others will do likewise, but not one
of them will bring them from America.

When we import, our birds must come
by slow freight ships which sometimes
take twenty-two ilays to make the voy-
age, but this is not the worst of it. This
class of ships has no fixed day for sail-

ing. Arrange with the captain to send
the birds on the 10th, that he may be
ready to sail on the iilh ; he gets a wire
to start on the gtli, and when the fowls
go down they must l)e brought back
again and lie in the express company's
office till another ship is got to carry
them, and, lying i)erhaps a week in a
close office is worse than half the voyage.
These ships may sail early, or they may
not sail for days after they arrange, so
that the birds are almost sure to suffer
from delay in port as well as a very long
voyage. It is a great loss to importers
that some arrangement can not be made
with a line of fast steamships to carry-
fowls both ways, as the risk at present is

so great that those who import once are
not in much conceit with the business.
Last year we got over a pair of turkeys.
The letter came on January 4, stating
that they were started. We naturally
were looking out for the birds in four or
five days; but when di<l we get them ?

Not till the 21st. After a trip of thirty-
one days, the creatures came to hand in a
pitiable condition. We have often won-
dered that American jioiiltry clubs do
not try to arrange with fast lines to carry
fowls. Several American breeders send
us their circulars and a few advertise in
our papers, but how can they exj^ect to
export to us under present arrangements.
We can .send to them with safety. They
send to us at a risk which is so great
that few would undertake importing if

nearly as good could be had at home."
*

* #

One whom we are all delighted to

please, but one who in this connection

desires to be nameless, is crying "rats."

Not at the street Ijoys say it, but the

real genuine "rats" that has "help" in

flip Qnlllp f.»r(FfEi1l| • r*At< ttjo* burrOW i*'
"'"^

out of his chicken coops, that climb the

walls of the pigeon loft and that peer

into the incubator to see what progress

is making towards the next summer
night festival. And he asks in all seri-

ousness what he is going to do about it,

and will those who have had experience

favor him with the results of it ?

AILMENTS OP PIGEONS.

him a little

He has read that

with the food that

sovereign remedy.

And, can anyone give

further information,

pounded glass mixed
rats like best is a

That the rats will eat the food an<l the

glass will cut the windpijjc, etc. He has

the glass and the food and the rats, but

how to get that glass into the rat wind-

pipe is what puzzles him, as his rats don't

seem to eat that way !

*
• »

In another column is a letter from Mr.
W. H. Tegetmeier to the London Field

upon the separation of the sexes at an

early age where j)oultry is grown for

market purposes. Mr. J. S. Turner in

the English Stock-Keeper in comment
upon this says of his practices :

"My father has kept black-red game
for years—the old-fashioned short-legged
sort. They are splendid table fowls,
much meat and little bone, an<l when
killed and hung in their feathers for a
week or two equal pheasants. We do
not care to l)egiii killing them till No-
vember, by which time the young cock-
erels would probably have saved us the
trouble by killing each other if left with
the hens. We don't wait for their tail

feathers to turn in, but as soon as we can
distinguish cockerels from pullets the
former are all sent to an of! farmstead
where there is uot another chicken within
a mile of them. We generally have from
thirty to sixty crops ; had about sixty
this year. A few of the best we gener-
ally sell for breeding, the rest we kill as ,

wanted, and hang from a fortnight to six
|

weeks. We began killing this year the
Ijeginning of Novemlier, and they are as
tender as spring chickens up till the end
of March. In March we sent a few An-
dalusians up for the sake of eggs, and
the last crop of cockerels, although
younger than any we had killed, were as
tough as leather."

From a fAi-KR nv Mr. Okokoe Sot-Tii, Rkah
Rkfokr THK National I'kristkkonic So-
tlKTV.

Catarrh is cold and sore throat. The
symptoms of this affection, which is

more prevalent in the autumn and
moulting sea.son than at other times,

may be defined as follows: A chilliness

as well as cough and sneezing. The
mouth will be open, and a discharge of
•nucous of an adhesive character takes

place from the nostrils, mouth and
throat, in some cases almost filling the

same, especially when acute disease of

the parts occurs, and signs of diphtheria

are displayed.

.\s a remedy give the following com-
position: One drachm ofcayenne pepper,

two drachms of powdered gentian root,

and half a drachm of grey powder, with
sufficient soft soap to give it consistency.

This divide into small pills, one being
given night and morning. These will be

found beneficial in checked or heavy
moults. A small pinch of salt, pow-
dered nitre, or saltpetre, should be ad-

ministered twice a day. In the latter

stages glycerine may l>e used with bene-

fit, to which, in bad cases, a small por-

tion of belladonna may be added. When
diphtheria (^which can be delected by the

disagreeable smell from the parts) is

present, or large external swellings take
place on or at)out the throat, place a
piece of wadding, previously immersed
111 cold water, round the throat, keeping
in its place by means of a piece of linen
sewn over it. No hard food should be
given at these times. Eggs Ijoiled with
milk or arrowroot, rul)bed through a
fine sieve, I would recoiiimend, an<i this
may Ije given by means 01 a small india-
rubljer bottle as used for diffusing insect
powder. No attemj)! should be made to
remove hard substances from the parts
in early stages ol the attack.

Bronchitis may be recognized by the
feathers or the bird being ruffled, a de-
pressed and general unconilbrtable ap-
pearance, cough, iucieased action of the
heart and breathing, accompanied by
abnormal sounds such as wheezing, rat-
tling in the throat, etc., which are audible
at some distance. Birds suffering from
this disease are freijueiitly found moping
in a corner of their loit, or, to use a
homely but expressive phrase, all in a
heaji, and become emaciated in a few
days. For treatment I recomineiid one
cayenne pill daily, also the careful intro-
duction into the larynx and trachiea of a
soft tail feather, dipped one day in spirits
of turi)entiue and the next in weak salt and
water. This may be continued for three
or four days. 1 have found the following
pills very Ijeneficial in some cases : Assa-
(Vetida one and one-half grains, ginger
one grain, and sulphur one grain, mixed
with soft soaj) or treacle and given twice a
day. Binio(lid of mercury ointment in a
mild form should be ai)plied over the
surface of the rilts under the wing where
there is a scarcity of feathers, and re-

peated if necessary. CotUiver oil capsules
may afterwards lie had recourse to with
a<lvantage.
Pneumonitis or inflammation of the

lungs, the characteristics of which are
rigor «)r shivering fits, loss of ajjpetite,
increase and difficulty in breathing, and
a similarity to the symptoms dcscriljed
in bronchitis, though of a more severe
nature.
The treatment in these cases, is to

place two drams of nitrate of potash or
saltpetre in a pint of water for the drink-
ing fountain, or three parts of a dram of
tincture of aconite to a (piart of water
may Ije substituted fortius purpose. Pills
containg quarter grain belladonna ex-
tract, quarter grain camjihor, and half
grain carbonate of ammonia, divi<led into
four, 1 administer twice a day.

Biniodid of mercury ointment in a mild
form may also be a])plied over the sur-
face of the ribs, as reconimended in bron-
chitis, and repeated for three or four
days.

In the course of a few days a cod-liver
oil capsule may be given at night.

This disease is occasionally associated
with scrofula, and causes the obliteration
of the lung structure, through its becom-
ing firm and of a cheesy nature, differing
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from a purely inflammatory deposit in its

uniform white color and in its freedom
from any blood coloring matter as well as
in the defined condition of its limits of
extension.

It is produced by hereditary predispo-
sition, unhealthy habitations, and otner
causes

.

There are other diseases known
amongst us only too well, one of which,
inflammation, attacks the eye or eyes
with severity, and often runs its course to

the detriment and danger of the sufferer,

and not unfretjuently terminates in de-

struction or an unfavorable fungoid
growth.
The method I have found successful

has Ijeen to give the following in a pill,

according to the size of the bird :

Aloes two to four grains, ginger one
grain, hydrargyrum cum creta or grey
powder half grain to a grain, and suffi-

cient treacle to give consistency. A piece
of wadding soake<l in cold water should
l)e placed on the eye and kept in its posi-

tion by a piece of linen sewn over it.

This prevents the bird bruising the part
either with its claw or by rubbing it on
the Ixxly, which must be avoided. After
a few days, when the swelling has sub-

sided, a lotion of black-wash may be ap-

plied by means of a very soft feather

carefully passed over the organ once a

day.
I have applied a weak solution of ni-

trate of silver in the same way, but this re-

quires greater care. This disease, no mat-
ter what is done to prevent it, will at times
extend and envelope the eye and its sur-

rounding tissues, as well as the bones of
the orbit.

The ear is subject to an affection of a

tedious nature lerine<l canker, which is, I

consider of a scrofulous form, and re-

(juires great care ami ])erseverance in its

treatment. I would first recommend the
administration of a purgative. The one
I prefer is a coiinwuud aloes pill as be-

fore described. This purgative may be
repeated occasionally if deemed neces-

sary. Clean out the mucous with warm
water, and a solution of sugar of le.-id

coinpose<l of three grnins to an ounce of
water, which shouhl be warm, to i)revent

as far as po.ssible any shock or extra irri-

tation. This may be continued fi)r a few
days, and then substituted l)y a solu-

tion of sulphate of zinc of equal strength,

and applied in the same way. A very
weak solution of carlwlic acid may at

times l>e use<l. I have fre(juently intro-

duced into the ear, at night, a piece of
wadding soaked in cold water, covering
it with a dry piece, and removing it in

the morning, finding this gives relief by
softening llie discharge.
Another disea.se that the pigeon is very

subject to is rheumatisiu and gt)Ut in the

joints, more particularly in tlie wings,

legs, and feet. This most fre(|ueutly

occurs at moulting time, through cold

and inclenieiit weather.
The practice I have followed in these

cases has been to give a compound aloes

pill two or three times a week, at night
;

and ill the morning fiillowing, a cayenne
pill. BicarlM)iiate of pota.ss or carbonate
of magnesia introduced into the drink-

ing water, in the proportion of one dram
to a pint of water, is attended with gooil

effect in correcting the acidity in the

blood, and in its teiuleucy to remove the

deposits. The application of biniodid of

mercury ointment to the joints affected,

or the passing of a seton through the

skin over the parts by means of a neeille

and piece of worsted, are methods i can
recommend.

In all cases the birds should be re-

move<l to some pluce distant from the

loft, and 1>e kept free from draughts and
damp.

Before concluding my list of diseases

I must not omit to mention one that at

times affects our feathered friends, viz.,

an affection of the brain, arising from a

derangement of the digestive organs,

produced by irregular and over-feeding,

also by want of water. The syiiiptoms

are giddiness and stupor, in which they
move round in a staggering manner with

their heads inverteil, the latter being

caused probably by an effusion in the

ventricle of the brain on the opposite

side to which the head is inclined. These
cases usually terminate fatally, but may
sometimes l)e successfully treated as fol-

lows : In the early stages by the admin-
istration of castor oil or coinpounil aloes

pills until the bowels are relieved. When
the crops have been ilistended I have
had recourse to opening them with a

knife and removing the contents with

good results. This should be done in the
upjK-r part, l)etween the shoulder and
neck, care being taken to sew up the
opening with a needle and silk. Pills

composefl of half a grain of carbonate
of ammonia, quarter of a grain of cam-
phor, and a grain of carbonate of soda
divided into eight may subsequently l)e

given two or three times a day, as the case
may require. A seton inserted under the
skin only, across the back of the head, in

the hollow space between the bones of
the neck, will prove useful, as will also
some forms of blister.

Refrigerating applications to the head
in the early stages have the tendency to
relieve.

I'or birds confined in lofts I recom-
mend a plentiful supply of grit, as with-
out this the digestive organs become im-
paired. At breeding times carlK>iiates

and phosphates, such as are contained in

oyster shells and old mortar, are indis-

pensable for the proper formation of the
shell. In the moulting season benefit

will lie derived form the addition of car-

iMinate of magnesia to the drinking
water in proportion of one dram to the
pint of water.

With regard to hygiene I would offer a

few suggestions. In the first place a dry
h)ft, well ventilated in the roof to allow
the escape of noxious vapors, and pro-
tected on the northeast side.

Oreat care should be taken at the
moulting sea.son to protect the birds from
cold and inclement weather, as these are

in my opinion the causes of the greater
number of the ailments to which pigeons
are subject.

Change of habitation of the birds

especially of the sensitive ones.frequently
gives them an indisposition to feed, and
unless steps are taken to remedy, an
atrophy will l>e the consequence. In
such cases I have made a practice of feed-

ing them my.self at night and for this

purpose have used soaked grain.

THE DORKING.

"White Varieties the Most Pleasing

and Quite as Profitable.

[CONTINUKD FROM PACK 363.]

I have kept all colors, and also nearly

all other breeds of poultry, but white

Dorkings always have, and I feel sure

always will, stand Ai with me. For table

they equal their colored brethren, and if

anything they are better layers when
kept side by side under exactly similar

conditions ; while from an ornamental

point of view, on a lawn, in a paddock or

shrubbery, or even in the show jien, they

are particularly handsome, their bright

red rosecombs contrasting with their

lovely white plumage, and making a

very pretty effect. No doubt many are

deterred from keeping whites from the

extra trouble caused by their having to

l)e washed Ijefore exhibition, their white

plumage generally getting too much
soiled to lie fit for the show pen till they

have l)een "tubbed," but a successful

fancier of any breed never grudges any

trouble that will improve his birds, and,

after all, when the practice is acquired

washing is not a very troublesome opera-

tion, and in these days of keen competi-

tion it has to be practiced more or less in

many breeiis uot white, if the exhibitor

would retain his position in the front

rank. While I>3rkings are much closer

in feather than the colored, consequently

a bird equally large and heavy /oois

smaller. They have made rapid strides

in public favor during the past few years.

Ten or twelve years ago only an occa-

i<'eather jsatinff.

Over-feeding with fat-forming foods,

under-feeding with vegetable food, and

that nothing is given for feather making
are the chief reasons for feather eating.

Fowls having a free run find their own
feather-making food—beetles, insects and

many kinds of green food.

Sulphur is chief of the components in

feather making. A hen after becoming

well clothed with feathers keeps in good

health with bright feathers on a very

small amount of feather-making food.

But laying eggs is another matter alto-

gether, as she has to provide clothing
for a cliick in every egg she lays. No
wonder she Ijecomes restless and irritable

when shut up in a small bare run. Stim-
ulated to produce eggs, but no material

supplied to make the down, she is com-
pelled to turn thief and cannibal. She
robs her companions in misery and they
rob her.

I advised giving hens confined in small
runs flour of sulphur or li(|uid sulphur
and lime in their soft foo<i as a sulistitute

for the beetles, etc., found on free runs,

but I did not advise the use of bones and
meat.
The most profitable way of feeding

ordinary fowls kept in small runs is for

morning meal one ounce fine sharps,

half an ounce fine pollard mixed to a

stiff paste with water or pot licjuor. Two
or three times a week add a little flour of

sulphur or li(|uid sulphur. On other days
add a pinch of household mustard and
salt. Instea<l of the jmllard an eijual

jjuantity of pea or beanmeal or ground
oats may be use<l for a change.
Evening meal—One and a half ounces

good barley or wheat or two ounces oats,

changing from time to time. In addition

a. good supply of green food, es])ecially

the first tiling in the luoriiiiig, grit, egg
shells, or oyster shells broken small.

Deductions from the above should be
made if house scraps be given.

I'eed aliout eight or nine in tl e morn-
ing and five to six in the evening. Give
rather less in hot weather and a little

more in cold.

About three months before the second
moult is due, increase the quantity of
food half an ounce each day. The extra
number of eggs laid will more than pay
for the extra food, and the bird will l>e

in the best condition for killing at the

commencement of the second moult.

—

Holly.

3lGIftCtA pUAft

and one small class at the largest shows,

although many yards were then bred

solely for table purposes ; now we see

classes as large as the other varieties.

The majority of the whites have much
improved in size, color and all other
points ; but I much question if the l>est

specimens are much lietter than some
birds I recollect some years ago.

In all Dorkings, and especially,! think,

the whites, there is room for great im-
provement in many cases in the matter
of fourth and fifth toes. Many other-

wise good birds are seen with these toes

either joined half-way up, grown close

together, or otherwise irregular, which in

either case detracts much from their ap-

pearance. I am often told white Dork-
ings are delicate. I cannot admit this

;

if they are not "inbred," and are of a

good .strain, they are as hardy as any. I

live in an exjwsed position, 600 feet

al)Ove sea level, and I find them as hardy
as a Cochin or Brahma, and as easy to

rear.

Coming to the cuckoos, I am sorry to

see these becoming scarcer each year.

Personally, I have never bred many of

them, but what I have were of good
quality, and I intend to go in for them
more extensively. Mr. Burnell, in his

book publishe<l fifteen years ago, speaks
very highly of them, lioth for talile an<l

laying properties, and says they are very

hardy ; while the Countess of Dart-

mouth, who has bred them for nearly

fifty years, says they are to be more re-

lied on than either of the other Dorkings
for providing the breakfast table with

new-laid eggs from November to lebru-

ary, when they are scarce, and they coii-

sc<iueiitlv then liecome broody and make
capital mothers for early chickens. I

feel sure this is a breed which would well

repay a lew spirited f.inciers to take up.

I am inclined to think that ten to fif-

teen years ago a few individual birds

were more often sold for higher prices

than at the present day, but I am also

.satisfied that at the present time far more
binis change hands at good remunerative
prices than there did then ; a notable in-

stance of this may be found in the last

Crystal Palace Show, where one exhibi-

tor of darks alone (Mr. B. Smith) had
over /80 worth claimed at such u.seful

prices of eight, ten, ami twelve guineas

each. While in whites two birds changed
hands at jC^ 15s. each, and .several others

at from two to six guineas.—J. Petlipher

in Fanciers' Gazette (Eng).

AN EXPERIENCE.

A "Warm Milk Bath for Chipplngr

Hard-Shelled lEgga.

An enthusiastic pigeon fancier tells in

the Feathered World of the difficulties in

the way of squab rearing and how to

meet them. He says :

"I once had a pair of valuable English

owls put under my care for a friend who
was going abroad for some little time,

and I was asked by him to take care of

them while he was away. I did not then

keep pigeons, but had previously done
so, which, I suppose, was the reason why
they were trusted to me. I had an empty
loft at my disposal into which I put this

pair of birds, having previously placed

in the loft two good-sized tea chests, into

each of which I put a nest pan in case

my charges should take it into their

heads to have a family. After I had had
the birds alx)ut a week I noticed the hen
was not well. She seemed mopish and
carried her wings trailing on the floor

and the cock driving her very impetu-

ously to nest. When I saw the way she

was in I knew I should have trouble.

She was the previous season's hen and
had never had a nest. I watched her

carefully, and when I noticed her having

apparently not left the nest for abont

twenty-four hours, I took her in my
hands and found an egg adhering to her,

which, through being so weak, she was

quite unable to get rid of I took some
sweet oil with which I soaked well the

feathers to which the egg was clinging

and very carefully worked the oil into

them. I very gently unfa.stened the egg,

which I placed into the nest pan and put

my patient on to it. She was perfectly

quiet an<l seemed, poor thing, thankful

to me for relieving her.

"Here commenced my second diffi-

culty. I ha<l not at hand any dumm}' or
addled egg with which I should have
liked to have temporarily replaced the
egg I had just put under the hen, which
of course was the first of the two eggs
she would lay, the second coming two
days later. From past experience I had
found the use of a dummy egg until the
second egg was laid, of the utmost im-
portance, for if tlie first egg is left the
old birds more or less sit upon it, and
consequently it hatches a day sooner
than the second egg, the evils of which
the reader will see I had to contend with
when these eggs were hatched. I can
not too much impress upon young fan-

ciers the great importance of temjx)-

rarily replacing the first egg, as I lielieve

that thousands of scjueakers die each year
through want of knowledge of this ex-

change of the first egg.

"To continue my story. In an hour or
so my patient came out of the nest, and
seemed much bc-tter and commenced to

eat a little. The cock was so excited

with his letter lialPs return that he com-
menced cooing to her in such a vigorous
manner that I had to take him away for

an hour or two, so as to allow the hen to

get something to eat without his most
flattering attentions. I was then able to
give the hen some little exercise by scat-

tering the corn loosely over the floor, the
bird having to move atK»Ht so as to pick
up the food. I knew this exercise would
do her good iK'fore laying the second
egg. On putting the cock in the loft

again he behaved much Ijetter, an<l per-

ceiving the egg, was so delighted witli it

that he went and sat uj)on it, and so left

the hen in peace. The second egg was
laid all right. Both birds turned out
good sitters, which was a blessing to me,
lor I was determined, if possil)le, to have
a young bird or two to present to my
friend on his return.

When the eggs were due to hatch I

looked them over and found more trouble

in store for me. One of the eggs was
showing signs of hatching, but the young-
ster inside was (juite unable to break
through the shell, which was too hard
for him, so I dipped the egg three or four

limes into fairly waini milk, allowing the

milk to dry on the shell between each
insertion. I have always heard warm
water advised, in place of milk, but I

4*
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have found milk succeed best ; it sticks

better to the shell, keeps wanu lotlger,

and consequently rots the shell more
effectually. Next time I looked at my
youngster he was no longer a prisoner,

but a fine youngster wriggling aJxjUt in

the nest. Next day the other egg showed
signs of hatching, but, like the previous

egg, was too hard to be broken through.

I used the warm milk again, which cer-

tainly did make the shell more easy to

break through ; but this time the shell

was even too thick for this manceuvre to

succeed. I very gently snipped away part

of the shell with my firtger-nail, com-
mencing where 1 found the youngster's

beak to be, and with the utmost care

snipped the shell round the thick part

of the egg alx>ut half way round, and
placed the egg under the bird again. On
looking at it some three or four hours
after, I found the bird still unable to

break through, but it had got its l)eak

through the shell, 1 snipped a little more
of the shell away, of course stopping

when I perceived the least sign of blood

appearing, and by the means of a fine

straw and my mouth, dropped a very

•mall quantity of luke warm milk down
the youngster's beak. It sucked the

milk down quite willingly ; on my look-

ing for the result in another three or four

hours it was free. I can tell you I shook
hands with myselfon finding my success,

for it is always a risky operation to free

a youngster from a shell, when you are

forced to pick away the shell and to keep
up the bird's strength by artificial means.
"My next difficulty I had anticipated

for the reason I have previously ex-

plained, viz., being unable to exchange
the first egg laid with a dummy egg until

the second egg was laid and so have got

both eggs to hatch on the same day. As
I was now placed the first egg hatched a

day before the second one. In about

two days the squab first hatched was
about twenty-five per cent larger than

the second one hatched. In four days

it was fifty per cent iargcr auu stioiigci

through its getting mo>t of the food, as

the smaller bird was not able to fight on
equal terms with its stronger companion
wnen the old birds were feeding them
and consequently it was always left hun-
gry. I knew that if I left them to them-
selves the smaller one would soon be
starved to death, so everv time when I

fed the old birds I took away the stronger

youngster until the old birds had fed the

weaker and then put it back in the nest.

I had to do this for about a week until

the weaker one got strong enough to

look after himself.

"I did think my troubles were now
over, but they were not. When the

squabs were about ten days ol<l the cock
commenced to run the hen to nest again.

I knew if the hen laid again before the

youngsters in the nesl were a fortnight

old I should very likely lose them, for

the first pair of young would not be old

enough to feed themselves when the next

pair of eggs were hatching and conse-

quently the attention of the old birds

would go to the la-st young and also the

old birds would have the soft foo<l in

their crops provided by nature to feed

the young hatching, which also would
prevent the birds fee«ling the older mem-
bers of their family. I took the cock
away for about two ilays, leaving the hen
to feed the young, which she did most
carefully. When I put the cock again

in the loft he had forgotten all about a

further increase of his family and became
quite a pattern papa to the family he
already had."

Pigeon House Floor,

fhe floor of my pigeon house is of

inch deal boards, painted with three

coats of goo<l oil paint to prevent any

moisture from the birds droppings soak-

ing into it. Wooden floors do not answer

for pigeons unless well painted and kept
scrupulouslv clean ; but when this is at-

tended to they are the best I know of
The floor of my lofts is scraped over

every morning, and then swept with a

soft hair broom to remove any dust the

birds may have brought in on their feet

from the outside fly, and the scurf or

scale from their feathers. Fresh bath

and drinking water is given daily in

winter, and three or four times a day in

summer.—E. O. Cresswell.

TABLE POULTRY.

Caponlzinff Not NeoesBary to the

Increased Oro-wrth of

Flesh for Food.

The determination of the age at which

chicken should be shut up in order to be

fattened for the table is a point of very

great importance, if first-rate results are

required. The general rule is to shut up

the cockerels as soon as the two long

cetttrail tail feathers over-lap the straight

feathers of the tail ; and the pullets before

they have laid.

The object of this as soon as the young

birds begin to exercise their reproductive

functions, they cease to lie first'class

table poultry. It is cjuite true they are

edible, but they are not birds one would
wish to place before a gourmet ; ar.d,

what is stdl more to the point, not only

is the quality lessened, but the quantity

is seriously mterfered with, for the birds

cea-se to grow or fatten at the rate they
did previously.

It is not generally known that by
keeping each sex not only apart, but
absolutely out of sight of the other, both
the cockerels and pullets may l*e grown
to a much larger size than usual, without
the quality of the flesh being deteriorated.

If the young cocks are separated before

their tails begin to turn, and removed
out of the sight of the hens, they do not
become hard and coarse, and grow to a

larger size than they otherwise would. I

am not recommending that they should
be shut up in small runs or pens, but

that they should be kept quite apart, and
out of the sight of the other sex. If this

is done, the severe and painful operation

of caponizing is quite unnecessary ; in

fact, it was not generally performed even
on the finest birds at the fat poultry

show held in Paris during February.
The keeping the sexual proclivities in

abeyance by separation is sometimes
practiced with regard to gold or Am-
herst pheasants. These birds, as every
rearer of them is aware, are most pug-

nacious, the males killing not only one
another, but also the females. Never-
theless, .a score of gold cocks in full

plumage may be kept in one inclosure,

affording one of the most gorgeous
sights in the animal kingdom, provided
only that the whole of the males were
put together whilst chicks, and have
never l>een allowetl to associate with the

hens. Under these circumstances they

live peaceably, but the introduction of a

single hen is the signal for the com-
mencement of a battle royal, from which
it is probable not a single bird would
emerge alive.

If a corresponding plan is adopted
with poultry, the young cocks can be

kept until late in the season, or even into

the new year, without deterioration, but,

oil the other hand, with great improve-
ment as regards size. The same remarks
are true, fnutalis mutandis, with regard

to the hens. A fowl that has laid an

egg is herself edible, but can not for a

moment be compared to a pullet that

has not laid ; the quality, tenderness

and sapidity of the flesh of the latter

are greatly superior. Hence those pul-

lets that are intended to lie fattened for

the table should not lie allowed to run

promiscuously with the other birds in

the poultry yard; if first-class fattened

poulards are required, they should be

separated.
It may be said that this separation of

the sexes in poultry is too much trouble

to lie generally followed. This mav be

true, but in many places where farge

numbers of poultry are reared for home
consumption or the market, it could be

done without any great increase of

trouble, and the improvement in the

birds would amply repay that which was
necessary.
To those who rear for their own tables,

and have facilities for carrying these

suggestions into effect, I can strongly

recommend them; but they must take

the strictest precautions that the birds

are separated l)efore they have manifested

any sexual proclivities.—W. B. Teget-

meier in the Field.

PIGEON FLYING.

George W. Ohltds Oup for 1800.

To be held by each increased distance

covered in the season of 1890, and won

when the existing record for distance in

the day is broken.

AS IT STANDS.
Datt. Home. Start. tMstnncr.

May 29. J. OlKgle. Phila. Concord. 428^^ miles.

AS IT STOOD.
May 18. Virtue Club. Phila. Oranue. *» miles.
" 23. J. OigKle. " Concord, 4J8}4 "

The Fanciers' Prize.

Open to all subscriliefs to THE Fan-

CIHR.S' JotTRNAL. For the best average

speed from 200 miles or over in the sea-

son of iSgfj, previous to October 15.

AS IT .STANDS.

Distance. Av. Speed.
254 miles. 1105 yards.

IT STOOD.

Date.
June 8.

Date.
May 29.

May 23.

Owner.
E. Clark.

AS
Owner.

J Uiggle.

J. Diggle.

Distance.

428J4 miles.
428}^ miles.

Av. Speed.
•0347 yards,
101 1 yards.

h
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ON THE WIND.

The journeys to be flown this week for

the Fanciers' Prize are :

To the loft of John Diggle, of this city,

from Danville, Va.; twelve birds coun-

temiarked the loth inst.; distance 325

miles.

To the loft of John Blootl, of this

city, from Concord, N. C; three birds

countermarked the nth; distance 428

miles.

To Fall River, Mass., from Dresden,

N. Y., seven birds to the Suburban club

lolts ; shipped ttie iilh insi. ; distance

300 miles.

To Fall River, Mass., vSam. Hunt's

loft, from Wilmington, Del., one bird,

shipped 1 2th inst.
*

—The Lawrence. Maw., Club's birds,

were at Baldwins ville. Mass,, the 2d inst.

—The copy of Moore's Columbarian
sold by Mr. J. C. Lyell to Mr. Coombe-
Williams for |ioo and lately in the

market, has been purchased by Mr.
Mathias.

Five birds of Mr. John Diggle were the

first to be ready for the journey from 5CX3

miles. These were countermarked the

loth inst. and sent to Greenville, S. C,

for liberating at sunrise of the first favor-

able morning. In the lot are the three

birds that were first to make the journey

from 425 miles and that hold the George

W. Childs cup for greatest distance in

the day to date. The air line distance

for this lastjourney is aljout 526 miles.

•
» *

The Virtue Club was next in order and

on the afternoon of the nth presented

fifteen birds for counterniarking. These

are owned, Frank Lane 5, John Adam 5,

John McFadden 5. In the lot is Red

Devil of the Adams loft that was first

from 200 miles and returned from the

300 miles journey torn by a hawk. The

station for this lot is also Greenville, S.

C. Distance about 526 miles.

* *

The Hub Club's birds are lieing trained

slowly. The Wagner birds will fly from

Schenectady next Sunday, and will then

rest until the Gould and Hicks flyers

now at North Adams have caught up.

Mr. Wagner reports his birds in excel-

lent condition and with only one dropped

in training.
«

The birds of Mr. Theodore P. Green,

Woo<lbnry, fly from Baltimore this week,

from Washington next week, and then

will be sent for record and the prizes.

There are about eighty up for record mak-

ing and will make a grand showing. Mr.

Green has engaged "an additional hand"

—ostensibly in his business but actually

and confessedly to help with the pigeons.

The season thus far has held both

good and bad flying weather, but unfortu-

nately the blrtlsh ave as a rule, been at

home in their lofts when the journeys

could have been made with credit.

•
One or two things must lie rememberetl

in record flying : That the owner's name

muat not be upon the birds' wings, and

the owners must not hold communica-

tion with the liljerator. Both of these

rules are built upon precedent. That is,

a bird liearing the owner's name reported

to the owner as found, was returned by

express, its countermarks regularly re-

ported and record claimed. Unfortu-

nately for the claim the bird bore the race

secretary's address and the fact of its

Ijeing returned by express was reported

by the same mail that brought the coun-

termarks and claim for record from the

owner.
« *

Where the liberator could be comniu-

uicated with it has happened that he has

l)een asked and has given countermarks

which should have remained unknown to

the the owner until after the arrival of

the bird—by wing—at home.

*
»

I see by the American Columbarian

that "The homing pigeon fanciers of

Buffalo, Rochester, Niagara Falls, Ithaca

and other sections, recently organized

the Western New York Federation of

Flying Fanciers with these officers:

President, Mr. Geo. J. Metzger, Buffalo

;

vice-president, Mr. William Austin, Ni-

agara Falls ; secreUry and treasurer, Mr.

William Vesy, Buffalo ; Executive Com-

mittee. Mr. L. P. Smith, Ithaca; Mr.

Henry .Smith, Buffalo; Mr. Ed. Saun-

ders, Buffalo ; race secretary, Dr. G. W.

Strong. Buffalo. The main object of the

Federation is to lK)om the flying sport in

Western New York and to encourage

every effort to elevate the fancy. Rac-

ing contests for speed and trials for long-

distance flying for diplomas and valua-

ble prizes have lieen arranged. This new

organization will co-operate with the

Washington, D. C, Federation, the Em-

pire Flying Club of New York, the De-

troit Federation, the Milwaukee Flying

Club.the Suburban Homing Pigeon Club,

of Fall River, Mass, the Belgian Club, of

Toronto, and organizations in other lo-

calities, for the advancement of the fly-

ing sport tliroughout the country."

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of H. C. Norton, Ger-

mantown, Pa., fantails: i. To Henry J.

Behrinan, New York City, one booted

and crested and one plain hen. 2. To

Ivouis A. Shaw, Chestnut Hill, Mass.,

one pair blacks, one red hen 3. To
Andrew Muehlig, Ann Arlwr, Mich., one
yellow cock.
To the H. C. Norton loft, Germantown,

Pa., the entire stock of white fantails,

from the lofts of Mr. Theo<lore P. Green,

Woodbury, N.J.
From the loft of B. Baker, Brooklyn,

to E. V,. Quick, Brooklyn, the entire col-

lection of magpies, including the prize

winners.
From the loft of O. Steifel, Brooklyn,

to E. E. Quick, Brooklyn, the entire col-

lection of pigmy pouters imported from
Germany in April.

From the loft of E. E. Quick, Brook-

lyn, to L. B. Guion, Seneca F'alls, N. Y.,

one pain black nuns, one red nun cock.

To Brooklyn Lofts.

The first returns to Brooklyn lofts in

the concourse race from three hundred

miles were as follows : To John Ballard,

at 3.15 P. M.; to J. S. Iversen, at 405 P.

M.; to L. W. Spangihl, at 4.09 P. M.; to

R. Pupke, at 4.05 P. M. ; to C. !• ischer, at

5.24 P. M. The air line distance was

about 300 miles. The start was at 9 A.

M. the 7th inst.

THE HOMING FACULTY.

t

II

The Beginningr of All Plying—The

Color of the Bye.

It is the Belgians that we must credit

with developing and applying to practical

purpose that marvellous faculty by which

the pigeon finds its home from almost

incredible distances. This faculty they

have aptly termed orientation, that is, the

finding of the direction.

About seventy years ago it was dis-

covered that by mating pigeons of dis-

tinct qualities a strain might lie produced
which would combine these (jualities in

the individual. It was in the same year
that a pigeon let ^o in Paris returned to

its home in Vierviers 150 miles distant,

a feat which set all Belgium to wonder-
ing and to putting the pigeons that were
then only flown from short distances to

the test tor merit. .\nd, so readily did

they respond that great interest was
awakened and clubs and societies were
formed to do l>y combined effort that to

which the individual was unequal.
This was all l)efore the introduction of

the railways in Belgium and these tests

were made at great expense and trouble,

and by subjecting the birds to such long
weary voyages in close quarters that the

wonder is they survived to prove their

wonderful qualities. To send these birds

away for liberating a rude conveyance
was fitted up. This, a cart with hoops to

form a compartment was covered over
with canvas and provided with perches

and water tins. Sometimes a horse dragged
the cart but more often it was pushed
along by the convoyeur. Another way
was to fit a wicker basket to the shoul-

ders of a man. This basket, made up of
tiers, would hold many birds. Sometimts
even fifty have been carried and to start-

ing points ten and twelve days' journey
on, as a man travels. It is from this l>e-

.r4*.*.i*.rr *1i..* 4-1, «« n<.1rv*ari arw^ft /-.T tlto
^^•...•.•^ ......V w..^ ..^.^.;ii. -f. _.

present has grown.
There is a great difference of opinion

as to the color of the eye of the homing
pigeon. Some prefer the black, others

the red as nearest approaching that of

the wild bird, but the majority will have
only the i)earl. But there is more in this

color of the eye than is at first apparent.

All birds that fly at night have black
eyes, whereas the pearl eyed cuniulet,

the highest flying and longest on the

wing of the pigeons chooses mid day for

its flights. From this it will l)e seen

that the white or pearl eyed birds are

l)est for clear weather and strong light,

while the black eyed are liest for con-
. trary conditions.

Supposing the bird's vision to be no
stronger than that of the human being,

the bird would soon become acquainted

with all within a radius of seventy miles

of home, since aeronauts tell us they can

see to this distance. Supposing a bird

to l)e thrown up kxj miles from home it

would see seventy miles 40 of which
would lie within the home radius. At
150 miles from home it would make three

circles to obtain its home bearings.

I'ailing to get sight of home it would fly

in a chance direction and from a new
centre again make three circles.

Failing still to discover a land mark it

would return to the place from which it

was started, and from this point would
again start out in still another direction.

Thus a thoroughly good bird would con-

tinue to explore. Failing utterly it

would l>ecome a lost bird and remain at

the starting point.

The following diagram explains this :

A is the home of the bird, and the circle

has a radius of 70 miles. B is kto

miles distant from .\. \ bird thrown up
at B would be able to distinguish a laiul-

mark forty miles within its home circle,

and make for it. C is 200 miles from
home. When liberated the bird not see-

ing a known object would fly an uncertain

distance, circle and not finding a land-

mark would return to the starting point,

to try another direction. Thus if toward

D and E were its first and second ven-

tures, and F the third, the latter lieiiig

within the home circle would it would
from it get its bearing—and hasten to

home.—R. W. Alldridge.

—The birds of John R. Hunsberger
and Mr.W. D. Denagre, both of Chestnut

Hill, Pa., will DC ready for the Orange
journey, 200 miles, the 9th inst. One
"bird has been lost in training.

The Brooklyn Club.

Twenty-seven birds were shipped to

Washington, I). C, the 7th inst, for lib-

erating early next morning. These were

owned C. Dietrich 12, J. Nickels 9, P.

Schweiik 4, F. Cappell 2. Of the race

the New York Sun of the 8th inst. says :

" The members of the Brooklyn Hom-
ing Club were more than disappointed
yesterday . It appears that they ahippetl

a lot of fine birds, twenty-seven in nuni-

l>er, to Gen. A. W.Greely,Chief Signal offi-

cer at Washington, D. C.. on Friday. The
birds were to be lilierated yesterday, and
the club received a telegram to the effect

that the pigeons had been liberate«l at

7.58 A. M., at Wa.shiiigton, the wind
i)eing sharp north; weather clear. The
first return was to the F. Cappell loft, on
Myrtle avenue, at 1.42 P. M., only one of

his two birds arriving at home. There
were nine birds entered from J. Nickel's

loft, at 114 Myrtle avenue, and the first

and only return was reported at 1.40

P.M.
"A. P. Schwenk, the president of the

Brooklyn Homing Club, had entered
four birds, and, strange to say, there afC

rived but one at his loft at n.53. The
strangest, part, however, of the story is

this: C. Dietrich, of 27 r.oerum Place,

had shipped twelve goo<l, strong birds,

of the best stock, and of these one sol-

itary pigeon entered the coop at 3.44.

When Mr. Dietrich and the appointed
timer went to the loft to identify the
bird and the countermark they discov-
ered that the tail feathers had been
clipi)ed, irregularly but clearly, with
some sharp instrument.
"Out of the twenty-seven birds sent by

four members of the club only four ar-

The Empire Club.

The second general race of this club

was flown on Sunday last from Rocky

Mount, Va. ; distance, air line, 400 miles.

The entry was fifty -nine birds, owned

by Messrs. Whiteley, Hopkins, Johnson
and Hoiisel, of the Newark (N. J.) sec-

tion, and Messrs. M. B. Maguire, Gold-

man, Prior and P. J. Maguire. of the

Brooklyn section.

The start was at 5.45 A. M.; wind
northwest ; weather clear. The result of

the race was as follows :

Owner.
T. \>. Ooldman . .

J. Prior
F. Whiteley. . . .

P. J . MaKUire . . .

James W. Housel

The wind-up of the old bird-flying sea-

son will be a race on June 21, from North
Carolina, about 500 miles, air line.

In Loft.
P. M.

Distance.
Mites.

Average
Speed.
Yards.

5»7 4f^-55 1026.6

.5-* 409.61 1025.4
1033.65«7 402.48

.6.nM 409.3."> 964.8

.6.31 502.22 924.1

To Readville, Mass.

Nine birds owned by Mr. M. Burke,

Readville, Mass., were liberated in New
York City by Mr. D. E. Newell, from

West Nineteenth Street, at 7.35 A. M.,

the 8th inst. They ni.ade a fine start, all

flying in a bunch to the northeast, which
direction they immediately took without

circling. The first return was the Mealey
No. 19, reported "home at 12.25 P. M."
Not certified. The air line distance about

181 miles ; average speed 1098 yards per

minute. Other returns were reported by

mail as entering loft at 12.28, 12.29, 12.30,

1.25 and 1.26. The last return the day of

start was No. 24 at 6.05 P. M. These
birds have made only two previous jour-

200 MILES

rived at home, one at each loft. That
the time made was slow they think

was on account of the strong head

wind, but that only one pigeon should

return to each loft, when the entries were

12, 9, 4 and 2 in nunil)er, is beyond their

comprehension."

neys, the first from Franklin, Ma.ss.,

May 17, the second from Plain ville, Ct.,

eleven days later.

CAPITAL GOSSIP.

The Fifth Rcuje Won by Miller's

Lottie May.

Washington, D. C, June 11.—The
fifth race under the Federation's man-

agement was June 8 from Greensboro, N.

C, the 247 miles' station. The start was

at 8. 10 A. M. The first return was Frank
Miller's Ix)ttie May at 5.14>^ P. M., and

Lewis Turner's Long Chance, Jr., at 6.27

P. M. This race was for the plush up-

holstered chair offered by Mr. Julias

Lansburgh.

Monday evening the victory was
washed down with several gallons of ice

cream and in the company of a happy so-

cial gathering.

So far no disturbing element has in-

vaded the precincts of the great Wash-
ington Federation, as every race has
been flown S(]uare and honest despite the
implications of outsiders.

At the last meeting the following were
elected to active membership : B. S.
Ringgold and Volney Eaton, and W. L.
Colburn and Colonel Frank Long to
honorary.

It is a grand sight after a race when
the name of the lucky winner is an-
nounced by the race secretary to see the
assembled fanciers step up with con-
gratulations, showing that however great
was the desire to possess the prize there
is no ill feeling towards the fortunate
competitor.
Now as the prize races are over and the

300, 400 and 500-miles races will be for

diplomas and against time, the prepara-
tions are being pushed for the first catch
and show race. This will be flown June
22, from Covesville, Va., 120 miles, and
for the handsome gold badge donated by
the Messrs. Voigt and Haas.
At the last meeting of the Post Club,

v,m idit^o^ Hsrr" Sellhsusei; 2tid Ed-
ward Voiet were elected to membership.
Our only George Phillips is busily at

work making an addition to his loft in

the shape of a large outside aviary. He
will also make improvements in the loft

in the shape of nest boxes, water fonn-

tains, electric bells, etc. Ere long he
will have as nice a loft as can be found in

the city.

Mr. W. E. Birch, of Covesville, Va.,

paid us a visit the last week. Mr. Birch
was recently elected an honorary mem-
ber to the Federation, and expressed
himself as highly pleased with all the
members. "Long" John Hoffer is

quietly training his youngsters and has
great hopes for some of the prizes that

are at the stake. We often see him
looking at the diamond badge.

To the Schreiber Loft.

Ten birds owned by Mr. Louis Schrei-

ber, of the Ariel Club, of this city, were

let go in Liberty, Va., in the concourse

race the 7th inst. The start was at 9 A.

M. The first return was an ash cock at

4.46>4 P. M. Distance, 295>i miles, av-

erage sjieed 1 115 yards per minute. Other

returns were at4.5o>^, 4-36¥. 6.09, 6.13 V,

6.28, 6.39>i (2) and one at 11.15 A.M.,

next day.

Mr. Schreiber says he was unable to

ship in the 2(K) miles race. The Sunday
previous to this 300 miles fly he sent

twelve birds to rx) miles and had all

returned home. Their next station was
Liberty, where eight arrived same day
and one next morning.

Jerseyville's Association.

The Jerseyville, 111., Poultry Associa-

tion at its last regular meeting elected

these officers for current year: President,

F. P. Henderson; vice-president, J. H.
Richards, treasurer, J. G. Marston; re-

cording secretary, (ieorge B. Steele; cor-

responding secretary, J. Edwin Dufiield;

executive committee, John Wiley, Henry
vScheffer, Sr., M. B. Noble.

To Yardley, Pa.

Thirty birds, owned 13 by Mr. A. J.

Cadwallader and 17 by Mr. E. W. Twin-

ing, both of Yardley, Pa., were lilierated

in their first journey for record this sea-

son in Orange, Va., at 7 o'clock the

morning of the 8th inst. The first return

was Elinor, rg. 319, to the Cadwallader

loft, at 1.33 P. M. Distance 222 >^ miles,

average speed 997 yards per minute.

The second was Reg'. 53, to the Twin-

ing loft, passing the wires at 1.34 P. M.
Distance about 227^^ miles. Average

speed 996 yards. The arrivals the same
day were nine Cadwallader, seven Twin-

ing. The second journey is to be from

275 miles on the 14th or the first that is

favorable after. The entry for this is

Twining 17, Cadwallader 10; two late re-

turns to the latter l)eing kept at home.

The Ohio Prize.

The birds of the Cincinnati and New-
port, Ky., fanciers entered in the race

from St. Louis, Mo., 300 miles, for the

Commercial-Gazette prize were lilierated

the morning of June i, but none were

home at evening. The secret of the

failure to return it is said was discov-

ered when the baskets came back.

In each one had been placed a quan-

tity of food for the pigeons, and a spionge

moist with water, into which they could

thrust their beaks at will for drink and

coolness. The discovery was made that

the sponges had been saturated with

whisky, and that the pigeons had been

made drunk.

was from

from the

To Milton, Mass.

The third race for the club

Dewitt, N. Y., about 254 miles

nearest home loft. The entry was Elton

Clark 8, M. G. Richardson 5, H. Watson

I, A. H. Ladd i. The start was to have

been on Saturday the 7th inst., but that

day being rainy and generally unfavor-

able the birds were held until 9. 12 A. M.
Sunday, when, the baskets opened, the

birds at once took the air line course to

home.
The first return was 162 E. C. to the

loft of Elton Clark at 3.23 P. M., Reg. 174
arriving two minutes later. The timer
engaged for Saturday not appearing on
Sunday, and the telegraph office at Mil-

ton being closed, Mr. Clark drove to

Quincy, where the operator certified to

the arrival at 4 P. M. Taking time of
arrival and until exact place of lil)erating

is known the distance at minimum fisf-

ures, 254 miles, the average speed would
be 1 205 yards per minute. As the time

of showing to operator 4 P. M. without
allowance would give 1095 yards per

minute, these figures may be accepted as

the least that was accomplished until in-

vestigation will give the true speed. Two
other returns to the same loft were 155

E. C. at 4.55 P. M. and 158 E. C. at 5.17

P. M.
Mr. M. G. Richardson had four birds

home at 4 P. M.

—The Messrs. Mosseaux & Kennedy,
of Terell, Texas, had about 4000 chick-

ens in the car that was wrecked on the

Fort Worth and Denver R. R.
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SCRAPPLE.
The Old Time Minorca—To Pre-

vent Foul Crop—Fancy Mice.

To Make a Bird Case.

Memo. To Pt-event Foul Crop.

S. K. says: To keep the crop of a pouter

sweet I occasionally jnit a piece of (piick-

lime into a pail of water. The following

day I pour off the water for it will only

take a certain portion of lime, and this I

give to the hinfs to <lrink, taking care to

previously remove all other water which
may lie in their drinking ves.sels. Pigeons,

esijecially pouters, require some atten-

tion Hi-.d care to keep them in a healthy

condition. Pouters freciuently gorge
themselves, when the foo<l swells in the

crop and liecomes .sour, in which condi-

tion it is most offensive, and unless steps

are taken to remove the uniligested food,

death or other sickness soon follows.

Memo. The Old Time Minorca.

J. C. says : I am s*ire that most of the

Minorca fanciers of to-day never saw a

real Knglish reti-faced Minorca. 1 have
been well acquaiute<l with the variety for

the last thirty-five years, and I give you
my word the old red-faced Mijiorca in

those days was quite a different bird to

what we see in the show pen of to-day.

The old time Minorca was a short legged

fowl, resembling the Dorking very much
in shape, goo<l large cojub, re<l face, with

plenty of plumage, dark legs ear lol>e9

(Of ear l)OSon»s as we used to call them
in those days) were of the almond shape,

generally tinged with re<l. The old lan-

cier did not count the IoIk' as anything.

I have weighed sevtr.d cockerels myself

at seven months old frotn eight j)ounds

to eii^ht and a quarter iiounds, ohl cocks

from nine iKXiiids to nnie and a half

pounds. The eggs were very much
larger than they are now, and I have
known mv father to make a t)et to weigh
twelve eggs, picked from twenty eggs, to

weigh three j)ouu<ls. oid I never saw him
lose. In those days we had no shows m
this part, but we used to get a little

showmg by one fancier .igainst the other,

and another chosen to judge. I will tell

you how they usedtojmlge them. The
comb seemed to l>e the U-a<ling point and
was measure*! with a rule. I have seen a

cockerel's comb measure in length seven

and a half inches. an«l in height to the

longest serration four and three-quarter

inches. They like<l the serratioJis cut

nice and long ; a clear red face, dark
beak and dark eyes. The next point

would be the weight, then the plumage,
legs as dark as they could |x>S9ibly get

them, and the bird that was best in these

p«>ints would win.
Reganling the hens, we always used

to breed from the largest comb ones, as

the old saying was, the larger the comb
the larger the egg. The old Minorcas
were a rougher an(l hardier binl than the

birds of the present <1 iv. We had a fowl

called the mackerel Mniorca, which were

very hardy, but I have not seen any of

them for vears. My experience in

Minorcas of the last few years tells me
that the birds of to-<lay are a mongrel
fowl, for when 1 started showing I very

quickly found the old style of bird

would not suit the judge, as they were
judged chiefly by their lol)cs, so I either

had to get fresh blocnl or shut up show-
ing; so I bought a stag which I thought
would give me the lobe that every fancier

was looking for. hut 1 foun<l by breeding

to gain the lol)e they had crossed the

Minorca with the black ham burg, as I

fouufl several of my chickens very small

with rose combs, and my opinion' is we
got the lobe that was no good to us, and
it reduced the fowl in si/e and also the

size of the eggs, and intrwluced white

in the face, as it is a comnjon thing to

see Hamburgs at shows with white

faces. 1 have always found the stag

with an extraordinary white lol>e go
white in the face sooner than another

with a rougher lolw. As soon as the

lobe was got the judges complained that

they had too nmch comb. Now, to get

smaller comlis my exjjerience tells me
that some of the fanciers crossed them
with game, as I bought a stag of a well

known fancier last season and found,

after I had it some time, a lot of brassy

feathers came out iu his hackle, and he

also threw a lot of chickens with very

light legs, light eyes, and a lot of game
feathers about them, but they were
larger than the hamburg type. If we
look at a lot of the show birds we can see

that they are very light in the legs, and
also have a game bird's eye.

I will give you my opinion of what a

Minorca should l)e. In a cockerel I

want as large a bird as I can get, with
plenty of plumage; tail, very full and
flowing; legs, dark Idue or black; smart
iu appearance, but not in the least

gamey; a good shaped l>oily of the
Dorking stamp; comb perfectly upright
ami nicely serrated; clear red face; eyes
dark; black lieak; ear lobes of the almond
sha|>e, and as white and smooth as I can
get them. The hen to resemble the cock
except the coml>, which must fall nicely

on one side.

Memo. To Make a Bird Cage.

J. N. .says: The liest woo<l for cage-

making is pine, half-inch thick, planed
down to nearly three eighths. It has the
advantage over deal of l)ciug almost free

from knots, and is more easily' worked
with amateur's tools. There is no ne-

cessity to have the l)oards planed to ab-

solute smoothness, ;is tliey take distemi>er
or jiaiiit much l)ctter when only the saw
marks are removed. A very novel mode
of coloring the inside of cages was re-

cently brought to my notice wliich I think
worth menlioiiiiig, although varni bed or

even painted interiors always strike my
fancy as being uncomfortably cold. In

the case referred to the wooii had l>een

dye<l with a hot solution of aniline blue,

than treate<l with a coat of size and
another of spirit varnish. The natural

"graining" of the wcSod was just as visi-

ble as is tiie case iu samjiles of ordinary
oak-staining. A cheap spirit varnish
had l>een used, made l>y dissolving one
oz. of shellac and three of rosin in a pint

of methylateil spirit. All jierches should
be adapted so that they may lie removed
from outside the cage, thus avoi<liug

disturbing the birds by putting the haiKl

inside. For this purpose they should
project inside the front al>out one iucli,

aiuf a headless brad driven into the
other, and should fit into a small hole
made with an awl.

Memo. Chickory for Rabbits.

L. says : Between the quantity of
green foo<l a rabbit will eat and the

quantity neces.sary for supplying nature
with the all-essential moisture, a rather

wide margui exists. Neither are these

points elucidated by visiting the rabbitries

of breetlers. In one we find water only
the rule, and from personal ol)servation

of this breeiler's stock, extending over a
consi«lerable perio<l, I can certifv of its

good results. In another nothing but
sound green food, such as cauliflower or

cabbage leaves, is use<l. Another uses

carrots exclusively, which yet another
condems in tola. Some give any descrip-

tion of green fcxxl sparingly ; others give
them it rt</ libitum. But, all are agreed
that one of the most valuable of green
foods for rabbits is chicory. It was
specially brought l>efore my notice while
on a visit years since to Mr. R. B. New-
som, of Kent. I a<lmire the fine condi-

tion of his large stock, which he consid-

ereil was in a great measure due to the
green food, inasmuch as since he
adopted chicory improvement dated.

Owning a nice piece of land wherein he
cultivated the various vegetables for

domestic use, he had a few rows here,

there, and wherever space was obtainable.

It is one of those descriptions of food

of the cut-and-come-again character, and
when winter sets in the roots can l)e

stored and given in its place. With a

good loam soil, well manured, anil kept
fairly moist, it grows rapidly, and iu fact,

ativone possessing a small garden can
grow it easily. In its nature it closely

resembles dandelion, with this advantage
that it does not dry so rapidly- when
gathered. As a food for suckling does
and young ones weaned it is especially

valuable. I therefore, at this season,

when gardens are being planned, or any
plot of ground laid out, strongly recom-
mend rabbit breeders to give it a trial.

Memo. A St. John Mother.

T. McK. says: The following are the

directions for making one of these con-

trivances:—(i) A galvanized iron Injiler,

rountl in shape, two inches deep at front,

and four at back, with a tube at back
eight inches long to fill boiler and a tap

to empty boiler at bottom of side at deep
part or back. The boiler can be made

any size; one about 18 inches in diameter
will do for from 75 to 100 chickens.

(2) A tin case (strong tin) ten inches
high, with lid to fit tight; the case to l)e

four inches larger than the boiler, with a

shelf around the inside; at front five

inches, and at back two and a half inches
from l)ottom, for the boiler to rest upon.
Three or four small tulx;s should lead
from the shelf to the Injltom of lid to

carry off air from chickens. At the front

of the lK)ttom of the case cut a piece out
nine inches long by four and a half

inches high, for a dwjrway for the chick-
ens to enter. Fasten a piece of wire,

al»ove an inch longer than the piece cut
from case, to hang flannel on in front or
at the door. This flannel to I>e double,
and cut in strips to four inches high, the
uiwler sifle to l)e cut between the cuts in

the front side, aiul to Ik; sewed on the
wire. No lM>tt<»ui is retjuired for the
case. In the lid and the case cut holes
to corresix)ud with the tul)e of boiler and
tap. A screw top should l)e use<l after

)>utting water in Ixjiler. (3) To pack,
place the Iwiler 011 the shelf, the jiart

four inches deep at back; fill uj) sp.ice

between lioilcr an<l case with sawdust,
Iniiler packing (fill), etc., which will act

as a non-comnictor of heat. The Iniiler

above described (iS inchts <liatneter) will

hohl al)out six gallons of water, but from
one t<i two gallons of boiling water
j)laced in it twice a day (when once
filled) will keep the rearer sufficiently

warm for chickens in moderate weather;
or perforated pijies may l)e placed inside

the l)oiler, with holes on top, to keep a
more unirorm heat iu water; or two taps

may be use<l for the same purpose; or a

small tube may lie put through the
boiler, from side to side, with a chimney
attached, and the water heated with a
small lamp made with round tube and
fed with kerosene oil. By having two
handles at the sides of the cise, the

rearer can be moved from pla<-e to place

daily, and runs Ihunlle shape) can be
attached in front ol the doorway of

rearer. The ronlrivauce 1x;iug round,

the chicktus cannot crowd one another.

Bv being five inches <leep in front an<l

only two and a half inches at back, large

and small chickens can brood 111 it at the
same time, and large chickens can not
get where the small ones can, to smother
or crowd them. As it has no corners,

chickens can move at all times out of

one another's way, which I consider al-

most a necessity—certainly a great ad-
vantage. The rearer being of iron, no
lice can get near the chicks if taken
from the hens when hatched,or if hatched
with an incubator.

Memo. Infectious Fowl Enteritis.

A. C. says: This disease has a special

niicrol)e of its own, essentially different

from that of fowl cholera, which Dr.

Klein calls the bacillus gallinarum. He
seems to have carried out a careful series

of experiments with a view to ascertain-

ing if^this disease, which has proved very

fatal in certain localities, could be com-
bated by inoculation, and also as to the

manner in which the infection is carried.

He has come to the conclusiqn that the

infection is not carried by the air, but is

limited to the soil on which the diseased

fowls live, l)eing in fact conveyed from
one fowl to the other by the bacillus be-

ing swallowed by the healthy fowl in

picking up its food from soil previously

taintecf with the intestinal evacuations of

the disease<l binls. A second point of
importance which Dr. Klein has deter-

mined is that the bacillus gallinarum does
not pro<luce spores or permanent seeds,

and that if the bacillus were expo-sed to

a heat of 140° Fahrenheit, it was not only
killed, but so de.stroye<l as to leave noth-

ing capable of reproducing it. These
facts, he says, are in perfect harmony
with the assumption that our bacillus

does not form spores, for spores wherever
they have l)een demonstrated resist dry-

ing and also much higher temperatures
than the above, in many instances as high
as 212' Fahrenheit.
As to protective inoculation against the

virulent disease. Dr. Klein's experiments
were with a view of ascertaining the pre-

cise strength of the fluid with which it

was nece.ssary to inoculate fowls in order

to protect them and at the same time not
subject them to serious illness in the

process. It would seem that from a

gelatine culture obtained from the heart's

blood of a fowl, dead of the typical fowl

enteritis, a broth culture was made and
kept for twenty-four hours. It was then

exposed to 130° Fahrenheit for twenty

minutes and was used to inoculate healthy
birds. It produced only a transitory and
light illness, the bird simply being un-
usually quiet on the sixth and seventh day
after inoculation and (juite recovered by
the tenth day after inoculation and yet was
found to t»e a complete jirotection against a

subsequent inoculation with virulent

material. Material, in fact, when used
to inoculate fowls which had not previ-

ously l)een treated with the weaker fluid,

caused them all to sicken and die.

Memo. Fancy Mice.

C. H. N. says: The true fancy mouse
seldom <leviates from its color by throw-
ing common greys. I caught a short time
back a common wiUl mouse, anil have
succeeded iu getting three litters from
her. The first time I cros.sed her with a
cinnamon buck, the second time with a

black, and the third time with a fawn,

but in each instance all the youngsters
turned out common browns, thus prov-
ing to a certain extent that common mice
and fancy mice are distinct. I am now
making a fourth trial with her, this time
with a white buck. I have freciuently

bred tortoiseshells, but bow I am unable
to say, as I continually keep crossing the

different colors to get various shades of
color. When I purchased a whole stock

of a noted London breeder some years

back it included one silver-cream buck,

a very large handsome mouse, for which
I was retjealedly offered half a guinea,

but would not sell, hoping with liim to

breed some more, but he was taken with

a disease and die<l. This disease has
broken out two or three times among my
mice, and iu action something resembles
mange.

T. W. vS. says: The experience and re-

marks of C. H. N. in reference to fancy

Tcrsus wild mice tally with mine, but my
trials differ from his. He mentions a
doe he is now ex])erimenting on—viz.,

common brown, which he has already

put to males of three different colors.

Instead ol my working thus I iiave iried,

say, four does of the same color with the

.same numl)er of males, but of <liffereut

colors, l)ecause it is a well-known fact

with fanciers in every kind that the first

male is usually the ruling one, it matters

not what iiuml)er or colors follow. I say

this not merely for the sake of criticising,

but it is ail acknowledged fact that after

a cross intercourse but once of a pure
breed of any variety with anything other

than its owii class it l>ecomes at once un-

reliable for its original characteristics ;

so I think in this case it does not demon-
strate so fully as the way I suggest.

Memo. Concerning Barren Hens.

P. G. says: I am told of a Dorking hen
two years old which produced fertile eggs

last year, but this year none of them
hatch, and several similar cases are re-

ported. This is a new and interesting

phase of chicken culture. In lower or-

ganisms it is not difficult to imagine a

sort of lapse from sexual toward a sexual

reproduction as a consequence of over-

nutrition ; in fact, such things are of
frequent occurrence, an<l it is conceiv-

able that there is here some analogous
constitutional change in the hen, although
I am of course far from suggesting that

one is justified in regarding these eggs

as necessarily repre.senting an imperfect

degeneration toward a sexuality. Or
again, it is conceivable that we have the

setting in of that change toward cessation

of reproductiveness which ordinarily

would come to a hen in old age. It

would l)e worth while ol)serving closely

whether the general aspect of these hens
remains as feminine as formerly, or

whether they are not assuming the male
characters so common in old age. For
treatment I can only suggest change of

regimen and <liet, but whether this should
be towards a more limited quantity and
more stimulating (|uality of foo<l, as

might l)e exi»edient in the former case,

or a more lil)eral allowance of simple

but very nutritious food, as would seem
more natural in the latter supposition,

will have to depend upon the diagnosis.

Memo. Skinnums.

P. C. says: Skinnums are birds of no

fiarticular breed or character. They are

ight-bodied birds with heads and tjeaks

something after the type of the blue rock,

but are ofall sorts of colors, useful for

breeders, and would with a little training

come home distances of five or six miles

pretty cjuickly, but as a rule could not be

relied on for longer distauces and have
given way to the present strain of homers.
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CAGE; BIRDS ; AND .PETS.

THE YBLLOW-HAMMEU'S TAV.

When gentle breezes softly play

O'er meadows sweet in fair-haired May,
And whisper .secrets to the piues

In woodlands dense with clambering vines ;

When balmy springtime fills the air,

And scatters sweetness everywhere.

Then there comes the ceaseless rap

Of the yellow-hainraer's tap

—

Tip-tap, tap-tap, tip-tap-lip—

Tipity-tap,

Tipity-tip,

Tipity-tap-tap
;

'Tis the merry pitter-patter

Of the yellow-hanrtner's tap.

When brown wrens peer through rough hewn
rail.

And oft is heard the drum of quail

And thickets echo thrush's song.

And swollen brooklet bounds along
;

When from the he<lge the cat birds cry,

And meadow-larks are soaring high,

Then there comes the merry tap

Of the yellow-hammer's rap

—

Tip-tap, tip-tap, tip-tap-tip—

Tipity-tap.

Tapity-tip,

Tipity tap-lap

;

'Tis the ceaseless pitterpatter

Of the yellow-hammer's lap.

When hazy shadows slowly creep,

And lambkins bleat themselves to sleep

;

When from the pastures daisied plain

Kchoes the cow-bell's sweet refrain

That blends with negro teamster's song,

As-down the road he rides along.

Again is heard the merry tap

Of the yellow-hammer's rap

—

Tip-tap, tip-tap, tip-tap-lip

—

Tipity-tap.

Tapity-tip,

Tipity-tap-tap

;

'Tis Ihe plaintive rat-a-tatter

Of the yellow-hammer's tap.

—CliiIhi V fill June.

\j2^.vtA.i\i.Ciis xm .a., u. 1/10.

The Old-Time Method of Feeding

Is Very Like the Present.

"A Treatise on Canary Birds, printed

in 1718 for Bernard Siutot, at the Cross

Keys l)etween the Temple (^ates, and
Benjamin Barker and Charles King in

Westminster Hall" contains the follow-
ing chapter upon "The several sorts of
Food to be given to Canary Birds, when
they are pair'd, when they have young,
and when they are in Cages :

"

"That which commonly discourages
tnost of those who first undertake to
breed Canary-Birds, is the great Number
of them that dye upon their hiinds

;

which commonly happens through over
or under-feeding them, without consider-
ing, that what is projjer for them at one
time, is often destructive at another.
When therefore your Birds are well rear'd

by the Hen, which you will know, by
their feeding alone, you must give them
for their common Foo<l, Rapeseed, Millet,

Canaryseed and Hempseed, which are to
be thus mix'd, viz., half a Pint of Hemp-
seed, the same Quantity of Canary-seeo,
a Pint of Millet, mix all with six Pints of
Rapesee<l, well cleans'd, that there may
be no Dust in it. Put this mixture into

a close Deal Box, that no dirt may get
into it : Then fill the Birds Trough with
the Grain, enough in Quantity to serve
them two Days at least, to the end that
when they have eaten the white the first

Day, they may feed on the black the
.second, which will prevent their growing
too l''at, and they will Sing the better,

and this mixture of Seeds you shall con-
tinue as long as they live.

"Some give them nothing but Rape-
seed. Those Ifirds which can accustom
themselves to this hard Diet, they say,

live longer than others, but it occasions
many of them to dye ; for I have observed,
that most of them grow so Lean and
Melancholy, especially those that come
of the last Sitting, which are generally
weaker than the others, that the first

Distemj)cr carries them off.

"Another Inconveniency of this hard
feeding is, that when you put this sort of
Cauary-Bir«ls into Huts, when it is re(|ui-

site to give them other more substantial

F'ood, esjx;cially when they have young
ones, they eat so much of that new sort of
I'oocI, l)eiiig before kejit Starving, that

they .Surfeit and Dye iu a few days
;
great

care is therefore to lie taken what I'"oo<l

the Canary-Birds you buy have Ix^u

rear'd with and are actuallv fe<l with at

that time, you are apt to give them that
which is not proper ; so that they often

fall Sick and I)ye, without being aide to
guess at the cause.
"When they are pair'd and put into

Huts, you must sometimes give them, lie-

sides their ordinary Seeds I have here
mention'd, some little dainty as for in-

stance, a bit of Cake or hard Bisket, es-

pecially when you find the Hen is ready
to Lay. You must also give them, dur-
ing the first eight Days of their Ijeing in

the Hut, much Lettice-seed,which purges
and makes them evacuate the ill Humors
they have contracted during the Winter.
"We are now come to the most intri-

cate and difficult time of managing Ca-
nary-Birds, which is, when they have
young ones. Every Mau then uses them
according to his Fancy and therefore
many do not prove successful. It is thus
I use them at that time.

"The Day liefore the young ones are to

lie Hatch'd which is the 13th Day of the
Hens sitting, I change their Sand, put-

ting in fresh, clean all their Perches, fill

their Trough with Seed, taking away
what was in it l)efore, I also give them
fresh Water, after making their Pot very
clean, and all this to avoid disturbing
of them during the first Days after their

Young Ones are hatch'd. I give them
also half a Simnel, taking off the upper
Crtist, and a little Bisket, both very hard,
because if either of them were soft, they
would eat too much, and theu drinking
ui>oii it would certainly l)e choak'd. As
long as that Simnel and Bisket last no
other must be given them ; but that
which follows must be chang'd twice or
thrice a Day, especially in very hot
Weather, viz.

"A quarter of an hard Egg, cut very
small, the White and the Yolk Jogether

;

a bit of Simnel dinped in Water and
squeez'd in the Hanci, all of it is laid on
a little Saucer, and on another they must
have of their common Seed, that has
been steep'd two Hours, some Water
must i)e ihrown on it, and it wiii ije iietter

if the Seed lie just boil'd up, and after-

wards wash'd in cold Water, which takes
off the Strength and Sharpness of the
Seed. They eat it well, and do not
gorge themselves, nor are the Young
Ones in danger of being choak'd, tho' the
Old ones give it them never so often.

"They must also have some Greens
given them, but a small quantity, viz.,

Chickweed, Groundsel, ami when there

is none left on the Ground, as iu July
and August, instea<l of them, the Heart
of a Cabbage l^ettice, a little Endive and
a little very ripe Plantain. This must
be fresh three times a Day; that is, once
at 5 or 6 iu the Morning, a^aiii at Noon,
ami lastly at 5 in the F>ening. The Ol<l

must be taken away every time fresh is

put in, because it all spoils in a few
Hours, especially during the great
Heats. For Instance, the Kapeseed
grows sour and shoots, the wet Simnel
grows sour, the Chickweed, Groundsel,
and Lettice wither; and the Old ones
giving the Young that decay'd Foo<l,

hinders them from thriving, and very
often they Dye for want of Care, and of
good fresh Food.

"I give them besides, now and then,

some I^ettice-seed, Pink-seed, and Tansy-
seed, all mixed in a Pot, and I particu-

larly observe, what the Cock likes best of
all I give him, and when I have found it,

I allow him as much as he will have, for

when they have Young Ones there is no
reason to deny them what they love l)est,

except the Greens, of which I do not al-

low them their fill; because, as long as

they have them they eat them rather
than any other thing, and feeding their

Young with nothing but those greens,

they give them all ill habit of Body, and
they often dye of that F^xcess. I also

sometimes put a bit of fresh Liquorice
into their Water, which gives it a relish

and does not heat them as .Sugar does.

In short, by this Method, which seems
to be easy enough, I make many envy
me, as saving more Canary-Birtls than
many do who pretend to have been sev-

eral years well skill'd in this Art. In

the hot Weather you must not forget to

put into the Hut some fresh Water in a

little Cup or Vessel for the Cauary-
Birds to wash themselves, and the same
must l)e done with the Young Ones,
when they come to feed themselves.
Take heed not to give them a Ves-sel too
deep to wash in, lest they be in danger
of Drowning. Change that Water every
rlay in very hot Weather, as well as that

iu their Drinking Glass or Pot."

THE DUTCH RABBIT.

KXTRACTS FROM A PAPER REAn BV MR. J.

POLI.ARI) BEFORE THE BATH, KNG., PeT
Stock Club.

The Dutch rabbit is without doubt a

native of Holland, from whence thou-

sands are imported annually for food.

There are a great variety of colors,

such as black-and-white, blue, grey, tor-

toiseshell, fawn, blue-fawn and silver-

fawn, but for choice I prefer a black or

dark-grey. Tortoiseshell does not show,

to my mind, the distiuct colors, but

could we get the color as we have it in

cats, then, I say, we could call them
tortoiseshell, but at present I consi<ler

them not much more than sooty-fawns.

The Dutch rabbit, as most of you are

aware, is one, if not the worst, variety to

breed true to markings, for in a litter you

often get some that could not be recog-

nized as Dutch, and you may breed a

hundred and not get one perfect enough

for the show pen. I have bred self

colors such as all black and grey, and

eveu white with just a little ring mark
around its eye. The points of the Dutch

are the blaze, cheek markings, saddle

line, undercut and stops. The blaze

should lie wedge-shaped, running through

the ears ; cheek markings well rounded

off just above the smellers and not ex-

tending behind the jaw ; saddle line as

straight as possible, and to clear well the

forelegs ; the undercut straight round the

Ijelly in a line with the saddle ; the stops

on hind feet to lie of equal length, and

alxjut one and a half inches ; neck to lie

clear of all foul marks. This is what a

good Dutch should be.

The Duicii is a ucal ilitlc ruubii, auu
should not exceed six pounds in weight

;

cobby in appearance ; ears small, and
alKiut three aud a half inches in length,

well set together and standing erect ; fur

short as possible, with a good glossy ap-
p>earance. I find the Dutch very haroy
and prolific, having from five to nine in

a litter, and they can be kept in small
hutches. To keep short ears and coat on
the Dutch they must be kept iu a cool

place, for nothing looks worse than a
loose ear on a Dutch rabbit. There is no
variety of rabbit that makes such a good
foster mother, as they are very docile

and their milk very rich. One thing iu

Dutch you can tell very soon after birth,

and that is their markings ; but in the
silver and some other varieties you have
to wait three or four months before you
can tell if any of them are likely to make
winners, but in a Dutch you can fairly

tell before they leave the nest.

In breeding Dutch I advise all fanciers

not to mate blacks together, for their

young, when they moult, generally show
a lot of grey hairs in their ears and Ijody.

If you want to breed blacks, then procure
a buck of that color and mate it with a

grey doe, and then you will find your
offspring more sound in color, especially

in the blacks, aud you will get a better

under color in the greys. If you want
to breed greys then get a sire of that

color, lor, generally speaking, the young
in color turn after the sire. To breed
tortoiseshell you want to mate with yel-

lows, blacks and blues to get the desired

colors; but whatever color you breed for

let the buck be as perfect as possible and
from a pure strain. Mismarked does are

as likely to breed good youngsters as a

more perfect one, provided they are from
a goo<r strain. Should the buck l»e de-

ficient in any point the doe should not
fail in the same; for instance, if the

buck l>e small in blaze or cheek markings
let the doe be the reverse, or if one is

short in stops let the other be long, for

if l>oth parents are deficient in any par-

ticular points the offspring are pretty

sure to have the same defect.

If you are lucky enough to breed a

Dutch near perfection you can always ob-

tain a good price for it. I have never
seen one that does not fail a little in

some point. There are not many shows
that do not provi<le one or more classes

for Dutch, and they are generally well

filled, esi>ecially in the North, where
there are sometimes thirty or more in a

class. I consider a Dutch never l)etter

for the show pen than when from three

to six months old. A fancier must not
expect to breed nianv winners in a year.
I think every rabbit should be shown
honestly without any trimming or dye-
ing, but I am sorry to say such is not the
case. When a specimen is passed or
disqualified by a judge I say let the
specimen be placed in a competent fan-
cier's hands for a time, and if found to
have lieen dishonestly shown then debar
the exhibitor from showing at any show
for at least six months.

FERRETS AND FERRETING.

The Colors and Kinds—Manner of

HousinfT-

The appearance of the ferret is too

well known to need accurate description.

The color is yellowish white, the head is

small and rather oval iu shape, the nose

is sharper than that of the weasel, the

ears are small and round and the eyes of

a fiery red. The average measurement

as given by various writers is, body, four-

teen inches ; tail, five inches, but from

crossing it is now often seen larger. A
cross with the jmlecat was early resorted

to get hardiness, endurance and a greater

resistance to cold and damp. This was

the origin of the fitch ferret, often re-

ferred to as a distiuct variety.

Ferrets, like all other animals, differ

very much iu temper and ability. There

is the savage ferret wild and hard to pick

up, doing his work liadly and slowly and

lying by whenever he kills. On the

other hand, there is the ferret that dashes

through the holes killing the rabbits that

won't lx>lt, but never delaying for a mc
meut with them when dead ; that is

thoroughly tame and easily caught.

Any terret can be made tame by han-

dling, aud without tameness the ferret is a

nuisance. The course to pursue is tp

handle them uutil tolerably tame and

then to give them to children to play

with when they become accustomed to

beiug pulled about, aud become so tame
they may be pulled from their holes by

whatever part of the Ixxly may Ije touched

without their biting.

Ferrets do not do well in hutches, as

they require a place to run about in.

Nothing is lietter, if procurable, than the
stall of a stable boarded off, or a small
outhouse. The floor should be covered
with sawdust or sand, so that all moisture
will be absorl>ed, and a small box should
l)e placed in one corner, filled with straw
for the sleeping apartment. Ferrets
always choose corners for their secre-

tions, and ought therefore to lie easily

kept clean. A little disinfectant powder
scattered about after the place is cleaned
is beneficial.

The objection to the ordinary ferret

hutch is the want of room for exercise,

and the necessity of cleaning it out every
two days or so. Ferrets with a square
yard or two to run about iu keep in

much better health than those more
closely confined. F^xercise keeps their

nails and feet in proper trim and ready
for work. The partition dividing off

part of a small outhouse shed or stable

should slope outwards from the top at an
angle of from 35 to 40 degrees, and run
in wooden grooves. The height of the
partition should be about four feet. It

is necessary to slope it thus to prevent
the ferrets jumping and climbing over.

The shipping apartment should be a
Ijox, the size of which dei)ends upon the
number of ferrets kept. Two holes
should be cut in the front for doors, and
the back should swing on hinges so that

the straw with which the l>ox should l)e

filled cau be easiiy cleaned out and re-

plenished. The l>ox should hang on two
nails and with the l)ottom al>out three
inches from the ground or floor.

Ferrets breed twice in the year unless
the female destroys her young, which
some are apt to do, when she will soon
l>e in season again and have three litters

in the twelve months, but two is the
regular uumljer, the period of gestation
being six weeks. The average numlKT
at a birth l>eiiig six or seven. The
young remain blind for a mouth.

[to bb continukd.]
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FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

theFamous Dogs Who Will Compete in

Central Field Trial Club Derby.

Following is a list of the entries for the

second annual Derby of the Central Field

Trial Club. There are 115 in all, 44

pointers, 69 English setters, i Gordon

and I Irish setter :

KNGLISH SBITKRS.

ALPHA.—(Delta—Empress Minnie), A. P. H«y-
wood-Lonsdale.

ANDY.—(Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van), Memphis
& Avent Kennels.

Atalanta.—(Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van), L.

W. Smith.
Babe Moore.—<Dick Roy—Caddie M.), Moore-

field Kennels.
Baixyho—(Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl),

N. T. Harris.
Bessie ATKINS.—(Wild Rake—Miss Nellie Y.),

P. H. O'Bannon.
Bkttina—(King's Dan—M'liss C), Elmwood

Keiiuels.
BLt'E UAI8V.—(Gladiator—I^dy F.), George E.

Gray.
Blizzard.—(Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont), Field

Trial Kennels.
Bohemian Paul—(Paul Gladstone—Bohemian

Girl). F. S. Frown.
BoldBiddv.—( Paul Gladstone—Belle ofStanton),

P. I^rillard, Jr.
Buster—(King 5foble—Cricketl), J. I. Case, Jr.

Cardinal.—Roderigo—Bo-Peep), Memphis &
Avent Kennels.

Celbstk—(King'.s Dan—M'lis? C). Elmwood
Kennels.

COMOSU Madre.—(Roderigo—Maud), Bert Crane.
Coyote.—<King Noble—Cricketl), J. I. Case, Jr.

Danube —(Ben Hill—Isabella), E- Huidekoper.
Delilah.—(Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van), Mem-

phis & Avent KeniK .-.

DCKK.—Herkimer—Witcht, H. T. Winter.
DllJ..—(Toledo Blade—Dashing I.*dy), P. Loril-

lard, Jr
Edith.—(Roderigo—Sue Gladstone), Elmwood
. Kennels.
Folly.—(Roderigo—Countess House). Memphis

& Avent Kennels.
Finoal.—<ToIedo Blade—Ladv G.), J. E- Dager.
rUXl*& mLnjRr--.—^i^n-l^ t^^y— Mmn^uv/, .«»*«•*.«*..«

Keiiuels.
CossiP.—(Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont), P. H.

O'Bannon.
GWENN—(Paul Gladstone—Bell Ward), G. G.

. Pabst.
Hallelijah.—(Gath's Mark—Esther), The Elms

Kennels.
Ian.—(Woodhill Bruce—Lucy), A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale.
Jennie Mav—(Roderigo—Bo Peep), Memphis

& Avent Kennels.
Lemenks.-(Toledo Blade—I.Ady G.), J. E.

Dager.
LuCKRO.—(Roderigo—Maud), Bert Crane.
Maroarite.—Gath's Hope—Sue J), D. E. Rose,

agent,
Memphi.—(Roderigo—Florence Gladstone), P.

H. Bryson.
M0P8A.—(Gath's Mark-AUie James), P. Loril-

lard, Jr.
Mvrrah.—(Ben Hill—Nora), John Sanford.
Nahuke Chatta.—(Count Howard—Calico),

Nahmke Kennels.
Nahmkk Chita.— (Count Howard — Calico),

Nahmke Kennels.
Nahmke DATCHA.—(Roger—Chintz), Nahmke

Kennels.
Nahmke Mercedes.—(Count Howard—Calico),

Nahmne Kennels.
Namhke Ol<ia.—(Roy Monarch—Saddlebags),

Nahmke Kennels.
Nahmke Wilfrid.—(Gem—Belle of Allendale),

Nahmke Kennels.
Nellie.—(Drake—Winefrid), H. T. Winter.
Paula.—(Paul Gladstone—Belle of Stanton). P.

Lorillard. Jr.
Pbaruna—(King's Dan—M'Mbs C), Elmwood

Kennels.
Pbo WoFFiNGTON.—(Ben Hill—Nora), F. S.

Brown.
Phonkss.—(Woodhill Bruce—Lucy), A. P. Hey-

wood- Lonsdale.
Preuelame —(Jean Val Jean—Little Gift), Bert

Crane.
Queen —(Locksley-Liddersdale), G. G. Pabst.

UUBBN'B Vic—(King Noble—Queen Vashti), J. I»

Case, Jr.
Que sera.—(Jean Val Jean—Little Gift) BJt

Crane.
QuiKN Sabe.— lean Val Jean—Little Gift), Bert

Crane.
Rayon.—(Jenn Val Jean—Sheena Van), Mem-

phis 8t Avenl Kennels.
Revblkr.—«iath's Mark-K.Hlher), W. B. Hill.

Roanoke.—(Hiish-I-otlic B.), S. W. Kverilt.

Ron Gladstone.—(Roderigo—Pet Gladstone),W.
H. Perry.

Rupert—(Roderigo — Bo-Peep), Memphis 81

Avent Kennels.
Sally Lum.— (Roi d'(ir—Mildred), Field Trial

Kennels.
Sam R.—(Dash B.—Daisy Hope), Geo. P. Jones.
SiNTRAM.—(Gath's Mark—Allie James), P. Lor-

iUard, Jr.
Thb 111 rsED

agent.
TORV Captain —(Mac—Bride), F. R. Hitchcock.
Tory IKira.—(Roderigo—Belle of Bridgeport),

F. R. Hitchcock.
Torv Likutknant.—(Jean Val Jean—Princess

Helen), F. R. Hitchcock.
Tory KEM.—(Roderigo—Belle of Bridgeport), F.

R. Hitchcock.
Trap, Jr.—(Ruby's Druid-Trap).8amiicl Grant.
VANITY Fair—(Roderigo—Pel Gladstone), Wm.

Wilson.
Walter.—(Gleam—Rue), W B. Meares, Jr.

WliYTK B.—(Roderigo— Pet Gladstone), P. H.
Bryson.

WILLIE W.—(Herkimer—Witch), H. T. Winter.

POINTERS.
ALEXANDER.—(St. Peter-Ada), S. Whiting.
Barmaid.—(King of Kent—Hops), Field Trial

Kennels.

Beacon.—(IghtfielJ Dick—Polly Peacham), A. P.

Heywood-Lonsdale.
Bernard.—(Brooky—Beaver), J. D. Young.
Clipawav II.—(Mainspring—Clipaway), J. B.

Turner.
Concave.—(Consolation—Graceful),L. W. White.
CONTRA8T.—(Contest—Happy Medium), L. W.

White.
Convex II.—(Contest—Happy Medium), L. W.

While.
CuTAWAV.—(Fearle8s—Maltha W.). L. T. Wistcr.

Duchess OF Hessbn.—Duke of Hesseu—Duch-
ess of Waterloo), J. H. Winslow.

East LYNNE.—(Lytton—Placid Belle), Myer Zu-
rich.

Eaton (Ighlfield Dick—Perditta), A. P. Hey-
wood-Lonsdale.

Flora.—(Fearles.s—Martha W.), L. T. Wister.

Hayward.—(Lebanon—Virginia), Lebanon Ken-
nels.

Herbert—(Shotover—Lady Grace), J. D. Young.
Hercules —(Plunger—Trinkett), John H. Wil-

liams.
Jim W --(Plunger—Trinkett), John H. Williams.
King William. —(Falstaff- Miss Chubbs), S.

Whitney.
Langdon.—(Brooky—Beaver), J. D. Young.
Lass o' Lowry—(Falstaff—Miss Chubbs), S.

Whitney.
Lebanon boy.—(Lebanon—Penelope), Lebanon

Kennels.
Lebanon, Jr.—(Lebanon — Virginia), Lebanon

Kennels.
Lightwood. —(Lytton — Placid Belle), Myer

Zurich.
LoNATUS.—(Plunger—Trinkett), John H. Wil-

liams.
.

Maid of Kent.—(King of Kent—Hops), Field

Trial Kennels.
Memorial Ida.—(Robert le Diable, Jr.—Palmetto

Luck), T. H. Gibbes.
Monk.—(St. Peter—Ada), S. Whitney.
Naso Bow of the Elms.—(Naso of Klppen—

Lass of Bow), The Elm Kennels.
Penelope II.—(Lebanon—Penelope). Lebanon

Kennels.
Petticoats. — (Mainspring — Clipaway), Field

Trial Kennels.
Polly S—(Plunger—Trinkett), John H. Wil-

liams.
Rattler .—(Shotover—l^dy Grace), J. D. Young.
RAZZLE.—(Shol—Edith W), Edwiu S. Walker.
Rush of Lad.—(Lad of Bow—Westminster Glad-

iola), T. H. Gibbes.
Saranac—(Brooky—Beaver), J. I). Young.
SHiL0.—(08Sian— Belle H ), D. K. Rose, agent.

Spotted Boy.—(Trinketfs Bang—Nellie Bow),
Charles Proctor.

St. CHARLF.S—(Falstaff—Miss Chubbs), S. Whit-

ney.
Syntax.—(Fearless—Martha W), L. T. Wister.

Tapster.-(King of Kent—Hops), Field Trial

Kennels. „
Tory Tom.—(Tory White—Lafford Pearl), F. E.

I.^wis.
To .V —(Torv Ufhite—Ijifford Pearl). N. L. Rock-
"

Well.'

Tykb.—(Ightfield Dick—Perditta), A. P. Hey-
wood-Lonsdale.

Zio-Zao —(King of Kent—Hops), Field Trial

Kennels.
GORDON SETTER.

Gibbb's Whip.—(Malcolm's Whip- Devon Mona),
T. H. Gibbes.

IRISH SETTER.

Rancho.—(Claremont Patsy—Nino), F. H. Perry.

dog,
-Blossom), J.

Ned.-Lemon and white pointer dog, September
4, 1889 (Roscoe—California), R. K. Wil.son,

San Francisco.

Nick White.—White and lemon pointer

August 8, 1S89 (Scout Croxteth-
M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville

Old Black Joe II.—Black pointer dog, June 11,

1889, J. E. Watson, San Prancisco.

Queen's Last.-Liver and white pointer bitch,

July 18. i88y (Mountain Boy— Beautiful

Queen), J. M. Ba.ssford, Jr., Vacaville.

Kena B.—Liver and white pointer bitch, Augu.st

8, 18% (Scout Croxteth—Blossom), George W.
hassiord, Suisun City.

IRISH RED SEl"rERS.

Rio.—Red setter dog, July 30, 1889 (Mike T.—
Lady Elcho T.), E. G. Schmieden, San Fran-
cisco.

Shaun Rhue.—Red setter dog. May 18, i8,S9

(Nat Glencho—Red Fanny), E. J. Roy, San
Francisco.

GORDON SETTERS.

Fanny.—Black and tan seller bitch, December,
1889, pedigree unknown, Robert Liddle, San
Francisco.

UNCLASSIFIED.

AL Farrow—November 20, 18.S9, Charles Slud-
arus, Routiers Station.

H. H. Brigcs, Secretary.

WHO WROTE IT?

Mr. Dlflbnclerirer Says That the Letter
"Brittle" Quotes Was Korjced.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I see by your last issue that

"Brittle" quotes a letter which he says

was written and forwarded by me. This

must l)e a mistake, as I never wrote a

letter of any kind to any one or paper on

the subject he refers to—the refusal of

the A. K. C. to admit Mr. Peshall as the

Maryland Kennel delegate at their last

meeting, and if "Brittle" holds such a

letter signed in my name, all I can say is,

it is a forgery, and I will have to request

"Brittle" to forward me the same for in-

spection, as I think I am entitled to see

It, especially as he has made use of it.

Furthermore, I shall have to ask

"Brittle" to correct his erroneous writ-

ing in your next issue. Very respectfully

yours,

W. Stewart Diffenderffer.

Baltimore, June 9.

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan I.oo

St. Beniard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.: col'd portrait of Plinlimmon, 1.25

.Stonehenge on the Dog J.5°

The Dog, l)v Idstoue 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalr.iel; colore*! portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. .Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the Hi.story of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather 7-50

Youatl on the Dog 2.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 5°
Cloth 75

cage birds.

Paper cover •50

•75
Canary Birds.

Cloth
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. *^ colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds George 1. Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G.J. Bamesby

pigeons.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

1.50
1.00

•50

8.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer.

poultry.

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard

I

Book of PouUr>-. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
I Duck Culture. Rankin
I

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir
Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Walts
Practical Poultry Keeper. I.,ewi8 Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plautagenel . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. V.. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. .

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry As,so. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Poultrv for the people. Comyns
Fancy'Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-

50

•50

5.00
•50

•30

•50

9'oo
150
•50

2.00

•50

•as
1.50

• IS
1.00

1.00

500
•50

1—(Roderigo—Lufra), F. Richards,

The I>o«s That Will Compete for the
Paclflc C^oast Field Trial l>erb.v.

The Pacific Coa.st Field Trial Derby

closed on June i, with tweuty-six entries,

seven pointers, fifteen Knglish setters,

two Irish setters, one CK>rdon setter, and

one dog whose owner did not state the

breed in making his entry. The entries

are :

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Dandy R—White, black and tan dog, Septeml>er
1,1880 (Rodney—Phyllis II), M. D. Walter,

Gait.

Dashing Brolla B.—Black and while setter

dog, October 9, 1889, by Jasper B. Pride, Al-

bert Peri, Marysville.

El Rey.—Orange and while setter dog, May 8,

1889 (I/jadslone— Enid), F. B. Dexter, Fresno.

Elite.—Orange and white dog. May 8, 1889

(Loadstone— Enid), G. G. Goucher, Fresno.

France R—While, black and tan dog, Sep-
tember 1, 1880 (Rodney—Phyllis II), J. S.

Dunham, Stockton.

Leo R.—White, black and tan setter dog, Sep-

tember I, 1880 (Rodney— Phyllis II), M. D.

Walter, Gall.

I.,ORD Chi-mley.-Blue bellon and tan Setter dog.

May 7, 1889 (Loadstone—Janet), Norman
Kideoul, Marysville.

Manfred —Black while and tan setter dog,July

ifi, 1889 (Harolo-Miss Druid),Califoriiia Ken-
nels, Sacramento.

PETRONELLA.—Orange and white seller bitch.

May i.s. '8'<9 (Harold—Sunlit), California

Kennel's, Sac-ramento.

Pierre —Orange bellon seller dog. May 15, 1H89

Harold—Sunlit), J. W. Harper, Suisun.

Primrose B.—Orange and while bitch,October 9,

1889, by Jasper B. Pride, Alliert Peri, Marys-
ville.

Saraband.—Orange and while seller bitch, June
16, 18H9 (L<«dstone—Sweetheart), California

Kennels, Sacramento.

Siren.—Orange and white seller bitch, June 16,

i889(Load»toiie—Sweetheart), California Ken-
nels, Sacramento.

SuBERT.—Orange and while setter bitch, June
16, 1889 (Loadstone—Sweetheart), D. M.
Py e, Bakersficld.

SUNBURST.—Orange and white seller bitch, June
16, 1889 (Uiadslone—Sweetheart), H. C. Chip-
man and California Kennels, Sacramento.

POINTERS.

Lady L.—Pointer bitch, August 20, 1 889 ( Professor
—Gracie Bow), I). A. Leonanl, Bnkersfield.

Mablk B.— Liver, while and licked bilch, August
20, 1889 (Professor -Gracie Bow), George W.
Bassford, Suisun City.

Sympathy for Both.

From the Shooting Times.

There is often sympathy between ex-

tremes. For example, ifa dug is happy and c(m-

teiiled ill his mind, his tail wags unconsciously.

Therefore, if you would avoid headache in the
inorning do not go to bed with your boots on the
itight before.

RABBITS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50

Rabbits for Kxliibilion, Pleasure and Mar-
ket. R. O. Edwards 1.25

miscellaneous.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .15

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 200
Ferrets; Their Breeding and Working. . . 50
The Art of Training Animals ;

paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 150

—A famous historical dog was the dog of
Xanthippus, that swam by his master's galley

all the way to Salaniis, but there is another dog
who will soon be etjually famous, and that is the
St. Bernard Grace, who is a iiieinber of the Life-

boat Society. He has won sixty prizes; and in

the last twelvemonth he has collected /is in

coppers, in a little barrel suspended from his

neck —Shooting Times.

BOOKS FOR FANCI Kits.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

kennkl.

American Kennel. Burges f 3.00

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc'l Book. 3.00

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait '•<»

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80

Dogs, Disea.ses of. Hill 2.00

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training, Principles of Asliinont . . 50

Dog Training vs. Ilrtaking. Hammond. i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6ino . .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashinont 2.00

Englishe Dogges'. Reprint of 1576 50

English K. C. S. B<»k, Vol. I 5-<»

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding niid Rearing ; col-

ore<l portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

g|^>4^D .50

Our Prize bogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisnisof nearly 7000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth, $7. .so; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date 50

EHTABLIHIIED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leadiuf^ Authorities. I.,etter8

and Notes on Current Subject.s. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illuslrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$2.10.
Address Post-OfficeOrdersand communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Cnlumharian, Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper in

America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy

and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, |i.oo; single number,
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa.

liS^o^lii^Gi'a
° -<
m O

Z 3

SEND FOR CIRCULANS.
The Panthcrapcan Company, N«w York.

VOL. 4, NO. 24.] THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL. 3^3

MISCELLJ\NEOUS.

LEG BANDS
-FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS-
Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2>ic. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

5£A7? FOU SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

T^OR SALE.

"High-Glass Setters."

English Setter Royal Sam.

(E. K. C. S. B. No. 19,669)

Winner every time shown. First and cup, also
extra cup for the best setter of all breeds, at Bir-
mingham, 1889—127 entries. Royal Sam is own
brother to Ch. Sir Tallon and litter brother to
Ch. Monk of Furness.
The English Field says Royal Sam is a straight-

coated, good doe. He htis much improved and is
a very difficult dog to gel away from. He very
much resembles his litter brother Monk of Fur-
ness, and it is quite an open question if he is not
now the better animal of the two.

English Setter Carlton Johnnie,

(E. K. C. S. B. No. 19,664)

Whelped December, 1888, by Ch. Sir Tallon ex
Daisy Darling. Johnnie has only been shown
twice. He won second prize at Darlington when
only six months old ana first prize at Birming-
ham, 1889. He has had the distemper and is

now in fine form and fit to show and win.
The Stock-Keeper says: "Carlton Johnnie, a

rare youiyj; .setter, good head, nice quality, good
legs and feet and a dog of distinct promise."

Red Irish Setter Tim Finigan.

Two years old (Chief, 12,586, ex Wee Kitty,
19,733), winner of first and cup at Birmingham,
i.S8a, 40 entries ; first and cup at Royal Show,
Dublin, 72 entries, etc., etc. "Tim is a beautiful
dog, fit to win in any company ; is well broken
and very fast.

The Knglish Field says : "Tim Finigan was
placed first and later on took the cup. He is a
characteristic doe, well built, neat all through
and no lumber about him."
Also several well bred good bitches and voung

dogs. For prices and particulars apply to

GEO. E. CARTMEL,
Eden Mount Kennels, Kendal, England.

WM. H. WEISS,
East End Kennels, Bethlehem, Pa. 64-67

«
THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,

HABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, «ftC.

It is the recognized F'nglish organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will fina the
nest English slock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 9.3. IS,
Offick: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

DIPLOMAS

-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
-FOR THE USE OF-

Club Secrettiriea.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, al-

mospliere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,
nnnie and sex of bird.

In lots of so or less, $2.50; each additional 50,

$2.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PHUiADEIiPHIA, PENNA.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie Sfate Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including firM at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator 411 snow
room. This was tho-great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE.
General Agent,

Compassville,
63-tf Chester Co., Pa.

PUBLICATIONS.

^t?e ffomif\^ Exchange.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of '"The 'Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon FancicSs." $1
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KENNEIi CLUB

Stud Qook.
Blanks for registering in the official Stu^ Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadw«y, New York.

DOGS.
Advertisements without dis^y inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Beagles.

VOR SALE, CHEAP.-
' Splendid hunters.

Va.

-Pair of broken beagles.
P. O. Box 402, Norfolk,

64.it

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A chokx litter whelped Febmary
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. I,. Winchell,
Fair Haven, Vt.

CoIUes.

FR SALE—Two young well bred collie
bitches. Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Fred-
erick, Md. 63-64

FOR SALE—Four nicely marked sable col-
ored pups by Strephon's Rex—Gyp Yacht,
six months old and eligible for registration.
Write for prices soon, as I must dispose of
them at once. N. B. Reed, Princeton, Mass.

FR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-
ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del. 64-lf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Melchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayla.KS, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Melchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

O

tf

w
American FoxhonndH.

E CLAIM FOR THF; PENNSYLVANIA
Foxhounds that for actual field purposes
they are superior to any strain on earth.
We control and sell the surplus stock of the
majority of foxhound kennels in this
vicinity (there are more than fifty organized
hunt clubs within a radius of fifty miles
around Philadelphia^. Prices moderate.
Send stamp for special list of foxhounds.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS.
63 tf 140 S. 8th St., Philadelphia.

Fox Terriers.

1AOX TERRIER PUPPIES for sate out of thor-
* uuglibrtil <len<l game slock. Geo. M. Rich-

ards, Binghainpton N. Y. 66368

Gordon Setters.

*OR SALF:.—Four
I Heather Harrold

Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

grand young dogs by
Address Chestnuf Hill

Irish Setters.

IAOR SALE—Choice lot Irish setter puppies
' ten weeks old, by Larry S. (8429), out of

Elchocen Jessie (845.1), a handsome red
Irish setter bilch, by F.lcho, Jr., champion
of champions, <iul of Pequol Jess (4860).

For price list and extended pedigree, ad-
dress C. Smith, 815 Moore Street, Philadel-
phia, Fa.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display insetted under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor each inurtion.

Irish Terriers.

FR SALE.—Some fine young pupa by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

WANTED.—Irish terrier bilch not over 18
lbs., hard coat, rocky build. Address B.,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. 62-tf

Mastlflb.

FR SALE.-Bnglish mastiff pups. All ages.
By Berkshire Caution. Bitches in whelp.
All stock registered. Satisfaction guaran-

6467 teed. Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdait, Mass.

FINE MASTIFFS.—For sale—six dogs, two
bitches,whelped May i, 1890. Light fawns,
short, broad heads, true to type. Dam,
Birdie Caution (14,434); ^and-daughter of
Champion Ilford Caution ; large, hand-
some and perfect in disposition. Sire,
Prince Beaufort, son of Champion Beaufort,
and full brother in blood to Champion
I.ady Coleus. The pups combine the oest
blood known to the race artd are highly
credilable to their royal breeding. For
prices and illustrated catalogue, address

63.65 George Jackson, Beech Grove, Indiana.

Pointers.

FOR SALE—Black pointerdog; Sire, Bangor,
by Poyneu's Bang—Jean; dam. Princess II,

by Nat— Princess. John Sanderson, care Dr.
S. G. Dixon, 2015 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia. 60^7

P««8.

FINE PUPS FOR SALE—Alao two bitchea,
one just bred, the other ready shortly.
Prices low for quality. Chequasset Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass. 65-tf

Setters.

FR SALE—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter iJerby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H.Clay Glover, 1253
Broadway, New York City. SS-tf

St. Bernards.

FR SALE.—Choice stock at reasonable
prices. Peninsular Kennels, P. O. Box 57,
Detroit, Mich. c. 63^

Fuk SAni—ueautifui pups, iow. Also two
bitches; one rough, one smooth; lately
bred to imported dogs. Chequasset Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass. 65-tf

FOR SALE, CHEAP.—Owing to a change of
hobby we offer a rare chance for disposal
of our imported rough-coated St. Bernard
dog Valens, by Champion Valentine—Sure-
raine, winner of many prizes in England
and America. A bargain. For particulars
address Acme Kennels, 263 Twenty-seventh
Street. Milwaukee, Wis. 64-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Put>-

lishmg Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

DIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 Soutn Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

F

POULTRY^
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfot 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Kntfllsh Pheasant Kkbs.

I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-

ant eggs, $3 per dozen. Birds Tor sale. N.
L. Rwkwell, Sanford Station, Conn. 57-11

Inouhators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Aulo-
inaticin the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-7«

Mlnoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-

cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue of other leading varie-

ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.

Racevilfe, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

Varions.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTINt; estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads price lists, sche<l-

ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Fa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor eacM insertion

. 1

Varions.

W MITE AND BARRED PIvmouth Rock*
and white crested white Polish trantams.
Menthon Kennels. Phcenixville, Pa. 53-64

PIGEONS.
Advertitewtents trilMout display inserted undet

this headingfor t cents per word for each insertiom.

Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety lor sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins,Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

OR SALE.—Six Blondlnettes. J30 for the lot

if sold at once. Al.so one frillback hen, (5.

Chas. F. Wagner, 4 King Street, E. Toronto,

Ont., Canada. 64-67

Carriers.

>OR SALE.—One black carrier Cock.
I Collier, Jr., Salisbury, Hd.

Fantalls.

Levin

wHITS FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for tale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
viUe, Ind. 63-tf

Homlnc Pl«eons.

CLAYTON HACKBTT, Fourth Street, Easton.
Pennsylvania—Breeder of long distance
homing pigeons. Stamp for circular. 61-tf

FOR SALE—Banded youngsters from tested
strains. John R. Ilunsberger, Chestnut
Hill, Pa. 64-69.

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT, 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Ready, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 900
miles. All itock nrst-claaa.

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE. Columbus, G«. Importer

Owls.

B IRD8 ofthe above variety for sale at all time*.
Bunting Hankina, Boraentown, N. J.

S«>-7S

Pouters.

ONE PAIR good pouter breeders, for fc.
Write at once. Newton S. Graybill, Rich-
field, Pa.

Parlor Performing; Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all tinies.
Bunting Hankina, Boraentown, N. J.

SO-75

Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. Thoa
Grist, Clemenlon, N. J., formerly of Bir--
mingham, Eng. 64-67

Satlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at alt time*.
Bunting Hankins, Boraentown, N, J.

SO-75

Swallows.

GA. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Ma., breeder of Swallows only, of all

* colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now fine a
lock •• can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A'
,L KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North EuUw Street,
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what you want. Reasonable prices. Sat-
iaCaction guaranteed. s64B

ArtlHts and £ngrravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co,, 3a
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PR I NTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
I.etter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, I.,al>el8, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pul>-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVF; arranged with Schrclhcr Ik

Sons, who are acknowledged to be Ihe
oest animal photoKTiiphers in Amtrira
whereby we are sble to make spec al terms
for our subscribers who wanlpl'Olograplis
of their dogs. The Fanciers Publisliinn
Co., 34 South Third St., Philadelpuia, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock. 81
1
miles

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C. red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker heti

LOTTIK, blue checker hen

BLACK BKSS, blnck checker hen . gS

Orders for youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

,0 South Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Place to Buij

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.

FIUE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS.

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

J
USX O^TX.

PRICE 50C. >

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOITKD IIY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CONTAININO A COMPLKTK DESCRIPTION OK THB

RKCo»-.Ni7.Ki> Varieties of Pu;kons.

CHARUES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

ADDRESS

STRAWBWDGE k mSB
MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

1»1I1L.AI)EL,PUIA, PA.

Kennedv & Curtis ';
Modern Training,

P£T ANIMALS Of ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, A<iu»nuins, eU.,

Plain and Ornamental Ca^cs, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

'^ F^feis IOK HATC;inN«.
'^

'
s7- .V/) FO/f PRICE LIST.

l^. V^. VAHLE,
jiaMarket St. and 46 North 9th St.. Philadelphia.

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DKALKRS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's Celeliratetl Cog Cakes ^s
=—fGloyer's ImDerial Dog Remedies

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ol a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

White, Black, Red and Yellow

TANTAIL PIGEONS.
*'""*^

No otlier Variety.

$10.00 a piir

THOROUQHBREt) PUQS *
*

'

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALEJ

PRICES VERY LOW

Addreas ^ ^ THAYER.
AahmontSt., Dorchester Bistrict.

Boston, Mass.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlsliing Company,

3a S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mv homers are tested as record birds and as

parents of birds with records from 500, 5^5 ""^
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stiK-k of^ 1K89 hatch for sale. Also

vouiigsters with Sporting Life bands. Lan give

a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. "^'-o'i44-95

nnd ui).

Qualtly U'>t «xr«<|l<'d.

Kalisfactton giiaraii-

ttlOll.

H.C.NORTON,
Gpriiiaiilowii, I'a.

57-**

FOR POULTRY.
Bono M.^rtl, - - l"ll><»'b It..K. ».J.OO
WrHnulHtfxI Bouo, " tO«) -••*»

#>
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirtfeoii,

58-70 ia»a imoADWAY, nkvv youk.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Sui;ces»«jr to Louis Schniid & Sons.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES,

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

pi(;eons of all kinds for sale.

Send for illustrated catnlnguo niid price list.

No. 317 Twcllb SlK-et. N. W. W.ishinglon, 1). C.

<JtH)iin(l lifHjf

St-riipH, - - - ,. ''JJ'
r:ni<«t«. ----., :5I',

Shells, - - - * '^OO
, ^ ,

*•'»<

Senil lor ..ur New Price List nnd Samples. A1

or.lers shippid proinply by freight on ri-ct ipt ol

P^**
C. II. UKMPWCH.F A CO..

4j.^H Tork f heinloal Workn, York, I'a.

KDKEN flint for poultry. $. PER
buftkel. Jso. Mkrckk, Leaman Place, Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.,o
B

tiAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

44 & 46 DiiANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. A TREAS.

We iiiniiiifactiire ten thou
sand stylc-s of dog collars, har-

nesses, l(K-ks. leads, brushes,

combs, bells, couplings.blank-

ets. whips and baskets for

dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

l+is+or^ and Descriptiorr

-with-

l^eminiscences

24-75

HAVE YGU LICE
. «Y|io|.|iiA

„„,„, «,..i..ii^.i,urii«^.. I>. li.jjHl.u.lKiiii'lUjn ill»ln-

l,.,.Uin ii|«ii.-..i....i-. >>".|l .• iniikp- 'iU'«l«. I'l'<;»»-

K<Kklni.»..m l'....ltrv Fnm. Pr..,r. * »«"f". N"- *fP'";;
N II "iK-> y l>"W.<t'" *''•• '*""l f'.r i-ireul»r 01 1 Itfa,

i'uultry, l)<)g« ana ^>tl•uwU;^r» plants.

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER..
BY

I^awDON Lee,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

lUustations by ARTHtiB WaRIilk.

Skcond Kuition. Pricb Postpaid, |i.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

Spratts Patent

I3oK Caket*,

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

•*Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape

.

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
specialtif.s for puppies and ladies'

pf:ts.

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES fof »" canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORINt;,"

(Post free, J8c.).
. .

order from your dealer. Full particulars Irom

81'UA'ITS |>ATKNT (America), MMIT'O.

139-J45 East 56th St., New York Cilv. 44 69

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boardc<l and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION,

2^.75 Montgomery Co., Pa.

i

r 1'^

vol... 4, NO. 'i5. i

WHOLE NO., «0. J
PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 21, 1890. PEn ANNUM. 99.50.

8INGL.K COI»V, 6c.

\ ^^•***-« ^S^.Cy^^v^—

SCOTTISH TERRIER MEADOWTHORPE DONALD
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IN THE STUD.

Advtrliumtnts inserted under this heading at the

following raUs: One inch, single '»^f''"'J''i°-
Ueo/or the month: S15 Jor three months.- fiS/or

Si months, and tiofor the year.

DICK

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

f/co; t5-40 for the month: $15 for three months;

i^ for six months, and tso for the year.

Oyirjv^ELiER

IRISH SETTER
(8410.)

SETTERS & POINTERS

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion

Si so- $5.40 for the month; $15 for three months;

$28 for six months, and $50 for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

THE KENNEL.

DESMOND II

Fox Terriers.
M^.'^^t^ca.'^^^^'**^^

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHKS

for sale from celebrated sireB and

prize-winuing dams

FOR SAL

WINNER F/RST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

NEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev R- O.Ca"agha"

Eni{land, by Hrisco-Grouse II. This dog coin-

biiies both field and bench show q"?-V,t'"-. flf
won first prize in the Derbv at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy, first, Albany; hrst,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON

IJiLLsmE Kennels,

53" 04 LANCASTER. MASS.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terras,

extended pedigic«= nnd full Hat of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. M. V^WWtni \
*=-

"

Statb Street, Chicaoo. Im-.
177

50-101

I
RISK SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $25.

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO-GEM.) FEE, $25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13.

Merion P. O., Pa.

English setter by Sir Allister-Be le of Furness

Re^rd; First and special at PhUadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont 1889, and «'";

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog

is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, »35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A younR dog oJ

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25-

CARLTON PERO
Bv Sir Tatton—Princess Chariotte II. W'"""
of numerous prizes in puppy classes m Eng and

last year and winner of second prize, puppy

class at London. Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25-

QAMRQU
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough

—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense _
Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Carb W. H. Weiss,

Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large nunil)er of puppies of

above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and

sortie first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

Wc have also for sale at our English kennels

several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-

^ "'
PRICES $150 TO 1.250 (delivered).

Dogs for Sale-

If you want to buy
kind write to the

a good dog of any

0900DBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 137 S. 8TII STREET

PIIILADKI-PHIA, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guaratced.

63-114

53-78

74

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

GORDON SETTER
BEAUMONT

The only Champion Gordon Setter of England

and Amenca. Fee, $50. For snle--Beaulifiilly

marked puppies by Beaumont out of Clmnipion

Madife. also by Champion Pilot out of Countess

Flo. Will book orders for puppies by Beaumont

out of Champion Bcllmont.

KENNELS,

43-94
Bethlehem, Pa.

poINTER IN STUD.

IJORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD >1ARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner Described in show reports as best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from

life ^0 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings

fre^.' Reliable young stock for
^^^j^^^^^^

I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me

TEMPEST.

50-75

I
SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
short time

Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J H. WINSLOW,

54.tf P. O. Box 1247. Philadelphia. Pa.

rHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
Winner over English and American cham-

nions. Winner at Toledo of special, "Best sport-

inirdoKin show," Mr. John Davidson judge.

Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or

pointer stud dog, that is Ihe sire of the Rreatest

nuraberof prize winners." Winner of FOR^Y
odd firsts and specials, under judges ;

Major J. .M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson.

Dr Jarvis, Mr. Tracy,

Mr. Tallman, Mr. Higgins, etc.

Mr. E C. Sterling.

I

Shown by Mr. B, F. Lewis. , . . . „
Stud fee $25 for a limited number of bitches.

WAVERLY KENNELS,

JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

58th St. and Elniwood Ave., Phila.

65-68

BEAUMONT
159 West 34th St. New York.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-

brated champion dogs and bitches now offered

Jor sale for tVie first lime. Nearly 200 dogs of

neariy all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List

mailed on application.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
140 S. nth St., Phila., Pa.

63-tf

64-69

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Chanipion

BeauYort's winnings on the show bench a"'' his

r«x)rd as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and

S-Uter prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

pnd dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stud fee »75. J.WINCHELL.
FAIRHAVEN. VT.

55-'o6

JOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

i8«8; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, ISO-

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
4798

CT. BERNARD AT STUD

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

Bv Red Boy-Gemma I (97^5) . ^^^^ "oy by

KondorTs. S. B. io3)-Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-

sins Turk—Bellone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzeriand.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT,

Gaul and Adams St., Phila, Pn

SOME GOOD WOODCOCK DOGS.

Both sellers and pointers for .sale at reason-

able prices. Prices from $50 to |ioo each. Satis-

faction guaranteed. Write for particulars.

64tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

140 South Eighth St., Phila., Pa.

fio-72

IRISH SF.TTERS AT STll)

ST. CLOUD
(I3,1V) CM. KI.CHO-NOKEEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. f.LENCHO-MAVOURNEEN.

Puppies bvthe above ''"K";, ^''^JJiSho Jr and

oth.Js'^for sale. ST. C..OUD^KENNEJ.S,^

ESTABLIMIIEIJ 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,

A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. »'r"lf PV»!«
.J'.t"

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free. United States and Canada,

'^Address Post-Office orders and communications

to the /-•tinners- Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 impe
rial Buildings. I.udgate Circus, London
England.

f!

E. C.

y/^ORM

|i by mail.

POWDER
MOORE BROS

FOR DOGS.
, Albany, N. Y.

ninO Chcslers. Berkshircs, »"'"'"''* f^"*

r bo. Hounds, Beagles.Collies.betters.W.GIB-

BONS & CO.,W. Che8ter,Pa. Send stamp for cir.
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FIXTURES.

Doflr Shows.
Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston. Out., Canada. C. H.
Corbett, superintendent; R. W. Meek, secretary.

Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Assiviation Bench
Show. '1. D. Brown, secrelaiy. Wilmington,
Del
Sept. 2-5.—Michig^air Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, .secretary.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
O. , Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Second Iiileriiation'al Dog Show of

the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.

Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-
ciation, "at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

(ict 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, .it Daiibury, Conn..
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.— Fourth annual fitlil trials of the Indi-
ana Kennel Club, at Carlisle. Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10.—Second aiiiiual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham. Out., C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Out., secretary.

Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterbuni Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. T., sec-

retary.
Dec. 1 —Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.

H. Odell, Mills Building. New York, secretary.
Dec. IS.— Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials at Dcatonsyille, Va.

iHin.
Jan. 19 —F^ighth annual field trials c.f the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. llrunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

C'oui-sliiK.

June 19-22.—National Coursing Association
meeting, at Kansas City. M. H. Allison, man-
ager, Hutchinstm. Kan.

Oci. 21-25.— iMfth annual meet of the American
Coursing Clul>. at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brongher, secretary.

Our Illustration.

The subject of our illtistration this

week is the well-known Scottish terrier,

Meailowthorpe Donald, a winner of sev-

eral first prizes ; the liest specimen of the

breed in this country.

THE KENNEL. __
CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
Wlial strange reports are current here in town.

— ne Spanish Student.

J.I). Shot well, secretary of the Collie

Club of America, writes us to call atten-

tion to our error in omitting in announc-

ing the "Collie Club Stakes for 1891" that
•

"collies born in the I'nited States or

Canada, on or after July i, 1S89, will be

eligi >le to comi)ete in all the stakes,

provided the conditions heretofore pub-

lished shall have l}een complied with."

» »

By referring to the announcement in

last week's issue it will be seen we omit-

ted the year "1889."

«
* *

The Board of Health of this city a few

days since closed up Dr. William L,.

.^shton's Vivisection Hospital. The

doors of the place were flung open and a

big pack of dogs of all colors and sizes

scampered out into the street and fled

through the adjacent alleys.

* *

The doctor had been doing a big dog

business for a tnouth or two. He paid

twenty-five cents a dog, regardless of

size, color or condition, so the animal

was alive, and this intelligence, spread-

ing rapidly, became the source of bo-

nanzas to small boys and tramps, and a

considerable relief to official dog-catchers

in the district. On some days all the

way from fifty to one hundred dogs were

led to the doctor and distributed in his

*^*-««**« aci Act nM H q«k«*^«>n 1 1tiH^«*1r1««nlB f«*/>«Vi

their frequent appearance at his doors

with their canine goods were believed to

have aflopted that as a profession. The
business assumed such proportions that

dogs began to \>e a scarce article in the

neighlwrliood and the venders were

obliged to make excursions to other parts

i of the town.

« *

Dr. Charles W. Dulles enlivened the

Pennsylvania State Medical Conven-

tion last week by strictures upon hy-

drophobia in general and the new-

fangled methods of curing it in par-

tictilar. " Pastetir's tnetho<l." said Dr.

Dulles, "has increased the fear of hydro-

phobia and the number of deaths in

I'rauce. In most cases death is caused

by the doctors, not by the disea.se. Forty

case are reported from the Pasteur Insti-

tute in New York, conducted by Dr. Gib-

ier, a I-renchman. This is a larger nuni-

lier than has ever Ijetii known to happen

in such a short lime.

•
* •

" Pasteur says he treated 7293 persons

in three years and a half, and of these

fifty-three died. Why, I have here a sta-

tistical list showing the names and the

addresses of 152 who died from or after

having receive<l Pasteur's treatment.

.Some time ago Dr. Gibier had opinions of

his own, not like those of Pasteur's.

Pasteur entirely ignored Gibier and a

short time afterwards the latter came

over to New York and started his Pasteur

Institute. Is it not strange that on one side

of the Rhine Pasteur treats 7000 cases of

hydrophobia, while hardly any happen

on the German side ?
"

«
• *

Dr. Dulles spoke at length of the in-

crease of the number of ca.ses in New
York since the establishment of the Pas-

teur Institute anil urged the medical

said, believe in mere laboratory men, who
cure sickness only when it is kept in bot-

tles and tubes, or rabbits or dead mice.

He did not mean to set up his opinion as

infallible, but he did not believe in the

Pasteur claptrap, which keeps numbers
of innocent animals in uninterrupted

suffering by day ami night.

of say three representative breeders who
are not acting as delegates or ofl&cers of

the club. Give both sides a hearing and
an examination of the books, antf then

let a report be made by this committee.

Also it would be in their province to

suggest any changes they may deem
necessary in the constitution or rules."

*
» *

Mr. Ed. Geran, Peoria, 111., lost last

week his fine Chesapeake Bay dog Duke
O. (,14,100), by the poison fiend.

•
* «

The well-known Irish setter bitch, Vic-

toria, a winner in several field trials of

the Philadelphia Kennel Club, and

owned by Mr. T. L. Harrison, Rosemont,

Pa., was also poisoned by some miscreant

on Wednesday last.

» •

The California Kennel Club met June
II, in the office of J. B. Lewis, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.. J. B. Lewis presiding and A.

E. Post acting as secretary. A commu-
nication from A. P. Vredenburgh, secre-

tary of the A. K. C, was read notifying

the club that it had been elected to mem-
bership. Max Wenzel was unanimously

elected the delegate to the A. K. C. to

represent the club.
«

» »

The coursing men interested in the

proposed interstate coursing match at

Merced, Cal., next November held a

meeting in San Francisco June 11. The
following were elected j)ermanent offi-

cers of the Association : President, Dom-
inick Shannon ; vice-president. Henry
Warmington ; treasurer, J. C. Nealon

;

secretary. J. R. Dixon.

»
« «

The following committees were ap-

pointed to collect subscriptions for the

necessary purse required by the Eastern

sportsmen who intend to compete in the

interstate match: San Francisco, William

Stout, John Grace, James Doughlas, Mat-

thew Nunan, John Hammill ; Redwood

City, P. Foley and J. Hand ; Petaluma,

D.J. Healv and Patrick Carroll; Oak-

land, P. Gallagher and P. Miller; New-
ark, JohufDugau ; .San Jose, William Mc-

Cormick, A. Tracy, T. Cooney ; Santa

Clara, Dr. Wadhanis, Mr. Curtiss, Mr.

Portair ; Rockland, Edward O'Connell
;

Sacramento, William Hanrahan, Thomas
Waite and Patrick Kenny ; Bloomfield,

P. Carroll ; Los Angeles, Walter Moore,

Thomas Rice ; San Quentin, W. D. Berry.

•
« «

The president was authorized to ap-

point any one else whom he may deem

worthv. Horace Briggs, on behalf of

James P. Kerr of the Breeder and Sports-

man, offered to donate a cup worth |ioo

as an additional trophy for the winner.

The offer was accepted with thanks.

The president announced that the a.ssoci-

ation had received a gtiaranty of J500

from Merced. Al>out ;f3ooo will be suffi-

cient to insure the match, and that

armount is already assured. The next

meeting will l>e held on Wednesday the

25th inst,
«
»

Mr. Pcshall's letter, on another page,

is of stich a nature as to arrest the atten-

tion of all interested in the welfare of

the A. K. C. What he says merits

serious consideration, for he speaks of

things known to him as chairman of the

Stud-BcKik Conimiltee. He has for the

first time made a full explanation of his

case and prima facie it is a strong onp

and one that cannot be ignored. Upon

boily to protest against the Pasteur , this subject Turf, Field and I'arm makes

method, at least to prevent its eflfects the following suggestion : "Why not

upon the public at large. He did not, he refer the whole matter to a committee

* •

Dr. Cryer announces his determination

to protest the award of the special prize

at the late Cincinnati show, given to the

Eberhardt Pug Kennels for the best ken-

nel of four. The prize not being in the

judge's lx>ok, was not awarded by Mr.

Mortimer, who writes it would have been

given to Dr. Cryer's team. After Mr.

Mortimer had left, the management gave

it to the Eberhart Kennels.

*
* •

C. H. Odell, secretary C. F. T. C,
writes :

" In checking over the entries to

our second annual Derby, we find that

the subjoined entry was omitted front the

list sent you last week : F. Richards,

agent, setter Rudge Gladstone (Paul

Gladstone—Bohemian Girl). This makes

total numljer of entries 116."

*
* «

We are sorry that Major Taylor's Eng-

lish Setter Club proposes to take a field

preoccupied by a club of the same name,

already organized, and in working order.

We fear it will lead to strife and bicker-

ing between the two clubs, which will

certainly not have a tendency to elevate

the breed they propose to foster.

«
• *

Mr. T. M. Brumby, secretary of tlie

Southern Field Trial Club, writes that

the third annual trial of the Southern

PMeld Trial Club will be held at New
Albany, Miss., commencing Monday,

F'ebruary 2, 1891. The entries to the

Derby will close August i, 1890, the

same will be fully advertised in all the

sporting papers in due time.

#•*

Messrs. W. B. Gates and Arthur Merri-

man write they have sold their entire in-

terest in the Memphis and Avent Ken-

nels to their former partner, Mr. J. M.

Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn.

•
« •

Last week a drunken man accompanied

by a bloodhound vsas arrested in this city.

The dog seemed perfectly docile until the

policeman attempted to take the man
down into the cell, when the dog refused

to let them pass. The police were afraid

of the dog, they tried to coax him away
and his owner tried to drive him oflf, but

still the dog would persist in staying by

the side of his master. The animal being

a very valuable one, the police did not

want to shoot, so it was decided to send

for the patrol wagon, and the man was

taken to his residence, where he chained

the dog and then accompanied t'ue police

to the station and was locked up.

*
« #

Mr. H. Hulman, Jr.'s, English setter

Gath's Mark is now in the care of the

well-known field trial trainer. J B. Stod-

dard, at Concord, S. C.

•
* •

Memphis and Avent Kennels claim an

income for Roderigo of from I11500 to

$2000 per year, whileJean Van Jean earns

from J600 to JtSoo during the same period.

«

W. H. Weiss writes: "Please take out

my sale advertisement of the foxhounds

and St. Bernards, as they are all sold,

thanks to your paper."

I

I

1

.

i
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

PREPARING FOR THE BENCH SHOW

BY HIBBRNIA.

VII.

After the premium lists were printed

and sent out I supposed I would have a

rest until a week or so before the show,

when the entries would liegin to come in,

but I was misUken. The premium lists

had not Ijeen mailed forty-eight hours

before letters from perspective exhibitors

began to pour in.

"How is this," wrote one party, "that

you have not made a challenge class for

black and tan terriers?"

"Why," wrote another, "don't your

club encourage the breeding of American

foxhounds by making a class for them ?"

"Are the smooth-coated St. Bernards

intentionally slighted, that you do not

divide the puppy class into sexes as you

do with rough coats, or is it an over-

Bight?"

One fellow who had a dog and bitch of

a breed of which there were no others in

America, had the cheek to write:

"If you will make a dog and bitch class

of and offer |io as first prize I

will send two entries." That is, if the

club would donate $20 to his dogs, he

would pay us back |6 in entrance fees.

While the show was not given as a specu-

lative affair, on the other hand, it was

dog exhibitors by paying out money in

prizes for classes in which there would

be little interest and few entries.

"Will vou bench all of my dogs to-

gether > '(He had about six different

breeds) I will send you twelve entries,

but if you do not care to accommodate

me I do not care to show," was the con-

tents of another letter.

"If you expect Champion at your

show you must print all his winnings m
full in your catalogue.

'

' This was a very

modest request inasmuch as the list of

prizes the dog had won would take at

feast two pages, of which an edition ol

five thousand catalogues would involve

an expense of some thirty-odd dollars.

The above are samples of what the

bulk of the mail consisted. Many fan-

ciers seemed to think that the show ought

to be run for the benefit of their own

special dogs. ,

AH of these letters I had to answer, and

it kept me busy from eight in the morn-

ing until six at night.

Then a little later the local exhibitors

l)eKan to call and make inquiries. One

would want to know if a dog had to have

a pedigree to be eligible for exhibition.

Another if the owner must be a member

of a kennel club. The ladies, too, vis-

ited the office in scores. They all came

on about the same errand, and the fol-

lowing description of a visit from two

(they generally came in pairs) will give

an idea of how they acted:

Imagine your humble servant in tne

room of our club seated at a desk liefore

a pile of letters trying his best to answer

them in that soft soapy style universal to

secretaries of kennel clubs ;
that is, to

avoid offending the writers, encouraging

them to exhibit and yet giving no infor-

mation that would in any way compro-

mise himself or the club he represents.

A gentle knock is heard at the door,

and I shout sharply. "Come in !" The

door opens timidly and two nicely

dressed young ladies hesitatingly enter.

I sav "Good morning" in a reassuring

manner. Before replying to my saluta-

tion one whispers to the other. huUh^-

tinctlv enough for me to overhear, Wiiy,

Bessie, we must be in the wrong place,

that fellow looks like a gentleman. The

other inquires in an embarrassed lone :

"Is this the office of the Kennel

Club?"
"It is."

"And are you connected with it?"

"I have the honor to l)e the secretary.

"Then you can give us the iu formation

we are after. You see, sir, we are think-

ing of showing our Gypsey—she is the

sweetest little Italian greyhound in the

worid—and 1 want to know what sort of

care and food she will get."

"Well," I replied, "she will be fed

once a day on dog bircuit—-"

"But " interrupted the damsel, she

won't eat them ; she won't eat anythiug

but cakes and sugar and such things."

"Then it would lie better for you to

take her home at nights."

"But she couldn't go from morning

until night without eating. Why, we

feed her four and sometimes five times a

day, and then often she seems hungry."

"You could arrange with one of the

attendants to feed her as often as you

wish, and you could furnish hiin with the

sort of food she is used to.

"

"Oh ! I would not want to li ust Gypsey

in the care of an attendant. 1 mk the

Kennel Club should look after su' things

themselves, that is if their ohjei t is to

have valuable dogs at their exhibition.

Now why couldn't you atteu<l to her ? It

would not take more than five luniutes

four times a day, and I should feel per-

fectly safe if she were in your charge.

The young lady said this so innocently

and in such good faith that I did not

have the heart to give her the sharp re-

tort that was at my tongue's end. So 1

explained to her that my duties as secre-

tary would occupy all my time and atten-

tion Finally after much l)e8eeching on

the part of both I agreed to occasiouallv

look at Gypsey and see that she received

proper attention.

"Another thing I want to ask,' said

the young lady. "Who is responsible if

Gypsey is stolen ? We value her at $500.

I raised her from a puppy, and ten times

that amount would not recompense me
for the trouble I had."

I explained that dogs were shown at

the owner's risk, and while watchmen

and special officers were in constant at-

tendance at the building, the club was

not responsible for theft or accident.

"I don't believe that is just," she

answered. "The club ought to be icsp^u-

sible, Ithink. Anyhow I will consider

the matter, and if I conclude to show

Gypsey I will call again and get you to

fill out the entry blank, as I do not know

anything about such matters."

Thanking me for my information they

left leaving the door open. I heard one

say to the other as they tripped down

the passage way: "1 never was so

astonished in my life. Why that fellow

doesn't look at all like what I thought a

dog man was. He is dressed in good

taste and he talks as nicely as Will.

Poor Gypsey ! She did not get a 'men-

tion," and the last day of the show she

was taken with several fits, whether froni

disappointment or too much sugar and

cake I never knew. Her fair owner

came to me on the first night of the

show and said she was satisfied that the

iudge had been bribed by the owners of

the other Italian greyhounds, and insisted

upon having her three dollars entrance

fee returned and take her pet home.

When I showed her the rules where a

dog could not be taken away except by

a forfeiture o.'five dollars, she burst into

tears and called me a "horrid brute," and

said I was as bad as the judge. The

next day a gentleman, whom I supposed

was Will, called on me and wanted to

know why I had insulted his sister and

insisted upon thrashing me there and

then. I was not in a very good humor

at the time, so I used a very forcible and

convincing style of argument to show

him that he was wrong.. He soon lett

with the threat of having .a warrant is-

sued for assault and battery. He must

have changed his mind, as the warrant

has never been served.

But to return to the ante-show per-

plexities. Among the most annoying of

the local exhibitors ^^ere the people who

would persist in bringing their dogs m tor

my inspection.

They asked:
"Now. really, did you ever see a better

specimen of the breed ?"

"I haven't the ready cash now to spare

for the entrance fees of my dogs. Won't

you wait ainl .le.liut it from their prize

money?" . , „,

i

"Do you think he has any chance ol

"Do you think his lack of pedigree will

have an unfavorable influence with the

judge?"
"Is he too fat?"

"Is he too thin ?"

"If I enter six dogs will you make any

reduction in entrance fees ?"

"How ought I to get him into the best

condition?" .... ,..

"Will he be likely to catch distemper?

"Ought I to take him into the ring or

let an attendant do it ?"

"If I sell the dog before the show

opens, can I get my entrance money

back ?"

"If I let Ben I^wis show him, do you

think 1 would stand a better chance of

winning than if I did it myself?"

"Ought I to wash him »)efore showing

or simply brush out his coat ?"

And a hundred and one similar ques-

tions. , .

These questioners brought for mc to

look at bull terriers with brindle patches.

Newfoundlands with hair as woolly as a

negro baby's, black Gordon setterb, yel-

low Irish setters, black and white St.

Bernards, soft-coated skye terriers with

ears and tail cut, prick-eared collies

double-uosed pointers, apple-headed bull

dogs, seventeen-inch lieagles, bow-legged

beagles, hairless toy black and tan ter-

riers, etc.
, 1. .

1 soon discovered that the speediest

way of getting rid of these people was to

agree with them in whatever they said

take their three dollars entrance fee and

when the dog was such a diversified mix-

ture of breeds as to make classification

impossible, advise its being enteretl m
the miscellaneous class.

Were I to run for a political office in

the city where this dog show was held I

am sure I would be defeated by these

local exhibitors. All of whose dogs failed

to win a prize considered the judging a

grand swindle and were positive that I

was the chief conspiritor.

f7 V T»TT/TWT
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BY ALEXANDER GLASS, V. S.

has a large

The owner

on for some

CASE NO. I.

This animal, a bull dog,

irritable sore on the elbow

tells us it has been coming

time—about two months. It is the result

of lying on a hard kennel floor. The

skin gets hard, then tender, and finally

it becomes an open sore, very tender and

bleeding easily when rubbed. The first

thing to do is wash it thoroughly with

warm water and then dress it with com-

pound tincture of Ijenzoine twice daily.

This will coat it over with a scab and

produce healthy granulations and soon

fill up the wound. At the same time

change the bed ; fill it with fresh straw

or hay so that the dog can Have a soft

place to lie on, and not on the bare ken-

nel floor, which will irritate the wound.

In a short time the wound will heal, but

as the place is being rubbed the hair

seldom or ever grows there again.

CASK NO. II.

PATSY IN HOT WATER AGAIN.

The Cut of Mr. Perry's Do« the Cause

of All the Trouble.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : "He that hideth hatred with ly-

ing lips and he that uttereth slander is a

fool." As Mr. F. H. Perry seems fond of

dealing in quotations, I offer two or three

for his consideration, which he will

probably consider "chestnuts" measured

by the same standard by which he judges

a reference upon his free advertising.

But neither will be as. long as he has

the columns. of the press at his disposal

or men are found with as little regard for

the truth as he seems to have.

Mr. Perry knows I have never asked

his permission to use any cut, but in-

stead asked him in a gentlemanly man-

ner to refer me to some one that could

furnish a suitable one. His magnani-

mous suggestion was that I should ad-

vertise his dogs on my stationery at my
expense. He in return would furnish

the valuable information, a suggestion

that any breeder would consider seri-

ously (if he was crazy), but not under

anv other circumstances, and as my repu-

tation depeuds up the quality of stock

advertised, there were serious obstacles

in the way of my complying with his

condition. "The way of a fool is right

in his own eyes, but he that hearkens

1 unto counsel is wise." Mr. Perry from

his communication evidently thinks he

was doing the right thing ^by himself) m
making the suggestion, but I would

counsel him to be more generous. The

country is large and the demand for

eood stock unlimited. Let hira provide

himself with such and he will soon see

tliere is room for all, even for Elcho, Jr.

Imagine the peace of mind that must

come to Elcho, Jr.'s owner to leani that

\!r Perrv has decided not to snatch the

laurels from Elcho'sbrow wiih Patsy, tiut

that old retreat to the claim of field stock

is open as usual . The sole judge of those

qualities is the owner.

"It is an honor for a man to cease from

strife, but every fool will l)e meddling.

Let Mr. Perry attend to legitimally boom-

ing his kennels, not meddling with the

printing contracts of others, and the re-

turns will better warrant his strenuous

efforts. I have the honor to close the

controversy as far as I am concerned.

Yours truly,
R. H. Burr.
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NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : A quarteriy meeting of the Na-

tional Beagle Club will be held at the

Quincy House, parior G, Boston, Mass.,

Friday, July 11, 1890, at 6.30 P. M. Mem-

bers are earnestly retjuested to attend.

Yours truly,

F. W. Chapman, Secretary.

winning .''

"I know he is as pure

because he came from

is your opinion ?"

"Are you sure the judges

^""Do you think the veterinary will con-

sider this sore spot, mange ?"

bred as can lie,

Europe ;
what

will be ini-

This dog. you will notice, has a large

fleshy looking lump in the corner of the

eye which his master tells us has been

tiiere for some time. He blames the cat ,

for it It may have been her. but it comes

on so often from no apparent external
|

cause that I am inclined to think it comes

from some internal one. It is an enlarge-

ment of the membrana iiicaians. or the

,lirt remover of the eye. Tins is not a

very important part to the dog, as he can

rub his eyes with his paws. The best

treatment is to apply a lotion composed

of sulphate of zinc cighf grains, rose

water one-half ounce ; a few drops in the

eye twice daily. If alter continuing this

treatment for some time and it still con-

tinues large, then remove it as I will do in

this case. I first put in a few drops of a four

per cent solution of cocaine and wait five

minutes. By means of a large needle

(do not take a small one that will turn m
your fingers) and silk thread 1 now pa.ss

It through the lump. You notice the

animal shows very little pain. Now, by

means of the threa<l, lift up the fleshy

lump and snipe it off with a pair of scis-

sors This slight bleeding will only last

for a short time if it is bathed with cold

water It should now have the /inc col-

larium aj.plied for a few days to heal

the sore.

A Pointer with a Wooden Lctj.

By Cnplaiii, in the Stiooting Times.

There is a man now in the North of

Hn.nce who lives at nn o.it-of-lhe-wnv village on

the const, and shoots for llie market, who has a

most extraordinary pointer, one with a wofxlen

leg This is the near hind leg, which, it appears,

was run over by a carl two or three years ago,

and had to be amputated. The dog was then

six years old the man told me, and rather than

destroy his faithful and invaluable companion

he appealed to the I.K^al doctor, who fitted a

woo<len leg to the slump.

At first the dog wanted to gnaw the wound,

but eventually he recovered and now takes no

notice of his unusual appendage. I have seen

him work. He goes at a trot with a very slight

limp, so slight as to be hardly noticeable. The

bottom of the artificial leg is fitted with a round

mushroom head shaped iron ferule, rather

broader than the wood and so far as work is con-

cerned the dog, who is a b><i</nr, is in no way im-

''"le is as firm as a rock on his points and re-

trieves marvellously well.

-Some two years since, a new vocation for dis-

tresi^-d women in London was that of taking ou

othe^ women's ,H.t dogs for gentle exerc.se at

twopence per head per hour.

I
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FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

Inculcating the Fine Points of Retriev-

ing in tlie Young Dog.

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

[continued.]

Ill niy last letter I gave my methods

of leaching young field dogs to fetch ar-

ticles.

With regard to retrieving game in the

field, some dogs will do so cheerfully,

provided they have had the necessary

preliminary training on articles other

than game the first time they are required

to do so. Others will refuse, or rather

hesitate, to pick up game, although they

will cheerfully pick up and bring iu

other articles to command. In the latter

case go with your dog, leading him if

necessary; pickup the bird, stroke and

smooth it until the feathers lie nicely in

their natural position ; open his mouth

gently but firmly. Place the bird in it,

step back a yard or two and order him

to "fetch." Continue this plan patiently

until the dog is willing to pick up the

game without assistance. This can be de-

termined by occasionally giving him an

opportunity to act independently. It

will hurry the work considerably to

practice your dog frequently on a cold

bird. I'or field trial work it is hardly

necessary to make your pupil such a re-

triever as would be called first-class by a

shooter who looks for large bags, and re-

quires his dog to find every bird he takes

down. All that has so far been required

of held trial dogs under the head of re-

trieving is simply to go to a dead bird,

pick it up softly and bring it in. It has

even appeared that at times a little extra

credit was given to the retriever that in-

dulged in masticating his birds slightly.

This, however, would be a dangerous ac-

complishment to encourageto encourage 111 the

future in view of the fact that we are pro-

gressing in sportsmanship as well as in

other things. There is no doubt what-

ever that any and every dog that has

learned to fetch other articles will s<K)n

retrieve game, no matter how timid he is

about iK-ginning to do so. if his liaii<iler

will only be patient and give him a little

time to get over his timidity.

After your dog has advanced in re-

trieving to the degree of picking up and
fetching in the game you must then be

careful that you do not give him the

habit of going with him to his dead bird.

Let him locate and go to it without as-

sistance, or at least let this l)e your ulti-

mate aim. and therefore if you have to

partially accompany your pupil to his

dead bird to begin with, be sure to

gradually drop off in Llie distance you go
with him until finally the habit iseu-

tirely stopi)e<l. After he becomes in-

deiK-ndent in seeking, locating and
fetching, lie careful not to retard his

further atlvancemeiit iu the art of re-

trieving by giving him too many orders

while seeking dead. Let him workout
the problem himself and do not betraj*

anxiety that he should go on a bee-line

to the dead bird. Remember that the

Ixrst dogs depend altogether on nose and
not all on sight to aid their judgment in

locating game, and while vision may not

be interfered with by wind, heat,nioisture

or other condition of the atmosphere,
scent most certainly is always influenced

by such things, and when it might ap-

pear to us that a dog seeking game is go-

ing entirely wronjj about it, perhaps,

circumstances considered, he is working
in the best possible manner.
Give your dog time to retrieve . I f he

makes an error let him find it out and
profit by his experience. Let him cast

wide and do not contract his work by
calling him in and forcing him to quarter

within a prescribed limit. Of course, if

he leaves the search altogether you
should call him back and keep him to

work till he finishes his work on the dead
game, but you should be fully satisfied

that he has given up the search before

you interfere too much with him. I do
not mean to be understood assaying that

assistance should never be given to a
dog in retrieving. I do say though that

this a-ssistance should not be given if

there is any danger that it will limit the

exercise of the animal's natural func-

tions. To manipulate the faculties does

very well, but to disqualify them is quite

another thing. That the latter is too fre-

quently done is quite certain, therefore I

say use nice discretion in working a

young field trial dog close for dead birds.

Do not be alarmed if he casts wide and if

he takes what appears to be the vvrong

direction and persists in it, do not insist

on his turning, but rather let him work
out and discover his error.

Very few dogs there are, no matter

how tenderly they retrieve at first, that

will not at length commence to squeeze

and finally mouth birds in retrieving.

This bad habit should be promptly cor-

rected bv sharp scolding, not in long

sentences, however, but such short ones

as "Hah !" "Stop that," etc. Mean-
time, if the mouthing is continued, step

quickly forward, take the dog by the

muzzle, press the thumb against the

dog's lip, squeezing the latter some-

what viciously against his teeth. Let

the lip be carried into his mouth under
the thumb, and every time he shuts

down on the bird then shut down at the

same instant on the lip, and so continue

until he is satisfied to hold the bird ten-

derly, then let go of his mouth and

quietly take away the bird in the usual

way. There are certain times and par-

ticular days when young dogs, and some-

times old one. too, take a notion to

mouth and chew birds much more than

at other times. When I discover this to

be the case I never allow them to retrieve

a second time, i. e., for the time being.

My experience has shown me that this

gives the sinning animals time to repent

for their badness, and I have noticed that

Ihev never fail to do so.

I'have insinuated that field trial re-

trieving is not up to the requirements

of ordinary shooting. On reflection I

can recall instances, however, where it

. ... ^ .. _'..* 4 1*'.* V«'*»««^1o^%««^a r>Vic»«kvftl1was ALtUtXl CilL I »*€»». «**»•» »ov>»«»*. t
.^..ww..—
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retrievers won well-contested heats. In-

telligent seeking, quick locating and

prompt and graceful running iu with and
delivering a dead bird add materially to

the beauty of a dog's work and must in

future l>e a considerable factor in its

valuation.

MALCOLM STATES HIS CASE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have read the article in your

last issue by "Brittle." As some of your

readers may wonder what he is driving

at, please publish the following letter of

mine which appeared in Turf, Field and

Farm of June 6 :

THE RULE AND RUIN POLICY.

Editors Turf, Field and Farm.

To say I am surprised at the high-handed

action ofsome of the members at the meeting of

the A. K. C. on May 22, In not allowing the

Maryland Kennel Club to have a voice through

their delegate, Mr. Peshall, would not express

my feelings and disgust for those who voted

against him. As I could not be present at the

meeting, and as has been always customary in

the past, I requested the secretary of the Mary-

land Kennel Club to make out credentials for

Mr. Peshall to act in my place. They were made

out in proper form and 1 sent them to hira. re-

questing him to kindly attend the meeting in my
place. Now I see by report in the papers of the

meeting, that Mr. Peshall was not permitted to

act for us, and for no reason under the sun but

personal spite upon the part of Mr. Belmont, he

knowing that Mr. Peshall would oppose any

meeting where there was not a quorum present

;

and another reason was. because he would not

back up that Kennel Gazette, better known as the

parasite which is sapping the life blood from the

Stud- Book. I at one time worked hard for the

success of the Gazette, believing it would help

the A. K. C, but I have seen my error and am

,
was treated at the A. K. C.

H. Mau:o[.ii.

A USEFUL DOG.

A I'lttHbiirst (Jontlomnn Who Has an
IntelllKeut Canine.

From the rlllsburg Dispatch.

A well-known resident of Oakland has

a large Newfoundland dog that is a

wonder in his way—and he weighs al>out

160 pounds. The gentleman walked into

the Dispatch business office yesterday

accompanie<l by his dog and purchased

an additional paper to mail to a relative

in Illinois. The paper was wrapped up,

and after placing a two-cent stamp on

the wrapper and addressing it, the gentle-

man gave the paper to the dog.

The owner got into his buggy and

drove to the post office, the dog running

alongside the horse. At the post office

the gentleman stopped, but the dog
didn't. He mounted the steps, trotted

down the corridor to the receiving Ixjxes,

and, taking hold of one end of the paper

in his teeth, he inserted the other in the

opening into the paper box and with his

nose pushe<l it through the hole. He had

no hesitancy about brushing his wet coat

up against the light check trousers of

several \-oung men standing near the lx)x,

and when one of them wanted to help

him push the paper through the opening,

he growled, as much as to say he knew
his business and could gel along without

outside assistance.

After dejiositing the paper in the box

the dog bounded out again to his ma.ster,

who was waiting for him. "It took me
two weeks to train him to do that trick,

but it paid me for the trouble," said the

gentleman.
• » •

The Dog's Advantage Over the Dude.

I-'rom the Bostonian.

•There is one thing about a dog's pants,'

Harkins.
•What sthat' "

•The> never bag at the knees."

id

—The dog in pursuit of rabbits doesn't mind the

wear and tear to his pants, if he has his over-

hauls.

but I have seen

now heart and hand against it

The few men who voted the Maryland Kennel
Club delegate out of the May meeting, with the

exception of one or two of the nine, are the men
whose aim is to rule the A. K. C. or ruin it. I

am satisfied that a very large majonty of the

members, delegates from the various clubs to the

A. K. C. are not in accord with the action of

these delegates who voted against Mr. Peshall.

I with the majority of those who have the inter-

ests of the A. K.C. at heart, have made up my
mind at the next legal election of officers—I say

legal election, for the reason the farce enacted

last February and no quorum present, and
wtii^u i »ui».y w,«».v.<.«^.. ... - •---- -----

Anthony before the meeting was called to order

by him. He was elected chairman of the Feb-

ruary meetmg. He took the chair and carried

on the farce. I left the room in disgust as soon

as he called for the nomination of officers.

1 read later in the p.-ipers and in the Gazette

that I was creditetl with having voted, and was
present throughout the meeting. So those

officer>: who declined to admit Mr. Peshall to

cast the Maryland Kennel Club vote are simply
holdini; over in office from the election of 1889.

Mr. Peshall's objection to this May 22 meeting
being rllowed to go on, was for the very good
reason t'lrit no quorum was present; they at once
ruled him out, and a little handful vote against

him T 11 ir time is short, and never while I can
serve the A. K. C. will I sit quietly by or permit

my pen to be idle while those few who are now
at it are alvmt to run it to ruin. I shall always
expose any underhand ,work. Never will I re-

main silent and let a few attempt to throttle the

majority. I love my fellow-sportsmen and I

love my dogs, and I shall try at all times to see

justice done to all; so to one and all who are

with the A. K. C, not being run by the minority,

I request all to stand firm and assert our rights

and attend the next general meeting m full

force and stop this high-handed minority run-

ning to ruin the A. K. C. by a lot of men who
are .simply holding over iu office. I notice that

you state in your last i.ssue that "Mr. Peshall was
duly accredited by the Maryland Kennel Club to

act for them as Mr. Malcolm could not attend."

This is perfectly correct.

I see by that Western sheet that Mr. Anthony
stated : "I (he) rise to a point of order, that the

club having appointed Mr. Malcolm for the year

1890 has no right, in the absence of the resigna-

tion of Mr. Malcolm, to send another delegate."

Now, this is refreshing. Singular they would
not receive the proxy for Mr. Peshall, but did

accept a proxy from Mr. Alex. Brown for me to

act in his place at the meeting above mentioned,

in February last. Mr. Anthony, vvho was the

party I mentioned above as chairman, did not

object to my being a proxy in the "absence of

resignation" of Mr. Brown. This thin scheme
will not work, and they cannot get out of their

muddle in this way. Mr. Peshall was not per-

mitted to vote for no other reasons than those I

have mentioned. I hear that the editor of that

Western sh.-et was on hand to help on this

minority love-feast band. Friend Wise, I fear,

was not aware of all the facts iu regard to the

proxy nor did he know what has been custom-

ary in such cases. If he had, I feel sure he
would not have voted against Mr. Peshall.

But a short while back, when there was much
hard work to be done with Stud-Book purchase,

etc , etc., Mr. Peshall was then sought ater by
them to help them. No longer should we allow

a Gazette with a twenty-five cent fee deceive the

unsuspecting public, and leave them under th^
impression that when their dogs are simply listed

that they are registered. It hasand does deceive

them and many list that should register. A great

many listed at our show here, if not for the para-

site Gazette, would have registered. We should

not permit this sapping of the life blood out of the

Stud-Book. A dog without a pedigree should not

be entered in any book. All who arc friends of

the A. K. C. wilfassist to stop it. The Stud-Book
must be preserved, tome all .sincere friends of

the A. K. C. to its rescue ; shake off all those

who are in favor of the mongrel Kennel Gazette

register. There must be no halfway ; we should

attend the meetiUKS with a full working force,

and assist in makmg changes at once ; the work
must be done at the meetings, no outside refor-

mation, it must be done inside the club. The
members of the Maryland Kennel Club have sent

a letter to the secretary of the Maryland Kennel
Cl«b for a special meeting o» June 5, to take

action upon the manner in wnich Mr. C. J.

Peshall, our delegate,
meeting of May 22.

I will also give here a true copy of the

credentials wnich our delegate, Idr. C. J.

Peshall, held from the Maryland Ken-
nel Club.

A. P. Vredenburoh, Esq.
Secretary American Kennel Club.

Dear Sir: As Mr. H. Malcolm, our delegate,

will not be able to be present at your meeting,
we hereby appoint Mr. C. J. Peshall to act in his

stead at your meeting to lie held May 22.

Yours truly.

(Signed) W. Stewart Diffewderffeb.

With the above credentials in proper
order, and in our complying with their

constitution, which reads: "Each mem-
ber of the association shall have the

right to l)e represented by one delegate

duly authorized, and his appointment
certified to by his club's secretary."

This you will see was all complied with

and the credentials stated the Maryland
Kennel Club's regular delegate could not

attend. It was a plain and simple ex-

planation of the facts as to wny Mr.
Peshall was there to represent the Mary-
land Kennel Club and not to receive him
simply because the President of the A.

K. C. had personal feelings against him.

I consider such action an attempt to in-

sult our delegate and the Marylaud Ken-
nel Club, and which I feel sure the ma-
jority of the delegates of the other clubs

will resent and uphold the action the

Maryland Kennel Club has and will take

at their July meeting.
With the above statement before your

readers they will be better informed than
by reading the extracts cut and shaved
by "Brittfe." His argument about Stud-

Book, the Gazette and the letting in non-
sense of a dog in the Stud-Book who win*
one or two pri7.es, when he may have
in him the blood of the meanest cur, is

too plain to anyone who knows anything
of breeding for me to waste time to reply

in full. He mentions that my "allusion

to the mongrel Kennel Gazette is, it

seems to me (him), the kettle calling

the pot black, for if I (he) remember
aright, it was owing to his (my) strenu-

ous efforts that the A. K. C. admitted
dogs with 62>i per cent of black and tan

setter blood under the guise of American
Gordon setters, nor do I think anyone
was more benefitted by such admission

than Mr. Malcolm himself." To show
how very unreliable his statements are,

I will here request you to publish a copy
of a letter of mine which appeared in

Turf, Field and Farm directly after the

Gordon setter matter was settled in the

A. K. C.

The letter referred to appeared in the

year 1888 and written by me. "We
lovers of the Gordon setter should take

our 62 J4 percent brethren by the hand
and help them up the hill, so they can
soon tally the blood of their dogs the

same as we old defenders. This I am
sure they will soon be able to do, for I

am sure by their cries they regret they

were not with us long ago. We will

help them and forgive them, for they

knew not what they did." I am sure

your readers after the above quoted re-

marks will take always with much allow-

ance any statement coming from "Brit-

tle."

Seeing he is not reliable in what he
states, I feel sure your readers, after

reading my letter of over a year ago,

as quoted above, will not think for a

moment that I ever favored the 62yi per

cent black and tan setter, as "Brittle"

wishes to make them believe. As my
dogs are of the 100 percent G6rdon setter

blood, pray tell me what had I to gain ?

"Brittle's" flings, like some of his kind,

are out of place, and are so weak that

any reader with an ordinary amount of

common sense can see through it with

ease. He cannot injure either me or m;y

dogs' superb breeding. I keep their

records too straight to be soiled by any-

one. In conclusion I would say to

"Brittle" that this matter of delegates

being not received to please some one
who at some time may have had his toes

trod upon, will never again happen at

the A. K. C. meetings, nor would it have
happened this time if a majority of the

delegates had been on hand, for I can

assure him that the clique who ran it

that day will not run it again, nor any
other clique. The dignity of the A. K.

C. must and shall be preserved. I think

it well for all the A. K. C. delegates, at

least those who were not at the meeting
last held, to at once insist upon the resig-

nation oi the one who held the chair as

president. H. Malcolm.
Baltimore, Md., June 14, 1890.

^1
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MR. PESHALL STATES HIS CASE

Editor Fanciers' Joltrnai,.

Sir: The clique which is now controlling

the American Kennel Club is endeav-riiig. and

has been for the last year, to impress upon the

dog men and breeders of this country, that I

am fighting the American Kennel Club, and that

I am opposed to the said club Such is not the

case. I am now, and always have been, a firm

believer in the American Kennel Club Such a

club in this country (if we expect to improve

and encourage the breeding and preservation of

the pedigrees of thoroughbred dogs, and the

successful holding not only of bench shows, but

field trials) is an absolute necessity That is, we

should have an American kennel club existing.

'

and recognized throughout the country as a

governing body . A governing club that not only

local clubs, but every breeder and exhibitor

should encourage, respect and obey. A club

founded by and with the consent of all thelocal

clubs A club founded upon the theory of right,

and whose laws and rules should in all cases be

ex^uted with practical and imnartial justice.

When Mr. KUiott Smith, of New York was
elected president of the American Kennel Club

he entered upon the discharge of his duties as

such president, and brought to that chair with

himself dignity
^ hi

... and grace, which was ever

evinced l>v >iis impartial dischnrge of the duties

of that office. No delegate could ever determine

from the actions or manner of Mr. Smith what

his individual feeliiiRS were upon any motion or

resolution pending before that club.

Mr Smith never had the impudence to vacate

the chair an<l advocate the adopti .11 or r«jection

of anv resolution or motion pending before that

body and never while he was president (except

in one instance) did he ever address the dele-

Bates who under the constitution, have the

management of the club, and that was when he

was called upon by reason of a tie vote to cast

thedeciding vote. When he arose from his chair,

and standing bv it, gave his reasons for his vote.

Mr Smith's impartiality has ever been remem-
bered by not only his friends, or the delegates

who voted for him, but also by those delegates

who voted against him for that position.

After Mr. Smith's resignation, Mr. Child, ot

the Philadelphia Club, was elected president of

the American Kennel Club, The dignity and

grace as well as the impartiality, possessed by

Mr Smith, was again brought to the chair dur-

ing the administration of Mr. Child, and when
he resigned ironi tne posiiion lo wiii>-ii lit •'•a«

been elected no delegiite could say that during

the time he ociupied the chair he ever in any

way tnfiuenced the action of any delegate upon

any motion or resolution pending before that

rpon the resignation of Mr Child the writer

of this article nominated the present president,

Mr August Belmont, Ir , for the position which

had been «o ably filled and impartially adrainis-

teredbv Mr. Smith and Mr. Chil 1. Mr Belmont

was elected, and since that time the writer is

sorrv to say that the position of president has

become a total stranger to digjitv, grace and im-

nartialitv The present president has from that

time considered that it is his duty to not only

oreside and to decide such questions as may
TOine before him, and then to vacate his chair,

call some trusty member to fill the position,

while he makes a stump speech either for or

aeainst almost every resolution or motion that

may can, or does come before the board.

The president of the American Kennel Club is

not a deleKale, and should not be a delegate, and

it never was intended by the framers of the Con-

stitution that he should have any of the powers

nossessed bv a delegate, except in case of a tie

TOtT His tfuties are defined by the Constitution,

and the moment he leaves the chair that moment
his duties within the board cease. He is not

elected the president of this club or that c ub, of

thUdelegate or that delegate, and he should not

In anv wiv by word, action or deed, use the in-

fluence of iiis office to influence the action of

any delegate upon am motion or resolution

oending before the board.

That I am now and have been for some time

oDDOsed to the management of the American

Kennel Club every breeder in the country is well

"Tbout J12000 annually are now gathered in

from the dog men and breeders of this countrv,

and expended at No. 44 Broadway, New York,

bv the secretary, the assistant secreUry. the

type writer, the twy in waiting and the firm of

printers employed by the clique to do the work,

^hatthedog men and breeders gft
absolutely

nothing for this money we must all admit. The

Stud Book which should come out quarterly,

took about fifteen months in getting to us

A stu I book is a necessity, ami we should have

it everv quarter. ...
The Kennel •<'.azetle, which makes its appear-

ance monthly, is not only of no value to the

brevier but in itself is one of his greatest

''"AlTy'mongrel dog, without pedigree or tail

v,h"Z Zie of birth IS as uncertain as Noahs, and

whose breeder may have been the Kgvplian nurse

who wiped the tears away from a sphinx, or the

fcllow who ties the shoes of King Calico, can be

e« "red and registered among iTie bluest dogs

bred by NorrisTi.of EnglancT or Hopf, of New

^""Registration should mean «>'"^»|''"8' ""''

"

should mean that no dog cau, shall or will l>e

reSitered in the American Kenu.l Club, unless

Ihf papa and mamma is known even unto the

'To\'^fcouragement should ever be given to

these mongrel dogs. The mongrel dog like the

cont^twitf come, and the KeuneM Club should

^"er recognize them in any shape, manner,

^Th"a've"'aT90 opposed the financial manage-

ment of this club.^id for fear thp.t I may have

Sen misunderstood, permit me to now say that

.l,r financial management, as evinced by the

r^Lrts made a?e not onlv false and frauMulent

faK^ t^cause they are nbt true, but fraudulent

bi^u^ they have been made with the intention

'"•Th^'maior portion of the item »i,7>8 »8, which

annearTVn tSe report made to the American

Kimtel Club at the annual meelliiit in February,

^si was never earned by the clu6.it was jug-

^^ tSd b^Vkeeped In there, aud I will now

give the history of the finances of 1888, as it may
prove of interest to your readers.

During the year 18SH I had the honor to be

chairman of the Stud B-mk Committee. Mr.

Schellhass and Mr. Terry being the other two

members. In March, .f<SH Mr. yredeuburgh

stated to me that he intended to resign as editor

of the Stud Book, and during that month did so.

When he re-signed, the arrangement was made

whereby the Stud Book Committee appointed

Mr A. D. Lewis as editor of the Stud Book, and

made this contract with him.

Mr. Lewis was to assume the duties of editor

was to compile the pedigrees, and do all the

*o?k as editor of the Stud Book. He was to

publish the Stud Book quarterly, was to pay all

the bills and expenses thereof, as well as one-

half the office rent, and for his services he was to

receive the entire receipts coming to office, as

wellaslhepn>ceedsofthesale of the book If

after paying all of these bills there was nothing

left, Mr. Lewis agreed that he would make no

claim upon the American Keniic Club. This

was substantially our contract, and it was faith-

fully, honestly and efficiently carried out.

At the meeting of the American Kennel Club.

wWch wl^ held may 8. 1888. the- Stud Book Com-

mittee reported this' change to the club, and at

he same meeting Mr. Vredeuburgh made his

re^n as treasurer, showing the balance on hand

ill the American Kennel Club to be the sum of

11.8 o. After this Mr. Vredeuburgh went to

Kurope. and he returned on Monday, Ueceiuber 3.

on I^ember 6, after pulling himself and the

asselkof the American Kennel Club together, he

Reported at the meeting of the American Kennel

ClSb held that day that he had on hand (and as

will appear by the Treasurer's report dated De-

"rt*?hafiL^"e meeting, and on that same day

and fresh with the recollection of the aforesaid

IS w in his mind, as well as m the treasury he

offered a resolution to increase the registration

fee (which was at that time fifty ceiitsi to Ji. ,

and then and there gave his reason for imposing

Uiis increase of ino per cent upon the dog breecT

ers which was substantially this, that the cost

of publishing the Stud Book was so expensive

that it coulcf not be done at the price then

charged for registration. That resolution, upon

iheSon of^r. Hitchcock was referred to the

S ud Book Committee. A few days after this

nieeting, while the writer of this was in the

American Kennel Club office. Mr^ Vredeuburgh

statetl to me out of his own mouth, substantiapy

that I had made no mistake m no.iimating Mr,

Belmont, as he had come into the office mourii-

ineoverthcsmallnessoflhe bank account and

replenished it with a large amount of money

At the annual meeting of the Amen an Ken-

nel Club which was held February 31, 1889, Mr.

Vredeuburgh, as treasurer,, made two reports,

commencing from December s i««S, and show-

™"Vh, balance as reported at the previous meel-

inS ts W If any b(K>kkeeper win now lane

th?ie two accounts and examine them, there is

tract from the treasurer the <tf"'« »"'"«>"

m .ke up this amount, and the so called chair-

man oft^he so-called com.u.tlee, aft"wards conv

ing to the treasurer's rescue, Mr. XJatson lor

thf time being abandoned the search for the lost

items going to make up this sum.

Upon his subsequent return »» New York he

wentto the office and again asked Mr. Vreden

burgh for these items.

Mr Vredeuburgh evidently iniposed "po" ^im

by taking advantage of some deficiency in his

ntellectual organization, or exhibited to him

what must hav? been the private account which

had b^en keptby Mr. Lewis ^"^'\.^''l""'J^^'
with the Stud-Book Committee, in the year 1888

But there was one thing which Mr. Watson did

-et from the treasurer, which all of us had been

unable to extract, and which the treasurer put

own on an envelope in his own handwriting, o

wT the income of the club from January i to

iTnnuaAr II 1880, and which amounted to $122

'"Se a7sos»toMr. Watson that thisf.2a8

the major portion thereof, came from the Stud

®*Sow breeders and dog men throughout this

country let us sum this up, and see what we

""Aoril ,, 1SS8. Mr. Lewis takes charge of the

StuHook. under contract with the Stud-Book

rr.mn\ittee what he receives IS his.

May 8 1888. the American Kennel Club treas-

• ' irt shows f 138.01

Broadway controlled by the local clubs and

breeders throughout the c"'"l'0'ja"d I dcm t

want to see the local clubsand breeders through-

out the country controlled by the officers at 44

"Tt1i*l\o see the officers of the American Ken-

nel Club who will give informotion to "»5'"bers

of local clubs in regard to aflTairs connected with

the club when requested.
»,:...„,•, ,,r

I want the opportunity to write the obituary of

the present American Kennel Gazette, as I con-

sider It in every way worthy of my P"*"""*;/"'-
ingS.

PESHAIX.

.50.

or

urers report snows ».*..o. on hand. Sccretar>

iroes to Europe, returns December 3 '888.

%ec^inlwr I 188H. makes a report dated Decem-

ber s Balance on hand. $5-39 ^ . . ,. „
At same meeting asked to have registration

fe^ii^reased 100 per cent, because Stud-Book

was always published at a loss.
.

"n same month, states to the writer, received a

unt of money from the president,

ftrbruary 21.
Urge a'"""-:. -.-^ -akes two reports in one

uinr one conclusion that he can come to. and

that is this, that they are false.
, , ,u

The item of $122828 was not earned by the

club there was no po.ssible resource from which

the club could earn this Hem. and the club did

not earn it. it was either borrowed, book-

keened or iuggled into the accounts.

1 have asked for these items, which go to make

up this sum, delegates of the club have asked for

them and the reqii«sl has Iwen lelu.sed, and I
Liieiii, •>

. -• —"• never, over his
woman or childnow state that the treasurer will never, over his

own signature, give to any man woman or child

in this country the items going to make up this

'"on"^uly 19. ««9. ""^ Stud Book Committee,

wh^h-^ then TOimsted of Mr. Terry, Mr, Shell-

hass and Mr. Lewis, held a meeting and fanned

into life the resolution that was offered by Mr.

Vredeuburgh, and increased the registration fee

from 50 cents to Ji, the same to go intoeffect Jan-

"'s^v'eVal^protests appeared in the sporting

papers against this unjust and unreasonable in-

crease made by the Stud-Book Committee,

The StudBook Committee, in answer to

these protests, published a card over

their signatures ai^ an explanation of their

acUon. and in said card they sUted : The two

years' experience of both the secretary and edi-

or sh"« - to them conclusively th",'
'Vhar'the

DUblishiug such entry was greater than the

amount cRarged for it. and that this iiidiiced the

i^retary to bring the matter before the Ameri

Sri Kennel Club at this meeting iw^^h^rfi

1888

dav whicfi show upon their face lully as much

jugglery as could have been gotten into one re-

'"in 'auI^.Ts?"*;^. Stud-Book Committee over

the^row^sgnXtu.e. claim that the Stud-Book

had been pul^sned at a loss, add that this was

heir r^sin for increasing the tax upon the dog

men throughout the country 100 per cent

January. 1890, secretary and tresiirer published

-in annual statement that from and during the

year iHSy he had received from the dog men and

breeder" of this country fi^'-''^-r^^
t^^^ ^e and

a few others had expended $7027 f.6, and vet he

failsto show in any of his reports where tlie dog

^en a"id breeders fcave received any l.enefit from

he expenditure of this money, for no Stud-Book

was piiblished during the year and for some two

•"M'thVirc^lfe" meeting of February n. 1890.

Mr Vredeuburgh tells Mr. Watsou that the bal-

"Tshor%m"\hel"a*.{effells Mr. Watson that

'••if ™.-.'tL-r.l::"jUl'^^*^ir,'?f .he meet-

in«"ofthe"ciSb. and' in the sporting papers, iii

relorts of officers, and in statements made by

them they claimed that the club actually earned

the moneys credited to the club.

Now what I want to know is:

First. Did the president put any money into

"'second' Did he tell the truth when he says he

''*Th°r7"Drd"\ir.\'redenb„rgh tell the truth

when he reported only $5-39 on hand December

r and did he tell the truth when he offered the

resolution to increase the registration ?

roiirth Did he tell the truth when he told me
that the president did put the money into the

*^' Fifth What are the items going to make up

'''six"h" Difi'the'stud-B.»k committee tell the

trlith when they published their card, and gave

their reason for increasing the registration ?

Seventh. How any revenue could be derived

from the Stud-Book, when Mr. Lewis published

it under an exhaustive contract ?

Wghth Did Mr. Vredeuburgh tell Mr. Watson

the truth when he claimed to get the major part

of the item of |i 228. 28 from the Stud Book '

Ninth If he told Mr. Watsou the truth, and it

is the truth, then is it not a fact that Mr. \ reden-

burgh misstated the facts when he gave hisreasou

ENGLISH SETTER CLUB NO. 2.

Ma,l<.r Ta.vlor Nenleits to Wend In HIb

lU^port for Nearl.v Ftve Montlis.

EDITOR FANCIERS' JOURNAL.

Sir : There will be a meeting of those

whose names are associated in the call

below at the rooms of the American

Kennel Club, No. 44 Broadway, New

York City, Tuesday, June 24, at i P. M.,

to form an English setter club, for the

election of officers, and transaction of

such business as may come up at the

meeting.

NEW YORK, January 23. iSyo.-We the under-

signed desire to invoke concerted action by

™ns inrereste<l in the English setter, for the

„!7.i,..liou of an English setter club.

"'Inch'; cUbTs u"ge,ifly needed in the comn,.»

interest to undertake the regulation alid belter

nanagemei t of those matters aflTectiug this par-

"Claf breed of dogs which reouire the authon-

iBiive direction of a central body.

Aiuoiig the principal objects to be subserved is

., re^skfn of tKe standard of bench show form to

ijuforni to the improved Kuglisn setter of to-

d^v asdemonstratetVby the results of our nunier-

?.s field trials , to select and suggest the names

"men competent to judge the Ijreed at bench

h'w\ to oHtr prizes at such shows as shall

^ni,e the standard of the club and the

[udglsilectedbyit.and to extend its influence

{"Xe^omotion and improvemeiit of fie d trials,

\nd to%e selection of judges at such trials in

su^n maunei as the club may deem most efficient

and desirable.

December 6,

The reasons for the increase are the follow-

The cost of composition, printing, electro-
' •

-^-— about 33typing, and binding of each volume is abo" 33

ceStsTor each entry. To this must be added the

^laryof the compiler of the book, and a pro-

Ptlonal amount '^Ibr office rent. P"« af and

Itationery. and these combined swell the total
.tationery
cost for each en
cents."
Since January 1 1889, the Stud-Book has paid

its edirora stated' salary on the ast day of each

and every month together with its share of Us

oiher residuum expenses, and when the preseu

volume is published and paid for. the result will

he that It has been published at a loss of over

Ihirt^y-one «rnu on each and every entry that the

'''At'lh'e"allege<l meeting of the American Ken-

nel Club, whtch was hetd without a <l»o".m be-

ifg present in February last, and from the pro-

cefifiiigs as appear in the February number of

the (Vazette. aid from the report made ol said

,0 caned meeting by Mr. Vredeuburgh 1 extract

"'mr "w*'ts£n : What was the balance that was

named that was presented last year

'

MR Vrkdenb'k<.h : one th.m.saiid six hun-

dred and twenty-four dollars and nine cents,

•Wiat was the balance on the 2olh of February

MR WATSON You publishe.1 a statement at

one time, somewhere, iSiat yo" had a ••ala'.ce on

hand of $12282!! Can you tell me where 'hat

MR VREi.ENBiiRGH : That was in the Febru-

ary Gazette, of monies received by the Anierican

Kennel Club from all sources and of expenses of

eve"y description to February 19 R^fceipls to

laiiuary u.iW as by balance carried over per

iew bwk, $12^ 28, and then the different sources

from\Jtiich we received money from January .1

to February 16. made $237,s. Krit,»
MR. Watson ; I want to know how you bring

it up to that point? j ..„ „.«.i
MR VRia.ENBrRr.ii ; Because we had no meet-

ing from December 6 and in the '""!"!'"' *''^",

I closed my books for .888 and carried "ver my
balance for^January ii. the balance happened to

"^jJr Walwn Utterly failed in hl« attempt to ex-

for offering the resolution of December 6, and

a"L wheif he told me that Mr. Belmont put the

mrney in, and that the Stud BcK,k Committee

also departed from the truth when they pub-

"*,5^'^s^*fa?'aVthe Auditing Conimitlee that

was appointed is concerned, permit me to now

Ttate to the dog men and breeders of this coun-

frv that the aS^ouuts of the American Kennel

Club have not been audited by the said coni-

mitlee that is. they simply signed the state-

meiUlhat were mad'e out \,y- the secreUry and

rcasurer Two of the committee have so said to

several parties and one member of the commit-

tee. I believe, has written a letter to that effect

I don't want to break up the American Ken-

nel Club, but I do want tol)reak up and release

t from the clique that is now managing it-not

II the interest of the dog men or tTie breeder,

ot in the interest of the T>ench shows through-

ou Jiiecounlry.but wholly in/^e interest of a

clique that can i.e gathered into No. 44 Broad-

way. New York, at the Hoiind of a whistle

I want to see a club presided over with the im

•'Y'ra^V,o'se%%:'gatt wVo ^eUg'^the Cubs

''TUa'itr^t^'^sI-r delegates, who can come to a

meeting and thoroughly discuss before a pre-

siding officer every resolution and motion offered'

and t^en act upon the same as their best judg-

"'l waTit to 'fle'e Uie registration fee reduced to 50

""want to fee a Stud-Book to come out every

'"[ want^lo^s^e no dog registered with the Ameri-

can Kennel Club that has not got a pedigree.

I don" want to see a .log regrstrreA whose sire

and dam and dateof breeding is uuknowii

I want to get all the thoroughbred dogs in this

country registered. , .

I want to keep all of the mongrels out of the

^"fwa'iu to see a secretary who will be a secre-

tary of the entire club, and not a willing tool for

a cfioue who may be in control.

1 dim't want any amployee of a club to act as a

'''"l' waiu to .see "Health, wealth a"d wi«doin"

enjoyed by all the dog men and I'feeders and lo-

cal clubs throughout the country and then we

will find that enough of these wiH get into the

American Kennel Club to arrange 'tsaffa'",,
^^

I waul to see the Araertcan Kennel Club at 44

which only
rtlieilCe. ... r _ _!.-.,._*,...-.«&•*!!

To this end duplicale n»l» !«> »ign«%i..iS ».»
K.. „.ai ed to several sections ol our country,

where a sirong following is assured. When the

Hsts are all returned, a call 111 the proper papers,

ll^th thesienalurcs obtained, will be made for a

meeting for the organization and transaction of

sich business as may come before it To this we

%iTY«r-Vi?rt: Lorillard. Jr James L.

Bree^ Thomas H. Terry. Percy Ohl. John S.

Wi^^ W lUam Tallman. William Fiske. John E.

Loiig. Long Island. W. A, Costar, s,araloga

^^^NcwVersey.-J. Tread well Richards, Elizabeth;

I M Taylor Bergen Point; A. P, Vredeuburgh.

^Misiiuri^J. E%imnolle, W. C. Peters, F, B,

Hice W T, Irwin, Kansas City. „ „ .

Ve'nnessee-P. H. Brysou, W. B. Gates Ar-

thur MePriman, Memphis, J. M. Avent, Hickory

^Kentucky -I. Shelley Hudson. George Wells,

Co^'neton- Taylor Williams, Newport
/^^o-iVencral W. B. Shattnc. Cincinnati;

G^orgel^ Hdl Maderia; J. E. Dager, Toledo;

Rkhfrd Morgan. Akron; Will A. Neddermeyer,

"^"Sna-'-H. Hulinan,jr. Terre Haute; George

W EwiiiK. Fort Wayne.
t-oiineciicut-Charies L. Holmes.
PenSsylvania.-Edgar Huidakoper. MeadviUe.

Nkw York. June 16, 1890.

El>ITOR Fancikbs' Jovbnal.

SIR In February and March last the signatures

of the above owners and breeders of English sel-

lers were^ obtained, and they should have l«-ei

sent ill long since, but a rush of business in

oreparation for and giving a series of toiirna-

nTcms taking my entfre time, prevented my at-

rention K. thf matter 1 am alone responsible

lor the delay. Yours truly.
M. Taylor.

ARE THERE TO BE TWOCLI.-BS?

Editor Fanciers' Jouhwal.

Sir: It is with much regret that I .we in the

SDorti ig papers brief notices to the effect that

KwTl(s<.onbe issued a cal for the forma-

tion of another F:nglish setter club. On May 24

r.f th?K vJar at a ueeting held in Boston, there

wa, ormeda c ub calle.l "The English Setter

Club of America' While not meaning to arro-

gate to themselves all the interest of the coiin-

frv in the English setter, or all the knowledge

upoirthat important subject its originators felt

the need of a specialty club for that valuable

breed of dogs
In fornii

form k"s"th";e;;f'forinuiated was br.,ade,,^

foJ men from the North. South. East and West to

stand upon side by side. Their sole object lu

?o?m 1 g such a clul is the advancement of this

breed oT dogs, or rather its maintenance in its

present position at the head of the 1 st of sport-

fug doKS 1 trust that the call mentioned in the

nolice^referred to above will not be issued but

rhnHnstead those interested in it will decide to

ioin the club already formed.

I can assue them k cordial welcome, and that

they win be met half way by the gen lemen

conipos ng the club. There will be a meeting of

?;^e"V^ng.i^hSetterC.ub_ofAmerica^^^^^^^

iifg this club and adopting their con-

,U(1 by-law, they hoped that their plat-

lereiii formulated was broad enough

myself.
Setter Club of America.'e'*"-' »-"'" "*

p w. Whitlock.

President English Seller Club of America.

WATEKBtRV. Conn . June 14. "890.

I
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

IiiterestinK Facts and Fancies Culled

from the DoRgy World.

special Correspondence Fanciers' Jour.nal.

Sotne two weeks back J. W. in Forest

and .Stream says : "What is a novice?"

And well might he do so if the two or

three cases he quotes are samples of the

manner in which novices are treated. In

one paragraph he says Mr. Shotwell

would deem it a slur were the Collie

.Sweepstakes not recognized as a preclu-

sion to dogs competing as novices ;
in

fact, it would mean that the Collie Club

was not of sufficient importance to be

recognized by the .\. K. C. If this is so,

then all I can say Mr. Shotwell and his

confreres must be exceedingly thin-

skinned and very blind to the interests

of their own members. Why a sweep-

stakes which is a confined competition

should rank eijual with a win that has

been obtained in open competition, "is

one of them things as no man can under-

stand ;" and the sooner a proper under-

standing is arrived at concerning the real

status of a novice the better will it be for

all concerned.

I have not the rules of the A. K. C. by

mc, but would suppose that a novice class

is for dogs that have not won a prize or

that have not won a first prize, puppy

wins being excluded in both cases. Then

I suppose quibblers raise the question as

to what sort of a prize, claiming all sorts

and conditions of the commo<lity. This

should surely be easilv determined by

the A. K. C, as any reasonable man
would take it to be a prize obtained in

"open" competition at a show held under

the rules, and if the above ruling is too

obtuse, why not add the words "open

competition ?" In Englahd the accepted

definition of a novice is "for dogs not

having won a first prize, puppy classes

excepted," but even though the Fox Ter-

rier Club holds its Providence Stakes at

the K. K. C.'s summer show, it does not

consider itself slighted because the E. K.

C. does not recognize the win in any

way. Far from it. It is sensible enough

to estimate it at its proper value. If

wins of the description which Mr. Shot-

well and the Collie Club consider of suffi-

cient importance to be recognized, still

more should some local authority de-

mand that wins in a local class should be

•recognized, and I suppose Mr. Shotwell

would consider it very "infra dig." to

have his important stakes put on a stand-

ing with a win confined to some district,

but what is sauce for the goose should be

the same for the gander, and if such in-

significant honors are to l)e deemed

worthy of recognition as far as novices

are coiicerne<l, matters may be carried

still further and eventuate into counting

toward the challenge class.

deemed fit, first in a puppy class shall

not count. Such is my idea of doing

away with this' petty quibbling about

wins which are of no interest to any one

except those immediately concerned.

I saw Frank Dole three Fridays ago,

and he was then to set sail for England

on the .State of Georgia the following

Tuesday, but as yet I believe he still re-

mains in his native land. In fact, last

week three black and tan puppies which

were bred in England through his prop-

erty, arrived safely and looking well, I

hear. If Dole doesn't start soon the

half dozen suits, two gross of ties, silk

hats, boots and other wearing apparel

which shall lie unmentionable that I

ordered in contemplation of his return

journey will either be getting mouldy or

moth-eaten. Please look sharp, Mr.

Dole, as I am anxious to astonish the

world before Xmas comes.

'Mh-^

As far as I can gather, the A. K. C.

seems to have been very faltering in

dealing with this subject, and the sooner

they put their foot down upon claims

\vhich assume a false importance the bet-

ter will it l)e*r the public at large. If

the rule is at present insufficient, why

not remodel the thing and prevent

the complications which J. W. has

been astute enough to lay before the

public ? .\nd in order to make it suffi-

ciently clear for those who require every-

thing put before them in the most minute

•letail, let it read thus : "For dogs that

have not won a prize (or first prize,

whichever the .\. K. C. prefers) in com-

petition, which does not preclude any

person from competing," and if it is

Last week's Turf has many thousands

of dollars flying around in the way of

challenges from a young Irish setter

owner, but as his deposit only amounts to

I25, it does not look as if he thought any-

thing would come of such lavish outlays.

With all due deference to Mr. Washing-

ton, I must confess to leaning on Mr.

Ferriss' side, for he has followed the foot-

steps of many young beginners by get-

ting a most tremendous big head. I

know this doesn't hurt anyone, but it

would be more becoming on his part were

he to leave the dictatorial part of doggy

matters to hands more qualified. Noth-

ing does so much to hurt a beginner in

the estimation of those people whose

ideas he should cultivate than boom forth

as an authority, and the older Mr. Wash-

ington gets and the more experience he

obtains in doggy matters will show him I

am right, even if he does eschew them

now.

In his letter to the Turf he evidently

thinks the E. K. C. Stud-Book is of the

same pattern as the one issued from 44

Broadway. In this I would correct him

if he has not seen last week's issue, in

which I think I meet the case pretty

clearly. He speaks of Sarsfield's or some

other of his dog's wins, saying that be-

cause wins do not appear in the E. K. C.

S. B., it does not follow that his dog has

not won numerous prizes. So far as

those gained at shows nof under K. C. he

is right, but every win recognized by the

E. K. C. in "open competition" would

appear in the Stud-Book for the year in

which they were obtained. .\s far as his

allusion to Englishmeu looking with rid-

icule upon American efforts as regards

producing good stock, that must simply

be looked at in the light of a "lx)yish

a.sscrtion," for no one recognizes "good"

stuff with more relish than does an Eng-

lishman, whether it comes from Jerusa-

lem, Hulton, Pa., or Madagascar, the

secret of this being the inate love which

a man of that country holds towards all

dumb animals. But enough of Mr.

Washington for this week, though I

wanted to say something about his "sur-

vival of the fittest " theory, but that can

keep.

had more experience and the faculty for

seeing the different packs in the latter

country he would not have come out with

such very incorrect statements. In the

first place an English beagle in Blue

Belle II won first at New York and was

spoken of by everybody as a grand little

model, so that Hibemia at the commence-

ment of the essay commits himself to

some extent. Further on he claims the

beagle should be on foxhound charac-

teristics. In this he is entirely wrong, if

authorities who have natured the little

hounds are to be recognized, and if the

aim of English breeders is not to be con-

sidered, therefore his foundation is

wrong, and this being so, he is not the

proper person to issue edicts on such a

subject.

Again he emphatically states that

Ringwood (the Englishman ) would only

get a "c" on this side. I would tell him

and all interested in the breed that Blue

Belle II, his daughter, who many saw at

New York, is a fac simile of her sire, ex-

cept that the latter is fifteen inches,which

all will admit is to his advantage and

without in any way wishing to appear

prejudiced he is a better hound than 'it

has yet been my lot to see on this side,

and whilst on this subject I would draw

attention to the fact that a beagle should

not be tight skinned, but on the con-

trary, carrying a loose and free covering,

especially around the throat, and from

what I have gathered here, breeders on

this side incline to the tight-skinned

specimens. As regards "the best Eng-

lish authority" saying there are only two
..,u.

'f'.f.f:'

Last week I should have drawn atten-

tion to Hibernia's effusion on beagles,

but space and time would not permit.

However, belter late than never, so now

I will criticize one or two of his remarks.

He starts by saying he has not seen any

imported beagUs of late, ami the whole

tenor is lauding the American to the det-

riment of the English beagles. Had he

Mr. Lacy's list which I Showed him out

of the Rural Almanac entirely squashes

this young man's expressive diction,

there being something like sixteen or

twenty published, and it must lie remem-

bered it does not include the hundreds

of small packs which owners use for their

friends and own private pleasure. It is

no use of Hibemia or any other owner on

this side trying to "cajole" himself that

America possesses the best beagles, for it

is not so, and were it necessary dozens

could be selected from the different packs

on the other side to compete successfully

with winners here. It is useless to further

prolong the subject, as probably Hi-

bemia and others will not lielieve my
assertions, but as I have had ample op-

portunity to compare the merits of the

hounds of "both" countries, I feel justi-

fied in speaking as I do.

«»|§§«>.

J. W. in last week's Forest and Stream

speaks of my getting on to a wrong tack

with regard to the St. Bernard case. This

I found out after I had written my notes,

but considered the arguments therein

contained of sufficient importance, as

some day or another a reserve is sure to

be given for a special without one or two

dogs worthy of competing doing so.

Therefore I hope judges in awarding a

reserve will consider those dogs that have

been previously beaten by the actual

winner. Brittle.

•' •

,\ Depraved Poodle.

The New York Star reports that the

novel spectacle was presented in the corridor of

the Fifth Avenue Hotel on Saturday night of a

Belgian poodle of large siy.e walking about with

a small pipe in his mouth and occasionally emit-

ting a cloud of smoke from between his teeth.

The dog was a handsome one of his breed, with

silken, light brown hair covering its round bar-

reled b<Kly and intelligent face, while his limbs

were slender and hairless. The poodle thinks

as much of his alter dinner pipe as humsn smok

OF INTEREST TO BEAGLE MEN.

An Karnest Plea to Join the Clnb and
Give the Beatfle a Boom.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I would inform those that intend

to join the National Beagle Club that

their application for membership should

be received on or before July 10, 1890, in

order that it may be acted upon at the

quarterly meeting (notice of which is

given elsewhere). It should be remem-

bered that this is the last opportunity

b*agle men will have ofjoining this club

until October, and as the entries for our
first.field trials will probably be closed

liefore the October meeting th«y will se-

cure an opportunity of competing for the

specials by joining on or before the July
meeting. Almost every member of the

club has promised to send from one to

five dogs to our trials, and as we shall

have the best judges experience can sug-

gest and money can hire, there should

be no reasonable doubt in the minds of

those intending to enter dogs but what
the trials will be a success and an ad-

vantage to the beagle, both to those en-

tering and to the club.

There has been a want felt for a num-
ber of years for something of this kind,

and now that a club has lieen organized

that will keep awake and push the

beagle to the front and keep him there,

it should be the duty of every beagle

man in America to give this club his sup-

port either by joining or sending his

dogs to our trials or both,and so far quite

a number have done so, but there are

those who say. Oh! yes ; go ahead, and
when vou make a success of it we will

come in. We have been there once and
don't mean to get nipped again if we
know it. To those we would say, one
swallow does not make a summer, and
one failure don't mean everything is a

failure. Just try us and if we don't make
n »*./«^Aoc ^f it u M'ill be ^o'-'-T f^'i't <•*

much as ours, as our quarterly meetings

are intended to correct any mismanage-
ment you may discern and also are a

source of great instruction and enter-

tainment, especially so to the amateur,

and even the veteran will learn some-

thing occasionally, •provided he does not

"know it all." Our admittance fee is

onlv $2, and the yearly dues are $2, pay-

able semi-annually in advance. Appli-

cation blanks may be had by applying to

the secretary, F. W. Chapman,
Melrose, Mass., Box 122.

Boston, Mass., June i8, 1890.

ers do of their pipes or cigars, and carries it

around in his teeth long after Ihe few whiffs ol

smoke he is permitted to indulgf ill have end?>l

bis refreshment.

• kenkeIj register.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.*^
VISITS.

F W CHAPMAN'S beagle bitch BES8iE(Capt«iii

—Fannie), to Champion Bannerman, April

6, 1890.

CHAPMAN & JAMIKSON'S beagle bitch TwiNT-
wo (15,172), to Champion Bannerman, May
II, 1890.

CHAPMAN & JAMIESON'SbeaglebitchTwiNO-
NB (15,173), to Champion Bannerman, May
15. 189"-

E C BARRETT'S beagle bitch Tone (9276). to

Champion Bannerman, May 12. 1890.

M RICHARDSON'S English setter bitch Daphne
to Francis Shnnk Brown's NAT Goodwin
(Roderigo—BoPecp). May 29. 1890.

I B Rl LISON'S English setter bitch Hazel to

Francis Shunk Brown's Nat Goodwin May
29. 1890.

FREDKRIC S. WEBSTER'S pointer bitch Las-

sie Bang (13,179) to Hempstead Farm Ken-
nels' ROBERT LE DiABLK. May 27 and 29. 1890.

SALES.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS have sold St.

Bernard bitch puppy to Joseph Polg. German-
town, Pa., . ^ ,. _

St. Bernard dog puppy to Mrs. George Moore,
Philadelphia, Pa.

., „ ._ „..,,
St, Bernard dog puppy to Joseph Deker, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

St. Bernard bitch puppy to Mr. Scott, Mt.

Airv Pa.

St. Bernard dog puppy to Associated Fanciera,

Philadelphia, Pa. «

F W CHAPMAN has sold the beagle dog
Tw-iNKLE to E. C. Barrett, Boston, Mass.

WHELPS.
TIM UONOtiHUES pointer bitch Sall U

(Bob-Imported Sail), whelped May 29; nine,

three dogs; by J.H. Winslow's Tempest
(Beppo 111—1^88 of Bow).

FLEET VIEW AND READING POINTER
KENNELS' pointer bitch Nadjy or NaSo,
whelped June 6; ten, three dogs, to J. H.

Winslow's Tempest.

I, »1CB'S pointer bitch Naso's Bbus.
wh«lped IuB« 7. t'B. fot"' ^og«. t*> J »•
Winuow's Tbmmcst.

H.
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AMERICAN BEAGLE CLUB.

Constitution, By-Laws, Standard and

Adopted Scale of Points.

Editor Fancjkrs' Journal.

Sir : Recently the American Beagle

Club voted on an<l passed sonie tuipojt-

ant amendments to the Constitution,

By-Laws. Standard and Scale of Points.

A revision of them being ordered printed,

I send them to you hoping you will give

them space in your kennel department.

Any l)eagle breeder or owner desircftis

of joining the American Beagle Chib is

respectfully invited to send in his ftame

to the Secretary.
Louis Smith,

Secretary American Beagle Club.

CONSTITUTION.

article I—namk.

Sec I The association shall be known

as and called "The American Beagle

Club."
ARTICLE n—OBJECT.

Sec I. The object of the club shall be

to promote the improvement of the beagle

hound in America, havmg a proper

standard to breed to, and of having our

bench show managers adopt the same tor

guidance in judging ; also having proper

fudges selected at our bench shows, and

the following classes assigned to the

beagle : Champion, dog and bitch, and

puppy open ; also a class for basket or

foot beagles under twelve inches.

ARTICLE III—MEMBERS.

time to tune by circulars of the workings

of the club, or by writing to the Secre-

tary or any member of the Executive

Committee.

ARTICLE VH—COMPENSATION FOR SER-

VICE.S.

Sec I The President, the Secretary

and Treasurer and the Executive Com-

mittee, also special committees, shall re-

ceive no salary from the club for his or

their services.

ARTICLE VIII—AMENDMENTS.

SEC I The constitution or by-laws

niay'l>e amended or altered by a vote in

favor thereof of two-thirds of the mem-

bers after notice thereof with a copy of

the proposed amendment or alteration

has been sent to every member ten days

before voting thereon.

BY-LAWS.
PRESIDENT'S DUTIES.

Sec I. The President shall assume

general supervision of the affairs of the

club and report from time to time ;
to

enforce the observance of the by-laws.

SECRETARY AND TREASURER'S DUTIE.S.

Sec I A person to be a member must

be recorded 111 a book provided for the

Eurpose by me »eciciBi>. ^..^ "-'- -•
1

is becoming a member, also the time of !

his ceasing to be such, shall be recorded.

Sec. 2. Any menil^er can resign from

the club by sending his resignation to

the President or Secretary, in wrKing.

and upon the acceptance of such all his

interest in the property of the club

ceases from the date of such resignation

Sec 3 A member whose dues shall

remain unpaid for two months after the

same shall become due shall cease to be

ameml>erand forfeit to the club all

claims and benefits to which he would

have been entitled as a member
;
Pro-

vided, That the Executive Committee

may consider his case, and upon sufficient

cause shown reinstate him to membership

on payment of his dues.

Sec 4. Anv meml)er acting contrary
,

to the provisions of the constitution or in 1

violation of the by-laws or rules of the I

club, or in any way which may tend to

the injury or destruction of the club, or

neglecting his duty as an officer or a

member, or being convicted of crime in

a court of justice, may l)e expelled and

shall forfeit to the club all dues paid all

property, claims and benefits to which

he would have been entitled as a member

of the club. „ 1 1

Sec 5 A member can be expelled only

by a vote in favor of his exjpulsion of

two-thirds of the members after thirty

days notice has been given to him per-

sonally of the charges against him. when

action will be taken thereon by a vote.

ARTICLE IV—OFFICERS.

Sec I.—The officers shall consist of a

President, a Secretary and Treasurer, and

they and three other active members shall

form the Executive Committee, whose

duty shall l)e as the by-laws prescribe.

Sec 2 Anv vacancies occurring in the

said committee shall be filled by appoint-

ment of the President.

SEC 3 Should the office of President ,

or Secretarv and Treasurer be vacant, the
|

aameshairbe filled by appointment of

the Executive Committee.

Sec 4. All appointments so made as
|

above to hold good only until the yearly

election next following such.

ARTICLE V—ELECTIONS.

Sec 1 An election for officers of the

club to serve one year shall take place

annually in January, and a majority o

the votes cast for a candidate shall elect

him.
article VI—meetings.

SBC. I. As it is not practical to have

meetings, as the members are situated so

fw apart, they wUl be informed from

Sec I. The Secretarv and Treasurer

to have charge of all official correspond-

ence to keep copies of all letters of im-

portance sent by him and file the same ;

he shall also correspond, at the request

of the President or Executive Committee,

on all matters appertaining to the object
,

of 'he club. r .t. I

Sec. 2. He shall keep a record of the
j

members, their admissions and discon- ;

tinuances ; to collect and receive all
1

money and dues to the club, and keep a
|

correct account of the same. 1

Sec 3. He shall make all purchases '

and oav all orders, sanctioned by a ma-
;

jority vote of the club's officers,^out oj

,

the skull at their ^joints of origin due to

an excess of erectile power. Ears pointed

at the tips, thick or f)oardy in substance

or carried out from cheek showing a

space between. Eyes of a light or yellow

color. Muzzle long and snipey. Pig

jaws or the reverse known as un<ler shot.

Lips showing deep pendulous flews.

I)iscjuatifications.—Eyes close together,

small, beady and terrier-like

NKCK AND throat.

Neck rising free and light from the

shoulders, strong in substance, yet not

loaded, of medium length. The throat

clean and free from foldsof skins, a slight

wrinkle below the angle of the jaw how-

ever may be allowable.

Defects.—A thick, short, cloddy neck,

carried on a line with the top of the

shoulder. Throat showing dewlap and

folds of skin to a degree termea "throati-

ness."
SHOULDERS AND CHEST.

vShoulders somewhat declining, muscu-

lar but not loaded, conveying the idea

of 'freedom of action, with lightness,

activity and strength. Chest moderately

broad and full.

I

Defects.—Upright shoulders and a dis-

proportionately wide chest.

BACK, LOIN AND RIBS.

partures from the standard not however

impugning the purity of the breeding.

SCALE OF POINTS.

HEAD.
Points.

Skull ,\
E«rs \\\\%Eyes "
Muzzle, jaws and lips *

BODY.

Neck 5

Shoulders and chest •"

Back and loins »5

Ribs ^

RUNNING UKAR.

Forelegs and leet '°

Hips, thiKhs and hind-legs '°

COAT AND STERN.

'..".e \vltAs f^f the rlnb in his hands, and

present a report of the condition of affairs
r. I.:.. j„.....»...^r,t fvprv six months to
in his department every

the club.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE'S DUTIES.

Sec. I. The Executive Commitee, of

which the President shall be chairman,

shall have charge of the property and

effects of the club, keeping a correct m-
,

ventory thereof. They shall receive and

take charge of all gifts of books, pictures

j

or works of art, specimens of natural

1 history, etc. ,. ,

1
Sec. 2. Thev shall audit the accounts

I of the Treasurer and report the same at

I
the time of the annual election in Janu-

*'^Sec 3. They shall transact all the bus-

iness of\he club, by majdrity vote, with

the exception of the matter of expulsion

of members, and in amending the con-

stitution or altering the by-laws, as pro-

vided forby article VIII of the constitu-

tion.

Sfc. 4. Thev shall have power to ap-

point sub-committees for any special ob-

lect and to delegate to such sub-commit-
|

tees the powers and functions of the

committee relating thereto.

FINANCES.

Sec. I. The finances of the club shall

l>e under the care and management of

tlie Executive Committee.

ANNUAL DUES.

Sfc 1 The annual dues shall Ije two

dollars, due and payable at the time of a

meml)er joining the club, and shall be

paid from the date of his joining yearly.

STANDARD.—Head.

Back short, muscular and strong. Loin

broad and slightly arched, and the ribs

well sprung, giving abundant lung room.

Defects.—A long or swayed back, a flat

narrow loin, or a flat constricted rib.

FORELEGS AND FEET.

Forelegs straight with plenty of bone.

Feet close, firm and either round or

harelike in form.

Defects.—Out elbows. Knees knuckled

over or forward, or bent backward. Feet

open and spreading.

HIPS, THIGHS, HlNDLEGSAND FEET.

Hips Strongly muscled, giv.r.j; a.ninc._

ant pVopelling power. Stifles strong and

well let down. Hocks firm, symmetrica

and moderately l>ent. Feet close and

firm. , , .

Defects.—Cow hocks and open feet.

TAIL.

The tail should l)e carried gaily, well

up and with medium curve, rather short

a^compared with size of the dog, and

clothed with a decided brush.

Defects.—A long tail, with a tea pot

curve
Disqualifications—A thinly haired rat-

tish tail, with entire absence of brush.

COAT.

Moderately coarse in texture, and of

good length.
Disqualifications.—A short, close and

nappy coat.^ HEIGHT.

Coat _^

Total
'~

Beagle breeders are aware of the fact

that a standard and scale of points are an

absolute necessity, so that an authorized

type of the beagle hound is made ap-

parent for bench show judges to base their

decisions upon, as no two are similar in

opinion as to merit, and their ideas differ

widely in their estimates as to quality

and the breed marks of the race.

To avoid having harrier sized dogs

recognized at one show and the smallest

siieciinens favored at another, is one of

the objects sought to remedy by the

compilers of the same, as with them a

iiidge will have a guide to lead him

through the difficulties of his position

and a breeder if a novice will be enabled

with its' assistance to discard those ani-

mals that are deficient in quality, and

recognize merit where it exists, thus ele-

vating the status of his kennel.

The present officers of the club are :

PRESIDENT,

HKHMAN F. ScHELLHASS,No.6 Brevoort Place,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

SECRETARY AND TREASURER,

t,oris Smith, F^ist Saginaw, Mich., care of

Evening News.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

Gkoroe Laick, larrylowii, N. "•.

Wm. H. Child, 613 Commerce Street, Phila-

*j!'m°Fronefield, jr.. Wayne, Pa.

The skull should be moderately domed

at the occiput, with a cranium broad and

full The ears set on low, long and fine

in texture, the forward or front edge

closely framing and inturned to the

cheek rather broad and rounde<l at the

tips, with an almost entire absence of

erectile power at their origin.

The eyes full and prominent, rather

wide apart, soft ami lustrous, brown or

hazel in color. The orbital processes

well developed. The expression gentle,

subdued and pleadinjj.

The muzzle of medium length,s«iuarely

cut the stop well defined. The jaws

should be level. Lips either free from or

with moderate flews. Nostrils large,

moist and open
riefects.—A flat skull narrow across

the top of the head, absence of dome.

Ears short, set on too high, or when the

dog is excited rising above the line of

The meaning of the term "beagle," (a

word of Celtic origin, and 111 old l-.nglish

Heeele) is small, little. The dog was so

named from his diminutive size. Your

committee therefore for the sake of con-

sistency, and that the beagle shall be in

fad what his name implies, strongly re-

commend that the height line be sharply

drawn at fifteen inches, and that all dogs

exceeding that height shall be disquali-

fied as overgrown, and outside the pale

of recognition.
COLOR.

All hound colors are admissible. Per-

haps the most popular is black, white

and tan. Next in order is the lemon

and white, then blue and lemon mottles,

then follow the solid colors, such as

black and tan, tan, lemon, fawn, etc.

This arrangement is of couse arbitrary,

the question being one governed entirely

by fancy The colors first named form

the most lively contrast and blend better

in the pack, the solid colors being sombre

and monotonous to the eye.

It is not intended to give a point value

to color in the scale for judging, as before

said all true hound colors being correct.

The foregoing remarks on the subject are

therefore simply suggestive.

GENERAL APPEARANCE.

A miniature fox hound, solid and big

for his inches, with the wear and tear

look of the dog that can last in the chase

and follow his quarry to the death.

Note.-Dogs possessing such serious

faults as are enumerated under the head-

ing of "Disqualifications" are under the

erave suspicion of l)eingof impure blood.

Under the heading of "Defects" objec-

tionable features are indicated ;
such dc-

A VALUABLE DOG.

The Anlninl a Blind Owner lias lio-

nised Ttepeatod Offers For.

From the New York Sun.

Pedestrians in upper Broadway have

long been familiar with Garrett Roach,

the blind match seller, and Nero, the

famous dog which daily leads him to the

corner where his vocation is plied. Nero

is a handsome mixture of bull and Eng-

lish mastiff", and is one of the most in-

telligent canines in the city. The

other evening while a vSiin reporter was

caressing the animal and conversing with

his ma.ster, a well-dressed young man

who had stopped a moment to examine

the dog made a few inquiries regarding

him and followed them with an off^er of

fioo for his posession. It was promptly,

refused by Mr. Roach, who said the ani-

mal was invaluable.

A fruitful subject was introduced, how-

ever, and the blind man plunged into re-

lations of previous offers he had received

for the animal, among them being one of

i-xpo from De Wolf Hopper, the actor.

The most interesting incident, however,

was thus told by Mr. Roach.

"One afternoon about a week ago a

young lady whom those about me after-

ward said was very pretty and handsomely

dressed, stopped to look at Nero. At

first she seemed afraid to approach him.

Suddently he commenced to bark, and

she wanted to know the reason. I told

her that he was asking for candy.and she

at once sent another young lady who was

with her for a supply. Together they

fed it to the dog, and from their remarks

they must have enjoyed watching hini as

much as he did eating it. Then they

wanted to know all al)out him, and after

I had told them the manner in which he

cared for me, the one who had first

spoken off^ered me |2a> if I would part

with him. Ofcourse, Ihad to refuse her, for

he's worth more than his weight in gold ;

but she was very persistent, and hnally

raised her off^er to h<xx I said I couldn t

let him go at any price, and after many

expressions of regret at her inability to

obtain him she departed."

While Mr. Roach was telling his story

many passers-by stopped to pat the dog

I and throw coins into the box which con-

tains the matches offered for sale.

t-H

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

New York is to have another show

early next spring. The officers are: Robt.

Colgate, president; P. Williams, G. W.

Mitchell and D. E. Newell, vice-presi-

dents ; George Purdee, treasurer, and T.

Farrer Rackham, secretary and superin-

tendent.
«

* *

"Indian game j^pcar to be great favor-

ites in America," says the Knglish

Stock-Keeper. "It is only alx>ut a year

ago this variety was brought prominently

forward before American fanciers, and

now they are in the hands of many of the

most prominent exhibitors. An Indian

Game Club has been formed, which is

already one of the strongest specialist

clubs in America.'
1

*

The American Indian Game Club in-

tend to make it truly American, as im

plied by its name. To enable all to join,

the admittance fee and yearly dues have

been placed low, the former one dollar,

the latter fifty cents, payable at the end

of the year. Applications for meml>er-

ship can be made to the secretary-treas-

urer, O. K. Sharp, Lockport, N. Y. The

officers of the club for. this year are: H.

S. Babcock, president ; P:xecutive Com-

mittee, F. W. Gaylor, C. A. Bowman,

Irving Crocker ;
Committee to Prepare

.Standard, O. K. Sharp, H. S. Babcock, J.

Y. Bicknell, F. W. Gaylor, J. H. Dreven-

stedt.

A correspondent is anxious to know

how to get rid of the rats whfbh infest his

poultry coops and kill his chicks.

«
• •

It is dangerous to put out poison for

these pests. Even if you do so they seem

clever enough to leave it alone.

*
• *

We have tried pouring tar in their

holes. Rats will not come near it, but

they soon make new tunnels. Conse-

quently this method will not drive them

ofif.
*

* «

We have tried other suggestions; for

example, Uke a barrel, pour a few gallons

of water in it, fasten the lid so that it will

turn with the rat as soon as he steps

upon it. Fasten a tempting bait on the

lid, and if you have made your contri-

vance properly you will find several

drowned rats in the barrel each morn-

ing until they have "caught on" to your

trick.

* «

The various breeds of terriers„beagles,

hounds, etc., make good ratters, but the

damage they do while digging out the

vermin makes their use impracticable,

still a good ratter or two about the poul-

try yards will go far in keeping the rats

in check.

nose, while the owl picks off the unfor-

tunates who prefer to roost in the

branches of a tree or on the top rail of a

fence tliese warm nights.

•
» »

While on the subject of owls, we are

informed from Hammonton, N. J., that

what is said to have lieen the largest owl

killed there in twenty years was shot a

day or two ago on the farm of Stephen

Milsted. It measured four feet six

inches from tip to tip of its wings, and

two feet two inches from bill to tail. The

bird had long l)een a nuisance to farm-

ers in the vicinity, robbing their hen-

neries.
•••

The golden and silver Sebright ban-

tams are Ijeautiful pets. The heads and

tails are splendid, and their legs, being

free from feathers, are ea-sily kept clean

and healthy. The breed is well suited

for favorites al)OUt lawns in cities and

small inclosures anywhere.

*
*

Never ship poultry to market alive in

summer, as they suffer severely on the

journey. Kill all kinds of poultry, dry

pick them and pack the carcasses in ice.

The extra price obtained will pay for the

labor of dressing, while less loss will re-

sult from shipment to market.

We would much rather it were the cus-

toin to draw the poultry before shipping.

Notwithstr.nding the crops are supposed

to be empty, it takes but a short time

these warm days before the viscera taints

the meat.
»"»

The catalogue of the Great Inter-state

Fair, to be held from September 29 to

October 3 at Trenton, N. J., is just at

hand. Poultry, pigeons and pets are

provided for as usual.

the various class in Mr. Lewi^ Wright's

Book of Poultry, and as bantams in very

many of the show premium lists, and

asks ".\re they bantams?" No, silkies

are not bantams. A bantam in fowl

parlance is a large breed in miniature,

with sufficient margin between the dis-

qualifying weight of the one and the pre-

scribed weight of the other to render cer-

tain and specific breeding for reduced

size necessary. The cla.ssification which

places the silky in the bantam division is

an error. —--

Ostrich Dusters.

The San Francisco Call in a story of

where the "ostrich feather dusters" for

household use, for its market come from,

says: "They are imported for the East al-

ready manufactured and come off a bird

called * cassowary. These "carraways"

supply about one half the local demand.

The other half of the feathers needed

comes from the domestic California tur-

key, and are manufactured here. These

turkey feathers, too, fetch a fair price,

averaging al)out seventeen cents per

pound, the feathers oL from three to four

turkeys l>eing required to make up one

pound in weight—that is, of course,

meaning the two sided wing and tail

feathers, not the pointless ones. Still,

even so, manv is the farmer in the state

who keeps quite a decent flock of turkeys,

and either through carelessness or ignor-

ance of a turkey feather market at his

door, throws away the feathers as if they

were so mvch rubbish. Right here a

hint may be of service to those owners

who know the value of their "crop" but

appear to know nothing about packing

it for shipment. Turkey feathers, to

fetch the top price, should never be

packed "green," or fresh after plucking.

They lose what is called in the trade
*u«;- "i;r«." ;« tViot «jo^. wb'1'* 'f allowed

THE ANATOMY OF

THE DOMESTIC FOWL

*
* *

All the floors of poultry houses should

l)e cemented ; anyone can perform the job.

Take good cement, mix it with sand,

say half or two-thirds of the latter, and

after placing a layer of small stone on

the floor of the building, make a stiff

mortar of your mixture and spread it

over the floor a couple inches thick. It

will soon become hard as stone.

« *

Rats are trouble enough to contend

with, but in many comparatively isolated

districts hawks and owls do more dam-

age. We have seen hawks sweep down

and carry off our birds under our very

The Germantown Telegraph takes ex-

ception to an editorial in PoulUy and

PeU, and has this to say on the subject

:

Poultry and Pels, a poultry journal published

in Indiana, is making a hard 6ght on the poul-

try departments of the agricultural press. The

editor seem.s to ridicule some of the ad

vice given. While, fortunately, n.^ne of the

extracts it quotes comes from the Telegraph,

we still feel it a duty to resent the personal re-

marks of the editor. The poultry pages of the

agricultural press are keeping away considerable

subscription patronage from the poultry papers,

and it is no wonder. Two-thirds the space given

by these journals is devoted to blackguarding,

mud-slinging, quarrels over delicate markings

of a feather, reports of who won at the shows,

puffs, taffy, and what not? The agricultural
I

press gets down to solid facts. The poultry

editor has a handsome office, cu-shioncd chairs,

portraits and oil paintings of stock, fine cloth-

ing, cuffs, and all the fineries. The poor agri-

cultural-tJOultry editor and writer writes on a

box. or ordinary table, has on his working

clothes, his sleeves rolled up—and just in from

the hennery to give some experience that hap-

pened, or by-the-way to jot down some good

advice that just came to him. That's why agri-

cultural-poultry departments succeed, and why

the poultry journal editors are mad.

*
There is no doubt a g >od deal of truth

in the alwve paragraph, but the Tele-

graph is "way off" when it boasts of the

superior practical knowledge of the agri-

cultural-poultry editor as compared with

the poultry editor ; the latter is not only

well-informed, but is generally an active

fancier and the owner of a poultry yard,

either for pleasure or profit. For ex-

ample, our friend Jacobs is just boiling

over all the time with facts obtained

through industrious work and investi-

gations in his hennery.

"An inquirer after truth" finds silkies

in company with red caps and frizzles in

to dry naturally in the air for three or

four days, they can then be packed as

close as possible; in fact, the closer the

better for the farmer, as the more he can

press into one l)ox the more he saves in

freight charges. If farmeni would only

study their own interests, the feather

item would add considerably to the

profit of growing turkeys.

•

Chiokens Just Hatched.

If any have chickens that die in the in-

cubator, or directly after being hatched,

they will find that just at the ab<lomen

the greater part of the yolk of the ejfg

remains inside the chicken. This in

strong healthy chickens should be all

absorbed in about thirty-eight hours, as

the chickens really exist on this for over

two days after they are hatched, but

when they do not have sufficient air and

exercise the yolk still remains in the ab-

domen, and the greater part of it can be

found when the chicken dies at from four

to five days old. When this happens it

IS usually through keeping the chickens

too wariii. This is why chickens do not

require feeding the first twenty-four or

thirty-six hours after they are hatched.

—

W. Cook.
•

An Egg Tester

Take a piece of leather five inches

wide and six inches long. Now bring

the edges together (with the dark side of

leather inside) and sew them, and it is

ready for use. Take the egg to be tested,

hold it up to a bright light, place the

eye at the other end and you see exactly

what condition the egg is in. I like this

the best of any tester I have seen, as the

leather adjusts itself to the egg so as to

exclude all the light. Another good

point in its favor is that there is no

danger of breaking the egg by acci-

dentally letting the tester fall or by

striking the egg against it.

Pigeon Eggs.

Eggs of pigeons are so much alike in

shape and color that it would be difficult

for any one on being shown an egg to say

by which specie it had been laid. Those

of the ringdove are, however, more

blunt and rounded in shape than the eggs

of the domestic birds, and do not taper

so much.

The head of the fowl is composed of

two parts—a cranium and a face ; the

cranium, relatively voluminous, is com-

posed of several bones, the sutures of

which in chickens are very visible, and

disappear completely in adults.

The bones of the face comprise the two

superior maxillte, the vomer, the square

bone, the incisive bone, and the inferior

maxillae. All these lx)nes are small, but

very elongated. The orbits are very large,

whereas the bony wall which separates

them is, on the contrary, very thin.

The beak is divided into a superior

and inferior mandible ; the jaw, or

superior mandible, has, owing to a pecu-

liar union with the cranium, a mobility

which is not seen in mammalia. The two

nostrils, placed in the middle of the

superior mandible of the beak are narrow,

and their projection of no account. The

nasal cavities are not deep, and are

equally separated by a septum. They

open in the interior of the mouth by a

simple slit, long, narrow and longi-

tudinal, and furnished with small inden-

tations. This slit opens when the bird's

head is towards the ground or in it^

natural position, and it shuts when

raised. It is on account of this anatomi-

cal disposition that fowls when they

drink are obliged to raise their heads.

The neck is composed of vertebrae of

great flexibility. The trunk, on the con-

trary, is little movable ; the dorsal parts,

lumbar and sacral, of the spinal column,

form an axis nearly inflexible, on which
is articulated a basin entirely immovable,

and a thoracic cage formed by r\\», of

which the vertebral portion and the

sternal portion are equally bony, and
articulate themselves toward the middle

part of the flank.

The sternum or breast bone is a large

body shield, capable of giving a large in-

sertion to the motive power of the wing
;

that surface is, moreover, enlarged by a

projecting blade, which has receive*! the

name of brechet, and is prominent on

the whole of the medium line of the

sternum. This brechet is more or less

developed, according to the power of

flight of the bird. Birds that have short

wings have no brechet at all, whereas in

birds of prey it is very developed, and

also hooked. With certain species of

birds it is even hollow and replaced by

an air-bag.

The anterior nieml)er is conformed in

the wing, and for that purpose the shoul-

der is strengthened by a double cavicn-

lated apparatus, the merry-thought and

sidesman, which rest on the sternum, or

breast bone. The dimensions of the

merry-thought vary in birds according to

the degree of development of the wings,

and it is missing in birds with short

wings.
The humerus or bone of the arm, the

radius and ulna, or forearm, offer noth-

ing remarkable, but the end of the winp,

or the hand, is formed like a stump, in

which can be distinguished a thumb and

a finger, more or less rudimental with

two-joints. This mechanism, moved by

powerful muscles, produces tlie basis of

an instrument of locomotion really

formed by the feathers. On their poa-

terior Iwrder, the hand, forearm and arm
bear the feathers of the wing, the force

and dimensions of which are diminished

as they get nearer the l>ody.

The posterior, or abdominal memljer,

is conformed for perching or walking.

It is composed of a femur, or thij{h

bone ; of a tibia, or leg bone ; then, in-

stead of the tarsus or metatarsus,

comes a single bone, called l)one of the

tarsus, which represents these two parte,

and gives internally attachment to the

toes. These are four in numlier, three

before and one liehind, and some breed*

have five. The knee is called the patella

and the heel calcaneum, or os calcis—
heel-bone. The bone of the tarsus or

canon represents the foot of the hen, but

she does not set it on the ground, walk-

ing on the toes, which are extended so

as to give her a better basis of support.

There exists in the ben three pocket*,
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or stomachic dilations. The first pocket
is very visible to the eye when full of

food, and is calle<l the crop. A little

further on in tlje breast is the (csophaf^us,

which contracts and expands so as to

form a secon<l pocket, with thick and
glandular walls, and which is called len-

tricule succenturie. Finally, next to the

above is found a third cavity, very mus-
cular and strong, known by the name of

the gizzard.

The crop is the receptacle of grain

swallowed by the fowl. It is in this first

pcicket that digestion takes place. The
cpsophagus takes root from the back of

the beak, runs along the neck, behind
the trachea, and ends in the abdomen
or belly, a little to the left. The
work of the gizzard js to triturate

the food which the hen can not

masticate. Small stones swallowed
by the hen are found in the gizzard,

which some naturalists say facilitate

that operation. They state that the

lining of the gizzard is formed of

an extremely strong muscle, which
contracts to nearly touching, so as

to grind the grain l)etween the

stones. This the author <loul>ts,

very pertinently, saying that it is

but an hypothesis which it would be
impossible to prove.
Upon the process through which

the food passes, the author wisely

, quotes from a distinguished French
veterinary surgeon, M. Mariot-Didi-

eux, as follows, supporting his opin-

ion :

"After a further strangulation and
a short passage, the food is sent

'into the third pocket or gizzard.

This last stomach is formed by a

thick and very strong muscular
membrane ; the external fibres are

of a sinewy nature, and of a nacre-
ous (pearl) color ; the internal mem-
brane which lines the gizzard is

very thin, fibrous and hard ; it se-

cretes a yellow coloring matter,
which appears to have the properly
to dissolve stones, principally car-

bonate of lime. Silicate of potash
(flint) requires a longer process.

IviqiiitiM iakcii as iiriiik H|ipcui iu

be absorljed by the first and second
stomachs ; they are never found in

the gizzard unless in case of disease.

It is worthy of remark that a hen
eats, when in health, al>out three
grauimes (48 i>ennpweight, Troy),
of calcareous or silicious sand a
ifay.

Most naturalists and writers on
poultry have l)etn unanimous in

attributing this phenomenon to the
necessity that all gallinaceous birds
have to eat gravel and stones to fa-

cilitate their digestion ; the stones,

according to these writers, fulfill

the office of masticating organs or
triturators of food. Without abso-
lutely denying this opinion, so gen-
erally admitted, we think the use-

fulness of the stones, considered .is

triturators, is but secondary, and
that their principal use is to furnish, '

by their dissolution in the gastric

bag of the third stomach or giz-

zard, the salts of lime, of al.muien
andof silex. This opinion is the
result of experiments we have made
on this subject. In depriving for f jur I

months some fov. Is of all sorts of
|

stones or sand, we remark that the '

shells of the eggs were much thinner,
and that the albuminous white of the egg
was much more liquor than in the egg of
fowls which had their lil)erty. The yelk
showed no difference. Are we not to
conclude from this fact that the hen
seeks for stones and sand, especially
those of carbonate of lime, by natural in-

stinct, so as to procure for her economy
the salts indispensable to her existence,
and for her eggs the elements necessary
to the formation of the shell ?

The ventricule succenturie secretes the
gastric juice and represents, according to 1

that view, the real stomach. The intes-
j

tine which completes the digestive canal
of the hen joins on to a cloaca, that is to
say, a pocket into which also open the
ureters bringing the urine, and the canal
which forms the passage of the egg to be
laid. The urine mixes with the excre-
mental matter which proceeds from the
intestine, and these are ejected all to-

gether. The urine of birds is always
concrete ; it is composed of uric acid and
sundry urates ; in tlic droppings it forms
the white matter that detaclu-s itself from
the dark portion, which is the real excre-

mental part. The salivary glands are

small in fowls, and produce a liquid thick

and slimy, but the quantity is very small.

The liver is very large, and diviiled

into two lofjes of equal size. The gall

bladder is large and contains a thick liile,

very bitter, which gives the flesh a very

are found in the posterior and superior
part of the breast, adhered to the ribs,

and maintained 1k.'1ow by a resisting

membrane moved by muscular power to

work the inhaling and breathing out pro-

cess. The lungs are pierced with holes.

disagreeable taste, if the fowl is not drawn so as to permit the air to circulate in all

soon after it is killed. As to the sur-

roundings of the digestive apparatus, it

is sufficient to say that the pancreas, or
pancreatic gland, iu gallinaceous birds is

very much developed. This pancreas
pours the pancreatic juice, like the liver,

into the intestines by two small tubes in

the centre of the duodenum, far from the
pylorus, which facilitates the intestinal

digestion.

perior wall of the abdomen. Of these
nine reservoirs, the first is single or sym-
metrical, the others are double, and dis-

posed equally on each side of the inediaii

plane No doubt these numerous vesi-

cles, filled with hot air at 104° Fahr.,
lighten the body of the hen when she

parts of the body, even in the cavities of flies, but the writer does not at all

the bones. The air is brought into these

organs by a very long aerial tube,

of which the windpi]>e and bronchia
possess complete cat tila>;inous rings. But
the most singular disposition of the res-

nitory apparatus of the fowl is the ex-

istence of^ large cells of air in the breast

and lower part of the abdomen, which
goes to show that the hen requires and

affirm that this is the only use, as the do-
mestic fowl never flies to any height in

the air.

The skin of the fowl is covered with
feathers. Ivich feather is composed of a
stem, the base of which is hollow, and
inserted in the bulb ; and of barbs which
are furnished with down, hardly visible

to the naked eye. Th? intej;umental ap-
pendages are well adapted to retain

bodily heat. The feathers com-
pletely covering the skin of the
hen, it cannot be said that sle is

sensitive to a delicate touch ; and
the tongue is the only organ sii^yect

to the exercise of any sense of feel-

ing.

The nostrils are open at the base
of the beak, but whether the sense
of smelling is developed in the fowl

or not, we know absolutely nothing.
If we were to judge Ijy the rigidity

of the tongue, by the scarcity and
viscious consistency of the saliva,

we should say that the sense of
taste was very little developed in

the fowl. However, it rejects with
astonishing sagacity the less desir-

able grains both i>efore and after

being taken into the beak.
The sight in poultry is incontes-

tably very piercing. They spy at

a great height the bird of prey
which soars aliove, and give out im-
mediately a cry of alarm, which is

understood by ducks, yiigeons, and
all other denizens of the poultry
yard. The globe of the eye is j)ro-

tected not only by two eyelids of
vertical motion, as it is seen in

some maminalin, but also by a third,

called "blinking membrane," which
has its existence from the internal

angle of the eye, and which can
be drSwn from inside to outside

over tile eye. The cornt-a issiioiij^iy

convex, the crystalline is flat, and
the vitreous body is small.

The car of the hen is deprived
of the concha, or larger cavity of

the external ear. The labyrinth

has only a rudimentary cochlea ; the

chain of ossicles is replaced iu the

middle ear by a single ossicle.

Finally, the external ear is a

single tul>e, very short, but notwith-

standing these imperfections, the

hearing of fowls is both acute and
distinct.—From the French of V.

]<a I'erre de Roo.

DANDY PAT.

The cock Dandy Pat, the property of Mr. J. E. Hanley, Queens, Long Island,

is considered to lie as near a model Wyandotte as has yet l)een produced, and so

highly is he esteemed by judges and fanciers that it is suggested that he be taken

as the model for standard illustration. He has been a successful prize winner at

two New York shows and at various other shows under such well-known judges as

Messrs. Brown, of Maryland ; .Stevens and Felcli, of Massachusetts ; Nevius, of

Philadelphia, and Bridge, of Ohio. Mr. Hanley has received several large offers

for the bird, but has refused to part with him, which is not surprising to fanciers of

this breed, who know the great difficulty of breeding chickens at all approaching

the standard, cockerels being more so than pullets.

The spleen is very small, of cj-lindncal

shape, and placed behind the liver. Its

functions seem to be to keep in reserve
and prepare the blood used as one of the
secretions neccs.sary to digestion

.

The circulatory apparatus offers no im-
portant difference from that of mammals.
It exists, as in the case of the latter, by
means of a heart with four cavities, and
the distribution of arteries is the same.
Their bloo<l is, however, a little warmer,
and contains elliptical globules of small
dimensions.

Respiration takes place by lungs, which

absorbs in her interior a (juantitj' of air

much larger in proportion than with
mammalia.
With all birds the aerial reservoirs are

nine in number, viz., the thoracic bag,

placed in the anterior part of the thorax
;

the two cervical rcservi.irs, situated at

the base of the neck ; the two anterior

diphraginatic reservoirs, placed between
,
the two <liaphragins ; and the posterior

' diaphragmatic reservoirs, also placed be-

tween the two diajiliragms, behind the

preceding ones ; and finally the two ab-

dominal reservoirs placed against the su-

—Every well organized poultry

house should be supplied with a

goo<l <lry dust bath in which some
flowers of sulphur is niixeil, and
which is renewed from time to

time. This, with an occasional

whitewashing of the interior of the

house, will usually be found snfti-

cient to keep down the insects, but

in old houses with many crevices,

to which the insects can re.sort, more
trouble will be exj)erieiiced. In

such cases painting the crevices with i)e-

troleum, and painting the bottom of the

roosts with a mixture of jjetroleum and
tar, will" frequently be of great a,ssistance.

Another good plan is to paste over all the

external crevices with brown pa|)er or

some similar material, and then give the

house a thorough fumigation with sul-

phur thrown upon a shovel of live coals.

The house shouhl then be left shut up
till the sulphur exhausts itself This is

advantageous, not only for destroying in-

sects, but also microbes, which are now
the recognized vehicles for conveying the

infection for .several forms of disease.

Roup especially will linger in a myste-

rious wav about houses which have been
apparently thoroughly cleaned out, but

which have not been disinfected in a

complete manner by the free use of sul-

phur or some other active agent of a sim-

ilar character.—Alexander Comyns.

— Filth is the foundation of part, if not

all disi.ases, and the poultry yard is not

exempt.

—Never set a hen that is inclined to

vacate her nest on approach of anyone,

for if you do you will find her an unjay-
ing property—a poor sitter

of many eggs.

I*

I

I.

and breaker
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PIGEON FLY-ING.

G^eor^e "W. Ghilda Oup for 180O.

To be held by each increased distance

covered in the season of 1890, and won
when the existing record for distance in

the day is broken

.

A.S IT STANDS.
Date. Home. Start.

May 29. J. Diggle. Phila.

AS IT .STOOD.

May iR. Virtue Club. Ptiila. OrauKe. 200 miles

Distance.
Conconl. 428^^ miles.

four next morning. The start was at

9.29 A. M. The distance (air line) is

about 275 miles, giving an average speed

of aliout loii yards per minute for the

first returns. The nextjouniey will be

to-day from Danville, Va. The distance

is 350 miles.

23. J. Diggle. Concord, 428J4

The Fanciers' Prize.

Ojjen to all subscril)ers to Thk Fan-

ciers' Journal. For the best average

speed from 200 miles or over in the sea-

son of 1890, previous to October 15.

AS IT stands.
Date.

Junes.

Date.
May 29.

May 23.

Owner.
E. Clark.

Distance.
254 miles.

AS IT .STOOD.

Ownjer.
J. Diggle.

J Diggle.

Distance.
428^ miles.

428J4 miles.

Av. Speed.
1 105 yards.

Av. Speed.
1034.7 yards.
loii yards.

ON THE WING.

Mrs. E. S. Starr, being no longer con-

uectetl with The F'ancikrs' Joirnai.,

we wish to anaounce to our readers that

this department will be conducted upon

the same lines as have been followed

heretofore.

#

It is the object of this journal to pub-

lish all the news, and for this purpose

correspondence is solicited. We would

be pleased to receive reports from homing
clubs of their races as quickly as possible

after they have taken place.

• •

All communications addressed to this

office shall have prompt attention and

will l)e fully appreciated.

•
» •

On Wednesday of last week a carrier

pigeon, on its way from Washington, D.

C , to Lancaster, Pa., stopped hungry

and thirsty at A. G. Killian's .\nierican

Oyster House. It was detained and its

wants supplied. It bore a gold band on

one of its legs and the name "Hum-
phreyville" on one of its wings.

«
» •

The bird of Samuel Hunt that was

liberated in the race for the Fanciers'

Prize from Wilmington, Del., at 10.25

A. M. Sunday, passed the wires into the

home loft at fourteen minutes past 7

o'clock the same evening. The tele-

graph offices being closed, the arrival was

timed by a competitor in record flying

and the .report rendered by mail. The
time out, 529 minutes ; the distance, 295

miles ; the average speed about 999
yards per minute. The bird has been

named Lone Star. Its next journey will

be from Havre de Grace, Md., next Sun-

day.

* *

Only one bird is reported from the

Suburban lofts, Fall River, from the start

in Dresden, N. Y., Saturday morning.

This is Dusky, to the loft of Frederick

Bowers, at 1 1 o'clock next day. The dis-

tance is 300 miles.
*

« •

Ten birds owned by John R. Huns-
berger and W. P. Denagre,l)oth of Chest-

nut Hill, Pa., were sent on Wednesday
to fly from Orange, Va., 205 miles air

line.

« »

The returns to the Twining and Cad-

wallader lofts, at Yardley, Pa., from the

start in Montreal, Va., were: One of the

Twining loft, at 5.58 P. M., and five one

minute later ; and to the Cadwallader

^oft, at 5.59 P. M., one at 8 P. M. and

Shipping Birds W^est.

It has been said that many more birds

wouhl be purchased by California fanciers

from eastern lofts if the experence of

transferring the birds by express was not

so great, and if l\astern shipj>ers would
use a little more care iu making up light

weight shipping pens, Mr. G. T. Marsh,

San Francisco,gives his experience to the

California Cackler showing the difference

there was in the charges upon two ship-

ments from two different parties.

"I have been a great sufferer in this

respect, the worst case being in getting
out a pair of homers from Mr. Bower-
man, of Newark, N. J., the express
charges on which was J12.60, or half the
cost of the birds. This, with some two
dollars or so paid for telegrams, made
the pair of homers cost ;^o laid down.
I, at the time wrote to Mr. Bowerman,
complaining of the manner in which
they were shipped, and claimiu;^ that the
birds should have been laid down here
for |;2.6o express ; but he thought other-
wise, and claimed that the least I could
expect the birds to be transported for

would be half the amount paid, or I6.30.
"To show that a pair of homers, if prop-

erl}' boxed, could be shipped to this city

from that town for |2.6o, and also to

show other fanciers how low birds may
be shipped to his coast, if proper care is

only takei»in the l><)xing, I would men-
tion that I have just received from Mr.
Heroux, of Lawrence, Mass. (some 300
miles further than Mr. Bowennan's birds

had to travel), four pouters in one coop,
but each in separate coinpartment, for

Jt6 express, or Ji.so tier bird. The space
required for one pouter is necessarily as
great or greater than woul*^ be needed
for a pair of homers. These birds arrived

in the finest of condition, with not a

single feather marred or soiled, after be-

ing nine days on the road."
As a guide to shippers he gives a de-

scription of the Heroux coop : "Its di-

mensions are twenty-four inches wide by
twenty-four inches high, and fifteen

inches deep ; made of a frame of sugar
pine, uprights being of ^lalf-inch square,

bound by quarter-inch by three-quarter-

inch strips, with a floor of one-fourth
inch sugar pine, and divided across the
centre, or twelve inches from the base,

by another floor of the same, and par-

titioned through the centre of both upper
and lower compartment with stout

selicia ; thus making four compartments
of twelve inches high, twelve inches
wide, by fifteen inches deep. The sides,

top and back were then covered with
stout selicia, and over the whole was
stretched a two-inch mesh light wire
netting. The metal drinking cups hung
to the wire netting 011 the outside, and a

canvas bag fixe<l wttli a draw string con-
taining feed was tied on the side. The
coop and the four pouters when received
weighed just seventeen pounds ; no doubt
when shipped it weighed (without feed

and water) fifteen pounds."

The Virtue Olub.

Fifteen birds of the Virtue Club of this

city, entered against the Boston record of

525 miles in iili. 40m., were liberated

in Greenville, S. C, on Tuesday morning.

The entries were : I'rank Lone, 5 ; Jdhn
Adams, 5, and John McFadden, 5. John
Adams' Helena returned at i o'clock

Wednesday, and John McFadden's Blue

Bell was found in the home loft at even-

ing. These birds are the first of the )'ear

to return from over 425 miles, and their

journey is, for time for the distance to

this vicinity, second only to the jour-
neys of the Volunteer, owned by James
McGaughey, and Theo and Watkins,
owned by Theo. P. Green, Woodbury. N.

J., from the station, July 5, 1888. Vol-
unteer arrived at 8 o'clock the morning
-after the start, Theo and Watkius beiug
reported at 10 o'clock.

THE INTERSTATE RACES.

For Birds of Members of the Federa-

tion of American Homing

Pigeon Fancier^.

From our Special Corre8|)ondent.

The first race was flown May 29 from

200 miles, and over 600 birds competed

for the prize. The birds were lilierated

from the following stations : Odenton,

Md.; Washington, D. C; Manassas, Va.,

and Orange Court House, Va., and flew to

the lofts at Philadelphia, Camden, Ger-

mantown, P'lizabeth, N. J.; Plainfield,

N. J.; Keyport, N. J.; Newark, Jersey-

City, Brooklyn, Peekskill, N. Y., and
Providence, R. I. The race was closely

contested, but the conditions of wind and

atmosphere were favorable to Philadel-

phia, and her birds won all the special

prizes, also the first-class diploma. The
first nine birds making the best average

speed were as follows :

Yards.

J. Markley .... 1047

J. Rotwrts 1032

J. Munro 1027
P. K. Boway . . . 1024
F. Kodgers. . . . 1018.20

Some of the above measurements are
not official, not having been verified. It

was not a good day for fast flying, the
wind blowing strongly from the east.

The 300 mile race was flown June 7. The
birds were liberated at Magnolia, Md.,
Orange Court House, Va.; Charlottsville,

Va. ; Manassas, Va., and Liberty, Va.
Philadelphia had the tables turned, get-

ting a very bad start, her birds flying the
greater part of the journey with adverse
winds and bad atmosphere. The follow-

ing were the homing stations : Philadel-
phia and Gemiantown, Pa.; Camden,
Elizabeth, N. J.; Plainfield, N. J.; Key-
port, N.J.; Newark, Jersey City, Brook-
lyn, Peekskill, N. Y., and Providence.
There were between 300 and 400 birds in

the race and in each section the results

were very close, ifae Piiiiadeipiiia birds
of John Munro, James Work, G. R.
Callaghan, J. C. Coiiley, John Shepperd
made 1172 yards, 1170, 1166, 116873,

1168!, yards, and many others follow up
close Ijehind the front rank. The gen-
eral returns were good, nearly all the
birds arriving the same day. The birds

of Newark and Jersey City, in fact all the
eastern birds, made good<ime.
The average sjjeed of the other leaders

was as follows :

Varda.
C. Hub 1018
R. C. Hays . . . 1012,^0
John Shepherd. .1011.29

J. C. Conley . . . 1007

Yards.

J. R. Husson . . . 1339'H
W.U.tlarrabrant . 1339
retliuger I338,"j

llallard 1308
Walker 1299H
Holden 1294

Yards.
Bennett 1289
hllwell 12S2J4
C. Mahr 1281

Bowerman.. . .1261)^
Williams .... 1259
Goodley ^VfiVi

The Keyport and Brooklyn birds were
close up. At the centers of the sections

the competition was close.

fHURSDAY'S race.

There took place Thursday the third

Concourse Pigeon Race from 400 miles.

The birds, after having l>eeu carefully

marked and stamped, were shipped in

sealed baskets by Adams Express Co. to

their different lil>erating points, Phila-

delphia birds going to Lexington, N. C.
Tlie New York, Brooklyn, Jersey City,

Newark, N. J.; Plainfield, N. J.; Key
Port, N. J., and Elizabeth, N. J., birds,

were sent to Rocky Mount, Va., and
Peekskill, N. Y., to Bedford City, Va.;

while the Providence fanciers, of Rhode
Island, selected Warrenton Junction, Va.,

as their 400-mile station. The Philadel-

phia entries were as follows :

Wni. McMullen ... 2

J. A. Eiiiiis 1

iohn Blood 5
I. Dienelt 4
Wm. Casey 2

K. I,. Hayes 7
John .Shepherd ... 6
G. R. Callaghan ... 3
W. C. Glory 3
H. Kendall 3
K. S. Devlin 3
H. Onbom 3
V. F. Bolay 3
A. H. Krufjer 5
A. Schmeisser "2

Geo. T. Morgan . 5
D. Kane 2

W. S. Yorkington . . 8
A. M. Wood 2

John Clements. . .

John Diggle ...
Wm. Hunter
Geo. Horiiberger.
r. Murphy. ...
<".eo. E. Andrews.
Jas. Work 13
A. Furst 2

P. W. Krouse 7

J. Eberle 7
A. Whitake j
Wm. Hargraves.. . . i

E Marshall
5

J. I). Miinroe 6
V. Schreiber 9

Stovell I

ley 7
" int . . . . a

i^ . r»*. Ill cii^r^i

J. A. Stovell

J. C. Conley
John G. Hur

sections. The Philadelphia birds were
started at 6 A. M.; weather cloudy, with
a light wind from the north. At Rocky
Mount, Va., the start was at 5.40 A. M.;
weather clear and winds variable, while
those homing to Providence. R. I. and
Peekskill, N. Y., were liberated at 6 A.
M. sharp, the atmosphere being clear
and the wind northwest.
We had hoped to give some particulars

of this race, but up to the time of
going to press Thursday night no infor-

mation as to the result couhlbe obtained.
The race will Ije reported fully in our
next issue.

The total number liberated was 509
l>irds, the balauce belonging to other

The Milton, Mass., Club.

The birds of the Milton, Mass., Club

were shipped on Wednesday, to fly from

Batavia, N. Y., on Saturday, or the first

favorable day after. This season is the
club's first on the road, and up to the 250
miles joumev it was out only one bird.

The birds of Mr. M. Burke, Readville,
Mass., will lie shipped on Friday to fly

from Yardley, Pa., on Sunday. The air-

line distance is about 275 miles. This
will lie the fourth journey for these birds
this season, and without loss.

Transfers of St»ck.

From the loft of Clayton Hackett, Ea»-
ton. Pa., Nos. 16 and 17 to Boston, 22 and
23 to W. V. Walker, I.rooklyu. Nos. 18,

19, 20 and 21 to H. T. Drake, St. Paul,
Minn.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE OLD NAME RETAINED.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: At a meeting of the American

Buff Cochin Club, held at the New York
show, it was decided to submit to a vote

the advisability of changing the name to

American Cochin Club, thereby taking in

oil vari^afiAia

June first, on counting of votes, a ma-

jority was found in favor of retaining

the old name. The initiation fees and

annual dues are %\ each.

The club expects to make a good show-

ing the coming season and will push

their favorites to the front. All those

wishing to join are invited to corre-

spond with G. P. Reynaud,
Secretary American Buff Cochin Club,

3 Bowling Green, New York.

New York, June 17, 1890.

DUNNVILLE POULTRY SHOW.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The next exhibition of the Dunn-

ville Poultry and Pet Stock Association

will be held on the 9th, loth and nth
of December next at Dunnville, Ontario,

Canada. It is expected by the officers

that all birds will be shown singly instead

of in pairs as heretofore.

An increased prize list with new attrac-

tions it is confidently expected will make
the coming exhibition a greater success

than any of the past.

Yours respectfully,

Louis A. Congdon, President.

Dunnville, Ont., June 16.

The Land of Ducks.

There are more ducks in the Chinese

Empire, says an authority, than in all

the world outside of it. They are kept

by the Celestials on every farm, on the

private roads, on the public roads, on the

streets of cities, and on the lakes, ponds,

rivers, streams and brooks in the country.

Every Chinese boat^lso contains a batch

of them. There are innumerable hatch-

ing establishments all through the em-

pire, many of which are said to turn out

about 50,000 young ducks every year.

Salted and smoked duck and ducks' eggs
constitute two of the most common and
imiwrtaut articles of diet in China.—Tit-
Bits,

h
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SCRAPPLE.
Bumble Foot—Pood of Song Birds.

Killing and Dressing Poultry.

Keeping Eggs.

Memo. Bumble Foot. *

A C. says: Bumble foot is a swelling

under the ball of the foot, and varies in

size from a niotlerate sized corn to a

large oi)en sore which disfigures the bird

and quite unfits it for the show \>cn.

Some folks think it has some mysterious

connection with the fifth toe, which is

no doubt abnormal and may injuriously

affect the structure of the rest of the

foot. Be this as it may, there is no doubt

that the two breeds which are most sub-

ject to bumble foot, namely, the Dorking

and the Houdan, are also the two in

which the fifth toe is deemed an essential.

Bumble foot is chiefly caused by overtax-

ing the activity of heavy binls. A light

active bird, such as a Hamburg, can fly

from any height without injury. A large

heavy bird, such as a Brahma or a Cochin,

will not usually attempt to fly from any

height, and is indeed incapable of reach-

ing an elevated position except by easy

stages. A lean Dorking or Houdan can

fly almost as well as a Hamburg, and on

putting on flesh is apt to attempt to fly

down direct from high peiches. This is

at the root ol bumble foot evil. A care-

ful arrangement of the perches will

usually prevent this ailment from ap-

pearing. There is no reason whatever

for fixing a perch higher than three feet

from the ground, and two and a half feet

is a Ijetter height than three feet. Again,

the perches should all lie on the same

level. To put them ladder-wise causes

much competition and scrambling for the

highest places, and many tumbles

amongst the competitors. Now is the

time to see to this matter before the

young cockerels and pullets get heavy

piioutrh to be iniured by the high perches.

When birds have once become afi^ected

they should not be allowed to roost at

all,' but bedded on straw, and kept on a

grass run. If there seems to l>e any mat-

ter in the swelling it may be lanced V>y

making two cross cuts, extracting the

matter, and keeping carefully bandaged

until the wound is quite healed. Caustic

is also sometimes used with advantage in

slight cases. I have never tried it, l<ut I

fancy that painting with acetic acid would

be likely to be beneficial.

Memo. Food ofSong Birds.

P. says: Song birds as cage birds re-

quire a richer food to keep them in goo<l

health and song than any other bird.

Take, for instance, the nightingale, how
carefullv the foo<i has to be selected to

get him' to sing at all ! Of course he be-

longs to the insectivorous birds, but I

only want to draw a conclusion from this

comparison, and that is, that song birds

—and as such, and one of the highest

merit, we must class the Hartz canary-
need a cerUin stimulant in captivity to

keep up the physical strength which the

development of their singing powers de-

mands. I may mention I have tried to

keep the Hartz birds without egg food,

but the consequence was they soon lie-

came hoarse, and would have lost their

voice entirely had I not fallen l)ack on

the accustomed mo<le of feeding. Hartz

canaries are very delicate birds, and to

keep them successfully in this country

requires a great deal of care and atten-

tion, and if they have to lie "pampered

with delicacies," it is in our climate more

than anywhere else for rea,sons slated.

I never keep a Hartz bird over five years,

as after that time they are of little use to

me, either as "school-masters" or for

breeding. In the first instance their

song, as they Iwcome older, loses much
of Its freshness, and will also not l>e

hear so often, and so render them unfit

for teaching young ones, and for the

latter purpose I never employ a bird over

three years of age.

Memo. Scaly Legi in Poultry.

The dry scaly substance on the legs of

the birds' which when broken off leaves

a sore are really a very minute insect,

and if care i» not taken the whole of

birds will suffer with the same disease.

The best plan is to soak the legs in warm
water for some little time, then scrub

them with a nail brush, removing as

much of the scaly substance as possible,

aRerwards drying the legs and then ap-

plying sulphur ointment. If this is

thoroughly done three or four applica-

tions will effect a complete cure.

Memo. Killing and Dressing Poultry.

J. H. D. says : Fowls should be killed

by a biow on the head, bled in the roof

o'f the mouth, quickly picked, and then

hung up in a cold room to harden. If the

French method of preparing poultry

were given a fair trial in this country,

much goo<l might come of it. Nearly all

poultry in France is shaped by means of

trusses and bands; i. e., the fowl when
still warm, after l>eing picked, is pressed,

breast downward, on a molding board,

and by the aliove-mentioned appliances

fastened securely until it is set or hard- ,

ened. This presses the breast bone in
!

and leaves the fine plump appearance for

which I'rench poultry is so famous, lie-

sides agreeably facilitating the task of

the carver, no projecting breast Ixine in-

terfering with the knife. I believe the

secret of obtaining good prices for poul-

try depends principally on the manner
it is prepared, coupled, of course, with

superior quality.

Memo. Caponizing Fowls.

C. T. S. savs : A young cockerel is con-

verted into a'capon at the age of three to

six months by the following process : The
bird is secured on a convenient table, so

that it can not struj.'gle or flutter. An
incision is made in the side l)etween the

last two ribs, and one inch lielow the

backbone, and extending downward for

an inch and a half. The feathers are

first plucked from the part and the skin

is drawn to one side and cut. so that

when the operation is over the opening

in the skin is not directly over that in

the flesh, and only that in the skin needs

to lie closed by two stitches. Tlie open-

ing is kept stretched by a pair o( blunt

hooks fastened to a Ijow of whalel)one or

watchspring steel. If the intestines are

wounded the oyieration is a failure and

the bird dies, so that care must be exer-

cised to avoid this mishap. The glands

which are to lie removed lie against the

back, and are covered by a thin mem-
brane, which is torn open by a small

hooked instrument. No cutting should

be done, but the whole opieration is per-

formed by torsion, so as to avoid blee<ling.

The glands then exposed are removed bv

means of a fine wire loop drawn through

a tube, or are twisted off with a pair of

small forceps, and are carefully Uken
away. Any loftse blood is dried by a

small piece' of sponge held in the for-

ceps. The bird should not be fed for

thirty-six hours previously, and after-

ward upon soft food.

Memo. Supplying liens with Lime.

G. A. C. says : Domesticated poultry

are artificial productions and have dif-

ferent requirements from wild birds in a

natural state. Their production of e^gs

is forced, and they need to be supplied

with the material required to produce the

unnatural quantity of eggs. Every por-

tion of the egg is secreted froni the blood,

and it is a wonderful thing to consider

that all the lime contained in an egg-

shell should l>e drawn from the blood in

twenty-four hours. Therefore the lime

given should be in a soluble and digesti-

ble condition,and burned tones or shells,

lieing organic matter, are preferable to

mineral lime. These should lie plenti-

fully supplied, as well as food of the

right kind to supply the highly iiitrd-

genous matter of the egg. Wheat is

preferable to com, and some cotton-seed-

meal and fish scrap may usefully be

given.

Memo. Gapes.

N. H. says : I have used a simple

remedy for a lonfj time, one that I have

never seen mentioned. It is simply to

put kerosene oil in the water, once in a

while, not too much at a time—a jierson

would have to use judgment alx>ut quan-

titv. As soon as I notice a chicken, large

or small, gaping, I give a dose in water.

They do not seem to notice it. I have

never lost any from the gapes.

Memo. Kerosene in the Poultry Yard.

there is nothing equal to it, as it surely

kills all vermin with which it comes in

contact, and prevents all vermin from

entering the nest until it is entirely evap-

orated, which, if the crude oil is used,

will give the hen ample time to hatch

herbrcKMl. A few drops in the drinking

water, occasionally, has a good effect

njion the general health of the flock, and

for colds or roup there is nothing better

if carefully applied. .Scaley legs may be

cured bv simply wetting the legs of the

fowls affected, occasionally, and the crude

oil is best in this case also, as it takes a

much longer time to evaporate. When
the crude oil is not readily obtained,

some kind of heavy oil or grease should

be mixed with the kerosene to stay

evaporation. .\s a remedy for cholera it

has lieen highly recommended.

Houdan s.Memo.

M. F. says : As egg-producers the

Houdans claim their place among the

first ; they are non-sitters, and if not

equaling in the number of eggs the Leg-

honis and Hamburgs, they outstrip them
all in weight, as two of their large, white

eggs will turn the scale with three Leg-

horn or Hamburg eggs. The eggs of

Houdans are usually verj' fruitful. The
chickens are very healthy and fast grow-

ers, and not subject to most of the dis-

eases which attack young chickens ;
Ijoth

chickens and old fowls are very meaty,

tender and fine in flavor, and valuable

as table fowls. Houdans are a French

breed ; they are black and white spangled

or speckled in color, with bare legs, five

toes, and a large topknot and muff about

the face.

E. P. says : The many uses that it

(kerosene) may l>e put to in the yard,

makes it an indispensable article to be

charged to the expense account, and no

other articles will so enhance the profit

of the poultrv yards as kerosene diligently

and intelligently used. For painting the

inside of nest boxes for sitting hens,

Memo. Keeping Eggs.

F. says : I send your readers a receipt

for keeping eggs, which has been used

by an old housekeeper for thirty years

without one failure : Dissolve in hot

water quick-lime the size of a large coffee

cup When thoroughly cold, add a good

handful of salt and as much water as re-

quired for your eggs. Put a little of this

brine in your package (wooden is best);

then place tiie eggs in as galucicd ficsli,

little end down, and if kept under the

brine they will keep any length of time.

As the brill* is poured in, more water
]

can l>e added, if necessary, to the sedi-
|

nient left, and used. This will be sufli-
;

cient to cover twenty or thirty dozen.
j

Memo. Bronze Tonguin Foiuls. I

P. W. says : The bronze Tonguin fowl

is one of the many varieties of the Celes-

I

tial empire, and was known to F'uropeau

travelers and navigators long before we
thought of the Shanghai or Cochin. The '

bronze is tully as large as the buff Cochin,
]

but shorter in legs. The l)ody is lar^e

and more compact, the flesh firm in
|

texture, better flavored, and of a rich
;

golden -yellow. The cocks weigh from

eleven to thirteen pounds, and the hens

from seven to nine pounds. The bronze

seem to possess merits that are wholly or

in part deficient in some Chinese varie-

ties. They do not become habitually

broody like the Cochins, and are easily

broken up. Their eggs are large and de-

licious, and of a rich chocolate color.

They are hardy and easily kept, and will

thrive and lay well under ordinary care.

They are remarkal)ly prolific; the chicks

grow rapidly, attaining full size in a very

short time. ' They are easily fattened, as

their movements are slow. The carriage

of the cock should be upright; breast

very broad and deep, and forming a

straight line from the crop to the thighs;

back long and broad; wings short and

well tucked up ; tail slightly raised, with

abundant coverts ; hackle heavy ;
saddle-

feathers long ; the head massive ; comb
and wattles large ; legs and beak yellow-

ish-bronze ; face and earlobes red, and 1

the. plumage throughout a brilliant

bronze, with green and metallic shades.

In the bronze variety some are feathered

and others clean legged. They breed

very true in plumage and markings.

Memo. Raising Turkeys.

F. M. L. says: The difliculty of raising

turkeys is a serious drawback to the

profits of the business, but the exercise

of care will obviate the difliculty. At

first, and for al)out six weeks, turkey

chicks are very delicate, so much so that

even a warm shower will finish them. If

they can be kept alive for about two

months thev begin to assume a more ro-

bust character, and will soon )>ecome the

I

very hardiest of poultry. The chicks,

:
therefore, should be provided with shel-

ter, and the Shed which furnishes this

would be all the better if it had a wooden
floor. The best food for the first week
is hard boiled eggs, mixed with minced
dandelion. It is thought the dandelion

serves to keep the bowels in order. At

all events the young birds prefer dande-

lion to all other green food. At the end
of the first week add gradually to the

boiled eggs bread crumbs and barley

meal, constantly lessening the amount
of egg until at the end of three weeks it

may l>e entirely discontinued. Now give

boiled potatoes as a part of the food, and
a small portion of some small grain may
be added, in fact making the food very

much like that of other poultry. If fed

in this way and kept dry, they will come
along all right.

Memo. Milk for Hens.

F. F. says : I quite agree with the cor-

I
respondent of the American Poultry

I

Yard, who declares there is no food on

earth so good for fowls and chicks as

i

milk in some form. For very young
chicks we make the clabbered milk into

Dutch cheese, and use the whey to mix
' feed for other fowls and chickens. From
the time they are a week old till sent to

market for broilers.our early chicks have

all the milk, sweet or sour, or butter-

milk, that they can drink. If the home
supply of milk falls short of the demand
we buy skim milk at two cents a quart,

and consider it cheap at that. For lay-

ing hens in winter there is nothing bet-

ter than a liberal supply of milk. A
pan of warm milk, with a dash of pepper

in it, every morning, will do more to-

ward inducing hens to lay in cold weather

than all the egg-food in creation. For

fattening fowls we find that boiled vege-

tables mixed with milk and barley or

commeal will put on flesh at an aston-

ishing rate. Don't be afraid to give

milk to fowls or chicks ; from the time

when the chicks are given the first feed

up to within the last day of the old fowl's

life, milk may be safely and profitably

given.

Memo. Raising Ducks.

A. W. says : Ducks are easily hatched,

I and if properly managed, they are easily

raised—much more so than chickens or

!
turkeys. Probably the worst thing for

I
ducklings is the first thing they usually

\ receive, and that is unlimited range and

I water to swim in The little things are

I

in a measure, nude, and should be kept

I

in pens with dry soil floors or stone

1

pavements that can l>e washed down
daily. No kind of jioultry will succeed

on bare boards. All the water they need

is best furnished by burying an old pot
'

in the ground and laying a round piece

]

of iKjard on top of the water with room
for the ducks to stick their heads in and

I fish out the corn that is put in water.

This amuses them and does no harm,

while if allowed to go off to ponds or

streams they are very liable to fall a

prey to vermin in some shape, or to get

their bodies wet and chilled from re-

maining too long in the water. Their

pens must be kept clean if they are ex-

pected to thrive.

Memo. Swans.

CAGE . BIRDS . AND . PETS.

THE SKYLARK.

F. G. says : Swans are probably long-

lived birds, and specimens have been

known to attain the age of fifty years.

They are seldom used now as articles

of food, but years ago they were the

bonne bouchc of the epicure at all large

feasts. The female lays six or seven

eggs, and she generally exercises a ma-

ternal care over the young ones till the

following spring.

Memo. Poultry Manure.

T. F. says : Collect the droppings as

often as possible, and comptist them with

dry dirt. Ifdry<lirt is inconvenient on

account of the earth being frozen, use

good ground land plaster instead. The
mixture of ground plaster and poultry

droppings is better than either alone, and

the ammonia is thereby saved. A good

dusting of plaster over and under the

roosts, and plentifully scattered all over

the floor of the poultry house, conduces

to the health of fowls and destroys foul

odors.

Memo. Hens Eating Eggs.

R. N. S. savs : If hens get into the

habit of eating eggs take enough bran

and corn meal of equal parts for one

feeding and enough vinegar warmed to

make the meal wet enough for the hens

to eat. Mix together and feed it to the

heus. .

\

I

Bird of the wilderness,

BlitheBome and cumbcrless,

Sweet by ttiy matin o'er moorland and lea \

Emblem of happiness,

Blest in thy dwelling place—

O, to abide in the desert with thee;

Wild is thy lay, and loud.

Par in the downy cloud,

I.ove Rives it energy, love gave it birth.

Where, on the dewy wing,

Where art thou journeying ?

Thy lay is in heaven, thy love is on earth.

O'er fell and mountain sheen,

O'er moor and mountain green,

O'er the red streamer that heralds the day,

Over the cloudlet dim.

Over the rainbow's rim,

Musical cherub, soar, singing away !

Then when the gloaming comes,

I^w is the heather blooms,

Sweet will thy welcome and bed of love be !

Kmblem of happiness.

Blest is thy dwelling place—

O, to abide in the desert with thee !

—Janifs Hogg.

"WREN LORE.

The Chipper Little Ohirper Used

to be a Devil Among Birds.

If there be a bird iw the world which

would seem to an observer to be a quiet,

domestic, well-behaved, modest little

creature, it is certainly the wren ;
and

yet for some strange reason it has been

in many lands, and from days of yore, a

symbol of immorality, sorcery, and

witchcraft. In Anglo-Saxon its name,

Tvrenna, means the "lascivious bird,"

from wra-ne, allied to the Swedish vrensk,

and the Middle High German wrenno, a

stallion. In the Norse mythology Loki

took the fomi of a mare and enticed

away the giant's.stallion ;
while the wren

played the part of a sorceress who led

""•liths astr?.»'. Tb^ gypsies, who gen-

erallyhave an OrieutaTVeason or Hindoo

oritjin for their small scraps of myth, call

the wren the chovthant chinclo, the witch

bird, or, more briefly, "the witch," ahd

associate it with sundry petty sorceries.

According to Nork ("Mythologie der

Volksagen") until of late years men were

wont, on the Isle of Man, to hunt on

Christmas day for a wren ; the reason be-

ing that once'there lived in that place a

beautiful elf or lorelei, who by her ,

charms and songs allured many young

men into the sea, where the waves, rising

at her spell, swept them away to death.

At last the people rose in a rage and at-

tacked the sorceress, who fled in fear,

and being bard bestead, took the form of

a wren, and so escaped. But from some

higher power a decree went forth that

every year on the same day—Christmas

j)ay_she must appear as a wren, until it

should come to pass that she perished by

man's hand. For this reason men hunt the

wren, which is killed, aud yet always

conies to life again. However, the feathers

of such wrens as are killed are kept as

potent amulets which protect the wearer

against shipwreck. The custom was once

common in Ireland, and there is an Eng-

lish nursery rhyme which commemorates

it:

(whatever that may lie) which hunted

the herring, and was ever atterded by a

raging storm—being, in fact, a feminine

Wild Hunts'.nan or Wild Jager of the sea.

How it came to pass does not appear, but

My Lady Jes had her career of frantic

dissipation aii<l herring catching cut

short ; whereupon she, too, turned into

a wren and flew away. "In consequence

of which a dead wren is thought to keep

things straight 011 board the smacks."

In Germany the wren is known as the

Zaunschlupfer, or hedge slipper, from

its haunting and nesting in hedges, and

also as the Xaunkonig, or hedge kin§.

There, too, this bird's habit of mysteri-

ously bobbing about in "twinkling

shadowes undir leafes grene," hiding

anon in stump or chirping close by in a

nook, has given it a character of being

uncanny. For it befell in the olden time,

"when animals were as men and men as

animals, though how no man knows,"

that birds resolved that he should be their

king who coidd fly highest. So onward

aud upward they winged their way to the

sun ; but one by one they fell off till only

the stork and the eagle remained. And
-when the stork was exhausted and the

eagle but little better off. lo, my Lord

Randy Wren (Randy and Wren are the

same word etymologically) fitted with a

saucy chirp out of the stork's feathers "as

fresh as paint, and went prorsutn et sur-

sum; when the eagle gave it up. The

other birds, disgusted at so manifest an

"open-and-shut swindle," as Americans

say, ran him as a re^lar welsher off the

co'u'rse, hunting him into hedges, hollow

trees, and hummocks, where he hides to

this day in deep disgrace, although, like

his kinsman the crow (who, accordiu)^ to

old Indian legend, is dreeing a similar ,

weird), his impudence still continues to
|

show itself in chirpy self-assurance and
|

easv familiarity with man. "Why, I

know not," exclaims a learned German
1

commentator, "but in every relation

there is attached to this bird the idea of

deceit." '

Happy is the person on whom a wren

alights, since he or she will be for a long

time lucky in everything. And it is also

a great stroke of good fortune if he or

she sees one drop a feather and secmres

it. Ter quaterque beati are such jjeople,

since they too will t)e happy until ihc>

enter a church, as some say^or till they

wrong or deceive auyone ;
"doctors are

not agreed."—C. G. L.

FERRETS AND FERRETING.
|

How to Rear Them to Obtain the

Best Results.

[CONTINUKU FROM PACK 381.]

The choice for breeding depends upon

the purpose for which they are wanted

I

If for ratting, they must lie small, and a

I cross iMftween a small polecat and a

1 small white ferret will be found to be the
'

best. For rabbiting, the larger the ferret

the better, so long as

combines activity. If large ferrets are

found to be sluggish, a cross must be

made with a small, active ferret, which

will remedy the fault of sluggishness in

the progeny. This sluggishness is some-

times the result of lack of work, or too

much food, both of which can be easily

remedied.

In starting a breed of ferrets be partic-

ular in the choice of the breeding stock

as very often the young ferrets inherit

faults or excellencies, as the case may be,

of the parents. Before buying, if possi-

ble, see the ferreU at work, aud choose

those that work quickest ; never mind if

they are savage, as that fault is easily

remedied by kind usage and plenty of

handling. You never see a rat catcher

with savage ferrets, for the vepy simple

"Let us go to the wood 1"

"I,ct us go lo the wood !'

"Let us go to the woo<l I'

"I.et us go lo the wood !'

said Richard to Robin,

said Robin to Bobbin,
' said John all alone,

said every one.

"What shall we do there? "said Richard to Robin,

"What shall we do there?" said Robin to Bobbin,

"What shall we do there ?' said John all alone,

"What shall we do there ? " said every one.

"We will hunt a wren," said Richard lo Robin,

"We will hunt a wren." said Robin to Bobbin,

"We will hunt a wren," said John all alone.

It is within the limits of possibility

that we have here a scrap of old British,

(ir it may lie Dniidic, poetry. "Derry-

down" claims a similar origin, and means

"Let us go to the woo<l."

There are many fine fragments of

fetish or luck worship among the fisher

folk, and especially the herringers. There

are some even yet among the Manxmen,
who dare not put to sea without a dead

wren to warn off storms anil disaster
;

and this was done, says my authority,

owing to a tradition of a Jes spirit

The Snake's Charm.

Concerning the power of a snake to

charm birds and fowls, and even human

beings, there has .always l>een doubt and

discussion. The Popular Science Monthly

recently printed some curious anecdotes

on this subject. Here is one of them :

A gentleman from Iowa says that one

day while going through his poultry

yard he noticed a turkey-hen with neck

stretched to the utmost, eyes distended

and wings slightly raised, gazing most

intently upon some object on the ground

three or four feet from where it stood

Watching it for some moments he found

that the turkey moved slowly around the

attracting object in a circle without with-

drawing its gaze for a moment. After it

had made a full circle he approached to

learn the cause of its extraordinary be-

havior and found that the attracting ob-

ject was a small striped snake partially

conceale<l by some small weeds ;
and not

until he touched it did the turkey notice

his presence, though ordinarily it would

not permit him to approach withm two

or three yards. Even when driven away

the turkey persisted in returning and

working around in a circle.

Other fowls were then driven in the

direction of the snake, and all on catch-

ing a glimpse of it were strangely affected

,-.!^'_ii.. ..^iX^c^A Hiof »Vip oondition o

one the better. A small ferret will go on

scratching an<l worrying a rabbit for half

an hour, which results in killing the rab-

bit but at a I0.SS of time.

Some ferrets have a habit of dragging

any rabbit thev may catch towaro the

mouth of the 'hole. This should be en-

couraged by giving the ferret a piece of

the intestines of the victim. The ferret

will rememl)er the reward, and if he has

uot killed his rabbit too far within the

hole, will endeavor to earn it again.

A ferret can be trained to follow like a

>. dog, but this can only lie permitted with

with size it also safety to the ferret when there are no

strange dogs about. Dogs and ferrets

may be trained to woik together and

often become very great friends.

In rat hunting the ferrets should go

unmuzzled, as none, however good,would

be able to withstand a rat unless free to

defend itself.

If ferrets are laid up they may some-

times be induced to come out by putting

a large unmuzzled ferret with a line at-

tached into the hole where the lost one

was last seen. The stronger will drive

the weaker from its prey and thus afford

a chance of recovering the missing one.

Another way is to fire two charges of

powder at the mouth of the hole, and

then, fanning the smoke down it, when
the ferret unable to endure the foul air

and attracted by the report, will come
out. In firing down a hole do not put

the muzzle too close to the ground or it

will burst. Another way is to place the

paunch of a rabbit near the mouth of the

hole when the strong smell will attract

the missing animtl.

Bells for ferrets are useless ; they be-

come clogged in a very few minutes with

dirt and the fur off the dead rabbite.

Ferrets will dri\ e cats, stoats or wea-

sels out of their holes, but whether they

will actually kill them if they have a

chance is doubtful.

Ferrets should b<! carried in boxes with

plenty of holes to admit fresh air. If

bags are used, plenty of ventilation should

be provided bv tht insertion in the side

of the bag of a small piece of wire net-

ting. If this precaition is neglected, on

taking the ferrets out of the bag they

will be found in a <i uU and sleepy state,

from which they will not recover for some

minutes.
In handling a ferret never snatcii at it,

as in such case it will be likely to bite.

Put the hand into the bag quietly, giv-

ing the ferret time to smell and see what

approaches it, and then take hold of it

gently round the neck.

If a ferret is left out all night the holes

of the burrow should l)e well stopped up,

and a little straw or hay placed in the

mouth of one of them. F^rly the fol-

lowing morning the lost ferret will prob-

ably be found asleep in the hay or straw.

It liiust be looked for early otherwise the

ferret will get hungry and set off on its

travels in search of food.

A wire trap on the same principle as

the ordinary wooden rat trap, is useful

for recovering a ferret ; it should be set

close to the mouth of the hole, all others

communicating with the burrow the fer-

ret is in being stopped up. The bait

should be the paunch of a rabbit, and a

little straw should lie placed in the far

end for the ferret to lie on in case it is

caught. -

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

V

FiYially, satisfied that the condition of

the fowls on seeing the reptile was purely

an objective one, the writer took a stick

and approached the snake to kill it. It

was dead already and—most noteworthy

point of all—its head was crushed out of

all semblance to its original shape and

covered with dirt.

The conclusion the writer reached was

that small animals passed into a subject-

ive or hypnotic condition on l)eing suil-

deuly brought in view of serpents, of

which all animals, great and small, ap-

pear to stand in dread. Accepting this,

he says, we have the facination of birds

and small beasts by snakes as a scientific

fact.

reason that not one of a hundred ferrets

will remain savage with plenty of work.

Young ferrets should be removed from

the mother as soon as they can feed

themselves, and their food, bread and

milk, should be given to them fresh,

three or four times a day. Old ferrets

should have bread and milk as their

staple footi, with a bird, rat or other ani-

mal food given occasionally.

If ferrets are neglected and their boxes

allowed to become dirty the animals

will suffer from foot rot, and the poor

things will soon die. The scabs which

appear should be removed with a blunt

knife and gas tar be applied with a small

brush or feather. Carbolic acid diluted

with water or glycerine and applied in

.»._ _»—,« ,..o». ic p1iir> Q ac\m\ remedv. An

excellent treatment is to soak the feet m
warm water and after drying dress with

an ointment made up of Levigated red

precipitate, one drachm ; very finely pow-

dered blue stone, four drachms ;
com-

pound tar ointment sufficient to make

two ounces. It is well to muzzle the fer-

ret while the ointment is on, as it is poi-

sonous, and the smarting may cau.se him

to nibble it. The patient should lie

placed in a clean box with plenty of

straw and allowed to run out in field or

lawn for a short time each day.

Another troublesome disease is distem-

per, the head swelling and the eyes be-

ing closed with offensive matter. In rare

cases a change of air and of diet will give

relief but usually an attack proves fatal.

The treatment is to wash the eyes and

nostrils clear of the offensive matter, and

afterwards to anoint with pure olive oil.

As medicine give two grains chlorate of

potash and four or five drops of sweet

spirits of nitre in a little cream or milk

three times a day. The box in which the

disease first appeared or in which the

affected one is kept must be thoroughly

cleansed and disinfected.

Ferrets may be used with and without

a line and muzzled or unmuzzled. A
line can only be used where the holes do

not extend to a great distance and are

tolerably free from roots or rocks, which

would frav or cut it. There is the danger

in using 'a line that it may l)econie

twisted around a root and the ferret be-

coming fast, necessitating a tiresome

task ofdigging.
A good ferret does not neeil to be muz-

zled, as directly he kills he will go for a

fresh subject, whde a bad one having

taken his fill of blood, will in all proba-

bility lie down and go to sleep. If a

ferret is worked unmuzzled, a small

quantity of milk should be given it be-

fore it is used, as then, not l)eing hungry,

it is less inclined to lie up, while its

natural desire to kill is not abated. A

large meal would only make it sleepy,

whereas a little milk will satisfy it with-

out makuig it stupid.

Large unmuzzled ferrets are Ijetter than

small for rabbit hunting, as they are able

to kill any rabbit that refuses to 'x)lt.

aud the sooner such an one is killed and

the ferret free to go iu search of a fresh

Tameness of a Golden-crested Wren.

A correspondent recently wrote the

London Times from Wilton Lodge, Box-

moor : "You may not often have heard

of such extraordinary tameness in a wild

bird as one in these parts recently dis-

played. My wife was watering yesterday

witii a hose, when a tiny golden -crested

wren came deliberately under the shower

for a bath, and she called the groom lo

watch him. Moving to another part of

the garden, the little bird followed her,

and stood ou the gravel path while she

watered him like a flower with the spray

from the hose, and again on the shruljs,

where he rubbed himself on the wet

leaves—pluming hi* feathers at inter-

vals—long enough for me an(i my daugh-

ter and the maids to l)e called to see

him Although I l)elieve not uncommon,

this bird is seldom noticed on account

of its diminutive size ; but to see any

bird so tame is, I think, most excep-

tional."
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RB INDIAN GAMES.

A Correspondent Who Advocates

the Single Laclnsr-

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir: In The Fancikrs' Journal, after

quoting from Mr. Irving Crocker's com-

munication to the Fanciers' Gazette, of

Indianapolis, as well as from an editorial

note in that publication, appeared the

following paragraph:

"It is suggested that Mr. Babcock's

stock bearing the V-shaped markings

will be out in the cold if the double pen-

cilling becomes the law, and there may

be a personal interest at stake. Indian

game breeders express no fear as to the

result, and unless the minority rule there

will be but one sort of pencilling allowed

in this standard and that not V-shaped."

Such a suggestion seems to be unfair,

and I believe that The Fanciers' Jour-

nal will at least allow me the opportu-

nity of a hearing before committing itself

fully to the idea that I am actuated by a

selfish motive in advocating a liberal

sUndard for the Indian game.

What is meant by V-shaped markings ?

I have used this term both in my circu

lars and in articles descriptive of the plu

mage of the Indian game hen, but

never supposed it would be taken liter-

ally It IS but a short-haud method of

describiug the lacing and is intended to

express the same thoughts as the words,

the lacing following the contour of the

web of the feather. If the feathers were

pointed the lacing would be literally \

-

shaped As the feathers are not sharply

pointed the lacing is not literally V-

shaped. Mr. Crocker has therefore called

attention to the inaccuracy of this form

of expression, but has given it vastly

more importance than the subject de-

served In the proposeil standard for

Indian" games, when description required
..-t. - >„..->., V.QQ lint ivfn used.

accuracy, »u\." » •.»-•"•
"V"- 1 rt .

Secondly, as to my stock being left out

in the cold if the double-penciling be-

comes the law. Mv first importation

consisted of a trio of birds bought of the

founder and first honorable secretary ol

the English Indian Game Club. One of

these hens had a single, the other a

double lacing. My second importation

from the Bonaventure Poultry Farm ot a

fine lot of pullets, gave me birds, every

one of which was double-laced. A third

importation from Mr. J. Frayne gave me
birds ten of which had single lacing and

all of the others were double-laced. I

also purchased this season, in order to

catch up with mv orders for eggs, a lot

of pullets from a customer of last season,

and among them were two single-

laced pullets hatched from the eggs of

Sharp &. Co., all of the others being irom

eggs which I sold and all being double-

laced I have, therefore, only a very

few single-laced birds, the great majority

of them being double-laced. If, therefore,

the American Indian Game Club shall

deem it wise to adopt a standard in

which but one style of lacing is allowed,

and that the double-lacing, I have no

fear of my birds being left out in the

But I do not believe the Indian Game
Club will be wise to adopt such a stand-

ard In the first place the English

sUndard of this variety indicates tliat

single-lacing is desirable and required, if

it indicates anything at all. It reads:

" Beautiful lacing of medium size." The

word lacing is singular, not plural. If

a double-lacing were intended, the lan-

guage would have been, or ought to have

been " with beautiful lacings of medium

size." I further know that birds with
]

single-lacing win in England, as I have >

feathers from the Dairy winner, one of
|

the finest pullets of this variety ever bred
j

in England, and sold for a very high
^

price, and these feathers are of a

golden bay ground color laced with a

single lacing of black. This fact would

indicate that the English standard was

intended to mean that single-laced birds

were the ones to lie preferred, or, if not

that at least that such birds were to com-

pete upon an et^uality with those having

two or more lacings. „ .,

The single-laced bird is really the

showier aiuT handsomer bird. The lac-

ings appear more distinct and clear,stand

out Ijetter and liolder, and produce a

handsomer effect. It seems to me that

it would be the height of folly to exclude

such birds from competition, or even to

regard them inferior to double-laced

birds Yet I could not with "a personal

interest at stake" advocate this style of

lacing solely, for it would shut out the

majority of mv birds. If 1 consulted

my personal interest alone I should ad

vocate double lacing. Nor am I alone in

the opinion that single lacing should be

allowed. Oik- of thf foremost importers

of Mr. John Fravn's stock, in a letter to

me, savs: "I prefer the single lacing upon

the breast." Mr. H. V. Clarke, of In-

dianapolis, Ind., says in an article m the

latest issue of the New England Faucier:

"Though there seems to »3e a tendency

toward adopting the double-laced feather

as the standard marking, 1 am among

those who favor any distinct laciug,with-

out giving preference to either double or

siugle. I am breeding both types and

find that some of the handsomest birds I

ever raised are of the siugle lacing kind."

Mr. Clarke's position is exactly the

same as that I have taken. When I

know that birds with both styles of lac-

ing have been imported from the best

breeders of Indian games that England

can show, that single and double-laced

birds win in English shows, that the

siugle-laced are frequently the hand-

somest, shortest and hardest feathered

and most typical specimens in form, I

can not see mv wav clear to advocate a

standard which will not permit them to

compete on au equality with those hav-

ing a double-lacing.

I am not in a position to know
whether the majority favor a double to

the exclusion of a single lacing or not, or

whether "there will be but one sort of

penciling allowed."

I have made no cauvass of the club to

ascertaiu the opinions of the members

and do not intend to. But this I do-

know, that as many of the members who

have expressed their opinion upon this

subject to me are in favor of allowing

both forms of lacing as of those who

are in favor of one form. I exi)ect to

abide by the decision of the club what-

ever it niav l)e. but can not help having

an opinion as to what seems to be the

wisest course to pursue. If the club in-

sists upou issuing a standard based upon

one or two strains of fowls, it will, in

my opinion, be doing a very unwise

thing. I know that there is one argu-

ment which may be used. That is the

necessity of having the standard hunted

to one form of marking in order to be

definite, and that as more of the Indian

games have reduplicated markings than

single lacings, that the smaller number

must yield to the greater. The argument

is plausible but not convincing. 1 see no

such necessity. The American Poultry

Association has established enough pre-

cedents to sustain the position I have

taken. It does not in partridge Cochins

require the exact number of pencilings

in the feathers. They may be two, three

or more. But it does require them to be

distinct and clear.

In the dark Brahma the same indeh-

niteness as to number of jjencilings exist

if this is indefiniteness. In the old

Standard of Excellence the Malay hen

could l)e plain common brown or par-

tridge-marked,two entirely distinct types,

competing together on an equality.

The silver and golden Polish can be

either laced or spangled, and one style

of marking is considered as goo<l as the

other for exhibition purposes. If such

laxity, if this be laxity, is permitted to

exist in breeils that have been in this

country for many years, if judges have

been able to award premiums to the dif-

ferently marked specimens without dif-

ficulty, then there is no need of requiring

a breed, like the Indian game, which in

the hands of the oldest breeder of the

fowl in this country is a new thing, to

have one stvle of marking. It will be an

unnecessary hardship to insist upon more

rigid requirements for this new breed

than are exacted (or some of the oldest

breeds in the country.
|

, To sum up the whole matter, we find

,
that the English standard, so far as it is

I intelligible, favors a single lacing, that

such birds are the showiest ones we have

that l)oth single-laced and double-laced

birds have been imported into this coun-

I trv. that birds with both styles of lacing

win at English shows, that some Ameri-

can breeders are in favor of l>oth styles

j
of lacing competing upon an equality,

that the American standard in other

I
breds allows two styles of lacings. If to

advoiate more than one style of lacing,

and allow the birds to compete upon an

equality, when I have but a few single-

laced birds and many double-lacee ones,

while some other breeders have a large

proportion of their stock single-lace.l, is

selfishness and indicative of "a personal

interest at stake," I must t)ear the ini-

I>ortalioii. I had thought, however, that

my course was influenced by a sincere

desire for the best interests of the breed

and for exact justice to breeders of the

several strains of Indian games repre-

sented ill this country. I am still inclined

to believe that whatever my motives the

best interests of this breed demands such

a standard as I have proposed, and to

limit the lacing of the hens to one style

will be to work injustice to the breed and

its breeders. H. S. Babcock.
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rHIi FANCIBRS' JOUHNAU. ^99

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS-

Seamless for youngsters, every band regis-

te?ld each Mc. Open bands for old birds

^ch ic In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on which the band is to be used.

SKi\'n FOR SAMPLE.

MRS E. S STARR. »"" ^95.

PHII-APELPHIA, Pa.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

DOGS.

r-AOR S.\LE.

"High-Class Setters."

English Setter Royal Sam.

(K K. C. S. B. No. 19.669)

e^::'^^t?i.^&^ro,'lu\,?^ini'^~
1

"^

The'i'n'^jmh Fieursuvs Royal Sam is a straight-

coaledS dog He fias much improved and is

a verv<^m^uU cTog to get away from. He very

much resembles his litter brother Monk of Fur-

,1" S an<Ht is quite an open question if he is not

now the better animal of the two.

English Setter Carlton Johnnie,

(E. K. C. S. B. No. 19,664)

Whelped December, 1888 by Ch. Sir Tattou ex

DaKv Darting. Johnnie has only been slu.wn

ffi He won second prize at Dariington when

on V six months old auJ first prize at Birming-

ham, 889. He has had the distemper and is

now in Sie Torm and fit to show and win

Tlie Stock-Keeper says ; •Cartton Johnnie, a

rare young setter:good head,. nice quality good

legs and feet and a dog of distinct promise • .

Red Irish Setter Tim Finigan.

Two years old (Chief, 12.58^. ex Wee Kilty,

,07*° winner of first and cup at «•"'»"«';,"'"•
1

iSj4 40 entries ; first and cup at Royal Show

0;ifn, 7" entries, etc .
etc '^im >««, '^.%"''f^;

dog, fit to win in any company ; is well broken

"'ThJ FiiKHsh Field says ; "Tim Finigan was
|

pllcedfirlrand later oi^ook the cup. Heisa
1

characteri.slic dog, well bii.ll, neat all through

nnd 110 lumber about him." ,

Also several well bred go,Hl bitches and young

dogs. For prices and particulars apply to

GEO. E. CARTMEL,
Eden Mount Kennels. Kendal, England.

WM. H. WEISS.
East End Kennels, Bethiehcm

Twenty-seven ist prenil-
j

ums awa'rded at the leading
\

shows including first at the

1890 show. New York City,

for best incubator in show
room. This was the (creat-

est incubator contest in the

world. Send for our large

catalogue. Address
G. A. McFFn"RIDOE,

General Agent,
CompasBville,

6.Vtf Chester Co.. Pa.

Advertisements without display
'"fff'ff

*»^'
this heading Jor 1 cents per word for each insertton.

Irish a'errler*.

POULTRY.
AdvertisemenU without <ti'P'S'rJ'*^rhiJ^^

this headingfor 2 cenU per wordfor tack tn$trtum

bitch not over 18

Address B.,

Box'916! Phiiiadeiph a. Pa^ (>2-^f

WANTED -Irish terrier

lbs., hard coat, rocky bmld

1-»OR SALE

Maxtlffli.

-English mastiff pups. All ages.

|-<""bv Berkshire Caution. Bitches in whelp.
-*-

All stock registered. Satisfaction guarau-

64-67 teed. Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass.

Varloiui.

RINTING estimates given for circulara, cardii,

letter sheets, bill lieads, prtce lists, sched-

nles labels laKS, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

Ushlng Co., 3*2 south Third St.. Philadel-

i phia, Pa.

W' HITE AND BARRED Plymouth Rocks

and white crested white Polish bantams.

Menthon Kennels, PhccnixviUe, Pa. 53*4

PUBLICATIONS.

(phe ^Gmir\^ exchange.

A monthly magazine of inlormation concern-

injf the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of ' The Federa-

tion of American Homiug Pigeon Fanciers. »i

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

Pointers.

oiTsALE-Black pointerdog; Sire. Bangor,

by Poyueu's Bang-Jean; aam, PnncesB II,

by Nat— Princess. John Sanderson, care Dr.

S G Dixon, 2015 Chestnut Street, P^>'a-

delphU. ^_ _^ °^l!_

Ptlg«.

FINE PUPS VOV. SALE—Also two WtchcB,

one just bred, the other ready shortly.

Prices low for quality. Chequasset Ken-

nels, Lancaster, Mass. 65-ti

PIGEONS.

AdvertisemenU without display inserted undet

this headingfor i cents per word for each insertion

.

Blondinettes.

B

AMERICAN KENNT51. CL.ITB

S^UD Book,
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL QAZEUE.

the official moiilhly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different .shows. Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and aU

kennel news of an official character. Subscnp-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

No». 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Setters.

F'
OR SALE.-Sam C. by King Noble---Cricket

winner third. Setter Derby Central field

trials 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1203

Broadway, New York City. 55-tl

FOR SALE.-English setter P"PPi"' «»l!j.P^
April 16. 1890, by (iath's Joy ({.ath-Gem)

out of DartW. (Sweringer'sDan-Countesa

Pansy). Address E. K Bisphani, 208 Wal-

nut Place, Philadelphia, Pa. °°-°7

IRDS of the above variety tor sale at all

time*. Bunting Haukins.Bordeutown, N. J.

FOR SALE.—Six Blondinettes. $30 for the lot

if sold at once. Also one frillback hen. fc.

Chas. F. Wagner, 4 King Street. H. Toronto,

Ont., Canada. ^"^

Exchange.

Spaniels.

FOR SALE —Black field spaniel bitches Jesse

Stubbs"(third"at Boston, 1890) and Flirt (V.

H C at Boston, 1S90). Also two bitch

pups, Pompey ^A K. R. 3999)-Je''8e Stubbs

Must be sold at once. No reasonable offer

refused. Address Fred Bowers, Fall Riv^r,

Mass.
"-^

L8.
CLARK, No 1505 Girard Avenue, Phila-

delnhia. Pa.,will exchange homing pigeons
•

for owls, turbits, blondinettes or satinettes.
60-09

Kantalls.

WllITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty veara.

Some grand birds for sale very !"*• S^nf
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, l^aus-

Tille, Ind. ~"
'

Homlnar Plaeons.

CLAYTON HACKETT. Fourth Street. Easton,

Pennsylvania-Breeder of long /^^tance

homing pigeons SUnip for circular. 6i-tl

y GUIS A. SCHMIDT, 3>7 12th Srect. N. W

8t. Bernards. L

,
Ftt.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American cyiumbarian, Buf-

falo N Y It has the largest circulation and is

the best advertising medium of any paper m
America devoted exclusively to,. h'Kh^class,^ fancy

and homing pigeons. Gii.> .i^y cc:;.s a .

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY

Is an illustrated magazine devoted to ganie and

game bantams All progressive fa.'X-r"
f.^^^'J'

Annual subscription price, Ji.oo; single number,

10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa.

DOGS.

AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,

For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS,!

RABBITS, <;AGK-BmT>S, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub- 1 g CLAIM r«jR i n» » »i...-" • - - -

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa- \\/'V„xhounds that for actual field purposes

nt r.f its cl.^is. American breeders will find the \\ -. - o.,„,„ r.., ^orth

l>est English stock advertised m its columns.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, fa. I 5,
Okfick: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

FOR SALE.—Choice stock at reasonable

prices. Peninsular Kennels, P. O. Box 57,

Detroit, Mich. C. 63-68

FOR SALE-Beautiful pups, l"*-
.

*'"
f*!"

bitches; one rough, one smooth ,
lately

bred to imported dogs. Chequasset Ken-

nels, Lancaster, Mass. 05-11

FOR SALE, CHEAP.-Owing to a change of

hobby we offer a rare chance for disposal

of our imported rough-coated St^B«»f;d
dog Valens, by Champion ya'e'.'t'"5-f;"^,H

raiiie, winner of many prizes in E'.'glf"^
™.. A..,»Ho« A harKain. For particulars

address Acme Kennels, 263 Twenly-sevemn

Street, Milwaukee, Wis. f^""

THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Arlington, N. J^

offer for sale their imported rough-coated

Pilgrim (16,103); prize winner, excellent

sto^k getter and pleasant companion :
also

a^oung rough brood bitch, dam of prize

w?i?nerl in" whelp to Pilerim. Pupp.es

rough and smooth. Prices low. ^^

Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of

homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a

matter of con^espondence. In the breeding

loft are: Blue Gown, 715 niiles; Always

Ready. 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black

Hawk MO miles, and several pairs, 500

miles. All stock first-class.

JaooblnB.

rr» W7 fUGGLE.' Columbus,
I and breeder of Jacobin s.

Ga. Importer
50-106

Owl*.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.

RunUnsr Hankins. Bordentown, N. J.

Parlor Perfbrmlng Tumblers.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times
BIRDS ot tne aoove variciv lyjt r«....

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown N. J.
50-75

Adverti.'<cmeHts without display inserted under

this heading for 3 cents per word for each insertion

American Foxhounds.

A

Boilers.

Dll'LOMAS

-FOR-

63 tf

FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA
foxnoundsthat for actual field purpose?

they ate superior to any strain on earth

We (Control and sell the surplus stock of the

majority of foxhound kennels in this

y?,'nity (there are more than fi"/ oj^K""'?;^/^

hunt clubs within a radius of fifty miles

around Philadelphia). Prices moderate,

send -annj^foj^spe^cK.. --t of foxhounds.

" '
140 S. 8th St., Philad^elphia.^

Beagles.

M1K ^AI F CHEAP —Pair of broken beagles.
^° splendid ".filers. P O. Box 402. Norfolk,

•Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and

shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

«nts. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, PhiladeTphia, Pa.

ET KCTROTYPES of any variety of Pigepn*

supplied at low prices' The l4uciers^Pub-

tuWng Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-

rectness and print^ in an attractive form,

at moderate pnces. The Fanciers' Publish-

inlT Co" 32 South Third St., Philadel

phia. Pa.

FDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

' cents p^r dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-

llnderfour page Blanks, 5 cents each, or so

cents per 5ozen, mailed PostP"'^-. .^he

Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS Tho.

Grist, Clementon, N. J., formerly o[ Bj'"

minghara, Eng. _1_1._

gatlnettes.

B
IRD8 of the above variety tor sale at all time*.

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

Swallows.

GA PICK \vx> N. Washington Street, Balti-

more M<i.>eeder of Swallows only, of all

• roTors, witi. and without white bars plain

^ip and full head. He is a true faucteir

keeps pigeons for pleasure only Imported

his stSS of birds, and has »teadily im^

proved them until he has now as fine a

litock • can be found.
^

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretariea.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

GiviiiK space for all particulars of station, at-

mosphlre, st«rt, entry.'^distance, speed and age,

name and sex of bird.

Ill lots of 50 or less, $2.50 ; each additional 50,

J2.00. Address

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.-A choice litter whelped February

2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,

Fair Haven, Vt.

prize win-
F. R Cars-

64-lf

Collies.

FR SALE.-Voung stock from

ning blood. Prices reasonable,

well, Wilmington, Del.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as

follows: By Melchley Wonder out of Ros-

vn Primrole, by Champion Scoti la ou of

LCrapion Flurry III. by T^c »<»•"" °" "[

Roslyii Clara, by The Squire out of Koslyii

Gaylass, by Champion ScotiUa out of Young

Mee by Charieroi II out of Cora II, by

Mafiey Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surnrise. Address

Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display '"^^;^ "f*''
this heading for 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Tumblers.

C^
uIbTks I lENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,

"cind^aU.l?, b^er*^l flying tumblen.

and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

I

Kngllnh Pheasant Ksgs.

AM NOW Uking orders for English pheas-

ant etrgs $3 pe? dozen . Birds Tor safe. N.

L R(^twlll!sanford Station, Conn. 57-tt

Incubatort*.

tf

Fox Terriers.

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

AO.X TKRKIKR PUPPIES for sale out of thor-

r*
.Highl.re.1 dead game stock. ».eo. M ,Rlch-

^ ards. Biiighampton N. Y. €6368

Irish Terriers.

OR SALE.-Some fine youTlgpups by Roslyn

I)?l^nis^ Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia

HE Thennortatic Incubator, a strirtly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-

raaUcrthe regulation of the heat, moisture

supply and Ventilation. HiKhest recom-

"nStions from users ^eif f«//"^p7/^

ive circular free. Jas. h.. Warner, >9 l^"/"

Place, New York City.^ Sf>-T^

Mlnoroan. _

G^
FORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter

ami breeder. Send for black minorca cir-

^lar containing list of cuos and prizes

won; also catalogue o( other fading varie-

ties Eggs of best quality for fair price.

Raceville, Wjashiiigtim Co., N. V. i»:}}_

•Varions.

-.-* I KCTROTYPF;S of any variety of Fowls sup-

^^plillat low prices, ^he Fanciers' Publisfi-

r.._ .•„ „ u^.„th t

i
Sat-

b filrco aTs^uthThi^dslTV-hiladelphia.

» LI KINDS of birds and animala. WUson'*

j^ Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

PRINTING estimates given fo^ circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lisU, sched-

ules, lab^Ts. Ugs, etc. Tfie Fancier. Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, fa.

t-r^HVO ECKARD, 418 North Eutaw Street.

'^"^a'liimore, Md..' d-'" V" «'»
|''"<*^°H'te "fo?

pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc Write tor

what you want. Reasonable prices.^

isfaction guaranteed.

Artists and Engravers.

PKCIAL engra\'ings made from photogTaphs

ofdogs Ihe pincers' Publis'i.ing Co.. 3a

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads. Price Lists, Sched

l^fes^llSels, Tags, etc The Fancler.^^.b.

lishing Co., 3' ^"th Third St., rniiaoei

phia.

WW HAVE arrauKcd with Schreiber ft

|,ns Iho are"*acknowledged to be the

li^t animal photographers in Ameno*

whereby we «^ al>l?lomake spec.al tern.,

for our subscribers who want p) otograpli-

of Xir dogs. The Fanciers' PublishiUK

CO y 8outh*Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 8.. miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C. red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen
.

Orders for youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

,0 South Broad Street. Phitadelphia, Pa.

Just Out
»««••«*•*»* *

PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AOOl'lKl' UY THB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CONTMNINC. A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION O.- TH.:

REtOc;NI2El. VAKIETIF.S OK PlOKOKS.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

sent prepaid by mail fron, this office on re-

ceipl of price.

WITH(»UT .\ SINGLE EXCEITION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

The Best Plac^^?^^

FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

A.ND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

UNE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

.189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

MO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find T.o Dollars and Fifty Cents for .hici, send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME " ^"'~

ADDRESS

STWDGE & CLOTEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

T»1III-.AJ)KLV1I1A, I'A.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquanums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BGG9 FOll HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. VsT. VAHLE.
„<, Market St. and 46 North 9th St.,Phil.delphla.

25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL piGEONS.
'**

No other Variety.

$10.00 ipiir

^THB

SPORTSMEN'S

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.
j

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND RKPTILKS

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

Philadelphia, Pa.

> « THOROUGHBRED - PUPS

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE^

Modern Traininfl,

Handling^AND

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Kennel Management

By b. watf;rs.

I» invaluable to every owner ol a dog. It tells

you how 10 train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has l>centraine<i in n wn>

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlilisliiiig ConiDaiiy,

Secure.

V "'il"" nbove sto^k^o fs" hatch for .ale. Al...

^^r^i^t^-^wi'thTAW/ire >>a.J.>-
^- «-

a clear ptdiKree. s-rnd for 1 nee I.i^t. 44-V3

yi S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

und up.

Qnallly not exoellpd.

eaitHfB<-ti..n guaran-

teed.

H.C.NORTON.
Germartown, I'a.

Address

57-69

-PRICES VKRY LOW-

M. S. THAYER.
Ashn.ontSl., Dorchester District,

Hoston, MBS.S.

Edward S. Schitiid,

Successor to Louis Schinid & Sons.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD,

PIOKONS OK ALL KINDS FtJR .SALK.

Send for illustrated 'catalogue and price list.

No "fy Twelth Street, N. W. Washn.gton, D. L.

PAMPHLET
ON

FOR POULTRY
?"«• •a:VSBoneMoal. - - ^e^ \^ '^^

(;ranulau«l Bone, i»»"

Ground lieet „ 3.00
Scraps, - - - .. AiVJC 8.0<)

C'ruKheil Flint, - »»»«^

t-r««he«l oyster _ „ g ^o

'"^""
c n pKMPWOi.,F«&c;o.,

^,^3 Vork Cliemlcal Works, York, Pa

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) hy the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Vet^^rlnary SurKeoii,

5^70 I«O.J BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

EDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

BROKFN FLINT FOR rOU'^TR^titn/pf
bushel. JNO. MKRCER, Leamau Place, Pa.waJ

GAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnwn, Frederick, Md.

44&46DuankST.,N. Y.

I. BREMER. PRES. A TREA8

We manufacture leu thou

sand stvles of dog collars, har-

nesses,' Uxrks, leads, brushes,

combs, bells, «^"VP "'e:Vi""fo;
ets, whips an.l baskets for

dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

I^istory and Description

WITH

l^eminiscences

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

i^aWDON liBE,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

IllHStations by Arthur Wahi.i-k.

SECOND KDtTION. PRICE POSTPAII., |t.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

Spratt« Patent
L>oK CaUe»,

I

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

m^Bewareofworlhles^imitatwns.samp.ahaPe.

and see that each cake is stamped:

SPRATTS
X

PATENT.
SPECIALTIES FOR PUPPIF.S AND LADIES'

PETS.

DOG SOAP, certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES f-r all canine diseases.

COMMON SENSE OF DOO DOCTORIN.!,"

order from youK[^'V"uA particulars fro«

SPRATTS PATENT (America), T.IMIT'D,

»39-245R«"'t 56th St., New York City. 44-69

14-75

B. F. LKWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.

Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

KLM STATION,

j^.yj
Montgomery Co., Pa.

«1

ll
X^

vol.. 4, NO. -m.)
WHOLE NO., «7.t

PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 28, 1890.
PER ANNUM, •a.SO.
SINGLE COPY, 5o.

L_

PEKIN DRAKE.
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IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

folUnving rates: One inch, single inserticm, Sijo;
$S.4o/or the month,- S15 Jor three months; tiS/or
ttx months, and tso/or the year.

DICK

WWIVELER
IRISH SErrXER

84.10.)

m/KMEft FIRST, CHALLEMGE CLASS,

MEW YORK, 1890,

BKATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Deamond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terras,

extended pcdi(fif *= >»iid full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Strf.kt, Chicago, III.

I
R18H SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, »25.

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODBREGO—GEM.) FEE, $25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53.78 Merion P. O., Pa.

^
ORKSHIRB TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described tu show reports as "best

Yorkahire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

I
SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
abort time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

fraud dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stud fee I75. _J.WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

noiiINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD; Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4798
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Si-So; ts-fo for the month; S'S /<>'' l^ree mouths;
tiS for six months, and Sso for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND 11

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. OCallaghan,
England, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both Held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
tield trials i8!a, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Alli.ster—Uelle of Furness.
Record; First and special at Philadelphia, 18H9;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ol

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy cla.sses in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of exoense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees aud stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

rINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where

he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

.Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-cla.ss show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, J15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW,

54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

CT. BERNARD AT STUD.

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—Gemma I (9765) ; Red Boy by
Kondor (S. S. B. 103)—Cora (S S. B. 96), by Saras-
sin's Turk—Bellone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT.

60-72 Gaul and Adams St., Phila., Pa.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. KI.CHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13.426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEKN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and
• ' • ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

t'-5»; tS-40 for the month; t'S for thtee months;
$2S for six months, and X50 for the year.

QHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
winner over English and American cham-

pions. Winner at Toledo of special, "Best sport-

ing dog in show," Mr. John Davidson judge.
Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or
pointer stud <lo>;. that is the sire of the greatest
number i>r prize winners." Winner of FORTY
odd firsts and .specials, under judges ;

Major J. M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson.
Ur. Jarvis. Mr. Tracy,
Mr.Tallnian, .Mr. Higgins. etc.

Mr. !•;. C Sterling.

Shown by Mr. B. F. Lewis.
Stud f e $25 for a limittd number of bitches.

WAVEKLV KENNELS,
Jf)HN SANDERSON, cure Dr. Dixon,

6469 .^Slh St. and Elniwood Ave. Phila.

THE KENNEL.

ENGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771).

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card aud particulars address

67-79

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

GORDON SETTER

BEAUMONT
The only Champion Gordon Setter of England

and America. Fee, J50. For sale—Beautifully
marked puppies by Beaumont out of Champion
Madge, alsoby Ch'anfpion Pilot out of Countess
Flo. Will hook orders for puppies by Beaumont
out of Ch.inipion Bellmont.

BEAUMONT KENNELS,
65-68 159 Wtst 34th St., New York.

THE KENNEL.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLL5it)E Kennels,
53-i<H LANCASTER, MASS.

Dogs for Sale-

others for sale.

62tf Tremont. N. Y.

If ynu want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

O^JOODBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 137 S. 8th STREET

PBII.ADBLPHIA, PA.

mm.
Dogs boarded ami treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

SOfHE GOOD WOODCOCK DOGS.

Both sellers and pointers for sale at reason-
able prices. Prices from I50 to $100 each Snlis-

faction guaranleed. Write for particulars.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

64lf 140 South Eighth St., Phila., Pa.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont

S/.S0; S5.40 for the month; t'S for three months;
$79 for stx months, and $50 for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR HAl^E

Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds Collies by

christopher,

champion scotilla,

champion the squire,

maney trefoil and

roslyn wilkes.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tmey.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES I150 TO $250 (delivered).

ADDRESS

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12

Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-

brated champion dogs and bitches now offered

tor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

6.1-tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

ninO Cheaters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox
I luO. Hounds, Beagles.Collies.Setters.W.GIB-
BONS 8t CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

%AfORM POWDER
)i by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.
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Subscription Agents Wanted

We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United .States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'

Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

FIXTURES.

Do^ ShoAvs.

Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association
Bench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C. H.
Corbett, .superintendent; R. W. Meek, S'scretary.
Sept. 2-s.—Wilmington Fair Associ.Tlion lleiich

Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,
Del.
Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O.. Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Second International Dog .Show of

the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secrrt.nry.

Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhihition Asso-
ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geililes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn..
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Flehl Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-
ana Kennel Club, at Carlisle. Iiid., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10.—Second annuaf field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chalh.-ini, Out.. C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Ont., sccretarv.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trial.s of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atOUcrbnrn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. t.
H. Odell, Mills lluildiii^. New York, secretary.

Dec. 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at neatousville, Va.

IHOI.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Hakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Hruiil>v, secretary,
Marietta. Ga.

Coiii*siiijjr.

June 19-22 —National Coursing Association
meeting, at Kansas City. M. E. .Mllson, man-
ager, Hiitchiusoii, Kan.'
Oct. 21-35.—Fifth annual inctt of the .\niericau

|

Coursing Club, at Great Bind, K;in. I. I).
,

Brougher, secretary.

1*011 1 try and IM^foon Shows
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington l-air Associiition Poul- '

try and Bird Department. T. D. Ilrowii, secre-
tary, Wilmington. Del.
Sept. 8-13.—Burlington County, N. J.. Poultry

Association. T. Farrer Rackham, secretary,
F>sl Orange, N. J. I

Sept. 29-Oct. 3. -Interstate Fair Association,
Trenton. N. J.. Poultry. Pigeons .ind Pets De-
partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent.

1

Nov. 8-12.—Southern Exposition, Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rni-VIiam.
suiK-rintendcnt, East Orange. N J
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition ot the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa- '

ti<m at Charleston, S. C. Benjamin Molnnts, Jr., I

secretary. H. A Bridge, superinteudant. • '

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— T**" Spanish .Student.

Conespoiiiienti* will please note that

we go to press one day earlier next week.

Mr. Washington A. Coster, of Saratoga

Springs, N. Y. ; Mr. Herbert Merrian, of

Weston, Mass., and T. F. Taylor.of Rich-

mond, Va., will be the judges at the

I'ield Trials of the Philadelphia Kennel
Club. Mr. Coster is secretary of the

Eastern Field Trials Club and Mr. Mer-

rian is a member of that club. Mr. Tay-

lor is a thorough sportsman. We con-

gratulate the club upon the selection of

three such competent men. The entries

will be large, and with such judges the

trials will undoubtedly be the most suc-

cessful in the club's history.

«
* -w

The I'hiladelphia Kennel Club is

rapidly increasing its meml>ership and
every lover of dogs should join it. Its

field trials will l>e one of the events of the

year and with an enlarged meml)ership a

successful l>enrh show may be held next

spring. This can only be accomplished

by the co-operation of all dog men.

* «

Alta Kennels, Toledo, O., write us they

have received from England two fine

rough-coated St. Hernard bitches. Ellen

Terry by Champion Plinlimmon, an im-

mense animal, the imange of her cele-

brated father. She never had but one

litter and this to I^ord Bute, but some of

these pups have carried all before them
this spring, one winning first and special

for best bitch in the show at Ayr, when
only ten mouths of age. Ellen Terry is

now in whelp to Ivord Bute. The other

arrival at the Alta Kennels is Hilda II,

a grand-daughter of Champion Bayard.

She is said to be a very showy animal

but not of great size. She is in whelp to

Polyphemus, first and challenge cup at

the Scottish St. Bernard Club's Show.
*

« •

"We quite agree with our Philadel-

phia contemporary," says the Tnrf,

Field and Farm, "about an amendment
to article XII in the A. K. C. constitu-

tion . As it stands at present the F^xecn-

tive Committee has everything in its

oNvii hands, and by the aid of the proxy

votes, which should lie done away with

entirely, it practically controls the

choice of delegates from any club in the

association. The A.K. C. can have no fear

but that the associate clubs will send men
who are in their opinion best calculated

to serve their interests and the .tssociate

club should itself be the best judge of

this, else it is not fit to lie an associate of

the A. K. C. body. That such an amend-

ment will have a hard time getting

through there is little doubt at present,

but that it will eventually be carric<l is

the wish of nine out of ten ordinary dog

men."
r

* •

The seventeenth show of the F^nglish

Bull Dog Club has just concluded with

brilliant success, it being without doubt

the best of its kind ever held. The en-

tries footed up to 218, all the cracks of

the * ilay lieiiig present. Mr. Alfred

George, stm of the world-renowned Bill

George, was the judge.

« «

l"or Hibernia's benefit we cut the fol-

lowing from the Fanciers' Gnzelte:

"liiuciliia, ill Lijc I'luluiiclpaiu 1'a.N-

cikr' Joi'RNAL, still sails triumphantly

on with his amusing experiences (Fitz-

Poodle's). Really, he is a capital writer,

and his columns alone are worth a sub-

scription to the paper." Shooting Times
says: "Fitz-Poodle's doggy experience,

in the American Fanciers' Journal, is

very smart." Yes, and they are founded

on facts, too.

• »

Bull dogs seem to be the favorite breed

in lingland now, judging from the illus-

trations in our exchanges from that

country. This week the Stock-Keeper

has the bull bitch Saleni as a frontispiece,

Fanciers' Gazette gives the portrait of

the bitch Dryad, aud the Canine World
presents a colored picture of British

Monarch. Stock-Keeper of the previous

week gave us Mr. Woodiwiss' brace,

British Monarch and Dryad on its first

page.

* «

What a grand boom it would give the

breed in this country if some enthusiastic

memljer of our Bull Dog Club could in-

duce Mr. Wooiliwiss to sell his pair.

*
» *

Writing of the fashion to run after

celebrated prize dogs and to shell out

largely for them, the Scottish Fancier

says : ".\nd that reminds ijfe how easily

the public is gulled, and how a dog is

trotted out, bounced, and brought with a

great flourish of trumpets, and literally

crammed down the throats of the people.

He conies out and wins ; he is claimed and

goes under the hammer, and is bought at

a fabulous price. He, of course, has his

day, and nine out of ten judges have not

the courage to put other and better dogs

over him, simply because his owner gave

so much money for him, and it would be

a pity don't-cher-know. Then he is tried
. .1 1 ; r. . / : 1 t*!- - ., ^ .

UL &LU1I, (tUU 1> UllCll <1 laiiUtC. AUC llCikl

course for his owner is to get out of him
at the least loss possible, and once shifted

to new kennels a downward career awaits

him. We know the old, old story as well

as we do our rent day, and the sooner

reporters call a spade a spade the better."
»

* *

We note a new amusement inaugu-

rated at foreign dog shows. It is Great

Dane jumping trials. At the late Chelms-

ford show a course was marked by rows

of hurdles, outside of which the company
stood. The hurdles were five feet six in

height. The Canine World says : "Most

of the dogs jumped surprisingly well, in-

deed the novelty of seeing Danes over

sticks caught on well. Ivanhoe jumped
well, as did his kennel companion Dor-

otlij', but the jialm was rightly awarded

to Orom, a big harlequin dog, which, in

one of his jumps cleared eighteen feet.

Taking into consideration the height of

the hurdle—four feet six—such was a

magnificent jump for a big heavy dog.

However, several dogs ha<l a trial, and it

was apparent they h.t<l not been properly

schooled. Some tried to get through,

while sotiie took it into their heads the

hurdles were ladders, and attempted the

upstairs business, but such were immedi-

ately called upon by the judge, Mr.

Groom."
«

» •

Persuant to the call of Major Taylor,

published in last week's issue, eight Eng-

lish setter men gathered at the rooms of

the A. K. C, 44 Broadway, New York,

June 24, to organize the new club. Those

present or represented by proxy were

Patrick Henry, George Jarvis, H. Clay

Glover, Wilson Fiske, \. P. Vredenburgh,

John C. Long. J. Tredwell Richards, J.

E. Gurnotte. W. (i. Peters, T. B. Rice,

W. T. Irwin, Pierre I^rillard, Jr., P. H.

Bryson, J. M. A\-ent, Percy C. Ohl, J.

S. IIuiUoii, Tliuuias II. Terry, George

Wells, Richard Morgan, William Tall-

man, Will A Nedderm«yer, H. Hnlman,

Jr., J. M. Taylor. E. Huidekoper, J. N.

Wootl and J. A. Graham.

• •

Mr. J. T. Richards wjis made tempo-

rary chairman. The officers apjK^inted so

far are: Presidtnt. Pierre Loiillard, Jr.

;

vice-president, J. Tredwell Richards, the

other appointment being left vacant till

the English .Setter Club of America can

be communicated with, and if consoli-

dation is agreed upon a memlx-r of their

club will be given the office ; .secretary,

Percy C. Ohl ; treasurer, H. Clay Glover;

Executive Committee, the five oflficers

named above, together with J. M. Taylor,

T. H. Terry, J. C. Long, J. A. Graham, P.

H. Bryson, J. E. Dager, Wilson Piske

and another from the Massachusetts

Club, who will lie elected, if, as stated

above, consolidatipn is agreed upon. The
name chosen for the new club is "The
English Setter Club."

•»
The following committee was appointed

to formulate a standard and report to

F^ecutive Committee : Messrs. Taylor,

Bryson, Lorillard, Tallman and ^iske.

A committee was appointed,consisting of

Messrs. Taylor. Ohl and Vredenburgh, to

consider means and confer \. tli the Eng-
lish Setter Club of .America, with a view

to consolidation and report the result to

the Executive Coiniuittee. Ths Execu-

tive Committee ailopted a constitution,

and was further instructed to adopt by-

laws. The initiation fees are to be $5
and annual dues the same, no reduction

for 'charter mcnO-ers. There will be a

meeting of the Executive Committee on

July 3 next, at 12 M.. at Mr. Ohl's ofiice,

50 Broadway, New York City, to receive

report of CoiixJiiuaiiou Cuiiiiulilce, when
further action will betaken.

•

As the Turf, Field and Farm says:

"It now lies with the Massachusetts di-

vision of the F'nglish setter community

to decide whether they will join hands.

It is apparent to everyone that as the

new club has and will have the ear of

No. 44, the other club will stand little

show when the all -imported question of

admission to the \. K. C. conies up in

Septemlier ; :md as we hear there is a

feeling among several of the influential

members of the ohler club favoring amal-

gamation, there is little iloubt that such

will be the peaceful solution ofwhat prom-

ised to l)e at first a battle royal."•
Mr. R. E. Stryker writes: "I am sorry

to see such a war going on Ijetween the

A. K. C. memlKTs. Why not stop it at

once ? The ones now fighting are our

ablest and l)est known l)reeders Mr.

Belmont, Mr. Anthony and Mr. Vreden-

burgh should recognize the fact that this

is a public club and that their acts as offi-

cers of the dull shoulil not l)e private or

so consicleretl. A large majority of the

breeilers are again.-^t them in publishing

the Gazette and registering their mon-
grel dogs. In this Mr. Peshall, Mr.

Wade and Mr. Malcolm are in the right.

*
« «

" While I do not approve all of the

articles written by them against the man-
agement, yet I am sure most breeders

will go a long way with Ihem. Mr.

Peshall is a man of great learning and

ability, esj)ecially so when he confines

his articles to the animal, but when in a

controversy he allows his turgent pen to

fill with sarcasm that cuts to the bone, he

should curb himself Let us have a

committee, the books opened and a hear-

ing gi ail led to liotli sides of the question,

differences adjusted, aud then peace will

r«igu again."
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

THE MIGHT THE ENTRIES CLOSED.

BY HIBERNIA.

VII I.

Ou the evening of the closing ofentries

almost every member of the club drop-

ped in at the rooms. It was like watch-

ing the returns on a presidential election

night. As I opened the day's mail and
hande<l the entries to the clerks who
were busily engaged writing them ou the

large classified sheets, bets were freely

laid as to the grand total, and even pools

made up on the number of entries cer-

tain unopened bulky envelopes con-

tained. Everything looked bright for

the coming show, as the number of en-

tries already received exceeded our fond-

est hopes.

Naturally 1 was in high glee, and
nothing occurred to dam|>fn mv spirits.

Of course there were some annoying in-

cidents, such as nieml)fis who in looking
over the classitie<l enlry sheets saw some
barren classes in which they wanted to
make entries of their own, or finding
that Smith or Jones had neglected to
enter dogs, decided to put in their own,
which they had failed to do for that
very reason. Then there were the out-
of-town exhibitors who mailed their en-
tries, but neglected to put in a check,
and the fellows who sent a check properly
made out with the exception of that all-

important part—the signature. But the
most annoying of all were the people
who, leaving everything until the last
minute,telegraphed (sometimes "collect")
"Reserve entries ni classes

Particulars by mail."
By this time I was used to petty an-

noyances, and these things made but a
slight impression upon me.
At my suggestion the club gave a

lunch that night to which I had invited
the members of the local press. After
considerable thought I sent out to the
city editors of all our local newspapers
the following invitation :

City Editor.

Dear Sir : For the first time in the history of
our city a bench show of fine-bred dogs will be
held. A number of the best known men in

have formed a cliib for this purpose and
will bear all expenses. The idea is not to make
money, but to encourage the breeding to a
higher type of mans most faithful friend. With-
out the aid of the local papers the club cannot
expect to make the alfair a success, and hope
that you will see fit to give the show the same
publicity as you do anything else that pertains

to the prosperity of the city.

The club will give a lunch on the evening of
the , to which we trust you will send a rep-

resentative of your paper. Hull particulars of
the show will then be given.

Respectfully,

Chauncev Fitz-Pooi)i.b, Secretary.

I enclosed with this a li.st of actual and
honorary memliers. This latter class in-

cluded about all the noted men in town,
who at my suggestion bad been pro-
posed and duly elected. You can elect a
public person an honorary member to
any club or organization, no matter what
its objects are, and if no dues are asked
he will invariably accept.

At eight o'clock, the time set for the
lunch, the representatives of all the
papers were present. Most of them had
come with the idea of grinding out a ha'f
column funny story of a set of cranks.
Dog shows were new to our city, and the
majority of people had no idea that m-
telligent men could give time and thought
to the breeding of dogs. To them it was
perfectly ridiculous. But the rei)orters

who came with that idea were at once
compelled to abandon it on account of
the presence of so many well-known men,
so they copied off the names and breeils

of the most celebrated entries and left all

at sea as to how to write the "meat" of
their articles.

Shortly afjer midnight, while the clerks
and myself were still working at the
classification of the entries, one of the
reporters returned. He was a young man

with red hair, and looked like a "hustler."
Said he :

"Mr. Fitz-Poodle, I believe."
"Yes, sir."

"Secretary of the Kennel Club."
"I have that honor."
"Well, Mr. Fitz-Poodle, the list of in-

tries you gave me, while excellent in

its way, will be very dry reading to the
general public. Now his nibs (the cit^
editor) thinks—after what I have toM
him of the class of men who are memliers
of your club—that the show is worth
more than a half dozen sticksful of dry
rot. He has a lot of cuts of dogs and
would like something interesting that
could be worked in about them.''
"What sort of cuts are they ?" I en-

quired.

"They are all portraits of good dogs,
but their names neither his nibs nor I

know."
Taking out a note book he added :

"One is a fox terrier."

Knowing as I did the impossibility of
printing a good portrait of a dog in a
daily newspaper, I added :

"That will do for Champion Raby Ty-
rant who will be on exhibition."

Referring to the note-book again the
reporter continued:

"There is a cut of a Greyhound."
"Champion Memnon will fit that."
"There is a St. Bernard, too."
"If it has long hair it will do for Cham-

pion Otho."
"Also a bull dog."
"Providing^ is of dark color put

Champion Bellissema under it."

"The last cut is of a Newfoundland."
"Is it all black ?"

"I think so."
"Then state it is a portrait of Cham-

pion Sam."
"Thanks," said the newspaper man,

closing his note book, "that will do. If
you have lefl a bottle of that most ex-
cellent beer which I had earlier in the
evening I'll be obliged."

After giving him the beer and some
cigars Ijesides he left, saying at the door;
"You will see the story in the Sunday

isstip Tf the oliih iippde nnv extra CO"ies
you had better order them on Saturday.
Good night."
The next day all the papers gave the

coming show very nice notices. Of course
many of the entries were mixed up, nota-
bly among which was Champion Chief-
tain as a black and tan terrier. There
were several other similar errors but the
generalities were good.

I had forgotten all about the promised
Sunday report until when I arose quite
late on that day, Aunt Bess at the
breakfast table said:

"Fitz, have you seen the Sunday Times ?

There is a full page about the show, illus-

trated with portraits of the winning
dogs.

'

'

When I got a copy of the paper my
hair rose. The first thing that struck my
eyes was the picture of a long tailed dog
with his ears cut, labeled underneath

"The Fox Terrier Champion Raby
Tyrant."

In the accompanying reading matter
he was described as the most famous rat

dog of Flngland, having the record of
killing so many rats in so many seconds.
The next picture was a canine with a

bob-tail and prick ears and was called

"The Greatest of all Living Greyhounds,

Champion Memnon.".

It was also stated that this dog had in

a seven-hundred-mile race beat twenty
of the fastest running horses in Great
Britain.

Then there was a spirited engraving
representing two dogs fighting and un-
derneath was

"Champion Bellissema and Jack Napo-
leon."

Bellissema was portrayed as having
whipped the fighting dog Jack Napoleon
in seventy rounds, lasting five hours.
The money passing hands on the event
was stated as being over |i5(),o(X).

Following was a picture of a small
ilog with a large barrel attached to his
collar. On his back was a child. The
dog was dragging a man by the coat col-

lar from underneath an avalanche while
a female was holding on to his tail. This
was named

"Champion Otho Rescuing a Family of
Switzers on Ml. St. Bernard."

A very interesting descriptiou of the
occurrence accompanied the engraving.

La.st of all was a black and white dog
on the seashore. Dark clouds were in
the foreground, made more realistic by a
vivid flash of lightning. Out in the sea
just underneath the black clouds was a
ship with broken ma.sts and tattered
sails. Frightened men and women were
clinging to the rigging. On the beach
were piled up some dozen people of both
sexes, including children. This black
and white dog was just in the act of
dw)ppiiig ou the pile a half-drowned
woman. The line of type underneath
this cut read :

"7'he Canine Life Guard, Champion
Sam."

The heart-rending description of the
terrible shipwreck in which the champion,
Newfoundland Sam, had played so noble
anrl heroic a part would bring tears to
anyone's eyes.

The club boys of course saw this paper,
and one and all said I had written it up
myself. They all considered it a clever
advertising scheme.
And, strange as it may seem, the article

drew more people to the show than all

the rest of the advertising we did. I

know this because of the inquiries at tlse

box office as to the whereal)ouls of the
celebrated rat dog Raby Tyrant ; Mem-
non the greyhound, who beat the run-
ning horses; the l)ull dog Bellissema,
who whipped Jack Napoleon; the hero of
the Alps, Champion Otho, and the New-
foundlaiul Sam, who saved so many lives
from a watery grave.

MK. PEKRY TO MR. FERRIS.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : Should Mr. W. H. Ferris accept

the challenge of W. L. Washington to

run one of his (Ferris') dogs, I will be

pleased to put up one-half of the stake,

providing Mr. Washington will run my
dog Prince Ninon (Sarsfield—Nino).

This dog will be run in the open class at

the Indiana Trials this fall and probably
in the Central Trials.

Any time after the date of those trials

or any other time that can lie agreed
upon, I will l)e glad to see a match be-
tween any of the Ferris dogs and Prince.

If it be an inducement to Mr. Ferris I

will say that Prince would have lieen

eligible for the Derby this year had he
been six days younger.

Very truly,

F. H. Perry.
Des Moines, Iowa, June 20, 1890.

The Dog and the Pieman.

From the Scottish Fancier.

The following is not only a good story

of a dog, but forms a dreadful example of what
happens when piinctiiation is neglected : A
gentleman in Dundee had a dog which for some
time amused and a.stonished the people in the

neighborhood. A man who went through the

streets ringing a bell and selling penny pies

happened one day to treat this dog with a pie the

next time he heard the pieman's bell he ran to

him with impetuosity seized him by the coat and
would not suffer him to pass the pieman who
understood what the animal wanted, showed
him a penny and pointed tu his master who stood

at the street dixir and saw what was going on the

dog immediately supplicated his master by many
humble gestures and l<K)ks the master put a

penny in the dog's mouth which he instantly

delivered to the pieman and received his pie this

traffic between the pieman and the gentleman's
dog continued to be daily practice<l for many
months.

»-^-

Family Rivalry.

From the Shooting Times.

Jimmy (aged 6): "Our baby's cut a
tooth." Johnny (aged 7): "That's nuthin'; our
puppy's got distemper !

"

Keats the derman.

"They say now that they are using
<logs for sausages"—"Well, that's the wurst I

ever heard."

—M. de la Rue says; "Barry, the St. Bernard
who saved two scores of people fi-om death, died

on a miserable straw bed, and was fed with only

a chunk of bre<l daily. He ought to have been
fed on chicken and roast beef and been well

cared for."

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

A Most Interesting .\rticlc of Great

Value to Dog Owners.

It is a notorious fact that a dog owner
regards his dog as a dog—and nothing

more. He may be exceedingly fond of

it, proud of it, and devote hours of at-

tention to it ; he maj' watch its habits,

disposition and almost human intelli-

gence with delight, but very, very sel-

dom does he ever try to carry his imagi-

nation beyond the outside of his favorite.

I do not know if my fellow-ineu are

similarly disposed to myself, but I never

could see a machine of any kind that I

did not immediately desire to pull to

pieces, in order to have the pleasure of

putting it together again. Clocks,

watches, steam engines, etc., I have dis-

embowelled and reconstructed over and
over again, and the outcome is that if

anything goes wrong with a clock, a

watch, etc., etc., I know where to look

for what is wrong, and to put matters

right. Some people say this is inquisi-

tiveuess. So it may be, but there is no
doubt that it pays in the long ruu. I

mend my own clocks ; other people have

to send them to the clockmaker. It

gives me endless pleasure <loctoring my
clocks ; does it give others as much
pleasure paying the bill ? Of course it

doesn't ; and what I want the reader to

understand from this little digression is,

that if a dog owner knew a little more
about the inside of his dog. and the ma-
chinery that produces those movements
that we call life, and their concomitants,
health and disease, he would have to pay
fewer bills, and not have constantly to

call in the vet. when in reality he is not
required. The motto, "Labor omnia
itifit^l " iQ on** which the ilotr owii**r

should strive to adopt ; it is one that I

never look at without great respect, and
seeing that it is one which has been
adopted, and in conseqence brought
riches and happiness to many, it will

also, if properly applied, bring health

and happiness to our four-footed friend.

Away then ! Let us take a dog to pieces,

and learn something about his internal

mechanism.
l/ook at a dog. What is it? A living

machine with three openings leading into

it and three leading out—a somewhat
elaborated steam-engine. It feeds to

keep itself going, it uses up certain ma-
terial, and it rejects what is not required.

The elaboration consists of the powers of
sense and reproduction. Every one of
these three ingoing pipes lead to organs,

every one of the outgoing from organs.
One of the latter is the repro<luctive.

Now 99 men out of every hundred if you
asked them the question, "When does
life begin in the dog?" would reply,

"When it is bom." .\b a separate being
this answer would be correct, but as a

matter of fact life commences at a very
earlier date than this. Life in the dog
commences in the reproductive organ of
the female immediately impregnation
takes place, and as this somewhat com-
plex question gives us the clue or the
whole key to the composition of the dog,

it would be just as well to commence our
investigations at this point.

The repro<luctive organ of the female
consists of two egg manufactories, which
lead to a double-chambered incubator,

which in turn has an external exit. It

is needless here to enlarge on those of
the male, except to state that they con-
sist of two manufactories (|uite different

to those of the female. In l)otli, repro-

ductive cells are formed, and when the

male cell, which has the power of mo-
tion, finds its way into the egg manufac-
tory of the female, it coalesces with a fe-

male egg or cell, and we have thus an
impregnated cell, which umler ordinary
circumstances is the genesis of a new
lieing. The impregnated' cell, or usually

cells, now descen<l the tube leading to

the incubator. On their way they com-
mence to grow, and growth is jinxluced

by the cell dividing into two cells. These
again divide into four, and so the cell be-

comes a numlier of cells. On reachitig

the incubator the cell throws out certain

tubular spikes, which fit exactly- into re-

ceptacles in the walls of the incubator.

»

These liecome attached, and naturally
with them the growing cell. (.\ very
good idea of the attachment and further

growth may l)e olwerved in the common
pea-]u>d, the pod being the incubator.)

I'p to this period the cell has required
no assistance, hut now it requires nour-
ishment, and this is supplied to it by the
female through communication becom-
ing established between it and the ves-

sels in the wall of the incubator. Rapid
growth now takes place. The walls of
the cell form two tubes, which lead from
the walls of the incubator to the now
coniniencing embryo. One tube carries

arterial blood to it, the other takes back
venous ; and the embryo, which at first

consisted of smaller cells, now begins to

accjuire cells of dilTerent shapes. These
gradually form the future dog. Some
become bone, some muscle, some nerves,

others organs, tubes, skin, etc., and in

sixty-three days from the time of impreg-
nation the product of the original cell is

expelled from the incubator, bringing
with it the tubes by which it was nour-
ished, and appendages by which it was
fastened—a living dog, ready to begin a
separate existence on its own account.
In other words, the pea pod opens and
sheds its fruit.

This is the life of the dog in the ftttal

state, and that which I would ask the
reader to draw from what has been placed
before him, is that the dog we see danc-
ing and playing aroun<l us is nothing
more than a huge mass of living cells,

which take to themselves certain shapes
and certain duties—certain massed forms
which are the result of hereditary re-

quirement through ages of descent. In
other wonls, every portion of the dog is

made up of living cells, and it is import-
ant that the reader should remember this,

as when disease arises in the dog, it is

owing to malnutrition, illness, or damage
to the cells of which the dog is conijiosed.

[to be continued.]

(^LiNicsL Lectures.

SVMMER CO.'^fP!..i!.'^'T .•i.^'/? THE HEST
TftliA TMKNT FOK IT.

HV Ar.E.XANDER GLASS, V. S.

Case No. i.—This animal, the owner
tells us, is constantly vomiting, some-

times just after eating, but oftener
a few hours later. If just after eat-

ing the food is vomited entirely un-
digested, but if it occurs sometime
after, only a little thin frothy mucus
is expelled. This is a very com-
mon complaint in the summer months,
especially if there is a sudden warm
spell. It is sometimes accompanied vith
more or less fever, and later on by com-
plete loss of appetite. It is due to an
irritation of the stomach from either an
over supply of bile or exhaustion from
heat, or as is generally the case from
a combination of both factors. The
treatment is first to give the stomach a
complete rest. Do not tempt the animal
with much in the way of loo<l ; a little

finely chopped meat, if the animal is

accustoinefl to an entire meat diet, if not,
milk and crackers, rice, oatmeal, etc., is

the best diet. As regards medicinal
treatment it is of little use. If there is

any constipation a mild dose of cistor
oil is beneficial. If the vomiting is per-
sistent give a teaspoonful dose of 4 per
cent solution of cocoaine or a 3 per cent
solution of epicac every half hour; this

will control it. Do not alternate the so-

lutions, but try one, and if that has no
effect, try the other.

T.4KT.Mi ON THE TEETH.

Cask No. 11.—This animal is suffering
from an enormous collection of tartar on
the teeth, on some of which the accumu-
lations have pushed the gums so far back
from them that they have t)econie loose
an<l are ready to fall out. This affection
proceeds from a variety of causes, the
principal one of which is the stomach,
t'roni a chronic disorder of that organ. .\s

it is seen in small, finely bred animals so
fretpiently it leads me to the conclusion
that it must be that there is a hereditary
tendency to this trouble in these dogs.
.\s to the treatment, first correct the
stomach, then take an old tooth brush
and with either tincture of myrrh or a
ten per cent solution of permanganate of
potash rub the gums gently twice <laily

for three days and after that once every
second day for a month, or until the
parts assume a healthy appearance.

"BRITTLE'S" BEAGLE SPARK.

It Sets Fire to the IJeajfle Club's

Htaiulaitl.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Your correspondent "Brittle" does

not agree with my opinion of "America
vs. linglish beagles," as expressed in a

late issue of the Forest and Stream. •

It will be best to answer his comments
in sections and quote only such as are

relevant to the subject at issue. To
liegin with he writes:

"He starts by saving he has not seen any im-
ported beagles or late, and the whole tenor is

lauding the American to the detriment of the
English beagles. Had he had more experience
audlhc faculty for seeing the different packs in
the latter country he would not have come out
with such inc»)rrect statements. In the first

place an English l>englc in Blue Belle II won first

at New York and was spoken of by everybody as
a grand little model, so that Kil>ernia at the
commencement of the essjiy commits liim.self to
some extent. Further ou he claims the t>eaRle
should be ou foxhound characteristics. In this
he is entirely wrong, if authorities who have
natured the little hounds are to be recognized,
and if the aim of English breeders is not to be
considered, therefore his foundation is wrong,
and this being so, he is not the proper person to
to issue edicts on such a subject."

I have had no oppiortunity of seeing

beagles in England and on the other hand

I do not Ijelieve that "Brittle" has ever

seen any on this side except such as have

lieen shown at bench shows or possibly

one or two kennels in the vicinity of

New York City.

The best specimens I have ever seen
(according to my idea of "type,") were
ill the hands of men who cared naught
for "saw dust honors," and could not be
induced to show their dogs. I believe the
same holds true iu England as regards
foxhounds, and it may be the same with
beagles

.

"Furthermore he claims the beagle
should be onfoxhound lines, etc." This
is exactly the point I meant to draw at-

tention to "between the lines" in the arti-

cle referred to. If 1 am wrong then the
Beagle Club should change its standard.

In the same issue as "Brittle's" com-
ments on my article apjiears is published
the standartl of the Beagle Club. It

states, after summing up the points of
the Beagle: "General Ai'PEARAnce.—
A iiiiiiiaiureyb4'Ao««rf, solid and big for

his inches, etc."

Now if a l)eagle should not be a min-
iature foxhound l)ut a liliputian blood-
hound, and Blue Belle II is of the latter

type, how could Mr. Schellhass, who is

president of the Beagle Club and voted
for the adoption of the present standartl,

award Blue Belle II first prize? There
is something queer about this. There
can l)e no beating around the bush. If

Blue Belle II is worthy of first prize, then
the Trailer, etc., of Mr. Schellhass are

not worth a "c," or vice versa. It is im-
possible to reconcile the two types just as

It is out of the question to judge American
and English foxhounds under a common
standard.
Who is right. Young America or Old

England ? The next meeting of the
Beagle Club should decide. If I am
wrong then let the beagle standard be
droppeil, and every judge (as he will do
anyhow) give his decisions as best suits

his fancy.

"Again he emphatically states that Ringwood
(the Englishman) would only get a "c" on this
,si<le. I would tell him and all interested in the
breed that Blue Belle II, his daughter, who many
saw at New York, is a lac .simile of her sire, ex-
cept that the latter is fifteen inches, which all

will admit is to his advantage and without in

any way wishing to appear prejudiced he is a
belter houu<l than it has yet been my lot to see
on this side."

I really meant to say that Ringwood
would not get a "c," nor would he if

lieagles were judged according to our
standard. To show how very carefully

the beagle has been fostered by our Eng-
lish cousins, 1 refer to almost any Eng-
lish work on dogs. You will find the
authors state that these little hounds
since the introduction of horses iti hunt-

ing, have fallen into disriMiiite, and for

hare trailing, harriers and foxhounds are

preferred. Champion Ringwood himself
has no pedigree. Does anyone know of

a collie, mastiff, St. Bernard or any dog
of English origin, whose breeding is un-
known, that has recently l>een able to

gain a championship ?

"As regards 'the best English authority' say-
ing there are only two packs throughout the
I'nited Kingdom, Mr. Lacy's list which I showed

him out of the Rural Almanac entirely squashes
this young man's expressive diction, there being
something like sixteen or twenty published, and
it musl he rememt)ered it does not include the
hundreds of small packs which owners use for
their friends and own private pleasure. It is no
use of Hibernia or any other owner on this side
trying to 'cajole' himself that America pos-sesses
the best beagles, for it is not so, and were it

necessary dozens could be .selected from the dif-
ferent packs on the other side to com|>etc suc-
cessfully with winners here. It is useless to
further prolongthe subject, as probably Hibernia
and others will not believe my assertions, l>ut as
I have had ample opportunitv to compare the
merits of the houncfs of 'l>oth' countries, I feel
jiLstified in speaking."

In regard to the number of working
pac'KS of beagles in England it seems I

was wrong, although an Englishman
("Thames Tattler") was my authority.

I am glad to know this, Injcause it will

encourage to fre.sh effort several people
who have tried to get fresh blood for
their stock from the old country and
have met with little success, but then they
must have the "foxhound type," which
evidently is not now the correct thing
over there, although it was in General
Rowott's days.
To conclude, it is positive that to-day's

bench-show beagle of England and
America differ in type. Therefore if the
American standard is wrong, let us cor-

rect it. If it is right, then let us have
our judges give their decisions accord-
ingly. Of course, before the "fancy"
took up beagles there was as much di-

versity in their appearance as in a flock
of barnyard fowls. This has been the
case with every breed, and it is only
when man by selective breeding estab-
lishes "type" that uniformity appears.
Therefore let the bench-show breeders of
lieagles in lx)th countries decide on the
correct type for a lieagle and breed ac-
cordingly. Let us have an international
beagle standard. Hibernia.

MR. PERRY TO MR. DENNING.

MR. VREDENBURGH'S REPLY.

He Answers Mr. Peshall and Prefers

Charges Against Him.

Editor FANriftR.?' Joiibnai.-.

Sir : In Mr. Peshall's slanderous let-

ter, published in your issue of last week,

he saw fit to accuse me of fraud, dis-

honesty and trickery in manipulating the

funds of the American Kennel Club and

of submitting an untrue statement of the

finances of the club for the year 1889.

The charges contained in this letter are

too ridiculous and alisunl to answer. To
all who know me personally a denial is

unnecessary. To those who know me
only as the secretary of the American

Kennel Club, I desire to state publicly

that it is only a short time ago that Mr.

Peshall urged me to accept a position of

trust and confidence under a high rail-

road official (the president of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad Company), to whom he

(Peshall) had recommended me as a per-

son not only competent, but one who
would be valuable to him. On consulta

tion with Mr. Belmont I decided to re-

main with the .\merican Kennel Club.

At the time of this high recommenda-
tion by Mr. Peshall he knew as much
about my method of transacting the af-

fairs of the club as he does to-day, and
this is sufficient proof that he does not
really l)elieve his own statements. He
has coined alisolutely, and without one
particle of truth, phrases and statements
never used by me, and the very idea of
which never crossed my mind. This is

done to build an argument known to

him to be false, malicious and without a

shadow of foundation, but serving at any
cost his hatred of the American Kennel
Club and its officers. Mr. Peshall villifies

me and the officers of the club I repre-

sent. He maligns and insults the Audit-

ing Committee, knowing full well before

his letter was published that at least one
memlier of that committee had protested
against that portion of his statement re-

ferring to the personal examination and
certification of the correctness of my
books and accounts. Therefore, in order
that this matter may be sifted to the bot-

tom, 1 have preferred charges against
Mr. Peshall and have asked for his per-

manent disqualification.

Yours respectfully,

A. P. Vredenbttrgh.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I would not pay any attention

to the communication of R. C. Denning,
which appeared in your Western con-
temporary, were it not that silence might
l)e taken to be an admission of some of
his venomous statements.

I am satisfied that every gentleman
who has read his letter will say it is not
the letter of a gentleman, who writes not
from personal motives, but for justice and
fair dealing, enough for that.

The cut cf Patsy was obtained by Mr.
E. O. Damon, who says that it is an abso-
lute perfect likeness, and that by looking
at it "the fancy sees him just as he is."

I have the photograph from which the
cut was made, and I say it is as fair and
correct a picture as I have seen of any
Irish setter, and I can produce affidavits

of reliable men. recommended by our
best banks, that the cut fairly resembles
the dog. I can also produce letters of
breeders of Irish .setters to the same
effect, to anyone who wants to see them.
When Mr. Denning says that the cut
looks no more like Patsy than a Great
Dane you have a fair sample of the reck-
less and malicious exaggeration of his
letter.

Again, the dog was not cracked up by
the "Claremont Kennel." He was adver-
tised by F. H. Perry, as anyone who
could read the ad. in the American Field
could see, and there is no prevarication
or false statement in the advertisement
in the American Field, as I verily believe.
He is also advertised in three other
sporting papers under my name, so the
means by which Mr. Denning learns that
I am the Claremont Kennel is very easily
discemable to anyone.
That I re-christened Patsy to hide his

and Mr. Denning, if he had kept posted
at all, would have known it. The name
was changed and noted in the leading
sporting papers, and Patsy was registered
in the A. K. C. S. B. This was all I could
reasonably be expected to do, though
Mr. Denning thinks I ought to have noti-
fied every breeder personally of the fact.

Possibly I don't know anything about
Irish setters, but I have seen Elcho and
Rose ten times to Mr. Denning's one,
and have seen nearly all of the leading
Irish setters of America to-day.

It was my good fortune to have lived a
nuraljer of years in Claremont, the home
of Dr. Jarvis, and I saw and admired his
dogs (or many years, and have never
ceased to be proud of Dr. Jarvis and his
dogs.
The slush of Denning and the imposi-

tion of Burr make me tired.

I have an aclverti.sement of Mr. Burr's
before me, in which he offers "Five Irish
setters, exclusively bench show winners
andfield workers.
Now, if Messrs. Denning or Burr think

Patsy is such a duffer, I will give them a
chance to come out of their holes, and I

hereby challenge them to run one of Mr.
Burr's red dogs against a puppy by Clare-
mont Patsy and Nino (which was
whelped July 31, 1889^, at the Indiana
trials this fall, or any time after that that
we can agree upon, for a side stake of
$100 each, to be awarded to the best dog
by the judges at the Indiana trials, if the
race be run there, or by any judge that
mav be agreed upon between Mr. Burr
and the trainer of my dogs.

I have this day sent J25 to Mr. P. T.
Madison, secretary of the Indiana Kennel
Club, for a forfeit. This challenge to be
accepted and a deposit of %i^ as a guar-
anty of good faith to be made by Messrs.
Denning and Burr on or before July 15,

and the balance to be deposited with Mr.
Madison before the entries for the All-

aged Stake closes for the Indiana trials.

Messrs. Denning or Burr and myself to

name the dog each will run by the ist of
October.
Come out of your shells, gentlemen, or

cease your senseless babble.

Respectfuly,

F. H. Perry.

Des Moines, Iowa, June 21, 1890.

—" Doesn't he launch his bark prettily," aak)
an enthusiastic girl about her pug.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

SjMxial Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

Canine aflFairs in America have not at

present that roseate hue which umny

would desire. lu the first place dissatis-

faction is manifesting itself concemiug

the head governing body, and next

comes the opposition sprouting up

amongst specialist cli-.bs. Greyhounds,

beagles and setters are now suffering the

infliction of two opposite poles, which

give a pretty good indication of the dis-

sensions in America's doggy world. Two

setter clubs, two Iwagle clubs and two

greyhound clubs go to show there is some-

thing rotten in the state of Denmark,

and the only reason to be assigned for

said rottenness is that there are too

many people wishing to rule the roost

and declining to be ruled. In fact there

is a great deal too much of the petty

jealousy business attached to the many

who are giving themselves publicity for

"the good of the breed," and one can-

not help thinking that it is not so much

for the sake of the breeds these different

oppositions are cropping up, but more

for the sake of some owner gaining noto-

riety under the guise of " philanthropy."

The Setter Club formed at Boston can-

not quite be termed a representative one,

but then it was in the field first, and

though Major Taylor may have formed

the nucleus of such an one away back in

February, yet because he went about it

in a Rip Van Winkleian style, that is no

excuse, and if business did prevent him

from publicly announcing his intentions,

it is his lookout, and not the Boston

people's, if the latter forestall him. He

certainly has the a<lvantage with regard

to names of standing, and. therefore, be-

ing the mightier of the twain, it would

be more in good taste on his part did he

offer concessions, overtures or what not

to the one that budded first. I know it

is very rough on a man to devote a good

deal of time to a scheme and then through

dilatoriness see someone else anticipate

him, but if he is taken unawares in this

way he must grin and l>ear it, and if he

has the power to crush the first in the

field, it is far more humane to give coun-

tenance to his weaker opponent and

offer him concessions which not only

looks well on paper but has such a bene-

ficial effect in public estimation for the

conceder as to ensure their (the public's)

support hereafter.

Why beagles require two clubs I fail to

see, the "American" apparently doing

all that was necessary for their welfare,

that is if there ever was a breed that

would not have done much better V)y it-

self Then the Greyhound Club was

practically embrace I in the Eastern

Coursing Club, until the English Cours-

ing Club had sense enough to restrain an

imposter from handling some of its im-

portant duties, when the said imposter

got up an opposition to try and kill it,

and took in the situation as a good op-

portunity to advertise himself, at the

same time perceiving that it might

clothe him with an air of authority on

things relating to greyhounds. But I

believe the lovers of this breed have for-

tunately discovered they were listening

to an oracle which was hardly skin-deep,

and the Huntington combination is now

as secure as ever it was.

who profess a love for dog, but rather

intunate that dog has l)een chosen as the

means by which notoriety of some sort

or another can be gain-id. I'nity is

; trcngth, and until owners lay on one

side the evident selfish craving for self-

aggrandizement and ;ili >w they keep dogs

i.urely and simply from admiration and

love of their true and loyal natures,

owners in this country can never hope to

enjoy the respect and regard of anyone

but the most short sighted. A little less

of the pronoun "I," with a great reduc-

tion of the desire to fill one's pockets by

means of dogs, replaced by a legitimate

admiration, is the only means by which

breeders can expect to be regarded with

respect, and until this is so, dogs must

lemain much in the same conditions as

they would were the dealers in I<adenhall

Market looked upon as the only fit peo-

ple to maintain their prestige in Eng-

land.

But enough of the degraded position

which to me dogs as a rule seem to be

estimated in this country, for are they

not only looked upon as so much stock

in trade ? I must return to my mittens,

for no one can read Mr. Peshall's letter

and not take notice of it. In a more dis-

])assionate vein than is usual with this

gentleman it cannot but help to receive

consideration from everyone, especially

to those who have a taste for figures. I'or

myself life is much too short to unravtl

the fact that $5 odd was the balance in

December, and in January it was |i22

and in February $1222, or something of

that sort, and though I have pondered

long over the argimients therein con-

tained, yet all to no purpose, an<l I have

concluded figures are not in my line.

,. . »»_ n„..v...il'c: l«>t»i"r tin< revealed one

thing to me, and that is the "locus

standi" of the President. Ever since I

have known the A. K. C. I always under-

stood that it was a recognized custom for

the president to act as if he were a com-

mitteeman, or one of the ordinary

fficials.

To an Etiglishman this appeared a

most unorthodox proceeding, but as dif-

ferent countries have different customs,

this was one in which I thought the two

countries differed. From Mr. Peshall's

letter I gather the office is the same in

both countries, and this being so, Mr.

Belmont seems to have far exceeded his

duties, if acting as president. In my

idea a president is one who is appointed

to maintain dignity and order, as well as

to have decided by vote whether certain

motions are in order or not, and when he

speaks, to give a general summing up, as

would a judge in a court of law, without

expressing any decided opinion. In fact,

a president shpuld not in any way influ-

ence those serving under him. But now

the question conies : What are the duties

of a chairman? For Mr. Belmont, it

appears to me, acts in that capacity as

well, and when doing so, casts off the

robes of the higher office which gives

him a perfect right to slate his views on

any subject, therefore Mr. Belmont as

president is another person as compared

to Mr. Belmont as chairman, and in the

latter capacity is (|uite in accord with

the rules to act as delegate, which gives

him a right to appear in another role, so

that, as far as I can judge, Mr. Belmont.

at a meeting of the A. K. C, becomes a

sort of chameleon, being president one

miuute, chairman another and delegate

another.

should be ".-iul Ccesar, aui nuUus." He

should not sully himself with l>etty

bickering-, but simply adtl strength and

[lowt'r to a^oustUntion_l)y a calm and

dlguifieifpresence. The president should

be iK-yond the pale of personal feeling

and human weaknesses. He should

never come from off his pedestal and

say : "If that man's presence is allowed I

^hall resign." That is only what one ex-

pects in the nursery when a boy won't

let his little brother play with his toys.

It is impossible for one man to hold

the three-fold duties which the A. K. C.

permits. As a delegate he is losing the

self-respect which a president should in-

spire ; as president he has lost the self-

respect by hob nobbing as a delegate.

The presidency should be an office of it-

self, and no man who has accepted it

should stoop to any other position.

These are my ideas and can be taken for

what they are worth, but whether the

majority of the A. K. C. will agree with

me that is too much to expect. Yet I

cannot but feel that until this change is

made the management of the A. K. C.

will never give that satisfaction for which

everyone is so desirous.

says, melhinks it might have l)een

<ouclied in different words. It also

smacks of the "Green-eyed Ivobster,"

and whilst concurring with a few of his

remarks, there is too much spiteful allu-

sion to m ike It relishing. No, Mephisto

has made bad use of his opportunities

and has let prejudice carry him away

too mu(h. If tllfere had been a little less

of Mason's immaculate judgment, and

Mortimer's egregious errors the whole

thing would have been worthy of chroni-

cling. But the purpose for which it is

written is so evidently a selfish one that

it takes all the "ping" out of it. It is a

jiity, for Mephisto could have made such

a real good article had he utilized the

matter in belter taste. BRITTLE.

There is just one more thing I would

like to speak about while on this topic,

and that is the present rule which ad-

mits the secretary to act as a delegate.

Personally I have the greatest esteem

for Mr. Vredenburgh, but I do not think

it in accord with the principles of free

legislation for a paid official to act in any

other capacity than that for which he is

remunerated. There are so many things

which go to influence him when voting

on some important measure that I do not

care how unprejuiiiccu 01 iiiii»ia.->cn a

man may hy to be, human nature is far

too frail to resist an inclination to lean

to one side or another, and it is sure to

be the one on which his bread is buttered

the thickest. If this is not so, I am

greatly underrating mankind.

All these bickerings and internal feuds

are not adding to the dignity of those

That this i» wrong in principle there

can be no doubt, for a president's office

An apology is due Mr. Malcolm from

me concerning the 62 'A per cent setters.

I am sorry to have coupled that gentle-

man's name with a scheme in which

according to his own words he was

not an agitator. Before committing my-

self as I did I consulte<l two or three in

the doggy world who gave me to un<ler-

stand Mr. Malcolm was the prime mover

in getting the mongrel setters recognized.

It is the more to be regretted my infor-

mants misled me, as it gave Mr. Malcolm

an opportunity to shirk replying to

several observations of mine. I am

pleased to hear his dogs are so pure, and

with regard to their record, I entirely

agree with him, for it is indeed a great

one—on paper.

I hear two black and tans have at last

l)een purchased for Dr. Foote, in Eng-

land. They are to be showed at Leeds,

Darlington and Belfast together with

Meersbrook Maiden. As for their names,

l)edigrees, records and identity gener-

ally nothing is said about such unim-

portant items.

For good, free puffing commend nie to

Mephisto in the Forest and vStream.

Who Mephisto is is apparent, and for a

man capable of blowing his own trumpet,

Mason is certainly the champion, and

far outstrips any previous record. He is

the first man who was ever infallible, at

least one could gather as much from Me-

phisto,and though there is a good deal of

truth in what the demonic gentleman

MET.WIORPHOSES OF FLE.\S.

The Troul)le8ome Parasite That In

Sneh nn Knemy to Every Dog-

Mr. W. J. Simmons read before the

Microscopical Society of Calcutta ai in-

teresting paper on "The Metamorphoses

of the Dog Flea." He presents some

novel phases of flea life, well calculated

to excite one's interest in these ([uite

generally anathematized insects.

It is stated that there are twenty-five

different species of fleas, the dog. cat,

fowl, marten, rat, squirrel, hedgehog,

mole, pigeon and bat each having its

own species, while it is a curious fact

that there are also vegetarian species,

! two of which are mentioned. One of

these latter lives in brushwood, while

the other is a lover of mushrooms.

Besides these the flea which attacks

man has not been mentioned, to which

must be added the jigger of tropical

America, this being also a true flea. Mr.

Simmons makes a considerable point of

.i._ ^_j-., .^f lutKTtti nf the tarsal ioints in

the classification of fleas.

Following his notes on the transforma-

tions of the dog flea we fin<l :
Eggs were

deposited early on the morning of Octo-

ber 17, 1886. These were put in a glass

and covered with a pane of the same

material. On the morning of October

19, about fifty hours after deposition,

most of the nits had hatched out, but a

few took twenty-four hours or so longer.

The majority therefore required only a

little more than two days as their period

of incubation. The larva; were white,

eyeless, cylindrical, active grubs; their

bodies, exclusive of the head, with thir-

teen segments. These segments are be-

set with long hairs, the terminal segment

ending in two curved spines, which

probably aid the larva in locomotion.

They were supplied with no food ex-

cept blood pellets (the supposed excreta

of the adult flea) that had been left with

the nits, etc., on a cloth by a sleeping

dog. They were suspected, however, of

cannibalism, as their numbers thinned

with no apparent cause.

On October 25, the seventh day after

leaving the egg cases the surviving in-

<lividuals were found curling up and

otherwise acting as though about to pu-

pate. Upon noticing this they were sup-

plied with a fragment of "puttoo," into

which, though eyeless, the larvit- quickly

swarmed and there spun little white

silken cocoons. November 2 most of

them (luitted their cocoons as perfect,

active lieas.

Thev were therefore in the eggs for

something over two days, as larvie for

six days and pup* for e'ight days, attain-

ing their adult state on the seventeenth

day after the deposition of the e^gs.

This is a much shorter period than

given by older writers—Westwood, fol-

lowed by Packard—who affirm that fleas

are larvie for twelve and pupae for eleven

to sixteen davs. However this may in

part l>e due to the warmer climate of

India, where the observations just de-

tailed were made.

1
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Origin of the Domestic Dog.

W. B. Tegetmeier in the Field.

In the volume of the proceedings of

the Zoological Society of the current year,

Mr. A. D. Bartlett, the superintendent

of the society's gardens, records the re-

sults of his extended observations on the

origin and variation of the domestic dog

and on allied species of the CanidiL-. Mr.

Bartlett, with all other writers worthy of

notice, regards all the varieties of dogs

as having descended from wolves and

jackals, or from the cross-breeding of

these animals, there being no others to

which their origin can be reasonably

ascrilied. Mr. Bartlett. from his un-

rivalled, or I may say unequalled, oppor-

tunities, and the close ol»ervation of

living specimens, is enabled to give us

the results of a wider experience than

falls to the lot of many naturalists, and

his remarks are worthy of the close at-

tention of all interested in the subject.

The wolves from different parts of the

world are regarded by Mr. Bartlett as

constituting but a single species, however

much they may differ in size, color or

marking—which he regards as local va-

riations, dependent on climate, etc.

Thus the wolves of the Arctic regions are

not only larger, but lighter in color and

with much longer and thicker coats than

those inhabiting milder climates. On re-

ferring to the list of animals which have

come under Mr. Bartleti's notice in the

gardens, 1 find there are no less than

eight wolves catalogued as distinct

species. Other wolves have also been

catalogued, which have even less claim

to specific distinction, such as the Tibet

wolf with woolly fur adapted to the

climate, the black European variety, etc.

The jackals are more readily distin-

guished,several well-marked species being

recognized by naturalists. Those that

jackals, and dogs are so much alike as to

be indistinguishable ; but barking is an

acquired habit due to domestication.

Neither wolves nor iackals ever bark, nor

do Esquimaux dogs or dingoes, unless

educated bv association with barking

dogs, when thev acquire the habit, as has

occurred in the case of an Antarctic wolf

coming under Mr. Bartlelt's observation.

In the concluding paragraph of his in-

teresting communication, Mr. Bartlett

calls attention to a fact that I do not think

has been generally remarked upon pre-

viously, namely, that wolves, jackals and

wild dogs have a great aversion to go

into the water. Respecting this matter

he states as follows :

"I have lieen informed upon good

authoritv that the Eskimos at times that

they do not require to use their dogs, in

order to prevent their l)eing troublesome

bv entering the huts, convey them to an

is'land and there land and keep them,

and that in such case, although the dogs

are sometimes half starved, they uever

venture into the water. It therefore ap-

pears to me that during the domestication

of the dog, by careful selection, breeding

and training certain breeds have devel-

oped an aquatic habit that may \x re-

garded as entirly foreign to their original

wild ancestors. In fact, the dog appears

to me the most perfectly domesticated of

all animals."
The views of a naturalist so experienced

as Mr. Bartlett cannot be without inter-

est and I feel that no apology is required

for' my calling attention to them, as the

transactions of the Zoological Society are

of too technical a character to come

under the notice of general readers. It

may not be without interest to state that

these views of Mr. Bartlett accord closely

with those of Darwin, as given in his

treatise "On Variation." Darwin regarded

the domestic dog as a composite animal,

but he did not specially eliminate the tox

from the list of possil)le ancestors of the

dog. -

THE INDIANA DERBY.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Indiana Kennel Club's Derby

closed with forty nominations, twenty-

seven English setters, two Irish setters

and eleven pointers. All were whelped

in 1890.

Indianapolis, Ind.,June22, 1890.

THE COMMITTEE DID AUDIT.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir- In reply to an article of Mr.
recoenized by naturalists. inosc Luai 1

»ik
• »" "=H .>

have been exhibited in the gardens and
|
peshall's in your last issue regarding the

-. :_ »L.„ 1;.,. o,„ >,» /^r.ti,.nr>n ^y^j^j„g (Committee appointetUoexamiue

the accounts of the secretary-treasurer of

the American Kennel Club, in which he

says : "Now as far as the Auditing Com-

mittee that was appointed is concerned,

permit me to now state to the dog men

and breeders of this country that the

accounts of the American Kennel Club

caUhJgued in the list are the common
Indian jackal, and three species from

Africa—the North African jackal, the

black-backed jackal, the side-striped

jackal of West Africa, only a single spec-

imen of which has been received from

the Gaboon.
Mr. Bartlett instances the well-known

fact that wolves taken young become

tame, playful, and attached to their own-

ers. In confirmation of which I may
adduce the black specimens that lived in

the gardens for several years, which were

obtained as cubs by Colonel Kinlock,

and reared bv him until some three

months old ; they were then left at a hill

station for three months, by which time

they had immensely increased in size
;

"but," writes the Colonel, "although

they had not seen me for so long, they

recognised me, and also my greyhound,

of which they had previously l>een very

fond. They soon became attached to me,

and would fawn on me like dogs, licking

my face and hands." Jackals are also

equally tame when taken young ;
hence

it is more than probable that both species

have been for ages in companionship

with mau, have bred together, and pro-

duced a mixed progeny that would de-

velop into new varieties, the most useful

of which would be kept.

Dogs, as proved by the records on

ancient monuments, were used lor hunt-

ing from very eariy periods ;
care would

consequently be bestowed on breeding

them, and varieties and breeds Ije devel-

oped and i)erpetuated. Mr. Bartlett

states that he has found no difticuUy in

crossing wolves and jackals with domes-

tic dogs, and that it is well known the

Esquimaux allow their dogs to breed with

the wolves, in order to keep up the cour-

age and strength of the race; but he

atfltCS •

"As regards foxes, as my experience

goes, I have never met with » well-

authenticated instance of a hybrid be-

tween a fox and a dog, uolwiihstanding

numerous specimens of supposed hybrids

of this sort which from time to time have

been brought under my notice."

Domestic dogs retain many of the hab-

its of wolves and jackals, such as scratch-

ing the earth over their fteces and turn-

ing round before lying down. Ihe

whining, growling and howling of wolves,

have not Ijeen audited by the said com-

mittee, that is, they simply signed the

statements made out by the secretary and

treasurer. Two of the committee have so

said to several parties, and one member

of the committee, 1 believe, has written

a letter to that effect."

We desire to say that every statement

contained in above (luotation is unquali-

fiedlyfalse, 9S, we did examine the accounts

as directed, and that we made out and

signed our own statement, Mr. Vreden-

burgh taking no part in the examination

except when called upon to give any

needed explanation ol entries, and that he

took no part whatever in preparation ot

our retwrt. We individually deny having

made any such statements as are con-

tained in above article personally or »jy

letter. A. Clinton Wilmkkding.

J. M. Taylor.
Gkorok W. LaRlk.

Nkw York, June 19, 189"-

ENGLISH SETTERS.

AMBEK.-Lemonand wtiite bitch (Galh» Mark-
Fleetv Noble). Hon. J. K. Oumotte. Kan-

sas City. Mo.

BALLAHOO.-Liver and wtiite bitch (Paul GUd-
stone-Boheraian Girl). Norvin T. H^rns,

New Orleans, La.

Bi.irE DAisv.-Black, white and tan bitch (Glad-

iator-Lady F.) George E. Gray, Appleton,

Minn.
B...SN1E Bt>Ni.m -Black, white and tan bitch

(Count Wakefield-Peart Boudhu). W. A.

Neddermeyer, Columbus, O.

BisTER.-Black, white and tan dog (King. Noble

—Cricket). J. I. Case. Jr.. Racine, Wis.

CANAPiAN QUEEN.—Black, white and tan bitch

(l^ksley-Leddersdale). G. G. Pabst, Mil-

waukee. Wis.

Coyote —Black, white and tan bitch (King

Noble-Cricket). J. L Case, Jr.. Ractne,

Wis.

Cricket -Otauge and white bitch (Rush Glad-

stone-Quail), Harry S New, Indianapolis,

Ind.

Gamester Gladiator -Black white and tan

dog (Gladiator-Western Queen), Harry b.

New. Indianapolis. Ind.

Governor Ki.ump L -Black, white and Un dog

(Jim Blackburn-Lufra's Ruby). R. B. Mor-

gan, Akron. O.

IlALLiELUlAH.-Blue belton bitch (Gath's Mark
-^Est^her) Paul H. Gotziau, St. Paul. Minn.

Hope's Marguerite. -Orange and while bitch

(Gaths Hope-Sue J.),D. E.Rose.agent. Law-

renceburg. Tenn.

HOPES L.'CILle. -orange and "hite bitch

(Gath's Hope—I^dy May), A. J. Gleason,

Alma, Kan.

IVAN.-Black and white dog (Gath's Mark-
Esther), R. B. Morgan, Akron, O.

IiM -Lemon and white dog (JescphusH-MoUie),

Hon. J. E. Guiiiettc, Kansas City, Mo.

Tiiin PF —Black and white ticked doe (Gath's
' Mlrk-Esthe?,, J. M. Freeman, BicSnell.Ind.

MAY -Lemon and white bitch (Rush Gladstone

-Quail), W. B. Allen, Indianapolis. Ind.

Minnesota —Bitch (Monk of FurneS9-;-Lady

Fa^tte). Paul H. Gottian, St Paul. Minn.

McBRAYER.-Black. white and tan dog (Jose-

phuslclara Windem). A. J. Gleason, Alma,

Kan.
McGiNTV —Black, white and tan dog (Ca^ain

G."l)aisy Deal). Hon. J. E. Guinotte, Kan-

sas City. MO.

PHinp OF ALMA.—Lemon and white bitch (Jose-

phuZ-MolUe), Hon. J. E. Guinotte. Kansas

City. Mo.

niAiL II -Black, white and tan bitch (Rush
" A\adstone-Quail), Harry S. New. Indianapo-

lis. Ind. .,.,„•
OI7EEN Vic —Black, white and tan bitch (King
" Nobl^ueen Vashti), J. I. Case. Jr.. Ractne.

Wis
REVBLER.-Black and white dog (Gath's Mark-

Esther). W. B. Hill, Frankfort, Ind.

RosB OF ALMA.-Black and white t>itch (Marks-

man-Don's Nellie), A. J.
Gleason, Alma,

SPOKANE -Lemon and white dog (Gate's Mark

^Esther), John T. Bartlettc, F^wardsport.

Tr^p IR -Lemon and white hitch (Ruby s

DruId-rVap). Samuel Grant, Great Fafls.

Mont.
IRISH SETTERS

BEN C.-Red doK(GlenchoJr.-Nellie O.Joseph

Crugom. Milwaukee, Wis

KENNEIi REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.^
.

VISITS.

ALTA KENNELS' rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch LiKBE, April i. to Casper.

ALTA KENNELS' smooth-coated St. Bernard

bitch. April 6. to Argus.

AT TA KENNELS' rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch Ellen Terry, May .0. to Ix>rd Bute.

ALTA KENNELS' rough-coated St. Bernard

bith HILDA II, May .6, to I^olvphemus

(Champion plinlimmon—I.ady Adelaide.)

MOOREFIELD KENNEI^' English setter bitch

Mamie, May 6, to Dick Roy.

MOOREFIELD KF.NNELS' English setter bitch

Caddie M., May 4, to Roger.

MOOREFIELD KENNELS' English setter bitch

Cods Pet, May 22, to Gath's Mark.

CENTRAL KENNELS' lJers«y.,, City) King

Charles bitch Twinkle to William Philips

Rosious, June 17.

H EICHLER'S' (Covington, Ky.) Pug bitch

Viola to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford
RiBV II(97i!o), J>>ne 11. 1890-

MRS. E. TYLER S (St. Paul. Minn.) pug bitch

CHB(HJA88ET TarA to Eberhart Pug Kennels'

Boycott (11,803), June 8, 1890.

I. H. H. MAENNER'S Great Dane bitch MlNCA
(Casar Lord—Schack) , to Pkdro (Mentor II—
Minerva), June 18, 1890.

McEWEN & GIBSON'S (Byjrou. out.) collie bitch

AlLSA (Ch. Scotilla-Tloniiie Knowel, to

owner's Metchlev Wonder 11 (Sefton—

Minnie), March 23, 1890.

McEWEN & GIBSON'S collie bitch Dawn (Red

Gauntlet-Daylight), to owners' MKTCHLify

Wonder ri (SeUon—Miuniei, AprU 23, 11190.

SALES.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati) sold

Special Notice. •

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paiH-r is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be pleased

to receive your subscription.

- •What tree does the watch dogs honest bark

grow upon, Amelia?
'

ipon the bay tree, of course.

-There is a dog i.i Brunswick, Me who visits

the post office .laTly to warm his tect at the ra

diator.

-The dog in pursuit of rabbits .iocsn t mind

the wear ami tear lo his pants, it he has hisover-

hunts. -Puck.

RANCHO.-Red dog (Claremont Patsy-Nino), F.

H. Perry. Des Moines. Wis.

POINTERS.

Fancy King DoN.-Liver and white bitch (King

Don^-Queen Faust), George K. Andrews. St.

Louis. .'Vlo.

riPsv STONE -Liver and white biteh (Corner-

^tone-I^lly ID. A. A. Whipple. Kansas City.

Mo.

JOE L.-Black dog (Joe Pape-Nan), J. H. Kerr.

Indianapolis, lud.

Kivc- —Liver and white dog (Graphic III—

•^Devonshire Gail). Royal Robinson. Indiana,^

Otis. Ind.

I PBANON Bov.-Lemon and white dog (Lebanon

lvl?ginia), Lebanon Kennels, Lebanon, Pa.

NASO OK THE ELMs.-Liver and while dog (Naso

^fKippen-I.«ssof Bow), Paul H. Got7.ain,

St. Paul, Minn.

Pevblope II.-Lemon and white bitch (Let>anon

Penelope), Lel>anon Kennels. Lebanon, Pa.

PICKWICK -Liver and white bitch (Graphic-

M^rmerite). Madison & McGuffin. Indianap-

olis. Ind.
. , ^

ROSALINE WILKE8.-Bl.ack ««> «rh,te t|Cked

bitch (Ossian-Fannie K), William M. Kerr.

Indianapolis, Ind

cpoTTPD boy —Liver and white dog (Trinket s—
Hang-Nellie Bow). Charles Proctor. Union

City. Ind.

SLNOL -Liver and white bitch (Corner Stone-

Sianorah), K Cadmau. Kansas City, Mo.

June 20, SMOKIE. pug bitch whelped Febru-

ixy 16, 1888 (Leo if-Dimple), to VC. Gittelson,

Tip!'pSgdM."whelped April 23, '89o(Champion

K^sh-Lady Thi^rmanl to H- H. Redford,

Parkersburg. W. Va. j • •• ' <,.„

Young I.,ori8, pug dog, wheM** A^,,3.^*9o

(Sir Loris—East Lake Virgle), to WUIiam J.

Gerley, New Orleans, La.

F H CLARK, Dodgeville. .Mass.. has sold two

black andwhite ticked English setter bitch

puppies, whelped February 2 (Gus Bondhue

—Nellie Noble), to the Mooreheld Kennels,

McEWeST* GIBSON, Byron. Out., have sold

the following dogs: j^ /«*„„,„
Marmion. sable and white colUe dog (Manejr

Trefoil—Holly), bom April 23. 1889. to *>. C.

Haughev, Indianapolis.

Fairlib sable and white collie dog (Ch. Char-

leroi II--Bonnie Doou). born February 24.

,889, to E S. Douglas Montague. Mich.

Becky sable and white collie bitch (Keu

GaunUet-Ailsa), l)orn September 3,1889,10

B. J. Mo<», Foo Chow, China.

RED GAUNTLET, sable coUie dog (Ch«mptoo
C»".H,matii?e—Hustv). to Thyne & McF»C-

yen, HowefT, Mich. „i,j. v.\t~y,

OMAHA Flora, black and Un colUe bitch

(Red Gauntlet—Daylight), born August 30,

1889, to William Walker, Omaha, Neb.

BLA^K AND TAN COLLIE DOG (BonuieDunkeld

—Madge), born February 23, 18B9, to K.

Symonds, Henfryn, Ont. «™.„i.
SABLE COLLIE DOG VB°«""| Dunkeld-Bonnte

Scot), born February 24, 1880, to S. J. Parish,

Bl1c^k'>!;.dtIn collie bitch (Rfl,G*»°"«t
— HUsa), born September 3, 1889, to J. M.

Fitzgerald, Chicago.
. - ^ »Kt.«

Electioneer, sabfi collie, lo C. C. Abbe,

Springfield, Mass., June, 1890. _^,-_„_
FLEET VIEW AND READING POINTKR

KENNELS, Lynn, Mass.. have sold the fol-

L^.'&r dog (Spot n-fh-^"^^-
dolph), bom March 12, 1890, to G. H. BargM.

Columbus, O. . .^ . ....^^ rwi.h
LADY RANDOLPH, pointer bitch (i'^»»^-

Belle Randolph),Wn March IJ, 1890, to G.

H Barsas. Columbus. O. „..«.!
SPOT dIIi. JR.. pointer dog ('^POtDash-BeUe

Randolph), born March 12. 1889, to B. W.

LfGRiPP^^^'uer'Sog (Spot I,ash-»»uty),

born February .5, .890. to E. W. Foot, Cam-

bridge, Mass." WHELPS.

-A correspondent wants to know «»>«'
jf'"^ °f

an animal a «.n dog is' Well, we should say a

"setter." _....

-A Maltida A. Scott, living in ^"^1''
*J»y

Street New York, has a kennel and a dog farm,

tVTreshe raises toy turners that net »200.y«r.where she raises toy lerncrs '"•V,"V.':"r ' JJi

RBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinnati) pug

^^^bU^h'^LlDY THURMAN < '3^) "^^5^^,*^?
31 i8qo five, two dogs ; by CHAMPION K^SH.

ALTA KENNELS rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch LiEBEwhelpef June 3, two dog. and

six brtches ; by Casper^ a.r«,rf
AiTA KENNELS smooth-coated St. Bemara

bitch PRINCESS LOUISE ..helped June 7.

ihrel dog. and two bitches by AROU».

T HH MAENNER'S Great Dane bitch MWCA
^-

m"a (Hannibal-SelmaK whelped J"n«;7.

three.two dogs. P«f«° (""'?[ "-p^'^N^i^
HI KFT VIEW AND READIN(. POINIKK

KENNELS^ (Lynn and Reading. Mass.)

^K bitch NADJY OF NA80(Ch. Nick ot

KiSilTempUtion) whelped June 6 ^
ten. three dogs, by J. H Win.Iow s Tempbst
/PM>no III—Ch. Lass of Bow).

Mc E^^ & GIBSON'S (Byron, ont.) collie bitch

aTlsa (Ch Scotilla-Boinie Knowe),whelped

Ma^^ fivrone dog.by Mktcblkv Wondb*

" NAMES CLAIMED.

HHKRHART PUG KENNELS claim the «>•»"

"^"•^^RA^ for pug bitch whelped Apnl 23. .89.

(Champion Kash-Lady Thurman).

MAMIE E. for bitch, same littet.

M ABLE E. for bitch, same litter.

Tip for dog, same litter. „i_i_.
MOOREFIh^.D KENNELS, ':°'«"'-:

^'i, '^^i'^;
• hp nam^s FoxiK MooHE for 8 blRCK, wniie

ami tan Kiig^h setter bitch, whelped M.r^h

K?^VrMK "foriiU^ white and Un E-r
•"uslsett^ bitch, whelped Febniary 2. isS,

SiI^i'e MrRl'r'r'tc'lJi'white and tan BnglUh

setter bitch, whelped February 2, 1889 (Dick

i
Bi^B^M^'REfo'? lemon and white EogUri* l«l:

Ur wJX whelpe<l Febmary J, .889 <DicH

[
Roy—Caddie M.J.
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Correspondents will please note that

we go to press one day earlier next week.

*
*

Our illustration this week htinij a

Pekin Drake, it will not lie out of place

here to say a few words in praise of

this excellent variety of ducks.

» *

Pekin ducks are without doubt the

most profitable variety. They be^in to

lay much earlier in the winter than other

breeds, and keep it up longer, conse-

quently thev produce more eggs than

the other bree<ls. These ducks mature

rapidly, and being ready for market the

first, bring better prices than those that

are of slower growth, besides their flesh

is more delicate and is preferred by

knowing housekeepers.

•
•

Pekin feathers are of the best quality

and always sell at the same price as

geese feathers, from which they are not

readily distinguished. During the sum-

mer we have plucked their feathers as

frequently as six weeks apart. This

operation is not painful, as the feathers

are loose and come off easily.

•
•

Besides the profitable features of duck

culture, there are other inducements to

keeping them, the most important of

which is the little trouble and annoyance

they cause, lieing comparatively free

from diseases and entirely free from those

miserable parasites, lice. At this time

of the year poultry keepers are kept busy

i.:*„...ooVi<n<r <-r«rir»i niiUiup siilnhur in

the dust boxes and sprinkling the chick-

ens with insect powder, while in spite of

all this precaution the hens mope around,

suffering from lice, while the sportive

duck puts in his whole time eating, ex-

cepting when he is trying to wash down

his food to make room for more.

»
*

These ducks require no water except

for dunking purposes. We never had a

pond for them to swim in and therefore

never lost any by the vermin that gen-

erally infest ponds and streams in which

water fowl congregate. Upon one occa-

sion after an all-day rain, we had our

ducks driven to a meadow nearby which

was temporarily converted into a lake,

thinking they would enjoy the novelty

of a swim. Imagine our surprise at our

mistake ! The ducks waddled back to

their yard as quickly as they could seize

the opportunity. On the following day

we sent them back to the lake, but prob-

ably on account of their timidity they

could not be induced to stay, nor would

they return again.

* *

The Pekin duck has a peculiar boat-

shaped lK)dy, carried erect ; neck long,

but graceful ; head large, well shaped,

with full bright eye ; legs, which are set

far back, and bill are in color a ^dark

orange and form a very pleasing contrast

to the plumage, which is white with a

delicate creamy shade on the under

feathers. This cream color is noticeable

when the feathers are brushed the wrong

way.
»

Various writers on poultry recommend

lime and shells for hens that lay thin-

shelled eggs. It is an old idea in which

we havft little faith. The first year we

lived in the state of Delaware we gave

our hens an abundant supply of lime and

calcined oyster shells, notwithstanding

which we had soft-shelled eggs, while

our nearest neighbor, who never gave his

hens anything of the kind, was not

troubled with thiu-shclled eggs. The

soil was sandy and contained no lime or

gravel.

• *

It is now the opinion of many who

have given this subject attention, thai

the lime needed by the hen is obtained in

her food ; careful cxperiiiieiUs scent to

have led to this conclusion. We have

proved to our own satisfaction that a hen

laying soft-shelled eggs will continue to

do so if supplied with lime tnd oyster

shells, but if given a change of food the

trouble is soon remedied. A variety of

focxl is necessary ; besi<les grain, meat,

vegetables and milk .should l)e given.

»

Of course a hen out of condition may

lay soft-shelled eggs, in which case it is

owing to her ol)esity or other similar

causes, and the change of diet ami variety

given will remedy the trouble.

•*
That shells and gravel facilitate the

trituration of fowl in the crops of fowls

we believe, but it really cannot be satis-

factorily proven, and is doubted by some.

»*»

Now is the time of year to look out for

lice in poultry. The speediest and eco-

nomical plan that we know of is to buy a

gallon of carlwlized sheep dip, which can

be purchased of any dealer in agricul-

tural supplies, and dilute it with thirty-

five parts of water, pouring it into a tub

or half barrel. Now take the infected

fowl, holding the legs with one hand and

neck with the other, dip it into the emul-

sion up to the eyes for half a minute,

»^i-:«,. ^n*-^ ..r^fr *r> allrf^vt' lti*» linniH to iret

FANCIERS' YARNS.

How a Strain of Single-combed

"White DorkingsWas Produced.

Robfil l-'iiUoti ill roiiltry.

About forty-five years ago my father,

Andrew Crcalniaii Fulton, was at thai

time one of the most enthusiastic of gen-

eral fanciers throughout Scotland. His

principal fancies were trotting horses,

poultry, pigeons, dogs, song birils
;
his

chief delight in the canary variety was

that variety once known as the fancy

canary, and was in those days considered

by far the most beautiful of all other

species of the canary. About thirty

years ago the name was altered to the

Glasgow don. How it <lerived such

name I never heard the rights of. but

often have I heard father mention that a

really good specimen was worth walking

fifty miles to see. but I fear were he alive

to see the specimens which now win as

dons, they would not meet his approval,

he !)eing considered one of the best gen-

eral judges of his time. In all of his

hobbies he kept only the best which

money could procure. Whenever a l)et-

ter specimen was seen to surpass what

he possessed, he would never rest satis-

fied until he was possessed of it, if it

could be bought. Many curious tales

could be told of his ambition to attain

the object of his desire, one of which I

will now relate.

About the time already mentioned he

became anxious to possess a few single-

combed white Dorkings which he desired

should be equal in all other properties of

the colored variety. He alt once com-

menced proceedings, and spent a lot

of time and money in traveling all over

Scotland in pursuit, besides getting birds

sent from all parts of England. I well

into the eyes or throat. After this

simple operation there will not be a live

parasite left upon the bird and in an hour

the feathers will be dried and the fowl as

lively as a cricket.

• «

Another advantage of this kind of dip-

ping, which is much less trouble than

sprinkling with insect powder besides

being more effective, is that the odor of

the carbolic acid is very offensive to the

red mites that in the day time seek refuge

in the crevices of the roosts to await the

return of their victims in the evening.

»

These mites can l)e exterminated

readily by frequenllv saturating the roost

and sides of the poultry house with kero-

sene or crude oil, if you can get it. They

are best attacked in the morning, their

transparent boilies being then full of the

blood upon which they feasted the pre-

vious night and can then more readily

be discovered. Upon examination the

under part of the perches will be discov-

ered to be covered with the little pests.

*

The Wilmington, Delaware, Fair Asso-

ciation has issued its premium list for the

fair to be held in that city September i

to 6, 1890. fSoo in cash prizes is offered

on poultry and birds.

_— ——^«
—"A penny saved is a penny maile,"

hence wealth comes from a reduction of

expenses.

—The Wyandotte was originally made
by crossing the dark Hralima with the

silver spangled Hamburg. The dark

Brahma blood always crops out in the

pencilling of the feathers as it did in

the feathers on the shanks. 'Hut such

progress has ticen made in the past three

years that rarely a feathered shank is

seen, and even the pencilling on the back

has become less and less. This has only

been accomplished by severe culling and

very careful breeding.

rememlier a fcv* lie got .ron; ».ir. leaser,

of Chelsea, also from Mr. Lingwoo<l, of

Needham Market, but they, like those he

had got on previous occasions, were too

small, and shared the same fate that most

of the others he had previously received

—got their necks twisted. Although he

was full of impatience generally, it was

wonderful how his patience withstood

the many disappointments he received,

the more so as good prices were paid to

procure what he desired.

Well do I rememljer his last hunt,

which was to a farmhouse near Stirling,

N. B., the result being similar to all his

other trips, the fowls being single-combed

and white, but not Dorkings. On the

morning of his departuie my mother

promised me she would come and relieve

me for a few hours' play with my associ-

ates by keeping the si op for me. My
father's business was a rope and twine

manufacturer's in Glasgow. He, finding

1 was not likely to l>ecome much of a

scholar, made me useful in his business—

in keeping his shop.

Well, while I was enjoying a game of

hi<le-and-seek all at once my attention

was attracted at beholding a half-grown

white cockerel and pullet on a midding

or dung heap, and upon investigating

more closely both turned out to be

bingle-comljed Dorkings. The game was

soon put aside, and I, full of anxiety to

leani who was their owner, who turned

out to l)e a son of old deaf Tam, the

weaver, living close by. 'Tis needless

trying to descril^e the joy I felt, and

castles in the air at once were built, so

finding out the old weaver's shop, whose

deafness caused the old man to be greatly

tormented with the Ixiys, who too often

used all manner of tricks to annoy him,

and especially kicking at his door, which

greatly annoyed him. .\s for his son

Tom he took no notice o." the boys. I,

therefore, not being aware of the nui-

sance of the boys, went to the door of the

weaver's shop, and hearing the noise of

the weaving, gave a good knock at the

door ; but getting no answer my an xiety

to get possession of the chickens was get-

ting unbearable, so I gave two kicks at

the door, when I heard a stern voice call

out : "By God if ye mak me rise from my
loom this day al gie ye tie farrin as share

as my name is Tam Glen."

Although I heard plainly the threat of

the old man, I was too eager to allow his

threatening from preventing my getting

the information I desired, and much
more the chance of j)ossession of the two
birds, so nothing daunted I once more
resolved to risk the danger, and gave
three loud kicks, when sutldenly the

door opened, and as suddenly the old

man cracks me on the head with a stick
;

but hearing his threat l)eforehand, I was
partly prepared for that very place, and
warded off the force of the blows with

my arm. The son making his appearance,

recognized me, and of course the old man
amply apologized. The anxious time for

me arrived, so I soon began as follows :

"Weel, Tam, whaur did ye get the white

chickens ?" when he smartly answered :

"Whit's your business whaur I got them?
I am sure thev dinna belang to yon."

Finding I had l)egun the wrong way, I

next explained I merely wanted to know
whose strain they were. To this he re-

plied, "Weel, Bob. I'll tell you all yon

want to ken if you can wait a wee until I

finish my web. for the auld man wants

to tak his and mine to the warehouse

this afternoon." I was only too anxious

to comply with anything that was the

least likely to result in the possession of

the two chickens, so I wailed and watched

the finishing of the web.

During tlie process I learned there

were but the two chickens. The mother

was a light speckled hen. the real true

Dorking breed. She "had live taes on

bailh feet." Upon asking if he had the

"fayther," he replied, "Haud yer tongue

aboot that till we get ootside ;
ye'll ken

all aboot it if we mak a bargin." I then

asked the price of the two birds, and

said he, "Bob, they are no our deer at

dooble the price of the market chickens."

So we got a newspaper, which stated

chickens from two sliillings six pence to

three shillings six pence the pair. I

next asked the price of the "mither,"

when he replied, "Weel, I may sell you

the chickens but I'll no sell the auld

hen, for I want another chicken frae her

the same way." So I thought best to

allow this to take place, then the bargain

was settled for the two chickens, while I

was to give him a half-bred Poland hen I

possesseu wim "»<- oi..i....j,.j .-.- j-^..-- —

.

money. So directly I got possession of

the chickens 1 fairlv flew with joy to the

shop where I left mother. When she saw

the birds and heard tny success she was

pleased, and said what a fine surprise

lather will get on his arrival home. So

we arranged to get a laugh at father's

expense, and laid our plans for the same,

but as father did not arrive until five

o'clock next morning our scheme was

frustrated, but I was awoke by mother

telling me she heard the sound of father's

horse, so she told me she would go to the

gate and meet father, and I could slip the

chickens out on to the run in front of the

house. This part I knew how to i)erform,

an<l after went into the front of our house

to watch the effect the sight of the chick-

ens would produce on father. I had not

long to wait Ijefore father and mother

came up the avenue. Her first question

was whether he had any success this

trip when he answered, "Mary, this is

the last time, for I'll gang no more after

what I can find has yet to be bred," when

she answered, "I am glad to hear you say

so, for the money you have spent and the

time you have lost for years would have

been much better spent on something of

more benefit to both you and your family.

Now when 1 tell you that the very birds

you have craved so much after have been

for the last ten weeks within half a mile

of von." His answer was, "Noo, Mary,

don't claver." "Well," said she, "claver

or no
;
just you look at these two chick-

ens," pointing to the two birds, "and tell

me what you call them."
He looked and stared, took out his

snutr box. took a pinch, and gave such a

long look at the l)ir»ls, saying nothing ;

but got into the fowl's run for a closer

inspection for some time, which, judging

from his looks, expressed great satisfac-

tion, when he exclaimed, "I can't find a

fault in either. But who sent those?

She answered, "Your son Robert." Into

the house he came, full of glee, heard the

whole of the case, when he at once said,

"Off and get the old speckled hen ;
also

the father of the chickens. Don't be

particular about the price." ^^^ \
went ; found vonng Tom ;

told him t

had come from my father to get allti^e

particulars of the parents of the chick-

ens • also to see the father of the birds.

"Weel," says he, "I can't let you see

\

1

the father, but you can see where it is

kept. It belongs to Mr. Wilson. If you

choose to call upon the coachman he will

let you see the lot. There are six hens

and one cock, all silver Dorkings, which

came from some place in Liverpool." vSo

off we went to Mr. Wilson's place, whicli ,

was close by, and on arrival I asked if

the coachman allowed his hen to run

with the silver cock, when he stopped

me and said: "Noo, Bob, ye munnatell

the coachman a single word about me
selling you the chickens." I asked the

cause of this ; his answer was as follows :

"Ye see I had jist the one hen and no

cock. I heard Mr. Wilson had some of

the raal pure Dorkings, so I thocht to

myself if I could get my hen alang with

Mr. Wilson's cock for a day or two this

would be sure to get me the pure breed."

By this time we had come close to Mr.

Wilson's place, which was surrounded by

a high wall, then Tom pointed out the

part of the wall where we stopped, say-

ing : "Weel, Bob, I thocht upon a plan

to get what I wanted, which was by

throwing my hen over the wall, which I

done, and called upon the coachman

three days after, asked if he had a strange

hen in his place. So I got back my hen,

and in another week's time I threw her

over the wall again for itlier twa days,

then went again for the hen, when the

coachman says to me : "Whar did you

get that hen," I telt him I got it in the

bazaar when it was a chicken. He said :

"Have von a cock as weel?" I said no,

I had jlst the one hen. "Weel," says

he, "I canna mak oot hoosuch a big hen

can flee say high, for oor wall is eight

feet high, and I bee dubious that she gets

some help to manage it ; and let me tell

you if I see any chickens about your

place with five taes then I'll ken whaur

the eggs were cockit, so you'll have to "oe

cautious in case I help oor wife's kail pot

some day with Tom's hen. So you see,

Bob." addressing me, "if yon tell the

coachman I selt you the chickens this

would spoil my chance of getting aiiither

cleckon next year."

I then learned there were seven eggs

set under a Bantam hen, five of which

hatched ; all were pure white, but three

died, so from what I heard I commenced
to bargain for the speckled hen, which I

had to'give .5s. for, with the promise of

six eggs off inv father's Spanish fowl. I

after called at' Mr. Wilson's and saw his

Dorkings, all of which were just as Tom
had told me, all silvers. I tried to get

the silver away, but did not succeed, so

also did father, but he failed to get it.

He therefore bred the cockerel with his

mother, the speckled hen. which resulted

in pure white chicks. He brought a

silver cock to cross with the pullet,which

was a failure twice, but the progeny from

the mother and son was all that could be

desired.
This being the first convincing proof

my father had found that mother and

son or father and daughter was the

proper method of perpetuating a breed

without deteriorating, for in this case for

three or four years the progeny increased

in size, but in this case it was wonderful

the increase of size together with grand

shape, but the removal of my father's

business to the west end of Glasgow pre-

vented him keeping white fowls. So

they were sent to a friend in Paisley. So

time wore on, and I was exhibiting

pigeons at Paisley some years after the

time referred to. I there saw two or

three pairs of the same strain even sur-

passing those my father bred, and al-

though I have traveled and Seen thou-

sands of Dorkings of all colors, never

since have I seen single or double-coinl>ed

white Dorkings to compare with those

which my father had spent so much time

and money to procure but failed, and it

was singi'ilar how simply his son suc-

ceeded in getting his father's desire ful-

filled, thus proving how easily and

cheaply the son succeeiled in procuring

that the father so often failed in getting.

CAPONS AS MOTHERS.

Experience Proves Them to Be a

Good Substitute.

From the Cultivator.

Ill these days where there are so many

varietiesofnon-sitling fowls, it is neces-

sary to have some extraneous means of

rearing the chickens. It is not at all

difficult to hatch chickens, bul there are

many who, though they may use some

artificial method of hatching, prefer to

have the chicks reared in what is called a

natural manner. I have before mentioned

that turkeys can be used for this purpose,

but I wish to quote from a very old work

as to the training of capons to perform

maternal duties. The work referred to

is that written by M. De Reamur in the

the earlier part of last century. The

copy I have is dated 1750. The author

was a member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Paris, and he made a great

many experiments in the artificial rear-

ing and hatching of fowls.

Now it has l)eeii for many years a well

known fact, says M. De Reamur, that a

c(^ck may be made to contract lx)th the

inclination and the skill which seem pe-

culiar to the mother hen alone. Gesner

says in his ornithology, that this fact

was attested by a great many moderns of

his own tune, and he even quotes Albert

the Great who a.sserts that he has seen a

cock foster chickens. Willoughby, in

his ornithology, speaks of the same fact

as an eye witness of it. He says that he

had more than once, and with great

pleasure, seen a capon perform very well

—Practiced chicken fanciers say that

penned up fowls lay more eggs than those

at large. Whether they do or not, it is

certain that more eggs are "found" if the

nests are stationary. But there are breeds

of fowls which do not like confinement,

so that if it be layers you wish, be care-

ful to select a species which experience

has shown will do well in small areas.

Not less than one-sixth of an acre of

grass should be attached to any single

hennery, and from twenty-five to thirty

pullets are enough for each.

pleasure, Sttll «» v.c»|vv... w... • — .;
"--

all the funtions of an affectionate mother,

with chickens entrusted to his care.

Almost all the authors who wrote on

rural economy, have taught us the man-

ner in which we ought to give a capon an

inclination for the leading and tending

of new born chickens ; however, country

people are not sufficiently informed that

capons may be substituted instead of

hens lor thai kind of Irusiiiess ; at -csst

our pea,sants are not so mindful of giving

them that employment as they ought to

be. I have had many repeated oppor-

tunities of convincing myself, with my
own eyes, that capons perform this office

very well. A lady, a relation of mine,

and generally respected by all who know

her for her good nature and extraordi-

nary sense, has a vast numl>er of chick-

ens brought up every year, and not one

of them taken care of by any but capons.

I have seen very frequently at her castle

of "Vanjour," by Livry, about two hun-

dred chickens that had only three or four

capons for their leaders ; for one of the

advantages to 1>e got by giving them that

office is that a capon may be trusted with

two or three times as many chickens as

may be given to a hen.

Another advantage of this economy is,

that you may trust a capon with chickens

at any time you please ; he is always

ready to accept of those you think fit to

commit to his tuition; he even seems to

be prouder in proportion as their num-

ber increases, whereas, hens abuse the

young chickens offered them when their

age is a little different from that of those

they have hatched and tended from the

momentof their birth. Another benefit

resulting from the custom of entrusting

capons with chickens is, that you lose

not the eggs which your hens would

have laid during part of the time that

they would have been busy tending

their brood ; but the desire of laying

eggs which is suspended by that care, is

sometimes too soon renewed in them

;

in which case they give up to themselves

the care of chickens as yet too weak,

whereas they are never given over by the

capons but when they are no longer

pleased to be under tuition.

After recounting the old and in many
ca.ses cruel methods formerly adopted for

inducing capons to accept the care of

chickens, our author says:

What is it then we are to do besides

the foregoing things, to cause capons to

contract an affection for chickens like

what hens have for those they have

hatched ? .\ longer time must be spent

upon it ; we must give them an educa-

tion, not the work of one single night or

of a day, but which must be continued

for several days together. Having at

several times attempted in vain to com-

municate to my three capons by the

aforesaid methods the talent I wanted

them to acquire, I sent them at last to a

mistress of great skill—the woman who
had the managcnunt of the poultry yard

of the above iiicntioiied lady. They

came out of her school very well in-

structed. l)Ut not till ten or twelve ilays

after they had l>een put under her disci-

pline. Her nietlio<l is neitner to pluck

the feathers off their l>elly, nor to rub it

with nettles, nhr to make them drunk,

although nothing of oil this is contrary

to the intended purpose. She keeps a

capon alone for a dav or two, in a pretty

deep but not very wide bucket, which

she covers with boards. She takes

him several tunes a day out of that

bucket to put him under a basket where

he finds some food. Soon after she gives

him for his companions two or three of

those little chickens who have already

some strength, and are fledged so far as to

have some fathers in their wings,andeven

an appearance of feathers in their tail ;
she

leaves them with him, and takes them
together out of the bucket to put them

under the cage, ami makes them eat to-

gether there. If he abuses them she

parts them for that time, and the next

day puts the same or some other chickens

with the capon into the basket which lets

in but very little light.

By means of these operations, repeated

several times a day and for some days

together, the capon will contract a habit

of living with two or three chickens.

The num1)er of these must be increased

by degrees. He accustoms himself to

the company of the last as he has done

to that of the first, and when von have at

length put seven or eight chickens with

him and he seems to have taken a liking

to them, you may afterwards give a

greater number to him without any risk,

he being now brought up to the point of

showing the better satisfaction as the

number of the chickens put under his

conduct shall be greater.

He may then be set at liberty and will

sit on them as hens do on their chickens

whenever they stand in need of being

warmed ; he will lead them to the places

where he thinks they can find any food
;

he will cluck like the hens to call back

those that t'>av -itraggle too far from

him I he will redouble'his clucking when

he fiiids some dainty bits to invite them

to come and share them with hinl. If it

is a piece of bread or a long worm he

will divide it into many small portions

for them, be enchanted to see them eat it

greedily and will deprive himself of it for

their sake.

The first days of his education are the

most difficult. They seldom pass with-

out the death or laming of some little

chickens- These dismal scenes must be

expected without being disheartened by

them, as they are not to \ye. repeated

afterwards—thev are the price of the in-

struction of the capon. By means of the

same education you will be equally suc-

cessful in causing cocks to grow as fond

as capons of leading and tending young

chickens. I thought I had sent to school

three capons, but one of them had no

other appearance of a capon than his

comb l>eing cut off. He was a perfect

cock in every other respect. Nor did he

for that come home less well instructed

than the real capons. He had led and

tended very well the chickens he was

trusted with. He never happened to

neglect them init for a few moments

when he saw a hen go by, whom he

iudgetl to be disposed to accept of his

favors. This was a very fit object to

give him some interruption ;
he could

not resist it ; his chickens were forgotten

for that instant ; he left them abruptly

to attack her, and had no sooner obliged

her to comply with his desires, but he

coolly returned to them.

When capons ami cocks have once

been taught how to nurse chickens, it is

a talent they keep to the end of their

lives nor are they ever tired with that

occupation. If yon leave them unem-

ployed for several months together, as is

generally done during the latter end of

August and all winter you will find them

again endowed in the spring with the

talent you have given them, or a very

few lessons will suffice to make them re-

sume it. . . • f
This somewhat tiuaint description of

the process by which caj)ons are taught

to undertake' maternal duties is as cor-

rect now as it was when written. I do

not think that cocks can be trained so

easily as the author would seem here to

a.ssume, and even if taught they are un-

certain, but so far as capons are con-

cerned there can l)e no doubt that they

make reliable mothers and are capaVjle

of brooding a large nnmlKfr of chickens.

—Stephen Beale.

WHICH BREED?

A Question to Be Sglved by Poul-

try Raisers.

This is a very frequent (juestion with

reference to every variety of live stock,

and every honest attempt to answer the

question insures a sharp attack on the

writer from some one who fancies his

own favorite breed or strain gets scant

justice from the adviser. Jnst as in the

horse breeds, one man fancies a massive

Clyde and another wants a showy gen-

eral-purpose horse or neat pony, so

every breed of fowls finds its own ad-

mirers. One man prefers a Cochin,

another a Leghorn, while another with

equal good taste, wants a good sample

of three or four. In a good many cases

the selection must be largely governed

by the circumstances of the fancier. If

a person happens to want a nice flower

an<l kitchen garden as well as fowls, his

life will be made miserable by light

birds, that will clear a six-foot fence for

the sake of the fun to be found inside.

But if only common vegetables are grown

and a fowl is wanted that can rustle, and

lay fine eggs at little cost for hand feed-

ing, the little Leghorn is the very bird

wanted. The man who is to pay a cent

and a-half a pound for grain, should not

handle many heavy fowls this season,

whatever he may find desirable for the

next. It is hardly possible to have

choice fowls of any heavy breed unless

there is free access to the grain bin and

something inside to make free with.

The white Leghorn is a great rustler,

rather too much so for some people's

tastes, and one of the very handsomest

and most profitable birds in this country.

The I.«ghoms are non-sitters, biit lay a

bigger egg in proportion to their size than

any other variety and a greater number
of them than the average fowl. Some
people assert that they are too tender

for this climate, but this is nonsense.

They winter capitally with reasonable

care, and there is no fowl yet made that

it pays to winter on a tree. The Leg-

horn is all the way up from infancy a

neat and stylish bird, and the male is

"cocky" and pugnacious before he is

three months old. This is their worst

fauU. They never tire of fighting,

though their opponent should )tc twice

their weight. All good males have more

or less fight in them, but the white Leg-

horn is perhaps the most pugnacious.

The games, by the way, besides lieing

more cut out for fighting than the I^eg-

horns, are also good layers. The Ham-
burgs, golden and silver spangled, are

also beauties, but lay smaller eggs. The

Polands, silver, golden, white, black,

buff, are another small and stylish va-

riety. Of medium size are the Plymouth

Rocks, Wyandottes, Javas, Mmorcas and

Houdans, with their varieties, all at-

tractive in their own way, and a first-

rate poultry boomer could make it plain

that It is very much to any one's disad-

vantage if that person fails to buy the

particular varieties the fancier has.

The Cochins, Brahmas and Lang-

shans, with their varieties, offer sufficient

scope for selection for those who want a

bird that will stay near home, and will

not attempt to break Iwuuds, if they get

any fair show in the way of hand-feed-

ing Old-fashioned people say that in

their day the Dorking was a good enough

bird for anyone, and some people favor

them yet. Every year new and fancy

varieties are being developed and sold at

fancy prices, but the white Cochin is

about ^ pretty a bird in its own way as

the white Leghorn, and wil cost niucb

less than a new sort with less re lable

points of merit—Northwestern Miller.

—Keep thepoultiy houses well ven-

tilated, and the nests of easy access and

inviting.
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MAGPIES.

An English Authority, Mr.Warner,

Upon the Subject.

From the Ksscx Coliiinbnriaii Society.

Mr. Warner had promised to read a

paper on "The Magpie," but owing to a

recent indisposition had been unable to

carry out his intention. He. however,

gave a most interesting and instructive

description of the bird, with whose

progress of recent years his name has

Jjeen so intimately connected, both as

iudge and breeder. He considered in

studying the magpie that type was of

paramount importance, taking prece-

dence of all the other points, and in illus-

tration of his remarks produced a black

hen as a specinien, good in all points.

The head he described as constituted

of one long unbroken curve from the

crown to the point of the beak, with no

semblance of a dip or de, ression at the

base of the l)eak. To obtain such curve

length of face was a necessity, many birds

being much too short in this respect.

The beak should l)e long and rather fine

in 8ul)stance, and should not go off

quickly to a point. The mandibles
should continue of a'.>out the same sul>-

stance throughout, the upper one slightly

curved over at the point, but the under
perfectly straight.

The opening l>etween the mandibles
should be carried horizontally, and not

curved so as at all to give the appearance
of downfacedness. The beak preferably

should be of a clear flesh color through-

out in all colors of magpie, without any
strain, and only in a black otherwise of

exceptional merit should the slightest

stain by admitted. Seen (rom before,

the eye should stand out somewhat
prominently, the pupil forming an in-

tense black centre, surrounded by a white

iris. The eye-cere should be small, and
of the same flesh tint as the l)eak.

The neck of the bird should l)e very

thin at the npjjer part, the throat well

hollowed out. and the neck curving to-

wards the shoulders. The body of the

bird should be small size and fine in

bone, and long, with a well-folded tail

and flights carried alcove the tail. The
legs should be perfectly clear and of a

bright retl color. About the size of a

magpie opinion varies, but given two
birds equal in other respects the smaller

bird should be preferred, but gootl points

should not be sacrificed to size only.

Color Mr. Warner places before mark-
ings in importance, Ijecause, given birds

of proper type and good color, th? mark-
ings would give less trouble to obtain,

and in birds of good marking but of poor
color, the infusion of such would l>e a

matter of difticulty. The color of all va-

rieties should be brilliant m lustre

throughout, and on the neck the lustre

should be a bottle-green tint, and not

brownish.
In reds the preferable color is a bright

clear red, showing well with lustre

throughout, and not a deep purple color.

In yellows there are the deep orange and
the pure gold yellow. Mr. Warner loved

both, ancfthough very fond of the deep
orange, had seen some of the gold yellow

with better lustre, and this color required

more care in breeding. In blues he pre-

ferred the medium rather inclined to the

silver, but not too silvery, as then neck
lustre was lost, and with rumps were apt

to lie thrown. Silvers he preferred of the

color of the silver owl sowed with plenty

of lustre in the neck, and a well-defined

black bar in the tail feathers.

Duns should be of the dun carrier

color. In markings, Mr. Warner regards

the saddle as the most important. It

should be l>etween a V and a heart shape.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

un-

very rich yellow, or a red matched to a

very high-class black. He never knew
any good result accruing from crossing

black and yellow or black and blue.

In matching be careful to select birds

not too low cut, and preferebly let the

cock have color and markings, the hen
affording type. Mr. Warner generally
matches his birds in February, as he
finds that it requires a nest or two be-

fore the best birds are produced, an<l

these are generally hatched from about
,April. Blacks sho'uM l)e kept out of the

, , , . , ^, . •• • r

sun's ravs from about six weeks old till ]

of these useful birds. The training of

'

' The ' census of carrier pigeons '

der the auspices of the French Minister

of the Interior is now concluded," says

the Stock-Keeper. " In time of war the

Government would have at its dis-

posal upwards of a (juarter of a million

they moult. In washing magpies great

care must l)e taken to perform the opera-

tion quickly, using only pure white soap,

avoiding soda or such caustic as certain

to effect the color.

The Best Table Fowl.

It is p<ipiilarly supjjosed that

yellow-legged chickens bring

prices. This is an error

by the leading poultry

only

the l)est

as we were told

dealer in New
York City, that his finest table fowls

came from New Jersey and were white-

skinned with black legs.

The finest table fowl France preserves

is the La Fleche, and this breed has a pure
white skin and solid black legs. The
jxjpular Kangshan fowl is in the same
list but in first-cla.ss markets brings an
extra price.

The idea that yellow-skinned fowls

are the best is strange when we come to

investigate the matter. A number of
yellow-skinned breeds are notably tough
and flavorless, while others again are

juicy and rich in flavor. The fact is, it

is more in the breed and in the feed than
in the skin.

The Indian game should make a table

fowl of superior excellence, as its breast

is wonderfully fine, resembling that of a

iluck. The lireast bone is entirely cov-

ered and the plum broad breast yields

readily to the carving knife.

BY THE WAY.

—Let the small chicks run in the

garden. They will not damage the

garden and they will find best of food
there iy the way of insects, etc.

—Caponizing is an art that requires

considerable skill, notwithstanding the

assertions that anyone can perform the
operation.

—It is rarely that one man succeeds
with more than one variety, and success

then is only obtained by the intelligence

and the love for the breed that the owner
possesses.

—The brown Leghorn as it exists in

England is quite different from the .Vmer-

ican bird. It is said they are not so up-

right and sprightly, and more quiet and
sedate in their movements.

—We can as a rule take a poultryman's
measure by the looks of his fowls and
chickens. If the latter are ill-kept and
poorly selected we can safely say that the

owner is no pwultryman.

—There is no excuse for having a slov-

enly yard of fowls. If a man has no time
to attend to his fowls, better tell him to

sell them at once. The best thorough-
breds soon become scrubs in the hands of

a slovenly ponltryman.

—We have found tobacco dust to be
the I)e8t insect powder for setting hens.

It is cheap and it makes the lice vacate

in a hurry. It d(x;s not injure the eggs,

and you can keep the eggs covered with
it and expect a good hatch.

—There is very little difference l>etween

a first-class fancier and a first-cla,ss prac-

tical poultryman. Both must be thor-

oughly expert in handling fowls although
with diffeient ends in view. It is by
studying the methods of successful farm-

, , , . , . , , . ers and poultrymen that we gain knowl-
not pointed on the breast, but cleanly cut ^j ^jj ^,,; ^^ , •„ jj,^ ^^^,,^ j^

m a curve l^rom bull to butt of wings.
, ^.^^^^^, ^.^^^^^ -^ is not practicallv apj

The vent, also, should l>e cleanlv cut,
t- . i-r

and there should be no apjiearance of I

foulness on the thighs.

For breeding. Mr. Warner recommends
the selection ol g<K>d typical birds of a

gochl strain, and in inatcliing prefers to

select a small cock to obtain the required

smallness rather than to employ a small

hen as more likely to sacrifice vigor. His
experience assnies him that it is i>est to

match black with black, red with red.

ani yellow with yellow. The only use-

ful crosses would be a red matched to a
;

carrier pigeons is now a recognized in-

stitution, and only a few days ago large

nuinl>ers passed through I'aris on their

way, by rail, to various destinations. The

idea of utilizing intelligent dogs in war

time, which was initiated in the German

army, has also been taken up in France

with considerable success."

« «

For the London, England, Flying

Club's Chard Race, 350 birds were liber-

ated at 9.15. Some excellent velocities

were made, the winners making over

1600 yards per minute.

The daily papers of this city in describ-

ing the exploits of the homing pigeon

Headlight, credit him with being owned

by Mr. -George S. Fell, of Philadelphia.

This is surprising, for Mr. Fell sold the

bird some time since and he is now

owned by Mr. F. S. Day. of l'almyra,N. J.

»
• »

Mr. Joseph Hill, of Broodwell, Eng-

land, has shipped to Mr. Jas. Gardner, of

Toronto, Cana<ia, ten pairs of homers. It

is the intention to train these birds for

the purpose ofestablishing and maintain-

ing a line of communication between

Sable Island and Halifax. Sable Island
1:— :.. •l.^ lilnsi^i... 0#-«»o», olw^ni mr»«»i*»
IIt3 lit Hl\. .kVl«A»*fc»». .->.-.-.».-, .•..•^-*- .^, ,.._._,

miles from Nova Scotia, and in the track

of vessels passing between the American

continent and Europe. A station is

maintained on the island, with provis-

ions and other necessaries for the relief

of shipwrecked mariners, but there is no

regular communication l>etween it and the

mainland. Wrecked men have some-

times been stranded on the island for

weeks without be able to inform the

world of their condition. The exjieri-

nient has been initiated as likely to be

of service in cases of emergency by the

Canadian Minister of Marine and Fish-

eries, who has quarters prepared for the

birds. There will be two compartments,

one for active birds and the other for

breeding purposes. Some of the pigeons,

after having become accustomed to their

quarters in Halifax, will l)e taken to

Sable Island, and when a disaster occurs

one will \ie set at liberty with a message

attached to it. The pigeons to be used

in this service are very rapid birds and

will require but a short time to bring

messages from that point to Halifax.

practically applied

with a certain measure of success.

—It is always well for an amateur or

novice, before criticising a breed of fowls,

to Ijc careful and study the make-up of

the breed. Remember nothing is ijerltct,

and the ideal as seen in a picture is sel-

dom seen in the flesh. We must lireed

up to it. Those who scoflT at the imper-

fections of any breed seldom possess the

patience, ability and principle to do
themselves what they flippantly begrudge
others.

Our neighbors, the Canadians, have

also established a military mes-s^nger

service, under the direction of General

Cameron, commandant of the Royal

Military College, at Kingston, Out. The

interest this holds for .\merican fanciers

is in the number of birds it is calling for

from American lofts, and the quality of

the stock required. The latest transfers

reported for the purjiose are of "90"

banded youngster^, from the lofts of John

R. Huiisl)erger, Chestnut Hill, Pa., and

Theodore P. Green, Woodbury, N. J.

This service it is intended shall extend

from Halifax in the East to Windsor in

the West, with stations at London, To-

ronto, Ottowa, .Sherbrook, Montreal,

Quebec, Kamousha, St. John, Chatham,

St. Anne Gaspc and Picton. The birds

will for the present be the property of

and in the care of individuals, but trained

and flown under the direction of General

Cameron. The general plan and pur-

pose is that of the German Military

Messenger Service, and is only modified

to suit the new conditions.

»
» «

The twenty birds of Messrs. E. W.

Twining and \. J. Cadwallader, of Yard-

ley, Pa., were liberated for record in Dan-

ville, Va., at ten minutes past 6 o'clock

Tuesday morning. The returns before 5

o'clock were : Twining's X. C. 134, and

six others at 4.36 P. M. Distance, 338.4

miles. Average speed, 979.6 yards per

minute. Cadwallader's .\dam, Twilight

and Scud at 4.39 P. M. Distance, 348.6

miles. Average speed, 975.3 yards per

minute.

« «

One of the three birds of Mr John

Blood, of this city, liberated in Concord,

N. C, the morning of the 17th instant,

was shot on Monday and the tip of its

wing carried away. The mischief was

done by a 22-calibre rifle. The bird had

stepped for the night at a fruit farm at

the mouth of the Patuxent River, ninety-

three miles from Baltimore.

» »

The Lone Stai*. the bird of Mr. vSamuel

Hunt, liberated in Havre de Grace on

Sunday at 9 o'clock, arrived at its home

in Fall River next morning. The next

journey will be next Sunday from Wash-

ington, D. C. The course will be about

365 miles.

»

%

The first return to the John Diggle

loft from the start in Greenville, S. C, a

week ago, was Lady Washington, at 2

o'clock Sunday. The bird slopped the

first night out at a farmhouse in Stafford

County, Va. It was let go on Sunday

morning and was home the same after-

noon. The distance covered is over 528

miles.

» »

The Maid of the Mill and six other

birds of Mr. John Diggle that lately made

the journey from 300 miles in the best

time of the season for the distance, were

sent last evening to a station 450 miles

distant. The record for this distance

was made by Ariel,owned by Mr. Thomas

Brooks, Germantown, on June 17, 1886.

Time out, nine hours eighteen and one-

half minutes, average speed 1400 yards

per minute.

* »

On June 28 there will take place an

ocean race with homing pigeons between

the lofts of J. Hervey Doane, Charles E.

Doane and James Ingram, all of Plain-

field, N. J. The entries are five, two and

two respectively. The nine birds will

be liberated from an ocean steamship

380 miles from Sandy Hook. The result

will appear in The Fanciers' Journai..

Mr. H. B. Stites. Lansdowne, Pa., re-

ports as having come to his loft a red

checker hen stamped on wing Chambers-

burg Homing Club, Trenton, N. J. No
band on leg.

*
• «

Oneof the birds sent by Mr. Stites to

fly in the 200-mile race has just returned

home, minus a few (light feathers which

had lieen plucked. He feels grateful to

the person who has voluntarily (?) allowed

the bird to return.

»

We have received several letters asking

information regarding The Fanciers'

Journal prize, which will lie answered in

a few days.
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THE OONOOURSE RACE.

A Very Close and Successful Fly—Span-

gchl Wins the Special.

Kroiii our Special Correspondent.

The result of the 4cio-mile Concourse

Race, being the third of a series flown by

the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers, was very closely con-

tested. The winds were adverse the en-

tire journey, and only the birds of the

very l)est strains and in the very pink of

condition could be relied upon to arrive

home on the day of liberation. The only

true test of a bird's qualities can be dem-

onstrated by such races. It is, however,

probable that one section will have some

advantages of wind or atmo.sphere over a

distant section. Still there will be the

closest competition at the centres of each

section, and through the kindness and

courtesy of the officers of the Signal

Service Department the velocity, direc-

tion of the wind, and other atmospheric

conditions can be known at all times, so

that thcfailures of the birds at one sec-

tion to accomplish as much as the birds in

some other vicinity can be followed up,

and cause and effect fully demonstrated.

It is almost inconceivable that the

beautiful bright little feet that so grace-

fully strut l>efore you, or who cornes to-

wards you with confidence to take the

few grains of seed from your hand, is the

bold untiring voyager that has flown four

hundred miles air line against adverse

winds and atorms. There he stands, the

embodiment of intelligence, strength

and courage.
The number of birds shipped are as fol-

lows : Plainfield, X. J.. 16 ; Keyport, N.

J., 21 ; Elizabeth, N. J.. 6 ;
Brooklyn, N.

Y., 17 ; Newark, N. J., 54 ;
Jersey City,

5 ;
Providence, R. L, n ;

Peekskdl. N.

Y., 7, and Philadelphia about 200.

The birds were sent to four different

stations an equal distance to each section

and started on the morning of the 19th

at 6 A. M. sharp, with the exception of

*hf. bird* ai Rocky Mount. Va.. owned

by the New York "contringent, and they

were lil)erated at 5.40, wind southeast

and clear, while at Lexington, N. C;
Warrenton Junction, Va., and Bedford

City, Va., the winds were mainly from

the northwest or northeast.

The arrivals are as follows : First, Dr.

W. E. Johnson, at 6.09, speed, 927 yards
;

second, L. W. Spaugehl, at 6.55 >i, speed,

906 yards; third, Benjamin Elwell, at

7.03, speed, 875 yards; fourth, J.. C.

Conley, at 7-20, speed, 871 yards; fifth,

C. A. Mahr, at 7.20. speed, 865 yards.

The above members take the five 400-

mile concourse diplomas, and L. W.
Spangehl l)eing the lucky winner of the

special prize. Unfortunately the doctor's

first return was not entered for special,

Philadelphia having five returns the

same day, while the total from all sec-

tions the same day was seventeen birds,

many of the birds arriving early on the

following morning.
E. S. Devlin, of Philadelphia, appeared

at the office of race secretary after 9

o'clock with a countermark of his Pet

B. C. H. Mr. John Shepherd, after look-

ing over his loft with his lantern at 9.30

found his B. C. C. X 2179, and Mr. Mc-

Mullin was verv sorry he furnished no

tinier, he finding his entry of two in their

loft early in the afternoon. B. Elwell's

second return was at 7.30. C. A. Mahr's

second and third arrivals were at 7.42

and 7.52. J. R. liusson, of Jersey City,

reports two home at 7.57 and 7.36. G.

H. Bowerniau, of Newark, fintls two of

his entry in at 7. .50, while T. F. Pittin-

ger's B. C. 13,191 arrives at 7.47.

The Peekskill fanciers had eight old

birds liberated at Germantown by Mr. J.

C. Bockius for 100-mile record. The
entry was : W. E. Flockton. 3 ; Frank

Wessells, 2 ; Henry Birdsall, 2, and Y.

D. Wessells, i . All reported home same
dav.

William Bernard, of Newark, reports

two birds home next morning from the

400-mile concourse. Joseph S. Iverson,

one ; E. K. Tucker, one ; John Diggle,

one ; W. S. Torkington, one ; A. M.Wood,
one '; John G. Hunt, one

; J. C. Conley,

two
;
John Shepherd, one ; Joseph Work,

two ; R. L. Haves, two, and H. Dienelt re-

ports three out of four, and expresses

himself as being very well satisfied with

the result of this race. Many other

birds were home next day that were not

reported, but 200, 300 or 4oo-mile per-

formances must be made in one day or no
record.

At a meeting of the Concourse Commit-
tee of the New York section held on Tues-

day, June 24, at the office of Mr. George

B. Edwards, the following resolutions

have been submitte<l to the Philadelphia

Concourse Committee to govern the

5CK)-mile concourse :

;

' That the birds of both sections. New
' York and Philadelphia, be shipped on

Wediiesdav, July 2, the lilieration to take

place on Saturday, July 5, or first favor-

able dav thereafter. The New York sec-

tion to 'liberate from Newton, N. C, and

the I'hiladelphia section from Greer's

Depot, S. C, and a convoyer to accom-

pany the New York birds selected from

Philadelphia and he to take charge of

both liberations under the instructions

of the Race Secretary. This will be con-

sidered bv the Philadelphia Concourse

Committe'e at once. However, the flying

date should remain unchanged, as the

schedule says July 3.

Since writing the above the Concourse

Committee has decided to change the day

for flying the 500 mile Concourse Race

from July 3 to July 5.

Their reason for so doing is that many
of the birds returning weary on the 4th,

would become prey to the hosts of gun-

ners who are out on that day

.

The 5th falling on Saturday makes it

an easy matter to secure a timer and the

following day being Sunday, all inter-

ested can time in their late arrivals. The

birds can be countt rmarked and shipped

from the market house Seventeenth and

Market Streets, Wednesday evening, July

2, at 7 P. M. sharp.

TRAINING YOUNG HOMERS.

Quaker City Club.

Seven birds belonging to the Quaker

City Homing Club of Philadelphia were

liberated at Shreveport, La., distance

about 1 150 miles. The start was at 6 A.

M. ou the morning of June 22, by Signal

Officer G. H. Wilson, who telegraphed

that the birds immediately determined

their course and left, flying higli-
^
The

wind was light from Ibc »outu«c»t auv*

the weather clear.

This liberation is an attempt to break

the long distance record of Montgomery

and Alabama, who in 1885 flew 1041 miles

from Montgomery, Ala., to Fall River,

A note from the editor of the Shreve-

port Times asks that he be wired a short

account of the first arrivals. He evi-

dently is as sanguine as the owners, who

are P W. Krouse, W. C. Geary, A.

Fuerst and H. Kendall, whose entries

are three, two and one each respectively.

Stray Homers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I have two stray pigeons in my

possession. One marked J. C. 367 came

to my loft about May 27, wounded in the

wing. He h.is nearly recovered but does

not seem inclined to leave. The other

bird came into my loft June 7, marked on

wing West End Homing Club. Lawrence,

Mass. I have written to them but have

not received a reply. This bird is young

and does not seem inclined to leave.

Respectfully yours,

E. G. Fox.

Wethersi'IKI.u, Conn., June 23.

Whose Pigeon Is It?

Baltimore, June 23, 1890.

IvDiTOR Fanciers' Joirnal.

Sir: Come to my loft, June 13, 1890,

red checkered cock. Has on seamless leg

band, stamped X 2981 ; owner can have

the bird by proving properly. Address

W. F. ROTHKKT,

220 N. Charles St. Room 3.

The Wrong Way, as Done, and the

Right Way, as Should Be Done. I

BY J.
shepherd.

Many of my friends have from time to

time requested me to give them some in-

formation on flying young homing pig-

eons, so I have concluded to gratify the

desire of all through the medium of The

Fanciers' Journal.

The homing pigeon is a bird that will

afford much study and experience and

yet leave much to be learned about it, as

my old friend J . R . Husson says, the more

experience you have, the less you think

you know. A new field of observation is

continually opening up to the close stu-

.lent and active homing pigeon fancier.

The general idea of the ordinary begin-

ner is, that his first work is to get a few

pairs of homers, settle them, then take

them a few miles from home and let them

loose. After a few trips of this kind, he

will probably send them twenty-five,

forty or more miles. Hundreds of young

l)eginiiers commence in this manner, and

the result is that after keeping their birds

a year or two they become disgusted with

the sport and quit, finding fault with the

jiigeons or the persons who sold or gave

them the birds. vSome men buy horses

and sporting dogs with the same unsatis-

factory result. Th»y imagine they have

iiurchased machines, whereas they have

acquired beautiful, bright, intelligent

animals and birds, possessed of rare in-

stincts which readily respond to the

kind and skillful person who undertakes

to develop and cultivate their wonderful

powers.
After having secured some good,strong,

healthy birds, hatched in March or April,

\ on should comfortably settle them in a

nice airy coop or loft. If you have the

time and your coop is large enough, Uke
a chair, stool or box and sit down and

tet acquainted with your birds. Feed
Ti - f—.. .....nine ^f liMnn or canarv
lliciii a i^" ^.— ..- .. "•- » -,

seed, and presently they will waU around

your feet and peck the feed from your

hand. It is in this way you learn much
al)out your birds,their temper and habits;

also their strength or ailments.

Your birds will now commence to

moult, healthy youngsters begin when

they are from eight to ten weeks of age.

At this time a little hemp or canary seed

helps wonderfully if used wisely. I

have found rice of great value to my
young birds, and my friends who have

tried also highly commend it. Get the

pigeons well over their moult with from

seven to eight flight feathers shed, and

you are then ready to give them short

flights in the vicinity. Send your

youngsters in bunches of four, six or

ten, north, south, east or west, for one,

two, three, four or five miles, the early

morning being the best time.

The next question to decide is, how-

far do you expect to train these birds,

one, two, three or four hundred miles?

Have you surplus stock that losses can be

borne without harm and result in the

weeding out of poor birds, or have you

only a few good v^'ungsters that you

want to gel ready for your second year's

flights ? If the latter is the case, then you

must act carefully and intelligently by

assisting your birds to develop their fac-

ulties.
. ^ ..

After the five-mile trip, map out the

route vou intend to fly over, and unless

you discover it is not a good one, do not

change it under any circumstances. Have

vou detemiiiicd to'go one or two hun-'

dred miles? Let me advise on this

point. If you wish to build up a loft of

first-class homers, make one hundred and

fifty miles the outside limit. Mark out

your last station and train by slow stages

toward it.

You write the various station agents

whom you wish to liberate your birds for

tinning fine, so they can arrive at the lib-

erating point in good time for an early

start the next morning They should be

liberated between seven and ten. The ad-

vantages of this time are apparent. It is

the coolest part of the day and the birds

are fresh,besides they have the whole day

before them.
I want to teach my young birds to

come straight home from the start, there-

fore after they have been liberated m all

directions arounji the coop for five miles

I put them on their course, the first

station eight or ten miles distant. I

send them to the same place twice, then

I move along five miles, then from ten to

fifteen until I reach fifty miles. I con-

tinue to send them to the same station

twice until I have reached the one hiin-

dred mile station, from which I give

them two loosings. I then cover the

next fifty miles in two jumps.

I think one hundred miles ample for

young birds. I have flown them up to

four hundred miles and obtained diplo-

mas from the Federation for two and

three hundred miles, but at what a sacri-

fice ? The loss of a score of as good

birds as those that made the journeys.

The flying of youn^ birds three, four

and five hundred miles is unwise. It

will lose the best of birds, and destroys

the vigor of those that accomplish the

journey in six cases out of eight. Treat

your birds as you would a precocious

child. Give it its primary education while

at the same time fullv care for its health

and full development of its muscle.

The first object of a homing pigeon

fancier should be to breed and train birds

to fly five hundred miles inside of twelve

hours. To fully develop any faculty that

will bring that result should be his aim

and ambition.

Milton, Mass., Club.

The birds of the Milton Club, being

flown lor public record and the prizes of

honor, were liberated in Batavia, N. Y.,

at twenty-five minutes past 6 o'clock

Tuesday morning. The weather was

clear, the breeze light from the south-

west, and the birds took their course di-

rect from the basket, never stopping to

circle. The airline course is 300 miles.

The Virtue Club.

Two other of the Virtue Club's fifteen

birds are reported home from Greenville.

These are Butler and Nancy Lee, to the

loft of Frank Lane. Butler was a visitor

, at Baltimore from the second day after

the start until yesterday morning. The

I
club has seven, all told, at home.

you
care

the birds can be sent under the

of the baggage master. Having

completed vour shipping arrangements,

get your basket ready. A champagne

basket with some of the wicker cut out

will suit the purpose for about eight

youngsters. Be careful not to crowd a

basket with birds on a hot day. vSend

your birds off early, uot, however, if you

have any doubts about the weather con-

ODDS AND ENDS.

—Fresh water and grit dare not be for-

gotten for a single day.

—Hens that have a range should have

very little grain during the hot weather.

—Chopped up lettuce, raddish and

onion tops are treats to both fowl and

chick.

—When you see an egg record of 250

eggs per year for a hen, ascertain if the

front name of that man is not Ananias.

—Take good care of the early chicks.

They will be worth twice as much as

those that come out in July and August.

—Poultry of all kinds are very fond of

fresh onion sprouts, and should be pro-

vided with them at this season of the

year.

—We understand that a certain capon-

izer claims to be able to caponize cock-

erels to make either cockerel or pullet

breeders. Such men should have a wide

berth.

—Pierce says, "a breeder of fancy fowls

should be ashamed to send a customer

a ba.sket of sUle or impure eggs! bo

he should ;
yet we have received com-

plaints like this from some prominent

fanciers.

—Use plenty of lime and whitewash.

Keep air slaked lime spread every-

where Keep the house well whitewashed

and drop a few pieces of lime in the

drinking water every few days, it win

help to keep the fowls healthy

.

—Farmers should keep thoroughbred

poultry only. This does not imply that

they shoulcl keep ten or a dozen diff^erent

breeds, but they should confine them-

selves to one sUndard breed and by se-

lection improve it in beauty and utility.

The true fancier, like his fowl». .«

throughbred. He realizes the difficiilties

and enjoys the pleasures of improving a

race of"^ fowls. All nic.dern breeds are the

result of crossing and ulendmg nifff-re"^

blootls. This is strikingly exemplified

by the Silver Wyandotte, one of our

newest and best breeiis.
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SCRAPPLE.
Embden Qeese—Cholera in Fowls.

Curing Eg-g-eaters—Poultry

Pays in Oregon.

Memo. Curing Egff Eaters.

J. H. I), says : An e>;>;-f.it)nK ''t'" is

about as had as a self-tiiilkiiig cow, ami
as a rule a hen that cultivates this art is

seldom cured. Mechanical devices in

the way of nests have been provided with

good success. The hen drops the egg in

the slot of such a nest, and never sees it

again. But a veteran poultrynian, Mr. C.

vS. Cooper, of Shrardenburgli, N. J., has

discovered a siniple reinedy. He simply

takes an egg eater, places her in a room
by herself and feeds her notliing but

rolten eggs. The latter are easily attain-

able, as most every grocerv store has

them. Mr. Cooper stated to us that one
of the worst cases he ever had was
speedily cured, but he took the precau-

tion to place a few rotten eggs in the nest

also. He found the rotten eggs as well

as the fresh laid egg untouche I.

Memo. Poultry Pays in Oregon.

J. M. G. says : A fanner near Eugene
keeps atmut 300 hens of the best laying

varieties. He has them upon ground
that is not well adapted to the cultiva-

tion of grain, but is quite suitable for the

raising of poultry. His fowls are nice

ones, and he likes to care for them. At
iheendofthe year his U<lger shows a

balance of from I1.75 to |2 in favor of

each hen. This i)arty stoutly affirmed

that his poultry was the best paying
property on his farm.

This experience is corroborated by
many others who are painstaking enough
to give the matter a fair trial. My opinion

is that twenty acre^ of ground devoted
exclusively to the best breeds of poultry

can be made to yiehl a > early income of

at least Jiotxj over every expense. This

I feel I have not overstated, as the ex-

perience of many ol mv patrons during
the past twelve years lully justifies the

statement. Now the question conies,

why don't more people engage in the en-

terprise ? I answer: Hecause of the ig-

norance on the part of nian\ as to the

real merit of our improved breeds, and
the aversion among others to the carry-

ing forward of any enterprise that needs
careful and constant watching. The op-

portunity for every fanner to largely in-

crease his revenue each year is at his

very door and the (ineslion is, will he
make use of this opportunity ?

Memo. Wing Clipping.

P. W. says : When it becomes neces-

sary to clip a fowl's wing to prevent fly-

ing over the poultry yard fence it is l)est

to do it in a workmanlike manner. Of
course, any shortening of one wing will

bring the desired result, but we think the

method about to be described has its ad-

vantages.
Get some one to hold the fowl ; then,

with a sharp knife, remove all quill feath-

ers, except lour clo^e to the iwdy, and
the same numl>er at the ends of the wing.

The advantage of this mode is, first, the

quills at the tip help to keep the eggs
in the nest. If the hen sits, and those

near the lx>dy prevents injury by the

claws of the cock, the closed wiug is not
much disfigured by the loss.

Memo. Parade Acid.

R. C. savs: A saturated solution of

boracic aciif should always Ije on hand.

For swelled head and eyes applied with

a soft sponge it is one of the l>est reme-
dies known. A teaspoon ful poured down
the throat twice a day is an excellent

remedy for roup, while mixture of equal

parts of the powdered iKiracic acid and
borax—a teaspoon ful once a day—has
l>een successful in cases of cholera.

Memo. Cholera in fowls.

O. C. H. says : As many ^lersons are

not familiar with the symptoms of chol-

era, and as it is more prevalent in sum-
mer than in winter, a description of the

symptoms, with mention of some of the

remedies employed, will >>e of advantage
to many at this time. The symptoms are

drooping spirits, a nervous, anxious ex-

pression, greenish droppings and intense

thirst. A fowl afflicted with cholera

drinks long and frequently. The comb
becomes dark, and the fowl walks with

staggers. That jxirlion of the ilroppings

that are usually white are colored yellow.

Death results in a day or two. The
reinedy is carl)olic acid. As the fowl will

not eat, it can l>e given medicine in its

drink. To three pints of drinking water
add a teasix>onful of li(juid carbolic acid.

Disinfect the entire premises by dissolv-

ing a pound of sulphate of copper in six

gallons of hot water, sprinkling the solu-

tion everyivhere. As soon as the fowl

will eat, give it dry, stale breail, and H<ld a

teaspoonful of tincture of cap:-.icuin to a

(juart of the water, instead of the carbolic

acid, and force a pill made of one grain

of pulverized camphor and two grains of

powdered ginger, down its throat. It

will effect a cure if taken at the outset of
the difficulty.

Memo : Capes.

C. J. S. says : Many are asking what
cau.ses gapes. We frankly ailiiiit that

we don't know. There is a vast army
waiting to hear this question answered
intelligently. Our opinion is that the
gape worm originates m the earth. We
have watched the come and go of the
gape worm. Our exj)erience has been
that chicks kept in a dry ))l;vce, where
the sun can shine early 111 the iiiorning,

and when the quarters are kept strictly

clean, and lime used freely, gipes sehlom
make their appearance. Lime is an ex-

cellent preventative, and if used freely at

all times does a vast amount of good.
Dryness and warmth are good preven-
tives. We have noticed that chicks that

scratch in old woo<l piles, and around
rotten logs generally have the gapes
Our opinion is that the only cure for

gapes is to extract the worms from the
windpipe. Let us hear from others on
this subject.

Memo. Eucalyptus Trees in I\)ultry

Yards.

R. C. says: h. successful j>oultrynian

near Los Angeles, Cal,, has peopled his

chicken yards with the ordinary eucahp-
tns trees for the chickens to roost on the
limbs, and to prevent disea.--e and lice

from attacking his fowls. He argues
that the medicinal qualities of the blue

gum foliage is detrimental to the life of
insects aflFecting the barnyard fowl, and
also to diseases to which they are sub-

ject. He has planted his trees in rows,

and when about fifteen feet high will top
them, thereby forming a shelter against

the heat of summer, and the cold during
the wet winter months. He reports that

his chickens are unusually vigorous,

healthy and free from all insect pest-s.

Memo. Roup.

C. A. B. says : Roup is a species of
catarrh and is accompanied by inflamma-
tion of the nasal passages and the throat.

The principal symptom is swelling of the

head and a discharge from the nostrils

which has a very foul odor. There is no
paralvsis or inability to move about in

the disease unless it is accompanied by
rheumatism, which is fretiuently the

case. If, however, there is no inflamma-
tion about the head and throat the dis-

ease is not roup. If there is nothing but
inability to move about this is probably
caused by cold or damj), which produces
stiffness of the limlis and a general fever

which may be fatal. The best remedy
for such a disorder is to put the fowl in a

box, only large enough to hold it without

room to move about, and to place it with

its feet and legs in a deep pan of hot
water in which a teaspoonful of mustard
has been stirred, and cover the 1k)x to

keep in the steam. Keep the fowl in this

bath for fifteen minutes, then put it in a

dry clean coop, with plenty of clean

straw, anil give some pills of sulphur,

with soap and bread in equal parts.

Memo. Overfed Fowls.

S. E. H. says : It is very easy to over-

feed fowls, and over-feeding is a prolific

source of disease. Indigestion occurs,

and this induces all sorts of disorders,

blood diseases, nervous weakness, and
paralysis. A I/eghorn fowl should have
less than two ounces of corn <laily, and a

variety of foofl is imperative. The peel-

ings of potatoes may be boiled, lightly

salted and peppered, and with the hot
water mixecl with the bran, for an after-

noon feed. This will help to keep them
in goo<l health. Red pepper is too stim-

ulating to be safely given excepting
rarely ; when given often it loses its

effect and becomes only inflammatory.

When fowls have been over-fed, a course

of low feeding, with a little medicine.

w<»uld be useful. A tablespoon ful of

ca.stor-oil, mixed with a bran mash for a

dozen fowls would be useful, and we
wouhl give nothing but scalded bran for

a few days.

Memo. A Sick Fowl.

J. R. says in answer to a correspond-
ent's <|uery : It is very easy to kill a

fowl with kindness, and this is probably
what is the matter with your rooster. It

is not always safe to follow fully the too

particular directions of the poultry books,

but to leave nature something to do.

Diphtheria or sore throat in fowls is easily

cured by swabbing the throat with a

feather dipi)ed in solution of sulphate of

copper or chlorate of potash, and soft

food for a few days will bring the bird

round all right. But if soft food is con-

tin ue<l too long the gizzard gives up
work, and then whole grain is not di

gested. This is your case. Now, we
would fuss no more with oyster shells or

clioppe<l meat, but give cracked corn
soaked in water, and gradually get down
to wheat or oats, and then corn, and,
above all, do not overfeed the bird.

Memo. Hypnotizing a Hen.

E. T. C. says : Within the last month
I have made an interesting experiment
with a fowl. Some choice eggs lieing

sent me for hatching purposes (having
no hen at that lime broo<ly and no incu-

batorl I determined to set one of my hens
on these eggs and keep her there by the

force of mesmeric power. The eggs were
not fresh when I received them, and to

keep them with the uncertain hope of a

hen l)econiing broody might have been
fatal to their hatching. I, therefore, went
against nature and set my hen upon these

eggs ; she was in full lay at the time, and
remained .so throughout the three weeks
tliat she was sitting, laying, according to

wont, two out of three days. Those who
understand jxjultry will appreciate that

no hen w:ll do this, having become natur-

ally broody, although for the first day or

two after being set on eggs I have had
hens lay once or even twice.

Marking the eggs I set her upon, I was
able to know and withdraw the eggs she
kept laying. f he first (lay 1 placed her

on the eggs it look me half an hour to

bring her into a hypnotic condition, but
each successive day, after rousing her to

drink an<l eat, I was able to sooth her to

drowsy placidity in much less time ; al.so

there were days, for which 1 can give no
reason, when I had to go to her more
than once in the day, she being in a rest-

less excited state, trying to get off the

nest. The result has been, much to my
own astonishment, that four out of seven

of these eggs have hatched and are

healthy, happy little chickens. .\t night

I still influence the mother to her mater-

nal duties, but in the daytime she takes

no notice of them.

Memo. I\}le Cats for Profit.

C. C. says: A man named Al)e Vree-

land IS raising pole cats for profit on a

large scale. This season his stock was
increased to 3<x«. He sells the animals

for pels and for the hides, which bring

from thirty-five to ninety cents each.

They are said to Ije tame, easily con-

trolled, make no offensive smell and are

proving profitable.

Memo. The Nonpareil.

M. H. B. says. I have a beautiful spec-

imen of the nonpareil, which at the pres-

ent nioment has a violet head and neck,

a red circle around the eyes, the iris

brown, the beak and feet brown, the up-

per part of the body yellowish green, the

lower part of the back, the throat, chest,

and whole underpart of the l>CKly as well

as the tail coverts, of a bright red
; the

wing coverts are green, the quills redish

brown, tinged with green ; the tail a red-

dish brown. He is about the size of a

canary, and recjuires the same treatment.

I feecl him with clear canary seed with

which is mixed a little millet seed. He
is very fond of flies. If I offer him one
he darts across the cage to seize it, tak-

ing it from my hand, and when allowed

to fly about the room wi>l catch flies for

himself. He is a delighlfully social bird,

and verv iiKjuisitive, hopping al)out on
my writing desk, examining everything

he sees When 'ired after his rapid

flights across the room, he will perch

himself l)e fore a niirrow and warble away
to his image reflected m the glass. He
is fond of bathing, and would bathe m a

pitcher or basin if I'd let him, but these

are kept out of his reach when he is out-

side his cage. The song of the non-
pareil is soft and agreeable and free from
the shrill notes of the canary. He sings

ten months in the year, ceasing only for

the remaining two months, (luring the
moulting period. I never had a bird that

is easier kept. They do not obtain their

full jduniage until two years old, their

color the first year being a plain green,
and they breed as readily as canaries, and
their cost is about the same. The non-
pareil is a native of the south, being
found in Florida, Louisiana, Texas anil

Mexico, but until recently has l)een

known as a cage bird to very few north-
ern homes. He is often called the
"j)ainted bunting" on account of his

brilliant pluinage.

Memo. Embden d'eese.

V. vS. R. says: Although the gray or

Touliise goose may be regarded as the
more j)opular and probably on account
of size, the most j)rofitable, it has a for-

midable rival in the white or Embden
variety, which is very fine in quality, but
does not attain to the same size. The
Embden takes its name from the Hano-
verian town whence it was many years

since imported. .All white pUimaged
geese, according to Mr. vStephen Beale,

come under the denomination of Emb-
den e\cept the Irish, which are not so

designated. White geese have one de-

cided a(ivantage over the grey, namely

—

their feathers are of much more value.

.Xs this is an important point, their

breeding should be encouraged, even
though they do not attain the same size

as the Toulouse. The (jueslion of size

could soon be remedied by careful breed-

ing, but the geese re(juired for the early

markets can be l)est supplied by birds of

this variety, as they grow more rapidly.

There can be no doubt, however, that for

the latter markets in this country the

Toulouse will be able to hold its own, for

size is then of great importance. The
largest birds, however, have seldom the

finest flavor. Nature seems to hdld a

balance in all things, for when she gives

excess of size she seldom gives with it

the same (juality, and a well-fed Emlxlen
is a juicy and tender fowl, with the high-

est of (|uaiitv . Spcciuiciis nf lliis breed

do not often attain more than nineteen

or twenty pounds, but at times heavier

birds have been found.

In color the true Embden is of a piire

white, with a i)ink> , fleshy colored bill,

orange colored legs and feet, and a blue

eye. The egg is usually white, and the

young for the first jjeriod oi their exist-

ence are yellow in down.

Memo. The Lamp IHrd.

.S. A. says : ,\n explorer. Dr. II. La-

boniie, mentions a curious peculiarity of

the stormy petrel, which has caused it to

l>e stvled the lamp bird by the fishermen

of the i.sland of Saint Kilda. The flesh

of this bird is very oily, and inhabitants

of the island, who kill it by thousands,

utilize this i)roperty for domestic pur-

poses. They insert a wick in the bird's

bill, and obtain for an hour a light that is

sufticiently bright to serve their purposes.
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CAGE . BIRDS AND PETS.

NOT EGOS-ACTI.Y.

\ steady, solwr-minded hen

Stood biLsy picking corn.

A little boyol five years old

I'or fun and mischief l>orn.

Saw luT standing.

Calmly landing

Corn into her crop :

Quickly Stooping.

Gravel scooping.

He threw it at her— flop.

Then he wildly ran and chased her

Chased her rounil and round the yard,

fntil he made the poor hen wonder

Why lier life should lie so hard !

Cackling, flutt'ring, feathers flying,

Back again into her pen,

Frightened for her very safely,

View the poor deluded hen.

.\11 exciteil

An<l affrighted.

Really, must I tell?

DonI blush, 1 lieg.

She laid an egg.

But without a shell.

He'd never seen an egg like this.

So quickly he approached it

;

He stared with wonder, and exclaimed,

"Why, goodness me, she's poached it ?'

EDIBLE BIRDS' NESTS

So

\

k

Write up your exfierience and send it

in for publication.

I

The Dish Which Is Prized

Hiffhly by the Chinese.

Travelers going from Hong Kong to

Bangkok or Singapore by steamer pass
along the coast off .\iinam and near a
group of islands that are at once pictu-

resque and curious. Behind them is Tou-
rane, an ancient French settlement, the
stopping place of steamers bound for

Hue and Haiphang, and destined to be
an important commercial port in a not
very distant future.

Several of these islands produce an
important article of commerce—that is,

the edible birds' nests, which have caused
considerable learned discussion among
scientists. They are as dear to the
Chinese palate as to the Chinese purse.

It is a singular fact that Annani is the
only country that produces them. Why
the swallows select this locality as a

habitation, and no other, when there are

islands apparently as eligible scattered

all along the Asiatic coast from Sumatra
to Korea is a mystery that the scientists

who have given the subject so much at-

tention have never attempted to eluci-

date. Had Bauquo lived in these times,
he might have giveu an explanation as
poetic and reasonable as that which he
jave to Duncan for the preference mani-
ested by the Scotch martins for the
pure and delicate air that bathed Mac-
beth's castle. The swallows' nests are a
source of riches to the region. Their
value is said to have been discovered
some hundreds of years ago, during the
reign of Gia Long, who promised a lib-
eral reward to anyone who would discover
a new and profitable article of export

The nests discovered on the island of
Nam Ngai were presented to the Sov-
ereign, who, faithful to his promise,
offered a patent of nobility to the finder.
This was respectfully declined, and, in-
stead, a monopoly of the harvest was ac-
cepted by the discoverer for himself and
his descendants. This privileged family
was to pay yearly eighty pounds of the
nests to the Emperor as royalty. On the
other hand they were to be exempt from
personal taxes, from military service, and
from contributions of personal labor, such
as are common in Oriental countries.
They formed a family league of forty or
fifty men, elected two of their number as
leaders, under the title of gnan and doi,
and founded a village convenient for
their commerce, which still exists under
the name of Yen Xa—"Village of the
Swallow's Nest."
The nests are tlie product of a salivary

secretion of the birds. .\s to their mer-
cantile value, they are divided into three
distinct categories. The most valuable
are those into which there enters a cer-
tain proportion of the blood. These are
called yen huyel. Singularly enough,
they can only be produced by the birds
affected with a malady which resembles
consumption, and which is attended by
copious hemorrhage. Nests of this kind
are m great demand. They are rare, and
are gathered only in the spring. Local
tradition says that these birds died of ex-
haustion, or of consumption in its ad-
vanced stages, before the end of the sec-
ond winter. Scientists Ijeing scarce
among the Aniiamese, and the French
colonists not haying yet had sufficient
time for observation, it is not known
whether this disea.se is peculiar only to a
part of the birds or whether the salivary
secretion that causes the malady causes
the death of all of them after a year or
two of existence.
The smallness of the quantity of these

nests annually gathered—which is only
three or four pounds—would seem to in-
dicate that the disease is only partial and
peculiar to those po.ssessed of the weak-
est lungs. All other nests {yan soo) are
classed as second (juality. Nothing but
the saliva of the bird enters into their
construction. They are gathered in the
spring, summer and autumn. The spring
harvest is the most valuable Ijecause it

includes the two (jualities. Two nests of
the first quaility weigh one ounce, and
are worth at the place of production five

Mexican dollars at current value in An-
nam. Those of the second quality are
worth little more than half as much. The
summer gathering is entirely of nests of
the second quality. They are smaller
and less compact. It requires four of
these to make an ounce, which is worth
two Mexican dollars. The autumn harvest
is still less valuable. The nests are scarce
and not highly esteemed. It requires
seven to make an ounce, which is not
worth more than |i.2o to 11.40. Experts
express the opinion that this third gath-
ering should be dispensed with, since it

is worth so little and there is danger of
destroying the eggs.

Nearly all the nests are sold to the
Chinese living in the cities of Annam
and Tonquin or sent to Chinese ports.
Only the Chinese and some high man-
darins of the Court of Hue, who prefer the
Chinese cuisine, can afford the luxury.
They are eaten by the Chinese cooked
with flesh or with sugar, having first been
cleaned of all extraneous substances by
a liberal application of hot water. When
cooked with fowl or game, fruit of the
water lily is added. Chinese physicians
prescribe them as a sovereign remedy for
diseases of the lungs, asthma, disordered
digestion and most other maladies. If
they have curative qualities of the kind
mentioned, they probably share them
with other alimentary substances con-
taining more or less gelatine. The good
qualities of the nests are estimated no
doubt in proportion to the price. It is

certain that, as an article of diet, they
have made little impression on western
nations.
The harvest is made in a manner simple

and picturesque. Sections of bamboo
are thrust into the holes in the side all

the way up the precipice, fonnmg an
immense ladder by whose rounds the
coolies ascend, detaching with a knife as
they go the nests glued to the walls. One
of the family which monopolizes the in-

dustry watches meanwhile anxiously be-
low to see that the laborer does not, in
gathering, detach some portion of the pre-
cious nest and secrete it about his person.
The operation is full of danger, and annu-
ally costs several lives. The moiujpoly is

at this moment in danger of passing into
other hands. A rich Chinese company
of Hong Kong, which is building a hand-
some European hotel at Tourane, and
which has branch houses in the principal
cities of Annam and Tonquin, is offering
the Hue Government a handsome l>onus
for the privilege of gathering the nests.
The monopolists are greatly excited at
the prospect of losing it, and in support
of their claim are ofTering in evi(ience
the very document given to their ances-
tors by the Emperor Gia Long. Money
is needed at the Court of Hue, and the
ancient manuscript will lie critically
scrutinized bv Annamese officials to dis-

cover if it is indeed a grant in perpetuity
or whether there is not a chance to make
a good round sum by the transfer.

In the meantime the swallows, instead
of seeking haunts free from invasion,
come back punctually with every recur-
ring season, regardless of their health and
this increasing spoliation. Other swal-
lows in other countries can return peace-
fully to their last year's nests in the en-
suing spring. These swallows of Annani
must keep on pandering to an aristocratic
desire, building and rebuilding their
homes and giving their life's blood for-

ever to satisfy a diseased appetite.

—

Shanghai Courier.

To Distinguish Angrora Rabbits.

Angora rabbits are distinguished by
having long, silky hair ; their colors are

mostly either pure white, or a mixture of

black and white,or grey and white. Their

fur is valuable when the skins can be ob-

tained in considerable quantity ; but

they are delicate in constitution, less

prolific and many prejudiced persons ob-
ject to eat them because they say they
resemble cats. Notwithstanding which.
Angora rabbits are very pretty creatures,
and well deserve the attention of those
who tliink more alnjut l)eauty and amuse-
ment than profit.

—A Biddeford (Me.) Iwy found three
eagle's eggs in a ne.st in the woods about
three weeks ago. He brought them home
and set a hen on them. Saturday last the
eggs hatched and the young eagles are
now doing well.

MONKEYS.

Their Peculiarities and Important
Characteristics Described.

By St. fleorgc Mivart.

If anyone knew when it was that the
first flint implement was stnick out with
a will by Paleolithic men, he might be
able to tell us how long the period is

since the monkey's resemolance to our-

selves was first a subject of remark. Of
that period, the time which has elapsed
since the very old line, "Sitnia quam
similis turpissima bestia nobis" was
written, can, at any rate, be but a small
fraction. Of late the progress of knowl-
edge has largely increased the interest,

felt from of old, in this most exceptional

group of animals. The more we know of

science the more we know of their l)odily

resemblance to us and of their divergence
from every other creature, and the more
also do we become interested in their

ways and in that problem which concerns
their origift.

Most readers are probably by this

time not a little tired of Darwinian con-

troversy ; and certainly we have no in-

tention of dealing with it here. That
would lead us into psychology and meta-
physics, while our present purpose is to

deal only with what appear to us to be
the most interesting facts which concern
their natural history, and not to analyze
the phenomena of the ape mind. Readers
who may be interested in that very im-
portant question are referred to the au-

thor's recent work, entitled "The Origin
of Human Reason" (Kegan Paul, Trench,
Trubner & Co.). It is pretty certain,

however, that were apes as like us
mentally as they are bodily, that verv
similarity would result in a notable differ-
ence. Some men are radicals and some
conservatives, but aj)es would give a solid
vote for the more conservative ticket,
since that progress and advance of civili-

zation which pleases most of us means,
ultimately, death to them.

Progress has indeed its drawbacks,
even for the zoologist and for every pas-
sionate lover of nature. Since the (Wys
when Banks and Solander were carried
by Captain Cook round the globe to ex-
plore new regions, what havoc has not
Ijeen committed ! That fair, new world
upon which they gazed with admiration
and wonder, such as we might feel could
we visit another planet, is being rapidly
deprived of its interesting population

;

even more, perhaps, through the perni-
cious agency of enthusiasts for "accli-
matization" than by the spread of agri-
culture or the multiplication of flocks
and herds. The plains of Africa, which
only half a century ago teemed with wild
animals, are becoming a zoological desert,
and the "common" zebra is now almost
extinct, while the bison (so commonly
called buffalo) would very soon be ex-
terminated but for the protection of the
autocratic empire of the East and the
great republic of the West.

In the forests and jungles, the wide
wastes and rocky fastnesses of the tropics,
however, the agile ape will yet long hold
his own on both sides of the Atlantic.

Flvery one knows that there are mon-
keys in tropical America, no less than in
Africa and Asia ; but few persons who
are not naturalists know how strangely
d fferent are those which inhabit the Old
World from those of the New. The
whole mass of apes of all kinds is, for
the purposes of study, grouped in two
families, each of which is considered as
made up of smaller groups termed "sub-
families," and these again of "genera,"
each genus containing certain different
kinds or species of apes. Now, no single
kind of ape which exists in America is

found anywhere else ; so that all the
above-mentioned groups are similarly
confined either to the east or to the west
of the Atlantic Ocean.
The Old World has given rise to the

chimpanzee, gorilla, and orang, the long-
armed apes, many long taile(l apes, and
every species of baboon

.

In the New World are found spider
monkeys and howling nionkeys,sapajous,
and sakis, the gentle night ape, douro-
couli, the graceful squirrel moukeys, and

those charming pigmies of the monkey
world, the little niannosets. We have
two great families of monkeys, one in-
cluding all the alxjve from the chimpan-
zee to the baboons ; the other compris-
iiTg the remaining forms, namely, f^rom
the spider monkeys to the marmosets.
These two families of Old and New

World apes differ literally from head to
tail. In most of those points in which
they differ, it is the Old World forms
which are the more like man ; but, nev-
ertheless, in some respects the Americans
have progressed further than the deni-
zens of Africa and Asia. They have de-
veloped an additional wisdom'tooth, and
no othera can make so wise a use of their
tails. Tnere seems to l)e no forest region
in the world comparable with that of
Brazil

; for the dreary one of Africa, de-
scribed by Stanley, appears far inferior
in the development of its trees. But in
Brazil, as Alfred Wallace has so graphi-
cally descril>ed, forest is fitted to and su-
perimposed on forest. At a great height,
a waving sea of vendure, rich with ani-
mal life, is spread out in the dazzling
sunshine, borne up on columns which
tower through the obscurity of the vast
space beneath, wherein a second growth
of what would elsewhere seem noble trees
finds a congenial home. Beneath these,
again, there may yet be another similar
but smaller growth, while lycopods and
a multitude of humbler herl» clothe the
soil. Evidently, if adaptation to sur-
rounding conditions takes place any-
where among animals, special adapta-
tions to forest life may be looked for
here

; and here they are" found. Many a
bird and beast which elsewhere exists in
plains or mcxlerate woods has here its

emphatically arboreal representative, as
the fowl seems to be represented by the
curassow and the goose by the horned
screamer. For animals which cannot
fly, but have to pass their lives amid such
an ocean of forest, it is especially needful
that they should Ije supplie<l with all
possible means of avoiding a fatal fall.

Thus the sloth, which passes its life
han^ntr lieiieath th<» hrancbe? has its

hands and feet changed into mere hooks,
which remain bent over when at rest and
need an effort to unilasp. By this means
the animal can sleep securely while hang-
ing, back downward, within its leafy
bower. Moukeys, as we all know, have
the feet modified into prehensile organs
acting like hands, the great toe grasping
powerfully in opposition to the other
four. This modification wonderfully
adapts them for tree life. There is, how-
ever, one further possible adaptation, and
only one, and it is just that very adapta-
tion which is to be found in the monkeys
of American forests. It is an adaptation
which supplies them with what is prac-
tically a fifth hand. In the spider mon-
keys, their cousins, the woolly monkeys
and the howling mpnkeys, the under sur-
face of the terminal portion of the tail is
naked, so that it can l)e exactly and
closely applied to any surface with which
it is in contact. The' tail itself is a very
powerful musular organ, and is capable
of curling its own en(l so firmly round an
object that the animal's whole body can
thus l)e safely suspended. A tail of this
kind is calle(I a prehensile tail. Not every
Atnerican monkey has it, but no monkey
which is not American possesses anything
of the kind. Its pos.session mu.st greatly
add to the security and ease of locomotion
in any forest-tlwelling beast. An amusing
illustration of the widespread ignorance
which exists as to such matters, and also
of the use of the imagination in a way
not strictly scientific, occurred with ref-
erence to the Prince of Wales' visit to
India some years ago. Among other
places of interest the Prince visited was
the Temple of Monkeys at Benares.
His visit was duly depicted in one of the
F;nglish illustrated journals, and no doubt
with scrupulous fidelity in all those points
to which the artist directed his attention.
Nevertheless visions of these monkeys
are represented with prehensile tails

;

which IS alxjut as accurate as would l)e a
picture of a fox hunt by a supposed eye-
witness, wherein the hounds should Ije

represented each with a fox's brush for
tail, Reynard himself bearing the curly
caudal appendage of a thoroughbred
pug-

But it is not only in form and structure
that American nion keys are distinguished,
but also in quickness of intelligence and
gentleness of disposition.

At least many of those large animals,
the spider monkeys, are singularly gentle,
and such is especially the case with the
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little squirrel monkeys—perhaps the most

attractive of the whole order to which

they belong. As to the intelligence, it

is the commoner monkeys of South

America, the sapajous, whereof itinerant

Italians love to make use for tricks and

and performances. We can vouch, from

our own repeated observations, for the

amazing skill and rapidity with which

they will catch and return a ball, sweep

their stand, load and fire their miniature

gun, and play the various antics to which

they have been trained.

Nevertheless, the monkeys of the Old

World are, as we have said, the more
manlike in structure, and uo animal to

be found between the Atlantic and
Pacific makes any approach to the close-

ness wherewith the anthropid or specially

manlike apes resemble us.

Some Old World monkeys have uo
thumbs, and none have what we should

call a good one ; but even the most brutal

baboon has a Ijetter one than has any of

the American form, in all of which the

the thumb is more like a fifth finger,

landing around nearly in the same plane

as the others.

Only one monkey has a chin, and that

is an inhabitant of India, and no ape out

of Asia has a really prominent nose.

No monkey's tones are so pleasant as

are the flute-like notes which the sapajous

will often emit when pleased, but no ape

gives out such manlike sounds sis are

chanted by the long-armed ape or gibbon
monkeys in the Old World. Often he

has a short tail, and sometimes none, but

almost all those of America have a long

one, though in a few very singular forms,

to be presently noted, it is very short.

Monkeys of the Old World ascend to

higher latitudes than do those of the

New. None are known to us as having

been found in America in the north of

southern Mexico ; but monkeys are

denizens of (iibraltar. Central Asia and
Japan, in the Eastern Hemisphere. This

great distinctness between the apes of the

Old World and the New at once suggests

some curious question to which it is

quite out of our power to return answers:
^«»« ' % ..— ;- »t-. A — 1.1a*. ^ l^i^ ***y.k*« 1r«k«.C

as is commonly supposed, first exist in

the Old World ? U so, then did the

American monkeys originate in the New-

World ? and if not, how did they find

their way into it and whence did they

came?
It is a common opinion that the abo-

riginal tribes of American men are of

Mongol affinity and mijjrated from Asia
;

but as this is a question we have not

studied, we preserve an open mind con-

cerning it. Although wild American
dogs have been domesticated, Asiatic

emigrants may none the less have
brought domestic dogs with them. But

however this may be, it is very certain

they brought with them no monkeys. No
fossil reuiains, so far as we know, at all

iustify a belief in the Old World origin of

New World forms ; so that up to the

present time the relative age of the two
groujjs and the origin of either of them
are mysteries. Sjpeculative opinions

have indeed been formed favoring the

notion that the American apes are spe-

cially related to certain creatures called

Lemurs (to be seen in many zoological

gardens) which have their headquarters

in Madagascar.
The evidence, however, upon which

some naturalists rely as justifying this

opinion is, in our eyes, untrustworthy

and valueless. Neither have we been able

to detect any sign of the former existence

of creatures of^the monkey kind that

were intermediate l>etween those of the

Old World and those of the New ; so that

it seems to us not improbable that the

two groups may have had an entirely

different origin, and that the points of

structure in which they so remarkably

agree are but analogical resemblances and
not signs of any special blood relation-

ship between the two. Bearing in mind
the great distinctness of these two
families, we may now proceed briefly to

review the lea<ling forms contained in

each, commencing with the Old World
family, and especially with the species

1)elongiiig to it which are most like our-

selves—the anthropoid apes.

First of these in jx^pular approbation

stands the famed gorilla. Our knowle<lge

of this largest of apes, knowledge both

ordinary and scientific, is due to Amer-
icans. It was really discovered by Dr.

Thomas Savage, who, with the assist-

ance of a missionary by the name
of Wilson, procured materials suffi-

cient to enable Prof. Jeffries Wyman to

describe important parts of the anatomy.

(See the Boston Tournal of Natural His-

tory. Vol. IV., 1843-4, and Vol. V. 1847.)

That absurd <lognia which has been de-

fined and decreed by leading agnostics,

the dogma that "eveiy man receives mi-

croscopic justice in this life," can be

prettv well dispersed by the history of

physical sciemc. In geography we have

one notable instance. Christopher Co-

lumbus, with a hardihood now difficult to

realize, sailed across an utterly unknown
ocean and discovered a New World,

which, nevertheless, has not been named
after him, but after his imitator, Amerigo
Vespucci. In another branch of science

we all hear something alx>ut galvanism,

and often use the term. That curious

kind of force received its name from Gal-

vani, who called attention to it in 1789 ;

but Swammerdam^ hail discovered it one
hundred ancl thirty years earlier

The last biological novelty is the hy-

pothesis that every organism, however
long or short its life may be, contains an

immortal substance, transmitted from

generation to generation, and from cen-

tury to century. Everyone now couples

with this idea the name of Professor

Weii^mann, ignoring the fact that the

same doctrine was publicly taught by
poor old Sir Richard Owen half a century

ago.
Similarly the discovery of the gorilla

has been so generally attributed to Mr.

du Chaillu, that it is absolutely needful

to remind readers of this day of the debt

duie to American discoverers and de-

scribers of a preceding generation.

Nevertheless it seems prol)able that the

animal had been described, and even

specimens of it obtained, more than two
thousand three hundred years earlier. In

510 B. C. the Carthaginian (iov-'mtnent

having decreed that 30,000 persons should

be transported south of the Pillars of

Hercules to found Phdinician colonies on
the West African coast. Hanno set out

accordingly with a fleet of sixty vessels,

and subsequently read a report of his

expedition to the vSenate at Carthage.

Therein he read that after a long journey
frl,A«. tt*.iA»-^rl a <riiir ati#l ii<?ar it found a

number of " wild men " entirely covered

with hair, who were called 'gorillas" by

his interpreters. "We pursued them,"
he says, " but could not take any of the

men on account of their cjuickness in

climbing, but we look three women, who
bit and tore those who carried them off,

so that we were obliged to kill them. We
then skinned them and carried the skins

home with us." iSee Pliny's Natural

History, Vol. II, 169, V. 8 and VI. 200,

edition Sillig.) Two of these, stuffed,

were placed by Hanno in the Temple of

Astarte, in Carthage, where they re-

mained till that city was captured by the

Romans.
The extent of Africa iiihal)ited by the

animal is not large, only including the

forest region, extending inland between

the mouths of the Cameroon and Congo
Rivers.

Its smaller cousin, the chimpanzee, is

found over a much wider range, namely,

from the Gambia to the Beuguela, ex-

tending inland as far as 28° east longi-

tude. The earliest notice of what was
probably this animal appeared in a de-

scription of the kingdom of Congo by
Pigafetta in 1598, published at Frankfort.

A further notice appeared in a curious

book entitled, "Purchas ; His Pilgrim-

age," in 1613, but in the last year of the

of the same seventeenth century a full

and accurate account of the structure of

the chimpanzee, with excellent plates,

was published in I^ndon by Tyson under
the title "Anatomic of a I'igmie"
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LEG BANDS
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T^OR SALE.

"High-Class Setters."

English Setter Royal Sam.

(K. K. C. S. B. No. 19,669)

Winner every time shown. First jrtid cup, also
extra cup for the best setter of all breeds, at Bir-
mingham, 1889—127 entriis Royal Sam is own
brother to Ch. Sir Tatton and litter brother to
Ch. Monk of Furness.
The English Field savs Royal Sam is a straight-

coated, good dog. He fias much improved and is
a very mflficuU dog to get away from. He very
much resembles his litter brother Monk of Fur-
ness, and it is quite an open question if he is not
now the l>etter animal of the two.

English Setter Carlton Johnnie.

(E. K. C. S. B. No. 19,664)

Whelped Deceml>er, i8k8, by Ch. Sir Tatton ex
Daisy Darling. Johnnie has only been tihown
twice. He won second prize at Darlington when
only six months old ana first prize at Birming-
ham, 1889. He has had the distemper and is
now in fine form and fit to show and win.
The Stock-Keeper says: "Carlton Johnnie, a

rare young setter, good head, nice quality, good
legs and fret and a dog of distinct promise."

Red Irish Setter Tim Finigan.

Two years old (Chief, 12.586, ex Wee Kitty,
19.723), winner of first and cup at Birmingham.
i88q. 40 entries : first and ctip at Royal Show,
Dublin, 72 entries, etc., etc. "Tim is a beautiful
dog, fit to win in any company : is well broken
and very fast.

The English Field says : "Tim Finigan was
placed first and later on took the cup. He is a
characteristic dew;, well built, neat all through
and no lumber about him."
Also several well bred good bitches and young

dogs. For prices and particulars apply to

GEO. E. CARTMEL.
Eden Mount Kennels. Kendal, England.

WM. H. WEISS,
East End Kennels, Bethlehem, Pa. 64-67
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England.
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Fanciers' Publishing Co,,
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INCUBATORS.

Prairie Stale Incubator

Tweiily-.seveu ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York Citv,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
63-tf Chester Co., Pa.
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A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of "The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." |i
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GBRMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KENNEI^ CLUB

5tud Qook.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL QAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for TTie American Columbatian, Buf

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the l)est advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.
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American Foxhounds.

WE CLAIM FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA
Foxhounds that for actual field purposes
they are superior to auv strain on earth.
We control and sell the surplus stock of the
majority of foxhound kenuels in this
vicinity (there are more than fifty organised
hunt clubij within a radius of*^ fifty miles
around Philadelphia). Prices moderate.
Send stamp for special Ii.st of foxhounds.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS.
63 tf 140 S. 8th St., Philadelphia.

Basset Hounds.

FOR SALE.—The grand Bas.set hound dog
Cupid II. Bred by Mr. C. C. Ellis. Shottish
brook Park, Maidenhead. Color, brightly
marked tricolor. Sire, Fiuo II (18,100);
dam, Venus II (23,809). Whelped May 6,
1H89. Price, jCi;,. ist Blackburn, 3d Man-
chester. V. H. C. Liverpool. Kennel Club
and Edgeworth. George G. Musson, "Holly
House," Roby, Liverpool. 67-tf

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,
Fair Haven. Vt.

Collies.

FR SALE.—Young stock from
ning blood. Prices reasonable,
well. Wilmington, Del.

prize win-
F. R Cars-

64-tf

O

tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayfass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. ' Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

Fox Terriers.

SOX TFIRRIER PUPPIES for sale out of thor;
' oughbred dead game stock. Geo. M. Rich-

ards, Binghampton N. Y e63 68

Irish Terriers.

*OR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
* Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill kennels.

Chestnut Hill, PhUadelphia.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor t cents per wordfor each insertion.

Irish Terriers.

WANTED.—Irish terrier bitch not over 18
lbs., hard coat, racy build. Address B.
Box 916, Philadelph a. Pa.

Klnir Charles Spaniels.

Ol-tf

V^RANK P. SMITH, 2622 North Fifth Street,

1^ Philadelphia, has for sale a thoroughbred
King Charles spaniel. 67-tf

MastlfK.

FR SALE —English mastiff pups. All ages.
By Berkshire Caution. Bitches in whelp.
All st(x:t registered. Satisfaction guaran-

64-67 teed. Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass.

Pointers.

FOR SALE—Black pointerdog; Sire, Bangor,
by Poyneu'» Bang—Jean; dam. Princess II,
by Nat— Princess. John Sanderson, care Dr.
S. G. Dixon, 3015 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia. 60^7

Poodles.

FR SALE.—Black French poodle pups, from
imported dogs. Very handsome and can
be easily trained todoany number of tricks.
Price $25. Address T. A. Snider, Cincin-
nati, Chip. 67-68

Pugs.

FOR SALE.—Daughter of Champion Dude,
just bred to a son of Cryer's Othello. Also
a fine bitch pup. Chequasaet Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass.

Setters.

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derbv Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City. .55-tf^

I\OR SALE— English setter puppies, whelped
' April 16, 1890. by Gaths Joy (Oath—Gem),

out of Dart W. (Sweringer's Dan—Countess
Pansy). Address E.K. Bispham, 208 Wal-
nut Place, Philadelphia, Pa. 66-^7

Spaniels.

FOR SALE —Black field spaniel bitches Jesse
Stubbs (third at Boston, 1890) and Flirt (V.
H. C, at Boston, 1890) Also two bitch
pups. Pompev (A. K. R. 3999)—Jesse Stubbs.
Must be sold at once. No reasonable offer
retusetl. Address Fred Bowers, Fall River,
Mass. 66-68

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE.—Choice stock at reasonable
prices. Peninsular Kennels, P. O. Box 57,
Detroit, Mich. c. 63-68

FOR SALE— Beautiful pups, low. Also two
bitches ; one rough, one smooth ; lately
bred to imported dogs. Chequasset Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass. 65-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phccnixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Ariington, N.J
offer for sale their imported rough-coated
Pilgrim (16.103); prixe winner, excellent
stock getter and pleasant companion ; also
a young rough brood bitch, dam of prize
winners, in whelp to Pilgrim. Puppies
rough and smooth. Prices Tow. 66-67

M
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NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGRFCE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tendea four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

• Philadelphia. Pa

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inseru-d under
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I

Kngllnh PheaMant KgnfH.

AM NOW taking orders for F^nglisli pheas-
ant eggs. $3 per dozen. Birds for sale. N.
L. Rockwell. Sanford Station. Conn. 57-tl

InonbAtors.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. " Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. Jas. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Mtnorcas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP. importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black miiinrca rir^
cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue ol other leading \'arie-
tiei. Bgffs of l>est quality for fair price.
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor t cents per -vord/or each insertion

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., (2 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING e.stimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched'
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub'
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade

'

phia. Pa.
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Blondinettes.

BiIRDS of the above variety lor sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins.Burdeutown, N. J.

50-75
OR SALE.—Six Blondinettes. $30 for the lot

if sold at once. Also one frilll>ack hen. fc.
Chas. F. Wagner, 4 King Street. E. Toronto.
Ont., Canada. 64.4^

L.

Exchange.

S. CLARK, No 1505 Girard Aveune, Phila-
delphia. Pa., will exchange homing pigeons
for owls, turbits, blondinettes or satinettes.

66^
nmtalls.

wHITE ^ANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 6»-tf

Homlnir Plsreons.

CLAYTON HACK ETT, Fourth Street, Baston,
Pennsylvania—Breeder of long distance
homing pigeons. Stamp for circular. 61-tf

LOUIS A. SCHMIDT. 317 12th Sreet, N. W.
,

Washington, D. C, breeder and fancier of
homing pigons. Prices for youngsters a
matter of correspondence. In the breeding
loft are: Blue Gown, 715 miles; Always
Readv, 450 miles; Uncas, 450 miles; Black
Hawk, 400 miles, and several pairs, 500
miles. All stock first-claaa.

T
Jacobins.

W. TUGGLE, Columbiiir,~Gi.~^Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

Owls.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all time*.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Rollers.

B

fe

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM R0LLF:RS. Thog
Grist. Clementon. .N. J,, formerly of Bir-
mingham. Eng. 64-67

Satinettes.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-73

8'wal|ows.

B

A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

f-^
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

* colors, with and without white liars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has uow as fine a
stock as can t>e found.

Tombler*.

A

CHARLES LIENHAKD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird .Store, Cleveland, O. . g6

^^OR SALE, CHEAP—The internal fitting of
' ail experimental pigeon loft (constructed

according to the plan recommended by
Lewis Wright in his work "The Practical
Pigeon Keeper"), also water fountains, nest
pans, etc. Address H. B. Ilelffrich, 307
North Thirty-seventh Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. It

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutaw Street,
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what you want. Reas<mable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. 56-68

w

Artists and Engravers.

RINTING estimates given lor Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads. Price Lists. Sched
ules, Labels, Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia.

E H/IVE arranged with .Schreiber (k

Sons, who ai-e acknowledged to t>e the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special termi
for our subscritiers who want photograph*
of their dogs. The Fanciers PubiMhiOK
Co., ja Soatta Third St., Philadelphia, Pa
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WII.,MAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAI., blue checker heu

MISS WI1,I.IAMS, blue checker hen

» LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BKSS, black checker hen . .

Orders for youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jusx^ Out.

*«**«*(>«****

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
JUST ARRIVKD

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNQ

S^CUBAN PARROTS

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTKD TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
T:«r».TT:» r»T>¥3»T^ T^rwnjx o
k.- 4A^A:« i^AVJ^A^ A %^ VV A^i^f

FANCY PIGEONS.

&c., &c., &c.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. W. VAHLE,
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
J5-76

PRICE 50C. ^

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AUOPTKD BV THK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of the
Rkcoc.nizbd Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

MAME ~-

ADDRESS

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAlL PIGEONS.

No otlier Variety.

$10.00 a piir

an(] up.

Quality n"t excelled.
BHiiHfiictioii giiaraii-

t«e<l.

H.C. NORTON,
(ierniartown I'a.

FOR POULTRY.
Kono Moal, - • Per KM) lb. Bag, |l.3.(M>

<Jraniilat«Ml Kono, " lOO " '^.75
Ground Iteef
S<^r«pH, - - - • 1<K> 3.00

t:»U-lt«». - - - - " 300 a.oo
(riiHlMMl Flint. - " «tM> «.00
<.'ru«!itHl Oyster
^4hellH. - - - " «00 «-0«

Send for our New Price List and Sampler. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

f :. 11. r>KMPwor.,F & co.,
42-93 York C'humlcal Works, York, Pa.

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION,

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's Celebrated Eog Cakes _^--:

^^^- Gloyer's Imperial Dog Reineilies

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPIION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS,

&

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

rillLADELrillA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

THOROUGHBREt) PUGS

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE

PRICES VERY LOW
^

Address

57-fi9

M. S. THAYER,
AshnionlSt., Dorchester District,

Boston, Mass.

' PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary tSurjyeon,

58-70 i«oa iiuoAi>WAV. new youk.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlilisliiug Company,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid Sl Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OH ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

MEDFORD FANCY dOODS CO.,

14-75 Montgomery Co., Pa.

24-75

44 & 46 DCANH ST., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

^istor^ and Descripfion

I^Gminiscences

-WITH-

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, $1 PER
Imsliel. JNO. Merchr, Leaman Place, Pa.

GAME BAKTAMS.
Di. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

HflWtlON LiEE,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardlk.

SixoND Edition. Price Postpaid, $1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

^kw ONLY ONE

QUALITY

^"^^^ —OF—

:4H k BREEDING

H^H STOCK

HH^ =-^ and that the

HBIRr BEST

^Vr^^^ Money can

''^Hwp^Sfi Secure.

> 1 H 1 J

My homers are tested as record birds and SK
parents of birds with records from soo, .<i2.s and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated binis
from the alM)ve stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Al.so
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

SPRATTS PATENT BOG CAKES

The Best and Cheapest Dog F'ood in

the Market.

*fBeware ofworthless imitations,same shape,
and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COM.MON SENSE OF DOG IMJCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Spratts F*ateot

Challenge Poultry Meal
THE GREATEST F.GG-PRODUCING FOOD.

Thf most .\'ii/i itious unit Digestible h'iM>d for iMy-
ing Hens ami for aetling nil kimh nf

hmlh y into StroTt' Contlition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early Chicken.s.

Spratta F*atent

PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap i>er cake 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Full particulars (rora

SPHATTS PATENT (America), MMIT'D,
'39-^5 East 56th St., New York City. 44-69

!/
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